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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Committee appointed by the Moyal Society to direct the publication of the

Philosophical Transactions, take this opportunity to acquaint the Public, that it fully

appears, as well from the Council-books and Jommals of the Society, as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions, that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till the

Forty-seventh Volume ; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any further

in their publication, than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to some of

their Secretaries, when, from the particular circumstances of their afiairs, the Transactions

had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems principally to

have been done with a view to satisfy the Public, that their usual meetings were then

continued, for the improvement of knowledge, and benefit of mankind, the great ends

of their first institution by the Koyal Charters, and which they have ever since steadily

pm’sued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their commimications more

numerous, it was thought advisable that a Committee of their members should be

appointed, to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transactions

;

which was

accordingly done upon the 26th of March 1752. And the grounds of their choice are, and

will continue to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the advantageous

manner of treating them ; without pretending to answer for the certainty of the facts,

or propriety of the reasonings, contained in the several papers so published, which must

still rest on the credit or judgement of their respective authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

the Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body,

upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the
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thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the authors of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of

chility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society ; the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report and even to certify in the public

newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation. And

therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and public

notices ;
which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the dishonors of the

Society.

The Meteorological Journal hitherto kept by the Assistant Secretary at the Apart-

ments of the Royal Society, by order of the President and Council, and published in

the Philosophical Transactions, has been discontinued. The Government, on the recom-

mendation of the President and Council, has established at the Royal Observatory at

Greenwich, under the superintendence of the Astronomer Royal, a Magnetical and

Meteorological Observatory, where observations are made on an extended scale, which

are regularly published. These, which correspond with the grand scheme of observations

now carrying out in different parts of the globe, supersede the necessity of a continuance

of the observations made at the Apartments of the Royal Society, which could not be

rendered so perfect as was desirable, on account of the imperfections of the locality and

the multiplied duties of the observer.
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Adjudication of the Medals of the Royal Society for the year 1857 by

the President and Council.

The Copley Medal to Michel Eugene Chevreul, for his Researches in Organic

Chemistry, particularly on the Composition of the Eats, and for Researches on the

Contrast of Colours.

A Royal Medal to Dr. Edward Frankland, for the Isolation of the Organic Radicals

of the Alcohols, and for his Researches on the Metallic Derivatives of Alcohol.

A Royal Medal to Dr. John Lindley, for his numerous Researches and Works on

all branches of Scientific Botany, and especially for his “ Vegetable Kingdom” and his

“ Genera and Species of Orchideae.”

The Bakerian Lecture was delivered by Michael Faraday, Esq., D.CM^., F.R.S.,

and entitled “ Experimental Relations of Gold (and other Metals) to Light.”

The Croonian Lecture was delivered by James Paget, Esq., F.R.S., and entitled

“ On the Cause of the Rhythmic Motion of the Heart.”
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EEEATUM.

At page 98 of the Volume for 1855, in Archdeacon Peatt’s paper “ On the Attraction of the Himalayas

on the Plumb-Line in India,” lines 7 and 5 from the bottom, read

a= -0-0019203-I-00059576 «-00014561 v

and
= a(0-9980797 -t- 00059576 u- 0-0014561 v)

.

This correction affects none of the results of the paper.
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, MAJOE-GEKEEAL SAEIXE Olf THE DECEA^XIAX

two classes of solar-diurnal variation (viz. in the mean diurnal variation occasioned by

the disturbances of large amount, and in what ^may be termed the more regular solar-

dimmal variation), and the non-existence of a similar decennial period in the case of the

lunar-diurnal variation, that I have been induced to make these results the subject of a

communication to the Royal Society.

The observations at Hobarton comprise, so far as I am aware, the most extensive con-

secutive series of magnetic observations that have hitherto been made. The hourly system

was adopted there from the first commencement of the Obseiwatoiy. "We owe it to the

zeal and clear-sightedness of Captain (now Admiral) Sh Jaiies Claek Ross, by whom the

Hobarton Observatory was established, that this improvement upon the two-homiy

system proposed by the Royal Society was introduced. Its superiority for many of the

contemplated objects of the Observatories was speedily recognized, and the example

followed at the Ordnance Colonial Observatories, by the employment of one additional

non-commissioned officer at each, thus enabling the number of daily observations to be

doubled at the small extra expense of about £24 a-year for each obseiwatory. The-

duties of “ Observer,” which at the Ordnance establishments were perfoiTned by non-

commissioned officers of the Royal Artillery, devolved at Hobarton upon the officers of

the Royal Navy who formed ihe personnel of that Observatory: and I gladly avail myself

of this opportunity of placing on record, that to the steady and mu’emitting zeal of Com-

mander Joseph Henry Kay dming the whole period of eight years, of Lieutenants Peter

Scott and Joseph Dayman for the first fom- years, and of Lieutenants Alexander Smith

and Francis Simpkinson dming the last four years, are primarily due whatever results

may now or hereafter be derived from the Hobarton observations*.

The observations of each month, arranged in the same forms as those of the Ordnance

establishments, were transmitted by the Admiralty to my office at Wooluich, and have

been printed. For the purpose of this examination they have been treated precisely as

those of Toronto, as described in the Philosophical Transactions for 1856, Ait. XVI. and

Art. XXH. The aggregate number of the observations of the Dechnation at Hobarton

which have been passed through those processes of reduction is 56,202 ;
of these, 4207

were found to differ from the monthly normal at the same horn- by an amount wliich

equalled or exceeded fom' scale-divisions, or 2'- 84 in arc value, and were accordingly sepa-

rated from the rest, for the purpose of deducing from them the periodical laws of the

class of phenomena to which they belong. The monthly normals, derived fi-om the great

body of the observations after the exclusion of the distmhances of fom- scale-diiisions and

upwards, have been employed to show the variation in amount in the different years of

the mean diurnal solar influence, forming what is generally understood as the regulai'

solar-diurnal variation
;
and the same observations, 51,995 in number, rearranged accord-

ing to the lunar horns to which they respectively most nearly approximate, have supphed

the mean lunar-dim’nal variation in the different years treated of in tliis commmiication.

* In mentioning the names of the observers, that of Mr. Jeffeet, for several years assistant to Captain

Kat, should not he omitted.



MAGNETIC INEQUALITY AT HOBAETON.

Disturbance-variation.—Before, however, we enter on the lunar question, I wish to

show the accordance of the two classes of the solar-diurnal phenomena at Hobarton with

the decennial period, as it has been inferred from observations in other parts of the globe ;

and I shall commence with the disturbance-variation, because it was from this branch of

the phenomena that the decennial connexion between the solar-magnetic variations and

those of the solar spots was first inferred ; and because, on account of the labour which

is requii’ed in the investigation, the periodical laws of the disturbances have hitherto

been made out at no other observatories than those of the British Colonies. I gladly

avail myself therefore of the opportunity ofshowing, that when the disturbances, occurring

at Hobarton during eight years, are broken into four distinct and equal portions, each of

two years’ dmution, each such portion manifests, under a suitable mode of investigation,

the same periodical law of dimmal variation, almost identical in the principal features of

direction and turning hom’S, and differing only in the magnitude of the variation in

different years, in which difference it conforms strictly to the decennial period as indi-

cated elsewhere, ha\Tng a minimum in 1843—1844, and a maximum five years later.

As the existence of a law of dimmal variation regulating: the occurrence of the disturb-

ances of large amount rests hitherto, I beheve, only on investigations made by myself, I

may be excused for here caUing attention to the fact, that each of the foiu’ portions, into

which the disturbances at Hobarton have been divided, bears its testimony to the existence

of this law ;—which may be accounted a general one, since it has been found to prevail

at stations so widely distant from each other as Toronto, St. Helena, and Hobarton.

The following Table exhibits, for each of the two-yearly periods, the excess at the

several hours of mean solar time at the station, of the aggregate easterly differences from

the monthly normal at the same horn- over the aggregate westerly differences (or westerly

over easterly as the case may be), divided by the number of days of observation in each

two-yearly period : it is therefore strictly a table of the mean diurnal variation due to the

disturbances that have been separated for the purpose of investigating the periodical laws

of this class of the phenomena.

Table I.

Hours.

1841
and
1842.

1843
and
1844.

1845
and
1846. .

1847
and
1848.

Hours.

1841

and
1842.

1843
and
1844.

1845
and
1846.

1847
and
1848.

Noon. 0-00 + 6-03 + 6-10 + 6-09 12 -6-53 — 6-38 -6-45 — 0'63

1 + O-IO + 0*11 + 0-08 + 0-03 13 — 0*30 — 0-23 -0*39 — 0-54

2 0-00 + 0-11 + 0-03 — 0-02 14 — 0-20 — 0-14 -0-35 -0-36
3 0-05 + 0-12 + 0-07 + 0-20 15 — 0-17 -0-05 -0-19 -0-33
4 + 0*15 + 0-06 + 0-07 + 0-23 16 + 0-05 + 0-03 -0-03 -0-28
5 + 0-13 + 0-03 + 0-03 + 0-32 17 + 0-08 + 0-09 + 0-01 J-0'03

6 — 0-04 -0-05 -0-05 + 0-20 18 + 0-13 + 0-09 + 0-04 + 0-10

7 — 0*17 — 0-17 — 0-11 — 0-10 19 + 0-20 + 0-09 + 0-17 + 0-22

8 — 0-43 -0*30 — 0-22 -0-26 20 + 0-27 + 0-11 + 0-10 + 0-23

9 — 0-42 -0-43 -0-37 -0-39 21 + 0-14 + 0-06 + 0-15 + 0-10

10 — 0-55 -0-36 -0-41 — 0-64 22 + 0-05 + 0-06 + 009 + 0-19

11 0-59 — 0-43 -0-46 — 0-82 23 + 0-01 + 0-05 + 0-12 + 0-13

B 2
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The values are decimals of a minute of arc. The sign + corresponds to Easterly and

— to Westerly disturbance.

These variations may be represented by the following formulae :

—

1841—1842 . . A,= -d-085-6-299sin(a+294-7)+{)-lT8sin(2a+298-4)

1843—1844 . . A,= -0-062-0-231sin(«+294-l)+0-126sin(2«H-319-7)

1845—1846 . . A,= -0-083-0-273sin(«+283-9)+0-107sin(2a+280-2)

1847—1848 . . A,= -0-097-0-447sin(a+300-4)+0-227sin(2a+278-6)

A being the variation at x, the hour required, and a (corresponding to x') counted in

hours from noon and multiplied by 15°.

The curves computed by these formulae are sho-wn to the eye in seconds of arc in

Plate 1. fig. 1. It will at once be seen how thoroughly their inflections accord in cha-

racter, and at the same time how decidedly and systematically they difier in amoimt.

The inflections are least in the curve derived from the years 1843—1844, and gi-eatest

in that derived from the years 1847—1848. The hour of greatest westerly deflection is

about 11 P.M., and that of greatest easterly deflection about 7 a.m. The difference between

the extreme deflections at these hours, or the range of the variation in twenty-four hours

in seconds of arc, is given by the formulge as follows :

—

1841—1842. 1843—1844. 1845—1846. 1847—1848.

Easterly extreme
/«

. . . 12-0
II

6-8 8-8
//

23-7

Westerly extreme . . . . 33-5 24-7 27-5 44-2

Sum . . . . 45-5 31-5 36-3 67-9

Taking the differences between the actual results of the observations at the same

hours, or the range of the.variation in twenty-four hours, from direct observation, we have

as follows :

—

1841—1842. 1843—1844. 1845—1846. 1847—1848.

Easterly extreme
/J

. . . 12-0 5-4
//

11-2 13-2

Westerly extreme . . . . 35-4 25-8 27-6 49-2

Sum . . . . 47-4 31*2 38-8 62-4

Thus it Avill be seen, that if we estimate the variation in the mean effect of the

disturbances, in the course of the decennial period, by the difference in their mean diurnal

range respectively in 1843—1844 and 1847—1848, we should infer that theii' mean effect

is at least twice as great in the year of maximum as in the year of minimum.

It is probable that if either a higher or a lower arbitrary standard than fom scale-

divisions were taken as constituting a “ large distinbance,” the inequality between the

years of maximum and minimiim might be rendered somewhat greater or somewhat

less, but still not materially so ; the result is of too decided a character to doubt the

evidence it affords of a subsisting substantial difference between the year's of maximum

and minimum.
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Direct Solar-diurnal Variation.—Table II, exhibits the mean solar-diurnal variation

for the same four periods, each of two years’ duration, derived from the observations after

the exclusion of the larger distm-bances. The sign + signifies Easterly and — Westerly

difierences fr'om the mean or normal direction in the twenty-four hours.

Table II.

Hours.
1841
and
1842.

1843
and
1844.

1845
and
1846.

1847
and
1848.

Hours.

1841
and
1842.

1843
and
1844.

1845
and
1846.

1847
and
1848.

Noon. + 1-61 4- 1*29 + 1*20 + 1*00 12 - i*oi - 6*87 - 1*04 -6*89
1 +3-46 -f 3*19 + 3*42 + 3*79 13 - 0*77 - 0*68 - 0*86 - 0*65

2 + 4*42 44*03 + 4*54 + 5*25 14 — 0*56 - 0*41 - 0*62 - 0*49

3 4- 4*10 -43*85 + 4*46 + 5*01 15 - 0*33 - 0*26 — 0*42 - 0*36

4 + 3*04 -42*96 + 3*44 + 3*83 16 — 0*41 - 0*33 - 0*46 — 0*43

5 -f 1*82 41-82 + 2*08 + 2*23 17 - 0*76 - 0*59 - 0*86 - 0*95

6 + 0*99 40*98 + 1*11 + 1-37 18 — 1*30 - 1*07 — 1*26 - 1*40

7 + 0*36 + 0*40 + 0*46 + 0*80 19 — 2*13 — 1*85 - 1*83 — 2*53

8 — 0*16 - 0*11 - 0*07 + 0*27 20 — 3*04 - 2*88 — 3*00 — 3*74

9 - 0*72 - 0*55 — 0*52 - 0*25 21 — 3*36 - 3*29 — 3*61 — 4*51

10 — 1*03 - 0*92 - 0*91 - 0*64 22 - 2*46 - 2*71 - 2*92 - 3*92

11 — 1*11 - 0*95 - 1*09 - 0*90 23 - 0*63 - 0*98 - 1*19 - 1*91

In all the four periods the greatest easterly deflection occurs at 2 p.m., and the greatest

westerly at 9 a.m. The extreme difierences are,

—

2 P.M. Easterly . .

9 A.M. Westerly . .

Sums

1841—1842 .

. 4-42

. 3-36

. 7-78

1843—1844 .

4-03

3-29

7-32

1845—1846 .

4-54

3-61

1847—1848 .

5-25

4-51

9-76

Here also, if we estimate the decennial variation by the difference in the range of the

dim-nal movement, we find 1843—1844 the years of minimum and 1847—1848 those

of maximum ; although the inequahty between the extremes is not so great as in the

distm’bance-variation.

We obtain this result from the eight years in which the observations were made hourly

;

but we have also observations in the six following years made with the same instruments

at the hour’s of 2 p.m. and 6 A.M., and we are thus enabled to trace the decennial inequality

through a period of fourteen consecutive years. In so doing we have to employ

throughout {i. e. in the eight years as in the six years) the mean positions at 2 p.m. and

6 A.M. only. The range in the different years is here strictly comparative, but it is not of

course the extreme range. Table III. shows these particulars.
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Table III. Hobarton Declination.

Years.

Mean scale reading at Differences.—

5

P.M.— 6 A.M.

2 P.M. 6 A.M. Scale-divisions. Ajc.
'

1841 61-5 53-6 7-9 5'6l
!

1842 83*3 75-9 7-4 5-25

1843 83-8 76-4 7-4 5-25

1844 81-6 74.4 7-2 5*11

1845 85-0 76-5 8*5 6-03

1846 87-1 79*2 7-9 5*6l I

1847 90-0 79-7 10-3 7-31

1848 91-5 80-3 11-2 7*95

1849 91-8 81-6 10-2 7-24

1850 91*1 82 '3 8-8 6-25

1851 90-7 81-9 8-8 6‘25 i

1852 90*3 80-7 9-6 6-82

1853 81-5 74-0 7-3 5-32

1854 76-8 68-4 8-4 5-96

This Table affords a striking illustration of the systematic character of the decennial

inequality ; and with the evidence previously adduced in reference to the mean dimnal

effect of the greater magnetic distm’bances in different years, shows that in both classes

of solar-diurnal variation, (the daily and constant, and that due to distm’bances of occa-

sional occurrence,) the decennial inequality is as distinctly and decidedly marked in the

Hobarton observations as it has been found to be elsewhere.

Lunar-diurnal Variation.—Table IV. exhibits the lunar-dim’nal variation in the four

periods, each of two years’ duration, obtained from the 51,995 observations remaining

after the separation of the disturbances of large amount, rearranged according to limar

hours and treated in the manner described in the Philosophical Transactions for 1856,

Art. XXII. The sign + signifies Easterly, and the sign — Westerly deflections fr’om the

normal direction.

Table IV.

One scale-division =0'’7I.

Lunar
hours.

1841
and
1842.

1843
and
1844.

1845
and
1846.

1847
and
1848.

Lunar
hours.

1841
and
1842.

1843
and
1844.

1845
and
1846.

1847
and
1848.

Sc. div. Sc. div. Sc. div. Sc. div. Sc. div. Sc. div. Sc. div. Sc. div.

0 + 0-14 + 0-18 -|-0'12 -I-0-27 12 4- 0*14 -1-0-15 -f 0-16 4-0*02

1 -1-0-08 + 0-24 + 0-14 -hO-24 13 -fO-26 + 0-27 4-0*25 -1-0*15

2 + 0-07 4-0’16 + 0-25 + 0-23 14 + 0-19 + 0-28 -f 0*25 -40*09
3 —0-06 + 0-21

-I-
0*28 + 0-10 15 + 0*13 + 0-22 4-0*14 — 0*02

4 — 0-12 + 0-13 + 0-26 + 0*08 16 + 0-09 + 0-14 -f 0*05 — 0*01

5 -0-14 -0-09 -l-O-ll -0-09 17 -I-0-08 — 0-08 -0*09 -0*10
6 - 0-27 -0-14 -0-04 -0-13 18 — 0-14 — 0-17 - 0*19 -0*15

7 — 0-20 — 0-22 -0-04 — 0-18 19 — 0-13 — 0-25 -0*30 — 0*26

8 - 0*16 -0-25 -0*13 -0-06 20 -0'12 -0-27 -0*40 -0*15

9 -0“06 -0-09 -0-09 -0-06 21 -0-03 — 0-23 — 0*30 — 0*15

10 -0-04 — 0*03 -0-06 + 0*01 22 -t-0-02 — 0-01 — 0*24 + 0*09

11 -0-01 + 0-11 + 0-07 + 0-08 23 -I-0-08 -f 0-03 — 0*05 4-0*18
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The lunar-diurnal variation for these periods may therefore be respectively represented

by the following formulae, in which the coefficients are expressed in seconds of arc, and

a is reckoned in hours (multiplied by 15°) from the epoch of the moon’s superior culmi-

nation.

1841—1842 . , . A^= — 0-35— 3-61 sin (a-f- 21’8)-}- 6-69 sin (2«+61-8).

1843—1844 . . . A,= H-0-61+l-08sin(a+284-4)+10-7 sin (2«-f 43-6).

1845—1846 . . . A,=+ 0-26+5-14sin(«-l-339-2)-l-10-4 sin(2a-l-27-6).

1847—1848 . . . A,= +0'32+2-7 sin(a+ 55-1)4- 7-7 sin (2a4- 65-0).

Mean of the eight years A^= 4-0-254-0-98 sin («4-318-4)4- 8-75 sin (2«4-45'8).

We may at once perceive, from the relative magnitude of the coefficient of principal

significance (that of sin 2 (2), that the differences in the lunar-diurnal variation corre-

sponding to different years show no conformity to the inequality manifested in those of

the solar-diurnal variations.

The curves severally corresponding to these formulae are shown in Plate I. fig. 2. for

each of the four two-yearly periods. They exhibit such differences as are to be expected

from periods of such limited dui’ation ; but the differences present no appearance what-

soever of a systematic variation corresponding to the decennial inequality of the solar-

diurnal variations. There are in each curve four extremes nearly equidistant from each

other, two of which are easterly and two westerly extremes : if in each period we take

the sum of the extremes, not indeed as an exact measure, but as furnishing an approxi-

mate indication of the relative magnitudes of the respective variations, the periods

arrange themselves in the following order :

—

1. 1843—1844. Sum of extremes

2. 1845—1846. Sum of extremes

3. 1847—1848. Sum of extremes

4. 1841—1842. Sum of extremes

y/

41-8

41-6

30-6

28-1

If we should prefer as a criterion of the magnitude of the variation, the sum of all the

deflections at the different hours in the respective periods, we should have the succession

as follows, taking the deflections as calculated by the formulae :

—

1. 1845—1846. Sum of deflections

2. 1843—1844. Sum of deflections

3. 1847—1848. Sum of deflections

4. 1841—1842. Sum of deflections

169-9

165-5

120-5

113-4

Or taking the deflections as actually observed at the different hours

1. 1845—1846. Sum of deflections

2. 1843—1844. Sum of deflections

3. 1847—1848. Sum of deflections

4. 1841—1842. Sum of deflections

170-8

168-3

123-5

117-6
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In both classes of solar variations the years 1841, 1846, 1847 and 1848 are the years

of greatest range, and the years 1842, 1843, 1844 and 1845 those of least range. If

we unite in one curve the lunar results in the four first-named years, and in a second

curve the results in the four last-named years, and compare these two curves, we are so

far from finding in the lunar variation an inequality corresponding to that in the solar

variation, that the difference between the curves, such as it is, is in fact in the opposite

direction. These curves are drawn in Plate I. fig. 3, and are there shown in comparison

with a thhd curve, which is that of the mean lunar-diumal variation in the entire period

of eight years.

The Tables 1. to IV. were prepared, under Mr. ]\Iageath’s superintendence, by the

Norr-Commissioned Officers of the Poyal Artiller’y employed in my office, each entry

havirrg been verified by two independent computers. The obserwations themselves are

printed in the first three volumes of the ‘ Hobarton Obserwations.’
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II. On the Stability of Loose Earth. By W. J. Macquorn Rankine, F.R.S.

Eeceived June 10,—Eead June 19, 1856.

§ 1. General Prindjple.

The subject of this paper is,—the mathematical theory of that kind of stability, which,

in a mass composed of separate grains, arises wholly from the mutual friction of those

grains, and not from any adhesion amongst them.

Previous researches on this subject are based (so far as I am acquainted with them)

on some mathematical artifice or assumption, such as Coulomb’s “ wedge of least resist-

ance.” Researches so based, although leading to true solutions of many special problems,

are both limited in the apphcation of theii’ results, and unsatisfactory in a scientific point

of view. I propose, therefore, to investigate the mathematical theory of the frictional

stabdity of a granular mass, without the aid of any artifice or assumption, and from the

following sole

Principle.

The resistance to displacement by sliding along a given plane in a loose granular mass., is

egual to the normal pressure exerted between the parts of the mass on either side of that

plane., multiplied by a specific constant.

The specific constant is the coefficient of friction of the mass, and is regarded as the

tangent of an angle called the angle of repose. Let P denote the normal pressm-e per

unit of area of the plane in question ;
F the resistance to sliding (per unit of area also)

;

(p the angle of repose ;
then the symbohcal expression of the above principle is as

follows :

—

F
p=tan^ (I.)

This principle forms the basis of every investigation of the stability of earth. The

peculiarity of the present investigation consists in its deducing the laws of that stability

from the above principle alone, without the aid of any other special principle. It will

in some instances be necessary to refer to Mr. Moseley’s “ Principle of the Least Resist-

ance ;

” but this must be regarded not a special principle, but as a general principle of

statics.

§ 2. Corollary as to Limit of Obliquity of Pressure.

It is necessary to the stability of a granular mass, that the direction of the pressure

between the portions into which it is divided by any plane should not at any point make

with the normal to the plane an angle exceeding the angle of repose.

MDCCCLVII. c
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That is to say, symbolically, let E be the total pressure, per unit of area, at any point

of the given plane, making with the normal to the plane the angle of obliquity 6-, let P
be the normal and Q the tangential component of E ; so that

P=Ecos^; Q=Esin^;

-p=tan^;

then it is necessary to stability that

Q<F=P tan <p, 1

and consequently that (2.)

§ 3. Lemmata as to the Composition of the Stress at a point.

It is well known that the stress at any point in a solid medium is capable of being

resolved, with reference to any set of three rectangular axes, into six elements, viz. three

normal pressures, P^, P^,, P^,, on unity of area of the three coordinate planes, and three

tangential pressures, Q^, Q^, Q^, on unity of area of the three pairs of coordinate planes

parallel to the three axes respectively. It is also known, that if we take these six

elementary stresses for the coefficients of what, in Mr. Cayley’s nomenclatme is called

a Ternary Quadric, and in the nomenclature of a paper on Axes of Elasticity, a Tasime-

tric Function f

,

\]—T,x^-\-Ypf-\-V^z^-\-2Qpjz-\-2Q,yZX-\-2Q,xy, (3.)

then if this quadric be transformed so as to be referred to new axes, the coefficients of

the transformed quadric will be the elementary stresses referred to the new axes ; and

further, that there is a set of three rectangular axes, being the principal axes of the sur-

face U=I, for which the tangential stresses vanish, and the normal stresses become

maxima or minima, the quadric being reduced to

U= P,^+P^;y^+P,z^ (4.)

The normal stresses for those principal axes of pressure are called theprincipalpressures.

Let P^ be the greatest and P^, the least of the three principal pressmes at a given point

O, and let On, making with Ox the angle xOn=-ip, be a line in the plane xy. Let E„ be

the total pressure on unity of area of a plane normal to On, and let the dii-ection of tliis

pressure make with On the angle ^ on the side of On towards x, so that the components

of E„ are respectively, normal, P„=E„ cos ^ ;
tangential, Q„=E„ sin

Let the half-sum of the greatest and least principal pressui’es be denoted by

P 4-P

and their half-difference by

D_ P^ Py
.

2

* Philosophical Transactions for 1854-55, On Quantics.” t Ibid. 1855.
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Then the magnitude and dmection of the pressure exerted at the plane normal to On,

are given by the following equations :

—

D sin 2^1/ (5.)

tan^_j^_^j3^^g
2vl/’

or otherwise by the following :

—

P„=M+Dcos2^|/|

Q„=Dsin 24'. J

The maximum value 0 of the obliquity 6, and the corresponding position of the

normal On, are given by the following equations :

—

,D^"=7+0 8111
-

M

r^ • -1 D0= sm L
,M

( 7 .)

to which correspond the following pressm^es, total, normal, and tangential

;

P(^)=M(l-g)
^ (g)

Q(’F)=D^iI;5!.

Tig- 1-

^ \ 13?

Tt"

The following geometrical construction represents

the theorems expressed symbolically by the equations

(5.), (6.), (7.), (8.) (fig. 1). Let xOx, yOy be the axes of

gi’eatest and least pressure at the point O. Given, the

half-sum M, and half-difference D, of those pressures,

it is required to find :

—

Fii'st, the direction and magnitude of the pressure at

a plane normal to On, which line is in the plane xy,

and makes with the axis of greatest pressure the given

angle xOn='^. Make 0^^=M. On Ox take the point a so that na=On. On na take

nr=T). Then will Or=R„ represent the pressure requu’ed, and rOn=6 will be its angle

of obhquity.

Also, let fall rj)^On; then Op=:P„, j9r=Q„.

Secondly, to find the plane for which the obliquity & is greatest. Make ^ON=‘T'=

half a right angle -f- half the angle whose sine is Then ON will be the normal to a

plane having the required property. There is obviously a pair of such planes, whose

normals make equal angles at either side of Ox.

The remainder of the construction is to be proceeded with as before, to find the total

c 2
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pressure OK, and its normal and tangential components OP, PE. It is obyieus that

OKN is a right angle.

The locus of the points r is an ellipse, whose semiaxes Oj:=P,, represent the

greatest and least pressures at the point O.

§ 4. Additional Lemmata, as to the Transformation of Stress in the plane of greatest and

least pressure.

By the plane of greatest and least pressure at a given pomt O, is meant the plane con-

taining the axes Ox and Oy of greatest and least pressure. Let there be taken any two

new rectangular axes in that plane. Ox' and Oy', and let

~c:xOx'=<yOy'='ip, so that <xOy'=^-\--4>.

Also let P^, and Ty, be the normal pressures at planes perpendicular to the axes OP, Of,

respectively, and Q' the tangential pressure on either of those planes. Then from equa-

tions (6.) it appears that

P^,=M-1-D cos 2-ip'

Py=M—D cos 2-p >

Q' =D sin 2-p.

(9.)

Consequently, if the elementary stresses P^,, Yy,, Q', at any pair of planes at right angles

to each other and to the plane of greatest and least pressure be given, the greatest and

least pressures, and the positions of their axes, are given by the following equations :—

-

P +P P -

1A_J'=M=—
p -p

-y y

. o ,

2Q'
tan 2p— p

-

A td

(
10 .)

The equations given above solve a particular case only of the general problem, \iz.

the case in which the given elementary stresses act in the plane of greatest and least

pressm’e. But in all actual problems respecting the stability of earth, the plane of greatest

and least stress is known
;
and it is therefore unnecessary to apply to that subject the

general problem as to the finding of the axes of pressure in space of three dimensions ; a

problem which requires the solution of a cubic equation.

^ 5. Lemmata as to Conjugate Planes and Pressures.

It is a well-known theorem in the theory of the elasticity of sohds, that if the pressure

on a given plane at a given point be parallel to a second plane, the pressm-e on the second

plane at the same point must be parallel to the first plane. Such planes ai’e said to be

conjugate to each other, with respect to the pressures on them ; the pressures also are

said to be conjugate.
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To adapt this theorem to the present question, the first step is to transform the equa-

tions (5.), so as to make the obliquity of the pressm-e, 0, the given angle, instead of the

angle of direction -ip of the normal to the plane. Thus are obtained the following equa-

tions, from which, when the greatest and least pressures at a point are given, there may

be found the position of a plane perpendicular to the plane of greatest and least pressure,

on which the obliquity of the pressure shall be equal to a given angle ^ ;
and also the

amount K„ of the pressure corresponding to such obliquity.

=M cos — M^sin^^

or ’^1/11 .jMsinS
2-<P=-^+^±cos — (

11 .)

Hence it appeal^, that for each value of the obliquity there are two values of \p and

two of E, the less value of -p/ corresponding to the greater value of E, and conversely.

Let -pa be the less, and p„ the greater value of p, E„ the greater, and E^ the less value

of E. Let the two normals Ou, Ov be drawn at opposite sides of the axis of greatest

pressure 0.t ;
then the angle between them is

uOv=p,-{-P,=^-i-^;

and the angle between the planes to which they are normal is

'^— pu— pv= 2~^'’

(12.)

therefore those two planes are conjugate.

Proble^n .—The positions of a pair of conjugate planes, both perpendicular to the plane

of greatest and least pressure, and the pressm'es on them, being given, it is required to

tind the position of the axes of greatest and least pressure, and the magnitude of the

greatest and least pressures.

From the equations (11.) it is easily deduced, that

M Rk + Rp

2 cos 6

D =M\/ (1^; cos o)‘}

— X' + E„)^}

2-4'=^+^+ COS *—TT

\/V +
E„— Rp

R« + Rp
cotan $

(13.)

The axis of greatest pressure will be found in the obtuse angle between the normals Ou,

Ov, and nearer to Ou, the normal to the plane on which the pressure is the greater.

A^Tien E„=Ep, then ^=0, the angle of greatest obliquity. In this case let

E„=EpStEC^),
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of which the value, in terms of M and D, has akeady been given. Then it appears that

R(^) 1M =- ^cos©

D =M sin0=E.(T)tan0

2T^=^+0,

(14.)

in accordance with the equations (7.) and (8.).

From the equations (13.) and (14.) it is easily deduced that the ratio of a pair of con-

jugate pressm’es has the following value :

—

Rti cos — V sin"^ ©— sin^ fl

cos 3+ 'v/sin^©— sin^3
(15.)

§ 6. Lemmata as to the Intmial Equilibrium of a Solid Mass.

Let 0.r', 0_^', Oz' be rectangular axes, of which Osd is vertical, and positive downwai’ds

;

and let G be the weight of unity of volume of a solid mass. Then the well-known con-

ditions of the internal equilibrium of such a mass are the following :

—

x'
, ^

dOLy!
p,

dx^ dy' ' dz'
’

d
I

d^yf , d ^
dx’ ' dij dz’

’ ^

dGiyf
^

dOtx'
I

dP ^
dx' ' dy' ' dz'

(16.)

In all actual problems respecting the stability of earth, the plane of greatest and least

pressures is vertical, and there is one horizontal direction, normal to that plane, along

which the state of stress of the earth does not vary. It will be sufficient, therefore, to

restrict the above equations to two dimensions, by making Q_,j=0 ; Qy= dz^—^ ; and

putting Q simply for Q^,. Then we have the two equations,

—

dP,,

dx'

dx'

dPy
dy'

:0.

(17.)

§ 7. Surfaces of Uniform Horizontal Thrust.

The following is a peculiar transformation of these

differential equations, suited to the subject of the

present investigation. OX, fig. 2, being vertical,

and OY horizontal, and in the plane of greatest and

least pressure, conceive the mass to be subdivided

into prismatic molecules by an indefinite number of

vertical planes perpendicular to the plane XY, such

as
1
^

2, 15 2^2, 25 and by an indefinite number of

surfaces, also perpendicular to the plane XY, such

as a,5i, ^2^25 and of such a figure, that the tangent
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plane at each point of each of those surfaces is conjugate to a vertical plane, in the sense

explained in section 5. Let
a=Oa

be the vertical ordinate of any one of those surfaces corresponding to ^=0 ; then

(18.)

will be its equation. By the definition of conjugate planes, the pressure on each element

of such a surface is vertical. Let be its amount per unit of area of the surface, and E.^

the pressure on unity of area of a vertical plane, which pressm'e is parallel to a tangent

to ah ; the angle of obliquity being given by the equation

tan 6—
dx

dy
(19.)

Let X be the vertical pressure on a given element of a surface ah^ per unit of area of the

prelection of that surface on a horizontal plane

;

then

X=A^=E,^i+'
cos fl V

,

(
20.)

dx^

cos a
” V dy^

It is evident that the equations of the equilibrium of a prismatic element m are the

following :

—

1

d

dy

dx
cos ^-7- ) =0.

da

(
21 .)

The second of these equations being integrated, gives

R —
„ .dx ’’da -n/ \
R„ COS =

j =F((2),
da

/ d^
V^-^df

which value being introduced into the first equation, gives the following.

dPx
-(X-G^)+F(«).;f,= 0.

dy^

(
22 .)

(23.)

Now let

H= I 'E{a)da=\ 'R„c,o^ &-^da (24.)

be the total horizontal thrust of the solid mass from its upper surface, down to the surface

under consideration. This quantity, being independent of y, may be used as an inde-

pendent variable instead of a; that is to say, dividing equation (23.) by F(a), we obtain

the following :

—

p^{Gx—X.)=y^, . (25.)

which is the differential equation of a Surface of Uniform Thrust.
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§ 8. Surfaces of Uniform Thrust and Unifoi'm Vei'tical Pressure.

With an exception to be described in the next section, the only case in wbicb the

equation (25.) becomes bnear with respect to x, and capable of being satisfied by an

indefinite number of arbitrary forms of surface, is that in which each sm-face of uniform

thrust is also a surface of uniform vertical pressure ; that is to say, when

X=F(H) •.
. .

. (26.)

In this case, the integral of equation (25.), as found by the method of Foueiee, is

capable of being expressed in various forms, of which the following is the most compre-

hensive :

—

(27.)

the functionf being such, that neither

e~"'f nor e~'^f\

shall become infinite for any value of the argument, how great soever, nor increase

indefinitely with the argument, and that they shall both vanish at the limits of integra-

tion. This function is determined by the following condition at the upper surface of

the mass :

—

^o=/(^) (28.)

In all those cases in which the upper surface of the mass derfates alternately above

and below an inclined or horizontal plane by deviations which recur periodically in each

horizontal distance 2B, the integral of the differential equation (25.) is capable of being

expressed in the following form :

—

*=^+Ajr+2.«-w(c.sm!g'+C.cos’f^), .... (29.)

where A is the tangent of the average declivity, above and below which the smTaces of

equal thrust deviate periodically, and C„ and are determined by the following for-

mulae :

—

((To— A?/) sin^B -D

2

((To—Ay)cos^^
B JJ

.dy

.dij,

(30.)

Such are the integrals of the equations of internal equilibrium in two dimensions in a

vertical plane, in those cases in which each siu’face of uniform thrust is also a siu’face of

uniform vertical pressm’e; a condition realized in those cases in which the horizontal thrust

is caused by the vertical pressure.

The relation X=F(H) between the horizontal thrust and the vertical pressure, still

remains to be determined by the physical conditions of each particular problem.
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Note. Equilibrium of Arched Ribs.

Although foreign to the immediate subject, the fact may here be noted, that by

making X=F(H)=0 in equations (27.) and (29.), they furnish the means of deter-

mining the form of the intrados of any equilibrated arched rib loaded solely with its own

weight, or proportionally to the weight of each of its parts, when the form of the extra-

dos is either represented by equation (28.), or developed by means of the formulae (30.);

care being taken, in the latter case, to include the entire rib within the limits

If the rib be di-vided mto voussou’s, their joints ought theoretically to be normal to the

series of curves given by equation (27.) or equation (29.).

§ 9. Extrinsic and Intrinsic Vertical Pressures.

The exception referred to at the beginning of the last section is as follows. Besides

the vertical pressure

Xh=F(H),

w'hich is uniform for each surface of equal thrust, there may also be a vertical pressure,

uniform in each vertical hne, and varying proportionally to an arbitrary function of the

horizontal coordinate, viz.

—

X,=0(3/) (31.)

This last pressure does not enter into the differential equation (25.), and its amount is

therefore to be determined in each problem by conditions distinct from the general con-

ditions of internal equilibrium. It may be called the Extrinsic Vertical Pressure ;
and

the vertical pressure depending on the horizontal thrust, the Intrinsic Vertical Pressure ;

so that the surfaces determined in the last section are surfaces of uniform intrinsic vertical

pressure, the extrinsic vertical pressru’e being independent of their form and position*.

§ 10. Limiting Relations of the Pressures, at a point in a Mass of loose Eaidh.

The seven preceding sections, from § 3 to § 9 inclusive, contain principles which are

common to every case of the mternal equilibrium of a solid mass, in what manner soever

constituted.

In the present section, those common principles 'will be combined with the peculiar

principle of the stability of an incoherent granular mass, explained in §§ 1 and 2.

The symbol ^ will be used in the folio-wing sense :

—

afb-Vc

means, “ a is not less than b—c, and not greater than b-Vc.” The symbols < and > will

be used in their ordinary sense of “ not greater than ” and “ not less than.”

(p being, as in ^ 2, the angle of repose of a given kind of earth, and 0, as in § 3, the

* In the sequel, when vertical pressures are not expressly designated as extrinsic, they are to be under-

stood as intrinsic.

DMDCCCLVII.
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greatest obliquity of the pressure at any point in any plane traversing that mass, it appears

from equation (2.) that the condition of stability of the mass ls

e<<p (32.)

From this condition the following propositions are deduced :

—

Tiieoeem I. At each 'point in a mass of earth, the ratio of the difference of the greatest

and least pressures to their sum cannot exceed the sine of the aiagle of repose.

This theorem* follows from the second of the equations (T.), its symbohcal expression

being
P,-P^_D .

P,+ P (33.)

Tiieoeem II. The follo'wing is the expression of the condition of staMlitij of a mass of

earth, in terms of the pressures at a point, referred to any pair of rectangular oj:es. Ox'.

Oy', in tdie plane of greatest and least pressures :

—

(P,,-Py)"+ 4Q'"_D^_
<sin^ip (oA.)

This follows from the equations (10.).

Tiieoeem III. The following is the expression of the condition of the stability of a mass

of earth, in terms of the ratio of a pair of conjugate pressures in the plane of greatest and

least pressures :

—

Let E„, K„ be the two conjugate pressures, 6 their common angle of obhquit\"; then

R„ > cos fi + i/ cos^ 9 — cos^
t ^ )

Rtt cos $+ \/ cos^ S— cos^ (p

This follows from equation (15.).

Theoeem IV. The positions of a pair of conjugate ptlanes being given, the following are

the limits, consistent with stability, of the angle which the axis of greatest pressure can

make with either of the normals to the conjugate planes :

—

sin 0

sin p
(36.)

This folloAvs from the second of the equations (11. )•

Tiieoeem V. The amount R and obliquity 6 of the qyressure on a given plane being

given, the following are the limits, consistent with stability, of the half sum INI and half

difference D, of the greatest and least principal pressures \

—

M

D=M sin &

< R
cosfl+ v/cos^fi— COS^(p

R sin p

cos $+ V cos^ 6— cos'^ p

(37.)

This follows from the first of the equations (11.).

The greater values of M and D given by this equation correspond to the greater values

of the angle -vj/ given by equation (36.).

* Already published in the ‘ Proceedings of the Royal Society ’ for the 6th of March, 1856.
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Corollary to the Theorems III., IV., and V.—When the angle of obliquity 6 is equal

to the angle of repose (p, the quantities given by the equations (35.), (30.), (37.), have

each but one value, without any limits of deviation, viz.

—

— 2’ L

M=:]Isec(p; D= Iltan(p.

(38.)

§ 11. Planes of Bupture.

The angle 'T', above given, is that made on either side of the axis of greatest pressure

by the normals to the pair of planes along which the tendency of the earth to give way by

sliding is greatest. The angle made by these planes themselves on either side of the axis

of greatest pressure is therefore

( 3 «')

Those planes are called Planes of Bupture. Their position, in the particular case of a

horizontal bank, where the axis of greatest pressure is vertical, was determined by

C'ouLOMB by the aid of his ideal wedge of least resistance.

§ 12. Application q/'Mr. Moseley’s Principle of LeoM Besistance to the Stahility of

Earth.

This principle may be stated as follows :—The forces which balance each other in or

upon a given body or structiwe being distinguished into two systems, called respectively

active and passive^ which stand to each other in the relation of cause and effect, then will

the passive forces be the least which are capable of balancing the active forces, consistently

with the physical condition of the body or structure.

In a mass of earth, the active forces are the vertical pressures produced by the gravita-

tion of its parts ; the passive forces are the pressures conjugate to those vertical pres-

sures, whereby the earth is prevented from spreading. The pressures conjugate to the

vertical pressm-es will therefore be the least which are at once consistent with the con-

ditions of internal equilibrium given in §§ 6, 7, 8, and 9, and with the conditions of

stability at each point, given in § 10.

§ 13. Statement of the General Problem of the Stability of a Mass of Earth under its

own Weight.

The upper and free surface of the mass of earth, at which the intrinsic vertical pres-

sure Xh= 0, is supposed to be curved in one coordinate plane only, that of greatest and

least pressures ;
and the form of the section of that sm’face by the vertical plane of

greatest and least pressures is supposed to be given by an equation of the form (28.).

The specific gravity G and angle of repose p of the earth being given, it is required

D 2
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to determine the form and position of the suidace at which the intiinsic yertical pressure

has any given value.

In order that the equations (27.), or (29.) and (30.) may furnish the complete solution

of this problem, it is necessary now to determine, from the conditions of stability in § 10,

the relation Xjj=F(H), between the intriusic vertical pressure and the horizontal thiiist.

The case in which the upper smTace of the earth is an indefinitely extended plane,

horizontal or inclined, is the only case which admits of an exact solution. It will there-

fore be solved first, and its solution used to facfiitate the solution of the more complex

case, which is solved approximately by the integral (27.), or by infinite series of the

form (29.).

§ 14. Pkoblem I. Surfaces of Equal Pressure and Thrust in the case of a horizontal or

tmiformly sloqnng bank.

In this case, equatiorr (28.), giviirg the form of the fiee smiace, becomes

x^=Ay=ytdcn.6 (“iO-)

Equatiorr (27.) gives for the form and position of any smiace of uniform intrinsic

vertical pressure,

x=^-\-A.y, orx—x„=^ (41.)

Hence the surfaces of equal intrinsic vertical pressrne are planes parallel to the free

surface, and the vertical pressure is simply the weight of a colrmrn of earth of irnity of

area of base, aird of the height x—Xq. At each poiirt, a vertical plane, and a plane

parallel to the free surface, are conjugate to each other ;
that is, the pressure orr a plane

parallel to the surface is vertical, and the pressure on a vertical plane is parallel to the

surface ; and the angle of slope, 0, is the common angle of obhquity of those conjugate

pressures.

Equation (20.) gives for the vertical pressure per unit of area of a plane parallel to the

surface,

K„=Xcos^=G(^—^o)cos^ ("i-O

Now from the principle of least resistance, it follows that the pressm-e at any pomt on

a vertical plane, in a direction parallel to the slope, must have the least value consistent

with the equation of stability (35.); that is to say.

cosfl— V^COS^ fi— cos® (p

“ cos + v” cos® — cos® (p

Eor brevity’s sake, let

coo 2 ^.
cps^— Gcos®6— cos®ip _^.
cos $+ V cos® 6— cos® f

(43.)

(44.)

Then the horizontal component of has the following Aulue :

—

/7H

^ cos 0=kX.=zkG{x-Xo). . (46.)
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And the total horizontal thrust, from the sm'face down to a given depth is

kG{x—Xo)^

2 (46.)

The relation, then, between the vertical pressm'e and the total horizontal thrust down

to a given sm’face of uniform thrust and pressure, is expressed by the equation

kX^ ^ /2GH
k

(47.)

Equation (36.) gives, for the angle made by the axis of greatest pressure at each point

with the vertical.

TT
,

TT 1 ,
sin fl

V= 7~o— 77COS —
2 “ 4 2 2 sin <2

(48.)

This axis hes in the acute angle between the slope of the surface and the vertical.

The two planes of rupture at each point make -with this axis the angle given by

equation (39.) ; that is to say, they make with the vertical the follo’wing angles respectively

at opposite sides:

—

TT

2

fl 1

2+ 2
COS

sin 9 p
sin (p

2’

sin S

sin (p 2

(49.)

§ 15. Extreme cases of this Problem.

The two extreme cases of this problem are respectively, when the free surface is

horizontal, or 6=0, and when it slopes at the angle of repose, or 6=(p.

The following are the results in these two cases.

Case First. ^=0:

Il„=X; E„=X 1 — sin ip

1 + sin <p

’

1 — sin (p .

1 + sin ip
’

X

2
— \p= 0, or the axis of greatest pressure is vertical, and the planes >. . .

. (50.)

of ruptm’e make the angles ^ f on either side of the vertical.

Case Second. 0=(p:

E„=Xcos®; K„= R„= Xcos(p; k=cos^(p;

T . X (p .

Q—v= 2 ?
or the axis 01 greatest pressure bisects the acute angle

^
between the vertical and the slope of the surface, and the planes of

ruptme are respectively vertical, and parallel to the smface.

(51.)

§ 16. Bevetement Wails. Peoblem 11. To determine the magnitude and direction of
the resultant pressure on the base of the revetement wall of an earthen bank, having a

horizontal or uniformly sloping upper surface, the angle of repose of the earth upon the

masonry being not less than that of the earth upon itself.

Case 1. When the back of the wall does not overhang the base. (See fig. 3.)
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Let ABDE be the section of the wall. Through A di’aw AT
vertical (=^—

^

0)5 cutting the upper surface of the bank in F.

If the back of the wall is vertical, F coincides until B.

Through C, the centre of gravity of the mass of masomy and

earth AFBDE, draw CW vertical. Take AH=^AF, and draw

HR parallel to the smTace of the bank, cutting CW in O ;
this

will be the position and direction of the resultant pressm’e on the

plane AF. To represent that resultant pressure, take

ok=A="^
cos 5 2 cos 9

Eig. 3.

(52.)

Also take OW to represent the weight of the mass of earth and masoniy AFBDE

;

then will the resultant OS of OR and OW represent in magnitude and direction the

resultant pressure required on the base AE.

OS= A/{0R'+0W'+20R.0W.sin^};

sin<WOS=i;
(63.)

sin 6 is to be taken as positive when the bank slopes down tow'ards the ivall.

Case 2. When the back of the wall overhangs, as represented, for example, by AT.

Proceed in all respects as above, except that in finding the centre of gravity C, and

the weight OW, the mass AFBDE alone is to be treated as masonry, and the prism AFT
is to be treated as if its specific gravity were merely the excess of the specific gravity of

the masonry above that of the earth. This is because a pressm’e equal to the weight of

the earth wdiich the prism AFT could contain, is sustained by the earth vertically below

it, leaving only the excess of the weight of masom-y over that of earth to add to the

stability of the wall. As this excess is in general very small, it follows that there is in

general little or no advantage in building revetement walls so as to overhang behind.

For the same reason it is evident, that if a straight line be di’awm from A to U. where

the line of slope cuts the face of the wall, the masonry behind this hue contributes little

to the stability of the wall.

17. General Case:—its amhigiiity.

The application of the principle of least resistance to the case in which the vertical

section of the upper surface of the earth is of any form (limited only by the condition

that the slope shall nowhere exceed the angle of repose), is attended with this difficulty;

—that at certain portions of each layer of equal thrust, \iz. the lower portion, it is

difficult, if not impossible, to determine which of the two conjugate pressiu’es, the vertical

pressm’e and the horizontal or inclined pressure, is to be regarded as cause and which

•as effect ;
and thus the solution becomes ambiguous.

There is one case, however, which is not affected by such ambiguity ; 'viz. that in which

the steepest declmty of each surface of equal thrust is the angle of repose ; for in that
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case there is but one relation, consistent with stability, between the vertical pressure' and

horizontal thrust, Avithout any limits of deviation.

The relation betAveen those forces Avhich is the only solution in the case specified, is O'ue

of the solutions consistent with stability in every other case, as will appear from tlie

foUoAving

Lemma. The intensity of the horizontal thrust, E„cos^=Xcos^ip, which corresponds

with a given vertical pressure, X, for a declivity sloping at the angle of repose, (p, lies

between the limits consistent with stabilityfor every declivity sloping at a less angle.

For the condition of stability deduced from equation (35.) is

E, cos I E-
-= cos

•tvi

2/1>
cos^ 6 •

COS^
(P

cos^ S V ^ cos 5 j

cos® 9 :

cos® (P

.
. (54.)

cos® 9 \ '' COS"

and cos^ p is ahvays Avithin the limits fixed by this equation.

§ 18. Pkoblem III. The vertical section of the upper surface of a mass of earth,

curved in the plane of section only, being given, it is required tofind theform and position,

of the surfaces of uniform vertical pressure, when the greatest declivity of each of them is

the angle of repose.

It appears from the preceduig lemma that the solution of this problem is ahvays one of

the solutions eA en AA'hen the greatest declhity is less than the angle of repose.

Let the equation of the upper sm’facebe expressed by the equation (28.), or developed

by the formulae (30.). Then the form of the siu’faces of equal pressure is gwen by the

transcendental parts of the equations (27.) or (29.); and it only remains to determine

their by finding the relation between the A'ertical pressure X and the horizontal

thrust H.

The condition of stability gives

Ep cos 9 1

cos® <p

cos® ^
dx

m
(55.)

From the general chfferential equation (25.), it appears that

dx 1
' d^xX .

SH=G(rfH+^d>

but at the points of greatest declivity of each smTace

— -0

consequently equation (55.) becomes

X= G
dX'

which being integrated, gives

H:
cos^^.X® _ -v/2GH

2G ’

being the solution required.

cos <p

(57.)
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In the case to which Problem III. refers, in which

1

(IB.
COS^f

equation (66.) becomes

X < ./i

+

A cos^«p1

dti

(
67 .)

The most important apphcation of these principles relates to the power of a mass of

earth whose upper smTace is horizontal, to sustain the weight of a building founded at

a given depth.

In this case, the condition of stability expressed by the equation (65.) becomes

^ dx < 1 + sin (p

dB ^ I + sin <p

Now the horizontal pressm’e of the earth may be so mcreased by ramming, as to have

the maximum amount consistent with the intrinsic vertical pressm’e due to the weight of

the earth, in which case

^ dx 1— sin(p

'^H^=l + sin?5-
(69.)

And consequently, the extrinsic vertical pressure, due to the excess of the weight of a

building above that of the earth which it displaces, is limited by the equation

4 tan f
y— dx

4 sin <p

(1— simp)^
(70.)

and the ratio of the loeight ofa building, to the weight of the earth displaced by itsfounda-

tion, is limited by the equation

Xh + X. / l + sin<pY
Xh

' (71.)

When the angle of repose, for example, is 30°, the limit of that ratio is 9.

§ 21. Negative Extrinsic Pressure. Resistance of Screw Piles to Extraction.

When the mtrinsic vertical pressure exceeds the lower limit given by the equation (65.),

the earth will resist a Negative Extrinsic Pressure, or upward tension, not exceeding such

excess. To avoid the use of negative signs, let

then

-X,=T,;

T,<Xh- dx
cos® <p

\ V COS® 6 /
(72.)
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Let the siuLace of the earth be horizontal, and let the horizontal pressure have the

least amount consistent with stability. Then

and

^ dx 1 + sin {p

4tan^ „ 4sinip

(73.)

(74.)

The last expression shows the ratio borne to the superincumbent load, by the upward

tension necessary to extract from the earth a body with a nearly horizontal upper surface,

like the thread of a screw pile. When the angle of repose, for example, is 30°, that

. . 8
ratio IS g.

§ 22. Resistance of Earth to the Horizontal Thrust of a Building.

The hmit of the resistance of a horizontal stratum of earth to the horizontal thrust of

the foundation of a building, is the upper limit of the horizontal thrust of the stratum,

consistent with its w'eight ;
that is to say,

—
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III. On the Geometrical Isomorphism of Crystals.

By Heney James Beooke, F.R.S., Hon. M.C.P.S.

Eeceived June 11,—Head June 19, 1856.

Crystals, as it is well known, are solids bounded by plane surfaces termed faces, which

vary in shape and in their relative positions. They occur generally in small imperfect

fragments, and all that we can be said to know about them, is the shapes and positions

of their faces, and the angles which those faces make with each other.

All the crystals at present kno-wn have been classed in six groups or systems, each

group consisting of a series of elementary solids, or as they will be termed primary forms,

and of other forms, termed secondary, derived from the primary according to laws to be

afterwards explained. These different groups or systems are distinguished from each

other by the shapes and positions of some of their faces, and the crystals of the different

minerals comprised in each group or system, except the cubic, are distinguished by the

angles which particular faces make with each other.

The six systems, and the elementary solids proper to each, are as follows :

—

The cubic, consisting of cubes which are bounded by six square faces.

The pyramidal, consisting of prisms having their terminal faces square, and their

lateral faces rectangular.

The rhombohedral, consisting of solids bounded by six equal rhombs.

The prismatic, consisting of solids contained within three pairs of parallel rectan-

gular faces at right angles to each other.

The oblique, consisting of solids, also contained within three pairs of parallel faces, of

which only two intersect at right angles, the thuxl being an oblique pair.

The anorthic. It is said that in the few solids comprised in this system, no two faces

intersect each other at a right angle
; and hence the name of the system.

The accompanying Tables of the pyi’amidal and rhombohedral systems contain lists of the

crystallized minerals comprised in each, arranged in a manner new, as the writer believes, to

crystallography
;
presenting that science under a new aspect, and affording some altogether

unexpected results, which it is the object of this paper to communicate to the Society.

Notation.—Previously, however, to stating these results, it is necessary to explain briefly

the ciystallogi’aphic language and notation that will be employed in describing them.

The term form is used in crystallography in two different senses : in one of these it

simply means shape
;
in the other—a sense peculiar to this science—^it denotes particular

sets of faces that may or may not enclose a finite solid. Thus, in some instances, single

pairs of parallel faces constitute ciystallographic forms.

MDCCCLVII. F
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The angles quoted in the accompanying Tables, and throughout this paper, are those

between normals to the several faces, although, to avoid the frequent repetition of the

words “ between normals,” they are expressed as angles between faces. The angle between

any two faces, as given by most other authors, and the angle between normals to those faces,

are supplements to each other, so that, if either is given, the other can be readily found.

A zone in crystallography is a series of faces on any cr^’stal which intersect each other

in parallel lines, or would do so if sufficiently enlarged.

It has been found that the secondary faces of crystals are not produced as it were at

random, but that they cut the primary edges in definite proportions measured along those

edges in particular directions ; and it is by means of the differences of those proportions,

and of the directions in which they are measm'ed, that secondarj- faces can be denoted

and distinguished from each other. This system of notation was first proposed by the

Rev. Dr. Whewell, in a paper read before the Royal Society and pubhshed in the Philo-

sophical Transactions for 1825, and has been employed by Professor Millee of Cam-

bridge in a work on Crystallography pubhshed in 1839, and in the new edition of the

Treatise on Mineralogy, by the late William Phillips.

According to this system, the faces of a primary form, as they

are usually shown in engraved figures, are expressed by the sjrni-

bols 10 0, 010, 001, placed in the relative positions shoum in

fig. 1 ;
and the faces respectively parallel to these are denoted by

Too, OTO, OOT.

These numbers, taken separately, and regarding 0 or zero as a

number, are termed indices, and those with a line over them are

termed negative or minus.

It is seen in the skeleton (fig. 2) of the primary form, that the

edge between the faces 0 01 and 010, and the three edges parallel

to these, have an m at one end and m at the other ; that the edge

between 0 01 and 10 0 and the three parallel edges have n and n

on each edge ;
and that the edge between 10 0 and 010, and the

three parallel edges, have s and i on each edge.

By means of these indices an appropriate symbol can be assigned

to every possible face of every crystal, an advantage not afforded by

any other system of notation.

Suppose a secondary face to occur, as in fig. 3, on the solid angle

surrounded by the letters mns, and to be such as would cut away

^ of the edge m, ^ of n, and ^ of s, measured along each respective

edge from the point where m, n, and s meet. This face is denoted

by the symbol 3 2 4; the separate indices being the reciprocals of

the proportions supposed to be cut away from the respective edges

by this particular face.

If a face truncates that solid angle of fig. 3 which is in fig. 2

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.
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surrounded by w, n, s, and intersects m at ^ of its length measured from the point

where m, n, s meet, and if it theoretically removes ^ of the edge n, and a of s, measured

from the same point, its symbol would be 3 2 4.

An analogous face on the solid angle m, n, s would have for its symbol 3 2 4, and

another similar face on the solid angle m, n, s would have the symbol 3 2 4; and if we

suppose a similar face to truncate the solid angle m, n, s, its symbol would be 3 2 4.

A face that would cut away equal proportions of each of the edges m, n, s, would have

for its symbol 111, and the face parallel to it 1 1 1 ;
and the symbol of a face parallel to

any given face is denoted by simply changing the positive indices of the given face to

negative, and the negative indices to positive.

The faces which replace the edges of crystals being always parallel to those edges, do

not anywhere intersect them, and in consequence the index relating to the replaced edge

is always 0.

Thus in fig. 4 the edge m is entfrely removed, while ^ of n and of s are theoretically

cut away by the truncating face, whence its symbol becomes (0 2 4). The symbol of the

face in fig. 5 is similarly 3 0 4, and of that in fig. 6 is 3 2 0.

Thus recollecting that the symbols of primary faces have two zeros, and of faces on

the edges one, the position of any face denoted by any symbol may be readily perceived

and easily remembered.

It may be noticed, that the order in which the indices stand in each of the preceding

symbols is that of the letters m, n, s

;

and in the symbol of any face whatever, the first

index always denotes the reciprocal of the proportion supposed to be cut away from one

of the edges m ; the second index, the reciprocal of the proportion removed from one of

the edges n ; and the thfrd, the reciprocal of the proportion removed from one of the

edges s.

Faces may be expressed by their symbols, as face 1 0 0 or 1 1 1.

An angle between two faces may be expressed by means of their symbols, as the angle

between 10 0 and 111, or simply the angle 10 0, 111.

A zone may be expressed by the symbols of any two faces in it, as (1 0 0, 1 1 1).

There are in each of the systems, except the cubic, angles between particular faces by

which the crystals belonging to the different minerals contained respectively in each are

distinguished from each other. These will be termed elementary angles.

F 2
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The crystals of the different minerals comprised in the cubic system constitute geo-

metrically a single isomorphons group, and hence the elementary angle is the same

throughout the group.

In the pyramidal system, the elementary angle is between a face 0 01 and some other

face assumed to be denoted by the symbol 101.

In the rhombohedral system, the elementaiy angle is the angle between the face 111
and some other face denoted by the symbol 10 0.

It is thus that at the very outset of our investigations of the forms and angles of

crystals an arbitrary assumption of certain elements, not indicated by the ciwstals them-

selves, is forced upon us. And hence it is not sui-prising that such an apparently

capricious choice, as will be afterwards pointed out, of faces to be represented by parti-

cular symbols should have been exercised by different observers.

But, it may be asked, is the assumption of particular faces to represent those of the

primary and other forms as arbitrary as is here supposed 1

Cleavage .—It is well known that Hauy regarded cleavage as a natural indication of

primary form, and the same opinion is probably entertained by some crystallographers of

the present day. It is therefore necessary, before we proceed, to show that cleavage

does not atford any definite rule for the choice of a form to be regarded as the primary,

but that it is properly only a physical character of the same natime as that of slatv*

structure generally. It seems to be only a separation of plates of crystalline matter

parallel to particular faces of the crystal, and the tendency to separate parallel to such

faces may be conceived to depend upon the relative degrees of cohesion of the ciystalline

particles in planes parallel to different surfaces.

This view appears to be supported by the directions of the cleavage in different crystals

belonging to the cubic system. In some of these, as in galena, the particles cohere vith

less force in planes parallel to the cubic surfaces than to those of any other of its forms.

In fluor the cubic surfaces cohere so firmly as to be inseparable when the crystals are

broken, but the octahedral surfaces are held together with so small a force as to separate

easily when the crystalline mass is broken. In blende the dodecahedral faces are those

of easy separation, while the cohesion at the surfaces of the cubic and octahedral forms

is so perfect as not to show a trace of cleavage in those directions. In many cases there

are crystals 'svithout any perceptible cleavage, and in others there is no cleavage parallel

to the assumed primary faces, although there are cleavages in other dhections
;
and in

other instances there are two or more sets of clea’snges, either of which might be taken

to indicate the primary form.

It does not app’ear that this greater or less degi’ee of cohesi^'e force at the surfaces of

particular faces has received any satisfactory explanation, and it is unnecessary here to

consider it further; the present object being only to show that the direction of the

cleavage may be parallel to the faces of any one or more of the many forms that a crystal

belonging to any system may present, and cannot therefore be a certain guide to the

choice of an elementary or primary form.
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Magnitude of Indices.—It has also been suggested that the numerical values of the

indices of secondary faces should in some degree influence the choice of the form to be

regarded as the primary. For as it has been observed that in the cubic system the

highest numerical index is seldom greater than 6, it has been inferred as a sort of law

that aU indices ought to be expressible in low numbers, and that any form which allows

the other forms o^ the crystal to be denoted by the lowest numbers, is on that account

entitled to a preference as a primary form.

But on looking through the lists of indices in the new edition of William Phillips’s

‘Mineralogy,’ several instances occur of indices as high as 23, and there does not appear

theoretically to be any reason why still higher numbers might not be so employed, as

they occasionally are in the accompanying Tables, and in a recent paper on Quartz by

M. Descloizeaux, in which indices of observed direct faces are as high as 32, and of

direct faces corresponding to observed inverse faces as high as 80.

The terms direct and inverse faces relate only to rhombohedral crystals, and may be

explained as follows :

—

Let h k k be the sjunbol of any dhect face in the quadrant 1 1 1, 1 0 0 of the zone 111
10 0, and lei pgg be that of a face in the same zone lying on the opposite side of the

principal axis of the crystal and making an equal angle with the face 111. Then pgq
is termed an inverse face.

It frequently happens that direct faces and the corresponding inverse faces occur in

pairs upon the same ciystal.

Sometimes, however, a face occm’s in a cUrect position without a corresponding inverse

face, and sometimes an inverse face occurs without any corresponding direct face. In

the cases where the mverse faces occm* alone, the symbols of the corresponding direct

faces have been computed and entered in the accompanying Tables, E 1 and E 2, as

those of dhect faces.

But it is necessaiy to consider the subject of high indices rather more in detail.

The indices of faces do not express absolute numbers high or low, but only the ratios

of the numbers so employed. Thus the symbol of 1 0 2 is equivalent to, and denotes

geometrically, the same face as 2 0 4, 3 0 6, 10 0 20, 99 0 198, or any other numbers in

the same ratio.

It is usual to express indices in theh lowest terms in order to avoid writing figures

unnecessarily, and to save time and trouble in the calculations of indices and angles.

But it has the disadvantage of masking, and thus keeping out of sight, the true relations

among such indices as are now under consideration.

Let it, for example, be proposed to ascertain what faces can occur in the pyramidal

system between the faces 101 and 10 3. The face 10 2 first presents itself as the inter-

mediate face. But let 101 be expressed by 2 0 2, and 10 3 by 2 0 6, and 2 0 3, 2 0 4,

and 2 0 5 appear as intermediate faces, and present to the eye a relation which is not so

immediately perceived if we state the numbers as 2 0 3, 1 0 2, 2 0 5. If the expressions

101 and 10 3 become 3 0 3 and 3 0 9, the symbols 30 4, 30 5, 306 (=1 0 2), 3 0 7, 3 0 8
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appear to be those of possible intermediate faces. And when higher multiples are

employed, the number of possible intermediate faces is increased.

If the multipher is 20 the original symbols become 20 0 20 and 20 0 60, showing

thirty-nine possible intermediate faces between 101 and 1 0 3, as in the following list:

—

20 0 20 =10 1

20 0 21

20 0 22 = 10 0 11

20 0 23
20 0 24 = 10 0 12 = 5 0 6

20 0 25 = 4 0 5

20 0 26 = 10 0 13

20 0 27
20 0 28 = 10 0 14 = 5 0 7

20 0 29
20 0 30 = 10 0 15 = 406 = 203
20 0 31

20 0 32 = 10 0 16 = 5 0 8

20 0 33

20 0 34 = 10 0 17

20 0 35 = 4 07
20 0 36 = 10 0 18 = 5 0 9
20 0 37
20 0 38 = 10 0 19

20 0 39
20 0 40 = 10 0 20 = 408 = 204=102

20 0 41

20 0 42 = 10 0 21

20 0 43

20 0 44 = 10 0 22 = 5 0 11

20 0 45 = 4 0 9
20 0 46 = 10 0 23
20 0 47
20 0 48 = 10 0 24 = 5 0 12

20 0 49
20 0 50 =100 25 = 40 10 = 205
20 0 51

20 0 52 = 10 0 26 = 5 0 13

20 0 53

20 0 54 = 10 0 27
20 0 55 = 4 0 11

20 0 56 = 10 0 28 = 5 0 14

20 0 57
20 0 58 = 10 0 29
20 0 59
20 0 60 = 10 0 30 = 5 0 15 = 1 0 3

It is apparent from this list, that when the number of faces in a zone increases, one

or more of the indices by which the additional faces can be expressed must become

larger.

It is equally clear, that when the number of faces in a zone increases, the angles

between adjacent faces must become less, and hence when the angle between any two

adjacent faces in a zone becomes less, one or more of the indices requii’ed to denote one

or both of such faces must become larger. To limit therefore the magnitude of indices

would virtually be to limit the number of possible faces in a zone.

We have before shown that the indices of faces are the reciprocals of the proportions

of the primary edges conceived to be cut away by such faces, and in order to pro'^ide an

exact expression of these proportions, in the cases of high indices, we have only to imagine

the primary edges divided into a sufficiently large number of equal parts to allow of such

an exact expression.

It is evident that the symbols in the preceding list accurately denote separate faces.

But it may be asked, are all these faces equally possible, and if so, are they equally pro-

bable ; or is 20 0 40 more probable than 20 0 39, because the indices 20 0 40 can be

divided by 20 without a remainder, and because those of 20 0 39 cannot! There does

not appear to be any theoretical reason why any one of these faces should be more pro-

bable than any other.

But it may be said that the face 20 0 40 has been frequently observed and expressed

by the symbol 10 2, while there is no pubhshed record of the faces 20 0 39 or 20 0 41

having ever been noticed, and that nature has therefore shown a preference of one of
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these faces to either of the others, and has thus established a sort of probability that the

face so preferred will occur more frequently than the others.

Is it, however, true that the others have not been observed, although the observations

have not been recorded; or is it not equally probable that such faces have been frequently

seen and measured, but from the nearness of their angles with other faces, to the angles

of the face 10 2 with the same other faces, they have been taken as imperfect instances

of the face 1 0 2 1

If the three faces above referred to should occur on the same crystal they might

doubtless be distinguished, but if they occur on different crystals there is only one natural

test for ascertaining whether they are really different, or are only imperfect examples of

the same face.

This test is, to find whether the face on one of the crystals is common to any two zones,

and whether the face on the other crystal is common to the same two zones. If the

faces are common to the same two zones on both crystals, the faces are similar, and if

they are not, they are different faces. But from the occurrence of crystals generally in

only small fragments, it does not often happen that any of these are sufficiently perfect

to present clearly the faces of any two required zones, and hence the difficulty of ascer-

taining with certainty the identity or otherwise of such nearly corresponding faces.

But although there may be no theoretical limit to the magnitude of indices, there is a

practical limit, beyond which faces denoted by high mdices would not be distinguishable

with certainty from each other. This limit occurs when the difference of the angles of

any two faces with some other face is within the probable range of error of ordinary

measui’ement, arising from imperfection of faces, or from imperfect observation. It is

difiicult to state the probable amount of error which may be ascribed to these causes, but

perhaps about half a degree to a degree may not be an improbable quantity.

The following are the several angles between the face 0 01 and the first and last ten

faces in the preceding list :

—

20 0 21 =
O

43 11 20 0 26 == 37
/

9 20 0 51 =
O

21
/

8 20 0 56 =
0

19 23
20 0 22 = 41 51 20 0 27 == 36 7 20 0 52 = 20 45 20 0 57 = 19 4

20 0 23 = 40 35 20 0 28 == 35 8 20 0 53 = 20 24 20 0 58 = 18 46
20 0 24 = 39 23 20 0 29 == 34 12 20 0 54 = 20 3 20 0 59 = 18 28
20 0 25 = 38 15 20 0 30 == 33 18 20 0 55 = 19 42 20 0 60 = 18 11

It appears from the small differences in the angles in this statement, that some of the

adjacent faces in the preceding list might not be distinguishable from each other by

ordinary measurement, and that the zone test already alluded to might here become

necessary.

But besides these possible sources of error in our crystallographic investigations,

another element of disagreement occurs in practical crystallography.

The ordinary method of examining a crystal is, first, to determine, from the character

and relative positions of its faces, the system to which it belongs.

With regard to the cubic, pyramidal, and rhombohedral systems, this process is
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attended with little difficulty ; but in the cases of the prismatic, obhque, and anorthic

systems it is far from definite.

Having determined the system to which the ciystal belongs, the next operation is to

measure the angles between the several faces, and to select from among these the angle

which is to be regarded as elementary. And as the faces themselves afford no assistance

in fixing upon a proper angle, the selection is left to the arbitrar}" choice of the obsen'er.

After having fixed upon the elementary angle, the s^unbols of the faces which at their

intersection produce that angle are determined, and from these and the known angles

between other faces, other symbols and angles may be found.

It is usual to measure as large a number of angles as the crystals in our possession will

allow. Arrd when the observed angles between apparently similar pahs of faces are

slightly different, these slight differences have been hitherto ascribed to the imperfection

of the measured faces, and a mean of the measured angles has in this case been

assrrmed as the probable angle between the faces. But as it seldom if ever happens that

the mean of any number of measured angles agrees exactly with the geometric angle

corresponding to the assumed symbols of the faces yielding that angle, it is usual to

adjust, as it is termed, the symbols and angles in question, by increasing or diminishing

the .value of the measured arrgles, and by altering, if necessary, the indices irntil both the

arrgles and indices are in conformity with the elementary faces and angles of the crystals.

This process of adjustment is the element of disagreement above alluded to, and is

really the adapting or fitting to a particular primary form the angles and symbols of the

other faces of the crystal, so that if a new primary form has to be assumed, the new

symbols may become expressible in only very high numbers, and a readjustment of angles

and symbols has then to take place. This process will, however, be goverrred by the

number arrd greater or less degree of perfection of the observed faces, and by the care

with which the angles have been measured.

Irr nearly all the hitherto published works on mineralogy the faces of crj'stals have, for

the convenience of writing and printing, been distinguished by letters. But it appears

to the writer that the use ofWHEWELL’s symbols for this pru’pose instead of letters, is so

much to be preferred, on account of its presenting at once to the eye the geometrical

relations of the several faces, as to more than counterbalance the incorrvenierrce of hawrrg

three or more figures to ’write instead of one letter
;
and particidariy as these letters are

frequently accompanied by one or more conventional marks of distinction wiiich are

troublesome both to 'write and to remember.

Construction of Tables .—We have now to explain the construction of the accompany-

ing Tables, to consider the facts they present, and theh results.

These Tables do not contain all the observed angles of the crystals belonging to the

different minerals, but only such as have been, or might have been used in each case as

elementary angles, these being sufficient for the pm'poses of this paper.

No table is given of the cubic system, as that system consists of only a smgle strictly

isoinorphous group.
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In the Tables of the two other systems the names of the minerals at present comprised

respectively in each, are given in an upper horizontal line in the order in which they

occur in the new edition of the Avork of William Phillips.

In the pyramidal system^ Table P 1 (Plate II.), the first vertical column below the

name of each mineral contains the angles between the face 0 01 and the observed faces

in the quadrant (001 100).

The thh’d column contains the angles betAveen the face 0 01 and the obseiwed faces

in the quadrant (001 11 0).

The second and fourth columns contain the symbols hitherto assigned to the several

faces which make Avith the face 0 01 the angles shoAvn in the first and third columns.

In the rhomhohedral system, Table PI (Plate IV.), the first vertical column under

each mineral contains the angles betAveen the face 111 and the observed direct faces in

the quadrant (111. ..100), and also the angles betAveen the face 111 and some observed

inverse faces in the quadrant (111. ..211).

Facts presented by these Tables.—The most important of these are the horizontal ranges

of nearly equal angles, as shoAvn in each system, and the general disagreement in the

symbols of the faces Avhich make with some other face those nearly agreeing angles.

With regard to these facts no chfference of opinion can arise, unless the sources from

Avhich they have been derived (some of the most recent Avorks on mineralogy) are incorrect.

And it is possible that from inaccm’ate transcription, or error in printing, some of the

angles may not be correctly given, and hence perhaps may have arisen some of the

anomahes presented by the Tables.

But differences of opinion may be entertained relative to the interpretation of these facts.

The interpretation to Avhich the Avi'iter inclines, is that the near agreement in angle

between tAvo corresponding faces is not simply accidental, but that it is the effect of some

natural relation, not hitherto noticed, among all the crystals in each respective system

;

and hence that Avhere the angles betAveen particular faces nearly agree, there ought to

be a corresponding agreement in the forms of their symbols.

It Avould seem from these disagreements betAveen angles and symbols that a tacit

impression has existed in the minds of crystallographers, that the crystals of different

minerals are always to be regarded as individual and isolated cases of crystallization,

except in the instances of isomorphous groups.

The idea that first suggested itself to the mind of the Aviiter as to the nature of these

newly observed relations Avas, that as in each system the angles between particular faces

nearly agree, there might also be a near agreement in the elementary angles of all the

ciystals belonging to each system
; and an examination of the crystals in the pyramidal

and rhomhohedral systems AA'ith a view of ascertaining how far this idea might be well

founded, has led to the very unexpected result, that a geometrical isomorphism can be

shoAvn to exist throughout each of these two systems, and consequently that similar

relations may be imagined to exist in the others.

The following remarks Avill further illustrate and explain the relations in question.

Pyramidal tables, P 1, P 2 (Plates II. and III).—In the pyramidal system there are in the -

MDCCCLVII. G
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case of each mineral two possible prisms, a and 5, of equal dimensions, but related to each

other in position in the manner shown in the annexed sketch, fig. 7,

which is a projection of the two intersecting prisms on a plane

parallel to their common terminal face 0 01. When these prisms

occui’ together in natural crystals, they present the outline sho'v\Ti

in fig. 8. From which it is evident, that if the prism a be taken

as the primary prism, the faces of h will appear to truncate the

lateral edges of a ;
and conversely, if h is taken as the primary.

It is also clear that any face which truncates a terminal edge of

a would be a truncation of a solid angle of J, and conversely.

It does not appear that natural crystals afibrd any indication

to govern our choice of one or the other of these prisms as the

primary form of any mineral
; and as relates to the crystals of

any single mineral, it is indifiereirt which prism we select. But

it is not so with respect to the crystals of any group of two or

more different minerals which have afterwards to be compared

with each other.

In these cases the same prism, a or should be assumed as

the primary prism throughout the group. And as the position of a is that in which

pyramidal crystals are usually dravm, the faces of all the crystals exhibited in the Tables

P I and P 2, are referred to elementary prisms assumed to be in the position of a.

It has hence been necessary where h has been given in previous works, and in Table

P I (Plate II.), as the elementary prism of some of the minerals, to substitute a for Jin

Table P 2 (Plate III.), and to make the rrecessary changes in the sjunbols of the other

faces consequent upon the change of the elementary prism.

It appears in Table P I (Plate II.), that the faces of differerrt minerals making equal

or nearly equal angles with the face 0 01 have been referred by different observer's to

a prism in the position of a in some cases, and to a prism h in others.

Thus a face which in Towanite makes an angle of 54° 20' with the face 0 01, has for

its symbol III, denotirrg a face replacing a solid angle ; while in Brarrnite, a face making

the same angle with 0 01, has for its symbol Oil, denoting a face on an edge, arrd show-

ing that if the prism a has been used for the primary of Towanite, the prism h has been

used for that of Braunite.

Again, it ulll be seen in Table P I (Plate ll.), that two of the faces of Scheehte make

angles of 36° 34' and 46° 22' respectively with the face 0 01, arrd that two faces making

the same angles with 0 01 occur in Wulferrite. Yet, instead of regardirrg these as angles

between corresponding faces in the two minerals, they are referred in Scheehte to the

prism a, and to J in Wulfenite. And as if further to complicate arrd corrceal the identity

of these crystalline forms, the symbols assigned to their correspondiirg faces also disagree.

Having reduced the elementary prisms throughout the systerrr to con-espondirrg

positions, the rrext point for consideration has been the arrgle which might be selected

as a proximate elementary angle of the group.

Fig. 7.

b

Fig. 8.

cc
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A guide to this selection presents itself in the crystals of Apophyllite, the angles of

which scarcely differ from those of a cube, and therefore admit an elementary angle of

exactly 45°, which angle has been assumed as a variable type of the elementary angles

throughout the system.

'WTiether this angle of 45° is accidental, or is the effect of any at present unknown

relation between the cube and the square prism, the Avriter is not aware. But it is a

rather curious fact that there should also be in the rhombohedral system a series of

elementary angles of about 55°, not differing much from angles between two correspond-

ing faces of a cube.

On referriug to Table P 1 (Plate II.), it will be seen that the crystals of Somervillite,

Faujasite and Eomeine are represented by single faces only, to each of which the symbol

I 0 I has been hitherto applied. But as the occuiTence of only those particular faces on

the three cr^’^stals must be regarded as piu'ely accidental, there is no reason for applying

that particidar symbol to either of them. And as the symbols of faces are not in any

manner indicated by the faces themselves, we are at liberty to assign to those or to any

other faces any symbols which are consistent with the geometrical relations of the faces

in question. And hence have arisen some of the differences of symbols shown in the

Tables P I and P 2 (Plates II. and III.).

The elementary angle of the crystals of Towanite being 44° 35', and as those crystals

present as great a number of observed faces as those of any other mineral in this group,

and as the position of the primary form may be assumed to be that of the prism «, the

symbols and angles of this mineral have been used as standards for comparing and regu-

lating the symbols of the remainder of the group, as shown in Table P 2 (Plate III.).

The method of reducing the series of minerals in each of the pyramidal and rhombo-

hedral systems to single groups, has been to form in the fii’st instance in each case small

groups, and then to associate these into larger ones.

Thus in Table P I (Plate II.), there appears in

Towanite . an angle of 1 9° 1 3', corresponding to the symbol 1 1 4

Anatase . . an angle of 19 34, corresponding to the symbol 1 1 7

Apophyllite an angle of 19 30, corresponding to the symbol 115,

forming a small geometrical group, to each member of which in Table P 2 the symbol

1 1 4 of Towanite has been assigned as a common and connecting symbol of the group.

Again, in Table P 1 (Plate II.), in

Towanite . an angle of 33° 18' has the symbol 2 0 3

Entile . . an angle of 32 47 has the symbol 101
Ox. Tin . an angle of 33 55 has the symbol 101
Zircon . . an angle of 32 38 has the symbol 101
Someiwillite, an angle of 32 51 has the symbol 101,

producing another analogous group under the connecting symbol 2 0 3 of Towanite, and

thus directly associating four other minerals with Towanite.

G 2
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But this direct method has not in all cases been practicable, and it has consequently

been necessary in some instances to associate some small groups indirectly ;
that is, to

form small groups not immediately connected with Towanite, and then to connect them

with Towanite by means of some intermediate minerals.

Thus it is already shown, that Anatase and ApophyUite may be regarded as plesiomor-

phous with Towanite.

But Anatase may also be associated with Uranite by the angles

—

Anatase 39° 67', Uranite . 39° 53';

with Calomel and Matlockite by the angles

—

Anatase 60° 38', Calomel . 60° 9',

Matlockite 60 36,

thus connecting indirectly Uranite, Calomel, and Matlockite, with Towanite. And by

proceeding in this manner, it has been found that the entire series of p^Tamidal ciystals

can be brought to agree very nearly in theii’ elements with those of Towanite.

In Table P 1 the series of elementary angles range from 21° 5' to 61° 38'. In P 2

the new series, chiefly of angles which, although probable to occur’, have not yet been

observed, appears as a horizontal line of nearly agreeing angles, the greater part of which

have been computed from observed faces.

Table P 2 also exhibits the changes of symbols consequent upon the adoption of these

angles as elementary, and upon the changes of the fundamental prism fr’om b io a where

requh’ed. The entire series of pyramidal crystals is thus presented as a single geome-

trical plesiomorphous group.

Rhombohedml Tables, R 1, E 2 (Plates IV. and V.).—After the explanations already

given relative to the pyramidal tables, only a few additional remarks will be necessaiT con-

cerning those of the rhombohedral system.

The construction of Table E I has been already explained, and the distinction between

direct and inverse faces has been pointed out.

On referring to the Table E 1 (Plate IV.), we may perceive the same horizontal ranges

of nearly equal angles, and the same disparity between angles and sjTnhols, as in the

pyramidal system ; and we may also observe, that the rhombohedral elementary angles

range in this Table from 20° 50' in Millerite to 81° 20' in Parisite. It nill also be seen

in this system, as in the pyramidal, that where a mineral is represented by a smgle face,

the angle of that face with the face 1 1 1 is assumed to be the elementary angle of that

mineral, disregarding altogether its apparent relation to the nearly equal angles between

the corresponding faces of other minerals.

In the construction of Table E 2, the first point to be considered was the angle which

should become the elementary type of the system.

It appears in E 1, that there is one principal horizontal range of nearly agreeing angle?

of about 37° or 38°; another, of about 43° to 46°; and another, of about 55° to 58°.

either of which might supply this elementary type : but as there are more mstances of
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agreeing angles in the range between 55° and 58° than in the others, the elementary

angle of 57° 30' of Hematite has been adopted as the elementary type.

Now Hematite may be associated with Quartz by the angles

—

Hematite 75° 42', Quartz 75° 18',

Hematite 82 44,

and with Calcite by the angles

—

Hematite 38° 7',

Hematite 44 27,

Quartz 82 31,

Calcite 38° 17',

Calcite 44 37,

forming a small plesiomorphous group, with which other individuals and other groups

have been successively connected, so as to reduce the entire system to a single plesio-

morphous group of nearly equal angles, as shown in Table E, 2.

To exhibit the effect of this grouping upon Hematite, Quartz, and Calcite, the Table T
has been framed, by first assuming new primary forms for Quartz and Calcite, then trans-

ferring to each of the three minerals the symbols of the other two, and then calculating

in each case the angles corresponding to the transferred symbols.

Symbols

common to

T.

Corresponding Angles of Symbols

common to

T.

Corresponding Angles of

Hematite. Quartz. Calcite. Hematite. Quartz. Calcite.

6 5 5
O

3 36
O

5 26
O

5 15 10 1 1

O

65 8
O

64 30 63 30

10 7 7 11 6 10 47 10 29 68 7 7 63 22 64 43 64 3

8 5 5 14 40 14 15 13 52 8 T

1

66 59 66 23 65 45

7 4 4 17 26 16 57 16 29 13 2 2 69 5 68 31 67 35

2 1 1 21 25 20 52 20 18 5 ir 72 20 71 50 71 20

11 5 5 24 9 23 32 22 55 17 4 4 74 44 74 18 73 51

5 2 2 27 37 26 56 26 15 4 I r 75 42 75 18 74 53

3 1 1 32 6 31 22 30 37 19 5 5 76 34 76 11 75 47

22 7 7 33 11 32 25 31 40 82 23 23 77 41 77 19 76 57

17 5 5 34 54 34 7 33 20 7 2 2 78 0 77 40 77 18

4 1 1 38 7 37 19 36 30 10 3 3 78 54 78 35 78 15

13 3 3 39 35 38 44 37 55 23 7 7 79 11 78 52 78 32

31 7 7 39 56 39 10 38 17 3 ir 80 57 80 41 80 25

6 1 1 44 27 43 37 42 46 122’43 43 82 5 81 51 81 37

20 3 3 45 45 44 54 44 3 17 6 6 82 7 81 53 81 38

7 1 1 46 18 45 28 44 37 11 4 4 82 44 82 31 82 18

13 1 1 51 28 50 39 49 49 35 13 Ts 83 11 82 39 82 47

14 1 1 51 54 51 5 50 15 8 3 3 83 24 83 12 82 59

16 1 1 52 36 31 47 50 58 21 8 8 83 44 83 33 83 19

20 1 1 63 35 52 47 51 57 76 ^ 29 83 46 83 35 83 24

1 0 0 57 30 36 44 55 57 19 8 8 85 53 85 30 83 42

11 T I 64 27 63 48 63 7 116 49 49 86 1 85 34 85 47
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The assumed new primary form of Quartz has been obseiwed by M. Descloizeaux as

an inverse and as a direct face, and gives 56° 44' as the angle between the new 10 0

and 111.

The new primary form of Calcite corresponds to the old direct form 811, deduced

from the old inverse form 4 5 5, and gives 10 0, 1 1 1= 55° 57'.

Table T also contains many additional symbols with their coiTesponding angles, to

show the relations between greatly disagreeing symbols and nearly agreeing angles.

Thus the angle of 1 1 1 with the face denoted by 82 23 23, differs but 19' from the

nearly corresponding angle of 1 1 1 vrith the face denoted by 7 2 2. The difference

between the angle 111, 122 43 43, and 1 1 1, 17 6 6 is only 2', rendering the distinction

of these faces by ordinary measurement impracticable.

This Table is open to other remarks of the same nature, but after the previous expla-

nations it appears unnecessary to pursue the subject further.

These new elementary angles, as well as those in the pyramidal system, will doubtless

undergo alterations as more numerous and better crystals present themselves for exami-

nation
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IV. On the Equation of Laplace’s Functions, &c. By W. F. Donkin, M.A., F.RB.,

F.B.A.S., Savilian Professor of Astronomy in the University of Oxford.

Eeceived December 3,—Eead December 11, 1856.

Section I.

The equation

Pu d'^u d% „

dx^ dy'^
"4”

dz"^
’

transformed to polar coordinates by putting

a:=f sin ^ cos <p, ^=rsin^sin^, zz=r cos 6,

becomes, as is well known.

d'^u
, ,

Au
^+COt: ^^4.r2^4-2r--0*2+' ^r-

—
dr'</9

~ (sin 9)^ d(f’

which may be written in the form

(sin 4) +(^) «)'4r(4+l)}“=“ ’ (1 -)

and if it be assumed that

u=Uf,-{‘UTr-\-u^r^-\- ?

then by substituting this value of u in either of the two equations last written, we find

that is a function of ^ and <p satisfying the equation

+(^) +w(w+lXsm^)^|%„=0, (2.)

which, under a slightly different form, is commonly called the Equation of Laplace’s

Functions.

This equation was first solved in finite terms by Mr. Hargeeave *, but in a form very

inconvenient for practical applications. A solution free from this objection was after-

wards obtained by Professor Boole j’, by a method explained in his memoir “On a

General Method in Analysis,” Philosophical Transactions, 1844. Lastly, in the second

volume of the Joumal referred to, the same mathematician gave two more solutions, one

of which however is reducible, as he states, to Mr. Hargreave’s form ;
the other, though

much more convenient than this, is still for most purposes probably less useful than that

given in the first volume, from which it differs essentially in form, as well as in the

method by which it is deduced.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1841.

t Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Jom-nal, vol. i. p. 10.
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In the following pages I have treated the equation (2.) by a very simple method*.

The result bears a general resemblance to Professor Boole’s first solution, and I conceive

that the two forms must be capable of being identified by the assumption of a proper

relation between the arbitrary functions; but I am not able at present to show this

identity.

Some further investigations are added, wliich it is unnecessary to notice beforehand.

d
1. Putting Jc for ^ in equation (2.), we have

|(^sin^)^^ +^+^^(^^+lXsin^fjw„=0 (3.)

In the case of %=0, this becomes

- ^
K

( where t=log tan
^ j

. Hence

Wo=Ci(^tan2j +C^[tan:^J (4.)

If, however, k=0, we should have

Wo=Ci+C2logtan^, (5.)

* It may be worth while to give a preliminary illustration of this method (which contains no novelty

except in detail), by applying a similar process to the well-known equation

d~u

This may be written in the form

» /y_ .(»+l) \ ^0
' V or J

now

hence if we put m=^D— and then operate on each side with have

Assuming 0 as the value of the right-hand member, and then putting t;=^D— ^<1

sively, it is obvious that we shall ultimately have

so on succes-

(D=-1-F)^=0;

hence, observing that D— -=x^J)x~‘, we obtain finally.

fu=x”^-\ (Cjsia^.r-l-C2C0si'a:),

which agrees with the result obtaiued by Professor Boole’s general method (Philosophical Transivctions,

1844).
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which is the complete solution of (2.) in the particular case in which u„ does not con-

tain <p, and w=0.

But putting ^ for k in (4.), and arbitrary functions of <p instead of C,, Cj, we have

— l-logtan|^-fF(^^—x/— l.logtan^^
;

instead of which we may e\idently write

Wn
) I) +^ ‘ tan

,

(
6 .)

(
7 .)

as well as other forms. Either of these is the complete value of u„ in the case of n=0.

2. Returning to the general case, if we put for shortness

it is evident that

and also, since

(sin -l-w(%-}-l)(sin

f—» fn— 1

»

(
8 .)

(sin cos (sin —

n

cos = (sin -l-7^(w-^-l)(sin 6^—71^,

if we put CT„=sin ^^+wcos

we have = (9-)

from which, changing n into —n, and observing (8.), we get

on the other hand, changing n into n—1 in (9.),

Comparing the last two results, we see that the operation possesses the following

property, namely,

+ + — If (10.)

Now the equation to be solved (.3.), art. 1, is

(11 .)

Let and let the operation ' be performed on each side; assuming for the

present that nr“'0 may be put =0 without ultimate loss of generality, we obtain

(^-«^«+^^+^’')^’=0

;

and this, by virtue of (10.), becomes

(^„_,^_(„_i)+(w— 1 f+/r>= 0 ;

which, compared with (11.). gives the relation and consequently, since

w„=2r„w„_,,

or w„= (sin ^^-}-%cos

MDCCCLVII. H
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This relation is true whatever be the value of n. But as we are now supposing n a

positive integer, it is evident that we have

— (12 -)

where is given by (6.) or (7.) of the last article in the general case, and by (5.) in the

case in which is a function of d without (p.

This solution contains two arbitrary functions in the former case, and two arbitrary

constants in the latter. It is therefore, in general^ the complete solution. (See, how-

ever, arts-. 8, 9, 17, &c.)

3. The operative symbol . . .ts-atn-j, wiitten at length, is

^sin^J-i-wcos^^^sin^^-f(w— l)cos^^— ^sin cos . . . . (13.)

Now it is evident that

sin4 +»» cos «= I (sin «)’

(the subject of operation being of course omitted on both sides) ; and if tMs be put in

the form

it will be easily seen that the expression (13.) is equivalent to

(“)

which may also be put in the less symmetrical form

Either of these forms has the peculiarity, as compared with (13.), of being intelligible

without supposing n a positive integer (setting aside the difficulties of general differen-

tiation).

4. The results of the preceding articles may be summed up as follows :

—

The complete solution of the equation

l^sin^^g^ -i-7^(»^-^-l)(sin ^)^|?q,=0 is

7«^=(sin ^)“”^sin sin 4- Cg log tan ; (15-)

and the complete solution of the equation

{(sin^^)
+(^^)

+77(77+ l)(sin^)^jw„=0 is

i7„= (sin^)“”^sin^^sm^^ |/^e^'^'tan0+F^e~^'^*tan^^|. .
. (16.)

It may be observed that (15.) is deducible from (16.) by taking y’(a’)=Ci+-|C2 log^r,

F(a:)=^C2loga:.

I

!

1
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5. The expression (16.) may be compared with the following result of Professor

Boole’s first solution * :

—

where F(|U/,

and \M=. cos^. I have stated above my impression that this form must be capable of

transformation into identity with (16.) ; but it is probable that this can only be effected

by means of some not obvious theorem of differentiation. Examples of such theorems

will be seen below (arts. 14 and 16).

Section II.

6. I proceed to discuss some particular applications of the formulae obtained above.

If the expression (1— 2rcos^+r^)“^ be developed in the form

then satisfies the equation of Laplace’s functions, and does not contain (p. Hence

must be given by the expression (15.), art. 4, if the constants be properly assumed ; and

since it is evident that C2 must be = 0 in this case, we have

i>«=c„(sin^)“”^sin^^sin^^ .1,

where c„ is a function of n.

This form of may be independently verified, and determined at the same time,

as follows :

—

Put r(sin ^)"*=g>, then

(1 -2r cos ^+r^)‘*=^ (l+(cot

and if we put cot ^=t, this may be written

x/l+f e

d
2

where is to be treated as constant till after all operations. Now in general, if P, Q

be any symbols whatever, quantitative or operative, we know that iy(Q)p=/’^PQpy

Hence it is evident that since and —^=(sin^)^^, the above expression

is equivalent to

psinS— sinfl 1
e ^

. 1
,

and therefore this is a symbolical form of (1— 2pcos^4-^^) Restoring the value of
^

after development, we find that the coefficient of p” is

* Cambridge and Dublin Journal, vol. i. p. 18.

H 2
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. 1 .

d
In other words, if we put ij„=(sm ^)“"(sin ^^ siu 1, then

(1- 2r cos y + • • +«« i.L..n+

(From this it is easy to deduce the relation Vn~(2n— l)cos^.i;„_,— by means

of the known relation between the coefficients in the above series and those in the

development of (1— r^)(l— 2r cos

7. Adopting the notation of the last article, we have

gp sin sine
(sin e“'’di(sm

=s4i(i+«-f)r-
i+l

=(sui^)'(l— 2rcos^+r^) « .

Hence this theorem, which will be useful afterwards. The coefficient of :r“r in the
’ 1 . 2 ... .71

i+I

development of (l“2r cos 2 is

d
(sin "*^(sin 6^ sin ^)”(sin 6J (17.)

8. Let us next consider the development of the expression

{1— 2r(cos^cos^d-sin^sin^'cos(p)d-r^}‘‘‘^ (18-)

Since the coefficient of r” is necessarily expressible in the form

Jo d-^', cos 9+^2 cos 2^+... cos n(p,

and must also satisfy the equation (2.), art. 1, we find, on substitution in that equation,

that ji must be a solution of the equation

sin^^) d-K’^d-l)(sin^)*—i"jw„=0 (19.)

I proceed to consider this equation in a general manner, without reference, in the first

instance, to the problem immediately in hand.

Since the equation (19.) only differs from (3.), art. 1, in having — instead of we

may apply the process used in the solution of that equation. We thus get

i^„=(sm^)“”^sin^5^sin^^ ^Cj^tan^ -fQ^cot
^

. .
. (20.)

Now, although this expression appears to contain two arbitrary constants, it will be

shown presently, that when i is an integer and not greater than n, it really contains only

one. This is seen immediately to be the case when ^=0, and may be easily verified in

other simple cases, such as ^=l, w=2, &c.
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9. In fact, the process of art. 2 gives

^n^n— 1 ^n^n— 2 • • ^n^n— I
• • ^n—m + \

‘ ^n—m

'

where satisfies the equation

and in general we can only arrive at an integrable form by taking m—n. But when i

is an integer not greater than n, we shall get an integrable form by taking m so as to

satisfy the condition [n— Suppose ^ positive and less than n^ and take m-=n— i ;

we then have for the solution of (19.),

— 1 ' * • 1 * ^

where m,- satisfies the equation or

.

sin —^cos 6

the integration of this is easy, and the result is

C u$
M..= C,(sin ^)'+a(sin ;

so that, in the case considered, the integral of (19.) may be expressed in the form

w„=(sin ^)~"^sin sin (sin ^)^‘^Ci+C2 j(/^(sin . .
. (21.)

^for is equivalent to (sin ^)""^sin 0 ^ sin 0^ (sin 0)' (see art. 3)^

It is evident that the expression (21.) contains two independent arbitrary constants,

whatever be the value of i. And i being supposed a positive integer, the second term

will always involve a logarithmic function ; hence the form
(
20 .), which involves no such

function, cannot be the complete solution of the equation (19.), and therefore we shall

not really limit its generality by putting €3
= 0 . Moreover, since the coefficient of

r”cosf<p in the development of (18.) cannot contain any logarithmic function, it follows

that, for the purpose of that development, we must put €2= 0 in the expression
(
21 .).

Comparing the two forms thus obtained for the coefficient of r”cos«^, we obtain inci-

dentally the following theorem, namely.

sin 0-g-^ sin 0 = 6'(sin 0Y\ (
22 .)

c being a constant, of which the value will appear afterwards.

The preceding investigation shows that the assumption ra-~'0= 0 (instead of the

general value C(sin 0)~”') is liable in certain cases to limit the generality of the result. I

shall return to this point presently, but proceed now to complete the development of

the expression (18.).

10. Since the coefficient of r”cos?'(p must contain 0 and 0' symmetrically, and satisfy

both the equation (19.) and a similar equation in 0\ it is evident that it must be of the

form f{0)f{0i). Hence, by means of the conclusions of art. 9, we arrive at the following
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result: put, for convenience, sin sin ^=0, sin ^ sin ^= 0'
; then the coefficient of

r” in the development of (l— 2r(cos 6 cos & -{ sin ^ sin ^ cos may be expressed in

either of the two forms.

sTn
'

flsina')”
^"^' + tan-tan

2
Cos(p+«,(^tan

2
tangj cos 2^

/ fl
S'\" 1

tan - tan -j cos n(p

j

-^-7^^-^{Co0”0'”l+Ci0”~'0'”“Ysin 0 sin 0'Y cos ®
sin S sin 6 )” ^ ^ j r

1

(23.)

(24.)

+— +Cj0” "0'”
*(sin ^ sin &Y cos ip -\- . .

.
4-c„(sin 0 sin 0')-” cos ?z®} j

and it only remains to determine the constants.

11. For this purpose we may adopt a process of which the first part is taken from

Laplace. Let cos 0=z(jb, cos 0'—(jtJ, and suppose the coefficient of 7'"cosi(p in the deve-

lopment of (l— 2r(|«<|(A'+\/T— \/l— (M^.cos to be itself developed in a series

of powers and products of (Jj and im'. It is only necessary to ascertain the term inde-

pendent of (M, jW/', and the term containing the product ;
and for this end we may

write the above expression thus, (1— cos^)+?^)“l, since the terms g,'- cannot

affect the required result ; and this again may (for the present pm’pose) be considered

equal to (1— 2rcos(p+r^)“i-i-i'^|W/V(l— 2r cos (p+r^)~t; and if we put 2 cos (p=A-f-~5 so

that 1— 2r cos <p-l-p®=(l— ?’^)^l-f--^, and develope m the usual manner, we easily find

the following results :

—

1st, if n—i be even, the term independent of (jtj, (jtj' in the coefficient of z‘"cosz<p is

Q 1^.32. 5L..(n + f- 1)2. lL3L5L..(n-2- 1)2

1 . 2 . 3. ..{n + i). 1 . 2 . 3. ..{n—i) ’

and the term containing vanishes.

2nd, if 71— ^ be odd, the term independent of jW,, jM,' vanishes, and the term con-

taining (Jtjfjij' is

l'^.3^...{n-\-i)^.l'^.3^....{n—i)^ i

1 . 2 . 3 . .
.
(n+ i) . 1 . 2 .3 . .

.
(n— z)

’

the factor 2 to be omitted in each case when ^I=0.

12. On the other hand, the coefficient of r” cos zip is (art. 10)

Ci(sin^sin^')“*0”“*0'”“'(sin^)2'(sin^’)2'; (25.)

and we may find the term independent of (jb, ptj', and the term invoLlng g-fi' in the deve-

lopment of this, as follows :

—

It is easily found, from the theorem of art. 7, that

(sin ^)“'0"~*(sin^)2'= l. 2... (^^—^)(sin^)”X (coefficient of r""‘ in the development of

(1— 2rcos^+p^)“^''^®^)
; and for om’ present purpose we may put sm^=l, and

(l-2rcos^+r2)-('+U=(lq_^2)-(‘H)_|_(2i+l)^r(l-l-r)-(''^^).
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Hence it is easily found that when n—i is even, the term independent of fi, f/f in (25.) is

Ci . l^ 3^ 5^ . . 1)^(2?+ 3)^ . . 1 f ;

and when n—i is odd, the term involving is

3^.5^ ..(w—^)^(2^4-l)^(2^^-3)^

.

If these expressions be equated to those obtained in art. 11, we find that whether 7i —i

be even or odd the value of Ci is

' 1.2.3...(re— i).1.2.3...(w + 2y

the factor 2 being omitted when f=0.

13. We have then the following result :

—

The coefficient of r” cos i(p in the development of

(l— 2r(cos S cos ^'+ sin 6 sin & cos ^ is

,

U.32.52.... (22-1)2
'
1.2.3. ..(m- 2). 1.2.3. ..(n + f

(sin ^ sin ^')
”0” '0'"

"(sin ^)2’(sin
, (26.)

where 0= sin sin 0'= sin ^ sin
;
and with respect to the numerical coefficient,

it is to be observed that when 2=0 the factor 2 is to be omitted, and the numerator

considered to become miity. The extreme values of i are of course 0 and 22
,
and the

term 1.2. 3...

(

22— 2
)

is to be taken =1 when 2= 22 .

14. It is now easy to ascertain the values of the coefficients 22-0 , a,, &c. in the form

(23.), art. 10. But first it is necessary to prove that

^sin^^sin^^ ^tan^^ =1.3.5...(222— l)(sin^)’”. . . .
. (27.)

We have proved this already (art. 9, equation (22.)), except in so far as the numerical

coefficient was left undetermined, so that we have only to establish its value. Now the

expression on the left of the above equation may be Avritten

(sin ^)“‘ M sin sin ^^^tan ;

and if we put cot so that tan ^=\/ 1 and (sin the equation (27.)

becomes

v/ FT
1.3.5...(2w-l)

2n+

1

)

(i +0~
and since it is only the value of the coefficient that is in question, it will be enough to

prove this when ^=0, 2 . e. to show that the coefficient of f”- in the development of

is
1.3.5...(2ra-l)

1.2.3. ..n

{t-

Now, expanding the numerator by the binomial theorem, the ab(n^e
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expression becomes

and if we develope each term and collect the coefficient of we tind that it is

^
n{7i—\) n[n—\){n— 2) [n—^) n{n—^)...{n—2i-\-\)

fi 22 "1" 22.4® 22.4^.62... (2z)
2 +•••’

a series of which the sum * is
^ ^ ^

)

15. It follows that

1 .2.3...«
The truth of (27.) is therefore estabhshed.

0”^tan
2 j

=0" 'G'^tan^j =1.3...(2^— l)0"“‘(sin^)^',

and consequently the coefficient of 7•”cos^^ may also be expressed in the form

1.2.3...

+

^ j)‘(tan 1)', .
(28.)

tile factor 2 being omitted as before when ^=0.

The law of the numerical coefficients in this case is remarkable. For if the expres-

.sion (1-f-cos be developed in the form Ao+^iCos (p+AaCOs 2<p-|- • • +-^cosw(p, it will

be found that

2
A.= l

+
(o^^itting the 2 when i=0),

so that we may express the law of the development of

(l — 2r(cos ^ cos ^'+ sin 6 sin ^'cos

as follows :—the coefficient of r” is

1

1.2..3...n.l.3.5...(2ra— 1)
(sin ^)~"(sin d') ” ^sin 0 sin

0^ ^sin 0' sin 0'"^ U„,

where
0 fl' / 0 \ 2

/
0'\2

/ 0 \”/ 0
'\”

U„=Ao+A,cos(ptan2tan2+A2Cos2<p( tan-
j
Itangl + ... +A„cosw<p( tan^ 1 (tan-j

,

and A^ is the coefficient of cosi(p in the development of (l+cos<p)".

Although this form of the development follows a more simple and remarkable law

than that of art. 13, it is evident that for actual calculation it would be much less con-

venient, since the number of operations is much greater, and the differentiations more

complex. But as the complete explicit form of the development is kno^^m mdepen-

dently, this consideration is not of much practical importance.

* —
\ 2^
—

n
—^ coefficient of x’' in the development of (1— 2a:) ^

;
now

— = +1(1— a;)"V+^ (1— a:)“^a:''+ ...

;

and if each term be developed and the coefficient of x" collected, the result is the series in the text.

The equation (27.) probably admits of some simpler demonstration, which I have failed to perceive.
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16. Professor Boole, in the paper above referred to, obtains the following expression

for the coefficient of r"cos?'(p ;
namely.

where

1.2....(re— i).1.2...(ra+ i)’

d 1

(29.)

Here the numerical coefficients are the same as in the form just given. It follows,

therefore, that the expression on the right of (29.) must be equivalent to

(sin ^)“”^sin sin A ^tan^V

This equivalence, and that expressed by equation (27.), art. 14, are instances of theo-

rems by no means obHous or easy to verify directly. (See art. 5.)

For actual calculation. Professor Boole’s form would be preferable to either of mine
;

for though the number of operations is much greater than in the form (26.), their result

may be assigned with much greater facility. But considered merely as an analytical

expression, the form (26.) is the simplest of the three.

Section III.

17. It was shown above (art. 9), that the expression

^^„=(sin^)-'^(^sin^^sin^) ^Ci(^tan|j -fC^^tanlj
^

fails in certain cases to represent the complete solution of the equation

namely, when i is an integer^ and not greater than n. (Similaiiy, the expression

-V-e’dx)
^

It is desirable, therefore, to investigate the solution of the equation in a more general

manner. Putting, as before, sin^^+7^cos^=^5„, the equation to be integrated is

u= C^e'''-\-Qie fails to give the complete solution of when ^=0.)

(30.)

Let then (ra-„zir_„zr„+(w"— ^^)ra'„)D=0,

and ang value of v which satisfies this, will give a value of satisfying (30.). Now
is identically the same as c7„_iTO-_(„_,^+(n— 1)^ (10.), art. 2 ;

hence the equation

becomes

similarly, putting we get

MDCCCLVII. I
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and so on, till we have, finally,

— (31.)

and —^®)2=0 (32.)

The point to be observed is, that every value of z which satisfies (32.) will give a value

of Un satisfying (30.); hence, although the complete value of z will contain w+2 con-

stants, it is certain that n of them will be destroyed by the n direct operations of the

expression (31.). In general^ the two constants left are those introduced by the inverse

operation (do— iii the exceptional cases noticed above, one of these disappears,

and one of those introduced by the other inverse operations remains instead.

18. The complete value of in its most general form, is therefore

— '^^2 '
• •

'
• 0 (33.)

d .

It was shown before that 7E7„t!r„_i...d-i=(sin^) "|^sin sin

;

in hke manner we

(

1 / d\~^ 1\”
sml(^) smfl)

latter operation being the inverse of

the former.
2

.

\ -I
_ g

,
if ^=logtan^; and this

may be resolved into either of the two following forms ; namely,

(l±*) (1+*) •

The former, omitting the useless factor gives

the latter, taking the lower signs, gives

Either of these expressions is to be substituted in (33.), and thus the complete value

of Un is obtained by means of ^^-|-2 integrations, and n differentiations. In general the

i^J sml)
^ useless, so that Ave may

substitute 0 for this expression, as was done in the process first giAen, AAithout ultimate

loss of completeness.

19. If we suppose i an integer, and less than ?i, we may stop the process of art. 17 at

an earlier stage, thus

'^n 1 • • +

and

^n'^n—l • • • — 0
,

U„ :C7„7t7„

so that we noAV have
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or, reducing as before, and observing that is equivalent to

we have, finally,

(s“^)'“(sir9 (s) sISl)
•®'

• m
If in this expression we put 0 for the result of all hut one of the operations indicated in

the last term, we reproduce the form (21.) obtained in art. 9, which appears in fact to

be always complete. The form (34.), however, as before remarked, wiU never contain

superfiuous constants.

20. It is an interesting question whether the forms thus obtained on the supposition

that is an integer, are not reaUy general, inasmuch as they are expressible without

reference to that supposition. I beheve that they are ; but I doubt whether, in the

existing state of analysis, it can be proved either that they are or are not (see ^ IV.).

21. It is easy to obtain other forms analogous to those given in the preceding articles,

containing inverse in place of direct operations. But such forms are objectionable,

because they necessarily give rise to superfluous constants, the discrimination of which

may be a matter of difficulty.

Section IV.

22.

It was observed at the beginning of this paper that the equation

d'^u d'^u d'^u „

dx^ dy’^ dz^ ’

when transformed to polar coordinates, may be written in the form

{(sin + (D'+Csin «)v|(4+l)}w=0 (36.)

I do not know whether this form has been noticed ; but it is remarkable in this respect,

d
that if the symbol be replaced by n, it becomes identical with the equation discussed

in the fii’st section, and of which the solution was shoAvn to be

(sin ^)“”^sin ^^ sin “1"^ tan (36.)

It is not easy to verify, by direct substitution, that this expression satisfies the differential

equation of which it is the solution ; at least I have not yet succeeded in doing so ; and

even if this were accomplished, it is most likely that difficulties would remain to be

overcome before we could estabhsh the legitimacy of extending this result to the case in

which w is a symbol of unlimited signification. Still it seems worth while to try, at

least as an experiment, the consequence of assuming that the form (36.) will give the

solution of (35.) on putting instead of n.

I 2
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Omitting the second arbitrary function to save space, we should have (observing that

r must be considered to enter the arbitrary functions in an arbitrary manner)

w=(sin ’^‘^'•^sin ^ ^ sin f{T, 'tan
2 ) (37.)

23. There is no diflEiculty in the interpretation of this expression. It is only neces-

d rp

sary to recollect that c'^ (p{x)-=<p{cx), and we have the follouung result :—let ^—7 = 5
,
then

f sin ^ ^ sin tan (38.)

T
where f is to be put = after all other operations, and the function must be supposed

to be developed as if the two symbols ^ sin sin tan^ were commutative, the

powers of the former being always prefixed to those of the latter.

It is easy to derive from the form (38.), particular expressions which we ah'eadv know

to be solutions of (35.). For example, supplying the other arbitrary function, it is

evident that if we i^ef{x, y)-=.\x'^y\ and F(.r, y) the same, we get

M=r”(sin^)“”(sin^^sinfilj (tan-j cos^^,

which, we know, satisfies (35.).

Again, we may take/(.r^, y)=e', or

p sineA sin 9

^^=e do ,1^

which has been already shown (art. 6
) to represent

(I

—

2r cos

These verifications afford, I think, ground to believe that the form (37.) is a true solution

of the equation (35.). And here I leave the subject, hoping that it may attract the

attention of some mathematician more able than myself to bring it to a satisfactory

conclusion.

Note on the last paragraph.

Eeceived December 6, 1856.

If the expression sin ^^ sin e'^'^tan^^ be supposed to be developed and

d
arranged according tP powers of the term ^ sin ^^ sin each term in the result will be of

the form
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representing a function of which the form may be considered to depend in an arbi-

trary manner upon the value of n. Now we know that every such term as the above

satisfies the differential equation, and it may be asked, what more is required to prove

the correctness of the solution I answer, that the point in question is whether

2.r”(sin^)~”^sin^^sin^^ (A.)

is equivalent to the most general interjpretation of

(sin ^)“’'*^sin ^^ sin ^ ;

and, if not, whether the most general interpretation would satisfy the Differential Equa-

tion (35.).

The expression (A.) gives, in fact, no new result, being an evident consequence of the

conclusions of the former sections.

PosTSCEiPT {Added May 29, 1857).

Mr. Cayley has been kind enough to communicate to me direct verifications of the

equation (27.), art. 14, and of the identity referred to in art. 16. Assuming a formula

established in Mr. Cayley’s paper “ On certain Formulae for Differentiation,” &c.*, the

former of the two theorems just mentioned is easily obtained, the latter not without a

good deal of trouble. The investigations of Section II. may be compared with some of

those in the Introduction to Muephy’s ‘Electricity;’ but I have not at present examined

the latter with a view to such comparison, and therefore merely mention the subject.

* Cambridge and Dublin Journal, vol. ii. p. 124, equation (2.).
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V. Researches on Organo-metallic Bodies.—Third Memoir. On a New Series of Organic

Adds containing Nitrogen. By E. Feankland, Ph.B., F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry

in Owens College, Manchester.

Received June 19,—Read June 19, 1856.

In the progress made by Organic Chemistry during the past fifteen years, no generaliza-

tion has perhaps contributed so extensively to the development of this branch of the

science, as the doctrine of substitution. The value of this doctrine becomes even still

more apparent, when it is remembered that chemists have, until very recently, possessed

adequate means for following out its suggestions, in one direction only. The peculiar

habits of chlorine render the substitution of an electro-positive constituent by this element,

generally a work of little or no difficulty, and even the like substitution of other electro-

negative for electro-positive elements in organic bodies, presents no insurmountable

obstacles. But the inverse process has hitherto been successfully accomplished only in

comparatively few cases, owing to the want of a body capable, like chlorine, of effecting

such a replacement with facility. This want is now supplied in zincmethyl and its homo-

logues ;
bodies which, on account of their intense affinities and peculiar behaviour, pos-

sess in an eminent degree the property of removing electro-negative constituents and

replacing them by methyl, ethyl, &c. The action of zincmethyl upon water, attended as

it is by the substitution of methyl for oxygen,

QH3Zn'l^rC,H3,H
HOJ IZnO,

may be regarded as the type of these reactions, which open up a most extensive and per-

fectly new field of research, fi’om the cultivation of which important discoveries cannot

fail to spring. Amongst the reactions of this nature which promise most interesting

results, are those -with the chlorine and oxygen substitution products derived from the

ethers and organic acids, which might lead to the higher members of each homologous

series being produced from the lower ones, if not to the building up of some of those

series from theii’ inorganic t}q)es ; a discovery which cannot now remain long in abeyance.

Instead of immediately pm'suing this line of investigation, however, I determined in the

first place to confine my attention to the action of these organo-zinc bodies upon inor-

ganic compounds.

In a former memoir * I endeavoured to give a general view of the rational constitution

of all the organo-metalhc bodies then known, by showing that they all possessed a mole-

cular isonomy with the inorganic compounds of the respective metals. The only com-

* Philosophical Transactions, 1852, page 438.
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pound which at that time did not coincide with this wew was Loyig’s so-called ethosti-

bylic acid, the formula of which, SbC4H50s, I suggested would probably be found to be

erroneous*; and in fact, Lovig has since announced this to be the case: he now assigns

to this compound the formula Sb(C4 115)302, 2Sb03, w-hich harmonizes perfectly with the

general view I ventured to propound. The recent researches of MEECKf upon the com-

pounds of stibethyl, although they probably prove the existence of ceiiarn new com-

pounds of this radical, are by no means conclusive as to the non-existence of the bodies

originally described by Lovig. With regard to those stanethyl compounds which have

been since discovered, several of them correspond exactly with the known oxides of tin

;

the remainder are also by no means iiTeconcdeable with my hj-pothesis, if we consider

the polymeric attributes of stannic acid. Nevertheless, I conceive that the formulae, and

even the existence of some of the more complex stanethyl compounds, require confiima-

tion before these bodies can be employed, either for the support or disproof of any

general theory of the rational constitution of organo-metallic compounds.

Taking, then, this view of the organo-metallic compounds as my guide, I pointed out

in a former memok J that the oxygen compounds of nitrogen might probably be repre-

sented by corresponding organic compounds, in which one or more equivalents of oxygen

were replaced by an organic radical : thus, to take one example, nitric acid, by the sub-

stitution of methyl, should yield the following derivatives :

—

N

II. III. IV.

'C2H3 "C2H3 "C2H3 C2H3

0 C2H3 C2H3 C3H3

0
,

N- 0
,

' N- C2H3, N- C3H3, N-

0 0 0 C2H3

. 0 0 0 .
0

V.

C,H3

an.

C3H3

C3H3

of which the fourth is already known as oxide of tetramethylammonium. My attempts

to produce these derivatives from the oxygen compounds of nitrogen have hitherto been

confined to the binoxide, in which I have succeeded in replackig oxygen by ethyl hr the

manner now to be described.

Action of Zincethjl upon Binoxide of Nitrogeii.

If a small quantity of zincethyl, either pure or dissolved in ether, be passed up mto

dry binoxide of nitrogen confined over mercury, the binoxide is very slowly but com-

pletely absorbed in large quantity, without the production of any other gas. The solu-

tion may be accelerated by agitation, but eA^en then it is exceedingly slow'. At the

expiration of from one to four days, rhomboidal crystals begm to be deposited, and

increase in number until the liquid finally solidifies. To prepare these crystals in

larger quantity, about an ounce of zincethyl, dissolved in an equal bulk of dr’y ether, Avas

placed in a flat-bottomed flask and supplied with binoxide of nitrogen fi'om a gas-holder,

* Pliilosopliical Transactions, 1852, page 442. t Journal fur Prak. Cliemie, Bd. Ixvi. S. 56.

4; Pkilosopliical Transactions, vol. cxliii. page 442,
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the gas being thoroughly dried, by bubbling through a long series of bulbs filled with con-

centrated sulphuric acid, which also served to absorb any traces of nitrous gas that might

be formed by atmospheric oxygen gaining access to the interior of the apparatus. The

gas was conducted into the flask by a tube which terminated just below the cork ; whilst

a provision was made for its exit by another tube continued to within a short distance of

the surface of the liquid, and which terminated outside the cork in a capillary extremity,

that could be readily sealed up by the blowpipe and reopened at pleasure. Binoxide of

nitrogen, prepared from copper turnings and nitric acid, always contains a considerable

per-centage of protoxide, and it was therefore necessary occasionally to allow a stream of

the gas to flow through the flask, so as to prevent the absorption being hindered or stopped

by the accumulation of protoxide of nitrogen : at other times the exit tube was herme-

tically sealed and the gas supplied only as it was absorbed. In this way, although the

apparatus was in action day and night, six weeks elapsed before the absorption was com-

pleted. On another occasion, when the action was accelerated by violent agitation of

the liquid for several hours each day, the zincethyl was saturated in about a fortnight.

It was evident that such a process was little calculated for the production of con-

siderable quantities of the new compound, and recourse was therefore had to mechanical

means in order to expedite and facihtate the operation. Fig. I is from a photograph

of the apparatus employed for this purpose, and as it will no doubt prove useful in other

cases for experiments with sparingly soluble gases, I will describe it somewhat in

detail. A is a copper digester similar to the one I have

already described for the preparation of zincethyl * ; into

the aperture h is screwed the stopcock c, to which can

be attached at pleasure the condensing syringe D made

of gun-metal, 12 inches long and ‘7 inch in diameter.

In this syringe a solid steel piston If inch deep works

au’-tight, and the piston-rod passes through a stuffing-

box f.
The syringe is supplied with gas through the

nozzle e, to which a flexible tube is attached. When
the stopcock c is closed, the elevation of the piston pro-

duces a vacuum, which is instantly filled with gas, so

soon as the piston has passed the nozzle e. Between e

and/ the interior of the syringe is grooved longitudinally,

so as to prevent any compression of gas behind the

piston, when it is drawn up to f. On forcing down the

piston and opening the stopcock c, it is ob'vious that the

gas occupying the s^Tinge from e to c will be forced

into A. By repeating this process, it is not difficult for

one operator to compress about twenty atmospheres into A ; such a degree of compres-

sion exerting upon the piston a pressure of about II41bs.

* Philosophical Transactions, vol. cxlv. p. 261.

Eig. 1.

MDCCCLVII. E
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In each operation about three ounces of zincethyl in ethereal solution was placed in

the copper cylinder A, and the condensing syringe being attached, about twenty atmo-

spheres of dry binoxide of nitrogen were introduced ; the syringe was unscrewed and

the cyhnder A agitated for two or three minutes by rolling upon the floor or otherwise

;

at the end of which operation, the pressure within A was found to be reduced to three

or four atmospheres ;
the process of condensation and agitation being repeated flve or

six times, the copper cylinder becomes so much heated as to require immersion in cold

water for a few minutes. At this stage of the process it is also desirable to allow the

residual gas in A to escape.

This gas consists principally of protoxide of nitrogen and hydride of ethyl ; the latter

derived from the decomposition of zincethyl by a trace of aqueous vapour introduced with

the binoxide of nitrogen. By repeating the above series of operations six or eight times,

the zincethyl becomes saturated and the process is completed. If it be desned to obtain

the crystalline compound in a state of perfect purity, it is better to place the zincethyl in

a wide glass tube open at top and fitting into A ; but in this case very moderate agita-

tion only can be used, and consequently the absorption takes place more slowly, and

the operation requires two or three days for its completion. It is, however, rarely neces-

sary to have recourse to this modification of the process.

At the conclusion of an operation conducted as above, with the intervention of a glass

tube, the contents of the latter consisted of a mass of colourless ciystals immersed in an

ethereal solution 5
the latter was poured off and the former were freed from ether, by

plunging the tube in a water-bath at 90° C. and passing through it a stream of diy

carbonic acid. The resulting crystalline mass attracted oxygen from the air with such

avidity, as to burst into flame when any considerable quantity was freely exposed; it

was also instantly decomposed by water, and was therefore transferred at once into small

glass tubes, which were then immediately sealed hermetically.

Submitted to analysis these crystals yielded the following results :

—

I. -6476 grm., burnt with oxide of copper and free oxygen, the usual precautions

being observed, yielded •6101 grm. carbonic acid and ’3084 grm. water.

II. 'GllO grm. gave ’5836 grm. carbonic acid and '2909 grm. water.

III. "4988 grm. gave ‘4588 grm. carbonic acid and '2413 grm. water.

IV. *8892 grm., treated first with water and then with boihng nitric acid, yielded on

subsequent ignition -3940 grm. oxide of zinc.

V. -4179 grm., similarly treated, gave '1837 grm. oxide of zinc.

VI. ’5900 grm. gave •2686 grm. oxide of zinc.

1/11. *1166 grm., treated according to Simpson’s method, gave 62‘5 cubic centimetres

of dry nitrogen at 9°-2 C. and 210-3 mm. pressure, equal to 14-04 cubic centimetres at

0°C. and 760 mm. pressure, or •0177 gramme*.

* Considerable difficulty was at first experienced in determining the nitrogen in this and the following

compounds. The method of "Will and Vakbexteapp is quite inapphcahle, as it does not in some cases

convert more than one-half of the total nitrogen into ammonia. Bunsen’s method also yields vaadahle results,
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VIII. '3964 grm., similarly treated, gave 88’ 8 cubic centimetres dry nitrogen at

10°’0 C. and 412*4 mm. pressure, equal to 46*19 cubic centimetres at 0°C. and 760 mm.

pressure, or *05834 gramme.

IX. *3712 grm. gave 84*0 cubic centimetres dry nitrogen at 411*8 mm. pressure and

15° C., or 43*02 cubic centimetres at 760 mm. pressure and 0°C., or *05410 gramme.

These numbers correspond with the formula

C,H,ZnNO„

as is seen from the following comparison :

—

Calculated.
vV

Found.
A

C. .

(
—
24 26*22

t

I.

25*69
II.

26*05
III.

25*09
IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. IX.'

H, . 5 5*46 5*29 5*29 5*38

N . 14 15*30 15*32 14*72 14*63

Zn . 32*52 35*53 35*63 35*28 35*16

0, . 16 17*49

91*52 100*00

The substance used for these analyses was prepared in several different operations.

That used for Nos. III. and IV. had undergone considerable oxidation, as it was finely

powdered before being weighed, which will account for the deficiency in the per-centage

of carbon. These results prove that the new body is formed by the union of an equal

number of atoms of zincethyl and binoxide of nitrogen ; but from considerations given

below, the above formula requires to be doubled, and I shall presently show that the body

is a compound of zincethyl with the zinc-salt of a new acid, for which I propose the name

Binitroethylic add. Its formula is therefore

O, Zn+ZnC.H^.

owing to the formation of some carbonate of zinc, which requires a higher heat for complete decomposition.

Simpson’s absolute method gave very good results without the use of peroxide of mercury, hut it was found

impossible to prevent the occurrence of a considerable amount of binoxide of nitrogen in the resulting gas.

Even when it was made to stream over 12 inches of an intensely ignited mixture of copper turnings and

copper reduced from the oxide, the resulting nitrogen stOl contained 10‘9 per cent, of binoxide. It was

therefore necessary to estimate the volume of the latter gas by means of solution of protosulphate of iron,

and to deduct half its volume from the observed amount of the mixed gases. The presence of protoxide of

nitrogen would not interfere with the accuracy of the result, as this gas is unaffected by solution of proto-

sulphate of iron, and contains exactly its own volume of nitrogen. By the observance of this precaution,

Simpson’s absolute method not only appears to be capable of great accuracy, but it also requires much less

expenditure of time, whilst it is easier of execution than any of the other methods, if it be employed in

conjunction with the gas analysis apparatus, which I always use in eudiometrical operations (see Journal of

the Chemical Society, vol. vi. p. 200) ;
the absorption-tube, containing a layer of concentrated caustic potash

solution, being used to receive the products of combustion, at the conclusion of which, the determination of

the absolute volumes of nitrogen and binoxide of nitrogen is effected with this apparatus in a few minutes.

K 2
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This compound is produced from zincethyl and binoxide of nitrogen according to the

following equation :

—

C. H. O. Zn+Zn C, H,.

Dinitroethylate of zinc and zincethyl is deposited from its ethereal solution in lai'ge

colourless and transparent rhomboidal crystals, which instantly become opake on exposure

to the air, owing to the formation of an oxidized product. These crystals are tolerably

soluble in anhydrous ether without decomposition, but they are instantly decomposed by

anhydrous alcohol and by water. Exposed to the gradually increasing heat of an oil-

bath, dinitroethylate of zinc and zincethyl fuses at 100° C., froths up and begins slowly

to evolve gas. At 180° C. the colour darkens, and a small quantity of a yellowish liquid

of a penetrating odour, free from zincethyl and possessing a very poweifril alkaline

reaction, distils over. This liquid, neutralized with hydrochloric acid and treated with

bichloride of platinum, yielded a splendidly crystalline platinum salt, which was obtained,

however, in too small quantity to allow of its composition being determined. From 180°

to 190°, dinitroethylate of zinc and zincethyl evolved gas very rapidly, and the experi-

ment was then interrupted. The gas consisted of 18‘4 per cent, carborric acid, 2.3‘66 per

cent, olefiant gas, and 57'94 per cent, of a mixture of hydride of ethyl, nitrogen and

protoxide of nitrogen.

Wherr brought into contact with water, dinitroethylate of zinc and zincethyl is imme-

diately decomposed with lively efiervescerrce. A large quantity of inflammable gas is

evolved, and a white flocculent substance formed. At the conclusion of the reaction the

latter dissolves almost completely, formirrg an opalescent solutiorr resemblirrg milk, pos-

sessing a powerfully alkaline reaction and a peculiarly bitter taste.

In order to ascertain the exact nature of the gas evolved in this reaction, some crystals

of dinitroethylate of zinc and zincethyl were passed up iirto arr inverted receiver filled

Avith mercury, and were then brought into contact with a small quantity of water. The

gas thus collected over mercruy possessed an ethereal odorm, bimirt with a slightly limri-

nous flame, and was completely soluble in an equal volume of alcohol. It was perfectly

neutral, and underwent no change orr being treated successively uith caustic potash solu-

tion and dilute sulphuric acid.

A specific gravity determination gave the follorving rrumbers :

—

Temperature of room 7°'7 C.

Height of barometer 761‘3 rrrm.

Height of internal column of mercmy . . . 6’5 rrrm.

Weight of flask and gas 31‘2294 grms.

Temperature in balance-case I0°'7 C.

Weight of flask and dry air 31‘2I99 grms.

Temperatm'e of balance-case II°‘0 C.

Capacity of flask 141-0 cub. cent.

From these data the specific gravity was calculated to be 1-0515.
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Submitted to eudiometrical analysis the following data were obtained :

—

I. Temp.

Pressure of gas used (dry) 200'9 mm. 3°-6 C.

Pressm’e after action of fuming sulphuric acid (dry) 200-9 3°-6

II.

Pressm’e of gas used (dry) 20-0 mm. 3°-5

Pressm’e after admission of oxygen (dry) . . . . 267-6 3°-5

Pressme after explosion (dry) 217-9 3°-5

Pressm’e after absorption of carbonic acid (dry) . . 177’7 3°-5

Pressm’e after admission of hydrogen (dry) . . . 845-6 3°-5

Pressm-e after explosion 312-2 3°-5

These numbers prove that neither nitrogen nor any member of the olefiant gas family

is present ;
they also prove that one volume of the combustible gas consumed almost

exactly volumes of oxygen and generated two volumes of carbonic acid, as seen by the

following proportions :

—

Vol. of combustible gas. Vol. of oxygen consumed. Vol. of COg generated.

20-0 : 69-9 :
40-2

1 : 3-495 : 2-01

These are exactly the results obtained by the combustion of hydride of ethyl, one

volume of which consumes 3^ volumes of oxygen and generates two volumes of carbonic

acid. This result is also confii-med by the determination of the specific gravity of the

gas, for the theoretical specific gravity of hydride of ethyl is 1-03652, which agrees very

nearly with the number obtained in the above determination.

On submitting the milky solution, formed by the decomposition of dinitroethylate of

zinc and zincethyl in water, to a stream of carbonic acid, a copious precipitate of car-

bonate of zinc, free fi’om organic matter, was thrown down ; the liquid was then heated

to boiling and filtered. The filtrate, evaporated almost to di-yness in a water-bath, yielded

a white radiated crystalline mass, which, after being reduced to powder, pressed between

blotting-paper, and diied over sulphui’ic acid, was submitted to analysis and yielded the

following results :

—

I. -9042 grm., exposed to a current of dry air at ordinary temperatures and afterwards

at 100° C., at which temperature it fused, lost -0360 grm. water.

II. -2843 grm., burnt with oxide of copper with the usual precautions, gave -1963 grm.

carbonic acid and '1180 grm. water.

III. -3540 grm. gave '2410 grm. carbonic acid and -1518 grm. water.

IV. -2785 grm., dissolved in water, treated -with nitric acid and afterwards ignited, gave

-0910 grm. oxide of zinc.

V. '3074 grm., similarly treated, gave -0975 grm. oxide of zinc.

VI. -2577 grm., similarly treated, gave *0825 grm. oxide of zinc.
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VII. A nitrogen determination according to Bunsen’s method yielded the following

results :

—

Pressure of mixed gases (dry)

Pressure after absorption of CO2 (dry) ... 65 ’0 13°‘7

The atomic relation of carbonic acid to nitrogen is therefore as follows :

—

184-2 mm.
65-0

Temp.
13°-7 C.

C02:N=119-2; 65,

or

C02;N= 2 :l-09.

VIII. 2-1023 grms., dried at 100° C. until the weight ceased to diminish, lost -0788 grm.

water.

These numbers correspond with the formula

2(N2 C,H, 0,Zn)+HO,

as is seen from the following comparison ;

—

Calculated. Pound.

( >
'

II. III. IV. Y. VI. vn.

Cs . 48 19-04 18-83 18-57

H„. 11 4-36 4-61 4-76

N4 . 56 22-22 23-78

Zn^. 65-04 25-81 26-23 25-46 25-69

0, . 72 28-57

252-04 100-00

These results prove that the action of water upon dinitroethylate of zinc and zincethyl

consists in the transformation of the zincethyl into oxide of zinc and hydride of ethyl, thus

N,C.H.O.Z„+C.H

IznO.

The neutral dinitroethylate of zinc, however, thus set at liberty, immediately unites with

a second equivalent of oxide of zinc, to form the basic salt Ng C4 II5 04 Zn+ZnO, which

is decomposed by carbonic acid into carbonate of zinc and the neutral salt.

Estimations Nos. I. and VIII. prove that dinitroethylate of zinc crystallizes with half

an equivalent of water, which is expelled at 100° C., the loss in di-png being 3-98 per

cent, and 3-75 per cent, respectively, whilst the theoretical number is 3-57.

In order to estabhsh beyond doubt the nature of the transition fi-om dinitroethylate of

zinc and zincethyl, to dinitroethylate of zinc, a known quantity of the former compomid

was treated with water, and the amount of zinc separated by carbonic acid and of that left

in solution, separately estimated. The following numbers were obtained:—-5654 grm.

dinitroethylate of zinc and zincethyl gave, when treated with carbonic acid, a quantity of

carbonate, which yielded on ignition -1204 grm. oxide of zinc. The filtrate precipitated

by carbonate of soda gave -1148 grm. oxide of zinc. These numbers are equivalent to
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21‘30 per cent, of oxide of zinc precipitated by carbonic acid, and 20’35 per cent, oxide

of zinc left in solution ; numbers which nearly approach to equality, and do not differ

from the theoretical amount in each case (22’14) more widely than might be expected

when it is stated that the dinitroethylate of zinc and zincethyl used, had become partially

oxidized before being weighed.

Dinitroethylate of zinc is also produced by the direct oxidation of dinitroethylate of

zinc and zincethyl in a stream of dry air, ethylate of zinc being at the same time formed

;

the completion of the oxidation is known by the product ceasing to effervesce in contact

with water. This reaction is expressed by the following equation :

—

N, a H, O, Zn+Q H3
Zn-l ^ rN, C, H, O, Zn

Oj IZnO, C.H^O.

When this product is treated with water, alcohol and bibasic dinitroethylate of zinc are

produced,

N, C, H, O, Znl _ rN^ C, O, Zn+ZnO
ZnO, C,H3 O j IC, H, O, HO.

One of the equivalents of base being removed by carbonic acid, the filtered solution

of the neutral salt thus obtained was evaporated to crystallization, and the crystals

heated to 100° for some time ; at this temperature they fused and afterwards solidified in

coohng to a gummy mass, which is the anhydrous dinitroethylate of zinc, as is seen from

the following analyses :

—

I. -3964 grm., burnt with oxide of copper and oxygen, gave ’2880 grm. carbonic acid

and T540grm. water.

II. •0835 grm. gave '0610 grm. carbonic acid and *0338 grm. water.

III. '2885 grm., treated with nitric acid and afterwards ignited, gave ‘0988 grm. oxide

of zinc.

IV. •3501 grm., similarly treated, gave ’1182 grm. oxide of zinc.

These numbers agree sufficiently with those calculated from the formula of anhydrous

dinitroethylate of zinc,

N.C.Hj O, Zn.

Calculated. Found.

{

I. II. III.
s

IV.

a . . . 24 19-75 19-81 19-92

H, . . . 5 4-11 4-32 4-50

N, . . . 28 23-04

Zn . .. . 32-52 26-76 27-49 27-10

0, . ., . 32 26-34

121-52 100-00

Finally, dinitroethylate of zinc and zincethyl is produced by adding an ethereal solu-

tion of zincethyl to anhydrous dinitroethylate of zinc, and corresponding compounds
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appear to be formed under similar circumstances, with other salts of dinitroetbylic acid.

These compounds are evidently of the same nature as that produced by the union of

zincethyl with iodide of zinc, which is formed in such large quantity during the prepara-

tion of zincethyl.

Dinitroethylate of zinc crystallizes in minute colourless needles containing half an

equivalent of water, which they retain when exposed over sulphuric acid in vacuo. They

fuse below 100° C., and gradually become anhydrous at this temperature. They are very

soluble in water and in alcohol. The concentrated aqueous solution sohdifi.es on cooling

to a white fibrous crystalline mass. Heated suddenly in air to a temperature of about

300°, this salt does not deflagrate, but it inflames, burning rapidly with a beautiful bluish

green flame. When dry dinitroethylate of zinc is treated with concentrated sulphmic

acid, and the vessel containing those ingredients is placed in a freezing mixture, dinitro-

ethyhc acid is liberated ; but it is so unstable, that when the temperatime rises a few

degrees it begins to effervesce violently, and is rapidly decomposed with the evolution of

gases and white vapours. A dilute solution is somewhat more stable ; it may be pre-

pared either by decomposing a dilute solution of dinitroethylate of zinc with dilute sul-

phuric acid and then distilling in vacuo, or by adding to a dilute solution of the baiyta-

salt just sufficient sulphuric acid to precipitate the base. Dilute dinitroethyhc acid thus

prepared possesses a pungent odour, somewhat resemhling that of the nitro-fatty acids,

and an acid taste. It reddens litmus-paper strongly, and gradually decomposes even at

ordinary temperatures.

The acid procured by distillation in vacuo being treated with carbonate of silver, the

latter dissolved with evolution of carbonic acid. The filtered solution, evaporated over

sulphuric acid, deposited light flocculent crystals of dinitroethylate of silver, which

blackened rapidly. They gave, by treatment mth nitric acid and subsequent ignition,

55-85 per cent, of metallic silver. The formula N2 C4 H5 04 Ag reqiures 54-82 per cent.

Another portion of the dilute acid, procured by the decomposition of the baiyta-salt as

described above, was saturated with magnesia, evaporated to dryness, and the residue

treated with strong alcohol. The filtered alcohohc solution, wliich contained no trace

of sulphuric acid, gave, on evaporation, dinitroethylate of magnesia, which, by treat-

ment with nitric acid and ignition, yielded 19-64 per cent, of magnesia. Tlie formula

Na C4 Hj O4 Mg requires 19-80 per cent.

The salts of dinitroethylic acid are all soluble in water and alcohol, and most of them

crystallize with more or less difficulty. They are all Holently acted upon by concen-

trated nitric acid, the dinitroethylic acid being enthely decomposed and a nitrate of the

constituent base produced. Dilute nitric acid acts in the same maimer, but more slowly.

They all fuse at a temperatm-e httle above 100° C. The potash, soda, hme, and baryta

salts deflagrate explosively, like loose gunpowder, at a temperatm-e considerably below-

redness.
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Binitroethylate of Baryta.

C4 H5
0,Ba.

This salt is produced by adding caustic baryta in excess to a solution of dinitroethylate

of zinc, carbonic acid being passed through the solution until the excess of baryta is pre-

cipitated. It is then treated with sulphuretted hydrogen to remove a trace of oxide of

zinc, which is still held in solution. After being heated to boiling for a few minutes,

and then filtered, the solution is concentrated by evaporation, and finally dried down to

a gummy mass, which does not crystallize on coohng. This is anhydrous dinitroethylate

of baryda. It yielded the following analytical results :

—

I. -8228 grm., bmmt with chromate of lead, gave '4420 grm. carbonic acid and -2428

grm. water.

II. -3675 grm., treated with dilute sulphuric acid and ignited, gave -2737 grm. sul-

phate of baryta.

These numbers agree with the formula

Q Hs O4 Ba.

Calculated.

a . . . 24 15-23

H, . . . 5 3-17

N, . . . 28 17-77

Ba . . 68-59 43-52

0, . . . 32 20-31

157-59 100-00

Found.

14-65

3-28

43-82

Dinitroethylate of baryta is uncrystallizable, very deliquescent, and very soluble in

water. Its solution reacts perfectly neutral.

Binitroethylic Ether.

Several attempts were made to prepare this compound by the usual methods of etheri-

fication, but with only very partial success. When crystalhzed, dinitroethylate of lime

is distilled with sulphovinate of potash, alcohol comes over mixed with an ethereal

liquid which dissolves in water, but separates again on the addition of chloride of cal-

cium, in the form of oily drops of a peculiar ethereal odour. I only succeeded, however,

in obtaining such minute quantities of this body as to preclude the possibility of fixing

its composition.

Dinitroethylate of Lime.

O, Ca-f3HO.

This salt is readily prepared by treating solution of dinitroethylate of zinc with excess

of hydrate of lime, passing carbonic acid through the solution, and then heating to boil-

ing for a few minutes. The filtered solution deposits, on evaporation, beautiful silky

MDCCCLVII. L
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needles of dinitroethylate of lime, wtiich contain three atoms of water, two of which are

expelled at 100° C. An estimation of hme in this salt gave 20‘76 per cent. ; the above

formula requires 20 ’5
9 per cent.

Dinitroethylate of Silver

is produced by double decomposition from dinitroethylate of baryta and sulphate of

silver. It is very soluble in water, crystalhzes in veiy hght scales, and is so speedily

decomposed, even with little exposure to hght, that no satisfactoiy analysis could be

made.

Double Nitrate and Dinitroethylate of Silver.

Ag 0 N 0,+Ag 0 N,C,H303 .

This salt is very sparingly soluble in water ; it .is precipitated in a ciystalline granular

form when concentrated solutions of dinitroethylate of zinc and nitrate of silver ai-e

mixed. The precipitated salt, washed on a filter vdth distilled water and dried by

pressure between bibulous paper, yielded the following analytical results :

—

I. -3850 grm., burnt with oxide of copper, gave ‘0941 grm. carbonic acid and -0500

grm. water.

II. T817 grm. gave, on ignition, T070 grm. metallic silver.

These numbers agree closely with the above formula.

Calculated.

C. . . . 24 6-54 6-67

H, . . . 5 1-36 1-36

N3 . . . 42

Ag2 • . . 215-94 58-85

O.o . . . 80

366-94

Found.
.

II.

58-89

Dinitroethylate of Copper.

2(N3aH3 CuOJ+HO.

This salt is prepared by mixing solutions of dinitroethylate of bai-yta and sidphate of

copper. The filtered solution is of a magnificent purple colour-
;
on evaporation in vacuo

it yields splendid purple needles, which contain half an equivalent of water, and may be

obtained several inches in length
; they are four-sided prisms. These crystals, separated

from the mother-liquor, and dried by exposm-e over sulphmic acid in vacuo, gave the

following numbers on analysis :

—

I. -2249 grm., burnt with oxide of copper, gave -1616 grm. carbonic acid and

-0795 grm. water.

II. -3038 grm. yielded by Simpson’s method 84 cubic centimetres dry nitrogen at
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493 mm, pressure and 13’^C., or 55’13 cubic centimetres at 760 mm. pressure and 0°C.,

equal to ‘06628 grm.

III. ‘1913 grm., treated with dilute nitric acid, evaporated to dryness and ignited,

gave ‘0593 grm. oxide of copper.

IV. •1780gi’m., dissolved in water and precipitatedwith caustic potash, gave ‘0556 grm.

oxide of copper.

The formula above given requhes numbers which sufficiently correspond with those

obtained :

—

Calculated.
A

Eound.
A

Ce . .
GO 19‘18

r

I.

19‘60
II. III. IV.

Hh. . . 11 4‘39 3‘93

N, . . . 56 22‘37 21‘82

2CuO . . 79‘30 31‘68 31‘00 31‘24

0,. . . 56 22‘38

250‘30 100‘00

Binitroethylate of Magnesia.

N.(C,H,)MgO,.

Prepared by treating the solution of dinitroethylate of zinc with excess of caustic

magnesia, boiling and filtering. The filtered solution, concentrated in a water-bath,

yielded granular crystals, which fuse at 100° C. and dry up to a solid amorphous mass.

This is the anhydrous salt.

I. *2504 grm., moistened with nitric acid and cautiously ignited, gave ‘0496 grm.

magnesia.

II. ‘3782 grm., similarly treated, gave *0758 grm. magnesia.

III. ‘0950 gi‘m., treated by Simpson’s method, gave 52‘5 cubic centimetres nitrogen at

337‘0 mm. pressme and 14°‘l C., equal to 22‘08 cubic centimetres at 0° C, and 760 mm.

pressure, or ‘02787 grm.*

The following is a comparison of these results with the theoretical numbers :

—

Calculated. Eound.

L II. III.

C, . . . 24 23‘76

H, . . . 5 4‘95

N, . . . 28 27‘72 29‘37

MgO . . 20 19‘80 19‘81 20‘04

O3 . . . 24 23‘77

101 100‘00

* This determination was made before it was discovered that the nitrogen was always contaminated with

binoxide of nitrogen, and hence the number obtained is considerably too high.

L 2
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Dinitroethylate of Soda.

N,aH,0,Na.

Prepared by precipitating dinitroethylate of lime with carbonate of soda, and evapo-

rating the filtrate in a water-bath. The residue being treated with strong alcohol, the

dinitroethylate of soda dissolves, and is thus separated fi’om the excess of carbonate of

soda. The alcoholic solution, evaporated to dryness in a water-bath, yielded minute scaly

crystals, which were anhydrous. They gave the following analytical results :

—

I. T650 grm., treated by Simpson’s method, gave 84 cubic centimetres of dry nitrogen

at 316-2 mm. pressure and 13° C., or 33-28 cubic centimetres at 760 mm. pressure and

0°C., equal to -04201 grm.

II. -2368 grm., moistened with nitro-hydrochloric acid and ignited, gave -1227 grm.

chloride of sodium.

III. -2337 grm., treated with dilute sulphuric acid and ignited, gave -1494 grm.

sulphate of soda.

The following numbers agree elosely -with the above formula :

—

Calculated. Found.
yV

c, . . .

r

. 24

>

21-43

'

I. II. III.'

H, . . . 5 4-46

N, . . . . 28 25-00 25-46

NaO . . . 31 27-68 27-48 27-91

O3 . . . . 24 21-43

112 100-00

Products of the Decomposition of Dinitroethylic Add.

I have stated that when dinitroethylic acid is liberated fi-om its salts, by the addition

of concentrated sulphuric acid, it is rapidly decomposed even at 0° C. I have examined

the products of this decomposition in the case of the lime-salt, with the following results.

A quantity of crystals of dinitroethylate of lime in coarse powder was placed in an appa-

ratus, in which it could be gradually decomposed by concentrated sulphuric acid, the

gaseous products collected, and then weight accurately ascertained. The rapidity ofdecom-

position was moderated by the external application of cold water. At the conclusion

of the decomposition, it was found that the weight of the gaseous products evolved was

equal to 30-6 per cent, of the weight of the lime-salt employed. The weight of gaseous

products is therefore almost exactly one-half of the weight of the anhydi-ous acid con-

tained in the lime-salt (59-6 per cent.). The liquid and solid products of the operation

contained sulphate of lime, sulphovinate of lime, and sulphate of ammonia or ethylamine.

These gaseous products, after streaming through concentrated sulphuric acid, were col-

lected over mercury and submitted to eudiometrical investigation. The determination
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of the specific gravity gave the following numbers :

—

Temperature of room ....
Height of barometer ....
Height of inner column of mercmy

Weight of flask and gas ....
Temperature in balance-case .

Weight of flask and air . . . .

Temperature in balance-case .

Capacity of flask

16°-0 C.

762’8 mm.
8-3 mm.

31'7280 grms.

15°-0 C.

31'6665 grms.

15°-0 C.

141-5 cubic centimetres.

From these data the specific gravity was calculated to be 1-3601.

About nine-tenths of the gas was absorbed by an equal volume of recently boiled

absolute alcohol. A preliminary examination proved the presence of binoxide of nitrogen,

a combustible gas absorbable by fuming sulphuric acid, and an incombustible residue

containing combined oxygen.

The estimation of binoxide of nitrogen was efiected by adding an excess of oxygen to

a known volume of the gas in presence of caustic potash, the excess of oxygen being

subsequently removed by pyrogallate of potash. Three determinations gave the follow-

ing results :

—

I.

Pressure of gas used (dry) 178-9 mm. 14°-0 C.

Pressure after absorption of binoxide of nitrogen (dry) 16 4*3 14°-0

II.

Pressure of gas used (dry) 104-7 13°-0

Pressure after absorption of NO2 (dry) 95-2 13°-0

HI.

Pressure of gas used (dry) 147*8 13°-0

Pressure after absorption of NO2 (dry) 133*8 13°-0

Estimation of gas absorbed by fuming sulphuric acid, subsequent to the removal of

binoxide of nitrogen.

IV.

Pressure of gas used (dry)

Pressure after action of fuming SO3 (dry) . . .

. 243*3 mm.

. 177-8

13°-5 C.

13°-5

V.

Pressure of gas used (dry)

Pressure after action of fuming SO3 (dry) . . .

. 164-3

. 121-1

14°-0

14°-0
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The gaseous mixtiu’e therefore consisted of

—

I. II. III.

Binoxide of nitrogen .... 8-16 9-07 9-47
IT. T. 3Iean.

8-90

Gas absorbed by fuming SO3 . . 24-53 23-95 24-24

Gas unabsorbable by fuming SO3
66-57 67-15 66-86

100-00

The gas remaining after the action of fuming sulphmic acid yielded the foUowin

eudiometrical results :

—

VI.

Pressure of gas used (dry) 36’9 mm. 12°-8 C.

Pressure after admission of oxygen (dry) .... 144-5 12°-8

Pressure after admixture of hydrogen (di-y) 191-8 12°-8

Pressm-e after explosion (dry) 121-8 12°-8

Pressure after action of caustic potash (dry) . 121-3 12°-8

VII.

Pressm-e of gas used (dry) 119-9 14

Pressm’e after admission of hydrogen (dry) .... 340-6 14

Pressm-e after explosion (dry) 231-8 14

Pressure after admission of oxygen (dry) .... 401-8 14

Pressm’e after explosion 234-4 14

Analysis No. VI. shows that the gas left unabsorbed by fuming sulphuric acid con-

tains no combustible constituent ; for it did not explode with oxygen, and on ignition

with hydrogen in presence of excess of oxygen, it neither generated water nor carbonic

acid ;
the diminution of pressm’e produced on explosion with hydi’ogen (TO'O mm.) being

almost exactly equal to that which ought to be produced by the 47 ’3 mm. of hydrogen

added. Analysis No. VII. proves that on explosion with excess of hydrogen 119-9

volumes of the gas consumed 108-4 volumes of hydi’ogen, leaving 119-5 volumes of fi-ee

nitrogen. The gas therefore contained 108-4 volumes of protoxide of nitrogen and 11-5

volumes of nitrogen.

In order to ascertain the composition of the combustible gas removed by fuming

sulphm'ic acid, the original gas, after the removal of binoxide of nitrogen, was exploded

with excess of oxygen, so as to determine the amount of oxygen consumed and of

carbonic acid generated.

VIII.

Pressure of gas used (dry) 104'3mm. 14° C.

Pressure after admission of oxygen (dry) .... 371-5 14

Pressure after explosion (dry) 317-0 14

Pressure after absorption of carbonic acid (dry) . . 260-7 14
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IX.

Pressure of gas used (dry) 55-7 ram. 13°-1 C.

Pressui’e after admission of oxygen (dry) . . . . 22 3’8 13°‘l

Pressui’e after explosion (dry) 193-1 13°-1

Pressure after absorption of carbonic acid (dry) . . 164-5 13°-1

Pressui-e after admission of hydrogen (dry) . . . . 709-8 13°-1

Pressure after explosion (di-y) 339-5 13°-1

Pressure after admission of oxygen (dry) . . . . 749-1 13°-1

Pressure after explosion (dry) 295-7 13°-1

Analysis No. VIII. shows that 104-3 volumes of gas, containing 27-8 volumes of the

body removed by fuming sulphuric acid, consumed 83-0 volumes of oxygen and generated

56-3 volumes of carbonic acid. In analysis No. IX. 55-7 volumes, containing 14-3

volumes of the gas absorbable by fuming sulphuric acid, consumed 44-5 volumes of

oxygen and generated 28-6 volumes of carbonic acid. The last three readings in this

analysis also prove that the body removed by fuming sulphuric acid is free from nitrogen.

The two analyses give the following proportions between the volumes of combustible

gas, oxygen consumed, and carbonic acid generated :

—

Volume of combustible gas.

I. II.

27-8 14-3

1 1

Oxygen consumed.

I. II.

83-0 44-5

2-99 3-007

COg generated.

I. II.

56-3 28-6

2-02 1-93

The body removed by fuming sulphuric acid is therefore olefiant gas, one volume of

which consumes tlu-ee volumes of oxygen and generates two volumes of carbonic acid.

The whole of these eudiometrical experiments give the mean per-centage composition

of the original gas as follows :

—

Binoxide of nitrogen 8-90

Olefiant gas 24-24

Protoxide of nitrogen 60-65

Nitrogen 6-21

100-00

This result is contu-med by the above determination of the specific gravity of the gas,

as is seen from the following calculations :

—

Binoxide of nitrogen .

Protoxide of nitrogen

Nitrogen . . . .

Olefiant gas . . .

Per-centage

amount.
Specific

gravity.

8-90 X 1-0365=
60-65 X 1-5202=
6-211

9-2249

92-2001

24-24]

100-00

X -9674= 29-4573

130-8823
= 1-3088

Found by experiment .

100

1-3601
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I had anticipated that the decomposition of dinitroethylate of lime by sulphuric acid

would yield either protoethide of nitrogen (N C4 H5) or ethoprotoxide of niti’ogen

(N C4 H5 O), but the action of the concentrated acid evidently proceeds too far for the

production of this result. Further experiments must decide whether or not the employ-

ment of a more dilute acid for the decomposition will not lead to the production of one

of these compounds.

Action of Zincmetliyl upon Binoxide of Nitrogen.

Binitromethylate of Zinc and Zincmethyl.—Zincmethyl absorbs binoxide of nitrogen

much more slowly than zincethyl takes up the same gas ; nevertheless at the ordinaiy'

atmospheric pressure, the two bodies gradually unite and form colourless ciystalline

needles, closely resembhng, in all their reactions, the dinitroethylate of zinc and zincethyl.

I have made no analyses of this body, but considering the homology existing between

zincethyl and zincmethyl, together with the product of its decomposition by water, there

can scarcely be a doubt that it is dinitromethylate of zinc and zincmethyl, and that its

formula is

N,C,H3 04 Zn+C3 H3 Zn.

It rapidly oxidizes in the air, and takes fire when exposed in considerable quantity.

It is instantly decomposed by water, giving light carburetted hydrogen and an opalescent

solution of basic dinitromethylate of zinc.

N3 C3 H3 O4 Zn+C^ H3 Znl rC^ H3, H
HOJ LN^ C3 H3 O4 Zn-fZnO.

Dinitrometkylate of Zinc.

N3C3H3 04 Zn+H0 .

A quantity of the dinitromethylate of zinc and zincmethyl was prepared by the action

of compressed binoxide of nitrogen upon zincmethyl, in the strong copper vessel above

described. The resulting crystalhne compound was decomposed by water, and the

opalescent solution being treated with carbonic acid, boiled, and filtered, yielded, on

evaporation, minute crystals of dinitromethylate of zinc. These crystals, dried at 100° C.

and submitted to analysis, gave the following results :

—

I. I'4200 grm., burnt with oxide of copper, gave ‘6872 grm. carbonic acid* and

•4473 grm. water.

II. -3585 grm., treated with nitric acid and ignited, gave T212 grm. oxide of zinc.

III. ’0982 grm., similarly treated, gave ‘0333 grm. oxide of zinc.

* This analysis exhibits a considerable excess of carbon, which is due to the passage of binoxide of nitro-

gen into the potash bulbs, and the consequent formation of nitrite of potash. It appears to be impossible

to decompose the whole of this gas by ignited copper turnings, in conducting the combustion of substances

so rich in oxidized nitrogen as the dinitroethylates, and especially the dinitromethylates
;
hence, in the

analyses of the salts of both these acids, the per-centage of carbon is almost invariably too high.
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These numbers lead to the formula

C, H3 O4 Zn+HO,

which requu’es the follo-wing values :

—

Calculated.
A

Pound.
A

Q . . 12 10-30

'
I.

11-28
II. III.'

H, . . 4 3-43 3-50

N3 . . 28 24-03

ZnO . . 40-52 34-77 33-81 33-91

0, . . 32 27-47

116-52 100-00

Dinitromethylate of Soda.

N3C2H3 04 Na+ 2H0 .

This salt is formed by treating a solution of dinitromethylate of zinc with carbonate

of soda, evaporating to dryness, and treating the residue with strong alcohol. Dinitro-

methylate of soda dissolves, and the filtered solution, on evaporation, deposits crystals,

which, after drying at 100° C., yielded 25'83 per cent, of soda ; the above formula

requires 26 '72 per cent. Dinitromethylate of soda is very soluble both in water and

alcohol ; it deflagrates \dolently when heated, and in other respects closely resembles the

corresponding salt of dinitroethyhc acid.

These determinations, although very imperfect and incomplete, establish the existence

of a class of salts containing dinitromethyhc acid, homologous with the dinitroethylates

;

and there can be little doubt that the zinc compounds of the other alcohol radicals mil

yield corresponding acids, when treated with binoxide of nitrogen.

It is difficult to form any satisfactory hypothesis relative to the rational constitution of

this series of acids : they may be regarded as belonging to the type of nitrous acid con-

taining a double atom of nitrogen, and in which one atom of oxygen has been replaced

by an alcohol radical, thus

—

O
o
LO

or they may be \iewed as constructed upon the hyponitrous acid type, one equivalent of

oxygen being replaced by an alcohol radical, and a second atom by binoxide of nitrogen,

thu.s

—

NO3

.0

Without attaching much value to either hypothesis, I prefer the latter.

MDCCCLVII. M
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By analogous processes, there can be little doubt that many new series of organic

acids may be derived from inorganic acids, by the replacement of one or more atoms of

oxygen by an alcohol radical ; in fact, my pupil Mr. Hob.sox is now studying a new

series containing sulphur, produced by the action of zincetbyl and its homologues upon

sulphurous acid: the ethyl acid of this series is formed by the replacement of one

equivalent of oxygen, in three equivalents of sulphurous acid, by an alcohol radical.

The foUovring Table exhibits the compounds of the new series of acids, which have

been described in the foregoing pages.

Eormulae.

Dinitroethyhc acid Ng C4 Hj O4 H.

Dinitroethylate of silver Ng H5 O4 Ag.

Dinitroethylate of copper 2(N2 C4 H5 O4 Cu)4-HO.

Dinitroethylate of zinc (crystallized) . . . 2(N2 C4H5 O4 Zn)+HO.
Dinitroethylate of zinc (anhydrous) . . . . Ng C4 Hg O4 Zn.

Dinitroethylate of baryta N2 C4 Hg O4 Ba.

Dinitroethylate of lime Ng C4 Hg O4 Ca+ 3HO.
Dinitroethylate of magnesia N2 C4 Hg O4 Mg.

Dinitroethylate of soda N2 C4 Hg O4 Na.

Double nitrate and dinitroethylate of silver . NOg Ag+Na C4 Hg O4 Ag.

Dinitroethylate of zinc and zincethyl . . . N2C4Hg04Znd-C4H5Zn.

Dinitromethylic acid N2 C2 H3 O4 H.

Dinitromethylate of zinc N2 C2 H3 O4 Zn-f-HO.

Dinitromethylate of soda Nj C2 H3 O4 Na+ 2HO.
Dinitromethylate of zinc and zincmethyl . . N2 Cg H3 O4 Zn+Cj H3 Zn.
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VI. An account of the Two Methods of Meproduction in Daphnia, and of the Structure

of the Ephi])pntm. By John Lubbock, Esq., F.G.S. Communicated hy Chaeles

Daewin, F.R.S.

Eeceived December 22, 1856.—Eead January 29, 1857.

The genus Daphnia is a small group of freshwater Entomostracous Crustacea, which has

long been celebrated for possessing the power of reproduction without the intervention

of the male, and for laying two different sorts of eggs. In both cases the eggs pass from

the ovary into a space or receptacle between the carapace and the back of the animal.

The carapace, according to Milne-Edwaeds, is an excessive development of an anterior,

probably the mandibular segment * which encloses the whole of the posterior part of the

body, which lies freely in it, as it were m a bivalve shell. This bivalve shell or carapace

is widely open below and behind, but is closed along the back, and as it forms there a

regular arch, and does not follow the sinuous margin of the back of the animal, there is

left between the back and the carapace an open space or receptacle, into which the eggs

are laid, and in which they remain until the young Daphnia is sufficiently developed to

be able to swim about by itself.

This “ receptacle ” is freely open to the surrounding water, but the eggs are prevented

from falling out by a tongue-like projection, developed evidently for that purpose from the

back of the animal. VTien, however, the young are ready for exclusion, the mother has

but to depress her abdomen, and they easily shp from the receptacle into the open water.

Although both the common or agamicf and the ephippial eggs are thus protected by

the carapace or valves until they are hatched, there is this difference, that the agamic

eggs are carried about by the animal, and shortly before the next shedding of the skin,

the young which have in the meantime been hatched swim away ; while for the ephip-

pial eggs, part of the carapace is speciahzed into a pod-like or saddle-shaped box called

the ephippium, in which, when the skin is changed, they remain for some time before

being hatched.

Several of the earher naturahsts, and more recently Dr. Baied, in his excellent

‘ History of British Entomostraca,’ have detailed observations clearly showing that the

ordinary eggs are produced, and are fertile, without the intervention of the male, but

the mode of production of the ephippial eggs has never been correctly described ; nor

* See Ann. des Sc. Nat. 1851, p. 234.

t The agamic eggs certainly do not require impregnation, and I shall give my reasons presently for

believing that the male influence is necessary to the hatching of the ephippial eggs
;
but this is not proved,

and it is therefore just possible that both sorts of eggs may be agamic.

M 2
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has it been determined whether they also are agamic, or whether the stimulus of impreg-

nation is necessary to bring them to maturity.

The agamic reproduction of Lapimia has not, indeed, been sufficiently appreciated in

the different essays which have recently appeared on this subject, and M. de Quateefages

even says, in an essay on “ Les Metamorphoses*,” “Des cinq classes composant le sous-

embranchement des Anneles superieurs, ou Anneles a pieds articules, les insectes seuls

paraissent se reproduire par geneagenese: ou n’a du moins encore rien observe de

semblable chez les Myriapodes, les Arachnides, les Crustaces, ou les Cirrhipedes.”

The fact, however, rests upon such excellent evidence, that I need not here do more

than refer to the observations already mentioned, which are fully confirmed by my own

experience, and which may easily be repeated by any naturalist who has still some linger-

ing doubts upon the subject.

I propose now to describe,

—

First. The male organs.

Secondly. The formation of the ephippium and the ephippial eggs.

Thirdly, The formation of the common or agamic eggs.

Finally. To collect the scattered notices of parthenogenesis among the Aiticulata.

and to endeavour to show that eggs and buds are not bodies essentially different in their

nature, and that between them no distinct line of division can be drawn.

Before, however, entering on my subject, it may perhaps be as well to detail the mode

in which I carried on my observations.

My stock of Daphnise were kept in glass vessels, holding two or three pints each, and

they bred there without giving any trouble. Their food consisted of Scenedesmus ohliquus

and other microscopic plants, which covered the sides and bottom of the glasses with a

thin green film. Baplinia Schoefferi was the species I selected, because it is the lai'gest

of the genus, and because it could be at any time easily obtained from a pond in my
neighbom’hood. This seemed to be important, because, as the species is generally foimd

in horseponds, I feared that my specimens would not live long in confinement. On the

contrary, however, they throve well, though in the coui-se of a few generations they

diminished considerably in size, suggesting the idea whether they might not after all be

merely a gigantic variety of Baphnia pulex. This diminution of size in animals kept in

vivaria, as compared with those living in their native haunts, is not confined to Daphniee,

nor does it appear, at least in this instance, to be caused by any injurious effect of con-

finement, because the specimens seemed very healthy and multiplied ffieely
:
perhaps,

therefore, it may be connected with the known fact that insulai’ specimens have a ten-

dency to become smaller than continental ones of the same species.

When first taken from their native ponds, my Baplmice were generally covered wutli

Vorticellse, parasitic plants, »&c., which materially impaired their transparency; but I was

very glad to find that when they had been some time in capthity, they became cleaner

and more transparent, and that this was especially the case with those which, for the

* Eevue des deux Mondes, 1 Avril, 1855.

I
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purpose of continuous watching, I kept by themselves in tumblers. For the purposes of

observation, I used one of Smith and Beck’s ordinary glass cells, about -^o-th inch in

thickness. This, being glued on to a glass shde, and a piece of thin glass placed over it,

formed a cell, which held the Daplinia, and prevented it from moving, without doing it

any injury. To put them into this cell I used a small metal tube, and in this manner I

was able to watch the same specimen at intervals of a few hours, for several days

together, and to observe gradually the formation of the eggs in the ovary, without doing

any injury to my subject. To identify my specimens without fear of mistake, I placed in

each tumbler a small bit of tinfoil, stamped with the number of the page in my note-book.

Until now, “the male organs of generation have never been observed*,” and though

Zenkerf has described the testes of various species and the generative opening, he has

placed and even figured the latter in probably the wrong place. Speaking of Sida cry-

stallina^ he says, “ Sein Ausfiihrungsgang miindet an der den Fiissen zugekehrten Seite

des Schwanzes auf. Diese Geschlechtsofihung variert nm* sehr wenig ihre Lage durch

aUe Daphnoiden.” Either, however, the situation of the orifice in question does differ

considerably in different species, or else he is certainly wrong in the place he assigns to it.

If the tails of a male and female Baphnia (PI. VII. figs. 6 and 7) are compared, it will

be at once seen that the papillae («) are much larger in the male than in the female.

The vas deferens will almost always be seen leading to this point, and if a mature male

be shghtly compressed, two clouds of minute bodies will be seen to come out in a stream,

one from the papilla of each side of the body, and gradually diffuse themselves in the

surrounding waters.

To convince myself that these were really spermatozoa, on the 1 6th and 27th of

June I compressed seven males, and altogether I must have examined about thirty, all

with the same result. I then compressed seven females, and neither then nor at any

other time could I observe anything similar in this sex. There can, therefore, be no

doubt that these are the generative orifices, and that the minute bodies are the sperma-

tozoa.

These latter are rod-like bodies, about *0004 of an inch in length, and *000125 of an

inch in breadth. They are almost stationary, but if closely watched, a slight wriggling

movement can be observed, and several may generally be found curved into an arched

form, which, however, may perhaps not be natural, but may be caused by the action of

the water. Among these rod-like spermatozoa were several round, probably spermatic,

cells, in most of which two bright points could be discerned, which I presume to be the

two ends of the spermatozoon.

I have in vain endeavoured to observe the penetration of the spermatozoon into the

ovary. Although it is not difficult at certain seasons to find couples attached together,

and to place them under the microscope, yet I have always found the male to be merely

hanging on to the female by the organs provided for that purpose, and not to be at the

* Baied, loc. cit. p. 77.

t “ Physiologische Bemerkungen iiber die Daphnoiden,” Muller’s Arehiv, 1851.
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moment engaged in a true act of coition. Moreover, the form of the papilla, which can

scarcely be called a penis, justifies the inference that the act of intromission, if any,

would be short and easily interrupted. At any rate, I must leave the question as to the

mode of introduction of the spermatozoa, undecided for the present. The facts to be

hereafter mentioned as to the development of the ephippial egg render it probable that

the impregnation takes place at an early period in the development of the ovarian egg,

which, unless the act is effected, gradually disappears.

Bajphnim may, however, be found in every stage of ovarian development united to one or

two males. I have found them so when the ovaries have been occupied only by nucleated

ovarian masses, when the eggs have been almost ready to escape into the receptacle, and

when the ephippium has been almost mature. In these cases the coition is probably

rvithout any effect; and, indeed, though I have very seldom seen specimeirs with

ephippia where I could find no males, and though the abrmdance of the males appear’s

to vary with the number of the ephippia, yet I have often confined males and females

together in the hope of being thus enabled to trace out the manner of the impregnation

of the ephippial egg, but without succeeding in any one instance.

Thus, on the 30th of September, two specimens which were confined together were

in coition : this lasted for three-quarters of an hour after I first observed them. The

female had then, at the centre of the right ovary, an agamic egg commencing, formed

of a somewhat enlarged germinal vesicle, surrounded by some oil-globules and brown

granules. On the evening of October 2nd, I again found these two specimens in coition,

for at least three-quarters of an hour. At seven o’clock on the morning of the 3rd, I

found that eggs had been deposited in the receptacle during the night, and the pah were

again in coition. In the ovary were only the usual ovarian masses. On the 4th, 5th and

6th they were again in coition, and on the morning of the 7th a fresh set of eggs had

been deposited in the receptacle. Again, on the 1 9th of September, I placed eleven

females in a glass with about as many males, and watched them till the 1 9th of October,

when two females and three males were still alive, and during that time not one ephip-

pium was produced.

These experiments, however, and many others with similar results prove only that the

mere stimulus of the presence of males is not sufficient by itself to cause the development

of ephippia, but that other concurrent circumstances are necessary.

It has been stated by most writers that the males and ephippia appear only at certain

seasons: Zenkee, however*, has stated that the males may be found all through the

year, and I have myself observed both males and ephippia from the beginning of May
till the end of December, with only intervals here and there of a foAv days. Moreov er, the

ephippial eggs laid in the spring, summer, and autumn, did not, as is often stated, remain

undeveloped till the following spring, but at least in many cases were hatched u'ithout

any great interval.

I have only once, and then not very satisfactorily, been able to see the actual deposi-

* Loc. cit.
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tion of the agamic eggs in the receptacle, but I have several times observed the state of the

ovary within a few minutes after this took place. The ovary was then as distinct as usual

:

it consisted of a slightly undulating tube, varying in the middle from ’0033 to '005 in

width, but contracted at both ends, where also the walls became fainter, so that neither

the anterior nor the posterior termination could be observed. The anterior contracted part

appeared to be empty, or at least a few irregular curved hues only were visible. Nearly

opposite to the hind end of the heart was generally an elliptic ovarian mass, with a

constriction in the centre of the upper margin, and containing from two to four, or at

most five cells, each consisting of a large, perfectly circular nucleus, surrounded by

the cells, which formed a sort of narrow border to it. The nucleus can sometimes

scarcely be distinguished, but is usually slightly darker than the ovarian mass itself,

and this latter than the cells. This ovarian mass occupies the whole width of the

ovary, and is followed in a linear series by three or four more, all very similar to the

first, all with the lower margin regularly arched, the upper constricted at or near to

the centre. The longer axes of these ovarian masses, which is in the direction of the

longer axis of the body, is about -0058 in length, the shorter ’0033 : the diameter of the

cells varies from -001 to -0004. After the first three or four, the masses become smaller,

two or more are abreast, and the walls gradually more indistinct: the cells also are

usually smaller behind, but not regularly so, often a mass with large cells behind one

with small ones. In many cases, however, the order of arrangement is not so regular,

nor the masses so distinct; but they appear, as it were, heaped together, and even where

the ovary is at first as described above, it gradually changes to this latter appearance. On
all sides of the ovary are often scattered ch’crdar cells, containing each one or more oil-

globules, but they are most numerous at the downward bend of the abdomen. A few

hours, or sometimes immediately, after the deposition of the agamic eggs in the receptacle

between the back and the shell, it usually happens that at the posterior part of the

ovary one of the above-mentioned cells swells a little, and becoming surrounded by brown

granules, may be called a germinal vesicle (Plate VI. fig. 2 g'). Other cells, sometimes two

or three in number, but usually only one, are at first visible in the ovarian mass, but

gradually disappear. The contents of this mass continue to grow darker, until it comes

to resemble Plate VI. fig. 3 g ' after this they generally either fade away, or break

up into more or less compact little balls (Plate VI. fig. 8) which gradually disappear.

The ephippial egg in these early stages differs from the corresponding state of agamic

eggs in the determinate position and number, being never more than one on each side

of the body ; and in the constant absence of the large oil-globules, which are constantly

present, and show themselves very early in the latter form of eggs.

This embryonic ephippial egg may generally be met with in those specimens which

have recently moulted and laid their eggs, and indeed I should say that the cases in

which it is not produced are quite exceptional, probably not more than one in five or six.

I have traced the progress of it in thirty-three instances, and in thirty it gradually

disappeared again as described above; in the other three the dark granules increased
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greatly in number, and formed finally a large, firm-looking, dark homogeneous mass, the

ephippial egg. In its later stages it may easily be distinguished from the matter of the

agamic eggs, by the darker colour, more regular outline, and absence of large oil-globules.

There are never more than two ephippial eggs in Daphnia, one being formed in each

ovary. Prof. Huxley appears to have not very clearly apprehended the relation of these

two ova to one another, and to the ephippium, for he compares them to two masses

formed in the ephippial egg of Lacinularia*

,

whereas they are two distinct eggs, and the

ephippium of Daplinia is not an egg-shell hke the external shell of the winter eggs of

Rotifers, but a portion of the carapace, and therefore analogous to the skin of the female

Coccus, which acts as a protection to the eggs beneath it. During the last hours before

its deposition in the ephippium, the ephippial egg appears to occupy the whole of the

ovary, or rather the latter cannot be distinguished
; and if at this time the ephippial egg

is removed from the body and compressed, there will be seen an immense number of

minute cells, some *00083, but by far the greater number about *0001 in diameter, and

also some of the usual ovarian cells containing the nuclei, which I call germinal vesicles.

These latter, however, do not, I beheve, belong to the egg itself: the chorion is at this

period so delicate, that I have never been able completely to isolate the egg from the

other contents of the ovary ; but I examined it several times as soon as it was laid, and

found it to contain only the above-mentioned minute cells. The mother-cells, or those

containing the germinal vesicles, could then be clearly seen in the ovary, and I beheve,

therefore, that the above-mentioned disappearance of the ovary is only apparent.

The most accurate account given of the ephippium is that by Steauss, who saysf :

—

“ a certaine epoque de I’annee, notamment vers les mois de JuiUet et d’Aout, les valves

de la femeUe prennent, apres la nuce, de I’opacite dans leur partie superiem’e, chacune dans

une etendue a peu pres rectangulaire, s’etendant depuis les envfrons du premier segment

jusqu’au sixieme, et descendant jusqu’au dessous de la region des ovafres. Cette pai*tie

opaque est d’abord de couleur un peu blanchatre : mais devenant bientot plus foncee,

elle finit par etre d’un gris noiratre assez obscur. Sur chacune on apercoit deux ampoules

ovulafres, transparentes, placees Tune au devant de I’autre, et formant avec celles du cote

oppose deux petites capsules ovales, s’ouvrant comme une coquille bivalve. ISIullee a

nomme ces pieces opaques un ephippium, sans dhe toutefois ce qu’il en pensait: et

comme elles ont en efiet, \'u leur situation sur le dos de I’animal, quelque ressemblance

avec une selle, j’ai cru devou* conserver cette denomination, pour ne pas introduh*e de

nouveaux termes inutiles. Get ephippium se partage comme les valves, dont il fait

partie, en deux moities laterales, reunies par suture le long de leiu* bord superieur.

Dans son interieur on en trouve un autre semblable, mais plus petit, a bords fibres, et

dont les deux moities jouent en charniere une sur I’autre.”

This account is very accurate : Steauss expressly states that the ephippium is a part

of the carapace, a fact which has been miscomprehended by subsequent v^uiters. Thus,

Dr. Baied says (p. 85) that a green matter passes from the ovaries into the receptacle,

* Loc. cit. p. 14, t Ann. de Musee, 1819, vol. v. p. 415.
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“ and there spreading, forms the ephippium.” Professor Huxley compares the ephippium

with the outer coat of the winter egg of Lacinularia, which is a product of the ovary.

Prof. Milne-Edwaeds says*, “ On voit alors (vers la fin de I’ete) se former dans la cavite

o\’ifere, a la face interne de chaque valve, une lame opaque, qui constitue bientot un

appareil particuher, auquel on a donne le nom ephippium. II consiste en deux battans

semblables aux valves de la carapace, dont chacun est garni interieurement dune ou de

deux petites ampoules, transparentes, disposees de fa9on a former avec leur congenere

deux petites capsules bivalves,” &c. In this description it is said that the ephippium is

formed of two valves, like those of the carapace, whereas they are in truth a part of the

carapace, and each valve is said to be provided internally with two small transparent

“ ampoules,” which are, however, merely places where the valves are pushed outwards

in order to leave the necessary space for the two eggs.

Even Prof. OwExf, in his very interesting Lectures, has described the ephippium as an

opaque layer, “ developed on the inner sui’face of the common incubating cavity,” and

neither he, nor, so far as I know, any other naturalist, has explained the homologies of

the “ inner valve,” or the limitation of the ephippial eggs to two.

I have already described the gradual development of the ephippial egg, until it forms

an elongated, dark, homogeneous mass (Plate VI. fig. 10. Plate VII. fig. I) occupying appa-

rently the whole of the ovary, which at least cannot elsewhere be seen. I have watched

the process in three specimens : one unfortunately died, but in the other two I was able

to observe the subsequent growth.

At the above stage the receptacle was in both cases occupied by young, nearly ready

for exclusion ; when this was effected, the only trace of the ephippium was a slight

redness in the receptacle. This gradually increased, especially along a bow-shaped line

(Plate VII. fig. Ip) very like the caustic which an ordinary teacup throws on the liquid

contained in it.

This hne and the accompanyirrg redness is formed by a local alteration of the valve,

the line being the upper part of the above-mentiorred outbowings in which the two eggs

wiU eventually be placed, but the darkening gradually extends until a saddle-shaped

piece (Plate VII. fig. 6), of the form described by Steauss, is distinguished from the rest

of the shell by the darker colour and the smaller size of the cells.

In the meantime the two eggs have left the ovary and deposited themselves in the two

ampullae provided for them. On the 27th of July last, at 5 o’clock in the” afternoon, I

was so fortunate as to witness this process. I was looking through my compourrd micro-

scope at a specimen like Plate VII. fig. I, when suddenly the hind part of the dark ovarian

mass turned up along the line {m) and elongated considerably. The animal was quite

quiet, but the dark matter glided in two streams slowly and steadily into the ephippium,

and when there, in a few seconds contracted to less than half its previous length, at the

same time becoming oval, and thus forming the two ephippial eggs. The vitelline

membrane must, at this period, be very elastic to admit of such alterations of shape.

* Hist. Nat. des Crustacees, vol. iii. p. 377. t Lectures on Invertebrate Animals, p. 324.

MDCCCLVII. N
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In order to determine, if possible, the condition of the germinal vesicle at the time of

deposition, I crushed these two eggs, and found them, as well as many others recently

laid, to consist mainly of minute globules, chiefly -000083 to '000125 of an inch in dia-

meter, but some as large as -000250. There were also some large cells from -0014 to

'0001 of an inch in diameter, and apparently containing a number of the smaller. I

could never find in any deposited ephippial egg any of the large oil-globules so charac-

teristic of the agamic eggs, nor any of the “ mother-cells ” or germinal vesicles so common

in the ovary, nor did they appear to possess a double egg-skin. Moreover, if, when the

egg has been crushed between two pieces of glass, the upper piece is moved backwards

and forwards on the lower piece, the little cells collect into rod-hke bundles, remaining,

however, distinct, hke Plate VII. fig. 11 ;
whereas, if the same power be applied to an

agamic egg, the globules appear to run together into a rod, like Plate VII. fig. 12,

and are, therefore, probably not true cells.

The ephippium, which at the time of the deposition of the eggs w’as reddish or light-

brown, becomes gradually brown and then black, the protuberances containing the eggs

being often darker than the rest. This dark colour seems to be produced by a deposition

of granules, which commences gradually after the exuviation of the preceding carapace,

and occupies in summer about four days. As the ephippium becomes darker and more

matured, so the line dividing it from the rest of the carapace becomes more strongly

marked, and the connexion more slight, until at the time that the carapace, of which

the ephippium forms a part, is cast, the ephippium is either actually separated, or at any

rate can be detached with the greatest ease, and the carapace then looks as if a piece

had been cut out from it.

If the outer “ saddle ”- or “ pod ”- shaped ephippium is opened, another smaller, but

similar case is found inside, enclosing the two eggs. This has been mentioned by all

writers on the subject, but no one, so far as I know, has explained the mode of origm,

or understood the true nature of it.

It was also some time before I understood this question; but at length, observing one

day a specimen mth a black ephippium, I remarked that it was already detached along

the lines s, s (Plate VII. fig. 6) from the rest of the carapace, so that I had no difficulty in

entirely removing it without injuring the animal; and I then found, to my great sm-prise,

that the “ inner valve,” instead of being attached to the outer one, along the back hmge,

as the descriptions of Steauss*, MiLNE-EnwAEDsf, and OwenJ had led me to expect,

was actually separated from the outer valve by the new carapace, and was, in fact, in the

receptacle between the new carapace and the back.

This artificial removal of the outer valves of the ephippium I repeated several times,

and always with the same result. If the operation is effected near the time at which the

ephippium would naturally be cast, it may be efiected without in any way hiu-tmg the

Daphnia, which swims about afterwards as if nothing had happened. After a short

time, the inner case or valve may be observed slipping out behind from between the

* L. c. p. 415. 1. 27. ' f L.C. p. 377. 1. 36. + L. c. p. 324. 1. 21.
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carapace and the back, the animal leaves off SAvimming, sinks slowly to the bottom, rests

there for a few seconds, and then giving a sudden spring forwards, leaves behind it the

inner case, with the rest of the moulted skin.

This experiment renders evident, I think, the true nature of the inner case of the

ephippium, which is in fact the inner layer of the carapace, modified in the same manner

as the outer. If a thin section of the carapace be made, it Avill be found to consist of

two folds, containing probably between them another, most likely double membrane, the

corium.

According to analogy, we may safely conclude that the corium forms round itself the

new carapace, which therefore arises between the two layers of the old carapace. More-

over, it is only when fully developed that the lower and side margins of the “ inner

case ” are free ; before maturity they may easily be found to be continuous with a very

dehcate membrane, the inner layer of the carapace.

The diagram (Plate VII. fig. 4) will serve to make this explanation clearer. The lines

marked w represent the outer and inner layer of the old carapace, in the thickness of

which the two layers of the new carapace x are formed. The thickness of the carapace

is much exaggerated in this diagram, as well as in Plate VII. fig. 6, in order to make the

different layers more distinct.

The manner in which the “ inner case ” with the two eggs is deposited inside the outer

one does not need much explanation : it will be seen by the above-mentioned diagram

that the lower margins of the carapace are pulled in towards one another, so that the

section of each Aulve, instead of presenting, as at first, a segment of a circle, has a bow

shape, the upper or ephippial half being smaller than the other. Plate VII. fig. 4 is a

diagram of the section of the carapace along the line Plate VII. fig. I m, the body of the

animal being omitted; and it is therefore evident that the old skin being slipped off, the

inner case would naturally come out under and remain enclosed in the outer one.

The receptacle of a specimen which has at the last moult cast an ephippium, will

generally he found to be traversed by certain folds : these are caused by the fiattening of

that part of the carapace which corresponded to the projection in which the eggs were

situated.

Plate VII. fig. 3 represents one half of the outer ephippium magnified 250 times, and

only partly finished. It consists of small angular cells, about -000125 in diameter, gra-

dually passing, near the centre of the holloAV which is to contain the egg, into small round

pit-hke cells.

The inner ephippium (Plate VII. fig. 2) is very similar. The lower side margins consist

of a plain membrane, in which angular cells gradually become visible : round the central

protuberances these cells become elongated, but on the surface of the protuberance

regain their first shape. A dotted membrane is also evident here.

I have not succeeded in either obtaining ephippial eggs from isolated specimens, or in

clearly proving that these eggs require impregnation, and the facts bearing on this sub-

ject may be summed up as follows. In the first place, the common eggs of D. Schwfferi,

N 2
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which I have in this paper called “ agamic,” certainly do not require to be fertilized in

the ordinary manner; and as these two sorts of eggs only, i. e. the agamic and the ephip-

pial, are produced when the males are tolerably numerous, and may often be obsers ed in

coitu, it follows either that impregnation is necessary for the ephippial eggs, or, which in

the present state of our knowledge seems less probable, that one or both sorts of eggs

may be impregnated, but that neither of them require to be so.

Whenever ephippia were produced, as a general rule, I could also find males ; and at

the time when there were most ephippia, the males were most numerous ; but once when

there were a good many ephippia, I could, after careful search, find only one male
;
and

though I continued every morning for several days to look for males, I could not find

another specimen, although at the same time ephippia were being developed. In order

to determine, if possible, whether ephippia were ever produced without impregnation, I

had taken on the 13th of November ten specimens with black ephippia and placed them in

a tumbler. These all cast their ephippia ; seven of them had then a brood of agamic

eggs, three produced ephippia, which, however, might have resulted fi’om impregnation

ha-sdng taken place before I isolated them. On the 29th these two had cast their

ephippia, and yet after this three ephippia were developed, which were cast respectively

on the 7th, 10th and 17th of December.

Again, on the 7th of December I placed by themselves eight specimens mth black

ephippia : these all cast their ephippia, and had each a brood of agamic eggs, after which,

i. e. on the 17th, two more ephippia were visible.

Unless there is a spermatheca in which the spermatozoa can remain in a healthy state,

so as to fecundate successive broods, which I do not believe to be the case, these experi-

ments prove that ephippia can be produced without male influence. I only, however,

met with seven instances*, though I have had at least 400 broods of agamic eggs pro-

duced by females kept separate from males.

Moreover, it is not surprising that ephippia should be sometimes so produced, because

we know that throughout the animal kingdom eggs are produced sine concubifu, althoiigh

such eggs are usually barren.

Finally, in fifty cases in which I watched at intervals of a few hour’s the early stages

of egg-development, the collection of brown-coloured granules round a germinal vesicle

(which is the commencement of the ephippial egg) took place in forty-three ; and in

seventy in which I watched the subsequent stages it disappeared in all excepting three.

I believe, however, that the seven above-mentioned apparently exceptional cases arise

only from the animals not having been examined at the right time, and that the early

stages of the ephippial egg are always passed through. Something, therefore, must

usually be wanting, which is necessary to the further development of it, and I am at a

loss to imagine what this want can be, unless it is the absence of impregnation.

We need not long doubt why the Baphnia has been provided uith this unusual appa-

* Up to the present time (May 26) these ephippia have produced no young, though other ephippial eggs

have hatched in the meanwhile.
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ratus. The ordinary eggs appear to die if any accident happens to the specimen in

whose receptacle they are situated, and are certainly unable to withstand the influence

of drought, or of great heat or cold. As the species of this genus are very often found

in shallow ponds, which are liable to dry up, or to be entirely frozen, the species would,

but for this provision, be often exterminated, in localities usually very favourable to them.

An instance of this occurred to me.

The 30th of July was so hot that it killed all the Daphnias which were in glass outside

my window, and exposed to the sun. At the same time Cyclops quadricornis and Cypris

awrantia were imhurt. I took some of the ephippia, and in a few days had the satisfac-

tion of finding that some specimens were hatched.

I now pass to the development of the agamic eggs. They are produced in BapJmia

much more frequently than the ephippial eggs, and I have throughout this paper called

them agamic eggs, because, as has long been known, they are remarkable for possessing

the power of development without actual impregnation. Almost any amount of evidence

might be given on this point. Throughout this summer I have had several females iso-

lated in tumblers, which nevertheless have produced, by the intervention of these eggs,

an uninterrupted series of young,

Steauss* says, “ Sch^ffee est le premier qui est reconnu dans ces animaux la faculte

qu’ils ont de produire plusieurs generations successives sans accouplement. II les a

observes jusqua la quatrieme inclusivement. M. de Jiiehste les a suivis jusqu a la sixieme

dans la D. pulex, et pense que chez d’autres elle pent aller jusqua la quinzieme.”

Dr, Baied also, in his very useful ‘ History of British Entomostraca ’ (p. 79), has summed

up the evidence of precechng authors, and appended some equally conclusive observations

of his ovm.

The usual appearance of the ovaiy immediately after the deposition of the eggs has

been already described, and is figured in Plate VI. fig. I. Sometimes, however, the ovarian

masses can be only here and there, and indistinctly, seen, and the ovary appears to be

chiefly occupied by the cells, some of which afterwards become the germinal vesicles.

Gradually, however, the walls of the ovarian masses appear, and generally the brown

darkening (c), already described as the incipient condition of the ephippial egg, occupies

one of the most, if not the most posterior.

In such cases the development of the ordinary eggs begins while the brown darkening

is in its most conspicuous condition, and before it has begun to fade away. Where there

is no brown darkening, I have usually found the first signs of development to appear

from twelve to forty-eight hours after the preceding “ laying.” In the few cases, how-

ever, in which, after this act, the ovary could not be seen, no trace of it reappeared, and

the animals died in three or four days.

The place in the ovary at which the agamic eggs arise seems to be quite indeterminate

:

when there is an ephippial egg begun they may be anywhere in front of it, and in some

* Loc. cit. p. 390.
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cases where none was present, I have seen agamic eggs beginning quite at the posterior

part of the ovary.

The mode of formation is as follows :—we have seen that the brown darkening or first

stage of the ephippial egg [c) commences round one of the cells, which therefore is

doubtless a germinal vesicle. Exactly similar cells and similar ovarian masses occupy

also the anterior part of the ovary. See Plate VI. figs. 1 and 2.

One of the cells in one or more of the ovarian masses becomes shghtly enlarged, so as

to measure about '002 in diameter, and round it, inside the cell, are deposited several dark

granules, and little oil-globules'* ;
the process being the same as in the formation of the

ephippial egg, with the addition of the oil-globules. This process may be going on only

round one cell or round several at once, as in Plate VI. fig. 3, and the embryonic eggs agree

j)recisely with Dr. Maetin Baery’s descriptions and figures of eggs of Vertebrata in a

similar condition f. The two sides ofthe animal do not always present the same appearance,

though they seem to have a tendency to do so. At first two or even three other ovarian

cells may be seerr in the same ovarian masses, but there never appears to be any tendency

to development rourrd more than one of them. The others, and the wall of the ovarian

rrrass itself, appear to fade away, leaving the ovule to consist orrly of the germrinal vesicle,

grairrrles and oil-globules. These two latter in the meanwhile increase, and the globules

become larger and more numerous ; the germinal vesicle becomes much less distinct, pro-

bably being concealed by the surrounding matter. This is, however, very difficrrlt to

determine, because the ovules having now no enveloping mernbraire, and the component

parts rrot beirrg so firmly kept together by teiracious gelatinous substance, as Dr. Nelsox

has observed in Ascaris mystax, it is almost impossible to extract them Aom the ovary in

anything like a perfect state. In some cases this deposition of granules and globules

seemed not to take place round any germinal vesicle, but this I believe is a deception

caused by a transverse position of the ovule to the ovary.

As the process of development continues, the ovary-walls begin to be pushed out here

and there by the germ-matter, which accumulates in front, and the eggs clothe themselves

with an extremely elastic and at first very delicate skin, the \itelhne membrane, wlrich

does not acquire its full consistency until it has been some time in the receptacle.

The eggs sometimes, after being developed to a certain extent, fade away agam and

disappear. But these are exceptional cases. I have only seen tlrree or four, although I have

Avatched the process of development so often. These fcAv also appeared to be connected

AAith weakness or disease, for in two of them the animals died soon after, and therefore

the phenomenon cannot be compared with the disappearance of the incipient ephippial

egg, AAliich is the rule and not the exception, and takes place even when the animal is in

excellent health.

* I call them oil-globules merely on account of their appearance.

t See Philosophical Transactions, 1838, Plate V., where there are many cases of embryonic eggs figm’ed

as consisting like those in Plate VI. fig. 3, of an outer cell, which afterwards disappears, of a germinal vesicle,

oil-globules, and dark granules.
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In warm summer weather, about fom: days after the deposition of the preceding brood

of eggs, those whose development we have thus briefly traced are ready to make their

entry into the receptacle
;
the last brood having in the meantime acquired the power of

motion, and become fit to sAvim about freely in the water. Very shortly after the exclu-

sion of the young, the Dajplinia sheds its skin, and again soon after that the eggs are laid.

In what manner this takes place I am unable to say ;
and that a duct large enough for

the passage of the eggs, which, when laid, measure about o? should be often quite

imperceptible, should certainly teach us much caution in describing the anatomy of the

lower animals. According to Strauss, the eggs pass from the posterior part of the ovary

into the receptacle, but in the only specimen in which I observed the process, they

appeared to emerge close behind the heart.

Sevei-al times it happened that at the time of laying, some of the egg-matter remained

in the ovary. This was not deposited soon after, as might have been expected, but in

one case gindually disappeared; in several it was hidden by the succeeding brood of eggs,

and in one it became more diffused, and the creature died.

I have always found these eggs, when crushed shortly after deposition, to consist chiefly

of globules of various sizes, which do not appear to possess any distinct membranes, as

they gradually run together into large masses. Moreover, if they are placed between

two pieces of glass, and after the egg has bm’st, the upper bit of glass is rolled backwards

and forwards upon the lower, the globules run together and form small homogeneous

cylinders. If a somewhat older egg is examined, there will be found also a number of

minute chcular cells, about *0005 of an inch in diameter, and forming a sort of membrane.

These, I beheve, constitute the blastodermic layer.

I know not whether the contact of living membrane is necessary for the development

of these eggs, but certainly none survived of those which I removed from the receptacle

for the pmqjose of watching.

In many cases the eggs contained a large and distinct globule*, but this is, I believe,

merely a large oil-globule; and when the egg is crushed, it appears to have no cell-wall.

I have found it much larger and more distinct in the eggs of D. pulex than in those of

1). Schoefferi: in the latter species, indeed, it was not uncommon in the spring, but

throughout the summer and autumn, though it was then very conspicuous in B. pulex,

yet in I). Schcefferi the oil-matter was usually in many small globules. That this is in

reality a globule, and not a pecuhar cell, was proved by pressure often causing it to

elongate, and then separate into two smaller balls.

These large oil-globules arise in the ovary, and may be seen there at an early period in

the development of the eggs. They appear to be analogous to the “ Nahrungsdotter,” or

nourishment-yolk, described by J. V. Carus in spider’s eggsf.

In the Daphnia eggs they remain unchanged until the young is hatched, and is nearly

ready to quit the receptacle, when they break up into other similar but smaller globules.

* See Baied, 1 . c. pi. 6. fig. 2.

t Archiv fur "Wissenschaft. Zool. 1850.
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The yolk of the agamic eggs of D. pulex at the time of the formation of the blasto-

dermic layer, breaks up into yolk-masses ‘0015 in diameter, and containing yolk-

globules
;
in D. Schcefferi these masses are smaller and less evident, but still they are

l)resent. Zaddach * has noticed the corresponding yolk-masses in Phryganea grandis, but

asserts that there is nothing similar in Mystaddes ; his observations appear so carefully

conducted, that it is presumptuous to suppose him to be in error here, but I cannot help

imagining that in Mystaddes^ as in D. Sdicefferi, the yolk-masses may be present, though

small and unobtrusive.

He suggests as a reason for this supposed difference, that the oil-globules are fewer and

larger in the Phryganea eggs than in those of Mystaddes and it is curious that in

I), pulex, in which the yolk-masses are larger and more evident than in P. Scheefferi, the

yolk-globules are larger and fewer. In the eggs of Phryganea^ however, the oil-globules

are included in the yolk-masses, while the large oil-globule of P. piilex is nearly tuice as

large as the yolk-masses. In the insects, also, the egg-contents break up into similar

masses, as may be readily seen in the wasp or the fly ; but this differs from the similar

process in Phryganea^ in preceding not only the appearance of the embiyo, but also, if I

am not mistaken, the impregnation.

When the eggs are first laid, they are spherical, and from 'OOG to ‘01 in diameter, but

when they have been about two days in the receptacle, they have swollen to -0125 in

diameter, and they then burst their outer shell or vitelline membrane, and appear as

broad egg-shaped embryos, consisting of a membranous bag or skin, m which the young

animal is contained, and which, not having been present when the egg was laid, must

have been formed since.

Mr. Huxley has favoured me with the following notice of a corresponding exuHation

ill Mysis :
—“ A blastodermic disk, very similar to that described by Rathke in Astacus,

constitutes the fii’st trace of the embryo in Mysis. In the middle of this disk a de-

pression appears, and while the blastodermic disk in front of the depression becomes

converted into the bilobed rudiment of the head, posteriorly it is produced into a conical

process directed forwards, and applied against the front part of the blastodermic disk,

just as is the papillary rudiment of the abdomen and thorax in Astacus., ivith which, in

fact, it corresponds.

“ Two papillae, the rudiments of the antennules and antennae, are developed Aom each

side of the anterior part of the embryo at this stage, and these, as well as the body and

the bifurcate or fin-like caudal extremity, become invested by a delicate transparent

membrane.

“ Up to this point the embryo has been included within the vitelline membrane ; but

the latter is now burst, and the embryo straightening itself assumes the pear-like form

described by Rathke and by Feey and Leucea.et, as the first condition of the embryo

—

these observers having overlooked the earlier condition which has just been described, and

* See his very interesting “ Untersuchungen iiber die Entwickelung und den Ban der Giliederthiere,”

1st' heft, p. 66.
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which is, I beheve, of great importance, inasmuch as it seems to be characteristic of the

Podophthalmian, as contradistinguished from the Edriophthalmian embryo,—to have the

posterior sternal region of the body, or some part of it, at first folded against the anterior.

“ The hmbs, &c. are now developed in the manner described by Eathke ;
but underneath

the dehcate membranous investment of the embryo, which continues to sheath the anten-

nules and the antennse as they enlarge, but passes smoothly over the rest of the limbs,

and eventually extends considerably beyond the end of the abdomen and of the anten-

nules and antennae, like a glove too long for the fingers.

“ This ‘ larval skin ’ persists until the embryo has acquired a^th of an inch in length,

and has assumed very nearly its adult form. It then disappears, probably becoming cast

in the ordinary manner.”

So far as I can judge from the figures and descriptions of M. Joly, a very similar

larval skin is developed, and cast by the embryo of Caridina Desmarestii^

.

Mr. Spexce Bate also, in p. 55 of his very interesting “ Eeport on the British Edrio-

phthalma” to the British Association, 1855, observes,—“It is probable, that about the

middle of the period of incubation, the young animal quits the egg, for we have con-

stantly taken them from the pouch, bearing an embryonic character without being closed

in their egg-case. The laiwa at this period is very immature and covered in a general

tunic, which, apparently without having any absolute vital connexion with the animal

more than the original egg-case had with the embryo, adapts itself in form to the whole

creature, and fulfils the duty of a protective tissue.”

This remarkable fact has been already observed by the accurate STEAUSsf
,
who compares

it with the gestation of the marsupials. He says, however, “ Dans cet etat, ils n’offi’ent

qu’une masse arrondie et informe, sur laquelle on remarque, quand on rexamine de pres,

les rudiments obtus du bras but here he is in error: the rudimental antennae are not on

the spherical membrane enclosing the embryo, but are inside it, and are seen through it.

Very similar also is the hatching of many Annelids, in which also the young animal quits

the egg, as an egg-shaped body Avithout any external organs except cilia, by means of

which it SAvims Avith actmty.

This, hoAveA’er, does not shoAV any disparity in the tAvo cases, for the development of

the cilia is probably connected Avith the free condition of the young animal, and Avith

the tendency to the production of these important organs in the Annelids, and their

constant absence in the Crustacea.

It would appear, therefore, that the Da^^hnia, so far from undergoing no metamor-

phosis, does, in fact, enter the Avorld in a very rudimental condition, and that only after

the first change of skin does it assume the Avell-known characters of the genus. In fact,

* See M. Jolt’s paper on that Crustacean in the ‘Aunales des Sciences NatureUes,’ t. xii. See also

‘Annals and Magazine of Natural History’ (February 1857, p. 163) for an account of a similar phenomenon

in lulus.

t Loc. cit. p. 417.
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the whole process appears strictly comparable to the facts which have been observed in

Monostoma mutabile.

In the sac above-mentioned is contained the embryo Dajjhnia, in which already, when

the vitelline membrane is cast, most of the futui’e limbs may be discerned. The carapace

covers as yet only half of the body, and appears to be attached to it by the whole inner

surface. The large antennae also attain about the same length, and are folded down close

to the body; their basal portion and two three-jointed branches can be distinguished, and

the terminal setae soon afterwards make their appearance. The small black eye also can

now be seen, but the large compound eye, which at first consists of two dark spots which

gradually coalesce, does not arise till later. The large upper lip is situated between the

two large antennae, and immediately behind it are the mandibles, which, seen from the

side, appear like pears attached by their small ends, but from below appear as hemisphe-

rical bosses. Behind the mandibles are the first pafr of maxillae, and behind these again

I believe myself to have seen the second pair of maxillae, as Zaddach describes them'^:

but of this I do not feel quite certain. The head is separated from the body by a con-

striction at the back.

The five pairs of branchial legs form a distinct and separate series, and may about this

time be distinguished, arising apparently as folds of the blastodermic membrane. The

limbs and outer part of the body at this time consist of a cellular substance, while the

centre is occupied by the yolk-masses, and generally a few free oil-globules.

In Daphnia therefore, as in Crustacea generally, the appendages make then’ appearance

before the body is divided into segments.

The earlier naturalists who have written about the Baphnice have asserted that all the

young developed from any one brood of agamic eggs, are of one sex. I have never met

with an exception to this rule, and have little doubt that it always holds good ; in one

case, indeed, a very large brood, eighteen in number, were all males, though this sex is

usually, and was then, much rarer than the female.

Before quitting the subject of the agamic eggs, it will not be uninteresting to compare

the process with that of the formation of the corresponding eggs of Aphides, as given by

LEYDiuf, as opposed to the very different accounts of J. V. CaeusJ and Dr. Bukxetti^.

It is evident that in Leydig’s Plate 5. A, fig. 1, 1 is homologous to the mother-cells,

which I have in this paper called ovarian masses (c); the cells («, a) correspond to [g), and

the enlarged one [b) to those marked [g') in my figui-es.

Indeed, if we except the non-essential difference, that in Daphiiia the developing eggs

do not alter their place in the ovary, the whole process, as now detailed, is so similar to

that which is described by Leydig in the Aphides, as to confirm in a remarkable maimer

* Ueber den Ban und Entwickelung der Gfliederthiere.

t SiEBOLD and Kollikee’s Archiv, 1850, p. 62.

X Zur naheren Kenntniss des Generationswechsels.

§ Dr. Buenett “ On the Development of Viviparous Aphides,” Ann. and Mag. of Hat. Hist., Aug. 1854
and in Silliman’s American Journal, January 1854.
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his observations, and on the other hand, of course, to throw more doubt on the entirely

different accounts of J, V. Caeus and Dr. Buknett. I must, however, confess, that like

the two last-mentioned observers, I have been quite unable to detect any germinal vesicle

in the eggs of the viviparous Aphides ;
it is, however, very difficult to find even in those

eggs which are destined to be impregnated in the ordinary manner, or indeed in any

insect eggs, while, on the contrary, I have found it to be very large in all the eggs of

Crustacea which have come under my notice.

Parthenogenesis in the Articulata.

From the hardness of the outer skin, and from the finality in the mode of growth,

parthenogenesis in the Articulata is effected by means of bodies in theh origin and

structui’e very similar to true eggs.

The Crustacea are so seldom bred and watched in captivity, that though the Daphniadse

is the only family in the class which is as yet known to reproduce by parthenogenesis,

yet the instances may hereafter prove to be much more frequent, as the fact that no

males have yet been found of Toly])hemus oculus, Lininadia gigas or Apus would seem to

suggest.

Similar phenomena have been recorded by Dumeeil*, and more recently by Newman f.

In the Insects, excepting the celebrated case of the Aphides and the genera Cynips

and Apophylliis, as stated by Haetig;];;, whose assertions have been confirmed by the

appearance of Cynips lignicola in great numbers in the south-west of England within

the last year or two, where in several thousand specimens not a male occurred ;—with

these exceptions, I say, the phenomenon of parthenogenesis has as yet only been met

with in the Lepidoptera, probably because this is the order most frequently bred by

collectors.

Pallas has obseiwed this phenomenon in Puprepia casta

;

Beenoulli in Gastrophaga

potatoria and Episenia caernleocephala ; Baslee in G. guerdfolia

;

Suckow in G. pini

;

Teevieanus in Sphinx ligustri, and Noedmann vnSmerinthus popnli. These instances are

mentioned in Buemeistee’s Manual, p. 312 ; and Siebold § has attempted to explain them

away, but in the present state of our knowledge the assertions are more probable than the

explanation.

Moreover, vSiebold himself has observed parthenogenesis in Solenolia Uchenella and

S. clathrella
|1,

in Psyche helix and in Agns^.

Lacoedaiee** mentions the same fact as having occurred in Liparis dispar for three

successive generations.

* Academie des Sciences, 28th Sept. 1856.

t An Essay on the employment of Physiological Characters in the Classification of Animals.

t Geemae’s Zeitschrift, vol. ii. p. 178.

§ Wahre Parthenogenesis hei Schmetterlinge, &c.

II
Bemerk. fiber Psychiden ; -Jahreshericht der Schlesischen GeseUschaft, &c., 1850

;
translated also in

the Transactions of the Entomological Society of London, N. S. vol. vi.

^ AVahre Parthenogenesis, &c. ** Introd. to Ent. vol. ii. p.383.
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Mr. P. J. Brown* has observed parthenogenesis in SjjMnx poimli and in Aj'ctia caja,

and states that M. Wagner has observed the same in S. ocellata.

M. H. LEHOCQf has met with a similar instance in Arctia caja ; Dr. Kipp in SpMna:

populiX, quoted by Siebold; Mr. Johnston in Smerinthus ocellatus^-, Mr. Curtis in

Bomhyx polyplmnusW ;
and in Bomhyx mori various naturahsts have cominced themselves

of the same facts.

Mr. Westwood has favoured me with the following extract fi’om his unpubhshed

notes :
—“ Mr. Davis (the publisher of the Entomological Magazine, and himself a good

entomologist) informs me of a singular cu’cumstance connected with the Egger moth,

which has'been observed by Mr. Tardy, the Irish entomologist, after whom Mesites Tardii

has been named, this gentleman having reared three generations of this moth from a

single impregnation.”

The Bev. P. H. Newnham of Guildford, the Rev. Hugh A. Stowell and Mr. E. W.
Robinson have kindly informed me by letter that they have observed the same fact

respectively in Smerinthus populi, Arctia villica, and Arctia caja.

In Psyche helix and Solenobia parthenogenesis appears to be the rule, while in the other

Lepidoptera it occurs as an exception ; taking then these nineteen exceptional cases, it

will be observed that they have all occurred in the hawkmoths or moths, and not one in

the butterflies
; four in Smerinthus populi and two in S. ocellatus, and three in Arctia

caja ; that, taking the genera, flve are in Smerinthus., four in Arctia and Gastrophaga,

and two in Bomhyx. No doubt the Silkworm moth [B. mori) has been so much and so

carefully observed, that if parthenogenesis did occur even rarely in that species, it would

certainly have been noticed by many observers ; but I can suggest no explanation of the

very unequal distribution of the other cases, except that agamogenesis does occim more

frequently in some genera and species than in others, and a fortiori., that it takes place in

some.

But if Professor Siebold and M. Dzierzon are correct, the Hive-bee [Apis mellijica)

presents us with the most wonderful instance of parthenogenesis as yet knouii among

the Articulata, since in this instance the males always arise from unimpregnated eggs

;

and those eggs which, if impregnated, would have produced females, will, if no sperma-

tozoa are present, give birth to males

Several naturalists have convinced themselves that some plants have also the power of

producing agamic seeds, and Gairtner has given an abridged account of the experiments

on the subject.

The plants in which the most complete experiments have been undertaken, and in

which agamic seeds are supposed to have been obtained, are as follows :

—

Zea mays, by R. J. Camerer, and again by Henschel.

* Mag. of Nat. Hist. viii. p. 557.

J Bienenzeitung, 1853, p. 1752.

j|
Ann. des Sc. Nat. 1851, p.297.

t Comptes Eendus, Dec. 8, 1856.

§ Zoologist, 1818, p. 2269.

^ "Walire Parthenogenesis, &c., passim.
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Cannabis satim, by Spallanzani, Henschel, Gieon de Buzaeeingues, Beenardi.

Spinada oleracea, by Spallanzani, Henschel, Giron de Buzaeeingues.

Cucurbita melopepo, Spallanzani.

Cucurbita dtrullus, Spallanzani.

Coyx lacryma, Henschel.

Lychnis dioica, Henschel, Giron de Buzaeeingues.

Mercurialis annua, Eamisch.

G.HRTNEE, however, is inclined to doubt the truth of the results obtained, and to ascribe

the supposed agamic fertility either to pollen brought from a distance in the air, to the

unnoticed presence of male flowers, or to “ crypto-hermaphroditism.” Mr. Smith, Curator

of the Eoyal Kew Gardens, mentions a case of seeds which germinated without any

apparent action of pollen as occurring in Coelebogyne ilicifolia, a native of Moreton Bay,

and belonging to the Euphorbiacese, which was introduced into this country by

Mr. Cunningham, who sent three plants to the Kew Gardens in 1829.

These plants produced female flowers from which perfect seeds have been obtained

for several successive years, although Mr. Smith could never detect “ anything like male

flowers or pollen-bearing organs :
” the ovarium and the seeds presented “ the usual

structure of Euphorbiaceae, such as it occm’s in Croton, Fhyllanthus, Cluytia, &c.'^”

Still more recently f, M. Henri Lehocq has observed the same phenomenon. He says,

“ Mes experiences ont ete faites sur le chauvre, lepinard, le Mercurialis annua, le Trinia

vulgaris, le Lychnis sylvestris, et sm' une Cucurbitacee dont j’ignorais le nom speciflque.

Je n’ai pas besoin de rappeler que j ’avals pris toutes les precautions possibles pour isoler

mes plantes, et cependant, a I’exception du Cucurbitacee et du Lychnis, toutes les autres

me donnerent des graines fertiles;|;.”

Dr. Carpenter 1^, and after him many authors, as for instance Dr. Burnett
||,
Carus^,

and M. de Quatrefages, have sustained "svith ability the theory that the specimens which

produce the so-called internal buds or gemmae are not females, but entirely without sex.

Thus, M. DE Quatrefages** says, “Toutes les generations intermediaires developpees

entre les termes extremes de ce cycle sont agames, c’est a dire, manquent de veritables

organes reproductem’s, et se multiplient exclusivement par bouture et par bourgeon

interne ou externe.”

These and similar assertions, however true with reference to the Zoophytes, require

great modifications with regard to the Articulata.

Prof. SiEBOLD, who in his “ Bemerkungen fiber Psychiden,” in the ‘ Jahresbericht der

Schlesischen Gesellschaft,’ &c., 1850, p. 85, appears to have taken for granted that the

self-fertile indi^ iduals of Taloeporia (Soletiobia) are, “ in ihrer organisation von weiblichen

Thieren ganz verschiedene geschlechtslose Individuen ” (in their organization from the

* See Transactions of the Linnean Society, vol. iviii. p. 509.

t Comptes Eendus de I’Academie des Sciences, 8 Dec. 1856.

X See also Journal of Microscopical Science, July 1857, p. 228.

§ L. c. p. 443.
II

L. c. p. 96. ^ L. c. ** L. e. p. 116.
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female animals, entii’ely different sexless indi\iduals), in liis latest and rery interesting

essay, “ Wahre Parthenogenesis bei Schmetterlingen nnd Bienen,” admits that the self-

fertile indiAdduals in these insects are true females.

This is also not the less evident in Daphniw, for in them not only may the same

specimen produce first agamic eggs, then ephippial, then again agamic, and then again

ephippial eggs, so that it would have to be considered fu’st sexless, then female, then

sexless and then female again, but actually, and that usually, the embrv’onic forms of

both eggs are present at the same time. Plate VI. fig. 3, for instance, represents a specimen

with an ephippial egg, beginning at the posterior end of the ovaiy, and some agamic

eggs in front : and as this is no solitaiy exception, but in far more than half the specimens

I have watched, this contemporaneous development of the early stages of both eggs has

occurred ;
and as in most cases the agamic eggs are developed, and the others disappear,

there can be no doubt that the self-fertile specimens are females.

Throughout this paper I have applied the name of eggs to the ordinary reproductive

bodies of the Baphnice, although aware that it is customaiy to call all egg-like bodies which

are fertile without immediate impregnation “ mternal buds ” or “ gemmae,” and to con-

sider them as essentially different from true eggs. Dr. Caepenter* and Dr. BuRXETTf

have adopted this theory, and M. de Quateefages also J says, “ Seulement chez les demieres

[mnged female Aphides, in opposition to the so-called sexless specimens] on ti’ouve de

^'eritables oeufs, pourvus de toutes leurs parties caracteristiques ; chez les premieres de

petites masses granuleuses, ou Ton ne distingue jamais ni Vtellus, ni vesicule germinative,

ni tache de Wagnee.”

In this statement he probably relies on the descriptions of J. Y. Carls and Dr. Bue-

XETT, but Leydig has already shown that there is good reason for supposmg them to be

ill error ; at any rate it is by no means apphcable to the Baphnice. In these we find in

the ovary a number of ovarian masses containing small cells. One of these latter swells,

dark granules collect around it, and it becomes a germinal vesicle. This is the foimda.

tioii of an ephippial egg (see Plate VI. fig. 2). Just in ffont, another cell swells a

little, becomes surrounded in a similar manner by dark granules, and also by oil-globules,

and this process continuing, forms the ordinary egg. I say egg : for how can we deny

this term to a round body developed in the ovary of a female, and round a germinal

vesicle '?

Truly has M. de Quateefages observed §,
“ Ainsi Ton passe de la simple croissance

d'un mammifere, au bourgeonnement le mieux caracterise par des nuances insensibles :

et tout nous ramene a cette importante conclusion, que le boiu’geonnement, et pai‘ con-

sequent la reproduction agame, ne sont au fond qu’un phenomene d’accroissement.” But

why stop the series here \ Dr. Burnett says, indeed
||,

that “ the structm-e and conditions

of all true ova are the same, and there is no passage between them and buds :

” but this

* See Dr. Caepenteb ‘ On tlie Microscope and its Eevelations,’ p. 279.

t Loc. cit.

§ Loc. cit. p. 129.

t Loc. cit. 111.

II
Loc. cit. p. 88.
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assertion is disproved by Leydig’s observations on the Aphides*, and those now related

in the Daplmice. Prof. Owen, on the contrary, has maintained that buds and eggs

are not bodies essentially ditferent in then* nature, but that we may expect to find

every gradation between them. It will probably ere long be convenient to apply

some distinguishing name to those egg-like ovarian products which do not require

impregnation as a necessary antecedent to development, but for the present, at any rate

in the Daplmice, we must call them eggs, which they more nearly resemble than ordinary

gemmae.

Prof. Huxley might be supposed to agree with the naturalists as to the essential differ-

ence between eggs and buds above-mentioned, since he has proposed, developing the

idea of which we owe the germ to Dr. Caepenter, to extend the use of the word “ indi-

\idual ” to the whole product of one impregnation, and to designate as “ zooids ” the

independent forms of the individual f. Prof. Huxley, however, proposes this system of

nomenclatm’e merely as convenient, and not as expressing any fundamental, structural,

or potential difference between eggs and buds.

I beheve that the development of the ephippial and agamic eggs of Daphnia now

described is sufficient evidence of the fundamental identity of eggs and buds, or rather of

their forming parts of one and the same series, a point on which I would particularly

insist, and the cases of agamogenesis in Cynips and many Lepidoptera are equally con-

clusive.

If, however, Siebold is correct in statingJ that di’ones always proceed from unimpreg-

nated eggs, and in fact that it is the presence or absence of impregnation which alone

determines the sex of the future bee, a statement not unsupported by careful observations

and experiments, I cannot imagine that even the most sceptical naturalists can retain

any doubts upon the subject.

^^^lether we retain the old nomenclature, or dropping the idea of unity in the term

“ indii'idual
”
adopt the system proposed by Prof. Huxley, we shall be met by great dif-

ficulties and inconsistencies ; but I am not yet convinced of the superiority of the latter

system, which w’ould prevent us from knowing whether any given specimen of certain

animals, say for instance any Sphinx or Baphnia, was an individual or not, and according

to which, if Siebold’s assertions are correct, there are no male individuals of the Honey-bee.

Explanation of the Plates.

PLATE VI.

Fig. I. Ovary of Bapltnia Schcpffefi, shortly after the deposition of agamic eggs in the

receptacle.

Fig. 2. The same, a few hours later.

* Loc. cit. t Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist. 1852. X Wahre FartJienogenesis, Ac.
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Subsequent changes in the same ovary.

Fig. 6.j

Fig. 7. Early stage of the ephippial egg.

Fig. 8. The posterior part of the ovary, showing the httle balls into which the embryonic

ephippial egg often breaks up.

Fig. 9. Ephippial egg more developed. It has become so opake that the germinal vesicle

cannot be seen.

Fig. 10. Ephippial egg nearly ready to be laid.

Fig. 3.1

Fig. 4.

1

Fig. 5.

PLATE VII.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fi^

Fig.

4
Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

1. Part of the back of a specimen of 1). Schwfferi, ready to lay an ephippial egg.

2. Half of the inner valve of an ephippium, only in part finished.

3. Half of the outer valve of an ephippium, only in part finished.

4. Diagram of a section of the carapace along the line ni. The body is omitted.

5. Diagram of a section of the carapace along the hne n. The body is omitted.

6. Part of a female Baplmia ScTicefferi, showing the ephippium in outhne.

Outline of a male JD. Schcefferi, to show the male generative organs [q).

Part of an ovary of a B. Schcefferi, to show agamic eggs just beginning.

Part of an ovary of a B. Schcefferi, to show agamic eggs in the process of forma-

tion, each round a distmct germinal vesicle {g').

10. Ditto of another specimen.

11. Contents of ephippial egg rolled together.

12. Contents of agamic egg rolled together.

13. An ovarian mass, containing three ovarian cells, any of which may become a

germinal vesicle.

The letters refer to the same parts in all the figures :

—

h. Line of the back of the body.

c. Ovarian masses.

e. Early stages of the ephippial egg.

g. Ovarian cells, some of which become germinal vesicles, g'

.

h. Heart.

i. Upper line of intestine. j. Lower line of intestine.

p. Ephippium. q. Penis.

r. Eeceptacle or space between the back and the shell.

w. Outer and inner layers of old carapace.

w'. Outer and inner layers of old carapace modified to form the ephippium.

X. Outer and inner layers of new carapace.
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VII. On the Scelidothere (Scelidotherium leptocephalum, Owen).

By Professor Owen, F.B.S. &c.

Eeceived October 30,—Eead December 18, 1856.

The extinct species of large terrestrial Sloth, indicated by the above name, was first

made known by portions of its fossil skeleton discovered by Charles Darwin, Esq., F.E.S.,

at Punta Alta, Northern Patagonia, which were described by me in the chapters of the '

Appendix to the ‘Natural History of the Voyage of H.M.S. Beagle,’ treating of the

“ Fossil Mammaha* ” collected during that voyage.

The subsequent acquisition by the British Museum of the collection of Fossil Mam-
maha brought horn the pleistocene beds, Buenos Ayres, by M. Bravard, has given

further evidence of the generic distinction of the Scelidothere from the other Gravi-

grades of the Bruta phyUophaga\, and has supplied important characters of the osseous

system, and especially of the skull, which the fragments from the hard consohdated

gravel of Punta Alta did not afibrd. The best portion of the cranium from the latter

locahty wanted the facial part anterior to the orbit, and the greater part of the upper

walls ; sufiicient, however, remained to indicate the peculiar character of its slender pro-

portions, and hence the name leptocephalum proposed for the species.

The aptness of the epithet ‘ slender-headed ’ proves to be greater than could have been

surmised trom the original fossil ; for the enthe skull now in the British Museum (Plates

VIII. and IX.) exhibits a prolongation of the upper and lower jaws, and a slenderness of

the parts produced anterior to the dental series, unique in the leaf-eating section of the

Order Bruta, and offering a very interesting approximation to the peculiar proportions of

the skull in the Ant-eaters.

The original fossils on which the genus Scelidotherium was founded, indicated, by the

persistence of the cranial sutures and the condition of the epiphysial extremities of the

long bones, that they had belonged to an individual of immature age : the difference of

size between them and the corresponding parts in the British Museum, depends on

the latter having belonged to full-grown individuals : the slight difference in the shape

of the anterior molars seems, in like manner, to be due to such an amount of change as

might take place in the progress of growth of a tooth with a constantly renewable pulp.

I find, at least, no good grounds for inferring a specific distinction between the mature,

if not old, Scehdothere from Buenos Ayi’es and the younger specimen from Patagonia.

4to, 1838-40.

t See ‘ Conspectus ‘Familiarum et Generum Brutorum frondes carpentium,’ in ‘Description of the Skeleton

of the Mylodon robusttis,' 4to, 1842.
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The first peculiar character which the entire cranium of the Scelidothere presents is

the increase in vertical diameter (if the thin pterygoid plates be excluded), from the

occiput (3,4) to the anterior nostril (is, fig. 2
,
Plate VIII.): this character appears to be

due, mainly, to the depth of the upper jaw required for the lodgement of the molar teeth

and their persistent pulps.

The occipital condyles (Plates VIII. and IX. 2), though terminal, are less prominent than

in the Mylodon or Megathere : they are relatively wider apart : their inner straight sides

converge towards their lower end. The foramen magnum (Plate IX. 0) is wider relatively

than in the Megathere : its upper boundary is festooned, a median notch dividing two

convex curves of the thin and rather prominent border
:
just within this border are two

pits : on the inner side of each condyle is a depression : the inner sides of the occipital

foramen are impressed with the oblique canals leading to the precondyloid foramina,

The plane of the foramen magnum forms, with that of the basioccipital, an angle of 135°.

The occipital region, which was vertical in the young specimen first described, inclines

a little forward, as it ascends, in the adult skulls, but to a less degree than in the Mega-

there : its height from the upper border of the foramen magnum is half its breadth •

it is bisected by a strong median vertical ridge, with a small venous foramen at its lower

end : an arched semicircular thicker and rougher ridge forms its upper and lateral

boundaries : this ridge bifurcates at its lower part on each side, intercepting thereby a

narrow longitudinal fissure, corresponding with the wider lateral fossa of the occipital

region in the Megathere, but here rather resembling the digastric fissure in ordinary

mammals : the fissure is contirrued into the rough interspace between the mastoid and

paroccipital. In each moderately concave division of the occipital region there is a low

subvertical lateral ridge, which is nearer the outer boundary than is the corresponding

ridge marked e in the skull of the Mylodon, in Plate V. fig. I, of my “ Memoir on the

Mylodon,” 4to, 1842.

The paroccipital (Plates VIII. and IX. 4) is relatively larger than in the Megathere, the

mastoid (
s )

is relatively smaller : there is no second superoccipital ridge as in the Mega-

there.

The lateral rough surfaces (Plate IX. r) for the attachment of the 7‘ecti capitis antici

muscles to the basioccipital, are less prominent than in the Megathere : the under sm-face

of both the basioccipital
(

1
)
and basisphenoid

( 5
)

is fiatter : the lateral basisphenoidal

protuberances are low and obtuse, relatively larger than in the Megathere, not angular

as in the Mylodon.

The precondyloid canals are relatively smaller than in the Mylodon; their outlets

(ib. y>), as in that animal, are behind and distinct from the foramen jugulare or foramen

lacerum (^‘), not blended therewith as in the Megathere.

Corresponding with the indication of the smaller size of the tongue thus given by the

canal for its muscular nerve, is the less relative size and depth of the stylohyal depression

( 8'). The carotid canal (c) seems to have begun at the fore-part of the foramen lacerum.

The rough bifid under surface of the petrosal (le) divides it from the auditory cawty.
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The loose tympanic bone is wanting. The eustachian groove (e) is plainly traceable from

the fore-part of the auditory ca\dty, expanding to behind the base of the pterygoid plate.

The superoccipital extends upon the upper surface of the cranium in an angular form

for more than an inch between the parietals. The temporal ridges are separated from

each other by an interspace of only 8 lines, at the narrowest part of the intervening

space upon the parietals, in the mid-line of which space is a longitudinal furrow.

The sutures between the parietal, the occipital and the temporal bones, remaining in

one of the crania of the Scehdothere in the British Museum, show the same small vertical

extent of the long squamosal as in the young individual first described*; and the suture

dividing the mastoid and squamosal below from the parietal above forms an irregularly

undulating, almost straight line to opposite the end of the zygomatic process, where it

descends and defines the subangular anterior boundary of the squamosal. At this point

the squamosal appears to touch the frontal, an angular process of which extends back-

wards to the foramen ovale (Plate VIII. fig. 2 1), dividing the fore-part of the squamosal

from the pterygoid ;
the three bones appear to concur in forming that foramen.

The zygomatic process, commencing by the ridge continued from the temporal one, as it

passes from the parietal to the temporal bone, has an antero-posterior extent of attachment

of 3 inches 8 lines
;
the free projecting end docs not exceed I^ inch in length : it is obtuse,

with a slight notch below. The interspace between it and the squamosal plate is I^ inch.

The process (Plate VIII. figs. I & 2,27) is trihedral, the outer side almost flat, a little concave

behind and as much convex in front : the upper surface forms vrith the narrow squamosal

plate a deep and wide channel, which lodged the lower border of the temporal muscle

:

the under side is the shortest and broadest, and forms the almost flat subtriangular

surface (Plate IX.
ff)

for the articulation of the mandible. This surface differs from the

more concave one of the Megathere, in the absence of any defensive ridge or promi-

nence for the joint either behind or . externally.

The pterygoid plates (Plate IX. 24) articulate with the sides of the basi- ( 5 )
and pre- ( 9

)

sphenoid, leaving a free interspace along the under surface of those bones an inch vride at

its back part and gradually narrowing to the rounder styliform prolongation of the pre-

sphenoid ( 9
). The posterior border of the pterygoid slopes very obliquely from above down-

wards and foiwards, and then more gradually rises with an irregularly undulating outline

to blend with the palatine ridge (20), continued to the back part of the alveolus of the last

molar. The combined palatines and pterygoids form a long and wide concavity, in

which the oblique ridges, diverging fr-om the back part of the bony palate, deflne the

acutely angular contour of the posterior palatal margin, and at the same time the lower

boundary of the posterior nasal aperture (ib. n)

;

this apertine, by the production of a

ridge from the pointed end of the presphenoid, is shaped like a heart on playing-cards ;

it gradually expands into the capacious pterygo-palatine fossa (ib. n, w, 24, 24).

The parietals (Plate VIII. flg. 2 , 7)
are quadrate bones, 6 inches in fore and aft extent:

the posterior boundary of the frontals (ib. n) is 8 inches from the occipital ridge ; the

* Zoology of H.M.S. Beagle, “Eossil Mammalia,” p. 73.

p 2
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antero-median angles of the parietals are produced between the frontals, but to a less

extent than the superoccipital in relation to the parietals. The temporal ridges are

continued forwards from the parietal on to the frontal bones as far as the low obtuse

postorbital process: in this com'se each temporal ridge makes three cmwes -oith two

intervening angles, one at the fronto-parietal suture, the second not quite half-way between

that sutm’e and the postorbital process. The frontal region of the cranium swells out a

little above the zygomatic arch, but this affords no indication of cerebral development

;

it is anterior to the true cranial cavity, and is due to the development of extensive frontal

sinuses. The fore-part of the frontal terminates in an angle, wedged between the nasal

and lacrymal bones, above the middle of the orbit : the descending plate forms the back

part of the inner wall of the orbit, where it unites udth the maxillaiy, and then joins

the palatine and pterygoid, terminating behind at the foramen ovale (ib. 1). The foramen

rotundum (ib. r) is 2 inches 3 lines in advance, opening upon the suture between the

frontal and pterygoid, and continued forwards by a canal containing the suture between

the frontal and palatine.

The palatine bones (Plate IX. 20) surround the posterior nasal apertm-e, and support

the ridges (n, n) defining the lower boundary of that apertm-e : these ridges di-side the

inner and under surface of the palatines into an intranasal and an infr-anasal part : both

contribute to form the fore-part of the long and wide faucial fossa.

The maxillary bone forms the major part of the narrow, transversely convex, bony

palate (Plate IX. 21), the true palatines terminating anteriorly in a point opposite the

penultimate molars (ib. iv) : the orbital plate of the maxillary (Plate VIII. fig. 2
,

21')

ascends to articulate with the nasal (15), frontal (n), and lacrymal (73), and cfr-cumscribes

the antorbital foramen (a), by an outstanding malar process, which affords a sutm-al

surface behind for articulation with the malar bone (ib. fig. I, 26) : the maxillary then

expands into a broad subquadrate facial plate (ib. fig. 2 a, 21), smooth and convex externally

;

uniting above -svith the long nasal (is), behind -with the anterior half of the lacrpnal (73)

and with the malar (26), and below and in front with the premaxillary (22). The outer

alveolar wall makes a series of prominences corresponding -with the thi’ee anterior

molars : the inner alveolar wall is a thin plate, forming a bony case for the deeply

implanted parts of the molars and their matrices
;
projecting in relief fr’om the iimer side

of the facial and orbital plates. The length or depth of the fh-st alveolus (Plate IX. 1)

is 3 inches 3 lines
;
that of the second (

2

)
is 3 inches 9 lines ; the succeeding ones (3, 4, 5)

gradually decrease in depth. A canal is continued from that of the dental nerve above

the alveoli, forward and downward to the lower and lateral part of the outer nostril.

The alveoli, five on each side of the upper jaw, are close-set, with oblique apertures,

the inner boundary descending lower than the outer one : their aggregate antero-posterior

extent measures 4 inches 3 lines in one adult skull, 4 inches 6 lines in a second. The

teeth (Plate IX. i-v), when in place, show wider intervals than the sockets ; the situation

of the thick periosteum and dental capsule being occupied by the infiltrated matrix

which, in the fossil under view, binds the tooth in its place : the shape of the socket
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nearly con-esponds with that of the tooth it contains. The maxillary extends 4^ inches

in advance of the first alveolus, in an obtusely pointed form, slightly diverging from its

fellow to form the hinder two-thirds of an unusually long prepalatine or incisive fissure

(i). The side of the fore-part of the maxillary is deeply notched for a corresponding

process of the premaxillary
(22').

The upper surface of the palatine plate is longitudinally

grooved, and the inner border of the groove unites with its fellow to form a median ridge.

The premaxillaries
(22)

have partially coalesced anteriorly, where each forms an obtuse,

rounded, subcompressed protuberance, expanding as it passes backwards and bifurcating.

The inner branch, 3 inches in length, uniting with its fellow, forms a long and slender

trihedral process, diriding the prepalatine fissm'e, at its upper part, into two : the ridged

summit of this process is grooved at its fore-part. The outer process of the premaxillary
(
22'),

which answers to its ascending branch [tranche montante of Cuvier) in ordinary mammals,

forms the horizontal lower part of the boundary of the external bony nostril, and termi-

nates obtusely a little behind the angle between that part and the vertical part of the

boundaiy, filling up the before-mentioned maxillary notch : the length of this process is

inches. The enthe length of the premaxillary is 4|- inches : the obtuse anterior ends

of the premaxillaries are partially separated by a notch.

The relative size, shape and connexions of the lacrymal bone are better defined in one

of the crania of the Scelidothere in the British Museum than in any other Megatherioid

fossil which has hitherto come imder my inspection ; this bone (Plate VIII. figs. I & 2, 73)

forms the anterior two-thhds of the upper boundary of the orbit, where it is wedged

between the maxillary and the frontal, articulating by about half an inch of the upper

border with the nasal bone, and for about the same extent by its anterior and inferior

angle mth the malar : it is semioval in shape, irregularly convex externally, and per-

forated near its anterior border obhquely by the lacrymal canal [1), the orifice of which

is 6 lines in diameter. The bone forms a slight protuberance behind the orifice, which

appears to be outside the upper and fore part of the orbit. The breadth of the

lacrymal bone is 2 inches. The size of the lacrymal foramen equals that in the

Megathere, and is twice the size of that in the Mylodon : in its extraorbital position it

difiers from both. The lacrymal canal is continued inward and fonvard, and then grooves

obliquely the inner side of the facial plate of the maxillary, as above described. The

secretion of the gland may finally have entered the fore-part of the mouth by the pre-

maxillary fissure.

The malar (Plate VIII. fig. 1, 25
)
presents the characteristic form and development of

that bone in the Sloth tribe, with the same absence of the postorbital process as in

the Mylodon, and a suppression of the zygomatic process (z) to a degree which brings

it nearly to the condition of the malar in the existing Sloths. The fore part of the

malar
(
26

)
forms the fore part of the orbit, articulating by its upper errd rrith the lacrymal

(73), and by its fore surfiace rvith the outstanding malar process of the maxillary (21').

Becoming free, the malar forms a stem with a semi-elliptic transverse section, slightly

convex externally, very convex inter-nally, 9 hrres in diameter: it then, extending
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downward and backward, rapidly expands, decreasing in thickness, and bifurcates. One

branch ascends with a slight twist, forming the suprazygomatic process (s), and haring an

obtuse rudiment of the true zygomatic process (z) on its posterior border. The suprazygo-

matic process appears, in the natural position of the bone, to touch or rest upon the end

of the zygomatic process of the temporal (27). The descending process (d) is broader and

thinner
; is gently concave, is directed obliquely downward and backward, and tenninates

obtusely.

The cranial cavity is 7 inches in fore and aft extent, including the cavity occupied by

the olfactory ganglions, which is inch long : the greatest transverse diameter of the

cavity is 4 inches 9 lines, which corresponds with the back part of the cerebral hemispheres.

A low tentorial ridge is continued from the upper edge of the petrosal, in a dhection which

shows that the cerebellum lay wholly behind the cerebrum
; but the major part of the

tentorium was membranous, as in the Sloths and true Ant-eaters, not osseous as in the

Manis. In the Orycteropus a sharp bony ridge extends from the petrosal into each side

ot the tentorium. The greatest vertical diameter of the cerebrum of the Scehdothere

appears to have been 2^ inches ; that of the cerebellum and medulla oblongata 2 inches

3 lines : the transverse diameter of the cerebellum was about 3 inches 9 lines, its fore

and aft diameter about 2 inches. The inner surface of the cranial cavity indicates several

convex masses of cerebellar convolutions, and also a few simple parallel longitudinal con-

volutions upon the upper and lateral parts of the cerebral hemispheres.

The small relative size of the brain of the Scelidothere is most clearly demonstrated ;

it was scarcely one-fourth part the length of the skull: both this proportion and the

relative position of its principal masses, succeeding one another lengthwise as in reptiles,

closely accord with the low general condition of the cerebral organ in the existing species

of the Order Bruta.

The upper part of the basisphenoid is impressed with a broad and shallow ‘sella

turcica,’ bounded laterally by two grooves leading forwards and inwards from the carotid

foramina. The line of junction between the basisphenoid and basioccipital is indicated

by a slight transverse elevation which bounds the ‘ sella ’ behind : a low median protu-

berance forms the anterior boundary : there are neither anterior 'nor posterior clinoid

processes. External to the carotid canal there is a wide groove leading to the foramen

ovale. This foramen (Plate VIII. fig. 2 /), though absolutely less than in the INIylodon, is

relatively larger as compared with the precondyloid foramen, and indicates that the tongue

was more sensitive and less muscular or bulky in the Scelidothere ; but, m reasoning

Irom the size of the foramen ovale, it must be kept in mind that certain branches both

of the second and third divisions of the fifth pair’ of nerves were associated with the per-

sistence of large dental pulps of which they regulated the formative force. Anterior to

the foramen ovale, and at the termination of the large common groove lodging the trunk

ot the fifth pair of nerves, is the inner orifice of the canal representing the foramen

rotundum (ib. r) ; the diameter of this canal is 5 lines, bemg somewhat less than that of

the foramen ovale.
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The length of the lower jaw (Plate VIII. figs. 4 & 5) is I foot 6 inches 9 lines. The hori-

zontal rami, each 3 inches 8 lines in depth at the base of the coronoid process {b\

decrease in that diameter, at first gradually, then more rapidly at the beginning of the^

symphysis {d), to its end [d'): they are confluent at the symphysis for an extent of

6 inches 9 hues (ib. fig. 6 d, d'). The ascending ramus of the jaw, or posterior apophy-

siary part, presents the broad, backwardly produced, slightly inflected angular process (c)

common to all the Megatherioids ;
in shape and other minor characters it most resembles

that in the Mylodon. The condyle (a) is transversely oblong, with the inner and smaller

end bent a httle back : the articular sm-face is nearly flat. The posterior border of the

ramus is continued from the reflected inner angle of the condyle, the coronoid process (^)

from the fore-part of the condyle near the thick outer end : the extent of the base of the

coronoid process is 4 inches, the deep notch dividing its reflected apex (b) from the con-

dyle (a) is but 7 lines wide: the fore margin of the process describes a regular con-

vexity : the outer side of the process is flat, the inner side convex near the anterior

border, shghtly concave elsewhere : the low ridge bounding anteriorly that concavity is

continued into another, which runs along the middle of the inner side of the horizontal

ramus for 2 or 3 inches. The angular process (c) is concave internally : its upper-

border is notched, and its outer convex side is grooved for muscular attachments. The

coronoid and angular processes are obviously the two great handles of the jaw, which,

grasped by the opposing masses of muscles, enabled them to move with effect the lower-

molars horizontally upon the upper ones ;
the flat condyle and broad flat surface for its

articulation offering no obstacle to those grinding movements. The dental carral com-

mences by an obhque orifice, 6 lines in diameter, situated 2 irrches behind the last

alveolus (^ v), and from I to inch below the level of its outlet. The canal soon bifur-

cates, the outer branch leading to the large orifice (ib. fig. 4 g) outside and below the

anterior part of the base of the coronoid process
; the inner division supplies the teeth,

and then subdi\ides into two small canals which have their outlets on the outside of the

symphysis, fr’om 2 to 4 inches distance fr-om its extremity. These ‘ mental foramina
’

{h, h) are small in comparisorr -with those in the Mylodon. The horizontal ramus is

moderately convex below and tumid externally at the molar region.

The series of fom- alveoli in each ramus measm-es 4 inches 3 lines. The outer alveolar

wall describes a slight curve, convex oirtwards ; it is higher than the inner one, and forms

a kind of ‘ bead ’ or rounded prominent border externally : the whole alveolar part of

the ramus inclines inwards. The inner alveolar wall is thin, straight, nearly parallel

with that of the opposite side ; but a little divergent anteriorly, where it blends with the

outer wall to form the obtuse upper and outer border of the long symphysial part of the

jaw. This part, near 7 inches in length, deeply excavated behind, becomes gradually

shallower to the end, which is cut square off, and is slightly notched in the middle.

There is a slight median prominence on the under part of the symphysis near the anterior

end.

The teeth of the Scelidothere, as in the other known gravigrade Sloths, are eighteen
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in number, all of one kind, arranged according to the Megatherioid formula: \iz.

wi, They are simple, long, fangless, and of the same thickness from the

implanted to the exposed end
;
the former is excavated by a deep conical cavity, the

latter worn into a shallow depression, and somewhat obliquely, reaching to the level of the

inner alveolar wall in the upper jaw, and to the outer one in the lower jaw.

In the upper jaw the shape of the anterior tooth (Plate IX. i) is shghtly modified

in two of the skulls of the Scelidothere from Buenos Ayres in the British Museum.

In one, its transverse section more resembles that of the same tooth figured in the frag-

ment described in my original memoir on the genus *, the straightest and broadest side

being the inner one : in the other skull the outer side shows those proportions ; the

teeth being naturally implanted in both skulls : the general form of this section is an

irregular oval, II lines in long diameter ;
the length of the tooth is 2^ inches ; it is very

slightly curved, with the convexity dhected forwards and inw^ards.

The other four teeth gradually diminish in size, and are more or less three-sided with

the angles rounded off, in transverse section ; the longest side being turned outwards

and backwards, and bemg slightly concave : the opposite angle is more developed in one

than in the other skull, in the second and third molars : these are more nearly equal in

size than the last two molars. The longest diameter of the grinding surface of the

penultimate molar is 9 lines, that of the last molar 7^ lines. The longitudinal extent of

the dental series in both adult skulls is 4 inches 4 lines. The length of the last tooth is

2f inches
;
that of each of the three middle teeth is 3 inches.

In the lower jaw (Plate IX. fig. 2) the first molar (^) is broader than the second and

third : its transverse section is triangular with the angles rounded off, the longest side

turned inwards. The second (ii) and third (Hi) teeth are of equal size and similar shape,

the transverse section being triangular with the apex thick and obtuse ; the base is much

shorter than the sides, is slightly indented, and turned outwards and a httle foi-wards

;

the rounded apex in the opposite direction ; the anterior side is more concave than the

opposite side. The last molar (iv) is the largest and most complex, its grindhig surface

consisting of two lobes produced by two opposite unequal-sided channels traversing the

tooth longitudinally : the lobes are subequal, and placed obliquely one before the other.

The teeth consist of a central axis of vaso-dentine, a wall between I hne and 2 lines

thick of hard dentine, and a very thin outer coat of cement.

Comjyarison of the Skull and Dentition.

In the comparative simplicity of the malar bone and of the grinding siuface of the

teeth, in their close and regular arrangement and in the narrowness of the palate, in the

incomplete orbit and the uninterrupted or more simple outline of the under jaw, the

Scelidothere manifests its nearer affinity to the Mylodon than to the Megathere
; but

in many respects it is an intermediate form, as is shown by the long premaxillaries and

the corresponding length and slenderness of the symphysis of the lower jaw. The occi-

* Op. cit. PL XXIII. fig. 3, 1 .
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pital plane is more vertical than in the Megathere, and still more so than in the Mylodon

or in the existing Sloths. In the minor development of the mastoid as compared with

the paroccipital, the Scelidothere resembles the Mylodon more than it does the Mega-

there : it cUffers from both in the much smaller sm’face of articulation for the stylo-

hyal ; and, apparently, by the want of junction of the malar with the squamosal. The

lower jaw, whilst it resembles that of the Mylodon in the form of the ascending ramus

and of the dentigerous part, differs in the unusual prolongation of the long and slender

symphysis, and in the smaller size of the mental foramina : the intermediate character

between Mylodon and Megathere is well illustrated in the mandible of the Scelido-

there. The dentition of the Scelidothere differs from that of the Megathere, and

resembles that of the Mylodon in the simple concavity of the grinding surface ;
but it

differs from the dentition of the Mylodon in the first upper molar not being divided by

a disproportionate interspace from the rest, and by the more unequal sides of the tri-

angular grinding surface. The second molar, in the Mylodon, presents an elhptical

transverse section instead of the reniform or subtriangular shape. The third and fourth

molars of the Scelidothere are more compressed than in the Mylodon, and their long

axis is from before backwards, instead of being transverse. The fifth molar is relatively

smaller than in the Mylodon, approaching to that in the Megathere. In the lower

jaw of the Scelidothere the difierences in the form of the teeth are equally manifest,

especially in the prismatic form of the first molar : it is elliptical in the Mylodon. The

last molar of the Mylodon rolmstus has the second lobe larger than the first : in the Mylodon

Darwinii the proportions of the lobes more resemble those in the Scelidothere. The two

middle teeth differ more markedly from the corresponding ones in any of the species of

Mylodon

:

the second molar in M. rohustus has a triangular transverse section with the

base turned inwards and indented ; the third molar is subquadrate.

The retention of the mylodontal character of dentition in three forms of the genus,

with modifications not surpassing those of specific value, renders it probable that other

species of Scelidotlierhim may have existed besides the one under description. The

generic distinction of Scelidotlierium from Mylodon is strengthened by the additional

characters which the complete crania in the British Museum have brought to fight.

In conclusion I may remark, that, as our knowledge of the great Megatherioid animals

increases, the definition of their distinctive characters demands more extended comparison

of particulars : hence in each successive attempt at a restoration of these truly remark-

able extinct South American quadrupeds, there results a description of details which

might else seem prolix and uncalled-for.

I have only to add, that the allotment of the Government Grant for dravAngs of rare

or nondescript fossils has enabled me to bring before the Society without delay the

present account, with adequate illustrations of the entire skull of the Scelidotlierium

le/ptocephalum.

MDCCCLVII. Q
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Comparative Table of Dimensions of the Skull of the Scelidotheee, Mtlodon, and

Megatheee.

Scelidotherium

leptocephalurn.

ilylodon

robustvLS.

"Megatherium

americanum.

Cranium. ft. in. lin. ft. in. lin. ft. in. lin.

Length from the occipital condyles to the fore-end of the upper
jaw 1 8 4 1 6 6 2 7 0

Length from the occipital condyles to the fore-part of the

malar bone 0 11 6 1 2 0 1 8 0

Length from the fore-part of the malar bone to the fore-end

of the upper jaw 0 8 8 0 5 0 0 10 ®
i

Breadth across the widest part of the zygomatic arches 0 7 0 0 10 9 !

Least breadth at the interspace of those arches 0 3 7 0 5 4 0 6 0

Breadth of the fore-part of the nasal bones 0 2 8 0 3 3 0 4 6

Mandible. 1

1

Length 1 6 6 1 3 6 2 3 0
1

Breadth between the hinder ends (angles) of the rami 0 4 7 0 6 3 0 7 0 !

Breadth between the condyles 0 1 8 0 4 2 0 4 0

Breadth between the posterior sockets of the teeth 0 1 6 0 2 10 0 2 3
Breadth between the anterior sockets of the teeth 0 1 8 0 4 0 0 1 9
Breadth across the fore-part of the symphysis 0 2 5 0 5 4 0 4 5

Depth of ascending ramus from the upper part of the condyle 0 5 8 0 5 7 1 5 0

Depth of ascending ramus at the fore-part of the base of the

coronoid process 0 3 7 0 3 7 0 9 0
Depth of horizontal ramus at the fore-part of the first socket .. 0 2 7 0 3 0 0 8 0

Length of the symphysis following the outer curve 0 7 3 0 4 3 1 1 0

Fore and aft extent of base of coronoid process 0 3 9 0 3 8 0 9 0

From the back part of the condyle to the end of the angular
process 0 3 6 0 3 2 0 6 0

From the end of the angular process to the last socket 0 6 5 0 6 6 0 9 7
From the first socket to the anterior margin of the jaw 0 7 10 0 3 6 0 9 0

!

Extent of the alveolar series 0 4 4 0 5 4 0 9 0

Breadth of the condyle 0 1 10 0 2 6 0 3 0

Desceiption op the Plates.

PLATE VIII.

One-fourth nat. size.

Fig. 1. Side view of the cranium, with the malar bone, in outline.

Fig. 2. Side view of a cranium, wanting the malar bone.

Fig. 3. Side view of upper molars. Nat. size.

Fig. 4. Side view of the mandible.

Fig. 5. Upper view of the mandible.

PLATE IX.

Nat. size.

Fig. 1. Base view of skull.

Fig. 2. Grinding surface of the upper molars.

Fig. 3. Grinding surface of the lower molars.
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VIII. On the Structure and Develojpment of the Cysticercus cellulosee, as found in the

Muscles of the Pig. By Geoege Eainey, M.R.C.S.., Lecturer on Anatomy and

Demonstrator of Practical and Microscopical Anatomy at St. Thomas’s Hospital.

Communicated by R. D. TnoMSOisr, M.D., F.R.S.

Eeceived January 16*,—Read March 19, 1857.

I AM aware that this parasite has been found in various other animals besides the Pig,

also that it occasionally infests the human subject, but as I have not had the opportu-

nity of examming it m the latter, and as my opportunities of investigating its structure

and development in the former have been very abundant, I shall confine my observations

to this entozoon as it occm’s in the Pig.

The Cysticercus in its developed state is found chiefly in the ordinary muscles lodged

in the cellular intervals between the fibres, also on the surface of the muscles imme-

diately beneath theu fascial investment. These parasites infest the heart in as great abun-

dance as other muscles composed of striped fibres, where they are situated, some in the

substance of the walls of the auricles and ventricles, others directly beneath the pericardium

between it and the muscular fibres, and others just under the endocardium. They occur

also in the muscular coat of the oesophagus, almost as low down as the stomach. But as

in the Pig the striped fibres extend nearly to the inferior extremity of this tube, the

presence of Cysticerd there forms no exception to their usual position in muscles composed

of striped fibres. I found but very few in the lower part of this tube, and as yet I have

not met with them in the muscular coat of the intestines, in that of the large vessels close

to the heart, in any of the glandular organs, nor in any of the structures of the lungs.

However, in one pig, very much infested with them, I found one Cysticercus under

the mucous membrane of the larynx, also one behind the peritoneum near to the kidney.

As these appear to be probably only accidental cases, I am inclined to regard the striped

muscles as the true seat of this species of Cysticercus.

This Cysticercus.^ when sufiiciently developed to be apparent without the aid of the

microscope, is seen to consist of an oval cyst, about half an inch in length, having a

white globular body in its centre ; but if the muscle in which these animalcules are con-

taiued has been exposed for a few hours to the ah’, the white bodies will be the only

part very distinctly visible
; the cysts in this case having become collapsed from the

evaporation of their fluid. If, however, the muscle be put into water for a short time,

the cysts will become redistended, and rendered as apparent as before. As often as

* The observations described in this paper were originally communicated to the Royal Society on the

27th of June, 1855. See Proceedings of the Royal Society for December 13, 1855.
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these cysts lose their fluid hy exposure, they can be redistended by a fresh application of

moisture, even after they have been deprived of life, shovring that this property of imbi-

bition of fluid is obviously due to physical causes. These entozoa vary very much in

size, according to their various stages of development ; but the relative dimensions of the

white opaque portion and the transparent sac differ most in those individuals which

may be considered to have attained the adult state. Wherever they occur they are con-

tained in sacs formed by the condensation of the surrormding tissues, whose strength

and completeness vary in proportion to the closeness of the muscular fibres between

which the cysts are found ; hence in the substance of the muscular walls of the ventiicles

of the heart, these adventitious sacs are strong and well-defined, whilst they are thin and

sometimes indistinct where the muscular fibres are less closely connected together, or

when the Cysticerci are situated between a muscle and its fascia ; however, in all situa-

tions they can be easily distinguished by the microscope from the true cyst of the

animalcule, their structure being very dissimilar.

If the adult Cysticercus be subjected to slight pressure, the opaque globular-looking

portion, which was so coiled up within the oval cyst as to form a spiral of about a tmn

and a half, will be made to protrude, and then the animal ’^dll present a form which

will admit of an anatomical division into two parts ; namely, a ventral portion and a

neck, which is the usual mode of dividing this entozoon. See Plate X. fig. 1.

The ventral part is in the form of an oval cyst, about half an inch in its long dia-

meter. It is composed of an extremely thin membrane, rendered uneven on its

external surface by minute rounded projections, and its internal presents a granular

appearance, as if covered with coarsely-pounded glass. It is fui’iiished with no -visible

external opening, and is of the same structure everywhere, excepting where it is connected

with the neck. Its cavity contains fluid in which there is amorphous granular matter,

and some highly refractive particles ha-ving an oily aspect, also occasionally minute

earthy particles which effervesce in acid.

No fibres of any kind can be distinguished in this membrane, either in its natmal state

or when acted upon by acetic acid. As this part of the CysbicercuB is formed first, and

exists as a perfect membranous sac some time prior to the addition and development of

the neck, there can be but little doubt, this is the part in the perfect animalcule in which

the function of nutrition is chiefly performed, and therefore that it is entitled, as well in

a physiological as in an anatomical sense, to the appellation of ventral portion.

The neck is a tubular projection from the middle of the ventral portion ; its form is

somewhat pyramidal, and at its free extremity it presents a quadiilateral enlargement,

whose terminal surface is occupied by four circular discs and a rmg of booklets. See

Plate X. fig. I h and fig. 2.

Its length varies very much in different Cysticerci according to thefr age, this part

continuing to increase in size after the other parts have acqufred certain fixed dimensions.

The membranous parietes of the neck are of considerable strength and thickness, and

present two orders of fibres, namely, a longitudinal or supeificial set, and a transverse or
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deep one. These are connected by a transparent material which composes the chief

thickness of the membrane, which is deeply wrinkled transversely, and thus formed

internally into a number of transverse sacculi. The cavity of the neck does not com-

municate directly by any visible opening with that of the ventral portion. It is almost

completely filled with oval laminated particles of earthy matter resembling minute

calculi (see Plate X. fig. 3), which effervesce briskly when put into diluted muriatic acid,

but which leave a residue of animal matter after all the earthy salt has been dissolved.

These bodies begin to be formed as soon as the neck appears, and continue to increase in

number as it increases in size.

The probable office of bodies so purely mechanical in their form and simple in their

composition, is most likely one which is purely mechanical also. Perhaps by giving a

degree of solidity to the neck, they enable the circular and longitudinal fibres entering

into its composition, to effect its protrusion from the ventral cavity, and thus serve as an

example of a very low type of an internal skeleton.

The terminal smfface of the neck is of a quadrangular form, each angle being occupied

by a circular disc or sucker, and its centre contains an apparatus of booklets (see Plate X.

fig. 2), and thus the four suckers and booklets are all situated nearly upon the same

plane, a position which would be advantageous for the employment of these organs

when the animals are transferred from their deeply-seated and confined position

between the muscular fibres to the free surface of a mucous membrane. The suckers

are of a circular figure, with a diameter of about y^th of an inch. See Plate X. fig. 4.

Each consists of two or three membranous folds, placed at different depths from the

surface, of about three-fourths of a circle in extent, so that the passage through a sucker

from the external surface to the interior of the neck is rendered rather tortuous, and

inclining to a spfral. The external opening of this passage varies very much in different

Cpticerci, both in size and shape ;
but it is always smaller than the internal one. It is

difficult, if not impossible, to demonstrate by the microscope alone, the existence of a

passage through a sucker ; however, this fact admits of proof from the circumstance of

the carbonic acid, which is evolved in the cavity of the neck during the decomposition of

the calcareous bodies, when these animalcules are in acetic acid, being seen under the

microscope to pass freely through the openings in the suckers. In the membranous

folds of the suckers, both circular and radiating fibres are distinctly visible, resembling

in their general characters those in the neck, already mentioned. See Plate X. fig. 4.

The booklets, as before observed, are situated in a circle around the centre of the

square space before described. See Plate X. figs. 2 and 5. They are generally twenty-six

in number, thirteen long and as many short, arranged alternately, a long and a short

one. Occasionally, but very rarely, there are more: I have seen as many as twenty-nine.

The longer booklets are about i^ch in length, the shorter ones are a little

less. Each consists of a curved part resembling a bird’s claw, and a straight part or

handle ; and at the junction of these two parts there are rounded processes or tubercles,

two in the short booklets, and only one in the long ones, an anatomical mark by which
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the two kinds can be easily distinguished. See Plate X. figs. 6 h and G c. They are com-

posed of a very highly refractive, dense, and perfectly homogeneous substance possessed

of a slight degree of elasticity, and not acted upon by acetic acid. In the cun ed portion

there is a ca\lty filled with a fibrous material, the other parts are perfectly solid. They

are placed (see Plate X. fig. 5), like the radii of a circle, with the extremities of their

handles turned towards its centre, which corresponds to the centre of the quadrangular

area on which they are situated, and their handles not meeting at this point circumscribe

a small circular space, which, if perforated, would correspond to the mouth of the ani-

malcule
; but at this part there is no opening. The membrane is simply depressed, so

as to present a conical hollow. By pressure upon the neck, this part can be made to

protrude in the form of a tongue-like process. The handles of the booklets are connected

with this process, so that when it moves they must move 'svith it. See Plate X. fig. 7 a.

Besides the radiating fibres which connect the handles of the booklets to the membrane

just described, there are other fibres which occupy the spaces between their ciuwed

portions. These have an arched form with their concavity turned towards the booklets,

into which they seem to be inserted. See Plate X. fig. 5 e. There are also two zones of

circular fibres ; one is placed over the curved portion of the hooldets, and the other over

their handles. Between these zones there is a circular inteiTal which contains the

tubercles of the booklets. See Plate X. figs. 5 h and 5 c. These fibres lie close to the

booklets, but in what manner they are attached to them, or whether they ai-e inserted

into them or not, I am unable to determine. Although these fibres are sufilciently

distinct in the well-developed Cysticercus to leave no doubt of their presence, yet their

morphological characters are not sutficiently defined to indicate their precise nature.

However, their connexion with organs which are ob\dously intended to perform a

mechanical office, and which would be useless unless they admitted of a certain amomit

of motion, furnishes a high degree of physiological e\idence, that if all these fibres ai'e

not muscular, at least a part of them is.

The Development of the Cysticercus cellulosse.

The earliest indication of this species of Cysticercus, which admits of certain recogni-

tion as a form of cystic entozoon, is the presence of a collection of reniform corpuscles

of about a g^e g th of an inch in length and iw^th in breadth, mixed until veiy minute,

highly refractive molecules of different sizes in the substance of a primaiy fasciculus of

a muscular fibre, or between its sarcolemma and the sarcous elements. See Plate X.

fig. 11.

Though such a collection of corpuscles has a moderately definite shape, being some-

what fusiform, yet it has not a complete investment. It soon, however, acquii'es a very

distinct membranous covering, which is first apparent about its middle, and aftenvaixls

at its extremities. Its dimensions in this stage of its formation may be about

an inch in length and breadth, but these are by no means regular. The

external investment at first appears only as a bright line of homogeneous substance, best
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defined on the side next the sarcous matter. It soon, however, increases in thickness,

and afterwards becomes converted into short fibres, which increase in size and distinct-

ness as the animalcule grows larger. These fibres are peculiar ;
there is nothing

that I am acquainted with analogous to them. They have not the sharp and well-defined

outhne of true cilia, nor are they pointed like setae, or curled like cirri. They have

somewhat the nature of white fibrous tissue, their distinctness being impaired by acetic

acid. They are of different lengths in the same entozoon, and generally longer, though

not thicker, in the large than in the small ones. Their length averages about

an inch.

The most remarkable circumstance connected with them is the great uniformity of

their arrangement in different Cysticerci. See Plate X. figs. 12 and 13. They cover the

whole of the outer surface of the investing membrane, and on opposite sides of the same

entozoon, their form, size, and direction are similar, so that the two halves taken longi-

tudinally are in this respect symmetrical. If the direction of these fibres be examined

about midway between the two extremities of one of these animalcules, they will be seen

to project from the sm'face at right angles with the axis of its body ; but if traced each

way from this point they ivill be observed gradually to incline to this axis at an angle

which keeps diminishing as they approach the two extremities, so that the fibres nearest to

the two ends almost coincide in their direction with that of the axis, and thus correspond

in their situation to the barbs situated on each side of the extremity of an ordinary

feather. See Plate X. figs. 12 and 13.

As the first position of these animals is in the very substance of a primary muscular

fasciculus (see Plate X. fig. 14), it is obvious that the mechanical action of this apparatus

wiU be to aid then longitudinal development whilst new cells are in progress of forma-

tion m then interior. For it is scarcely possible that the muscular fibrillse by which

they are surrounded, can, when in action, fail by their friction to urge the two extremi-

ties onwards in opposite directions, whilst at the same time the fibres by which these

entozoa are covered are in consequence of their direction preventing the separated ends

from regaining their former position, and thus the two ends being always carried in

opposite directions without the possibility of a counter movement, a general elongation

must ensue. This apparatus also, by splitting up the primary fasciculi, will serve a loco-

motive purpose, and thus enable these animals to reach the cellular intervals between

the muscular fibres, where their further development will be completed. That such is

the effect of the fibres in question is evident on a careful inspection of some of the fas-

ciculi in which these animalcules are contained, in which a separation of the fibrillge can

be seen to have been produced by the pointed ends of the entozoon
; these fibrillee

having been ob\iously turned out of their original course, and some directed to one side

and some to the other. This explanation receives confirmation from the fact of those

Cysticerci which are developed in the muscular parietes of the heart being of a different

shape from those formed elsewhere, although their structure in all other respects is

precisely the same. These Cysticerci^ in the first or vermicular stage of their develop-
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ment, are very short and thick, and of an oval shape. Their locomotive fibres, though

perfectly demonstrable, are very short, and in many instances impeiTect. See Plate X.

fig. 15.

This difference might have been anticipated, considering the close texture of the mus-

cular fibres of the heart, the absence of any well-formed sarcolemma, and the shortness

of the fibres occasioned by their frequent interlacement, all which circumstances would

materially tend to diminish the effect of, as well as the necessity for, the fibres which cover

the surface of the entozoa, and therefore be unfavourable to their longitudinal development.

After these Cysticerci have reached the spaces between the muscular fibres, their sub-

sequent development is the same as in other situations, and the perfect animals formed

in the heart cannot be distinguished from those formed in other muscles. I may also

add, that, while in the vermicular stage, the Cysticerci developed in the short muscular

fibres of the tongue, are of a shape resembling very much those of the heart.

The investing membrane which has just been described as covered unth cilia, is

entirely filled with corpuscles, all of one kind, remarkably characteristic, and differing

only according to their states of development. The perfect cells are best seen in the

middle of an entozoon, but their mode of formation, and the subsequent changes which

they undergo, must be examined in those parts which are increasing most rapidly, as in

the growing ends of an animalcule.

The first appearance indicative of an increase in the length of an animalcule is a thiti-

ning of the investing membrane, and a separation or partial detachment of the ciha-like

fibres at the growing end. Next, a clear space, of the form of the part which is about

to be added, is perceptible a little in advance of this extremity, apparently the result of

a very fine membranous protrusion. This contains numerous dark molecules of different

forms and sizes mixed with granules more or less perfectly spherical: the most perfect of

these globular bodies are those which are nearest to the perfectly formed part of the

animalcule. These corpuscles, when completely formed, have a bright oily-looking

aspect, and a diameter of about of an inch. See Plate X. fig. 8.

These corpuscles have the appearance of being formed by the coalescence of molecules

which had existed in the clear space before any corpuscles were apparent, by which they

are afterwards replaced. After a growing end has become thus filled with these globular

bodies, the terminal membrane becomes more and more distinct, and the cilia-hke fibres

are afterwards added, which are generally neither so regularly disposed, nor so distmct

as on other parts of an entozoon. Next, these corpuscles lose their spherical form and

become flattened, and lastly, they assume their characteristic elliptical or reniform figure

before mentioned (see Plate X. fig. 10), which they retain as long as the entozoon remains

in its primary muscular fasciculus. This shape, however, is not essential to these cor-

puscles, but merely results from the rounded form of the masses into which they are

grouped together, each corpuscle, by its convexity, forming a segment of the circular'

outline of its respective group. These corpuscles contain very fine dark granules, so

variously disposed in different ones, as to present a variety of appearances, such as
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circular or oval spaces, which might be taken for nuclei or nucleoli. These collections of

corpuscles make up nearly the whole of an animalcule, and they frequently give to it a

lobulated and sometimes an obscurely annulose appearance. See Plate XI. fig. 2.

The entozoa, as long as they remain in the primary fasciculi, retain all those cha-

racters which have so far been described, but these characters gradually disappear after

they have broken away from the cavity of the sarcolemma, and gained access to the

spaces between the muscular fibres.

In this new situation they gradually lose their former membranous clothing studded

with ciha-like fibres, which can occasionally be seen partially deprived of its corpuscular

contents, though sufiiciently perfect to admit of demonstration. See Plate X. fig. 16. The

reniform corpuscles before aggregated together in circular groups now gradually lose

their distinctness of outline, and imperfectly coalesce into confused ill-defined masses,

haviug an oily aspect, so that, if in this state one of these vermicules be crushed under

the microscope, amorphous oily and granular matter will be seen to have escaped from

it, similar to that contained in the ventral part of the adult animal. Here, too, the

restraint to the lateral growth of these entozoa being very much diminished, their breadth

increases rapidly, and they present globular projections extending out very irregularly

from their sides, giving them an irregular figure. See Plate XI. fig. 2. These projections

gradually take on the form of those which were described on the ventral part of the

perfect entozoon. The largest of the entozoa which I have seen in this stage is about

j^th of an inch in length, and ^th in breadth.

The next facts requuing especial notice, are those connected with that stage of develop-

ment which takes place after the animalcule has become surrounded byan adventitious cyst.

The first indication of the formation of such a cyst is, the turgescency of the capil-

laries, or some of the smaller vessels in the vicinity of one or more entozoa. Granular

bodies, exudation corpuscles, and fibres of different shapes next make their appearance.

These at first only partially obscure the entozoon, but afterwards completely conceal it.

When the cyst is first formed, the animalcule can, by a good light and careful exami-

nation, be obscurely seen within it, and by dissection under the microscope it can be dis-

lodged. See Plate XI. fig. 1, which is an accurate representation of one of these animals

folded up in its cyst. Thus folded up, it measures i^th of an inch in length.

Plate XI. fig. 7 shows a Cysticercus removed from its adventitious cyst. It has still

somewhat of the folded character of the preceding specimen. This is yth of an inch in

length, and aVth in breadth. The interior of a cyst being smaller than the animalcule

contained therein, it naturally follows that during its growth one portion must be folded

over another. By this means it is adapted to the confined locality in which it is lodged

during the period of its development. Hence the ventral portions of all Cysticerci

are, when first taken from their cysts, very much plicated
; but these plicae disappear

after the ventral sac has become distended with the fluid brought into contact with its

surface.

Up to this point of the development of the Cysticercus, it is a simple cyst growing by

MDCCCLVII. K
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the assimilation of fluid imbibed equally by every part of its surface, no one part dif-

fering sensibly in its structure from another. No portion of this surface presents any

indication of incipient booklets or suckers. There is nothing either on its surface or in

its interior analogous to the structure of an ovum. Nor is there any other anatomical

character which would raise its organization above that of a simple acephalocyst. How-

ever, this so exactly resembles in its structure that of the ventral portion of a perfect

Cysticercus, that it is impossible to doubt their identity of character. Its size, too, is not

much beneath that stage where the suckers and booklets first begin to present obscure

indications of the part they are about to occupy. I may obsene, moreover, that this

form, and all the preceding ones, together with perfect Cysticerd provided with the

regular number of booklets and suckers, can, in many specimens of diseased muscle, all

be found intermixed together in a space not exceeding a square line.

The dimensions of that form of Oysticercus in which there are obscure, though suflS.-

ciently certain, indications of the site about to be occupied by the neck and suckers, are

about iwth of an inch in length, and i^th in breadth. See Plate XI. fig. 8.

The first indication of the addition of the neck with the suckers and booklets to the

ventral part of a Cysticercus, is the appearance about its centre of a shghtly raised body,

depressed in the middle, with longitudinal folds proceeding from each side of it towards

the poles of the ventral cyst, appearing as if at this part the parietes of the latter had

been drawn inwards. See Plate XI. fig. 8. On two sides of this hollow there ai'e dark

transverse lines, rather more distinct on one side than on the other, indicating the com-

mencement of the transverse rugae of the neck, mentioned in the description of tliis part

in the perfect animal, in which the laminated earthy bodies are contained. About the

central part of the cervical projection there is an ill-defined oval space, ha’sing a granular

appearance, and containing some minute spherical particles of a dark colour, consisting

apparently of a highly refractive material. See Plate XI. fig. 8. In this condition of the

entozoon there is nothing in this space which has the slightest resemblance to the parts

which are there about to be developed, namely, the booklets, suckers, and eaidhy concre-

tions; and it is only by the comparison of these obscure appearances with the other-

specimens in which the development of the booklets is a little more advanced, that their

true signification can be learned. See Plate XI. figs. 10 and 12.

Of these parts I will first describe the development of the booklets, these being the

most remarkable and characteristic organs of a Cysticercus.

By comparing the preceding specimens with one hr which some of the booklets ai-e in

progress of development, and sufficiently advanced in then- formation to leave no doubt

of their real nature, it will be seen that the highly refractive globular pai’ticles seen in

Plate XI. fig. 8 are portions of the material ofwhich the booklets are composed. The entii-e

number of these organs is not in progress of formation at the same time, but only about six

are being developed at once, and when these are nearly completed, others make theii-

appearance. The primary condition of one of these organs is very remarkable, consisting

merely of a confused and irregular group of very bright particles of a pale straw-coloiu’.
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which are of various shapes, but still all have a contour more or less curvilinear, and

the smaller ones are of a spherical figure. Their size varies from about that of the third

part of a handle of a perfect booklet, to a particle so minute as scarcely to be appre-

ciable by the highest powers of the microscope. There are all the intermediate sizes

between these extremes. Notwithstanding, however, these extremes of size and form,

all these particles possess the same optical and physical properties, so as to be perfectly

recognizable, both when apart and when joined together in the perfect booklet. See

Plate XI. figs. 10 and 12, in which they present no appreciable change in their general

appearance.

At a period of the development a little more advanced, some parts of a booklet can

be recognized among these various forms, especially the curved portion, as being most

characteristic ; also some parts of a handle can be distinguished ; lastly, the larger pieces,

formed obviously by the coalescence of smaller ones, can be seen fused, as it were,

together, more or less completely in a newly-formed booklet, in which frequently the

joining is so incomplete as to amount to httle more than mere apposition of the coalescing

particles. See Plate XI. figs. 12 and 14.

The part first formed is the hook : this has at first its internal cavity rather larger

than that in the older ones, and there is an irregularity of its outline, indicating a want

of complete union of its component particles. The handle is formed next : this is more

remarkable for its want of symmetry than the curved part, some pieces of it appearing to

be merely apphed to each other. See Plate XI. figs. 10 and 14. Lastly, the tubercles are

added. Neither the whole nor the parts of a booklet undergo any increase in size after

being once formed, but, on the contrary, rather suffer a slight diminution. The booklets

of the old Cysticercus are frequently smaller than those of the young ones. But these

organs vary a little in different animalcules, being rather smaller in some than in others,

but those belonging to the same individual are remarkably regular in this respect.

From the facts that have just been mentioned, the booklets of the animalcule in ques-

tion do not appear to be formed by cell-development. For by the most careful examina-

tion of these organs, both recent, and after the application of acids, I have not been able

to distinguish anything which can be looked upon as a cell or cell-nucleus, calculated to

give the idea of theh being developed from previously existing cells, or in dependence of

cells; but, on the contrary, all the various forms and characters which they present during

the process of their formation simply indicate the coalescence of very minute spherules

of an homogeneous material, exceeding the number of a complete set of booklets, into

small globular masses, and these again into larger pieces, and so on successively, until

recognizable portions of booklets come into view, which, coalescing, build up, as it were,

an enthe organ.

It is worthy of remark, that if these structures had been produced directly from the

metamorphosis of previously existing cells, the circumstances connected with their for-

mation would have been the most favourable for observing both the original cells and

the changes which they passed through
; indeed, so much so, that it is almost impossible

E 2
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that they could have escaped notice. First, because these parts are of such a size and

degree of transparency as to admit of examination with the highest powers of the micro-

scope without the necessity of disarranging them, or disturbing their position by mani-

pulation. Secondly, because the material of which they are composed is so dissimilar in

appearance to that forming the adjacent tissue, and so characteristic, that it cannot be

confounded with the structures in their immediate \icinit)'. Thirdly, because at one

view, in a favourable specimen, booklets can be seen in every stage of their formation,

from the first grouping together of the masses of formative particles to the blending of

them into perfect organs ; and lastly, because it is not as if a mere thread of tissue were

formed amongst other threads, slightly differing in appearance, as fibres of elastic tissue,

for instance, in a mass of connective tissue, but the objects referred to are perfect organs,

which possess an arrangement of parts connected together with order and remarkable

regularity. So that, under such circumstances, if these organs had been preceded by

nucleated cells, and the cells had been transformed into booklets, neither these cells in

th6ir primitive state, nor in theii’ several stages of transformation, could have escaped

detection.

The parts next to be noticed are the suckers. Indications of these are 'visible as soon

as the booklets. They appear as four circular spaces, presenting a granular aspect, about

the size of perfectly-formed suckers. The two sets of fibres next make their appearance,

the radiating and circular, which have not at first the sharp outline which they after-

wards acquire, but still appear obscurely granular. As the tissue of these organs pos-

sesses nothing characteristic like that of the parts just described, the progressive changes

which they undergo during the different periods of then: formation can be but imper-

fectly distinguished ; and hence no further description of them will be necessaiy.

It has been observed in respect to the two sets of organs above described, that their

size does not increase materially after once formed ;
exactly the reverse is the case in

reference to the part called the neck, and the quantity, though not the size, of the lami-

nated bodies, which increase in number as the cavity of the latter increases in size.

These bodies appear as soon as the booklets and suckers, and they are as large when

first formed as afterwards, but there are indications of the transverse wrinkles of the neck

before either booklets or suckers can be distinguished. See Plate XI. fig. 8. Tlie neck

afterwards continues to grow, so that its relative length in respect to the ventral portion

is some indication of the age of a Cysticercus.

It is probable that this part does not arrive at its full size until after it has been pro-

truded, which I have never seen to be the case in any animalcules occurring in or

betweeir the muscular fibres, and which perhaps is not effected nntil the entozoa quit

their confined locality between the muscular fibres, and gain access to the fine sin-face of

a mucous membrane, there, as physiologists generally believe, to be fiu-ther developed

into a higher form of entozoon.

In the preceding observations on the development of the Cysticercus celhilosce, I haie

confined myself entu'ely to such facts as are so obvious and easy of verification, as to
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leave no doubt of their general accuracy, also to such explanations of their meaning as

appear to be almost self-evident ;
and here I might have concluded this paper had there

not remained some considerations entirely of a theoretical nature too important to be

omitted.

It will be asked, how the Oysticercus, in its earliest condition, such as I have described

it, finds access to the interior of a primary fasciculus. Before attempting to answer this

question, I must observe that my description commences from a condition of this ento-

zoon so complete, that no one, on examining it with the microscope, and comparing it

with those forms in which the development is more advanced, would doubt their identity.

But this form, though so low, is very far from being the earliest indication of an

abnormal state of the muscular fibres in all those animals which are infested with imma-

ture Cysticerci. These conditions of the muscular fibres can at once be seen to be abnormal,

but still they are altogether of an ambiguous character, and therefore I have deferred

till now the consideration of them only from a wish to keep that which is certain and

distinct from that which is only probable.

Besides the cells and molecules already described as accumulated in sufficient quantity

to present the undoubted form of a Oysticercus (see Plate X. fig. 11), numerous minute

irregularly-shapen particles are also found in the same specimens of diseased muscle.

These occur either singly or grouped together in clusters of different shapes and sizes.

Some lie immediately beneath the sarcolemma, others are deeply seated in the substance

of the primary fasciculi. See Plate XI. figs. 3 and 4.

They exist both in fasciculi containing imperfect entozoa, and in those of the same

specimen in which entozoa are not yet formed.

These particles do not resemble in the least the scattered nuclei normally existing in

muscular fibres, nor are they like the spherules of oil into which muscular fibres are some-

times converted. Occasionally, however, there is a state of fatty degeneration of the

muscular fibres, coexisting with this disease, which is known by the regularly spherical

form of the pa.rticles of oil, and then- general arrangement in lines
; also by their more

equal refraction of light. The particles peculiar to the cystic disease very often occur

where there is no fatty degeneration whatever ;
in no instance do they look like the

globules of oil seen in fatty muscle and formed at the expense of the sarcous matter, but

they exist independently of oil-globules, and appear to be lodged between the smallest

fibrillse, tending to separate them longitudinally.

Now, as these particles always exist in conjunction with the earliest forms of Oysticerei^

and in such cases only, and as it is almost impossible that such a collection of corpuscles

and molecules as the one I have described to be the earliest unmistakeable form of this

entozoon could have at once come into existence in so characteristic a form as that deli-

neated in Plate X. fig. 11, I believe that these particles are antecedent ambiguous forms

of Cysticerci^ and that this is the first stage of the disease as it exists in muscle. And it

is further worthy of remark, that in some specimens of muscle very much infested with

Cysticerci^ I have found some of the capillaries and small blood-vessels containing mole-
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cules of an organic character ; some were so completely filled with such particles as to be

entirely deprived of blood-corpuscles, and to be recognizable as blood-vessels only by their

mode of ramification. Their tunics had become so attenuated as not to be visible under

the microscope, and the mass of molecules within them presented the appearance of casts

of then' interior. In some of these vessels the coat appeared to have been destroyed, and

the molecular matter to have become extravasated among the muscrdar fibres. See Plate

XI. fig. 5, which is the representation of a blood-vessel -g-^rd of an inch in diameter, filled

with organic molecules, from the heart of a pig verj" much infested with Cystkerci.

Although, in the instance above mentioned, the quantity of organic molecules in the

blood-vessels was so abundant as to be easily detected, yet I may observe that in most

cases of Cysticerci I have not been able to find these molecules in the capillaries, espe-

cially when they contained blood-corpuscles, so that I am not enabled to state that the

presence of molecules in these vessels in sufficient quantity to admit of detection by the

microscope is invariably demonstrable. However, in all cases the smaller blood-vessels

and capillaries are in an abnormal condition, but whether this is wholly attributable to

the irritation of the incipient entozoa, or to some other cause, is a point which I have

not yet been able to ascertain.

Their calibre is very irregular. Some are much distended with blood-corpuscles, and

others have their coats so attenuated as not to be distinctly risible. This condition of the

vessels is best seen in muscles so small as to allow of microscopic examination without

the necessity of mechanically separating their fibres, as in the muscles moring the eye-

ball, especially near the part where the muscular fibres are connected with the tendon.

Although the presence of these abnormal particles of an ambiguous character in the

interior of the primary fasciculi, and that of minute molecules in the blood-vessels and

their capillaries, with the attenuation of their coats, may not fully answer the question

proposed as to the precise manner in which the first forms of Cysticerci find their way

into the muscular fibres, still I think these facts render it highly probable that such forms

of the entozoa as are represented in Plate X. fig. 11, existed at first as those minute

particles which I have described in the muscular fibres, and that these had found their

way to the muscular fibres through the medium of the blood.

Without urging any opinion as to the source whence these entozoa are derived, I may

here state, that from certain data which I have collected, and which I ufill now briefly

mention, I believe it possible to institute a coru’se of experiments Avhich might thi'ow

some light upon this question.

Through the kindness of Mr. Fishee, Inspector of Newgate Mailvet, and some other

persons employed there as salesmen, I have been enabled to examine specimens of

measly pork taken from at least fiifty different pigs. In one class of these specmiens I

found scarcely any but adult Cysticerci, after examining, perhaps, fifty difierent pieces; I

might, however, find one or two of the immatm'e ones, but these were always hi the last

stage of the vermicular form. In others, a second class, I coidd find only the earliest

stages of the Cysticerci, and none of the perfectly-formed ones. And in the third class
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of specimens, I found them in every possible stage of development, even in the same

field of the microscope. I think the last class of specimens was the largest.

Now the inference I deduce from these facts is, first, that the animals from which

the first set of specimens were taken had some time prior to their being slaughtered been

placed under circumstances favourable for the production of Cysticerci (most probably

the food had contained the germs of these animalcules), but had for a certain period

been withdrawn from them, so that all the younger animalcules—those constituting the

vermicular stage—had been, as it were, used up to produce the adult ones; secondly, that

those from which the second set had been taken had only been recently placed under

such circumstances, and had remained so circumstanced up to the time that they had

been slaughtered ; and thirdly, that those from which the third set of specimens had been

taken, had, both some time previously, and immediately before they were slaughtered,

been placed under circumstances favourable for the production and development of Cys-

ticerci. Now, as to the determination and discovery of what these favourable circum-

stances are, it would be necessary that the history of infected animals, giving similar

microscopic indications, should be most minutely inquhed into, especially in relation to

those different periods of the disease, and that the investigation of all these chcumstances

should be tested by a series of careful experiments upon living animals and by examinations

of then’ food, and all the circumstances under which they are placed, both during the

period these animalcules are being developed in the muscles and afterwards; so that

negative as well as positive evidence might be obtained on the subject.

In concluding this paper, the author thinks it right to append a brief reference to

the views at present entertained as to the nature and relations of the Cystic entozoa, in

order that the bearing of his own researches may be more clearly apprehended.

A similarity in the form and armature of the head in the Cysticercus and Tape-worm,

had led the earlier ento-zoologists to suspect that there was some latent affinity between

the Cystic and the Cestoid entozoa, and this surmise has, through recent investigations,

grown into a consistent doctrine, according to which it is held that the Cysticercus and

Tmnia are but different conditions of the same animal. It is accordingly now generally

understood that the ovum, or rather embryo, of a tape-worm, being introduced into the

body of some higher animal, penetrates through the tissues, probably by aid of the three

pairs of booklets with which it is armed, and on arriving at a suitable resting-place is

developed into a Cysticercus^—in some cases undergoing intermediate changes in its

progress thither ; that the Cysticercus is destitute of reproductive organs, but that when

the flesh of the animal which has afforded it a temporary abode is devoured by a second

animal, the parasite, thus introduced into the alimentary canal of a new host, meets

with a fitting nidus for further development, and, losing its caudal vesicle, lengthens

out, acquires transverse articulation, and assumes the form of a jointed tape-worm. The

term scolex is applied to the cystic, and strohila to the tsenioid form of the entozoon

;

and, as each articulation of the Tcenia is furnished with a perfect sexual apparatus, and,
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when charged with fertile ova or embrj^os, may separate in due time from its neighbours,

a single segment has been looked on as constituting a distinct being, and is named a

proglottis.

The evidence of the conversion of cystic into cestoid entozoa is ample. A particular

form of Cysticercus grows into a particular species of Tmiia, of which it is the scolex

;

at

least this definite specific relation is probable ; and it has now been shown, by numero us

and varied experiments, that when Cysticerci are given to an animal with its food, they

gradually pass into Toenioe, provided the Cysticercus made use of is the true scolex of a

species of Tmnia capable of being harboured by the animal subjected to experiment.

The Tcenice thus produced agree in number with the Cysticerci swallowed, at lea§t never

exceed them ; they may be traced in progress of development, and when given success-

ively at suitable intervals, the resulting Tcenice present corresponding differences of

advancement.

The Cysticercus cellulosoe is, believed to be the scolex of the Tcenia solium, which infests

the human alimentary canal ; and in an experiment made on a condemned criminal,

these cystic parasites put into the food a short time before execution were afterwards

found in the intestine converted into incipient Tcenice, recognizable as the Tcenia solium.

The Tcenia being thus developed from the Cysticercus, it should naturally follow that

the Cysticercus is, in its turn, derived from the Tcenia
;
and the fact is estabhshed by

experiments which may be regarded as complementary of the former. Matui’e segments

of tape-worm, full of embryos, have been given to different animals with them food, and

the tissues of these animals have become infested Avith Cysticerci. In this way the Tcenia

coenurus, given to sheep, has been followed by the production of Ccenurus cerehralis in

the brain of these quadrupeds ; Cysticercus fasciolaris has been produced in mice ffom

the Tcenia crassicollis of the Cat ; Cysticercus pisiformis has been generated in rabbits

from embryos of the Tcenia serrata of the Dog ; and, not to mention other cases, pigs

have become infested Avith the Cysticercus cellulosce, after receriing AAdth their food ripe

segments of the Tcenia solium of the human subject. Moreover, Steix foimd in the

alimentary canal of the larvse of Tenehrio molitor, the usual six-hooked embryos of an

undetermined species of Tcenia, and on the outer or peritoneal smfface of the stomach of

the same larvae, numerous encysted Cysticerci, on nearly all of which the six booklets

shed by the embryo could be perceived adhering to the cyst and thus clearly shoAving

the connexion of the two. In like manner Meissxer found cysts containing Cysticerci

in the body of the Slug; and although he did not discoA'er Tflg^zm-embryos, he found what

were unmistakeably their six booklets attached to the body of the Cysticercus.

While, however, the proof of the derivation of the Cysticercus fi’om a Tft’?»’«-embryo

thus seems complete, the process of conversion of the one into the other has not hitherto

been followed completely in its different steps. The observations of Leuceaet on this

head are perhaps most to our present purpose. He found, that on griing the OA a of

Tcenia serrata to rabbits, a numerous brood of Cysticercus pisiformis appeai-ed in the

liver, which situation he conceives they might have reached by the route of the vena
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portae. At first they were very small white bodies having none of the marks of Cysticerd
;

they afterwards enlarged, assumed an oblong shape, and, piercing through the substance

of the liver, escaped into the peritoneal cavity ;
then, in a thickening which appeared at

the fore-part of the very simple vermiform body, was developed the characteristic head

of the Cysticercus with its suctorial disks and circlet of hooks. No trace of the six

emhryo-hooTcs could be detected in connexion with the Cysticerd. These observations

of Leuckaet were published in 1855, and were not known to the author when he first

communicated his researches to the Royal Society in the summer of that year. Allow-

ing for differences not unlikely to modify the process in different cases, the facts observed

by Leuckaet are in no way irreconcileable with the conclusions arrived at in this paper

;

and after due consideration of the present state of knowledge concernuig the relations

subsisting between the Tape-worm and Cysticercus, the author sees no reason to distrust

the evidence on which he has represented the Cysticercus cellulosce as immediately deve-

loped from a peculiar vermiform animal, whatever be the mode in which the latter may

be derived from a Ifema-embryo.

Finally, the facts made known in this communication may perhaps serve to throw

light on the nature of certain bodies of an ambiguous description observed by Von Hess-

LiNG* to be occasionally present in the muscular tissue of the heart of the Ox, Sheep,

and Roe Deer. These objects appear under the form of oval aggregations of granules of

a peculiar kind, enclosed in an outer capsule and parted into several smaller masses some-

what like the segments of a yelk in the process of division. Without hazarding an

opinion as to their destination. Von Hessling compares these bodies to the elongated

tubular capsules filled with similar spore-like granules, which were discovered in the

abdominal muscles of mice by Miescher, and subsequently in rats by Bischoff and

SiEBOLD. These singular formations are described by the last-named observers as being

lodged within the sarcolemma of the muscular fibre. Siebold is inclined to regard them

as vegetable parasites
; but they offer many points of resemblance to the early condition

of the Cysticercus as described in the foregoing pages.

Description of the Plates.

PLATE X.

Fig. 1. A Cysticercus with its neck protruded.

a. The ventral part.

b. The neck.

Fig. 2. The free quadrilateral surface at the extremity of the neck, showing the four

suctorial disks at its angles, and the ring of booklets at its centre.

Fig. 3. The two sets of fibres, longitudinal and transverse, visible in the membrane of

the neck of the Cysticercus, also the laminated calcareous particles.

* Zeitachriffc fiir Wissenschaftliche Zoologie, vol. v. p. 196.

SMDCCCLVII.
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Fig. 4. A suctorial disk sufficiently magnified to show the circular and radiating

fibres.

Fig. 5. The entire number of booklets in situ:—{a) the circular area circumscribed by

the handles of the booklets
;

{h) the external zone of circular fibres
;

(c) the

internal zone
;

(e) the radiating fibres placed between the booklets, and con-

necting them together
; (f) fibres connecting the booklets to the central

membrane.

Fig. 6. Three booklets:

—

(a) one as seen in profile, showing the cuiTed portion and

the handle, and at their union a tubercle
;

(b) one of the larger booklets with

only one tubercle
;

(c) a smaller booklet with two tubercles.

Fig. 7. The circular depressed part circumscribed by the inner extremities of the handles

of the booklets, as shown in fig. 5 (a), has been here made to project
:
(a) the

fibre connecting it with a booklet.

Fig. 8. The growing extremity of an entozoon, showing the extreme end filled with minute

molecules and globular corpuscles in various states of development.

Fig. 9. The end of an entozoon covered with cilia-like fibres, and containing molecular

matter ; also a transverse section of the body or middle part covered with

cilia-like fibres placed upon an investing membrane, and filled with reniform

corpuscles.

Fig. 10. Reniform corpuscles removed from the interior of an entozoon by pressure.

Fig. 11. The earliest recognizable form of the vermicular state of the Cysticercus cellv-

losce contained in the interior of a primary muscular fibre.

Fig. 12. A Cysticercus of the vermicular form removed from the interior of a muscular’

fibre, showing the dkection and the arrangement of its cilia-like fibres.

Fig. 13. A Cysticercus similar to the above, showing the exceedingly thin investing

membrane at one of the extremities, devoid of cdia, this part being only of

very recent formation.

Fig. 14. A Cysticercus in the substance of a primary muscular fibre ; the cilia-like fibres

are only faintly visible, being pressed by the surrounding muscular substance

closely to the animalcule.

Fig. 15. A Cysticercus in its vermicular state taken from the muscular parietes of the

heart, showing its general form and its cilia-like fibres. The latter are much

less distinct than in vermicular Cysticerci taken from other striped muscles.

Fig. 16. The ciliated investment of a portion of a Cysticercus of the vermicular form,

from which the reniform corpuscles have been removed.

PLATE XI.

Fig. 1. Shows a Cysticercus of the vermicular form folded upon itself in an adventitious

cyst, a portion of which is seen upon one of the ends of the animalcule.

This Cysticercus, as thus folded up, measm-es ^^th of an inch in length.
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Fig. 2. A Cysticercus which has left the interior of a muscular fibre, and become situated

in a cellular space between the muscular fibres, among the fat-vesicles always

occurring in greater or less abundance in such situations. The crenate border

and obscurely annulose appearance are here shown.

Fig. 3. A portion of a primary muscular fasciculus, in which irregular particles, of dif-

ferent shapes and sizes, are mixed with the muscular fibrillae.

Fig. 4. Another portion of a primary fasciculus, in which the same kind of particles as

those shown in fig. 3 are grouped together.

Fig. 5. A blood-vessel -g-l^rd of an inch in diameter filled with organic molecules, taken

from the heart of a pig very much infested with Oysticerci.

Fig. 6. A portion of the same blood-vessel, magnified 400 diameters, showing the micro-

scopic appearance of its molecular contents.

Fig. 7. A Cysticercus removed from its adventitious cyst, whose length is yth of an inch,

and breadth -g^th. This is the highest stage of the vermicular form, and it

combines the characters of that represented in fig. 2 and that in fig. 1 of this

Plate, also those of the next figure.

Fig. 8. Shows that stage of the development of the Cysticercus in which is seen the

earliest indication of the future neck with its booklets and suckers. The

whole of the animalcule is here shown as magnified 15 diameters, {a) the

part to be occupied by the neck, where traces of its plicated form, also suckers

and booklets, are beginning to appear.

Fig. 9. Shows the part marked (a) in the preceding figure, magnified 100 diameters,

these parts being faintly indicated.

Fig. 10. Shows a stage in which the booklets are in progress of development; the neck

is but little more advanced than in fig. 9. The entire entozoon is here shown

as magnified 10 diameters.

Fig. 11. The booklets of the preceding specimen, magnified 100 diameters. Six of them

are sufficiently advanced to be recognizable
:
(a) particles of the material of

which others are about to be formed, grouped together, but not~yet coalesced

sufficiently to form any recognizable portion of a booklet.

Fig. 12. A form a little more advanced, showing the entire entozoon, magnified 10 dia-

meters.

Fig. 13. The booklets of the same specimen, magnified 100 diameters, exhibiting the

same appearances, indicative of coalescence, as in fig. 11; here there are, how-

ever, portions of booklets sufficiently formed to be recognizable, mixed with

particles of the same material not having yet received a recognizable figure.

Fig. 14. Portions of booklets from different specimens, magnified 200 diameters.
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IX. Electro-Physiological Mesearches. Physical and Chemical Phenomena of Muscmlar

Contraction.—Tenth Series. Part I. By Carlo Matteucci, Professor in the Uni-

versity of Pisa. Communicated hy Michael Faraday, Esq.., B.C.L.., F.R.S. &c.

Eeceiyed June 12,—Bead June 19, 1856.

The present Series of these Eesearches is divided into two parts : in the first I propose to

treat of the development of heat, electricity, and vis viva, by the muscle in a state of

contraction ; in the second, of the chemical changes produced by the muscle in contrac-

tion on the ah’.

PART THE EIEST.

^ 1. That the temperature of an animal is raised by muscular exercise, is a fact gene-

rally admitted and proved by common experience. M. Becquerel having introduced

the point of a thermo-electric pile into a muscle of the human body, found an increase

of temperature during contraction which amoimted to a degree Centigrade : Mr. Newport

also discovered a remarkable increase in the temperature of insects while in movement.

M. Becquerel attributed this increase of temperature in muscles during contraction to

the greater activity of sanguineous cu’culation which apparently takes place in a muscle

in that state. In support of this interpretation, M. Becquerel showed, that, by com-

pressing one of the large arteries distributed in a muscle under experiment, an immediate

decrease of temperature takes place in that muscle. M. Bernard discovered an increase

of heat in one of the ears of a rabbit or dog after having cut the cervical ganglion Con-

nected with the nervous filament of that ear : this remarkable fact is also associated in

some unknown manner, depending on the peculiar action of the ganglionic system, with

a more rapid capillary circulation of blood in the ear in which the temperature is highest.

It remained therefore still to be proved by experiment whether an increase of tempera-

ture is produced by the act of contraction in a muscle which is separated from the body,

and as far as possible is devoid of blood, in which consequently sanguineous circulation

is extinct. The experiment was easily made and the result not doubtful.

I employed for this purpose two thermometers such as those used in M. Regnault’s

hygrometer, and constructed by M. Fastre. The cylindrical bulb of these thermometers

is very small, and by means of a telescope I could read distinctly variations of -^oth of a

degree Centigrade. I had two cylindrical wide-mouthed glass bottles of about 100 cub.

cent., provided with good cork stoppers. One of these corks was traversed by two thick

copper wires, pointed at the extremities, and bent round horizontally parallel with each

other, so as to leave an interval of 10 to 12 millimetres between them : the other cork was

furnished with five hooks. A hole was bored through the middle of these corks, through
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which the thermometers might be introduced into the bottle. Five frogs were then

got ready in the usual manner, that is, by cutting oiF the heads, and removing the skin

and viscera ; when thus prepared and wiped dry, they w'ere fixed on the t«'o copper

wires by passing these through the pelvis, and the cork with the fi’ogs thus attached,

was applied to the mouth of one of the bottles. In the bottom of the other bottle I put

five other frogs similarly prepared, or suspended them on the hooks fixed in the cork ;
in

some experiments instead of frogs I put a little water in the second bottle : the two bottles

thus prepared with their thermometers, were placed in a room free from cuiTents of air.

I then observed the two thermometers : after the lapse of some minutes the colunm of

mercury inserted in the midst of the frogs remained at the same division, or at least it

was only after the lapse of many minutes that a diminution of -^th of a degree was risible.

In one of the experiments I found the temperature of the bottle in which there were no

frogs to be -j- 1 2°' 6 0, while that of the bottle containing the frogs remained fixed at -f- 1
3°' 1 0.

Then by means of two or three small elements of Daxiell, I set in actirity a little electro-

magnetic machine constructed by Feoment, remarkable for the uniform sound which it

produces when the circuit is closed. On connecting this machine with the two copper

wires which issue from the cork of the bottle containing the frogs, the frogs contracted

violently from the action of the interrupted current on the lumbar nerves ; almost at the

same instant the column of the thermometer began to rise, and after a lapse of five or

six minutes stood at -}-I3°'50. If the experiment is prolonged, this temperature is

maintained for many minutes. The copper wires used in this experiment must be thick,

in order to prevent their being sensibly heated by the passage of the cruTent : I assured

myself of this by direct means, which I shall shortly describe.

In another experiment, in which the temperature of the bottle without fi’ogs was

-1-I2°'80, and that of the five frogs -|-I3°’50, the temperature of the latter rose to

+13°•95. After an hour’s repose I recommenced the experiment on the same frogs

;

the temperature, which was now +I3°'40, rose only to +I3°‘60 after the renewal of the

contractions, which were naturally weaker than at first.

Finally, in another experiment in which there was no sensible difference between the

temperature of the frogs and that of the air, the temperature of the frogs after four or

five minutes’ contraction rose from +I3°’55 to 14°, where, as usual, it remained constant

for a certain time. This experiment was repeated after an interval of fourteen hour's ;

the passage of the current which had no longer any physiological action produced no

sensible increase of temperature.

It is therefore proved that living muscular tissue developes heat hxj the sole act of its

contraction *.

* This result may be easily shown by employing, instead of thermometers, two thenno-electric pincers of

bismuth and antimony, terminating in points. The point of each pair of pincers is introduced into each of

the severed thighs of a prepared frog. The strips of the same metal of each pincer are brought into com-

munication, and the other two strips are united to the end of a delicate short-wired galvanometer. On pro-

ducing contractions, by any means, in one of the thighs, the needle is deflected, indicating heat in the

convulsed thigh.
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Perhaps it may not be devoid of interest to note the result of a comparative experi-

ment made on the same number of frogs similarly prepared, and suspended in the same

way in two separate bottles, with this difference only, that the frogs in one of the bottles

had been firmly bound together with a ribbon wound many times round them : the

passage of the interrupted current through the lumbar nerves could not awaken in the

latter any general movement of the limbs, but produced a palpitation in the muscles

which appeared to diminish rapidly. The frogs thus confined showed an increase of tem-

perature during the passage of the current, but to a much less degree, being in each of the

two experiments about one-third less than that of the frogs which were suspended freely.

§ 2. I now proceed to treat of the development of electricity in muscles during

contraction.

Before entering more fully on this subject, I think it advisable to describe some new

researches on muscular electricity. Two methods have been hitherto followed in order

to arrive at a rigorous demonstration of the principal facts and laws of muscular electri-

city. In one of these methods the muscular elements are united in form of a pile, and

the intensity of the muscular current increases with the number of muscular elements

of the pile : this fact suffices to exclude any doubt of the existence of electromotive power

which might be generated by the platinum plates of the galvanometer, or by the liquid,

in which the pieces of muscle forming the outer elements of the pile are plunged. This

doubt is also excluded by employing the nerve of the galvanoscopic frog instead of a

galvanometer.

The other method, which is that employed by Nobili and myself in my earlier

researches on the electrical current of the frog, has been greatly improved by M. Du Bois

Keymond, who has rendered it sure and of easy application. The apparatus of M. Du Bois

Reymoxd consists, as is well known, of two small glasses, in each of which is laid a thick

strip or cushion formed by numerous layers of blotting-paper or flannel ; one extremity

of this cushion touches the bottom of the glass, while the other rests on its edge so as

to form a short horizontal stratum. By means of two little wooden columns, the pla-

tinum plates of the galvanometer are held vertically in the liquid, which is a solution of

common salt, and remain in constant contact with the paper or flannel cushions above

described. At first the two cushions are held in contact until all heterogeneity between

the platinum plates has ceased
; the two glasses are then drawn asunder, so as to leave a

small interval between them. A gastrocnemius or a half-thigh of a frog laid on a

narrow strip of gutta-percha held in the hand, is placed in contact with the conducting

cushions so that the circuit is closed with the extremity of the muscle. The initial or

impulsive deflection of the needle, which is of 40° or 50°, when the galvanometer is very

delicate, ceases almost immediately if one element only is employed instead of a pile

:

if the muscle is removed and the conducting cushions are brought into contact, there is

a great deflection in the opposite direction, owing, as is already kno’wn, to polarization.

I had learnt from many experiments made long since on the electrolytic action of

induced currents, that the best way of avoiding polarization is the substitution of care-

T 2
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fully amalgamated plates of zinc for those of platinum, and the use of a saturated solu-

tion of chloride of lime or sulphate of zinc, as liquid. The merit, however, of this great

improvement in the apparatus for electro-physiological researches is due to M. J. Eeg-

NAULD, as this young physicist was the first who published it, he ha%ing employed plates

of distilled zinc instead of platinum. Now that the existence of muscular electricity,

and that of its principal laws, is proved beyond all doubt, we may freely employ this

method, the advantages of which will shortly be seen, without feaiing, as formerly we

justly did, errors which might be introduced into the experiment by the use of zinc elec-

trodes and highly conducting liquids. I need only cite the following instance to show

the great difference which results from this mode of making the experiment. AYith

plates of platinum and diluted solution of common salt which I am in the habit of

employing, either a gastrocnemius or a half-thigh of a frog of ordinary wgoiu’ produces,

with a galvanometer of 24,000 coils, a deflection of 30° or 40°, which in a few seconds

decreases to 2°, then 1°, and soon ceases almost entu’ely. "With plates of amalgamated

zinc immersed in sulphate of zinc, all heterogeneity between the plates ha^Tng ceased, a

gastrocnemius or half-thigh gives at the first impulse a deflection of the entire quadrant,

the needle then rests at 70° or 80°, and descends extremely slowly; when the muscle is

taken away and the needle fixes at 0°, no sign of polarization is obtained by biinging the

two conducting cushions into contact.

I shall now state the results of my recent researches on the muscular cmTent in

some general propositions : the experiments of which I shall have occasion to speak have

been so often verified that they may be easily repeated without uncertainty.

Prop. I. The electromotive ])Oiver of a cut muscle is independent of the size of its trans-

verse section.

Several half-thighs of frogs of equal vivacity are prepared of the same length, taking

care to leave no portion of muscle beyond the articulation of the leg. These half-thighs

are ranged opposite to each other in parts, in order to ascertain the equalirt of thert-

electromotive power ; any elements which are unequal are rejected. Five or six of these

half-thighs, laid closely one upon the other in the same direction, are then piled upon

the usual gutta-percha holder
;
a single half-thigh is opposed to this heap. The circuit

is closed, and the differential current is either null or very small, sometimes in the drt’ec-

tion of the single thigh, sometimes in that of the heap. I repeated this experiment wth
two elements only, i. e. with two half-thighs taken from frogs of different size and

weight
;
the difference of weight between these elements was as between 1 and 5 or 1

and 6, It is easy to perceive that this method is less exact than the former, since the huger

frogs are more robust in the same conditions. The differential current was always ex-

tremely weak, but in the greater number of cases the drt’ection was determined by the

largest, and consequently most robust element.

Prop. II. The electromotive force of the muscle increases ivith its length.

This proposition may also be established by the differential method. Take two half-

thighs of equal length, and which have the same electromotive power. Eeduce by a
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fresh section one of these half-thighs to a third or fourth of its length, and recompose

the double pile. A differential current arises due to the longest half-thigh. The same

experiment may be made on two gastrocnemi, which, however, are rarely to be obtainee]

of equal electromotive power. Two gastrocnemi, as equal as possible, are opposed,

after baw rig previously made in each a transverse section towards the tendo Achillis : it

the two muscles thus prepared are of equal length and taken from the same frog, it is

almost certain that there will be no differential current. One of these gastrocnemi is

then reduced to one-half or one-third of its length, the double pile is again formed, and

the differential current is immediately produced by the longest muscle. 1 ought to

remark here that these experiments should be made with the usual platinum plates in

diluted saline solution : in employing amalgamated zinc plates and solution of sulphate

of zinc, the smallest differences of the electromotive power produce strong and durable

cuiTents, and hence it is difficult to have the two muscular elements sufficiently equal to

admit of comparison.

TVhen, by a fresh section, the length of one of the elements is diminished, as a further

precaution, an exceedingly thin section should be made hi the other element. If a small

difference exists between the electromotive power of two elements of equal length, the

strongest ought to be shortened.

This experiment is still more strikmg when made on a strip of the long muscle of the

spine of a livmg rabbit
; the surface and transverse section of this muscle may be touched

with the plates of the galvanometer so as to have a muscular stratum interposed of either

8 to 10 or 70 to 80 millimetres. The current in the second case is eight or ten times

greater than in the former. This experiment recalls that made on the electric organ of the

Gjunnotus or the Torpedo, by employing strata of various lengths of this organ. I think,

that, notwithstanding our ignorance as to the form of tlie electromotive element of

muscles, this proposition leads us to believe that muscular fibre acts as a reunion or

series of electromotive elements.

This proposition furnishes a clear explanation of several important facts of muscular

electricity. The first of these facts is, that a differential current takes place constantly on

closing the cheuit with the gastrocnemius of a frog united with its half-thigh, the current

being determined by the gastrocnemius. The experiment succeeds equally, if, instead of

lea\ing the tendon attached to the gastrocnemius, the latter is cut transversely: in all cases

it is essential that one of the muscles be longer than the other, so that either the gastro-

cnemius or the half-thigh may predominate. The same result may be obtained by employ-

ing a prepared frog reduced to two half-thighs of unequal length attached to a piece of

the spine.

This same proposition leads us to explain the fact discovered by M. Du Bois Reymond,

namely, that a cui’rent is obtained by touching with the plates of the galvanometer

the central points and the edge of the same transverse section of a large muscle. In

fact, the central points belong to the longest muscular fibres, and therefore play the same

part towards the points near the edge of this section belonging to the shortest fibres, as

the interior of a muscle towards its surface.
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I take this opportunity of calling attention to a fundamental difference existing between

a muscular electromotor and a voltaic pile. Let us take an entire muscle, such as the

thigh of a frog, and cut it in half: it is known that the two sections thus fonned have

the same electrical state, and that a pile can be formed by placing in contact the internal

section of one of the half-thighs with the superficies of the other. This result cannot be

obtained with a voltaic pile : on the other hand, the proposition which we are now con-

sidering, leads us to admit a certain analogy between a muscular electromotor, and the

organ of electric fish or the voltaic pile.

The relation existing between muscular electricity and the physiological conditions

of muscle, forms the subject of the next proposition.

Prop. III. The electromotive force of muscles, in living or recently hilled animals, is

greater in mammifers and in birds than in fish and in amphibia : the duration of this force,

which in all cases decreases most rapidly in the first moments after death, is greater in fish

and amphibia than in the muscles of the higher orders of animals. The nerves have no direct

influence on the electromotive force of muscles. In general, all the causes ivhich exeit an

influence on the physical structure and chemical composition of muscle, to modify in ivays

unknown its irritability or contractility, act equally on its electromotive power.

This proposition is founded on experiments which I have already published, and par-

ticularly on those described in the Memoirs contained in the Philosophical Transactions.

Since their publication I have frequently repeated and varied these experiments, employ-

ing the new method above described, and have succeeded in fully confirming them. I

shall here only add a very brief description of some of these experiments, which place the

existence and nature of muscular electricity in the clearest light. The object of the first

of these experiments is to compare the electromotive power of the muscles of pigeons,

rabbits and frogs.

For this purpose, I form, with muscles of these animals rapidly prepared, the usual

elements which I oppose to each other. I form thus several double pdes of muscular

elements of frog and pigeon, of frog and rabbit, of pigeon and rabbit, and I measure

successively the differential currents of these piles, closing the cii’cuit of the galvanometer

with the usual platinum plates. At first, the electromotive power of the muscles of the

pigeon and of the rabbit greatly predominate over that of the muscles of the frog. After

twenty or thirty minutes the differential current is null, or already inverted, and after the

lapse of an hour or more, this inverted current, due to the muscles of the frog, is remarkably

increased : this takes place in the pile of pigeon and frog sooner than in that of rabbit

and frog.

Another very conclusive experiment is made on muscles exposed to great cold. Several

gastrocnemi and half-thighs of frogs are left in a glass tube, siu'romided by a mixture of

salt and ice: after twenty or thirty minutes it is found that these muscles have entirely lost

their electromotive power. By forming the usual piles with frozen and imfrozen muscles

opposed, we acquire the certainty that the frozen muscles have lost their electromotive

power, but not their conductivity. If we operate on muscles of frogs which have perished

in nitrous or hydrosulphuric acid, we obtain the same results as from fi'ozen muscles.
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Before quitting this subject, I gladly avail myself of this opportunity of mentioning an

important fact discovered by M. Du Bois Keymond. From the period of my earliest re-

searches in electro-physiology, I had vainly endeavoured to obtain electrical phenomena

from the nerves of a IBing animal, or ofone recently killed; and even now it is demonstrated,

that, notwithstanding the use of the most delicate modern galvanometers, no sign of elec-

trical current is to be obtained from a nerve laid bare in a living animal and left in its

natural state. M. Du Bois Eeymond has, nevertheless, demonstrated, and the fact is

easily verified with a very delicate galvanometer, that a piece of nerve detached from a

li\ing animal prepared and disposed in the same way as a half-thigh, in the circuit of the

galvanometer, produces constantly an electric current, which, like that of the muscle, is

dii’ected from the surface of the nerve to the interior in the galvanometer. I have proved,

by experiments made on pieces cut from the lumbar nerves of a frog, that the intensity

of the cm’rent of the nerves mcreases with the number of elements united to form a pile,

and that a pile of five or sis of these elements acts on the nerve of a galvanoscopic frog

and excites contractions. I have compared the electromotive power of a muscle with

that of a nerve, both belonging to the same frog. It is hardly necessary to say that this

was done by opposing to a half-thigh as many nervous elements as were required in order

to there being no differential current. In two experiments I found that one half-thigh

predominated over seven nervous elements, and that nine of the latter predominated over

one half-thigh
; in a third experiment eleven or twelve nervous elements were required

to predominate over the muscle. I left these piles under a glass bell, the air of which

was saturated with moisture
;
I could not perceive any marked difference in the relative

duration of the electromotive power of muscles and nerves.

§ 3. Let us now pass on to the development of electricity in the act of contraction.

The first fact of this kind, which, for the sake of brevity, I shall continue to call induced

contraction, was discovered by myself in 1842. I shall give here a very concise summary

of the chief characteristics of induced contraction, although already known, having recently

been led to repeat my former experiments, and to determine these characteristics with

greater precision.

In order to succeed in these experiments, it is necessary to operate on frogs in a

vigorous condition, and prepared very rapidly. The fundamental experiment is made
by laying the nerv'e of a galvanoscopic frog upon any muscle of a living animal. In order

to simplify the experiment, I employ a single thigh of a frog, to which remain united the

lumbar neiwe and a portion of the spine. On provoking contractions in the thigh, either

with an intermittent current sent through the nerve, or by stimulating it in any other

way, simultaneous contractions take place in the galvanoscopic frog. The disposition of

the nerve stretched over the thigh is immaterial, as is also to a certain degree the length of

the nerve put in contact with the muscle, as long as the muscle and the galvanoscopic frog

are vigorous. I have frequently seen the strongest efiects of induced contraction when the

nerve of the galvanoscopic frog, isolated from the operator, was in contact with any portion

of the surface of the thigh for 2 or 3 millimetres only
;
it is therefore by no means essen-
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tial for induced contraction that the neiTe of the galvanoscopic frog should give signs of

muscular current at the moment in which it is laid on the thigh. The internal part of

a muscle may also be used for obtaining this phenomenon
; this is done by immerging

the nerve of the galvanoscopic frog in a longitudinal wound made in a muscle. From

this we may infer that a phenomenon of the same kind as that of induced contraction

takes place on a whole living animal, when an electrical current makes one of the mus-

cular masses of the upper part of a limb contract : although it may be admitted that the

nervous filaments concealed in that mass, and which pass through it as they branch

towards the inferior muscles, are not traversed by the current on account of their low

conducting power, yet at the moment in which the superior muscles contract, the lower

ones contract also. This fact, of which 1 treated in the Eighth Series of my Eesearches*.

appears to be thus traced up to its true cause, namely, that it is a natmul and perhaps

physiological case of induced contraction.

I shall add, finally, that when a stratum, however thin, of a good conducting body, or

a like stratum of a solid isolating body, is interposed between the muscles in contraction

and the nerve of the galvanoscopic frog, no induced contraction is obtained, as may be

verified with gold-leaf or an extremely thin lamina of mica; on the contrary, with a

piece of wet paper, and also with an excessively thin stratum of liquid turpentine, the

phenomenon continues to manifest itself.

The many fruitless efibrts which I made, and even the contradictoiy results at which I

arrived, in endeavouring to determine the cause of induced contraction by means of the

galvanometer, are well knomi. Although, as far back as 1838, in verifjing the observations

of Galvani, I had assured myself that when a frog enters into violent contractions, or mto

a state of tetanus, its muscular current is much weakened, yet I had never succeeded in

discovering by the galvanometer in a distinct and certain manner, what took place in

this current during contraction. I am now conwnced, as I shall shortly show, that my
want of success was due to defective instruments and method. In the Xinth Series of

these Eesearchesf, having given up the use of the galvanometer, and substituted that of

the galvanoscopic frog, I succeeded in establishing the true nature of that phenomenon on

which, the present researches will throw a new light, pro^ing beyond all doubt the jjro-

duction of an instantaneous electrical discharge in the muscle dming the act of contraction.

But before proceeding to the exposition of my new researches, it is just that I should

say to what point M. Du Bois Eeymond has brought this subject. The use which this phi-

losopher had made of a highly sensitive galvanometer, and of an electro-magnetic inachme

for exciting sustained contractions, accounts for his having succeeded iu obtaining from

muscles in contraction a distinct electrical efiect on the galvanometer. The well-knoum

fundamental experiment of M. Du Bois Eeymond is made by closing the circuit of the

galvanometer with the gastrocnemius of a frog Avhich remained united to its neiA C ; when

the needle comes to rest, M. Du Bois Eeymond provokes contractions in the gastrocnemius

by sending interrupted currents through the nerve :
—“ At the moment in which the

* Philosopliical Transactions, 1850. f Philosophical Transactions, 1850.
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muscle begins to be convulsed, the needle is deflected through the zero-point, and is

seen to oscillate on the negative side of the zero, until the contracting power of the

muscle is exhausted, which always happens before the needle has had time to come to

rest* .” This fact, which M. Du Bois Eeymond has analysed with much care, is inter-

preted by him in the following manner, which, for the sake of greater exactitude, we

give in the words of the above-cited abstract, which are in accordance with the opinion

repeatedly expressed by the author himself in his original workf At first it might

be supposed that this showed a current during the tetanus in a direction contrary to that

dm’iug rest ; but this is not the case. Before the tetanus begins, the secondary polarity

is evolved on the platinum plates in the conducting vessel. This polarity tends to pro-

duce a current in the opposite direction to the muscular current. As soon, then, as the

muscular current, in consequence of the tetanus, diminishes to a certain degree, the

current of the secondary polarity becomes the more powerful, and the needle is instantly

defiected to the negative side;|;.” M. Du Bois Keymond evidently admits that the elec-

tromotive power of a muscle decreases in the act of contraction, which is equivalent to

saying that in all cases of induced contraction, considered as owing to a negative variation

of the muscular current, as well as in all his experiments of this kind made mth the

galvanometer, the muscular current ought necessarily to circulate previously either in

the neiwe of the galvanoscopic frog, or in the wire of the galvanometer.

I can only refer here to the descriptions of experiments contained in the Ninth Series

of my Researches on Electro-physiology §, several of which prove very clearly that induced

contraction is obtained in conditions in which the previous circulation of the muscular

current cannot be verified.

On the other hand, I was thus impelled to redouble my efibrts to arrive at a clear idea

of the phenomena of induced contraction, and I feel satisfied in being now enabled to say

that I have at length succeeded in attaining my object. I shall be as concise as possible

in describing the three principal experiments on which my last conclusions are founded.

It is not necessary that the galvanometer employed in these experiments should be

the most delicate, that is, of 24,000 cods, an ordinary one of 1500 or 2000 coils being

sufficient for the pm’pose. The metallic plates with which the circuit is closed should be

of zinc, perfectly well amalgamated, that is, recently immersed in diluted sulphuric acid,

then in pure mercury, and afterwards washed repeatedly in water. The two plates thus

prepared, plunge in a saturated and neutralized solution of sulphate of zinc contained,

as before described, in two small glasses, provided with strips or cushions of paper or

flannel wEich imbibe the liquid in the manner adopted by M. Du Bois Reymond. If

* “ On Animal Electricity,” Abstract of tbe Discoveries of Emil Du Bois Ebtmoxd; edited by Dr. Bexcs
Jones, p. 132.

t Dntersuchungen iiber thieriscbe Electricitat.

X “ On Animal Electricity,” Abstract of tbe Discoveries of AImil Du Bois Eetmond
;
edited by Dr. Bence

Jones, p. 134.

§ Philosopbical Transactions, 1850.
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these cushions are left for a certain time in contact, the needle rests at 0^, and no sign

of current is visible on reopening and closing the circuit again.

Exp. 1. I lay on the quadrant of the galvanometer, exactly in contact vith the end of

the needle in its state of equilibrium, a solid body, which may be either a piece of marble

or glass, provided it is dry and polished : the needle resting against this support is pre-

vented from deflecting in one direction, and is free to move only in the opposite. I then

lay on the usual strip of gutta-percha either one gastrocnemius, or flve or sis of these

muscles so as to form a pile ; I close the circuit in such a way that the deflection cannot

take place in the direction in which the needle is prevented from moving, and I leave it

closed for some seconds. I then withdraw the pile rapidly, and close the circuit between

the two glasses immediately. The' needle remains motionless ; there is therefore no

sign of secondary polarity; and it was foreseen that, in emplo}-ing this method, there could

be none, although the electromotive power brought into action was much stronger than

that with which we were to operate subsequently.

Exp. 2. I prepare a vigorous frog which I reduce to two thighs, one of which only is

left with its lumbar nerve intact ; this nerve is supported on a piece of gutta-percha

destined for the purpose. I close the circuit by touching indifiFerently any two points of

the thigh, which are not necessarily the extreme points
;
it is enough if there be a distance

between them of about 12 or 15 millimetres. With a common galvanometer the deflec-

tion is small ; with the most delicate one it varies fi’om 50° to 60° and upwards, in the

direction of the usual current of the thigh, that is, in the dmection of the current of the

gastrocnemius. I had left the other thigh, though it ought not to form paid of the cir-

cuit, in order to avoid the possibility of the interior of the muscle in the upper part of

the thigh submitted to experiment becoming part of the cii’cuit. Hailng allowed the

needle to fix, keeping the thigh in its place by pressing slightly on it with a piece of

gutta-percha (which occasions little or no variation in the deflection), 1 begin to excite

the nerve with an extremely weak interrupted current ; for this pm-pose 1 prefer a small

pile of zinc and platinum wires which I hold in hand, to an electro-magnetic machine,

although I do not believe it probable that the use of that machine can cause any error

in the experiment. At the very moment in which the thigh begins to contract, the

needle descends towards 0°, and the contraction continuing, the needle passes beyond it

and comes to rest on the opposite side. When we cease to excite contraction, or when

the contractions are weakened from natural lassitude of the muscle, the needle descends

again slowly and deflects in the same direction as at fii’st, but rarely attains the point

reached at the beginning. This experiment, repeated mth the gastrocnemius, gives the

same result, as also with the entire muscles of other animals. I prefer, however, as AAill

be readily miderstood, the use of a single entire thigh of a frog, in order that the mus-

cular current which circulates at the beginning of the experiment may be as small as

possible. Among the numerous experiments which I have made, the muscular cimrent

has often been excessively weak, sometimes so weak as to leave the needle at 0°. During

the contractions the deflection was in the same direction as that found when the needle
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was deflected flrst in the opposite direction, and that deflection was certainly not inferior

to the one in the second case.

Since no secondary polarity can interfere in these experiments (Exp. 1), they prove,

that in the act of the contraction of these muscles, an electrical current, which, from its

instantaneousness, I shall call electrical discharge, takes place, which circulates in the

external conducting arc in a direction contrary to that of the muscular current.

Exp. 3. I make a small incision in the upper part of the thigh of a frog, in order to

lay open the inside of the muscle : it is easy to understand, that, on closing the circuit with

the two extremities of this thigh, the current, which in this case is differential, is null,

or is in an opposite direction to that of the usual cmnent of the thigh. The needle

having been allowed to come to rest, and the usual contractions excited, the deflection

which is obtained is always in the same direction, that is, opposed in the external arc to

the usual current of the thigh when it has not been cut. Hence, if the needle is

deflected at the beginning by the predominant current due to the transverse section of

the upper part of the thigh, the deflection increases rapidly during the contractions.

Finally, the experiment may be made by putting the two thighs of a frog into the

ch’cuit, touching the imder extremities of the thighs, but leaving, nevertheless, only one

of the lumbar nerves. The cuiTent which is obtained on closing the circuit is in no fixed

direction, being either null, or now in the direction of one of the thighs, now in that of

the other. In all cases during contraction of the thigh provided with its nerve, the

usual deflection occurs, that is owing to the current chculating in the external arc of the

muscle from the inferior towards the superior extremity of that muscle.

I shall now add a few brief observations, which may throw further hght on the inter-

pretation of these experiments. I need not stay to prove that the effects observed by

means of the galvanometer, produced by a muscle in contraction, cannot depend either

on a portion of the current employed to irritate the nerve, or on changes of contact

between the muscle and the extremities of the galvanometer, or Anally, on the variable

resistance of a muscle in contraction
; these doubts have aheady been completely removed

by the experiments of M. Du Bois Retmond. In endeavouring to understand the natm'e

of the electrical phenomena which occur in a muscle during contraction, the fact which

merits om’ chief attention is, that the needle of the galvanometer, which deflects at flrst

in the direction of the muscular cm’rent of the gastrocnemius, or of the enthe thigh,

descends rapidly to zero at the moment of contraction and remains deflected in an oppo-

site direction to that of the muscular current, during the whole time that the contrac-

tions are frequent and powerful. M. Pouillet, in his remarkable report *, gives a lucid

resume of the conclusions at which M. Du Bois Reymond arrived, in the folloudng terms

:

—“ D apres les principes de M. Du Bois Reymond I’effet d’une contraction soutenue n’est

pas de faire naitre un courant, mais d’afiaiblir et de suspendre par intermittance un cou-

rant qui pre-existait
; il faut done un com'ant pre-existant, ou il en faut deux qui soient

egaux et opposes et qui se neutralisent,” &c. &c. The slightest reflection on the three

* Comptes Eendua, t. xxxi. p. 28.
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experiments to which I have just referred, can leave no doubt as to the necessity of gi'^'ing

another explanation of the effects produced on the galvanometer by a muscle in con-

traction : when a gastrocnemius or a single entire thigh is in the circuit, M. Du Bois

Reymond attributes these effects to the secondary polarity of the plates of platinum ;
but

I have clearly proved that the effect is the same when there is no trace of secondary

polarity. In operating on a thigh, the upper part of which has been cut transversely,

in which case the current is either null from the neutralization of the two electromotive

forces, or in an opposite direction to the usual cmrent of the entire thigh, we have seen

the needle deflect, during the contractions, as in all other cases, indicating that a ciuTent

is directed in the galvanometer from the inferior to the superior extremity of the muscle.

According to the principles cited in M. Pouillet’s report, we should have to admit that

the two currents of this muscle, which are identical and have the same origin, are differ-

ently modified in the act of contraction, and this would be contrary to all analog}’.

We are therefore led by the experiments referred to, that is, by stud}’ing the electrical

phenomena of muscles in contraction with the galvanometer and by the method we have

described, to the same conclusion as that to which we w’ere led by the researches made

with the galvanoscopic frog ; namely, that “ a conducting homogeneous arc, the exti-emi-

ties of which are applied to any two points whatever, at a certain distance from each

other, of a muscle of a frog, is at the moment of contraction traversed by an electric

current, or rather discharge, directed from the inferior towards the superior extremity of

that muscle.” In confirmation of this conclusion, I have only to add the principal residts

obtained with the galvanoscopic frog.

Whoever has once seen a piece of living muscle, however small, on which is laid the

nerve of a galvanoscopic frog, produce the phenomena of induced contraction each time

that contractions are excited in that muscle by cutting it with a fine pair of scissom.

cannot but be struck with the analogy which exists between this phenomenon and that

which occurs, under like circumstances, in a piece of the electric organ of the torpedo.

In order to study induced contraction with the galvanoscopic fr’og, I proceed as follows

:

—I prepare several galvanoscopic frogs, which are immediately submitted to the passage

of a weak electrical current in the direction of the ramification of the nerve ; in a few

seconds these frogs cease to contract, except at the closmg of the cfrcuit, and are there-

fore fitted to show the existence of a current or electrical discharge only in case that

current is directed from the nerve to the leg. An assistant has in the meanwhile pre-

pared from a vigorous frog a thigh, to which is united the lumbar nerve and part of the

spine. Nerves of several of the galvanoscopic fr’ogs are now stretched in various direc-

tions over this thigh
; two strips or rolls of paper, 4 or 5 millimetres long, imbibed with

slightly salt water, are put in contact at one end with the extremities of the thigh, and

the other ends of these strips of paper are united by two nerves of galvanoscopic fr'ogs.

turned in an opposite dfrection. The thigh is then made to contract : at fii’st several of

the galvanoscopic frogs enter into contraction
; but if the experiment is continued, it will

be seen that contractions take place only in those of the galvanoscopic frogs in contact
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with the muscle, or with the two rolls of wet paper, which have their nerves stretclunl

from the lower towards the upper extremity of the thigh. I have repeated this experi-

ment on the muscles of living pigeons and rabbits, and although the difficulties are much

greater in these cases, the results were generally the same.

In order to obtain a still clearer insight into the signification of this experiment, 1

have operated under the same conditions on the organ of a torpedo, in which the direc-

tion of the discharge is always clearly indicated by the galvanometer. I suspend a living

torpedo by the tail, and rapidly lay bare the brain, and with a pair of scissors cut one of

the electric organs in half, parallel to the length of the fish. Having thus obtained a

section of the organ, I lay on it (as before on the thigh of a frog) several nerves of galva-

noscopic frogs, and also the two extremities of a galvanometer. I then stimulate slightly

the electrical lobe of the brain, and at the same instant the needle of the galvanometer

deflects, and those frogs only contract whose nerve is extended from the back towards

the belly of the torpedo, whether that nerve be in contact with the prisms of the organ,

or complete the circuit of the two already mentioned strips of wet paper in contact with

the extremities of those prisms.

From the whole of the experiments referred to, it appears to me that the truth of the

conclusion which we have deduced is placed beyond all doubt
;
namely, that “ A con-

ducting homogeneous arc laid longitudinally over the surface of a muscle, or applied to

that muscle at its extremities only, is, at the moment of contraction, traversed by an

electric discharge directed from the inferior to the superior extremity of the muscle,

considered in its natural position.”

Here the experiments finish, and with them the rigorous results which can be deduced

from them. The difficulties encountered in experimentizing on superior animals have

deprived these conclusions of the character of generality. Admitting the experiment of

M. Du Bois Eeymoxd made on the arms of a man, one of which he contracts voluntarily,

the direction of the current obtained at the instant of contraction would be contrary to

that of the frog. In the obscurity, not to say entire ignorance, in which we are of the

structui’e of the electromotive element of muscle, we are unfortunately obliged to satisfy

ourselves with analogous and equally obscime cases
;

as for instance that of the direction

of the electrical discharge of fishes, mthout a known relation with the structure of the

organ or the form of the fish. Because an exterior arc applied over an entire muscle in

repose is traversed by a current in a direction opposite to that which occurs at the

moment of contraction, ought we to conclude that the two phenomena have a totally

different origin 1 Or ought we rather to say that, should the form of the electromotor

element become known to us, we may probably come to explain the opposite direction

of the current as being due to variations of form produced by contraction! Were we
not unwilling to diverge into hypothesis or undemonstrated analogies, we might gather

many arguments tending to show the greater probability of the latter of these two ideas

:

according to the analogous case of the organ of the torpedo, we might also suppose that

the electrical current is directed in the same sense in muscles in repose as it is in those

in action. Since there does not exist, as we know, any analogy between the form of the
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voltaic electromotor and that of the muscular electromotor, it is not impossible to con-

ceive that the change of form which takes place in the muscle in contraction may be

momentarily followed by the inversion of the current in the exterior arc. Neither would

examples be wanting, taken from certain cases of electro-dynamic induction and also of

voltaic circuits, in which this inversion of the current can be obtained by change in the

form or in the relative distance of different parts of the circuit. But this is a new field

of inquiry which cannot be given up to simply hypothetical views
;

let us be satisfied

with having proved that muscular contraction is accompanied by an electric discharge.

In the second part of these Researches we shall show that an augmentation in the

chemical phenomena of muscular respu'ation takes place in the act of contraction.

Notwithstanding our present ignorance of the form of the electromotive element of

muscle, we may therefore admit that the development of muscular electricity is most

probably due to the chemical actions belonging to lining muscles.

§ 4. We shall now speak, in the last place, of the mechanical efiects of muscular con-

traction, limiting ourselves to experiments on the frog, because in this case orrly it is

possible to make the research with a certain degree of exactitude, and becairse after

having determined the mechanical effect for a frog, we shall be able to compare the

effective work of a muscular contraction -with the ivork which we shall call theoretical.

accordmg to the principles of the dynamic theory of heat.

This research should be made on a single muscle, and not on the whole system of

nruscles, as in arr errtire frog, because in the latter case the opposite effects of these

muscles neutrahze themselves almost completely. I therefore errrployed the gastrocne-

rrrius of a frog to which a small weight was attached, and which was made to contract

by the passage of an electric currerrt. The object of the experiment is to determine the

height to which this weight is raised in the act of contraction ; this I did by means of

the dynamometer described hr the Fourth Series ofmy Electro-physiological Researches*.

Among the experiments published by M. Helmholtz in his very important memou* on

the velocity of the propagatiorr of rrervous power, there are several which might have

served our pm'pose, if the weights attached to the muscles had not been too great ; for

the comparison we propose requires the determinatiorr of the mecharrical work of the

contraction of a muscle in raising its own weight only. Neither cordd we dedirce from

the numbers found by M. Helmholtz, the muscular work in the case of nrrrscles to

which a small weight is fixed, because it is known and admitted, accordirrg to the expe-

riments of ScHWANH, that the quantity of work produced by a muscrrlar contraction

increases, to a certairr limit, with the weight which stretches the muscle arrd which that

muscle raises : this singular property of the muscular engiire has necessarily the effect of

weakening more rapidly the contractile power of the muscle.

The medium result of a great number of my experimerrts has beerr, that the contractiorr

of a gastrocrremius which weighs 0-300 gr., stretched by a weight of lOgrs., raises that

weight to the height of 1-412 mm. The mechanical work of a corrtractiorr of a gastro-

crremius is therefore expressed by 0-00001457 kilogramrrre metres. This rrumber being

* PhilosopHcal Transactions, Part IV. 1846.
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found, it was of some interest to determine the quantity of electricity necessary, in

acting on the nerves or muscles of a frog, to produce that contraction; the results

obtained in this last research led me to the experiments on muscular respiration which

form the subject of the second part of this memoir. After having measured the quantity

of zinc oxidized in a given time in a pile, the current of which is employed to excite

contractions in a gastrocnemius, we have still to find the duration of the passage of that

current necessary for obtaining a contraction. For this purpose a current of a couple,

amalgamated zinc and platinum, in water slightly salt, is sent for upwards of twenty-four

hours into a neutral solution of nitrate of silver. The silver collected on the negative

electrode, exactly weighed, gives the quantity of zinc oxidized in the pile. In order to

determine the time of the passage of the current in a gastrocnemius required to produce

normal contraction, ^. e. the work already determined, I employed a method differing

little from that imagined by M. Pouillet for measuring very short intervals of time. I

fix on the radius of a wheel, six or seven metres in circumference, a strip of amalgamated

copper 1 millimetre wide. The wheel being set in motion with a uniform velocity of

about four tmais in a second, the time employed by the circumference of the wheel in

passing an arc of 1 millimetre is necessarily very short, but can nevertheless be measured

accurately. ^Virile the wheel is in movement, two amalgamated brass springs are

brought in contact with its periphery : these springs form part of the circuit of the pile,

in which are comprised a gastrocnemius recently prepared and fixed in the dynamo-

meter and a galvanometer. I have thus obtained normal contraction by the passage of

a current, which produced no sensible deflection of the needle of the galvanometer, and

of which the duration was about 10 , 00 0 ^^. of a second. If we admit, which we may

do without error, that the conducting power of the gastrocnemius does not exceed that

of the solution of nitrate of silver, the quantity of zinc oxidated in the pile during that

time is measured by the 7 billionth of a milligramme of zinc*.

Taking the mechanical equivalent of heat determined by the experiments of Joule,

and reasoning according to the principles of the dynamical theory of heat, and finally

supposing that all the zinc oxidated in the above experiments is converted into electrical

current, and hence into muscular energy, one arrives at a conclusion which is far from

being in conformity with the theory : the quantity of vis viva of a muscle corresponding

to the above-mentioned quantity of zinc, would be enormously greater than that deduced

from the principles of that theory. This discordance will cease, when it shall be proved

that nervous irritation excites new chemical actions in the muscle, and that these are

associated with its state of contraction : in this way the electrical current acting on a

nerve should be considered in its mechanical effects as the spark which ignites gunpowder

or a mixtm’e of hydrogen and oxygen.

* These numbers represent only a limit
;
but if one reflects that the contraction of a frog is excited by

the discharge of a Leyden jar of the smallest possible dimensions and which has been previously discharged

by a metallic arc, it becomes evident that this limit greatly exceeds the reality.
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X. The Bakerian 'Le.uiv'ke.—Experimental Belations of Gold {and other Metals) to

Light. By Michael Faraday, Esq., D.C.L., F.B.S., Fullerian Prof. Chem. Pioyal

Institution., Foreign Associate of the Acad. Sciences, Paris, Ord,. Boruss. pour le

Merite, Eg., Memb. Boyal and Imp. Acadd. ofSciences, Petersburgh, Florence, Copen-

hagen, Berlin, Gottingen, Modena, Stockholm, Munich, Bruxelles, Vienna, Bologna,

Commander of the Legion of Honour, &c. &c.

Eeceived Js’cvember 15, 1856,—Bead Tebraary 5, 1857.

That wonderful production of the human mind, the undulatory theory of light, with the

phenomena for which it strives to account, seems to me, who am only an experimentalist,

to stand midway between what we may conceive to be the coarser mechanical actions of

matter, with their explanatory philosophy, and that other branch which includes, or

should include, the physical idea of forces acting at a distance
;
and admitting for the

time the existence of the ether, I have often struggled to perceive how far that medium

might account for or mingle in with such actions, generally ; and to what extent experi-

mental trials might be devised which, with their results and consequences, might contra-

dict, confirm, enlarge, or modify the idea we form of it, always with the hope that the

corrected or instructed idea Avould approach more and more to the truth of nature, and

in the fulness of time coincide with it.

The phenomena of light itself are, however, the best and closest tests at present of

the undulatory theory ; and if that theory is hereafter to extend to and include other

actions, the most effectual means of enabling it to do so will be to render its application

to its own special phenomena clear and sufficient. At present the most instructed persons

are, I suppose, very far from perceiving the full and close coincidence between all the

facts of hght and the physical account of them which the theory supplies. If perfect, the

theory would be able to give a reason for every physical affection of light ; whilst it does

not do so, the affections are in turn fitted to develope the theory, to extend and enlarge

it if true, or if in error to correct it or replace it by a better. Hence my plea for the

possible utility of experiments and considerations such as those I am about to advance.

Light has a relation to the matter which it meets with in its course, and is affected

by it, being reflected, deflected, transmitted, refracted, absorbed, &c. by particles very

minute in their dimensions. The theory supposes the light to consist of undulations,

which, though they are in one sense continually progressive, are at the same time, as

regards the particles of the ether, to and fro transversely. The number of progressive

alternations or waves in an inch is considered as known, being from 37,600 to 59,880,

and the number which passes to the eye in a second of time is known also, being from

MDCCCLVII. X
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458 to 727 billions; but the extent of the lateral excursion of the particles of the ether,

either separately or conjointly, is not known, though both it and the velocity are pro-

bably very small compared to the extent of the wave and the velocity of its propagation.

Colour is identified with the number of waves. '\Miether refiexion, refi’action, &c. have

any relation to the extent of the lateral vibration, or whether they are dependent in part

upon some physical action of the medium unknoum to and unsuspected hy us, are points

which I understand to be as yet undetermined.

Conceiving it very possible that some experimental evidence of value might result from

the introduction into a ray of separate particles having great power of action on light,

the particles being at the same time very small as compared to the wave-lengths, I sought

amongst the metals for such. Gold seemed especially fitted for experiments of this

nature, because of its comparative opacity amongst bodies, and yet possession of a real

transparency
;
because of its development of colour both in the refiected and transmitted

ray
;
because of the state of tenuity and division which it permitted uith the preserva-

tion of its integrity as a metallic body
;
because of its supposed simphcity of character

;

and because known phenomena appeared to indicate that a mere variation hi the size

of its particles gave rise to a variety of resultant colours. Besides, the waves of hght

are so large compared to the dimensions of the particles of gold which in various con-

ditions can be subjected to a ray, that it seemed probable the particles might come into

efiective relations to the much smaller vibrations of the ether particles
;
in which case,

if reflexion, refraction, absorption, &c. depended upon such relations, there was reason

to expect that these functions would change sensibly by the substitution of different-

sized particles of this metal for each other. At one time I hoped that I had altered

one coloured ray into another by means of gold, which would have been equivalent to a

change in the number of undulations
; and though I have not confiimied that result as

yet, still those I have obtained seem to me to present a useful experimental entrance

into certain physical investigations respecting the nature and action of a ray of hght. I

do not pretend that they are of great value in their present state, but they are very

suggestive, and they may save much trouble to any experinientahsts inchned to pimsue

and extend this line of investigation.

Gold-leaf—effect of heat, pressure, ffr.

Beaten gold-leaf is known in films estimated at the 2^0 of an inch in thickness

;

they are translucent, transmitting green light, reflecting yellow, and absorbmg a portion.

These leaves consist of an alloy in the proportions of 12 silver and 6 copper to 462

of pure gold. 2000 leaves 3|ths of an inch square are estimated to weigh 384 grains.

Such gold-leaf is no doubt full of holes, but having, in conjunction Avith ]Mr. ^1'. De la

Hue, examined it m the microscope Avith A*ery high poAA'ers (up to 700 linear), Ave are

satisfied that it is truly transparent Avhere the gold is continuous, and that the light

transmitted is green. By the use of the balance Mr. De la Hue found that the leaf

employed was on the average of an inch thick. Employing polarized light
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and an arrangement of sulphate of lime plates, it was found that other rays than the

green could be transmitted by the gold-leaf. The yellow rays appeared to be those

which were first stopped or thrown back. Latterly I have obtained some pure gold-leaf

beaten by Maeshall, of which 2000 leaves weighed 408 grains, or 0'2 of a grain per

leaf: its reflected colour is orange-yellow, and its transmitted colour a warm green.

Gold alloy containing 25 per cent, of silver produces pale gold-leaf, which transmits a

blue purple hght, and extinguishes much more than the ordinary gold-leaf.

So a leaf of beaten gold occupies in average thickness no more than from ^th to |^th

part of a single wave of hght. By chemical means, the film may be attenuated to such

a degree as to transmit a ray so luminous as to approach to white, and that in parts

which have every appearance of being continuous in the microscope, when viewed with

a power of 700. For this purpose it may be laid upon a solution of chlorine, or, better

still, of the cyanide of potassium*. If a clean plate of glass be breathed upon and then

brought carefully upon a leaf of gold, the latter will adhere to it ; if distilled water be

immediately apphed at the edge of the leaf, it will pass between the glass and gold, and

the latter ^vill be perfectly stretched ; if the water be then drained out, the gold-leaf will

be left well extended, smooth, and adhering to the glass. If, after the water is poured

off, a weak solution of cyanide be introduced beneath the gold, the latter will gradually

become thinner and thinner
;
but at any moment the process may be stopped, the cya-

nide washed away by water, and the attenuated gold film left on the glass. If towards

the end a washing be made with alcohol, and then with alcohol containing a little var-

nish, the gold film will be left cemented to the glass f.

In this manner the leaf may be obtained so thin, that I think 60 or even 100 might

be included in a smgle progressive undulation of light. But the character of the effect

on hght is not changed, the light transmitted is green, as before
; and though that green

tint is due to a condition of the gold induced by pressure, it as yet remains unchanged

through all these varieties of thickness and of proportion to the progressive or the lateral

undulation.

Gold-leaf, either fine or common, examined in the microscope, appears as a most irre-

gular thing. It is everywhere closely mottled or striated, according as a part at the

middle or the edge of a leaf is selected, minute portions which are close to, other parts

being four or five times as thick as the latter, if the proportion of light which passes

through may be accepted as an indication. Yet this irregular plate does not cause any

* The chlorine leaves a film of chloride of silver behind, the cyanide leaves only metal.

t Air-voltaic circles are formed ia these cases, and the gold is dissolved almost exclusively under their

influence. When one piece of gold-leaf was placed on the surface of a solution of cyanide of potassium, and

another, moistened on both sides, was placed under the sm-face, both dissolved
;
hut twelve minutes sufficed

for the solution of the first, whilst above twelve hours were required for the submerged piece. In weaker

solutions, and with silver also, the same results Avere obtained
;
from sixty to a hundredfold as much time

being required for the disappearance of the submerged metal as for that which, floating, was in contact both

with the air and the solvent. An action of this kind has probably much to do with theformation of the films

to be described hereafter.

X 2
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sensible distortion of an object seen through it, that object being the line of light

reflected from a tine wire in the focus of a moderate microscope. Xor perhaps was any

distortion due to consecutive convexities and concawties to he expected
;
for when the

thicker parts of the leaf were examined they seemed to he accumulated plications of the

gold, the leaf appearing as a most irregular and crumpled object, with dark veins run-

ning across both the thicker and thinner parts, and from one to the other. Yet in the

best microscope, and with the highest power, the leaf seemed to he continuous, the

occurrence of the smallest sensible hole making that continuity at other parts apparent,

and every part possessing its proper green colom*. How such a film can act as a plate on

polarized light in the manner it does, is one of the queries suggested by the phenomena

which requires solution.

When gold-leaf is laid upon glass and its temperatm-e raised considerably without

disturbance, either by the blowpipe or an ordinary Ai’gand gas-brnmer, it seems to dis-

appear, e. the lustre passes away, the light transmitted is abundant and nearly white,

and the place appears of a pale brown colour. One would think that much of the metal

was dissipated, but all is there, and if the heat has been very high (which is not neces-

sary for the best results), the microscope shows it in minute globular portions. A com-

paratively low heat, however, and one unable to cause separation of the paidicles, is known

to alter the molecular condition of gold, and the gold-beater finds important advantage

in the annealing effect of a temperature that does not hurt the skins or leaves between

which he beats the metal.

It might be supposed that the annealed metal, in contracting from the constrained

and attenuated state produced by beating, drew up, leaving spaces tlirough which white

light could pass, and becoming itself almost insensible through the smallness of its

quantity ; and if gold-leaf unattached to glass be heated carefully Avith oil in a tube, it

does shrink up considerably even before it loses its green colour, Avhich finally happens.

But if the gold-leaf laid upon glass plates by Avater only be carefully dried, then intro-

duced into a bath of oil and raised to a temperature as high as the oil can bear for five

or six hours, and then suffered to cool, the plates, AAdien taken out and Avashed, fii’st in

camphine and then in alcohol, present specimens of gold which has lost its green colom-,

transmits far more light than before and reflects less, AA'hilst yet the film remains in form

and other conditions apparently quite unchanged. Bemg noAV exammed m the micro-

scope, it presents exactly the forms and appearance of the origmal leaf, except m coloiu

;

the same irregularities appear, the same continuity, and if the destruction of the green

colour has not been complete, it Avill be seen that it is the thicker folds and parts of the

mottled mass that retaias the original state longest.

This change does not depend upon the substance in contact AAith AA'hich the gold is

heated *. If the leaf be laid upon mica, rock-crystal, silver or platinum, the same result

* The disappearance of gold-leaf as metal, when mingled with lime, alumina and other bodies, and then

heated, has been already observed
;
and referred to oxidation (J. A. Buchxeu). See Gmelin’s ‘Chemistry,’

vi. p. 206, “ Purple oxide of gold.”
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occurs ;
the surrounding medium also may change, and be air, oil or carbonic acid, with-

out causing alteration. Nor has the gold disappeared ;
a piece of leaf, altered in one part

and not in another, was divided into four equal parts, and the gold on each converted

by chlorine gas into crystallized chloride of gold ; the same amount was found in each

di\ision.

When the gold-leaf is laid by water on plates of rock-crystal, and then gradually

heated in a muffle not higher than is necessary, an excellent result is obtained. The

gold is then of a uniform pale brown colour by common observation, but when examined

by a lens and an oblique hght, all the mottle of the original leaf appears. It adheres

but very slightly to the rock-crystal, and yet can bear the application of the pressure

now to be described.

"When gold rendered colourless by annealmg is subjected to pressure, it again becomes

of a green colour. I find a convex sui’face of agate or rock-crystal having a radius of

from a quarter to half an inch very good for this purpose, the metal having very little

tendency to adhere to this substance. The greening is necessarily very imperfect, and

if examined by a lens it will be evident that the thinner parts of the film are rarely

reached by the pressure, it being taken off by the thicker corrugations
;
but when reached

they acquire a good green colour, and the effect is abundantly shown in the thicker parts.

At the same time that the green colour is thus reproduced, the quantity of light trans-

mitted is diminished and the quantity of light reflected is increased. When the gold-

leaf has been heated on glass in a muffle, it generally adheres so well as to bear streak-

ing with the convex rock-crystal, and then the production of the reflecting surface and

the green transmission is very striking. In other forms of gold film, to be described

hereafter, the greening effect of pressure (which is general to gold) is still more strikingly

manifested, and can be produced mth the touch of a card or a finger. In these cases,

and even with gold-leaf, the green colour reproduced can be again taken away by heat,

to appear again by renewed pressure.

As to the essential cause of this change of colour, more mvestigation is required to

decide what that may be. As afready mentioned, it might be thought that the gold-leaf

had run up into separate particles. If it were so, the change of colour by division is not

the less remarkable, and the case w'ould fall into those brought together under the head

of gold fluids. On the whole, I incline to this opinion
;
but the appearance in the micro-

scope, the occurrence of thin films of gold acting altogether like plates and yet not

transmitting a green ray until they are pressed, and their action on a polarized ray of

light, tlirow doubts in the way of such a conclusion.

It may be thought that the beating has conferred a uniform strained condition upon

the gold, a difference in quality in one direction which annealing takes away ; but when

the gold is examined by polarized light, there is no evidence as yet of such a condition,

for the green and the colourless gold present like results ; and there is a little difficulty

in admitting that such an frregular corrugated film as gold-leaf appears to be can pos-

sess any general compression in one direction only, especially when it is considered
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that it is beaten amongst tissues softer than itself, and made up uith it into con-

siderable masses. The greening effect of pressure occurs -nith the deposited particles of

electric discharges, and here it appears either amongst the larger particles near the line

of the discharge, or amongst the far finer ones at a considerable distance. Such results

do not suggest a dependence upon either the size of the particles or their quantity, but

i-ather upon the relative dimensions of the particles in the direction of the ray and tiuns-

verse to that direction. One may imagine that spherical or other particles, which, being

disposed in a plane, transmit ruby rays or violet rays, acquire the power, when they are

flattened, of transmitting green rays, and such a thought sends the mind at once from

the wave of light to the dii’ection and extent of the '\ibrations of the ether. For it does

not seem likely that pressure can produce its peculiar result by affecting the relation of

the dimension of the particle to the length-dimension of a progressive undulation of

light, the latter being so very much greater than the former
; but the relation to the

dimension of the direct or lateral vibration of the particles of the ether may be greatly

affected, that being probably very small and much nearer to, if not even less than, the

size of the particles of gold.

Silver-leaf, as usually obtained by beating, is so opake, as perfectly to exclude the light

of the sun. When this is laid by water on plates of rock-crystal and heated in a muffle,

it begins to change, at a temperature loAver than that requii’ed for gold, and becomes

very translucent, losing at the same time its reflective power : it looks very like the film

of chloride produced when a leaf of silver is placed m chlorine gas. AWien examined

by a lens or an ordinary microscope, the leaf seems to be as continuous as in its original

state ;
the finest hole, or the finest line draum by a needle-point, appears only to prove

the continuity of the metallic film up to the very edges of these real apertiues. When
pressure is applied to this translucent film, the compressed metal becomes either opake

or of a very dark purple colour, and resumes its high reflective power. If a higher heat

than that necessary for this first change be applied, then the leaf, riewed in the micro-

scope, assumes a mottled appearance, as if a retraction into separate parts had occm-red.

At a still higher temperature this effect is increased
; but the heat, whether applied in

the muffle or by a blowpipe, which is necessary to fuse the metal and make it niii

together in globules, is very much higher than that which causes the fflst change of the

silver: the latter is, in fact, below such a red heat as is just risible in the dark. AMiat-

ever the degree of heat applied, the metal remains as metallic silver diu'ing the whole

time. When many silver leaves were laid loosely one upon another, rolled up into a loose

coil, introduced mto a glass tube, and the whole placed in a muffle and heated carefully

for three or four hours to so low a degree that the glass tube had not been softened or

deformed, it was found that the silver-leaf had sunk together a little and shaped itself

in some degree upon the glass, touching by points here and there, but not adhering to

it. But it was changed, so that the light of a candle could be seen through forty thick-

nesses : it had not run together, though it adhered where one part touched another. It

did not look like metal, unless one thought of it as divided dead metal, and it even
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appeared too unsubstantial and translucent for that
;
but when pressed together it clung

and adhered hke clean silver, and resumed all its metallic characters.

^\Tien the silver is much heated, there is no doubt that the leaf runs up into particles

more or less separate. But the question still remains as to the first effect of heat,

whether it merely causes a retraction of the particles, or really changes the optical and

physical natime of the metal from the beaten or pressed state to another from which

pressure can return it back again to its more splendid condition. It seems just possible

that the leaf may consist of an infinity of parts resulting from replications, foldings and

scales, all laid parallel by the beating which has produced them, and that the first action

of heat is to cause these to open out from each other
;
but that supposition leaves many

of the facts either imperfectly explained or untouched. The Arts do not seem to fur-

nish any process which can instruct us as to this condition, for all the operations of

polishing, burnishing, &c. applied to gold, silver and other metals, are just as much fitted

to produce the required state under one view as under the other.

To retm-n to gold ; it is clear that that metal, reduced to small dimensions by mere

mechanical means, can appear of two colours by transmitted light, whatever the cause

of the difference may be. The occurrence of these two states may prepare one’s mind

for the other differences with respect to colour, and the action of the metallic particles

on light, which have yet to be described.

Many leaves of gold, when examined by a lens and transmitted light, present the

appearance of red parts ; these parts are small, and often in curved lines, as if a fine hair

had been there during the beating. At first I thought the gold was absolutely red in

these parts, but am mclined to believe that in the greatest number of cases the tint is

subjective, being the result of the contrast between the white light transmitted through

bruised parts, and the green light of the neighbouring continuous parts. Nevertheless,

some of these places, when seen in the microscope, appeared to have a red colour of their

own, that is, to transmit a true red light. As I believe that gold in a certain state of

di\ision can transmit a ruby light, I am not prepared to say that gold-leaf may not, in

some cases, where the effect of pressure in a particular direction has been removed, do

the same.

Many of the prepared films of gold were so thin as to have their reflective power con-

siderably reduced, and that in parts which, under the microscope and in other ways,

appeared to be quite continuous : this agrees with the transmission of all the rays affeady

mentioned, but it seems to imply that a certain thickness is necessary for full reflexion

;

therefore, that more than one particle hi depth is concerned in the act, and that the

division of gold into separate particles by processes to be described, may bring them

within or under the degree necessary for ordinary reflexion.

As particles of pure gold wall be found hereafter to adhere by contact, so the process

of beating may be considered as one >vhich tends to weld gold together in all directions,

and especially in that transverse to the blow,—a point favourable to continuity in that

dmection, both as it tends to preserve and even reproduce it.
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If a polarized ray be received on an analyser so that no light passes, and a plate of

annealed glass, either thick or thin, be interposed vertically across the ray, no difference

is observed on looking through the analyser, the image of the source of hght does not

appear ;
but if the plate be inclined until it makes an angle of from 30° to 45°, or there-

abouts, with the ray, the light appears, provided the inclination of the glass is not in the

plane of polarization or at right angles to it, the effect being a maximum if the inclina-

tion be in a plane making an angle of 45° with that of polarization. This effect, which

is common to all unciystallized transparent bodies, is also produced by leaf-gold, and is

one of the best proofs of the true transparency of this metal according to the ordinar}-

meaning of the term. In like manner, if a leaf of gold be held obhquely across an ordi-

nary ray of light, it partly polarizes it, as Mr. De la Eue fii’st pointed out to me. Here

again the condition of true transparency is estabhshed, for it acts hke a plate of glass or

water or air. But the relations of gold and the metals in different conditions to polarized

light shall be given altogether at the close of this paper.

Deflagrations of Gold [and other metals)—heat—pressure, &c.

Gold wire deflagrated by explosions of a Leyden battery produces a divided condition,

very different to that presented by gold leaves. Here the metal is separated into par'-

ticles, arrd rro pressure in any directiorr, either regular or irregular, has been exerted upon

them iir the act of division. When the deflagrations have been made near suriaces of

glass, rock-crystal, topaz, fluor-spar, card-board, &c., the particles as they are caught are

kept separate from each other and in place, aird gerrerally those which remain in the

lirre of the discharge have beerr heated by the passage of the electricity. The deposits

corrsist of particles of various sizes, those at the outer parts of the result being too small

to be recognized by the highest powers of the microscope. Beside making these defla-

gratioirs over different substances, as described above, I made them in different atnro-

spheres, namely, in oxygen and hydrogerr, to compare with ah ; but the general effects,

the colours produced, and the order of the colours, were precisely the same in all the

cases. These deposits were insoluble in nitric acid and in hydrochloric acid, but in the

mixed acids or in chlorine solution were soluble, exactly in the manner of gold. There

is no reason to doubt that they consisted of metallic gold in a state of extreme diHsion.

Now as to the effects on light, ^. e. as to the coloured rays reflected or transmitted by

these deposited particles, and first, of those in the line of the discharge where the wh'e

had been. Here the mica was found abraded much, the glass less, and the rock-crystal

and topaz least. Where abraded, the gold adhered ;
in all the other parts it could be

removed with the shghtest touch. The gold deposited m this central place was metallic

and golden by reflected light, and of a fine ruby colour- by transmitted light. On each

side of this line the deposit had a dark colour, but when particularly examined gave a

strong golden metallic reflexion, and by transmission a fine -violet coloiu*, partaking of

green and ruby in different parts, and sometimes passing altogether into green. Beyond

this, on each side, where the tints became paler and where the particles appeared to be
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finer, the transmitted tint became ruby or violet-ruby, and this tint was especially see*

when the deposit was caught on a card. As to the reflected light, even at these faintest

parts it is golden and metallic. This is easily observed by wiping otf a sharp line across

the deposit on glass in the very faintest part, and then causing the sun’s rays collected

in the focus of a small lens to travel to and fro across that edge ; the presence of the

metalhc gold on the unwiped part is at once evident by the high illumination produced

there. It is evident that all the colours described are produced by one and the same

substance, namely gold, the only apparent difference being the state of division and

different degrees of the application of heat. The thickest parts of these deposits are so

discontinuous, that they cannot conduct the electricity of a battery of two or three pairs

of plates, i. e. of a battery unable to produce a spark among the particles.

WTien any of these deposits of divided gold are heated to dull redness, a remarkable

change occurs. The portions which before were violet, blue, or green by transmitted

light, now change to a ruby, still preserving their metallic reflecting power, and this

ruby is in character quite like that which is presented in the arts by glass tinged by gold.

This change is often far better sho-wn in the more distant and thinner parts of the

deposit, than in those nearest to the line of discharge, for near the latter place, where

the deposit is most abundant, the metal appears to run up into globules, as with gold-

leaf, and so disappears as a film. I beheve that the ruby character of the deposit in

the line of discharge, is caused by the same action of heat produced at the moment

by the electricity passing there. In the distant parts, the deposit, rubified by after heat,

is not imbedded or fused into the glass, rock-crystal, topaz, &c., but is easily removed

by a touch of the Anger, though in parts of the glass plate which are made very hot, it

will adhere.

If the agate pressure before spoken of, in respect of gold-leaf, be applied to ruby

parts not too dense, places will easily be found where this pressure increases the reflect-

ive power considerably, and where at the same time it converts the transmitted ray from

ruby to green ;
making the gold, as I believe, then accord in condition with beaten gold-

leaf. On the other hand, if parts of the unhealed electric deposit, where they are purple-

grey, and so thin as to be scarcely visible without care, be in like manner pressed, they

will acquire the reflective power, and then transmit the green ray ; and I think I am
justified by my experiments in stating, that fine gold particles, so loosely deposited that

they -will wipe off by a light touch of the finger, and possessing one conjoint structure,

can in one state transmit light of a hlue-grey colour, or can by heat be made to transmit

light of a ruby colour, or can by pressure from either of the former states be made to

transmit light of a green colour
;

all these changes being due to modifications of the

gold, as gold, and independent of the presence of the bodies upon which for the time

the gold is supported; for I ought to have said, if I have not said so, that these changes

happen with all the deposits upon glass, mica, rock-crystal, and topaz, and whatever the

atmosphere in which they were formed.

When gold is deflagrated by the voltaic battery near glass (I have employed sovereigns

MDCCCLVII. T
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laid on glass for the terminals), a deposit of metallic gold in fine particles is produced.

The densest parts have a dark slate-violet colour passing into violet and ruby-violet in

the outer thinner portions ; a ruby tint is presented occasionally where the heat of the

discharge has acted on the deposit. The deposited gold was easily removed by wiping,

except actually at the spot where the discharge had passed. AMien these deposits were

heated to dull redness they changed and acquired a ruby tint, which was very fine at

the outer and thinner parts. The portions nearer the place of discharge presented ruby-

violet and then violet tints, suggesting that accumulation of that which presented a fine

ruby tint would, by stopping more and more light, transmit a ruby-’^iolet or violet ray

only. Pressure with the agate surface had a like etfect as before, both with the heated

and the unheated portions, e. with the violet and the ruby particles ; but the effect was

not altogether so good, and the tint of the transmitted ray was rather a green riolet than

a pure green. Still the difference produced by the pressure was veiy remarkable. The

unheated particles at the surface, away from the glass, presented by reflexion almost a

black ; being heated, they became much more golden and metallic in appearance.

I prepared an apparatus by which many of the common metals could be deflagrated

in hydrogen by the Leyden battery, and being caught upon glass plates could be

examined as to reflexion, transmission, colour, &c. whilst in the hydi’ogen and in the

metallic, yet divided state. The following are briefly the results
; which should be con-

sidered in connexion with those obtained by employing polarized light. Copper: a

fine deposit presenting by reflexion a purplish red metallic lustre, and by transmission a

green colour, dark in the thicker parts, but always green
; agate pressure increased the

reflexion where it was not bright, and a little diminished the transmission, rendering the

green deeper, but not changing its character as in the case of gold. Tin gave a beautiful

bright white reflexion, and by transmission various shades of light and dark brown

;

agate pressure diminished the transmission and increased the reflexion in places before

dull or dead ;
the effect appeared to be due simply to the lateral expansion of the

separate particles filling up the space. Iron presented a fine steel grey, or slate metallic

reflexion and a dark brown transmission
;
agate pressure gave the same effect as uith tin,

but no change of colour. Lead

:

a bright white reflexion, the transmission a dark smoky

brown ;
agate pressure appeared to change this broum towards blue. Zinc : the reflexion

bright white and metallic ; the transmission a dark smoky colour’ until portions of blue-

grey, brown-grey and pale brown ; agate pressure tended to change the blue-grey to

brown. Palladium: the reflexion fine metallic and dark grey; the transmitted light,

where most abundant, sepia-brown; agate pressiue converted the tint in the thinner

places from brown towards blue-grey. Platinum

:

the reflexion white, bright and

metallic ;
the transmission brown or warm grey with no other coloiu’s ;

agate pressiu’e

increased the reflexion and diminished the transmission as with tin. Aluminium: the

reflexion metallic and white, very beautiful; the transmitted light was dark broun,

bluish brown, and occasionally in the thinner parts orange
;
agate pressure caused but

little change.
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Films of Gold [and other metals) hy Phosphorus, Hydrogen, &c.—effect of heat—
pressure.

The reduction of gold from its solution by phosphorus is well known. If fifteen or

twenty drops of a strong solution of gold, equal to about grain of metal, be added

to two or three pints of water, contained in a large capsule or dish, if four or five minute

particles of phosphorus be scattered over the surface, and the whole be covered and left

in quietness for twenty-four or thirty-six hours, then the surface will be found covered

with a pellicle of gold, thicker at the parts near the pieces of phosphorus, and possessing

there the full metalhc golden reflective power of the metal ;
but passing by gradation

into parts, further from the phosphorus, where the film will be scarcely sensible except

upon close inspection. If plates of glass be introduced into the fluid under the pellicle,

and raised gradually, the pellicle will be raised on them ; it may then be deposited on

the surface of pure distilled water to wash it
;
may be raised again on the glass

;
the

water allowed to drain away, and the whole sufiered to dry. In this way the pellicle

remains attached to the glass, and is in a very convenient condition for preservation and

examination.

If phosphorus be dissolved in two or three times its bulk of sulphide of carbon, and

a few drops of the fluid be placed on the bottom of a dry basin, vapour of the phosphorus

will soon rise up and bring the atmosphere in the basin to a reducing state. If a plate

of glass large enough to cover the basin have six or eight drops of a strong neutral

solution of chloride of gold placed on it, and this be spread about by a glass stirrer, so

as to form a flowing layer on the surface, the glass may then be inverted and placed over

the dish. So arranged the gold solution will keep its place, but will have a film of metal

reduced on its under surface. The plate being taken off after twenty, thirty, or forty

minutes, and tmaied with the gold solution upwards, may then gradually be depressed

in an inchned position into a large basin of pure water, one edge entering first, and the

gold film will be left floating. After sufficient washing it may be taken up in portions

on smaller plates of glass, dried, and kept for use. Mr. Warren De la Eue taught me
how to make and deal with these films : they may by attention be obtained very uniform,

of very different degrees of thickness, from almost perfect transparency to complete

opacity, and by successive application of the same collecting glass plate may be super-

posed with great facihty.

These films may be examined either on the water or on the glass. When thick, their

reflective power is as a gold plate, full and metallic; as they are thinner they lose reflect-

ive power, and they may be obtained so thin as to present no metallic appearance, all

the coloured rays of light then passing freely through them. As to the transmitted

light, the thinner films generally present one kind of colour ; it appears as a feeble grey-

violet, which increases in character as the film becomes thicker and sometimes approaches

a violet ; a greenish violet also appears ; and the likeness of the grey-violet tint of these

films to the stains produced by a solution of gold on the skin or other organic reducing

substance, or the stain produced on common pottery, cannot be mistaken. Superposition

Y 2
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of several grey-violet films does not produce a green tint, but only a diminution of Hgbt

without change of colour. In those specimens made by particles of phosphorus

floating on the solution of gold, very fine green tints occur at the thicker and golden

parts of the film. The colour of the gold here may depend in some degree on the

manner in which these films are formed : the thicker parts are not produced altogether

by the successive addition of reduced gold from the portion of fluid immediately beneath

them. When a particle of phosphorus is placed on pure water, it immediately throws

out a film which appears to cover the whole of the surface ; in a little while the film

thickens around the particle and is easily distinguished by its high reflective power. It

is this film which reduces the gold in solution, being itself consumed in the action ; the

result is a continued extension from the phosphorus outwards, which, after it has covered

the solution with a thin film of gold, continues to cause a compression of the parts aroimd

the phosphorus and an accumulation there, rendering the gold at a distance of half an

inch from the phosphorus so thick, that it is brilhant by reflexion and nearly opake by

transmission, whilst near to the phosphorus the forming film is so thin as to be observed

only on careful examination, and is still travelhng outwards and compressing the

surrounding parts more and more. The phosphorus is very slowly consumed ; a particle

not weighing y^th of a grain will remain for four or five days on the surface of water

before it disappears.

Though the particles of these films adhere together strongly, as may be seen by their

stifihess on water, still the films cannot be considered as continuous. If they were, those

made by vapour of phosphorus could not thicken during their formation, neither could

they dry on glass in the short time found sufficient for that purpose. Experimentally

also, I find that vapours and gases can pass through them. Very thin films without

folds did not sensibly conduct the electricity of a single pair of Geove’s plates ; thicker

films did conduct
;
yet with these proofs that these films could not be considered as con-

tinuous, they acted as thin plates upon light, producing the concentric lings of coloiu's

round the phosphorus at their first formation, though their thickness then could scarcely

be the y^th, perhaps not the of ^ wave undulation of light. Platinum, palladium,

and rhodium produced films, showing these concentric rings very well.

Many of these films of gold, both thick and thin, which being of a grey colour ori-

ginally, were laid on a solution of cyanide of potassium to dissolve slowly, changed colour

as they dissolved and became green
;

if change occurred, it was always towards green.

On the other hand, when laid on a solution of chlorine, the change during solution was

towards an amethyst or ruby tint. The films were not acted upon by pm-e nitric, or

hydrochloric, or sulphuric acids, or solutions of potassa or brine. They dissolved in damp
chlorine gas, not changing in colour during the solution. I believe them to consist of

pure gold.

When these gold films were heated to dull redness they changed. The reflexion,

though not much altered, was a little more metallic and golden than before
; more hght

was transmitted after the heating and the colour had altered from greenish to riolet, or
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from grey-green to ruby or amethyst ; and now two or three films superposed often gave

a very ruby colour. This action is like that of heat on the particles separated by electric

explosions. If not overheated, the particles were not fused to the glass, but could be

easily wiped off. Whenever these heated particles were pressed by the convex agate,

they changed in character and transmitted green light. Heat took away this character

of the gold, the heat of boihng oil, if continued, being sufiicient; but on applying

pressure at the same spot, the power of transmitting green light was restored to the par-

ticles. In many cases where the gold adhered sufficiently to the glass to bear a light

drawing touch from the finger or a card, such touch altered the light transmitted from

amethystine to green; so small is the pressure required when the particles are most

favourably disposed.

Heating injured the conducting power for electricity of these films, no doubt by

retraction of the particles, though there was no such evident appearance in these cases,

as in the unattached gold-leaf of the particles running up into globules.

A given film, examined very carefuUy in the microscope by transmitted lamp-light,

with an aperture of 90° and power of 700 linear, presented the following appearances.

The unheated part was of a grey colour, and by careful observation was seen to be

slightly granular. By very close observation this grey part was often resolvable into a

mixture of green and amethystine striae, it being the compound effect of these which in

general produce the grey sensation in the eye. Wlien a part of such a film was heated,

the transmitted colour was changed from grey to purple, as before described, and the

part thus heated was evidently more granular than before. This difference was con-

firmed in other cases. That the heated part should thus run up, seems to show that

many of the particles must have been touching though they did not form a continuous

film ; and on the other hand, the difference between the effect here and with unattached

gold-leaf, shows that the degree of continuity as a film must be very small. When
these heated films were greened by agate pressure, or the drawing pressure of a card, the

green parts remained granulated, apparently in the same degree as when purple. The

green was not subjective or an effect of interference, but a positive colour belonging to

the gold in that condition. Every touch of the agate was beautifully distinct as a written

mark. The parts thus greened and the purple parts appeared to transmit about the

same amount of light. Though the film appeared granulated, no impression was made

upon the mind that the individual particles of which the film consisted were in any

degree rendered sensible to the eye.

The unheated gold films when pressed by agate often indicated an improved reflective

power, and the light transmitted was also modified
;
generally it was less, and occasion-

ally tended towards a green tint
; but the effect of pressure was by no means so evident

as in particles which had been heated.

Films of some other metals were reduced by phosphorus in like manner, the results in

all these cases being of course much affected by the strength of the solution and the

time of action
; they are briefly as follows. Palladium : a weak solution of the chloride
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gave fine films, apparently very continuous and stiff; the reflexion was strong and

metallic, of a dark grey colour ; the transmission presented every shade of Indian ink.

Platinum chloride gave traces of a film excessively thin, and very slow in formation.

Ehodium chloride in three or four hours gave a beautiful film of metal in concentric

lings, varying in reflecting and transmitting power over light and also in colour ; those

which reflected well, transmitted little hght ; and those which transmitted, reflected little

light ; one might have thought there was no metal in some of the rings between other

rings that reflected brilliantly, but the metal was there of transmitting thickness ; the

transmitted colour of rhodium varied from brown to blue. Silver : a solution of the

nitrate gave films showing the concentric rings; the light transmitted by the thinner

parts was of a warm brown, or sepia tint ; the film becomes very loose and mossy in the

thicker parts and is wanting in adherence
;
pressure brings out the full metallic lustre in

every part, and in the thin places converts the colour from brown to blue, being in that

respect like the result with pale gold-leaf, in which the silver present dominates over

the colour of the gold. I do not think there is phosphorus combined with this silver ;
I

did not find any, and considering the surface action on metals which float as films

between air and water, it seems improbable that it should be there.

Hydrogen was employed to reduce some of the metals, their solutions being placed in

an atmosphere of the gas. The action differed considerably from that of phosphorus, as

might be expected. Oold produced a very thin film, too thm to be washed ; it had a

faint metallic reflexion, and transmitted a slate-blue colour hke the former film s.

Platinum chloride was acted on at once ; minute spots appeared here and there on the

surface ;
these enlarged, became rough and corrugated at the middle, though brilliant

at the edges, and at last formed an irregular coat over the fluid ; at the part where the

film was flat and brilliant, it resembled that produced by the electric explosion, and by

transmission gave a dark grey colour. Iridium required much time, and fonned a crust

from centres like the platinum. Palladium gave an instant action, but most of the

reduced metal sunk in a finely divided state ; a film may be obtained, but it has veiy

little adhesion. Rhodium is reduced, but the film consists of floating particles, ha'sing

so little adhesion that it cannot be gathered up. Silver is reduced, but the film is

very thin and has no tenacity.

A copper film of very beautiful character may be obtained as follows in all vaiieties

of thickness. Let a little oxide of copper be dissolved in ohve-oil to form a bath, and

having immersed some plates of glass, for which purpose microscope plates 3x1 inches

are very convenient, let the whole be heated up to the decomposing temperature of the

oil
;
being left to cool, and the plates then drained and washed successively in camphine

and alcohol, they will be found covered -with a film of copper, haring the proper metallic

lustre and colour by reflexion
;
and by transmission, presenting a green colour, which,

though generally inclining to olive, is in the thinner films often more beautiful than the

green presented by pressed gold.
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Diffused particles of gold-production—proportionate size—colour—aggregation and other

changes.

Agents competent to reduce gold from its solution are very numerous, and may be

applied in many different ways, leaving it either in films, or in an excessively subdivided

condition. Phosphorus is a very favourable agent when the latter object is in view. If

a piece of this substance be placed under the surface of a moderately strong solution of

chloride of gold, the reduced metal adheres to the phosphorus as a granular crystalline

crust. If the solution be weak and the phosphorus clean, part of the gold is reduced in

exceedingly fine particles, which becoming diffused, produce a beautiful ruby fluid.

This ruby fluid is well obtained by pouring a weak solution of gold over the phospho-

rus which has been employed to produce films, and allowing it to stand for twenty-four or

forty-eight hours; but in that case all floating particles of phosphorus should be removed.

If a stronger solution of gold be employed, the ruby fluid is formed, but it soon becomes

turbid and tends to produce a deposit. When the gold is in such proportion that it

remains in considerable excess, still the ruby formation is not prevented, and being

formed it mingles unchanged with the excess of gold in solution. If an exceedingly

weak solution of gold he employed, the production of ruby appears to be imperfect and

retarded. The nearer the solution is to neutrality at the commencement the better

;

when a little hydrochloric acid was added the effect was not so good, and the colour of

the fluid was more violet than ruby.

If a pint or two of the weak solution of gold before described be put into a very clean

glass bottle, a drop of the solution of phosphorus in sulphide of carbon added, and the

whole well shaken together, it immediately changes in appearance, becomes red, and

being left for six or twelve hours, forms the ruby fluid requued
;
too much sulphide and

phosphorus should not be added, for the reduced gold then tends to clot about the por-

tions which sink to the bottom.

Though the sulphide of carhon is present in such processes and very useful in giving

division to the phosphorus, still it is not essential. A piece of clean phosphorus in a

bottle of the gold solution gradually produces the ruby fluid at the bottom, but the

action is very slow. If the phosphorus be attached to the side of the bottle, but always

beneath the surface of the solution, the streams of ruby fluid may be seen moving both

upwards and downwards against the side of the glass, and forming films in the vicinity

of the phosphorus perfect in their golden reflexion, and yet transmitting light of ruby,

violet, and other tints, thus giving, first a proof that the particles are gold, and then con-

necting the present condition of the gold with that of the films already described. On,

the other hand, the phosphorus may be excluded and the sulphide of carbon employed

alone ; for when it and the solution of gold are shaken together, the gold is reduced and

the ruby fluid formed ; but it soon changes to purple or violet.

A quick and ready mode of producing the ruby fluid, is to put a quart of the weak

solution of gold (containing about 0'6 of a grain of metal) into a clean bottle, to add a

little solution of phosphorus in ether, and then to shake it well for a few moments : a
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beautiful ruby or amethystine fluid is immediately produced, -which will increase in depth

of tint by a little time. Generally, however, the preparations made -with phosphorus

dissolved in sulphide of carbon, are more ruby than those where ether is the phosphorous

solvent. The process of reduction appears to consist in a transfer of the chlorine from

the gold to the phosphorus, and the formation of phosphoric or phosphorous acids and

hydrochloric acid, by the further action of the water.

The fluids produced may easily be tested for any gold yet remaining unreduced, by trial

of a portion with solution of protochloride of tin. If any be found, it is easily reduced

by the addition of a little more of the phosphorus in solution. After all the gold is

separated as solid particles, the fluid may be considered in its perfected state.

Occasionally it may smell of phosphorus in excess, even after it has been poured off from

the deposited particles of it and the sulphide. In that case it is easy to deprive it of

this excess by agitation in a bottle with air. When kept in closed vessels mouldiness

often occurs. If this be in groups it is collected -with facihty at the end of a splinter

of wood and removed, or the whole fluid may be poured through a wet plug of cotton

in the neck of a funnel, the reduced gold passing freely. All the vessels used in these

operations must be very clean ; though of glass they should not be supposed in proper

condition after wiping, but should be soaked in water,, and after that rinsed -with

distilled water. A glass supposed to be clean, and even a new bottle, is quite able to

change the character of a given gold fluid.

Fluids thus prepared may differ much in appearance. Those from the basins, or from

the stronger solutions of gold, are often e-vddently turbid, looking bro-^ or -violet in

different lights. Those prepared -with weaker solutions and in bottles, are frequently

more amethystine or ruby in colour and apparently clear. The latter, when in their

finest state, often remain unchanged for many months, and have all the appeai'ance of

solutions. But they never are such, containing in fact no dissolved, but only diffused

gold. The particles are easily rendered evident, by gathering the rays of the sim (or a

lamp) into a cone by a lens, and sending the part of the cone near the focus into the

fluid ; the cone becomes -visible, and though the illuminated particles cannot be distin-

guished because of their minuteness, yet the light they reflect is golden in character,

and seen to be abundant in proportion to the quantity of sohd gold present. Portions

of fluid so dilute as to show no trace of gold, by colour or appearance, can have the pre-

sence of the diffused solid particles rendered evident by the sun in this 'way. A^Tien the

preparation is deep in tint, then common observation by reflected light shows the

suspended particles, for they produce a turbidness and degree of opacity which is suffi-

ciently evident. Such a preparation contained in a pint bottle -will seem of a dull pale-

brown colour, and nearly opake by reflexion, and yet by transmission appear to be a

fine ruby, either clear or only slightly opalescent.

That the ruby and amethystine fluids hold the particles in suspension only, is also sho-wn

by the deposit which occurs when they are left at rest. If the gold be comparatively

abundant, a part wiU soon settle, i. e. in twenty-four or forty-eight hours ; but if the pre-
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paration be left for six or eight months, a part will still remain suspended. Even in

these portions, however, the diffused state of the gold is evident ;
for where, as in some

cases, the top to the depth of half an inch or more has become clear, it is seen that

the ruby portion below is as a cloud sinking from it
;
and in the part which has appa-

rently been cleared from colour by the settling of the particles, the lens and cone of light

still shows the few, or rather the fine diffused particles yet in suspension, though the

protochloride of tin can show no gold in solution. The mould or mucus before spoken

of, often collects the larger, heavier particles, and becomes of a dark blue colour; it

may then be taken out by a splinter of wood, and being shaken in water, disengages

the particles, which issue from it in clouds like the sporules from a ripe puff-ball.

A gradual change goes on amongst the particles diffused through these fluids, especially

in the cases where the gold is comparatively abundant. It appears to consist of an aggre-

gation. Fluids, at first clear or almost clear to ordinary observation, become turbid ;
being

left to stand for a few days, a deposit falls. If the supernatant fluid be separated and left

to stand, another deposit may be obtained. This process may be repeated, and whilst

the deposition goes on, the particles in the fluid still seem to aggregate
;

it is only when

the fluid is deprived of much gold that the process appears to stop. Even after the fluid

has attained a fine marked ruby tint, if allowed to stand for months in a place of equable

temperature, the colouring particles will appear m floating clouds, and probably the

aggregation is then still going on. That the particles of gold when they touch each

other do in many cases adhere together with facility, is shown in many experiments.

In order to test this matter mechanically, I gave much agitation to a dense ruby fluid, but

did not find it cause any sensible change in the character. AVhen gold particles of a

much larger size were agitated in water, they did cohere together, and the fluid, which

requhed a certain time for setthng at the beginning of the experiment, settled in a much

shorter time at the termination.

If these fluids be examined generally their appearances differ, not merely under

different circumstances, but also under the same circumstances, though they always con-

sist of a colourless liquid and diffused particles of gold. A certain fluid in a bottle or

glass, looked at from the front, i. e. the illuminated side by general daylight, may appear

hazy and amethystine, whilst in bright sunlight it will appear light brown and almost

opake. From behind, the same fluid may appear of a pure blue in both lights, whilst

from the side it may appear amethystine or ruby. These differences result from the

mixture of reflected and transmitted lights, both derived from the particles, the former

appearing in greatest abundance from the Hont or side, and the latter from behind. The

former is seen by common observation in a purer state if a black background be placed

behind the fluid ; when a white background is (here, much of the transmitted light from

that source comes to the eye, and the appearance is greatly altered. A mode of observing

the former by a strong ray of light and a lens has been already described ; but even in

that case some effects of transmitted hght are observed if the focus is thrown deep into

the fluid ; and it is only the particles near the surface, whether illuminated by the base

MDCCCLVII. z
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or the apex of the cone, which give the nearly pure effect of reflexion. In order to

observe the transmitted ray in an unmingled state, a glass tube closed at one end was

surrounded with a tube of black paper longer than itself, and with the black surface

inwards. When a fluid (or the particles in it) was to be examined, it was put into

this tube, and a surface of white paper illuminated by daylight or the sun, regarded

through it, other light being excluded from the eye ; or the tube was sometimes inter-

posed between the eye and the sky, and sometimes the rays of the sun itself were

reflected up to the eye through it. In speaking hereafter of the tints of the hght trans-

mitted by the particles (which will of course vary with the proportion of different rays

in the original beam of light), a pure white original light is to be imderstood. but

occasionally differently-tinted papers were employed -with this tube as sources of different

coloured lights.

The very oblique angle at which reflected light comes to the eye from the diffused

particles, is well seen when the lens cone, or a direct ray of the sun, is passed into the

fluid and observed from different positions ; it is only when the eye is behind and nearly

in the line of the ray, that the unmixed transmitted ray is obserwed. In the dark tube I

think that no reflected light arrives at the eye : for if half an inch in depth of water be

introduced, white light passes
;

if a drop of the washed deposit, to be hereafter described,

be introduced, the light transmitted is either blue or ruby, or of other intermediate tint,

according to the character of the deposit ; but if water be then added until the column

is six inches or more in length, the quantity of light transmitted does not sensibly alter,

nor its tint ; a fact which I think excludes the idea of any light being reflected from par-

ticle to particle, and Anally to the eye.

If a given ruby-tinted fluid, containing no gold in solution, be allowed to stand for a

few days, a deposit will fall from which the fluid may be removed by a siphon ; being

now allowed to stand for a week, a second deposit Avill be produced ; if the fluid be again

removed and allowed to stand for some months, another deposit AA'ill be obtained, and

the fluid will probably be of a bright ruby ; if it be noAv alloAved to stand for several

months, it will still yield a deposit, looking however more like a ruby fluid than a collec-

tion of fine particles at the bottom of the fluid, whilst traces of yet finer particles of gold

in suspension may be obtained by the lens. All these deposits may be Avashed AAith

Avater and Avill settle again ; the coarser are not much affected, but the finer are, and

tend to aggregate ; nevertheless specimens often occur, especially after boiling, AAliich tend

to preserve their fine character after Avashing, if the Avater be A’ery clean and pure.

The colour of these particles Avhilst under, or diffused through Avater, is by common
reflected light brown, paler and richer, sometimes tending to yelloAA', and sometimes to

red. The same difference is shoAvn when illuminated by sunlight. EA'erything tends

to show that the light reflected is very bright considering the size of the particles, and

therefore of the reflecting surfaces
;
yet comparing by the cone of light a ruby fluid

when first prepared and before it has become very sensibly turbid, AAith the same fluid

after the evident turbidity is produced, in both of Avhich cases I belieAe the gold to
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be in solid metallic particles, though of diJfferent sizes, it would seem that more light

is transmitted and absorbed and less reflected by the finer particles than by the coarser

set, the same quantity of gold being in the same space. I believe that there may be

particles so fine as to reflect very little light indeed, that function being almost gone.

Occasionally some of the fluids containing the very finest particles in suspension, when

illuminated by the sun’s rays and a lens, appeared to give a fine green reflexion, but

whether this is a true colour as compared to white light, or only the effect of contrast

with the bright ruby in the other parts of the fluid, I am not prepared to say.

WTien the deposits were examined in the dark tube by transmitted light, being first

diffused in more or less water to give them the form of fluid, those first deposited, and

therefore presumed to be the hea\ier and larger, transmitted a pure blue light. The second

and the thu’d had the same character, perhaps the fourth, if the subdivision into portions

had been numerous ;
then came some which transmitted an amethystine ray from the

white of paper ;
and others followed progressing to the finest, which transmitted a rich

ruby tint. It is probable that many of these deposits were mixtures of particles having

different characters, and this is perhaps the reason that in some cases, when the fluids

were contained in round-bottomed flasks, the lens-like deposit was ruby at the edges,

though deep violet in the middle, the former having settled last
;
but as a pure blue

deposit could be obtained, and also one transmitting a pure ruby ray, and as a compa-

ratively pm’e intermediate preparation transmitting a rub}'’ violet, or amethystine ray was

obtained, it is probable that all gradations from blue to ruby exist ; for the production of

which I can see no reason to imagine any other variation than the existence of particles

of intermediate sizes or proportions.

When hght other than white was passed through the fluids, then of course other tints

were produced, yet some of these were unexpected. A fluid of a pure blue colour, whilst

in the dark tube, would in an open glass and by reflected light appear of a strong ruby-

'violet tint. Dropping some of the wet deposit into pure water, the striae which it formed

would in one part be ruby in colour and in another violet : these effects were referable

to the light reflected from the solid particles back through the fluid to the eye, but it

seemed redder than any which light reflected from gold was likely to produce. However,

upon regarding the surface of dull gold-leaf, or the thick wet deposit of gold, or the

hand, it was found that the red rays easily passed through the blue fluid and formed a

ruby-Holet tint. Prevost showed in old times, how much the red and warm rays are

reflected by gold, in preference to the others contained in white light.

The supernatant fluid in specimens that had stood long and deposited, was always

ruby
;
yet because it showed no dissolved gold, because it showed the illuminated cone

by the lens, and because by standing ruby clouds settled in it, there was every reason

to believe that the gold was there in separated particles, and that such specimens afforded

cases of extreme division, which by long standing would form deposits of the finest kind.

Those fluids which on standing gave abundance of deposits, transmitting blue light,

consisted in the first instance of particles transmitting a ruby light, and in these cases

z 2
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it would seem that the particles at their first separation were always competent to trans-

mit this ruby light
;
and if the preparation were not too rich in gold the ruby condition

appeared to be retained, the division being then most extreme. But purple or ame-

thystine fiuids could be procured, which, containing no colouring particles other than

suspended gold, still retained them in suspension for many months together, so that they

must have been as light or as finely divided as those in the ruby fiuids. 'SMien the

phosphorous ether was employed for the reduction of the gold such fiuids occurred ; also

when the solution of the phosphorus in sulphide of carbon was used, provided the solu-

tion of gold had a very little chloride of sodium contained in it. They appear to show

that the mere degree of division is not the only circumstance which deteimines the

aptitude to transmit in preference this or that ray of light.

Considering the fluids as owing their properties to difiirsed particles, it may be obsen'ed.

that many of them which in small quantities in the dark tube transmit an amethystine

light, send forward a ruby light when the quantity is increased ;
and this appears to be

the general progression. I have not found any which by increase in quantity tended to

transmit the blue rays in preference to the red.

Elevation of temperature had an effect upon these fluids which is advantageous in

their preparation. On boiling an apparently clear ruby fluid for some time, its colour-

passed a little towards amethystine, and on boiling a like amethystme fluid, its tmt

passed towards blue. The separation of the gold particles was also facihtated, for now

they would settle in three or four days from a fluid which, prior to this operation, would

not have deposited them in an equal degree for weeks. In the case of the ruby fluids

the colour often became more rosy and luminous, and by reflected hght the fluid seemed

to have became more turbid, as if the particles had gained in reflective power ; in fact

the boiling often appeared to confer a sort of permanency on the particles in their new-

state. When settled, they formed collections looking like little lenses of a deep ruby or

violet colour, at the bottom of the flasks containing the fluid ; when all was shaken up

the original fluid was reproduced, and then, by rest, the gold re-settled. This effect could

be obtained repeatedly. The particles could fall together wflthin a certain hmit, but

many weeks did not bring them nearer or into contact ; for they remained free to be

diffused by agitation. The space they occupied in this lens-like form must have been a

hundredfold, or even a thousandfold, more than that, wdiich they would have filled as

solid gold. Whether the particles be considered as mutually repulsive, or else as mole-

cules of gold with associated envelopes of water, they evidently differ in their physical

condition, for the time, from those particles which by the application of salt or other

substances are rendered mutually adhesive, and so fall and clot together.

In preparing some of these fluids, I made the solution of gold hot and boiling before add-

ing the solution of phosphorus. The phenomena were the same in kind as before: but when

the phosphorus was dissolved in sulphide of carbon, the gold soon fell as a dark flocculent

deposit ;
when it was dissolved in ether a more permanent turbid ruby fluid was obtained,

which, if it does not go on changing in aggregation, may give a good ruby deposit.
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The particles in these fluids are remarkable for a set of physical alterations occasioned

by bodies in small quantities, which do not act chemically on the gold, or change its

intrinsic nature ; for through all of them it seems to remain gold in a fine state of divi-

sion. They occur most readily where the particles are finest, ^. e. in the ruby fluids, and

so readily that it is difiicult to avoid them ; they are often occasioned by the contact of

vessels which are supposed to be perfectly clean. An idea of their nature may be

obtained in the following manner. Place a layer of ruby fluid in a clean white plate,

dip the tip of a glass rod in a solution of common salt and touch the ruby fluid
;
in a few

moments the fluid Avill become blue or violet-blue, and sometimes almost colourless : by

mingling up the neighbouring parts of the fluid, it will be seen how large a portion of it

can be affected by a small quantity of the salt. By leaving the whole quiet, it will be

found that the changed gold tends to deposit far more readily than when in the ruby

state. If the experiment be made with a body of fluid in a glass, twelve or twenty-four

hours will suffice to separate gold which in the ruby state has remained suspended for

six months.

The fluid changed by common salt or otherwise, when most altered, is of a violet-blue,

or deep blue. Any tint, howeAm*, betAA^een this and the ruby may be obtained, and, as it

appears to me, in either of tAvo Avays ;
for the intermediate fluid may be a mixture of

ruby and Aiolet fluids, or, as is often the case, all the gold in the fluid may be in the state

producing the intermediate colour
;
but as the fluid may in all cases be carried on to the

final Aiolet-blue state, I aauII, for breAity sake, describe that only in a particular manner.

The Aiolet or blue fluid, when examined by the sun’s rays and a lens, always gives

evidence shoAving that the gold has not been redissolved, but is still m solid separate

particles ; and this is confirmed by the non-action of protochloride of tin, Avhich, in pro-

perly prepared fluids, gwes no indication of dissolved gold. When a ruby solution is

rendered blue by common salt, the separation of the gold as a precipitate is greatly

hastened; thnsAvhen a glass jar containing about half a pint of the ruby fluid had a few

drops of brine added and stirred into the lower part, the loAver half of the fluid became

blue whilst the upper remained ruby ; in that state the cone of sun’s rays Avas beautifully

deA'eloped in both parts. On standing for four hours the loAver part became paler, a

dark deposit of gold fell, and then the cone Avas feebly luminous there, though as bright

as ever in the ruby above. In three days no cone Avas visible in the lower fluid
; a fine

cone appeared in the upper. After many days the salt diffused gradually through the

whole, first turning the gold it came in contact Avith blue, and then causing its precipi-

tation.

Such results Avould seem to shoAv that this blue gold is aggregated gold, ^. e. gold in

larger particles than before, since they precipitate through the fluid in a time which is as

nothing to that required by the particles of the ruby fluid from which they are obtained.

But that the blue particles are ahvays merely larger particles does not seem admissible

for a moment, inasmuch as Aiolet or blue fluids may be obtained in which the particles will

remain in suspension as long as in the ruby fluids ; there is probably some physical
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change in the condition of the particles,’ caused by the presence of the salt and such

affecting media, which is not a change of the gold as gold, but rather a change of the

relation of the surface of the particles to the suiTounding medium.

When salt is added in such quantity as to produce its effect in a short time, it is

seen that the gold reflexion of the particles is quickly diminished, so that either as a

general turbidness or by the cone of rays it becomes less visible ; at last the metal con-

tracts into masses, which are comparatively so few and separate, that when shaken up in

the fluid, they confer little or no colour or character, either by reflected or transmitted

light. In these cases no re-solution of the metal is effected, for neither the salt nor hydro-

chloric acid, when used in like manner, have any power to redissolve the gold. The

same aggregating effect is shown with all the fluids whatever their colour, and also

with the deposits that settle down from them. 'V^Tien salt is added to the solution of

gold before the phosphorus, and therefore before the reduction of the gold, the fluid first

produced is always ruby, but it becomes \iolet, purple, or blue, nith a facihty in pro-

portion to the quantity of salt present. If that be but small, the ruby wiU remain for

many days unchanged in colour, and the violet-ruby for many weeks, before the gold

will be deposited, the degree of dilution or concentration always having its own parti-

cular effect, as before described ; the more finely divided preparations, i. e. the ruby and

amethystine, appear to be more permanent than when the salt is added after the sepa-

ration of the gold.

Many other bodies besides salt have like action on the particles of gold. A ruby

fluid is changed to or towards blue by solutions of chlorides of calcium, strontium, man-

ganese ; sulphates of magnesia, manganese, lime
;

nitrates of potassa, soda, baryta,

magnesia, manganese ; acetates of potassa, soda, and lime
; these effect the change ffeely

:

the sulphate of soda, phosphates of soda and potassa, chlorate of potassa, and acetate of

ammonia acted feebly. Sulphuric and hydrochloric acids produce the change, but show

no tendency to dissolve the gold. Nitric acid acts m the same manner, but not so

strongly : it often causes re-solution of the gold after some time, because of the hydro-

chloric acid which remains in the fluid.

Amongst the alkalies, potash produces a similar action in a weak degree. So also

does soda. Lime-water produces a change in the same du’ection, but the gold quickly

precipitates associated with the lime.

Ammonia causes the ruby fluid to assume a violet tint; the deposit is slow of formation

and often ruby in colour ; the alkali apparently retards the action of common salt.

Chlorine or nitromuriatic acid turns the ruby fluid blue or violet-blue before they

dissolve the gold.

Solution of sulphuretted hydrogen changes the ruby slowly to purple, and finally to

deep blue. Ether, alcohol, camphine, sulphide of carbon, gum, sugar and glycerine

cause little or no change in the fluids ; but glycerine added to the dense deposits causes

serious condensation and alteration of them, so that it could not be employed as a me-

dium for the suspension of particles in the microscope.
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All endeavours to convert the violet gold back into ruby vrere either failures, or very

imperfect in their results. A violet fluid will, upon long standing, yield a deposit and a

supernatant ruby fluid, but this I believe to be a partial separation of a mixture of violet

and ruby gold, by the settlement of the blue or violet gold from ruby gold, which

remains longer in suspension. Mucus, which often forms in portions of these fluids that

have been exposed to the air, appears sometimes to render a fluid more ruby, but this

it does by gathering up the larger \iolet particles ;
it often becomes dark blue or even

black by the particles of gold adhering to it, many of which may be shaken out by

agitation in water ;
but I never saw it become ruby-coloured as a filter can, and I think

that in these cases it is the gathering out of the blue or violet particles which makes the

fluid left appear more ruby in tint. I have treated blue or violet fluid with phosphorus

in various ways, but saw no appearance of a return in any degree towards ruby. Some-

times the fluids possess a tendency to re-solution of the gold, a condition which may often

be given by addition of a very little nitric acid, but in these cases the gold does not

become ruby before solution. It would rather appear that the finer ruby particles dis-

solve first, for the tint of the fluid, if ruby-’siolet at the commencement, changes towards

blue. One effect only seemed to show the possibility of a reversion. Filtering-paper

rendered ruby by a ruby fluid was washed and dried; being wetted by solution of

caustic potash, it did not change ;
but being heated in a tube with the alkali, it became

of a gray-blue tint
;
pouring off the alkali, washing the paper, and then adding dilute

sulphuric or nitric acid to it, there was no change
; but on boiling the paper in the mixed

acids there was a return, and when the paper was washed and dried it approached con-

siderably to the original ruby state. Again, potash added to it rendered it blue, whicli

by washing with water, and especially with a little nitric acid, was much restored

towards ruby. These changes may be due to an affection of the surface, or that whidi

may be considered the surface of the particles.

The state of dirision of these particles must be extreme
; they have not as yet been

seen by any power of the microscope. Whether those that are ruby have their colour

dependent upon a particular degree of dirision, or generally upon their being under a

certain size, or whether it is consequent in part upon some other condition of the

particles, is doubtful; forjudging ofthem magnitude by the time occupied in their descent

through the fluid, it would appear that riolet and blue fluids occur giving violet deposits,

which still consist of particles so small as to require a time equally long with the ruby

particles for their deposition, and indeed in some specimens to remain undeposited in

any time which has yet occurred since their formation. These deposits, when they occur,

look like clear solutions in the fluid, even under the highest power of the microscope.

I endeavoured to obtain an idea of the quantity of gold in a given ruby fluid, and for

this purpose selected a plate of gold ruby glass, of good full colour, to serve as a standard,

and compared different fluids with it, vaiyhig their depth, until the hght from white

paper, transmitted through them, was apparently equal to that transmitted by the

standard glass. Then knomr quantities of these ruby fluids were evaporated to drjmess.
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the gold converted into chloride, and compared by reduction on glass and otherwise with

solutions of gold of known strengths. A portion of chloride of gold, containing O’ 7 of a

grain of metal, was made up to 70 cubic inches by the addition of distilled water and con-

verted into ruby fluid : on the sixth day it was compared with the ruby glass standard,

and ndth a depth of 1’4 inch was found equal to it
;
there was just one hundredth of a

grain of gold difiiised through a cubic inch of fluid. In another compai-ison, some gold

leaves were dissolved and converted into ruby fluid, and compared; the result was a

fluid, of which 1’5 inch in depth equalled the standard, a leaf of gold being contained

in 27 cubic inches of the fluid. Hence looking through a depth of 2 -7 inches, the quantity-

of gold interposed between the hght and the eye would equal that contained in the

thickness of a leaf of gold. Though the leaf is green and the fluid ruby, yet it is easy

to perceive that more light is transmitted by the latter than the former ;
but masmuch

as it appears that ruby fluids may exist containing particles of very different sizes (or

that settle at least with very different degrees of rapidity), so it is probable that the

degree of colour, and the quantity of gold present, may not be always in the same pro-

portion. I need hardly say that mere dilution does not alter the tint sensibly, i. c. if a

deep ruby fluid be put into a cylindrical vessel, and the eye look tlirough it along the

axis of the vessel, dilution of the fluid to eight or ten times its volume does not sensibly

alter the light transmitted. From these considerations, it would appear that one volume

of gold is present in the ruby fluid in about 750,600 volumes of water; and that what-

ever the state of division to which the gold may be reduced, still the proportion of the

solid particles to the amount of space through which they are dispersed must be of that

extreme proportion. This accords perfectly with theu’ mwsibihty in the microscope

;

with the manner of their separation from the dissolved state ;
Avith the length of time

during which they can remain diffused
; and with their appearance when illummated by

the cone of sun’s rays.

The deposits, when not flxed upon glass or paper, are much changed by di’^ing ; they

cannot be again Avetted to the same degree as before, or be again diffused ; and the hght

reflected or refracted is as to colour much altered, as might be expected. "Siliilst dif-

fused through water, they seem to be physical associations of metalhc centres with

enveloping films of water, and as they sink together Avill lie for months at the bottom of

the fluid without uniting or commg nearer to each other, or without being taken up by

metallic mercury put into the same vessel. This is consistent AAith what Ave know of

the manner in Avhich gold and platinum can be thoroughly Avetted if cleaned in Avater,

and of the difference which occurs Avhen they are dried and become mvested AAith air.

I endeavoured to transfer the gold particles unchanged into other media, for the pur-

pose of noting any alteration in the action on light. By decanting the Avater very

closely, and then carefully adding alcohol Avith agitation, I could difluse them through

that fluid ; they still possessed a blue colour Avhen looked through in the dark tube, but

seemed much condensed or aggregated, for the fluid AA’as obsciu’e, not clear, and the

particles soon sirbsided. I could not transfer them from alcohol to camphme ; they
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refused association with the latter fluid, retaining a fllm of alcohol or water, and adhering

by it to the glass of the vessel
;
but when the camphine was removed, a partial diffusion

of them in fresh alcohol could be effected, and gave the colour as before. All these

transfers, however, injured the particles as to thefr condition of division. In one case I

obtained a ruby fllm on a white plate ;
on pouring off the water and allowing parts to

become dry, these became violet, seen by the light going through them to the plate and

back again to the eye. I could not wet these places with water, a thin feebly reflecting

sm’face remained between it and them. Using alcohol, the parts already dry remained

\iolet, when wetted by it ; but wetting other parts with alcohol before they were dry

from water they remained rosy, became bluish when dry from the alcohol, and became

rosy again when re-wetted by it.

It will be necessary to speak briefly of the reduction of gold into a divided state by

some other chemical agents than those afready described If a drop of solution of proto-

sulphate of iron be introduced to, and instantly agitated with, a weak neutral solution of

chloride of gold in such proportion that the latter shall be in excess, the fluid becomes

of a blue-grey colour by transmission and brown by reflexion ; and a deposit is formed

of a green colour by transmitted light, greatly resembling the colour of beaten or pressed

metal. It is not however pure gold, but an association of it and oxide of iron. Hydro-

chloric or other acids remove the iron and reduce the gold to a dark, dense, insoluble set

of particles, in very small quantity apparently, yet containing all that was present in the

bulky green deposit. If the solution of gold be made slightly acid beforehand, then

the change and precipitation is to appearance much less ; the reflexion by the particles

is feeble but of a pale brown coloui’, the general transmitted light is amethystine
; in the

dark tube the tint is blue; the particles are much condensed and settle quickly, but

occasionally leave a good ruby fllm on the side of the glass, which has all the characters

of the ruby Aims and particles before described. The loose gold particles quickly adhere

together. Hence it appears that the green precipitate often obtained by protosulphate

of iron is not pure gold in a divided state ; and that when care is taken to produce such

pure divided gold, it presents the appearances of divided gold obtained by other means,

the gold being competent to produce the ruby, amethystine, and blue colours by trans-

mission. Usually the gold rapidly contracts and becomes almost insensible, and yet the

test of protochloride of tin will show that all has been separated from solution
; it then

forms a striking contrast to the depth of colour presented by the same solution of gold

precipitated by phosphorus, and most impressively directs attention to the molecular

condition of the metal in the latter state.

A very small quantity of 'protochloride of tin, added to a dilute solution of gold, gave,

first the ruby fluid, showing diffused particles by the cone of rays ; this gradually became

purple, and if the gold were in sufficient quantity a precipitate soon began to fall, being

the purple of Cassius. If the chloride of tin were in larger quantity, a more bulky pre-

* See Gmelin’s ‘ Chemistry,’ vi. p. 219, “ Terchloride of gold,” for numerous references in relation to

changes of these kinds.

2 AMDCCCLVII.
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cipitate fell and more quickly. Acid very much reduced this in quantity, dissolving out

oxide of tia, and leaving httle else than tinely-di\ided gold, which, when diffused and

examined in the dark tube, transmitted a blue colour. I heheve the purple of Cassius

to be essentially finely-divided gold, associated with more or less of oxide of tin.

Tartaric acid being added to a weak solution of gold gradually reduced it. The

amethystine tint produced by diffused particles first appeared, and then a blue deposit of

larger particles, whilst the side and bottom of the glass became covered by an adheiing

film of finer particles, presenting the perfect ruby tint of gold.

Ether added to a weak solution of gold gradually reduced it ; the fluid was brown by

reflected light, fine blue by transmitted hght, and gave a good cone by the sun’s rays

and lens. The blue colour was not deep, though all the gold had been separated from

solution ; the preparation closely resembled that made uith protosulphate of iron and a

little acid.

A weak solution of gold, mingled with a httle sugar, being heated, fielded a ver}'

characteristic decomposition. The gold was reduced into diffused particles, which

rendered the fluid of a ruby-amethystine colour, and which, upon standing for twenty-

four hours, gave signs of separation by settling as on former occasions. A httle glyce-

rine with solution of gold reduces it at common temperatures, producmg a fluid, brown

by reflexion, blue by transmission, giving a fine cone of rays by its suspended particles.

Heat quickens the action, and causes a blue deposit.

Organic tissues often reduce solutions of gold, hght if present assisting the action ; and

they afford valuable evidence in aid of the solution of the question relative to the con-

dition of the metal m the divided state. If the sldn be touched with a solution of gold,

it soon becomes stained of a dull purple colour. If a piece of the large gut of an ox be

soaked first in water, then in a solution of gold, and be afterwards taken out and allowed

to dry, either exposed to hght or not, the inner membrane uill become so stained, that

though of a dull purple colour by common observation, a transmitted ray uill show it to

be generally a very fine ruby, equal to that of ruby-coloured glass, or the gold fliuds

already described, though perhaps in places of a beautiful tiolet hue. The character of

the particles which are here located and not allowed to diffiise and aggregate, as in the

fluids, will be resumed when deahng with the whole question of the metallic nature of

the particles of the variously divided gold.

Chloride of gold is reducible by heat alone. If a drop of solution of chloride of gold

be evaporated in a watch-glass, or on a plate of rock-crystal, and then heated over a

spuit-lamp until the gold is reduced, it mil generally be found that the vapour has

carried a portion of gold on to the neighbouring part of the glass, and that this part,

when placed over a sheet of white paper, has the ruby tint. With the rock-ciystal both

ruby and blue parts are produced; and when the ruby parts are subjected to rock-

crystal pressure, they become beautifully green. In the arts also glass is oftentimes

coloured ruby by gold
; I think that glass in this state derives its coloiu- tiom diffused

divided gold ; and if either the ruby glass or the watch-glass be examined by a lens and
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the cone of rays, it will be seen that the colours are not due to any gold dissolved, but

to solid and diffused particles. There is nothing in any of the appearances or characters,

or in the processes resorted to to obtain the several effects, that point at any physical

difference in the nature of the results ; and -without saying that gold cannot produce a

ruby colour whilst in combination or solution, I think that in all these cases the ruby

tint is due simply to the presence of diffused finely-di-vided gold.

Metallic character of the divided gold.

Hitherto it may seem that I have assumed the various preparations of gold, whether

ruby, green, violet, or blue in colour, to consist of that substance in a metallic dmded

state. I -vHll now put together the reasons which cause me to draw that conclusion.

With regard to gold-leaf no question respecting its metallic nature can arise, but it

offers e-vidence reaching to the other preparations. The green colour conferred by

pressure, and the removal of this colour by heat, evidently belong to it as a metal ; these

effects are very striking and important as regards the action on light, and where they

recur with other forms of gold, may be accepted as proof that the gold is in the metallic

state. Although I do not attach equal importance to the fact akeady described, that

gold-leaf frequently presents fine parts that appear to be ruby in colour, I am not as

yet satisfied that they are not in themselves ruby ; and if they should be so, it will be

another proof by analogy of the metalhc natm’e of other kinds of preparations eminently

ruby.

The deflagrations of gold wire by the Leyden discharge can be nothing but divided

gold. They are the same whatever the atmosphere surrounding them at the time, or

whatever the substance on which they are deposited. They have all the chemical reac-

tions of gold, being, though so finely di-vided, insoluble in the fluids that refuse to act

on the massive metal, and soluble in those that dissolve it, producing the same result.

Heat makes these divided particles assume a ruby tint, yet such heat is not likely to

take away them metallic character, and when heated they still act with chemical agents

as gold. Pressure then confers the green colour, which heat takes away, and pressure

reconfers. All these changes occur with particles attached to the substances which

support them by the slightest possible mechanical force, just enough indeed to prevent

their coalescence and to keep them apart and in place, and yet offering no resistance to any

chemical action of test agents, as the acids, &c., not allo-wing any supposition of chemical

action between them and the body supporting them. Still this gold, unexceptionable

as to metalhc state, presents different colours when -viewed by transmitted fight. Ruby,

green, violet, blue, &c. occur, and the mere degree of division appears to be the deter-

mining cause of many of these colours. The deflagrations by the voltaic battery lead to

the same conclusion.

The goldfilms produced by phosphorus have every character belonging to the metallic

state. TV hen thick, they are in colour, lustre, weight, &c. equal to gold-leaf, but in the

unpressed state, their transmitted colour is generally grey, or violet-grey. The progres-

2 a2
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sion of theii’ lustre and colour is gradual from the thickest to the thinnest, and the same

is generally true, if thick films are gradually thinned and dissolved -whilst fioating on

solvents ;
the thick and the thin films must both be accepted as having the same amount

of evidence for their metallic nature. When subjected to chemical agents, both the

thick and the thin films have the same relations as pure metallic gold. These relations

are not changed by the action of heat, yet heat shows the same pecuhar eflect that it had

with preparations of gold obtained by beating, or by electric deflagrations. The remark-

able and characteristic effect of pressure is here reproduced, and sometimes -with exti-a-

ordinary results ; since from the favourable manner in which the particles are occasion-

ally divided and then held in place on the glass, the mere touch of a finger or card is

enough to produce the result. Yet with gold thus proved to be metallic, colours

including grey, grey-violet, green, purple, ruby, especially by heat, and green again by

pressiu'e, and by thinning of grey films, may be obtained by transmitted hght, almost all

of them at pleasure.

It may be thought that the fluid preparations present more difficulty to the admis-

sion, that they are simply cases of pure gold in a divided state
;
yet I have come to that

conclusion, and believe that the differently-coloured fluids and particles are quite analo-

gous to those that occur in the deflagrations and the films. In the first place they are

produced as the films are, except that the particles are separated under the suiTace and

out of the contact of the air ; still, when produced in sufficient quantity against the side

of the containing vessel to form an adhering film, that film has every character of lustre,

colour, &c. in the parts differing in thickness, that a film formed at the smTace has.

Whilst the particles are diffused through the fluid it is difficult to deal with them by

tests and reagents ;
for their absolute quantity is very small and then’ physical characters

are very changeable, chiefly as I believe by aggregation
; still there are some expedients

which enable one to submit even the finest of them to proof. In several cases particles

from ruby and amethystine fluids adhered to the sides of the bottles or flasks in which

the fluids had been preserved, and the process of boihng seemed to favoiu’ such a result

;

the adhesion was so strong, that when the fluid contents were removed and the bottles

well washed, the glass remained tinged of a ruby or a violet colom-. These films, in

which the fine particles were fixed mechanically apart and in place, were then submitted

to the action of various chemical agents. Drying and access of air did not cause* any

marked alterations in them. Strong nitric acid produced no change, nor hydi'ochloric

acid, nor sulphuric acid. Neither did a solution of chloride of sodium, even up to brine,

cause any alteration in the colour or any other character of the deposit. A httle solu-

tion of chlorine or of nitromuriatic acid dissolved them at once, producmg the ordinary

solutions of gold. I can see no other mode of accounting for these effects (wiiich are in

strong contrast with what happens when ruby fluid is acted on by these agents), than to

suppose that the gold particles, being in a high state of di-vision, were retained in that

state for the time by their adhesion to the glass. Of course chemical change was fr’ee

to occur, but not a change dependent upon their mutual aggregation
;
yet they were not
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held by any special chemical attraction to, or combination with, the glass
;
for a touch

with a card, a feather, or the finger, was sufficient to remove them at once, and if rubbed

off with a point of wood, they coated it with brilliant metallic gold.

Again, though these particles are so finely divided that they pass easily through ordi-

nary filters, still a close filter catches some
;
and if a ruby fluid be passed through again

and again, the paper at last becomes of a rosy hue, because of the gold which adheres

to it
;
being then well washed, and, if needful, dried, the gold is again ready for experi-

ment. Such gold paper, placed across the middle of the dark tube and examined by

transmitted light, was of the same ruby tint as when looked through in the open air. It

was unaffected by salt or brine, though these, added to the rosy fluid which had passed

the filter, instantly changed it to Aiolet-blue. Portions of the paper were put into sepa-

rate glasses with brine, solutions of hydi’ochloric, nitric and sulphuric acids, ammonia,

potassa, soda and sulphuretted hydi’ogen, but no change occurred with any of them in

two days. On the other hand, a very dilute solution of chlorine immediately turned

the ruby to blue, and then gradually dissolved the gold. A piece of the ruby paper

immersed in a strong solution of cyanide of potassium suffered a very slow action, if any,

and remained unaltered m colour ;
being brought out into the air, the gold very gra-

dually dissolved, becoming first blue. A portion of the ruby paper Avas dried and heated

in oil until the oil and the paper began to change their hue
;
the gold had not altered

in its colour or character. Another portion Avas heated in the vapour of alcohol and

also of ether until the paper began to alter ;
the gold remained unaltered. A blue fluid

being passed oftentimes through a filter gave a blue paper, Avhich, being washed and

tried in the same manner, was found to contain particles unchanged by the simple acids

or alkalies, or by heat or vapours, but dissohing, as gold Avould do, in chlorine or nitro-

muriatic acid. These tests are, I think, sufficient to prove the metallic nature and per-

manence of the gold as it exists in the ruby, amethystine, violet, and other coloured

fluids.

The production by such different agents as phosphorus, sulphide of carbon, ether,

sugar, glycerine, gelatine, tartaric acid, protosulphate of iron and protochloride of tin, of

gold fluids all more or less red or ruby at the commencement, and all passing through

the same order of changes, is again a proof that only gold was separated ; no single one

or common compound of gold, as an oxide or a phosphide, could be expected in all these

cases. Many of the processes, very different as to the substances employed to reduce the

gold, left good ruby films adhering to the glass vessels used, presenting all the characters

of the gold described akeady
;

this w^as the case with phosphorus, sugar, tartaric acid,

protosulphate of iron, and some other bodies.

Again, the high reflective poAver of these particles (unalterable by acids and salts),

Avhen illuminated by the sun’s rays and a lens, and the colour of the light reflected, is in

favour of their metallic character. So also is their aggregation, and their refusal to

return from blue, violet or amethystine to ruby
;
for the cohesive and adhering force of

the gold particles and their metallic nature and perfect cleanliness is against such a
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reverse change. Particles transmitting blue light could be obtained in such quantity as

to admit of their being washed and dried in a tube, and being so prepared they pre-

sented every character of gold: when heated, no oxygen, water, phosphorus, acid of

])hosphorus, nor any other substance was evolved from them : they changed a little, as

the film when heated changed, becoming more reflective and of a pale brown colour,

and contracted into aggregated porous masses of pure ordinary gold.

Gold is reduced from its solution by organic tissues ; and stained gut has been quoted

as a case. I have a very fine specimen which by transmitted hght is as pure a ruby as

gold-stained glass, and I believe that the gold has been simply reduced and drflPused

through the tissue. The preparation stood all the trials that had been applied to the

ruby films on glass or the gold deposit on filtering-paper. Portions of it remained

soaking in water, solution of chloride of sodium and dilute sulphuric acid for weeks, but

these caused no change from ruby to blue, such as could be effected on loose ruby par-

ticles. Strong hydrochloric acid caused no change as long as the tissue held together

;

but as that became loose the gold flowed out into the acid in ruby-amethystine streams,

finally changing to blue. Caustic potassa caused no change for days whilst the tissue

kept together, but on mixing all up by pressure the loosened gold became at last blue.

Strong nitric acid caused no change of colour until, by altering the tissue, the gold par-

ticles first flowed out in ruby and amethystine streams, and then were gradually changed

to the condition of common aggregated gold. All these effects, and the actions on light,

accord with the idea that the stain was simply due to diffused particles of finely-divided

gold
;
and I am satisfied that all such stains upon the skin, or other organic matter, are

of exactly the same nature.

As to the gold in ruby glass, I think a little consideration is sufficient to satisfy one

that it is in the metallic condition. The action of heat tends to separate gold from its

state of combination, and when so separated from the chloride, either upon the surfac-e

of glass, rock-crystal, topaz, or other inactive bodies, a ruby film of particles is frequently

obtained. The sunlight and lens show that in ruby glass the gold is in separated and

diffused particles. The parity of the gold glass, with the ruby-gold deflagrations and

fluids described, is very great. These considerations, with the sufficiency of the assigned

cause to produce the ruby tint, are strong reasons, in the absence of any to the contrary',

to induce the belief that finely-divided metallic gold is the source of the ruby colour.

When a pure, clean, stiff jelly is prepared, and mixed, whilst warm and fluid, with a

little dilute chloride of gold, as if to prepare a ruby fluid, it gelatinizes when cold, and

if left for two or three days may become a ruby jelly ; sometimes, however, the gold in

the jelly changes but little or changes to blue, or it may happen that it is reduced on

the surface as a film, brilliant and metallic by reflected light, and blue-grey by trans-

mitted light. I have not yet ascertained the circumstances determining one or the other

state. If a trace of phosphorus in sulphide of carbon be added to the solution of gold

in a dilute state, and some salt be added to the warm jelly, and the latter be then mixed

gradually and with agitation with the gold solution, a ruby jelly is generally produced.
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In such ruby jelly the reduced particles of gold preserve their state and relative place,

and the tint does not pass to blue, even though a considerable proportion of salt be

present. Such jelly will remain in the air for Aveeks before it decays, and has every

character, in colour and appearance, of gold ruby glass. It is hardly possible to examine

the series of ruby glass, ruby membrane, ruby jelly cold and gelatinous, ruby jelly warnr

and fluid, and the ruby fluids, to consider their production, and then to conclude that

the cause of their common ruby colour is not the same in all.

"When the warm ruby jelly is poured into a capsule or on to a plate, alloAved to gelati-

nize and then left in the air, it gradually becomes dry. When dry, some of these jellies

remain ruby ; others Avill probably be of an amethystine violet colour, or perhaps almost

blue. When one of the latter is moistened with water, and has absorbed that fluid, it

becomes gelatinous, and whilst in that state resumes its first ruby colour ; but on being

sufiered to dry again it returns to its amethystine or blue colour. This change will

occur for any number of times, as often as the jelly is Avetted and dried. Here the gold

remains in the same metallic state through this great change of colour, the association

or the absence of Avater being the cause: and the efiect strengthens in my mind the

thought before expressed, that in the ruby fluids the deposited particles are frequently

associates of water and gold. It is a striking case of the joint efiect of the media and

the gold in their action on the rays of light, and the most striking case amongst those

Avhere the medium may be changed to and fro.

AWien a ruby jelly is prepared Avith salt, and being warm is poured out in thin layers

on to glass or porcelain, it first gelatinizes and then dries up ; in Avhich case the salt is

excluded and crystallizes. When the dry jelly is put into cold Avater, the salt dissolves

and can be removed. The jelly then SAvells to a certain amount, after Avhich it can be

left soaking in water for a Aveek or longer, until everything soluble is separated. No
change takes place in the ruby tint, no gold is removed. When the last Avater is poured

ofl" and the remaining jelly Avarmed, it melts, forming a fine ruby fluid, Avhich can either

be dissolved in more Avater, or regelatinized, or be dried and preserved for any length of

time. It is perfectly neutral
;
gives no signs of dissolved gold by any of the tests of the

metal; is not changed by sulphm’etted hydi’ogen, gallic acid, p}a'ogallic acid, dilute

caustic alkahes, or carbonated alkalies or lime-Avater
;
or by dilute sulphuric, hydrochlo-

ric or nitric acids, the actions being continued for fourteen days :—being boiled Avith zinc-

filings it does not change
;
and even Avhen dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid is added

to evolve nascent hydrogen, still the ruby character undergoes no alteration. Strong

sulphuric, or nitric, or hydrochloric acid do not alter it Avhilst cold ; but when warmed,

the first causes the gold to separate as dark aggregated metallic particles, and the two

latter gradually cause the change to amethyst and blue formerly described. Chlorine,

or a mixture of hydrochloric and nitric acids, dissolves the gold, the ruby colour disap-

pears, and the ordinary solution of gold is produced. In all these cases the ruby gold

behaves exactly as metallic gold Avould do Avith the same agents, and quite unlike what

would be expected from any possible combination of oxygen and gold.
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In some of these jellies the ruby particles are so determinate as to give the brown

reflexion by common observation ;
in others they are so fine as to look like ruby solu-

tions, unless a strong sunlight and a lens be employed ; and the impression again arises,

that gold may exist in particles so minute as to have httle or no power of reflecting

light. Ruby particles of extreme fineness, when present in small amount in water,

appear to remain equally diffused for any length of time
;

if in larger amount, that which

settles to the bottom will remain for weeks and months as a dense raby fluid, but with-

out coming together : both chcumstances seem to imply an association of the particles

of gold with envelopes of water. Many circumstances about the ruby jeUies imply a like

association with that animal substance, and many of the stains of gold upon organic sub-

stances probably include an affinity of the metal of the like kind.

Melations of Gold {and other metals) to jpolarized Light.

It has been akeady stated, that when a ray of common hght passes through a piece of

gold-leaf inclined to the ray, the hght is polarized. MTien the angle between the leaf

and the ray is small, about 15°, nearly all the light that passes is polarized; but as the

leaf is really very irregular in thickness, and Hi-stretched as a film, parts mchned at

different angles are always present at once. The light transmitted is polarized in the

same direction as that transmitted by a bundle of thm plates of glass, inclined in the

same direction. The proportion of light transmitted is small, as might be expected from

the high reflective power of the metal. The polarization does not seem due to any con-

strained condition of the beaten gold, for it is produced, as uIU be shortly seen, by the

annealed colourless leaf-gold, and also by deposits of gold particles
; but is common to it

with other uncrystallized transparent substances. It would seem that a very small pro-

portion of the gold-leaf can be occupied by apertures, since the hght which passes is

nearly all polarized. On subjecting thin gold-leaf, or heated gold-leaf, or films of gold,

or any preparations which required the support of glass, results of polarization were

obtained, but the observations were imperfect because of the interfering effect of the

glass.

Proceeding to employ a polarized ray of light, it was found that a leaf of gold pro-

duced generally the same depolarizing effect as other transparent bodies. Thus, if a plate

of glass be held perpendicular to the ray, or inclined to it either in the plane of polari-

zation or at right angles to it, there is no depolarization
; but if inclined in the inter-

mediate positions, the ray is more or less depolarized. So it is with gold-leaf ; the same

effects are produced by it. Further, the depolarization is accompanied by a rotation of

the ray, and in this respect the quadrants alternate, the rotation being to the right-hand

in two opposite quadrants, and to the left in the intervening quadrants. So it is nith

gold-leaf; the same effects are produced by it, and the rotation is in the same direction

with that produced by glass, when inclined in the same quadrant.

As further observation in this direction was stopped by the necessity of employing

glass supports for the leaves, films, &c., I sought for a medium so near glass in its cha-
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racter, as should either reduce its effect to nothing, or render it so small as to cause its

easy elimination. Either camphine or sulphide of carbon was found to answer the pur-

pose with crown-glass
;
but the latter, as it possesses no sensible power of rotation under

ordinary circumstances, is to be preferred. Should a medium of higher optic force be

required, it would probably be supphed by the use of that dangerous fluid, phosphorus

dissolved in sulphide of carbon. A rectangular glass cell being provided, which did not

itself affect the polarized ray, was placed in its course and filled to a certain height with

sulphide of carbon. A plate of crown-glass was then introduced perpendicularly to the

ray ; it did not affect it ;
being inclined as before described, the effect on the ray was still

insensible, the glass appearing to be, for all ordinary observations such as mine, quite as

the medium about it. I could now introduce gold-leaf attached to glass into the course

of the polarized ray, its condition as a flat film or plane being far finer than when

stretched on a wire ring as before. It proved to be so far above the sulphide of car-

bon, as to have powers of depolarization apparently as great as those it had in air, and

being inclined, brought in the image at the analyser exceedingly well. It was indeed

very striking to see, when the plate was moved parallel to itself, the darkness when

mere glass intervened, and the hght which sprung up when the gold-leaf came into its

place ; the opake metal and the transparent glass having apparently changed characters

with each other. By care I was able to introduce a stretched piece of gold-leaf (without

glass) into the sulphide of carbon
; its effects were the same with those just described.

In all the experiments to be described, the plane of polarization and the plane

of inclination had the same relation to each other ; the figure shows the position

of the polarizing Nicol prism, as the eye looks through it at the hght, and a, h

represents the vertical axis, about which the plates were inclined. Whether they

were inclined in one direction or the other, or had the glass face or the metal face

towards the eye, made no difference. In all cases with gold-leaf, it was found

that the ray had been rotated ; that it required a httle direct rotation of the analyser to

regain the mmimum light
; that short of that red tints appeared, and beyond it blue or

cold, these being necessarily affected in some degree by the green colour of the gold-leaf.

Thinned gold-leaf produced the same results
;
but as holes appeared in those that were

thmnest, the results were interfered with, because the hght passing through them was
affected by the analyser in a different manner, and yet mingled its result with that of the

light which had passed through the gold.

The gold-leaf plates, deprived of green colour by heating in oh, were found with the

glass in such good annealed condition, as not to affect the ray ; but when they were

moved, until the obhque colourless gold came into the course of the ray, it was depo-

larized ; a red image appeared
; direct rotation of the analyser reduced this a little in

intensity and then changed the colour to blue. The reduction was not much, and both

in that and the first appearance of the red image, there is a difference between the heated

and the unheated gold
:
probably the green tint of the latter, which would tend to extin-

guish the red and produce a minimum, may be sufficient to account for the effect. Gold
MDCCCLVII. 2 B
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which had been re-greened by agate pressure acted in like manner on the polarized ray,

but the experiments were imperfect.

A glass plate having gold-leaf on one part of it, had a second glass plate put over it

and gummed at the edges. In the sulphide of carbon, therefore, it represented in one

part a plate of air, and in another a compound plate of air and gold ; both acted in the

same direction, but the air and gold much more than the air. Gold on glass in this

medium, or gold in air, or glass in air, all gave results in the same direction, i. e. requii’ed

direct rotation of the analyser to compensate for them.

I proceeded to examine the other forms of gold; and first, the deposits on glass

obtained by electric deflagration. These affected the ray of polarized hght exactly in

the manner of gold-leaf, and that even at the distant parts of the deposit. It was most

striking to contrast the thinnest and faintest portion of such a film uith the neighbour-

ing parts of the glass from which it had been wiped off. It must be remembered that

such a preparation is a layer of separate particles ;
that these particles are not like those

of starch or of crystals, for they have no action whilst in a plane perpendicular to the

polarized ray ; nor have they a better action for being in a thick layer, as in the central

parts of the deposit. The particles seem to form the equivalent of a continuous plate of

transparent substance
; and as in such a plate it is the two surfaces which act, so there

appears to be the equivalent of these two surfaces here ; which would seem to imply that

the particles are so small and so near, that two or more can act at once upon the indi-

vidual atoms of the vibrating ether. Their association is such as to present as it were

an optical continuity.

The gold films by phosphorus were then submitted to experiment, and gave exactly

the same result. All of them depolarized, and requit’ed direct rotation of the analyser

to arrive at a minimum, or to pass from the red to the blue tints. Graduated films, of

which I should judge from the depth of tint that one place was at least twenty times as

thick as another, gave the effect as well in the thinnest as the thicker or any inter-

mediate part ; indicating that thickness of the plate, and therefore any quality equiva-

lent to crystalline force of the particles, had nothing to do udth the matter. A glass

beaker, which had been employed to contain ruby fluid, had a film of gold deposited on

its inner surface so thin, as to be scarcely perceptible either by reflexion or othenAse.

except by a ruby tint which appeared upon it in certain positions
;
but being examined

by a polarized ray, it gave an effect as strong and as perfect as gold-leaf, sho^ving how thin

a film of gold was sufiicient for the purpose. This thin film appeared to be almost perfect

in its continuity, for when the red image was brought in, direct rotation of the analyser

reduced it to a minimum which was quite dark ;
after Avhich, further rotation brought

in a good blue image. The least touch of the finger removed the film of gold and all

these effects with it. These films, though they are certainly porous to gas, and to water

in some form, for it can evaporate from beneath them through its body, have erfdently

optical continuity.

In order to submit the gold fluids to experiments, cells were made of two glass plates.
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separated by the thickness of a card, and fastened at the edges by varnish internally and

gum externally. These being filled with dense ruby or blue fluid, gave no indication of

action on the ray, showing that the difiused particles were inoperative. The same fiuids,_

dried on plates of glass so as to leave films, did act just as the gold deflagrations had

done ; for though the particles were very irregularly spread, parts of the general deposit,

and these not the thickest, could be selected, which produced the effect excellently well.

When the coloured jellies are laid upon glass plates and allowed to dry, the plates

introduced obliquely into the sulphide of carbon affect the ray, but not as gold films

;

the hght image becomes visible, but the plane of polarization is not changed
;
the light

is coloured by the ruby or blue tint of the gold present, but a film of jelly without gold

makes it visible to the same extent. In this case the gold is not in one plane, but dif-

fused through the dry jelly, and the effect is the same as if it were difiused through

water, being negative.

Such are the effects with the various preparations of divided gold. I will hastily

notice what occurs with some other metals. Platinum deflagrated in hydrogen : it depo-

larized the ray, required direct rotation of the analyser to attain a minimum, therefore

rotated the plane of polarization
;
but did not present sensible colour on either side of

the minimum of light. Palladium deflagrated in hydrogen : it depolarized, producing

a red image; direct rotation of the analyser lessened the light to a minimum, and

then brought in a blue image. The films of palladium obtained by phosphorus acted

well in the same manner. These films appear to be exceedingly continuous, and it

could be obsert^ed in them, that though the thickest were not the best, yet films could

be obtained so thin as to be distinctly inferior to other parts a little thicker ; also that

where the brilliancy of reflexion which indicates perfect smoothness passed in any degree

into dulness, the action of the film was injured : the perfect condition of the surfaces of

the films seems to be essential to then: good action. Bhodiumfllms by phosphorus gave

good actions, like those produced by gold. Silver deflagrations^ either in air or hydrogen,

gave depolarizing results hke those with gold. Silver films also gave excellent results

of the hke kind. A thin pale brown film was much better than a thicker one. Copper

deflagi’ated in hydrogen : depolarized, bringing in a red image, which by direct rotation

of the analyser was lowered a little and then converted to blue. The copper films

obtained from oil acted in the same manner
; the red and blue images appeared in their

order ; but very httle direct rotation of the analyser was required to produce the mini-

mum of light. Tin deflagrated in hydrogen : depolarized and rotated the ray, as with

gold
; the images were only feeble in colour. Lead deflagrated in hydrogen : acted as tin.

Ii'on deflagrated in hydrogen : acted as tin. Zinc deflagrated in hydrogen : acted as tin.

Aluminium deflagrated in hydrogen : had like action with the rest ; the image brought

in by it was red, which direct revolution of the analyser reduced at a little distance to

a minimum and then converted to blue. A film of mercury produced by sublimation,

a film of arsenic produced in like manner, and a film of smoke from a candle, though

all of them sufficiently pervious to light, did not produce any result of depolariza-

2 B 2
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tion. Filins of the smoke of burning zinc^ of antimony^ or of oxide of iron produced

no effect.

, I placed some metallic solutions in a weak atmosphere of sulphuretted hydrogen.

Gold and platinum gave no films
;

silver so poor a film as to be of no use ; and lead

one so brittle as to be unserviceable. That obtained with palladium I bebeve to be the

metal itself. The films of sulphuret of mercury, sulpburet of antimony which was

orange, and sulphuret of copper which was pale brown, all acted on the hght and depo-

larized it. The sulphuret of copper presented a difference from the metals generally,

worth recording ;
it depolarized the light, producing an image which, if not blue at once,

was rendered blue by a httle direct rotation of the analyser ; after which the same motion

brought in a minimum and then produced an orange or red tint, i. e. with the sul-

phuret of copper the warm and cold tints appear on opposite sides of the minimum to

those where they occur when films of the metals are employed, though the minimum in

both cases is in the same direction.

Many of the results obtained in the sulphide of carbon were produced also in cam-

phine, the analyser being in each case adjusted to the minimum of light before the

metallic plate or film was introduced. I pass, however, to a very brief account of some

polarizations effected by the metals themselves in the sulphide of carbon, in which case

the polarizing Nicol prism was dispensed with. The results show that all the dry

forms of gold accord in giving the same manifestation of action on hght, whatever the

state of their division, provided they be disposed in a thin regular layer, equivalent to

a continuous film. It was first ascertained that a plate of crown-glass in an inclined

position in sulphide of carbon gave no signs of polarity to a ray of light passing through

it. When fine gold-leaf was on the glass and inclined to the ray, it polarized the hght,

and exactly in the same manner and direction as a bundle of glass plates in the same

position in the air. More hght passed than when the gold-leaf was in ah, but it could

not be so completely polarized
; the minimum hght was of a pale bliush coloiu’. A

thinned gold-leaf produced the same effect, but let more common hght through. I

think the difference between gold-leaf and sulphide of carbon is sensibly less than that

between the metal and ah. The depositions of deflagrated gold, the films of gold

obtained by phosphorus, and even the heated deflagrated gold, produced polarizing

effects, which, though not large, were easily recognized and distinguished from the non-

action of the glass. Gold-leaf and gold films on glass produced a hke effect in a cam-

phine-bath, the results being easily distinguished from those of the glass and camphhie

only, in places where the glass had been cleared from gold.

Films of palladium, rhodium, silver, a plate udth deposited gold particles, and a layer

of deflagrated silver particles gave a like result, the effect varying in degree. The sul-

phuret of copper before spoken of as in contrast with the metals, gave only a doubtful

result, if any.

Before concluding, I may briefly describe the following negative results ufith the pre-

parations of gold. I prepared a powerful electro-magnet, sent a polarized ray across
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the magnetic field, parallel to the magnetic axis, and then placed portions of the ruby

and violet fluids, also of their deposits wet and dry, also portions of the gold films, of

gold-leaf, the results of deflagrations, &c., in the course of the ray ; but on exciting the

magnet could not obtain any effect beyond that due to the water or glass, which in any

case accompanied the substance into the magnetic field. In some cases very dense prepa-

rations of the ruby and blue deposits were employed, the intense electric lamplight being

required to penetrate them.

I passed the coloured rays of the solar beam through the various gold fluids and films

that have been described. For this purpose a beam of sunlight entering a dark room

through an aperture -g^th of an inch in width, was sent through two of Bontemps’s flint-

glass prisms, and its rays either separated, or at once thrown on to a pure white screen

;

the different objects were then interposed in the course of the ray, but I could not per-

ceive when any portion of a ray passed (and that was generally the case) that it differed

sensibly in colour or quality from the ray passing into the preparation. In like manner,

the objects were put into the differently coloured rays and observed by the reflected light,

a lens being sometimes employed to concentrate the light; but I could not find any

marked difference between the colour or character of the ray reflected and the impinging

ray, except in quantity.
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XI. On Autopolar Polyedra,

By the Rev. Thomas P. Kiekman, A.M., F.R.S., Rector of Croft with Southworth.

Communicated by Aethue Cayley, Esy.., F.R.S.

Eeceived and Eead June 19, 1856.

I.* As any face of a^-edron N is named from the number m of its edges an m-gon., so

from the number n of its edges I call a summit of N an n-ace ; and a polyedron having

k faces and I summits may be denominated a \.-edron or an \-acron., as may be most con-

venient.

By an autopolar polyedron, I mean one in which the number, rank, and collocation

with respect to an a-gon A of its summits and remaining faces, are exactly the number,

* The following note, “ On the Analytic Problem of the Polyedra,” is kindly placed at my disposal by

Abthtie Catiet, Esq., who has wiselyjudged that to this investigation of a subject so new and intricate, some

such statement should appear by way of introduction. I doubt not that the reader will approve of my
appending it as he has written it. The note comprises a clearer statement ofsome things which may be found

in my memoir “ On the Eepresentation and Enumeration of Polyedra,” in the twelfth volume of the Memoirs

of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, wdth some matter which has arisen in our corre-

spondence
;
and particularly it supplies a defect in my statement of analytic conditions in art. 22 of that

memoir, which IMr. Catley with his rare penetration was the first to poiut out and amend. I have there

laid down, that “ multiplets are to be made with a symbol, under these two conditions : first, that every

contiguous pair of symbols in any multiplet shall be a contiguous pair in some one other
;
and secondly, that

no three symbols in any multiplet shall occur in any other.” It should have been laid down, as Mr. Cayley

here states it, that no contiguous duad shall occur non-contiguously, and that no non-contiguous duad shall

be twice employed. By the words, in some one other, any reader of my memoir will see that I meant, in

some one other only.

“ The Problem of Polyedra.

“ Let a, h, c, d, e,f g, h, &c. represent the vertices of a polyedron, then a face will be represented e.g. by

abode, where the contiguous duads, viz. ab, be, cd, de, ea are the edges of the face
;
and calling the face K,

we may write

1^.=. abode (1.)

“ It is to be noticed that the letters of a face-symbol may be taken forwards or backwards from any letter

without altering the meaning of the symbol. Thus, abode, bodea, &c., edoba, &c. might any of them be

taken to denote the face K. The diagonal of a face cannot be either an edge or a diagonal of any other face,

i. e. a non-contiguous duad such as ao in face-symbol K cannot be a duad contiguous or non-contiguous of

any other face-symbol. But each edge of a face must be an edge of one and only one other face, i. e. each

contiguous duad such as ab in the face-symbol K must be a contiguous duad of one and only one other face-

symbol L. And moreover two faces cannot have more than a single edge in common, i. e. two face-symbols

cannot contain more than a single contiguous duad the same in each symbol.

“ The faceK contains the edges ab, ac, i. e. the edge ab is contained in the face K
;

it will also be contained

in one and only one other face, suppose L
;
this face will contain another edge through the vertex a, suppose
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rank and collocation with respect to at least one a-ace a in it, of its faces and remaining

summits. This summit a maybe considered the pole of that face A. A^>-edraly)-acron,

whose summits are the poles of its j) faces, is an autopolar polyedron.

To every edge AB, between the a-gon A and /3-gon B, in such a figure, corresponds

an edge ah^ between the a-ace a and the /3-ace and vice versd. Two such edges I call

a gamic jpair^ or a pair of gamics, either being the gamic of the other. If these edges

the edge af, and so on, until we arrive at a face containing the edge ae
;
we have, for example,

'K~ealcd

J.=haf..

M=/«y .

.

N =gah . .

.

P — Jiai .

.

Q =-iae . .

.

and we thence derive the vertex-symbol

a=KLMNPQ, (2.)

where the contiguous duads KL, LM, MN, NP, PQ, QK represent in order the edges through the vertex a.

The remarks before made with respect to the face-symbols apply to the vertex-symbols. A non-contiguous

duad such as KN of the vertex-symbol a cannot be a duad contiguous, or non-contiguous of any other

vertex-symbol, but each contiguous duad such as KL of the vertex-symbol a must be a contiguous duad of

one and only one other vertex-symbol h. And the symbols of two vertices cannot contain more than one

contiguous duad the same in each symbol.

“ Any edge of the polyedron admits of a double representation
;

it is the junction of two vertices, or the

intersection of two faces. Thus ah and KL will represent the same edge, or we may write

o6=KL (3.)

“ It is to be remarked, that in this system each to each equation o5=KLi, there corresponds one and only

one equation of the form ae=KQ, i.e. to an edge considered as drawn from a given vertex in a given face

there corresponds one and only one other edge from the same vertex in the same face.

“ It has been shown how the system of face-symbols (1) leads to the system of vertex-symbols (2) and

the system of edge symbols (3) ;
and generally, any one of the three systems leads to the other two

;
and

the three systems conjointly, or each system by itself, is a complete representation of the polyedron. As

an example, take the hexaedron : the three systems are,

—

'K.=-ahcd (1)

L —ahfe

lsl=hfge

N =-gcdh

P =d}iea

(^= hefg

a5=KL
Jc=KM
c<7=KN

de=KP

a=LPK (2)

S=LMK
c=MNK
<^=NPK

e=LPQ
/=LMQ
y=MNQ
A=NPQ,

ae=PL
5/=:LM

cy=MN

K h

^=LQ (3)

/y=MQ
a7e=NQ,

7ia=PQ
“ Consider, now, two polyedi'a having the same number of vertices and also the same number of faces.
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ah and AB meet at a summit h, they are nodal gamics in the nodal summit b and the

nodalface B. From the first notions of poles and polars, it is evident that no edge can

be its own gamic.

Every polyedron is either autcypolar or heteropolar. A heteropolar p-edral g-'acron H
is the sympolar of a g'-edral y)-acron H', whose summits are the poles of the faces of H,

And let the vertices and faces of the first polyedron taken ia any order be represented by

abode . . KLM .
.

,

and the vertices and faces of the second polyedron taken in a certain order be represented by

. K'L'M'.

.

Then, forming the substitution symbol

a!Vdd}e\

.

K'L'M'. . alcde .

.

KLM .
.

,

which denotes that a! is to be written for a, 5' for 6 . . . K' for K, &c., if, operating with this upon the symbol

system of the first polyedron, we obtain the symbol system of the second polyedron, the second polyedron

wdl be syntypic with the first. It should be noticed, that there may be several modes of arrangement of the

vertices and faces of the second polyedron, which will render it syntypic according to the foregoing definition

with the first polyedron, i. e. the second polyedron may be syntypic in several different ways with the first

polyedron. This is, in fact, the same as saying that a polyedron may be syntypic with itself in several

different ways. Suppose, next, that the number of vertices of the second polyedron is -equal to the number

of faces of the first polyedron, and the number of faces of the second polyedron is equal to the number of

vertices of the first polyedron. And let the vertices and faces of the first polyedron in any order be repre-

abode.. -KIM...,

and the faces and vertices of the second polyedron in a certain order be represented by

A'B'C'D'E'. . k'Vm'.

.

Then, forming the substitution symbol

A'B'C'D'E'. . m'rn!. . abode .

.

KLM .
.

,

if, operating with this upon the symbol system of the first polyedron, we obtain the symbol system of the

second polyedron, the second polyedron is said to be polar-syntypic with the first
;
and, as in the case of

syntypicism, this may happen in several different ways.

“ Lastly, if there be a polyedron having the same number of vertices and faces, and if the vertices and faces

in any order be represented by
abed.. Kim..,

and the faces and vertices in a certain order be represented by

ABCD . . hlmm .

.

Then, forming the substitution symbol

ABCD . . Ttlmn . . abed .

.

KLMN .
.

,

if, operating with this upon the symbol system of the polyedron, we reproduce such symbol system, i. e. in

fact, if the polyedron be polar-syntypic with itself, the polyedron is said to be autoj)olar
;
and in accord-

ance with a preceding remark, this may happen in several different ways. It is clear that the substitution

symbol, operating on the symbol system of the vertices, must give the symbol system of the faces, and

conversely
;
but operating on the symbol system of the edges, it must reproduce such symbol system of the

edges : and this last condition will by itself suffice to make the polyedron autopolar, i. e. the polyedron will

be autopolar if the substitution symbol, operating on the symbol system of the edges, reproduces such

symbol system.”

MDCCCLVII. 2 C
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and whose faces are polar to the summits of H. Every edge of H is the gamic of

an edge of H', and H and H' are either the sympolar of the other, and form a sym-

polar pair.

II. An edge of a polyedron is said to convanesce^ when its two summits run into one,

and it is said to evanesce^ when its two faces revolve into one.

An edge AB is said to be convanesmble, when neither A nor B is a triangle, and AB
joins two summits, which have not besides A and B two faces, one in each summit, colla-

teral nor having a common summit.

An edge ab is said to be evanescihle^ when neither a nor 5 is a triace, and the two faces

about ah are not, one in each, in two summits, besides a and 5, collateral nor in one face.

If AB be convanescible, its gamic ab is evanescible, and mce versa

;

and the pair AB.

ab are vamscible gamics, when in an autopolar polyedron.

III. Theorem. No polyedron, not a pyramid, has every edge both in a triangle and in

a triace.

For let it be supposed that P, which is not a pyramid, has every edge both in a tri-

angle and in a triace, and let E be a face of P not less than the greatest ; the faces

collateral with E are by hypothesis aU triangles. Let A and B he two of these having

two contiguous edges of E. There will be a summit of E not a triace, otherwise P would

be a pyramid ; let this be d, a summit of E, A and V (EAV), V bemg a face collateral

with A, but not with E. As one extremity of the edge AV is not in a triace, the other

is ;
therefore AV will end at the triace AVW, the vertex of A. As P is no pp-amid, it

has more summits than one not in its base E, which are all connected by edges ; there-

fore the edge AW must pass from AVW to some summit not in E.

The edge EA having an extremity d not in a triace, terminates at tho triace EAB,

where AB is the only edge meeting E, and the triangles A and B have a common vertex

AVB, the intersection ofAV and AB. But this is the triaceAVW
; thereforeAW is AB,

an edge passing through a summit of E, contrary to what has been proved. Q. E. A.

Therefore P has an edge either not in a triace, or not in a triangle. Q. E. D.

IV. Theorem. Every polyedron P, not a pyramid, has either a convanescible or an

evanescible edge.

For P has either the edge AB, whose faces A and B are neither of them triangles, or

the edge cd, whose summits are neither of them triaces. Let it have AB, an edge not

in a triangle, lying between the summits e and/*. By definition of a convanescible edge,

if e andy have not besides A and B two collateral faces, C and D, AB is a convanescible

edge of P. C and D may have a common edge gh, of any length, or a point.

If e and/have two collateral faces, C through e, and D through/ intersecting in gh,

then neither e nor/will be a triace, or else one of them, e, Avill be a triace. K, fii-stly,

neither be a triace, AB=^is not in a triace, and is therefore evanescible, imless A and

B about it are in two other summits Jc and I collateral or in one face. Now if a section

be made through ef, and m, any point of gh, it -svill cut any edge kl drawn or di’awable

upon P, from ^ in A to ^ in B, and will divide P into P', containing A, and P", contain-
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ing B. But this section is the triangle efm, whose sides are em in C andfm in D ; there-

fore m, any point of gh, is a point of Jcl

;

which is absurd, unless U is gh. And ifU is

gh, m may be a point indefinitely near to and the section efm will be the face A, which

is impossible, because A is no triangle. Wherefore the absurdity remains, and Jd has no

existence. Therefore P has the evanescible edge AB.

And if, secondly, e be a triace, AC and BC are edges of C, e'p and e<]^\ and C having

three summits in A and B, and one or two in gh^ is no triangle ; therefore ej)' is an

edge of P not in a triangle, which is convanescible, unless e and <p' are in two covertical

faces besides C and B. Now if they are, A is one of those faces, e being the triace ACB.

Let G be a face through <p' meeting A on P. The triangular section efm being made as

above, cuts no face besides C and D ; and divides P into P' containing A, and P" con-

taining B with its edge ef. Therefore G, being uncut and covertical with A, is entirely

in P' ; and being uncut and having the summit is entirely in P". Which is absurd

;

wherefore G has no existence, and P has the convanescible edge ef.

Thus it is proved that in any case P, being not a pyramid, and having an edge AB,

not in a triangle, has either a convanescible or an evanescible edge.

Next, let P have an edge cd, not in a triace. Then will P^ the sympolar of P, have

an edge CD, the gamic of cd, not in a triangle, and also either a convanescible or an

evanescible edge g ; wherefore P has the gamic of g, which is either evanescible or con-

vanescible.

Therefore in all cases P, not being a pyramid, has a vanescible edge. Q. E. D.

V. Theorem. Any ^-edral (^-acron P, not a pyramid, can he reduced hy the vanishing of

an edge to eithar a {-^—lyedral q-acron or a ^-edral {q—l)-acron.

For P must have either a convanescible edge AB, or an evanescible edge ah. Let it

have the former (AB).

If AB convanesces by the union of its summits, P becomes P', losing the faces A
and B, and receiving two others. A' and B', in their place. A' beingA with one edge less,

and B' being B with one edge less. At the same time the two summits dd! of (AB)

disappear from P, which in their stead and at theh union, receives a new summit h

having two edges less than the sum of thehs. All the faces of P containing d or ^
remain unchanged, except that each now contains the summit h, whose edges are

those of d and d! together save two ; and no two of these faces thus brought to have a

common summit h can coincide, because, by the definition of the convanescible e, they

had not in P a common edge. Hence all the other edges of P remain undisturbed in the

result P'. Or if ah be an evanescible edge of P, and evanesces by the revolution of DD'

its two faces into one plane, giving rise to a new face H, this will have the edges of D
and D' together save two ; the summit a becomes d wdth one edge less, and h becomes h'

with one edge less. All the summits of P containing D and D' remain unchanged,

except that each now contains the face H ; and no two of these summits, thus brought

into a common face H, coincide, because by the definition of {ah) they were not before

in any line dravm or drawable on P. Hence all the other edges of P remain unaltered.

2 c 2
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It is evident that P by the vanishing of AP, becomes P' a y?-edral — l)-acron ; or by

the vanishing of ah becomes P' a (y?— l)-edral ^-cron. Q. E. D.

If P' be not a pyramid, it can further be reduced by the evanescence or convanescence

of an edge, until the result of the reduction is a pyramid 11. If there be no jjyramid of

higher rank than 11, to which P can be thus reduced, P will be said to be geraerahlefrom

n, and can evidently be generahle from none but 11.

When P is autopolar, it has both a convanescible and its evanescible gamic ; and thus,

from being a ^-edral y?-acron, it reduces to P', a (y?— l)-edral (y>— l)-acron, which will

also be autopolar ; and P is generahle only from one pyramid 11.

VI. The problem of the enumeration of N-edra is thus reduced to this ; To find how

many '^-edra are generahlefrom the'K.-edral jgyramid H. The solution of this question is

to be founded on the consideration that if P is generahle from 11, it can be constructed by

the introduction into IT of new convanescible and evanescible edges; whether P be

autopolar or heteropolar. I shall first consider the auto^olars, and aftei-wards the hetero-

polars generahle from the pyramid.

Problem. To find the number of nodally autopolar (r+2)-e(Zra generahle from the

{j-\-\yedral pyramid. (See below the definition of nodally autopolar.)

Let the r triangles and r triaces of the pyramid 11 be numbered thus,

12 3 ...(P-3) (P-2) (R-1) E
,

r (r-1) (r-2)... 4 3 2 1

the upper line denoting the faces as they are read by an eye within the pyramid, and the

lower the summits.

If and E^ signify the two summits on the right and left of the ^th triangle, and

e^ ei be the faces on either side of E,

E^=2 — e+
E,.=l—e+,

where e and E are the same number, as are r and R.

The + in this and all functions of these signatures, denotes that such a multiple of r

is to be added or subtracted as shall cause any signature to have an integer value

between 1 and r inclusive.

This arrangement is autopolar ; for the vertex a is the pole of the base fl, and the

%th triangle is placed with respect to the adjoining faces and summits and their signatures,

as the Tzth summit with respect to the adjoining summits and faces.

If two gamic edges meet in the ^th face at the ^th summit, we must have either

k—2—k^ or ^=1—^+
;

e. k=l, or A;=^(r+2), or ^=^(r+l).

This shows that there are only two nodal summits, which have the signatures 1 and

\{r-\-2) when r is even, and 1 and ^(r+1) when r is odd.

It will be convenient to call the line joining the nodal summits, nodal diagonal or

nodal line. When r is even, the nodal diagonal is a diameter; but not when r is
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odd. When r is odd, the line which bisects the nodal diagonal at right angles will be

known to us as the nodal axis, or the axis of symmetry. It passes through one summit

of the base, and bisects the side opposite to that summit.

When r is even, there is no method of autopolar signature of the pyramid, which shall

not exhibit a nodal diagonal. This pyramid is only nodally autopolar. But when r is

odd, the signatures may be enodal, if every summit e is made the pole of the face E
opposite to it. This odd-angled pyramid is either nodally or enodally autopolar. The

autopolarity of the even-angled pyramid is purely nodal.

If, now, any two non-contiguous summits numbered e andyof this base be joined by

the diagonal ef and the two portions O and O' of be considered as faces about ef, the

summits e and f are tessaraces in the edge 00'. The vertex a must, therefore, if auto-

polarity is to be kept, become two summits o and o', and the triangles numbered EF will

be quadrilaterals intersecting in the edge oo'. E and F, be it remembered, are the two

numbers e andy.

The two edges, thus added to 11, are evidently a gamic pair, of which OO' is evanes-

cible, and oo' convanescible, and the result P is an autopolar (r-i-2)-edron.

VII. The question to be answered is, how many such results P can be made by

drawing a gmexator 00' between two summits of FI, such that no two P shall be either

identical, or one the reflected image of the other %

If ^and df be two generators 00' of the same P, it is evident thatjf—o=+ (y'— o'),

since O is dhided ahke by both ef and ef. And the figure made by the points of the

base will be exactly like that presented by the points or its

reflected image.

For the only difierence possible between the two results P, P', generated by ef and

df, will consist in the mutual arrangement of the introduced 4-gons and 4-aces ;
and

any difierence herein will prevent P from being the same with P'.

The four following equations, along with

f-e=±{f-d),

comprise all the possible conditions of similarity between P and P' :

—

E;—o=E^—o'+

E,-e=d-K±
e,-o=e;-/±

E;

—

e=d— F^+.'

The first afiirms that the distance from the left-hand summit of E to o is the same as

from the left of E' to d, and measured in the same direction.

The second afiirms the said distance is that from the right summit of E' to d, measured

in the opposite direction. In the first case looking at the configuration in Cl, the system

(df) is a direct repetition of the system (ef). In the other it is its reflected image.

The configuration of the third condition is that of the first, and of the fourth that of
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the second, with the difference that the signatures e andf have changed places in e'f

in the third, and E' and F have changed places about E'F in the fourth.

VIII. First, let, along with e—/=+ (e'—/'),

E^—e=E;— e'+, i. e.

2-2e=2-2e'+.

This, since e=ef and /=/' is contrary to hypothesis (for we are seeking a diagonal e'f

different from ef), means
2-2e=2-2e'+7',

or

e'=e+-|r

;

that is, r is even, and e' is the opposite extremity to e of the diameter of fl through e.

Hence f is opposite /’in the diameter through /*.

It thus appears that when t is even, for every diagonal ef (not a diameter), there can

be drawn a diagonal Sf in O, that generates the same (r+2)-edron P which is generated

by ef‘, and that e' and/*' are diametrically opposite to e and/*. When ^ is a diameter,

it does not hence appear whether there is any ef a fellow-generator with ef.

IX. Secondly, let

E;

—

e—e'—E^+, i. e.

2-2e=e^-{l-e')±

2e+2e'=3+r+.

We gather that r is odd ; for no multiple of r even can here be added to make this

equation true. Hence
e'=i(y+3-2e+)

and
/=i(r+3-2/+).

The diagonal thus found is different from ef unless e'=f and/'=e, i. e. unless

2/+2e=3+r+,

the additional + denoting either zero or 2r. When this relation betweenf and e holds,

it does not thus far appear whether a pair of generators, ^f and its gamic, can be drawm

to produce the same P with ef and its gamic. This relation is othei'wise thus

;

or else

showing thatf is at the same distance measured backwards from the nodal summit ^(?'+l)

which is also i(3r+l)=r+(|r+l), that e is measm-ed forwards from the nodal

summit I. The hne ef is either the nodal diagonal through 1 and ^(r-f-l), or it is

parallel thereto. We may call all these diagonals the nodalparalleh. It is evident that

when ef and ef are fellow-generators, ee' andff are nodal parallels ; since

2e+2e'=2/+2/=r+3+.
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X. Thirdly, let

E,-e=E;-/+,
or

2-2e=2-e'-f±,
which gives

2e=e'-^f'+

2/=/+e'+.

The only interpretation of this, consistent with e'f not ef, is

2e=d-\-f'

which can be true only when
2e—2f=+lcr;

but

and

2e>2r, hence k<2,

2e-2f=±r,
or

e=f±¥^

is the only possible relation ; i. e. ef is the diameter of an even-angled base.

The equation 2e=e'-\-f' is 2e=2e'+^, giving

Therefore /•=4m.

By this we see that, when /’=4m, the diameters all pair themselves m summits apart

into generators ef and ef\ of the sum (r+2)-edron ; for no value of e' and/"' can coincide

with e andy from which it is obtained, since

along with

^=e+^r
and

cannot coexist.

XI. Lastly, let

f=e±lr

E,-6=^-F,+
,

or

2-2e=e’+f-l±;
whence comes

2e-\-e’

and

2/+/'+e'=3+ .

Of these, the only meaning that consists with ef’, different from ef is

2e-\-e'-\-fz=z3-{-kr

2/+/'+e'=3+Fr,

2(e—f)=(k—^)r.
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Now as neither e noxf (^—^)=+ l, and

e=f±^,
showing that ef is a diameter of an even-angled base, as is also €’f\ one case of ef.

Putting we deduce, from k=\, A/=2,

2e-[-2/'— 3 -j-r

2e-j-2e'—|r=3-f-2r

2^+2/=3+|r;
proving that r=4A-j-2, and

2e4-2e'=3-f-|r.

These equations give e' and/' ditferent from e and/ except when e'=/=e+ir, or ^=e;

e. when
. 6 + 3?-

4e_
2

,

and

«=f(2+/;
or

4e=i(6+5r),
and

e=i(6+5?^)-

Hereby we learn that when r=8A— 2, or r=8A-h2, aU the diameters of H pair them-

selves into generators, ^and e'f, of the same (r+2)-edron P, except only that drawn in

the first case through e=f(2-fr), and that drawn in the second through e=|-(6-l-5r).

XII. We can now easily enumerate the autopolar (r-|-2)-edra generable from the

pyramidal (r+Ij-edron (H).

When r=4A, all the diagonals of Cl pair themselves into fellow-generators ^and e'f.

The number of diagonals is ^ — 3r). Hence the number of autopolars

(P) required is

When 7’=4A-J-2, all the diagonals but one, namely one of the diameters (XI.), pair

themselves
; consequently, the number of autopolars (P) sought is

+ 3>’+2 ).

The question left unsettled in (IX.), as to whether the nodal parallels pair themselves

into fellow-generators, is decided in the negative by silence of our formulse in X. and

XI. on the subject of r=2A-hI. The diagonals of Cl for r odd parr themselves, unless

when
2/+2e=3-l-r,

or

2/+2e=3+3r.

For every value of e, whether r=4^+I, or 4^—1, these equations give/ on a nodal

and unpaired parallel, except when they give e=f, or e=f-\-l ; i. e. unless

4e=3+r,
or

4e=3-j-3r,
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which give e=f; and unless

4(?=l+y,
or

4^=1 -f-3r,

which give

f=e-\-l.

en e—f, the nodal parallel is simply the point e, an evanescent parallel. When
it is an edge of Q. From every other point e of Q a nodal parallel can be

drawn, which has no fellow-generator, and the number of these is — 3). Therefore

the number of diagonals of Q when r is odd, all different generators, is

the number of autopolars (P), when r is odd, constructed.

XIII. But it is next to be determined, how many times P, thus generated by a dia-

gonal ef, is identical with P', generated by a diagonal hk different from ef*.

As no two operations on the base Q have been alike, it is certain that P' cannot be

reduced to a pyramid on the exact base Q by the operation whereby P is so reduced

;

but it is possible that P' may be reducible to an r-gonal based pyramid, by the union of

some two faces which are not O and O'. If so, P' will have a convanescible edge differ-

ent from oo'. This can be none else than OH or OK, or else O'H or O'K, as H and K
are the only faces not triangles distinct fr-om O and O', which have not a common conva-

nescible, but an evanescible edge. ,

If OH be convanescible, O is not a triangle ; therefore y> 4, and the two summits of

OH, when united, must give a summit at least a pentace. Greater than a pentace it

cannot .be, since there can be no summit of P, neither o nor o', ampler than a tessarace,

and this must adjoin a triace, because no diagonal hk in Q can make two collateral

tessaraces. The edge OH must then both be convanescible and have a tessarace, and be

an edge of the base of a 6-edral pyramid. It is easily seen, either by trial or by inspec-

tion of

15248342515

that the only diagonals fulfilling these' conditions are 13 and 24 (or its fellow 25). The

first gives a 7-edron P with three convanescible edges, 00', 15, 34, which reduces to a pyra-

mid either on the base 12oo'5, or on 234o'o. The second gives a 7-edron P' having two

convanescible edges, od and 45, reducing to a pyramid on the base 123o'o. And P, P',

are plainly not repetitions of each other. Therefore no deduction is to be made from

the number of (r-j-2)-edra (P) constructed from the pyramid. If H, be this number,

n,=i{(^’^-3r)4,-f(r^-3r+2}4,_,+(r^-2r-3).2,_.};

the number of (r4-2)-edra(P) generable from the (r-]-l)-edral pyramid, where the circu-

lator 4,.= ! or 0, as r is or is not 4m.

* It is clearly impossible that any of these P can be either a ])yramid or reducible to a pyramid of higher

rank than the (r + l)-edral fl.

2 DMDCCCLVII.
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In all these (P) there is but one leading system, i. e. system of vanescible gamic pair's

whereby P reduces to a (r-|-l)-edral pyramid ; except only the two just found, of which

one has two, and the other three, leading systems.

These Hi (7’+2)-edra (P), it is to be kept in mind, are all nodally autcrpolar. TMiether

there be any other enodally autopolar (r+2)-edra generable from the same pyramid,

when r is odd, remains to be hereafter determined.

XIV. Problem. To determine the number of nodally aiitopolar (r+3)-f(Zm gerneraUe

from the {x-\-l)-edral pyramid, by introduction of gamic pairs.

For the solution of this problem it is necessary to determine the number of pairs of

diagonals not crossing each other that can be drawn in an x-gon.

This number is less than that of pau’s of diagonals ; and of diagonals there are

3r). Therefore P,. 2 the function of r reqrdred is of an order not higher than the

fourth. It is evident that the function is of the form

and by trial,

and

2=r .
{r— 3)(r— 4)(ar-j- b),

R5^2=5.2 .l.(5a+J)= 5,

Rg 2=6.3.2.(6a+^)=21,

viz. three pairs at every angle, and three parallel pairs
;
therefore

a=b=f2,
and

2= —
3) •

(r— 4)(r-i- 1 )

;

which can be generalized into

jy (r— .3)*!-^

[Fr2
’

the number of ways in which h diagonals, none crossing each other, can be di’a\^'n in an

r-gon.

Let ef and hh be one of these R^ pairs of diagonals of Cl which do not ci'oss each

other. If we draw them and consider them as new edges. Cl is di\ided into tlmee faces

OO'O", and the summits efhk become tessaraces if they are all different, or if e=h, e is

a pentace and f and k are tessaraces. The summit a of the pju'amid, if the result is to

be autopolar, is broken into three summits odd’, and the faces EFHK are either four

4-laterals, or a pentagon E and two 4-laterals F and K. The result Q is an autopolar

(r-l-3)-edron.

XV. We have to determine how many different (r-l-3)-edra Q can thus be generated

by a pair of diagonals ef and hk of fl.

Of two diagonals not crossing each other in an even-angled base, it is plain that both

cannot be diameters. Let ef and hk not cross, and let not these be fellow-generators ;

then if neither be a diameter, there is another pair e'f and h’k, the fellow-generators of

the former two (VIII.), such that the points e'f'h'k' are diametrically opposite to the

points efhk. And if one of the former two ^ be a diameter, and be the fellow of
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M, the points feh!k' are diametrically opposite to efhk. Consequently all distances

measm’ed on the summits of Cl between the signatures efhk, E^E^F^, &c. will correspond

exactly with distances between the signature ef’h!k'^...ox else between the signatures

fehlKYr ; for if 05— j3 be one of these distances, (a — (|8+ 2^) is the corresponding

distance. Consequently Q generated by ef and hk will not differ from Q' generated by

df and h!k!, when ef and hk are neither of them diameters, nor from Q' generated by fe

and h!]d, when (^is a diameter of Cl. Let, when r is even,

E|. being the number of pairs ef and hk which are not, and E" that of the pairs ef and

df which are, fellow-generators. It is evident that with the pairs E^ we cannot obtain

more than ^E^ autopolars Q. Nor fewer. For let df’ and hJ'Jd' give the same Q with

the pairs ef and hk, and df and h!K. Q" from the first has the same faces OO'O" with Q
from the second ; and if hk and its gamic be erased in Q, and h!'k" and its gamic be erased

in Q", the results P and P" will be identical ; i. e. ef mil be the fellow of df”. In like

manner hk is proved to be the fellow of A"A/'
; but df and h!Jd are the fellows of ef and

hk

;

wherefore df and h!Jd are not different from df’ and A"A" ;
contrary to hypothesis,

which is absurd. Therefore |^Ey is exactly the number of (rd-3)-edra Q generable by

the pairs Ey.

Next, let ^ and df be one of the pairs E", the number of which is easily seen to be

^r.{r— 4), since r— 4 lines not diameters can be drawn from e.

There is no pair hk and h!k’ of these E" that can give the same Q with ef and df, else

would be proved the fellow either of hk or A'A'. Consequently the number of different

Q obtainable from these E" pairs is E". It follows that the number 11^, of (r-t-3)-edra

Q generable when r is even from all the E^ pairs is

n„=-i(R;+2K:)=i(E.+i(»^-4r))=*(.^.(»—4)(»— 2)).

But yet this number is subject to a doubt, which will be discussed presently.

XYI. When r is odd and > 3, we have seen (IX.) that if ef and hk be any two

diagonals whose fellow-generators are df and h!k', ed, ff, hh!, kJd are nodal parallels. If

then ^and hk do not meet each other, neither will df and A'A' meet each other. Both these

pairs have therefore been counted in the E^ pairs of not-crossing diagonals. And these

pairs give the same result Q; for if B—A be any distance measured on the summits of

Cl in one between summits affected by the first pair, ^A—i(?^+3)j— (B—^(^+3)^ is the

coiTesponding distance in the summits affected by the second pair.

Next, let ^and df be fellow-generators, which do not meet each other in the base Cl.

They are opposite sides of a quadrilateral edff ;
and the resulting Q cannot be identical

with that made by any other pair gh ij, for this would require that gh should be fellow

to one and ij to the other of ef and df.

The number of pairs ef df comprises, first, that of the quadrilaterals whose opposite

sides are non-contiguous nodal parallels ed and^', of which nodal parallels there are

\{r— 3) (XII.)
;
and secondly, every pair of lines ef, ef drawn from the point {e—f),

2 D 2
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the evanescent parallel
;
and thirdly, every pair drawn from the extremities of that nodal

parallel which is a side of fl. That is, there are \{r-\-V) of these parallels whose non-

contiguous pairs are 3)(r— 1), which is the number of pairs ^and e'f, of fellow-

generators which do not cross each other, and of the (r+3)-edra Q generated by such

pairs.

We suppose next that ed is one of the i(r— 3) nodal parallels, and that Me, having a

fellow-generator liUc', does not meet ee'. Then h!Jd uill not meet ed ; for ed, parallel to

two sides Mi' and M' of the 4-lateral Jik, h!k', does meet hJJd unless it meets hk. And for

a reason given in this article the (r-{-3)-edron generated by ed and hk cannot differ from

that obtained from de and KJd. Every Q obtained by a pair ed, hk, is obtained also

from de, h!k'.

Now let ed and^' be two of the -1(^—3) nodal parallels. They do not meet; and

they generate a (7’+3)-edron Q which cannot be generated by any other pair ed, hh' or

Ml', ii'

;

for, if it could, this other pair would be two fellows of ed and ff, which have

no fellows. Thus each of the -g-.(r— 3)(r— 5) pairs of nodal parallels will generate a

distinct (r-j-3)-edron Q.

From all this it appears that the number 11', of different (Q) obtained from the pairs

of diagonals that do not cross each other, is (r>3 and =2f?i-j-l)

n:=i{E.-|-i.(r-3)(r-l)-fi.(r-3)(r-5)}

= 3)(r— 4)(r+l)-l-3(?"— 3)(r— l)-f-3(r— 3)(r— 5)}.

XVII. It appears, I say : and it is certain, that none of these Q obtained from opera-

tions in the base H, are alike in the relation between the faces OO'O" and the other-

faces of the figure. Any two of them, Q' and Q", present different arrangements of the

circuit of base summits 1 2 ... r, which enclose those three faces ; so that Q' and Q" can-

not be reduced to a pyramid having the base O whose summits shall be those signed

1 2 . . r, by similar operations with vanishing gamic pafrs. This is plain, because Q' and

Q" have not been constructed by similar operations upon the base O and the vertex oj.

But it remains to be proved that Q" has not three faces different from OO'O", which

by proper selection of vanescible gamic pairs may be brought to form an r-gonal base fl".

If such a thing is possible, this Q" may have the relation to the contoiu- of that Q'', which

Q' has to that of fl

;

and thus the operations that gave us Q' uill have genei-ated the

same (r-l-3)-edron with those which gave us Q", and vice versd.

We are then to examine whether Q" has tliree summits, not oo'o", which can by con-

vanescing edges be united to form an r-gonal summit

Now Q" has no summits besides oo'o", except 1 2 . .

.

r. Of the three summits of

which we are in search, two, one, or none may be among oo'o". The three may be oo'e,

oed or ede".

There may be a convanescible edge oe, the edge F.(F-l-l). Of these two faces, F and

F-j-l, neither can be a pentagon
;
for the lines fg, fh, evanescibles making the pentace/’,

can neither of them he a side of fl. If, then, oe convanesces, F and F-f-1
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become triangles, and oo\ oo'\ which are their edges out of the base, are neither of them

convanescible. Therefore ode cannot be united.

There may be a convanescible edge ee', which is e.(e+l), or FO'. If F be a penta-

gon, for a reason just given, it adjoins two triangles upon (e—l)e and (e-|-l)(^+2), so

that oe nor oe', one of the sides of it, cannot be a convanescible edge. If F be a quadri-

lateral oo'ee', its sides oe', o'e will be in the triangle ode when ed convanesces. Therefore

oee' cannot be united into one summit.

Our three sought summits will therefore be (e—1), e, (e-\-l). That (e—l)e may con-

vanesce, its faces F and O must not be triangles, neither can(F— 1) and O' about e(e-\-l)

be triangles. Therefore O and O' together have at least six summits of Q,, which, sup-

plying at least one summit more to O", cannot be simpler than a heptagon. Neither

can it be ampler', for e is at most a pentace, adjoining two triaces (e—1), (e+l), for a

reason above given. And no diagonals have been drawn to make a third tessarace among

(e— 1), e, (e+1), supposing two of them tessaraces. That is, these three can unite at

most to form a heptace a". We are then to examine whether two diagonals can be drawn

in the heptagonal Cl to make two adjoining convanescible edges. The only way of

doing this is by drawing either 62 and 63, or 72 and 53: in either case 65 and 67 are

both convanescible, as well as do" and do. The faces of the decaedron in the first

r0Slllt

3456, 362, 2671, lo"2, 2o"o'o3, 3o4, 4o5, 5oo'6, 6o'o"7, 7o"l

;

and in the second,

345, 35672, 721, 7o"l, lo"o'2, 2o'3, 3o'o4, 4o5, 5oo'6, 6o'o"7.

These are identical, if we exchange the signatures in the edges 5o, 6o', and 7o".

XVIII. This decaedron is the only one of the autopolar (r+l)-edra Q above con-

structed which has two leading systems, i. e. two pau’s of leading convanescible edges,

and two pairs their gamics evanescible; and in this case alone have the operations (62

and 63) that gave us Q' brought out the same polyedron vrith the operations (72 and

53) that gave us Q". It is therefore necessary to deduct one from the (Q) enumerated,

namely, one for the value r=7.

This number is consequently (r>3), (XV. XVI.),

n,+n>^.ri.(r-4)(r-2).2,

+^{2.r.(r-3)(r-4)(r-l-l)+3(r-3)(r-l)+3(f- 3)(r-5)}.2,_,-0(’-^)l

XIX. Our next step is to take up one of the (r-f-2)-edra P (XIII.), obtained by draw-

ing a diagonal ef in the base O of the pyramid. P has two quadrilaterals E and F, in

either of which F we can draw a diagonal, making a triangle F', a side of which is od,

the gamic of 00' in the base. This new diagonal in F is either F^o) or (F^o'); and the

triangle is either F^oo' or bfid. Thus a new triangle is introduced between F and F-j-1,

or else between F and F— 1, about the line od. Consequently there must be a new

triace between/and (/-}-l), or between/and (/—I) on the edge 00'. Thus the gene-
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rator 00' is drawn from a summit of CL to the mid-point of a side of CL, dividing the

faces 00' whose summits together make r+3.

We are to consider how many (y+3)-edra S can be obtained by such an opera-

tion in CL.

The diagonal ef being drawn, becomes by the motion of the extremity c(/+D-

e'f be the fellow-generator of ef, is that of e{f-\-V) when r is even, and

e'{f— V) that of when r is odd. Two fellow-generators when drawn are sym-

metrical with respect to the nodal line, which is a diameter when r is even, but not when

r is odd. Consequently, e\f-fz\) will be the fellow-generator of e{f+\) when r is even,

and of e{f^\) when r is odd. Even vfbenfe is the fellow of ef, or efis an unpaired

generator, /(e+^) is a different line from either e{f+\) or e{f^\). Consequently,

every line X that can be drawn in CL from a summit to the mid-point of an edge, has a

fellow-generator, except only when e{f-\-l) is the fellow of ef, which happens when r is

odd, and e{f-\-^) bisects CL, being the nodal axis perpendicular to the nodal line. And
there is plainly but one such fellow of X, which being dra’WTi shall be symmetrical with

it as to the nodal line. Therefore every (r-j-3)-edron S, except one, that is generated

by a line X, will be generated also by a line X'. Of lines X there are r
.
(r— 2); hence the

number of (r-l-3)-edra S is not greater than ^{r.{r— 2)-l-2,_i}. Nor are there fewer

that can be reduced to a pyramid on the exact base CL. It is, however, to be inquired,

whether some of these (S) may not have two faces not O and O', which can by the

vanishing of two edges be united into an r-gon CL', giving a pyramid on the base CL'.

But before we examine whether any of these (r-j-3)-edra S are repetitions of each

other, it is desirable to ascertain how many of them are reducible to the (;’-}- 2 )-edral

pyramid. If any one of them, s, is so reducible by the vanishing of a single gamic pair,

it Avill be a repetition of a (r-l-3)-edron P, generated by a diagonal in the (r-|-I)-gonal

CL

;

and will have a convanescible edge g between summits whose united ranks a- and ^
give .r-l-^=y-{-3. That these two summits in s cannot be o and o' is certain; for the

edge oo' is in a triangle. Then one only, or neither of these ^-ace and y-ace, will be

0 or o'.

XX. First, let neither of them be o or o'; i. e. let g be an edge of fl. The greatest

of j: and
3/ 5 ;

for ef^ being drawn in s to the mid-point of a face H, E becomes a

4-lateral containing 0 and o', and ri the pole of H becomes a 4-ace containing y]o and o',

unless E= H, in which case it is a 5-gon, containing 0, o', f, and tAVO summits of CL. As

no summit or face, except e and E, is affected by ef^ in this case, all the faces but E about

Cl remain triangles, and therefore there is no convanescent edge g. 'Sllierefore x 4,

and y is either 4 or 3. First, let ;r=4 and ?/=4 ; whence r=5. We are to look for an

edge convanescible and between two 4-aces in s made from the pentagonal Cl. The only

4-aces in s, neither 0 nor o', are e and n- Therefore eri is the edge g, and e=rif:l. We
see from

15243342615

that in order to have e and ?? contiguous 4-aces, we must either draAv the genei*ator
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(1, 5— ^) or (2, 5+1^). In the first case, 1 is a 4-ace and 2 a 4-lateral; in the second,

2 is a 4-ace and 1 a 4-lateraL In either case 1 and 2 are 4-aces, but in both (12) is an

edge of the triangle 5, and therefore not convanescible. Therefore s has no existence

when r=5. Let, next, .2^=4 and y=3; then r=4.

We are to look in s made from the 5-edral pyramid for a convanescent s not passing

through 0 or o'. The simplest way of doing this is to write out the four results of draw-

ing the four generators ?, in the 4-gonal Q. The eight edges of the pyramid are repre-

sented thus

:

1o3i343s 40833234 4o343i3i

3 i 34324o ^2333343 33323440 343i3i4o5

where the first and third places in the quadruplet show the rank and signature of the

left and right summits, and the second and fourth, those of the upper and lower faces of

the edge ; and each is written over its gamic.

If we draw 12^ to the mid-point of the edge 23, the face 3 becomes a 4-gon, the

summit 3 a 4-ace, and we have the 4-gon 1 and the 4-ace I. The 4o of the base and

summit becomes 4o and 3op and the new edges 00
' and its gamic appear; while instead

of 23, the second edge and its gamic, we have 22^ and 2^3 with thefr gamics. The

result is

3o,41^482 ^ 0 ,
824332

, 4082,4343 40433284 4o844i4i ^0,82,4o4i^
(12.)

4i34323o, ^ 24332 ,3o, ^ 2,434340 4382^440 ^44i4i4o ^2,4o4i3o,J

The results of drawing 13^ to the mid-point of 34, 23^ to the middle of 34, and 24^ to the

middle of 14, are in order following :

—

4o4i3442 4o423333 40834233
,

^ 0 ,
83,4284 3o,844i4i ^0,4i4o83,^

(13.)
4i34424o 42833340 ^342^3,40 ^3,42^430, 344i4i3o, 4i4o33,3o,J

4o3i3452 ^0,62^383 ^ 0 ,
83 ^ 233 ,

4083,5284 4o843i3i 4062 ^ 0 ,
83

,^ (23.)

3i34524o 52833330
, ^352^3,30, ^3,52^440 ^48i3i4o ^ 280,^ 3,40 J

3o4i^442 4o423333 40834234 4o844i34' 3o,84,4i4i ^0,424o84,^
(24.)

4i34423o, 42833340 ^342344o 344i344o 34,4i4i3o, 424o34,8o,J

In all these, the only convanescible edges, not through 0 or Op are 32,43434o ^^4

344i4i4o ill (12J, either of which is in two 4-laterals, and the summits of neither are

in two faces having any other common edge. Either therefore is convanescible
; but

with their present signatures they will neither of them vanish so as to give a 5-ace by

the union of their summits
; nor is either of them a generator introduced into the 5-gonal

Q, in our construction of the (r+2)-edra P. For they are both nodal gamics
; the first

meeting its gamic at 3, and the second at 1, while the generators of the class P never

met their gamics. The first edge cannot vanish without the loss of two edges at the
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summit 3, so that its union with 2, mil give only a 4-ace ; the like remark is to be made

on the second. Yet nothing but the signatures prevents either of these lines from

vanishing so as to yield a pentace. Now as these signatures are not essential to any

polyedron, it is necessary, before we pronounce positively that the s before us (12J
cannot be generated from the 6-edral pyramid, to satisfy ourselves whether, by any

rearrangement of the signatm’es, the autopolar character being preserved, this vanescible

edge 2 cannot be made to stand as the gamic of one not meeting it.

If we exchange the signatures of the 4-aces 1 and 3, of the triaces and 2, and of

the triaces 4 and 2^ we have the result follo^ving, still nodally autopolar:

—

Sgd:! 32,82 3282‘^ i 82, ^ o32,4 i43 4 o4:33 o,84 4 o34434 i 3232,4 o4:i

438430 3o, 30,4:33480, 34^34440 4 i 8232,4o 32,4 i 434o 3440^330, ’’

which is, placing the gamics one over the other.

324:i ^2,82 438430,80, 4 o433 o,84 4 o34434 i
'^
o 32,4 i43 3232,^0^1

'^182,3282 3480,30,4:3 4380,344:0 34434 i4o 32,4: i 434o 32,4 o 4 i 32 ?

the heptaedron (P) made from the 6-edral pyramid, which has the two convanescibles

^2,4:i434o-

It is thus proved that one (r+Sj-edron s, namely, when ?’=4, must be rejected as

reducible to the (r+2= )6-edral pyramid, by the convanescence of an edge not in o.

Wherefore — is to be added to the number foimd in XIX.

XXI. Next, let o' be the ^r-ace in As the imited rank of o and o'=7’-j-3.

o'>>|(r-i-3); then ?/<};-|(r-{-3). Now y4>5, and can be =5 only when there is no con-

vanescible g, as it has been just proved: therefore ^4>4 and r‘>*5. Then o' is either a

4-ace or a triace, and a 4-ace only when o=o', in which case it is indifferent which of

the two is called o. That is, o must be this x-^ce in g wherever x> 3. We are then to

look in our (7’-j-3)-edron s for a convanescible edge through o. This can be none other

than the common edge of the only 4-laterals, H and E, which are contiguous only when

H=E+1. The ?/-ace in g cannot be a summit of O, because g, being in the two faces O
and E that have the edge OE, could not be convanescible. Therefore the _y-ace is neither

e noi-y], these being both in O, but is another summit of O', which must be a triace.

And as x-\-y=i\ie united rank of o and o', of which o is the A’-ace, o' is a triace, and

O' is a triangle. Therefore g is the edge o(o+I) through (o+l) a summit of the tri-

angle O', ^. e. through (OEH), i. e. through ^OE(El|lI)j, g bemg E(Eipl). Therefore

O'E and O'(Eipl) are edges of O'- The signatui-es of the pyramid about e are thus

exhibited

:

...G-2 G-1 G G+I...

... : o+I e e—1 : ...

the colon being the point/. The edges of (o, o-f-l, /) are 00', 0'(G— 1) and 0'(G— 2),

the two last being O'E and 0'(E-f I); therefore G— 1=E, and e is nodal. Two edges
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of (e, are O'G and 0'(G4-1), which are O'E and O' (E— 1), wherefore G=e and

e is nodal. In the first case, g or (G—1)(G— 2) is between two 4-laterals and is conva-

nescible; in the second, g or G(G-f-l) is for a like reason convanescible, so that its sum-

mits, (^+1) and the r-ace o, will reduce s to a (r-}-2)-edron with a (r+l)*ace, i. e. to a

pyramid. Consequently s, having the triangle {e, e+1,/]) when e is nodal, and EO' is

an edge of s, is to be rejected when r>3, because of the vanescible pair 0(E+1) and

o(6+l). And this is the only s to be rejected in our enumeration for any value of r

because of such a pair. Adding to this the one above rejected for another reason, for

r=4, we have to deduct from the |{r,(r— 2)-j-2,._,} (r+Sj-edra (S), for every

value of r, on the account of being generable from the (r-l-2)-edral pyramid. This

makes the number of (S) thus far ascertained to be

XXII. It is necessary that we inquire how many of these are repetitions of each

other, or of those enumerated in the class (Q).

The leading system of every S is the two edges o?} and oo' in the triangle o'ori ; ori being

the diagonal in the face F, from the summit ;?=F,. or F^, as the case may be. This on

is evanescible, and by evanishing, makes oo' convanescible, so that the union of its sum-

mits gives the pyramidal summit a. Of course the gamics of on' and oo' (OH^ and OO')

are the first convanescible, and the second, thereby made evanescible.

We are then first to examine whether any of these (S) have a second triangle a/3y,

containing a leading system like that in oo'n, whereby S can be reduced to a pyramid, on

some r-gonal base different from Q ; and then to decide whether this S has been twice

enumerated above.

Let ef^ be the generator OO', being the pointy+^. Let the summit F, (or F,) be

n ; then the triangle oo'n contains the evanescible on (or o'n) and the convanescible oo'.

Let r> 5 for the present : then, if o be not the simplest of the two summits oo', there

is no pair of summits in S excluding o, whose united rank =:r-}-3. For in general, n

and e, the only summits not triaces, except o and o', are tessaraces ; and if n is e, it is a

pentace containing ef^, two sides of the triangle oo'n, and two edges of Q. That is, two

tessaraces, or a pentace and a triace, are the amplest pair in S, not o' or o; whose

united rank makes only 8, <r-j-3.

Now if there be a triangle a/3y containing a leading system different from that in oo'n,

a. the greatest of its summits must be o, because a+jS gives the same sum with o and o'

by a convanescing edge. This triangle is therefore 0|3y. And as oy is evanescible, y,

being neither o' nor n, must be e, the only summit besides these not a triace
;
therefore

this triangle is oe/3 : and /3 being not o', nor n nor e, is a triace ; wherefore, since

o+^=o-j-o', o' is a triace, and O' is the triangle e(e+l]f,.

Again, /3 cannot be a summit of O, for oo' is an edge of E, because e is in OO'
;
and

OE is an edge of S, because oe is. If, then, /3 were in O, o/3 could not become conva-

nescible by the evanescence of oe, because its summits o(3 are in O and E collateral in

MDCCCLVII. 2 E
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OE. Therefore jS is in O', and is e±l. Now o(e±l) being convanescible after the

evanescence of oe, must before that be in a face not tiiangular. Of such faces S has

only E, O, and H the polar of But oo' is in E ;
therefore o{e+l) is in H.

The conditions, therefore, that the triangle oe{e-±l) shall contain a second leading

system, are, that O' shall be the triangle e{e±l)f, having the triaces e±l and/,, that oe

shall be an edge distinct from o;?, and that o(e+l) shall be an edge of H, no triangle.

XXIII. The signatures of the pyramid about e are

...(G-2) (G-1) G (G+1)...

... : (^+1) ^ {e-l) : ...

Avhere the colon is the point/. As the only summits of the figm’e S not in the con-

tour of Q are o and o\ e has the edge oe, or de, or both. The edges of [e, e-\-\,f) (the

triangle O') are O'(G-l) and 0'(G-2), and of {e, e-l,/) are O'G and 0'(G+1); of

Avhich none is O'E unless G— 1=:E, or G—2=E; or G=E, or G-{-l=E.

If the first or third be true, e is nodal.

If G—2=E, G—1=E+1, and e-\-l is nodal.

If G-1-1=E, G=:E— 1, and e— 1 is nodal.

Therefore O'E is never an edge of (e, e+1,/), unless one summit of this triangle is

nodal ; and OE is always an edge of S, if no summit of O' is nodal.

^Vhen no summit of O' is nodal, o(e+l) is always an edge of a quadrilateral. For

in the triangle (e, e-f-lr/) neither 0'(G— 1) nor 0'(G— 2) is 0'(E-|-1), because e+1 not

being nodal, E-fl is neither G— 1 nor G— 2. As then 0'(E+1) is no edge, o'{e-\-l)

is none, and o(e-\-l) is in G— 2, whose summits are e+l,/, e+2, o.

And in the triangle (e, e— 1,/) neither O'G nor O'(G-i-l) is 0'(E— 1) ; wherefore

o(e— 1) is in G-]-!, Avhose summits are e— 1,/, e— 2, o.

Consequently, when no summit of the triangle O' is nodal, S has two leadmg systems,

and maybe a repetition of some other of the \{r.{r— 2)—2+2,_,} S above (XXI.) con-

structed.

XXIV. Let e be nodal, and G=E. The triangle {e, 6—1,/) has the edge O'E; but

the triangle {e, 6+1, /) has not the edge O'E. In the latter case OE is an edge of S

;

but not in the former, unless 6 be a pentace containing ef, eo and eo', with two sides of Q.

But G=E has only the summits e, e— 1, o, o'; therefore e is no pentace, and OE is not

an edge of S in the former case. Hence Avhen e is nodal, and G=E, one line ef^ can

be draAvn to make one triangle O' or {e, 6—1,/) such that O'E is an edge of S, and OE
is not; and another, [e, 6+i,/) such that OE is an edge and O'E is not.

"When O'E is no edge, 0'(G— 1) and 0'(G— 2) are neither of them 0'(E+1) in

(6, 6+1, /); and neither O'G nor 0'(G+1) is 0'(E— 1) in [e, e— 1, /). Therefore

0(E+1) is an edge in one case, and 0(E— 1) in the other; and o(6+l) is in (G— 2),

whose summits are 6+1, / 6+2, o in the former case, and o(6— 1) is in G+1, whose

summits are e— 1,/, 6—2, o, in the latter. Hence 6+1 is a triace in O'.

The like conclusion folloAvs from supposing e nodal, and G— 1=:E, that one generator
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ef, can be drawn such that OE and not O'E shall be an edge of S, and another ef^ such

that OE and not OE shall be an edge. And when OE is no edge, o(e-jrl) is an edge

of a quadrilateral. And (e+1) is a triace in O'.

Thus whenever e is nodal in (e, e+l,/]) and O'E is no edge, S may be a repetition of

some other of the (S) above constructed, having the triangle (o, e+1, e) which contains

a second leading system.

Let now e+1 be nodal in the triangle [e, e+1,/]), and let ^+1=G— 2. Here e-\-l

is a tessarace, because G— 2 is a quadrilateral (e+l,/), e+2, o'); for o'(o+l) is an edge

because 0'(G— 2) is. In this case therefore O' has two tessaraces, and there is no second

leading system in S.

Let then o+l be nodal and o+l=G— 1, or o=G— 2. Here o is a pentace; for E
has the pointy^. In this case oe is ori, and there is no second leading system.

In like manner it can be proved that if (e—1) is nodal in the triangle (o, o— 1,/j),

either e— 1 is a tessarace, as well as e, in O', or that e is the pentace tj.

Consequently S is never repeated when O' has a nodal summit, except when e is nodal,

and O'E is no edge of S.

Thus we are tempted to conclude that S is always twice counted among those of the

^{r.(r—2)— 2+2,._i} which have a triangular O', except when (e+1) in O' is nodal, or

when e is nodal and O'E is an edge.

XXVI. There are two triangles O' in which ef^ is dra-wn from a nodal summit e to

make an edge O'E, i. e. e may be either of the nodal summits of the pyramid, but as ef^

drawn thus from one nodal summit is the feUow-generator in Cl of the other, only one

of the resulting S was enumerated in XIX. And this is the s rejected in XXI. Also

there are two lines efi which can be drawn about either nodal summit to cut off a triangle

(e, e+l,fi) having (e+1) nodal; but the two lines so drawn about one nodal summit of

n are fellow-generators of those so drawn about the other. We have therefore among

the counted in XIX., three of those which have a triangular O', which

have not two leading systems : and we have not more than three.

XXVII. We have now to determine how many of these (S) which have a triangle O'

and two leading systems are repetitions of each other.

Let S' be one of these. Its base O is r-gonal, having all the summits of Cl except

(eil), and instead of this the summit/]. By the vanishing of on and oo] the pyramid is

restored, having the r-gonal base

...(,+2)(,+I)<,_I)(,-2)....(^+I)y(^-I)(^-2) . .
. (O)

If O' is (e, e— I,/]), the r-gon O is

...{e-\-2){e-Yl)e.ff,e-2)...{g+\)g{g-l){g-2) (O)

If O' is {e, the r-gon O is

(O),

When O is (O), S' has the triace (e—I), which is (G, G+I, O'), and has also the triangle

2 E 2
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(^, o'), and (O) has all the summits of S' except o, d and e— 1. By the vanishing

of one of the leading systems of this S', S' becomes the pyramid, and (O) becomes (Q)

;

losing the triace and receiving instead the triace [e— 1). By the vanishing of the other

leading system, the same S' becomes a pyramid on the r-gonal base (Q)',

..[e+2)(e+l)e.fl,e-2)...(g+iy/{g-l)(g-^) (Q/

losing the triace g, and receiving instead the triace o'. Observe that 5^+1 is a tessarace

and g a triace, as is evident from their polars G and G-j-l, by inspection of

G-1, G, G+1...

1 6 0"~1 I

where G is (o e{e—l)') and G+1 is (o(o— 2)).

When O is (O)^ (O)^ becomes (Q) by losing the triace and receiving in its stead the

triace (e+1). Or it may become a pyramid on the r-gonal base

..(0+2)/ e(e-l)(e-2)...(g+l)g dig-2) (Q)"

by the vanishing of its second leading system, receiving the triace d and losing the

triace (^—1).

It is evident that the pyramids whose bases are Q, (Q)' and (Q)" are identical, having

the same r signatures with two shght changes of name, and the same nodal line through

the summit 1. Now S' having the triangle {e{e— 1]/') is generated by drawing in the

base (Q)' either the generator o(o— 1) from o to a point between / and (o— 2), or the

generator (^+1)^ from g-\-\ to a point between d and g— 1. And S' having the triangle

(o(o+l)/) is obtained by drawing in (Q)" either o(o+l) from o to a point between /
and (o+2), or the generator (^— 2)(^— 1) from ig—2) to a point between d and g.

XXVIII. Whenever these two generators drawn in (Q)', or are not feUows, we

have constructed S' twice and twice counted it; but when they are fellows, we have

constructed and counted it only once
; for (XIX.) we have never used two feUow-gene-

rators in forming the (r+3)-edra S.

To examine this, let first r be odd. If fellow-generators can be drawn from e and

(^+1) in (Q)', we must have, since e is G, in

(G-l)G G(+l),
...(,+1) e (,_i) ;

2G,+2(G+l)=r+3+ (VI.) (X.),

or

whence
4—2G+2G+2=f+3+,

3 =r,

or the pyramid is a tetraedron, contrary to hypothesis. And if fellow-generators can be

drawn from e and 2 in (C2)", we have, since e is G^ in

..(G-2) (G-l)G..
: (^+ 1

) e . .,

2G,+2(G-2)=r+3,+
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or

4-_2G+2G~2=r+3+,
whence

-1 =r+,
which is still more absurd.

Therefore S' is always made when t is odd from two different generators, and has

been twice constructed among the (r+3)-edra S.

Let now r be even. If feUow-generators can be drawn in (Q)' from e and ^+1, we have

or

whence

so that

Gi“G+l+^,

2-^G=G+l+ir,

ir=2G~l,

r=:4m--2.

If feUow-generators can be drawn fi-om e and ^—2 in (Q)", we have (VIII.),

or

so that

Gi=G--2+-|r,.

2-G=G-2+^,

r=4m
and

e being the opposite end of the diameter through \r.

It is thus proved that a single S' having two leading systems is made by fellow-

generators only, when r is even, and has been constructed and counted only once among

the (r-f-3)-edra S. Every other S, having two leading systems, has been twice con-

structed from the even-angled Q.

XXIX. The preceding reasoning from XXII. proceeds on the hypothesis that r>5.

This restriction was made in order the more readily to prove that one summit of the

triangle a|3y must be o. The same necessity is proved for r=5 thus.

In this triangle a|3y there is an evanescible edge, which is not ojj, but equal in the

united rank of its summits with on- The only summits not triaces are the 4-aces e and %
and either two 4-aces o and o', or the pentace o.

The evanescible edge must either be oe or en- Now when en is an edge ?s=e+l ; that

is H, the face in which is =o+l. We see from the signatures

that either

or else

5^4,334:2^1^

H=3 and o=2, or H=2 and 0=1,

11=2 and o=3, or H=1 and o=2.

in all which cases O is a pentagon and O' a triangle. Now no pentagon but O exists in

the figure ; therefore no triangle aj3y of which o is not a summit has an edge ay, the
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united rank of whose summits equals 5+4, the united rank of o and T/ in the triangle

oo'tj. Therefore a=o also when r=5, and all the reasoning from article XX. is

applicable to that value of r.

AYhen r=4, we see from

14238241

that erj is not an edge, unless either

H=2 and e=l,
or

H=4 and e=3,

two equivalent conditions, either of which gives the heptaedron (12J of art. XX., which

is to be rejected on account of its being reducible to the 6-edral pyramid. The only

other system, H=2= e, and H=4=e, both alike, is the S' having two leading systems,

made with fellow-generators, m being =1 in the formula r=4ra. No other has two

leading systems. Therefore all the reasoning of articles XXII—XXVIII. apphes

equally to every value of r> 3.

The number of (r+3)-edra (S') having a triangidar O' which we constructed in XIX.

is exactly r, namely, half the number of generators X, which all pair themselves into

fellow-generators Of these we have proved that there are always three which

have only a single leading system ; and it has just been sho'UTi that, when r is even, there

is always a fourth, havhig two leading but fellow systems. The number to be deducted

from our enumeration on the score of their being repetitions of some other S', is therefore

i(^-3-2.)
(XXI.), to be subtracted from

i(r.(7—2)-2+2,_,)~0^^-+

The remainder is

i(r^_3r+2)-o(’-‘‘^'=:n;;,

the number of (r+3)-edra (S) thus far known, which is to be added to D^+II^ m
XVIII.

XXX. It remains that we inquhe how many of these (S) are repetitions of those (Q)

enumerated in XVI. If Q' one of this class (Q) is one of (S), it has an evanescible edge

the united rank of whose summits is r+3. The highest rank of 0 0
’

or 0" in Q', the

summits into which the vertex of the pyramid was broken, is r— 2 ; for the united rank

of the three +r+4, and the smallest have together at least six edges. There must

therefore be in Q' a pentace distinct from 0 0' and 0" ; for 7’+3—(r— 2)= 5. Now Q has

this pentace only when the generators ef and eh are drawn from one summit e. Then

this evanescible edge, if it passes through one of 0 d 0", the greatest of which is 0 ,
must he

oe, and 0' and 0" must be triaces. Again, if oe in Q' be the evanescible edge of the leading

system of S, there will be a convanescible edge through either 0 or e, which vanishing

after oe, will make 0 or e an r-ace. The only summits not triaces in Q' are 0
,
e, h, andf;

and it is impossible that the summit 0 after the loss of the edge oe, can unite with either

h or/', which are both-4-aces, to make an r-ace; for r—3+4<r+2.
Therefore the convanescible edge of the S-system of Q' must be e(e+ 1 ). But e+ 1> 3

;
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so that r+3>-5-f-3, andr>>5. Also r<^5, because Q' cannot be generated, when r< 5.

We have then to endeavour to draw^ and eh in the base of the 6-edral pyramid, so that

ef shall be evanescible, and e(e+l) then convanescible (for eo cannot vanish, since

0 o' and o" are all triaces of necessity). It would be trifling with the reader to write a

demonstration of what inspection of the pentagon proves in a moment, that of the three

summits which e may be, 1, 2, and 5, 2 and 5 alone fulfil the conditions. Draw 25 and

24 ; then 25 is evanescible, and by its evanescence 21 becomes convanescible. Again,

draw 53 and 52 ; then by the evanescence of 53, 54 becomes convanescible. These two

Q have therefore been enumerated both in the class (Q) and the class (S), from which

latter we have then to subtract two when r=5. That is, we must add — 2.0'^’’“'^^ to

IT before found in XXIX. This makes up

the correct number of the (r+3)-edra (S) generable from (r4-l)-edral pyramid with

nodal signatures. And thus the Problem (XIV.) is solved.

XXXI. It is yet required that we consider (VI.) the pyramid on an odd-angled base

with enodal signatures, and determine whether, by operating upon it, we can obtain

(r+2)-edra or (r+3)-edra which we have not already constructed with nodal signatures.

The nodal arrangement becomes enodal in Q the base of the pyramid, if without

disturbing those of the faces we exchange the signatures at the extremity of every nodal

parallel, including among them that edge of Q which is bisected by the nodal axis (VI.).

After these exchanges every summit stands as the pole of the face opposite to it. And,

conversely, an enodal signature of a pyi’amid becomes nodal, if all the diagonals parallel

to any side of the enodal Q be drawn, and then the signatures be exchanged both in that

side and in these diagonals. The line bisecting that side, and passing through the oppo-

site summit, becomes the nodal axis. All this will be clear to the reader, if he mil have

the goodness to draw a pentagon or a heptagon, and make these exchanges.

Let r=2^-f-l. All the single generators that can be drawn in the enodal Q to

generate a (r-l-2)-edral autopolar are among the parallels to the side [Jc, ^+1). Let

{e, r—e) be one of these: it is perpendicular to the axis of symmetry (r, which

passes through r and bisects Q. If E and (R—E) become 4-laterals, opposite to the

4-aces, e, and (r

—

e), the edge ^E, (R— E)) is the gamic of {e, [r— efj, and the result is

autopolar.

Let now the signatures be exchanged in (e(;r— efj and on both sides the axis in lines

parallel to (e{r—e)y The result is still autopolar with nodal signatures; from which

the nodally autopolar pyramid may be obtained by the evanescence of (e, r—e) and the

convanescence of (E, R—E) ; its nodal axis will be that axis of symmetry.

Thus it appears that every enodally autopolar (r-|-2)-edron generable from the enodal

(r-l-I)-edral pyramid is also nodally autopolar, and generable from the same nodal

pyramid. That is, it is one of the (r-{-2)-edi’a P already enumerated.

XXXII. Suppose that instead of drawing one diagonal {e, r—e) perpendicular to the
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axis of symmetry, we had drawn any pair of diagonals so as to preserve symmetry,

such as two (e, r—e) and r+ej, or the pair (r, e) (r, r—e\ or the pair (e, c+/),

{r—e, v—e—f)

;

of which the first pair are parallels, the second pair meet in the pentace

7\ and the third pair are equidistant from the centre of the axis of symmetry on opposite

sides of it ; or suppose that we had drawn any number 2^, of such lines, making X’ pairs,

each preserving the symmetry about the axis through r. The gamic operations being

performed in the faces opposite the afiFected summits, the sjunmetry would remain, and

the result would be autopolar. If, next, the summits e and (r—e), {e-\-f) and (r

—

e—f),

&c., be exchanged in the parallels to (k, ^+1), the arrangement will become nodal and

remain autopolar. The pair (e, r— e) and (e^ r— do not change their names; the

pair (r, e) and (r, r—e) make a simple exchange of names with each other, as do also

the pan- (e, e-\-f) and (r—e, r—e—f). The line (r, e) of the enodal arrangement, by

changing its name to (r, r— e) in the nodal arrangement, is no longer the gamic to (E, E)

;

but to (E, E—E) an edge symmetrically placed with (E, E) about the axis of symmetry

through r. From these considerations, which need not be further dwelt upon, it is plaia

that all the enodally autopolar (r+3)'6<lra, generable by symmetrically drawn pairs of

generators in the enodal Q, are also nodal, and are consequently among the class (Q)

which have been already enumerated. For every one of them, in its nodal shape, can

be reduced to the nodally-signed pyramid from which the (Q) were generated.

As any bisector of the enodal Q from any summit is an axis of symmetr)', it is dear

that all the parallel or symmetric pairs of generators that can be drawn in Q, are among

those just considered about the axis through r. And, for the same reason, of any pair

whatever that can be drawn in the enodal Q, one may be always assumed to be drawn

from r ; or, if it be more convenient, perpendicular to the axis through r

;

and if two

are drawn from one point, or to meet in a point, this point may be assumed to be r.

It may be hereafter convenient to define autopolarity as of three kinds, nodal, enodal,

and utral ; understanding by the first, purely nodal, or incapable of signature without

two nodal summits, and by the second, purely enodal, or incapable of signature with a

nodal summit or summits. The autopolars just reviewed, which are capable of both

nodal and enodal signature, are then utrally autopolar.

XXXIII. Now let two non-parallel and non-symmetrical generators in the enodal Q

be drawn. We may assume one (r, e) to be drawn fr-om r; the other is not parallel to

(r, e), nor of the same length with it, whether it meets it at r or not. If this other be

{r, f), whether y" be on the same side or not of the axis of symmetry "uith (r, e), it is

impossible that by exchanging the signatures of the diagonals perpendicular to that axis,

the result should be autopolar. For e andybeing 4-aces not in the same perpendicular,

will after the exchanges be triaces, while E and F remain 4-laterals. And if (r, e) (k, 1)

be the two generators, whether (k, 1) is or is not perpendicular to the axis of symmetry,

e, k and I cannot all, after the exchanges, be 4-aces ; but one of them (e or k) a^EI appear

as a triace, while E or K remains a 4-lateral. The enodal Q made by this (r, e) and

(k,f ), or by this (r, e) and (k, 1), is then not capable of being made nodal, and thus
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reducible to the nodally-signed pyramid: it must therefore be a different (r+3)-edron

from all the nodal (Q) before constructed. We may call \i 'purely enodal.

We have then to add to the nodally autopolars (Q) all those enodally autopolars

generable by a pair of diagonals of the enodal Q, which are neither a parallel nor an

equal pair-. And we have to enumerate these pairs, taking care that no one is a repe-

tition or a reflexion of another in the enodal Q.

As any of the summits of Q may be r, the number we are seeking cannot be greater

than ^th of aU the possible pairs of not-crossing diagonals of Q ; that is, the function of

r, required, is not of a degree higher than the third. And it is evident that it must

vanish, for r=3 and r=5, and must be

V,=(y— 3)(r— 5)(ar-|-5).

By trial we find readily that

V7=4.2.(7«-1-^)=2,
and

Vg=6.4.(9a+^)=8,

V
7
being the two pairs (72, 73) and (72, 74); and Vg being (92, 93), (92, 94), (92, 95),

(92, 96), (92, 84), (92, 85), (93, 94), (93, 95). Hence comes

W=^.(r-3)(r-5)(r-l).

And this is the number oi purely enodal (r-|-3)-edra (Q), which are generable from the

(r-)-l)-edral pyramid (when r is odd only). That is, we have to join to our previous

enumeration the number
(Q)"=^.(r-3)(r-5)(r-l).2,_„

to be added to of XVIII., XXIX., XXX.
XXXIV. We have yet to determine whether any purely enodal (f-f-3)-edra S can be

generated by a line drawn from any summit to the mid-point of any edge of Q.

When r=4^-}-l, the enodal signatures read thus:

...E (E-1), ... (E-K) (R-K-1)

... 2^ (
2^- 1 )... (^+ 1

) k : ^- 1 ...

I.et an axis of symmetry be drawn through r; and let the generator (^-{- 1 ,/)) be drawn

from (^+1) to the mid-point of (^, ^— 1
).

^E— (K-f-l)) and (K+l) are now quadri-

laterals, and {r—(^+l)j and {k-\-\) are tessaraces, if the gamic operations be completed;

and these tessaraces are upon the diagonal perpendicular to the axis of symmetry, being

at equal distances from r. We have the triangles and triaces

0'=(^+l, yl,/), K=(o', r-k, r-k-1),

d =(K-f 1, K, FJ, k =(0', E-K, E-K-1),

being the triangle polar to/, introduced between K and K— 1. Leaving now the

signatures of the faces undisturbed, let r—x be exchanged for upon the diagonals

MDCCCLVII. 2 F
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perpendicular to the axis of symmetry, except that r— Tc shall be exchanged fory); and

let o' be exchanged for k. The result will be a nodaUy autopolar (r+3)-edron S, having

the triangles and triaces

0—{T—k—\,d,T—k\ K=(^,/, ^+1),

k =(KH-1, K, FJ, o' =(0', E-K, E-K-1),

in which o' and k are evidently nodal summits.

When r= 4/^-1- 3, the enodal pyramid reads thus:

...E (E-1) ...(E-K) (E-K-1) ...

2k-\-l 2k... : k-\-l k...

The axis of symmetry being di’awn through r, let the generator {k, be drawn from k

to the mid-point of (^+1, ^-f-2). We have now the 4-laterals K and E— K, and the

triaces k and r—k. The figure has the triangles and triaces

a={k, /J:+l,/), K-fl=:(o', r-k, r-k-1),

o' =(K, K-f 1, F,), k+1 =(0', E-K, E-K-1).

If we now exchange upon the diagonals perpendicular to the axis of sjunmetry r—e for

0
,
except only that r—k—1 is to be exchanged for/j, and at the same time exchange

o' and ^4-1, we have again a nodally autopolar (S), having the triangles and triaces

0'={r—k, o', r—k—1), K+l=(^-f 1, k,f),

o' =(E-K, O', E-K-1), k+1 =(K+1, K, Fj

;

in which o' and A;-|-l are the nodal summits.

Since all summits of the enodal Q are alike, as origins of generators, no generators

can be di’awn to make an r-gonal O and a triangular O' different from these
;
therefore

no purely enodal (r-f-3)-edron can be constructed to have such an O and O'.

If 0'=0, the generator {e,f-\-\) is the axis of symmetry through o, and aU the sum-

mits are triaces, except the pentace e. In this case the resulting (;'+3)-edi’on is

instantly made nodally autopolar, by the exchange of signatures on each side of the axis,

which becomes the nodal axis. The gentle reader svill kindly assist my demonstrations

in this new and somewhat intricate subject, by draiving a 7-gon and a 9-gon, and joming

the angles in the requfred way to two included summits o and o'.

XXXV. But when O' is not a triangle, nor of equal rank -svith O, it becomes impos-

sible to give to the S generated by the hne {e,f-\-\) a nodal arrangement; for there is

no summit with which o' can be exchanged. If/) is a point of the face H, and n ai-e

tessaraces which may take each other’s place, but o', whether tessarace or m-nce, stands

alone and immoveable. Consequently, the resulting (r+3)-edron is oi purely enodal

autopolarity, and, with all the other enodal (S) having no triangular O', is to be added

to our enumeration. The number of different generators {y',f-\-^)
is !(/— 5),yrecefring

every value from y*!:: 2 to f=^\{r—2>)'. this -1(^—5), the number of pui’ely enodal auto-
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polars (S), having no r-gonal O, is to be added to (Q)" in XXXIII., completing the list

of purely enodal antopolars. And thus the question of (XXXI.) is determined.

We have exhausted all the methods of adding two faces and two summits to the

(?"+l)-edral ppamid. By adding two faces in the base Q, and their two poles about

the vertex a, we formed the (r+3)-edra (Q). By adding a face and a summit in Q, and

their polars about cu, we formed the (r+3)-edra (S).

Collecting, now, our results from XIII., XVIII., XXIX., XXX., XXXIII., we find

the numbers IIj of (r+2)-edra and Ha of (r+3)-edra, nodal, enodal, arid utral, which are

generable firom the (r+I)-edral pjoramid, to be the following:

n.=i{r^-3r+2.4,_a+(^-3).2,_J;

U,=-i^{r%r-4:)(r—2)}2,

-{-^g{2r
.
{r— 3)(r— 4)(r+ 1)— 3

.
(r— 3)(r— 1)+ 3

.
(r— 3)(r— 3) }2,_,

+i(/^-3r+2)4-^4-(/’-3)(7'-5)(r-I).2,_.+i(r-5).2,_,-0(’-'‘)^-'’-7)^-2.0(>-=^

or

na=^{(/’"-6r®+20r^-36r+24)2,+(r-3)(r®-2r"+5r+8)2,_,-0(’-‘‘«’-7)’-2.0(’-®>^}.

It has been proved that these Hi and Ha, and these only, are the autopolar (r+2)-

edra and (r+3)-edra generable from the (r+I)-edral pyramid, that none of them is

reducible by vanescible pahs to a higher pyramid, nor any one a repetition of another.

The problem of enumeration of the ^-edra may, by a shght extension of the meaning

of the word partition, be stated thus : to find the 'k-partitions of a pyramid. This

depends on another : to find the k-partitions of a polygon

;

which is also thus : tofind

the k-partitions of a pencil. By the ^-partitions of a j9-gon, I mean the number of ways,

none a repetition or reflexion of another, in which k lines can be drawn in a j?-gon, none

crossing another, so as to make the system of 1 face and p summits into a system of

h-\-\ faces and^+^ summits (Ji-\-i—k)^ the k hues being terminated either by summits

of the^-gon, or by i points chosen either on its edges or within its area ; with the under-

standing that at least three hnes shall meet in each of the i points, two of which will

always be a side and its segment, when ^ is chosen on a side, the segment counting

among the k hnes.

VTienever a ^-gon and a ^-ace are similarly ^-partitioned, a certain number of auto-

polar (^+^+l)'edra are obtained by different ways of applying the^-ace to the^-gon;

when they are dissimilarly ^-partitioned, or when the ^-gon is ^-partitioned and the

j)-ace (^+Z)-partitioned, a certain number of heteropolars will arise from different ways

of applying the ^-ace to the ^-gon. The direct or reverse manner of applying the ^-ace

to the ^-gon will give nodal or enodal autopolars.

The way seems now clearly indicated, and partly laid open to the solution of a geome-

trical problem, which, while it seems at first sight almost elementary, has lain for centu-

ries before mathematicians unanswered. The enumeration of the ^-edra is a question of

2 F 2
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partition, and the ^-partitions of a polygon, a pencil and a pyramid, will probably be

found still more inaccessible than our new and unamiable acquaintances, the commensu-

rahle ^-partitions of a line.

XXXVI. It may be useful to give a list of the autopolar w-edra as far as 71= 8
,
which

are not pyramids.

The only such autopolar hexaedron is obtained by drawing 13 in the 4-diagonal Q.

dividing it into the triangles 6 and 5 . Its ten edges are

4 i 343 o36 ^2434336 4332^435 ^643 ^ 54 i

41^432^6 82434330 43323435 344 i4 i 35 364385415

where the heavier type denotes the faces, and the lighter the summits. The leading

system are the final pair of gamics, of which the first is convanescible and the second

evanescible.

There are three autopolar 7-edra of the class P (VII.), obtained by drawing the

generators 13
,
14 and 25 in the pentagonal base Q, all of the class P. These are

—

41353287

4i353237

32844337

82344337

43433446

43433440

34823546

84323540

354i4i46

854i4i40

3743404i^i

87434541
(
13

)

4i353246 ^2443346 ^3834446 44323537 ^54i4i37 40443 - 41^1

45443741

J

(
14

)

4i353246 82448340 83334440 44323537 854i4i37

3i454237

3i454237

4284334:6

42343340

33833446

83338440

34424546

84424540

458i3i37

453i3i^>7

364:24745 ^*

85434745/
(
25

)

the last two of which are in order the 7-edra
(
13

,)
and

(
12

,)
of art. XX. They have all

three quadrilaterals and four triangles.

Two more of the class S are generated from the 5-edral pyramid by dra'wing 25 to the

mid-point of 14
,
and 25 to that of 34 ; viz.

44844237 42833345 33423445 344 i 3546 ^54 i 4 i 36 ^7424035

4 i 344237 42333340 83423440 844 i3540 854 i4 i 30 874245^5

^1845245 33623537 ^5623445 343 i 3 i40 45623785

3 i 346245 62338337 83523537 85^28440 843 i3 i 40 45503735

(2. 4i)

3i)

Of these two, which are identical with
(
23') and (

24') of art. XX., the fii-st has three

quadrilaterals and four triangles, while the second has a pentagon, a quadrilateral, and

four triangles. In all these 7-edra 6 and 7 are the faces into which the base Q is

divided.

XXXVII. Of autopolar 8-edra there are five generable from the 7-edral pyramid, by

drawing 13
,
15

,
35

,
14

,
36

,
in the 6-gonal Q, all of the class P.
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4 i 36^238

4 i 0632^8

82354383

328543O8

43348467

43848467

84438567 85828367

34438567 85828367

864 i 4 x 67

364 i4 i 67

67418343

67418343 J

(
18

)

4 i 36^257

4 i 8632^7

82458367

32458367

83848467

83848467

84334567 45828333

34834567 45823383

834 i 4 x 83

364 i4 i 83

83446745 1

33446745 J
(
16

)

8x368267

318632^7

^3454367

32454367

43848483

43843483

84434583 45828367

84434583 45823367

83318x67

33813167

67438345
1

67433345/
(
36

)

4 x 368248

4 x 8632^8

82358343

32853343

83444443

33444443

4433854:7 85828347

44838547 35828347

864 i 4 x47

384 i4 i 47

474 i 4844 1

47414344/
(
14

)

8 i468247

3 x 4632^7

82354347

32854347

43348443

43848443

84438543 85824343

34438543 35824343

433 i 8 x47

438 x 3 i 47

47434343^1

47434343 j

(
36

)

XXXVIII. There are also seven autopolar 8-edra generable from the 6-edral pyramid,

viz. three of the class Q, generated by drawing 25 and 24
,
13 and 14

,
52 and 53

,
in the

pentagon Q, and four of the class S. The Q are these :

—

8145^236

3x456286

62448383

62448383

83334483

33834483

44624537 45818x33

44624587 458 i3 i 86

83448762

33443762

3 ,453 e5 .-^(24
^ 25 )

37453362 J

^1358236

61858286

82444383

82444383

43434437

43434487

44328533 85616x33

44823583 35616183

83618744

33643744

87618343^
>( 18 , 14 )

376x3343/^

81654236

3 i 554286

42344387

42844387

43438433

43438483

84426533 65818x33

34426583 658x3183

83428765

33423765

S,4 s 3 s55
>

-

3,433*55/'
^

The autopolar 8-edra of the class S, which are distinct from the preceding, are the

following four, obtained by the generators 16
,
46

,
56

,
all dra^vn to the mid-point of 23

,

and 16 drawn from 1 to the mid-point of 34
,
in the pentagon Q .

41358237

41858287

82448387

32448387

83448363

33448363

83334463 44828563

33834463 44823563

854 i 4 x 63

354 x4 i 68

3 , 36534i"^

3 , 365 s 4 ,j
’

81858268

318582 '5
8

82648363

32648363

83648387

33648387

83336487 64828563

33836487 64828563

85318463

35818163

5 s363 ,54
>

5 s 3 „3 , 54 j
'

81458248

31458243

82448343

32448343

83448347

33448347

83334447 44824547

83834447 44824547

453 i
8 x48

458x8143

43334745^1 ^

43834745 J

41358243

41858243

82344343

32844343

43438343

43438343

8343844? 8482854?

33438447 8482854?

854 i
4 x47

354 i4 i 47

474 i 4383/

4,4,4*33/

In all these 7 and 8 are the faces into which Q is divided.
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There are yet three autopolar S-edra not included in the classes discussed in this

memoir, being (r+4)-edra generable by gamic pairs from the (r+l)-edral pyramid.

The first is obtained by drawing in the 4-gonal Q, 42, and then 45 to the middle of 12 ;

the second by drawing 24 and then 38 to the middle of 24 ; the third by joining 65, in

the mid-points of 14 and 12, as follows :

—

31643536

81643536

65644237

85644367

43833333

43633363

63436433

83426468

643 i 3 i 36

64613165

6035^764

80653764

674068641' - ®
*

(
42 . 411 )

374 .3 s 64 r

3
i444245 43434336 43434437 66436733 67444533 45436533 443 iS445V83

,
82 .

44 Si3 i 45 j
S-i)81444345 43434365 43424467 80433768 37444565 45433065

4 i44^537

41443567

65446253

854433^3

63836353

83633363

63334453

33624468

44416553

444 i 3668

664 i 4 i 37

864 i4 i 67

67356830 1

0 „ . 0 HUH)
O 7 ^508 ^ 6 j

Thus we find that there are one autopolar 6-edron, five autopolar 7-edra, and fifteen

autopolar 8-edra, besides the three pyramids.

XXXIX. We may, for example, effect the reduction of the three last written 8-edra

to the 5-edi’al pyramid. The only vanescible pair in the first is the seventh pair. As

it stands, the summits and their signatures read thus,

31423364^35353738 :

after the disappearance of that pair, which unites the seventh and eighth summits and

degrades the second and fourth, they read

^1^233^4^5^64:7 8*

The second pair are now vanescible and next vanish, and we read thus,

3 i 42 533443537 8 ,

after which the vanishing of the sixth pair gives us

3 i 32533344578,

the pyramid on the base 1234.

But if we do not insist on the vanescence of gamic pairs, and on an autopolar result,

we can reduce the 8-edron readily to the 7-edi’al pyramid, by the evanescence of3T4:23864-

which makes the face 473 ?
then the convanescence of 33426443 5 but the fii'st of

these two steps gives a heteropolar result. Generally any a’-edron that has at most a

p-ace or a^-gon can be reduced by single vanescences to the (^+l)‘edral pyramid.

In the second of the above three 8-edra, the first pair, though at fii’st sight it appears

a vanescible pair, is not so. For putting s„ and/^ for the summit and face signed n, we

see in the eighth and second pairs, or the nodal pans, Sj in/,, and S3 in /, S3 in

S3 in/3. If iiow 3 1444345 evanesces, we have/,=/2,
whence, s^ is in/ through S3 ,

and S3

in/ through so that 3 144 4 345 is no longer convanescible,/ and/ through and s^

being covertical, and in fact collateral faces.
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Hence the only vanescible pairs are the second and third. As they stand, the summits

read thus with their signatures,

The vanescence of the third pair gives us the reading

^ 1 ^ 27 ^ 3 ^ 4
'^

5 ^6^8 »

and now the fourth pair has become the only vanescible one, giving the reading

^ i 427^34:48^5^6»

which by the vanescence of the sixth pair becomes

^1^2 7^3^48^56?

the pyramid on the base 1234.

If we had begun by making the second pair vanish,

^ 1 424344^45 3 g 37 3 g

would have reduced to

^1^2^86^4^537^85

for the third summit losing both the edges of the nodal angle, 36 and 32, can unite with

the sixth to form a 4-ace only. The sixth pair vanishing, gives us

3 i 42 8333443537, ,

which reduces, as before, to the pyramid on the base 1234 by the vanescence of the fifth

pair.

The vanescible paus of the third 8-edron are the second and the fifth, which give

us two ways of reducing it to the pyramid on the base 1234. Or we can reduce it

by the evanescence of 354482385 4:44i 36485 and convanescence of 3^41 3658 and

3342 344:8 fo pyramid on pentagonal base.

XL. All the autopolars above given can be represented by square paradigms, showing

all the faces, summits, edges and angles of the figiue ; for a closed polygon can be drawn

through the summits of any of them. For example, the three last written have through

then* summits the circles 15238746, 15672384, 15238746 ; «. e. the duadsof these circles

occur among the non-contiguous duads of the subindices. If these circles be employed

as du’ected in my paper “On the Representation of Polyedra,” in the volume for 1856

of the Transactions of the Royal Society, the paradigms are easily written out. But I

do not find that any mode of representation is so simple and distinguishing as that above

given in art. XXXVI. and those following it.

The figures in Plates XII., XIII., XIV., are intended to illustrate the Articles of this

Memoir to which reference is made in them.
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XII. On the 'K-partitions of the ^-gon and 'R-ace.

By the Rev. Thojvias P. Kirkmajst, A.M., F.R.S., Rector of Croft with Southworth.

Communicated by Arthur Cayley, Esq., F.R.S.

Eeceived November 13,—Eead December 11, 1856.

I. By the ^.-partitions of an x-gon, I mean the number of ways in which it can be divided

by ^— 1 diagonals, of which none crosses another; two ways being different only when

no cyclical permutation or reversion of the numbers 1 2 3 . . r at the angles can make

them alike ; and by the 'k-partitions of an x-ace (a pencil of r rays in space or a plane), I

mean the number of ways in which it can be divided into k smaller pencils, by the intro-

duction of ^— 1 connecting lines, of which none enclose a space ; two ways being different

only when by no cychcal permutation or reversion of the numbers 1 2 3 . . r in the angu-

lar spaces of the r-ace they can be made identical. The polygon here considered is the

section of a pyramid, and its discussion includes that of the polyace.

The enumeration of the partitions of the polygon and polyace is indispensable in the

theory of the polyedra. In a memoir “ On the ^-edra which have an (^— l)-gonal base,

and all their Summits Triech’al,” in the Transactions of the Royal Society, 1856,

page 399, I have investigated the (r— 2)-partitions of the r-ace, or the r-gon; for the

number of or-edra there determined is exactly that of these (r— 2)-partitions. What
follows may be considered as a completion of the investigation in that memoir begun

;

yet not properly a continuation, inasmuch as the results there obtained are here deduced

by a different and more general method.

II. A partition of an r-gon is reven'sible or irreversible

:

reversible, when it is symme-

trical about a diameter or bisector of the figure, so that the configuration is unaltered by

a semirevolution about that line, which is called an axis of reversion, of which axes there

may be one or many; and irreversible, when it is reversible about no axis. An irre-

versible is about no axis its own reflexion.

An axis of reversion is always a bisector of the r-gon, and is agonal, monogonal, or dia-

gonal, according as it passes through no angle, one angle only, or two angles of the r-gon;

and the polygon is said to be about that axis, agonally, monogonally, ox diagonally

reversible.

A diagonal axis may be drawn or undrawn; a monogonal or agonal axis is always

undrawn.

III. A partition is said to be m-ly reversible when it has m axes of reversion. The

simple 2?i-gon (^=1) is 2n-\j reversible, having n agonal and n diagonal axes; and its

sides may be so loaded with polygons, that this number of axes shall be either retained

or diminished. The simple (27i-j-l)-gon has 2n-\-\ monogonal axes, on which an r-gon

MDCCCLVII. 2 G
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may be built to have the same or a smaller number. To help our conceptions, -we may

always suppose our r-gon regularly inscribed in a circle ; but it is evident that the syn-

typy of two identically-partitioned r-gons in no wise depends on such symmetry^ but may

remain after any distortion of either r-gon which does not change the angles on any dia-

gonal. So that, if we wish to build an /-gon on an inscribed r-gon, we need not fear

exceeding the limits of the circle by our additions, while we may suppose these all con-

tained within it.

A partition is said to be m-ly irreversible, when it has an irreversible sequence of con-

figuration m times repeated in the circuit of the r-gon. This sequence will occupy -

angles ; and, from whatever angle we begin to read, we shall see a sequence of - sides

irreversible, such that through the mid-point of it no axis of reversion can be drawn.

Ohs. 1. Hence a 2m-ly irreversible has an irreversible sequence, simple if ?«.=1, and

yn-ple. if to> 1, occupying half the circuit of the r-gon; but a (2?/i+l)-ly irreversible

has no repeated sequence occupying half its circuit.

TV. Theoeem a. Every reversible {l-\-\.)-partition of an r-gon has two reversible

sequences of configuration which are bisected by alternate and equidistant axes of rever-

sion, and has not more than two, whatever be the number of these axes.

For, first, let there be only one axis of reversion in the r-gon : there must be two

aspects of configuration observable from opposite ends of that axis, otherwise the figure

would be reversible about a perpendicular to that axis, i. e. there would be two axes,

contrary to hypothesis.

Secondly, let there be more axes of reversion than one ; any axis a bisects an aspect

A, because the figure is unchanged by a semirevolution about that axis ; and the axis b

next in order to a along the circumference bisects an aspect B. This B is difierent from

A ;
for if not, the series of configurations read from atob will be that read fi:om b to a,

and there will be either a vertex or a side centrally placed between a and b, having on

both sides the same aspect, or an axis of reversion can be drawn between a and b

;

but b

is the next in order to a, which is absurd; therefore B is not A. Now ^ bisecting the

aspect B must have the axial termination a at the same distance on either side of it, and

for the same reasons a must have the axial termination b at the same distance on either

side of it ; so that the terminations of the axes must recur at equal distances in the order

..ababa... bisecting the. aspects ..ABAB.. And this series of aspects has as many

terms as there are axial terminations, viz. Am terms, if the number of axes is even, and

Am-\-2 if it be odd. Wherefore no aspect different from A and B can be bisected by

any axis, and A and B, different reversible aspects or sequences, ai’e bisected by alternate

equidistant axes. Q. E. D.

We may call A and B the two axial configurations.

V. Obs. 2. A reversible partition of the r-gon having more than one axis of reversion,

. has both reversible and irreversible sequences repeated in the circuit of the r-gon, which

occupy an interval equal to that between alternate axes ; those being reversible sequences
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which begin and end with a side or angle carrying an axial termination, and those being

irreversible which begia and end at any other side or angle.

Ohs. 3. But a singly reversible partition has no sequence repeated in the circuit of the

i^-gon ; for if it had a repeated sequence reversible as read from no point, the r-gon would

not be reversible
; and if it had a reversible sequence repeated in the circuit of the r-gon,

it would not be singly reversible.

Ohs. 4. A 2m-ly reversible r-gon, if r>2m, has beginning at any angle of the r-gon

which is not the termination of an axis, an irreversible sequence, simple, if m=l, and

m-ple, if m>l, occupying half the circuit of the r-gon, and repeated in the other half.

VI. Theoeem B. When the number of axes of rexersion is odd in any partitioned x-gem.,

none is perpendimlar to another ; and when that number is CTm, every one is perpendicular

to some other.

For when the number is odd, there is on each side of any one a an equal number of

terminations of other axes, all equidistant from a and from each other. And when that

number is even, there is an odd number there of such terminations. Whence the truth

of the proposition is evident.

VII. Theoeem C. When the axes of reversion are odd in any partitioned r-gon, each

one bisects both axial configurations ; and when they are even in number, each bisects but

one, read on it alike at either end, and half the axes carry one, and half the other, axial

configuration.

This is very evident from what is proved in Theorem A, that the axial configurations

present themselves alternately upon the axes in order.

Cor. I. If there be both agonal and diagonal axes, there is an equal number of each

kind ;
and, as this number is even or odd, so is each axis perpendicular to one of its own

or of the other kind.

Obs. 6 . A (2m-l-I)-ly reversible partition never has an irreversible sequence occupying

half the circuit of the r-gon and repeated in the other half; for this would require that

every axis of reversion should carry the same configuration at both ends, which are points

in those two sequences.

VIII. Theoeem D. If a diagonal be perpendicular to an axis of reversion in any \i-ly

reversible r-gon, it is one of a system of not fewer than h diagonals symmetrically placed

about the centre. And all diagonals not perpendicular to that axis form pairs making

each an angle bisected by that axis, or that produced.

For if A be odd, every axis canies the same perpendicular; and if h be even, at least

^h axes carry that perpendicular on opposite sides of the centre ; and these axes are equi-

distant from each other : whence the first part of the theorem is evident. The second

part follows from the definition of an axis of reversion.

Cor. The intersection of two produced diagonals equidistant from the centre, in any

reversibly partitioned r-gon, is upon an axis of reversion,

IX. Theoeem E. No {2rri-\-l)-gon has an agonal or diagonal, and no {2m)-gon has a

monogonal, axis of reversion.

2g2
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For a monogonal axis must have an equal number of vertices of the r-gon on each

side of it, besides the vertex through which it passes ;
hence r is odd. And a diagonal

axis must have an equal number of vertices on either side, besides the two through which

it passes. And an agonal axis, which passes through no angles, must have an equal

number of vertices on either side. Hence, in these two latter cases, r is even.

X. Theoeem F. If one axis of feversion is monogonal in a partitioned r-gon, all its axes

of reversion are monogonal and odd in number.

For r is odd, and the r-gon cannot have either a diagonal or an agonal axis ; and

as each axis bisects two aspects, A and B, A must be opposite to B in the circle

..ABABAB.. of axial configurations
;

i. e. the number of its terms is 2(2?7Z+1), where-

fore the axes are odd in number.

XI. Theoeem G. If there he a drawn axis of reversion., a, in a {l-{-'kypa-ii:itioned

x-gon., there cannot he more than one other axis. If there he another., b, it is undrawn, and

perpendicular to the former, a, and is either agonal or diagonal, as r=4m-f-2, or r=4m.

For, if there be a second axis, b, it cannot meet the drawn one, and must be undrawn.

And all the k diagonals are symmetrically placed about or upon this h

;

therefore a, meet-

ing it and bisecting it in the centre of the r-gon, meets it at right angles ; other^fise

(Theorem D) two diagonals would meet h in the centre, which is impossible. And no

line besides h can so meet a ;
wherefore a and h are the only axes. As a is not a mono-

gonal axis, neither is h (Theorem F). If r=4m, a has on either side an even number

of sides of the r-gon, and b, bisecting that system, is diagonal; if r=4??i-{-2, a has on

either side an odd number of sides of the r-gon bisected by h, which is therefore an

agonal axis. Q. E. D.

XII. Theoeem H. If there he more than one undrawn axis of reversion in a partitioned

x-gon, the x-gon is built regularly on a polygonal nucleus (Q), which is reversihle about all

the axes of reversion of the x-gon, and has no drawn diagonal.

For consider the symmetry of the r-gon about any one of its axes, a, which are all

undrawn (Theorem G). We see, on each side of a,f marginal faces, hmited each by one

diagonal d and certain sides of the r-gon, the 2f diagonals d forming pahs making angles

bisected by a. Let these 2/ faces be erased : the 2/’ lines d are now sides of an /-gon

(r'<r), which is still reversible about a, for the symmetry about a is not distmhed by

the erasures. This r'-gon has also 2f marginal faces which can be erased, leading an

r"-gon (r" <r') still reversible about a ; and thus by erasure of all the pahs of faces about

a, the r-gon will be finally reduced to a polygon P, hawng no diagonals but what are

bisected at right angles by a (Theorem D). Let Q be that portion of P which contains

the centre of the r-gon, and Qi, Q^, &c. the remaining portions of P limited by perpen-

diculars to a. Then Q has evidently no diagonals.

Next consider the symmetry of the r-gon about any other axis h. We can reduce it

by erasure of pahs of faces about 5 to a polygon P', consisting of a portion Q' about the

centre and having no diagonals, and of portions limited by diagonals perpendicular to h.

Q and Q' are polygons about the centre having no diagonals ; they are therefore one
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polygon Q. The polygons Q,, Qg, the remaining portions of P, have disappeared in the

erasure of pairs of faces about h and Q ; that is, every one of them, Q„j, is one of a set of

two or more faces standing symmetrically about Q. Therefore Q is a nucleus, reversible

about all the axes of the r-gon, free from diagonals, and having everything arranged

symmetrically about it in the r-gon. Q. E. D.

XIII. Theoeem K. If there he no axis of reversion in a partitioned x-gon except one

undrawn, a, the figure is huilt symmetrically about a and about a polygonal nucleus P,

which has either no diagonals, or only what are at right angles to a.

This is established by the former part of the preceding demonstration.

But the polygon P, in this singly reversible r-gon, if it has diagonals perpendicular to

the axis, is not properly a nucleus ; nor is there any reason why one portion of it, Q,

should be called a nucleus rather than Q, or Qj ; for P can be constructed by loading

opposite sides of any of them with proper polygons. But if P is a simple polygon, it is

properly the nucleus of the figure, which is made by loading opposite sides of it, on

different sides of the axis, with the same polygons, thus preserving the reversibility about

the axis.

XIV. Theoeem 1j. If a diagonal axis of the nucleus is an axis of reversion of the

x-gon, it is a diagonal axis thereof.

For it passes through tAvo angles of the r-gon.

Theoeem M. An agonal axis of the x-gon is an agonal axis of the nucleus.

For a diagonal or monogonal axis of the nucleus passes through a vertex of the r-gon,

and cannot be an agonal axis of it.

Theoeem N. If an agonal axis of the nucleus is an axis of the x-gon, it may be an

agonal, or a diagonal, or a monogonal axis of it.

For the sides of the nucleus through which that agonal axis passes may be sides of

the r-gon, or they may be loaded with agonally reversible polygons having the same

agonal axis : this will then be an agonal axis of the r-gon.

Or those sides may be loaded both with monogonally reversible polygons, having their

axes in prolongation of that agonal axis : this makes it a diagonal axis of the r-gon.

Or one of those sides may be loaded with a monogonally reversible polygon, and the

other either not at all, or with an agonally reversible : this, if the axes of the imposed

polygon are in direction Avith that agonal axis, makes it a monogonal axis of the

r-gon.

XV. Theoeem O. A monogonal axis of the nucleus may be either a monogonal or a

diagonal axis of the x-gon.

For the side of the nucleus Avhich that axis bisects may be unloaded, or loaded with

an agonally reversible polygon, so as to make it a monogonal axis of the r-gon. Or that

side can be loaded Avith a monogonally reversible polygon, so as to make the axis a

diagonal one of the r-gon.

It is easily seen, and unnecessary to be formally propounded, how and how far the

converses of these latter propositions are to be laid doAvn.
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I)ef. A clear axis of reversion meets no diagonal at right angles.

A scored or loaded axis of reversion meets one or more diagonals at right angles.

An e-scored axis of reversion meets e diagonals at right angles, of course bisecting

them.

The clear and the loaded axis are both supposed undrawn.

XVI. Theoeem V. If a clear axis of a {2m-\-2>)-ly reversible r-gon be scored in any

way by e diagonals at right angles to it, the i-gon becomes singly reversible about that

scored axis.

For, let ABC.. be the axes of reversion of the r-gon N. The scored axis A remains

an axis of reversion, because the symmetry about is not disturbed by the perpendicular

scores ;
but none of the other axes BC ... is perpendicular to A (Theorem B) ; wherefore

each meets singly all the scores upon A, and is no axis of reversion (Theorem D) of the

scored r-gon N'. Let then, M, any other diameter of N' not amongst ABC ... be an axis

of reversion ; it meets all the diagonals to which it is not perpendicular in pairs whose

angles it bisects (Theorem D); wherefore these are pairs of equidistants from the centre

;

now the intersections of all these, except the newly-added scores upon A, are on the axes

BC... [Cor. Theorem D); wherefore M, passing through the centre and one of these

intersections, is one of the lines ABC. . ., contrary to hypothesis, which is absurd. There-

fore A is the only axis of reversion of N'. Q. E. D.

XVII. Theoeem Q. If any loaded axis (A) of a {2m-\-2>)-ly reversible r-gon (X) be

cleared by erasure of the diagonals perpendicular to A, the cleared figure (X') is singly

reversible about that axis A.

For, let ABC... be the axes of reversion of N, on which are the diagonals at right

angles to them abc . .

.

forming a system of lines symmetrically placed about the centre

(Theorem D). No one of these B, after the erasure of a from A, is an axis of reversion

of N', because the diagonal b at right angles to B is not one of a system of lines s^unme-

trically placed about the centre (Theorem D). Let then, M, any other diameter of X'

be an axis of reversion of N' ; this line meets all the diagonals of N' not perpendicular

to it in pairs, whose angles it bisects, wherefore these pairs are equidistants from the

centre of N'; but all the intersections of these pairs lie on the lines ABC... (Cor.

Theorem D) ;
wherefore M is one of these lines ABC ... Q. E. A. Therefore A is the

only axis of reversion of N'. Q. E. D.

XVIII. Theoeem 'R. If a clear axis (A) of reversion of a ‘Im-ly reversible partitioned

x-gon (N) he scored by perpendiculars to it symmetrically about the centre, thefigure is not

made singly reversible about (A) ; but if it be so scored wnsymmetrically about the centre,

the scoredfigure (N') is singly reversible about that axis (A).

For there is an axis perpendicular to A (Theorem B) about which the sjTiimetry is

not disturbed by symmetric scores, ^. e. pairs of parallels to it equidistant from the centre,

or a diameter parallel with such pairs.

But when the scores are not such pairs, or a diameter and such pahs, the axis

perpendicular to A is no axis of reversion evidently ; nor is any other diameter of N',
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for it meets all those scores singly. Wherefore A is the only axis of reversion of N'.

Q. E. D.

XIX. Theoeem If a clear aocis K of a singly reversible partitioned i-gon N' he

scored by diagonals perpendicular to it, the scored figure N becomes sometimes singly, and

at other times (2m+3)-Zy reversible about the scored axis.

For the r-gon N' being singly reversible has no axis of reversion perpendicular to A

;

and no addition of diagonals parallel to the perpendicular diameter can make it an axis of

reversion ; for that addition cannot alter its intersections with the diagonals of N' ;

wherefore N is not 2TO-ly reversible (Theorem D and B). If N' should be the N' of

Theorem Q, and the scores upon A should be those erased in that theorem, N will be

the (2m-l-3)-ly reversible of that theorem: but if this is not the case in both these con-

ditions, N will remain, like N' unscored, singly reversible about A, since the scores do

not disturb the symmetry about that axis. Q. E. D.

What precedes about singly reversibles with loaded axes is sufficient for our present

purpose, which is to show that before we can determine the number of singly reversibles,

with clear and loaded axes, it is necessary that we should know the number of (2m+l)-ly

reversible e)-partitions of the r-gon which have a clear axis, ^. e. which have clear

axes ; for here the configurations about all the axes are alike (Theorem C) ; and also

that of the 2m-ly reversible (1-f-^— e)-partitioned r-gons which have one configuration

about clear axes, and also of those which have both their configurations about clear axes.

This matter will be more evident as we proceed.

XX. Let E*“^(r, kf, E**(r, k)^, E*’"°(r, k)^ denote the whole number of

(l-f-^j-partitioned r-gons built on the 7i-gonal nucleus (%>2), which have (Theorem C)

k)n, h agonal and h diagonal,

^ agonal only,

^ diagonal only, and

R* ’"® (r, k)n, h monogonal axes only, of reversion.

We shall denote those having all their axes clear by c subscript to R; those having

no clear axes by zero subscript to R; those of the second and third classes which have

half their axes, bearing one configm’ation, clear, by ^c subscript, and those of the first,

which have half their axes clear, the agonal or the diagonal ones, by ac or dc subscript

We wiite

. ag,
*(r, k),--

-Rf k\+R“ •

RA.fl? {r, kf-II {r, y?:)„+R^r" (r. (r,

. di
{r, k\^II {r, R^/' {r. (r, kf,

.I7M)
{v, k\-_RA.mo {r, -^)„+R^“'’ (r. Jcl-

In the second and third lines the second subclass is of course nothing when h is odd.

In the fourth class the number of axes of reversion is always odd. And in all those

equations we suppose w<t;3.
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XXI. Before we can proceed to investigate formulae for the determination of these

numbers, it is necessary,

—

Problem a. Tofind the 'k-divisions of the r-gon or x-ace.

By the (l-j-^)-divisions of an r-gon I mean the entme number of ways in which k

diagonals can be di’a-wn in it, none crossing another, all ways being different which

occupy different angles 1 2 . . r of the r-gon. Thus there are five 3-divisions, but only

one 3-partition of the pentagon made by drawing a pair of diagonals. And there are

five 3-divisions of a pentace made by breaking it into three triaces, but these are all the

same 3-partition.

If we call the number sought of (l+^j-di'visions of the r-gon D(r, k), we can express

it in terms of D(r', k'), /< r, and k'< k.

For consider any diagonal dra\vn from any angle /3 of the r-gon, dividing it into a

(3+A)-gon and a (r—A— l)-gon. This line b Avill be drawn in the (l-}-^’)-diAisions along

mth every (l-l-£)-division of the (3+A)-gon, combined Avith every (^— ^)-di^ision of the

(r

—

h— l)-gon, s diagonals being dra^vn on one side, and k— s— 1 diagonals on the other

side of b.

That is, 2^D(3-|-A, £)x I)(r— 1, k—s—
1)

taken from £=0 to z=.k— 1, is the number of (l-J-^)-di\isions in which that line b will

be seen.

If, now, we give to h every value from A=0 to h—r— 4, we shall have counted ever)'

(l+^)-division in which any line b appears that can be drawn from that angle j3. K we

put for (3 each of the r angles in succession, that is, if we multiply by r, we shall have

enumerated every (l-l-^)-division in which any hne b appears, that is drawn fr’om any

angle /3. But we have thus handled twice, once from either extremit)% every line in

every set of k diagonals; that is, we have counted every (l+^)-dirision 2k times.

Wherefore the corTect result is

2k.'D{r, ^)=r.2A{r>(3+A, g).D(r-A-l, k-^-l)},

Avhere every value of h from A=0 io h=r— 4 is to be combined with every r-alue of

2 from £= 0 to i—k— 1. If, then, we know these dhisions for all valires of r and

k up to D(y— 1, ^~1), we obtain D(r, k) by addition. And as D(r’-1-0)=1, and

D(r, l)=^y’.(9"~3), D(r, 2) is given, and thence D(r, 3), and so on, up to D(r, k), for

any given values of r and k.

XXII. To find D(r, k) in terms of r, for the general value of r, and for a given value

of k, we write

D(r, ^)=Ar^*-l-Br^*“'ff- . . -j-Lr-f-M

;

for we know that this number is not greater than 3))}*'“^xf/I’+l \ that of all

possible sets of k diagonals that cross or not. Then, from the 2^4-1 equations,

D( ^+3,^)=A( ^+3)=*HB( ^+3)^*-*+..+M,

D( ^-f4,/)=A( A:+4)^''+B( ^+4)^''+*+ .. +M,

D(3^+3, ^)=A(3^+3)“-fB(3y^+3)^‘+>+ .. +M,
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the left members of which are to be calculated by the preceding article, we can deter-

mine the coefficients A, B, . . LM.

So far as I have pursued the inquiry, I find always one factorial form of the function

r>(r, Ic) ; but in order to prove that this is always the form, it is necessary to show that, if

(3 + A-e-2)'l‘

CT?
’
and

D(r-^-l, ^-£-1)=

D(r, k)

Ik—s ^ ik—£+

1

=f,2,2.{D(3-fA, g).D(r-A-l, A:~£-1)}=^X-^ ^

fl+T fFi-2

from A=0toA=r— 4, and from £=0 to z=ik—1; which is the expression that I con-

tinually find.

This summation I must leave to the learned and industrious reader ; but, meanwhile,

I shall venture to enunciate with the best demonstration, such as it is, that occurs to me,

the following

Theoeem T. The nuniier of {l-]r^)-divisi<ms of an x-gmi, i. e. of all the ways in which

k diagonals can he drawn in it, none crossing another', is

IT+T
•

For first, let the r-gon be divided into triangles, i. e. let k=r—S. Here the (3-1- A)-

gon of the preceding article can have only h diagonals, or £=4; and the final result, the

last equation of that article, becomes

D(r, r— 3)=2^^:^.2;i{D(3-l-A, A).D(r— /i— 1, r—h—i)},

from A=0 to h—r—^L.

Hence we obtain for r=4, r=5, r=6, &c.,

D(4, l)=f .D(3, 0).D(3, 0)=2=^,
(
4-1

D(5, 2)=|.{D(3, 0).H(4, 1)-1-D(4, 1).D(3, 0)}

j5-3|l

|5^’

D(6, 3)=t{D(3, 0}D(5, 2)-l-D(4, 1).D(4, l)-f-D(5, 2XD3, 0)}

56-311

=14=
(6-1

D(7, 4)=i{D(3, 0)D(6, 3)+D(4, 1)D(5, 2)+D(5, 2)D(4, 1)+D(6, 3).D(3, 0)}

=|{14+10+10+14}= 42

77-3II
^

and as we have demonstrated that D(8, 5) is a sum of products of these continuous

MDCCCLVII. 2 H
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functions, it is a continuous function, and has a permanent form : wherefore it is

sufficiently evident that
fp7~2\l

D(r,r-3)=^.

We know that D(r, A:)=0, if ^>0, for every value of r from r=3 to r=k—‘l ; for no

(^— 2)-gon has k diagonals none crossing another. Hence (r—A’— 2)*'* is a factor of

D(r, k). Therefore

D(r, ‘(AV"+B'r^-‘+ .
.
+LV+M'),

D(y?:+3, ^)=1.2../i:(A'(y?:+3)^+BPH-3)^->+--+L'(^+3)+0),

=A'(*+3)‘+B'(^+8)*-+ .. +L'(^+3),

(^ + 3 + l)(^+ 3 +^^+ 3 + i^_l)

[
A + 2 (a + 1

Hence A'=

L'=
1.2.3.(^-l) .

^k+ 2\k+ \

consequently

>• -V-^ X (k^\k+i
.U.t.u.

XXHI. Theoeem U. Every m-ly irreversible ^-partition of an x-gon occurs 2r : m times

among the 'k-divisions, and every m-ly reversible k-partition of it is found r : m times among

the k-divisions.

For any ?}i-ly irreversible ^-partition has a different configuration about r : m successive

angles (HI.), and is nowhere its own reflexion
; so that r : m more configurations the

reflexions of the former are read on the reversed face of the r-gon. And as all these

configurations are found among the y^-divisions separately enumerated about the same

angle, this partition is counted 2r : ni times among them.

And any m-ly reversible ^-partition of the r-gon has r : ni different configurations in

the interval between the termination of any axis A and its repetition, tliat is, about

r : m angles if A be an agonal axis, and about r : m sides if it be diagonal. The central

configuration of these r : m is about the axis alternate with A ; the others form pairs of

configurations reflecting each other. All these are constructed and counted separately

among the ^"-divisions about the same point of the r-gon
; i. e. this partition is coimted

r : m times among the ^-divisions. Q. E. D.

Let k) denote the entire number of 7?i-ly reversible (Ifi-^’)-partitions of the r-gon

about all nuclei, and all kinds of axes, and let I”*(r, k) stand for tlie complete number

of m-ly irreversible (l+^)-partitions.

The theorem U may be thus expressed

:

D(r, >i0}, or, (»i>0).
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2r.l(r, k)=V(r, R^, + ^:)|

;

I 7/i 71ft X
J

which shows that, if we can find R”(r, Jc) and Jc) for all values of m>0, we can

obtain the most numerous of all the classes, I(r, k)^ by a simple subtraction and

division.

XXIV. Our first step towards the actual solution of our problem of partitions, which,

after all these tedious prolegomena, we may now think of taking, is to find the numbers

in (XX.). We begin with

Problem b. Tofind Ef •“^*'(r, k)„, the number of {\-\-'k)-jpartitioned r-gons, built on the

\>g(mal nucleus, and havmg h agonal and h diagonal axes of reversion, all clear.

There are, in every one of these, 2A equidistant terminations of diagonal axes, between

7t 7t

which intervene ^ sides of the w-gon ; the central side of these ^ is bisected by an

agonal axis, wherefore ^ is an odd number.

If we mark this central side as the wth of the ?^-gon, we see on either side of it

1'^^—
1^

sides between it and a termination of a diagonal axis. This nih. side is one

of 2h equidistant sides of the w-gon, bisected by terminations of agonal axes, namely the

n

Tfi

2n
. . nih. sides.

which are all unloaded, being sides both of the r-gon and the ^^-gon. The |

sides on either side of the nih are loaded, the first and (^^— l)th with a certain -parti-

tioned (2-f-a,)-gon, so as to form a configuration bisected by the agonal axis between

them; the second and {n—2)th by a gj-p^i’^tioned {^-k-a^y^on placed in like reversible

manner, and so on ; in such a way as to satisfy the equations following.

where am>0, and e^':ip>a^—l, since no (2-J-«,„)-gon can have more than 1 diagonals

drawn none crossing another; wherefore if a„,—i), e„^=—l.

71 ^Jt

These — polygons «i«2 , &c. are laid on in the same manner to correspond about the

7t ^2t7t

;^th ^th, &c. sides ; i. e. they fill up the 4/i intervals between agonal and diagonal axes,

making a configuration reversible about any one of them.

XXV. The equations (A.) must be satisfied, because the n summits of the M-gon, with

the a, summits added 4/i times in the (2-f-ai)-gon, and the a^^ summits added 4A times in

2 H 2
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the (2-f a„)-gon, must make up the r summits of the r-gon. And, supposing that

everywhere >0, the n—2h loaded sides of the w-gon, with the diagonals of every

(2+«^)-gon 4A times laid on, must make up the k diagonals of the r-gon. And if

in which case the mth and (w—w)th sides of the n-^on are imloaded, whereby 4A

sides besides the 2h above-mentioned remain sides common to the r-gon and the w-gon,

the appearance of e^=—l corrects the error made by counting those 4A sides for

diagonals of the r-gon, and the second equation still remaius true, however many of

the numbers a^, &c. =0. But these equations are impossible, and Ef'^*(r, A')„=0,

unless r—n, n—lh^ and w-|-2A are all multiples of 4A.

Consider any single solution of the equation (A.), and letN be an r-gon bearing, on the

mth side everywhere reckoned in both directions from the one bisected by an agonal

axis, a (2-j-«,„)-gon having diagonals. Whatever be the posture of those diago-

nals, and whatever be the character of the (2+«„J-gon, the figure is reversible at least

about 1i agonal and h diagonal axes. And let C be the configuration read in X about

the agonal axis thrpugh the wth side of the w-gon.

XXVI. Let, next, any disturbance be made in the arrangement of the diagonals in

one or more of these imposed polygons, so that the reversible character about the

2h axes be preserved, and the diagonals of the (2+a„)-gon on both sides of any axis

shall form pairs making angles bisected by the intervening axis of reversion. The solu-

tion before us of (A.) being undisturbed in both values and order of the numbers ^>
1 ,

&c., we can combine every (l-f^^j-division of the (2+«„)-gon in the interval with

every (lfi-6|p)-division of the (2-l-«p)-gon, &c.; that is, we can make C take

6]) . D(2 ^2} • B(2 ^3) • • • B(2 — 2A , 6n-2h)—^n-2h
4h 4h 4h

different forms, by mere variation of arrangement of diagonals, the same variation being

made about every agonal axis, and consequently the same variation occuiTing about ever\-

diagonal axis. Of these An-sh configurations no two can be alike ; for the intenals of
4^

2h • • • • •

sides between two adjoining axes are irreversible configurations, if we look at the

axes which limit them, because one is un agonal and the other a diagonal axis ; so that,

in fact, no disturbance of one or more diagonals of N can produce N' a repetition of N.

If the limiting axes were alike, it might possibly occur that N' should be a reflexion of

N, the configuration of one read from right to left in the interval being that of the other

read from left to right.

It is to be observed here, and in all products that we may handle of the form of

A»-2a, that when a^=0 and consequently D(2 -|-«ot5 ^m) is either to be omitted.
4h

or counted imity, so that AO is always =1.

XXVII. Next, let us make a variation in om solution of equation (A.), either by

altering two or more values of or of oi* of both; or by exchanging the

places of certain values without altering them. It is evident that C', the residt of such
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disturbance of the solution, must differ from every C that we have before regarded about

the axis through the wth side of the n-gon ; for it has no longer the same polygons in

the same places of the interval between the axes. We have either changed the order of

the imposed polygons, or we have in certain places put a (l+(9p)-partitioned (2-t-a^)-gon

which was not employed in the construction of C, for a (l+^m)-pa'rtitioned (24-«ro)"gon,

which was. Whatever be the solution we work from, we shall be able to produce from

it, by mere disturbances of diagonals in the imposed polygons, distinct configura-

tions, all different from the An- 2h counted before ; and all the r-gons thus produced will
ih

have the property of being reversible about h agonal and h diagonal axes. And it is

evident, that every configuration about an agonal axis of any (14-^)-partitioned r-gon,

ha\ing h agonal and h diagonal axes of reversion, will be produced from some solution

of equations (A.), and some arrangement of diagonals in the imposed polygons.

If, then, we denote by 2 .A»^ the sum of the products made from every solu-
4A ih

tion of equations (A.), every change, either in value or order, of See. being

counted as a solution, we find that 2A»^, many terms of which Avill be equal numbers,
ih

is the exact number of configm'ations about an agonal axis which can be seen on any

(l+/?:)-partitioned r-gon having h agonal and h diagonal clear axes of reversion.

Now no ago-diagonally reversible has two configurations about agonal axes ; and

every (l+^j-partitioned r-gon ha\ing ih agonal and ih diagonal axes, is reversible about

h agonal and h diagonal axes, whatever positive number i may be; for it has h equi-

distant agonal axes, and between every pair' of these (^—1) more agonal axes, and it has

h diagonal axes, because ih diagonal axes bisect the angles between the ih agonal ones.

Hence it follorvs that

2A„_-^=2;Rf'^'''(r,
ih

T 7t ^xh
where i is every whole number giving and— — positive integers

; con-

ditions necessary to the existerree of equations (A.).

XXVIII. Consequently (^>0),

Rf “^‘"'(r, A%=2A^--2iRf+‘^"-''^*'(r, /r)„,

ih

for all values of (z-l-l)/i=A', which make n— 2A', r—n, and all multiples of 44'.

As r>w, n—2A>0 in equations (A.) ; hence w<t;64, and if 24>|, Rf=0 ; e.

i).=Er'V, i).=0.

If w=6^, the equations (A.) become

2n
T—n

j 2n 2n
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^ .
Sr+ w Zh—2n

2n

* T^/o 1 s + 3A— 2n\
A7>-2a=D(2-f«i, ^i)—D^' 2„--5 2^J’

and this is 2A^, as there is no other solution of (A.). Wherefore

'Sr+ ra Sk—2n^
ih

Ef*^, *).=d(^
2ra ’ 2n

Next let ^-r^=2, or 2A=^; we obtain
4/^

4A

which is a given number. Here, as before, 2A has as many terms as there are solu-

tions of

r=?z-fy(«,+«2)

, 4ra 2ra,
,

,k— .y+ -j(ei+ e2).

71

For an example, let ?’=78, ^=48, 7^=30; ^= 6 : to find R®'^'(78, 48
)30 ,

form the

solutions of

4=«,-f-«2

2=^1+ 62 ?

of which there are five, namely,

4=4+0= 0+4=3+l=l+3=2+2
2=3-l=-l+3=2+0=0+2=l+l;

whence, disregarding the negative — 1
,
we obtain

2.D(6, 3)+2.D(5, 2).D(3, 0)+D(4, 1).D(4, 1)=SA„_:^,

or 2A„^=2. 14+2.5+2^=42;
4h

and

because — is not a whole number.

4h

J^a.a^d*(78, 48)30=42 -R'«“^'''(78, 48)30=42,

20

30-2/jWe may then put = 7, the next possible integral value after 2 of that subindex;

and thus finding h=l, proceed to enumerate Rf^*'(78, 48
) 33

. The equations (A.) become

78-30
4

48-28

— 12 .
.
+fl/-

4
— ^ +

and the solutions are already numerous. The sum of products A- being found, we obtain

R2.a^rf^(78,
48)3o=2A.-42.
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Thus it is evident that we can register Rf from A=| to A=l, for all values

that make r— w—2A, and multiples of Ah.

For a simple and complete example, to be carried out through all our investigation, we

may take the partitions of the octagon. Here we are to seek Rf“^'^*(8, Jc)^. Evidently

n<% (if ^>0), and =6 or =4.

0
When w=6, — -^-=1, the only value, gives A™!, and Rf^*’(8, whatever be /r,

,
8—6 ,

because — is not mteger.

A— lh
When w=4, —

—

^

has no integer value >0; wherefore, since r>w, Rf''^*'(8,

for all values of k. Hence
Rf“^"‘(8, ^}=0,

whatever be the nucleus, except that

Rr"‘(8 ,
0
)
3=1 (art. III.).

XXIX. Problem c. To find Rdc“®^(r, k)^, the number of {l-\-\i)’fafUtmi€d r-^£ws, bidlt

on an n-gonal nucleus, having h loaded agonal, and h clear diagonal, axes of rexersion.

The investigation to be made differs from that in the five preceding articles in that

the 2h sides of the w-gon, bisected by the agonal axes, are all loaded with a certain

(l4-So)-partitioned (4+2ao)-gon xAo, having at least one agonal axis of reversion

(Theorem G.).' This must be so posited that its agonal axis shall be in a line with that

of the w-gon (Theorem N.), and must be placed alike on the 2h equidistant sides, since

all agonal axes of the r-gon must bisect the same configuration at each end (Theorem C.).

The remaining sides of the w-gon may be loaded, the ??ith from Aq, with any (l+ 6„,)-par-

titioned (or divisioned) (2+«,„)-gon so as to form a figure reversible about the 27i axes,

and so that the equations foUoiving be satisfied :

—

r— n-\-’2t]i{^-\-^a^-\- Ah^i-\-

a

^-\~ .

.

where «„>0, ; and e,^=— l, if «„,= 0

;

(A'.)

the numbers Ko and being any that we may select from our register of polygons having

at least one agonal axis, which is supposed complete for values of (2-}-2ao) not greater

T^“Tt 71

than All that is said of the loading of the — sides between the axes, and about

the import and necessity of equations (A.), applies to equations (A'.).

The sides being thus loaded, we have an f-gon which has only clear diagonal axes, and

is reversible about 2h equidistant and alternate agonal and diagonal axes. Leaving now

the 2A agonally reversible (l+ 2Q53)-gons undisturbed, we can vaiy the positions of the

diagonals, exactly as in (XXVI.), so as to produce about the agonal axis through the

nth side of the r-gon

D(2-{-cfi, Cl)

€

2) . . .T)(2-\-an-^t Aa- 2/t

' -ih. Ah ) Ah
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different configmations, the numbers &c. here being those of a solution of equa-

tions (A'.). And every one of these may be varied again by changing the posture of the

(4-f-2ao)-gon, if it has a second configuration about an agonal axis, so that this axis

shall come into a line with that of the n-gon, or by exchanging the (4-}-2ao)'goii for any

other that is also (l-l-eo)‘P^i’titioned and has an agonal axis. The number of variations

in our power by distm’bance of the (4-l-2ao)-gons alone, is

2,„{2R-“^(4-f2ao, So)-}-E^-“^‘''(4+2a„, So)}=H,

because each m-agonally reversible has two configurations about agonal axes and thus

admits of two postures, while each ago-diagonally reversible has only one ; whatever be

the number m of agonal axes (Theorem A.).

Thus we see, that for every solution of equations (A'.) that we can write down, all values

and orders of the numbers counting in the solution, we can make

H . An— 2A

'IF'

different configurations about the axis through the nth. side of the ?i-gon. The proof

that there are no two of them ahke need not be repeated here fi:om art. XVI.

If then 2H . A^^
4A

denote the sum of those products HA made from every solution of equations (A'.), this

number is that of the r-gons (l-j-^)-partitioned, and having li agonal and h diagonal axes

of reversion, the latter only being clear axes, which are constructible on the w-gonal

nucleus. This is shown exactly as in art. XXVII. And by the reasoning of that

article we obtain

hi being any number h! such that

n— 2h! r—n—2h'.{2-\-2ur) , k— n— 2h!sn

VI “d—V/—

are positive integers, for some values of and that are found in oiu register of

(l+ 2o)'P^^titioned (2-(-2ao)-gons, having an agonal axis of reversion.

Hence (oO),

ih

71 ““ 2^
XXX. The highest value of h in equations (A'.) gives =0, or 2]i—n. In. this

case Ao is the only imposed polygon, and the equations (A'.) become

T— Zn ^ k—n
71

which =0 of course if the fractions are irreducible^ or if no such values are in our

register of reversible polygons with an agonal axis. An;^= Ao is here to be considered
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r-\-n k—'U

n ’ n )}’

unity; wherefore

which is a number given in our register, or else =0.

The next step is to put the subindex — or -=:2/i, and find
4ft 3

"^agdi

K (r, kX=0,

because 2A=
|
does not give an integer

— . agdi

Ei ('. k).,

a number readily obtained, and so on through all integer values of from 2h~^ to

. 2A=2.

XXXI. For an example take

r=22, ^=12, n~Q, h~l, and seek E^“^*(22, 12)g.

By equations (A'.) we have

22= 6
-f-

4
-f- 4ceo -j- 4ffl,

or ao>2, 4+2a„>8.

Our register as far as r=8 contains, under

0)= 1, 0)=1, 1)=1, 2),=1, E^''^‘**(4, 0)=1,

where ao=2 ci^— l ao=l ao=2 a~0

Sq 0, 2g 0, £g 1 £q 2 Sg=0.

But as
12-6-2.S0 . . ,

7 is integer, s,= l=zoio; and the only solution of (A'.) is

where

22=6+2. (2+2. l)-f4.

2

12= 6+2.1 +4.1,

c,=2, ^1=1.

D(2+2, 1)=2= 2A., 2H=E^“^"‘(6, 1)=1

Er'^^(22, 12)6=2HA.-EL^n22, 12)6

= 2 - 0
,

T -\-7t 22 -|- 6 • f y. , .

because ~~^= “g— ’ iii ^dcV-> f^)n^ is not integer.

We proceed with our partitions of the octagon, and seek Edr^'*'(8, k)^.

T ~^7l 7i

Now E^'^*(8, >^:)6=0, because —^ here is not integer: let w=4; then, — =0, the

8 -f-4
only integer value, and E^“^'''(8, ^)4

= 0
,
because -^=3, a value of r not found in our

register under E“^ or E“^*. Therefore E^*'“^*'(8, k)—0.

MDCCCLVII. 2 I
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XXXII. Problem d. To find k)^, the number of {I -\-^)-partition€d x-gom

built on an n-gonal nucleus^ to have h loaded diagmal and b clear agonal ases of

reversion.

All the axes are agonal axes of the nucleus (Theorems M, X). There are 2A unloaded

sides, carrying the agonal axes, and midway between each pair of these, a side loaded

with a ^l+s«j-partitioned ^3-l-2a^^-gon, having at least one monogonal axis (Theorem X),

Tt

which is laid alike on the ^th, ^th, . . . n\h sides of the nucleus
; and Zn_ being

Ah -ih

numbers selected from our register of monogonally reversibles. And on the mih side,

counted from the unloaded one in both dhections, is laid any (l+e^)-partitioned

(2-l-«^)-gon, once in every interval between an agonal and a diagonal axis.

The equations to be satisfied are

T—

n

• • “h dn—^h

k-. 24-j-4A^^j "k-e^, ~i~ -\-en—4h\ -j-2As^,
~ur/ 4a 1

(A“.)

:0, e^:!f>a^—l;

for reasons suificiently given in art. XXV. These cannot exist unless

r—

n

— 2h^un-\-l^ and k—n—Th[z^—

are divisible by 4A. Every r-gon constructed by loading the sides of the w-gon as above

described will be (I -h^)-partitioned and reversible about h clear agonal and h loaded

diagonal axes.

Leaving now undisturbed the ^3-l-2a^^-gons, we can change the arrangements of dia-

gonals in the (2-}-«i)-gon, (24-«2)-gon, &c. in

D(2+«i, ^j).D(2+a2? €Ln—^h^ 4a\ —- 4A

\ 4A 4A / 4A

different ways, without altering at all our solution of equations (A".). And we can com-

bine each of these arrangements of diagonals with every -partitioned ^3-{-2a^j-gon

in our list of monogonally reversibles, of which there are

M=2:^K’”-’”73+2a„, Zn\;
\ 4h 4hJ

SO that the enthe number of (I+^)-partitioned r-gons, ha'^dng not fewer than h clear

agonal and h loaded diagonal axes, constructible from a single solution of (A".), is the

product MA»^
; and a similar product being formed from every solution of (A".), count-

4A

ing every change of value or order of a^ a^ e^^ See. as a solution, we obtain the result

2.M.A^=2K‘-“^'^‘(r, k)„,
4h

the number of products on the left under 2 being that of those solutions ; or

kf= 2 .M . A„_^- 2,- . ; (^ => 0).
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n—Ah
XXXIII. In equations (A".) may have any value >0. When n=-^h, we have

r—%=^.(2a,-fl),‘2

n n
fC

2
~

2^^ ’

hence

and as Ao=I,

2r 2k-n
.

3+2ai—

2r 2k—

which of course =0 if the fractions are reducible, and also (IX.), if r is divisible by n.

,1 . , , . ... .1 , . n—Ah ,From this we obtain, puttmg the submdex
^ =1, or 2A=-?

k!"V.
Tl 7t

and thus k) can be found in succession for every whole value of ^ from 2A=^

to 2A= 2, which gives

r— 2A^2a^-f Ij and 7^— 2A^£^—
I^

divisible by 4A.

W'e proceed with our partitions of the octagon, by finding ^)„.

R^“^*(8, ^)g=0, because the submdex is not integer.

4 4^
If 7?= 4, = 0 and h=\ ; when (A".) becomes 8=4-{-2(2a,-j-I), which is absurd;

.-. R^“^'^'(8, ^)=0, for any nucleus.

XXXIV. Problem e. To find Ef^‘^(r, k)„, the number of {l-\-^)-fartitioned v-go7is

having an n-gonal nucleus and h diagonal and h agonal axes of reversion, of which none

are clear.

The construction is like the preceding,with the exception that 27i equidistant sides, viz. the

nth, ^th, ||th, . . . ^^wth.
2h

are all loaded with the same (I+2ao)‘goii, having at least one agonal

axis of reversion, £„ and being any numbers in our register of agonally reversibles,

£_» and being found as in XXXII.
4A Ah

The equations to be satisfied are.

where and I

r—W-1-2A. (24-2ao)+ 4A^ff,+a2H“ • • 4*an—ih

k^n-k-lh.iQ -j-IA/ei -1-^2+ . • + €n~Ak\ “f“2A . £»

\ Ah } Ah "

(A'".)

2 I 2
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An r-gon so constructed from any one solution has k diagonals, and is reversible about

at least Ji agonal and h diagonal axes, all loaded.

We can, as before, make the product

D(2 -{-(2i, ej)D(2 -j-<?
2 ? 62) • • • •D/'2 -j- Cln—Ak^ 4A\— 4A

\ Ah Ah } Ah

with the numbers &c. in our solution of (A'".), which is the number of variations

of diagonals that can be made in the (2+ai)-gon, (2-{-a2)-gon, &c., while the 4A rever-

sible polygons upon the axes are undisturbed. We can also disturb these polygons alone,

varying the 2h agonally reversibles, in

different ways, as in XXIX., and the 2A monogonally reversibles in

\ Ah AhJ

different ways, as in XXXII., wherefore the entfre number of r-gons (l+A’)-partitioned

and having Ji equidistant agonal and as many diagonal axes of reversion all loaded, that

can be formed by one solution of (A'".), is the product

Ah

all the numbers ^0 &c. appearing in the product being those formd in that one

solution. The sum of these products, one for every possible solution of equation (A'".),

all orders and values of the quantities as, ae, See. counting as solutions, is the total

number of (I+A)-partitioned r-gons, built on the w-gonal nucleus, to have h agonal and

h diagonal axes of reversion none of them clear, i. e.

. agdi^^^ k)n=2H .M
. ;

ih

the number of products under 2 on the right being that of the solutions of (A'".).

Wherefore A)„=2H .M .A«^— S^Ilf k)„ {i> 0)

;

Ah

for whatever be the value of i, there must be h equidistant agonal and as many diagonal

axes bisecting the intervals between them.

XXXV. The highest value of h in (A'".) gives n—2k=0, 2A= The equations

become in this case

2r— 5n

2n =“o+an

2k— 2n
,

which have of course no solution if the fractions are irreducible ;
and 2Ao=I : wherefore

A)„=0,

R* (r, ^).=2{2.(2E-"<(4+2a., s.)+E«""s'«(4+2<.., s.))2.E'“ "«(3+«., s.)}= 2HMA.,
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a sum of products easily obtained from our register of reversibles, a different product for

every solution of the two equations just written in Kq, Sq, Sj.

We next put or 2A=-, and find
^ 4A ’ 4’

Hagdi —agdi

E; (r, y^)„=SHMA,-E; (r,

H, M and A, being properly determined from the numbers that satisfy

^(2-{-2ao)-}- ai-l--(2a2-hl),

In like manner we can obtain Ef k)^ for every value of Ih that gives, in equa-

tions (A'".),

w, T~Qh^ and k~~n—21i^^-\-z^^

each divisible by 4A ; Kq, Zq, and being numbers in our register of reversibles.
4/i 4A

It is easily seen that

A:)6=0=Ef“^^‘(8, k\,

whence by what precedes we obtain, for >1;>0,

E"*“^*'(8, ^)=0,

or the octagon has no partition ago-diagonally reversible, except itself.

Thus we have determined the four numbers

Ef ^)„+Ef k),,.

XXXVI. The next step is to obtain

E^-“^(r, A:)„=E^“^(r, /^;)„+Ef-^(r, ^)„+ES-^(r, k),.

Problem f. To find Ee‘^^(r, k)„, the number of {\-\-V)-partitioned x-gons built on the

n-gonal nucleus, to be reversible about h agonal axes, all clear.

WTiether n be odd or even, 2h sides of the w-gon, viz.

—

the Tith, ^th, ^th.,.^^wth sides,
k ii a

and the ^th, ^th...^^^^%th sides,
2A ’ 2A 2h

which are equidistant from pairs of the preceding h, are unloaded, and the sides between

71

the nth and^th ai’e loaded, the wth with a (ld-6j„)-partitioned (2-j-fl5,„)-gon, &c., the

9 Tt ““

configuration of this interval being reversed in the two adjoining intervals of sides

each, so as to make a figure reversible about all the axes. And the equations following

will be true :

—
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r—n-{-2h^
2A /

1 (B.)

The above construction from every solution of this equation gives an r-gon ^’-partitioned

end reversible about at least h clear agonal axes bisecting 2h equidistant sides, both of

the r-gon and %-gon (Theorems B, N). And with this solution, i. e. -without changing the

Aveight or order of the imposed loads, we can, by disturbing the arrangement of the

diagonals of the (2-f-«m)-gon in nny way whatever, produce a new configuration about

the axis bisecting the n\h. side ; and the enthe number of configurations so brought into

view by such disturbances will be

D(2+a„ eJD(2-p«2, ^2)...D/2-t- Cin—^h^ 2a\—^n~2h \

\ 2A 2A / 2n

and a like expression for the number of configurations generable from eA ery solution of

equation (B.), i. e. for every change in the weight or order of imposed loads, being added

to the above, we obtain different configurations about the axis through the ??th
2A

side, the number of terms under 2 being that of the solutions. Among these -will be

found once, and once only, every aspect of any -partitioned r-gon about a clear

agonal axis, which has 2A equidistant sides in common -with the M-gon, bisected by agonal

axes of reversion. Now two of these configurations are found on every one of Ji)„,

for each has ^ X 2A such equidistant sides of the ?^-gon ; one Avill be found on each of

k)^ for the same reason, and one Avill be found on each of R^''^*'(r, k)„ and on

each of same reason (Theorem C) ; that is {i> 0),

^)„+Rf-^'^‘(r, k)„], and
2A

R'‘-^(r, ^)„=i|2A^A-2,(2RJ('+*>^(r, A’)„+Rf -''^*(r,
j.

XXXVII. Before we proceed with the discussion of this formula, it is necessary.

Problem g. To find R4c®(i'?
k)„, the number of {l-]r^)’^artitioned r-go^is having

^ clear

and ^
loaded agonal axes^ and built on the n-gonal nucleus.

These r-gons have all on h sides of the %-gon, the

,
n 2ra

,
h— 1 , .

,

mh, ^th, -^th, . . . —^ wth sides,

a (l+Soj^pai’titioned (4+ 2o£o)-gon ha-ving an agonal axis, and nothing on the

^th, ^th . . . sides.
2h ’ 2h 2h

The equations to be satisfied are

r=w+A(2-{-2o!o)+2/?^«,d-«2+ •• ~l~

k~n— h-\-hzQ -\-2h^i •• ~\~en—'J— 2a\
ih /

(B'.)

«3 and So being any number in our list of reversibles about an agonal axis.
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The configurations producible about the loaded agonal axis through the nt\\ side of

the w-gon, from any one solution of (B'.), are the product HA«^, of
2A

H=2^{2R”“^(4-l-2«o, g+Il^”‘“^''‘(4+2ao, So)},

and A„- 2A=D(2 +ffl„ ei).D(2 H-a2,
(I/n—2h<} €n—2l\ ,

^ \ 2A 2/i /

and the sum of these products, one for every solution of (B'.), all values and orders of

the quantities counting among the solutions, is the sum of the configurations bisected

by the loaded agonal axes of all (l+^)-partitioned r-gons built on the ?2,-gonal nucleus,

to have loaded agonal axes, and clear agonal axes bisecting the equal intervals

between the loaded ones.

Now the whole number of these r-gons is that of these configurations, since no such

r-gon has more than one ; and these r-gons are in number exactly

2k

for all these have (2^^-l)x|^ loaded agonal axes, and among these are
^

equidistant

ones, in the inteiwals of which lie an odd number (2^+l) of clear agonal axes. But

]c)n is not in the number of these y-gons, because in the intervals of any

equidistant loaded axes of these, lies an even number of clear axes. Wherefore, (^> 0)

XXXVIII. The highest value of h in (B'.) gives w—2A=0; which reduces them to

2r—2n 2k—

n

^ ^
^
0 ? ^0 1 »

wherefore

Tt ^ / \ /

2r 2k—

n

n n

We can next put =I in equations (B'.) and find R^^^ (r, and thus every number

R^(r, k)„^ for any even value of A, so that

w, r, and

shall be multiples of 27i, being some number of diagonals on our list of agonally

reversibles.

Tit

In XXXVI., equations (B.), the highest value of h gives —^^= 1, or /?= 2 ,
when

those equations become
2r— 2n 2k—

n

n
-=«„

so that r is divisible by n\ D(24-«i, e,)=2A,.

-agdi

Hence
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and since

H-agdi

Re {r, by XX^TIL,

11. agdi

and X (r, by XXXIIL,

when r is divisible by n,

—ag

X (n/i:)„=i{D(2+a„eO-R,^, (r, /5:)

J

n— 2h
If now we put in (B.)

2h
we can obtain 11^ (^? ^)ni a^nd ever)- number k)„

in which n, r, and Jc are multiples of 2A, including the case of A=l.

We shall now find 3lc“^(8, Jc)^ and Il
4e^(

8
,

For 7^=6 in equations (B.), we can only put "^=2, A=l, and ^’=2
; then

r=8=6 +2.1(l-f0)=6+2.1(0+l)

A:=2= 6-2-j-2.1(0-l)=6-f2.1(-l-f0)

A,=2D(3, 0)=2

E“^(8, 2)«=i2= l.

If ^^=4, ^*
2
^= integer gives only {r>n) and being integer in the formula

~ag

for
,
gives k—% or else k—i. Also, by the same formula,

Ef(8
, 2).=i{D(4, 0)-R«“(4, 0))=i(l-l)=0

E?(8
, 4),=i{D(4, 1)-2(E‘'(4, 1)+E"f»(4, l))}=i(2-0)=l

;

for the only entries in our register for r=4 are

0)=1 and R^'"(4, I)=I.

n— 2h
When w=6 in equations (B'.), is not integer for an even value of li ; but when

-agdi

2?— 4, A=2=
2 ,

and by the formula for (r, A:)„,

2)4=R^“^''‘'(4, 0)= 1;

for ^=2 is the only value that finds integer in our register.

XXXIX. Problem h. To find Ro'‘®(r, k)„, the number of {l-\-'k)-partitioned v-gons

ha ving h agonal axes only of reversion, all loaded axes.

71 2 /?-

In any one of these there are 2A equidistant sides, the w^th, the ^th, the 5)jth, &c. of

the w-gon loaded, half with a (l-|-eo)-partitioned (4-l-2ao)-gon, and the rest, alternating

with these, loaded with a
(1+^5)

-partitioned ^44-2aj^j-gon, all having at least one agonal

axis of reversion, which is also one in the w-gon. The numbers So, as well as a^.
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which may be the same or not with the former, are any that we choose from our register

of agonally reversibles. The intervals are loaded as before, so as to satisfy

r—n -|~/i(2 -j“2oj0) \ 1

\ 2A / \ 2A/ I

Jc -|-^2 ~b • • ~\~€n-2h
V 2/t

)+&.; j

(B”.)

where

Having chosen any solution of these equations, and posited the polygons, we can,

without distm’biag the first-named 2A polygons on the axes, make

— €n—2f\ —An— 2A

\ 2/i 2/t / 2h

variations of the e^, ... diagonals, and produce about the axis through the wth side as

many configurations. And with each of these variations we can combine any (4-1- 2 Ko)-

gon in our register which has gp diagonals and an agonal axis, and also any ^4-{-2o5^j-gon

having diagonals and an agonal axis, and in any postm’e giving h agonal axes of the
2A

r-gon. That is, we can, without altering om* solution of (B".), produce about the axis

through the Tith side H.H'.A^^ different configurations reversible about h agonal axes
2/t

all loaded as described, where

H =2,{2.R-“^(4-l-2a„, g+R2.<'^‘^>(4-h2a„, go)}

H'=2,J2.R’”"^/4-l-2an, g»\-f g„\l.

If then SHH'A denote the sum of these products made from every solution of (B".),

obtained by every change of value or order in the numbers aa g^, this will denote the

entire number of such configm’ations.

Nc^ two of these are found in each of (r, k)^

;

one of them, namely, about the loaded axes, in each of k\,

and these are among the configurations obtained with c(,^=.(x,r^ and go=g^;
2ft 2ft

also one of them is in each of

and one of them in each of E^f k\\

for both these have li equidistant agonal axes loaded, of course alike /ao=a^ and go=g^\.
\ 2ft 2ft/

Nor is there anything to prevent the 2hi terminations of axes in some of Eo““^(r, k\ being

loaded all alike ; for this cannot hinder the configurations about alternate axes from

being different. Therefore

SH.H'. A„^=2,^2EJ''“^(r, E|f or

E^(r, /Y«=i{2:H.H'.A2^ft-5:,^2Eo^f'+‘’®^(r, E|f«’(r, ^)„-|-Ef k),

2 KMDCCCLVII.
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XT.. The highest value of h in (B".) comes fi’om n—2h=^, the case when there are

no intervals to load. Then,

r—Sn
-

In

k—n
n
— 2o+ Si

Ao=l= 2Ao; so that

Kr(r, >?;)„= 0,

and since (by XXIV.)=E|f(r, k), by XX^^I.,

r!>, k\},

H and H' being given functions of osoSo and expressed in the preceding article, of

course both =0, if r and k are not multiples of n.

n— ag

We next put 2A=2A in (B".), and readily deduce E* (r, k)^ ;
and thus in order we

obtain k)„ for every value of A>1, which makes

n, r, and k—h{z^-\-Zr7^ divisible by 2h;

conditions necessary for the solution of equations (B".). We cannot find E“^(r, k)„ by

this formula (/i=l), for there is ho such division reducible to a nucleus (K, XIII.).

We are to proceed with our partitions of the octagon. In equation (B".) r— ?i«4;4,

w>-4. When ^^=4, ^-^^= 1 or =0, giving A=I or A=2, the latter of which is

inadmissible, since 8— 4<}:2A.2. Therefore

8=4-{-I • 2 -j-2 .
0 -j- 1 • 2 ; or ao=a^=<ri=0,

2A

^=2=4+2.-!,

and D(2, —1) is to be considered unity =Ai ;
•

E“^(8, 2),=i{E^“^"'(4, 0).E^“^'''(4, 0)-E^f(8, 2)J

=i(l.I-l)=0.

Thus we have found (XXXVI. XXXVII. XXXIX.),

E^-“^(r, ^)„=E2“^(y, /I)„-fEff(r, >5:)„H-EJ'“^(r,

XLI. We have to investigate next, formulse for

R“’’(^, ^)„-f Eff(r, .^)„+Ef‘(r, ^)„=E*‘''(r, k)^.

Problem i. Tofind Ef‘(r, k)„, the number of {l-\-\i)-fartitioned x-gons having diagonal

axes only of r,eversion, all loaded, and built on an xx-gonal nucleus.

Each r-gon of this number has a (lH-£o)-partitioned (3-l-2ao)-gon laid on h equidistant

ft

sides, the nth, the^th, the -^-th, &c. of ther-gon, and a ^I-f-£„J-partitioned j3-f 2a^^-gon

laid on h sides each equidistant from two of the other h, all being polygons reversible
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(C.)

about at least one monogonal axis, which is an agonal axis of the %-gon (Theorem N),

bisecting the side on which the polygon is placed. The intervals of sides being

loaded as in the previous constructions, the equations of condition are

T =%-hA(l-{-2ao)-j-2A^ai-|-«2H“ •• "h CLn—^h

Il=^^-|-A.So “h • • “h n
I

\ 2A / 2A ^

^rri^^m I5

and both a, s are chosen from our register of monogonally reversibles. Leaving undis-

turbed the 2A polygons on the axes, we have in our power, from any one solution of

equations (C.),

I)(2-|-ttj, 6j]D(2 -1-<3525 62) . .

.

I)/2-1- Qtw— 2ft ,
2ft\ Am— 2ft

\ 2ft 2* / 2ft

variations of arrangement of the ^i, ^?2 ?
diagonals in the intervals, producing as many

configurations about the axis through the nih. side of the %-gon, and all reversible about

at least h monogonal axes. With any one of these variations we can combine any poly-

gon of the number
M=S„E“(3+2«„, s„),

and any one of

M'=2„E’"-’”73+2a«, g„\

;

V 2A 2ft/

SO that we obtain MM'A^^ configurations from this one solution of (C.).
2*

If we form this product for every possible solution, in every order of values of a a, s e,

&c., w^e shall produce about the axis through the nih. side of the ?z-gon,

different configurations.

Now two of these are seen in each of Eo''*(r, ^)„,

one of them in each of E
4

*'
*(r, ^)„,

one in each of Ef'-°^*'(r,

and one in each of k)n',

for every one of the last three classes has hxi terminations of agonal axes of the w-gon

loaded with monogonally reversible polygons. Wherefore

2M.M'.A^=2:d2Ef ^)„-fEf Jc\],
2ft

and (^>0),

RrXr, ^)„+E|f‘(r, k^y

This result is useless until E^f(r, k)„ is known.

XLII. Problem k. Tofind E“(r, k)„, the number of {l-\-h)-partitioned x-gons built on

an xi-gonal nucleus, to have -^h loaded and ^h clear axes only, all diagonal axes.

A clear diagonal axis of the r-gon is a diagonal of the nucleus, evidently. These

2 K 2
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r-gons will have only n sides of the w-gon loaded with (l+So)'PaJditioned (3-f-2c4o)-gons

71 ^71

monogonally reversible, namely the wth, the ^th, the ^th, &c. sides. And half the

interval between the nth. and ^th, namely sides, will be loaded, the TTith with a

(l+^m)-partitioned (2-l-«^)-gon, which will be placed also on the (^—ni^th side, so as

to form a figure reversible about the diagonal bisecting that interval.

Our equations of condition are now

r= W' -}- 2 csq^-}-2A

A— w-|“A2q -}-2A^gt ~f~^2 H" • ~i~ €n—}^

(C-.)

I5

where and g,, are any numbers we select from our list of monogonally reversibles.

Keasoning as in the previous constructions, we deduce that the entire sum, made from

every solution of (C'.), of products MA of

M=2„,R”*-'”'’(3+2ao, go), and

An-^= I)(2 61) £2} •• • dn—h^
2h \ ifT 2h )

is the complete number of configurations about a loaded axis, of ?’-gons ha^fing

^
equidistant loaded, and bisecting the intervals between these,

|
clear, diagonal axes of

reversion.

Now one of these configurations about a loaded axis is seen in each of A)„

;

for it has in the intervals of any equidistant
^
loaded axis 2^4-l clear ones, one of them

bisecting each interval. But none of the class E|f •*'(r, A)„ has that configuration,

because in the equal intervals of
|
loaded axes it has an even number of clear ones, and

none bisecting an interval. And no ago-diagonally reversible can have this configuration,

because the diagonal axes are in these all clear or all loaded.

Wherefore

and

27*

Rr(n A)„=2M.A^-S,Ef;+^>'^-‘'‘(r, A)„; (z>0).
2/*

n— h! .

where (27-1- 3)A is a value A' that makes integer.

XLIII. The greatest value of A in (C'.) is A=?z, when there is no interval between the

axes. Then,
r—2n k—n= Za„ = £nn n

Ao=l= SAo M=2M,

and

which =0, iir and k are not multiples of n.
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n—h
Next putting =1, we find (r, and so on for every even value of A>0 that

makes n—h^ T—n—]i{l-\-2a^), and k—n—h^,
all divisible by 2A.

The greatest value of A in equation (C.), XLI., is h=^i. Those equations become

r— 2n

n -ao+a.

2k— 2n

n -®o4-h

and ©
<111rH11

o
<1

wherefore. R^‘"(r, A)=0,

and because (XXXIII., XXXV.)

or ErCn ^),=42. {24R™'(8+2<r., i.) 2.R-”-(3+2a.,
£,))} )

;

the number of products MM' under the first 2 being that of the solutions of the above

equations in «!, £j, every order of values counting for a solution. From this Ro*(r, k)„

can be found for every value of A>1 in equation (C.), XLI., that makes n, r, and

divisible by 2A, conditions imposed by those equations. But we cannot

attempt by these formulae to find Rf(r, k)n, (k=l), because (XIII.) this subclass reduces

to no nucleus.

XLIV. We proceed with our partitions of the 8-gon, to find R^/'^S, k)„ and Ro-*(8, k)^.

g ^
In equations (C'.), n=Q or w=4, for 7’=8

; and -^=integer gives only Ii=.2. Hence

r=8=6-f2.(l-f0)+4.0,

;^=2= 6+2.0-l-4.-I,

the only value of k, because go>l+2ao— 1. Wherefore

R^f(8, 2)e=R-(3, 0)A,=:I.
4—h

Next, if w=4, -^= integer, =0, gives A=4,

7’=8=4-f4(l-f0)

A=4=4-l-4.0,
the only value of k ;

R^f(8, 4),=R-(3, 0)A,=1.

Next, in equations (C.), r=8 gives n—Q, or w=4, of which the first, putting -

4 2/i

ger, gives only A=l, the value above forbidden. But — = gives A=2;

whence A=4, and by the formula for Rf •*(r, k)„ we obtain {a,Q=:s^=0),

Rr(8, 4),=i{R(3, 0).R(3, 0)-R|f(8, 4)J=i{l-l}=0.
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XLV. Problem 1. To find R^‘“(r, k)„, the number of {\-\-'k)-fartitioned r-gom built on

the n-gonal nucleus, which have h clear diagonal awes of reverdm, and none others.

In these all the axes are diagonal axes of the nucleus, and terminate at 2A equidistant

Tl 71

angles of it. The interval of ^ sides between any two, as the 1st, 2nd, . .

.

^th sides of

the w-gon, is loaded, the mi\i side with a (l+^mj'P^'rtitioned (2-|-«„)-gon, as in the pre-

vious constructions, so that all shall be reversible about every axis. We have to solve

r-=-n

k—n -\-2h(e^ -t-^2 J

(C.)

The sum of products, one for every solution, all orders of the values counted among

solutions,

2A n= 2D^2 -j-ttj, 6i)D(2 -j-fltj? 62)" •

2A \ 2A 2h)

is the entire number of configurations about a clear diagonal axis, if ?’-gons have h equi-

distant clear diagonal axes, and built on this nucleus.

Now of these configurations

two are seen on each of E*' *(/•, k)^,

one is seen on each of E|f k)^,

namely, that about the clear axes in these,

one is seen on each of

and -one on each of k)^,

namely, that about the diagonal axes in these. Wherefore (?>0),

2A„=:2,{2Ef"'(r, k),-^Wf-'^\r, Ef ^)„-f and
2h

t' i “ynp2.Wi-'^\r, ^)„=2A«— ^)„-|-Ef kf
2h

71

As r>n in (C".), the greatest value of h gives ^=1- Those equations then become

r—n k—n
=«., = 6,n w *

hence

and since

Ef'(r, ^)„=0,

^)=0 (XVIII.),

^).}

a given number, by XLIII. and XXX.
And we can proceed to find E'''*(r, k)^, for every value of h down to /?= !, which

gives, in (C".), r, n, and k, dhisible by 2h.
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Thus we have completely determined

^)„+R^*'(r, k)^.

7i

XLVI. When r— 8 in equation (C".), ^^=6, or ?^=4. If w=6, ^ = 3 and h—1 are

g
the only values making ^ integer. We have then the three solutions

?'=8=64-2(l+0+0)=6+2(0+l+0)=6+2(0+0+l),

^=2=6+2(0-l~l)=6-t-2(~l+0-l)=6+2(~l-l+ 0);

2;A3=;3D(3, 0)“3, and we obtain

Rf(8, 2)e=i{3-R|f(8, 2)J==1.

If w=4, h~2 or h~\ ; for the first of which we obtain by the formula for k)„^

Rf(8, 4),=:1{D(3, 0)-R|f(8, 4)J=:i(l-l)=0,

k=4i being the only possible value.

If A=l, we may have ^=4 or ^=2 ; for ^=4, we find the three solutions

8=4-f2(2+0)=44-2(0+2)=4+2(l-fl)

4=4+2(l-I)=4+2(-l+l)=:4-i-2(0-f0)

;

2:A3=2D(4, 1)+D(3, 0)=4+1=5,

whence Ef( 8, 4)^=i { 5— E^f( 8, 4)^ }
= 2

.

'For k=2, there are two solutions,

8=4-f2(2+0)=4-f 2(0+2),

2=4+2(0-l)=4+2(-l+ 0);

giving 2A2=2D(4, 0)=2,

and Ef(8, 2),=i(2-0)= l;

for there is nothing in our list under E(8, 2)^ to subtract in the formula for 2Rf*(f, k)^.

XLVII. Our next step is to determine

E*-’”“(r, ^)?^=E^'"'’(r, A:)„+E^’”"(r, k%.

Problem m. To find Ec'““(r, k)„, the number of {l-\-\)^artitioned i-gons, built on the

n-gonal nucleus to have h clear monogonal axes of reversion^ and none besides.

The h clear axes (Theorem O) are monogonal axes of the %-gon, bisecting h equi-

distant sides of it ; between which lie h vertices of the n-^orv upon those /^ axes ; and n is

odd. The interval of
n— h

2h
sides between such a vertex and bisected side is loaded the

mih. from the vertex with a (l+e„j)-partitioned (2-\-a^)-gon, so that all is reversible about

the h axes. The equations following are satisfied in the construction

:
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r=n-{-

k=n—

. . -\-Cln—h

“1“ ^2 “1“ • • “h
2h

K> 0 ),

For every solution of these equations we can make

(D.)

D(2-i-®n 6j)D^2 “j-O/25 ^2 ) X • • • D/2 ft
,

A An—

a

\ vr 2A y 2A

different arrangements of the e^, e^, &c. diagonals, giving as many distinct configurations

about the monogonal axis through the nth side of the n-gon. And, as before, we obtain

2A«-a different configurations in all by adding together as many such products as there
ih

are solutions of equations (D.), every order of the quantities counted as a solution ;
which

sum is the entire number of configurations of (l-l-A’)-partitioned r-gons built on this

nucleus to have li clear monogonal equidistant axes of reversion.

Now one of these configm-ations is seen on each r-gon of the number A’)„;

for each has li equidistant monogonal axes, and on none besides, because if one mono-

gonal axis is clear, all are clear
;
otherwise there would be more than two axial configu-

rations, and the axes are odd in number (Theorem F). Wherefore

2h

and (?'>0) E*-'"®(r, k)^~ Jc)„.

2h

71

XLVIII. Since r>n in equations (D.), 7i>h. Let n—Ti—2h‘, then ^=3 is the

3r+ n

highest value, and

,
2n

2n

2n 2n
A^=W+^ei,

Ai=2A,=D

3^

—

2n

.

2n
'

3r+ 7i 3^— 2w''

and

(— 2n\

2n /
’

which of course = 0 if the fractions are irreducible.

From this we can proceed to find E*''"®(r, /!)„, for every odd value of h do^vn to /^= 1

which makes n—li^ r— w, and divisible by 2A.

The octagon has no monogonal axis of reversion (Theorem E).

XLIX. Problem n. To find Eo-“'’(r, k)„, the nwnber of {l-\-\L)-partitioned r-gons Imilt

on the w-gonal 7iucleus to have h only mo7iogonal axes of reversion, all loaded.

The axes will be either all monogonal or all agonal axes of the TZ-gon (Theorem N, O),

for every axis of the r-gon carries the same two configurations (Theorem C). Let them

first be all monogonal, e. let n be odd
;

this requires that each be loaded at one end
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Avith an agonally reversible (about one or more axes) (l-|-go)"P8'i’titioned (4-|-2ao)-gon.

The intervals of sides Avill be loaded as in the last preceding construction, to satisfy

r—n-!''1~ A(2-|-2c4())-|-2A^<Zj-f-652~|“ .

.

^= ~f~^2 ~f~ • • H~

(a^>0, e^:i>a^—l), (n—2m+l),

(D'.)

(4-l-2ao) and being numbers selected at pleasure from our register of agonally or ago-

diagonally reversibles. Putting, as in XIX.,

2^{2i>™-.(4+2ao, g-l-R^-^<^>(4+2ao, eo)}=H,

and forming the product from a solution of (D'.) which contains those numbers

we deduce, as before, that 2H .A^, comprising as many products under 2 as those
2h

solutions of (D'.), all orders of the quantities e^, See. being counted as solutions, is the

total number of axial configurations of (l+^)-partitioned r-gons having h loaded mono-

gonal axes and built on the w-gonal nucleus when n is odd.

And as one of these configurations is seen on each r-gon of the number u,(^
2i+i)A.mo^y.^

and only one, read from the loaded end of the axis, we obtain

and

^)„=2H. A«-a— k)„,
2k

where n is odd, and ^>0.

L. Now let the h axes be agonal axes of the %-gon; ^. e. let n be even.

One end of eveiy axis will carry (Theorem O) the same (3-l-2a„)-gon (1 -fsoj-partitioned

and reversible about at least one monogonal axis. The other ends will carry the same

j2-f2a„J-gon, -partitioned and reversible about at least one agonal axis, which

Tt **“

will be no load if an=0. The interval of - sides between these reversibles will be
2h

loaded, on the mth side from the first, with a (l+e„j)-partitioned (2d-«,„)-gon; and the

equations to be satisfied are.

r= CLn-^h\-\-hcCn ,^1

V 2A / 2A 1

^= W“|“/i£o •\-21ll6i-\~ 62 ~\~ . • '\~€n—^h\-\~llZ^y
J

V ) 2A

(D".)

where a„,>0, 1, and Ko, 2^ 9,re chosen at pleasure, the first pair from our
2A 2A

register of monogonally reversibles, and the second from our agonally or ago-diagonally

reversibles.

Taking now any one solution of these equations, the product H"MA of

H"=2„/2R'"-“^/2+a„, 2AI,
I \ 2A W \ 2A 2A/ /

2 LMDCCCLVII.
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(which is to be considered unity when cin= 0, the load being then simply the edge of
2h

the w-gon),

So),

—D(2 62)
•D(2-|-®25 ^2) X • .D(2-f~Ctn-2A , 6n-ih \^

2h \ 2h 2h )

is the number of configurations that we can produce, about the axis through the nth

side of the %-gon, read from that side, of (l+^)-partitioned r-gons built on this nucleus

from this one solution, to have h loaded monogonal axes. And the sum of these pro-

ducts belonging to every solution, all orders and values counting as solutions, is the

exact number of all such configurations possible. Now one, and only one, of these is

seen in each r-gon of the number ^)„, for n even. That is,

2/H" .M

.

\ 2A /

where n is even, and i>0 ; and H"=l whenever a^=0.
2h

LI. In equation (D'.), the highest value of h is h=n. Then those equations become

r—

n

— 2-|-2o5o
k—n= £n

H=2(HA„)=2„

since Ao=I, where n is odd ; but Ej A:)„=0 of course, E is even.

From this we can proceed to find E*'”'®(r, A:)„, for all odd values of A>1, which make,

in equations (D'.),

n—Ji, r—w—A(2+2ao) and k—n—Jua,

divisible by 2A; and £„ being selected from our register of agonaUy and ago-diagonally

reversibles.

In equations (D".), the greatest value of h gives — 2/i=0, or h—^i. Those equations

become
2r— 3w
o„ —ao+ai.

2k— 2n
=£o+ s.,

Ao=SAo=l,

whence, if^ be an odd number (for h is always odd),

— . mo

E; (r,A:)„=2:H".M,

^but this is =0 if
2
be even^, H" and M being defined in the preceding article, and the

number of products H". M being equal to the number of solutions of the above reduced
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form of equations (D".), made with numbers s#, selected from our register, as
2h 2h

above stated (L.).

~mo
From this value of Eo (r, we can proceed to find, when n is even, Ro”*“(r, k)^ for

all values of ^>1, which make

w, /•—A^l+2a„+a^^, and k—1i\zQ-\-z^,

divisible by 2A, But we cannot find E™"(y, k)^ by these formulae, there being no such

division reducible to a nucleus (VIII.).

Thus we have found (XLIX., L.) RJ*"® (r, k)n for any value of w>2.

LII. AR the numbers R of article XX. have now been determined, for every value

of h when the axes are not all loaded, and for every value of A>I when they are all

loaded, the nucleus being 7i-gonal, and n<^^. We have next to enumerate the doubly

and singly reversibles which are buRt on the 2-gonal nucleus, that is, upon a line, which

is of course a drawn axis of reversion of the r-gon, and also the singly reversibles which

have an e-scored axis. These have no proper nucleus (Theorem K).

These r-gons now to be discussed fall into the classes following,

R2agdi(y., k)^, R*(r, k\, Er(^5 ;

of which the first two have a drawn diagonal axis standing as a perpendicular score upon

an undrawn axis (Theorem G) ; the third has a single drawn diagonal axis (Theorem G)

;

and the fourth, fifth and sixth have a single undra'wn and scored axis of reversion (Theo-

rem K). The subscript 2 in the first three symbols shows that the nucleus is a drawn

line, which may be considered as a 2-gon reversible about a diagonal and an agonal axis.

Problem o. To find R^*®'“(r, k)2 ,
the (1 -\-Y)^artitioned x-gons built on a nucleus-line to

have a diagonal and an agonal axis of reversion.

If the drawn diagonal be erased, the figure will be still reversible about the same two

axes undrawn, for (Theorem B, VI.) the erasure has not disturbed the symmetry about

either axis. But the erasure may have restored the symmetry about some w-gonal

nucleus of which that erased line is a clear diagonal axis (Theorem R, XVIII.). And

every r-gon which has a clear diagonal axis perpendicular to an agonal one, that is, every

one of k—V)n and of ^— !)»? 'whatever h or n may be, if /i>2

{Cor. 1, VII.), will give us one and only one (Theorem G) of R^“^*'(r, k)^.> by the drawing

of any diagonal axis of reversion; for all these axes bisect the same configuration.

Wherefore
R^“^"'(r, ^)2=2,2:„{Rf ^-l)„+R't"+^>“^"'(r, A:-I)J,

including all values of h, and of n>‘l in our register; n of course being even, else it

could have no diameter.

As we have nothing in our register imder Jc)ni R^''^*(8, ^)2=0, whatever k

may be.

LIII. Problem p. To find R^^‘(r, k)2,
the number of {1 -\-\L)-fartitioned r-gons built on

a line-nucleus, to have two diagonal awes of reversion.

2 L 2
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If the drawn diagonal axis be erased, the figure still remains reversible about the same

axis, as in the preceding article, and we may have restored the symmetry about some

^i-gonal nucleus of which that erased line is a clear diagonal axis. Every /-gon of the

number
Ef*(r, k—\\

will give us two of for we can draw a diagonal axis bisecting either of its con-

figurations
;
and every r-gon of the number

which have all a clear diagonal axis at right angles to a diagonal axis (VI. VII. Cor. 1).

will give us one of E^*(r, by drawing any diagonal axis of reversion, which can be

draAvn without meeting diagonals
; i. e.

comprehending all the values of A>0 and in our register of reversibles.

Hence follows (XLIV.),
E^^'(8, 6),==E,f(8, 4), =1,

E^^'(8, 3),=:E|f(8, 2)e =1,

E^‘'‘(8, l),=Er''*(8, 0)3=1.

LIV. Problem q. To find E^‘(r, k)2 ,
the number of {l-\-\i)-partitioned singly reversible

r-gons having a drawn diagonal axis.

If this axis be erased, the figure F remaina reversible about the same diagonal axis,

and the erasure may have restored the symmetry about some ?«-gonal nucleus of which

that erased line is a clear diagonal axis, one of an odd number of axes of reversion in F

;

for if this number were even, there would then be an axis (VI.) perpendicular to the

erased one, about which the symmetry would not be disturbed by the erasm'e, so that

the figure before the erasure must have been at least doubly reversible, contrary to

hypothesis.

Now every one of the number k—l)^ will give one (Theorems B, G), and

only one, of E*(r, k)^., by drawing of any of its axes of reversion, because all these carry

the same configuration. Consequently

comprehending all values of 7^ including A=0, and all of?^, in our register of ^'-partitions.

Hence we obtain (XLVI-.),

5)2=Ef(8, 4),=2,

3)2=Ef(8, 2)e+Ef(8, 2),=2.

LV. Problem r. To E““(r, k), the number of {l-{-\iypartitioned r-gons reversible

only about a single scored mo7iogoQial axis.

The number of ways in which e diagonals can be drawn at right angles across an axis
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fj — 1
I

of one of the r-gons of the division k—e\ is
j

.(e+1 ; for any e

71 “• 3
vertices may be chosen out of on one side of the monogonal axis. The whole

number of operations described in Theorems P and S, by which a (l+^j-partitioned

monogonal can arise, is the above operation performed on every (1-)-^— e)-partitioned

monogonal in our register for every value of e, w, and h. The results, by Theorems E,

P, and S, are all monogonally reversibles. And by Theorem Q we see that every

(l-[-^)-partitioned (2/i+3)-ly reversible about loaded monogonal axes will be among

these results, whatever be its nucleus ; and every singly reversible with a loaded mono-

gonal axis will be among them
;
for if this be cleared, we have before us one of our sub-

jects of operation just referred to in our register. Wherefore

and Er()-, 2»E“«'«"(>-, k),

where the omission of the subscript n shows that all nuclei are included. This is a

given number ; and as no monogonally reversible can be obtained by scoring any but a

monogonal axis, it is the whole number k).

LVI. Problem s. To find Po^(r, k), the mimher of {\-\-\)-2Mrtitioned x-gons singly

remrsTble about a scored agonal axis.

Ro^(r, ^’) and Ef(r, k) are obtained by the operations of Theorems P, E, S, by scoring

both 2/i-ly and (2A+l)-ly reversibles. We write

Ef(r, A:)=Er(r, k)'\

the first of the right member denoting the number of those r-gons obtained by scoring

one of an odd number, and the second, those by one of an even number, of axes.

The number Eo^(r, k)' is obtamed by Theorems P, Q, S, exactly as E™“(r, k) was

obtained, except that the number of angles of the nucleus from which on one side of

71 3
the clear axis e scores can be di’awn, is in the first, instead of —^ in the second.

That is.

where again the omission of the subscripts shows that constructions upon all nuclei are

included.

LYII. We have next to determine E“^(r, k)", obtained by scoring a clear axis out of

an even number of axes (Theorem R).

Whatever e may be, the constructions of Theorem R are enumerated by subtracting

the symmetrical arrangements of the e scores from the whole number of arrangements,

and di\dding the remainder by two ; for every unsymmetrical one occurs twice in this

remainder, once as read from each end of the scored axis, which readings are the two

configurations of the singly reversible about the axis (Theorem C).
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Let e first be even, in constructing Ro^(r, h)'- The entire number of e’-plets eligible

from the numerals on one side of the axis is

and that of the | -plots eligible alike on opposite sides of the centre of the axis is

e

(

n— 4\ 2

when %=4m, and, when w—4m+2, it is

(t)

-1-1

xl^+i ,

1-1

X '2+1 5

wherefore, using the circulators 4„ and 4„_2 and 2^,

Sef/n— 4\®i“'
1—tT"' /w— 4X 2

'

' [e
' /n— 6X 2

'

‘ fe~T \ , .

2 ) ^ ^ j
• 2+1-4«~

\ 4 )
•|2+^-4^-2|- •

is the number out of R7(r, A:)", when e is even, that can be made from any (l+i?'-—el-

partitioned r-gon having an w-gonal nucleus, 2A clear axes, and clear agonal ones, by

scoring any one of these with e parallels at right angles to it.

But when e is odd, a diameter of the w-gon must be one of the scores if they be sym-

metrical about the centre, which requires w=4m-l-2. Hence, if w=4?/z, ever}' odd e

scores that can be drawn gives an unsymmetrical arrangement, so that there are thus

(i)

out of Ilo^(r, TcY obtained by so scoring any clear agonal axis of a 2A-ly reversible.

If w=4to+ 2, and e is odd, we are to subtract from the whole number of ways of

drawing e scores that of the ways of doing it symmetrically, which, when we have dra-wn

a diameter for one, is that of the ways of drawing ^{e—1) scores on one side of it. This

difference, divided by two, is

e- 1 . 1

''n— 4\®l"^
(c.)

which is the number of ways of drawing an odd number e of scores across the agonal

axis of a (4w-l-2)-gonal nucleus.

Uniting the expressions (a.), (b.), (c.), we find

-2.-.(4...C-=^)

’ 6 + 1

for the correct number out of Bo^(/’, k)” that can be made by drawing e diagonals of the
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w-gonal nucleus in any 2A-ly reversible (1+A:— e)-partitioned y-gon, across a clear agonal

axis.

When the axes are all clear and agonal, we can score across either configuration, i. e.

upon either of two adjacent axes, and thus obtain twice this number towards k)"

;

but if only half are clear and agonal, we have only one configuration to score, and can

obtain this number only. Hence we see that the product under of the number

above written, into

is the entire sum Eo^(y, k)’\ of y-gons in Eo^(y, k) obtainable by scoring one of an even

number of axes, by the construction of Theorem E.

LVIII. Adding, then, to this entire sum the portion of Eo^(y, k) obtained by scoring

one of an odd number of axes (LVI.), we express the complete result thus :

—

+i{2E^*“^(y, ^_e)„+E|f^(y, ^-e}„+Ef-“^*-(y, k-e),}

X

comprising all the values of e, h and n on our register of (l-j-A:— e)-partitioned rever-

sibles specified in the right member: (^^>2, e>0, A>0).

When k=e^ the y-gon scored is the simple y-gon, or %=y.

The only numbers of those in the right member of this expression that our list con-

tains for y=8, are

0)3=1, E:^(8, 2)e=l, E:^(8, 4),= 1
, E|f(8, 2),=1

(XXVm. XXXVIII.), of which the two last disappear by the multiplier 4
,
since e

always > 0 . Therefore

K:»(8, l)=i('E»«'''(8, 0).x|^^)=l

R?'(8, 2)=i|E; «'»(8, 0),x ((f)’'-'-^3‘'-A)}=0

E:>(8, 3)=R;<'(8, 2)„x (?^Ai) = 1

E;»(8, 4)=Ef(8, 2).x(|f'-'.(3"=0.

LIX. Problem t. To find Ef(r, k), the number of {l-\-\)-fartitioned x-gons singly

reversible about a scored diagonal axis.

We write again in the sense of art. LVI.,

Ef(y, ^)=Ef(y, ^)'-f Eo^'(y, kf.
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The number of angles of the nucleus from which, on one side of a clear diagonal axis.

e scores can be drawn, is ^{n— 2). Wherefore, by the reasoning of LT.,

RfO-, k).

LX. When the scored axis is a diagonal one out of an even number of axes, the con-

structions Rf(r, k)' of Theorem E, are enumerated by a subtraction and division like

those of LVII. Let e first be even.

n—2
The entire number of e-plets eligible from the

,,_Q\ e|-l

numerals on one side of this

-y )
xfe+1 ; and that of g-plets eligible alike on opposite sides

r+1 ,
when ?2=4«2-f 2, and •

'
^ . I

1 1

^11 .
/«—4\Tr^ |e

, T { ^ , N

2+ 1 •4«-2—
4 )

;2+ ^ +J-2e • («•)

of the centre ofthe axis is

when n= 4:771: wherefore

f/n— 2\4-i /—TT"* /n—2\
i[{—) -{—)

is the number out of Rf(r, k)”, when e is even, that can be made by e-scoiing a clear

diagonal axis of a 2My reversible (1+^— e)-partitioned r-gon.

But when e is odd, a diameter of the r-gon must be one of the e scores, if all is

symmetrical about the centre, which requires r~4m. Then Avhen w= 4?7i+2, every odd

e scores that can be drawn gives an unsymmetrical configuration, so that there are thus

.f^l ‘j, out of Rf(r, >?:)", (b.)

obtained by so scoring a clear diagonal axis of a 27i-ly reversible. And when 7i= 4m.

Ave have merely to subtract from this entire number of Avays as before, the number

of symmetrical ways, which, after draAving a diameter, is that of draAving ^(6?— 1) scores

on one side of the centre, and then to divide by tAvo, as before, thus :

—

Then uniting the expressions (a.), (b.), (c.), we find

•fe+ 1
n—2\ 2

1
+^ iJ+1

-2._,

e-1

n—

4

2 I

r
for the exact number out of Ef(r, k)" that can be made from any one 2/i-ly reA'ersible

(1+7:— e)-partitioned r-gon, by drawing e scores upon a clear diagonal axis.

When the axes of the r-gon are all clear and diagonal, AA^e obtain tAvice this number,

for we can score an axis carrying either of tAvo configmutions ; but we obtain it once
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only, when only half the axes are’ clear and diagonal. That is, if we multiply this

number, under by

we have the full number Rf(r, k)’\ out of Rf(r, k), that are made by scoring one of an

even number of axes.

LXI. Adding the expression in LIX. to this product, we obtain

Ef(r, ^)=2.2,2. !c)

+-|{2Rf'^*(r, e)„+R^f'(r, e)„+Rf k—e)^}

p I

-1

comprising all the values of e, h, and n, in our register of (1+ e)-partitioned /-gons

here specified (A>0, e>0, n>2).

Thus we have determined the six classes of doubly and singly reversibles of art. LII.,

which are not reducible to a polygonal nucleus, and can register them in order as well

as the twelve classes of reversibles of art. XX., which are so reducible.

The only numbers in the right member of the above equation contained in our list are

R-^<^'( 8
,
0
) 3
= 1

, R|f(8 , 2)e=l, Rf(8 , 2)e=l, Rf(8 , 4),=2, R|f(8 , 4),=1,

(XLIV. and XLVI.). Wherefore

Ef(8. l)=p;-«'“(8.

EJ‘(8, 2)=iEr‘(8,

Ef(8, 3)= Ef(8, 2)..^VKf(8, 2)..i^®+i{E{f(8, 2).. 2^^}

Ef(8,4)=Ef(8,2)..(2^)’'-.A+i{E“'(8.
® ^

= 1 ,

= 1 ,

= i,

)}=i.H-o=i,

E:‘(8, 5)=Ef(8, 4)..l+i.E|f(8, 4).(l-0") =2.

This completes oui’ register of reversible partitions of the octagon. Collecting them

from XXVIII., XXXVIII., XLIV., XLVI., LIII., LIV., LVIII., we add to those

above written.

0
)3
= 1

, Rf (
8

, 2)s=l, R:^(8
, 4),=1, R|«^(8

,
2),=I,

R|f(8 , 2)a=I, R|f(8 ,
4),=I,

WJ (8, 2)e=I, Rf (8, 4),=2, Rf (8, 2),=1,

R^‘^'(8, 5)3=1, R^S, 3)3=1, R^‘^'(8, 1)3=1,

R''‘-(8
,
5
) 3
= 2

,
R'^'-

(

8
,
3
) 3
= 2

,

R“^(8
, 1)=1, R“^(8

,
3)=1.

2 MMDCCCLVII.
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That is,

R (8, 1)=2, E (8, 2)=4, E (8, 3)= 7, E (8, 4)=4, E(8, 6)= 4. E->(8. 1)=1, E’(8, 2)= 2

R'(8, 3)=1, E’(8, 5)=1, E‘(8, 4)= 1, E'(8, 0)= 1.

The singly reversibles E.(r, Tc) form seven classes,

Ef(r, k\, k),, E“^(r, k\ Ef(r, k\ Er(r, k).

LXII. We have now to investigate the number of irreversible (l-}-^)-partitions of the

r-gon. And when we have determined ^)„, m>0, the equations of art. XXIII.

will enable us to complete the tedious solution of our problem. It is necessary to

demonstrate the theorems following.

Theoeem V. Every \i-ly irreversible partition of an r-gon, if h>2, and every doubly

irreversible partition in which a diameter of the r-gon is not drawn, is regularly built on a

polygonal nucleus.

For in each of the h sequences of configuration (art. III.) in the circuit of the r-gon,

we seef marginal faces. These being all erased, we see an /-gon {f < r) with fh fewer

diagonals, and still h sequences, for those of the r-gon have been treated alike. If this

r'-gon is reversibly partitioned, it is not singly reversible, because it has repeated

sequences (V.); therefore the theorem is proved by XII. ; for there is no drawn diameter

by hypothesis. If the r'-gon be still irreversible, it has h! sequences {h!<^h), from which

marginal faces can be removed as before ; and thus we shall finally reduce the figure,

either to a reversibly-partitioned r"-gon, or to one having no marginal faces, i. e. to an

;i-gonal nucleus. And by reversing the process of reduction, the r-gon can be regularly

constructed on that nucleus. Q. E. D.

LXIII. Theoeem W. If the nucleus line of a doubly irreversible r-gon built on it be

erased, thefigure becomes Ih-ly reversible or else Ih-ly irreversible, and has no di'awn dia-

meter.

For it has still two irreversible sequences, occupying each half the circuit of the 7*-gon,

since the two sequences terminated by the nucleus-line have been treated alike by the

erasure
;
wherefore it can neither be oddly reversible nor oddly irreversible

(
Obs. I, 3, IV.

;

and 5, VII.). And evidently the r-gon cannot have a drawm diameter meeting its

nucleus line.

Cor. The r-gon, after the erasure, is one of those reducible to a polygonal nucleus.

Theoeem X. If in any 2m-ly reversible, or 2va-ly irreversible, \-partition of an r-gon, a

diameter be drawn which is not an axis of reversion, and which meets no diagonal, the

figure becomes a doubly irreversible {l-\-\)partition of the r-gon, built on that drawn line.

For such a dra^vn line disturbs the symmetry about every axis of a reversible, because

it is (VI.) perpendicular to none of them ; therefore the result is not reversible. And
every 2m-ly reversible or 2TO-ly irreversible has an irreversible sequence occupying half

its circuit (III, V.), beginning at any angle not on an axis of reversion ; therefore the

result is not singly irreversible. And as there is no other sequence terminated by or

exhibiting a drawn diameter, since two cannot be dranm, the result has no sequence
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more than twice repeated, and is doubly irreversible. And evidently the figure is built

on the drawn line, by applying to it the same polygon on both sides, so as not to give a

reversible result.

LXIV. Problem n. To find P(r, k)„, (h>l, n>2), the number of h-ly irreversible

{l-\-^)-'partitions of the x-gon, which are built on the n-gonal nucleus.

The construction difiers from that of reversibles, in that the -partitioned

71

(2+a„)-gon which is laid on the mth side of the ^^-gon in the first interval of
^

sides, is

laid also on the m\h side of every interval, so that the series of loads imposed is h times

repeated, and not reverted. The result will be an r-gon in whose circuit a sequence

occupying
^

sides of the nucleus is h times repeated.

The equations to be satisfied are

rz=.n

Jc—n +^2+ • • +
(E.)

exactly as in our previous constructions.

We take any one solution, and lay on the polygons, and then make every possible

change in the arrangement of the diagonals of the imposed polygons ; this gives us

D(2-j-<Zi, ^j)D(2-j-<Z2? 02) . .^l^~\~an,
\ h hi h

71

different sequences read in the r-gon upon the first
^

sides of its nucleus, which are all

h times repeated in the same order in the circuit of the r-gon. We then take every

other solution of (E.) that can arise from changing either the values or order of the

numbers «2 • • 1
e^ e^..', and forming a similar product from each solution, products

which will some of them be equal to each other, we shall have enumerated in the sum
71

2An, every possible sequence that can be read on
^
successive sides of the w-gonal nucleus

h

of any (Id-^’)-partitioned r-gon, which has that sequence h times repeated in its circuit.

And no two of these sequences can be alike, because they are either made from different

solutions of (E.), or have a different arrangement of diagonals in the
^
imposed polygons.

Now every /w'-ly irreversible (l+^)-partition of the r-gon has and no more, of these

sequences ;
for it has a different ^-ple sequence of

|

^ successive vertices, and no more, reading always in one direction, because the sequence

beginning at the vertex is identical with that commencing at the first ; and this

?’-ple sequence of
^

vertices is h times repeated in the circuit, because a simple sequence

2 M 2
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is hi times repeated. And as the A^-ly irreversible has the same sequences reversed on

71

its other face, giving ^ different aspects which we have all constructed as read from the

first side of the n-gon in one direction, we have had this same hi-lj irreversible 2n:M

times before us among our results.

Again, every A^-ly reversible (l-|-^)-partitionedr-gon has been ^ times brought before

us in our 2A« constructions. For this has a different 2-ple sequence reversible or
h

,71 7i ,

irreversible of
^

vertices of the %-gonal nucleus commencing at any one of ^ successive

vertices, and we never see a sequence repeated in it till we have read over an interval

equal to that between two alternate axes, that is an interv al of ^ sides of the w-gon

(art. V.). This ^-ple sequence is h times repeated in the circuit of the r-gon ; so that

we have counted this hi~\y reversible ^ times among those constructed from equation (E.).

Wherefore

and

V(r, i:) k).)), (e>0).

71

LXV. The highest value of h in (E.) comes from putting the subindex
^
=1; or h=n.

This gives

nr, k)„=U-D
r + n k—n
n n

a given number, since K”(r, is found in our register.

71

Next putting ^=2, or whatever next factor n may have, we can obtain P(r, Jc)„ for

every value of /i> 1 that is a divisor of the three numbers r, h and n.

Since 7i> 1, 2, r, k and n are none of them prime
; the only values of I*(8, k),^ that

give them all divisible by h, and A:>>8— 3, are

P(8, 2)a, P(8, 2)„ P(8, 4), and P(8, 4),

By the last written formula.

m 4),=:i{D(3, 0)-KX8, 4)J=i(1-1)=0,

for 1^(8, 2)6 we have three solutions, ^^=8^

8=6-f2(l+0+0)=&c.

2=6+2(0-l-l)=&c.
giving 2A3=3D(3, 0)= 3, and as R"(8, 2)6=1,

P(8, 2)6=f{3-fR^(8, 2)6}=K3-3)=0.
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For P(8
, 2)4 we have ^^=2^,

8=4-f-2.(l+l)=4-f2(2+0)=4-l-2(0+2)

2= 4+2(0-l)=4-j-2(-l+ 0)

2Aa=2D(4, 0)= 2
,
and R^( 8

,
2
) 4
= 1

,

P(8,2)4=f{2-A.lj=0.

For P(8
, 4)4 we have ^^=2^,

8=4+2(l-fl)=4+2(0+2)=4-f2(2+0)

4=4+2(0+0)=4+2(-l+l)=4+2(l-l)

2A,=D(3, 0)D(3, 0)+2D(4, l)=l+4=5,

and E^(8, 4
) 4
= 1

,
whence

P(8, 4).=i{5-A.l}=l.

which is the only form of P(8
,
]c\, for A>1, ?^>2.

LXVI. Problem w. To find P(r, k)2 ,
the doubly irreversible {\-\-\i)-]yartitions of the

r-gcm^ which have a nucleus line.

It is proved in TheoremsW and X, that these are all obtained by drawing a diameter

b which is not an axis of reversion in one of the r-gons P’"(r, h— 1)„ and k— 1)„;

and that any such diameter drawn in any one of these gives us one of I^(r, k)^. And it

is evident that S is a diameter of the nucleus about which all is symmetrical ( LXIII.).

When no diameter of the nucleus is a diagonal axis of reversion of the r-gon, every

diameter that can be drawn is such a line Now in k—l)^ you may draw S from

71

any one ^ of ^ vertices of the nucleus, and from no more, because the configuration

about 0 is repeated 2h times, about a vertex in each of the 2h repeated sequences. In a

reversible partition no diameter of the nucleus is a diagonal axis of reversion, unless it

be a clear axis. Therefore, in

71

whether the axes be clear or not in the last one, you can draw b from any one of^ vertices

of the r-gon; for none of the partitions in these classes have a clear diagonal axis, and

each vertex g in one of the 47i intervals between two adjacent axes begins a different

sequence, which does not occur reverted till you come to s', equidistant with s from the

axis between them. Wherefore

P(r, !“(»•, i-l),+|i(Ef*"+E2"'"+E+(r, /t-l),+
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After the + must come, first,

because ^ cannot be drawn from any of the 2h terminations of clear diagonal axes, but

may be drawn to begin a certain sequence AJi times firom other vertices, once in the

interval between the terminations of every adjacent pair of axes ; and secondly,

h-l),

must be added, because, omitting the 4A terminations of clear diagonal axes, you can

draw ^ to begin a certain sequence 4A times from the remaining vertices of the nucleus.

Therefore, finally,

P(r, !“(»•, k-l).+W^{r, yl'-l),)

+^*(R2n»-. i-l).+Efn>-. lc-l):)+^-Rf^(r, A-1).};

where every value of A>0 and w>2 is included, that is found in our register, filled up

by the formulae already given.

LXVII. Hence, since we have found

E“*'“(8, 0).=E|;»(8, 2).=E“‘(8. 2).=E;f(8, 4).=P(8, 4).=1,

I’(8, 1). =0.E‘"''‘(8, 0),=0,

P(8, 3), =tE“<'(8, 2).+5^R“(8, 2).=2,

r(8, 5), E“(8, 4).+|.P(8, 4),=2.

LXVIII. Problem x. Tofind I(r, k), the number ofsingly irreversible {\-\-^ypartitions

of the x-gon.

By the formula of XXIII. we have

I(r, lc)=y^(r, i)-2.(£.E"(r, i))},

which completes the solution of our problem of the (I-j-k)-partitions of the polygon, or

of the polyace ; for these are analytically and numerically the same. Hence follows,

1(8, 0)=-MJ){S, 0)-I.R«(8, 0)} = 0,

I(8,l)=i^{D(8,I)-f.K^(8,I)-8R(8,I)} =^{20-4-16} = 0.

I(8,2)=^{H(8,2)-|K^(8,2)-8.E(8,2)} =^{120-4-2-8-4} = 5.

1(8, 3)=^{H(8, 3)-fE^(8, 3)-8E(8, 3)-iH^(8, 3)}=J6-{300- 4-l-8-7-8-2}=I4,

1(8, 4)-fE^(8, 4)-8.E(8, 4)-^P(8, 4)}=TtV{330-2-I-8-4-8-l}=18,

I(8,5)=3L{H(8,5)-fE^(8,5)-8.E(8,5)-i^P(8,5)}=:3L{i32-4-I-8-4-8-2}= 5,

which, along with the results in LXI., LXV., LXVII., complete the enumeration of

the partitions of the octagon.
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LXIX. It may be useful to collect into one view all our formulas for R"*(r,

I'”(r, k).

Problem b. To find k)^ (n>2), we have in XXIV., XXVIII.,

r=:n .. +

k'^^71 ~\~^2 “f" • • ~1~ ^n—2A'jj

which is always to be understood in Avhat follows), for the equations of condition.

r—n and k ai-e both multiples of 47i.

D(2+fl!„ ejx .. xD/2+ (ln— 2h
») €n— 2h\=A«-2A,

\ 4/t f

k) and

(A.)

Here

^)=0=E; {r,k\-,

v>~agdi( J. /3r+ n 3k— 2%

Problem c. To find k)^ (XXIX., XXX.},

k'=^n-\-2}iz^ -f- 4/i^^j -j“^2 ~l~ • • “P J

H=2„{2E’”“^(4+2«„, £o)-f E^-“^-^‘(4+2ao, £„)},

E^“^"‘(r, k\, (7>0);

RrV
•^aedi

(r,k)„=^B..A,)-nr^‘^‘(r,k)„.

Problem d. To find k), (XXXII., XXXIII.),

T'=-7i -i-4/?^(Zi -|-(Z2”t" . . -}~<z»— -f” 21i{2ccn^
k'^n^ 2A-i-4/h^j -\-€2 “p • • “p 6n-ih\ -f- 2/i . sn

|

M=2^E'”-’”Y3+2a„, sA,
V 4* 4h)

/{:)„=spiA^j- 2, k%, (7>0),

E-“^‘^'(r, >?:)„= 0,

-r. /2r 2k—

n

Ri (r, -i:).=2„R“~(-,^-
—agdi

R.. (r, 4).=2MA,- 2.II’
/2r 2k— n\I, mo I 1

y 7i’ n
J'

(A'.)

(A".)
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(A'".)

Problem e. To find k)^ (XXXIV., XXXV.),

7*—w-f-2A(2 -|-2cfQ) -}-47i^<Z2 -j-2^^264j^-}-l

JC— n-\-^hi^ -j-IA/gj ~f~^2 H" • • ~l~
I

\ 44 / 4A -*

H=2,(2R” "«(4+ 2 c«., £.)+K"“»'‘(44- 2a., s,)),

M=2,E~ *”/3+2a», M,
\ 44 44/

Jc),, (7>0)

nr^'^Xr, k),=0,

Problem f. To find R^“^(r, (XXXVI., XXXVIII.),

r=n-\-2Ii

^= “1“^2 “I" • •“]"

R^(r, ^)„=ipA^£(7> 0)-2
,(
2R^('+>’“^(7’, ^)„+R|?-“^(r, ^)„+R^''^'''(n ^%)|,

Rr^ (r, £^)„=Rf“^(r, A:)„= 0 ,

Rr-(r, /l:)„=i|D(|^,
^ ™ "" '—

(B.)

n n
2R™ " -j”

n n

Problem g. To find Rf:^(r, k), (XXXVII., XXXVIII.),

T . . -f-

0

^-24^
'|^

Ic—n—Ji— liZQ -\-2ih(6
i ~'l

~^2 ~b • • -p ^n- 2h

jj

H= 2,„{ 2R-“^(4+ 2 ao, g+R^-^'^^-(4-f2a„, go)}

R|f(r, 7;),==:S(H.A„_ 4̂)-S,Rfr^’'^-^(r, k)„, (i> 0),

R^“^(r, k)„=0,

R|: •

“^(r, k)^= S,„|(2R’"“^-f E2’"“^*)
j.,

Problem h. To find RJ“^(r, k), (XXXIX. XL.),

64B—2A)+ 4
.(
2+ 2o>.),|

]c—n-\-liZQ -t- 2A/gi-j-^2 d~ ••H~^"-24\-b//gn
; |

\ 24 / 24 ''

H=S,„{2R»“^(4+2ao, e«)+R^”‘“"‘''(4+2a„, go)},

H'=2:„,j2R-“V4H-2a„, gA+R^'”«^‘'Y4+2an, ^

5

I \ 24 24/ \ 24 24/ J

(B'.)

(B".)

R^ (r, /?:)„=i{2(H.H'.An-.^)-S,^2Ro^t‘+>’'^(r, ^)„+R|,«‘^^(r, ^)„-l-Rf“^‘^(r, ^')»+R‘f''"‘"(^
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where ?'> 0

:

Rr (r, ^)„=0,

Er“^(r, ^)„=i{2(H.H')-Rm^,

Problem i. To find (XLI., XLIII.),

r =w+^(l+ 2oso)-p 2 A^fl!i-l-<Z2+ •• Om— ^h

k=n-\-hza -\-2hlei-\- e^-\- . . €^—2n\ y

\ 2n, ! 2n

here r and n are both even.

M=23’" ’"'’(3+2ao, So),

M'=2^K’”'’”“(3+2a«, sA,
2h 2h)

^)„|, (i>0).

E^'^‘ (r, k)„=0

Rnr, y5:)„=p{24E'—(3-i-2a„, e,)).2^(R--'"‘>(3+2^„ £0)}-P„E-”“'(^, ^),

,
r—2n

,
, 2k— 2n

where and—^=:s„-t-s,.

Problem k. To find E|,-'^(r, Jc), (XLII., XLIII.);

here h is even, consequently n is even.

k—n-\-TiZo ^h(6i ~j~^2 Hh • • ;

and r is divisible by 2h.

M=2..Il—(S+2a„ £.)

R“(»', *).=2(MA^£)-2,E««>‘ ''‘(r, k)„ *50.

R-(»-, ^).=2,E—

Problem 1. To find E“‘(r, k), (XLV., XLVI,),

k'^7i-\-'2Ji^^ “l“^2 ~1" • • “P >j

here r, k and n are aU even and divisible by 2h.

Rf {r, A:)„=i2A„-i2T(2Rr'>'^'^'+Rr'+Rf •'’""‘+Rr^‘*^)(^ k)„}

;

(i> 0 ),
2h

Rf‘(r, ^)„=0

Er(r, i).= i{D(!^, ^)_E?(r, k),-U'S“‘(r, *).}.

2 N

(C.)

(C'.)

MDCCCLVII.
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Problem m. To find Jc)^ (XLVII., XLVTII.)

;

here n, h and r are odd numbers.

r=n

Jc=^n— “l“^2

Rp’”" (r, ^)„=2A^— A:)„, (^>0).
‘ 2A

Rr“ (r, ^)„=o

Tiju, 7\ -T^/Sr+ w ^k— 2n\
Er-Cn %=d(^-2^,

Problem n. To find Ro-’”®(y, A:)„ (XLIX., L.), for n odd and n even,

^=w-|-AgQ -j-2A/6j -|-^2 “h • • "b
\ 2A )

H=2„,{2R-“^(4+2ao, go)+R^'”“^'^^(4+2a„, g}

R^“(r, ^)„=2H.A^-2i.Rf''+^’’"'’(r, (i^O),
2A

when n is odd. And, when n is even,

T— • • ~t~ (ln—2h\ •\-}l(X,n

V 2A / 2A

w-j-Aso -|“2A(^i -|-^2 “b • • “b ^’*~2a\ j

V “SF'/ 2A

H"=2,(2E"<'+E*'“''*^2+a.,

M=2.E”“"(3+«., £,);

E{ •”(»•, A),=2(H»M.A._,.')-23»+»» -”(!-, k)„ (*50),
\ 2A /

Rr’^'^Cn ^)„=2,„|(2R-“^+R^““^‘'')('^,^)| (w odd) ;

Ro’"®(r, A;)„=0, for % even;

Rt””'®(r, ^)„=2H"M, if
I
be odd, and =0, if

|
be even.

Problem o. To find R^“^‘*‘(r, k)^ (LII.),

^)2=2,2:„{Rf

Here r and k—1 are both even, by Problems b, c, as well as n.

Problem p. To find k)^ (Llll.),

^)2=SAS„{(2Rf“''+R|f+Rf“^‘^'+R^“^'^‘)(r,

Here r and k—\ are both even (Problems b, c, k, 1).

Problem q. To find R*’(r, k)^ (LIV.),

R‘''(r, ^)2=2,,2„Rf +‘>*(r, 1)„.

Here r and k— 1 are both even, by Problem 1.
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Problem r. To find 1c) (LV.),

(

JJ a\ el— 1 ^ 1—
j

.[e+I

Problem s. To find E;»(r, le) (LVI., LVII.),

Rj'lr, ^)= 2.2,2jEf«>“»(>, i-e)..('^y''‘.|e+l"-Ef«>^(j-, k)

+i{2E“^(r, i-e).+E“'»(»', k-e).+^f-’‘‘(r, k-e).+'K '“'‘(r, k-e).\

Problem t. To find (LXI.),

E;‘(r, ^)=2.2,2jEf«''‘(j', i;-e).i^y'".(i+T"-E®«>»(»-, k)

+i{2Rf*(r, k—e)„+^ff{r, e)„+Rf“^*(r, k~e)^}

Problem u. To find P(r, A:)„, A>1, ?^>2 (LXIV.),

k'^'7i-\-1i^'i “1“^2 “f" • • H”

Here h divides r, w, and k.

I‘(r, .t).+jE«(r,
4).)} (*=>0),

I”{r, i).=i{D(4-", ^)-E"(r, *).}•

Problem w. To find P(r, k)^ (LXVI.),

P(r, ^),=2.2.|^P*(r, i-l).+^-(Ef*'“(r, i-l),+E2 •»'"(»•, i-l).+E“ «(»•, ^-1).)

7i—» Q.h /+^(E2 “^‘(r, *-l).+Ef«‘'(»-. «:-l).+Rr(»-. ^-1).

Er(r, ^:-l).)]-
n—Ah

.

iT

Here r and k—1 are both even.

2 N 2
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Problem x. To find I(r, h) (LXVIII.),

I(r, ^)=i{D(r, ,!:))}.

LXX. As a further illustration of these formulae and their use, and for a comparison

of methods, it will be worth our while to deduce the seven partitions of the 9-gon, and

the eight partitions of the 10-gon, which are obtained by way of example in the memoir

referred to, in the first article.

First, to find R*(9, 6
)
and P(9, 6 ).

As the 9-gon is divided into triangles, there can be only two nuclei, a triangle or a

line. We ask, then, what are R*(9, 6)3 and R'‘(9, 6)2 %

By Theorem E, the axes are monogonal only, and R*’"°(9, 6)3 is what we are seeking.

By Problem m,

Rr(9 , 6)3=0,

R--(9, 6)3=D(5, 2)=5;
and by Problem n,

Rf"(9, 6)3=(2R’"“^-1-R"'"“^‘'‘)(4, 1)=0,

R2dt(4
, 1)^=1 being the only entry in our register under (4, 1).

For R™"(9, 6)3, we have, by equations (D'.), ^^^=1=A.

9= 3 -j-2 -|-

2

Kq -|- 2 <2
i ,

6=3+ £9+ 2^
1 ,

4+2ao=8—

2

<Zj, A,=D(2+a,,

£0
= 3— 2^1,

Rr(9, 6)3=2.{5:(2R’”“^+R^’"“^''‘)(8-2a„ ^-2e,)}.'D{2+a„ e,).

The only values of are 0 or 1 ; if ei= l, a,<j:2, if ^
1
= 0

,
And as we have

nothing in our register under (R'"“«’ or R’”“^*)((4, 1
)
or

(
6

, 3)^,

Rr(9, 6)3=0,

and (Problems o, p, q) R(9, 6)2 =0 ;

wherefore R(9, 6) =R™"(9, 6)3=5.

Next to find P(9, 6
)3 ; by Problem u,

P(9, 6)3=i{D(4, 1)-R^(9, 6)3}=i(2-0)=l,

the subtracted term having just been proved to be zero. And as 9 is odd (Problem w).

P(9, 6
)2
= 0

,
wherefore (Problem x),

1(9, 6)=^{D(9, 6)-9R(9, 6)-i^P(9, 6)=-5i8{429-9-5-6-l} = 21.

This agrees with the results at p. 409 of my former memoir, saving an error of

transcription in the seventh line from the bottom, in which +l.w( 8
,
2 , 0

)
is omitted

from the value of 1(10, 2) as it stands above (line 14). If the indulgent reader will

kindly correct the sixth and seventh lines thus.
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1(10, 2)=2.i{M(8, 2, 0).m(4, 1, 0)}-fl.w(8, 2, 0)

=2.i{4-2}+4=6,

he will find the sum

1(10, 2)+l(10, 3)+l(10, 4)=6-f13+2= 21,

r(10, 3)=1,

and R(10, 2)+R(10, 4)=5,

the 7-partitions of the nonagon, in that notation, as we have just found them: Aide (1)

of this memou*.

LXXl. We shall for a final example determine the 8-partitions of the decagon.

There is no nucleus but 3 and 2 ; we want then

R'^(10,7)3R^(10,7)„ R'^'(10, 7
)3 , Ro(10,7), P(10, 7)3 r(10, 7),.

By Theorems M, E (XIV., IX), no axis can be agonal, or monogonal ; we seek then

R^-^^IO, 7
)3 ,

R^‘''(10, 7
)3 ,

R‘''(10, 7
)3 ,

and Rf(10, 7).

Ro*’(10, 7)
3=0 by Problem i, because n is odd; and R^f(10, 7

)
3=0 for the same

reason, as is also R**(10, 7
) 3

. Therefore R**(10, 7
) 3
= 0 .

By Problem p,

R^^'^'^IO, 7)3=2,2„{2Rf"'+R|f+R+^'^‘+R^,f^"')(10, 6)„}= 0; for

R2A<ii because 10 is not a multiple of 4/i (Problem 1)

;

R|“' (10, 6)„=0,.for the same reason (Problem k)

;

Rf“^‘'*(10, 6)„=0, because 10 is no multiple of &i (Problem b)

;

R4Aogdi(io, because 10

—

n, (w>2) is no multiple of 8A (Problem c).

R''* (10, 7)3= 2/i2„R^^*^‘’''‘(10, 6)„=Rf(10, 6)„, because 10 is a multiple of 4/i+2 (Pro-

blems 1, q) ;

Rf (10, 7) =2,2,S„ R<2.
+ l,tf,(10, ?+l

'I
+ &C.J (Problem t),

all the remaining part of the expression vanishing; for we shall presently see that %=4
only in both these equations; and R[,^*‘^®^*'(10, 7) has been proved above to be =0, as

have Rf*’(10, 7— c)„ and R|“'(r, 7— c)„ also
; and Rf“^'''(10, 7— e)„=0, because 1— e and

10—w are not multiples of 4A, unless /i=l, w=6
;
(w> 2), which makes equations (A.)

/n— 2h .. \

10=6+ 4 . 1
,
and 7-^=6-2+ 4.-l,

e=7 ; but R^''^‘'‘(10
, 6)0 has no existence, for if there are no diagonals the nucleus is

the 10-gon itself. Rrf*“^‘^'(10, 7—e)„=0; for this can only be R^“^*’(10, 7— for a

reason just given ; but (Problem c) 7—e—

6

is even, therefore e=l, and as /?=!,

equations (A'.) become

10=6+.2(2+ 0)+4.0, and A:=6=6+2.2+ 4.-l,

i. e. in H, Uo=0, So=2, or a 4-gon has two diagonals not crossing, which is absurd.
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Therefore 7— e)„ is what we have to determine for every value of h. e.

and n.

Now in R*‘''(10, 7— e)„ (Problem 1), when h is odd, 10, 7—

e

and n are not all divisible

by 2^ if ?^>6; for w<10. And in Rf'(10, 7—
(9)e, h is either 1 or 3. For A=3 the

formula for R^ gives R^*'(10, 7— e)e=0, because
^

is not integer; and for A=l,

— — 3

10=6-4-2.(ai+a2+«3)

7—e= 6 +2, (6,-1
-
62

-
1
-
63)

;

the solutions are

^-^=2=l-l-l-l-0, or =24- 0 -1-0

1~6=2(0-1-0-1), or =2(1-1-1), or =2(0-l-l),

(

6— 2\ 3i-i
~~

2
'

)

Therefore n is not 6.

Let then w=4, and seek R*‘^'(10, 7

—

6)4 ,
for h odd. If ^ =1, the formula for R^*

10+ 4 . 4
gives Rf*(10, 7— 6)4= 0 ,

because —

^

is not integer. Then ^=2, A=l, and we have

for 6=1,
10=44-2

. (
2 -

1
- 1)=44- 2

(34- 0)

6=4-f2 (14-0)=44-2(2~l),

(

4

j
vanishes. These four are

then the only solutions, and

2(A2)=2D(4, 1)D(3, 0)4-2D(5, 2)=2(2-k5)=14

;

whence Rf(10, 6
) 4
=i{ 14- 2X2 R'*+‘)‘''4-Rif 6

) 4 }

where (^> 0).

Now

6
)
4=0 (Problem 1), because 10 and 6 and 4 have no common measure 2(^4-l)•

Rff (10, 6
)4=0 (Problem k), because 10 is not divisible by 4.

R*' ^'(10, 6
)
4=0 (Problem b), because 10 is no multiple of M.

R2iaff<i! 6
)
4=0 (Problem c), because 10— 4 is no multiple of 47.

Therefore Rf(10, 6
) 4
=414=7= Rf(10, 7),

and R(10, 7)=R'^'(10, 7 )2-l-Rf(10 , 7)=2Rf(10, 6
) 4
= 14 .

LXXII. We have next to determine P(10, 7), A>1.
The formulae for 1™ (Problem u) give

P(10, 7
) 3
= 0

,
because —3^ is no integer.
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And (Problem w)

P(10
, 7),=2,2.|4p‘(10, 6).+^KSniO,

6).J,

the quantities here omitted from the formula being

Ilf“^'^'(10, 6)„=0, because 10 is not divisible by 4A (Problem e).

(10, 6)„=0, for the same reason (Problems f, g, h).

j^2Aajdi(10^
6}„=0, as it has been proved in the preceding article.

Ilf“^*(10, 6)„=0, because 10 is not divisible by 4A (Problem b),

=Rf'^'= 0, for the same reason (Problems k, 1).

Now the equations of Problem u for P*(10, 6)„ are those of Problem 1 for Ilc(1^5 6 )„,

and we have proved in the preceding article that /i=l and n=4 are the only values

affording a solution ; which gives

2(AA= 2(A2)=14.
\ 2A/

Wherefore (Problem w) (7>0),

P(10, 6).=f|l4-2.(5^I»*'»(10, 6).+|.E“(10, 6).)}.

The formula for I"(r, A)„ shows that P(10, 6
)4
= 0

,
for — is not integer, and we

have just proved that R^*(10
, 6)„=0 under every form except R^*“^''*(10

,
6 )„, which

remains to be determined.

In Problem d we see that r—n— 2/i is divisible by 4/i; wherefore ?i=4 and /i= l.

Therefore, by the formula for R^,

R^^‘^'(10, 6}4=2„,R'"-’”"(5, 2)=R’«“(5, 2)=1,

as is easily verified. Consequently

P(10, 6).=f{14-fE“»"(10, 6),}=il^=3,

and P(10, 7)=P(10, 7),=tP(10, 6).+|,E”''*(10, 6),=6+ l= 7,

whence, finally (Problem x),

1(10, 7)=Jo{D(10, 7)-^R(10, 7)-^P(10, 7)}=^o(1430-10. 14-10. 7)= 61.

And this enumeration of the 8-partitions of the 10-gon agrees with that at p. 410 of

my memoir mentioned in the first article.

It is evident that this last example would have caused far less trouble, if we -had had

our register of partitions filled up for inspection up to the 7-partitions of the 10-gon.

There is little difficulty, as I have verified to some extent, in framing, by the aid of

the results here given, algebraical expressions, containing circulating functions for R*(r, A)

and P(r, A), in terms of r and A only, and thence by addition, complete expressions of the

(l 4-A:)-partitions of the r-gon. But the subject has been pursued far enough for one

communication.
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IjXXIII. The notation above employed for the partitions of the r-gon is applicable,

with hardly any change, to express those of the r-ace.

An A-ly reversible (1-|-^)-partition of the r-ace has h axial planes of reversion, which

are achorial^ diackorial^ or nwnochorial^ according as they cut none, two, or one only of

the faces [ywpla) about the r-ace. The k partitioning lines may conveniently be called

diapifpeds^ or shorter, diapeds^ being each in two planes about the r-ace, as a diagonal is

in two summits of the r-gon.

Putting Ac, and Mo, for achorial, diachoiial and monochorial, we have the

following account to give, N standing for the nucleus w-ace, of the (l-|-/?:’)-partitions of

the r-ace

:

R'-
A.

^r,k\,

(r,

R^.Mo (r, (r, ^)„,

P (r, (r, k\.
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XIII. A Memoir upon Caustics. By Arthur Cayley, Esq.

Eeceived May 1,—Eead May 8, 1856.

The following memoir contains little or nothing that can be considered new in principle

;

the object of it is to collect together the principal results relating to caustics in piano., the

reflecting or refi:acting curve being a right line or a circle, and to discuss with more care

than appears to have been hitherto bestowed upon the subject, some of the more remark-

able cases. The memoir contains in particular researches relating to the caustic by refrac-

tion of a circle for parallel rays, the caustic by reflexion of a circle for rays proceeding

from a point, and the caustic by refraction of a ch’cle for rays proceeding from a point ; the

result in the last case is not worked out, but it is shoAvn how the equation in rectangular

coordinates is to be obtained by equating to zero the discriminant of a rational and

integral function of the sixth degree. The memoir treats also of the secondary caustic

or orthogonal trajectory of the reflected or refracted rays in the general case of a reflecting

or refracting circle and rays proceeding from a point
;
the cuix^e in question, or rather a

secondary caustic, is, as is well known, the Oval of Descartes or ‘ Cartesian’ : the equation

is discussed by a method which gives rise to some forms of the curve Avhich appear to have

escaped the notice of geometers. By considering the caustic as the evolute ofthe secondary

caustic, it is shoAvn that the caustic, in the general case of a reflecting or refracting circle

and rays proceeding from a point, is a curve of the sixth class only. The concluding part of

the memoir treats of the curve which, when the incident rays are parallel, must be taken

for the secondary caustic in the place of the Cartesian, which, for the particular case in

question, passes off to inflnity. In the course of the memoir, I reproduce a theorem

first given, I believe, by me in the Philosophical Magazine, viz. that there are six

difierent systems of a radiant point and refracting circle which give rise to identically the

same caustic. The memoir is dhided into sections, each of which is to a considerable

extent intelhgible by itself, and the subject of each section is for the most part explained

by the introductoiy paragraph or paragraphs.

I.

Consider a ray of light reflected or refracted at a curve, and suppose that |, 7\ are the

coordinates of a point Q on the incident ray, a, /3 the coordinates of the point G of

incidence upon the reflecting or refracting curve, «, h the coordinates of a point N upon

the normal at the point of incidence, y the coordinates of a point q on the reflected or

refracted ray.

2 0MDCCCLVII.
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Write for shortness,

(d— /3)(^— a)— (a— ci)(}}— (3)=VQGy
(a—ci)(^—a)-j-(d—l3)(f!—13)= OQGS,

then VQGN is equal to twice the area of the triangle QGN, and if instead of being

the coordinates of a point Q on the incident ray were cuiTent coordinates, the equation

VQGN= 0 would be the equation of the line through the points G and N, ? . e. of the

normal at the point of incidence ;
and in like manner the equation QGN= 0 would

be the equation of the line through G pei'pendicular to the line through the points G
and N, i. e. of the tangent at the point of incidence.

We have

NG'=(a-a)^+(^-f3)^

and therefore identically,

V(^^'+nQGN'.

Suppose for a moment that <p is the angle of incidence and (p' the angle of reflexion

or refraction ;
and let be the index of refraction (in the case of reflexion ,«/=— 1), then

writing

and

we have

{b—^)(x—a)— {a—a){y—(3)=VqG'S

(a— a)(x— a)-\-{h— /3)(?/— /3)= §'GN,

VQGN . ,
VoGN

.

“NG.Gfy ’

and substituting these values in the equation

sin^ sin^ <p'— 0,

we obtain

qG" VQGN'-^a^ QG' VgGN'=0,

an equation which is rational of the second order in s, y, the coordinates of a point q on

the refracted ray
; this equation must therefore contain, as a factor, the equation of the

refracted ray
;
the other factor gives the equation of a line equally inclined to, but on

the opposite side of the normal ; this line (which of course has no physical existence)

may be termed the false refracted ray. The caustic is geometrically the envelope of

the j)air of rays, and for flnding the equation of the caustic it is obidously convenient to

take the equation of the two rays conjointly in the form under which such equation has

just been found, without attempting to break the equation up into its linear factors.

It is however interesting to see how the resolution of the equation may be effected

;

for this purpose multiply the equation by NG^, then reducing by means of a prerious

formula, the equation becomes

(V^GN'+D^GN') VQGN'-g,^(VQGN'+ °QGN')
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which is equivalent to

QGN'+CiW-^- 1) VQGN®)-n^^' VQ^'=:0,
and the factors are

V^GN\/,:^^dQGN'+(^'-1) VQGI?]+ D^GN. VQGN=0

;

it is in fact easy to see that these equations represent lines passing through the point G
and inchned to GN at angles +<p', where (p' is given by the equations

sin (p=fJtj sin p'

tan (p=
VQGN
qgn’

and there is no difficulty in distinguishing in any particular case between the refracted

ray and the false refracted ray.

In the case of reflexion [/j= — 1, and the equations become

V^GN. QGN+DjGN. VQGN=0;
the equation

V^GN. dQGN- D^GN. VQGN=0
is ob\iously that of the incident ray, which is what the false refracted ray becomes in

the case of reflexion ; and the equation

V^GN. QGN+ <?GN.VQGN=0
is that of the reflected ray.

II.

But instead of investigating the nature of the caustic itself, we may begin by flnding

the secondary caustic or orthogonal trajectory of the refracted rays, i. e. a curve having

the caustic for its evolute ; suppose that the incident rays are all of them normal to a

certain curve, and let Q be a point upon this curve, and considering the ray through the

point Q, let G be the point of incidence upon the refracting curve ;
then if the point G

be made the centre of a circle the radius of which is f/t/“hGQ, the envelope of the circles

will be the secondary caustic. It should be noticed, that if the incident rays proceed

from a point, the most simple course is to take such point for the point Q. The remark,

how'ever, does not apply to the case where the incident rays are parallel ;
the point Q

must here be considered as the point in which the incident ray is intersected by some

line at right angles to the rays, and there is not in general any one line which can be

selected in preference to another. But if the refracting curve be a circle, then the line

perpendicular to the incident rays may be taken to be a diameter of the circle. To

translate the construction into analysis, let |, ri be the coordinates of the point Q, and

a, 8 the coordinates of the point G, then |, ri, a, (3 are in efiect functions of a single

arbitraiy parameter ;
and if we write

GQ"=(^-ccr-h(^-(3r

2 0 2
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then the equation

where x, y are to be considered as current coordinates, and which inYolves of com'se the

arbitrary parameter, is the equation of the circle, and the envelope is obtained in the

usual manner. This is the well-known theory of Gekgoxxe and Quetelet.

III.

There is however a simpler construction of the secondary caustic in the case of the

reflexion of rays proceeding from a point. Suppose, as before, that Q is the radiant point,

and let G be the point of incidence. On the tangent at G to the reflecting curve, let

fall a perpendicular from Q, and produce it to an equal distance on the other side of the

tangent ;
then if y be the extremity of the line so produced, it is clear that ^ is a point

on the reflected ray Gq, and it is easy to see that the locus of q is the secondary

caustic. Produce now QG to a point Q' such that GQ'=QG, it is clear that the locus

of Q' will be a curve similar to and similarly situated with and twice the magnitude of

the reflecting curve, and that the two curves have the point Q for a centre of similitude.

And the tangent at Q' passes through the point q, i. e. q is the foot of the perpendicular

let fall from Q upon the tangent at Q'
; we have therefore the theorem due to

Dandelix, viz.

If rays proceeding from a point Q are reflected at a curve, then the secondary caustic is

the locus of the feet of the perpendiculars let fall from the point Q upon the tangents

of a cuiwe similar to and similarly situated with and twice the magnitude of the reflecting

curve, and such that the two curves have the point Q for a centre of similitude.

IV.

If rays proceeding from a point Q are reflected at a line, the reflected rays will pro-

ceed from a point q situate on the perpendicular let fall from Q, and at an equal

distance on the other side of the reflecting line. The point q may be spoken of as the

image of Q ; it is clear that if Q be considered as a variable point, then the locus of the

image q will be a curve equal and similar but oppositely situated to the cuiwe, the locus

of Q, and which may be spoken of as the image of such curve. Hence it at once follows,

that if the incidental rays are tangent, or normal, or indeed in any other manner related

to a curve, then the reflected rays will be tangent or normal, or related in a corresponding

mqnner to a curve the image of the flrst-mentioned curve. The theory of the combined

reflexions and refractions of a pencil of rays transmitted through a plate or prism, is, by

the property in question, rendered very simple. Suppose, for instance, that a pencil of

rays is refracted at the first surface of a plate or prism, and after undergoing any number

of internal reflexions, finally emerges after a second refraction at the first or second

surface ;
in order to find the caustic enveloped by the rays after the fii’st refraction, it is

only necessary to form the successive images of this caustic corresponding to the difierent

reflexions, and finally to determine the caustic for refraction in the case where the
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incident rays are the tangents of the caustic which is the last of the series of images

;

the problem is not in effect different from that of finding the caustic for refraction in the

case where the incident rays are the tangents to the caustic after the first refraction, but

the line at which the second refraction takes place is arbitrarily situate with respect to the

caustic. Thus e. g. suppose the incident rays proceed from a point, the caustic after the

first refraction is, it will be shown in the sequel, the evolute of a conic
;
for the complete

theory of the combined reflexions and refractions of the pencil by a plate or prism, it

is only necessary to find the caustic by refraction, where the incident rays are the

normals of a conic, and the refracting line is arbitrarily situate with respect to the conic.

V.

Suppose that rays proceeding from a point

Q are refracted at a line ; and take the

refracting line for the axis of y, the axis of

X passing through the radiant point Q, and

take the distance QA for unity. Suppose that

y

G

A^ Q A Xthe index of refraction g. is put equal to A
K

Then if be the angle of incidence and (p' the

angle of refraction, we have sin (p'=k ship, and the equation y—x tan®'= tan p of the

refracted ray becomes, putting for p' its value,

k sin py— --X— tan p=0.
sin^

Differentiating with respect to the va,riable parameter and combining the two equations,

we obtain, after a simple reduction.

COS^ip

sin^ p

cos® p

where k'=yr— k'^, hence eliminating

{kxf-(iyyf=l,

which is the equation of the caustic. When the refraction takes place into a denser

medium k is less than 1, and k'^ is positive, the caustic is therefore the evolute of a

hyperbola (see fig. 1) ;
but when the refraction takes place in a rarer medium k is

greater than 1, and k'^ is negative, the caustic is therefore the evolute of an ellipse (see

fig. 2). These results appear to have been first obtained by Geegonne. The conic

(hj'perbola or ellipse) is the secondary caustic, and as such may be obtained as follows.

VI.

The equation of the variable circle is

x^-h{y— tan pf—k^sec^p^O;
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or reducing, the equation is

af^+j/'

—

2y tan 9+ tan^ :p
— /f=0.

Whence, considering tan <p as the variable parameter, the equation of the envelope is

that is,

or

— k^k'^=

0

,

f! t
^2— ^/2— J-

is the equation of the secondary caustic or conic ha\ing the caustic for its evolute. The

radiant point, it is clear, is a focus of the conic.

VII.

Let the equation of the refracted ray be represented by

XzrH-Y3/+Z=0,

— ^ sin ipA . X . —

7

V
from which we obtain

we have

V 1 — /c^ sin'^ <p

: 1 : — tan (p.

X2—Y2~Z2

for the tangential equation of the caustic ; or if we represent the equation of the

refracted ray by

-f-T^ ^= 0,

then we have

X2— Y2—

F

for the tangential equation of the caustic.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

#•
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VIII.

If a ray be reflected at a circle ; we may take a, h as the coordinates of the centre of

the circle, and supposing as before that n are the coordinates of a point Q in the

incident ray, «, ^ the coordinates of the point G of incidence, and y the coordinates of

a point q in the reflected ray, the equation of the reflected ray, treating y as cun-ent

coordinates, is

{{h—^){x—a)— {a—a){y—^)}{{a—cc){l-cc)-\-{b—^){ri-^)]

+ - (a— a)(>?— ^)} =0.

Write for shortness,

T,,g=(«— a)(^-a)+ (^— /3)(S/— ^),

and similarly for Nq_ g, &c ; the equation of the reflected ray is

N„gTg,g+T,gNg,g=0.

Suppose that the reflected ray meets the circle again in G' and undergoes a second

reflexion, and let x\ y' be the coordinates of a point
(I

in the ray thus twice reflected.

We see first (G being a point in the first reflected ray) that

^G', gTq, G+ Tg/, g^Q, g= 0.

Again, considering G as a point in the ray by the reflexion of which the second reflected

ray arises, the equation of the second reflected ray is

G'^G, G'+ T,', G'^g, G'=b ;

and fi’om the form of the expressions g? T,, g it is clear that

^G, G'—— Ng'Gi fG, G'— “^Tg/^ G !

the equation for the second reflected ray may therefore be written under the form

^7', G' 'I-G', G G'Ng', G—

j

or reducing by a previous equation, we obtain finally for the equation of the second

reflected ray,

G'^^Q, G+ fV, G'Nq, G= ii j

and in like manner the equation for the third reflected ray is

^7" G"'lg, G"l“ f G"^Q, G—

and so on, the equation for the last reflected ray containing, it will be observed, the

coordinates of the radiant point and of the first and last points of incidence (the coordi-

nates of the last point of incidence can of course only be calculated from those of the

radiant point and the first point of incidence, through the coordinates of the intermediate

points of incidence), but not containing explicitly the coordinates of any of the inter-

mediate points of incidence. The form is somewhat remarkable, but the result is really

the same with that obtained by simple geometrical considerations, as follows.
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IX.

Consider a ray reflected any number of times at a

circle ; and let GoG, be the ray incident at G, and GG'

the last reflected ray, the point at which the reflexion

takes place or last point of incidence being G. Take

the centre O of the circle for the origin, and any two lines

Ow, Oy through the centre and at right angles to each

other for axes, and let Ox meet the circle in the point A.

Write
AOGo — ^05 ^ xGqGj=\Pq

^ AOG —d ^xGG'^^p

Z GoG^O=:ip.

Then the radius of the circle being taken as the centre of the circle, the equation of the

reflected ray is

y— sin 6= tan cos
;

and if there have been n reflexions, then

— 2(p)= ^o
— 2n<p,

<P= -4^0— 212^,

and therefore the equation of the reflected ray is

y cos ^sin (-4/
0
— 2%<p)4-(— )" sin (^/o— ^o)= 0-

X.

If a pencil of parallel rays is reflected any number of times at a circle, then taking

AO for the direction of the incident rays, we may write ^o=‘P 9
the equation

of a reflected ray is

X sin 2n^ -\-y cos 2n(p= (

—

)® sin (p.

Differentiating with respect to the variable parameter, we And

X COS 2n(p—y sin 2n(p={

—

cos (p ;

and these equations give

* ‘'>1
An

1

(2^^-^- 1 ) cos (2w— I )(p
— (2w— I

)
cos

(
2w -f I )(p

1

(-)”
y- An

^

1^—(2^+1) sin(2w— I)(p+(2w— I) sin (2?^-|-I)(p|,

which may be taken for the equation of the caustic ; the caustic is therefore an epicy-

cloid : this is a well-knovm result.

XI.

If rays proceeding from a point upon the cii’cumference are reflected any number of
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times at a circle, then taking the point A for the radiant point, we have ^o=0,

and the equation of a reflected ray is

x%m{2n-\-V)<p-\-y cos (2wH-l)ip=(— )”sin <p.

Difierentiating with respect to the variable parameter, we find

X cos sin — sin (p ;

and these equations give

X=:

^n<p-\-n cos (2^^+2)(pj,

which may be taken as the equation of the caustic ; the caustic is therefore in this case

also an epicycloid : this is a well-known result.

(-]

2/i -f-

1

(?^4-l) cos 27i<p—ncos (2w+2)(p

XII.

Consider a pencil of parallel rays refracted at a circle
;
take the radius of the circle as

unity, and let the incident rays be parallel to the axis of x, then if <p, (p' be the angles of

incidence and refraction, and pb or
^
the index of refraction, so that sin ^'=^sin<p, the

coordinates of the point of incidence are cos (p, sin <p, and the equation of the refracted

ray is

y— sin(p= tsai(<p— ip')(x— cos <p),

i. e.

cos {<p—(p'){y— sin <p)= sin {(p—<p'){x— cos <p),

or

y cos,{<p—<p')—xmx {<p—<p')z=z sin (p\

which may also be written

{y cos <p— ipsin cos <p^+(?/sin (p-|-;r cos <p
— l) sin <^'=0 ;

or writing k sin <p, \/\— T^ sin^ instead of sin (p\ cos <p', and putting for shortness

yco%(p— a^sin <p=Y

y sin <p-\-x cos ^=X
k sin <p

sin^ <p

lO),

the equation of the refracted ray becomes

Y-f(D(X-I)=0.

And difierentiating with respect to the variable parameter (p, observing that

dY „ <?X ^
df ' d(p

d^ A: cos 9 cotip

2 pMDCCCLVII.
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we have
cot <p(X— 1)

1 — k^ sin^
)=o.

and the combination of the two equations gives

Y=

X=

^>(1 —
$ cot (p

— 1

cot <p
— sin^ <p

cot (p
— 1

’

and we have therefore

. V • Fsin3p($cot(p— 1) .

,y=Ycos(p+Xsin^=
(b =^sm^(p

w=X cos <p—Y sin <p-.

<I> cot p— 1

sin^ sin^ p cos pVsmp ^ ^

cot p— 1

i. e.

x=0(1 — sin'^p)— A:® sin^p cos p .

O cos p— sin p

or multiplying the numerator and denominator by (1— A:^sin^f)(Ocosp;-j- sinp;), the

numerator becomes

(1—^ sin^ cos (p(l— sin^ <p)—k^ sin"* (p cos (p

+ 0(sin (p(l—F sin^ sin^ ^ cos (p)

}

=J{^ sin^ <p cos (p{{l—k^ sin^ (p)
— sin^ (p(l —T& sin^ (p)

}

sin^ (P\/l—k^ sin^ pi(l—F sin^ (p)

=k^ sin^ (p cos^ p-\-k sin^ p(l--k^ sin^ p>)^,

and the denominator becomes

k^ sin^ p cos^ p— (1—k^ sin^ p) sin^ p

= sin^ p,

if k'^=l—k^.

Hence we have for the coordinates of the point of the caustic,

jk'^x= —k^ cos® p—k{\ —¥• sin^ pf
[ y=. k^ sin® p

;

and eliminating p, we obtain for the equation of the caustic,

k'^x——^®{ 1—k~-y^}'^—^{ 1—

;

1
or writing - instead of k, we find

(1 )^+^(i -[/TYf
for the equation of the caustic by refraction of the cii'cle, for parallel rays, lire equa-

tion was first obtained by St. Laurent.
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XIII.

The discussion of the preceding equation presents considerable interest. In the first

place to obtain the rational form write

«^~2«^(/3H7^)+(i3^-y7=0,

this gives

and we have

j8^= I— — yJ^y^

and consequently

/3»-y‘=(l

Hence dividing out by the factor the equation becomes

(1 _p,»)V-2(l+^“-6^y +3|^»(l +|!4«)/_(1 +^‘)/)23;>+(1- +(1 +^’)/)’'=0 ;

or reducing and arranging,

-l-(I2g-“a^+ (6|a."(l 6|M-^+ 6g/^(I

which is of the form

A+ - %y?Cy^= 0 ;

and the rationalized equation is

A^+27;oo^By-2I6^^Cy+5VABC^^=0,

where the values of A, B, C may be written

A=(^+/){(I-y)V+(l+y)y}--2(I+y)y^-?/^)+I

B=4^+3y^

C=(I+y)yH?/^)+ I;

the caustic is therefore a curve of the I2th order.

To find where the axis of x meets the curve, we have

2/=0, A^=0,
where

X. e.

Ao=(I-y)V-2(I+yy+I
= {(I-g,)V-I}{(I+g,)V-l)},

y=0
/ .
1^=+:; , a7=+ r-T—

?

[
— 1— ffc — 1+p

or there are in all four points each of them a point of triple intersection.

To find where the line oo meets the curve, we have

oo, A'^=0,

2 p 2
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where
A'=(^+/) {(1- f./)V+(l

i. e.

fco

I I
. ,

1 + ft®

.

]x=±iy, x=±Yz:p>^y,

or the curve meets the hue oo in foui’ points, each of them a point of triple intersection ;

two of these points are the circular points at oo .

To find where the circle x^-\-y^=\ meets the curve, this gives —if, and thence

B=:4-/

C=/a^+2,

and the equation becomes

{^V-4)+4(l+2^.y}^+27^X4-2/W-216(^/-^+2)y

+6W+2)/(4-/){f^V-4)+4(l+2f<.')/}= 0.

which is only of the eighth order
;

it follows that each of the circular points at oo (wliich

have been already shown to be points upon the curve) are quadruple points of intersec-

tion of the curve and circle. The equation of the eighth order reduces itself to

the values of x corresponding to the roots y— +yj are obtained without difficult}', and

those corresponding to the other roots are at once found by means of the identical

equation

(^-_4)’+27;«,‘+(l-;t.')(ft’+8f=0;

we thus obtain for the coordinates of the points of intersection of the curve with the

circle ^-1-^=1, the values

roo ^x=+\/l— iJj^

\x=±iy, \y=±(^,

(|x®+ 8) v'l-ia®

S'v/Sft®

each of the points of the first system being a quadruple point of intersection, each of the

points of the second system a triple point of intersection, and each of the points of the

thii’d system a single point of intersection.

Next, to find where the circle x^-\-y'^—\ meets the curve
; writing g

—

y^, w^e obtain
fX*

for y an equation of the eighth order, which after all reductions is

(y vy+(i-V)’ l= 0,

and we have for the coordinates of the points of intersection.
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rco

\x=±iy, s
1

!/=±p’

(1 + 8/^")

x=-\
^/‘-i

— 3 'v/.S/x.

IV "T

each of the points of the first system being a quadruple point of intersection, each of the

points of the second system a triple point of intersection, and each of the points of the

third system a single point of intersection.

The points of intersection with the axes of x, and the points of triple intersection with

the circles x^-\-y^=l and x^-\-y^=^, are all of them cuspidal points; the two circular

points at co are, I think, triple points, and the other two points of intersection with the

line oo
,
cuspidal points, but I have not verified this : assuming that it is so, there will be

a reduction 54 accounted for in the class of the curve, but the curve is, in fact, as will be

shown in the sequel, of the class 6 ; there is consequently a reduction 72 to be accounted

for by other singularities of the curve.

XIV.

It is ob\ious from the preceding formulae that the caustic stands to the circle radius

- in a relation similar to that m which it stands to the circle radius I, ^. e. to the

refracting cu’cle. In fact, the very same caustic would have been obtained if the circle

radius
^
had been taken for the refracting circle, the index of refraction being

^
instead

of !«,. This may be shown veiy simply by means of the iiTational form of the equation as

follows.

The equation of the caustic by refraction of the circle radius I, index of refraction |tx/,

is, we have seen,

(I— = ( I

—

(Jiff+

I

—(/T^y^f-

Hence the equation of the caustic by refraction of the circle radius c\ index of refrac-

tion lO.', is

or, what is the same thing.

-(/J^d

which becomes identical with the equation of the first-mentioned caustic if (jtJ=d= —

Hence taking c instead of I as the radius of the first circle, we find,

—

Theorem. The caustic by refraction for parallel rays of a circle radius c, index of
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refraction [Jj, is the same curve as the caustic hy refraction for parallel rays of a con-

centric circle radius index of refraction -•

ft ft

XV.

We may consequently in tracing the caustic confine our attention to the case in which

Q
the index of refraction is greater than unity. The circle radius - will in this case be

within the refracting circle, and it is easy to see that if from the extremity of the diameter

of the refracting circle perpendicular to the direction of the incident rays, tangents are

drawn to the circle radius the points of contact are the points of triple intersection of

the caustic with the last-mentioned circle, and these points of intersection being, as

already observed, cusps, the tangents in question are the tangents to the caustic at these

cusps. The points of intersection with the axis of x are also cusps of the caustic, the

tangents at these cusps coinciding with the axis of x : two of the last-mentioned cusps.

L C
\\z. those whose distances from the centre are H he within the circle radius the— ft + 1 ft’

other two of the same four cusps, viz. those whose distances from the centre are

Q
lie without the circle radius -

; the last-mentioned two cusps lie without the refi’acting

circle, when jM/<2, upon this circle when [z=2, and within it, and therefore between the

two circles when |M->2. The caustic is therefore of the forms in the annexed figimes

3, 4, 5, in each of which the outer circle is the refracting circle, and |t/; is >1, but the

Fig. 3, Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

three figures correspond respectively to the cases [/j< 2, (jb=2 and f/j>2. The same

three figures will represent the different forms of the caustic when the inner cfrcle is

the refracting circle and (Ji> is <1, the three figures then respectively corresponding to

the cases and

XVI.

To find the tangential equation, I retain k instead of its value -•> the equation of the

refracted ray then is

x{k cos —\/l— sin^ <p) -\-y(k sin <p cot (p\/

1

— siiE <p)
—^= 0,
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and representing this by

we have

equations which give

and consequently

’ sin'-*X=^cos(p—v^l—

F

Y=ksin(p-\- cot sin^ (p,

X cos <p-\-Y sin (p=k

X2_|_Y*
’ sin^ <p

and we have

which gives

^ \/X^+ Y^-l
cos <P= .,,

'.
,^ V/X2+Y2

xyX^+Y^- 1+Y --^;V'X='+ = 0,

(X^+Y^)(X^-l-A;^)=-2/&Y-v/X^+Y^;

or dividing out by the factor the equation becomes

yx^+Y^(X^-l~k^)=- 2kY,
from which

(X^+Y^)(X^-1-F)^-4FY^=0

;

or reducing and arranging, we obtain

X^(X^-l-y^;^)^+Y^(X+l+/i;XX+l-/i:XX-l+/rXX-l-A:)=0

for the tangential equation of the caustic by refraction of a circle for parallel rays. The

caustic is therefore of the class 6.

XVII.

Suppose next that rays proceeding from a point are reflected at a circle.

A very elegant solution of the problem is given by Lageange in the Mem. de Turin

;

the investigation, as given by Mr. P. Smith in a note in the Cambridge and Dublin

Mathematical Journal, t. ii. p. 237, is as follows:

—

Let B be the radiant point, BBP an incident ray, and PS a reflected ray ;
CA a flxed

radius; ACP=a, ACB=£, reciprocal of CB=c, reciprocal of CP=«. The equations of

the incident and reflected ray, where may be written

w=:A sin ^-fB cos 6 incident ray,

«i=A sin (2a— ^)+B cos (2a— reflected,

the conditions for determining A and B being

a=A sin afl-B cos a

c =A sin £ +B cos £,
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Avhence
. fflcoss— ccos« „ csina—asmsA=—irr-T —

> JJ=
sin (a— e) sin (a—

e)

Substituting these values, the equation of the reflected ray becomes

a sin (2a— g)=M sin (a— £)+c sin {a— 6),

from which, and its difierential with respect to the arbitrary- parameter a, the equation of

the caustic or envelope of the reflected rays will be found by eliminating a.

In this, a being the only quantity treated as variable in the diiferentiation, let

Therefore

2a— £=2ip.

a=^+^(^+s).
and the equation becomes

asin2<p=Msin{(p+-|(^— s)} +csin{<p— 1-(6— s)}

Make

P= {u + c) cos — e)

2a

(m-c) sin !($-£)

2a

also

and the equation becomes

with the condition

Hence

1 1x= , y=-.— •>

cos (p sin
(f

P^+Qy=l,

'Pz=z'KX~^

Q=Xy

Multiplying by x and y, and adding, we And X=1 ;
therefore

x~^='P'^, y~^=Q^.
Hence

pt+Ql=l;

or restoring the values of P and Q,

{(m+c) cos [{u—c) sin g)}^=l,

the equation of the caustic.

XVHI.

But the equation of the caustic for rays proceeding from a point and reflected at a

circle may be obtained by a different method, as follows :

—

Take the centre of the circle for origin ; let c be the radius of the circle, a, b the

coordinates of the radiant point, a, (3 the coordinates of the point of incidence, x, y the

coordinates of a point in the reflected ray. Then we have from the equation of the
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circle and the equation of the reflected ray is by the general formula,

(bcc—a(5)(aw-\-(2y—c^)-]-{^(x,—oe^)(aa-\-b(3—c^)=0;

or arranging the terms in a different order,

(bx-\-a^)(oc,‘^—(D^)-{-2(by—ax)cc^—c%b-\-^)oi-\-c%a-\-w)(3=0.

Writing now a=ccos^, (3=csin^, the equation becomes

(bx-\-ai/) cos 20-\-(by— ax) sin 2d—{b-\-y)c cos 0-\-{a-\-x)c sin ^=0,

where ^ is a variable parameter.

Now in general to find the envelope of

A cos 2^+B sin 2(f+C cos sin ^4'E=0,

we may put e‘^=z, which gives the equation

(A-B^y^-(C-D^y+2Ez^^-(C^-D^>+(A+B^)=0,

and equate the discriminant to zero : this gives

(4I)*-27(-8J)^=0,
where

4I=4(A^+B^)-(C^+D^)+|E^

-8J=A(C^-D^)+2BCD-{8(A^+B^)+(C^+D^)}P4-AE*,

and consequently

{4(A^+B^)-(C^+D^)+|E^}^-27{A(C^-D^)+2BCD

-(8(A''+B’)+(C’+D=))iE+*E>}’=0;

and substituting for A, B, C, D, E them values, we find

{ 4(«^+ +/)— ®)^+ (y

+

^T) y—27{bx— ayjis^-\-y^—a^—b^)—0

for the equation of the caustic m the case of rays proceeding from a point and reflected

at a circle : the equation was first obtained by St. Laukent.

It will be convenient to consider the axis of x as passing through the radiant point

;

this gives 5=0 ; and if we assume also c=l, the equation of the caustic becomes

{{A:a^—\){x^-\-y^)—2ax—a^Y—27c^y\x^

+

XIX.

Eeverting to the equation of the reflected ray, and putting, as before; c=l, 5=0, this

becomes

/ n ^ .
a cos 25— cos d

, ^(-2acos^+l>+ y+a=0.

Differentiating with respect to we have

(- 2« sin d)x+ ^= 0 ;

and from these equations

x=
a® cos 5(1 + 2 sin® 5) —a

1— 3a cos 25 + 2a®

2a® sin^ 5

y 1 —3a cos 25 + 2a®’

2qMDCCCLVII.
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which give the coordinates of a point of the caustic in terms of the angle A which deter-

mines the position of the point of incidence. The values in question satisfy, as they

should do, the equation

We have, in fact.

^ 4«3(cose-«)3_

from which it is easy to derive the equation in question.

XX.

If we represent the equation of the reflected ray by

XA‘-fY?/-f«=0,
then we have

and thence

X=— 2a cos d-{-l

„ «cos2fl— cos9

sin fl

’

(X— 1)^— 4a^= —4a® sin® 0

X®+Y®=^v^ (1— 2a cos ^+a®)

X-f-«^=l— 2acos ^+a®,

and consequently

(X®-fY®){(X-l)®-4a®}+4a®X+4a^=0,

or, what is the same thing,

{X(X-l)-2a®}®-fY®{(X-l)®-4a®} = 0,

which may be considered as the tangential equation of the caustic by reflexion of a circle

;

or if we consider X, Y as the coordinates of a point, then the equation may be considered

as that of the polar of the caustic. The polar is therefore a curve of the foiudh order,

having two double points deflned by the equations X(X— 1)—2a®=0, Y=0, and a thu’d

double point at infinity on the axis of Y, i. e. three double points in all ; the number of

cusps is therefore 0, and there are consequently 4 double tangents and 6 inflections, and

the curve is of the class 6. And as Y is given as an explicit function of X, there is of

course no difficulty in tracing the curve. We thus see that the caustic by reflexion of a

circle is a curve of the order 6, and has 4 double points and 6 cusps (the cii’cular points

at infinity are each of them a cusp, so that the number of cusps at a finite distance is 4)

:

this coincides with the conclusions which will be presently obtained by considering the

equation of the caustic.
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XXI.

The equation of the caustic by reflexion of a circle is

Suppose flrst that 3^=0, we have

{(4a^- 0,

i. e.

X-
— a a

'2a+f

or the curve meets the axis of x in two points, each of which is a triple point of inter-

section.

Write next x^-\-y^=a^, this gives

{(4a^—l)a^—2ax—a^y=0,
and consequently

x= — a(l~2a^)

y= + 2a^\/1

—

a^,

or the curve meets the cii’cle x^-^-'f— in two points, each of which is a triple point

of intersection.

To find the nature of the infinite branches, we may write, retaining only the terms of

the degrees six and five,

-\-]ffx—2*la^y\x^ )^= 0

;

and rejecting the factor {x^-\-y‘^f^ this gives

(4a^-l)V-f {(4a^-l)^-27a^}y^-6(4«^-l)^«.r=0;

or reducing,

(4a*—1)V— (1— — 6(4a^—

;

and it follows that there are two asymptotes, the equations of which are

(4«2_l)t
y=-

V \~a^[Sa^-\-\)y 4«2-1
X-

3a

Represent for a moment the equation of one of the asymptotes by y=A{x—a), then

the perpendicular from the origin or centre of the reflecting circle is Aa-^/v/lfi-A*, and

A«= 3a V4a^—

1

, ,, (I-a^)(l + 8a^)^+(4a^-l)^ 27

(l-a2)(l + 8a2)2 “(1— a'
(l-a®)(l + 8a2)2

\/l+A*—

-

3 \/3a

Vl-a^{l + 8a^)

and the perpendicular is —= \/4a*— 1, which is less than a if only a*<l, i. e. in every
V o

case in which the asymptote is real.

2 q2
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The tangents parallel and perpendicular to the axis of x are most readily obtained

from the equation of the reflected ray, viz.

. _ A , -I \ cos 23 — cos 9
,

„

(-2«cos^+l)^+ y+a=0;

the coefficient of x (if the equation is first multiplied by sin d) vanishes if sin &= 0, -which

gives the axis of x, or if cos which givesy=+
to the axis of x.

The coefficient of y vanishes if a cos 2^— cos ^=0 ; this gives

for the tangents parallel

cos 5 sin^=^(4(Z^— l+\/8a^+l):
4(2

and the tangents perpendicular to the axis of x are given by

— 2ax=-^
1+ \/8aHl

these tangents are in fact double tangents of the caustic. In order that the point of

contact may be real, it is necessary that sin 6, cos 6 should be real
; this -will be the case

for both values of the ambiguous sign if a>OT =1, but only for the upper value if a<l.

It has just been shown that for the tangents parallel to the axis of x^ we have

y=±
2a

the values of y being real for a>\: it may be noticed that the value i is

greater, equal, or less than, or to y=2cv‘\/\—a^, according as a>= or this

depends on the identity (4a^— 1)— I6a®(I

—

a^)=(2a^—iy(2a^-\-l).

To find the points of intersection -with the reflecting circle, x^-\-y^—1= 0, we have

(3a^-l-2axy-27a%l-af)(l-aJ=0;
or reducing

8<zV+(— 27«^-|-18a^— I5)«V+(54(2^— 36a^+6)a.r+(—27a^+I8a^+I)=0,

i. e.

{ax—iy{%ax—27a*-\-l^a?-\-l)=^.

The factor {ax—\y equated to zero shows that the caustic touches the chcle in the

points y='ii\/1”^? points in which the circle is met by the polar of

the radiant point, and which are real or imaginary according as a> or <1. The other

factor gives

x=
27ffl^— 18a^-l

8a

Putting this value equal to +1, the resulting equation is (a+I)(27«‘+9«-l-I)=0, and

it follows that x will be in absolute magnitude greater or less than 1, i. e. the points in

question will be imaginary or real, according as a>I or a<I.
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It is easy to see that the curve passes through the circular points at infinity, and that

these points are cusps on the curve
;
the two points of intersection with the axis of x are

cusps (the axis of x being the tangent), and the two points of intersection with the circle

— are also cusps, the tangent at each of the cusps coinciding with the tangent

of the circle ; there are consequently in all six cusps.

XXII.

To investigate the position of the double points we may proceed as follows : write for

shortness V={^a^~V)[x^-\-y^)—1ax—a^, Q=o^j/S, ^=x^-\-'if—a^; the equation of the

caustic is

P^-27Q^=0.
Hence, at a double point,

p2^_18Q^=0
ax ax

one of which equations may be replaced by

<?P dQ,

dx dy dy dx
= 0.

Now

^^=2{(4a^-l)^— «}, ^=2(4a^-l)2/
dx dy

~ =«(a^+3/-«^)=a(S+2/).

Substituting these values in the last preceding equation, we find

or reducing

{4a^—\)x—a 2xy

{4a^—l)y ii + 2y^'‘

(4:a^—l)x—a=^^
;

and using this to simphfy the equation

dx

we have

t. e.

and therefore

— 18a^S . 2«ir^= 0,

9a^S=0,

p2
Q/y —

—

^X—
^g2

Multiplying by P and writing for P* its value 27a^^^S*, we have

P^=3«^^
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and thence

whence

P=^, P=^=27ayS=

^ ^5
3. ^5 C 1 ’

and substituting in the equation

a 2y^\

we find

X-.
'Aa^

and rationalising

4iax^— {(4«^— 1)^—«}^= 0
,

or, what is the same thing,

The factor 4a^— 1 equated to zero gives x=-^ from which y may be found, but the

resulting point is not a double point, the other factors give each of them double points

;

and if we write

x=a{a-\-i\/1—
we find ^

y
2aH[a + i \—a^Y

(3fl— 2 v' 1—a^)^

values which, in fact, belong to one of the four double points. It is easy to see that the

points in question are always imaginary.

It may be noticed, by way of verification, that the preceding values of x, y give

+ '

— 4fl®

{^a^~l){x^-\-y'^)— 2ax-~a^= — 4a^— Iff^'v^I— a‘^)

x^-{-y^—a^

y ~ l+8fl2'

and if the quantities within
( )

on the right-hand side are represented by A, B, C, then

whence we have identically.

A \ 3 n

b) =B- orA»=B‘C,

by means of which it appears that the values of x, y satisfy, as they should do, the

equation of the caustic ; and by forming the expressions for (
4«^—

I

)x—

a

and x^+ oy^— a~,

it might be shown, a posteriori., that the point in question was a double point.
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XXIII.
The equation

a^y\x^Y'f—

—

0

becomes when a=\ (i. e. when the radiant point is in the circumference),

{3f+(x-lX3x+l)Y-27f(f+x^-lf=0;
it is easy to see that this divides by (^—1)^; and throwing out this factor, we have for

the caustic the equation of the fourth order,

27f+18f(3x^-l)-\-(x-l)(3x-j-lX=0.

XXIV.
The equation

{
( — I )(x^

—2ax—a^}^—27 -\-y^— a?f=

0

becomes when a= oo [i. e. in the case of parallel rays),

(4^2_^4^2_q^3_27^2^0,
which may also be written

64.r®+48.rW-l)+lM4/-l)'+(%'+lW-l)=0.

XXV.

It is now easy to trace the curve. Beginning with the case «=oo
,
the curve lies

wholly within the reflecting cu’cle, which it touches at two points; the line joining the

points of contact, beiug in fact the axis of y, divides the curve into two equal portions

;

the curve has in the present, as in every other case (except one limiting case), two

cusps on the axis of x (see flg. 6). Next, if be positive and >1, the general form of

the curve is the same as before, only the line joining the pouits of contact with the

reflecting circle divides the curve into unequal portions, that in the neighbourhood of

the radiant point being the smaller of the two portions (see flg. 7). When a=l, the two

Eig. 6. fl=oo . Eig. 7. a>\.

points of contact with the reflecting circle unite together at the radiant point ; the curve

throws ofl!, as it were, the two coincident lines x—\, and the order is reduced from 6 to 4-

The curve has the form flg. 8, with only a single cusp on the axis of x. If a be further

diminished, the curve takes the form shown by fig. 9, with two infinite

branches, one of them having simply a cusp on the axis of x, the other having a cusp

on the axis of x, and a pair of cusps at its intersection with the circle through the

radiant point, there are two asymptotes equally inclined to the axis of x. In the case
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a=-^, the form of the curve is nearly the same as before, only the cusps upon the

circle through the radiant point lie on the axis of y (see fig. 10). The case ^

shown, fig. 11. For «=|, the two asymptotes coincide with the axis oix', one of the

Fig. 8. a=l. Tig. 9.
Fig. 13. a

Fig. 10. a=^. Fig. 12. a=h

branches of the curve has wholly disappeared, and the form of the other is modified by the

coincidence of the asymptotes with the axis of x

;

it has in fact acquired a cusp at infinity

on the axis of x (see fig. 12). When a<\^ the curve consists of a single finite branch, with

two cusps on the axis of x^ and two cusps at the points of intersection with the cii'cle

through the radiant point
; one of the last-mentioned cusps mil be outside the refiecting

circle as long as a>-g-; fig. 13 represents the case «=-§, for wliich this cusp is upon the

reflecting circle. For the curve lies wholly within the reflecting circle, one of the

cusps upon the axis of x being always within, and the other always without the cii'cle

through the radiant point, and as a approaches O the cuiwe becomes smaller and

smaller, and ultimately disappears in a point. The case a negative is obAiously included

in the preceding one.

Several of the preceding results relating to the caustic by reflexion of a cii’cle were

obtained, and the curve is traced in a memoir by the Fev. Hamxet Holditch,

Quarterly Mathematical Journal, t. i.
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XXVI.

Suppose next that rays proceeding from a point are refrmted at a circle. Take the

centre of the circle as origin, let the radius be c, and take rj as the coordinates of the

radiant point, a, j3 the coordinates of the point of incidence, cc, y the coordinates of a point

in the refracted ray : then the general equation

VQGN'h-/!^'W V^GN"=0

becomes, taking the centre of the circle as the point N on the normal, or writing a=:0, &=(),

- {(a:—ay+(y—l3y}((3a:—u}jy+y>m^—oiy-\-(}j—(3f}((^j'—ayfz=0;

or putting and expanding,

{2{ti^X—(Jtj^y^^)}

d-a"/3 { —i(^)]X—iJj^xy^)-\-2{)j^y—iMy7j)}

{—^{lriy—yxy7i)-\-2{l^x—ycifl))

{2{fy-yxy]

—a" {(^+/+c*y—

+ 2a/3 { +y^+ (f)lri—y{%^+ ??'

+

c')xy }

— /S' + — jW;'(f+ J7'+ C'>'}

= 0
,

which may be represented by

Aa'+Ba'|3+Ca(3'+D/3'+Fa'+Gai3+H/3'=0.

Now a'+j3'=c', and we may write

The equation thus becomes

+'f(^+?) (--1) =0

;

or expanding.

(A-Bi-C-Dz>

+?(F-Gi-H>’

3

4-(3A-B*+C+3D^)z

+!(F+H)

+ (3A+Bi+C-3Di)j

+?(F+Gi-H)i

+(A+B/—C+D*)^

2 RMDCCCLVII.
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in which z may be considered as the variable parameter ; hence the equation of the

caustic may be obtained by equating to zero the discriminant of the above function of z;

but the discriminant of a sextic function has not yet been calculated. The equation

would be of the order 20, and it appears from the result previously obtained for parallel

rays, that the equation must be of the order 12 at the least ; it is, I think, probable that

there is not any reduction of degree in the general case. It is however practicable, as

will presently be seen, to obtain the tangential equation of the caustic by refraction,

and the curve is thus shown to be only of the class 6.

XXVII.

Suppose that rays proceeding from a point are refracted at a circle, and let it be

required to find the equation of the secondary caustic : take the centre of the circle as

origin, let c be the radius, |, n the coordinates of the radiant point, a, j3 the coordinates

of a point upon the circle, jm. the index of refraction ; the secondary caustic will be the

envelope of the circle,

+ — - {(I— =0,

where a, j3 are variable parameters connected by the equation a^+j8^— c®=0 ; the equa-

tion of the circle may be written in the form

— (f+ + c")— 2(|!A"a-— |)a

But in general the envelope of Aa-1-B(3+C=0, where a, (3 are connected by the equation

—c^=0, is c^A^+B^)—c^=0, and hence in the present case the equation of the

envelope is

which may also be written

If the axis of x be taken through the radiant point, then ^=0, and uniting also i=a.
the equation becomes

{ fJ!^%x^ -\-if—c^)—a^-\-c^Y=: {{x—ay-\-y-]-,

or taking the square root of each side.

{ljJ^{x‘^ -\-y‘^ ~c^)—a^ -yd^] =2cyj\/{x-af-^-y^

;

whence multiplying by 1— ^ and adding on each side we have

or

which shows that the secondary caustic is the Oval of Descartes, or as it will be con-

venient to call it, the Cartesian.
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It is proper to remark, that the Cartesian consists in general of two ovals, one of which

is the orthogonal trajectory of the refracted rays, the other the orthogonal trajectory of

the false refracted rays. In the case of reflexion, the secondary caustic is a Cartesian

having a double point; this may be either a conjugate point, or a real double point

arising from the union and intersection of the two ovals
;
the same secondary caustic may

arise also from refraction, as will be presently shown.

XXVIII.

Reverting to the original form of the equation of the secondary caustic, multiplying

1 t (P" \ Cp / (P \ ^ P
by ^

M —^ j
and adding on each side^(1— }

,

the equation becomes

or extracting the square root.

Combining this with the former result, we see that the equation may be expressed

indifferently in any one of the four forms.

It follows, that if we write successively

<^=a. c'=c. (
1

)

1a —— ?

a
C =

A*-

c

a
[a)

t
«

a =-21
H-

f
^

C=-i
H''

1

“ft (/3)

a=a
a a

c (y)

1a=—
â

C—C,
CjU.

a (^)

II 1 «
C =-5

a

c/x.
(0 .

2 R 2
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or what is the same thing,

or what is again the same thing,

a—d. c~d. y.=7 (
1

)

a’ d d
(«)C=-,5

F f/.=dd

a!

Oj— d
c=-r

F
y=

1

f'
m

a=.d.
d

F'-
d
d (7)

a=-,->
a'

€=c',
dd
V (^)

c
'2 d d

/ \a=—i
a'

C=-,5
F 'd (O5

ing,

d=a, II
d

f'^-

a

7 (
1
)

a d
(«)« =-5

a
II\l a

1
« II

d
7^-a (/3 )

d^_a d d
(7)d=a, d fj?' a

d^ d a
(^)d=—>

a
—,=^aid f'^~7

,
a d^ d d

( 2)5
a =-25

1

^
-
7=«:d

”^2~
F a

we have in each case identically the same secondary caustic, and therefore also identically

the same caustic ; in other words, the same caustic is produced by six different systems

of a radiant point and refracting circle. It is proper to remark that if we represent the

six systems of equations by («', c', c, (ju), (a', c', (Jb')=c6{a, c, yj), See., then a, (3, y, $

will be functional symbols satisfying the conditions

1 =aj3=|8c6=y^ =s^

a=j3^=By=2§ =ys

I3=k^ =£y

Y—^ci =ae = 2/3 =(3^

d = 2a =ay=y/3= (32

2 =ya =^/3 =|8y.

XXIX.

The preceding formulse, which were first given by me in the Philosophical Magazine,

December 1853, include as particular cases a preceding theorem wnth respect to the
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caustic by refraction of parallel rays, and also two theorems of St. Laurent, Geryonne^

t. xviii., viz. if we suppose first that «=c, i. e. that the radiant point is in the circum-

ference of the refracting circle, then the system (ce) shows that the same caustic would

be obtained by writing <?, -, 1 (or what is the same thing —1) in the place of c, c, [Jj,

and we have

Theorem. The caustic by refraction for a circle when the radiant point is in the

circumference is also the caustic by refiexion for the same radiant point, and fur a

refiecting circle concentric with the refracting circle, but having its radius equal to the

quotient of the radius of the refracting circle by the index of refraction.

Next, if we write a=CfJb, then the refracted rays all of them pass through a point

which is a double point of the secondary caustic, the entire curve being in this case the

orthogonal trajectory, not of the refracted rays, but of the false refracted rays; the

formula {1} shows that the same caustic is obtained by writing —
,
c, 1 (or what is the

same thing —1) in the place of a, c, and we have

Theorem. The caustic by refraction for a circle when the distance of the radiant

point from the centre is to the radius of the circle in the ratio of the index of refraction

to unity, is also the caustic by refiexion for the same circle considered as a refiecting

circle, and for a radiant point the image of the former radiant point.

XXX.

The curve is most easily traced by means of the preceding construction
; thus if we

take the radiant point outside the refracting circle, and consider /z, as varying from a

small to a large value (positive or negative values of
f/j

give the same curve), we see

that when is small the curve consists of two ovals, one of them within and the other

Pig. 14.

without the refracting circle (see fig. 14). As ui increases the exterior oval continually
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increases, but undergoes modifications in its form ; the interior oval in the first instance

diminishes until we arrive at a curve, in which the interior oval is reduced to a conjugate

point (see fig. 15) ; then as continues to increase the interior oval reappears (see fig. 16),

Fig. 15. Fig. 16.

point (see fig. 17); and as (/j increases still further the curve again breaks up into an

Fig. 17. Fig. 18.

exterior and an interior oval (see fig. 18); and thenceforward as (jij goes on increasing
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consists always of two ovals ;
the shape uf the exterior oval is best perceived from the

figui’es. An examination of the figures will also show how the same curves may originate

from a different refracting circle and radiant point.

XXXI.

The theorem, “ If a variable circle have its centre upon a circle S, and its radius pro-

portional to the tangential distance of the centre from a circle C, the envelope is a

Cartesian,”

IS at once deducible from the theorem

—

“ If a variable circle have its centre upon a circle S and its radius proportional to the

distance of the centre from a point C', the locus is a Cartesian,”

which last theorem was in effect given in discussing the theory of the secondary caustic.

In fact, the locus of a point P such that its tangential distances from the circles C, C' are

in a constant ratio, is a circle S. Conversely, if there be a circle C, and the locus of P

be a circle S, then the cmcle C' may be found such that the tangential distances of P

from the two circles are in a constant ratio, and the circle C' may be taken to be a

point, i. e. if there be a circle C and the locus of P be a circle S, then a point C' may

be found such that the tangential distance of P from the circle C is in a constant ratio

to the distance from the point C'.

Hence treating P as the centre of the variable circle, it is clear that the variable circle

is determined in the two cases by equivalent constructions, and the envelope is therefore

the same in both cases.

XXXII.

The equation of the secondary caustic developed and reduced is

~
-f + 1 (.3?^

+
-f- Sc^iJt/as

+a^-2«V(/A^+I)+(jtA^-I)V=0,

or, what is the same thing,

which may also be written

which is of the form

and the values of the coefficients are

, c^a

m
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The equation just obtained should, I think, be taken as the standard form of the

equation of the Cartesian, and the form of the equation shows that the Cartesian may be

defined as the locus of a point, such that the fourth power of its tangential distance from

a given circle is in a constant ratio to its distance from a given hne.

XXXIII.

The Cartesian is a curve of the fourth order, symmetrical about a certain line which it

intersects in four arbitrary points, and these points determine the cirn'e. Taking the

line in question (which may be called the axis) as the axis of x, and a line at right angles

to it as the axis of y, let «, 5, c, d be the values of x corresponding to the points of inter-

section with the axis, then the equation of the curve is

y*-\-y'^\2x‘^—{a-{-h-\-c-\-d)x—\{a^-\-lf-\-(?-\-d‘^—2ab~‘lac—2ad—2lc—‘lhd—1cd)~\

-\-{x—a){x—h){x— c){x—d)=0.

It is easy to see that the form of the equation is not altered by -writing x-\-6 for x, and

d-\-d for h, c, d, we may therefore -without loss of generality' put

a-\-h-\-c-\-d=-^^ and the equation of the curve then becomes

y^ -\-y\2x^-\-ab-\-ac-\-ad-\-hc-\-hd-\-cd)-{-{x— a){x—h){x—c){x—d)—^,

where

The curve is in this case said to be referred to the centre as origin.

The last-mentioned equation may be written

{x‘^-\-y'^f-{-{ab-\-ac-\-ad-\-bc-\-hd-\-cd)[ci^-\-y^)

—{abc-\-abd-{-acd-\-bcd)x-^abcd=.0,
or

{x^-^y'^-\-\{ab-\-ac-\-ad-\-bc-\-bd^cd)Y

~ (abc -\-abd-\-acd+ bcd)x

^
cdb‘^-\- cdc^ -|- <fd^ -\-b'^c'^-\-b‘^d^-\-(Pdj‘

^

^
-\-2a^bc-\-2a%d-\-2a^cd-\-2b^ac-\-2b^ad-\-‘Idfcd

^
-\-2c^ab-\-2(fad-\-2c^bd-\-2d^ab-\-2d^ac-\-2d^bc

-\-2abcd

or observing that

a^bc+ a^bd+ a^cd -\-b^ac-\-b^ad -|- h^cd

-j- c^ab -f c^ad -\-c‘^bd-\- d^ab+ d^ac+ d'^bc

=abc{a-\-b-\-c)-\-abd{a-{-b-\-d)-^acd{a-\-c-\-d)-\-bcd{b-\-c-\-d)

=.—Aabcd^

the equation becomes

{3(^-\-y‘^-\-\{ab-\-ac-\-ad-\-bc-\-bd-\-cd)Y

— {abc-\-abd-\-acd-\-bcd)x

— a^b'^ -f + cdd^+ b'^c^ -j- b'^d^ -f- (fd
^— 6abed)

—

0,
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which is of the form

and, as already remarked, signifies that the fourth power of the tangential distance of a

point in the curve from a given circle, is proportional to the distance of the same point

from a given line. The circle in question (which may be called the diligent circle)

has for its equation

oc^’\-y^+^{ab-\-ac-\-ad-\-hc-\-hd-\-cd)=^.

The hne in question, which may be called the directrix, has for its equation

+ c^d'^— Qabcd „

4i{abc+abd+acd-{-bcd) ’

the multiplier of the distance from the directrix is

abc+ abd+ acd+ bed.

It may be remarked that «, b, c, d being real, the dirigent circle is real
; the equation

may, in fact, be written

XXXIV.

Considering the equation of the Cartesian under the form

{x^-{-y'^—ccf-\-lQA{x—m)= Q,

the centre of the dirigent circle —a=0 must be considered as a real point, but a

may be positive or negative, ^. e. the radius may be either a real or a pure imaginary

distance : the coefficients A, m must be real, the directrix is therefore a real line. The

equation shows that for all points of the emwe x—m is always negative or always positive,

according as A is positive or negative, ^. e. that the curve lies wholly on one side of the

directrix, viz. on the same side with the centre of the dirigent circle if A is positive, but

on the contrar}' side ifA is negative. In the former case the curve may be said to be an

‘ inside’ curve, in the latter an ‘ outside’ curve. If m=0, or the directrix passes through

the centre of the dirigent circle, then the distinction between an inside curve and an

outside curve no longer exists. It is clear that the curve touches the directrix in the

points of intersection of this line and the dirigent circle, and that the points in question

are the only points of intersection of the curve with the directrix or the dirigent circle

;

hence if the directrix and dirigent circle do not intersect, the curve does not meet either

the directrix or the dirigent circle.

XXXV.
To discuss the equation

«)^+ 16A(a;—m)= 0
,

I write first ?/=0, which gives

—2a.2^+16A^4-a'^— 16A?71.=0

2 sMDCCCLVII.
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for the points of intersection with the axis of x. If this equation has equal roots, there

will be a double point on the axis of x, and it is important to find the condition that

this may be the case. The equation may be written in the form

(3, 0, -a, 12A, 3a^-48AmX^,

the condition for a part of equal roots is then at once seen to be

-(a^-12Am)^+(a^-18A??ia+54A^f=0;

or reducing and throwing out the factor A^, this is

2 7A^+ 2?u(8)7f— 9a)A— nf— a )= 0

.

This equation will give two equal values for A if

8m^—9af-\-27a,%7if—a)=0,

an equation which reduces itself to

(4m^— 3a)®=0.

Whence, if 4m^— 3a be negative, i. e.if a>-^, the values of A will be imaginar}', but

if 4m^— 3a be positive, or a<-^, the values of A will be real. If a=-g-, then there

will be two equal values of A, which in fact corresponds to a cusp upon the axis of x.

Whenever the curve is real there will be at least two real points on the axis of x

;

and

when a<-^, but not otherwise, then for properly selected values of A there will be

four real points on the axis of x.

Differentiating the equation of the curve, we have

— oc,)x-\- A^^dx-\- {x^ — cc)ydy=9 ;

and if in this equation we put dx—9, we find ^=0, or x^-\-y^—a=9, i. e. that the points

on the axis of x, and the points of intersection with the circle

points at which the curve is perpendicular to the axis of x. To find the points at which

the curve is parallel to the axis of x, we must write dx=9, this gives

{oif-\-y'^—a)x-\-4:A=9,

and thence

and

A-\-x\x~m)=9

:

this equation will have three real roots if A<^, and only a single real root if A>-^?

4771
^

for A=~, the equation in question will have a pair of equal roots. It is easy to see

that there is always a single real root of the equation which gives rise to a real value of

y, i. e. to a real point upon the curve
;
but when the equation has three real roots, two of

the roots may or may not give rise to real points upon the curve.
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XXXVI.

It is now easy to trace the curve. First, when m=0, or the directrix passes through

the centre of the duigent circle, the curve is here an oval bent in so Eig. a.

as to have double contact with the directrix, and lying on the one or

the other side of the directrix according to the sign of A. See fig. a.

Next, when the directrix does not pass through the centre of the

dirigent circle, it will be convenient to suppose always that m is

positive, and to consider A as passing first from 0 to oo and then

from 0 to — oo
,

^. e. to consider first the different inside curves, and

then the different outside curves. Suppose 05>-|-, the inside curve

is at first an oval, as in fig. where (attending to one side only of

the axis) it will be noticed that there are three tangents parallel to the

axis, viz. one for the convexity of the oval, and two for the concavity.

For A=-^ the two tangents for the concavity come together, and

give rise to a stationary tangent {i. e. a tangent at an inflection)

parallel to the axis, and for A> the two tangents for the con-

ca\ity disappear. The outside curve is an oval (of course on the opposite side of, and)

bent in so as to have double contact with the directrix.

Eig. 1.

Next, if a=
4m^ Eig. c.

2 -, the inside cun^e is at first an oval, as in

fig. c, and there are, as before, three tangents parallel to the

axis: for A=-^, the tangents for the concavity of the oval

come to coincide with the axis, and are tangents at a cusp,

4 /71
^

and for A> the cusp disappears, and there are not for the

concavity of the oval any tangents parallel to the axis. The

outside curve is an oval as before, but smaller and more com-

pressed.

Next, a< then the inside cmwe is at first an oval, as in fig. c^, and there are,

as before, three tangents parallel to the axis
;
when A attains a

• • • 47?1
^

certain value which is less than the curve acquires a double

point ;
and as A further increases, the curv^e breaks up into two

separate ovals, and there are then only two tangents parallel to

the axis, viz. one for the exterior oval and one for the interior oval.

As A continues to increase, the interior oval decreases
;
and when

• • • 47?2
^

A attains a certain value which is less than the interior oval

2 s 2
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reduces itself to a conjugate point, and it afterwards disappears altogether. The outside

curve is an oval as before, but smaller and more compressed.

Next, if the directrix touch the diligent circle, i. e. if a—trf. Then the inside curve

is at first composed of an exterior oval which touches the dirigent circle, and of an

interior oval which lies wholly within the dirigent circle. As A increases the interior

oval decreases, reduces itself to a conjugate point, and then disappears. The outside

curve is an oval which always touches the dirigent circle, at first very small (it may be

considered as commencing from a conjugate point corresponding to A=0), but increasing

as A increases negatively.

Next, when the directrix does not meet the dirigent circle, i. e. if a<ra^. The inside

curve consists at first of two ovals, an exterior oval lying without the diligent chcle,

and an interior oval lying within the dirigent circle. As A increases the interior oval

decreases, reduces itself to a conjugate point and disappears. The outside curve is at

first imaginary, but when A attains a sufficiently large negative value, it makes its

appearance as a conjugate point and afterwards becomes an oval, which gradually

increases.

Next, when the dirigent circle reduces itself to a point, ^. e. if a=0. The inside

curve makes its appearance as a conjugate point (corresponding to A=0), and as A
increases it becomes an oval and continually increases. The outside cuiwe comports

itself as in the last preceding case.

Finally, when the dirigent circle becomes imaginary, or has for its radius a pime

imaginary distance, t. e. if a is negative. The inside curve is at first imaginary, but when

A attains a certain value it makes its appearance as a conjugate pomt, and as A increases

becomes an oval and continually increases. The outside curve, as in the preceding tivo

cases, comports itself in a similar manner.

The discussion, in the present section, of the different forms of the curve is not a very

full one, and a larger number of figures would be necessary in order to show completely

the transition from one form to another. The forms delineated in the fom- figmes were

selected as forms corresponding to imaginary values of the parameters by means of

which the equation of the curve is usually represented, e. g. the equations in Section

XXVIII.

XXXVII.

It has been shown that for rays proceeding from a point and refracted at a circle, the

secondary caustic is the Cartesian ; the caustic itself is therefore the evolute of the

Cartesian ; this affords a means of finding the tangential equation of the caustic. In

fact, the equation of the Cartesian is

—m)— 0 ;

and if we take for the equation of the normal

X?+\ ;?+Z=:0,
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(where yi are current coordinates), then

X:Y;Z=-?/(^+y-«)

: 4A^,

equations which give

Z^Yx =Y(mZ^-AX^)

-T^Yy =Z^+X(mZ^-AX^)

Z^Y^(.r"+?/"-a)= 4AZ®XY^

whence eliminating, we have

{Z^+X(mZ^-AX^)}^+YVwZ’--AX7-Z^Y^(«Z+ 4.AX)=0,

w'here if, as before, c denotes the radius of the refracting circle, a the distance of the

radiant point from the centre, and Uj the index of refraction, we have

The above equation is the condition in order that the line Xii‘-f Y;^+ Z= 0 may be a

normal to the secondary caustic {ci^-\-y’^— af-\-l%Y[x—'in)=0^ or it is the tangential

equation of the caustic, which is therefore a curve of the class 6 only. The equation

may be written in the more convenient form

Z«+2Z^X(?nZ^-.AK^)+(X^+Y^)(mZ^-AX^)--^-Z^Y^(aZ+ 4AX)=:0.

XXXVIII.

To compare the last result with that previously obtained for the caustic by reflexion, I

write |M<= — I, and putting also c=l and Z=« (for the equation of the reflected ray was

assumed to be Yxc-\-Yy-\-a=^), we have

c£=a"+2, A=i«, m=^(I+2«"),

and the equation becomes, after a slight reduction,

4a^+4a^X(2«^+l-X^)+(X^+Y^)(2«^+l-X^)^-4«^Y^V+2+2X)=:0,

which may be wTitten

(2ffl^+X(2«^+l-X^))^+Y^(-4a'^+l-8a^X-2(2«^-fl)X‘^+X^)= 0;

this divides out by the factor (X-f 1)^, and the equation then becomes,

(X^-X- +Y2((X- 1 - 4«-)= 0,

which agrees with the result before obtained.
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XXXIX.

Again, to compare the general equation mth that previously obtained for parallel rays

refracted at a circle, we must write c=l, «=oo
,
Z=^ (for the equation of the

refracted ray was taken to be 'Kj]c-\-Yy\-k—0 ) ; we have then

and after the substitution «=co . The equation becomes in the first instance

-«‘(l+i=+W+2FfflX)=0

;

and then putting a=co
,
or, what is the same thing, attending only to the terms which

involve and throwing out the constant factor we obtain

(X^+Y^XX^-1-A:7-4^^Y^=0,
or

XXX^-l-^7+YXX+l+^}(X-l--^)(X+l-/?:XX-l-^’)=0.

which agrees with the former result

XL.

It was remarked that the ordinary construction for the secondary caustic could not

be applied to the case of parallel rays (the entire curve would in fact pass ofi" to an

infinite distance), and that the simplest course was to measure the distance GQ from a

line through the centre of the refracting circle perpendicular to the direction of the

rays. To find the equation of the resulting curve, take the centre of the circle as the

origin and the direction of the incident rays for the axis of x ; let the radius of the circle

be taken equal to unity, and let denote, as before, the index of refraction. Then if a, /3

are the coordinates of the point of incidence of a ray, we have a^+/3^=l, and consider-

ing a, j3 as variable parameters connected by this equation, the required curve is the

envelope of the circle.

Write now a=cos^l, (3=sin^, then multiplying the equation by —2, and UTiting

1+ cos 2^ instead of 2 cos^ the equation becomes

Ifi- cos2^—2(jt/^(x^-\-y^—2xcos S—2y sin ^+1)=0,

which is of the form

A cos 2^+B sin 2^-|-C cos sin ^+E=0,
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and the values of the coefficients are

A=1
B=0

D=4|«/^3/

E= ~2^V+^^)-2^^+l.

Substituting these values in the equation

{12(A^+B")-3(C^+D^)+4E^}"-{27A(C"-D")+54BCD

-(72(A^+B^)+9(C^+D^))E+8E^}^=0,

the equation of the envelope is found to be

_(6^^+3(4^+6^«)(a’^+2/^)-27^V-/)
_

+ 4/A®(a4+?/®)®

which is readily seen to be only of the 8th order. But to simplify the result, write first

and 2^—1— 1) in the place of and x^—y^ respectively,

the equation becomes

4{(l-^7-^^(l-^^X^+y^-l)+^X^^+3/^-l)^>^

2(l-f/,7
'>

Write for a moment — l)=f? the equation becomes

%^-??+??-(22^-32^f-3^^+2^^-27/AVX=0;
or developing,

+54(2^3- 3^^^- 3^^^+2^*V.V- 729(ry,V= 0,

and reducing and dividing out by 27, this gives

2y(f-if+2(f+2)(2j-2)(j-25>V-27A‘=0,

whence replacing §', g> by their values, the required equation is

(1 l)=(f.V+2^)-l)’

which is the equation of an orthogonal trajectory of the refracted rays.
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In the case of reflexion, /x=— 1, and the equation becomes

4(^+2/^ — 1)^— 27^7^= 0.

Comparing this with the equation of the caustic, it is easy to see.

Theorem. In the case of parallel rays and a reflecting circle, there is a secondary

caustic which is a curve similar to and double the magnitude of the caustic, the position

of the two curves differing by a right angle.

XLI.

The entire system of the orthogonal trajectories of the refracted rays might in like

manner be determined by finding the envelope of the circle (where, as before, a. (3 are

variable parameters connected by the equation

a)"+(y— /3)^} —(a-j-my=0.

1

The result, as far as I have worked it out, is as follows, \’iz.

—

(3— 12[nf+%n\^x+

+

2/^)]

+

[1— +2m^

—

—
([1— 2jm»^+2m^— 2^^(a^+3/®)][9+ 18?n®

+

36mjU/^^+ 1 +^^)]

— 54[m^+

—

3^*)]— [1—

~

2|W-^(^ 4-2/^) = 0 5

which, it is easy to see, is an equation of the order 8 only. Added Sept. 12.—A. C.]
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XIY. On the Dioecious Character of the Botifera. By Philip Henry Gosse.

Communicated by Thomas Bell, F.B.S., P.L.S., F.G.S.,

Professor of Zoology in King's College.

Eeceired February 19,—Eead March 13 and April 3, 1856.

1.

When Dr. Ehrenberg, in 1838, published his ‘ Infusionsthierchen,’ containing his

matui’ed conclusions respecting the Botifera, he defined the Class as consisting of

animals all the individuals of which are hermaphrodite, oviparous, and ovipositing. The

hermaphroditism, or “ dualism of the sexual system,” he described as consisting of “ an

ovary, simultaneously developing a few great eggs ; two thread-like male sexual glands,

thicker and club-shaped m front, and a contractile bladder, placed near the cloacal ori-

fice, uniting the hermaphrodite organs for self-impregnation.”

2. These conclusions remained unchallenged till 1848, when Mr. Brightwell

announced his important discovery of separate sexes in a Botiferous animal, since named

Asplanchna. The presence of the tortuous threads in both sexes, and of the contractile

bladder in the female, at once negatived the conclusions of Ehrenberg, that these were

male impregnating organs, though their functions were still undetermined.

3. This single example, however, was by no means sufficient to overthrow the presumed

hermaphroditism of the Class as a whole ; though it naturally threw doubt on statements

as yet unhesitatingly received. The case might have been one of those solitary excep-

tions, which occasionally mock oui’ generahzations
; like the exception to the law of

metamorphosis in Gecarcinus and Astacus ; or to that of immediate relation of impreg-

nation to birth, in Aphis and Daphnia.

4. In the “Annals and Magazine of Natural History” for July 1850, I published

some observations on a second species of Asplanchna [A. priodonta), in which I described

and figured the male. Soon afterwards I had the pleasure of repeating and verifying

those of Mr. Brightwell and Mr. Dalrtmple on A. Brightwellii.

5. The dioecious character was thus extended from a species to a genus. Since then,

I believe, no advance has been made in our knowledge of the sexual relations of the

Botifera, from actual observation, save the discovery of a third species of the same

genus. Dr. Franz Leydig, in a recent able memoir * on this Class of animals, announces

that Notommata Sieholdii has distinct sexes ;
and that the male, while exhibiting some

curious peculiarities of external form, agrees with that figured by Mr. Dalrymple, in all

essential points. He appears not to have been aware of my observations on A. priodonta.

* “TJeber den Ban, und die systematisclie Stellung, der Baderthiere'' (Siebold and Kollikee’s Zeit-

schrift, July 1854).

MDCCCLVII. 2 T
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It is manifest, however, that the animal which the German zoologist describes as a

Notommata must be referred to my genus Asplanchna; and that its alliance with

A. Brightwellii is still more intimate than is that of A. priodonta. Thus we have still

no absolute proof that the dioecious character is not confined to a single genus.

6. Dr. Letdig, however, conjectures, and supports his suggestion with many plausible

reasons, that several animals, described and figured by EHEE^*BEEG as distinct species,

may be really the males of other recognized forms. Thus Enteroplea hydatina he ven-

tures to assign as the male of Hydatina senta, grounding his conclusions on the descrip-

tions and figui’es of Eheenbeeg and Dujaedin. The close resemblance of Enterojylea to

Hydatina, its smaller dimensions, and the absence of a manducatory apparatus, had been

noticed by Eheenbeeg, who found the eggs which produced the animal, among those

from which were evolved Hydatince. What Eheenbeeg described as an undeveloped

ovary. Dr. Leydig considers to have been analogous to the sperm-bag of ]\D. Daletyiple ;

in other words, a true testicle. This last interpretation is further confirmed by the

figure given by Dujaedin ; in which, moreover, additional evidence is found, in the

absence of a true alimentary canal, in the presence of certain ‘'•touffes des granules ;pedi-

cellees ” in the posterior part of the body (which Dr. Letdig interprets as “ masses

of spermatozoids ”), and of “ un organ cilie entre les muscles de la queue,” which

Dr. Leydig supposes to have been the excretory duct of the testicle, i. e. the penis.

7. To these conclusions I entirely assent (perhaps with the exception of his interpre-

tation of Dujaedin’s “ touffes pMicellees ”) ; and they are still further confirmed by the

observations which I have presently to offer.

8. For reasons of a similar character. Dr. Leydig presumes Hotommata granulans of

Eheenbeeg to be the male of N. Brachionus, and Biglena granularis of Weisse to be the

male of I). catellina.

9. The first occasion on which I saw a male of this Class was on the 9th of August,

1849, when, however, I was too inexperienced in the study of the Eotifeea to be awai'e

of the true character of the animal which I was obsei”vdng. Among many specimens of

Brachionus jyala, which I had just obtained from a pond near London, was one with

seven or eight eggs excluded and attached to the posterior extremity of the lorica. One

of these eggs was discharged from the ovary in my sight, so that I was sme of theh

origin. When extruded, the ovum displayed a substance slightly granular, and almost

colourless, except that a slight tinge of smoky black pervaded the whole. In an horn-

or two this pellucid interior became turbid, and soon after Avas marked AAnth indistmct

corrugations, which gradually acquhed more definiteness. The waves of the frontal cilia

were next seen at one extremity of the egg, sometimes moAing transversely, sometimes

longitudinally, but conveying, in either case, no accurate idea of the organs AAdiich pro-

duced them. The vacant space occupied by these waves became larger, and presently

the eye became visible, as an undefined pale red spot, near the middle of the egg.

About the same time two or three amorphous masses of opake substance Avere seen near

the posterior extremity. See Plate XV. fig. 1.
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10. After about five hours from extrusion the motions of the enclosed embryo become

very vigorous: the folds of the body are continually changing their places, and the 'work-

ing of the cilia is strong and rapid. Presently the regularly elliptical form of the egg

undergoes a shght alteration, becoming more elongated, then slightly constricted in the

middle, apparently by the pushing outwards of the two extremities of the body, and by

the inflation of the fore-parts. At this moment the anterior half of the egg-shell is

pushed off ; the cilia are instantly seen expanded and rotating for a second or two ; the

httle new-born Bracliionus (see fig. 2) sits in the hinder half of the shell, as in a nest,

and then ghdes away.

11. The infant Brachionus s-wims rather feebly at first; but, acquiring vigour as it

goes, presently darts along with amazing s-wiftness, so that the eye can scarcely follow

it. WTien several of the young were hatched, they whirled and shot round and round

the hve-box in which they were enclosed, in the most headlong manner, and were every

instant coming into contact 'udth the parent, when, almost invariably, the course of the

httle creatm’e would be arrested, and it would play around the body of the mother, or

grasp 'uith its pincer-hke toes her chia. As 1 have already said, I had at that time no

notion of these being males, ha\dng seen no offspring but these produced from this

species. I had, however, seen the bu’th of several young of Brachionus urceolaris, which

were exactly like the parent, whereas these were very dissimilar ; a chcumstance which

excited my cuiiosity, as did also the fact that both eggs and young were notably smaller

than those of B. urceolaris^ in proportion to the adult. The actual dimensions of the

eggs in question were s^th of an inch in the longer diameter ; of the new-born male,

g-^th ;
of the parent, j^th, exclusive of the foot.

12. I shall not here describe the structure of the male, because I shall presently have

occasion to recur to the species again, in recording observations made -with the advan-

tage of more experience.

13. In April 1850 I flrst saw eggs of two different dimensions, attached to the same

species. This was Brachionus rubens^ several specimens of which carried each seven or

eight small eggs (fig. 3), measming 3^th of an inch in length, while others carried few

eggs (two or three at most), nearly t-wice as large, 'viz. of an inch in length. One

of the latter, under slight pressure, freed prematurely a young one, enveloped in a spined

lorica, agreeing in all respects with the parent. I then crushed several of the smaller

eggs. From such as were nearly mature, numbers of spermatozoa were expressed : these

had a round body, and a short tail which was vibrated in a serpentine manner. They

measured about sxoofh of an inch in the diameter of the body, and the length of the

tail was about the same (fig. 4). These were sufficiently numerous to make it appear as

if the eggs had been enthely filled with them. The less mature eggs yielded sperma-

tozoa also, but without motion, with the tail undeveloped, adhering together, and some-

what resembling blood-disks.

14. Others of the smaller eggs produced the young by natural maturation. These

were quite diverse from the parent, ha'ving no perceptible lorica, nor any spines; no

2 T 2
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mastax or jaws ;
no alimentary canal ;

nor any distinct organization within, except a

large red eye near the middle of the body. The whole interior, with this exception,

appeared to be filled with a granular mass, in the midst of which, near the posterior

region, were two or three amorphous lumps of opake substance. The foot was short

;

the frontal cilia very large and strong, and the little animal shot to and fro with great

swiftness (fig. 5).

15. My next observations were made on BracMonus ampMceros. Here again I met

with large and small eggs in individuals of the same species ; the former yl-oth of an

inch in length, the latter gryth. As before, the larger eggs (fi^. 7) produced young

exactly like their parent ; the smaller (fig. 6) yielded animals quite dissimilar, but agree-

ing in all essentials with the small young of B. jpala and B. rubens.

16. One of these latter was hatched under my eye. The httle animal (figs. 8, 9, 10)

was several seconds in escaping, after the broad ciliated head was outside the egg-shell.

Then it swam swiftly away, and remained traversing the hve-box with indefatigable

perseverance all the time I looked at it. It was totally ditferent from the other young

of the same species, and from the parent : it had no lorica, no jaws, no mastax, no

stomach, nor any viscera, except a large mass of opake matter, apparently surrounded

by traces of a vesicle near the hinder part. It had a red eye placed near the middle of

the body, and an ample rotatory organ, of which the central ciha were sometimes made

to converge, as in the parent (fig. 9). The body was wide, nearly cylindrical, gibbous

at the posterior part, where it was abruptly attenuated to a stout cyhndrical foot (fig. 8).

But this organ exhibited a remarkable peculiarity ; for, from behmd the foot, proceeded

a stout cylindrical organ, truncated and ciliated at its extremity, whence a blunt point

was sometimes protruded : this organ, from its direction and size, might easily be mis-

taken for the foot itself, for the latter was much shorter and smaller, and projected

almost like the thumb of a mitten, but it was readily known by its two little soft toes

(fig. 10). The body seemed to be hollow, with thick walls, but a great number of

bubbles hindered the transparency. Pressure did not reveal the slightest trace of jaws.

The colour of the fore-parts was buff, like that of the parent ; but the rest was colour-

less, except the opake mass and the red eye. I put this specimen and a newly-born

female together, and watched them for an horn’ ; but though, in then' dewous wander-

ings, they once or twice touched each other, no apparently voluntary communication

took place. I left them together all night, and in the morning the female was dead.

The male, however, was still active, and lived till the middle of the day.

17. About the same time B. pala occurred again to my notice, and this time uith

both male and female eggs. The observations now made may perhaps be most distinctly

given in the words of my journal.

12‘*45“p.m. I isolated a specimen with five small eggs attached, in two of which the em-

bryos were vibrating the cilia (fig. 1). There was in the ovary, nearly ready for exclusion,

another egg, similar in size and appearance to the least advanced of the five attached.

1^ 5“. The egg last named was extruded under my eye, but took its place uith the
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other five, not difiering fi-om them. The small egg, when deposited (and for some time

before), is pellucid and colourless, except that many yellow oil-globules are contained in

it, which are aggregated into two (or three) masses. The pellucid interior has a deli-

cately granular appearance, which after a while begins more distinctly to form cells, and

becomes more turbid.

3^ 30“. A male was hatched from the most advanced of the small eggs. It is almost

indistinguishable from that of amipliiceros ;
but the toes are rather more developed (fig. 2).

The opake masses in the posterior region are aggregated together, and very con-

spicuous. This aggregate mass seems to be contained in a central irregular bladder,

which is connected with the protrusile organ. I distinctly saw, many times in succession,

the penis behind the foot everted and protruded beyond the toes, when the tip was seen

to be ciliated: a sort of thick (two-lobed 1) piston (probably the thickened retractor

muscles) was thrust rapidly down when it was protruded. It is frequently retracted

with the foot into the abdomen.

18. I put it, almost as soon as bom, into a live-box, with a half-grown female, and

managed to enclose them together, by means of cotton fibres, in a cell sufficiently small

to be contained in the field. I watched them long : the male was very wild, trying to

escape ; several times, in darting round, he stopped near the hinder part of the female,

and momentarily protruded the penis, and turned it towards her, and once, as I thought,

actually introduced it into the cloaca, but only for an instant. The female appeared

conscious of excitement while the male was near, whisking about the foot and feeling

him with it.

19. The next day I collected about a dozen females, half-grown and adult (which I

could easily take up with a tube from the numbers in the water), and placed with them

two lively males that had been hatched during the night. I directed my attention prin-

cipally to one of these, as I could not watch them both. It soon came near some of the

females, when it seemed to become animated by a sort of frenzy ; describing, with ex-

cessive rapidity, a cii’cle, of which its head formed the cu'cumference, and its foot the

centre : the extremities were incurved in the direction of its circular movement. After

a while it left olf and began to play about the body of a female, moving over and round

the lorica, while she whisked about the foot, as if to lay hold of him
; at length she

drew in her foot, and that of the male appeared to adhere to it, and I distinctly saw the

thick penis presented to the cloaca, and for a moment inserted about half its own length;

then it was instantly drawn out, and the male began his frenzied gyrations again. Two

or three times I saw similar play between him and females, but could not see any actual

intromission again. Sometimes he moved his body in quick waves, the foot being the

fixed point.

20. Next I examined the little new species that I have named angularis^ which

was swarming in a bottle of water dipped from a pond near Tottenham. Many carried

two eggs each, measuring of iiich in length, others several, which measured

only sToth. One of the latter produced a little male (figs. 13, 14), which appeared
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covered with a tortoise-like lorica. Its length, exclusive of the foot, was of an

inch. A constriction indicates the distinction between the head and the body. The

foot has a thick penis united to it behind (fig. 14), the tip of which is protrusile and

ciliated. No internal organs are visible, except a red eye near the middle of the back,

and a mass of opake matter at the hinder part. The interior is occupied with a vast

number of minute granules or globules irregularly clustered. Its movements were very

rapid
;

it darted incessantly about the live-box, so that it was impossible to keep it for

more than a moment in the field ; several females were enclosed with it, some of which

were without eggs, while others carried them. By means of a small microscope I

watched them awhile, and had the satisfaction of seeing what I had no doubt was a

sexual conjunction, though it was but momentary, with one of the females without eggs.

21. All the observations I have mentioned (except the first) were made in April and

May 1860. Leaving what I have to say of other genera for the present, I shall go on

with Brachionus, detailing all I have learned of the males of this genus together.

In August of the same year I examined many specimens of B. BaJceri. One of these

had two eggs attached to its body, which, from their size and appearance, I judged to

be male eggs (fig. 11) : they measured X xicrtk of an inch. After a while, one of

these began to show the ciliary action ; then the eye became visible ; and at length the

well-defined foetus moved vigorously in its transparent prison (fig. 11 c). Meanwhile,

the egg that had been developing was at length extruded, and took its place beneath

its two fellows (fig. 11 h). The evolution of the foetus from these eggs being delayed

considerably beyond the usual period, I endeavoured to promote it by artificial pressure,

and in one case succeeded in cracking the egg, so that the animal was enabled to escape

(fig. 12). It was very inert and feeble, did not swim rapidly away as usual, but remained

in the same place. It resembled other male BracMoni

;

there was manifestly a simple

enveloping lorica, cup-like, without points. On killing it by pressure, the viscera were

forced out in the form of globose vesicles of various sizes ; the eye was resolved into three

or four atoms of pigment, and the opake white spots that are so characteristic of males

seemed composed of an immense number of moving atoms, excessively minute, which,

when they were freed from the body, continued for a moment or two to move sponta-

neously. These were probably spermatozoa ; but, from subsequent observations, I have

reason to think I was mistaken in supposing them to have proceeded from the opake

masses.

22. About the same time I procured from Walthamstow a very fine and elegant

species, described by myself under the name of B. Boreas. One specimen carried a

female egg nearly matured, in the ovisac, and the empty shell of another (fig. 15) attached

to its lorica. Another had three male eggs attached, and one matru’mg : the dimensions

of male eggs were Y^thX 3-^oth of an inch: fig. 16 represents one of these, with the

foetus nearly ready for exclusion ; the thick penis-foot is seen tmned up to one side.

23. The female is represented at fig. 17, an hour after birth. I had the pleasure of

seeing this hatched. The egg is of a bluish-grey hue, and shows the large mastax ndth
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the jaws, long before hatching. I was surprised at the great size of the newly-bom

young, not only in proportion to the parent, but even to the egg from which it was just

escaped. For, when I delineated it an hour afterwards (during which I did not perceive

any manifest increase), its length, from the tip of the frontal antlers to the posterior

tubercles, was -^th of an inch. The dimensions of the empty shell (fig. 15), which still

retained its form, were X of i^oh : this continued attached to the parent

for hours afterwards. This increase I suppose to be eflected by the expansion of the

lorica (at first fiexible and membranous), which in the egg had lain in many folds, and

by the imbibition of water into the cavity of the body.

24. Soon afterwards I had a young male of the same species hatched. I selected a

specimen with two small eggs attached, and isolated it in the live-box, examining it at

intervals. At length I perceived the young male whirling rapidly about the box, and

on looking at the adult, saw that one of the eggs was but an empty shell. By the aid

of cotton filaments and the compressorium, I was enabled to keep it steady, and to examine

and draw it with care (see figs. 18, 19). It is of the usual shape, with a well-marked

neck, up to which a flexible lorica appears to reach. The head is broad, truncate, or sub-

conical, with 'vibrating bristles set on the cone, and rotating bristly cilia around the

margin. A head-mass, of irregular, rounded, or sacculated lobes, bears a lozenge-shaped

red eye on its dorso-posterior angle (fig. 19). From each side of the head a chain of

irregular masses runs do'wn to the posterior part of the body, probably answering to the

tortuous glands of the female. A large mass, similar m appearance to the head, but

distinct from it, occupies the middle of the body, extending down into the penis-foot.

This great mass is continually moved by quick contractions up and down, but it does

not appear to be tubular and hollow. The common white, opake, granular masses are

enveloped in it, near the hind part of the body.

25. From this time I made no fui'ther investigation into the subject until the autumn

of the present year (1855), when I had an opportunity of examining the beautiful and

interesting marine species B. Mulleri, and of seeing, with satisfaction, that in the point

of its ceconomy, which is the subject of this memoir, it differs not from its congeners of

fresh water. The males, however, displayed an internal organization more developed than

in any species that I had yet seen, -with the exception of the Asi[)lanchn(B.

26. In July last, my kind friend Mr. Brightwell of Norwich sent me a small phial

of sea-water much filled with this species. I immediately di’vdded the contents among

my Aquaria, where they increased rapidly. Many of the females have two or three

male eggs attached, which are Y^th of an inch in length, and others carry one or two

female eggs a^th of an inch long. The male young (fig. 20) is of iiich long,

exclusive of the foot, and about -g-^^h of an inch wide, "with a distinct, but very flexible

lorica, of which the anterior edges seem to become membranous. There is a great

conical head (fig. 20 a), set with large setiform cilia all over the front, and behind

descending into a rounded mass of several lobes, with a red eye (b) on the truncate apex

of the posterior lobe. Several muscle-threads (c) pass longitudinally from this head-
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mass to the hinder mass {d\ which is connected with the foot {g) and the great protru-

sile penis. In the midst of this latter mass is situated the group of opake white gra-

nules (/), which are always so conspicuous in male Eotifeea. The central part of the

body is occupied by the spermatic sac (e),—a great pyriform vesicle, connected by a

bottle-like neck with the head-mass, and apparently terminating posteriorly in a round

form, where, however, a distinct corrugation probably marks an orifice closed by a

sphincter, which leads to the discharging duct. On pressure, this sac is seen to be filled

with bodies having a vermicular motion, and, on the pressure being continued, it bursts,

giving issue to a number (about thirty) of spermatozoa (fig. 22). These spermatozoa

are comparatively of great size, being g-^th of an inch long ;
they consist of a slender,

nearly cylindrical body, merging into a long whip-like tad, which keeps up a quivering

undulatory motion for several minutes after exclusion. With these are also extruded

many spicula-like bodies (fig. 23), much more minute, somewhat fusiform, shghtly

curved, and motionless.

The penis (fig. 21) is, as usual, thick, and united to the foot, terminating in a short

truncate tube, which I could not see to be ciliated. A few crimson pigment-cells,

exactly agreeing with those of the eye, are usually seen in some part or other of the

body, apparently in contact with the inner surface of the integument.

27. In the middle of the summer of 1850 I discovered the males of two or three

other genera. The first of these was the curious form which I have named Sacculus

viridis* (fig. 24). I have had no opportunity of seeing the birth of females of this

species, all the specimens that came under my observation (that bore eggs at aU) cariy-

ing either one or two eggs of like size and appearance. From one of these eggs (fig. 25),

Avhich, before matmity, are much clouded and spotted with granules and globules, a

young was produced in my live-box, which was, I doubt not, a male (fig. 26). I could

not detect any eye (though this organ is conspicuous in the parent), nor any intemal

organization ; nothing but a confused assemblage of granules and globules ; even the

ordinary opake masses were not present. The form somewhat resembled that of an

amphora with a short wide neck
; the frontal ciha were very large, but the motion was

not rapid, nor was the animal wild, as male Eotifeea usually are.

28. Polyarthra platyptera is another form, which, from its habit of camTiig its

deposited eggs, afibrds facilities for investigations regarding its sexuality. Finding it

numerous in July, with eggs attached, I discovered that these presented the same

diversity that I have mentioned above (§13, &c.). I isolated one with six small

eggs attached, measuring y^th x -s^th of an inch. Presently afteiwards I foimd

another, with a single egg attached, measuiing y^nd x of inch. This

egg was truly oval, being sharper at one end than at the other. Several of the

smaller eggs were hatched together, about twenty-four hour’s after isolation. They

* From the description and figure of Dr. Letdig, I have no doubt this is identical with the genus Asco-

morpha of Peett. I had, however, characterized and named it in the ‘ Annals and Magazine of Natural

History ’ for September 1851, a year before M. Peetx’s work was pubhslied.
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each produced a little animalcule (figs. 27, 28, 29), which, in its form, brightness, and

motions, greatly resembled a free Vorticella. Its length was of inch. The

head (fig. 27) is very large, and the body tapers quickly to the posterior part, but both

extremities are truncate. The front bears two warts, between which the rotatory cilia

are placed, but the cilia are longer (perhaps setae) on the warts. The hinder part is

bifid (figs. 28, 29), the smaller division being the caudal extremity or toeless foot, and

the larger a protrusile truncate penis, ciliated at the tip. No internal organization is

discoverable. In one there was a globule in the midst of the great head, but under

sunhght it reflected no colom', and it was wanting in another. Towards the posterior

dorsal parts, a few irregular dark specks were visible, but generally the whole animal

W'as clear, colomless, highly refracting, and showing an indistinct granulation. Its

motions were swift and impatient, gliding about the field with headlong speed, occasion-

ally remaining in one place for a few minutes, but not in stillness, for it was rapidly

oscillating to and fro, and quivering.

29. The last observation that I have to ofier is on Synchceta tremula. This genus

does not carry about its eggs after their escape from the ovary, and as I did not see the

hatching of the male I am about to describe, I cannot identify it with positive certainty.

30. In a phial of water obtained near Leamington, this Synchceta was very numerous,

but I am not aware that any other Rotiferous animal was present. Among the hundreds

which congregated, in their playful gyrations, just above the sediment, I found a speci-

men (figs. 30, 31) which was certainly a male, and, from its form, was probably of this

genus. It was about of inch long, obconical, with a rounded front, set with

many long cilia, and surrounded by a prominent ring, also set with long cilia. The

body was capable of taking a swollen or round form, when the separate foot was more

distinct (fig. 31). The organization differed not from that of males of other species. A
red eye sharply defined, a central granular viscus, contained in a longitudinal cavity, in

the bottom of which lay a large, irregular, opake white mass, was all that could be

traced internally. The foot seemed to carry a great protrusile penis, and to terminate

in two minute toes. No spermatozoa were visible within, nor were expressed by the

compressorium. The animal was active and swift. A constriction behind the wreath

of cilia formed a well-marked lieck.

31. From the following observations which I published in the ‘ Journal of Microsco-

pical Science’ for January 1853, I think I am justified in concluding that Melicerta

ringens also produces separate male and female young :

—

“ Opening one or two cases [of Melicerta), I freed one and another very curious egg-

like bodies, not symmetrical in shape, being much more gibbous on one side than on

the opposite, and measuring y^th X 2-^th of an inch. Each was encircled by five or six

raised ribs, running parallel to each other longitudinally, somewhat like the varices of a

wentle-trap. Viewed perpendicularly to the ribs, the form is symmetrical—a long narrow

oval. The whole surface between the ribs appeared punctured or granulate, and the

colour was a dull brownish-yellow. Under pressure it was ruptured, and discharged an

MDCCCLVII. 2 u
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infinity of atoms of an excessive minuteness, but every one of wMcb, for a few seconds,

displayed spontaneous motion. Their whole appearance, and the manner in which they

presently changed to motionless disks, were exactly the same as of the spermatozoa which

the male eggs of other Eotifeea contain, except that these were so minute.

“ From another I extracted an egg of the ordinary form and appearance. It was very

long, measuring X inch. The contained embryo was well-advanced ;

two red eyes were plainly seen by reflected and by transmitted light : the gizzard was

transverse, very large in proportion, and the jaws worked vigorously : a little opake body,

white under sunhght, was in the posterior part. This embryo died without hatching.”

32.

Thus there is evidence of the dioecious character in the following genera and

species of Eotifeea :

—

As])lanchna Brightwellii.

As])lcmchna priodonta.

Asplanchna Sieholdii.

\ Synchwta tremula.

Polyarthm platyptera.

Bmchionus Bala.

Bmchionus rubens.

BracMonus ampMceros.

Bmchionus angularis.

BracMonus Bakeri.

BracMonus Boreas.

BracMonus Mulleri.

Bacculus viridis.

Melicerta ringens.

And it is presumed, with a high degree of probability, to mark also the following :

—

Hydatina senta. Biglena catelUna^.

33. It must be borne in mind, too, that there is no direct evidence on the other side

;

for no species has, I believe, been actually proved to be hermaphrodite. Hence, I think,

we may reasonably conclude a distinction of sex to be the normal condition of the Class,

or at least of that great group which is most typical, \iz. such as have articulated mallei

working upon a separate articulated incus. Whether the same rule prevails so generally

in those which have the mallei and incus fused together into quadiuntic masses, and m
those in which these organs exist in a rudimentary condition, is a question yet to be

determined. As these are certainly the lowest forms of then Class, it is possible that

hermaphroditism may be found in them—in the PMlodinadce for instance.

34. In summing up the results of the herein-recorded, as well as of former observa-

tions, the most prominent thing that strikes us is the absolute and miiversal ati'ophy(so

far) of the digestive system in male Eotifeea. It was first observed witli admiration in

Asplanchna Brightwellii, and has been found to belong, without exception, to every

male since observed. Mr. Daleymple, indeed, remarked a little isolated congeries of

vesicles in the cavity of the male of the species just named, and I have seen it also.

Possibly this may be the lingering rudiment of a stomach, but it is scarcely likely
; and

* Since this memoir was read, I have been enabled to add to the above list Notommata Bracliionm. The

male of this species much resembles those of the Bracliioni, equalling in its organization the male of

B. Mulleri. Its form, however, is as conical as that of Synchceta.
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whatever it be, no semblance of such viscera is to be traced in A. priodonta, or in any

other male that has come under my observation.

35. Another curious peculiarity is the dissimilarity that always subsists between the

sexes. In AsplancJina and Hydatina the resemblance is at its highest point : in every other

instance observed, the sexes are so unlike, that they would be taken for widely remote

genera. The male is always inferior in size, and also in organization, to the female.

36. Whether certain individuals produce only male, and others only female young, or

whether separate impregnations are required for the production of the separate sexes, I

do not know; but from all my observations, I gather that the development of the one sex

never takes place coetaneously with that of the other
; for male and female eggs are

never seen attached to the same parent, and the immatm-e eggs in the ovary invariably

develope themselves into the same sex as those which are akeady extruded.

37. The duration of life in the male is always very brief. I have never been able to

preserve one ahve for twenty-fom* hours. Their one business is to impregnate the

females, which is the work of a few minutes, probably, in a state of freedom
;
and for this

momentary occupation no supply of loss by assimilation of food is wanted; and hence we

can understand the lack of the nutritive organism.

38. Some organs are found, with greater or less distinctness, in all. The (presumed)

male of Hydatina senta received its names of Enteroplea and Organ-Jisch from Eheen-

BEEG, on account of the copiousness of its internal organization. A muscular system is

well-developed there, and in the males of Asplanchna and of BracJiionus Mulleri ;
and,

from the varied movements of all, its existence may be inferred where it is not detected.

The frontal cilia are, in almost all cases, much more developed than in the females ; the

result of which endowment is seen in the excessive rapidity with which the male shoots

in all directions through the water. The great head-mass of granular substance is gene-

rally distinct ;
and in several cases (as in the Asplanchnce and in Br. Boreas and Mulleri)

the great occipital ganglion is well-defined, with the red eye seated on it as in the other

sex. Even where the ganglion is not apparent, the eye is conspicuous, with the excep-

tion of Sacculus and Bolyarthra ; and m this last instance the small size of the animal

must be borne in mind, and the density of the anterior parts.

39. In the (presumed) male of Hydatina, in those of all the Asplanchnce, and of Brack.

Boreas, there are organs answering to the lateral convoluted threads of the female ; and,

in Aspl. Brightwellii, at least, these are accompanied by tremulous tags, and by a con-

tractile bladder.

40. A large mass of substance, which, being perfectly opake, appears black by trans-

mitted light, but is white when the rays are reflected, is so generally found in male

Eotifeea, as to be characteristic, though it is not universally present. I do not find it

in the Asplanchnce, nor in Sacculus. On the other hand, I have observed it in the young

of Stephanoceros, Floscidaria complanata, and F. cornuta\ and EheeI^beeg mentions it in

F. ornata and Ladnularia. In Stephanoceros, it was certainly associated with well-deve-

loped jaws ; and hence I presume it is not exclusively an indication of the male sex.

2 u 2
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The mass is sometimes broken up into fragments of irregular size and shape, and some-

times apparently pulverulent. In general, it appears to lie loosely in the midst of the

granular amorphous matter that occupies the posterior region of the body-cavity ; but in

Brack. Pala, and especially in B. amj^kiceros., I have fancied that I discerned traces of

a vesicle, within which the white substance seems to be contained.

41. On the nature of this substance I have no light from personal research. Dr.

Leydig, however, considers it to be a urinary concretion (Harnconcremente), analogous

to the chalky fluid which is discharged by many insects, immediately after their evolu-

tion from pupa.

42. In the male of Asplanchna Brigktwellii, there is, as its discoverer observes, “ a

conspicuous round sperm-vessel, or testis, in which spermatozoa in active vibratile

motion may be seen Mr. Dalrtmple, and subsequently myself, also saw these, both

within the sac and discharged by pressure. Each spermatozoon, according to my own

observation, consists of an oblong body, y /aoth of an inch long, and an abrupt, slender,

vibratile tail, of equal length. In the sperm-sac of A. Sieholdii, Dr. Letdig flnds various

seminal elements, viz. round cells
;
pyriform cells, drawn out to a flne point, and

adhering to each other by their rounded ends, in a stellate manner ; oblong bodies, with

one side dilated into a free, undulating, membranous border ; and slender, stiff', rod-like

bodies, with a central swelling; all containing nucleated nuclei f. On the male of

A. priodonta., my observations were too limited to determine more than the existence

of the globular sperm-sac.

43. In Brachionus ruhens and B. Mulleri I found spermatozoa, which I have above

described (§§ 13 and 26). In the latter, the sperm-bag is of great size, and contains,

besides the spermatozoa of unusual development, slender spiculiform bodies (flg. 23),

which may be the equivalents of the little rods described by Dr. Letdig in Aspl. Sieholdii.

The sperm-bag (in Br. Mulleri) is closed posteriorly, as it is also in Aspl. Brighfwellii,

by what appears to be a true sphincter (flg. 20 )

;

and such I conjectui'e to be the expla-

nation of those diverging lines which M. Dujardin saw in Entey'oplea (so-caUed), which

he considered to be pedicels of his “ touffes de granules,'" while the “ touffes ” themselves

I take to have been the masses of urinary concrement. Dr. Leydig, however, considers

the whole to have been masses of spermatozoids.

44. The outlet of the sperm-bag is, in all cases, by a thick protrusile and retractile

penis. Wherever a foot exists, this intromittent organ is continuously miited to its

dorsal side, and is often so greatly developed that the foot itself appears as an appen-

dage. The protrusion of the organ, at least in most of the examples that I have noticed,

is by the eversion of the integuments. When these are evolved to the utmost, the organ

is seen to be a thick column, conical or nearly cylindrical, \vith the extremity trmicate,

and surrounded by a wreath of vibratile cilia. It was, doubtless, the extremity of the

penis that M. DujARbiN saw, as “ un organ cilie entre les muscles de la queueA in the (so-

called) Enteroplea. The male of Sacculus viridis (flg. 26), a species which is footless in

* Beightwell iu ‘ Ann. Nat. Hist.,’ Sept. 1848. f Op. cit. p. 32.
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both the sexes, is the only example in which I have not seen the penis ; but the organ

is probably wholly retractile within the body, and my observations, on the only indivi-

dual of this sex that I saw, were insufficient to determine anything concerning it.

45. For a parallel to the curious facts thus established we must look only to the

Ceustacea. The economy of the Hectocotylus of certain Cephalopod Mollusca, though

perhaps even still more abnormal, is only remotely analogous. Nor is the parallelism

very close of those Entozoa in which the males are organically united to the females,

as the genera Heteroura and Syngamus, described by Professor Owen*.

46. In the Class Ceustacea, however, many examples occur of a sexual difference,

which may instructively be compared with the one before us. Thus, among the Isopoda,

we find the parasitic genera Bopyrus^ PJiryxus, and lone, in which the males are notably

smaller than the females, very diverse in form, and in some respects inferior in structure.

In the Siphonostoma “ the males are extremely small, and do not in the least resemble

the females f,” though those of different genera bear a strong resemblance inter se, even

when the females are very dissimilar. So low is their grade of organization, that Bue-

MEISTEE has attempted to prove these muiute creatures to be embryonic or larval forms.

And, finally, in the Cieeipedia, Mr. Daewin has proved the existence of males in the

genera Ibla and Scalpellum, which are very minute as compared with their females,

excessively abnormal in form, and in some respects in an embryonic condition, though

unquestionably mature, as shown by the spermatozoa J. And, what is still more inter-

esting, the same accurate zoologist observes,—“ After the most careful dissection of very

many specimens I can venture positively to assert that there is no vestige of a

mouth, or masticatory organs, or stomach §.” Again, he describes the internal structure

as “ a pulpy mass with numerous oil-globules,” and the sperm-vesicle as “ a pear-shaped

bag at the very bottom of the sack-formed animal, containing either pulpy matter, or a

great mass of spermatozoa
||

,”—terms which might have been employed in describing

some of the male BracMoni (§ 26, &c.).

47. In all these analogies I conceive we may find additional reasons, to those that have

been before adduced, for assigning to the Kotifeea a zoological position among the

Aeticulata.

Explanation of the Plate.

Plate XV.

Fig. I. Brachionus Bala

;

male egg, nearly mature.

Fig. 2. Brachionus Bala ; male, newly born.

Fig. 3. B. rubens ; male egg, nearly mature.

Fig. 4. B. rubens ; spermatozoa from the same egg.

Fig. 5. B. rubens ; male, newly born.

Cycl. of Anat. and Physiol, p. 142.

J Monograph of Lepadidse, 198.

t Baied’s ‘ Entomostraca,’ 325.

§ Ibid. 235.
II

Ibid. 236.
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Fig. 6. B. ampMceros

;

male egg, just laid.

Fig. 7. B. ampMceros ;
female egg, nearly mature.

Figs. 8, 9, 10. B. ampMceros

;

males.

Fig. 11. B. Bakeri', hinder part of an adult female, a, male egg in the ovisac; d,

just laid ; c, egg nearly mature ; d, empty egg-shell.

Fig. 12. B. Bakeri ;
male.

Figs. 13, 14. B. angularis; males.

Fig. 16. B. Boreas ;
empty shell of female egg.

Fig. 16. B. Boreas

;

male egg, mature.

Fig. 17. B. Boreas’, female, newly bom.

Figs. 18, 19. B. Boreas ; males, newly bom.

Fig. 20. B. Mulleri ; male, a, head-mass ; h, eye ; c, muscles ; d, posterior mass

sperm-sac
; f, urinary concretion

; g, foot.

Fig. 21. B. Mulleri; penis and foot.

Fig. 22. B. Mulleri; spermatozoa.

Fig. 23. B. Mulleri; spiculiform bodies.

Fig. 24. Sacculus viridis ; adult .female, carrying male eggs.

Fig. 25. Sacculus mridis; male egg, just laid.

Fig. 26. Sacculus mridis

;

male, newly born.

Figs. 27, 28, 29. Polyartlira platyptera

;

males.

Figs. 30, 31. Syncliceta tremula {premmed)

;

male.
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XV. On the Structure and Motion of Glaciers.

By John Tyndall, F.B.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy, Royal Institution; and

Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S., Fullerian Professor of Physiology, Royal Institution.

Received and Read, January 15, 1857.

§ 1 -

In a lecture given at the Royal Institution on the 6th of June, by Mr. Tyndall, 1866,

certain views regarding the origin of slaty cleavage were brought forward, and afterwards

reported in the ‘ Proceedings’ of the Institution. A short time subsequently, the atten-

tion of the lecturer was drawn by Mr. Huxley to the observations of Professor J. D. Foebes

on the veined or laminar structure of glacier ice, and the surmise was expressed, that the

same explanation might apply to it as to slaty cleavage. On consulting the observations

referred to, the probability of the surmise seemed apparent, and the result was a mutual

arrangement to visit some of the Swiss glaciers, for the purpose of observing the struc-

ture of the ice. This arrangement was carried out, the field of observation comprising

tlie glaciers of Grindelwald, tire Aar, and the Rhone. After returning to England, the

one in whose department it more immediately lay, followed up the inquiry, which gra-

dually expanded, until at length it touched the main divisions of the problem of glacier

structm’e and motion. An account of the experiments and observations, and our joint

reflections on them, are embodied in the memoir now submitted to the Royal Society.

§ 2. On the Viscous Theory of Glaciers.

A glacier is a mass of ice which, connected at its upper extremity with the snow

which fills vast mountam basins, thrusts its lower extremity into the warm air which

lies behnv the snow-line. The glacier moves. It yields in conformity with the sinu-

osities of its walls, and otherwise accommodates itself to tlie inequalities of the

valley which it fills. It is not therefore sm-prising that the glacier should have been

regarded as an ice-river by those who dwelt in its vicinity, or that this notion

should have found a place in the speculations of writers upon the subject. The state-

[ ments of M. Rendu in connexion with this point are particularly distinct :
—“ There are,”

I he writes, “ a multitude of facts which seem to necessitate the behef that the substance

I of glaciers enjoys a kind of ductility which permits it to model itself on the locality

\
which it occupies, to become thin and narrow, and to elongate itself like a soft paste*.”

But this obserr^er put forward his speculations with great caution, and often in the

form of questions which he confessed his inability to answer. “ M. Rendu,” says Pro-

* Theorie des Glaciers de la Savoie, p. 84.
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fessor Forbes, “ has the candour not to treat his ingenious speculations as leading to

any certain result, not being founded on expeiiments worthy of confidence My
theory of glacial motion, then, is this :—A glacier is ax imperfect fluid or viscous

BODY, WHICH IS URGED DOWX SLOPES OP A CERTAIX IXCLIXATIOX BY THE MUTUAL PRESSURE

OF ITS PARTS.”

“The sort of consistency to which we refer,” proceeds Professor Forbes, “may be

illustrated by that of moderately thick mortar, or the contents of a tar-barrel poured

into a sloping channel.” Treacle and honey are also referred to as illustrative of the

consistency of a glacier. The author of the theory endeavours, with much ability, to

show that the notion of semifluidity, as applied to ice, is not an absurdity, but on the

contrary, that the motion of a glacier exactly resembles that of a viscous body. Like

the latter, he urges, it accommodates itself to the twistings of valleys, and moves

through narrow gorges. Like a viscous mass, it moves quickest at its centre, the body

there being most free from the retarding influence of the lateral walls. He refers to

the “Dirt-Bands” upon the surface of the glacier, and shows that they resemble what

' would be formed on the surface of a sluggish river. In short, the analogies are put

\ forth so clearly, so ably, and so persistently, that it is not surprising that this theory

I stands at present without a competitor. The phenomena, indeed, are reaUy such as to

render it difficult to abstain from forming some such opinion as to their cause. The

resemblance of many glaciers to “ a pail of thickish mortar poured out;” the gradual

changing of a straight line transverse to the glacier into a curve, in consequence of the

^ swifter motion of the centre
;
the bent grooves upon the surface ; the disposition of the

/ \ dirt ; the contortions of the ice, a specimen of which, as sketched near the Heisseplatte

^ !upon the Lower Grindelwald glacier, is

igiven in fig. 1, and of which other stri-

^iug examples have been adduced by M.

;|lscHER, in proof of the plasticity of the

substance,—are all calculated to esta-

blish the conviction, that the mass must

be either viscous, or endowed with some

other ^ro'perty mechanically equivalent to

viscosity. The question then occurs, is

the viscosity real or apparent Does

any property equivalent to viscosity exist, in virtue of which ice can move and mould

itself in the manner indicated, and which is still in harmony -with our experience of the

non-viscous character of the substance % If such a property can be shoum to exist, the

choice will rest between a quality which ice is proved to possess, and one wliich, in

opposition to general experience, it is assumed to possess, in accounting for a series of

phenomena which either the real or the hypothetical property might be sufficient to pro-

duce. In the next section, the existence of a true cause vdll be pointed out, which recon-

ciles the properties of ice, exhibited even by hand specimens, with the apparent endences

Eig. 1.
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of viscosity already referred to, and which, though it has been overlooked hitherto, must

play a part of the highest importance in the phenomena of the glacier world.

§ 3. On the Regelation of Ice^ and its apjplication to Glacial Phenomena.

In a lecture given by Mr. Faeadat at the Koyal Institution on the 7th of June,

1850, and briefly reported in the ‘Athenseum’ and ‘Literary Gazette’ for the same month,

it was shovm that when two pieces of ice, at 32° Fahe., with moistened surfaces, were

placed in contact, they became cemented together by the freezing of the film of water

between them. When the ice was below 32°, and therefore dry, no adhesion took place

between the pieces. Mr. Faeaday referred, in illustration of this point, to the weU-

known experiment of making a snowball. In frosty weather the dry particles of ice will

scarcely cohere, but when the snow is in a thawing condition, it may be squeezed into a

hard compact mass. On one of the warmest days of last July, when the thermometer

stood at upwards of 80° Fahe. in the shade and above 100° in the sun, a pile of ice-

blocks was observed by one of us in a shop window, and he thought it interesting to

examine whether the pieces were united at their places of contact. Laying hold of the

topmost block, the whole heap, consisting of several large lumps, was lifted bodily out

of its vessel. Even at this high temperature the pieces were frozen together at the

places of contact, though the ice all round these places had been melted away, leaving

the lumps in some cases united by slender cyhnders of the substance. A similar experi-

ment may be made in water as hot as the hands can bear ; two pieces of ice will freeze

together, and sometimes continue so frozen in the hot water, until, as in the case above

mentioned, the melting of the ice around the points of contact leaves the pieces united

by slender columns of the substance.

Acquainted with these facts, the thought arose of examining how far, in virtue of the

property referred to, the/bm of ice could be changed without final prejudice to its con-

tinuity. It was supposed that though crushed by great pressure, new attachments

would he formed by the cementing, through regelation, of the severed surfaces
; and that

a resemblance to an efiect due to viscosity might be produced. To test this conjecture

the follo’wing experiments were made :—Two
pieces of seasoned boxwood, A and B, fig. 2,

4 inches square and 2 deep, had two cavities hol-

lowed out, so that when one was placed upon

the other, a lenticular space, shown in section at

C, was enclosed between them. A sjghere of

compact, transparent ice, of a volume rather

more than sufficient to fill the cavity, was placed

between the pieces of wood, and subjected to

the pressure of a small hydraulic press. The
ice broke, as was expected, but it soon re-

attached itself; the pressure was continued, and in a few seconds the sphere was
MDCCCLVII. 2 X
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

reduced to a transparent lens of the shape and size of the mould in which it h/id lem

formed.

This lens was placed in a cylindrical cavity, two inches wide and half an inch deep,

hollowed out in a piece of boxwood, C, fig. 3, as before ; afiat plate, D,

of the wood being placed over the lens, it was submitted to pressure. The

lens broke as the sphere did, but the fragments attached themselves in

accordance with then- new conditions, and in less than half a minute the

mass was takenfrom the mould a transparent cake of ice.

The substance was subjected to a stdl severer test. A hemispherical

cavity was hollowed out in a block of boxwood, and a protuberant hemi-

sphere was turned upon a second slab of the wood, so that, when the

protuberance and the cavity were concentric, a distance of a quarter

of an inch separated the convex surface of the former from the concave

surface of the latter. Fig. 4 shows the arrangement in section. The

pins of brass, fixed in the slab AB, and entering suitable apertures in the mould CD,

served to keep the two surfaces concentric. A lump of clear ice

was placed in the cavity, the protuberance was brought down

upon it, and the mould submitted to hydraulic pressure. After a

short interval, it was taken from the press, and when the upper

slab was removed, a smooth concave surface of ice was exposed.

By tapping the conical plug p, this ice was lifted from the cavity,

the lump having been converted by pressure into a hard transparent

cup of ice.

The application of the results here obtained to the “ viscous flow ” of glaciei*s, will

perhaps be facihtated by the following additional experiments.

A block of boxwood (A, fig. 5), 4 inches long, 3 wide and 3 deep, had its upper

surface slightly curved, and a longitudinal groove (shown in dots

in the figure), an inch wide and an inch deep, worked into it. A
slab of the wood was prepared, the under surface of which was that

of a convex cylinder, curved to the same degree as the concave sur-

face of the former piece. The arrangement is shown in section at B.

A straight prism of clear ice, 4 inches in length, an inch mde, and

a little more than an inch in depth, was placed in the groove, and

the upper slab of boxwood was placed upon it. The mould was

submitted to hydraulic pressure, as in the former cases ; the prism

broke as a matter of course, but the quantity of ice being rather more

than sufiicient to fill the groove, and hence projecting above its edge,

the pressure brought the fragments together and re-established the continuity of the ice.

After a few seconds it was taken from the mould, bent as if it had been a plastic mass.

Three other moulds similar to the last, but of augmenting curvatime, were afterwai’ds

made use of, the same prism being passed through all of them in succession. At the

Fig. 5.
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conclusion of the experiments the prism came out^ lent to a transparent semi-ring of

solid ice.

In this way, by the proper application of force, all the bendings and contortions

observed in glacier ice, and adduced in proof of its viscosity, can be accurately imitated.

Any observer, seeing a straight bar of ice converted into a continuous semi-ring without

being aware of the quality referred to, and having his attention fixed on the changes of

external form alone, would be naturally led to the conclusion that the substance is

wscous. But it is plainly not viscosity, properly so called, which enables it to change its

shape in this way, but a property which has hitherto been entirely overlooked by writers

upon glaciers.

It has been established by observation, that a vertical layer of ice originally plane, and

perpendicular to the axis of a glacier, becomes bent, because the motion of its ends is

retarded in comparison with that of its centre. This is the fact upon which the viscous

theory principally rests.

In the experiments with the straight prism of ice, four successive moulds, gradually

augmenting in curvature, were made use of. In passing suddenly from the shape of one

to that of the other, the ice was fractured, but the pressure brought the separated

surfaces again into contact and caused them to freeze together, thus restoring the con-

tinuity of the mass. The fracture was in every case both audible and tangible
;

it could

be heard and it could be felt. A series of cracks occurred in succession as the difierent

parts of the ice-prism gave way, and towards the conclusion of the experiment, the

crackling in some instances melted into an almost musical tone. But if instead of

causing the change to take place by such wide steps as those indicated ; if instead of four

moulds, forty, or four hundi’ed were made use of
;
or better still, suppose a single mould

to have the power of gradually changing its curvature from a straight line to a semicircle

under the hydraulic press ; the change in the curvatm’e of the ice would closely approxi-

mate to that of a truly plastic or viscous body. This represents the state of things in

a glacier. A transverse plate of ice, situated between the mass in front of it and the

mass behind, is virtually squeezed in a press of the description which has been just

imagined. The curvature of the ice-mould does change in the manner indicated, and so

slowly, that the bending closely resembles what would take place if the substance were

viscous. The gradual nature of the change of curvature may be inferred from an expe-

riment made by Professor Forbes on an apparently compact portion of the Mer de Glace.

He divided a distance of 90 feet transverse to the axis of the glacier into spaces of two

feet each, and observed with a theodolite the gradual passage of this straight line into a

bent one. The row of pins bent gradually so as to form a curve convex towards the

lower extremity of the glacier; their deviations from a perfect curve were slight and

irregular, nor was any great dislocation to be observed throughout their whole extent.

After six days the summit of the curve formed by the forty-five pins was one inch in

advance of the straight chord which united its two ends. It is not surprising if, with

this extremely gradual change, the motion should have appeared to be the result of

2x2
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viscosity. It may, however, be remarked, that the slight and irregular variations to

which Professor Foebes alludes, and which are such as would occur if the motion were

such as we suppose it to be, are likely to throw much hght upon the problem. It is

also extremely probable that the motion, if eliected in the manner referred to, will be

sometimes accompanied by an audible crackling of the mass. To this we paid but little

attention when on the ground ; for the significance of this as well as of many other points

was first suggested by the experiments made after our return. It is, however, we beheve,

a phenomenon of common occurrence. Professor Foebes calls the glacier a “crackling

mass he speaks of the ice “ cracking and straining forwards and in that concluding

passage of his ‘Travels’ which has excited such general admiration, he says of the glacier,

“it yields groaning to its fate.” Other observers make use of similar expressions.

M. Desoe also speaks of the sudden change of the colour of the blue veins of the ice

where a portion of the central moraine near the Abschwung is cleared away ; the obser-

vation is very remarkable. “ Au moment,” says M. Desoe, “ ou on la met a decouvert.

la glace des bandes bleues est parfaitement transparente, I’ceil y plonge jusqu’a une pro-

fondeur de plusieurs pieds, mais cette purete ne dure qu’un instant, et Ton voit bientot

se former des petites felures d’abord superficielles, qui se combinent en reseau de maniere

a enlever peu a peu a la glace bleue toute sa transparence. Ces felures propagent egale-

ment dans les bandes blanches, et lorsqu’on approche I’oreille de la smTace de la glace,

en entend distinctement un bruit de crepitation qui les accompagnent au moment de

leur formation.” These facts appear to be totally at variance with the idea of viscosity.

In a chapter on the “ Appearance of the larger Glaciers,” in an interestmg little work

by M. Moussox of Zurich, for which one of us has to thank the kindness of Professor

Clausius, the phenomena which they exhibit are thus described * :
—“ The appeai’ance

of a large glacier of the first order has been compared, not without reason, with that

of a high swelled, and suddenly solidified stream. It winds itself in a similar manner

through the curving of the valley, is deflected by obstacles, contracts its width, or spreads

itself out In short, the form is modified in the most complete manner to suit the

character and irregularities of its bed. To this capacity to change its form, the ice of

glaciers unites another property, which reminds us of the fluid condition
; namely, the

capability of joining and blending with other ice. Thus we see separate glacier branches

perfectly uniting themselves to a single trunk
;
regenerated glaciers formed Aom crushed

fragments ; fissures and chasms closed up, and other similar appearances. These pheno-

mena evidently point to a slow movement of the particles of which the glacier consists

;

strange as the application of such an idea to a solid brittle mass such as glacier ice may
appear to be. The solution of this enigma constitutes one of the most dilRcult points in

the explanation of glaciers.”

'WTien the appearances here enumerated are considered with reference to the experi-

ments on the regelation of ice above described, the enigma referred to by the writer

appears to have received a satisfactory solution. The glacial valley is a mould tlirough

* Die Gletscher des Jetztzeit, by Albert Mobsson. Zurich, 1854.
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which the ice is pressed by its own gravity, and to which it will accommodate itself,

while preserving its general continuity, as the hand specimens do to the moulds made

use of in the experiments. Two glacial branches unite to form a single trunk, by the

regelation of their pressed surfaces of junction. Crevasses are cemented for the same

reason
; and the broken ice of a cascade is reconstituted, as a heap of fragments under

pressure become consolidated to a single mass. To those who occupy themselves with

the external conditions merely of a glacier, it may appear of little consequence whether

the flexures exhibited by the ice be the result of viscosity or of the principle demon-

strated by the experiments above described. But the natural philosopher, whose vocation

it is to inquire into the inner mechanism concerned in the production of the phenomena,

will discern in the yielding of a glacier a case of simulated fluidity hitherto unexplained,

and perhaps without a parallel in natm’e.

§ 4. On the Veined Structure of Glacier Ice.

This structure has been indifferently called the “ veined structure,” the “ banded

structure,” the “ribboned structure,” and the “laminar structure” of glacier ice. In a

communication to the Geological Society of France assembled at Porrentruy in September

1838, M. Guyot gave the following interesting description of the phenomenon :
—“ Since

the word layer has escaped me, I cannot help recording as a subject of investigation for

future observers a fact, regarding which I dare not hazard an explanation
; especially as

I have not encountered it more than once. It was at the summit of the Gries, at a

height of about 7500 feet, a little below the line of the first or high neve, where the

ice passes into a state of granular snow In ascending to the origin of this latter

(the glacier of Bettelmatten), for the purpose of examining the formation and direction

of the great transverse fissures, I saw under my feet the surface of the glacier entirely

covered with regular furrows, from 1 to 2 inches in width, hollowed in a half snowy

mass, and separated by protruding plates of an ice more hard and transparent. It was

evident that the mass of the glacier was here composed of two sorts of ice, one that of the

furrows, still snowy and more easily melted, the other that of the plates, more perfect,

crystalline, glassy and resistent ; and that it was to the unequal resistance which they pre-

sented to the action of the atmosphere that was due the hollowing of the furrows and the

protrusion of the harder plates. After having followed them for several hundred yards,

I reached the edge of a great fissui’e, 20 or 30 feet wide
; which cutting the plates and

fmTows perpendicularly to then* direction, and exposing the interior of the glacier to a

depth of 30 or 40 feet, permitted the structure to be observed on a beautiful transverse

section. As far down as my vision could reach I saw the mass of the glacier composed

of a multitude of layers of snowy ice, each two separated by one of the plates of ice of

which I have spoken, and forming a whole regularly laminated in the manner of certain

calcareous slates.”

A description of this structure, as observed upon the glacier of the Aar, was com-

municated by Professor Foebes to the Royal Society of Edinburgh on the 6th of De-
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cember 1841, and published in the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal for 1842*.

He was undoubtedly the first to give the phenomenon a theoretic significance.

While engaged in the Lower Grindelwald glacier, we separated plates of ice perpen-

dicular to the lamination of the glacier. The appearance presented on looking through

them, was that sketched in fig. 6. The layers of transparent ice

seemed imbedded in a general milky mass ; through the former

the light reached the eyes, while it was intercepted by the latter.

Some of the transparent portions were sharply defined, and ex-

hibited elongated oval sections, resembling that of a double con-

vex lens, and we therefore called this disposition of the veins

“ the lenticular structure In other cases, however, the sharp-

ness of outline did not exist, but still the tendency to the lenticu-

lar form could be discerned, the veins in some cases terminating

in washy streaks of blue. This structure is probably the same as

that observed by Professor Foebes on the Glacier des Bossons,

and described in the following words :
—“ The veins and bands are not formed

in this glacier by a simple alternation of parallel layers, but the icy bands have all the

appearance of posterior infiltration, occasioned by fissures, thinning off loth icays^T

In 1842 Professor Foebes undertook the survey and examination of the Mer de Glace,

and finally arrived at a theory of glacier lamination, which both in his ‘Travels’ and in a

series of letters, extending over a period of several years, he has expounded and illus-

trated with great skill. The theory is summed up in the following words:—“The

whole phenomena in the case of any of the semifiuids I have mentioned (treacle, tar,

&c.), are such as, combined with the evidence which I have given, that the motion of a

glacier is actually such as I have described that of a viscid fluid to be, can leave, I

think, no reasonable doubt, that the crevices formed hy the forced separation of a half

rigid mass, whose parts are compelled to move with different velocities, becoming infltrated

with water, and frozen during winter, produce the lands which ive have descHled J.”

This theory has been opposed by Mr. Hopkins, whose excellent papers, published in

the 26th volume of the Philosophical Magazine, are replete -with insti-uction as to the

mechanical conditions of glaciers. On the other hand, the theory of Professor Foebes

is defended in the same journal by Dr. Whewell^. We will leave the points discussed

* This communication gave rise to a discussion as to priority between Professor Eoebes and M. Aoassiz,

for the details of which we must refer to the original papers on the subject.

t Travels, p. 181.

X Ibid. p. 377. M. Agassiz also seems disposed to regard the blue bands as the result of the freezing

up of fissures, which, however, are supposed to be formed in a maimer different fi’om that assumed by Pro-

fessor Eokbes. But M. Agassiz calls the attention of future observers to some of the related phenomena
;

and gives it as his opinion, “ qu’il n’est aucune phenomene dont I’explication offre plus des difficultes.”

See his important work, ‘ Systeme G-lacike,’ which, imtil quite recently, we had not the oppoi-tunity of

examining.

§ Philosophical Magazine, S. 3. vol. xxvi. pp. 171, 217.
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in their communications for the present untouched, and confine ourselves to stating a

few of the circumstances which appear to us to render the theory doubtful.

1. It is not certain that the colds of winter penetrate to depths sufficient to produce

the blue veins, which, it is affirmed, are “ an integral part of the inmost structure ” of

the ice. Saussuee was of opinion that the frosts of winter did not penetrate to a greater

depth than 10 feet, even at the summit of Mont Blanc, and Professor Foebes considers

this opinion to be a just one. But if so, there would be some difficulty in referring to

the fi’osts of winter the blue veins which M. Agassiz observed at a depth of 120 feet

below the surface of the glacier of the Aar.

2. It will be remembered that M. Guyot’s statement regarding the blue veins is, that

he saw the mass of the glacier composed of a multitude of layers of white ice, separated,

each from the other, by a plate of transparent ice. The description of Professor Foebes

is briefly this :
—“ Laminae or thin plates of transparent blue ice, alternate in most parts of

every glacier with laminae of ice, not less hard and perfect, but filled with countless air-

bubbles which give it a frothy semitransparent look.” But there is another form of the

blue veins, already referred to, which consists in transparent lenticular masses imbedded

in the general substance of the white ice. Horizontal sections of these transparent lenses

were exposed upon the surface of the Grindelwald glacier, and vertical sections of them

upon the perpendicular sides of the water-courses, and upon the walls of the crevasses.

The following measurements, taken on the spot, will give an idea of their varying dimen-

sions ;

—

Fig. 7.

2 3 4 3

Dimensions.

m. in. in. m.

ah 24! cd 2 No. 4!. ah 3^ cd f

ah 10 cd 1 5. ah If cd f

ah 6 cd 1 6. ah 1 cd jL

Such masses as these here figured were distributed in considerable numbers through the

glacier ;
they had all the appearance of flattened cakes, and the smaller ones resembled

the elongated gi’een spots exhibited by sections of ordinary roofing-slate cut perpendicular

to the planes of cleavage. Now it appears mechanically impossible that a solution of

continuity, such as that supposed, could take the form of the detached lenticular spaces

above figured.

3.

The fissures to which the blue veins owe their existence are stated to be due to the

motion of the glacier; and as this motion takes place both in summer and winter, it

is to be inferred that the fissures are produced at both seasons of the year. Now as

the fissures formed in winter cannot be filled with ice during that season for want of

water^ and as those formed in the ensuing summer cannot, while summer continues, be
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frozen for want of cold, we ought at the end of each summer to have a v:hole years

fissures in the ice. These fissures, which the ensuing winter is, according to the theory,

to fill with blue ice, must, in summer, be filled with blue wccter. Why then are they not

seen in summer \ The fissures are such as can produce plates of ice varying “ from a small

fraction of an inch to several inches in thickness,” which, according to our own obseiwa-

tions, produce lenticular masses of ice 2 feet long and 2 inches thick, or even (for

we have seen pieces of this description) 10 feet long and 10 inches thick ; and M. Desor

informs us in the memoir from which we have already quoted, that under the medial

moraine of the Aar glacier, there are bands 10 inches and even a foot in thickness.

Such fissures could not escape observation if they existed, but they never have been

observed, and hence the theory which makes their pre-existence necessar}^ to the produc-

tion of the blue veins appears to us improbable.

§ 5. On the Belation of Slaty Cleavage to the Veined Structure.

Within the last few years a mechanical theory of the cleavage of slate rocks has been

gradually gaining grormd among those who have refiected upon the subject. The

observations of the late Daniel Sharpe appear to have originated this theory. He found

that fossils contained in slate rocks were distorted in a manner which proved that they

had suffered compression in a direction at right angles to the planes of cleavage. His

specimens of shells, which are preserved in the Museum of Practical Geolog)-, and other

compressed fossils in the same collection, illustrate in a remarkable manner his import-

ant observations. The subsequent microscopic observations of Mr. Sorry, carried out

with so much skill and patience, show convincingly that the effects of compression

may be traced to the minutest constituents of the rocks in which cleavage is de-

veloped. More recently. Professor Haughton has endeavom-ed to give numerical

accuracy to this theory, by computing, from the amount of the distortion of fossils,

the magnitude of the change which cleaved rocks have undergone. By the united

testimony of these and other observers, whose researches have been carried out in

different places, the association of cleavage and compression has been established in

the most unequivocal manner
;
and hence the question natmully arises, “ Is the pres-

sure sufficient to produce the cleavage I” Sharpe appears to have despaired of an

experimental answer to this question. “ If,” says he, “ to this conclusion it should be

objected, that no similar results can be produced by experiment, I reply, that we have

never tried the experiment Avith a power at all to be compared with that employed ; and

that this may be one of the many cases where our attempts to imitate the operations of

nature fail, owing to the feebleness of our means, and the shortness of the period during

which we can employ them.” The same opinion appears to have been entertained by

Professor Forres :
—“ The experiment,” he says, “ is one Avhich the boldest pliilosopher

would be puzzled to repeat in his laboratory ; it probably requires acres for its scope,

and years for its accomplishment.”

While one of us was engaged in 1855 in examining the infiuence of pressui’e upon
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magnetism, he was fortunate enough to discover that in white wax, and other bodies, a

cleavage of surpassing fineness may be developed by pressure, and he afterwards endea-

voured, in a short paper*, to show the application of this result, both to slaty cleavage

and to a number of other apparently unrelated phenomena. The theory propounded

in this paper may be thus briefly stated. If a piece of clay, wax, marble or iron be

broken, the surface of fracture will not be a plane surface, nor will it be a surface

dependent only on the form of the body and the strain to which it has been subjected

;

the fracture will be composed of innumerable indentations, or small facets, each of

which marks a surface of weak cohesion. The body has yielded, where it could yield,

most easily, and in exposing these facets, in some cases crystalline, in others purely

mechanical, wherever the mass is broken, it is shown to be composed of an aggregate

of irregularly-shaped parts, which are separated from each other by surfaces of weak

cohesion. Such a quahty must, in an eminent degree, have been possessed by the mud
of which slate-rocks are composed, after the water with which the mud had at flrst

been saturated had drained away; and the result of the apphcation of pressure to

such a mass would be, to develope in it a lamination similar to that so perfectly pro-

duced on a small scale in white wax. Thus one cause of cleavage may be stated, in

general terms, to be the conversion by pressure of irregularly-formed surfaces of weak

cohesion into parallel planes. To produce lamination in a compact body such as wax,

it is manifest that while it yields to the compression in one direction, it must have an

opportrmity of expanding in a dunction at right angles to that in which the pressure

is exerted ; a second cause is the lateral sliding of the particles which thus takes place,

and which may be very influential in producing the cleavage f.

Before attempting to show the connexion between this theoiy and the case at present

under consideration, a mode of experiment may be described which was found to assist

in forming a conception of the mechanical conditions of a glacier, and which has ah’eady

been resorted to by Professor Foebes in demonstration of the viscous theory. Owing to

* Proceedings of the Eoyal Institution, June 1856
;
Philosophical Magazine for July 1856.

t Three principal causes may operate in producing cleavage :—1st, the reducing of surfaces of weat

cohesion to parallel planes
;
2nd, the flattening of minute cavities

;
and 3rd, the weakening of cohesion by

tangential action. The third action is exemplified by the state of the rails near a station where the break is

applied. In this case, while the weight of the train presses vertically, its motion tends to cause longitudinal

sliding of the particles of the rail. Tangential action does not however necessarily imply a force of the

latter kind. AVhen a solid cylinder, an inch in height, is squeezed by vertical pressure to a cake a quarter

of an inch in height, it is impossible, physically speaking, that the particles situated in the same vertical

line shall move laterally with the same velocity
;
but if they do not, the cohesion between them will be weak-

ened or ruptured The pressure wiU produce new contact, and if the new contact have a cohesive value equal

to that of the old, no cleavage from this cause can arise. The relative capacities of different substances for

cleavage, appears to depend in a great measure upon their different properties in this respect. In butter, for

example, the new attachments are equal, or nearly so, to the old, and the cleavage is consequently indistinct

;

in wax this does not appear to be the case, and hence may arise in a great degree the perfection of its cleavage

The further examination of this subject promises interesting results.

MDCCCLVII. 2 Y
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the property of ice described in § 3, the resemblance between the motion of a substance

like mud and that of a glacier is so great, that considerable insight regarding the

deportment of the latter may be derived from a study of the former. From the manner

in which mud yields when subjected to mechanical strain, we may infer the manner

in which ice would be solicited to yield under the same circumstances.

To represent then the principal accidents of a glacial valley, a wooden trough,

ABCD, fig. 8, of varying width and incliaation, was made use of. From A to C the

Eig. 8.

trough measures 6 feet, and from A to B, 15 inches. It is dmded into five segments

;

that between AB and ef is level, or nearly so, that between ef and gh is inclined ; from

qli to ik is again nearly level ;
from ik to mn inclined, while from mn to CD the inclina-

tion is less than between ik and mn. The section of the bottom of the trough is figured

underneath the plan. ABEF is a box supported at the end of the trough, and filled

with a mixture of water and fine pipe-clay. The front, AB, can be raised, like a sluice,

and the mud permitted to flow regularly into the trough. "\^Tiile the mud is in slow

motion, a coloured circle, c, is stamped upon the white clay between AB and ef; the

changes of shape which this circle undergoes in its passage doumwards will indicate the

forces acting upon it. The circle first moves on, being rather compressed, in the direc-

tion of the length of the trough until it reaches ef on crossing which, and passing down

the subsequent slope, it elongates as in the figure. Between gh and ik the figme passes

through the circular form, and assumes that of an ellipse, whose shorter axis is parallel

to the length of the trough. It is manifest from this that the mud betAveen ef and gh

is in a state of longitudinal tension, while between gh and ik its state is that of longitu-

dinal compression. On crossing ik and descending the second mcline, the figme is again

drawn out longitudinally, while between mn and CD the ellipse AAudens on account of

the permission given to lateral expansion by the augmented Avidth of the trough.

The side circles in the same figure Avill enable us to study the influence of lateral fic-

tion upon the descending stream. These circles are distorted into ellipses, AA’hose major

axes are oblique to the direction of the trough’s length. Above the line ef central

fissures perpendicular to the axis of the trough cannot be formed ; for here, instead of
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tending to open into fissures, the flattening of the central circle sliowS that the mud is

longitudinally compressed. On the slope helow ef^ the distortion of the circles intc)

ellipses is very pronounced; and as the longer axis of each ellipse marlis the line of

maximum tension, and as the tendency of the mass is to form a fissure at right angles to

such a line, we should have here, if the substance were not so plastic as to prevent the

formation of fissures, the state of things observed upon the corresponding portion of the

glacier ;
namely, central fissures perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the trough, and

side fissures inclined to the same axis because pointing in the direction of the shorter

axis of each ellipse. Between gh and iJc the longitudinal tension is changed to compres-

sion
;
the central figure is flattened, while the side ones remain stretched. In the cor-

responding portion of the glacier we should expect the central fissures formed between

ef and gh to be squeezed together and closed up, while the lateral ones would remain

open. This is also the case*. Between ik and mn we have again longitudinal tension,

and at the corresponding portions of the glacier the transverse central crevasses ought

to reappear, which they actually do. Below the line corresponding to m%, the widening

of the valley, in the case now in our recollection, causes the ridges produced at the

previous slope to break across and form prismatic blocks ; while lower down the valley

these prisms are converted by the action of sun and rain into shinmg minarets of ice.

These results appear to be in perfect accordance with those arrived at by Mr. Hopkixs

on strict mechanical reasoning f.

We will now seek to show the analogy of slaty cleavage to the laminar structure of

glacier ice. Eeferring to fig. 8, it will be seen that in the distortion of the side circles

one diameter is elongated to form the transverse axis of the ellipse, while another is

compressed to form the conjugate axis. In a substance like mud, as the elongation of

the major axis continues, its inclination to the axis of the glacier continually changes

;

but were the substance one of limited extensibility like ice, fissures would be formed

when the tension had reached a sufficient amount, or in other words, when the major

axis of the elhpse had assumed a definite inchnation to the axis of the glacier.

Thus, in a glacier of the form represented by our trough, owing to the swifter motion

* The possibility of the coexistence of lateral crevasses and compression at the centre may, perhaps, be

thus rendered manifest :—let ab, cd be two linear elements of a glacier, situated near its side S I.

>
c d c' d'

a b d V
S 1

Suppose, on passing downward, the line ah becomes shortened by longitudinal pressure to a!V, and cd to c'd',

which latter has passed a!V on account of its greater distance from the side of the glacier. Taking the

figure to represent the true change both of dimension and position, it is plam, that though each element

has been compressed, the differential motion has been such as to distend the liue of particles joining a and d,

in the ratio If this ratio be more than that which the extensibility of ice can permit of, a side fissure

wfil be formed.

t Philosophical Magazine, 1845, vol. xxvi.

2 T 2
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of the centre, we have a line of maximum pressure oblique to the wall of the glacier,

and a line of maximum tension perpendicular to the former ; crevasses are formed at right

angles to the direction of tension, and it is approximately at right angles to the direction

ofpressure, as in the case of slate rocks, that the lamination of glacier ice is developed.

Under ordinary chcumstances, therefore, the lamination near the sides of the glacier

would, in accordance with the theory of compression, be obhque to the sides, which it

actually is. It would be transverse to the crevasses wherever they occur, which it

actually is. If the bed of a glacier at any place be so inclined as to cause its central

portions to be longitudinally compressed, the lamination, if due to compression, ought

to be carried across the glacier at such a place, being transverse to the axis of the

glacier at its centre, which is actually the case. This relation of the planes of lamination

to the direction of pressure is constant under a great variety of conditions. A local

obstacle which produces a thrust and compression is also instrumental in developing the

veined structure. In short, so far as om’ observations reach, wherever the necessary

pressure comes into play, the veined structure is developed ; being always approximately

at right angles to the direction in which the pressure is exerted.

But we will not rely in the present distance upon our own observations alone. Before

he formed any theory of the structure, and in his first letter upon the subject. Professor

Forbes remarks, that “ the whole phenomenon has a good deal the air of a stmcture

mdivjcedi perpendicularly to the lines of greatest pressure"' His later testimony is in sub-

stance the same. In his thirteenth letter, read before the Royal Society of Edinburgh

on the 2nd of December, 1846, he says that the blue veins are formed where the pressure

is most interne. In his reference to the development of the laminar stmctiu’e on the

glacier of the Brenva, the pressure is described as being “ violent^" the effect being such

as to produce “ a true cleavage when the ice is broken with a hammer or cut with an axe."

So also with regard to the glacier of Allalein*, he says “ the vemed structure is especially

developed in front, i. e. against the opposing side of the valley, where the pressime is

greater than laterally.” In fact, the parallelism of the phenomenon to that of slaty

cleavage struck Professor Forbes himself, as is evident from the use of the teim “now”

in the following passage :
—“ It will be understood that I do not noio suppose that there

is any parallehsm between the phenomenon of rocky cleavage and the ribboned structure

of the ice.” This reads like the giving up of a previously held opmion ; the term noio

being printed in italics by Professor Forbes himself. The adoption of the Uscous theory

appears to have carried the renunciation of this idea in its train.

Later still, and from a source wholly independent of the former, we have received

additional testimony on the point m question. The follo^ving quotation is from a letter,

dated I6th November, 1856, received by one of us ffom Professor Clausius of Zmich,

so weU known in this country through his important memohs on the Mechanical Theorj-

of Heat :
—“ I must now,” writes M. Clausius, “ describe to you another singular coin-

cidence. I had read your paper upon the cleavage of rocks and it occurred to

* Travels, p. 352.
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me at the time that the blue veins of glaciers, which indeed I had not seen, but which

had been the subject of repeated conversations between Professor Studee of Berne, Pro-

fessor Eschee von dee Linth, and myself, might be explained in the same manner. When,

therefore, I reached the Phone glacier for the first time, I walked along it for a con-

siderable extent, and directed my attention particularly to the structure. I repeated

this on the other glaciers which I visited during my excursion. I did not indeed

pursue the subject so far into detail as to be able in all cases to deduce the blue veins

from the existing conditions of pressure, but the correctness of the general explanation

impressed itself upon me more and more. This was particularly the case in the glacier

of the Rhone, where I saw the blue bands most distinctly, and where also their position

harmonized with the pressure endured by the glacier when it was forced to change the

dhection of its motion. You can therefore imagine how astonished I was to learn that

at the same time, and on this very glacier among others, you had been making the same

investigations.” It ought also to be remarked, that a similar thought occurred to

Mr. SoEBT, from whom after his return from Switzerland one of us received a note, in

which pressure was referred to as the possible cause of the veined structure of glacier ice.

A fine example of ice lamination is that produced by the mutual thrust of two con-

fluent glaciers. The junction of

the Tauter Aar and Finster Aar

glaciers to form the glaciers of the

Unter Aar is a case in point, and

the results obtained with a model

of this glacier were highly inter-

esting. Fig. 9 is a sketch of the

trough in which the experiments

were made. The branch termina-

ting at UL is meant to represent the

Tauter Aar glacier
; that ending at

FN the Finster Aar branch. The

point at A represents the “Ab-

schwung,” so often referred to in

the works of M. Agassiz. B and

B' are two boxes with sluice fr’onts,

from which the mud flows into the

trough, The object was to observe

the mechanical state of the mass

along the line of junction of the

two streams, and along their re-

spective centres, and compare the

result with the observations upon
the glacier itself. The mud was

Eig. 9.

first permitted to flow simultaneously from both
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boxes, and after it had covered the bottom of the trough to some distance below the

line ST, the end of a glass tube was dipped into a fine mixture of the red oxide of iron

and water, and the two arms of the glacier were covered all over with small circles

similar to those between the points ah and dV, The mud was then pennitted to flow,

and the mechanical strains exerted on it were inferred from the distortion of the small

circles. The figure represents the result of the experiment. The straight rows of

cii’cles bent in the first place into curves ; at the point A both streams met, and by their

mutual push actually squeezed the circles into lines. Along this central portion in the

glacier itself the great medial moraine stands, and under it and beside it, as akeady

stated, the lamination is most strikingly developed ; the blue veins being parallel to the

axis of the glacier, or, in other words, coinciding with the direction of the central

moraine. Midway between the moraine and the sides of the glacier the structure is

very imperfectly developed, and the deportment of our model, which shows that the

circles here scarcely change their form, tells us that this is the result which ought to be

expected. It may be urged, that the structm'e is here developed, because of the sliding

motion produced by the swifter flow of one of the glaciers ; but some of the experiments

with the model were so arranged, that both of the branch streams flowed with the same

velocity ; the distortions, however, were such as are shown in the flgiu’e. The case is

precisely the same in nature. On reference to the map of M. Agassiz, we find a straight

line set out across the Unter Aar glacier bent in three successive years into a cmwe; but

on the central moraine, which marks the common limit of the constituent streams, we

find no breach in the continuity of the curve, which must be the case if one glacier slid

past the other.

§ 6. On the DiTt-Bands" of Glaciers.

Wherever the veined structure of a glacier is highly developed, the surface of the

ice, owing to the action of the weather, is grooved m accordance uith the lamination

underneath. These grooves are sometimes as fine as if drawn by a pencil, and bear in

many instances a striking resemblance to those produced by the passage of a rake over

a graveled surface. In the furrows of the ice the smaller particles of dirt prmcipally

rest, and the direction of the furrows, which always corresponds with that of the blue

veins, is thus rendered so manifest, that a practised observer can at any moment pro-

nounce upon the direction of the lamination from the mere inspection of the smTac^

of a glacier. But besides these narrow grooves, larger patches of discoloration are

sometimes observed, which take the form of cmwes sufilcient in uidth to cover himdreds

or thousands of the smaller ones. To an eye placed at a suflicient height above a glacier

on which they exist, their general arrangement and direction are distinctly visible. To

these Professor Foebes has given the name of “ Du’t-Bands,” and the discovery of them,

leading as it did to his theories of glacial motion, and of the veined structm'e of glacial

ice, is to be regarded as one of the most important of his obseiwations.

On the evening of the 24th of July he walked up the hill of Charmoz to a height of
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about 1000 feet above the level of the glacier, and, favoured by the peculiar light of the

hour, observed “ a series of nearly hyperbolic brownish bands on the glacier, the curves

pointing downwards and the two branches mingling indiscriminately with the moraines.”

The cause of these bands was the next point to be considered, and his examination of

them satisfied him “ that the particles of earth and sand and disintegrated rock, which

the winds and avalanches and water-runs spread over the entire breadth of the ice,

formed a lodgement in those portions of the glacier where the ice was most porous, and

that, consequently, the ‘ dirt-bands ’ were merely indices of a 'peaudiarly ])orous veined

structure traversing the mass of the glacier in these directions^

Professor Foebes was afterwards led to regard these intervals as the marks of the

annual growth of the glacier ; he called the dirt-bands “ annual rings and calculated,

from their distance apart, the yearly rate of movement. In fine, the conclusion which

he deduces from the dirt-bands is, that a glacier throughout its entire length is

formed of alternate segments of porous and of hard ice. The dirt which falls upon

the latter is washed away, as it has no hold upon the suiTace ; that which falls upon

the former remains, because the porous mass underneath gives it a lodgement. “ The

cause of the dazzling whiteness of the glacier des Bossons at Chamouni is the com-

parative absence of these layers of granular and compact ice : the whole is nearly of

uniform consistence, the particles of rock scarcely find a lodgement, and the whole is

washed clean by every showerf
.” “ It must be owned, however,” says Professor Foebes,

“ that there are several difficulties which require to be removed, as to the recurrence of

these porous beds.” In his fifteenth letter upon glaciers, and in reference to some

interesting observations of Mr. Milwaed’s, he endeavoured to account for the difference

of structure by referring it to an annual “gush” of the ice, which is produced by the

difference of action in summer and winter. We are ignorant of the nature of the

experiments on which this theory of the dirt-bands is founded, and would offer the fol-

lowing simple explanation of those which came under our own observation.

Standing at a point which commanded a view of the Phone glacier, both above and

below the cascade, we observ^ed that the extensive ice-field above was discoloured

by sand and debris, distributed without regularity. At the summit of the ice-fall the

valley narrows to a gorge, and the slope do\vnwards is for some distance precipitous.

In descending, the ice is greatly shattered; in fact, the glacier is broken repeatedly

at the summit of the declivity, transverse chasms being thus formed
; and these,

as the ice descends, are broken up into confused ridges and peaks, with intervening-

spaces, where the mass is ground to pieces. By this brealdng up of the glacier the

dirt upon its surface undergoes fresh distribution : instead of being spread uniformly

over the slope, spaces are observed quite free from du’t, and other spaces covered with

it, but there is no appearance of regularity in this distribution. At some places large

* “ I cannot help thinking that they are the true annual rings of the glacier, -which mark its age like

those of a tree.”—Appendix to Travels, p. 408.

t Travels, p. 406.
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irregular patches appear, and at others elongated spaces covered vrith dirt. Tovrards

the bottom of the cascade the aspect changes; but still, were the eye not instructed

by what it sees lower down, the change would have no significance. AMien the ice has

fah'ly escaped from the gorge, and has hberty to expand laterally in the valley below,

the patches of dht are squeezed by the push behind them, and drawn laterally into

narrow stripes, which run across the glacier; and as the central portion moves more

quickly than the sides, these strips of discoloration form curves which turn their con-

vexity downwards, constituting, we suppose, the “Dud-Bands” of Professor Foebes.

On the Grindelwald glacier, where one of us, in his examination of the bands, was

accompanied by Dr. Hookee, this change in the distribution of the dirt,—the squeezing,

lateral drawing act, and bending of the dirt patches below the bottom of the ice-fall,

—

was especially striking.

Such then appears to be the explanation of the dirt-bands in the cases where we have

had an opportunity of observing them. We have not seen those described by Professor

Foebes, but the conditions under which he has obseiTed them appear to be similar.

An illustration of the explanation just given is furnished by the dut-bands observed

below the “ cascade ” of the Talefre. The character of this ice-fall may be inferred

from the following words of Professor Foebes, and from the map which accompanies

his ‘ Travels.’ “ The structure,” he says, “ assumed by the ice of the Talefre is extii’pated

wholly by its precipitous descent to the level of the Glacier de Lechand, where it

reappears, or rather is reconstructed out of the broken fragments according to a wholly

difierent scheme.” One of the results of this “scheme” would, it is presumed, be a

redistribution of the dut, and the formation of bands in the manner described. Those

who consult the map will, however, see dirt-bands marked on the Glacier du Geant

also, while no cascade is sketched upon it; but at page 167 of the ‘Travels,’ Professor

Foebes, in referring to this glacier, says, “ I am not able to state the exact number of

dirt-bands between the foot of the ice cascade opposite La Noire and the corner of Tre-

laporte.” Here we are not only informed of the existence of a cascade, but are left to

infer that the dut-bands begin to form at its base, as in the Glacier du Geant, and in

those which have come under our own observation. The clean Glacier des Bossons, also,

which was referred to by Professor Foebes, in one of his earbest letters, as afibrding no

lodgement to the dirt, possesses its cascade (page 181), and here also we find (page 182)

“ that the pecuhar phenomena of ‘ dirt-hands' on a great scale are not wanting, although

from the dazzling whiteness of the ice they may be very easily overlooked.” Vde make

these remarks with due reserve, not having yet seen the glaciers referred to.

The explanation just given has been brought to the test of experiment. ABCD,
fig. 10, is a wooden trough intended roughly to represent the glacier of the Phone, the

space ACEF being meant for the upper basin. Between EF and GH the trough

narrows and represents the precipitous gorge down which the ice tumbles, while the

wide space below represents the comparatively level valley below the fall, which is filled

with the ice, and constitutes the portion of the glacier seen by travellers descending from
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the Grimsel or the Furka pass. ACLM is a box with a sluice front, which can be

raised so that the fine mud within the box shall flow regularly into the trough, as in the

Fig. 10.

cases akeady described. The disposition of the trough will be manifest from the section,

fig. 11. While the mud was in slow motion downwards, a quantity of dark-coloured

Fig. 11.

sand was sifted over the space ACEF, so as to represent the debris irregularly scattered

over the corresponding surface of the glacier ;
during the passage of the mud over the

brow at EF, and down the subsequent slope, it was hacked irregularly, so as to represent

the dislocation of the ice in the glacier. Along the slope this hacldng produced an

kregular and confused distribution of the sand ; but lower down, the patches of dkt and

the clean spaces between them gradually assumed grace and symmetry; they were

squeezed together longitudinally and drawn out laterally, bending with the convexity

downwards in consequence of the speedier flow of the central portions, until finally a

system of bands was established which appeared to be an exact miniature of those

exhibited by the glacier. On fig. 10 is a sketch of the bands observed upon the surface

of the mud, which however falls short of the beauty and symmetry of the original. These

experiments have been varied in many ways, with the same general result.

In conclusion we would remark, that our joint observations upon the glaciers of

Switzerland extended over a period of a few days only. Guided by the experience of

our predecessors, much was seen even in this brief period ; but many points of interest

first suggested themselves during the subsequent experimental investigation. While,

therefore, expressing our trust that the substance of the foregoing memoir will be

found in accordance with future observation, we would also express our belief in the

necessity of such observation. Indeed the very introduction of the principle of regela-

MDCCCLVII. 2 z
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tion, without which it may be doubted whether the existence of a glacier would be at

all possible, opens, in itself, a new field of investigation. This and other questions, intro-

duced in the foregoing pages, must however be discussed with strict reference to the

phenomena as Nature presents them. Much might be said even now upon these subjects,

but the known liability of the human mind to error when speculation is substituted for

observation, renders it safer to wait for more exact knowledge, than to hazard opinions

which an imperfect acquaintance with the facts must necessarily render to some extent

uncertain.

Royal Institution^

January 1857.
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XVI. Descrijption of the Foetal Membranes and Placenta of the Elephant (Elephas Indi-

cus, Cuv.), with Remarks on the value of placentary characters in the classification

of the Mammalia. By Professor Owen, F.R.S.

Received AprU 14,—Read May 14, 1857.

Seba gives a figure of the foetus of an Elephant in tab. iii. vol. i. of his great ‘ The-

saurus but a knowledge of the foetal membranes of this remarkable quadruped has

long been a great desideratum in both physiology and zoology.

From the period of my appointment to the Hunterian Professorship of Physiology at

the Eoyal College of Surgeons, London, in 1836, I lost no opportunity of urging this

desideratum upon the attention of correspondents in Ceylon and India ; and, after some

years, I had the gratification to receive a letter from Dr. Mokton, an accomplished Army
Medical Officer quartered in Ceylon, stating that he had forwarded to me the membranes

of a foetal Elephant, addressed to the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons. On
the arrival of this specimen in a keg of arrack, I prosecuted as complete an examination

as the condition of the parts would permit, and made the preparations (Nos. 3558 c. and

3558 D.), which are now in the Physiological Series of that Museum. The results of this

examination were orally communicated in the Theatre of the College, in the 17th Lec-

ture of my Course “ On the Generation and Development of the Vertebrate Animals,”

dehvered in 1850 f; and were illustrated by diagrammatic views of the chief peculiarities

which the parts presented. Circumstances prevented further publication of the facts at

that time ; but I am now able to submit the following description of the foetal mem-

branes and placenta of the Elephant to the Royal Society.

The chorion of the Elephant (Plate XVI. fig. 1, a, d)., at about the middle of

the period of utero-gestation, forms a transversely oblong sac, 2 feet 6 inches in long

diameter, and 1 foot 4 inches in short diameter, encompassed at its middle part by an

annular placenta [h, h), 2 feet 6 inches in circumference, varying from 3 to 5 inches in

breadth, and from 1 to 2 inches in thickness. This placenta is partially divided by

opposite constrictions into two moieties, one measm'ing 12 inches, the other 10 inches

in length, and the extreme breadth being 5 inches in each ; the connecting isthmus is

3 inches in breadth. The placenta presents the same spongy texture and vascularity as

does the annular placenta of the Hyrax and of the Carnivora ; but the capillary filaments

or villosities enclosing the foetal vessels enter into its formation in a larger proportion,

* Locupletissimi Rerum naturalium Thesauri accurata Descriptio, &c., 4 vols. fol. Amst. 1734—1765.

t “Foetal membranes of the Hog- and Horse-tribe : foetal membranes and placenta of the Hyrax and

Elephant.” Printed Synopsis, 1850.

2 z 2
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and are of a relatively coarser character. The greater part of the outer convex surface

of the placenta is smooth ; the rough surface, which had been tom from the maternal or

uterine placenta, exposed the foetal capillaries, and occupied chiefly a narrow tract (c. c)

near the middle line of the outer surface. A thin brown deciduous layer is continued

from the borders of the placenta, for a distance varying from 1 to 3 inches, upon the outer

surface of the chorion. Flattened folds of a similar substance, or false membrane, could

be raised from some parts of the surface of the placenta ; at other parts the substance

formed irregular flbrous bands, the flbres extending in the dfrection of the circum-

ference of the placental ring. The outer smflace of the chorion is for the most part

smooth and shining
; but at each of the obtuse extremities of the sac there was a vil-

lous and vascular subcircular patch (d, d), between 2 inches and 3 inches in diameter,

the villi being short and graniform, ^th of a line in diameter, or less. Thus the chief

points of attachment of the chorion to the uterus are, at the equator, by the annular

placenta, and at each pole of the elongated sac, by the subcircular 'cillous patch.

The umbilical cord (f), formed by one venous and two arterial trunks, and by the

slender neck of the allantois, with the connecting cellular tissue and the covering of

amnios, is short and somewhat flattened. It measm’ed about 6 inches in length, before

the division of the vascular trunk, and about 3 inches in cfrcumference.

The inner surface of the amnios is roughened by brownish hemispherical granules,

from one line to of a line in size, commonly about half a hne ; the outer smdace is

flnely wrinkled, hut smooth. The amnios is continued from the base of the umbilical

cord upon the allantois, which is of considerable size, and is so interposed between the

chorion and amnios, as to prevent any part of the amnios attauiing the inner surface of

the placenta. The amnios consists of two layers : one is the granular layer, continued

upon the inner or foetal surface of the allantois, and thence upon the umbihcal cord

;

the other is the smooth outer layer, continued upon the outer or choiional surface of the

allantois, and thence upon the inner surface of the chorion.

The allantois, into which the urachus (g) at the torn foetal end of the cord rapidly

expands, divides, where the amnios begins to be reflected upon it, into tlmee saccuh : one,

which is the largest, extends over the inner surface of the annular placenta, and projects

a little way into the unruptured sac of the chorion (a)

:

a second division or horn of the

allantois extends into the opposite or ruptured sac of the chorion («'), whence the foetus

had escaped ; it there bends round towards the placenta, and its apex adlieres at that

part to the first division of the allantois: the thfrd prolongation subdi-^ides into two

smaller cavities, each terminating in a cul-de-sac, encompassing, and closely attached to

the primary divisions of the umbilical vessels. The line of adhesion of the amnios to the

allantois, where it is reflected upon these cul-de-sacs, measures 3 feet 6 inches.

The umbilical vein, at the distance of 6 inches fi’om the torn or foetal end of the cord,

divides ; and, 3 inches farther, one of the branches subdirfdes. The fii’st dirfsion of the

umbilical arteries takes place 9 inches from its torn extremity. The primary branches

of the umbilical arteries and vein diverge from the umbilical cord in fom* dirfsions.
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The allantois, coexpanding with the divergence of these trunks, developes its principal

sac through two opposite interspaces, and the two smaller divisions at the intermediate

interspaces.

It may, perhaps, aid in the comprehension of this rather complex structure, if I here

cite from the rough notes which I penned on the first examination of the connexions of

the allantois ;
—“ The urachus expands in an infundibular form into the allantois. About

4 inches fi:om the infundibrdar commencement of the allantois an umbihcal vessel

recedes fi’om the amnios towards the chorion, carrying with it a fold of the free and

thickened margin ; this fold expands to 5 inches in breadth : the layers adhere together,

but could be separated. Each of the other two hypogastric vessels carry similar folds of

the allantois inwards, from the smTace of the amnion to the chorion, and the allantois is

again reflected by three broad folds diverging from one centre upon the amnios of the

opposite side. The amnios becomes blended with, or closely adherent to, the allantois

about 3 inches from the umbilical cord
;
prior or anterior to this part, the two mem-

branes are connected by loose reticulated tissue.”

I now proceed -with the description, which was written after a recognition of the

nature of the several parts observed in the course of the examination. The primary

branches of the umbilical vessels reach, first, the borders of the placenta, and then ramify

in the substance of the placenta and upon the inner surface of the chorion, being sup-

ported there, and more or less sm’rounded, by the continuation of the allantois which

forms the so-called endochorion.

Upon the endochorionic vessels are developed a number of flattened, oval or subcir-

cular bodies {e, e), varying in diameter from an inch or more to half a line. On sepa-

rating the chorion from the allantois, these bodies were found to belong entirely to the

latter membrane. To the naked eye they present a compact, structureless tissue, of a

grey colour. On dissecting one of the branches of an umbihcal vessel, upon which one

of these bodies was developed, the vessel was found to pass on the chorionic side of the

body without undergoing any apparent change in the passage, the body being developed

from the allantois and from that part which forms the allantoic side of the sheath of the

vessel. These bodies are most abmidant near the placenta, where they are separated

from each other by interspaces often less than their own diameter. They are wider apart

upon the non-placental part of the chorion, especially as they approach the poles of the

chorionic sac. Their number on the unruptured division of the chorionic sac was about

120. They are exclusively an allantoic development. Several small specimens occur

on the free duphcatures of the allantois continued from the umbilical trunks near the

placenta : in almost every case they are developed on the course of the large vessels, and

are restricted, with few exceptions, to that part of the allantois which is in contact with

the chorion, and which forms the endochorion of embryologists. The free surface of

these peculiar bodies is smooth and pohshed, not villous hke the cotyledons of the Bu-

minantia; from which they likewise differ essentially in projecting inwards towards the

cavity of the allantois.
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the Catarhines, I have ascertained that in the Chimpanzee {Troglodytes niger) the pla-

centa is single, as in the Human subject.

The true or horned Kuminants all present the much subdivided cotyledonal type of

placenta ; but the Camel-tribe are unquestionably much more nearly aUied to the true

Ruminants than to the Equine-tribe, which they resemble in the diffused vascular villo-

sity of the chorion, which is substituted for a placenta. Thus that organ is not one of

the characters which indicate the real affinities, and which guide to the true grouping,

of the TJngulata, any more than it subserves to the formation of natural groups of the

Quadrumana. The Hog, which has a diffused chorionic \illosity, as in the Camel, but

with a modification in the arrangement of the vessels, which Su’ Etekaed Home defines

by the term ‘ stellate structures is, like the Camel, much more nearly related to the

true Ruminants than to the odd-toed hoofed animals, such as the Horse, Tapir and Rhi-

noceros. So, likewise, the Hyrax, with an annular placenta, is more closely related to

the Rhinoceros than to the Elephant or the Lion.

I would not be misunderstood as deeming the placenta to present no correlation of

form with modifications of mammalian structure : the constancy of the annular type in

the Carnivora^ and that of the cotyledonal type in the true Muminantia, are valid instances

of the degree to which that correlation exists. But the modifications of the placenta do

not form a true guide to the affinities or classification of the Mammalia generally. The

primary groups of that class are based upon modifications of a much more important

and significant organ—the brain : and of this truth Sir Everaed Home himself appears

to have been aware f, when he pubhshed the placentary system of classification, which

has lately been revived, with modifications, by the distinguished Professor in the Jai'din

des Plantes J.

The placenta of the phytiphagous Sloth {Bradypus)^ which has a complex subdiHded

stomach, is almost as much subdivided as in the smaller Ruminants ; whilst the placenta

of the Armadillo, which has a simple stomach, is a single tliin oblong body, as in the

Hedgehog. But the true affinities of the Sloth would be as much violated by tiuns-

ferring it to the Ruminantia, as those of the Armadillo would be by classing it vsith the

Insectivora, or as those of the Hyrax are by its transference to the same primary group

with Carnivora, on the score of mere accordance of placental form.

A very significant evidence of the limited correlation of any particular form of pla-

centa with any of the known modifications of the mammahan t)q)e, is afforded by the

* See Escheicht, ‘ De organis quse respirationi et nutritioni foetus mammalium inserviunt,’ 4to, 1837,

p. 4 ;
and the description of the venous plexules of the chorion, in ‘ Catalogue of the Physiological Series,

Mus. College of Surgeons,’ vol. v. p. 134, No. 3543.

t “ The truth becomes obvious of there being no organ belonging to an animal, except the brain, that

will bear us out in aifording characters for a general classification, the sti’ucture of the other organs being

varied whenever it was necessary to adapt the animal to the climate which it is to inhabit, or the food on

which it is to subsist: and the brain we are not sufficiently acquainted with, to take it as our guide.”

—

Lectures on Comparative Anatomy, vol. iii. p. 445.

J Milxe-Edwaeus, loo. cit. Annales des Sciences NatureUes, ser. 3. vol. v. 1844.
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ill-success of guesses as to the nature of the foetal membranes, from the natural affinities

indicated by any such kno^vn modification. Thus, as regards the Elephant itself. Sir

Eveeaed Home wrote :
—“ The mare has no placenta, only a chorion

; the period ” (of

gestation) “ is eleven months. The Elephant, whose period is twenty-two months, 1

have no doubt, from the appearance of the inside of the uterus, has no placenta, but a

chorion*;” and the Elephant is classed accordingly with the Horse, Whale, Hog, and

Camel f.

The convictions as to the limited value of the placenta, in Mammalian Classification,

wfrich were expressed and illustrated in the Hunterian Lectures for 1860, and were

derived mainly from a study of the series of foetal structures in the Hunterian Physiolo-

gical Collection, described in the concluding volume of the ‘ Catalogue ’ of that Collec-

tion J, appear to me to be strengthened by the remarkable modifications of the placental

structm’es of the Elephant, which form the chief subject of the present communication.

Explanation of the Plate.

PLATE XVI.

Fig. 1. Chorion and placenta of the Elephant [Elephas Indicus)^ on the scale of 2 inches

to a foot.

a, a!. The chorion ; a!, the torn end from which the foetus had escaped.

h. The annular placenta.

c. The tract along which the foetal was connected with the maternal portion.

iZ, d. The superficial Hllosity at the poles of the chorion.

e. The allantoic corpuscles, seen through the exochorion.

f. Umbilical cord.

g. The urachus, before expanding into the allantois.

Fig. 2. A portion of the \illous surface of the chorion, from the part marked d in fig. 1,

of the natural size.

Fig. 3. A portion of the allantois, Hewed from its amniotic surface, showing the cor-

puscles of the natm’al size.

* Tom. cit. p. 452. t ‘ Order 7,’ tom. cit. p. 503.

J “Physiological Series,” vol, v. 4to, 1840, pp. 112—170.
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XVII. Photo-chemical Researches.—Part I. Measiireinent of the Chemical Action of Light.

By Egbert Bunsen, Professor of Chmiistry at the University of Heidelberg, and

Henry Enfield Roscoe, B.A., Ph.B., Professor of Chemistry at Owens College,

Manchester. Ccmimumcated by Professor Stokes, Sec. R.S.

Eeceived November 12,—Bead November 20 and 27, 1856.

The first and only attempt which has been made to refer the chemical action of light

to a standard measure, is to be found in the researches of Draper. The description of

the instrument and mode of observation employed by him was pubhshed in 1843, in

volume xxiii. p. 401 of the ‘ London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine.’

Even with this instrument, which as we shall show is in many respects very defective.

Draper has succeeded in establishing experimentally some of the most important rela-

tions of the chemical action of light.

In these experiments Draper collected hydrogen, evolved by electrolysis, over hydro-

chloric acid saturated with chlorine, and to this hydrogen he admitted so much chlorine,

either by diffusion from the saturated acid or by electrolysis, that the mixture consisted

of nearly equal volumes of the two gases, and entirely, or almost entirely, disappeared on

exposure to light. The alteration in the volume of the gaseous mixture arising from

the absorption of the hydi’ochloric acid formed by the action of the light, was read off

on a scale, and being, within certain limits, proportional to the time of exposure,

served as a measure of the chemical rays. -r.

This method affords, however, no means for correctly determining the point at which

the gas collected over the acid consists of equal volumes of its constituent parts
;
still more,

however, was the accuracy of Draper’s instrument impaired by not considering certain

conditions, which must be fulfilled, if exact photo-chemical measurements with chlorine

and hydi'ogen are required. The first and most essential condition, as influencing the regu-

larity of the measurements, relates to the perfectly constant composition of the gas.

MTien two gases, V and V„ having respectively the coefficients of absorption a and «„

are mixed together in such proportions that the unit of volume contains v volumes of

the one gas and volumes of the other, and when such a mixture passes through a

liquid, it rapidly changes its composition, according to a complicated law, until the

moment arrives when the gases absorbed by the liquid are contained in the relation of

av to If the gaseous mixture be collected over the liquid before the relation —
has been estabhshed, an exchange between the dissolved and free gases must occur, and

hence the composition of the gaseous mixture must constantly alter, the variations being

3 A 2
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of a greater or less amount according as the volumes of the solvent and the free and

absorbed gases increase or diminish. In the method employed by Deapee for the pre-

paration of his sensitive gas, the conditions necessary for obtaining this relation, are

not even approximately attained, so that from this cause alone, an exact agreement

between the indications of the Tithonometer cannot be possible.

Another source of more considerable error is to be found in the alterations of pressure

to which the liquid and the gaseous mixture are subjected during the whole course of

the observations. This variation of pressure causes a certain quantity of gas to escape

from solution in the liquid, and as the atmosphere in the liquid has a different com-

position from that above it, the relation between the chlorine and hydrogen vrill be

altered, and all regularity in the indications of the instrument impaired.

As we were unable, from the foregoing reasons, to employ the mode of observation

used by Deapee, we were compelled to seek for some new method, fr-ee from the eiTors

above alluded to.

With this object we have been obliged to examine all the cfrcumstances which could

possibly affect the combining power of chlorine and hydrogen, in a series of experiments

which have extended over a long space of time, and in which difficulties of no ordinary

kind have had to be overcome. For this purpose we required a mixture composed of

equal volumes of chemically pure chlorine and hydrogen gases. Amongst the various

methods which presented themselves for the preparation of such a mixture, that by

electrolysis of aqueous hydrochloric acid appeared at first sight the least hkely to give the

wished-for result, as Deapee especially mentions in his research that the electrolysis of

this acid, however long continued, never yields equal volumes of chlorine and hydrogen.

A series of careful experiments has however proved, most distinctly, that Deapee’s state-

ment is erroneous ; and we have found that the electrolytic chlorine and hydrogen mix-

ture not only consists of exactly equal volumes of chlorine and hydrogen, but that it is

perfectly free from oxygen and all oxides of chlorine which might have been formed by

secondary electrolytic action.

As the possibility of executing accurate photo-chemical determinations entfrely depends

upon this purity of the gas, we deem it necessary here to detail the experiments made

upon this subject.

When a current from three or four common-sized carbon-zinc elements is passed, by

means of carbon-poles, through hydrochloric acid of about specific gravity 1T48, all the

chlorine set free at the anode is first absorbed by the liquid. After a short time the

evolution of chlorine becomes visible, and gradually increases, whilst the colour of the

liquid becomes deeper, until a point is attained, more or less quicldy according to

the intensity of the current and the quantity of hydrochloric acid employed, at which

a statical equilibrium between the free gases and those absorbed in the hquid ensues.

From this point forwards the composition of the free and absorbed gases remams con-

stant, provided that the temperature and pressure do not vary, and the amount of hydro-
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chloric acid contained in the liquid electrolyte does not diminish below a certain amount.

The composition of the absorbed gaseous mixture varies with every change of tempera-

ture, whereas the composition of the free gas remains the same for all temperatures, pro-

vided that the statical equilibrium is not disturbed by alteration of the temperature and

pressure during the evolution of the gas.

After the statical equilibrium has been established, the gas invariably contains one

volume of chlorine to one of hydrogen. This important fact, which is strictly conform-

able to the laws of gas absorption, is deduced from the following analyses made with

electrolytic chlorine and hydrogen evolved both from carbon and platinum poles of dif-

ferent dimensions, by cm-rents of various degrees of intensity. In order accurately to

measure the volume of gas required for analysis, we allowed the dried electrolytic gas to

pass through the glass cylinders represented in Plate XVII. fig. I. These cylinders, of

the same diameter, but of various lengths, are closed by surfaces of plate glass pressed

upon the ground ends of the cylinders by means of the screws aaa^ and the joint

rendered perfectly au’-tight by a thin roll of white wax squeezed flat between the two

surfaces of glass. Each cylinder is furnished with a delivery- and exit-tube ground into

the glass, and firmly fastened by cements of gutta-percha and gypsum. The gases passed

through the cylinders until the whole of the atmospheric air was displaced
; and after

the height of the barometer and the temperature (which was kept constant during the

experiment) had been observed, the caoutchouc joinings were closed by screw-clamps, and

one of them du’ectly opened under a solution of iodide of potassium. The solution rose

immediately into the vessel and liberated a quantity of iodine exactly equivalent to tire

amount of contained chlorine. A volumetric analysis* of this liberated iodine gave us

the amount of the chlorine contained in the gas. This amount, subtracted from the

total volume of gas contained m the vessel, gave the volume of hydrogen.

If a signify the amount of iodine in grammes contained in one division of the burette,

n the number of measures of sulphurous acid required for complete decolorization of

the iodine liquid, t the number of di\isions of the burette which represents one measure

of sulphiu’ous acid, and t' the number of divisions which must be added to the liquid to

which n measm’es of sulphurous acid have been added until the blue colouring appears

;

and if the atomic weight of chlorine Cl=221’87, and that of iodine 1= 794-37, and the

specific grawty of chlorine gas s=2-45307, the volume of chlorine contained in the

vessel in cubic centimetres is equal to

( 1 .)

If the heights of the barometer and thermometer on closing the vessel were respectively

P and T, and if the capacity of the vessel expressed in cubic centimetres is equal to C,

the total volume of gas present, reduced to 0°C. and 0'"-760 expressed in cub. cent., is

found from the equation

r_ CP
(1+0-00366 T) X 0-76

* Ann . Cfe. Pham. Lsxxvi. p. 265, and Quart. Journ. Chem. Soc. viii. p. 219.
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The amount of chlorine, C, subtracted from the total volume of gas, Cj, gives the volume

of the hydi-ogen contained in the gaseous mixture. The results of a series of experiments

conducted according to this method are given in the following Table :

—

Series of Experiments I.

i

Capacity of

vessel.

Tempera-
ture.

T.

Barometer.

P. n. t. f. a. Cl.

Chlorine

found.

C.

Chlorine 1

calculated-
j

.Cl.
1

i

Exp. 1. 34-81 ii-3 0-7363 2 66-1 57-7 0-002443 32-385 16-02 16-19 i

Exp. 2. 34-81 11-6 0-7415 2 67-0 58-3 0-002443 32-580 16-27 16-29

Exp. 3. 190-24 11-5 0-7518 6 79-6 66-6 0-0024869 180-590 89-96 90-28

Exp. 4. 61-01 12-9 0-7393 2 71-9 15-2 0-0024869 56-672 28-15 28-34

Exp. 3. 64-27 12-9 0-7393 2 77*4 19-5 0-0024869 59’700 29-61 29-85

Exp. 6, 51-60 12-9 0-7393 2 76-7 45-7 0-0024869 47-931 23-57 23-96
,

The two last vertical columns show that the electrolytic chlorine and hydrogen gas

invariably contains equal volumes of its constituents, and that the small variations from

this proportion, which occur in these experiments, do not exceed in amount the errors of

observation to which even the most accurate analytical processes are necessarily subject.

These analyses show also that the gas under examination did not contain any free oxygen,

for if a decomposition of the water as well as the hydrochloric acid had taken place, by

which two volumes of hydrogen are disengaged for every volume of oxygen, the volume

of hydrogen could not have stood to the volume of chlorine, nor to the volume of clilo-

rine and oxygen, in the simple relation of equality ; especially as the free oxygen is not

estimated by the volumetric method employed. The absence of all oxides of chlorine

which might have been formed by secondary action may also be deduced from the

following considerations. In the electrolysis of hydrochloric acid, the liberation of every

two volumes of hydrogen is accompanied by an evolution of two volumes of chloiine ; in

the electrolysis of water the same two volumes of hydrogen are accompanied by only one

volume of oxygen. This oxygen, combined with two volumes of chlorine, gives two

volumes of hypochlorous acid gas. As soon as the equihbrium between the electrolytic

liquid and the evolved gas has been established, the liberated gas would contain,

supposing this decomposition to occur, in six volumes, four volumes of hydrogen and

two volumes of hypochlorous acid gas. These two volumes, CIO, liberate, however,

just as much iodine as four volumes of chlorine. Hence the analysis would have ghnn

four instead of three volumes of chlorine, on the supjjosition that the whole of the

chlorine combmed with oxygen to form hypochlorous acid. If only small quantities of

hypochlorous acid were present, a slight excess of chlorine above the normal amoimt

would have been found, whereas experiment always gave a slight loss of chlorine. By

similar reasoning, it may be proved that none of the higher oxides of chlorine can be

contained as admixtures in the gas.

The perfect purity of the electrolytic gas haring been thus established beyond doubt,

a question of no less importance presented itself
;
namely, does the combination of chlo-
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rine and hydrogen take place in the dark at ordinary atmospheric temperatures, or is

the presence of hght a necessary condition'? For the purpose of determining this ques-

tion, the experiments just cited, calculated according to formula (1.), were repeated with

the difference, that the analyses were made after the vessels containing the gaseous

mixtures had remained for some hours in the dark. We obtained,

—

Series of Experiments II.

No.

Capacity

of vessel.

Cl-

Tempe-
rature.

T.

Barometer.

P. W. t. t'. a.

Chlorine

found.

c.

Chlorine

calculated.

iCj.

21 hours in dark... <

2 hours in dark...

'

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

190-24

113-03

73-42

51-60

61-01

O

11-1

11-1

11-1

12-9

12-9

0-7265

0-7265

0-7265

0-7393

0-7393

5

3

2

2
2

92-0

89-9

39-8

76-7

71*9

59-9

34-4

26-0

45-7

15-2

0-0024869
0-0024869
0-0024869
0-0024864
0-0024864

87-57

51-50

33-62

23-57

28-14

87-38

51-91

33-72

23-96

28-34

These experiments show, that, after standing from two to twenty-one hours in the dark,

only from I to 1*5 per cent, of the total chlorine had disappeared. The numbers in the

two last vertical columns prove clearly that the electrolytic chlorine and hydrogen mixture

remains unaltered when light is excluded, and that if the small differences which occur

do not arise altogether from errors of observation, still then- influence on the photo-

chemical determinations is so small that it may be enthely neglected.

Having thus assured ourselves, in the foregoing experiments, that the electrolysis of

aqueous hydrochloric acid affords a simple and rehable method of preparing a gaseous

mixtui’e of perfectly constant composition, which is unalterable in the dark, but sensitive

when exposed to hght, it now only remained carefully to examine all the circumstances

which could possibly modify the action of light on the mixture, so that in the determi-

nations they may be either enthely removed or allowed for in the calculations.

As we do not deem it necessary here to enumerate the various preliminary experi-

ments which at last led us to the wished-for result, but tried our patience for upwards

of half a year, we proceed at once to the description of the instrument by means of

which we have been ultimately enabled to exclude aU distm'bing causes from our deter-

minations, and have succeeded in referring the chemical action of light, not only to a com-

parative, but, as we shall show in a later section, even to an absolute measurement.

The arrangement of the apparatus we have employed is as follows :—The glass tube, a,

fig. 2, blown before the glass blowpipe, serves for the electrolysis of the hydrochloric acid,

and contains two electrodes of carbon, which are connected with three or four common-

sized zinc-carbon elements, C, by means of the platinum wires hb melted through the

glass. Between this vessel a and the battery C, is placed the gyrotrope D, by means

of which the resistance in the circuit can be at any time greatly increased ; this is

instantly effected by reversing the balance-wire, so that the current passes through the

smaU decomposing cell d containing a very dilute acid. By including and excluding
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this cell from the circuit, the evolution of gas in the vessel a may be at any moment

brought to a maximum or minimum amount. The chlorine and hydrogen mixture

evolved by the current passes from the vessel a, through an accurately ground-glass

joint rendered perfectly air-tight by a layer of water contained in the cup g, into the

washing-bulbs w, partly tilled with water, whence it traverses the tube furnished with

the glass stopcock li. Between this stopcock and the horizontal tube K, is placed the

vessel in which the gas is exposed to the action of the light. This insolation-vessel

contains from 2 to 3 cub. cent, of water, and is attached to the tubes at either end by

air-tight ground-glass joints, so that when the glass stopcock is open, the gas bubbles

through the water contained in the vessel «, then passes into the tube K and through the

winter contained in the vessel and finally escapes into the condenser E, in which all the

chlorine is absorbed by alternate layers of charcoal and slaked lime. "NATien the gas is

allowed to pass through the whole apparatus, the liquids contained in the vessels a, w. i

and I become by degrees saturated
; the composition of the free gas undergoes therefore

a constant alteration, which diminishes in proportion as the liquids approach the point

of saturation. As soon as this point of saturation is reached, and the equihbiium of

absorption established, the composition of the free gas remains perfectly constant, and

is represented by one volume of chlorine to one volume of hydrogen.

The gas in different parts of the apparatus is subject to different pressures. At the

surface of the carbon-poles the gas is under a pressure of the columns of liquid in a, w,

i and I', ^tf, of the columns in w, i and 1] at A to the pressure of i and I ; and lastly, in

the insolation-vessel and in the observation-tube ss, to the pressure of the column of

liquid in 1. Any alteration in the pressure at any one of these parts of the apparatus

causes an alteration in the composition of the free gas, and necessitates a ffesh satura-

tion, in order to regain the required equilibrium. Hence the pressure must be kept

constant, not only whilst the observations are being made, as the nature of the appa-

ratus requires, but also during the time which elapses between each set of observations.

For this purpose the following arrangement was made :—As soon as the volume of gas

to be employed for the observations has been shut off by closing the stopcock /?, by which

the pressure in no part of the apparatus is altered, the current of electricity is weakened

by reversing the balance-wire of the gyrotrope, and thus the eA olution of gas in the decom-

posing cell a is rendered very slight. This feeble cuiTent of gas, which merely serves to

keep the hquids in a and w in a state of equilibrium, cannot escape by the stopcock, but

finds its way through a small manometer, m, fused on to the tubey'and containing water,

and thence by means of a caoutchouc connector into the tube Avhich dips under

Avater in the bottle F. This bottle serves as a regulator of the pressure, Avhich may at

pleasure be diminished or increased by raising or depressing the tube p in the liquid.

From this bottle, F, the gas passes into the second charcoal and lime condenser, G.

In order to protect the gas contained in the insolation-vessel from alterations of A'olume

ensuing from external heat, either from the source of light or from the body of the

observer, Ave have employed several arrangements of screens, which we shall more fully

t
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describe when treating of the testing of the instrument. For the sake of simphcity, in

figure 2 only a part of these screens has been represented ; namely, the screen L, the

convex lens M, and the cylinder N, closed by plates of glass and filled with water. In

all the observations, in addition to these arrangements, the double metallic screen, fig. 4,

afterwards described, was employed.

The following is the method adopted for filling the apparatus. The washing-bulbs

w, the insolation-vessel ^, and the small vessel I, having been supplied with the proper

amount of water, the evolution-tube a is filled with hydrochloric acid of about sp. gr.

IT 48, and the neck carefully placed upon the ground end of the tubey. The lower

end of the tube a dips in mercmy, which acts as a spring, pressing the tube against the

end of the washing-bulbs the upper part of the tube is surrounded by water, to pre-

vent the platinum "wires fused into the glass from being heated by the passage of the

electricity. A current from three or four elements is now led through the acid by

means of the gyrotrope
; the mixed gases are rapidly evolved, and can pass in two

directions, according to the depth to which the tube f dips under the level of the water

in the bottle F. If the lower end of this tube is placed at such a depth in the liquid

that the sum of the pressures rr, m is larger than the sum of the pressures of the

columns of liquid at w, ^ and /, the gas will pass throughy w, /q ^, I into the con-

denser E, supposing, of course, that the stopcock h is open. If, on the contrary, the

tubep be drawn up through the caoutchouc cap t, in which it moves air-tight, until the

sum of the pressures of the columns rr and vv is less than that of w, i and the gas

takes the direction m, vv, p, rr, and issues into the condenser G. The tube p is usually

fixed in such a position that the slightest displacement is sufficient to cause the gas to

pass in either direction. Diuing the evolution of the gas and saturation of the liquids,

the equilibrium between the free and absorbed gases and the complete expulsion of the

air, is effected by allowing the gas to pass through the apparatus in both directions. The

apparatus being thus filled with the sensitive gas, and the stopcock h shut, the observa-

tions are made by measuring the diminution of the volume of enclosed gas on the scale

of the horizontal tube ss of accurately determined capacity.

It being necessary, as we shall hereafter show, in order completely to saturate the 10

or 12 grammes of water contained in the Avhole apparatus, to evolve not less than from

6 to 10 litres of the electrolytic gas, we found that the platinum wires in the evolution-

tube were so quickly acted upon by the chlorine, that they had to be renewed after two

or three days’ use. This continual reparation of the apparatus was the more inconve-

nient, because, in the original saturation of the water, the gas has to be led through the

apparatus for a period of from three to six days. After many fruitless attempts, we

have at last overcome this difficulty by the following arrangement of the carbon-poles.

Small carbon points or plates are cut off from the cylinder of a carbon-zinc element

which has been long in use, and after they have been boiled in aqua regia, they are

heated to whiteness in a stream of dry chlorine until all sublimation of chloride of iron

or other volatile chlorine compounds has completely ceased. Platinum wires, whose ends

MDCCCLVII. 3 B
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have been sharpened and hardened by hammering, are then firmly fixed into small holes

bored in the carbon-poles by a needle, and over the platinum wire is placed a thread of

glass drawn out before the blowpipe. This thread is melted in the blo-wpipe fiame at

the point at which it touches the carbon, and pressed do'wn over the carbon and 'wire

so as to form a button of glass, as is seen in fig. 3, Plate X^TII. The whole wire and

glass thread is then slowly draum through the fiame, so that the glass is completely

melted upon the platinum wire, forming an enamel throughout its whole length, and

completely protecting it from the action of the chlorine. In order to preseiwe the ends

of the "wires which are fixed into the carbon, from the action of the acid, it is sufficient

to impregnate the upper end of the carbons mth a httle white wax. If the precaution

be adopted of fusing the wires into the upper end of the tube, as is seen in fig. 2, so

that the necessarily unprotected part of the wire does not come in contact "with the

liquid, no destruction of the electrodes, or of the wires need be feared, even when the

instrument is in continual use. Another very important precaution which must be

attended to regarding the electrodes, is that the carbon-poles must never be allowed to

come in contact "with the free gas, for carbon prepared in the manner described, acts

upon the mixture of chlorine and hydrogen exactly as spongy platinum acts upon the

mixture of oxygen and hydrogen. In the course of our experiments we have had

many opportunities of obser'ring this catalytic action of the carbon, and more than once

has this action proceeded so rapidly that infiammation of the gaseous mixtui-e has

occurred, and the apparatus was shattered with a sharp explosion.

The varying stand of the water in the horizontal tube ss can be conveniently obseiwed

by the light of a distant candle or lamp, which exerts no perceptible action on the sen-

sitive gas. f

The following conditions, necessary in order to obtain exact photo-chemical measure-

ments with a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen, are completely fulfilled in the apparatus

just described.

(1) The gas which is exposed to the action of the light consists of exactly equal

volumes of chlorine and hydrogen.

(2) It does not contain any foreign impurities.

(3) Throughout the whole apparatus it does not come in contact with caoutchouc or

other organic matter which could alter its composition.

(4) The change of pressure during the whole series of observations is quite imper-

ceptible, owing to the volume of water in the "s'essel I being much larger than that in the

observation-tube ss.

(5) The statical equilibrium betAveen the absorbed and free gases can be perfectly

established.

(6) The layer of water in the insolation-vessel i does not alter its position during the

experiment, so that the hydrochloric acid formed by the action of the light is always

absorbed under precisely the same conditions.

(7) The vessel i is covered outside with black varnish, reaching as high as the level of
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the water, so that no alteration in the free gas can ensue from the combination of the

chlorine and hydrogen dissolved in the water.

(8) The volume of uninsolated gas which enters the vessel i from the horizontal tube

ss during the observations, is very small compared with the total volume of gas exposed

to the light. In most of the experiments it amounted to about 5-^00 of the total volume

for every division on the observation-tube.

(9) The disturbing action of radiant heat is fully eliminated.

Ha\'ing thus explained the arrangement of our instrument, we now pass to a descrip-

tion of the experiments instituted for the purpose of testing its efficacy.

The first action of light on the electrolytic chlorine and hydrogen is accompanied by

a phenomenon of a very peculiar nature, which we have named Photo-chemical Induc-

tion, to the fuU consideration of which a special section of this investigation has been

devoted. On exposing the sensitive gas to a constant source of light, the chemical action

does not at once commence to its full extent ; to begin with, it is either not perceptible

or of very slight amount, but gradually increases until a permanent maximum has been

reached. The following experiment shows this gradual increase of the original action.

Series of Experiments III.

Time in minutes Corrected observation. Action every minute.

lOO-O

100-5

102-1

102-6

103-2

105-3

119-9

139-1

170-2

200-6

0

-

5

1

-

6
0-5

0-6

2-1

14-6

29-

2
31-1

30

-

4

In the first minute the action was only 0-5, and after the lapse of eight minutes it had

reached 31-1, at which it remained constant. The enlargement of the combining power

of chlorine and hydrogen is also observed, when the amount of light falling on the gas is

suddenly increased. This peculiar action of the light determines the method which

must be followed in the measurement of the chemical rays. The observations can never

be made use of until the successive difierences have become constant. In order to form

an estimate of the trustworthiness of an experiment from the regularity of the difier-

ences, and to eliminate as much as possible the slight variations in the working of the

instrument, it is almost always sufficient to read otf the stand of the liquid every minute,

and to take the mean of ten or twelve such observations. The folloAving experiment,

calculated in this manner, gave the mean values as below :

—

3 B 2
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Series o£ Experiments IV.

Time.
Corrected

observation.

0 102-1

1 104-2

2 107-3

3 113-5

4 125-0

5 135-4

6 145-9

7 159-3

8 172-5

9 185-6

10 198-8

11 211-9

12 226-1

13 237-2

14 251-4

15 266-1

Action of the light

in one minute.

!Mean action from
three observations.

2-1

3-1

6-2

11-5

10-4

10-5

13-4d
' 13-2 '> 13-23

13-1
13-2''

13-1 13-50

14-2

11-n
14-2

14-7J

13-35

The mean of the three values in the fourth column is 13‘36, ghing the following

differences :

—

Pound. Mean. Difference.

13-23 . . . 13-36 . . . •FO-13

13-50 . . . 13-36 . . . -0-14

13-35 . . . 13-36 . . .
4-0-01

From these numbers, it is seen that by the combination of such a series of obseiTations.

the small irregularities, arising chiefly from capillary resistance in the tube ss, are satis-

factorily eliminated.

In order to ascertain the limits of accuracy to which the indications of our instru-

ment reached, it was necessary to determine, first, the length of time diu’ing which the

electrolysis of a given volume of hydrochloric acid yields a gas of uniform composition

;

and secondly, the circumstances which influence the establishment of the statical equih-

brium between the free and absorbed gases in the liquids contained in the apparatus.

For this pm’pose we required a source of light nEich should remain constant for a con-

siderable length of time
;

this we obtained by employing a coal-gas flame of constant

dimensions issuing from Scott’s annular burner. A millimetre scale was etched upon

the glass chimney of the lamp by hydrofluoric acid, and in order to avoid the errors

arising from parallax, the height of the flame was read off on the scale through a tele-

scope placed at the same height.

The amount of the chemical rays emitted by any flame depends upon its dimensions

and its luminous intensity. We eliminated all sources of error arising from -variations in

the dimensions of the flame, by cutting off the greater part of the light nith a screen,

and thus employing only a small portion of the most intensely luminous rays as the

source of light. In order that the intensity of the flame should remain as much as

possible constant during our experiments, we determined the height of the flame of the
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Scott’s burner at which an alteration in the dimensions of the flame produced the least

variation in the luminous intensity. In the following experiments, conducted for this

purpose, the intensity of the light from the most luminous parts of flames of different

dimensions was measured by allowing the various amounts of light to fall through the

same opening upon the sensitive gas in the instrument. The first horizontal division in

the following Table contains the heights of the various flames measured by the millimetre

scale on the chimney
;
the remaining divisions give the amount of chemical action pro-

duced by radiation from equal surfaces of the various flames.

Series of Experiments V.

Height of the flame. 82 millims. 95 millims. 110 millims. 133 millims.

r
21-0 18-77 13-84 9*0

Observed intensity] 22-0 19*17 17*31 9*0

of the chemical rays 1 19-0 17-61 16-39 9*0

1
21-0 19-23 17*20 9*0

Mean intensity 20-75 18-69 16-78 9*0

These experiments give the following variation in the intensity of the chemical rays

for alteration in the heights of different-sized flames :

—

Height of flame.
Intensity of

chemical rays.

Difference of

height.

Difference of

intensity.

130 mm.
110 „

95 „
82 „

9*00

16-78

18-69

20-75

20-0 mm.
15-0 „
13-0 „

7-78

1*91

2-06

Hence it is seen that when the flame is from 95 to 110 millims. in height, alterations

in the size of the luminous cone are accompanied by the smallest alterations in the

intensity of the chemical rays. For this reason, in all the experiments in which the

annular burner was employed, we placed the flame at a height of about 100 millimetres.

As the limit of height within which the flame could be kept constant was about 6 mil-

limetres, and as accorchng to the above experiments a variation of 15 millims. in the

height of the flame causes an alteration of of the total intensity, the errors in the

determinations arising from variations in the size of the flame could not amount to more

than 4 per cent., supposing that no other errors occurred from differences in the compo-

sition of the coal-gas employed. The accurate agreement of a large number of photo-

chemical measurements made at different times with the Heidelberg coal-gas, for the pre-

paration of which the process remained unaltered during the period of our experiments,

proved, as we shall show, that no appreciable difference in the intensity of the chemical

rays occurred in the flame of coal-gas prepared at various times. The next point to

determine was the influence which the strength of the electrolysed hydrochloric acid, as

well as the intensity of the current employed to decompose it, exerted upon the compo-

sition of the sensitive gas ; and the length of time which is necessary to lead the gas
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through the apparatus before all the air is expelled, and the requisite equilibrium

between the absorbed and free gases established.

In order to answer these questions, we led a cuirrent of gas for several days through

our instrument, freshly filled, observing from time to time the amount of action effected

by the constant source of light. We obtained the following results, which were similarly

observed each time the apparatus was refilled.

Series of Experiments VI.

Experiment 1, Experiment 2.

Duration of

the saturation.

Action for each

minute from
twelve obser-

vations.

Duration of

the saturation.

Action for each

minute from
twelve obser-

vations.

Duration of

the saturation.

Action for one
minute from
twelve obser-

vations.

Duration of

the saturation.

Action for one
minute from
twelve obser-

vations.

First day. Fourth day. First day. Third day.
h m h m h m m
1 9 0-00 30 9-65 1 5 0-00 5 9-90

15 2-49 1 1 18-39 1 35 0-00 10 10-10

15 3-06 15 23-06 33 2-08 30 11-52

Third day. 5 22-26 5 2-08 15 12-83

18 5-57 27 23-22 Second day. 20 12-92

16 5*21 10 25-63 30 5-93 15 13-64

25 5-36 1 8 19-66 20 6-41 10 13-60

39 5-01 15 17-28 15 7-40

31 4-86 . 1 8 14-60 1 0 8-43

39 5-14 Fifth day. 10 8-39

1 19 3-32 15 26-49 35 6-60

19 2-47 2 25-32

29 2-12 2 27-19

20 2-43 2 26-95

2 26-08

2 25-87

2 27-43

From the first of these experiments, in which, as in all the later ones, hydrochloric

acid of spec. grav. 1'148 was used, it is seen that after the gas had passed one hour

through the apparatus the action was O’O ; after two hours’ saturation the action rose to

5-57, at which amount it remained stationary after the gas had again passed through

for 2^ hours; on further saturation the action diminished to about 2’43. Tlie difier-

ence between the weight of the decomposing cell before and after the experiment, showed

that 3755 cub. cent, of the chlorine and hydrogen mixture had passed tlirough the

vessel i, of about 7 cub. cent, capacity and containing 1‘8 cub. cent, of water, and that

the quantity of hydrochloric acid contained in the electrolyte had diminished from 30

to 20 ’5 per cent.

'Ihe experiment, which thus far had occupied two days, was extended o's er the follow-

ing days, the diluted acid being replaced by concentrated acid. After the gas had passed

through the instrument for half an hour the action increased to 9-65, and after satura-

tion for another quarter of an hour the action amounted to 23-06, at Avhich number it

remained constant for several successive hours. On further saturation the action dimi-

nished to 14-6. The volume of gas which had passed through the insolation-vessel
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amounted to 2544 cub. cent., and the quantity of anhydrous acid contained in the elec-

trolytic liquid had decreased from 30 to 21 ‘4 per cent. On continuing the experiment

on the fifth day with fresh hydrochloric acid, the action attained a maximum of 20 '40

after the gas had been led through for fifteen minutes. This maximum action remained

constant in all subsequent experiments with renewed quantities of acid, and in each case

a short saturation sufficed to bring the gas to the maximum degree of sensibility, in

which the action was 26’49.

The second series of experiments gives, as may be seen, the same general results as

the one just described.

From these and a large number of similar experiments which we have made in the

course of the testing of the instrument, the following conclusions may be drawn :

—

(1) When the quantity of hydrochloric acid contained in the liquid electrolyte has

decreased from 30 to about 23 per cent., the evolved gases are no longer fitted for com-

parative photo-chemical measurements.

(2) In order to attain the first constant action, at least 2000 cub. cent, of gas must

be passed through the small vessel of 7 cub. cent, capacity, containing 1-8 cub. cent, of

water.

(3) By continued saturation the action increases up to a certain point at which a per-

manently constant maximum is reached, which in our apparatus was not attained until

more than 6000 cub. cent, of the chlorine and hydrogen mixture had passed through

the insolation-vessel.

(4) The attainment of the necessary equilibrium in the apparatus is much accelerated

by allowing the water to remain in contact with the gases during the night. Were the

saturation continued without intermission, a much larger quantity of gas would have to

be led through the apparatus before the maximum action is attained, than was required

in the foregoing experiments. All the attempts which we have as yet made to shorten this

most tedious period of preparation necessary for the execution of photo-chemical measure-

ments with chlorine and hydrogen have proved fruitless.

Long experience has shown that the apparatus is most conveniently filled by the

following manipulation. The operation is commenced in the morning by filling the

evolution-tube a, fig. 2, udth about 55 cub. cent, of hydrochloric acid of spec. grav.

1T48, and leading through the apparatus the gas evolved from this cell at such a rate

that about two bubbles pass through the washing-bulbs and insolation-vessel every second

of time. In the afternoon, the acid, which can be reduced by 7 per cent, of its original

volume, is changed, and the operation repeated, with the important exception that the

gas evolved during the first hour, containing air and excess of hydrogen, is not allowed

to pass through the apparatus, but escapes through the manometer by the tubes vv,

p into the condenser G. The instrument, protected from all exposure to light, is then

allowed to stand during the night with the stopcock closed, and the operations are com-

menced in the morning anew, care being always taken to allow the impure gas to escape

during the first hour of evolution. During the intervals of saturation, the photo-chemical
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sensibility of the gaseous mixture is determined by obsening the action produced by a

gas-flame of constant dimensions.

As soon as a maximum action has been reached, which generally occurs in from three

to six, sometimes even from eight to nine days, according to cu'cumstances, the instrument

can be used for comparative measurements extending over a period of several months,

and requires only a short preparation to enable it to give correct results throughout the

day. All that is necessary for this purpose, is to pass the gas evolved from fresh hydro-

chloric acid, for an hour through the manometer m, and afterwards the glass stopcock

/a is opened, and the gas allowed to pass through the apparatus for from fifteen minutes

to an hour, after which the maximum action has generally been attained. As soon as

the stopcock is shut, in order that the observations may be begun, the balance-wire of

the gyrotrope is reversed, so that the hydrochloric acid is constantly decomposed by a

very feeble current. If this precaution be neglected, the equilibrium of the gases dis-

solved in the acid is soon destroyed, owing to a contact-combination of the chlorine and

hydrogen taking place on the surfaces of the carbon-poles. Above all, access of air in

the washing-bulbs and in the insolation-vessel must be most carefully avoided. If the

insolation-vessel be removed from the apparatus for merely a few moments, a satiuntion

lasting from two to six days is necessary before the maximum degree of sensibility is

again reached. The amount of foreign gas which is sufficient to render the indications

of the instrument incorrect, cannot approach to a billionth part of the total volume of

gas. We shall have occasion to return to this remarkable fact in a later part of the

research ; but we may here remark, that when the maximum action has been reached,

the explosive nature of the gas is so great, that a thin glass bulb of the size of a pigeon’s

egg filled with the gas, immediately explodes on exposure to the diffuse hght of an over-

clouded sky at an open window. On taking the apparatus to pieces, portions of the gas

have several times exploded on exposure to evening light, even after the sun had disap-

peared below the horizon.

Having thus determined the conditions which must be fulfilled in order to obtain

comparative results, we proceed to the examination of the influence Avhich the heat

radiated from the source of light, and the heat of combustion CA'olved by the combina-

tion of the gases, exert upon the indications of the instrument.

The relation between the volumes of the insolation-vessel used in these experiments,

and the volume occupied by one division on the obseiwation-tube, Avas as 7430 to I.

Hence, if this A-essel were heated from 0° C. to 0°‘0366 C., the AA'hole mass of gas would

be increased by a volume represented by one dmsion of the tube. Our instrument is

therefore not only a photometer, but also a A^ery sensitAe air-thermometer, and all experi-

ments Avith it must be conducted in a space AAuthin AAliich the changes of temperature

are not large enough to cause any perceptible error.

This condition Avas fulfilled by experimenting in a room of AA'hich the outer AA'all aaus

at no time of day exposed to the direct sunlight, and the only AvindoAv completely closed

from without.
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In order to eliminate the more serious errors arising from the radiant heat of the source

of hght, we placed, as we previously mentioned, a glass cylinder, N, Plate XVII. fig. 2,

closed by plates of glass and filled with water, between the source of light and the inso-

lation-vessel In addition to this water-cylinder, the insolation-vessel was further pro-

tected fi’om access of radiant heat by the double metalhc screen, fig. 4, placed between

the insolation-vessel and the water-cylinder N, fig. 2. The apertures in the middle of

each sheet of metal were closed by perfectly clear thin plates of mica, behind which was

placed the insolation-vessel ^ contained in the blackened cap c and covered by the lid d.

Lateral slits in the cap, with others corresponding in the lid, allowed the tubes oo to

pass out, and currents of air were excluded by stopping the lateral slits with black wool.

As it is important to observe the height of the flame whilst the absorption is being read

otf on the scale, a small hole, I, was made in the lid d, through which the point of the

flame could be easily seen.

By this arrangement all errors arising from radiant heat were completely excluded,

for it was found that if the vessel i were filled vdth a gas which is not sensitive to light,

the stand of the water in the observation-tube remained constant, whether the gas were

exposed to the hght or not.

It now only remained to determine the efiect produced on the indications by the heat

evolved from the combination of the gases. A phenomenon of great importance here pre-

sented itself. If the insolation-vessel be suddenly darkened during the normal working

of the apparatus, it is found that the action does not instantly cease, but that the volume

Sp of gas read ofi" at the moment of darkening diminishes after the lapse of the times

the volumes so that for the times — &c., after the light

had been cut off, a corresponding decrease of volume (^p— Si)(Si— Sj) is found. The time

during which this decrease of volume takes place is a very short one, as may be seen

from the following experiments, made at 20°’9 C. and 0“‘7497 Barom.

Series of Experiments VII.

Experiment 1. Experiment 2. Experiment 3.

Time in

seconds.

t.

Observa-

tions on
the scale.*

s.

/i
— /p. «p

—
Sl.

Time in

seconds.

t.

Observa-

tions on

the scale.

s.

— ^0- Sp— *2.

Time in

seconds.

t.

Observa-
tions on
the scale.

s.

ti— tg. Sp— *2.

Insolated

Darkened

U
0

60
120

180

190

200
210

220
230
240

241-0

253-5

265-5

278-0

279-5

279-7

279-8

279-8

279-8

279-8

60
60

60
10

10

10

10

10

10

12-5

12-0

12-5

1-5

0-2

0-1

0-0

0-0

0-0

Insolated

Darkened

H
0

60
120

130
140

150

160

170

293-5

307-5

321-5

323-0

323-3

323-4

323-4

323-4

//

60

60
10

10

10

10

10

14-0

14-0

1-5

0-3

0-1

0-0

0-0

Insolated

Darkened

//

0

30
60

90
120

150

339-5

322-0

306-0

301-0

300-0

300-0

tt

30
30

30
30
30

17-5

16-0

5-0

1-0

0-0

• The increasing numbers on the divided arbitrary scale of the instrument correspond to a diminution of

the volume of the total gas.

MDCCCLVII. 3 C
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Experiment 1 shows that in the first 10" after the withdrawal of hght, the Tolume of

gas diminished 1’6 volume, in the following 10" 0’2, in the next 10" 0-1 volume, and

that then no further diminution was perceptible. In experiment 2 the diminution of

volume amounted in the first 10" to 1'5, in the following 10" to O'S volume, and in the

next 10" to O’l volume, after which the gas preserv’ed its constant volume. In experi-

ment 3 the volume diminished after the first 30" by 5‘0 volume, after the second 30" by

I'O volume, and then the water in the tube remained stationary. This subsequent action,

after removal of light, may arise from several causes.

In the first place, the slow combustion of the chlorine and hydrogen produces a known

amount of heat, and the increased degree of temperatiu’e Wo, arising therefrom, becomes

constant when the amount of heat lost by radiation and conduction is equal to the

amount added by combustion of the gases. The gas in the insolation-vessel is therefore

always warmer than the surrounding medium by a temperatme (W^—W„) where W„
represents that of the ah. When the insolation, and with it the supply of heat, ceases,

the gas cools down from W^ to W,^, and the contraction ensuing from this diminution of

temperature accounts for at least a portion of the action observed after ’withdrawal of

the light. This subsequent contraction may, in the second place, be caused by the non-

instantaneous absorption, by the water, of the hydirochloric acid formed by the slow

combustion of the chlorine and hydrogen. In this case, as 'with the heat, an equilibiium

between the amount of hydrochloric acid formed and that absorbed by the water, -will

ensue as soon as the quantity of acid absorbed is equal to that produced, and a constant

amount of hydirochloric acid will remain in the gaseous mixture. With the exclusion

of light the supply of hydrochloric acid ceases, and this constant amomit of acid is

absorbed by the water, causing a corresponding diminution in the volume of the gaseous

mixture. Lastly, it is possible that the combination of the chlorine and hydirogen does

not instantly cease with the exclusion of light, but that by insolation the gases are

brought into a condition of increased affinity, which continues for a certain time in the

dark. As these three conditions might exert a great infiuence upon the action of our

instrument, we thought it necessary to determine then relative importance.

The three questions to be solved were,

—

1st. "SAhat is the infiuence exerted by the slow combustion of the chlorine and hydro-

gen upon the action of the instrument 1

2ndly. To what extent can the hydrochloric acid formed by insolation, but not absorbed

by the water, cause an irregularity in the indications 1

3rdly. Is the presence of light necessary for the combination of the chlorine and

hydrogen, or can this combination occur for a short time after exclusion of light ?

The following considerations prepare the way for the solution of these questions.

When a sensitive mixture of chlorine and hydrogen is exposed to the action of light,

the temperature of the gas gradually rises up to a pomt at which it remains stationary,

o'wing to the amount of heat absorbed being equal to that evok ed from the combustion

of the gases. As the amount of heat evolved by the combination of the chlorine can be

calculated from experiment, we only require to determine the amount of heat absorbed
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during the same space of time in order to obtain the value of (W^—W„), or the differ-

ence of temperature between the gas and the surrounding medium. If the volume of

gas burnt in the unit of time immediately before exclusion of light, measured in cubic

centimetres at the temperature W,, and pressure P, be called R, the weight in grammes

of the chlorine combined with hydrogen in the unit of time is found from the formula

Si P R
773

"

0-76 (1 + 0-00366 Wo)
2~^’

where Si is the specific gravity of chlorine. If, therefore, the amount of heat evolved by

the combustion of 1 grm. of chlorine with hydrogen, measured by the rise of temperature

of 1 grm. of water, be called C, the amount of heat evolved from combustion of the

chlorine in a unit of time expressed in units of heat is AC.

The quantity of heat absorbed can be calculated when the cooling-velocity of the

insolation-vessel for a degree Centigrade is known. In order to determine this value,

Avhich we may call a, we exchanged our insolation-vessel for another of the same dimen-

sions, in the interior of which a fine platinum wire was fixed by fusion through the glass.

AMien a weak current of electricity was passed through the wire, the sensitive gas being

protected from the action of the light, an immediate expansion by heat occurred, which,

as soon as the current was interrupted, gave place to a corresponding contraction. As

the weight of the insolation-vessel was at least 1000 times greater than that of the gas

contained in it, the amount of heat communicated from the gas to the vessel may be

regarded as infinitely small.

The observations for the determination of a were thus conducted. First, the con-

stant position of the water in the tube was noted; then, after the gas had been

expanded to the position by means of the current passing through the platinum wire,

the electricity was cut off and the time observed, by means of a pendulum vibrating

half seconds, during which the gas diminished in volume from to Wj. According to

this method of observation, it was only necessary to determine the interval of time during

which the volume of gas diminished a constant amount; hence results of sufficient

accuracy were obtained, notwithstanding the rapidity at which the gas cooled down.

The determination gave the following numbers :

—

Series of Experiments VIII.

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3. Exp. 4. Exp. 5.

^0 320 353 427 420 427
310 340 420 410 420

W', 300 330 410 400 410

Time fQ— q in which 1

1"-1the change to

occurred J

0"-9 1"-1 l"-2 1"-1

The figures in the first three horizontal divisions may be supposed to represent tempera-

tures measured on a relative but arbitrary scale.

3 c 2
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The excess of temperature of the gas over that of the suiTOunding medium was

therefore, for the time
,
Wq— Wj—

;

and if a represents the cool-

ing velocity for the thermometric unit and this difference of temperature, we have

du
-7,= —au.
dt

The integral of this differential equation is log natw=— const., and according to

definition of log nat Wo= const., and log nat Wi= —afj-f- const. Hence

log nat Mq—log nat u^

The values of calculated from the experiments according to this formula, are as follow :

Exp. 1 . .

a.

. 0-630

Difference.

-0-047

Exp. 2 . . . 0-567 -0-110

Exp. 3 . . . 0-806 -i-0-129

Exp. 4 . . . 0-578 -0-099

Exp. 5 . . . 0-806 +0-129

Mean . . 0-677

Although the difference between each value of a and the mean is considerable, yet in the

calculation of the temperature this variation has very little infiuence, a difference of OTl

m the value of a causing an error of only a few hundi’edths of a centesimal degree.

If the difference of temperature between the gas and the surrounding medium at the

moment of exclusion of light is (Wo—W„), measured in centesimal degrees, the cooling-

velocity immediately after darkening is a (Wo— W„). If, further, the volume in cub. cent,

of the gaseous mixture at the moment of closing is called Vo, its specific gravity s, the

pressure to which it is subject P, its temperature Wo, and its specific heat by constant

pressure compared with water c ; and if the weight of the platinum in the vessel is

and its specific heat Ci, the decrease of temperature in the unit of time during the cooling,

expressed in units of heat representing the amount required to raise one cub. cent, of

water one degree Centigrade, is found from the expression

{076 (1+0-00366 Wo) *773 O^'o— «)•

As the amount of heat evolved by combustion is equal to that lost by radiation, we have

Si P RC_|
773 '076 (1+0-00366 Wo) 2 1

sc

773 0-76 (1 + 0-00366 Wo)
Vo-fc.i)U(W„-W„).

x\s the values of Wo and W„ differ only by a few hundredths of a degree Centigrade, it

is possible to replace the value (l-J- 0-00366 W„) for (1-f 0-00366 Wo) without exceeding

the limits of the errors of observation.

^ scP

^""773.0-76 (1 + 0-00366 WJ’

Hence if A= SiPC

2.773.0-76 (1+ 0-00366 WJ’
and
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A . R= (B . Vo+ Cip) a (Wo—W„) ;
and hence

A T?W _W -1-
“ ” a (BVq+ CjP)'

In order to be able to employ the experiments communicated in Series VII., page 3G9,

for the calculation of (Wo—W„), the volumes read off on the divided scale were reduced

to cub. cent., and placed in the following Tables :

—

Series of Experiments IX.

Experiment 1. Experiment 2. Experiment 3.
j

Time.

Volume
in

cub. cent.

Diminution
ofvolume in

one second.

Time.
Volume

in

cub. cent.

Diminution
of volumein
one second.

Time.
Volume

in

cub. cent.

Diminution
|

of volume in

:

one second.
|

Insolated 0 0

1 0

2 0

Darkened 3 0

3 10

3 20

3 30
3 40

3 50

4-20926

4-19983

4-19078

4-18136

4-18023

4-18008

4-18000

4-18000

4-18000

0-000157

0-000151

0-000157
0-000113

0-000015

0-000008
0-000000

0-000000

/ //

Insolated 0 0

1 0

Darkened 2 0

2 10

2 20

2 30

2 40

2 50

4-20255

4-19199
4-18143

4-18030

4-18008

4-18000

4-18000

4-18000

0-000176

0-000176
0-000113

0-000022
0-000008

0-000000

0-000000

Insolated 0 0

0 30

Darkened 1 0

1 30
2 0

2 30

4-20929
4-19660
4-18453

4-I8O75
4-18000

4-18000

i

1

0-000423

0-000402
i

0-000126
0-000025

0-000000 1

i

The constants required for this calculation are,

—

s, =2-4531

s =1-2612

Ci=0-0324

c =0-2114

a - 0-677

C =669-9

P = 0-7497

W„=20°-9 C.

y) =0-0120

The values of A and B, and from these (Wo—W„), calculated from these data, are found

in the following Table, in which the variables Vo and E. are placed in the first and

second horizontal divisions :

—

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3.

Vo 4-18136 4-18146 4-1845

R 0-000157 0-000155 0-0004128

A 0-96859 0-96859 0-96859

B 0-0003144 0-0003144 0-0003144

(W„-W„)... 0°-13 0°-13 0°-35

These results prove that the photo-chemical combustion of the chlorine and hydrogen

mixture may be increased from 12 or 14 divisions in the minute up to 32 or 35, whilst

the increase of temperature accompanying this increased action amounts only to 0°-2 C.

As various later experiments have shown that differences of several degrees in tempera-

ture do not affect the combining power of the chlorine and hydrogen mixture to any

appreciable extent, we may answer the fu-st question as follows :

—
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(1) That the heat evolved in the insolation-vessel from the photo-chemical combustion

of the chlorine and hydrogen exerts no perceptible influence upon the combining povrer

of these gases, or on the indications of om- instrument ; and

(2) That in the first few seconds after a change from one amount of light to another,

irregularities in the indications of the instrument will be obsem'ed, but that these irregu-

larities do not extend over a period longer than a few seconds, after which time a constant

temperature in the insolation-vessel is attained.

Having thus calculated from the heat of combustion and from the cooling-velocity, the

constant temperature which the gaseous mixture attains by exposure to various amounts

of light, it is easy to solve the two other questions stated at the commencement of the

inquiry. Prom the preceding considerations we have determined the value of — ^V„),

or the excess of temperatui’e of the gas above the surrounding medium. Hence the

decrease of volume A, which the gas sufiers in coohng from "VYj to W„, is known. If this

calculated decrease of volume A is equal to that actually observed, Aj, the whole of the

phenomenon is explained by the contraction from diminution of temperature. H,

however, the calculated decrease A is not so large as the observed decrease Aj, a certain

diminution of volume Aj—A must be caused by absorption of the hydrochloric acid, or

by a chemical action taking place after removal of hght. From the following Table, in

which the observed and calculated contractions are expressed as per-centage of the total

volume, it is seen that the flrst supposition is the true one, as the values of Aj—A are

extremely small, and all negative.

A,. A. Aj— A.

Exp. 1 0-033 0-042 — 0-009

Exp. 2 0-034 0-042 -0-008
Exp. 3 0-108 0-119 — 0-011

Hence we may conclude,

—

(1) That the amount of hydrochloric acid formed during the insolation is absorbed

almost as quickly as it is produced, and therefore the insolated gas can contain onlv a

trace of this substance
;
and

(2) That the chemical action ceases instantly on exclusion of the light, pro^inw the

absence of any perceptible amount of after-action.

The light emitted from a Scott’s annular burner, although it gives, as we have sIioato,

satisfactory results, and may serve for many photometric observations, is, however, not

sufficiently constant to serve for more accurate measurements. We therefore endea-

voured to find means to obtain a flame of coal-gas of constant dimensions and luminous

intensity.

Flames of coal-gas issuing under the usual pressure of several fines of water, and
burning free in the air, vary and flicker far too much to allow them to be made use of
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for photo-chemical measurements. These variations of the flame can be best prevented

by allowing the gas to issue from a small air-chamber, and by surrounding the flame

with a screen so that all lateral currents of air are completely excluded.

We have found that by means of the arrangement represented in Plate XVIII. flg. 5, a

flame of coal gas could be obtained of extremely constant dimensions and luminous power.

xV-V, flg. 5, is a blackened tin box in the interior of which the gas-flame I burns. The

bottom of the box is perforated to admit of an upward current of air, and the sliding

front of the box is furnished with a screen of water, «, contained between two parallel

plates of glass. The gas streams from the dehvery-tube b into the small air-chamber c,

and issues from the platinum burner with a pressure of about 1 millim. of water, as

is seen by the small manometer g attached to the air-chamber. The dimensions of

the flame are kept constant by regulating the supply of gas, so that the highest point of

the flame always touches the thin platinum wire attached to a moveable ring fitting on

to the dfrided tube A, upon which the height of the flame can be read off. In order to

place the flame at any wished-for distance from the insolation-vessel, the tube h carrying

the gas-burner can be moved through a holder, k, at the back of the box, and the

distance read off on an etched millimetre scale. When the distance of the insolation-

vessel from the flame has been once measured for a known position of the flame, a simple

observation on the divided tube b gives the required distance. When the box was in

use the top was covered on each side of the flame, leaving only a space of about two

inches open. The dimensions of the flame burning in the box thus adjusted, when

observed through the opening of the screen, /, flg. 4, were seen to remain perfectly con-

stant, so much so that the light appeared to be emitted from a solid body.

We have employed this flame, which for the sake of brevity we shall call the standard

flame, in the first place for the piu’pose of determining the constancy of the indications

of the instrument at different times and under various chcumstances. For this purpose,

the chemical intensity of the hght proceeding fr’om standard gas-flames of the same

heights was repeatedly measured at various intervals during sixteen days in the month of

June 1856. In all these measurements, each one of which is the mean of ten inde-

pendent observations, the height of the standard flame was 42 '2 millims., and the

distance between the flame and insolation-vessel was 216’0 millims.

Series of Experiments X.

Time of the ob-

servations.

Action in

one minute.

Deviation from
mean value.

11th June ... 14-00 -fO-01

12th „ ... 14-26 -1-0-35

13th „ ... 13-80 -0-11

19th „ ... 13-83 -0-08
21st „ 13-88 — 0-03

26th „ ... 13-71 -0-19

Mean value ... 13-91
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In order more fully to test our instrument, we made, some time later, other determi-

nations which are of interest in a different point of -view. It is weU known that sup-

porters are still found for the idea that photo-chemical phenomena are not to be ascribed

to the action of the common luminous rays of a particular reffactire index, but to a

peculiar agent differing enthely from light, and possibly subject to other laws. In order

to free our investigations from any objections which might be made from this point

of view, we have endeavoured to avoid as much as possible applying the general laws of

light to the chemically active rays without previous experimental proof. On this account

we thought it advisable, whilst testing the reliability of the instrument, to prove that the

action of the chemical rays diminishes inversely as the square of the distance from the

point from which the light emanates. These experiments were conducted by deter-

mining the amount of chemically active rays which fall upon the insolation-vessel from

the standard flame placed at various known distances in the blackened box. The first

v'ertical column of the following Table contains the distance between the standard flame

and the middle point of the insolation-vessel ; the second column the reciprocals of the

squares of these distances ; the thuxl the chemical action, AV, measured by the instru-

ment
;
and the fourth the amount of action, Wi, calculated according to the distance by

means of the formula

Series of Experiments XI.

Experiment 1. Experiment 2.

r.
1 w. Wi.

DilFer-
r.

1 W. VVi.
Differ-

ence. ence.

1 0*3900 6*575 3*98 4*11 -0*13 1 0*3900 6*575 4*43 4*32 4-0*11

2 0*3310 9-127 5*56 5*70 — 0*14 2 0*3315 9*108 6*07 6*00 + 0*07

3 0*2495 16*064 10*33 10*05 + 0*28 3 0*2150 21*634 14*07 14*24 -0*17

In these last experiments the standard flame was adjusted at exactly the same height

as was the case in Series X., when the distance from the flame to the insolation-vessel

vv^as 0“‘216=r,. These series of determinations may therefore be compared with one

another by means of the formula Wo=-^, from which the followmg values are obtained

for the corresponding action at the distance 0“-2I6, as employed in Series X.

(1) 14-44,

(2) 14-28,

(3) 14-11.

The last number agrees very nearly with the mean action 13-91 of Series X., the difler-

ence being scarcely larger than that found among the single determinations of Series X.
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In order to have still more striking proof of the accuracy of the indications of our in-

strument, we have compared the results obtained from the standard flame of coal-gas in

June with those of the same-sized flame in September, when all the liquids contained in

the apparatus had been renewed. The standard flame, of the same size as previously

employed, was placed at a distance of 0“T365 from the insolation-vessel, and the instru-

ment was furnished with a new observation-tub^, whose degrees were 3-40 times larger

than that employed in Series X. An action of 10T7 degrees per minute was obtained

as a mean of 96 well-agreeing observations: this 10T7, reduced to the former scale,

represented 34-58 degrees, which gives for the distance 0“-216 the action 13-80, which

differs from the June mean 13-91 by only 0-11.

The exact agreement of these numbers at such distant periods of time is the more

remarkable, as it could not have been expected that the coal-gas generated by a common

manufacturing process should possess so constant a composition that it could be used

during the space of several months as a fixed unit for the measurement of photo-

chemical action. In order to form an idea in how far the intensity of the chemical rays

emanating from a flame is dependent upon the composition of the gases undergoing com-

bustion, it was necessary to determine the variation in the composition of the gas em-

ployed in the experiments.

Although we have not analysed the gas employed in each experiment, we are still able

to give the composition of the gas employed by us from a series of analyses made for

another purpose by Dr. Laxdolt at various times during the course of our investigations.

Four samples of Heidelberg coal-gas, collected by Laxdolt on the spot and at the time

at which our experiments were conducted, gave, on analysis, the following results :

—

Hydrogen
I.

39-30
II.

41-04
III.

44-00
IV.

41-37

Light carburetted hydrogen. 40-56 40-71 38-40 38-30

Carbonic oxide 4-95 7-64 5-73 5-56

Elayl 4-04 5-10 4-13 5-00

Ditetr)'! 3-15 2-18 3-14 4-34

Nitrogen 8-00 2-75 4-23 5-43

Oxygen 0-00 0-00 0-00 0-00

Carbonic acid 0-00 0-58 0-37 0-00

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00

Hence it is seen that the composition of the Heidelberg coal-gas varies but little during

a considerable period, but still sufficiently to render the exact agreement of the photo-

chemical measurements very remarkable.

In order to determine which of the ingredients of the flame principally influences the

amount of the chemically active rays, we have made the following experiments with a

gas-lamp, which has been introduced by one of us into the laboratory to supersede the

ordinary wire-gauze flame, and is particularly well suited to produce a flame of various

MDCCCLVII. 3 D
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degrees of luminosity and of varying form and colour. The principle upon which the

lamp is constructed, is simply that the gas is allowed to issue under cu'cumstances in

which it mixes with such a quantity of air, that the mixtui’e does not quite reach the

point at which it is combustible without addition of oxygen. This condition is fulfilled

by the following simple arrangement :—a, fig. 6 (Plate XVIII.}, is a common triangular

burner, rising inside the cyhndrical cavity h to the surface of the cube cc. This cylin-

drical opening, hb, which is 15 millims. in depth and 10 millims. in diameter, communi-

cates with the outer an by fom* holes, dd^ 7 milhms. in diameter. After screwing on the

tube which is 76 millims. long and 8-5 milhms. in diameter, the coal-gas is aUowed to

issue from the burner a. On issuing, the gas causes a cm’rent of ah to enter the tube

by the holes dd, and the mixtm-e burns at the upper end of the tube with an almost

colourless flame perfectly free from smoke. On closing the openings dd, the original

luminous smoky flame of coal-gas appears.

In order to obtain a large and steady brightly-colom-ed flame, a small hoUow cylinder

of porous coke, saturated with a concentrated solution of the salt which colours the

flame, is placed on the upper end of the tube e. These small cyhnders of carbon are best

prepared from the carbon employed as the negative pole in a zinc-carbon batteiy. In

order to obtain the purest and brightest-coloured flame, it is necessary to be very careful

to select pm’e salts, and to free the coke cylinder as much as possible from all foreign

ingredients by ignition in a stream of chlorine, and boding out in aqua-regia.

In the first place, the openings dd were closed, and the action of the luminous flame was

found to be 21’5 in the minute. As soon as the holes dd were opened, and the iUuniina-

ting power of the flame vanished, all perceptible chemical action also ceased. As the heat

evolved in the non-luminous is greater than in the luminous flame, and as the tu'o flames

only differ by the one containing incandescent particles of carbon which are wanting

in the other, we must conclude that the chemical action is chiefly effected by the rays

proceeding from the mcandescent carbon liberated dming the combustion. This carbon

is produced from the elayl and ditetryl, the first of which varied in the samples of gas

analysed from 4 to 5 per cent., and the second from 2 to 4 per cent. The exact photo-

chemical measurements made with different portions of this gas appear, therefore, to

point out that the amount of carbon set free in the combustion of coal-gas depends rather

upon the dimensions and form of the flame than upon the small variations in the com-

position of the gas. After the incandescent carbon, the carbonic oxide in the flame

appears to effect the most chemical action, and although the small amount of 6 or 7 per

cent, of carbonic oxide in the coal-gas is insuflicient to cause any perceptible action, still

the flame of pure carbonic oxide produces much more action than that of hydrogen or

light carbm-etted hydrogen. The smallest trace of foreign bodies in the flame can exert

a great influence on the chemical action. The red, violet, yellow and green flames pro-

duced by the chlorides of hthium, strontium, potassium, sodium and baiium, which can

be seen to great advantage by the arrangement just described, give no more chemical

action than the colourless flame. The fine green flame produced by chloride of copper,
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and the pale flame produced by chloride of antimony are, on the contrary, so rich in che-

mically active rays, that the action begins as soon as the saturated coke is placed on the

tube ; and in one case it reached the amount of twenty-seven divisions in one minute.

At the end of this Part we have to consider the important question regarding the

influence which the changes in atmospheric temperature exert on the indications of the

instrument. For this purpose we have conducted four series of observations on the 17th,

18th, 19th, and 20th of September, 1856, in a room the temperature of which was kept

constant within half a degree Celsius, during the filling and observation with the appa-

ratus. The volume represented by one degree on the observation-tube was 3-4 times as

large as in Series X. The distance between the flame, of the same height as in the former

experiments, and the insolation-vessel was O^TSGb. In order to compare the results

thus obtained with those of Series X., it was only necessary to multiply the observations

with the factor
^ ^ ^ =0T358.

u-2162

The observed values are placed in the following Table. The first vertical column con-

tains the constant temperatm’es at which the apparatus was filled and the observations

made ; the second, the action produced by the constant standard flame every minute,

expressed in degrees of the instrument (a mean of eight actual observations) ; the third,

the mean of these actions, and the fom’th their differences.

Series of Experiments XII.

From the irregularity of the signs of the differences in the fourth column, we may con-

clude that the indications of the instrument remain unaffected by changes of temperature

between 18° C. and 27° C., any alteration which takes place falling within the limits of

observ'ational errors.

As the barometric pressure varied in the foregoing experiments from 0“-746 to 0“'760

without the differences between the indications becoming perceptibly larger, the influ-

ence of the changes in the atmospheric pressure can be overlooked, except in cases in

which greater accuracy, as in the reduction to absolute measure, is required. In a later

Part, when treating of the relation of the chemical action to the density of the chlo-

3 D 2
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rine and hydrogen mixture, we shall describe experiments in which the influence of the

atmospheric pressure is corrected.

In the next Part we shall consider the relations of Photo-chemical Induction, under

which term we class a number of phenomena which open a new and most interesting

field of investigation, and are connected in an intimate manner with catalytic actions.
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XVIII. Photo-chemical Researches.—Part II. Phenomena of Photo-chemical Induction.

By Professor Bunsen, Professor of Chemistry at the University of Ileidelhery^ amd

Henky Enfield Roscoe, B.A.., Ph.I).., Professor of Chemistry at Owens College,

Manchester. Commumcated by Professor Stokes, Sec. R.S.

Eeceived iN’oveinber 27, 1856,—Eead Jaunary 15, 1857.

Affinity, or the force which causes the particles of different bodies to unite to form a

chemical compound, is, both as regards its natm’e and quantity, a definite magnitude,

which, like all other forces and like matter itself, can neither be created nor destroyed.

It is therefore a badly chosen form of speech to say, that under certain ch'cumstances a

body attains an affinity which under other circumstances it loses. This expression can only

be understood to mean, that at one time the bodies are enabled to follow the attraction

of then* chemical forces, whilst at another they are prevented from so doing by other

forces acting in an opposite dhection. These opposite attractions, which must be over-

come in order that the chemical combination should take place, may be presented to the

mind under the image of a resistance similar to that occurring in friction, in the passage

of electricity through conductors, in the distribution of magnetism in steel, or in the

conduction of heat. We overcome this resistance when we quicken the formation of a

precipitate by agitation, or when, by increase of temperature, by catalytic action, or by

insolation, we cause a chemical action to occur.

Such a resistance to combination presupposes a certain combining power, the magni-

tude of which is measured by the mass of the body chemically combined in the unit of

time under the influence of the unit of force.

The act by which the resistance to combination is diminished, and the combining

power thus brought into greater activity, we call Chemical Induction ; and we specify

this as photo-chemical, thermo-chemical, electro-chemical, and idio-chemical, according

as light, heat, electricity, or pure chemical action is the active agent concerned in over-

coming the resistance.

The mode of action of affinity, when separated from the influence of these resistances

to combination, that is, the law which regulates this force when all disturbing causes

are removed, is entirely unknown. Although the determination of this law, solving the

the most important problem of the science, appears in the present state of our know-

ledge stiU to lie in the far distance, it is certainly not premature to search for facts which

may serve as starting-points in this field of investigation. The interesting relations in

which photo-chemical induction stands to this question have, therefore, attracted our

special attention.
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The fact that the action of light upon a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen does not

take place instantaneously, but that a considerable continuation of the exposure is neces-

sary before an action occurs, was noticed by Deapee in 1843. From this observation he

concluded that chlorine, on exposure to light, undergoes an allotropic modification, per-

manent for several weeks, which differs from ordinary chlorine by possessing a greater

combining power.

We shall show that the true cause of this phenomenon is totally a difierent one
; that

it cannot be explained by the supposition of an allotropic modification of chlorine, but

that the peculiar action which we have called photo-chemical induction here comes into

play.

If the chemical rays emanating from a constant source of light be allowed to fall upon

a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen which has stood for some time in the dark, no ap-

preciable quantity of hydrochloric acid is formed dm’ing the first moments. After some

time has elapsed, a small action is observed which very gradually increases, until after a

considerable space of time a permanently constant maximum action is obtained.

The following experiments give an example of this gradual increase of the action by

constant insolation. The first vertical division contains the times of insolation in minutes ;

the others give the volumes of hydrochloric acid formed by exposiu’e during the times

contained in the first division. In Experiments 3, 4, 5 and 6, lamplight was employed

;

in Experiments 1 and 2 diffuse sunlight from the zenith was used.

Series of Experiments I.

I .

DiiFuse sunlight. Lamplight.

II . III . IV. V. VI . tui.

Time in

minutes.
Exp. 1. Exp. 2, Exp. 3. Exp. 4. Exp. 5 . Exp. 6.

1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0 6-25 4-13

2 0-0 0 0 1-58 0-0 4-71 10-42

3 0-9 0-0 0-50 00 6-26 10-42

4 1-0 0-21 0-00 0-0 5-20 13-53

5 1-3 0-60 0-50 0-0 5-21 11-07

6 2-0 1*01 2*09 1-04 10-43 10-83

7 2-2 0-41 14-58 3-13 11-46 15-63

8 1-7 1-61 29*18 19-78 10-42 14-37

9 3-0 1-70 31 - 11 * 29-19 13-33 20-24

10 5-2 2*73 30-36 32 -68* 16-20 25-30

11 5 -8* 3-43 32-38 33*40 20*24 26-44

12 5-7 6-34 25-30 45-74

13 7
-67* 32-98 53-00

14 38-00 53-00

15 47 *00* 55 -00*

16 47-0 55-00

17 46-0 55-00

18 47-0

* In this and aU the following experiments, the point at which the maximum action is reached is denoted

by an asterisk. The mean of the numbers below this asterisk is the maximum action for the particular

experiment.
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The first action was observed in Experiment 4 after 6 minutes
;
in Experiment 2 after

4 minutes ;
in Experiment 1 after 3 minutes ;

and in Experiments 5 and 6 a considerable

action occurred duiing the first minute. The maximum action was obtained in Experi-

ments 5 and 6 after 15 minutes, in Experiment 1 after 11 minutes, and in Experiments

3 and 4 after 9 minutes.

From these experiments we may conclude, that the time which elapses from the first

insolation until the first traces of the photo-chemical induction become visible, and until

the maximum action is attained, is according to circumstances extremely difierent.

One of the chief conditions modifying the induction relates to the volume of the gas

exposed to the light. The influence of the mass of the gas on the induction is easily

shown by exposing the chlorine and hydrogen mixture in cylinders of equal surface, but

unequal length, to the same amount of light under precisely similar conditions. For this

purpose we employed the glass cylinders ah*eady described in our former communication,

and represented by fig. 1, Part I. The relative lengths of the cyhnders No. 1, No. 2, and

No. 3 were respectively 2
‘6, 1*5 and 1-0.

The experiments were conducted in the following manner :—Having proved by various

experiments, which we here omit, that the gas could be preserved in these cylinders for

twenty-four hours by exclusion of light without undergoing any appreciable change, we

connected the cylinders together by caoutchouc* joinings, as represented in fig. 1, Part I.,

and at the end of the system we placed the tube r of known capacity. After the dried

electrolytic gas entering at the tube c had passed through the system for a considerable

time in the dark, all the caoutchouc joinings were closed by suitable screw-clamps, any

alteration of temperature during the closing being carefully avoided, and the temperature

T and the barometric pressure P were noted. In order to be convinced that the gas

was pure, we analysed the contents of the tube r according to the iodometric method.

If the amount of chlorine found from the formula given in Part I.,

773 Cl / , , X

C=— )si
CP

agreed with the amount calculated according to the formula = +o-oo366 T) x 0*76

the capacity of the tube, we could rely on the purity of the gas in the cylinders. The

cylinders thus filled were employed in the following experiments.

Experiment I.—Cylinders I, 2, and 3 were placed close together and exposed in

exactly the same position for two hours to the diffuse light from a cloudless sky. The

temperature on closing the cylinder was T=I2°‘9 C., and the atmospheric pressure

P=0-7533
;
the capacity C of the tube r, fig. 1, was 34-81 cub. cent. ; of cylinder 1, 190-24

cub. cent.
;
of cylinder 2, 113-03 cub. cent.; and of cylinder 3, 73-42 cub. cent. Analysis

gave,—

* Eor these joinings common sheet caoutchouc must he employed, the chloride of sulphur formed from

the vulcanized tubing rendering the surface of the glass plates dim.
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Series of Experiments II. A.

Tube r. Cylinder 1. Cylinder 2. Cylinder 3.
j

a 0-002487 0-002487 0-002487 0-002487
1

n 1 6 4 1 1

t 78-6 70-0 70-0 70-0

^1
3-9 6-8 41-0 28-0

(

The calculation from these numbers shows

—

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3.

Cylinder 1. Cylinder 2. Cylinder 3.

Chlorine mixture at 0° and 0™-760

before insolation 180-1 107-0 69-5

Ditto, after insolation 180-4 104-4 18-3

Hydrochloric acid in 100 vols. gas 0-0 2-4 73-7

If the gas consisted of equal volumes of chlorine and hydrogen, the tube r, whose capa-

city at T° and P pressure was found to be C, must, according to calculation, have con-

tained I6'4 cub. cent, of chlorine at 0° and 0“‘76
;
as the amoimt of chlorine found by

analysis was I6’3 cub. cent., it may be concluded that the gas was pure. The great loss

of 73-7 per cent, in cylinder 3 could not arise from leakage, as a mixtm-e of chlorine and

hydrogen preserved in the dark in this cylinder showed on analysis no perceptible change.

Experiment II. The tube r, with cylinders I and 2, were exposed to the diffuse light

of a cloudless sky for three hours, and gave the following elements for calculation ;

—

T=12°-9, P=0"'-752I.

Series of Experiments II. B.

Tube r. Cylinder 1. Cylinder 2.
|

i

a 0-002487 0-002487 0-002487

n 1 5 1

t 79-9 79-0 79-7

^1 5-2 32-0 48-5

These values give

—

Exp. 1.

1

Exp. 2.
1

Cylinder 1. Cylinder 2.

;

j

Mixture at 0° and 0“-76 before insolation. 179-8 106-8

Ditto, after insolation 160-3 13-2 !

Hydrochloric acid formed in 100 gas ... 10-8 87-6
j

As the analysis of the tube r gave I6‘3 chlorine to I6'5 hydrogen, we may conclude that

in this experiment also the gas had the normal composition.

In order to determine more accm'ately the influence which the volume of gas exerts

upon the duration of the induction, we employed an arrangement similar in principle to

the instrument represented in flg. 2 of Part I., but having a peculiar insolation-vessel
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(which we shall fully describe in the following communication), by means of which

columns of sensitive gas of various lengths could be exposed to the action of a constant

source of light. In the first experiment the depth of the insolated column of gas was

154’0 miUims., and in the second 81’0 millims.

The first vertical column of the following Table gives the times of observation from

the beginning of the insolation, the second and third contain the corresponding chemical

action for each depth of gas, measured by the quantity of hydrochloric acid formed every

thu’ty seconds.

Series of Experiments III.

Time in minutes.

Exp . 1. Exp . 2.

154’0 millims. Sl’O millims.

0-0 0-0 0*0

0-5 0-9 1-0

1-0 1-8 2-4

1-5 3-9 5-1

2-0 5-5 6-7

2-5 6-4 8-2*

3-0 7-7 8-0

3-5 8-8 8-2

4-0 ? 8-6

4-5 ? 8-0

5-0 lO - l * 8-2

5*5 10-3 8-6

6-0 11-4 8-0

6-5 10*4

7-0 11-2

7-5 10-5

Mean action 10-7 8-2

The mean maximum action in the long cylinder was 10*7, in the shorter 8’2. In the

longer column the induction was completed in four and a half minutes, in the column

which was only half as long, in two minutes. It is also seen that the induction increases

more rapidly in the smaller than in the larger volume of gas. Hence we may conclude

that the photo-chemical induction is retarded when, other circumstances remaining the

same, the mass of insolated gas is increased. The two curves, Plate XIX. fig. I., clearly

show this relation
; the abscissae denote the times of observation, and the ordinates the

corresponding action measured by the amount of hydrochloric acid formed in thirty

seconds. Curvn No. I represents the increased action of the column 154 millims., and

curve No. 2 of column 81 millims.

The decrease of the rate of induction with the mass of the gas appears at first sight

inexplicable. In the first experiment the insolation was conducted under exactly the

same conditions, in cylinders of unequal length, hut of equal diameter. The uppermost

layer of gas in both cylinders was therefore exposed to the light under precisely the same

circumstances, but in the larger cylinder a second layer of gas existed below, which was

not the case in the smaller cylinder, and still the smaller cylinder gave a greater amount

of action than the larger. Series of Experiments II. A., Exp. 1, showed that the amount

MDCCCLVII. 3 E
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of action in the cylinder 83 millims. long was not perceptible, whilst Exj-eriment 2 of the

same series showed that in the cylinder 32-0 milhms.long, the action amormtedto 73 per

cent. The full explanation of this singular phenomenon will be given in experiments which

we shall communicate at the end of this, and in the next Part of this research. We shall

there show that the action of hght rapidly decreases "uith the depth of the insolated gas,

and that the combining power of the chlorine and hydrogen mixture diminishes in the

dark, or on exposure to a smaller amount of light. If the particles of the induced gas are

brought by diffusion to a depth in which the mtensity of the hght is much decreased,

they must therefore lose a portion of their combining power. On this account the layer

of insolated gas employed for experiments on photo-chemical iuduction should be as thin

as possible. For this purpose we have employed the insolation-vessel represented in

Plate XVII. fig. 2.- This flattened vessel was made by pressing a bulb blown before

the blowpipe, whilst still red-hot, between two wet pieces of wood, so that the thickness

of insolated gas did not exceed 3 milhms., and all differences in the insolation in the

various depths could be disregarded.

The relation which the intensity of the light stands to the induction next engaged oru

attention. The source of light employed for the experiments on this subject was the

flame from the annular burner previously described. The rays horn the flame passed

first through a large plano-convex lens by which they were concentrated, and afteiwards

through a screen of water 63-0 milhms. in thickness, contamed between two parahel

plates of glass, by which, as preliminary experiment showed, all distuihing action of heat

was perfectly excluded. The lens was furnished wuth an arrangement of screens, by

means of which any desired segment of the lens could be left open, and the amomit of

light thus regulated.

The following experiments made with a chlorine and hydrogen mixture wliich had

attained the constant maximum action, show the influence of the intensity of the light

on the photo-chemical mduction.

Series of Experiments IV.

Experiment 1. Experiment 2. Experiment 3. Experiment 4.

Amount of light= 1
-0 . Amount of li ght= l-78. Amount of li 2:ht= 2'45. Amount of light= 4-] 7 .

Time in Action Time in Action Time in Action Time in Action
minutes. in 1 minute. minutes. in L minute. minutes. in 1 minute. minutes. in 1 minute.

a. h. c. d. a. i. c. d. a. b. c. d. a. b.

0 0 0 0

1 0-0 0-0 O'O 1 4-2 2-1 3*1 1 ? 5*2 2-6 1 65*6

2 0-0 0-0 0-0 2 7*3 10*8 9*0 2 36-5 65*6 51-0 2 122*1

3 0-0 0-0 0-0 3 44-8 33-1 38*9 3 71*4 80*1 75*7 3 128-0

4 0‘0 0-0 0-0 4 51*0 53-7 52-3 4 76-4 78-0 77*2

5 0*0 0-0 0-0 5 54*3 56*2 55-2

6 2*1 2-2 2*2

7 14-6 3-1 8-9

8 29-2 21-8 25*5

9 31-4 29-2 30-3

10 30-1 32-7 31-4
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In each of the four experiments with varying amount of light, the first column, gives

the length of exposure expressed in minutes, the second and third columns, h and c, the

amount of action expressed by the volume of hydrochloric acid formed each minute, and

the fourth column, fZ, the mean of h and c.

The experiment in which the amount of light was equal to I'O, proves that the action

began to show itself after the gas had been exposed for five minutes ; with the amount

of fight 1'78 the action began in the first minute; with the amount of fight 2 ‘45 a

considerable action was attained dining the first minute, and when the intensity of

the fight was 4T7, more than half the amount of the maximum action was attained

in the first minute. When the intensity of the fight was equal to I’OO, the maximum
action was reached after nine minutes’ exposure, with intensity 1-78 after five minutes,

with intensity 2 ‘45 after from three to four minutes, and with intensity 4T7 after three

minutes. The difierences between the observations show that the photo-chemical in-

duction does not vary proportionally with the times of exposure. With intensity 1, the

action increased in the first minute 2T divisions, in the following minute 12 '5, in the

thfixl 14-6, and in the fourth 2'2
;
whilst with intensity 1-78 it increased 2T in the first

minute, 8'7 in the second, 22-3 in the third, 20-6 in the fourth, and 2‘5 in the fifth, and

in a similar way for the other intensities.

These experiments show,

—

(1) That the time of exposure necessary to effect the first action of the photo-che-

mical induction decreases with the increase of the fight, and in a greater ratio than the

increase of fight.

(2) That the time which elapses until the maximum action is attained also decreases

with increase of fight, but in a much less ratio than the increase of fight.

(3) That the increase of the induction proceeds at first in an expanding series, attains

a maximum, and again converges until the constant action is attained.

The curves, Plate XIX. fig. II., of which the abscissse represent the duration of the in-

solation, and the ordinates the corresponding action expressed in volumes of hydrochloric

acid formed, are obtained from the mean d of the two series of observations. They

show the law which regulates the decrease of the resistance to combination of the chlo-

rine and hydrogen mixture with increasing amounts of fight.

The results of these experiments suggested the question. Is this condition of increased

combining power, into which the mixture of chlorine and hydrogen passes by insolation,

permanent, or is it merely confined to the space of time during which the gas is exposed^

to the fight \

The following was the method employed for determining this important point. We filled

the apparatus (Plate XVII. fig. 2) with miinsolated sensitive gas, and observed the in-

crease of the induction during every 30", until the maximum action was attained. The

insolation-vessel was then darkened for one minute, and after lapse of this time the action

was again observed until the maximum was attained. These observations were repeated

several times, each period of darkening being longer than the preceding.

3 E 2
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The first vertical column of the following Table contains the times of observation,

beginning at the point at which the light was admitted ; the following columns contain

the corresponding action of the light expressed in volumes of hydrochloric acid formed

in the unit of time. The second vertical column gives the action for gas which has not

been before exposed to the light, the follo’wing di’visions for gas which was allowed to

stand in the dark for thirty, two, four, eight, and sixteen minutes after the induction

had been fully attained.

Series of Experiments V. Observation A.

No. 6. No. 7. No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

Time in Non-induced Induced 30' in Ditto, 2' in Ditto, 4' in Ditto, 8' in Ditto, 16' in Mean of

minutes. gas. dark. dark. dark. dark. dark. Nos. 6 and 7.
|

0

0-5 0-0 0-0 1-2 0*5 0*5 0-0

i

0-0
:

1-0 0-0 0-0 4-5 2-5 I’O 0-0 0-0
'

1-5 0-0 0-5 5*0 5-0 ? 1-0 0-3

2-0 0-0 0-2 5-3 5-3 5-0 3-0 0-1

2-5 1-0 0-8 5-7 5-2 5-6 4-4 0-9

3-0 2*0 2-1 4-5 5-2 5*6 5*8 2-1

3-5 3-5 4-3 5-5 5-0 5-8 6-2 3-9

4-0 4-5 4*3 5-5 6-0 5-0 O'l 4-4

4-5 4-0 5-2 5-0 5-0 6-0 5-9 4-6

5-0 5-0 6-5 5-0 5-0 5-0 5*8

5"5 5-0 5-0 ... ... ... ... 5-0

Observation B.

With an insolation-vessel eight times smaller than that employed in obseiwation A.

No. 6. No. 7. No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

Time in Non-induced Induced 30' in Ditto, 2' in Ditto, 4' in Ditto, 8' in Ditto, 16' in Mean of

minutes. gas. dark. dark. dark. dark. dark. Nos. 6 and 7.

0
0-5 0-0 0*0 5-1 3-1 1-0 ? 0-0

1

1-0 0-0 0-0 6-6 6*1 4-2 2*2 0*0

1-5 O'O 0-0 6*3 6-1 6-1 2-5 0-0

2-0 2-7 1-0 6-3 6-1 6-6 5-0 1-9

2-5 5-2 3-0 6-1 6-3 4-1

3-0 5*2 3-5 ... • •• 6-0 4-4

3-3 6-2 5-5 ... » • • 5-9

4-0 6-3 6-0 6-2

The last columns in both sets of observations contain the mean action of the gas

which had not been at all exposed to hght, and that which by standing in the dai’k had

completely regained its original properties.

From these experiments we may conclude,

—

(1) That the resistance to combination overcome by the influence of the ligiit is soon

restored when the gas is allowed to stand in the dai'k.

(2) That whether the induced condition be completely or only partially removed by

exclusion of light, it always returns by insolation accordmg to the same law, and that the
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increase of the induction on exposure gradually becomes greater until a maximum is

attained, after which the rapidity considerably diminishes.

(3) That the increase of the induction from exposure to light takes place much more

rapidly than the diminution of the same on darkening.

The cm’ves Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, fig. III., Plate XX., from observations A, represent the

law according to which the restoration of the induction proceeds when it has gradually

diminished by increasing duration of the period of darkening. The abscissae show the

times of insolation, and the ordinates the amount of action in these times measured by

the volume of hydrochloric acid formed in one minute. The curve No. 1 represents

the increase of the induction when the gas brought to the maximum action was darkened

for two mmutes ; and the following cmwes. Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5, when the gas was

darkened for four, eight, sixteen, and thirty minutes respectively. Observations B of

the same series of expeiiments give an indication of so short a duration that the form of

the curves is not rendered very striking.

The maximum increase of the action is shown in all these curves by the sudden

change of dkection which the curve takes. The ascending curves in Plate XX. fig. IV.,

A and B, represent the increase of the chemical action with the insolation, and the descend-

ing cuiwes the diminution on Avithdi’awal of the light from series of observationsA and B.

The horizontal lure represents, as in the figs. I., II., III., the maximum action, which,

as we shall hereafter show, is proportional to the time of exposure.

We have explained the fact, that the mixture of chlorine and hydrogen does not

combine in the dark to form hydrochloric acid, by the supposition of the existence

of a certain resistance to combination which is overcome when the gaseous mixture is

exposed to light. This resistance to combination can be considerably increased by a

variety of cu’cumstances. The presence of a very small quantity of foreign gas in the

normal mixture of chlorine and hydrogen is sufficient to cause this resistance to be

increased to a veiy great extent.

Experiments made for the purpose of determining the influence of such impurities on

the sensibility of the gas are subject to a great difficulty, owing to the fact, that in

order to avoid all the distuihing phenomena of absorption and diffusion, it is not possible

merely to add the foreign gas to the normal mixture in the insolation-vessel, but it is

necessary to allow the impurity as well as the chlorine and hydrogen to pass for hours

through the liquids of the apparatus until the absorptiometric equilibrium is completely

established. It is perfectly useless to collect the electrolytic gas in a large vessel, then

to mix it Avith the impurity, and afterwards to allow the mixture to pass through the

apparatus, for there is no possible means of collecting this pure mixture of chlorine and

hydrogen in large quantities and again forcing it out in a given dkection. We have

overcome this difficulty by evolving the gas, which was to serve as the impm’ity, electro-

lytically with the same current which gave us our normal gas, so that the foreign gas

was allowed to pass through the whole apparatus in company with the chlorine and

hydrogen. By separating a secondary current, which was led through two separate
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porous cells filled with, hydrochloric acid or water, it is possible to hberate any desired

volume o£ chlorine, oxygen, or hydrogen, the amounts of which, uninfluenced by any

variation in the intensity of the cuiTent, always stand in a constant relation to the volume

of chlorine and hydrogen evolved by the primary current. In this manner we have

procured mixtures of gases of constant composition which we have used in the following

experiments.

The observations, which were carried on through a veiy considerable space of time,

were only made use of, w^hen, by repeatedly leading the gas through the apparatus, we

had convinced ourselves that the maximum action of the induction had been reached.

The mixtm’e of gas containing excess of hydi’ogen, used in the fii’st experiment, was

easily analysed by collecting a portion of the mixtm’e, allowing the chlorine and hydrogen

to combirre hr the light, and measuring the residual hych’ogen. It contained orrly

irrore hydrogen than the normal electrolytic gas. The first vertical division of the fol-

lowing Table gives the times of observation, the other dhisions give the actions corre-

sponding to the times, effected at a temperature of 16°’3 C. and a barometric pressrrre of

0“’755, and measured by the volumes of hydrochloric acid formed in one minute.

Series of Experiments VI.

Tinse of

observation.
Normal gas.

Normal gas

hydrogen.

Ditto, after

further

saturation.

Normal gas.

0

1 15-6 8-3 7-3 17-7

2 24-0 12-5 13-5 28-1

3 27-1 14-6 13-6 30-2

4 29-9 14-6 16-6 37-9

5 38*5 15-8 12-5 43-5*

6 38-5 15-4 13-6 ?

7 44-7* 18-2* 12-5 43-0

8 43-3 15-2 12-2 42-0

9 16-2 14-2 44-0

10 17-2 14-2 43*0

11 16-2 15-2

12 17-7 16-2*

13 16-2

14 15-7

The rnearr irrduction-maximum of the normal gas was at the hegmirirrg of the experi-

merrt 43-85, and at the end of the same 43-10
; the photo-cherrrical composition of the

normal gas had therefore not charrged durirrg the course of the experiment. This

maximum actiorr 43-47 of the normal gas, diminished by addition of x^yo of hydr-ogen

to 16-78 hr the fir-st experimeirt and to 16-03 hr the secoird, or in mean to 16-40. The

gaseous mixture was expanded by this additiorr of hych’ogen from 1 to 1-003; this

exparrsion would be effected by a charrge of temperatme frour 16°-3 to 17‘^-1= 7, as is

seerr from the equation

(
1+0-00.S66X 16-3) ]_^

(1+0-00366x0 “1‘003’
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As we have shown that expansion from so small an increase of temperature exerts n(;

perceptible influence on the combining power of the chlorine mixture, the force which

has diminished this combining poAver from 43‘47 to 16'4 must be a chemical force pro-

ceeding from the particles of the hydrogen.

In these experiments we have to do with the purest form of the phenomena which are

classed under the name of catalysis, freed from all foreign disturbing causes. We thus

arrive on the special field of catalytic phenomena to which the chemical action of light

is most closely related. In order fully to understand these relations, we must first form

a clear idea of the nature of these contact-actions.

All chemists agree that the phenomena of affinity depend upon the specific attractions

which exist between the particles of bodies of different natures. These attractions must

necessarily exist when the particles are prevented from folloAving them to form a chemical

compound. Let us suppose the particles a and h so brought together that a chemical

attraction is exerted between them ;
and let us suppose a third body, c, brought into the

sphere of attraction of the other two
;

this third body will then also exert an attraction

upon a and b. The attraction between a and b Avill not remain the same as it originally

was, but it will be the resultant of all the forces originating in a, b and c. It is thus

easily seen, that the attractions, which tend either to effect or support a chemical combi-

nation between Lvo bodies, must be altered in the sphere of action of a third body ; and

that the presence of a third body may therefore, according to ch’cumstances, effect or

preA’ent the formation of a chemical compound. From this point of vieAV the explana-

tion of contact phenomena offers no difficulties. The point which has in general been

thought to be the most inexplicable, is the fact that the smallest given quantity of one

substance is able to combine or decompose the largest given quantity of another sub-

stance, mthout thereby losing any of its decomposing or combining power ; as if an

amount of effect could be produced without the expenditure of an equivalent amount of

force. We need, however, only consider a little more closely the conditions under which

the phenomena of contact occur, in order to assure ourselves that these phenomena do

not \iolate this first law of mechanics, but that they are merely common and simple

effects of chemical affinity. If Ave suppose a number of chemically combined particles

placed in the neighbourhood of a contact-substance, the attraction of the foreign contact-

body is added to that AA’hich holds the chemically combined substances together, and the

resultant of all these forces may be such that a decomposition of the chemically com-

bined particles can ensue. AATien the decomposition has been effected, and the contact-

substance is still surrounded by the separated particles, all further action must cease. If,

hoAveA^er, these separated particles are removed, and undecomposed molecules arranged

in their stead, the phenomenon just described aaIII be repeated ad infinitum as often as

new particles are brought in place of the old ones. This removal and replacement of

the molecules undergoing catalysis, and the expenditure of force connected thereAvith,

furnishes, hoAveA^er, the equivalent of force for that exerted by the contact-substance.

For as the substance produced by the catalytic action either sinks to the ground on

account of its greater specific gravity, or is vaporized by assumption of heat, escapes by
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effervescence, or diffuses through the liquid by virtue of molecular attractions and thus

makes room for new, not yet decomposed molecules, a certain amount of force is expended,

which corresponds to that exerted by the catalytic action. From this point of '^iew these

catalytic phenomena are not to be regarded as manifestations of a peculiar force, but as

actions which must always occur as necessary consequences of affinity, when a mass in

the state of chemical action undergoes an essential alteration of its constituent parts.

The quantitative estimation of the relations which exist in these phenomena of con-

tact between the mass of the substance, the time and other modifying conditions, has as

yet not been possible, owing to the absence of any case in which these relations were

exhibited in their simplest forms. Our method of photo-chemical measurement points

out a direction which promises to afford interesting results concerning these quantitative

relations.

As we intend at a future time to consider these relations more fully, we shall here

merely enter into the subject as far as is necessary for the due understanding of the phe-

nomena of induction. The following conclusions may be drawn from the foregoing

experiments with excess of hydrogen :

—

(1) That the maximum of the induction of the normal chlorine mixture is reduced

from 100 to 37 ’8 by the presence of hydrogen.

(2) That this diminution of the action does not arise fi’om the dilution caused by the

addition of the hydrogen, but from a catalytic action proceechng from its particles.

Still more remarkable than in the case of the hydrogen, is the effect produced by the

admixture of other foreign gases on the combining power of the normal chlorine and

hydrogen. This is most distinctly seen for oxygen gas in the following Table :

—

Series of Experiments VII.

Temp. 15°‘4 C. Barometric pressure =0“'7550.

I. 11 . 111 . IV. V. VI.

Time of

observation

in minutes.

Normal gas,

alone.

Ditto, with
5

10 0 0

of oxygen.

Ditto, after

longer

saturation.

Ditto, with
1 3

lOOO
of oxygen.

Normal gas,

alone.

0

1 5-2 1-0 4-0 1
-0* 15-6

2 7-3 2-0 5-0 2-0 24-0

3 9-4 4-0 3-0 1-0 27-1

4 11-5 3-0 3-0 1-0 29-9

5 13-5 3-0 5-0 DO 38-5

6 15-6 4-0 6-0 1-0 38-5

7 20-3 4-0 3-0 2-0 44-7

8 24-3 5 -0* 3-0 1-0 p

9 30-4 5-0 3-0 1-0 47 -0 *

10 36-9 4-0 4 -0* 1-0 45'0

11 40-0 4-0 5-0 1-0 47-0

12 48-0 5-0 6-0 1-0

13 53 -0* 5-0 5-0 1-0

14 53-0 5-0 4-0 2-0

15 • • • . . • 5-0 5-0 2-0

16 5-0
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The first column, as before, contains the times of the observations in minutes, the

following ones the volumes of hydrochloric acid formed by insolation in one minute.

The mean action of the normal gas before and after the experiment amounted to 48‘8.

On addition of of oxygen the mean action diminished to 4' 7, and by addition

of of oxygen it sank to 1’3. These experiments show,

—

(1) That the combining power of the chlorine and hydrogen mixture undergoes a

much greater diminution in the presence of oxygen than of hydrogen ; so much so, that

the maximum induction of the normal gas in presence of xi^o of oxygen diminished

from 100 to 9*7, and in presence of iwo from 100 to 2-7.

(2) That the diminished maximum of induction efiected by the catalytic action of the

oxygen is attained by exposure to light in a much less time than the larger maximum
of the normal gas.

The following experiments show the catalytic action which an excess of chlorine exerts

upon the normal mixture. The somewhat considerable irregularities seen in a few of

the determinations arise from capillary resistances in the observation-tube, and therefore

disappear when the mean of a number of observations is taken.

Series of Experiments VIII.

Time of

observation.

Normal gas,

before

experiment.

Ditto, after

experiment.

Ditto, with

i'o'oo

of chlorine.

Ditto, with
7 a

1000
of chlorine.

Ditto, with
18 0
1000

of chlorine.

0

1 8*3 3-1 2*1 2-1 0-0

2 20-8 14-6 6*7 2-6 0-0

3 26-1 55*9 14-8 10-9 0-0

4 35*3 56*0 26-0 21-9 13-6

5 43*5 57-3* 34-0 25-9 13-5

6 50-2 32*9 30-2 18-8

7 60-0* 37-4* 26-0 19*8

8 61-0 36-0 27-6 23-4*

9 ? 39-5 29*1* 25-3

10 60-0 35-0 31-5 ?

11 35-0 30-5 25-9

12 35-0 30-5 24-0

13 26-5 23'0

14 29-5 24*0

The results, obtained from the experiment before us, show

—

(1) That the catalytic action which chlorine exerts on the photo-chemical induction is

very much less than that effected by oxygen or hydrogen, and that the mean maximum

action diminishes when y^g p chlorine is present from 100 to 60-2, and when yop-Q chlo-

rine is present from 100 to 50'3, and when y^^ chlorine is present from 100 to 41-3.

It appeared to us of great interest to determine the action which the presence of

hydrochloric acid exerts on the normal chlorine mixture. If the action were as con-

siderable as was found with the gases just mentioned, the indications of the instrument

would not be constant when (as is often required) various-sized insolation-vessels are

MDCCCLVII. 3 F
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employed. For although the hydrochloric acid formed is absorbed very quickly by the

water, still a certain amount must always be mixed with the normal gas duimg expo-

sure to light, and this amount must vary with the size and shape of the insolation-vessel.

Fortunately, however, the catalytic action of the hydrochloric acid upon the mixture of

chlorine and hydrogen is, as the foUowmg experiments show, so small, that it may he

entirely disregarded.

The experiments were carried out as follows :—In the first place, the insolation-vessel

was filled with pure water and the maximum action obsen ed ; hydrochloric acid of spec,

grav. 1T48 was then placed instead of the water, and the observations not made use of

until, after repeated saturation, the maximum action was attained. In order to deter-

mine the amount of hydrochloric acid contained in the gaseous mixture at the tempera-

ture I6°-4 of the experiment, a litre of air was slowly led, first, thi’ough a small quantity

of hydrochloric acid of the above strength, and next through a bulb apparatus containing

an alkaline solution free from chlorine. The solution of alkah acidified with nitric acid

and precipitated by a salt of silver gave 0‘0086 grm. chloride of silver, which is equiva-

lent to 1*3 cub. cent, hydrochloric acid gas in one litre of gas at 16°'4 and 0™-7516. The

normal gaseous mixture contained therefore 1‘3 pro 1000 hydrochloric acid. The photo-

chemical measurements with this mixture gave the follo'vvmg results :

—

Series of Experiments IX.

Time of

observation,

in minutes.

Gas with pure

water.

Ditto, saturated

again.

Gas with
,

1-3 pro niille

hydrochloric acid.;
1

0

i

1 10-4* 10-4*

2 12-0 9-9 12'5^

3 12-0 11-0 13-0

4 12‘5 10-4 9-4

5 11-5 11-5 8-3

6 8-3 11-5 9-4

7 10-3 9-4

8 10*1 12-3

9 12-1

10 12-1

11 10-1

12 IM

The mean of the fii'st series of observations is 10-9, of the second 10-8, and of the third

10'9. This exact agreement, which was verified by other experiments, shows

—

(1) That an amount of 0T3 per cent, of hydrochloric acid contained in the normal gas

exerts no perceptible action on the induction.

The complicated law which, as we have seen, regulates the increase of the induction

of the chlorine and hydrogen mixture mider the influence of light, renders it possible

that the presence of uninsolated gas may have precisely the same action on the insolated

gaseous mixture as the foreign gases have been shown to exert. The following experi-
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ments verify this supposition. The determinations were so conducted that a small quan-

tity of uninsolated gas, measured on the scale, was allowed to mix with the insolated

gas, which had been brought to the induction-maximum, and the time observed which

elapsed before the maximum action was again reached.

Series of Experiments X.

Time of obser-

vation in minutes. Induced gas.
Ditto, with -5-?-

1000
non-insolated gas.

Ditto, with
1000

non-insolated gas.

0-5 7
'5* 4-0 4-0

1-0 6*5 4-0 6-0

1-5 7-0 4-5 6-0

2-0 8-0 3-0 5-0

2-5 7-0 5-0 8 -0 *

3-0 7
-0* 7-5

3-5 7*5 7*5

4-0 7-5 8-0

4*5 7-5 7*5

5-0 7*5

These experiments show that the non-insolated gas acts upon the insolated in the

same manner as a contact-substance, an addition of 0'6 per cent, of the first producing

a diminution of the maximum from 100 to 55‘6*.

The curves, Plate XXI. fig. V., represent the relation in which the induction of the

chlorine and hydrogen stands to the mass and nature of the foreign admixtures. The

abscissae express the volumes of the foreign gas to 1000 volumes of the normal mixture,

and the ordinates the action effected by equal amounts of light under the influence of

these admixtures.

If the effect produced by the expansion of the gas from the addition of the foreign

body were ehminated, and if the action were reduced to the unit of intensity of light,

we might construct curves of the values thus found, which must express the relation

existing between the catalytic action and the substance and mass of the contact-body.

Our experiments are, however, as yet not extended enough to enable us here to enter

more fully into this new field of research.

Our experiments have led us to another very singular relation, which is of great in-

terest as playing an important part in the whole of the phenomena of photo-chemical

induction. The normal gas from which all light has been excluded, needs, as we have

shown, a certain length of exposure before the maximum action is attained. The

length of exposure is not altered when the pure gas is allowed to stand for some time in

the dark before insolation. If, however, the gas contains such minute traces of impuri-

ties that the maximum action is not thereby lessened, we still find evidences of the pre-

sence of these admixtures in the fact, that on standing in the dark the time required for

the attainment of the maximum induction is considerably shortened. This phenomenon

* The mean of the second vertical column =100.

3 F 2
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is best observed when gas has been led through the apparatus until the traces of gaseous

admixture (only to be estimated as millionths of the whole mass) have become so small

that their absence would not diminish the resistance to combination of the induced

gas. In order to estabhsh this fact we have made many experiments, one of which we

subjoin; the insolation-vessel contained only about 3 cub. cent, of gas, and many litres

of the chlorine and hydrogen mixture had passed for two days through the apparatus.

The first horizontal division of the follovsdng Table contains the number of the experi-

ments according to the order in which they were made ; the second division contains the

times during which the newly-evolved gases stood in the dark previous to insolation

;

and the third division gives the length of time which the gas was led through the instru-

ment between each set of observations. The numbers in the corresponding vertical

columns represent the photo-chemical action for the times found in the first vertical

column.

Series of Experiments XI.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10.

0 ' 30 ' 0 ' 30 ' 0 ' 30 ' 0 ' 30 ' 0
'

40
'

t' 4 '
' 20 ' t 2

1
.' 4

/

1 ? 2-1 3-1 6-2 4-3 1*0 10-0 2-1 6-3 2-1

2 6*3 9-4 8-3 15'6 16-7 21-9 19-3 21-8 20*8 12-2

3 7-3 20-8 10*4 22-9 19-8 28 -
1 * 22-9 27 -0# 21-9 21-9

4 10-4 21-9 11-5 23*3 21-9 27-8 25-5 27-3 25-0 24-3

5 12-6 24-0 15-6 25-3 23-9 28-3 26 -
1 * 27-3 28 -5* 26 -

7 *

6 14-6 26 -3 * 17-7 27 -3* 26 -3* 29-4 26*8 29-3 28-3 25-8

7 ? 27-3 19-8 26*9 25-3 28-8 26-8 28-0 26*3

8 19*2 26-3 22-3 27-0 27*3 28-0

9 23*3 27-9 26 -3 » 29-8

10 24-3 26-3

11 24-3 26-9

12 28 -0 *

13 28-0

14 28-0
1

These figures show,

—

(1) That the resistance to combination effected by the slightly impm'e gas diminishes

when the gas is allowed to stand in the dark.

(2) That the diminution of the resistance ensuing spontaneously in the dark becomes

less as the purity of the gas increases by longer saturation.

(3) That this diminution of the resistance is observed after the gas is so nemly pme
that on further saturation no increased maximum induction is perceptible.

The experiments give the following maxima of induction arranged in the order in

which the observations were made :

—

t Evolution-vessel changed, and gas led through for some time.
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Maxima. Difference from Mean.

No. 1 . . . 28-0 -fO-6

No. 2 . . . 27-0 -0-4

No. 3 . . . 26-8 -0-9

No. 4 . . . 27-1 -0-3

No. 5 . . . 27-2 -0-2

No. 6 . . . 28-4 +1-0

No. 7 . . . 27-4 0-0

No. 8 . . . 27-5 4-0-1

No. 9 . . . 28-1 -fO-7

No. 10 . . . 26-3 -1-1

Mean. . 27-4

The curves (Plate XXII. fig. VI.) clearly show the diminution of the resistance to com-

bination on darkening. The abscissae denote the duration of the insolation, the ordinates

the chemical action corresponding to these exposures, measured by the volume of hydi’o-

chloric acid formed in one minute. The curves with odd numbers proceeding from the

bottom upwards, represent the progression of the induction for gas rendered continually

more pure by longer saturation ; those with even numbers show the increase of the induc-

tion for the same gas, which was allowed to stand for some time in the dark. It is seen

that the lower curves representing the action of the freshly prepared gas. Nos. 1, 3, 5, 7

and 9, continually rise with increased purity of the gas, and approach the curves which

show the constant action of the gas which has stood in the dark, until, in Nos. 9 and

10, the two curves difier only by an amount which falls within the observational errors.

The perfectly pure chlorine and hydrogen mixture acts therefore very differently from

that which contains even the most minute trace of impurity. The resistance to combi-

nation of the first gas does not undergo any change when left to itself in the dark ; in

the second case this resistance is diminished under similar circumstances, resembling a

wire, which, having been lengthened by a suspended weight, returns gradually to its

original dimensions on removing the weight.

There is thus a normal resistance to combination w belonging to the pure gaseous

mixture, and this resistance does not alter by standing, but only on exposure to light

;

and there is also an increased resistance to combination w-\-n (belonging to an impure

gas), which returns to the normal resistance w by simply standing in the dark. It appeared

possible that this increased resistance might depend upon the natmre of the decomposing

poles ;
experiment, however, showed that the same phenomenon was observed whether

poles of carbon or platinum were employed.

An explanation of the laws of photo-chemical induction derived from the experiments

already communicated, may easily be found in the assumption that the chlorine or

hydrogen, or both gases, undergo upon exposure to light an allotropic modification, in

which they possess more than the ordinary combining power, or in other words, that both
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these gases (or one of them), similar to ozonized and common oxygen, can, under certain

circumstances, be in an active, and under others, in a passive condition *. If this hypo-

thesis be true, each gas must undergo this peculiar modification vrhen separately exposed

to the action of light. The following experiments show, however, that this is not the

case.

The gases, prepared as usual by electrolysis, were evolved in the dark from two sepa-

rate porous cells, and each gas allowed to pass through a thin glass tube 3 feet lorrg,

which was so berrt that its whole length could be placed outside the window-shutter,

whilst the two ends were retained in the darkened room. The two gases passed

separately through this bent tube into the dayhght, and then both traversed a commu-

rricating tube which led them into the instrument. By means of these tubes we were

able to expose each one of the separated gases to the direct or difiuse sunlight, and to

examine the effect produced on the serrsibility of the resulting mixture. To begin with,

the tubes reaching beyond the shutter were carefully protected from the action of lighL

and the mixture led through the apparatus until the gas had attained the sensibility requi-

site for the observations. The increase of the induction was then determined in two suc-

cessive experiments, in the first of which the separate gases were kept in the dark, and

in the second of which they were previously insolated. In the first of the following

experiments diffuse daylight was used for the insolation of the separated gases, and in

the second direct sunlight. Division I. contains the times of observation, Dfrision II. the

action for each minute corresponding to these times, a for the non-insolated gas, and b

for the gas which had been exposed to light immediately before.

Series of Experiments XII.

1. Experiment with diffuse

daylight.

2. Experiment with direct

sunlight.

ii. II.

I. I.

a. b. a. b.

1 5-5 8‘5 1 0-5 0-3

2 6’0 8-5 2 13-5 0-3

3 6'5 9-0 3 18-0 190
4 11-5 10-0 4 16-0 33 0

5 32-0 12-0 5 29-0 340
6 73-0 27-0 6 38-0 30-0

7 73-0 7 53-0

Although the intensity of the light to which the gases were separately exposed was

so great that, had the gases been mixed, their combinmg power would have been

increased to such an extent that explosive combmation would immediately have occurred,

still the experiment showed no greater difference between the dui’ation of the induction

of the insolated and non-insolated gas than the errors of obseiTation rendered unavoid-

able. The experiments, therefore, show that the light does not effect a permanent modi-

fication, either of the chlorine or of the hydrogen, but that the combination produced by
* See Dkapee, Pliilosophical Magazine, 1857, vol. xiv. page 161,
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the light must entirely depend upon photo-chemical action affecting only the increasing

attractions of the chemically active molecules.

We have often had occasion, in the course of this research, to show that the curves

which represent the increase of the chemical action for a constant source of light have

all a maximum of the increasing action, which is rendered visible by a flexure in the

curve. It appeared of interest to examine whether this property of the induction-curves

arises from the general mode of action of affinity, or whether the light plays a necessary

part therein. We have therefore carried out some experiments upon idio-chemical in-

duction ; that is, upon reactions which occur altogether under the influence of chemical

attractions, without the assistance of heat, light or other outward forces. For this pur-

pose a very dilute aqueous solution of bromine with tartaric acid was employed. This

mixture, when allowed to stand in the dark at a constant temperature, undergoes a very

slow decomposition, the free bromine gradually decomposing the organic acid and form-

ing hydrobromic acid. The quantity of bromine contained in equal volumes of this

solution was determined at various times after mixing To Tj . .

.

T„ by the iodometric

method. The amount of bromine thus found, B^, subtracted from that originally con-

tained, Bo, gave the amount of free bromine (Bo—BJ which had entered into combina-

tion from the beginning of the experiment up to the time of the analysis. If a repre-

sent the weight of iodine contained in one burette division of the standard solution, n

the number of measures of sulphurous acid required to reduce the free iodine, t the

number of burette degrees necessary to decompose one measure of sulphurous acid, and

t the number of burette degrees requfred to neutralize the excess of sulphurous acid,

and Br and I the atomic weights of bromine and iodine, the amount of bromine, B, con-

tained in a volume of the liquid under examination is found from the equation

B=—j

—

Having thus determined the quantity of bromine present in the same volume of liquid

for the times To T, ...T„, the quantity of bromine which has entered into combination

from one volume of the liquid in the times Ti T2 ,
&c., is found from the equations

g g g g
-^5— &c. The liquids employed in Experiment 1, Series XIII. contained, to

I gramme of bromine, IT39 grms. crystallized tartaric acid and 648-9 grms. water; in

Experiment 2, to I grm. bromine, 1-654 grm. tartaric acid and 706-5 grms. water; in

Experiment 3, to I grm. bromine, 6-6166 grms. tartaric acid and 1410-2 grms. water.

The value of a in all the analyses was 0-0022593. The atomic weights of bromine and

iodine employed in the calculations were 500-00 and 794-37. The following arrange-

ment of the experimental results gives, in the first vertical column, the duration of the

spontaneous decomposition m hours. To Tj, &c. ;
the second, third and fourth columns,

the elements of analysis ; and the fifth, the values Bo Bj . . .

;

and the last, the values of

—

-

g—

‘

. .
.

,

or the loss of bromine for the successive times Tj T2 . . . T„.
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Series of Experiments XIII.

Experiment 1. Experiment 2. Experiment 3. 1

T. ru t. B.
Bo— Bj T. n. h* t. B.

Bo—Bj
j

T. n. tj. t. B.
Bp— Bj

Bo Bo Bo

0 2 30-2 53-4 0-10893 0-00000 0 2 10-9 421 0-10424 0-00000 0 1 5'0 42-6 0-05347 0-00000

2 1 17-2 92-6 0-10722 0-01551 17 2 45-0 59-0 0-10381 0-00413 17 1 22-5 59-0 0-05190 0-02935

18 2 29-7 52-3 0-10651 0-02222 27 2 30-1 50-0 0-099403 0-04643 27 1 18-3 50-0 0-04508 0-15695

20 2 19-1 46-7 0-10566 0-03002 102-5 1 33-3 69-1 0-05091 0-51164 76 1 18-4 35-5 0-02432 0-54517

26 2 15-0 44-0 0-10381 0-04700 125-0 1 29-1 60-7 0-04493 0-56901 102-5 1 63-4 69-1 0-00811 0-84833

42-5 2 40-9 56-5 0-10253 0-05854 150-0 1 35-8 61-2 0-03612 0-65354 125 1 58-3 60-7 0-00341 0-93623

65-5 2 39-7 45-6 0-07323 0-32773 198-0 1 52-4 71-2 0-02673 0-47362 150 1 60-1 60-1 0-00000

88-5 1 16-4 59-9 0-06185 0-43121

136-5 1 35-5 68-6 0-04707 0-56789 i

163-0 1 50-5 79-5 0-04124 0-62135
!

The curves Nos. 1, 2 and 3, fig. VII., Plate XXI., corresponding to the Experiments

I, 2 and 3, represent the increase of the hydrobromic acid produced in the times Tj,

&c. dra^vn on the abscissae. It is seen that these curves have also a point of contrary

flexure, so that in the idio-chemical as well as the photo-chemical induction, a phase in

the decomposition is found in which a maximum in the increase of the action occurs.

The cause of this maximum increase appears therefore not to lie in any peculiarity which

the light may possess, but rather in the mode of action of afiinity itself.

The laws of photo-chemical induction which we have developed in this Part, explain

most completely many of the singular phenomena which lie at the foundation of the

photographic processes. Without entering into detail concerning the relations which

these laws bear to the general processes of the photographer, we -^111 now merely con-

sider one phenomenon which has been so difficult to explain, that it has been foimd

necessary to assume the existence of certain rays endowed -with very peculiar properties,

to which the name of “ rayons continuateurs ” has been given. This phenomenon was

first established by Edmond Becqueeel from the following observations. If one-half

of an iodized plate of silver, or a sensitive photographic paper, be protected from the

action of light, whilst the other half is exposed to a constant source of light for such a

time that no alteration, either perceptible to the eye or capable of being developed by

photographic preparations, is efiected on the sensitive surface, the plate possesses the pro-

perty, when exposed to a uniform but very slight amount of light, to blacken on the

insolated half, whilst the part not pre\iously exposed remains unaffected. If, in the first

short insolation, every part of the plate was not exposed to the same intensity of light,

the blackening effected by the following uniform exposure corresponds to this intensity,

so accm'ately indeed, that a daguerreotj^e picture commenced by this slight exposure

may be developed by subsequent uniform insolation, almost as perfectly as if each

amount of light represented on the picture, and not a constant amount, had acted for the

whole time upon the plate. The explanation of this fact does not requii'e the assump-

tion of a new class of rays, which cannot commence, but only continue, the photo-chemical
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action. The phenomenon is in reality a simple consequence of the laws ofphoto-chemical

induction, and proves that these relations, which we have examined only in the case of

chlorine and hydrogen, occur in a slightly modified form in other photo-chemical pro-

cesses. If the chlorine and hydrogen mixture were a solid substance which could be

fixed upon paper without diminishing its sensibility to light, this paper must exhibit

exactly the same singular property which Becquekel first observed with the dagueri’eo-

tj-pe plate, or other photo-chemically sensitive surface. In order to prove this asser-

tion, we will imagine that such a sohd chlorine and hydrogen surface was as sensitive as

the gas in Series of Experiments IV. h of this Part. We will further imagine that

half of this sensitive surface was darkened, and the other half insolated for five minutes

with the luminous intensity I, as in Experiment I. The action on both halves of the

plate after the five minutes’ insolation is therefore, as the numbers of the experiment

show, still 0. The plate has undergone therefore no visible alteration, nor could a

difference be effected by any reagent. If the whole surface be now exposed to a uniform

insolation, the half previously exposed wil| act quite differently from the half which

remained in the dark. The former will undergo an alteration in the first five minutes,

which is represented by the amounts of hydrochloric acid formed, namely,

2-I4-I4-64-29-2-1-3I-4+30-I= I07-4,

whilst the non-insolated portion of the surface exposed during the same space of time

to the same amount of light does not show, according to Experiment I. Series IV., any

alteration in its chemical properties. If the formation of hydrochloric acid were accom-

panied by a deepening of colour, the half of the chlorine and hydrogen plate, which

was not preVously exposed, would still appear white, whilst the other half would be of

a dark colour, thus acting exactly like the sensitive surface of a daguerreotype plate.

Let us next consider the second case, in which an image commenced by lights of

various degrees of intensity is developed by a subsequent uniform exposure in depths of

colouring proportional to the various original intensities. We again imagine a sohd

layer of chlorine and hydrogen which is as sensitive as the chlorine and hydrogen mixture

employed in Series of Experiments IV., and suppose that at the point of the

surface the various intensities of the light I, I‘78, 2'45, 4T7 were acting. According

then to Experiments I e, 2 c, and 3 c, the amount of chemical action measured by the

hydrochloric acid formed in the minute is atp, 0, atyjg 2T, at ^3 5-2, and at ^4 65-6. If

these numbers are dirided by their respective amounts of light, we obtain the quantity

of action which is effected by the unit amount of light at the point ^j, p.2 , p^, p^

;

these

are 0, ITS, 2T2 and I5'7. These numbers express the combining power, or what is

the same thing, the sensibility of the plate at the points p.^, p^, p^. After an exposure

of two minutes the sensibility of the plate at the same points would be 0
,
6'07, 26-8 and

29-3, and after three minutes’ exposure 0, 18-6, 32-7 and 54-7. It is thus seen that the

sensibility of the plate is altered by the first exposure to light, and in such a manner

that the greater luminous intensity corresponds to the greatest sensibility. If the varying

MDCCCLVII. 3 G
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amounts of sensibility which the surface of a plate has reached by the fii-st exposure

could be represented by depths of colouring, the various shades would represent the

picture itself. With a subsequent uniform insolation the chemical action must there-

fore proceed proportionally to the various amounts of light in the original picture, and

if the chemical action is made visible by a change of colom:, an actual picture must be

produced.

Having determined in this part of our investigation the most important phenomena

of photo-chemical induction, we shall in the next Part consider the laws which regu-

late the chemical action of light after the induction is completed.
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XIX, On the Immediate Principles of Human Excrements in the Healthy State.

By W. Maecet, M.I)., F.C.S., Assistant Physician to the Westminster Hospital.

Communicated by H. Bence Jones, M.H.., F.R.S.

[Received February 23,—Eead March 12, 1857.

In June 1854 I had the honour of communicating to the Koyal Society an account of

some investigations I had undertaken respecting the composition of the excrements of

man and animals
;
since that time I have continued my researches on human excre-

ments, and obtained further results which form the subject of the present paper, I

have been most ably seconded in this work by my assistant, Mr, Feedeeick Dupee, Ph,D,,

and have derived much valuable aid from his thorough knowledge of chemical and phy-

sical science, •

The method of investigation employed in this instance is similar to that which had

been adopted on the former occasion
;
alcohol and ether were again the principal means

employed for conducting the analysis, chemical decompositions being thereby avoided

and the constituents of excrements consequently obtained under the form of Immediate

Principles. It will also be observed that in this case, for the purpose of extracting

excretine, the alcohohc solution of excrements was in many instances not mixed with

milk of hme, which simphfied materially the operations and increased the interest of the

investigation.

The results obtained are as follows :

—

1, Margarate of lime, phosphate of lime, and margarate of magnesia were discovered

to be three immediate principles of human evacuations,

2, I found a new and simple method for obtaining excretine, and its chemical for-

mula has been estabhshed,

3, The fact that vegetable food increases the presence of margaric acid in excrements

has been contu’med,

4, The existence of a comparatively large quantity of cholesterine in the spleen, which

I had mentioned as probable, has been confirmed *.

When healthy human evacuations are exhausted with boiling alcohol an extract is

obtained, which, on coohng, leaves a deposit. This deposit was examined as follows :

—

The dark alcoholic solution being decanted, the residue was thrown upon a filter and

washed thoroughly, first with cold and then with boiling alcohol. The boiling alcoholic

solution, on cooling, yielded more or less of a peculiar substance, in the form of a fight

granular precipitate, which has been alluded to in my previous communication. The

* I introduce here this result, having alluded to the subject in my previous communication.

3 g2
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substance insoluble in boiling alcohol and remaining on the filter was now submitted to

examination; the original alcoholic extract ha-ving filtered nearly quite clear through

the cahco, it was evident that this deposit could consist but in small quantity of insoluble

substances, which might have found their way through the meshes of the cloth. The

deposit, removed from the filter into a capsule, was boiled with a solution of caustic

potash, when the greatest part of it dissolved ; an attempt to filter the fiuid having failed,

I decomposed the alkaline solution with hydrochloric acid, which induced the formation

of a precipitate. The precipitate, collected on a filter, was washed with water until the

washings ceased to exhibit an acid reaction and induce a cloudiness in a solution of

nitrate of silver. Boiling alcohol and ether dissolved the substance on the filter, it cn’-

stalhzed on cooling from its solution in alcohol, and by spontaneous evaporation from its

solution in ether
;
by means of repeated crystalhzations in a mixtui-e of alcohol and ether,

the substance in question was obtained perfectly colourless and pure. ^^Tien heated on a

platina spatula, it fused and then bmmt with a flame ; a carbonaceous residue was left,

which, on the further application of heat, disappeared completely, lea'sing no ashes on

the spatula. When viewed with the microscope, the crystals had the peculiar stellate

structure of margaric acid ; the substance, when fused and allowed to cool, assumed a

crystallized nature
;

it was found to fuse at 60° Centigrade. The above characters are

those of margaric acid*, so that this fatty acid is constantly present in healthy human

evacuations f.

It was now of much importance to ascertain in which form the margaric acid formd

in the above circumstances existed as a constituent of human faeces, or in other words,

to determine the Immediate Principle containing the fatty acid in question ; but pre-

vious to entering on this subject, I beg to relate an experiment instituted for the pur-

pose of detecting the best method to be employed to prepare the alcoholic extract of

excrements. It was noticed that the quantity of the deposit rielded by the extract, on

cooling, varied according to the manipulations adopted to prepare the solution ; conse-

quently a healthy and fresh evacuation was tritm-ated in a mortar, in order that every

part of it should be equally moistened, and the mass was dirided into thi’ee quantities,

weighing each 60 grammes. Each portion was boiled foiu times successively with two

ounces of alcohol ; the first part being treated with alcohol in an open tm capsule and

strained through a clean laboratory towel, the second being boiled in a long-necked flask

and strained through the same towel, and the third being treated in a similar flask and

strained through muslin folded in two. The fluid passed very fr’eely tlu’ough the niushn,

and there appeared to be a greater deposit on cooling in the alcoholic extract of the

third portion than in that of the two others ;
about two hoiu's afteiwai’ds the alcoholic

extracts were filtered separately through filtering-paper, and a clear dark-coloimed solu-

* Notwithstanding the fusing-point and crystalline stmctui’e of this fatty acid, it might have been mixed

with a small proportion of stearic acid and traces of oleic acid. Stearic and mai’garic acid have the same

chemical properties.

t I had shown in my previous communication that margaric acid was occasionally present in feces.
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tion was thus obtained. The residue left on the three filters, after being washed with

cold alcohol and subsequently removed to capsules with the platina knife, was boiled in

alcohol, the fluid being afterwards rapidly strained through calico. On cooling, a very

small quantity of deposit occurred in the solutions No. 1 and No. 2 ; solution No. 3

yielded rather more : the fluids were subsequently evaporated to dryness and the residue

boiled in a little alcohol, when, on cooling, an increase of the deposit occurred
; No. 3

yielded decidedly more than No. 1 and No. 2. Having proceeded so far with the experi-

ment, it was necessary to examine the part of the original deposit insoluble in boiling

alcohol. The three quantities were boiled separately in a solution of caustic potash till

they were nearly dissolved, and then an excess of hydrochloric acid was added. There

occurred immediately an abundant precipitate
; when the fluid had become cold, the

precipitate was collected on a filter and thoroughly washed 'with water. Each filter

being diied, fii’st by a temperatm’e not exceeding 55° C., then under the air-pump, over

sulphuric acid, they were next treated separately with ether until no more was dissolved ;

by spontaneous evaporation the ethereal solution deposited a crystalline substance*,

which was washed with water, again collected on a filter, and dissolved in ether; the

operation being repeated a tim’d time for No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3, the solutions were

finally evaporated to drjmess, and each residue was dried and weighed: in the three

cases the substance was colourless, or nearly so.

The weight of the fatty acid was in

No. 1 0’047 gramme.

No. 2 0-056 „

No. 3 0-083 „

From these experiments I conclude that the amount of margaric acid derived from

the original deposit varies according to the mode of manipulation, and that the maxi-

mum quantity is obtained by preparing the alcoholic extract in a glass flask, and strain-

ing it through muslin ; in which case little of the alcohol is lost by evaporation, and the

fluid has not time to cool pre-riously to its being strained.

It is e-vident that the fatty acid contained in the deposit yielded by the alcoholic

extract of excrements on coohng, did not occur therein as a free substance, for if in the

free state, it must have been dissolved by the boiling alcohol and ether washings. For

the purpose of determinmg with which substance it was combined, the acid filtrate from

the deposit, after it had been decomposed by potash and hydrochloric acid, was sub-

mitted to a qualitative and quantitative analysis
;
the ashes from the burnt deposit were

also analysed. The inorganic substances present were found to be phosphoric acid and

lime, and in such a proportion, as will be seen from the result of the quantitative

analysis, that there was more lime than required to combine with the phosphoric acid,

the excess of this substance being just in the proportion necessary to convert the

* 111 that operation the ethereal solution was exposed to the air long enough to ensure the crystallization

of the whole of the fatty acid.
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margaric acid into a neutral margarate of lime. The quantitative analysis of the

deposit was effected by boiling it with potash, and decomposmg the soap by means of

hydrochloric acid, for the pm’pose of precipitating the margaric acid. The whole being

thrown on a filter, the precipitate was washed until the washings had ceased to exhibit

an acid reaction and produce a cloudiness in a solution of nitrate of silver ; the fatty acid

was dried on filtering-paper, and finally dissolved in ether
;
the ethereal extract being

evaporated to dryness in a weighed beaker, the weight of the residue could be easily

ascertained. The phosphoric acid and hme were determined in the filtrate from the

margaric acid precipitate, the phosphoric acid with perchloride of iron and sulphate of

magnesia, and the lime with oxahc acid. The following Table shows the result of the

analysis, together mth the quantity of margaric acid necessary to combine vdth the

amount of hme, exceeding that which could possibly have been combined originally with

the phosphoric acid : these numbers were obtained by calculation, according to the for-

mula for the neutral margarates,

—

^34 H33 03 -}-MO.

round.
A

Calculated.

r
.

Lime. Phosphoric acid. Margaric acid. Margaric acid.

1. 0-0021 0-015 0-083 0-074

2. 0-040 0-031 0-230 0-112

3. 0-058 0-042* 0-205 0-196

4. 0-031 0-023* 0-100 0-102

These results show that the lime, phosphoric acid and margaric acid found in the

deposit under examination, existed as phosphate of lime and margarate of hme, and

consequently assumed this form in excrements f.

From the difficulty of extracting fatty acids perfectly pure and colourless, without

experiencing more or less loss of substance, when they are mixed up uith animal coloui-

ing-matters and other impurities, it is next to impossible to obtain mathematicaUy exact

results in such analysis. In analyses No. 1 and No. 3, the quantities of margaric acid

found were slightly above the proportion determined by calculation, which resulted from

the presence of impurities ; these could not have been removed mthout the loss of more

or less of the acid. In analysis No. 2 the margaric acid was highly coloiu’ed and impure,

which accounts for its proportion being considerably above what it ought to have been.

In analysis No. 4, the margaric acid obtained bemg comparatively pure, the result was

very conclusive.

The alcohohc extract of excrements filtered from the deposit just described, four or

* In analyses 3 and 4, the quantity of phosphoric acid was obtained by calculation.

t It is very remarkable that these salts should have dissolved in the boiling alcoholic extract of fseces,

and lost their property of dissolving in boiling alcohol, after having been collected on a filter
;
which cir-

cumstance is probably owing to the acid reaction of the alcoholic extract. The same observ'ation applies to

the margarate of magnesia.
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five hours after the extract had been prepared, yielded a dark-coloured fluid. When
this solution was allowed to stand undisturbed in a flask for twenty-four hours, another

substance subsided and collected at the bottom of the flask; a cold night, favouring

in a remarkable degree the formation of this second deposit. After decanting the

clear fluid and filtering the residue, a nearly white and amorphous substance remained

oji the filter ; boihng alcohol and ether removed from it every trace of colouring matter

or other impmities, the deposit being insoluble in these fluids. A sample of the siib-

stance being burnt on the platina knife, it ignited, charred, and finally left a residue

of white ashes, whilst in the case of the first deposit it was found impossible, even with

the bloAvpipe, to obtain the ashes otherwise than dark coloured. The inorganic residue

submitted to analysis, proved to consist entirely of magnesia*', in order to determine

the nature of the organic substance, combined with magnesia, the compound was

boiled with potash, when after a short time it dissolved, leaving in the fluid but a hght

precipitate ; the addition of hydrochloric acid to the mixtm’e induced the separation of

a white sohd substance, which floated on the hquid
; this substance was collected on a

filter, thoroughly washed with water, and then dissolved in a little boiling alcohol,

when on coohng it sohdified, assuming the crystallized form peculiar to margaric acid

;

its fusing-point was found to be 56° C., and on coohng, the fused mass again crystal-

lized ; in short, there could be no doubt that this substance was margaric add ; the

deposit rmder examination being nearly colomdess, I had no difficulty in obtaining the

fatty acid in a perfectly white and pure condition. Though a qualitative analysis of the

deposit showed that it contained no other substance than margaric acid and magnesia,

stih it was important to determine if they were present in such proportion as to form

the neutral margarate of magnesia,

—

C3,H33 03+Mg0.

For this purpose, a sample of the deposit, purified by repeated washings with boiling-

alcohol and ether, was dried in the water-bath until it ceased to lose weight
; it was then

ascertained tu weigh 0-088 gramme
;
after it had been burnt in a platina capsule, the

weight,of ashes left amounted to 0-007
; the result of the analysis may be given as

follows :

—

On 0-088 gramme.

Found. Calculated according to formula.

Margaric acid .... 0-081 0-081

Magnesia 0-007 0-007

0-088 0-088

which shows that the compound can be no other than margarate of magnesia.

In my previous communication I stated that I had noticed an increase of margaric

* The carbonate of magnesia resulting from the incineration of a compound of this substance w ith an

organic acid, had been decomposed by the blowpipe flame, with the evolution of carbonic acid.
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acid in faeces after a vegetable diet, a fact pre-viously ascertained by LEmm* from micro-

scopical examination. It -was now important to determine, by actual experiment,

whether a purely vegetable diet would, according to my former method of investigation,

determine the presence of an excess of margaric acid in the precipitate obtained by mix-

ing the alcoholic extract of fseces with milk of lime. I consequently submitted myself

to a vegetable diet, consisting of bread, potatoes, w^ater-cresses, salad, other green vege-

tables, wine, beer and tea ; vegetable soup was prepared for me without meat, gravy, or

butter
;
I avoided milk, eggs, &c. Having confined myself exclusively to this vegetable

diet for four days, I examined the second evacuation passed since the beginning of the

experiment ;
the lime precipitate in the clear alcohol extract was collected on a filter,

and dissolved in hydrochloric acid ; not only did the substance insoluble in hydrochloric

acid yield margaric acid, but it contained at least two or three times as much of this

substance as I had ever obtained by the method in question. I was prevented from con-

tinuing the investigation from its injurious efiects upon my health, but this experiment

sufficed to show the influence of a vegetable diet upon excrements.

I now beg to give an account of some further investigations into the nature and com-

position of the substance which I proposed to call Excretine.

This constituent of human fseces I first obtained by adding milk of Kme to the alco-

holic extract of fseces, collecting on a filter the precipitate thus obtained, and subse-

quently treating it with ether, when the solution yielded by spontaneous evaporation

very impm’e crystals of excretine, which were purified by repeated crystallizations. This

method unfortunately yielded so small a quantity of the substance in question that I

failed to collect enough to determine its chemical composition ; it was therefore found

necessary to postpone this investigation. Until the month of December 1855, my
endeavours to extract excretine by a more satisfactory process had failed, when on

coming to my laboratory one morning after a very cold night, on which occasion the

temperature of the atmosphere had fallen several degrees under the freezing-point, I

observed that an alcoholic extract of fseces prepared the day before, and left in an open

beaker, had lost its fluid nature and assumed a thick or gelatinous consistence ; a sample

of the mass submitted to the microscope was discovered to be full of slender silky

crystals, which proved by further examination to consist of excretine
;
the thick nature

of the fluid was owing entirely to the presence of these crystals. It became therefore

evident that the easiest way of extracting the Immediate Principle in question was by

reducing the temperature of the alcoholic extract of freces ; and I took advantage of the

cold nights of last winter to prepare a quantity of this interesting substance *.

The first crop of crystals being collected on a filter, the alcoholic filtrate )fielded a

second quantity on the same day or next morning ; in very cold weather sometimes even

* Having failed to obtain excretine by means of artificial cold, I could not prepare enough of it last

winter to complete its analysis
;
the cold weather of this season has lasted such a short time that it was

necessary to adopt a modification of the first method
;
and thus I was compelled to delay communicating

my results, for which circumstance I beg to offer my sincere apologies.
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a third crop of excretine could be obtained ; but as soon as the thermometer rose above

the fi'eezing-point, the alcoholic extract ceased to deposit crystals, and those which had

formed were rapidly dissolved. It was also observed that the crystallization occurred

more rapidly when the alcoholic solution was left in an open vessel
;
which is accounted

for by the circumstance that the evaporation of the alcohol increased the proportion of

water in the alcoholic fluid, and consequently the excretine acquired a favourable con-

dition for assuming the solid form ;
the cold temperature moreover reduced its solubility

in alcohol, and it was therefore induced to crystallize. The amount of crystallized

excretine was apparently proportional to the intensity of the cold. Each crop of crystals

was collected upon the same filter, and allowed afterwards to become comparatively dry

by exposure to air in the funnel. The filter was next washed with ether or boiling

alcohol, which dissolved out the whole of the crystals, and the solution by standing

for a night yielded an abundant crop of nearly pure excretine
;
more or less of the

impurities which had precipitated with the excretine were left on the filter, being

insoluble in ether or in boiling alcohol. For the purpose of obtaining excretine in a

perfectly prue and colourless condition, the impure substance resulting from the spon-

taneous evaporation of the ether solution, or from the exposure of the alcoholic extract

to cold, was separated from its mother-liquor (the latter being decanted), then washed

in a capsule with a little cold alcohol, which dissolved the colouring matter and a

very small proportion of excretine ; the cold coloured alcohol was decanted, and after

repeating this operation four or five times, and collecting the washings^ the excretine

was dissolved in a little hot alcohol ;
on cooling, it was obtained colourless and beautifully

crystallized
; if the crystals were not yet pure, the above operation was repeated. The

washings yielded another crop of crystals, which were purified by the same process ; and

the operation was repeated on the successive series of washings until the coloured alco-

holic solution contained but very little excretine ; by this method much less of the sub-

stance was lost than by repeated crystallizations in ether, and drying the impure crystals

on filtering-paper.

In order to submit this new substance to analysis, it was necessary to prepare it on a

large scale, and the cold weather not lasting long enough for the purpose of allowing

me to extract it in sufficient quantity, I was obhged to adopt the following method,

which is a modification of that described in my first paper. The clear alcoholic extract

of eight or nine evacuations was mixed with lime-water and then filtered. I washed the

precipitate with water, and then dried it perfectly on a water-bath
;

this substance being

transferred to a flask, was now agitated \vith a mixture of alcohol and ether, and filtered

after having stood for some hours. The residue left on the filter was w'ashed with ether,

dried in the open air, or in a retort (with the view of recovering the alcohol and ether),

and again treated 'with a mixture of alcohol and ether. The solutions were but little

coloured, and after twenty-four hours yielded a beautiful crop of excretine. The mother-

liquor, separated by filtration or decantation, deposited some hours afterwards a second

crop of crystals. The substance was purified by repeated solutions in alcohol and ether,

MDCCCLVII. 3 H
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subsequently filtered, if necessary, through animal charcoal. This method is attended

with no difficulty, and enabled me to obtain at once from nine evacuations, as much as

0'815, or not quite one gramme of excretine ; its only objection is the expense resulting

from the unavoidable use of large quantities of alcohol and ether. It is very trouble-

some, and I may say next to impossible, to wash the lime precipitate to such an extent

as to remove from it every trace of excretine, and consequently the above number must

be far short of the real proportion of the substance contained in nine evacuations ; I am

at present engaged with investigations respecting this subject.

Among the properties of excretine there is one on which I shall add a few words,

as it appears to me possessed of especial interest. This immediate principle of human

faeces is not subject to spontaneous decomposition, even when freely exposed to the atmo-

sphere, and its presence can be detected in excrements long after they have been voided,

a property which might be serviceable in a medico-legal point of "view. Moreover,

although I have not yet been able to find out a test for the pm'pose of shovdng the pre-

sence of excretine in complex mixtures, still the method for obtaining it, which consists

in the addition of milk of lime to the alcoholic extracts of faeces, will suffice to show

the presence of very minute quantities of this organic substance even in mixtiues of

the most complex description. Thus I had no difficulty in obtaining a sample of pure

excretine from the contents of my laboratory water-closet, consisting of faeces, urine,

paper, dust and other filth. Between two or three gallons of the above nearly fluid

mixture were qvaporated to dryness in a water-bath, and the dry residue was exhausted

with boiling alcohol in the usual way. A small quantity of excretine was deposited m
the alcoholic extract on cooling ; but on adding lime-water to the solution, collecting

upon a filter the precipitate thus induced, drying it and washing it with ether, a com-

paratively large amount of excretine was obtained.

Having prepared a sufficient quantity of colourless and piue excretine, partly by the

action of cold upon the alcoholic extract of faeces, and partly by the other method, this

immediate principle was submitted to chemical analysis. The qualitative examination

confirmed the existence of sulphur in excretine, and consequently in the combustions it

was necessary to interpose a tube full of peroxide of lead between the chloride-of-calcium

tube and the potash apparatus. The presence of nitrogen in excretine was very cai’efully

looked for by burning the substance mth potassium and testing the fumes evolved

when a sample of the crystals was heated with lime in a test-tube. I repeated these

experiments several times with Dr. Dupee, but failed to obtain indications of the

slightest traces of nitrogen
; it is therefore obvious that excretine contains no nitrogen*.

The absence of water of crystallization was determined by fusing in the water-bath a

weighed quantity of the crystallized substance, and then weighing it again, when it was

not found to have lost any weight ; the experiment was repeated twice with the same

* In my first communication I stated that nitrogen was present in excretine
;
this error resulted from

having hut a small quantity of substance to operate upon, which, moreover, might possibly not have been

perfectly pure.
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result. Excretine burnt with carbonate of potash and nitrate of potash, yielded no

phosphorus.

The quantitative analysis was first attempted by combustions with oxide of copper,

but it was soon found out that from the large proportion of carbon present, it was neces-

sary to employ a more powerful oxidizing compound, and consequently the formula was

obtained from combustions with chromate of lead. The proportion of sulphur was

determined in the usual way, by burning the substance with carbonate of baryta and

nitrate of potash.

I. 0T45 gramme of crystallized excretine yielded,—

Sulphate of Baryta . . . . 0*0 32,

corresponding to Sulphur . . 0-004; or in 100 parts of excretine . 2*758

II, 0-107 gramme of crystallized excretine yielded,

—

Sulphate of Baryta .... 0*027,

corresponding to Sulphur . . 0*003; or in 100 parts of excretine . 2*803

Average per-centage 2*780

The combustions mth oxide of copper yielded,

—

I. For 0*071 gramme of excretine.

Carbonic acid . 0*211

'*'—--5

Carbon . . 0*057 Carbon .

For 100 parts.

. 80*281

Water . , . 0*087 Hydrogen ., 0*009 Hydrogen . 12*676

II. For 0*1115 gramme of excretine.

Carbonic acid , 0*318 Carbon . . 0*0898 Carbon .

For 100 parts.

. 79*81

Water . . . 0*121 Hydrogen . 0*0134 Hydrogen . 12*01

In these analyses* the carbon was not far from correct, as the gaseous products

(sulphurous and sulphuric acid) formed at the expense of the sulphur of excretine had

made up for the loss depending on the incomplete combustion of the substance
; that

the excretine was not perfectly burnt is shown by the amount of hydrogen obtained,

which is too low.

The combustions with chromate of lead yielded,

—

I. For 0*1458 gramme of crystallized excretine.

Carbonic acid . 0*430 Carbon . . 0*117

Water . . . 0*182 Hydrogen , 0*020

II. For 0*1355 gramme of crj'stallized excretine.

Carbonic acid . 0*400 Carbon . . 0*109

Water . , . 0*167 Hydrogen . 0*018

For 100 parts.

Carbon . , 80*412

Hydrogen . 13*746

For 100 parts.

Carbon . . 80*442

Hydrogen . 13*284

* In the analysis with oxide of copper the tube containing peroxide of lead had not been used.

3 H 2
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XX. A Memoir on Curves of the Third Order. By A. Cayley, Esy., F.R.S.

Eeceived October 30,—Bead December 11, 1856.

A CUKVE of the third order, or cubic curve, is the locus represented by an equation such

as U=(-X-X^; Hi zy=0

;

and it appears by my “Third Memoir on Quantics,” that it is

proper to consider, in connexion with the curve of the third order U=0, and its

Hessian HU=0 (which is also a curve of the third order), two curves of the third class,

\iz. the cui’ves represented by the equations PU= 0 and QU=0. These equations, I

say, represent curves of the thu’d class
;
in fact, PU and QU are contravariants of U,

and therefore, when the variables s, y, z of U are considered as point coordinates, the

variables fj, ^ of PU and QU must be considered as line coordinates, and the curves will

be curves of the third class. I propose (in analogy with the form of the word Hessian)

to call the two curves in question the Pippian and Quippian respectively. A geome-

trical definition of the Pippian was readily found ;
the curve is in fact Steinee’s curve

Ko mentioned in the memoir “Allgemeine Eigenschaften der algebraischen Curven,”

Crelle, t. xl\ii. pp. 1-6, in the particular case of a basis-curve of the third order ;
and

I also found that the Pippian might be considered as occurring implicitly in my “ Me-

moire sur les Courbes du Troisieme Ordre,” Liouville, t. ix. p. 285, and “ Nouvelles Pe-

marques sur les Com’bes du Troisieme Ordre,” lAouville, t. x. p. 102. As regards the

Quippian, I have not succeeded in obtaining a satisfactory geometrical definition
;
but

the search after it led to a variety of theorems, relating chiefly to the first-mentioned

curve, and the results of the investigation are contained in the present memoir. Some

of these results are due to Mr. Salmon, with whom I was in correspondence on the sub-

ject. The character of the results makes it difficult to develope them in a systematic

order
; but the results are given in such connexion one with another as I have been able

to present them in. Considering the object of the memoir to be the establishment of a

distinct geometrical theory of the Pippian, the leading results will be found summed up

in the nine different definitions or modes of generation of the Pippian, given in the con-

cluding number. In the course of the memoir I give some further developments relating

to the theory in the memoirs in Liouville above referred to, showing its relation to the

Pippian, and the analogy with theorems of Hesse in relation to the Hessian.

Article No. 1.

—

Definitions., &c.

1. It may be convenient to premise as follows:—Considering, in connexion with a

curve of the third order or cubic, a pointy we have

—

{a) Th.0 first or conic polar of the point.

{h) The second or line polar of the point.

The meaning of these terms is well known, and they require no explanation.
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Next, considering, in connexion with the cubic, a line—
(c) The first or conic polars of each point of the line meet in four points, which

are the four poles of the line.

[d) The second or line polars of each point of the line envelope a conic, which

is the lineo-polar envelope of the line.

And reciprocally considering, in connexion udth a curve of the thu'd class, a line, we

have

—

{e) first or conic pole of the hne.

[f) The second or point pole of the line.

And considering, in connexion with the curve of the thu’d class, a point—
[g) The first or conic poles of each line through the point touch four lines. Avhich

are the four polars of the point.

[h) The second or point poles of each line through the point generate a conic,

which is the point pole locus of the point.

But I shall not have occasion in the present memoir to speak of these reciprocal

figures, except indeed the first or conic pole of the line.
/

The term conjugate poles of a cubic is used to denote two points, such that the first or

conic polar of either of them, with respect to the cubic, is a pair of lines passing through

the other of them. Keciprocally, the term conjugate polars of a curve of the thhxl class

denotes two lirres, such that the first or conic pole of either of them, with respect to the

curve of the third class, is a pair of points lying in the other of them.

The expressiorr, a syzygetic cubic, used in reference to two cubics, denotes a cmve of

the third order passing through the points of iirtersection of the two crrbics ; but in the

preserrt memoh’ the expressiorr is iir general used irr reference to a surgle cirbic, to denote

a curve of the third order passing through the points of intersection of the cubic and its

Hessian. As regards curves of the third class, I use hr the memoh the full expression,

a curve of the third class syzygetically connected -with two giverr curves of the thhd

class.

It is a well-krrown theorem, that if at the points of intersection of a given Ihre vith a

giverr cubic tangents are drawrr to the cubic, these tarrgents again meet the cubic hr

three points which lie hr a Ihre
; such hrre is in the preserrt memoh termed the satellite

line of the giverr Ihre, and the point of intersectiorr of the two lirres is termed the satellite

point of the giverr lirre ; the given lirre irr reference to its satellite hrre or pohrt is termed

i\\Q primary line.

In particular, if the primary lirre be a tangent of the cubic, the satelhte hrre coincides

with the primary hrre, arrd the satelhte pohrt is the point of sirrrple irrtersectiorr of the

primary hne arrd the cubic.

Article No. 2.

—

Group of Theorems relating to the Conjugate Poles of a Cubic.

2. The theorems which I have first to merrtiorr relate to or origirrate out of the

theory of the corrjugate poles of a cubic, arrd rrray be converrierrtly corrrrected together

and explahred by means of the accompanyhrg figur’e.
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The point E is a point of the Hessian
; this being so, its first or conic polar, with

respect to the cubic, will be a pair of lines passing through a point F of the Hessian

;

and not only so, but the first or conic polar of the point F, with respect to the cubic will

be a pair of lines passing through E, The

pau’ of lines through F are represented in the

figure by FBA, FDC, and the pair of lines

through E are represented by EGA, EDO, and

the lines of the one pair meet the lines of the

other pair in the points A, B, C, D. The point

O, which is the intersection of the lines AD,
BC, is a point of the Hessian, and joining EO,

FO, these lines are tangents to the Hessian at

the points E, F, that is, the points E, F are cor-

responding points of the Hessian, in the sense

that the tangents to the Hessian at these points

meet in a point of the Hessian. The two point

nition, conjugate poles of the cubic.

The line EF meets the Hessian in a third point G, and the points G, O are conjugate

poles of the cubic. The first or conic polar of G, with respect to the cubic, is the pair

of lines AOD, BOG meeting in O. The first or conic polar of O, with respect to the

cubic, is the pair of lines GEF and Gf'efe’ meeting in G. The four poles of the line

EO, with respect to the cubic, are the points of intersection of the first or conic polars

of the two points E and O, that is, the foirr poles in question are the points F, F, e, e'.

Similarly, the foui’ poles of the line FO, with respect to the cubic, are the points E, E, f\f'-

The line EF, that is, any line joining two conjugate poles of the cubic, is a tangent to

the Pippian, and the point of contact F is the harmonic with respect to the points E, F

(which are points on the Hessian) of G, the third point of intersection with the Hessian.

Gonversely, any tangent of the Pippian meets the Hessian in three points, two of which

ai’e conjugate poles of the cubic, and the point of contact is the harmonic, with respect

to these two points, of the third point of intersection Avith the Hessian.

The line GO in the figure is of course also a tangent of the Pippian, and moreover

the lines FBA, FDG (that is, the pair of lines which are the first or conic polar of E) and

the lines EGA, EDB (that is, the pair of lines which are the first or conic polar of F) are

also tangents to the Pippian. The point E represents any point of the Hessian, and the

three tangents through E to the Pippian are the fine EFG and the lines EGA, EDB

;

the line EFG is the line joining E Avith the conjugate pole F, and the lines EGA, EDB
are the first or conic polar of this conjugate pole F Avith respect to the cubic. The

figure shoAvs that the line EO (the tangent to the Hessian at the point E) and the before-

mentioned three lines (the tangents through E to the Pippian), are harmonically related,

viz. the line EO the tangent of the Hessian, and the line EF one of the tangents to the

Pippian, are harmonics Avith respect to the other tAvo tangents to the Pippian. It is

MDCCCLA^II. 3 I
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obvious that the tangents to the Pippian through the point P are in like manner the

line GFE, and the pair of lines FBA, FBC, and that these lines are harmonically

related to FO the tangent at F of the Hessian. And similarly, the tangents to the

Pippian through the point O are the line GO and the lines AOD, BOC, and the tangents

to the Pippian through the point G are the line GO and the lines GFE and Gf ef^.

Thus aU the hues of the figure are tangents to the Pippian except the lines EO. FO,

which are tangents to the Hessian. It may be added, that the lineo-polar envelope of

the line EF with respect to the cubic is the pah* of lines OE, OF.

It will be presently seen that the analytical theory leads to the consideration of a line

IJ (not represented in the figure) : the line in question is the polar of E (or F) with

respect to the conic which is the first or conic polar of F (or E) with respect to any

syzygetic cubic. The line IJ is a tangent of the Pippian, and moreover the lines EF
and IJ are conjugate polars of a curve of the third class syzygetically connected with

the Pippian and Quippian, and which is moreover such that its Hessian is the Pippian.

Article Nos. 3 to 19 .—Analytical investigations, comprising the proof of the Theorems,

Article No. 2.

3. The analytical theory possesses considerable interest. Take as the equation of the

cubic,
U= +

6

=

0

.

Then the equation of the Hessian is

']lG=-l\oi^-\-y^-\-z^)— {l-\-2l^)xyz=0 ;

and the equation of the Pippian in line coordinates (that is, the equation which expresses

that is a tangent of the curve) is

PU= - ^(f ^^)+ (- 1+ 0.

The equation of the Quippian in line coordinates is

QU=(I-I0Z*)(f+;?H^^)-6ZX54-4Z^)|r,^=0;

and the values of the two invariants of the cubic form are

S=— l-\'l*f

T=I-20Z^-8Z«,
values which give identically,

p_64S'=(I+ 8Z^)*;

the last-mentioned function being in fact the discriminant.

4. Suppose now that (X, Y, Z) are the coordinates of the pomt E, and (X'. Y', Z')

the coordinates of the point F ; then the equations which express that these points are

conjugate poles of the cubic, are

XX'-F^(YZ' +Y'Z)=0,

YY'-t-/(ZX'+ ZX)=:0,

ZZ' +/(XY^'+X'Y)=0;
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and by eliminating from these equations, first (X', Y', Z'), and then (X, Y, Z), we find

+ +Y* + Z^) - (1 -f 2/^)XY Z = 0,

+Z^(X'^+Y'^+Z'*)-(1+2Z^)X'Y'Z'=0,

which shows that the points E, E are each of them points of the Hessian.

5. I may notice, in passing, that the preceding equations give rise to a somewhat sin-

gular unsymmetfical quadratic transformation of a cubic form. In fact, the second and

third equations give X' : Y' : Z'=YZ— : Z^XY— IT? : Z^ZX— ZY^. And substituting

these values for X', Y', 71 in the form

+ Z^(X'^+Y'^+ Z'^)- (1+ 2 Z^)X'Y'Z',

the result must contain as a factor

+ Z^(X^+Y^-|-Z^)-(1-1-2Z=’)XYZ

;

the other factor is easily found to be

-Z^(Z^(X^+Y^-f-Z^)-f3ZXYZ).

Several of the formulae given in the sequel conduct in like manner to unsymmetrical

transformations of a cubic form.

6. I remark also, that the last-mentioned system of equations gives, symmetrically.,

X'^Y'^:Z'^:Y'Z';ZX':X'Y'

=YZ-Z^X^ : ZX-Z^Y^ : XY-Z^Z^ : Z^YZ-ZX* : Z^ZX-ZY^ : Z^XY-ZZ^

;

and it is, I think, worth showing how, by means of these relations, we pass from the

equation between X', Y', 71 to that between X, Y, Z. In fact, representing, for short-

ness, the foregoing relations by

X'^ : Y'^ : 71^
: Y'Z' : Z'X' : X'Y'=A ; B : C : F : G : H,

we may write

X'=AF=GH, Y'=BG=HF, Z'=CH=FG, ABC=FGH;
and thence

X'^=AF.G^H^ Y'^=BG.HT^ Z'^=CH.F^G^ X'Y'Z'=F^G^H^;
hence

+ Z^(X'^-|-
Y'^

-f 71^)- (I+ 2Z^)X'Y'Z'.

=FGH{-fZ\AGH+BHF-fCFG)-(lH-2Z^)FGH}.
But we have

-fZ^(AGHH-BHF+CFG)= -(2Z^+Z«)(X^+Y^-fZ^)XYZ+(Z^-i-2Z7)(Y^Z^+Z^X^+X^Y^)

-(I+2Z-^)FGH = (Z^-f2Z«)(X^-fY^+Z^)XYZ+(Z^-l-2Z7)(Y^ZHZ^X^-}-X^Y^)

-p Z3(l_ Z=>)(I +2Z^)X^Y^Z^
and thence

-f Z^(AGH+BHF -fCFG)- (I+ 2Z^)FGH

= _ Z3(l_ z^) { Z-^(X^+Y"+Z^}XYZ- (I +2Z")X^Y=^Z*}

;

and finally,

-1-Z^(X'^+Y'^+Z'®)-(I+2Z^)X'Y'Z'

= Z^(- Z+ Z^)(ZYZ-X^)(ZZX-Y^)(ZXY- Z^)XYZ

X {Z^(X^+Y*-pZ=’)-(I-}-2Z^)XYZ}.

3 I 2
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We have also, identically,

ABC-FGH=:y(-^+?^)XYZ{Z^(X*+Y^+Z^)-(l+2Z^)XYZ},

which agrees with the relation ABC—FGH=0.
7. Before going further, it will be convenient to investigate ceitain relations which

exist between the quantities (X, Y, Z), (X', Y', Z'), connected as before by the equations

XX'+Z(YZ'+Y'Z) =0,

YY'+/(ZX+ZX)=0,

ZZ' +Z(XY'H-X'Y)=0,
and the quantities

I=YZ' - Y'Z, a:=XX'= -7(YZ' + Y'Z),

=ZX -ZX, |3=YY'= -)(ZX' +ZX),

^=XY'-X'Y, y=:ZZ' =-7(XY'+XY).

AVe have identically,

2XX'(YZ'-Y'Z)+(XY'+X'Y)(ZX'-ZX)+(ZX'+ZX)(XY'-XY)=0;

or expressing in terms of |, a, j3, y the quantities which enter into this equation,

and forming the analogous equations, we have

2^a| — yri —j3^ =0 (A)

— yl+ 2 ^/3;?— =0

— j3|

—

af} -j-2^7^=0.
We have also

XW'Z'-X'WZ=i{-(XY'+XY)(ZX'-ZX)H-(ZX'+ZX)(XY'-XY')},

and thence in like manner,

XWZ' -XWZ~(y, -(3Q (B)

Y^Z' X'-Y'^ZX
)

ZX'Y' -XWZ=^^(f3| -ari).

Again, we have

(YZ'-Y'Z)^=(YZ'+Y'Z)^—4YY'ZZ'

(ZX'-ZX)(XY'-X'Y)=-(ZX'+Z'X)(XY'4-X'Y)+2XX'(YZ'+Y'Z};

and thence

?=l.a*-4(3y (C)
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1?= — 7“’—

2 ^2^/3
lri = — -i7—pap',

and conversely,

=r (D)

i(l+8?F=,' -il%l

i(l+8P)/=^' -4f5,

-i(l+8?)(3y=2P+

-p(l+ 8P)7«!=2Z,'+ II

-i(l+ 8Z»)»(3=2Z^”+ I,.

8. It is obvious that

lx-\-r,y-\-^z=^

is the equation of the line EF joining the two conjugate poles, and it may be shown

that

oa-\-^y-\-yz=.0

is the equation of the line IJ, which is the polar of E with respect to a conic which is

the first or conic polar of F with respect to any syzygetic cubic. In fact, the equation of

a syzygetic cubic will be where X is arbitrary, and the equation of

the line in question is

(Xb,+Yb,+Z^JX'B,+Y'B,+Z'B,)(a;H/4-^*+6x^7^)=0;

or developing.

and the function on the left-hand side is

{\-^{ax-\-^y-\-yz),

which proves the theorem.

9. The equations (A) by the elimination of (|, n, Q, give

- +i3^+y^) H-(- 1+ 4^>l3y= 0,

which shows that the line IJ is a tangent of the Pippian ; the proof of the theorem is

given in this place because the relation just obtained between a, (3, y is required for the

proof of some of the other theorems.
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10. To find the coordinates of the point G in which the line EF joining two conjugate

poles again meets the Hessian.

We may take for the coordinates of G,

mX+vX', mY+wY', mZ+vZ';

- and substituting in the equation of the Hessian the terms containing v^. disappear,

and the ratio w : -w is determined by a simple equation. It thus appears that we ma}‘

write

^^=_3^2^XX'^+YY'^-1-ZZ'^)+(1+2Z^)(Y'Z'X+Z'XY+XY^'Z)
'

-yzi: 3^^(X^X'+YW'+Z^Z')-(1+2?^)(YZX'+ZXY'+XYZ');

hence introducing, as before, the quantities |, >], t, a, (B, 7, we find

uX+vX'=Bl%r'^-(Bt)+{l+2l%X^Y'Z'-X'^YZ);

but from the first of the equations (B),

X“Y'Z'-X«YZ=i(y,-/3J),

and therefore the preceding value of wX+'wX' becomes

which is equal to

~2T-

Hence throwing out the constant factor, we find, for the coordinates of the point G. the

values

11. To find the coordinates of the point O.

Consider O as the point of intersection of the tangents to the Hessian at the points

E, F, then the coordinates of O are proportional to the terms of

I

3/^X^-l+^WZ, 3ZW^-1+^®ZX, 3r^Z^-r+^^XY
|

I

3/-^X'^-rd^W'Z', 3m-T4^^ZX', 3ra''-*-r+^^XY'.
|

Hence the ^-coordinate is proportional to

(3/W^- r+^^ZX)(3/^Z'^--r+^^XY')- (3Z^Z^-T4^^XY)3rW'^’-T+^V.X').

which is equal to

9Z^(Y^Z'^- Y'^Z^}+ 3Z^(1+ 2 Z^)YY'(XY'-X'Y)+ 3Z^(1 -f- 2P)ZZ'{ZX'- Z'X)

-{1+21JXX'(YZ'-Y'Z)

;

or introducing, as before, the quantities t, a, (3, 7, to

-9Z^«e+3Z^(l+2Z^^)(^z:+7^)-(l+2^>?

= (_l_13/3_4^fl)«._p2Z^(l+2Z^)(Z3r+7^)-
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But by the first of the equations (A) and the preceding value thus

becomes
(
— l~7^®+8Z®)a^. Hence throwing out the constant factor the coordinates of

the point O are found to be

7^.

12. The points G, O are conjugate poles of the cubic.

Take «, c for the coordinates of G, and b\ c' for the coordinates of O, we have

a, b, (5'^—ayi,

a',b',d~a,l , , yt.

These values give aa!^l{bd c)

~al{yn~^l)^-l{^ri{^l—a7i)-\-yl{(x,l—yl)]

— 4-

+

'/i\— /a/3

)

+ r( lay)-\-'^t{— ci^— ly'^) ;

or substituting for their values in terms of a, (3, y, this is

(
~7

y'“ 72
(ay+ //3")

+ (^~47a^(— Za/3)

+ — 4a/3^(/ay)

+ (
- y

/3"— y
ay)

(
- a/3— ly^),

which is identically equal to zero. Hence, completing the system, we find

ad-\-l{bd -\-b'c)—^,

bb' 4-/(m'4-c'«)=0,

cd +/(«/»'+«'/>)= 0,

equations which show that O (as well as G) is a point of the Hessian, and that the

points G, 0 are corresponding poles of the cubic.

13. The line EF joining a pair of conjugate poles of the cubic is a tangent of the

Pippian*.

In fact, the equations (A), by the elimination of a, j3, y, give

-?(P+^^+r)+(-i+4/^)?^2:=o,

which proves the theorem.

14. To find the equation of the pair of lines through F, and to show that these lines

are tangents of the Pippian.

ITe equation of the pair of lines considered as the first or conic polar of the conjugate

pole E, is

X(^+2/^2)+Y(?/^-}-2fo^)+Z(z^+2/^)=0.

* Steiner’s curve Eq, in the particular case of a cubic basis-curve, is according to definition the envelope

of the line EF, that is, the curve E^, in the particular case in question is the Pippian.
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Let one of the lines be

then the other is

and we find

—W -\—?/+ -2=0;

-Xv^+21YvX-Zk^ =0

-X/A^--Y?i^+2/Zp=0,

any tsvo of which determine the ratios "k, [Jj, v.

The elimination of X, Y, Z gives

which is equivalent to

or omitting a factor, to

2l[/jV
,
— V^, —

—
,

21va, —
—[j/, —X% 2IX[/j

= 0
,

X[x>v{ — + (
— \-\-^l^)X^v} =0 ;

which shows that the line in question is a tangent of the Pippian.

15. To find the equation of the pair of lines through O.

The equation of the pair of lines through E is in hke manner

li!{x^+2lyz)-^Y\y^-\-2lzx)-\-7J{z^-^2lxy)^^-,

and combining this with the foregoing equation,

^{x‘^-\-2lyz) -\-Y{y‘^-\-2lzx)+ Z{z^-{-2Jxy)= 0

of the pair of lines through F, viz. multiplying the two equations by

X^X'+Y^Y'+Z^Z', -(XX'=^+YY'^+ZZ'^),

and adding, then if as before

a:h: c=yyi—^l : al—yl : f3^—af!,

we find as the equation of a conic passing through the points A, B, C, D, the equation

a(x^-i-2lyz)-{-d(y^-i-2Izx)+ +

2

Ixy)= 0 .

But putting, as before.

a' : y ; c'= cc^ : (5}]

:

then a!, h\ c' are the coordinates of the point O, and the equations

aa! -{-h'c) =0,

hV +Z(m' +<?'«) = (),

cc' a'b)= 0

show that the conic in question is in fact the pair of lines through tlie point ().
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16. To find the coordinates of the point F, which is the harmonic of G with respect

to the points E, F.

The coordinates of the point in question are

uX-vX', uY-vY', uZ-v7J,

where u, v have the values given in No. 10, viz.

^^=-.3Z^(XX'=*+YY'^+ZZ'=“)^-(l+2/^)(Y'Z'X+Z'X'Y+X'Y'Z),

«;= 3Z^(X^X'+Y^Y'+Z^Z'):-(1+2Z^)(YZX' +ZXY' +XYZ');

these values give

«X-^^X=-3^^{2X^X'^+(XY'+X'Y)YY^-(XZ'+X'Z)ZZ'}

+(1+2Z^}{(XY'+XYXXZ'+X'Z)+XX'(YZ'+Y'Z}

;

and therefore

MX-»X'=-3pf2a’-|/34+(l+2Z»)|p/3y-h“}

and consequently, omitting the constant factor, the coordinates of F may be taken to be

17. The line through two consecutive positions of the point F is the line EF.

The coordinates of the point F are

— — ?/3"+ya, — ^/+a(3;

and it has been shown that the quantities a, j3, y satisfy the equation

-Xa^+/3^+y^)+(-l+ 4^>/3y=0.

Hence, considering a, j3, y as variable parameters connected by this equation, the equa-

tion of the line through two consecutive positions of the point F is

_ 3Za^ -f (- 1 -f 4Z^)/3y, - 3^/3^-f (- 1+ 4^«)ya, -3?/-l-(-l-l-4Z>i3

— 2lu
, y , /3

7 ,
-2//3 a

2, /3 ,
a ,

— 2ly

and representing this equation by

we find

Lr-j- fi-

N

2= 0,

L=(4«’(3y-oi’)(-3;«*+(-l+4?)^y)

+(«(3+2?/)(-3;^-+(-l+4/V)

+(«y+2;^')(-3;/+(-l+4P)a|3);

or multiplying out and collecting,

L=3lu^+(-l-8Py(3y+(-5l+8l*)(a(B^+uf)+(-16P+16l^)(3y;

MDCCCLVII. 3 K
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but the equation

gives

and we have

-Z(«^+^3^+/)+(-l+4Z>,Sy=0

3Za^=-3Z(a/3*+a/)+(-3+12Z>^/3y,

L=(-4+4^V|3y+(-8^+8Z^)(a/3^4-a/)+(-16Z^+16r)|3y

=(_4+4P)(a’|3y+2Z(«(3’+o!/)+4;‘/3y)

=(_4+4i»)(a7+2Z(3’)(a(3+2y)

;

or, in virtue of the equations (D),

L=(_4+4^^)Z^r?.^^e^=(-4+4^^)Zt^;jr=(-4+4^y«.?.

Hence, omitting the common factor, we find L : M : N= ^ : 2^, and the equation

L;r+My+Nz=0 becomes

which is the equation of the line EF, that is, the line through two consecutive positions

of r is the line EF ; or what is the same thing, the line EF touches the Pippian in the

point r which is the harmonic of G with respect to the points E, F.

18. The lineo-polar envelope of the line EF, with respect to the cubic, is the pair of

lines OE, OF.

The equation of the pair of lines OE, OF, considered as the tangents to the Hessian

at the points E, F, is

{(3^^X^-r+2^^YZ> +(3Z^Y^-iq:^/^ZX)y +(3Z^Z2-T^^^XY>}
I

X {(3Z^X'^-l+2Z^Y'Z')a;+(3^^Y'^-T+2^^ZX')3/+(3^=Z'^--T+2^^XY>}i”
’

And on the left-hand side the coelRcient of is

9Z^X^X'^- 3^^(1 -f2Z^)(X^Y'Z'-fX'^YZ)+ (1^21JYY'ZZ\

which is equal to

9ZV-3^^(l-f2Z^)(^^i3y-Fla^)+(l+ 2Z^f/3y,

that is,

l(-Z+?<){3;a>+2(l+2?),8r};

and the coefficient of yz is

9ZXY^Z'^+Y'^Z^)-3^^(l-f2Z^)(YY'(XY'+X'Y)+ZZ'(XZ'+X'Z))-f(l-f-2^^)^XX'(YZ'+VZ},

which is equal to

91*^06^— 2(3'/^ — 3Z^(l-l-2^^)^—|/3y^ +

7(-^+^^){(l-4?V-6ri3y}.

that is,
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Hence completing the system and throwing out the constant factor, the equation of the

pair of lines is

(3/a^+2(l+2Z^)/3y, 3Zi3^+2(l+2^^)ya, 3^y^+2(l+2Z>i3,

{l-U^y~%V^y, {1-U^y-U^a^Jx, y, zf=:^.

But the equation of the line EF is l^x-\-ny-\-tz=^-) and the equation of its lineo-polar

envelope is

n, I =0;

X, Iz, ly

71, Iz, y ,
lx

t, ly, lx, z

or expanding,

{yz—l^o^, zx—iy, xy—Pz^, l^yz—laf, Vzx—y, Pxy—lz^yji, ij, ^)^= 0 ;

or arranging in powers of x, y, z.

-V7i^-2lt^, -ir-mn. y, zf=^.

And if in this equation we replace P, &c. by their values in terms of a, (3, y, as given by

the equations (D), we obtain the equation given as that of the pair of lines OE, OF.

19. It remains to prove the theorem with respect to the connexion of the lines

EF, IJ.

The equations (A) show that the two lines

^x+}jy +^2=0, ,

ax+(3y+^z=0,

(where tj, ^ and a, (3, y have the values before attributed to them) are conjugate polars

with respect to the curve of the third class.

in which equation >}, I denote current line coordinates. The curve in question is of

the form APU+BQU=0. We have, in fact, identically.

3T .PU- 4S .QU= (1+SlJ {

It is clear that the curve in question must have the curve PU=0 for its Hessian; and

in fact, in the formula of my Third Memoir,

H(6aPU+i3QU)=(-2T, 48 S^ 18TS, P+16 S^I«, (3)*PU

+ ( 8S
,
T ,-8S^ -TS %oi,(3fQV.

The coejfficient of QU is

(8S«+T/3)(a^-S|3^);

and therefore, putting a=|T, /3= — 4S, we find

H(3T .PU- 4S . QU)=-KP- 64S*)TU.

3k2
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Article No. 20 .—Theorem relating to the curve of the third class, mentioned in the

preceding article.

20. The consideration of the curve 3T.PU—4S.QU=0, gives rise to another

geometrical theorem. Suppose that the line (^, r\, t), that is, the line whose equation is

is with respect to this curve of the third class one of the four polars of a

point (X, Y, Z) of the Hessian, and that it is required to find the envelope of the line

We have

X : Y : Z^ir-nl : Ir^-l^ : IV-ln,

and X, Y, Z are to be eliminated from these equations, and the equation

^2(X3_pY^+Z3)-(l+2/^)XYZ=0
of the Hessian. We have

X^+Y^+Z®=

XYZ=

and thence

HU=

+(l4-10^*_2Z«)?Vr;

and equating the right-hand side to zero, we have the equation in line coordinates of the

curve in question, which is therefore a curve of the sixth class in quadratic syzygy mth
the Pippian and Quippian.

Article No. 21 .—Geometrical definition of the Quippian.

21. I have not succeeded in obtaining any good geometrical definition of the Quippian,

and the following is only given for want of something better.

The curve

T.PU{P6H(aU-f6i3HU)}-P6HU{T(aU+6,3HU).P(aU-f6/3HU)}=0,

which is derived in what may be taken to be a known manner from the cubic, is in

general a curve of the sixth class. But if the syzygetic cubic alJ 6|3HU= 0 be pro-

perly selected, viz. if this curve be such that its Hessian breaks up into three Imes, then

both the Pippian of the cubic aU-4-6/3HU=0, and the Pippian of its Hessian aHII break

up into the same three points, which will be a portion of the curve of the sixth class,

and discarding these three points the curve will sink down to one on the third class, and

will in fact be the Quippian of the cubic.
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<<'

To show this we may take

aU+6^HU=a;^+^^+2^=0

as the equation of the sy2ygetic cubic satisfying the prescribed condition, for this value

in fact gives

H(aU+6^HU)= -xyz=^,

a system of three lines. We find, moreover,

P(aU+6|3HU)=P(.a7^+^^+2^)=-.^;?2:
and

P{6H(aU+6^HU)}=P(-6ary2)=-4^;j2:,

the latter equation being obtained by first neglecting all but the highest power of I in

the expression of PU, and then writing I—— 1: we have also T(aUd-6/3HU)=l.

Substituting the above values, the curve of the sixth class is

^;j^{-4T.PU+P(6HU)}=0;

or throwing out the factor we have the curve of the third class,

-4T.PU+P(6HU)=0.

Now the general expression in my Third Memoir, viz.

P(aU+6i8HU)=:(a^+12Sa|3^+4T|3^)PU

+(a^j3-4S/3^)QU,

putting a=0, /3=1, gives

P(6HU)=4T.PU-4S.QU,
or what is the same thing.

-4T.PU+P(6HU)=-4S.QU;

and the curve of the third class is therefore the Quippian QU=0. It may be remarked,

that for a cubic U=0 the Hessian of which breaks up into three lines, the above

investigation shows that we have P(6HU)=—

4

^j3^, and T=l, and conse-

quently that —4T.PU-j-P(6HU) ought to vanish identically; this in fact happens in

virtue of the factor S on the right-hand side, the invariant S of a cubic of the form in

question being equal to zero ; the appearance of the factor S on the right-hand side is

thus accounted for a ’priori.

Article No 22 .—Theorem relating to a line which meets three given conics in six jgoints in

involution.

22. The envelope of a line which meets three given conics, the first or conic polars of

any three points -svith respect to the cubic, in six points in involution, is the Pippian.

It is readily seen that if the theorem is true with respect to the three conics,

d\5— 1

1

dy

it is true with respect to any three conics whatever of the form

^_0 —— 0 ——0
dx—^' dv~^' dz—^'

rfU
,

d\] d\] .

dz
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that is, with respect to any three conics, each of them the first or conic polar of some

point (X, v) with respect to the cubic. Considering then these three conics, take as

the equation of the line and let (X, Y, Z) be the coordinates of a point

of intersection with the first conic, we have

^x+;;Y+2:z=o,

X^+2r^Z=0;

and combining with these a linear equation

aX4-j(3Y+yZ=0,

in which (a, (3, 7) are arbitrary quantities, we have

X: Y: Z= y;j— a^— 7^: —
;

and hence

(7^-(3^r+2l(cc^-y^)((3^-cc^)=0,

an equation in (a, j3, 7) which is in fact the equation in line coordinates of the two points

of intersection with the first conic. Developing and forming the analogous equations,

we find

(-2kl, r, !«, /3, 7>’=0

( r, -2lC^, e, lln, hi Ia,(3, 7/=0

( n\ f, -2lln. III. hi. (3, 77= 0
,

w'hich are respectively the equations in line coordinates of the three pairs of intersections.

Now combining these equations with the equation 7=0, we have the equations of

the pairs of lines joining the points of intersection -with the point (,r=0, y=^). and if

the six points are in involution, the six lines must also be in involution, or the condition

for the involution of the six points is

that is.

-2hl. l\ HI. =0,

r, -2llr,. hi.

f, -In-W

4ZT?<-In-lO-^-hX+m

or reducing and throwing out the factor we find

-z(e+;j^+r)+(-i+ 4z^)^;;^=o.

which shows that the line in question is a tangent of the Pippian.

It is to be remarked that any three conics whatever may be considered as the fii'st or

conic polars of three properly selected points with respect to a properly selected cubic

curve. The th^eorem applies therefore to any three conics whatever, but' in this case the

cubic curve is not given, and the Pippian therefore stands merely for a curve of the third

class, and the theorem is as follows, viz. the envelope of a line which meets any three

conics in six points in involution, is a cun^e of the thii*d class.
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Article No. 23.

—

Com/pletion of the theory in lAouville, and comparison with analogous

theorems of Hesse.

In order to convert the foregoing theorem into its reciprocal, we must replace the

cubic U= 0 by a cmwe of the third class, that is we must consider the coordinates which

enter into the equation as line coordinates ; and it of course follows that the coordinates

which enter into the equation PU= 0 must be considered as point coordinates, that is

we must consider the Pippian as a curve of the third order : we have thus the theorem

;

The locus of a point such that the tangents drawn from it to three given conics (the first

or conic poles of any three hues with respect to a curve of the third class) form a pencil

in involution, is the Pippian considered as a curve of the third order. This in fact

completes the fundamental theorem in my memoirs in Liouville above referred to, and

establishes the analogy with Hesse’s results in relation to the Hessian ; to show this

I set out the two series of theorems as follows :

—

Hesse, in his memoirs “ On Curves of the Third Order and Curves of the Third Class,”

Crelle, tt. xxviii. xxxvi. and xxxviii., has shown as follows :

—

(a) The locus of a point such that its polars, with respect to the three conics X=0,
Y=0, Z=0 (or more generally its polars with respect to all the conics of the series

XX+|«-Y+i'Z= 0) meet in a point, is a cmwe of the thu’d order V=0.

(j3) Conversely, given a curve of the third order V=: 0, there exists a series of conics

such that the polars with respect to all the conics of any point whatever of the curve

V=0, meet in a point.

(y) The equation of any one of the conics in question is

, ,

d\] d\]

dx dy dz
= 0

,

that is, the conic is the first or conic polar of a point (X, //<, u) with respect to a certain curve

of the third order U=0 ; and this curve is determined by the condition that its Hessian

is the given curve V=0, that is, we have V=HU.
(S) The equation V=HU is solved by assuming U=aV+^HV, for we have then

H(aV+JHV)=AVd-BHV, where A, B are given cubic functions of a, b, and thence

V=HU=AVd-BHV, or A=l, B=:0 ; the latter equation gives what is alone import-

ant, the ratio a : b, and it thus appears that there are three distinct series of conics,

each of them having the above-mentioned relation to the given curve of the third order

V=0.
In the memoirs in Liouville above referred to, I have in efiect shown that

—

(«') The locus of a point such that the tangents from it to three conics, represented

in line coordinates by the equations X=0, Y=0, Z=0 (or more generally with respect

to any three conics of the series ?X^+^Y+yZ=0) form a pencil in involution, is a curve

of the third order V=0.

(/3') Conversely, given a curve of the thu’d order V=0, there exists a series of conics

such that the tangents from any point whatever of the curve to any three of the conics,

form a pencil in involution.
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Now, considering the coordinates which enter into the equation of the Pippian as point

coordinates, and consequently the Pippian as a cuiwe of the thu'd order, I am able to

add as follows :

—

(y') The equation in line coordinates of any one of the conics in question is

d\J. dV dJJ_
dri dK,

that is, the conic is the first or conic polar of a line (A, [Jb, v) \^ith respect to a certain cun e

of the third class U= 0 ; and this curve is determined by the condition that its Pippian

is the given curve of the third order V=0, that is, we have V=PU.
(^ )

The equation V=PU is solved by assuming U—«PV+JQY, for we have then

P(aPV+&QV)=AV-l-BHV, where A and B are given cubic functions of «, 5; and

thence V=PU=AV+BHV, or A=l, B=0; the latter equation gives what is alone

important, the ratio a:h', and it thus appears that there are three distinct cun'es of the

third class U=0, and therefore (what indeed is shown in the Memoirs in LiouviUe)

three distinct series of conics having the above-mentioned relation to the given curv e of

the thu'd order V=0.
It is hardly necessaiy to remark that the preceding theorems, although precisely

analogous to those of Hesse, are entirely distinct theorems, that is the two series are not

connected together by any relation of reciprocity.

Article Nos. 24 to 28 .— Various investigations and theorems.

24. Reverting to the theorem (No. 18), that the lineo-polar envelope of the line EP is

the pair of lines OE, OF
;
the line EF is any tangent of the Pippian, hence the theorem

includes the following one :

—

The lineo-polar envelope with respect to the cubic, of any tangent of the Pippian, is

a pau’ of lines.

And conversely.

The Pippian is the envelope of a line such that the lineo-polar envelope of the line

with respect to the cubic is a pair of lines.

It is I think worth while to give an independent proof. It has been shown that the

equation of the lineo-polar envelope with respect to the cubic, of the line = 0

(where t are arbitrary quantities), is

_zv- 2 zr^, -vv-mn, w+vrx,, 2)^=0

;

and representing this equation by

i(«, b, c,f, g, hjx, y, 2)^= 0
,

we find

a5-A^=r(8ZT-f8ZV-r
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5rA-ff/=?(2f'(f+,*+r)+ 4i(l+2/»)?,2)+(l+8Z>T,

7j/'-ij= ,(2P(P+,»+2’(+4Z(l+2P)|,2)+(l+ 8P)rP,

/y-a=j(27’(P+,*+i:>)+47(l+27*)?,j)+(l+8P)p,».

and after all reductions,

ohc—af^—hg^— elf+ '^fgli

= [-/(^^-^^+^)-{-(-l+4Z%rT=(PU)^

or the condition in order that the conic may break up into a pair of lines is PU= 0.

25. The following formulae are given in connexion with the foregoing investigation,

but I have not particularly considered them geometrical signification. The lineo-polar

envelope of an arbitrary line ^A’+??y+^2:= 0
,
with respect to the cubic,

of -\-y'^+2:^+6 Ixyz

=

0

,

has been represented by

(«, h, c,f, g, hjx, y, zf=0-,

and if in like manner we represent the lineo-polar envelope of the same line, with respect

to a syzygetic cubic,

of -^y^-\-z^-\-%Uxyz= 0
,

by
{a!, b', c\f\ g\ h'Jx, y, 2)^= 0

,

then we have

(f{bc-f)-\-b'{ca-g^)-\-d{ab-]f)+2f{gli-af)+2g'{1if-hg)-\-2h!{fg-cJi)

=(P+2/^)(f4-^*+r7

which may be verified by writing V— l^ in which case the right-hand side becomes as it

1 + 2?
should do, 3(PU)^ If ?= i®? if syzygetic cubic be the Hessian, then the

formula becomes

which is equal to

+12Z(2-{-57Z^+168/«+16^'«)?Vr

^4|qu'-24S.PU'|.

26. The equation

i^c’+b'c—2ff',..gh'+g’h—af— af,..'X^, lY=0
is the equation in line coordinates of a conic, the envelope of the line which cuts harmo-

nically the conics

(«, h c, /, g, h Xx, y, 2)"= 0
,

(«', b', d,f, g', A'X.r, y, zf^O;
MDCCCLVII. 3 L
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and if &c., a!, &c. have the values before given to them, then the coefficients of the

equation are

«^'+«'j_2M'=r{-r+ 4/Z'(^+/')(f+''?')+ (16//'-2^^-2r)^;;2:,

^/'4.Ay_^y_5'^==;;{(Z^+r)(f+^^+r)+(2/+2^'+8/^r)?;5r}+ (l+4Z/(Z+0)m

and we thence obtain

(t(/+l/c—2ff,..gh:+(/h—af—a:f,..Xl, n, If

->r(P+P+mt){i.‘+?i‘+C)iril

+ (6«+6?+24Z^r)P,T

+ (4+16??(HO)(2V+Pi;’+rt*)
= 0

as the condition which expresses that a line cuts harmonically its hneo-

polar envelopes with respect to the cubic and mth respect to a syzygetic cubic.

27. To find the locus of a point such that its second or line polar with respect to the

cubic may be a tangent of the Pippian. Let the coordinates of the point be (x, y. r);

then if ^x-\-ny-\-tz=0 be the equation of the polar, we have

'^:n- t=o(f‘-\-‘2ilyz\y'^-\-2lzx\z^-\-2lxy,

and the line in question being a tangent to the Pippian,

-«(P+p+2:’)+(-i+4P)f>ir=o,

But the preceding values give

= {xf'-\-y'^+z^f -\-Ql {x^ -\-y^ z^)xyz+ 36 Z fi-
(— 2+ + z^.i^-\-j^y^)

= A.l\x^-\-y'^-\-z^)xyz-\-{l-\-^l^)x^y‘^z‘^-\- 21

and we have therefore

or introducing U, HU in place of x'^-{-y^-\-z^, xyz, the equation becomes

-S.U^+(HU)^=0,

Avhich is the equation of the locus in question.

28. The locus of a point such that its second or line polar ufith respect to the cubic is

a tangent of the Quippian, is found in like manner by substituting the last-mentioned

values of t in the equation

QU=(l-10Z^)(f+;?'^+r)-6/^(5+ 4/^)^;jr.
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We find as the equation of the locus,

(1— 1 + 6 /( 1— 30^®— 1 6 -{-y^ -\-z^)xyz

+6/^(1— 104/^— 32 f)x^y‘^z‘‘

-2(1+w)\fz^+ sV+^y)= 0,

where the function on the left-hand side is the octicovariant of my Third Memou,

the covariant having been in fact defined so as to satisfy the condition in question.

And I have given in the memoir- the following expression for ©;;U, viz.

0^^U=(l-16^^-6/«)U^

+(6/ )U.HU

+(6P XHU)^

—2(1+8l^yiyfz^+^V

+

x^y^).

Article Nos, 29 to 31 .—Formulae for the intersection of a cubic curve and a line.

29. If the line %x-\-riy-\-'Cz=() meet the cubic

xi^ -\-y^z^+ 6 Ixyz=

0

in the points

(^n y\i ^1)5 (^2? y2? ^2)? ('^3? 3/3? ^3)?

then we have

^,.372^3
: y,y.,y^ : z,z^z^=n'—V : T—f

: f

—

It will be convenient to represent the equation of the cubic by the abbreviated notation

(1, 1, 1, IX.X, y^ zX=0; we have the two equations

(1, 1, 1, Vfx, y, zy=o,

^x+rjy-\-lz =0

;

and if to these we join a linear equation with arbitrary coefficients,

ax-]-i3y+yz=0,

then the second and thii’d equations give

x\y:z=^l— yn'. ar,—^^;

and substituting these values in the first equation, we obtain the resultant of the system.

But this resultant will also be obtained by substituting, in the third equation, a system

of simultaneous roots of the fii’st and second equations, and equating to zero the product

of the functions so obtained*. We must have therefore

(
1

,
1

,
1

, IX^l—yyi, ci'/i—ft'iy={aXi-^(5y^-{-yz,)(ax^-{-^y.,+yz^){aX3~\-(iys+'yZ3);

and equating the coefficients of a^, /3®, y*, we obtain the above-mentioned relations.

30. If a tangent to the cubic

F-\-y^+z^-{-Qlxyz=:0

* This is in fact the general process of elimination given in Schlapli’s Memoir, “ Ueber die Eesultante

einer Systemes mehrerer algebraischer Glleichimgen,” Vienna Trans. 1852.

3 L 2
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at a point (a?i, z^) of the cubic meet the cubic in the point (.T3, y,^ z^), then

^3
: ya : z^=x,{y\—zX) : ylz\~â ,) : zlx\—y\).

For if the equation of the tangent i&-lx-\-ny-\-lz=^, then

^^3

:

y\yz : ^ T—f : f

—

and

I : ?? : l=C(^,-\-2ly,z, : y\-{-2lz,x^ : z\-\-2lx^,.

These values give

f]^—C= {y\—zX){y\+A+^ lx{y^z^— 8Zlr?)

=(yi—^i)x — (1 + 8^")^,

since (^1, yi, is a point of the cubic, and forming in like manner the values of —
and we obtain the theorem.

31 . The preceding values of (^3, ^3, z^) ought to satisfy

{x\-\-2ly,z,)x^-^{y\-\-2 lz,x,)y^-\-{z\+2 lx{y, )z^=

0

^3+y3+2I+ 6 lx^y^z^= 0,

in fact the first equation is satisfied identically, and for the second equation we obtain

Xl -\-yl-\-zl=x\{y\—zXf+y1(2?—

+

z!(x! —lylf

=— x\{y\— z\) —y\{z\—x\)— z^(xf-y\)

= {x\-\ry\+z]){y\—z\){z\—x\){x\— 7f,)

x,y^z^= x^,z,{y\—z\){z\—x\){x\—y\\

and consequently

xl+7jl-\-zl-\-Ux^y^z^={x\^y\-^z\+Uxyj,z,){;y\—z'^^{z\—x\){x\—f,)={),

which verifies the theorem. It is proper to add (the remark was made to me by Pro-

fessor Sylvestee) that the foregoing values

^3 :y3 : ^3=^i(yi— 2?)
:
ylz\—x\) : z,{x\—y\)

satisfy identically the relation

oi:l-^yl + zl_ ix:\ + y\ + z\

^
32/3^3

Article Nos. 32 to 34 .—Fornmlmfor the Satellite line and Point.

32 . The line ^x-\-riy-\-Z,z=^ meets the cubic

+y^+ 2:® -|- 6Ixyz=

0

in three points, and the tangents to the cubic at these points meet the cubic in three

points lying in a hne, which has been called the Satellite line of the given line.

To find the equation of the satellite line
;
suppose that (a’l, ^1, 2:1), (.To, yo, 2o), (^3, y^. z^)

are the coordinates of the point in which the given line meets the cubic ; then we have,

as before,

(
1

,
1

,
1

, IJfil—ryyj^ 7^— c<l, arj— ={aX^-{- ,-\-7Z^){ax^-]r ^y2-]-
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The equation of the three tangents is

n= [(^ h,x,)y-^{z\+ 2 lx,y,)z'\ ^ = 0

X [_{xl+ 2 ly^z^)x-\- {yl-\-2 lz^^)y+

(

2:^+ 2 lx.,y^)z'\

X [(^+2^y323)^+(3/3+2fe3^3)3/+(2'3+2^^3y3)2:]
_

and if we put

F=(f+^^+r)"-24z^(r+;!^+r}i^r+(-24^-48^^}ivr+(-4+32z^X^T+rrH-iv)

(F is the reciprocant FU of my Third Memoir), then we have identically

¥ .V—Il={^x-\-ny-{-lzf{^x-\-r!y+'Cz\

and the equation of the satellite line is ^x-\-ny-¥‘Cz=^. In fact the geometrical theory

shows that we must have

F .U— NIT={^x-{-ny-\- lz)\^x-¥n'y+ ^z),

and it is then clear that N is a mere number. To determine its value in the most simple

manner, write ?=0, y=0, x=t, 2=— |, we have then F.U—Nn=0, where

F=f+;j®+^®-2;j'r-2rf-2|Y, U=:r-f.

The value of 11 is n=F . U, and we thus obtain N=l. For substituting the above values,

Il={x\l— zl^)(xl^— zll)(xlt— zll)

_ V3 /yi2^2^2

—Vl{x\xlzl+ &c.)

-\-ll\oc,zlzl-\- &c.)

and we have

and thence

and consequently

x^x^^=yi^—V

^1^22^3+ &c.= 3n

^I^2^3 + &C.=— 3^1^

>— ^ 5

xw,zi^ &c.=9rr+6rr(p?^-r)=3rr+62:iv

xy,zi+ &c.=9rr- 6ri(r-p;=’)= 3rr

+

-ri.3rr(rH-^*)

+2:r.3ri(r+;,®)

= _j_ ;j6 q_ ^6_ _ 21%^- 21Y)-

Now considering the equation

¥ .'[5— U.={lx-\-r)y-]r'C;z)\^x-\-fly-¥'Cz),

in order to find I', yj, t! it will be sufficient to find the coefficients of y^, z^ in the
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function on the left-hand side of the equation. The coefficient of in 11 is

! /Y^ /Y^
fct'jwgwg

-\-2l{c(^,xly^z^-\- &c.)

-j-4:P(xfy,z,y,Zs+ &c.)

-i-8l%y,y,z,z,z,;

and it is easy to see that representing the function

(1, 1, 1, yl—al, ctri—^iy

(a, b, c, f, g, h, i, j, k, IJa, f3, y)\

the symmetrical functions can be expressed in terms of the quantities a. b, &c., and that

the preceding value of the coefficient of in IT is

a^

+2/(9hj-6al)

+ 4^^(6gk- 3fj- 3hi+ 3P)

+ 8^ffic

;

and substituting for a, &c. their values, this becomes

+ 4P{ - 6(rr+2/|;7^)(r;j-l-2Z|r)

+3(;?t^+2^^:f)(r?+2zr^^)

and reducing, we obtain for the coefficient of x'^ in 11 the following expressioi ,—

-18/|Vr

-24/Xp?T+rf+IV)

Now the coefficient of x^ in F.U is simply F, which is equal to

|6 _|_ ^6 4. ^6_ 2^3^3_ 2^3^3_ 2

-24/|Vr

-24P(f+,j^+r)l^r

-48/Wr;
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and subtracting, the coefficient of ^Mn F .U— 11 is

~6/ivr

-8^^(;j^r+rf+ev)

-m^nT,
which is equal to

(1+ 8Z^)f(r- 2|;j^- 2|r- 6 leC).

The expression last written down is therefore the value of or dividing by we have

I', and then the values of yj, f are of course known, and we obtain the identical equation

F.u-n=

i^x+7iy-\-tzy<

(1+ 8/^)(r- -2|r“ 6kX^}x

+ (l+ 8^^)(^"~2;7r--2;?r~6/rf)?/ ^

+(l+8^^)(r-2rr-2r^^-6/|V)2

and the second factor equated to zero is the equation of the satellite line of

i;X-\-riy-\-tz=0.

33. The point of intersection of the line ^x-{-'^y-\-tz—() with the satellite line

^x-\-ny-\-'Cz=^ is the satellite point of the former fine; and the coordinates of the

satellite point are at once found to be

x:y\ Z={ri^—V){rjl-\-2l^^)

:(r-r)(ri+2/p?^)

34. If the primary line ^x is a tangent to the cubic, then [x^, y^, z^) being

the coordinates of the point of contact, we have

^.ri'‘t=ay-{-2ly^z^:y\-\-2lz^Xi : z\-\-2lx^yi ;

these values give as before

and they give also

nWll^={l-^U^)y\zl

and consequently we obtain

x\y. z—xly\—zX) : y,{z\—x\) : z,(x\—y\y

that is, the satellite point of a tangent of the cubic is the point in which this tangent

again meets the cubic.

Article Nos. 35 and 36 .—Theorems relating to the satellite 'point.

35.

If the line ^x-\-7iy-\-tz=^ be a tangent of the Pippian, then the locus of the

satelhte point is the Hessian.
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Take (^, y, z) as the coordinates of the satellite point, then we have

x:y:

where the parameters I are connected by the equation

We have

and it is easy to see that the function on the right-hand side must divide by 7f— 'C-

hence x^-\-ff-{-z^ will also divide by 7f— and consequently by D(r— >/^)-

We have

and

-3f(S»+»-)

.+?

+6?5¥r{-J‘-2V-!)'’+3f(i?+j)»)-3f}

+i2Pirii { -,r¥+r)+3r>i¥-?*}

+ 8^’ {_,r+ 3i)*£*S‘-(>i’+r)?}

¥.h(s”-p)=(;)'-2««+2:‘)(>iT+6;p>iT+i2;‘r>i2:+8?*?*).

Adding these values and completing the reduction, we find

aP+f+z'^ (i,»-r)(r-f)(f -!I*)= -P->;'-2:»+2,T+21i'r+25V

+ 181fiiT

+i2i»(f+,»+r)5,i:

+8/”(«’+2*?*+Pii’);
and we have also

a!lz^(rf-V)(V-'e)(?-rf) = P,T

+2i(p+>,=+e')f,t

+ 4P(>,T+C’P+f5’)

+8it¥r,
and thence

{A(a'»+y+c')+Rrys}-(,>-i;»)(r-P)(P-P)

= _A(p+,>+i:*)'

+ (121>A+ 41BXP+s*+r)592

+(l8?A+(l+81»)B)|Vlr

+ ((41>+81»)A+4PB)(,¥+i:’P+IV).
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The coefficient of on the right-hand side will vanish if (l-f-2Z^)A-l-Z^B= 0,

or, what is the same thing, if A=^^, B=— (l-}-2Z^); and substituting these values, we

obtain

+(-4^+4?^)(f+»?3+r)i^2:

or, what is the same thing,

+ 2®)— (1+ 2 l^)xyz D(r—f)(f

—

'<t)

X { -/(r+;?^+r)+(--H-4Z^)|pja^

Hence the left-hand side vanishes in virtue of the relation between or we have

which proves the theorem.

36. Suppose that (X, Y, Z) are the coordinates of a point of the Hessian, and let

(P, Q, R) be the coordinates of the point in which the tangent to the Hessian at the

point (X, Y, Z) again meets the Hessian, or, what is the same thing, the satellite point

in regard to the Hessian of the tangent at (X, Y, Z). And consider the conic

X(.r^+ 2 lyz)+ Y(y^ -f 2 Izx) -j-Z(sf-\-2lxy\

which is the first or conic polar of the point (X, Y, Z) in respect of the cubic. The

polar (in respect to this conic) of the point (P, Q, R) will be

lx-\-riy-\-tz=^,

where

l=PX+Z(RY+QZ),

;,=QY+Z(PZ+RX),

^=RZ+/(QX+PY);

or putting for (P, Q, R) their values,

l=(Y^-z^)(x^-r^z),

>?=(Z^-X*)(Y^-/ZX),

2:=(X^-Y^)(Z^-/XY).

And if from these equations and the equation of the Hessian we eliminate (X, Y, Z),

we shall obtain the equation in line coordinates of the curve which is the envelope of

the fine ^x-\-’/iy-{-tz-=^. We find, in fact.

;3+;,3^^3^(Y^_2^3^^2^_X3)(X^_y3)

^ Z*(X^+W-|-Z7

J
_3Z(X’+W-1-Z^)XYZ

[4-(1_4^3)(y^Z^^Z^X^H-XW*),

3 MMDCCCLVII.
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=(Y^-Z^)(Z^-X^)(X^-Y-’)

r Z^(X^+Y^+Z^)XYZ

+(1-Z^)X^Y^Z^

[-/(Y^Z^+Z^X^H-X=’Y^)

;

and thence recollecting that

HU=/^(X®+Y^+Z^)-(1+2^^)XYZ,
we find

and the equation of the envelope is

-^(r+^^+r)+(-i+4^=‘)i;?2:=o,

which is therefore the Pippian. We have thus the theorem,

—

The envelope of the polar of the satellite point in respect to the Hessian of the

tangent at any point of the Hessian, such polar being in respect of the conic which is

the first or conic polar of the point of the Hessian in respect of the cubic, is the Pippian.

Article Nos. 37 to 40.

—

Investigations and theorems relating to the first or conic polar of a

point of the cubic.

37. The investigations next following depend on the identical equations

{a(X^+2WZ)+|3(Y^+2fflX)+y(Z^+2^XY)}

X {

—

^KY7i{x^-\-'if-{-z^)-{-(X.^-\-Y^-\-7i^)xyz}

= {X.{cif-Y2lyz)-\-Y{y^-^2lzx)-\-7A{z‘-\-2lxy)]

X{X(W-Z^)(y3/-|32)+Y(Z*-X^)(«2-y^)+Z(X^-WX|3a’-a3/}}

+ {^(X^+2WZ)+y(W+2^ZX)+2(ZH2^XY)}

X { -(aYZ+^ZX+yXY)(X^^+Y/+Z2^)+(aX^+/3W+yZ^)(X3/s+Yz.T+Z.r^)}.

which is easily verified.

I represent the equation in question by

KT=WL+P0;
then considering {x, y, z) as current coordinates, and (X, Y, Z) and (a, j3, y) as the

coordinates of two given points 2 and fl, we shall have U=0 the equation of the cubic.

W= 0 the equation of the first or conic polar of 2 with respect to the cubic, P=0 the

equation of the second or line polar of 2 with respect to the cubic. The equation T=0
is that of a syzygetic cubic passing through the point 2 : the coordinates of the satellite

point in respect to this syzygetic cubic of its tangent at 2 are

X(Y^-Z^) : Y(Z^-X®) : Z(X^- Y*)

;

and calling the point in question 2', then L=0 is the equation of a line through the

points 2', n. The equation 0=0 is that of a conic, viz. the first or conic polar of 2
with respect to a certain syzygetic cubic

-2(aYZ+f3ZX+yXY)(^^+3/^+5:^)+ (aX^+SW+yZ=^).ri/^=:0,
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depending on the points 2, Cl, or, what is the same thing, the conic 0=0 is a properly

selected conic passing through the points of intersection of the first or conic polars of

2 with respect to any two syzygetic cubics ; and lastly, K is a constant coefficient.

The equation expresses that the points of intersection of

(W=0, P=0), (W=0, 0=0), (L=0, P=0), (L=0, 0=0),

he in the syzygetic cubic T=0.
The left-hand side of the equation may be written

-XYZ{a(X^+2rYZ)+^(Y^+2^ZX)-l-7(Z^+2ZXY)}(^^+3/^-f^*+6%z)

+irj/;z{a(X^+2^YZ)-f/3(Y^+2/ZX)+7(ZH2/XY)}(X^+Y^+Z^-f6ZXYZ);

and it may be remarked also that we have

-3XYZ{a(X^+2?YZ)+/3(Y^+2^ZX)+7(Z^+2/XY)}

equal identically to

{X(Y^-Z^)(7Y-j3Z)H-Y(Z*-X^)(aZ-7X)+Z(X*-Y*)(j3X-aY)}

-(aYZ-fi3ZX+7XY)(X^+Y^+Z^-l-6/XYZ).

Hence if we assume

X^+Y*+Z^+6ZXYZ=0,
i

the equation will take the form

KU=WL+P0,
where the constant coefficient K may be expressed under the two different forms

K=-XYZ{a(X==+2^Z)-l-(3(Y^+2/ZX)+7(Z^+2/XY)}

=i{X(Y^-Z^)(7Y-/3Z)+Y(Z^-X^)(aZ-7X)+Z(X^-Y*)(i3X-aY)},

and W, L, P, 0 have the same values as before. In the present case the point 2 is a

point of the cubic: the equation W=0 represents the first or conic polar of the point

in question, and the equation P=0 its second or hne polar, which is also the tangent of

the cubic. The line L=0 is a line joining the point Cl with the satellite point of the

tangent at 2, or di'opping altogether the consideration of the point H, is an arbitrary

line through the sateUite point : the first or conic polar of 2 meets the cubic twice in

the point 2, and therefore also meets it in four other points ; the conic 0=0 is a conic

passing through these four points, and completely determined when the particular posi-

tion of the line through the satelhte point is given. And, as before remarked, 0=0 is

a conic passing through the points of intersection of the first or conic polars of 2 with

respect to any two syzygetic cubics. We have thus the theorem,

—

The first or conic polar of a point of the cubic touches the cubic at this point, and

besides meets it in four other points; the four points in question are the points in

which the first or conic polar of the given point in respect of the cubic is intersected by

the first or conic polar of the same point in respect to any syzygetic cubic whatever,

38. The analytical result may be thus stated
:
putting

;s=«YZ+/3ZX4-7XY, X=aX^^-/3W+7Z^
3 M 2
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or, if we please, considering X as arbitrary parameters, then the four points lie in the

conic

(2;sX, 2«Y, 2«Z, —xX, — XY, —XZJjr, zy=0,

or, what is the same thing, they are the points of intersection of the two conics

= 0
,

^yz-\-Yzx-\-7ixy=().

39. Considering the four points as the angles of a quadrangle, it may be shown that

the three centres of the quadrangle lie on the cubic. To effect this, assume that the

conic

(
2;4X, 2;sY, 2kZ, -XX, -XY, -XZX^’, y, zf={)

represents a pan of lines ; these lines will intersect in a point, which is one of the three

centres in question. And taking x, y, z as the coordinates of this point, we have

\y^ \z^ \yz\zx\ xy=^i^YTj

—

X^X^

:4«^ZX-X^Y^

: 4;s^XY-X^Z^

: X=*YZ+2;cXX2

:X^ZX+ 2;fXY^

: X^XY+2;tXZ2;

and we may, if we please, use these equations to find the relation between «, X. Thus

in the identical equation x'^.y'^—{xyy=.Q, substituting for of, xy, y'^ their values, and

throwing out the factor Z, we find (4«®—X^)XYZ—«X^(X®4-Y^+Z®)=0, and thence, in

virtue of the equation X^+Y^+Z®+ 6ZXYZ= 0
,
we obtain

4«^+6Z«X=*-X^=0.

But the preceding system gives conversely,

X2
.

: YZ : ZX : XY=4«y-XV
: ^x^zx—X^y'^

: 4:%,^xy—Xh^

: X^yz-\-2x.Xx^

: X^zx-\-2xXy^

:X^xy-{-2x7iz^.

Hence from the identical relation X^.Y^—(XY)®=0, substituting for X^ XY, Y* their

values, and throwing out the factor z, we find (4«®—

+

3
/^+ 2;®)

=

0
,
and

thence, in virtue of the equation 4;^^— X^= — 6 Z;>jX^, we obtam

q_^3 _|_ ^,3
_J_

0 _ Q ^

which shows that the point in question lies on the cubic. We have thus the theorem,

—

The first or conic polar of a point of the cubic touches the cubic at the point, and
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meets it besides in four points, which are the angles of a quadrangle the centres of which

lie on the cubic. In other words, the quadrangle is an inscribed quadrangle.

40. To find the equations of the axes of the quadrangle, that is of the lines through

two centres.

We have
(4«WZ- +(X^XY+ + (?i^ZX+ 2;f?vY=*)2=

0

(X"XY+2;sXZ^>4-(4;£^ZX-?.W%+(AWZ+ 2;s?X:">=0

(X^ZX+2;sXY>+(aWZ+2^aX%+(4«^XY-?i^Z^> =0

;

or arranging these equations in the proper form and eliminating x?, kX, we find

YZ.r, 2?y-\-Y^z
,
X(—Xr+Yy+Z^)

ZX?/, Y( Xi’-Yy+Z^)

XY2, Y^x+'K^y, Z( X^^+Y^-Zz)

or multiplying out,

XYZ {
(Z*-Y^K+ (X'- ’^^)f+ (

Y"- }

+.'r^^ZY^ (-2X*+Y^+Z^)+z.rWZ*(2X*-Y^-Z®)

+/2XZ^ (-2W+Z^+X^)+^/ZX(2Y^-Z^-X®)

+2^.rYX^(-2Z^-fX+Y®)+yz^XY=*(2Z^-X^-Y^)=0.

We may simplify this result by means of the equation X*+Y^+Z®+6fXYZ= 0, so as

to make the left-hand side divide out by XYZ : we thus obtain

(Z*-Y>"+(X-Z^)?/«+(Y^-X^)z^

+(-3XW-UY^Zyy +(- 3Y^Z- 6ZZ^X)/z +(-3Z^X- 6/XW>=*^

+( 3XY^+6ZX^Z>'i^^-f( 3YZ^-f6W=*X)j/.s*+( 3ZX*+6/ZW>a;^=0

;

or in a difierent form,

[y^— 2^)X®

+

(
2
^— Y^

+

{x^—y^y^

-\-{—2>x^y—^lzyX.^Y+ (— Sy'^z—

6

lafyJY^Z+ (

—

Sz^x— 6yzyL^'X.

-l-( 3^3^*+6fy0*)XY^+( 2>yz^ -\-^Izci^)Y7a^ Zzx^-\-Qlxy^)7i'K?=-(i,

as the equation of the three axes of the quadrangle.

Article No. 41 .—Recajyitulation of geometrical definitions of the Pippian.

In conclusion, I will recapitulate the difierent modes of generation or geometrical

definitions of the Pippian, obtained in the course of the present memoir. The curve in

question is

—

1. The envelope of the line joining a pair of conjugate poles of the cubic (see

Nos. 2 and 13).

2. The envelope of each line of the pair forming the first or conic polar with respect

to the cubic of a conjugate pole of the cubic (see Nos. 2 and 14).
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3. The envelope of a line which is the polar of a conjugate pole of the cubic, with

respect to the conic which is the first or conic polar of the other conjugate pole in respect

to any syzygetic cubic (see Nos. 2 and 9).

4. The locus of the harmonic with respect to a pair of conjugate poles of the cubic of

the third point of intersection with the Hessian of the line joining the two conjugate

poles (see Nos. 2 and 17).

5. The envelope of a line such that its lineo-polar envelope with respect to the cubic

breaks up into a pair of lines (see No. 24).

6. The envelope of a line which meets three conics, the first or conic polars of any

three points in respect to the cubic, in six points in involution (see No. 22).

7. The envelope of the second or line polar with respect to the cubic, of a point the

locus of which is a certain curve of the sixth order in quadratic syzygy with the cubic

and Hessian, viz. the curve —S.U^+(HU)^=0 (see No. 27).

8. The envelope of a line having for its satellite point a point of the Hessian (see

No. 35).

9. The envelope of the polar of the satellite point with respect to the Hessian of the

tangent at a point of the Hessian, with respect to the first or conic polar of the point of

the Hessian in respect to the cubic (see No. 36).
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XXI. On some of the Products of the Destructive Distillation of Boghead Coal.—Part I.

By C. Gkeville Williams, Lecturer on Chemistry in the Normal College., Swansea.

Communicated hy Dr. Sharpey, Sec. R.S.

Eeceived November 25, 1856,—Bead January 22, 1857.

The action of heat on organic substances has been studied under two aspects : in the

one the relation of the products to the original matter is seen, and we are enabled to

draw theoretical deductions, in most cases of great simplicity ; in the other, the relation

is not capable of being traced
; and it would appear, therefore, at a first glance, that the

study of bodies produced in this manner would be less conducive to the advancement of

theoretical science. But so far from tliis holding good, it is not too much to assert that

organic chemistry has been more enriched by products of the second kind than the first.

The metamorphoses of naphthaline, to which the law of substitution owes so much for

its development
; the study of aniline, which has so greatly increased om’ knowledge of

the theory of basic combinations ; the history of the phenyle series and its numerous

homologues,—are, immense as their influence on the progress of chemistry has been, only

a few instances of what may be anticipated from the study of products of destructive

distillation. It is true that their history has been developed, not because of their origin,

but from their intrinsic interest, yet it cannot be denied that no operation has furnished

chemistry with products so numerous and diversified in character. It is also unques-

tionable that no organic type exists unrepresented by bodies of pyrogenous derivation.

Heat is perhaps the only chemical agent to which we can assign no special function

;

at one time acting as a powerful incentive to oxidation, at another to reduction ; it is

generally recognized as the most potent of disruptive forces, yet we sometimes find it

causing the coalescence and reduphcation of atoms; it is evident, therefore, allowing

heat to possess these various and apparently antagonistic qualities, that there are few

organic bodies capable of withstanding high temperatures whose presence among pro-

ducts of destructive distillation can be looked upon as impossible. The progress of che-

mical science has moreover shown in repeated instances, that the substances at one time

regarded as the rarest and most difficultly obtainable, become in a short period those

with which we are most familiar. The present investigation may be considered a case

in point, its object being to prove the existence in great quantity in a commercial pro-

duct, of a class of compounds hitherto only procm’able by processes founded on purely

theoretical considerations, and requiring considerable care in their prosecution.

The substance, the distillate from which contains the hydrocarbons forming the sub-

ject of this communication, is the Torbane-hill mineral or Boghead Coal, worked on a
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large scale at Bathgate, near Edinburgh. A ver}' partial examination of it has been

published by Dr. Genthee*, with results which, as we shall afterwards see, are far from

correct ;
for he has assumed that the fractions obtained at particular boiling-points are

homogeneous, and consist of different but isomeric hydrocarbons of the formula C^H".

In addition to paraffine, long known as one of the products, he has detected picoline

and phenole ; but, nevertheless, his results, on the whole, are rather in favour of the Gew
that the Torbane-hill mineral is not a true coal in the sense generally understood by

chemists. I do not enter here upon the much-disputed and litigated question of the

nature of the mineral itself, my object being solely to study the chemical relations of

the bodies produced by its decomposition under the mfluence of heat.

The ordinary Boghead naphtha appears in commerce in the form of a nearly colour-

less fluid of a very characteristic odour, quite different to that obtained from ordinaiw

coal. Its specific gravity is only 0-750 at 15°, and is therefore greatly lower than that

from the latter source, for even thoroughly purified benzole has a density of 0-850.

Notwithstanding its small density the boiling-point was high, the lowest fraction that

could be obtained in the first rectification being between 143° and 148°. That the fluid

was a mixture of many bodies of very different boihng-points, was sho-wn by the fact that

during the first distillation the mercury in the thermometer steadily rose to the highest

range it was safe to allow. This complexity was still better seen by the sudden depres-

sion of the boiling-point of the first fraction in the second distillation, for there was then

obtained a considerable quantity of fluid between 121° and 126°, the second rectification

thus causing a fall of no less than 22°; subsequent to this, the lowering of the mitial fr-ac-

tion with the advance in the number of rectifications was less marked, but still decided,

and after six distillations I was able to procure a portion boiling as low as 98°-5.

It appearing evident that, previous to attempting any examhiation, it would be essen-

tial to obtain the crude hydrocarbons of nearly constant boihng-point, they were sub-

mitted to a tolerably complete fractionation, during which there were made, altogether,

no less than one thousand distillations.

An opinion has been hazarded by some persons, that in processes of fractional distil-

lation a continual breaking up is taking place, which they suppose to account for the

variations in the point of ebullition : that the supposition is incorrect uill be admitted

by all chemists who have given close attention to processes of this kind, and the ques-

tion is placed beyond doubt by the fact that the variation becomes less as the distilla-

tions are more numerous, and, at last, the fractions distil almost entii-ely between the

points at which they last came over, and doubtless might, if siifficient time was expended

on them, be obtained perfectly steady.

As soon as by the means described fractions were obtained of almost constant boiling-

points, I proceeded to ascertain whether the fluids consisted of more than one substance,

and, passing over the preliminary trials, it was soon found that more than one series of

bodies were present. This was proved by the deportment of the mixed hydi-ocarbons

* Liebig’s Annalen, xcvii. p. 277, and Chemical Gazette, 1856, No. 330.
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with fuming nitric, or a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids. If, into a flask of three

or four ounces capacity, two drachms of fuming nitric acid be poured, and one drachm

of the naphtha be added by small portions, with constant and brisk agitation, allowing

the temperature to rise a little, but preventing it going too far by immersing the flask

(still kept in motion) in very cold water, a point is reached when the temperature no

longer rises, and it is seen that the mixture forms an emulsion of a red-brown colour, a

layer of green but brilliant fluid floating on the surface; the whole is then poured

into a very narrow conical glass and allowed to rest for a few minutes, by which time

the fluid unacted on has risen to the surface. The lower portion having been removed

and thrown into water by means of a pipette, furnished with a hollow caoutchouc ball to

avoid suction with the lips, the indifferent hydrocarbon is transferred to a flask having

a well-fitting stopper and containing a quantity of highly-concentrated nitric acid.

When the above operation has been repeated until sufficient of the hydrocarbon has

been accumulated in the flask, the latter is violently shaken to thoroughly mix the fluids,

and on standing for some time separation into two layers takes place ; the lower, con-

sisting of the acid, which has abstracted the chief part of the hydrocarbons removeable

by it, is withdrawn by means of a pipette, and the operation is several times repeated.

It is absolutely essential to correct results that this treatment be sufficiently performed.

The acid being removed for the last time, the fluid is washed with a solution of caustic

potash, which, by absorbing the nitrous fumes, removes the green colour. The indifferent

hydrocarbon is then digested with sticks of potash to remove the water, and when appa-

rently dry, is distilled several times over sodium.

The fluids obtained as above are perfectly colourless, of a pleasant odour, resembling

may-blossoms, very volatile, even at low temperatures, and having a density of about

O'72 5. If pieces of sodium be rapidly cut from a mass, so as to have only a very thin

layer of soda, and are then thrown into the perfectly dry hydrocarbon, the coating of

oxide is dissolved, the metal appearing of the lustre of silver, and may probably be thus

kept for any length of time.

My first experiments were made upon the fraction boiling between 115® and 121°,

merely because that happened to be the largest, and it soon became evident that the

hydrocarbon obtained by the process described, possessed the composition and the same

degree of condensation in the state of vapour as butyle (valyle of Kolbe). But as it is

evident that the formula C‘® H*® corresponds also to the hydruret of the radical of the

caprylic alcohol, it was necessary to ascertain the correct boiling-points of the bodies

obtained, because if coinciding with those of the radicals, it would be strong evidence

of their identity with them. But the composition of the radicals differing but little, it

is evident that analysis alone, however carefully made, cannot decide the question
; fortu-

nately, however, the addition or subtraction of C^H^has a very considerable infiuence on

their vapour-density, as will at once be seen by reference to the annexed Table, where

the increase is compared with the rise of carbon and diminution of hydrogen as the

boiling-point becomes higher.

MDCCCLVII. 3 N
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Propyle C12 HU

Boiling-pomt. Vapour-density.

65° 2-98

Per-centage of

carton.

83-72

Per-centage of

hydrogen.

'16-28

Butyle 106° 3-94 84-21 15-79

Amyle C20 J^22 158° 4-91 84-51 15-49

Caproyle C24 H^e 202° 5-88 84-70 15-30

The boiling-points of the indifferent hydrocarbons being such important evidence, it

has been considered proper to give positive proof that the fractions analysed were those

whose constitution exactly talhed with the bodies with which they were sought to be

identified ; in each case therefore the vapour-densities of several fractions near the known

boiling-point of the radicals were determined ; and it is submitted, that it is no slight

proof of the correctness of the view advanced relative to the nature of the bodies isolated,

that in almost every instance the fraction which gave the coiTect vapour-density was

that which corresponded in boiling-point with the radical. In order to save space, the

numerous determinations made are condensed into Tables. In one or two of these

merely trial experiments, it will be observed that the regularity of the series is slightly

interrupted
;
where this happens, it will be found to arise from the fact of the bodies

not having been obtained from the fraction corresponding to their own boiling-point ;

thus in the Table containing the amyle experiments, the fourth and sixth determinations

are not in perfect harmony with the rest ;
in the thud, the fraction used distilled between

160° and 165°, but it was obtained from the portion of the crude hydrocarbons boiling

between 150° and 160°; this makes the density come out somewhat lower than it would

have been had the fraction been extracted from the hydrocarbons boiling between 160°

and 165°. In general, however, it will be found that the increase of density with the

rise of boiling-point is quite as steady as could have been anticipated.

It has been stated that the composition of the fractions varied so little as the boiling-

points became higher, that I did not imagine myself justified in consideiing the natui*e

of any fraction established by the mere results of analysis ; but although vapoiu’-density

has been chiefiy relied on as the means of research, it is believed, nevertheless, from the

extreme care with which the combustions were made, that they represent very nearly

the true per-centages of carbon and hydrogen.

Chemists are aware that the accurate analysis of volatile fiuids, ha^•ing a high per-

centage of carbon, is a somewhat fatiguing process, from the constant attention indis-

pensable, and the slowness with which it is necessary to advance the fii’e along the tube.

By the follomng method of burning, which is described in the hope that it may be

found useful to others, less time and far less attention are requii’ed for the determination

of the carbon and hydrogen in a body like propyle or butyle, than for the combustion

of an ordinary solid. For this purpose the fluid is contained in one bulb, and is driven

out at the commencement of the analysis into a column of thirteen or fourteen centi-

metres of cold oxide of copper : this latter portion is never dii’ectly heated imtil the end

of the analysis, the fluid being volatilized by the heat conducted by the oxide. Oxygen
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is, of course, passed over the reduced metal to remove any carbon which may have com-

bined with it. The tube is arranged as in the annexed sketch.

At a is placed a small plug of recently ignited asbestos, about two centimetres long

;

then a mixture of fused and powdered chlorate of potash and oxide of copper as far as

h (about seven centimetres) ; then at c two centimetres of asbestos, followed to k by the

same length of coarse-grained oxide of copper. The substance is placed at the tube

tof being filled completely by granular oxide of copper of about the coarseness of ordi-

nary gunpowder, and, finally, at g is placed another plug of asbestos. The combustion

is commenced by heating the end a to redness, and between the screens h and ^ ; when

fully red, the space between the screens k and I is filled with live coals, the whole of the

fluid being immediately driven amongst the oxide of copper occupying the space from

d to i. In a short time this oxide becomes sufficiently hot to cause a perfectly steady

distillation of the fluid over the red-hot column of oxide from ^ to A, where it is burnt.

No farther attention is requisite until carbonic acid ceases to enter the bulbs, when the

screen ^ is removed back
;
but it is always found, if the fluid is moderately volatile, that

very little remains. When the tube is red-hot from h to /, the mixture of oxide and

chlorate is slowly heated to redness. Combustions made in this manner seldom fail to

yield good results. One great advantage of the method is, that if the space from Hod
be of the proper length, there is no fear of either a sudden rush of gas or of the operation

being tediously slow. All the fluid analyses given in this paper were made in this

manner.

On the Hydrocarbons unacted on by Sulphuric and Nitric Adds.

The lowest fraction obtained during the rectifications was between 65° and 71°
; the

quantity was far from large
;
and although working on a tolerably extensive scale, great

care was requisite to prevent loss by evaporation during the distillation. The density at

15°‘5 of the crude hydrocarbons was only 0'735, although containing a considerable per-

centage of benzole. On treatment with highly concentrated fuming nitric acid, in the

manner previously described, and placing the acid and nitrocompound in a conical glass,

for the purpose of facihtating the separation of the hydrocarbon unacted on by acids, I

was surprised to find that no separation whatever took place
;
and on throwing the

mixture into water, no nitrocompound fell to the bottom, the whole rising to the surface

in the form of a pale green layer. The latter was therefore separated, placed in a

retort, and the heat of a water-bath applied ; a considerable quantity of a colourless

fluid distilled over, which was treated several times with fuming nitric acid to remove

any of the other hydrocarbons present, the last traces being retained with such tenacity

that the process had to be repeated many times before the separated acid no longer

3n2
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produced milkiness when thrown into water, indicating the presence of the nitrocom-

pound. After washing several times with solution of potash, and digestion with sticks

of the latter substance to remove moisture, it was distilled over fragments of sodium,

and came over chiefly between 65° and 71°. On one occasion, when distilling over

sodium some impure propyle, as soon as the retort became nearly dry, a small quantity

of nitrocompound present, which had dissolved in the indifierent hydrocarbon, reacted

on the metal with great violence, the latter becoming ignited, torrents of smoke being

evolved, and large quantities of carbon at the same time depositing on the interior of the

retort and receiver : when the radical is in a state of pmity, sodium remains perfectly

brilliant under it during the distillation.

In order to ascertain the boiling-point of propyle, I commenced by determining the

vapour-density of the fractions, beginning with the portion distilling, in the sixteenth

rectiflcation, between 72° and 79°; the experiments were made by the method of Dumas.

the second being taken at a slightly higher temperature than the first.

I. II.

Temperature of air . . . .
20° 20°

Temperatm’e of vapour

.

o
o 112°

Pressure 769 mm. 769 mm.

Excess of weight of balloon . •4673 grm. •4817 gi’m.

Capacity of balloon .... 294 cub. cent. 307 cub. cent.

Residual ah' 11 cub. cent. 5 cub. cent.

Experiment.
A

Theory.

t \

I. II. C'-'H volumes.

3-10 3-08 2-97

It appearing, therefore, that the boiling-point was considerably below 79°, the fraction

distilling between 65° and 70° was taken for further examination. On combustion, it

was found that

—

I. ’1678 gramme yielded •5148 carbonic acid and ’2521 water.

II. ‘1673 gramme yielded •5132 carbonic acid and -2450 water.

Experiment. Calculation.
A

I. II.
r

Carbon . . . 83-7 83-7 C12 72 83-7

Hydrogen . 16-7 16-3 HU 14 16-3

86 100-0

The following are the details of a determination of the vapour-density of the same

portion of fluid by Gat-Lussac’s method :

—

Weight of fluid .... -1098 grm.

Temperature of vapour . .
100°

Observed volume of vapour . 43^5 cub. cent.
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Atmospheric pressure . . 772'1 mm.

Difference of mercury level .
85 ’4 mm.

Density of vapour .... 2 ‘956

The formula C‘^ H^^=4 volumes requires

—

12 volumes carbon vapour. . 0'8290 . 12= 9‘948

28 volumes hydrogen . . . 0-0692 . 28=1-938

11-886

~4
Experiment. Theory.

2-956 2-972

2-972.

The substance unacted on by acids boiling at 65°, as extracted from the Torbane-hill

mineral distillate, has therefore not only the composition, but also the vapour-density

of the radical of the propylic series. I shall show, further on, that its boihng-point also

coincides with what might be expected. It is evident that propyle might be procured by

electrolysis of butyric acid, and I propose eventually to subject the hydrocarbons from

both sources to a careful comparison. It may be mentioned that propyle has not pre-

viously been obtained. Its density at 18° was found to be 0-6745.

Nitrocompoundfrom fraction hoilmg between 66° and 71°.

This substance, which, it has been said, floated on water while holding the radical in

solution, was much heavier than that fluid after the hydrocarbon had been distilled off.

Treated with alcoholic potash great heat was produced, the solution becoming blood-red,

and a peculiar odour being evolved. The mixture was placed in an iron alembic, and

the alcohol distilled off on the water-bath ; the latter was then removed, and the distil-

lation continued over the naked Are. An abundance of milky fluid containing an alka-

loid came over, accompanied by a small quantity of non-basic oil. At last an explosive

evolution of vapour ensued
; the chief portion of the contents of the alembic being pro-

jected into the neck, and there becoming solidifled, stopped the distillation. The non-

basic oil was removed by addition of hydrochloric acid to dissolve the base, and then

passing through a wet Alter. The undissolved portion solidified on the filter to a mass

of golden-brown crystals having the characters of azobenzide. A large quantity of

aniline was found iu the basic portion of the distillate. The nitrocompound contained,

therefore, a considerable amount of nitrobenzole. The study of the nitrocompounds and

their products is reserved for a future communication.

Butyle.

The following experiments were the first made with the radicals from Boghead

naphtha, but are placed here in their proper sequence with regard to the other homo-

logues.

It has been found that the separation of the hydrocarbons can be effected by other
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means than those adopted for the preparation of the radicals ; the details of the method

belong to a series of experiments to be given in Part II. It is to be understood, there-

fore, that the nitric acid process was adhered to for the isolation of the bodies described

in this paper.

After preparation of the butyle, I proceeded to determine the vapour-density of the

fractions, the results being embodied in the annexed Table.

Vapour-densities offractionsfrom 104° to 129°, after treatment vyith nitric add, d'c.

Boiling-point.

Excess

of weight of

baUoon.

Temperature
of vapour.

Temperature

of air.
Pressure.

Capacity

of

balloon.

Residual

air.
Density.

grm. mm. cub. cent. cub. cent.

104 to 107 •5332 154 19° 752 298-5 •5 3-63

104 to 110 •4365 171 16 752 268-0 5-0 3-66

107 to 110 •5030 163 16 761 281-5 1-5 3-73

110 to 116 •4950 173 16 761 277-5 2-0 3-82

121 to 127 •5489 179 18 760 274-5 0-0 4-11

126 to 129 •5545 160 14 750 268-5 2-3 4-09

It was evident from the foregoing determinations, that the boiling-point of the hydro-

carbon having the formula C*® was between 116° and 121°, but this being higher

than was anticipated, it appeared probable that the fractions used had not been treated

sufficiently with nitric acid : a portion of somewhat lower boiling-point than those in

the Table was therefore repeatedly acted on until the impurity was entirely removed,

and the separated acid, on being diluted with water, yielded not the slightest milkiness.

The annexed were the results obtained with the hydrocarbon so purified :

—

Portion distilling, Portion distilling,

100° to 101°. 101° to 103°.

Temperature of air . . . 17° 17°

Temperature of vapour . 145° 148°

Pressure . 776-2 mm. 776-2 mm.

Excess of weight of balloon . -5545 grm. -5305 grm.

Capacity of balloon . . . 308 cub. cent. 295 cub. cent.

Residual air . 4-5 cub. cent. 5-0 cub. cent.

Density of vapour . . . . 3-63 3-66

The repeated treatment with nitric acid, although it had the effect of raising the

density, did it to so slight a degree, that it was clear the boiling-point of butyle from the

Torbane-hill mineral was much higher than that found by other observers, and lay

between 116° and 121°. Analysis gave the numbers annexed:

—

I. -3325 butyle gave 1-0246 carbonic acid and -4704 water.

II. -1783 butyle gave -5505 carbonic acid.

III. -1841 butyle gave *5673 carbonic acid and -2604 water.

IV. -1687 butyle gave -5189 carbonic acid and -2421 water.
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Carbon . .

Hydrogen .

Experiment.
A.

r

I. II. III. IV.

84-1 84-2 84-0 83-9

15-7 15-7 15-9

Mean. Calculation.

84-1 C 16 96 84-2

15-8 H18 18 15-8

114 100-0

The fourth analysis was made upon a different preparation to the others.

Kolbe’s radical obtained by the electrolysis of butyric acid gave him the following

numbers, which are sensibly the same as the above :

—

Kolbe.

r" s

Carbon .... 84T 84-0

Hydrogen . . . 15-9 15’8

Annexed is a determination of the vapour-density of the fraction distilling between

116'’ and 121°.

Excess of weight of balloon . -5270 grm.

Temperature of vapom* , . 167°

Temperature of air . . . .
16°

Pressure . . . .
‘

. . . 753 mm.

Capacity of balloon . . . 280 cub. cent.

Residual air 1*0 cub. cent.

The formula C*® H‘® requires

—

16 volumes carbon vapour.

36 volumes hydrogen . .

0-8290. 16=13-264

0-0692.36= 2-491

15-755

4

3-9387

Experiment. Kolbe. Wtjbtz. Theory=4 vols.

3-883 4-053 4-070 3-9387

Although the above numbers are exceedingly near those required by theory, it follows

that the boding-point of the hychocarbon having the same formula as butyle from Bog-

head coal, is decidedly higher than that found by Kolbe and Wuetz. The boiling-

point of Kolbe’s hydrocarbon, obtained by electrolysis of valerianic acid, was 108°, and

that of butyle, obtained by Wuetz by cohobating iodide of butyle over sodium, was 106°,

whereas my hydrocarbon distilled in the sixteenth rectification between 116° and 121°.

It will be seen that in the first and third analysis there is a tendency towards a defi-

ciency in the hydrogen ; on searching into the cause of this, it was found that a trace of

one of the homologues of olefiant gas, to be described in the second part of this paper,

remained in the fluid. This arose from insufficient treatment with nitric acid. The

fourth analysis was made on a perfectly pure product. The results obtained further on

with the other radicals are perfectly in accordance with those of other chemists. The

density of the butyle, as analysed, was found to be 0-6945 at 18°, agreeing perfectly
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with Kolbe’s determination made at the same temperature, which gave 0*6940. It

undergoes considerable expansion with even a small rise of temperature, for Wuetz
found the density at 0° to be 0*7057.

Amyle.

The experiments previously made having indicated somewhat too high a boiLing-point

for the butyle, it was considered necessary to examine the fractions ha%'ing boiling-points

at all approaching to that of amyle with great care, in order to ascertain whether the

same difference would be found. The following Table contains the results :

—

Vapour-densities offractionsfrom 154° fo 169°, after treatment with nitric arid, dr.

Boiling-point.

Excess

of weight of

balloon.

Temperature
of vapour.

Temperature

of air.
Pressure.

Capacity

of

balloon.

Residual

air.
Density.

grm. mm. cub. cent. cub. cent.

154 to 160 •6187 210 19 756 274 4-0 4-82

160 to 162 •7581 208 21 765-5 305-5 0 5-02

160 to 165 •7855 193 19 752 305-5 1-5 5-02*

163 to 164 •7518 210 20 765-5 298 0 5-11

166 to 169 •6980 207 18 . 757 275 0 5-llt

It was quite obvious, from the numbers condensed into the above Table, that the

amyle from the Torbane-hill mineral boiled between 154° and 160°
; but the fii*st experi-

ment which was made upon the entire fluid boiling between these points proving too

low, a fraction was selected distilling in the sixteenth rectification between 157° and 160°.

*1949 gramme gave *6032 carbonic acid and *2757 water.

Experiment. Calculation.

Carbon .... 84*4 120 84*5

Hydi*ogen . . . 15*7 22 15*5

142 100*0

The following are the results obtained by Feanklaxd and Wuetz;

—

Eeaxklaxd. Wtjetz.
A

Carbon . . , 84*2 84*6 84*2

Hydrogen . . 15*4 15*2 15*4 15*7

To confirm the result obtained in the analysis of the amyle fi*om the above fraction,

the density of its vapour was ascertained.

Excess of weight of balloon . . . *6746 grm.

Temperature of vapour . . . . 212°

* Erom fraction of crude naphtha distilling between 154° and 160°.

t This result was obtained during the preliminary experiments
;
the fluid had not been absolutely freed

from bodies of lower boiliag-point.
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Temperature of air .

Pressure . . . .

Capacity of balloon .

Eesidual air . . .

The formula C^® requires

—

20 volumes carbon vapour

44 volumes hydrogen . . .

Experiment. Eeankland.
4-930 4-899

21°

767-3 mm.
283-5 cub. cent.

'5 cub. cent.

0-8290.20

0-0692.44

Wtjrtz.

4-956

=16-580

= 3-045

19-625
=4-906

Theory.

4-906

The boiling-point of amyle, according to the most recent experiments on the subject*,

is 158°, which agrees quite as nearly as could be expected with the above result. The

density of the fluid was found to be (at 18°) 0-7365. Feaj^klajstd found it 0-7704 at 11°,

and WuETZ 0-7413 at 0°.

When Boghead amyle is cohobated with monohydrated nitric acid for some days, a

large quantity of a nitro-acid is formed, which yields a silver salt of very sparing solu-

bility. This acid will be described in a future communication, it being my intention to

compare the products of the action of oxidizing agents on the radical from the Torbane-

hill distillate, with those from amyle prepared by the action of sodium on the iodide.

Caproyle.

This radical was first isolated by Messrs. Beaziee and GosSLETHf in the course of

their researches on caproic and oenanthylic acids ; they obtained it by the electrolysis of

cenanthylate of potash. Eemembering that, as obtained by them, it had a boiling-point

of 202°, I commenced in searching for it by taking the vapour-densities of the fractions

a little above and below that point, and obtained the numbers annexed :

—

Excess of weight of balloon

Temperature of vapour .

Temperature of air . .

Pressure

Capacity of balloon . .

Eesidual air ....
Density

Boiling-point,

196° to 199°.

-8855 grm.

230°

15°

739-4 mm.
322-5 cub. cent.

4-

0 cub. cent.

5-

74

Boiling-point,

202° to 208°.

•6680

233°

14°

760-2 mm.

225 cub. cent.

-5 cub. cent.

6-03

The hydrocarbon from the Boghead naphtha, of which I was in search, boiled therefore

* "WuETZ, Ann. de Chimie et de Phys. 2™® serie, tome xliv. p. 282.

t Quarterly Journal of tlie Chemical Society, vol. iii. p. 226.

3oMDCCCLVII.
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between 199° and 202°. The following is a combustion of the fluid distilling at that

temperature :

—

T578 gramme caproyle gave *4897 carbonic acid and ‘2238 water.

Experiment. Calcnlation.

Carbon . . . 84‘6 C 144 84‘7

Hydi-ogen . . . 15-8 26 15-3

170 100-0

The results of the analysis of this radical by other observers are as follows :

—

Beaziee and GtOssleth. Weetz.
^

A
^

84-49 84-54 84-25

15-60 15-44 15-49

A determination of the vapour-density proved that the fraction boiling at 202° had

not only the per-centage composition, but exactly the same condensation as the radical

caproyle, thus:

—

Excess of weight of balloon . . . -8021 grm.

Temperature of vapom* .... 231°

Temperature of air 15°

Pressure 739-4 mm.

Capacity of balloon 283-0 cub. cent.

Eesidual air 1-0 cub. cent.

Density 5-83

The formula C^"* requires

—

24 volumes carbon vapour

52 volumes hydrogen .

0-8290.24=19-896

0-0692.52= 3-598

23-494
=5-8735

4

Experiment. Weetz.
5-83 5-983

Theory.

5-8735

It was found that as the radicals of higher boiling-point were reached, greater diffi-

culty existed in getting rid of the last traces of nitrocompound: although repeated!}'

washed with monohydrated nitric acid to remove any that might remain in solution, and

then with strong potash, the radical so obtained did not, at flrst, distil perfectly colour-

less, and, moreover, retained a slight odour of the nitrocompound. The fluid in this

condition left a yellow residue on distillation. A few rectifications over sodium entfr-ely

removed the impurity, and the radical as analysed above was perfectly colourless and

almost inodorous. Its density at 18° was 0-7568. Wurtz found it at 0° 0-7574.

Messrs. Brazier and Gossleth do not state the density of the caproyle analysed by them.
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It is submitted that the foregoing experiments prove that the distillate from the

Torbane-hill mineral contains, in addition to several other substances, a series of hydro-

carbons having the per-centage composition, density in the fluid and gaseous states, and

also the boiling-point of the alcohol radicals. It is perhaps to be regretted that in

investigating these bodies, we are unable to avail ourselves of active affinities of a kind

tending to yield easily procured and definite compounds, the study of which would

remove all doubt as to identity. It is also peculiarly unfortunate that the boiling-points

of simple and compound radicals, as at present determined, show no fixed law ; in fact,

if we examine the only data in our possession on the subject, namely, the numbers given

by WuKTZ, we find no less than nine different values for the increment of as may

be seen from the following Tables :

—

I. Boiling-point.

Ethylamyle C“ 88°

Ethylbutyle 62°

Difference for 26°

II. Boiling-point.

Methylcaproyle C''' H*® 82°

Ethylbutyle ... 62°

Difference for 20°

III. Boiling-point. IV. Boiling-point. V. Boiling-point.

Butyle C'® 106° Butyle C'®H'® 106° Butyle C*®H'®... 106°

Ethylamyle C“ 88° Ethvlbutyle 62° Methylcaproyle C'^ H'®... 82°

Difference for . 18° 2) 44° Difference for EP 914°

Difference for C® 22°

VI. VII. VIII.

Butylamyle C‘® ....132° Butvlamyle C‘® 132° Butylamyle ... C'®H®®... 132°

Butyle C'® H‘® ....106° Ethylamyle C*”* H*'' 88° Methylcaproyle H*'’... 82°

Difference for . .... 26° 2) 44° 2) 50°

Difference for ~22° Difference for C® 25°

IX. X. XI.

Amyle C“ ....168° Butylcaproyle C®“ ... 155° Butylcaproyle 155°

Butylamyle C'® ....132° Butylamyle... C*® ... 132° Butyle G®H’®.... 106°

Difference for C® H®

.

26° Difference for C® 23° 2) 49°

Difference for C® 24°-5

XII. XIII. XIV.

Amyle ....158° Caproyle H®® .. ....202° Caproyle 0®“ H®® 202°

Butyle G®H'® ....106° Butylcaproyle .. ...155° Amyle... C‘® 158°

2) 52° 2) 47° 2) 44°

Difference for C® . .... 26° Difference for C® ... 23°*5 Difference for C* 22°

The following nine values are therefore obtained as the differences for C^H^; the

Roman numerals indicate the number of the Table :

—

III. II. IV., VII. and XIV. X. XIII. V. XI. VIII. I., VI., IX. and XII.

18° 20° ' 22° '

23° 23°-5 24° 24°-5 25° ' 26°
"

Several curious facts become apparent from inspection of these numbers, not the least

3o2
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of which is, that, contrary to what has been found to hold with organic bases, isomeric

radicals have the same, or nearly the same boiling-points, thus :

—

Ethylbutyle=C‘=^H*^

Boiling-point.

62°

Ethylamyle=C'^ H’®.

BoiUng-point.

88°

Amyle=e'’H^^
BoUing-point.

158°

Propyle=C^^

Boiling-point.

65°

Methylcaproyle=C'^ H'®.

Boiling-pomt.

82°

But}dcaproyle=C^ H^-.

Boiling-pomt.

155°.

If we consider the great difficulty of obtaining the radicals absolutely pure, we cannot

be surprised at the fact that these numbers do not exactly accord.

It is not unworthy of note, that the great difference in the boiling-points of propyle and

butyle from Boghead naphtha, which might have been ui’ged as evidence against the view

I have taken of their constitution, is, in fact, strong proof of the coiTectness of it, for

the amount of that difference is 53° or 26° for H^, which happens to be the number

occurring most frequently with the simple and compound radicals, and, moreover, it

causes the Boghead propyle to have almost exactly the boiling-point of its isomer,

ethylbutyle.

With regard to the fact of isomeric bases differing in boiling-

point while isomeric radicals appear not to do so, it remains to be

seen how much in the former case the variations are caused by

difference of type.

In making the vapour-density determinations, I have endea-

voured to find a method of shortening the time required for the

performance of some of the operations. One of the points to which

I turned my attention was, to avoid the necessity of filling the

balloon a second time with mercury or water in order to deter-

mine the residual air. For this purpose, as soon as the point of

the balloon has been broken off under mercury and the latter has

entered the globe, it is to be placed on a straw ring beneath a

burette filled with the metal, as in the engraving. The tube is

divided into cubic centimetres and fractions. Having so adjusted

the position of the balloon that the fine tube from the burette just

enters the neck, the screw a is turned sufficiently to allow a slow

stream of metal to flow until the condensed fluid exactly airives

at the opening, the altered level in the burette is then read off.

It is evident that the difference between the fii’st and second read-

ings indicates a quantity of mercury exactly equal in volume to the

residual air. The condensed fluid being removed with the pipette, the tap is again
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-^-85

-35

opened, and mercury permitted to flow in until the globe is quite fllled. The rest of

the process is continued as usual. Where several densities are to be determined in

succession, this process saves more time than would readily be believed.

The compression tap used in this experiment is capable of withstand-

ing a very considerable pressure of mercury, and is so manageable that

the smallest portion of metal may be added at will ; it is also particu-

larly well adapted for various volumetric and gaseous operations. The

following is the method of construction. A block of wood, a, c, d,

has a square hole mortised in it, through which passes the vulcanized

tube, e, /, k, attached at e,f to the lower orifice of the burette. A
piece of hard wood, z, k, also passes through the mortise, and is retained

in its place by the flange i. It is evident that on tummg the head of

the screw, I, the piece i will be pressed against the vulcanized tube

and collapse it.

In order to facilitate comparison of the indifierent hydrocarbons

from Boghead naphtha with the radicals, I annex the following Table,

containing their boiling-points and densities in the fluid and gaseous

state, according to various observers.

k.

Comparative Table of the Physical Properties of the Radicals.

Boiling-Points. Densities. Vapour-densities.

Radicals.

Q
Z
<
.-I

z
<
Pi

Kolbe.

N
H
Pi

d
Brazier

and

Gosslbth.

C.

G.
Williams.

Frankland,

at

11

°. Wo*
W 00
w ^
o «

WURTZ,

at

0
°.

C.

G.
Williams,

at

18

°.

Frankland.
Kolbe.

N
H
Pi

p
C.

G.
Williams.

Theory.

Propyle Q12 fJH
Mean.

68
°

0-6745 2-96 2-97
Butyle C16 H18 108° 106

°
... 119° 0-6940 0-7057 0-6945 ... 4-053 4-07 3-88 3-94

Amyle 020^22 155° 158° 159° 0-7704 0-7413 0-7365 4-899 ... 4-956 4-93 4-91

Caproyle C24H*'= ... 202° 202° 202°
... 0-7574 0-7568 ... ... 5-983 5-83 5-87
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XXII. On an Element of Strength in Beams subjected to Transverse Strain^ named by

the author “ The Resistance of Flexure

T

—Second Paper.

By William Henry Barlow, Esq., F.R.S. &c.

Eeceived March 12,—Eead March 26, 1857.

In my former paper on this subject, I pointed out the existence of an element of

strength in beams Avhen subjected to transverse strain, which had been omitted in the

generally admitted theory.

The forms of beam employed in the experiments described in that paper were only of

two kinds, namely, solid rectangular bars, and open beams or girders.

In the experiments given in the present paper I have employed other forms, namely,

square bars broken on their sides, square bars broken on their angles, round bars,

beams of the I section broken with the flanges horizontal, and similar beams broken with

the flanges vertical m ;
the object of these experiments being, to elucidate the general

bearing of the subject more clearly, and to determine with greater precision than was

attempted in my former paper, the laws which govern this resistance.

The follo^ving are the results of the experiments in which, for the purpose of more

easy reference, I have numbered the several forms of section in continuation of those

described in my former paper ; and have also included the results of those experiments.

Summary of Experiments on Transverse Strength. Solid and open beams.

Length of bearing 60 inches.

Number and form of section.
Total depth

of beam.
Depth of

metal.

Distance

between
the bars.

Breadth
of bar.

Total

sectional

area.

Breaking
weight.

No. 1

{

in.

2-015

2-020

2-073

2-040

in.

2-015

2-020

2-073

2-040

in.

Nil.

Nil.

Nil.

Nil.

in.

•975

-980

1-030

•990

sq. in.

1-

965
1-980

2-

135
2-020

lbs.

1664
1888

2084
1916

Mean 2-012 2-012 Nil. •994 2*025 1888

No. 2

I

2-54

2-53

2-49

2-50

1-98

1-98

1-98

1-95

-56

-55

-51

-55

2-01

2-00

1-96

1-95

2188
2748
2412
2524

Mean 2-51 1-97 -54 1-005 1-98 2468
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Summary of Experiments on Transverse Strength (continued).

Number and form of section.
Total depth

of beam.
Depth of

metal.

Distance

between
the bars.

Breadth
of bar.

Total

sectional

area.

Breaking '

weight. !

1

No. 3 ^ 1
m

in.

3-02

3-00

3-00

3-00

in.

2-04

2*00

1-99

1-99

in.

•98

1-00

1-01

1-01

in. sq. in.

2-02

2-00

1-98

1-98

lbs.
1

3028
3224

1

3112 1

2972

1

Mean 3-01 2-01 1-00 •995 2-00 3084

No. 4

I

3-

99

4-

00

3-

99

4-

01

1-99

1-97

1*94

1-97

2-00

2*03

2-05

2-04

2-00

1-96

1-96

1-99

4204
4260
4204
4745

Mean 4-00 1-97 2-03 1-005 1-98 4353

No. 5 <1^

4-02

4-05

4*05

4-04

2-

98

3-

01

3-01

3-04

1-04

1-04

1-04

1-00

2-287

2-290

2-290

2-420

5050
5125
4985
5405

Mean 4-04 3-01 1-03 •771 2-322 5-141

No. 6

L

4-02

4-05

4-03

4*06

1*50

1*50

1-47

1-45

2-52

2-55

2-56

2-61

2-26

2-27

2-19

2-20

5212
5125
4845
5405

Mean 4-04 1-48 2-56 1-507 2-23 5147

No. 7

;

{

4*05

4-10

4*08

4-05

1-55

1-59

1-57

1-53

2-50

2-51

2-51

2-52

2-38

2-45

2-38

2-32

5685
6525
5965
5825

Mean 4-07 1-56 2-51 1-525 2-38 6000
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Summary of Experiments on Transverse Strength. Square and round bars of one inch

sectional area.

Length of bearing 60 inches.

Square bars broken on their sides.

Number and form of section. Depth. Breadth.
Sectional

area.

Breaking

weight.

No. 8
^

<

in.

1*010

1*010

1*010

1*020

1*000

in.

1*020

1*025

1*020

1*025

1*020

sq. in.

1*030

1*035

1*030

1*045

1*020

lbs.

505
505
561

533
533

Mean 1*010 1*020 1*032 527

Cylindrical bars.

Number and form of section.
Mean

diameter.

Sectional

area.

Breaking
weight.

# ^
f

L

in.

1*145

1*113

1*115

1*118

1*120

sq. in.

1*030

•972

•976

•981

•985

lbs.

519
505

449
449
449

1 Mean
1

1*122 •989 474

\

Square bars broken on their angles.

Number and form of seetion. Depth.
Side of

square.

Sectional

area.

Breaking
weight.

1

in.

1*442

1*467

1*450

1*428

1*428

1*020

1*037

1*025

1*010

1*010

sq. in.

1*040

1*076

1*050

1*020

1*020

lbs.

449
421

449
449

477

Mean 1-443 1*020 1*041 449

3 pMDCCCLVII.
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Summary of Experiments on Transverse Strength. Square and round bars of about

four inches sectional area.

Length of bearing 60 inches.

Square bars broken on their sides.

Number and form of section. Depth. Breadth. Sectional

area.

Breaking
weight.

No. 11.

4 i
__

—

in.

1-985

1-

990

2-

010
2-000

in.

2-020

2-015

2-010

1-990

sq. in.

4-010

4-010

4-040

3-980

lbs.

3303
3303
3443
3863

Mean 1-996 2-009 4-010 3478
:

Cylindrical bars. 1

Number and form of section.
Mean

diameter.
Breadth.

Sectional

area.

Breaking
j

weight.

No. 12. t

^

2-52

2-52

2-52

2-51

sq. in.

4-987

4-987

4-987

4-948

lbs.

4283
4283
4003
4003

Mean 2-52 4-977 4143

.,,..0
1

2*20

2-20

2-19

2-20

2-19

3-801

3-801

3-767

3-801

3-767

3068
2988
3388
3228
2988

Mean 2-20 3-787 3132

Square bars broken on their angles.

Number and form of section. Depth.
Side of

square.

Sectional

area.

Breaking
weight.

in.

2-835

2-842

2-842

2-820

2-005

2-010

2-010

1-994

sq. in.

4-020

4-040

4-040

3-976

lbs.

3128
3268
2848
2708

Mean 2-835 2-005 4-020 2988
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Summary of Experiments on Transverse Strength. Compound Sections.

Length of bearing 48 inches.

Number and form of section.
Total

depth.

Depth of

metal in

flanges.

Distance

between
flanges.

Breadth of

flanges.

Breadth of

middle rib.

Total

breadth.

Sectional

area.

Breaking

weight.

No. 15.

in.

1-

97

2-

00
2-01

2-08

2*07

2*07

2-06

in.

•99

1-00

1-01

Ml
1*06

1*02

1-04

in.

•98

1-00

1-00

•97 .

1-01

1-03

1-02

in.

1-44

1-50

1-54

1-54

1*50

1-57

1-56

in.

•55

•47

•48

•53

•52

•47

•53

in.

1-99

1-

97

2-

02
2-07

2-02

• 2-04

2-09

sq. in.

2-51

2-47

2-52

2-81

2-67

2-57

2-71

lbs.

3310
.3560

3735
3910
4528
4563
4423

Mean 2*04 1-03 1-00 1-53
1

-50 2-03 2-60 4004

Number and form of section.
Total

depth.

Depth of

centre rib.

Breadth of

flanges.

Breadth of

centre rib.

Total

breadth.

Sectional

area.

Breaking
weight.

No. 16.

in.

1-97

1-

96

2-

05
2-04

2-06

2-05

2-05

in.

•30

•48

•55

•31

•50

•50

•32

in.

•98

1-00

MO
1-02

D06
1-02

1-04

in.

1-00

•96

•92

1-00

•98

1-02

1-00

in.

1-98

1-

96

2-

02
2-02

2-04

2-04

2-04

sq. in.

2-43

2-42

2^76

2-39

2-67

2-60

2-63

00

00

00

GO

O

00

GO

Mean 2-02 •51 1-03 •98 2-02 2-59 2569

The neutral axis ha\ing been shown in my former paper to be in the centre of gravity

of the section, we are enabled to test the accuracy of the existing theory, by comparing

the resistance at the outer fibres or particles of each of the forms of beam, calculated

upon that theoiy, with the actual tensile strength of the metal obtained by direct expe-

riment.

In any bar or beam, supported at the ends and loaded in the centre,

—

Let /"represent the ultimate tension*,

I the length,

W the weight applied in the centre,

d the depth,

and X any variable distance from the neutral axis.

fx .

Then will be the tension at the distance x, and according to the principle of Leibnitz,

the sum of all these resistances at the moment of rupture will be

* In those materials in which the resistance to compression is less than that of tension, fmust be taken

to represent the ultimate resistance to compression.

3 p 2
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and including the equal resistance to compression

which taken between the limits and x=d, becomes

In the case of rectangular bars, if the breadth this expression becomes

ifid’=iiw (1 .)

In girders or bars of other forms, if ?/= the double ordinate con’esponding with the

distance x, the general expression will be

^"^yxdx

;

and when the form of section is symmetrical above and below the neutral axis,

2^'^~yxdx=ilW.

From this general expression we obtain the following for the several forms experi-

mented upon :

—

In the square bar broken on its angle, if

d= half the depth,

y=2{d—x),

the complete integral of this between the limits ^=0 and x=d mil be

f=im. (2 -)

In hke manner, in round bars, if

then the complete integral is

d— half-depth or radius,

y— 2 \/{d^—x%

x=3-1416...
,

(3.)

In the open beam, the expression for the resistance is the same as in the rectangular

bar, except that here denoting the half-depth by D, and the half-distance between the

bars by d, the expression

2hf^2^dx

must be taken between the limits x=d and a^=D, which gives

2bf/W-d^\
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In the case of the section No. 15, broken with the flanges horizontal (see flg. 1),

D= depth.

h = breadth of the centre rib.

b' =. breadth of the flanges ae-\-fd.

d = half-distance of the flanges.

The exnression for the centre rib is

and for the flanges

2b'f/W-d^\

3 \
I)

''

Eig. 1.

and consequently the resistance to the whole section will be

f(5D=
b'(D^-d^)

D =iZW. (5.)

In like manner, for section No. 16, broken with the flanges vertical (see flg. 2),

d = half-depth of the flange abed,

b — width of the two flanges =lie-^ca.

d'= depth of the centre rib.

b' = breadth of the centre rib between the flanges.

Then

and

2fbd^

3
'

2fb'd'^

resistance of the flanges.

3d
= resistance of centre rib ;

and consequently the total resistance will be

2/

Eig. 2.

(
6 .)

With these formulae we are enabled to calculate the resistance of the outer flbre

under this generally accepted theory, in each of the sections.

The following Table shows the results :

—

Eorm of section. Length
of bearing,

in.

Breaking
weight.

lbs.

Valne of^^ or the

calculated resistance

at the outer fibre.

No. 6. Open gii’der . 60 5147 25,271

No. 7. Open girder . 60 6000 27,908

No. 4. Open girder ; . 60 4339 28,032

No. 3. Open girder . 60 3119 31,977

No. 2. Open girder . 60 2468 35,386

No. 5. Open girder . 60 5141 37,408

No. 1. Solid rectangular 2x1 inches . 60 1888 41,709

No. 8. Square 1x1 inch .... . 60 527 45,630

No. 9. Round bar linch area. . 60 474 51,396

No. 10. Square bar broken diagonally . 60 449 53,966
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Compound Sections.

Eorm of section. Length Breaking Talue oif, or the

of bearing. weight. calculated resistance

in. lbs. at the outer fibre.

No. 15. I Section, flanges horizontal . 48 4008 37,508

No. 16. M Section, flanges vertical . . 48 2569 43,358

Solid bars of 4 inches sectional area and upwards.

No. 11. Square bar broken on its side . 60 3478 39,094

No. 12. Round bar 2^ inches diameter . 60 4143 39,560

No. 13. Round bar 2^ inches diameter . 60 3132 44,957

No. 14. Square bar broken on its angle . 60 2988 47,746

It will be seen from these results, that the apparent resistance at the outer fibre, com-

puted on the principles of this theory, varies from 25,271 lbs. to 53,966 lbs. ; while the

tensile strength of the metal, as obtained by experiments on direct tension, averages only

18,750 lbs. This discrepancy and variation will be found to arise from the omission of

the resistance consequent on the molecular disturbance accompanying curAature.

In my former paper a formula was given by which the difference between the tensile

strength and the apparent resistance at the outer fibre could be computed, approximately,

in solid rectangular beams and open girders. I now propose to trace the operation of

the resistance of flexure, considered as a separate element of strength, and to show its

effect in each of the above forms of section.

The theory at present acted upon, proceeds on the assumption that there ai’e only-

two resistances in a beam, namely, tension and compression ; but this supposition fails

to account, not only for the strength, but also for the visible changes of figui'e which

arise under transverse strain.

If abdc (fig. 3) represent the centre portion of a solid rectangular beam before any

Eig. 3.

strain is applied, kghi is the figure which this portion wiU assume when subjected to
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transverse strain, the beam being supposed to be supported at the centre f, and loaded

at its extremities.

In this change of figure it will be observed that there are three effects :

—

First, an extension of the fibres or particles, commencing at the neutral axis Inm,

and increasing to the upper portion of the beam.

Secondly, a compression of the fibres or particles from the neutral axis to the lower

portions of the beam ; and

Thirdly, the planes or surfaces ale and hnd are forced downwards to the distance

no and fy.

There are, in fact, two distinct changes of figure :

—

There is the change produced by the tension and compression, which, if acting alone,

would result in the figure efhg ; and there is the change produced by curvature, which,

if acting alone, would result in the figure Ipnorm. The effect produced by the curva-

ture is, to cause the sides or planes bd and ac to descend parallel to themselves
; the

effect produced by the tension and compression is, to cause these planes to turn about

the neutral axis. The combination of these effects is necessary to produce the figure

which a beam assumes when placed under transverse strain ; and the changes of figure

point out distinctly the nature of the resistances. For as it was shown by the measure-

ments taken in the experiments on the neutral axis, that the lines or planes corre-

sponding to ac and hd remained straight, whatever was the amount of their angular

motion, it follows that the tensions and compressions will increase in an arithmetical

ratio from the neutral axis to the outer portions of the beam. But the effect of ffexure

causes the planes corresponding to ac and bd to descend an equal extent throughout

their surfaces ; the resistance to this change of figme will therefore be a force distributed

evenly over the whole surface.

If abed were a series of horizontal laminae, these two changes of figure might be

obtained separately ; efhg being the result of the strains applied in the direction of the

length, and Inom that of a strain applied at right angles to the length.

But if the laminae are all united together, the elastic reaction of the mass causes

certain fixed relations to be estabhshed between the curvature and the angles formed

by the planes which were at right angles to the length, prior to the strain being

apphed.

Of these relations, it is sufficient for the present purpose to point out that which sub-

sists between the degree of extension and compression, and the amount of curvature.
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Referring again to fig, 3, if J represents any point in the upper surface of a solid

beam, before strain is applied, and g the same point when loaded, hr* will Tary directly

as 7'g. But rg represents the difference between the extension of the fibre, at or nearest

the neutral axis, and that at the outer portion of the beam ;
therefore the resistance to

flexure will vaiy directly as this difference.

In the case of the open beam, the resistance to flexure being only due to that of the

bar deflected, whereas the ultimate deflection of the beam is equal to that of a sohd beam

of the same total depth, the resistance of flexm-e in the open beam will be to that of

the solid beam, at the moment of rupture, as the depth of the bar to the half-depth of

the beam ;
and this is also proportional to the difference between the extension of the

fibres nearest the neutral axis, and those at the outer portion of the beam.

The foregoing consideration of the subject, therefore, points out the following proper-

ties as belonging to the resistance of flexure :

—

1st. That it is a resistance acting in addition to the chrect extension and compression.

2nd. That it is evenly distributed over the smTace, and consequently (within the limits

of its operation) its points of action will be at the centres of grarity of the half-section.

3rd. That this uniform resistance is due to the lateral cohesion of the adjacent sur-

faces of the fibres or particles, and to the elastic reaction which thus ensues between the

portions of a beam unequally strained.

4th. That it is proportional to, and varies with, the mequality of strain between the

fibres or particles nearest the neutral axis and those most remote.

We are enabled, under the above-mentioned conditions, to arrive at the relation

between the straining and resisting forces in any of the forms of section experimented

upon, as resulting from the combined effect of the resistances of tension, compression

and flexure.

Using the same letters as before to represent the tension, weight, length, depth, &c.,

let Ip = the resistance of flexure acting as a force evenly spread over the siuTace of the

section.

1

Then, instead of the expression y, as representing the resistance at the distance x,

we shall have, according to the preceding view, the expression

and these forces acting as before, the moment will be

The sum of these moments, including those above and below the neutral axis, uill be

which, taken between the limits ^=0 and x—d, becomes

* r, wliieh is aot represented in tlie figure, is the intersection of the lines hn, pg.
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Taking y = the double ordinate corresponding to the distance the general expres-

sion, when the sections are symmetrical above and below the neutral axis, will be

im.

From this general expression the following are obtained for the several forms experi-

mented upon:

—

First, in the case of the square or rectangular bar,

2(i/+lf)M’=i-fW (7.)

For the square when broken angleways,

(8 -)

For the round bars,

('*•)

For the open bar, since the resistance to flexure depends on the inequality of extension

between the part nearest and that most remote from the neutral axis, if d'= the depth

of the bar, and D the half-depth of the beam, the resistance to flexure at the moment
d'

of rupture will be (p^, or multiplied by d'b,

d'
and this resistance acting at the distance D— we have, for the whole resistance,

(10.)

In the case of section No. 15 (flg. 1), broken with the flanges horizontal, the expression

for the centre part will be

and for the flanges,

and consequently for the whole section,

2(i/+i?)JD’+25{®^+5(D-f)f}=iiW. . .
. (11.)

And lastly, for section No. 16 (flg. 2), broken with the flanges vertical, the expression

for the flanges will be

2(i/+i?>)»;
and for the centre part,

b'd'^

and therefore, for the whole section,

2(i/+i?)(w+*-^°)=inv (12.)

3 Q

2b

MDCCCLVII.
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These formulse, applied to the several forms of beams experimented upon, give the

following equations :

—

No. 1. •67062/+1-0059 ^ =28320

No. 2. 1-0425 /+1-1813 ^ =37020

No. 3. 1-4473 /+1-3388 (p =46260

No. 4. 2-3297 /+1-4698 <p =65295

No. 5. 2-0625 /+2-2043 =77115

No. 6. 3-0564 /+1-3512 ^ =77205

No. 7. 3-2227 /+1-5059 9 =90000

No. 8. -1734 /+ -2601 p = 7905

No. 9. -13867/+ -23541?) = 7110

No. 10. -12519/+ -25039?) = 6735

No. 11. 1-3336 /+2-0009 p =52170

No. 12. 1-5708 /+2-6666 p =62145

No. 13. 1-0454 /+1-7746 p =46980

No. 14. -9484 /+1-8968 p =44820

No. 15. 1-281 /+1-126 p =48048

No. 16. -711 /+1-066 p =30828

If the metal were of precisely uniform strength, f and p would be precisely constant

quantities, and their value might be obtained from any two of these equations ; but as

considerable variation occurs in the strength, even in castings of the same dimensions,

and as a reduction of strength, per unit of section, is known to arise when the thickness

of the metal is increased, the values ofy and p will necessarily vary, and can only be

ascertained in each experiment by first establishing the ratio they bear to each other.

For this purpose the first ten experiments may be used, all of which were made of

metal of from three-quarters to one inch in thiclmess, the mean tensile strength of which

was ascertained by direct experiment to be 18750 lb. per inch.

Using this value of/ in each case, we have

No. 1. ^^ 28.S20-67062 x 18750^^53.^
1 0059

No, 2. .-37020-1-0425 Xl8750_, ^.^^«
1-1813

No. 3. ._46260-l-4473xl87.50_]^.^«,
1-3388

No. 4. .- 63295-2-3297 Xl8750_^^g^^

1-

4698

No. 6, .- 77115-2-0625 X 18750_„^^^

2-

2043
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No. 6. .^ 77205-3-0564 x18750^^4^^5^
1-3512

No. 7. .- 90000-3-2227 Xl8750_^p^4n
^ 1-5059

No. 8.
7905-1-734x 18750

^ -2601

No. 9. <p=
7110-13867 X 18750

^ -23541

No. 10. (p=
6735--12519 X 18750 _i^Q23.^ -25039

Mean value of (p=16573.

Eatio oifio p, as 1 to -847.

If we use the following experiments of Mr. Hodgkixson’s on the breaking weight of

inch bars, of which the tensile strength was ascertained by direct experiment, the follow-

iag results are obtained :

—

Description of iron.

Transverse

strength

of the bar,

54 inches

bearing.

Tensile strength

per inch

of the metal.

Computed
value of Ip*.

Ratio of/to Ip.

Carron iron No. 2, cold blast

lbs.

476
lbs.

16,683

lbs.

14,582 1 to -874

Carron iron No. 2, hot blast 463 13,505 15,999 1 to 1-185

Carron iron No. 3, cold blast 446 14,200 14,617 1 to 1-029

Carron iron No. 3, hot blast 527 17,755 14,621 1 to -824

Devon iron No. 3, hot blast 537 21,907 14,.393 1 to -657

Buffery iron No. 1, cold blast 463 17,466 13,358 1 to -765

Buffery iron No. 1, hot blast 436 13,434 14,588 1 to 1-086

Coed-Talon iron No. 2, cold blast 413 18,855 9,732 1 to -516

Coed-Talon iron No. 2, hot blast 416 16,676 11,347 1 to -682

Low Moor iron No. 3, cold blast 467 14,535 15,528 1 to 1-066

Mean 464 16,502 14,076 1 to -853

These results indicate that the ratio between the resistance of tension and the resist-

ance of fiexm’e varies in different qualities of metal, and this supposition appears con-

firmed by other experiments on rectangular bars, given in the ‘ Eeport of the Commis-

sioners on the Application of Iron to Eailway Structures.’ The mean result, however,

accords nearly with that of my own experiments, and shows that the resistance of

flexure, computed as a force evenly distributed over the section, is almost nine-tenths of

the tensile resistance.

Employing this ratio of the values of/and and applying it to the equations result-

* The sign 0 was employed in my former paper to indicate the difference between the tensile force and

the apparent resistance at the outer fibre. It is here used as the measure of the resistance considered as

aHing evenly over the surface
;
hence the value of 0, as here employed, will be two-thirds of the difference

between the tensile resistance and the apparent resistance at the outer fibre in the rectangular bar.

3 Q 2
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ing from the experiments on the tensile strength of the metal, as derived from each form

of section, the deduced values off will be as follows :

—

No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 5.

No. 6.

No. 7.

No. 8.

No. 9.

No. 10.

No. 11.

No. 12.

No. 13.

No. 14.

No. 15.

No. 16.

The results

Solid rectangle

Form of Girder.

/=17,971

Open girder y=17,582

Open girder /*= 17,442

Open girder y=17,882

Open girder y=19,058

Open girder ^’=18,070

Open girder y=19,659

Square bar, 1 inch, section broken on its side . .
.

y’=19,399

Round bar, 1 inch, section ^”=20,236

Square bar, 1 inch, section broken on its angle . .
.

^’=19,213

Square bar, 4 inches, section broken on its side . .
. ^=16,644

Round bar, 2^ inches diameter ^=15,902

Round bar, 2^ inches diameter y= 17,7 7

8

Square bar, 4 inches, sectional area broken on its angle y‘= 16,878

Compound section, flanges horizontal ^=20,942

Compound section, flanges vertical ^=18,460

The results thus obtained, though not perfectly regular, are 'udthin the limits of the

variation exhibited by the metal, as shown by the experiments on direct tension given

in the former paper.

If the results be classifled,

—

The mean tensile strength, as obtained from the open gii’ders, Experiments]

Nos. 2
, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, is J

From the solid bar. No. 1 17971

From the inch bars, square, round, and square bars broken diagonally, Nos. ^0 ^90^5
9 and 10 J

From the bars of 4 inches sectional area, square, round, and square ^^’*0
]^ 0 g()Q

broken diagonally. Nos. 11, 12, 13, and 14 J

From the compound sections, in which the metal was half an inch thick . . 19701

The variation in strength, as exhibited between the small and the lai’ge bars, is in

accordance with the experiments made by Lieut.-Colonel James, and recorded in the

‘ Report of the Commissioners upon the Application of Iron to Railway Structures.’

The results obtained in all these varieties of form of section being so fai' satisfactory,

it appeared desirable to test the application of the formulae to other known experiments,

of which the following may be given as examples :

—
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First, an experiment made by Mr. Hodgkinson, and given in Teedgold’s

Cast Iron,’ 4th edit. The form of the beam is as shown in the figure. In

‘ Treatise on

this case,

—

D =2-5625.

h = -29.

V =1-47, mean.

d =2-1573.

d! =1-405, mean.

I =54.

W=6678. -•4.77-—^

And employing the formula used for the section No. 16, we have

2-863I/+2-3476?)=90I53;

and if <p be taken at nine-tenths of^,

/=I5086.

The tensile strength thus computed, accords very closely with the quality of metal

employed by Mr. Hodgkinson in that and other experiments made by him at that time

on various forms of girders.

In the Keports on the ‘ Strength and other properties of Metals for Cannon,’ made

by the Officers of the Ordnance Department of the United States Government, some

experiments are given upon the transverse strength of square and round bars of cast iron.

These experiments were made with very great care by Major Wade, for the purpose of

testing various qualities of metals and modes of treatment, by frequent re-casting, and by

keeping the metal for various periods of time under fusion. From each experiment, a

constant is derived for the purpose of comparing the relative strengths of metal ; and

in endeavouring to obtain the constant for round iron. Major Wade has employed the

usually accepted theoiy of the transverse strain. He appears, however, to have found

that the formula is defective, for he observes at page 21 of the Report,—“A trial was

made with cylindrical bars in lieu of square bars. These generally broke at a point

distant from that pressed, and the results were so anomalous that the use of them was

soon abandoned. The formula by which the strength of the round bars is computed,

appears to be not quite correct
;
for the unit of strength in the round bars is uniformly

much higher than in the square bars cast from the same kind of iron.”

The following are the experiments on the round bars, with those on the square bars

from the same metal ; and it will be seen, that if the tensile strength of the metal be

computed by the formula here given, including the resistance to flexure, the discrepancy-

pointed out by Major Wade disappears
;
and the tensde resistance, whether obtained

for the round or the square bars, agrees very nearly with that derived from the experi-

ments on direct tension under like circumstances.
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Experiments on the Transverse Strength of Cast Iron, made by the Officers of the

Ordnance Department of the United States Government.

Square bars. Length of bearing 20 inches.

Tensile resistance

Description of iron.
Number of

experiment.

Hours in

fusion.
Breadth. Depth. Breaking

weight.

calculated from the

formula, including

resistance of flexure.

in. in. lbs. lbs.

Franklin iron. r 9 u 2-025 2-058 12,712 18,920

Second fusion...

c

10

11

2

2f

2-000

1-994

2-054

2-008
12,712

13,950

19,233

22,149

L 12 2|- 1-989 2-013 11,700 18,531

Third fusion ...
79 ^

4.

1-975 1-999 14,569 23,566
80 2

4̂ 1-977 2-008 13,387 21,440
21 0 2-025 1-980 12,987 20,882
22 0 2-020 1-990 13,365 21,330
23 1 2-030 1-990 15,363 24,396

Third fusion ...<
24 1 2-030 1-990 14,616 23,211 i

25 2 2-020 2-050 13,788 20,735
26 2 2-050 2-070 14,850 21,582

27 3 2-025 2-060 16,056 23,852
28 3 2-035 2-020 16,722 25,708

r 29 1
2 1-978 2-003 12,994 20,904

Third fusion ...<
30
31

H
3

1-930

1-977

2-003

2-028
15,300

15,862

25,226

24,904
32 2-010 2-008 16,172 25,473

Eound bars. Length of bearing 20 inches.

Deseription of iron.
Number of

experiment.

Hours in

fusion.
Diameter.

Breaking

weight.

Tensde resistance

computed from the

formula, including

resistance of flexure.

in. lbs. lbs.

Franklin iron... 37 1 1-975 7,920 20,711

Second fusion... <<

38

39

2
3

1-950

1-953
9,270

9,481

25,188

25,644

40 4 1-975 7,920 20,711

r 81 1
2

2-415 16,425 23,493

82 H 2-420 18,141 25,788

Third fusion ...<^ 83 24 2-420 20,419 29,093
84 2f 2-420 19,997 28,425

85 H 2-420 18,225 25,907
"

33 1
2 1-960 10,437 27,927

Third fusion ...<
34
35

14
3

1-

970

2-

000
8,665

11,112

22,833

27,984

L 36 H 1-960 10,606 28,378

The tensile strength of the same metal, as ascertained by direct experiment, is thus

stated at page 44 of the Keport :

—
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No. of fusion.

Franklin iron.

6-pounder gun,

3rd fusion.

Gun No. 61,

2nd and Srd
fusions.

Mean.

lbs. lbs. lbs.

1st 25,969 15,861 20,915
2nd 29,143 20,420 24,781
3 id 27,755 24,383 26,569
4th 30,039 25,773 27,906
7th 29,690

Although not bearing directly on the subject of this paper, I cannot refrain from

calling attention to the extraordinary development of strength in cast iron, obtained in

the experiments made by the United States Government. It will be seen, on referring

to the Reports from which the above Tables are taken, that by frequent recasting and

keeping the metal under fusion durmg periods of from three to four hours, an increase

of 60 per cent, is obtained; and that the strength of the American iron so treated is

more than double that of English under the usual mode of manufacture.

The general accordance presented between the value of the tensile resistance, obtained

by direct experiment, and that computed by means of the foregoing formulae in so many

varieties of form of section, is such as to confirm the view here taken of the laws which

govern the action of the resistance of flexure.

It remains only to refer to two points connected with it, first, as to the ratio it bears

to the tensile resistance. If the metal were homogeneous and the elasticity perfect, it

is probable that the resistance of flexure would be precisely equal to the tensile resist-

ance, instead of beaiing the ratio of nine-tenths, as found by experiment. It is evident,

however, that it varies in difierent quahties of metal, and that the tensile resistance does

not bear a constant ratio to the transverse strength.

The following Table, taken from Major Wade’s valuable Reports, shows, that with the

same metal and difierent modes of casting, an increase of transverse strength is obtained,

while a decrease takes place in the tensile resistance.

Transverse strength. Tensile strength. Specific gravity.

Guns.
Bar cut Bar cast Bar cut Bar cast Bar cut Bar cast

from gun. separate. from gun. separate. from gun. separate.

6-pounder gun, No. 6 ... 8415 9,880 30,234 29,143 7*196 7*263

6-pounder gun, No. 8 ... 9233 9,977 31,087 30,039 7*278 7*248

8-inch gun. No. 64 8575 10,176 26,367 24,583 7*276 7*331

Mean 8741 10,011 29,229 27,922 7*250 7*281

Proportional 1-000 1-145 1-000 -955 1-000 1-004

From the above, it appears that with a decrease of about one-twentieth in the tensile

strength, there is an increase of nearly three-twentieths in the transverse strength.

It is easy to conceive also, that though the resistance of flexure might be supposed to

maintain nearly the same proportion to the tensile resistance in bodies similarly consti-
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tuted, as for example crystalline substances, yet great variation may be expected to

occur between crystalline and malleable and fibrous substances.

The only other point to be referred to is, as to the limit of action of the resistance of

flexure. It appears evident that in all the simple sohd sections, the points of action of

the resistance of flexure are the centres of gravity of the half-section ; while in the com-

pound sections it is necessary to compute the centre rib and flanges as for two separate

beams in which the resistance of flexure is different, and has its point of action at the

centre of gravity of the separate portions.

It would appear that the elastic reaction developes this resistance to the full extent,

when the section is such that a straight line may be drawn from ever}’ point at the

outer portion to every point at the neutral axis within the section ; but that if the form

of section is such that straight lines drawn from the outer fibres, or particles, to the

neutral axis fall without the section (as in the case in the compound sections, Xos. 15

and 16), then it must be treated as two separate beams, each ha^-ing that amoimt of

resistance of flexure due to the depth of the metal contained in it.

Resistance of Flexure in Wrought Iron.

Although from the fact, that in a cast-iron beam (the section being a solid rectangle)

the neutral axis was found to be at the centre of gra'\ity of the section, it might have

been inferred that the same would be found in wrought iron
;
yet it was considered

desirable to ascertain it by actual measurement. For this purpose two beams were

taken, one of rolled iron, 7 feet 6 inches long, 6 inches in depth, and 1|- inch in breadth

;

the other of hammered iron, 8 feet long, inches in depth, and If inch in breadth.

Holes were drilled at about 6 inches on each side of the centre, or point of application

of the strain, for the insertion of the pins of the measuring instrument. The holes were

six in number, and placed at equal distances from the upper to the lower side of the

beam ; and the experiments were conducted in the same manner as those made T^ith the

cast-iron beam, and described in my former paper.

Experimentfor Determination of Neutral Axis.

Wrought Iron Beam (rolled iron).

Depth 5’ 93 inches.

Breadth 1-28 inch.

Length of bearing . . 60 inches.

Beam without

weight. Difference.

Weight applied

at centre,

7840 lbs.

Difference.

Weight applied

at centre,

11,200 lbs.

DifiFerence.
Weight
taken off.

Permanent
set.

Micrometer Micrometer Micrometer Micrometer
readings. readings. readings. readings.

1741 + 25 1766 + 13 1779 -38 1741

i

1769 + 14 1783 + 7 1790 -22 1768 — 1

1633 + 5 1658 + 5 1663 -10 1658

1787 — 5 1782 + 2 1784 + 2 1786 — 1

1706 -12 1694 — 8 1686 + 22 1708 + 2

1746 -23 1723 — 11 1712 + 38 1750 + 4
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The same beam with the bearing distance increased to 84 inches.

Beam
without

weight.

Differ-

ence.

Weight
applied at

centre,

8000 lbs.

Differ-

ence.

Weight
taken oiF.

Per-

manent
set.

Beam
without

weight.

Differ-

ence.

Weight
applied at

centre,

8000 lbs.

Differ-

ence.

Weight
taken off.

Per-

manent
set.

Microm. Microm. Microm. Microm. Microm. Microm.
readings.

1757 + 36
readings.

1793 -36
readings.

1757
readings.

1753 —36
readings.

1717 + 35
readings.

1752 — 1

1787 + 17 1804 -18 1786 -1 1786 —23 1763 + 21 1784 -2
1682 + 4 1686 - 3 1683 + 1 1683 - 9 1674 + 7 1681 -2
1812 — 11 1801 + 10 1811 — 1 1813 + 6 1819 — 5 1814 + 1

1743 —26 1717 + 24 1741 — 2 1739 + 24 1763 -21 1742 + 3

1779 -39 1740 + 40 1780 + 1 1779 + 35 1814 -38 1776 — 3

Experimentfor Determination of Neutral Axis.

Wrought Iron Beam (hammered iron).

Depth 7’25 inches.

Breadth 1‘76 inch.

Length of bearing .... 88 inches.

Beam
without

weight.

Difference.

Weight
applied at

centre of

beam,
10,266 lbs.

Difference.

Weight
applied at

centre of

beam,
19,226 lbs.

Difference.

Weight
applied at

centre of

beam,
23,706 lbs.

Difference.
Weight
taken off.

Permanent
set.

Micrometer
readings.

1560 + 24

Micrometer
readings.

1584 + 21

Micrometer
readings.

1605 + 18

Micrometer
readings.

*1623 -61

Micrometer
readings.

1562 + 2

1599 + 18 1617 + 10 1627 + 8 1635 —34 1601 + 2
1624 + 7 1631 + 4 1635 — 2 1633 — 15 1618 - 6

1643 — 5 1638 - 6 1632 - 8 1624 + 6 1630 — 13
1456 -12 1444 -14 1430 — 20 1410 + 27 1437 -19
1401 -22 1379 —25 1354 -29 1325 + 52 1377 —24

xAlthough the extensions and compressions are only about half that of cast iron, and

consequently the liability to error in the measm’ements is increased in proportion, yet the

experiments point out that the position of the neutral axis in wrought iron, like that of

cast, is at the centre of gravity of the section, and that the action is the same in both

materials, excepting as to the amount of the extensions and compressions with a given

strain.

IW
The formula 2(^f-\-(p^)dd'^=—

,
given in the former part of the paper for cast iron,

will therefore apply to wrought iron also.

The relative values ofy and ^ are not so readily ascertained in wrought iron, because

the material yields by bending and not by fracture. And another point requires con-

sideration, namely, that the ultimate compressive strain which wrought iron is capable

* Previous to these measurements being taken, a weight of 14,093 lbs. was applied on the end, equal to

28,186 lbs. on the centre of the beam, but was reduced to 23,706 lbs. in the centre. The elasticity of the

beam had, however, been overcome, as shown by the permanent set and by subsequent experiments on the

same beam.

3 EMDCCCLVII.
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of sustaining is little more than half its ultimate tensile strength. But although there

exists this disproportion as regards the ultimate resistances by tension and compression,

the force required to overcome the elasticity of the material is nearly the same, vhether

applied as a compressive or a tensile strain ; the difference being, that the force which

overcomes the elasticity when applied as a compressive strain, leads to the destruction

or distortion of the material ; while in the case of the tensile strain, the elasticity may

be overcome long before the material yields by absolute ruptui'e.

The following experiments, made in Wooludch Dockyard by Professor Baelow, show

the relative weights which overcome the elasticity of the metal when applied trans-

versely, as compared with the weight necessai’y to produce the same result when applied

by direct tension.

Three bars, numbered 6, 6 and 7, each 2 inches square, were tested by direct tension;

and the strain which was just sufficient to overcome the elasticity of the iron, was foimd

to be

—

Tons per square incli of section.

No. 5. Re-manufactured iron 9'5

No. 6. Re-manufactured Ron, from old furnace-bars . 8'25

No. 7. New bar by Messrs. Gordon 10 '00

Bars of the same quality of metal having been subjected to transverse strain in a

bearing of 33 inches, the weights which overcame their elasticity, when so applied, were

as follows :

—

Using the tensile

formula

Tons. Mean.

No. 5 ... . . . 3-00]
3-00

No. 5 ... . . . 3-OOJ

No. 6 ... . . . 2-501
2-25

No. 6 ... . . . 2-Oo}

No. 7 . . . . . . 3-00^

No. 7 ... . . . 2-50 2-83

No. 7 ... . . . 3-OOi

resistance in each case for/* and obtaining the value of p from the

Tons. Tons.

No. 5 . . . ip=6-04 /= 9-50

No. 6 . . . <p=3-78 f= 8-25

No. 7 . . . ?)=5-01 /=10-00

Mean . . ^=4-94 /= 9-25

Mean ratio : 1 : -53.

In addition to these, six other experiments are given on iron, of the quality of No. 7,

which are as follows :

—
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Number
of

experiment.

Length
of

bearing.

Breadth. Depth.

Weight which
overcame the

elasticity.

1

Value of (j)

computed from
the formula.

in in. in. tons. tons. :

8 33 1-9 2-0 2-5 3-65
1

9 33 1-9 2-0 2-5 3-65
i

10 33 1-9 2-0 2-5 3-b\5
i

11 33 1-5 3-0 4-3 4-33 J

12 33 1-5 3-0 4-.5 4-33

13 33 1-5 2-5 3-25 4-77
j

Mean 4-06 !

Mean ratio offto <p : 1 to -406.

The general mean of these results appears therefore to show, that the resistance of

flexure in wrought iron, considered as a force acting evenly over the surface, is nearly

equal to one half of the tensile resistance. It is, however, desirable that further experi-

ments should be made with this material.

Appendix to theforegoing pages. 'By Petee Baelow, Esq., F.R.S.

Received March 25,—Read April 2, 1857.

Application of the preceding principles to Beams and Girders of non-symmetrical section .

Ix beams of symmetrical section the neutral axis corresponds with the centre of gra\ity,

because in that case all the direct forces above and below that point are necessarily

equal. But when the section is non-symmetrical, it is requisite, in order to determine

the position of the neutral axis, to find that point in the section in which this condition

has place, \iz. that point below which the sum of all the direct resistances to tension

and cunutiu'e are equal to all those above that point due to compression and curvature

;

then to find the sum of the moments of these resistances separately; and finally, to

equate them with the straining force.

The double-fianged girder with unequal fianges forms a good subject for testing the

general application of the principles developed in the preceding pages. In such a girder,

a denote the whole depth of the girder

;

m the thickness of the middle web ;

d the depth of the bottom fiange

;

d! the depth of the upper fiange

;

b the breadth of the former, minus m

;

h' the breadth of the latter, minus m

;

X the required distance of the neutral axis from the bottom of the girder

;

at the distance of the same from the upper face of the girder

;

t the tensile resistance of the lower fibres

;

c the corresponding resistance to compression of the upper fibres.

Now if we consider the centre rib as carried through the two flanges, the sum of the

direct resistances due to the tension of the metal in the middle rib below x will be \mxt,

3 E 2
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and the sum of those due to curvature or change of figure,
; or calling the

whole direct resistance of this central web below x will be ^mxtb. Again, since the direct

tensile resistance of the unsupported fiange varies as the distance from the neutral axis,

if we consider x as representing a constant quantity, and y any variable distance from the

neutral axis, (taken between y—x and y—x—d) becomes the sum

of all the direct tensile resistances ;
the resistance to change of figure being expressed

simply by dht.

The total direct resistance below the neutral axis is therefore

(^x+2hd—Yj^t-

In like manner, the total direct resistance to compression above the neutral axis is

which must be made equal to the former expression.

But we must here observe, that the compression of the upper fibre c, is to the corre-

sponding tension of the lower fibre t, as x' to x', substituting accordingly, rejecting the

common factor and observing that x'=a— x, we find

+ Ad'b'a+ — d'%'

^ Gma + A{db -\-d’b’)

Having thus determined the position of the neutral axis, we have now to take the

moments of these several direct forces both above and below that hne, the formula for

which are however already given in the preceding pages
;
that for the lower part of the

central web being (D now representing x, the distance above found), and that for

the unsupported flange being the same as in the open beam, viz.

3D <2^d)dbt.

This latter is, however, reducible to a more convenient form for numerical calculation,

viz. to

(d-A)®.
We have therefore

the resistance below the neutral axis, and

>D'^c+

the resistance above the neutral axis.

* In the preceding paper, Mr. W. H. Baelow, by obtaining from experiments a mean value of t, has, by

means of his original equation lor rectangular bars, i. e. and his other equations for beams

ol other forms when broken transversely, endeavoured to find a mean value of cp, and he finds the latter to

be to the former as about 9:10; but from the difficulty of obtaining the mean value of t within certain wide

limits, I have not hesitated in assuming t and 0 equal to each other in the case of cast iron.
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But c : ^ : D' : D. We have, therefore, for the whole resistance above and below the

neutral axis,

.

(k+§'e')«.

If now we represent by iv the breaking weight in any experiment of a beam of given

dimensions, and by I the length, or rather the distance between the props, there is

obtained the expression

an equation from which, when w and I are given, t may be determined. Or if t be pre-

viously experimentally determined, w may be found.

In order to submit these equations to the test of experience, we have selected from

the valuable and extensive series of experiments, by Eaton Hodgkinson, Esq., published

in vol. V. of the Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester,

Second Series, a few experiments in which the girders differ most from each other in

section, dimensions, and bearing distance ; and the results we obtain from the foregoing

formula are given in the following pages, with the form of section and linear dimen-

sions. It will be seen that the value of t, or the direct tensile strength of cast iron,

thus obtained, falls generally between the limits of i(=14,000 and ^=16,000.

In the Beports of the Commissioners for inquiry into the ‘ Application of Iron to

Bailway Structui’es’ (page 9, &c.), there are given the results of about fifty experiments

on the direct tensile resistance of one-inch square cast-iron bars, under the direction of

Mr. Hodgkinson ;
these consisted of seventeen different kinds of iron, each set of three

bars being of the hke quality and manufacture, and in several of these sets, which one

might have expected to yield very nearly the same results, the difference is full as great

as in the following Table, exhibiting in fact very nearly like numbers. This circumstance

will, it is presumed, be considered satisfactory evidence of the general applicability of the

principles developed in the preceding pages to cast-iron beams and girders of every variety

of section.

(
1 )*

(
2

)

Distance of props.

4 feet 6 inches.

4 feet 6 inches.

^ Depth of girder . . . . 6T25 inches.

Upper flange . . . 1-75 by -42 inch.

Lower flange . . . I ‘77 by '39 inch.

Thickness of centre web . . -29 inch.

L Breaking weight 6 6 78 lbs.

Computed value of 14578.

'' Depth of girder . . . . 5T25 inches.

Upper flange . . . I'74 by '26 inch.

Lower flange . . . I '78 by *55 inch.

Thickness of centre web . . -30 inch.

L Breaking weight 7368 lbs.

Computed value of 141 28.

* These numbers are those of the experiments selected from Mr. Hodgkixsok’s series.
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Distance of props.

4 feet 6 inches.

" Depth of girder . . . . 5'125 inches.

Upper flange . . . 1-07 by •30 inch.

< Lower flange . . . . 2-1 by -57 inch.

Thickness of centre web . . -32 inch.

L Breaking weight 8270 lbs.

Computed value of ^=14005.

4 feet 6 inches.

L

Depth of gu’der . . . . 5-125 inches.

No upper flange.

Lower flange . . . . 2-27 by -52 inch.

Mean thickness '405 inch.

Breaking weight 8720 lbs.

Computed value of f=1386 8.

^ Depth of girder . . . .
5 '125 inches.

Upper flange . . . I*05 by ‘34 inch.

4 feet 6 inches. Lower flange . . . 3'08 by '51 inch.

Thickness of centre web . . -305 mch.

V Breaking weight .... 10,727 lbs.

Computed value of 14,765.

^ Depth of gu’der . . . .
5 •125 inches.

Upper flange . . . 1-60 by -315 inch.

4 feet 6 inches. Lower flange . . . -416 by -53 inch.

Thickness of centre web . . -38 mch.

I, Breaking weight .... 14,462 lbs.

Computed value of f= 14,832.

4 feet 6 inches. <

Depth of gu’der . . . . 5-125 inches.

Upper flange . . . 1-56 by -315 inch.

Lower flange . . . 5-17 by -56 inch.

Thickness of centre web . . -34 inch.

Breaking weight .... 16,730 lbs.

Computed value of f= 14,181.

4 feet 6 inches.

" Depth of gii’der . . . . 5-125 inches.

Upper flange . . . 2-35 by -29 inch.

' Lower flange . . 5-43 by -537 inches.

Thiclcness of centre web . . -35 inch.

V Breaking weight .... 16,905 lbs.

Computed value of ^= 13,918
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Distance of props.

4 feet 6 inches.

' Depth of girder . . . . 5‘125 inches.

Upper flange . . .
2’ 33 by ‘31 inch.

< Lower flange . . . 6'67 by ’66 inch.

Thickness of centre web . . -266 inch.

I Breaking weight .... 26,084 lbs.

Computed value of^=15,474.

7 feet.

Depth of girder .... 4T inches.

Upper flange . . . 2'25 by *33 inch.

< Lower flange . . . 6’00 by ‘74 inch.

Thickness of centre web . . ’40 inch.

^Breaking weight .... 13,543 lbs.

Computed value of^=16,720.

7 feet.

9 feet.

Depth of girder . . . .
5 '2 inches.

Upper flange . . . 2‘25 by ’35 inch.

Lower flange . . . 6'00 by *77 inch.

Thickness of centre web . . *34 inch.

Breaking weight .... 15,129 lbs.

Computed value of ^=13,612.

^ Depth of girder . . . . 10'25 inches.

Upper flange . . . . 2T by -27 inch.

Lower flange . . . 6T4 by *77 inch.

Mean thickness of centre web '27 inch.

^Breaking weight .... 28,672 lbs.

Computed value of ^=14,606.

4 feet 6 inches.

"Depth of girder .... 5T25 inches.

No upper flange.

< Lower flange . . .
2 '2 7 by *46 inch.

Mean thickness of centre web ‘37 inch.

I Breaking weight 8792 lbs.

Computed value of ^=15,374.

4 feet 6 inches.

Depth of girder .... 5T25 inches.

No upper flange.

Lower flange . . . 2‘26 by ’47 inch.

Mean thickness of centre web *352 inch.

Breaking weight . . , . 9044 lbs.

Computed value of 15,980.
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Tabulated Eesults.

Number of

1 Hodgkinson’s
series.

Upper flange. Lower flange. Thickness

of centre

web.

Deptli of Breakine Breaking Computed

Breadth. Depth. Breadth. Depth.
girder. distance. weight. Talue of f.

inches. inch. inches. inch. inch. inches. ft. in. lbs. lbs.

1 1-75 •42 1-77 •39 •29 4 6 6,678 14,578

2 1-74 •26 1-78 •55 •30 4 6 7,368 14,128

3 1-07 •30 2-10 •57 •32

Mean.
H 4 6 8,270 14,005

4 No upper flange. 2-27 •52 •405 4 6 8,720 13,868

9 1-05 •34 3-08 •51 •305 H 4 6 10,727 14,765
11 1-60 •315 4-16 •53 •38 4 6 14,462 14,832
12 1-56 •315 5-17 •56 •34 5f 4 6 16,730 14,181

15 2-35 •29 5-43 •537 •35 t;.5 4 6 16,905 13,918

19 2-33 •31 6-67 •66 •266 4 6 26,084 15,4, 4

23 2-25 •33 6-00 •74 •40 4-1 7 0 13,543 16,720
24 2-25 •35 6-00 •77 •34 5-2 7 0 15,129 13,612

30 2-10 •27 6*14 •77 •27

Mean.
9 0 28,672 14,606

34 No upper flange. 2-27 •44 •37 4 6 8,792 15,374
35 No upper flange. 2-26 •47 •352 4 6 9,044 15,980

In the preceding investigation the breaking weight is given from which to determine

the tensile resistance ; but the usual practical question is, to find the breaking weight,

having first ascertained the tensile strength, which is of course simply to reverse the last

operation. In the case of small beams, of the kind employed in the foregoing experi-

ments, a sufficiently near approximation, it will be seen, may be obtained by assuming

14,500 or 15,000, except in peculiar kinds and mixtures of iron ; these will generally

require a higher number, which must be previously determmed.

But it appears from the results of experiments by Mr. Hodgkixsox, given at page 111

of the ‘Appendix to the Report of the Commissioners on Raihvay Structiu'es,’ and others

by Lieut.-Colonel James, R.E., page 251, &c., that a much lower value of f must be taken

when the thickness of the casting becomes 2, 2-| or 3 inches, as in large railway gii'ders.

Mr. Hodgkinsox found, that bars of 1, 2 and 3 inches square, broken on props ha'sing the

same relative distances, manifested a decrease of strength in the proportion of 1, '780.

•756
; and Colonel James’s experiments gave a still greater decrease, riz. of 1, -794, -624.

and which, by other experiments, he traces to an imperfect crystallization of the inte-

rior particles, in consequence probably of the more rapid cooling of the exterior parts. It

appears, therefore, that in those large castings commonly employed for railway bridges,

it would not be safe to assume t at more than 10,000 lbs.

The large girder broken and reported at page 94 by Mr. Hodgkixsox, treated as in

the preceding cases, gives 10,533 lbs. Its length was 45 feet; depth, 29-| inches;

the thickness of the lower flange, 2j^ niches; and its weight, 18,000 lbs.
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XXIII. A Memoir on the Symmetric Functions of the Roots of an Equation.

By Aethue Cayley, Esq., F.R.S.

Eeceived December 18, 1856,—Bead January 8, 1857.

Theee are contained in a work, which is not, I think, so generally known as it deserves

to be, the ‘ Algebra’ of Meyee Hiesch, some very useful tables of the symmetric functions

up to the tenth degree of the roots of an equation of any order. It seems desirable to

join to these a set of tables, gmng reciprocally the expressions of the powers and pro-

ducts of the coefficients in terms of the symmetric functions of the roots. The present

memoir contains the two sets of tables, viz. the new tables distinguished by the letter [a),

and the tables of Meyee Hiesch distinguished by the letter (b) ; the memoir contains

also some remarks as to the mode of calculation of the new tables, and also as to a

peculiar symmetry of the numbers in the tables of each set, a symmetry which, so far as

I am aware, has not hitherto been observed, and the existence of which appears to con-

stitute an important theorem in the subject. The theorem in question might, I think,

be deduced from a very elegant formula of M. Boechaedt (referred to in the sequel),

which gives the generating function of any symmetric function of the roots, and contains

potentially a method for the calculation of the Tables [b), but which, from the example

I have given, would not appear to be a very convenient one for actual calculation.

Suppose in general

(1, b, c..^l, = — —
so that

— Z»=2a, -f-C=2a|8, — d='2oi(5'y. See.,

and if in general

(pqr . . . .,

where as usual the summation extends only to the distinct terms, so that e. g. {p^) con-

tains only half as many terms as {pq), and so in all similar cases, then we have

-^=(1), +c=(H), -(Z=(r), &c.;

and the two problems which arise are, first to express any combination ¥(f ... in terms

of the symmetric functions {Jfm^..), and secondly, or conversely, to express any

symmetric function {fm?...') in terms of the combinations b^c'^ ....

It will conduce materially to brevity if H2’... be termed the partition belonging to

the combination b^c'^ ...; and in like manner if I’m? ... be termed the partition belonging

to the symmetric function {fun? .. .), and if the sum of the component numbers of the

partition is termed the weight.

Consider now a line of combinations corresponding to a given weight, e. g. the

weight 4, this will be

MDCCCLVII. 3 s
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e h(l & Ifc If (line)

4 13 2^ 1^2

where I have written under each combination the partition which belongs to it. and in

like manner a column of symmetric functions of the same weight, viz.

(4) (column)

(31)

(
2^)

(2r)

(
1 ^),

_

where, as the partitions are obtained by simply omitting the
( ), I have not separately

written down the partitions.

It is at once obvious that the different combinations of the line will be made up of

numerical multiples of the symmetric functions of the column ; and conversely, that

the symmetric functions of the column will be made up of numerical multiples of the

combinations of the line
;
but this requires a further examination. There are certain

restrictions as to the symmetric functions which enter into the expression of the com-

bination, and conversely, as to the combinations which enter into the expression of the

symmetric function. The nature of the fu'st restriction is most clearly seen by the

following Table :

—

Number of Parts.
Greatest

Part.

Combinations
with their several

Partitions.

Contain Multiples of the

Symmetric Functions.

Greatest Part

does not exceed

Number of Parts

not less than

1 4 e 4 (F), 1 4

2 3 id 13 (F), (21T, 2 3

2 2 2' (lA (21-’), (2T, 2 2

3 2 1-2 (Iri, (21ri, (2=), (31), 3 2

4 1 (V), (2f), (2-’), (31), (4) 1

Thus, for instance, the combination hd (the partition whereof is 13) contains multiples

of the two symmetric functions (1^), (21^) only. The number of parts in the partition

13 is 2, and the greatest part is 3. And in the partitions (I”*), (21') the greatest part

is 2, and the number of parts is not less than 3. The reason is obvious ; each term of

the developed expression of hd must contain at least as many roots as are contained in

each term of d, that is 3 roots, and since the coefficients are linear functions in respect

to each root, the combination bd camiot contain a power higher than 2 of any root.

The reasoning is immediately applied to any other case, and w'e obtain

First Restriction.—A combination b^c'^... contains only those symmetric fimctions

for which the greatest part does not exceed the number of parts in the parti-

tion R2’.., and the number of parts is not less than the greatest part in the same

partition.

Consider a partition such as 1^2, then replacing each number by a line of units thus,

1

1

11
,
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and summing the columns, we obtain a new partition 31, which may be called the con-

jugate* of 1^2. It is easy to see that the expression for the combination Ifc (for which

the partition is 1^2) contains with the coefficient unity, the symmetric function (31), the

partition whereof is the conjugate of 1^2. In fact i^c=(— 2a)^(2a/3), which obviously

contains the term +la®j3, and therefore the symmetric function with its coefficient

+ 1(31); and the reasonmg is general, or

Theorem. A combination .. contains the symmetric function (partition conjugate

to 1^2^...) with the coefficient unity, and sign + or — according as the weight is even

or odd.

Imagine the partitions arranged as in the preceding column, viz. first the partition

into one part, then the partitions into two parts, then the partitions into three parts,

and so on ;
the partitions into the same number of parts being arranged according to

the magnitude of the greatest part (the greatest magnitude first), and in case of equality

according to the magnitudes of the next greatest part, and so on (for other examples,

see the outside column of any one of the Tables). The order being thus completely

defined, we may speak of a partition as being prior or posterior to another. We are

now able to state a second restriction as follows.

Second Restriction.—The combination h^(fl . . . contains only those symmetric functions

which are of the form (partition not prior to the conjugate of +2^...).

The terms excluded by the two restrictions are many of them the same, and it might

at first sight appear as if the two restrictions were identical
;
but this is not so : for

instance, for the combination see Table VII(«), the term (41^) is excluded by the

first restriction, but not by the second; and on the other hand, the term (3^1), which is

not excluded by the fii’st restriction, is excluded by the second restriction, as containing

a partition 3^1 prior in order to 32^, which is the partition conjugate to 13^, the partition

of h(B. It is easy to see why hd? does not contain the symmetric function (3^1); in fact,

a term of (3^1) is (a^(3+), which is obviously not a term of hd^

—

\
but I

have not investigated the general proof.

I proceed to explain the construction of the Tables (a). The outside column

contains the symmetric functions arranged in the order before explained ; the outside or

top line contains the combinations of the same weight arranged as follows, viz. the

partitions taken in order from right to left are respectively conjugate to the partitions

in the outside column, taken in order from top to bottom ; in other words, each square

of the sinister diagonal corresponds to two partitions which are conjugate to each other.

It is to be noticed that the combinations taken in order, from left to right, are not in

the order in which they would be obtained by Aebogast’s Method of Derivations from

an operand a being ultimately replaced by unity. The squares, above the sinister

diagonal are empty (^. e. the coefficients are zero), the greater part of them in virtue of

both restrictions, and the remainder in virtue of the second restriction; the empty

squares below the sinister diagonal are empty in virtue of the second restriction ; but

the property was not assumed in the calculation.

* The notion of Conjugate Partitions is, I believe, due to Professor Stltestee or Mr. Feerebs.

3 s 2
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The greater part of the numbers in the Tables (a) were calculated, those of each table

from the numbers in the next preceding table by the following method, depending on

the derivation of the expression for from the expression for ... Suppose,

for example, the column cd of Table V(a) is knovm, and we wish to calculate the

column bed of Table VI(a). The process is as follows :

—

Given

we obtain

1

1

V

1

1 3 10

321 23 31® 2=1- 2H

1 3 2

3 6 12

10 60

1 3 3 8 22 60

where the numbers in the last line are the numbers in the column bed of Table Vl(ff).

The partition 2^1, considered as containing a part zero, gives, when the parts are success-

ively increased by 1, the partitions 321, 2®, 2^1^, in which the indices of the increased

part {i. e. the original part plus unity) are 1, 3, 2 ; these numbers are taken as multi-

pliers of the coefficient 1 of the partition 2^1, and we thus have the new coefficients

1, 3, 2 of the partitions 321, 2®, 2^1^. In hke manner the coefficient 3 of the pai-tition

21^ gives the new coefficients 3, 6, 12 of the partitions 31®, 2®1®, 21^, and the coefficient

10 of the partition 1® gives the new coefficients 10, 60 of the partitions 21^ and 1®. and

finally, the last line is obtained by addition. The process in fact amounts to the multi-

plication separately of each term of ed~

l(2®l)-|-3(2r)-l-10(l®)

by 6=(1). It would perhaps have been proper to employ an analogous rule for the

calculation of the combinations e'^d’' .. not containing b, but instead of doing so I availed

myself of the existing Tables (J). But the comparison of the last line of each Table {a)

(which as corresponding to a combination b^ was always calculated independently of the

Tables {b)) with such last line as calculated from the corresponding Table [b), seems to

afford a complete verification of both the Tables ; and my process has in fact enabled me
to detect several numerical errors in the Tables (i), as given in the Enghsh translation

of the work above referred to. It is not desirable, as regards facility of calculation and

independently of the want of verification, to calculate either set of Tables wholly from

the other ; the rules for the independent calculation of the Tables {b) are fully and clearly

explained in the work referred to, and I have nothing to add upon this subject.

The relation of symmetry, alluded to in the introductory paragraph of the present

memoir, exists in each Table of either set, and is as follows : \lz. the number in the Table

corresponding to any two partitions in the outside column and the outside line respect-

ively, is equal to the number corresponding to the same two partitions in the outside

line and the outside column respectively. Or, calling the two partitions P, Q, and

\\uiting for shortness, combination (P) for the combination represented by the partition
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P, and for greater clearness, symmetric function (P) ^instead of merely (P)^ to denote

the symmetric function represented by the partition P, we have the following two

theorems, viz.

Theorem. The coefficient in combination (P) of symmetric function (Q) is equal to

the coefficient in combination (Q) of symmetric function (P) ;

and conversely,

Theorem. The coefficient in symmetric function (P) of combination (Q) is equal to

the coefficient in symmetric function (Q) of combination (P).

M. Boechardt’s formula, before referred to, is given in the ‘ Monatsbericht’ of the

Berlin Academy (March 5, 1855)*, and may be thus stated: viz. consideringt he case of

n roots, write

(1, h, c, ... xy~{\— oix){l—^x)..{l~Kx)~fx,
then

I 1
_

1 \ 1/ A A n(a7, y, ..u
)

i — ax \—^y I — xwy ^ Yl[x,y, ..u) dx dy du fxfy ...fu ’

where H {x, y, . . n) denotes the product of the differences of the quantities x, y, ••• u,

and on the left-hand side the summation extends to all the different permutations of

a, .*. . «, or what is the same thing, of x, y., . . u.

Suppose for a moment that there are only two roots, so that

(1, h, cjl,

then the left-hand side is

1
I

1

{l—ax){l—^yy{\—ay){l-^xy
Avhich is equal to

2-\-{a+(i){x-\-y)-\r{cc^-\-(j^){x^+y‘')+2al5xy+{a^+(5^}(x^-\-y^)+{e(i-{-ctfi^){x^y+xy^)+&c.,

and the right-hand side is

which is equal to

and therefore to

1 — A
c X— y dx dy fxfy ’

1 My ff^fy-fyf̂ + (^- y)A/y

1m
or substituting iox fx,fy their values,

f^fy-fyfa

becomes equal to

andfxfy is equal to

x—y

2c—b‘^—bc{x-\-y)— 2(fxy,

b^-\-2bc{x-\-y)+ d&xy.

The right-hand side is therefore equal to

‘2,-\-h{x-\-y')^^cxy

(1 + -f cx^) (1 + -f a/)

* And in Crelle, t. liii. p. 195.—Note added 4th Dec. 1857, A. C.
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And comparing with the value o£ the left-hand side, we see that this expression may be

considered as the generating function of the symmetric functions of (a, /3), xiz. the

expression in question is developable in a series of the symmetric functions of (jr. ?/). the

coetficients being of course functions of h and c, and these coefficients are (to given

numerical factors ])res) the symmetric functions of the roots (a, /3).

And in general it is easy to see that the left-hand side of M. Boechardt’s formula is

equal to

[0]+[i](i)(i)'+[2](2)(2)'+[r](rXi7+&c.,

where (1), (2), (1^), &c. are the symmetric functions of the roots (a, |3, ... k). (1)', (2)',

(1^)', &c. are the corresponding symmetric functions of y, . . u), and [0], [1], [2], [1^].

&c. are mere numerical coefficients; viz. [0] is equal to 1.2.3...W, and [1], [2], [I'J, &c.

are such that the product of one of these factors into the number of tenns in the corre-

sponding symmetric function (1), (2), (1^), &c. may be equal to 1.2.3...??. The right-

hand side of M. Boechaedt’s formula is therefore, as in the particular case, the gene-

rating function of the symmetric functions of the roots (a, |3, ... yS), and if a convenient

expression of such right-hand side could be obtained, we might by means of it express

all the symmetric functions of the roots in terms of the coefficients.

Tables relating to the Symmetric Functions of the Roots of an Equation.

The outside line of letters contains the combinations (powers and products) of the

coefficients, the coefficients being all with the positive sign, and the coefficient of the

highest power being unity ; thus in the case of a cubic equation the equation is

x'^-\-hx^-\-cx-\-(l—{x—a){x—^){x—y)= ^.

The outside line of numbers is obtained from that of letters merely by writing 1, 2. 3..

for b, c, d.., and may be considered simply as a different notation for the combhiations.

The outside column contains the different symmetric functions in the notation above

explained, viz. (1) denotes 2a, (2) denotes 2a^ (1^) denotes 2a/3, and so on. The Tables

(a) are to be read according to the columns; thus Table II(«) means i^=l(2)-j-2(l)‘h

The Tables (b) are to be read according to the Imes; thus Table 11(5) means

(2)=-2c+15^ (P)=+ lc.

II

(3)

(
21 )

(P)

(3)

(21 )

(P)

III(«).

3 12

d be

— 1

—1 — 3

— 1 -3 -6

III(5).

3 12

d be b^

-3 + 3 — 1

+ 3 — 1

— 1

1(a). 11(a).

1 2

II
b

II
c

(1) —

1

(2) + 1

(H) + 1 + 2

1(5). 11(5).

1 2 1'

= b = c

(1) — 1
(2) — 2 + 1

(IT + 1
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lY(a).

4 13 o- U2 U
II

e dd (p h^c

(4) + 1

(31) + 1 + 4

+ 1 + 2 + 6

(2F9 + 1 + 2 + 5 + 12

( 1 ^) +1 + 4 + 6 + 12 + 24

IVib).

4 13 22 U2 U
= e hd IPc

(4) — 4 + 4 + 2 — 4 + 1

(31) + 4 — 1 -2 + 1

(2^) + 2 C> + 1

(2U) — 4 + 1

(10 + 1

V(a). V(i).

o 14 23 U3 12^ U2 U 5 14 23 1-3 12- F2 0
II / be cd Wd h<? b^c 6® = / be cd bH hc^ b^c 6’

(5) — 1 (5) — 5 + 5 + 5 — 5 -5 + 5 — 1

(41) — 1 — 5 (41) + 5 — 1 -5 + 1 + 3 — 1

(32) — 1 — 3 — 10 (32) + 5 — 5 + 1 + 2 — 1

(310 — 1 — 2 - 7 - 20 (310 -5 + 1 + 2 — 1

(2^) — 1 — 2 — 5 — 12 - 30 (2n) — 5 + 3 - 1

(210 —1 — 3 - 7 — 12 -27 - 60 (210 + 5 — 1

(10 — 1 —5 — 10 —20 -30 -60 — 120 (10 — 1

VI(a).

6 15 24 l-’4 3= 123 U3 23 1-2=
1

r'2 U
II d ¥ ce b^e (P bed Pd 6=c=

1

Pc P
(6) i

+ 1

(51)
1

+ 1 + 6

(42) + 1
1
+ 4 + 15

(30 + 1 + 2
1
+ 6 + 20

(410 + 1 + 2
1
+ 9 + 30

(321) + 1 + 3 + 3 + 8
1
+ 22 + 60

(20 + 1 + 3 + 6 + 6 + 15
1
+ 36 + 90

(310 + 1 + 3 + 10 + 6 + 18
1
+ 48 + 120

(2A0 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 8 + 18 + 15 + 34
1
+ 78 + 180

(210 + 1 -4- 4 + 9 + 6 + 22 + 00 + 36 + 78
1
+ 168 + 360

(10 + 1 + 6 + 15 + 30 + 20 + 60 + 120 + 90 + 180
1

+ 360 + 720

6

9

15

¥
24
ce

P4
b“C

3= 123

bed

U3
Pd

2= 1=2=

PP
V2
Pc

U
P

(6) - 6 + 6 + 6 -6 + 3 -12 + 6 -2 + 9 -6 + 1

(51) + 6 — 1 -6 + 1 — 3 + 7 — 1 + 2 -4 + 1
1

(42) + 6 -6 + 2 + 2 — 3 + 4 -2 -2 + 1
1

(30 + 3 —3 -3 + 3 + 3 — 3 + 1
1

(410 - 6 + 1 + 2 — 1 + 3 — 3 + 1
1

(321) -12 + 7 + 4 — 3 — 3 + 1

(20 — 2 + 2 -2 + 1
1

(310 + 6 — 1 -2 + 1
1

(2=10 + 9 — 4 + 1
i

(210 - 6 + 1
1

(10 + 1
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|

Vll(a).

7 16 25 1=5 34 124 1=4 12= 2=3 1=23 V3 12=
1

1=2= 1=2
i

II
h <=/ de bee i=e bd- erd b^cd b*d 5c=

1
6=c= 6=c

1

b-

(7) 1 :

- 1-

(61) 1

- 1

.

— 7

(52)
1

— 1 — 5 — 21

(43) — 1
i

— 3 — 10
I

- 35

(5U) - 1
1

2 - 11

1

— 42r

(421) — 1 - 4 - 3| — 11 - 35
1

- 105,

(3=1) — 1 — 2 - 6 - 7
1

- 18 — 50
1

— 140

(32=) — 1 — 2 — 5 — 12 - 12
1

- 31 - 80
1

— 210

(4U) - 1 — 3 — 13 - 6
1

— 24 - 75
1

- 21 0|

(321=) — 1 — 3 — 2 — 5 — 13 — 34 - 27
1

- 68 - 170
1

— 420!

(2=1) — 1 — 3 - 6 - 7 — 12 - 27 — 60 - 51
1

- 117 — 270
1

— 630

(3C) — 1 - 4 — 13 - 6 - 12 — 34 — 88 - 60
1

— 150 - 360
1

— 840

(2=1=) — 1 — 2 - 3 — 11 — 24 - 18 — 31 - 68 — 150 -117
1

— 258 1 o — 1260

(21=) — 1 — 5 — 11 — 10 - 35 - 75 — 50 - 80 — 170 —360 -270
1

— 570 oo1 — 2520

(10 — 1 -7 -21 -42 -35 — 105 -210 — 140 — 210 — 420 -840 -630
1

— 1260 — 2520
1

—5040

VII(^).

— 7

h
16 25

y
1=5

by
34

de

124

bee

1=4

6=e

12=

6</=

2=3

<?d

1=23

b‘cd

U3
1

12=

b^d
1

6c=

1=2=

6=c=

V2
b"c

1'

b‘

(7) - 7 + 7 + 7 -7 +7 — 14 + 7 -7 -7 + 21 -7
1
+7 — 14 +7 — 1

(61) + 7 — 1 -7 + 1 -7 + 8 — 1 + 4 + 7 - 9 + 1
1

-5 + 5 — 1

(52) + 7 -7 + 3 + 2 -7 + 4 -2 +7 —3 - 6 + 2
1

+3 — 1

(43) + 7 -7 -7 + 7 +5 + 2 — 3 -5 + 1 + 3 ^
1

—1
(51=) - 7 + 1 + 2 — 1 +7 — 3 + 1 — 4 —2 + 4 — 1

1

(421) -14 + 8 + 4 — 3 +2 — 8 + 3 + 1 + 2 — 1
1

(3=1) - 7 + 4 + 7 — 4 — 5 + 1 + 2 -1
1

(32=) - 7 + 7 -3 -2 + 1 + 2 — 1
1

(41=) + 7 — 1 —2 + 1 — 3 + 3 — 1
1 1

(321=) + 21 -9 -6 + 4 + 3 — 1
1 i

(2=1) + 7 — 5 + 3 — 1
1 1 1

(3U) - 7 + 1 + 2 — 1
1 1 1

(2=1=) -14 + 5 — 1
1 1 1

(21=) + 7 — 1
1 1 1

(10 - 1
1 1

'1
1 1

t
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Vlll(a).

II

8

i

17

bh

26

eg

1’6

b-‘g

35 125

hof

V5
sy

4> 134
bde

2^4

e’e

1®24

b^ce

1^4

5‘e

23^

CtP

U3'
bV

12^3

bt?d

1^23

b^cd

1‘3

b‘d

2* 1323 IV
bV

1®2 i»

b’

(8) + 1

(71) + 1 + 8

(62) + 1 + 6 + 28

(53) + 1 + 4 + 15 + 56

(4“)
1 + 1 + 2 + 6 + 20 + 70

(6U) + 1 + 2 + 13 + 56

(521) + 1 + 5 + 3 + 14 + 51 + ler
(431) + 1 + 3 + 10 + 4 + 11 + 32 + 96 + 280
(42^') + 1 + 2 + 7 + 20 + 6 + 18 + 53 + 150 + 420

(3^2) + 1 + 2 + 5 + 12 + 30 + 12 + 31 + 80 + 210 + 560

(5U)
1 1

+ 1 + 3 + 16 + 6 + 30 + 108 + 336

(42U)
1

+ 1 + 4 + 2 + 5 + 18 55 + 12 + 39 + 114 + 315 + 840

(3=U)
1

+ 1 + 2 + 6 + 2 + 4 + 12 + 30 + 80 + 28 + 68 + 172 + 440 + 1120

f32=l)
1

+ 1 + 2 + 5 + 12 + 5 + 12 + 24 + 58 + 140 + 48 + 117 + 284 + 690 + 1680

(2‘)
1

+ 1 + 4 + 6 + 12 + 24 + 12 + 28 + 48 + 108 + 240 + 90 + 204 + 468 + 1080 + 2520

(4U)
1

+ 1 + 4 + 17 + 6 + 12 + 46 + 140 + 24 + 84 + 246 + 660 + 1680

(32U) + 1 + 3 + 3 + 7 + 18 + 46 + 12 + 30 + 58 + 141 + 340 + 108 + 258 + 612 + 1440 + 3360

(2>U) + 1 + 3 + 6 + 2 + 11
1
+ 18 + 39 + 84 + 31 + 68

1
+ 117 + 258 + 570 + 204 + 453 + 1008 + 2250 + 5040

(3U)
1

+ 1 + 5 + 16 + 10 + 20 + 55 + 140 + 30 + 80 + 140 + 340 + 800 + 240 + 570 + 1320 + 3000 + 6720

(2=1<) + 1 + 2 + 4 + 14 + 30 + 6 + 32 + 53 + 114 + 246 + 80 + 172 + 284 + 612 + 1320 + 468 + 1008 + 2172 + 4680 + 10080

(21') + 1 + 6 + 13 + 15 + 51 + 108 + 20 + 95 + 150 + 315 + 660 + 210 + 440
1
+ 690 + 1440 + 3000 + 1080 + 2250 + 4680 + 9720 + 20160

(U) +1 + 8 + 28 + 56 + 56 + 168 + 336 + 70 + 280 + 420 + 840 + 1680 + 560 + 1120 + 1680 + 3360 + 6720 + 2520 + 5040 + 10080 + 20160 + 40320

Vlll(i).

_ 8

i

17

bh

26 1=6
1

35
Vg

1
df

125

hef

P5 4=

e*

134
bde

2=4

(re

1=24

h^ce

l-'4

b^e

23=

crf=

1=3=

b-d-

12=3

bc'd

1=23

i=c(7

1*3

b^d

2"

c"*

1=2=

4=c=

1^2= 1*2

b^c

1=

V

(8) — 8 + 8 + 8 -8
1
+8 -16 + 8 + 4 -16 -8 + 24 -8 -8 + 12 + 24

1

—32 + 8 + 2 -16 + 20 -8 +1

(71) + 8 - 1 — 8 + 1 -8
1
+ 9 -1 — 4 + 9 + 8 -10 + 1

1

+8 — 5 -17 + 11 — 1 — 2 + 9 — 6 +

1

(62) + 8 - 8
1
+ 4 + 2 -8

1
+ 4 -2 — 4 + 16 — 4 - 6

1
+2

1

+2 - 9 + 8 —2 + 2 - 4 + 1

(53) + 8 - 8 — 8 + 8 + 7 + I -3 — 4 + 1 + 8 - 9 + 3 -7 + 3 + 6 — 3 iCn -2 + 1
1

(4=) + 4 - ^ - I + 4 — 4 + 8 -4 + 6 — 8 — 4 + 4 + 4 + 2 — 4 xCn KCn +1
(6U) - 8 + 1 + 2 — 1 + 8 — 3 +1 + 4 - 9 — 2 + 4 — 1 —5 + 5 + 5 — 5 + 1

(521) -16 + 9 + 4 -3 + 1 — 8 + 3 + 8 — 10 — 4 + 11 — 3 + 5 - 1 — 3 + 1

(431) -16 + 9 + 16 -9 + 1 — 10 + 4 — 8 + 10 — 1 — 1 - 2 + 1

(42=) - 8 + 8 — 4 -2 + 8 — 4 + 2 -I + 4 - 3 2 + 1

1

(3=2) — 8 + 8 + 2 — 5 -7 + 6 + 4 — 1 — 2 +1
1

(SU) + 8 — 1 — 2 + 1 —3 + 3 -1 -4 + 4 + 2 — 4 + 1
1 1

(421=) + 24 -10 - 6 + 4 -9 + 11 -4 + 4 — 1 —2 + 1
1

(3=1=) + 12 - 5 - 9 + s + 3 — 1 + 2 — 2 +1
1

(32=1) + 24 -17 + 5 + 6 — 3 —4 + 1
1 1

(2<) + 2 — 2 + 2 -2 +1
1 1

(4.U) — 8 + 1 + 2 — 1 + 3 - 3 +1
1 1 1

(321=) —32 +11 + 8 -5 -3
1
+ 1

1

(2=1=) -16 + 9 — 4 + 1
1 1

•

(31‘) + 8 _ 1 - 2 + 1
1 1

(2=1=) + 20 - 6 + 1
1

1

(21») — 8 + 1
1 1

(1") + 1
1 1 1 1 1

MDCCCLVII. [1]
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9 1
IS

II - > I

1-7

b-h

35 1

(iff
\

125

bcff

1=6 45 135

bdf

2*5
1

1=25
1 U5

1

4V 1
b'f

\

14* 234
cde

1*34 1

b‘de
j

IX(a).

12=4
1

1=24

bc'e
1

b^ce

IM
1

b^e
1

3’

d^

123*

bed?

P3*
1

1

2*3
1 1*2*3

1

(?d
j

5*c*c?
1

1^23 1

b^cd
1

1'3

b'^d

12‘
1

1=2=
1

1'2* 1'2

b^c

P
6’

(9.) i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

-
i

(SI)
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III! III 1 1 1 1 1

— 1 -
5

(73) 1 : 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1-1 7 - 3S

(63) I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1

1

1

- 1
1

- 3 — 21 - m

154)
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 _ 1 . . 1 1

- 1
1

- 3
1

- 10 — 35 - 12S

(71=)^
i 1 I 1 1 1 { 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

— 1
1

^
1

- 2 — 15 - li

( 621 ), 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1
1

1 1 II 1

- 1 - 6
1

— 3
1

- 17 70 - 3Si

(531) ! i 1 1 1 1 III I I 1

— 1 — *4 - 15 - 41- 15
1

- 50 - I6l - 501

(4-1)
1 1 \ \ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II —

1
1

— 2 - 6 — 20 - 9 1

- 24
1

- 70 — 210 - a
(52=)

1 1 1 1 1 1
1

- ‘ — 2 - 9 — 30 6
1

- 24
1

- 81 - 252 - 7o<

‘ 432)
1 1 1 1 1

1 1

- 1 - 3
1

— 3
]

— 8 — 22
1

- 60 — 22
1

— 60
1

- 165 - 455 - 12tl

(3=)
i 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

— 1 - 3 - 6 - 6
1

- 15 - 36 - 90 - 36
1

- 93
1

— 240 — 630 - 168^

.6U)'
1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

— ^ 4^ 4^ 4^
j

4^^ - 3 - 19 ^
1

- 6
1

- 36 - 147 — 50

(521=)
! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

— ^ — 5 4^ . o
\ — 5 — 23 - 81 — 12

1

— 51
i

— 173 — 525 - 151:

(431=)
1 I 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

—
1

1

- 3 — 10 - 2 6 - 7 1

- 19 — 54 — 155 - 48
1

- 129 — 350 - 945 - 252

42=1)
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

- 1 - 2
1

- 7 — 20 - 5 - 17 - 12
1

— 36 — 101 - 270 - 78
1

- 213 — 565 - 1470 - 378

3=21)
1 1 1 1 1 1

1 .1 1 .1
— 1 — 2 — 5

1

— 12 - 30 — 3 - 13 — 30 - 27
1

- 65 — 158 - 390 — 136
1

— 333 — 820 — 2030 - 501

(32=)
: 1 1

— 1 — 3 - 7 - 12
1

- 27 - 60 - 6
1

- 27 - 64 — 51
1

— 120 - 282 - 660 - 234
i

— 555 — 1320 - 3150 — 751)'

(51*)
1 i 1 1

1

- 1 ^
1

— 4 - 21
1

4^ - 6 44^
1

— 12 — 58 - 204 - 24
1

- 108 - 366
1

- 109.2 _
421=)

1 1 1
1 1

- iJ - 4 xj^r- v5« — 3 - 7 1

- 25 - 75 4^
1

- 12 — 42 — 27
1

- 85 — 241
1

— 645 - 168
1

— 459 — 1200 - 3045 - 758

(3=1=)
1 1 1 1

— 1 - 2
1

- 6 trCO — 3 - 6 — 17
1

— 42 - 110 — 6
1

- 30 - 72 - 64
1

- 152 — 372 — 920 — 300
1

- 720 — 1740
1

— 4200 - 1008

(32*1') 2
‘ '

1
- 1 - 2 - 5

1

- 12 — 2 — 8 - 19 - 36
1

- 85 — 200 — 16
1

- 65 — 152 — 120
1

— 281 - 656 — 1630 — 516
1

— 1203 — 2800
1

- 6510 -
(*1)

i i i 1
— 1 - 4 - 6 — 12

1

- 24 - 9 — 22 — 48 — 78
1

- 168 — 360 - 36
1

- 136 — 300 - 234
1

- 516 - 1140
1

— 2520 — 906
1

- 2016 - 4500
1

- 10080 - 2268

«•)
I 1 1 1

— 1
1

— 5
1

- 21 4^ — 10 - 20
1

— 75 - 226
1

- 30 — 110 — 60
1

— 200 - 670 - 1500 - 360
i

- 990 — 2550
1

- 6300 _ lol.

'321-),
: 1 1 1

— 1 — 3
1

- 4 - 9 - 23
1

- .58 - 6 — 22 — 54 - 101
1

- 241 — 570 — 36
1

- 158 — 372 — 282
1

— 656 - 1516 — 3480 — 1140
1

— 2610 — 5940
1

- 13440 — 3021

'2*1
) 1

— 1 — 3 - 6 - 3
1

- 15 — 24 — 51
1

- 108 - 24 - 60 — 129 — 213
1

- 459 - 990 — 93
i

- 333 - 720 — 555
1

— 1203 - 2610 - 5670 - 2016
1

— 4383 - 9540
1

- 20790

(31‘)
1

— 1 - 6 - 19
1

- 15 - 30 - 81
1

- 204 - 20 - 60 — 155 — 270 — 645 — 1600 - 90
1

- 390 - 920 - 660
1

- 1530 - 3480 - 780? - 2520
1

- 5670 -12600
1

- 27720

iZ=lV — 1 — 2 — 5 - 17 — 36 - 10
1

— 50 - 81
1

- 172
1

- 366 - 70 — 165 — 350
1

— 565 -1200 — 2560 I
— 240 - 820 — 1740 — 1320 \

— 2800 — 5940 — 12600 — 4500
1

— 9540 _20220 — 42840 - go?-’

(S1‘) -1 — 7 -15 —21 - 70 -147 - 35
1

-161 -252 — 525
1

-1092 — 210 — 455 - 945 -1470
1
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ilE. A. CAYLEY ON THE SYMMETEIC FUNCTIONS OF THE BOOTS OF AN EQUATION.
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XXIV. On Hourly Observations of the Magnetic Heclinatimi made by Cofptain Eochfort

IVIaguire, R.N., and the Officers of H.M.S. "Plover,' in 1852, 1853 and 1854, at

Point Barrow, on the shores of the Polar Sea. By Major-General Edward Sabine,

B.A., P.C.L., Treas. and Vice-President.

Received August 14,—Read November 19, 1857.

Amongst the measures adopted for the relief of Sir John Franklin’s expedition, H.M.S.

'Plover,’ commanded by Captain T. E. L. Moore, R.N,, was despatched from England in

1848, and stationed until 1852 in Behring Strait, having on board supplies of provision

for the ‘ Erebus ’ and ‘ Terror,’ in the event of their succeeding in effecting a passage, or

for their crews in case they should be obliged to abandon the ships and should attempt a

retreat by the western route. The ‘ Plover’ was annually communicated with and pro-

\isioned afresh by one of the vessels of the Pacific squadron. In 1852 Captain Moore

was succeeded in the command of the ‘Plover’ by Captain Eochfort Maguire, E.N., and

several other changes in the officers and seamen were made. It was also directed that

the ‘Plover’ should take up a more advanced position than she had occupied in the pre-

ceding years. She was accordingly moved in September 1852 to a small harbour adjoin-

ing Point Barrow, the most northerly point of the American Continent between Behring

Strait and Mackenzie River, in lat. 71° 21' N., long. 156° 15' W., where she was made

secure for the winter by the middle of October, and where she remained until the

summer of 1854. A more uninviting and apparently uninteresting situation for a two

years’ residence cannot well be imagined. It is thus described by Mr. Thomas A. Hull,

the second master, in a letter which I received from him at the end of the first year,

dated August 1853 :
—“ Point Barrow might well be called the World’s End; the coast

for more than 100 miles both east and west of it has not a rise above 40 feet, and the

Spit of Point Barrow is but 15 feet above the sea in the highest part, and in most places

it is not above 5. The islands to the eastward are still lower, some of them being over-

flowed by a rise of 3 feet occasioned by a gale in December.” Point Barrow seems,

however, to have been admirably chosen fox the objects for which the ‘Plover’ was

employed. It would have been scarcely possible for boats or parties of men retreating

along the coast from the eastward, to have passed without being seen ; whilst by a

judicious treatment of the native Esquimaux, a friendly communication was throughout

maintained with them, and their good offices, in case they had been needed, secured

along a considerable extent of coast. In this most dreary situation, in which the

monotony of existence during the long period of a year and three quarters had but one

relief,—that of an excursion to Port Clarence in Behring Strait, in the summer of 1853,
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to communicate with the ship conveying the annual supphes,—Captain ^L^guiee and

his officers found occupation and interest in the ohsenations which form the subject of

this Paper, and which, if I mistake not, deser\-e to be ranked amongst the most important

contributions yet made to our knowledge of the magnetic variations of shoit period.

The instruments which Captain Maguiee possessed (supphed from Woolwich) were

two dip circles, one of 9^ inches, the other of 6 inches, each with two needles of

Baeeow’s construction, and a portable dechnometer, such as is described in Captain

Kiddell’s useful ‘Manual,’ pp. 15 and 16, ha\ing a peribrated magnet of 3 inches in

length, carrying a collimator scale in the interior, the divisions of which were read by a

detached telescope. The observatory is thus described by ]\Ir. Hull, whose zeal and

assiduity in conducting the observations under Captain INLtguiee’s direction, and accu-

racy in tabulating them, are spoken of by Captain ALtguiee in terms of the highest

praise :
—“ The observatory was composed of an outer house of ice, 12 feet square and

7 feet high, within which was another one of seal skin, 7 feet by 6. Two posts, 23

inches apart, were then sunk, and being firmly frozen into the earth, serr ed as supports

for the declinometer and reading telescope ; whilst another post was placed in the north-

western corner for the chronometer, and a pedestal was placed outside the ohserratory

for the dip circle, which was afterwards removed into a separate house, about 15 feet

north-west of the observatory. The dip was observed twice a week : we had the misfor-

tune to break two dip needles through awkward handling, owing to the exti’eme cold.

The hourly observations with the declinometer commenced on the 5th of Xovember.

We soon discovered that the aurora was connected with the movements of the magnet;

the brighter the aurora, the quicker the magnetic changes became ; and fi'om repeated

observations 1 came to the conclusion, that the appearance of the aurora in the South

was connected with the motion of the magnet to the east of the magnetic Xorth, and if

in the North, to the west of the same. In addition to these disturbances, considerable

irregularities took place in the daytime, generally in the forenoon, and always in cloudy

and misty weather. During these disturbances it was no uncommon occui-rence for the

magnet to go out of the field of the telescope, not returnmg again for several minutes,

and it was generally to the eastward on these occasions. A hea’sy gale from the S.W.

set in on the 17th December, 1852, and occasioned the loss of five days’ observations.

It had the effect of raising the water 3 feet above the usual level, and at 3 p.m., on going

to take the observations, the sea was found washing the wall of the observatory. The

northern part of the Spit was at this time entirely free from ice, as was also the channel

as far as we could see, which, owing to the heavy drift, could not he above 100 yards.

The gale not having moderated, and the water being still on the rise, it was thought

advisable to remove the instruments, which was fortunately accomplished without injiuy.

At about 10 P.M. the gale moderated, the sky clearing and shoulng a most beautiful

aurora, when we found that the ice had gone out of the channel. The next day was clear

and fine, displaying to us the extraordinary view of open water, until only a few pieces of

ice in the horizon. From that time not a week passed ivithout a Avell-defined u ater-sky
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being \isible to seaward. On the 21st of December the instruments were replaced

:

the water had come within 6 inches of the top of the pedestal.”

On the 1st of June, 1853, the observatory was unroofed, on account of the increasing''

heat of the w eather, and on the 22nd of June the hourly observations were discontinued,

all hands being required to assist in the preparations to meet the vessel at Port Clarence

which brought the annual supply of provisions. The observations were again resumed

on the 12th of October, 1853, with the same instruments, placed as in the preceding

year; and were continued to the 30th of June, 1854, when the ‘ Plover’ finally quitted

Point Barrow on her return to England.

The hourly observations of the declination at Point Barrow consist therefore of two

series: the first of eight months, fi:om November 1852 to June 1853 ;
and the second of

nine months, from October 1853 to June 1854; making, together, seventeen months.

The observations were arranged in monthly tables, of the same form as that adopted at

the Colonial Observatories, having the monthly, daily and hourly means computed from

the whole of the observations without any omissions on account of excessive disturb-

ance. The record was kept in scale-divisions, the value of a scale-division being 2''287.

In this state the Tables were received at Woolwich.

For the purpose of separating the disturbances of largest amount from the rest of the

observations, ten scale-divisions above or below the normal at the same hour in the same

month were adopted as a suitable measure of what should be regarded as a large disturb-

ance
;
the corresponding arc value is 22'’87. The number of disturbed observations thus

separated was 907 in 1852-53, and 914 in 1853-54. The whole number of observations

was 4659 in 1852-53, and 5413 in 1853-54: making, together, 10,072, of which 1821

differed from their respective normals by an amount equalling or exceeding 22'-87
; being

between one-fifth and one-sixth of the whole number. The aggregate amount of disturb-

ance, counted from the respective normals, was 44156'’0 in 1852-53, and 47388'-2 in

1853—54; of which, in 1852-53, 24823'*0 was easterly, and 19333'‘0 westerly disturb-

ance; and in 1853-54, 31935'T easterly, and 15453'T westerly disturbance. The sum

of the easterly values in the seventeen months was 56758'T, and of the westerly values,

34786'T. In both series, therefore, the easterly disturbances preponderated ; in 1852-53

in the proportion of 1-28 to 1, and in 1853-54 of 2‘07 to 1 ;
in both, conjointly, in the

proportion of 1‘63 to 1. Consequently the influence of the disturbances at Point Barrow

was to occasion a small mean deflection of the needle toAvards the east, thus slightly

increasing the easterly declination.

In the following Table the aggregate values of the disturbances in the seventeen

months are distributed into the hours of thefr occurrence
; and the ratios are given Avhich

the values at the different hours bear to the mean of all the hours, or, in other words,

to the aggregate values diAided by 24.
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Table I.

Aggregate values of the Disturbances distributed into the different hours of their

occurrence.

Local

astronomical

hours.

Periods ending June 30.
Sums in the

17 months. Ratios.
Local ei-ril

hours.
1852-53 (8 months). 1853-54 (9 months).

18 1974*4 2937*2 4911*6 1*29 6 A.M.

19 3046*7 4580*2 7626*9 2*00 7 A.M.

20 3329*8 4752*4 8082*2 2*12 8 A.M.

21 3564*7 4248*9 7813*6 2*05 9 A.M.

22 2934*4 2921*2 5855*6 1*53 10 A.M.

23 2105*9 1482*8 3588*7 0 94 11 A.M.

0 1328*4 924*3 2252*7 0*59 Nood.
1 1042*4 680*3 1722*7 0-44 1 P.M.

2 769*3 692*7 1462*0 0*38 2 P.M.

3 445*3 490*0 935*3 0*24 3 P.M.

4 643*5 207*9 851*4 0*22 4 P.M.

5 290*6 562*8 853*4 0-22 5 P.M.

6 330*2 414*6 744*8 0*19 6 P.M.

7 1111*8 272*4 1384*2 0*36 7 P.M.

8 1199*2 760*6 1959*8 0*51 8 P.M.

9 1740*5 1046*9 2787*4 0*73 9 P.M.

10 1500*3 1755*3 3255*6 0-85 1 0 P.M.

11 2682*4 2898*5 5580*9 1*46 11 P.M.

12 2537*6 3262*1 5799*7 1*52 Midnight.
13 2983*8 3037*6 6021*4 1*58 1 A.M.
14 2373*5 2782*5 5156*0 1*35 2 A.M.
15 1852*1 2001*9 3854*0 1*00 3 A.M.
16 1976*5 2114*1 4090*6 1*07 4 A.M.

17 2392*7 2561*0 4953*7 1*29 5 A.M.

Total 91544*2

Mean 3814*3 = 1*00
24

We find in this Table, as at Toronto and elsewhere, unmistakeable evidence of the

existence of a law regulating the occurrence of the larger disturbances according to the

hours of solar time. From 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. inclusive, the ratios are throughout less

than unity; from 11 p.m. to 10 a.m. inclusive, above rmity. Tliere are two epochs of

maximum and two of minimum disturbance in the twenty-four hours: the principal

maximum is from 7 to 9 a.m., when the proportion reaches twice the average amount ;

the lesser maximum is from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m., when the proportion is about one and a

half to one. The principal minimum is from 3 to 6 p.m., when the proportion is less

than a quarter of the average ; and there is a minor minimum at 3 and 4 a.m.

The accordance in systematic character of the variation at the different hours at Point

Barrow with that of the corresponding variation at Toronto, may be seen by means of

the following Table (II.), in which the ratios at Point Barrow are exliibited in compa-

rison with those at the same hours of local time at Toronto. There is the same unmis-

takeable evidence at both stations that the amount of disturbance at the different hours
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is regulated by a law which has reference to the hours of solar time : and there are

similar double epochs of maxima and minima, although the order in which these occur,

and the particular times of their occurrence, are not strictly the same ; but the differences

in these respects will be better discussed and more clearly appreciated when we pass

fi.*om the consideration of the occurrence of the disturbances in the aggregate to that of

their distribution into their easterly and westerly constituents.

Table II.

Eatios of the aggregate Disturbances at the different hours at Toronto and at Point

Barrow.

Local
astronomical

hours.

Ratios.
Local civil

hours.
Point Barrow. Toronto.

IS 1-29 1-05 6 A.M.

19 2-00 M7 7 A.M.

20 2-12 1-27 8 A.M.
21 2-05 Ml 9 a.m.

22 1-53 0-87 10 A.M.

23 0-94 0-66 11 A.M.
0 0-59 0-49 Noon.
1 0-44 0-30 1 P.M.

2 0-38 0-40 2 P.M.

3 0*24 0-40 3 P.M.

4 0*22 0-53 4 P.M.

5 0-22 0*56 5 P.M.

6 0*19 0-84 6 P.M.

7 0-36 0-98 7 P.M.

8 0-51 1-22 8 P.M.

9 0-73 1-82 9 P.M.

10 0-85 1-55 10 P.M.

11 1-46 1*25 11 P.M.

12 1-52 1-35 Midnight.
13 1-58 1-52 1 A.M.
14 1-35 1-21 2 A.M.
15 1-00 M3 3 A.M.
16 1*07 1-34 4 A.M.

17 1*29 1*05 5 A.M.

In Table III. we have the aggregate values of the disturbances at Point Barrow sepa-

rated into their easterly and westerly constituents, with the ratios at each hour to the

mean hourly easterly or westerly value, or to the sums of all the hours divided by 24.
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Table III.

Local
astronomical

hours.

Disturbance-values. Ratios.

Local civil hours.

Easterly. Westerly. Easterly. Westerly.

18 3891*9 1019*7 1*65 0*70 6 A.M.

19 6679*5 947*4 2*82 0*65 7 A.M.
j

20 7610*2 472*0 3*22 0*33 8 A.M.
1

21 6818*1 995*5 2*88 0*68 9 A.m.
1

22 4563-6 1292*0 1*93 0*89 10 A.M.
j

23 2438*2 1150*5 1*03 0*79 1 1 A.M.

0 920*0 1332*7 0*40 0*92 Noon. i

1 797*9 924*8 0*34 0*64 1 P.M.
j

2 646*9 815*0 0*27 0*56 2 P.M. 1

3 347*4 587*9 0*15 0*40 3 P.M.

4 341-4 510*0 0*14 0*35 4 P.M.

5 185*0 668*4 0*08 0*46 5 P.M.

6 207*4 537*4 0*09 0*36 6 P.M.

7 315*1 1069*1 0*13 0*74 7 P.M.

8 352*8 1607*0 0*15 1*11 8 P.M.

9 1128*3 1659*1 0*48 1*14 9 P.M.

10 1360*2 1895*5 0*57 1*30 10 P..M.

11 1931*2 3649*7 0*81 2-52 11 P.M.

12 2280*4 3519*3 0*96 2*43 Midnight.

13 2289*1 3732*3 0*96 2*57 1 A.M.

14 2540*4 2615*6 1*07 1*80 2 A.M.

15 2202*2 1651*8 0*93 1*14 3 A.M.

16 2892*3 1198*3 1*22 0-82 4 A..M.

17 4018-6 935*1 1*69 0*64 5 A.M.

Total in the!

17 months J

56758*1 34786*1

Mean hourlv values /
Easterly =2364*9= 1-00

Mean hourly values...
j

On inspecting the ratios in this Table, it is obvious that the easterly and westerly

disturbances have distinct laws in respect to the times of theii’ occuiTence. AMien

examining the disturbances in the aggregate in Table II. (in which the easterly and

westerly values are combined), we had occasion to observe, as one of the most notable

features, the existence of two epochs of maximum in the twenty-foui' hours, one in the

morning at 7, 8, and 9 a.m., and one in the evening, or more properly in the night, at

11 P.M., midnight, and 1 a.m. ; the morning maximum being considerably the greater.

We now perceive by means of the separation which is shown in Table III., that the

morning maximum of the aggregate values is occasioned chiefly by the easterly distui-b-

ances, and their evening or night maximum chiefly by the westerly disturbances. The

easterly values have not even a secondary maximum at 11 p.M. to 1 A.M. ; nor have the

westerly values a secondary maximum at 7, 8, and 9 a.m. Both the easterly and the

westerly have their minimum nearly at the same hours, ^iz. from 3 to 6 p.m. ; and if allow-

ance be made for such small irregularities as we should be prepared to expect in the results

of a series of only a few months’ continuance, there would appear a strong probability

that both easterly and westerly are single progressions, ha\ing their respective maxima
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the easterly about 8 a.m. and the westerly about midnight. In the easterly values in

particular the feature of a double progression, or of two maxima or two minima in the

twenty-four hours, is almost wholly obhterated ; whilst in the westerly, the distinctive

character of the second maximum is softened, and the time of its occurrence removed to

between 10 a.m. and noon. It may be remarked generally of the easterly disturbances,

that they have in all respects their characteristic features more strongly marked than is

the case in the westerly disturbances ;
thus, 8 a.m. is distinctly the hour of the easterly

maximum, the values at 8 a.m. exceeding considerably those at 7 or 9 a.m. ; and between

5 and 6 p.m. is as distinctly the time of minimum, whether we regard the particular

values at those hours, or the low values from 3 p.m. to 8 p.m., between which hours

P.M. is intermediate. The range of the easterly variation, or the proportion which

the values at the hours of maximum bear to those at the hours of minimum, is also much

greater in the easterly than in the westerly disturbances, being nearly as twenty-five to

one in the easterly, and not more than about seven to one in the westerly. In the less

distinctly marked features of the westerly disturbances, it may be well imagined that a

greater continuance of observation may be required to give equally assured conclusions
;

and that the second minimum, which appears in the westerly at 8 a.m., may 'be rather

an accidental than a persistent feature, and might disappear in a series of longer duration.

Admitting this possibihty, the westerly variation would in such case approximate even

more nearly than it does in Table III. to a single progression in the twenty-four hours,

having its maximum about midnight and its minimum about 4 or 5 p.m. : and thus the

double progression shown by the aggregate values in Table II. would be resolved, as in

some other cases, into two single progressions (easterly and westerly), having difierent

hours of maximum and minimum.

The distinction which has been thus shown to exist between the phenomena of the

easterly and westerly disturbances at Point Barrow, is a fitting preparation for the com-

parison which the next Table presents with the analogous phenomena at Toronto. For

reasons, which will subsequently appear, the easterly ratios at Point Barrow have been

placed in Table IV. by the side of the westerly ratios at Toronto, and the westerly

ratios at Point Barrow by the side of the easterly at Toronto.
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Table IV,

Exhibiting the ratios at the ditferent hours, at Point Barrow and Toronto, of the values

of the easterly and westerly portions of the larger disturbances to their respective

mean hourly values.

Local
astronomical

hours.

Point Barrow,
easterly

disturbances.

Toronto,

westerly

disturbances.

Point Barrow,
westerly

disturbances.

Toronto,
easterly

disturbances.

Local ciTil

hours.

18 1-65 1*82 0-70 0-45 6 A.M.

19 2*82 2-23 0-65 0-35 7 A.M.

20 3-22 2*58 0-33 0-26 8 A.M.

21 3-88 2-25 0-68 0*21 9 A.M.

22 1*93 1-62 0-89 0-28 1 0 A.M.

23 1-03 1-00 0-79 0-39 11 A.M.

0 0-40 0-80 0-92 0-24 Noon.
1 0-34 0-41 0-64 0-21 1 P. M.

2 0-27 0-65 0-56 0-20 2 P.M.

3 0-15 0-62 0-40 0-22 3 P..M.

4 0-14 0-80 0-35 0-32 4 P.M.

5 0-08 0-71 0-46 0-44 5 P.M.

6 0-09 0-57 0*36 1*05 6 P.M.

7 0-13 0-39 0-74 1-44 7 P.M.

8 0-15 0-28 Ml 1-95 8 P.M.

9 0-48 0-22 M4 3-09 9 p M.

10 0*37 0-45 1-30 2-41 1 0 P.M.

11 0-81 0-27 2-52 2-02 1 1 P..M.

12 0-96 0-82 2-43 1-76 Midnight.
|

13 0-96 M9 2-37 1-79 1 A.M.
j

14 1-07 1-00 1*80 1-37 2 A.M.

15 0-93 0-94 M4 1-28 3 A.M. !

16 1-22 1-21 0-82 1*45 4 A.M.
;

17 1-69 1-23 0-64 0-91 5 A.M.
;

It is obvious on the mere inspection of Table IV,, that the principal analogy is not

between the disturbances which deflect the needle in the same direction at the two

stations, but between those which deflect the needle in opposite directions ;
betv^’een the

easterly disturbances at Point Barrow and the westerly at Toronto, and between the

westerly disturbances at Point Barrow and the easterly at Toronto. Nor is this analogy

manifested in slight and unimportant particulars, but on the contrary in the most marked

characteristics of both classes of phenomena. Thus, when the average disturbance in

the twenty-four hours is taken as the unit, the easterly distmhances at Point Barrow
and westerly at Toronto are seen to have the same characteristic distribution, riz. the

amount of disturbance at the several hours from noon to about midnight is below unity,

and at the hours from a little after midnight to just before noon above unity ;
whilst on

the other hand, the westerly disturbances at Point Barrow and easterly at Toronto accord

with each other in presenting a very different distribution, riz. their amount exceeds

the average at the four or five hours on either side of midnight, and is below unity at

all the other hours of the day and night. The analogy thus manifested in the general

distribution of the disturbances is equally strongly marked when particular points are

regarded as, for example, it has been shown, in the earlier part of this communication.
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that the disturbances both at Point Barrow and at Toronto, when viewed in the a(j(jre(jate,

have at each station two very marked and decided maxima in the twenty-four hours, one

about 8 A.M., and the other towards midnight ; and that when the disturbances at Point

Barrow are separated into their easterly and westerly constituents, the night maximum
disappears in the easterly and the morning maximum in the westerly values, whilst the

morning maximum of the aggregate values is found to consist almost wliolly of deflections

towards the east, and the night maximum almost wholly of deflections towards the west.

Now we may perceive by Table IV., that when the separation is made into easterly and

westerly values, and the ratios of each class at the several hours to the respective units

are computed, the phenomena at Toronto present an almost precisely corresponding

arrangement, but with this essential difference, that the morning maximum of the

aggregate values is due at Point Barrow to the great preponderance of easterly values,

and at Toronto to the great preponderance of westerly values; and that the evening

maximum of the aggregate values is, conversely, due to the great preponderance of

westerly values at Point Barrow and of easterly at Toronto.

The hours of least disturbance show also a much greater accordance when the easterly

ratios at Point Barrow and westerly at Toronto are viewed together, than when any

other comparison is made. The amount of disturbance diminishes as soon as the hour

of noon is past, and continues comparatively small until much later in the evening than

is the case in either the westerly disturbances at Point Barrow or the easterly at Toronto.

WTiilst thus endeavouring to bring into view the several circumstances which seem to

indicate a connexion subsisting between the disturbances of opposite character at Point

Barrow and Toronto, it is well that we shoidd also notice one or two points in which, on

the contrary, the easterly disturbances appear to agree with the easterly, and the westerly

with the westerly better than either with the opposite. Thus,—1st, the values of greatest

comparative magnitude, Vz. those in which the proportion exceeds three times the

average value, are easterly deflections at both stations, occurring however several hours

apart, viz. at 8 a.m. at Point Barrow, and at 9 p.m. at Toronto. It is a consequence of

this preponderance of easterly deflection at the two stations, (in the morning at the one

station and in the evening at the other,) that the mean influence of the disturbances on

the general cUrection of the needle is the same at both stations, viz. a small increase of

east declination at Point Barrow, and a still smaller diminution of west dechnation at

Toronto. 2nd, the highest values of the westerly disturbances at both stations show

nearly an equal proportion to their respective units, viz. about 2^ times the mean hourly

disturbance-value. The times of occurrence are also in this case very different, viz. at

Toronto in the forenoon and at Point Barrow about midnight. At both stations the

highest hourly values of the westerly deflections bear about an equal proportion in

respect of magnitude to the highest easterly values.

It would be obviously premature to attempt to connect the phenomena thus brought

into view, and into comparison with each other, with such physical relations as might be

imagined suitable to produce or to explain their accordances and differences. The points

MDCCCLVII. 3 u
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on the earth’s surface where the periodical laws of the occasional disturbances have

hitherto been examined, are too few to furnish a basis for prudent generalization. The

'primary dependence of the disturbances upon the sun seems to be established by the

universality with which, wherever they have been examined, their mean effects have

exhibited a variation regulated by the hom’s of solar time ; as well as by the evidence

which has been uniformly furnished, wherever the investigation has been made, of their

participation in the same solar period which appears to govern the increase and decrease

in the frequency and amount of the solar spots. Perhaps the next most important ques-

tions which present themselves for solution concern the mode of operation of the pri-

mary or exciting cause
;
whether, for instance, the phenomena which we obsen e are the

results of the sun’s influence, acting independently of the magnetism of the earth,—or of

a reaction, in which the specialities of the latter will require to be taken into the account

;

or whether, as may possibly be the case, the action of the primary cause is modified in

different localities by physical considerations of other kinds, such as particular condi-

tions of the earth or of its atmosphere. It may be possible that a further knowledge of

the phenomena at a very few additional stations, supposing them to be judiciously distri-

buted, might be sufficient for the solution of these or similar questions
;
particularly if the

observations were to include variations of the magnetic /br’ce as well as of the magnetic

direction. The instrumental means and the processes of observation are sufiiciently

simple. Instruments similar to those which have been so usefully, and so honoiu-ably

to themselves, employed by Captain Maguike and his officers, have been sent vith

nearly all the expeditions which, in the last twelve years, have wintered within the Ai-ctic

circle
;
but the maintenance of a routine of hourly observation during several morrths

of compulsory deteirtion, in the absence of authoritative direction or professional

errcouragement, requires perhaps a greater amourrt of private zeal arrd devotion than

carr be expected, unless in such exceptiorral cases as the orre which has srrpplied the

materials for this commuirication. In one of these expeditions in particular (the only

oire that unhappily has not returned in safety), the well-krroum zeal of its commarrder

Sir John Franklin in the cause of scierrce, and the anxiety of his officers to cooperate

with him irr every useful and honourable work, gave reasoir for hopes of the highest

promise. In the letters written by the commanders of the ‘ Erebus’ and ‘ Terror’ after

their arrival at Baffin’s Bay, the full purpose of establishing their magnetic observatories

on shore or on the ice, wherever the ships should be detained during a tvinter, is promi-

nently dwelt upon. They were provided with instruments for the variation of the force

as well as of the direction, prepared atWoolmch imder the superintendence of my then

assistant. Captain Biddell. That observations icere made with these instruments at the

first winter station, in 1845-1846, no reasonable doubt can be entertained; or that the

observations were repeated at one at least of the subsequent occasions of similar detention

in a new locality. The records of these obseiTations, too voluminous to have been brought

away by parties setting forth with the prospect of hating to make their way across the

continent to the Hudson’s Bay Stations, could scarcely fail to possess a high scientific
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value ;
especially those of the second year, when the situation of the ships was probably

intermediate between the meridians of Toronto and Point Barrow. In the Royal Society

at least the hope is still cherished that the recovery of these records, amongst the other

journals and papers of the ‘Erebus’ and ‘Terror,’ may yet recompense the devotion and

perseverance with which the research has been pursued. By the aid of the Royal Society,

the distinguished officer who has recently quitted our shores for the Polar Sea in com-

mand of the Fox Yacht, has been supplied from the Kew Observatory with the necessary

instruments for observations of both the magnetic direction and force, to be used at the

station where the ship wiU remain whilst the sledge parties are absent. All that the

most zealous and earnest purposes can accomplish may be confidently expected from

Captain IVPClintock and his associates in this honourable enterprise ;
but the number

of persons who can be considered as competent to take part in scientific observations is

unfortunately but barely sufficient for the conduct of the travelling parties for the primary

object for which the enterprise was undertaken. Such opportunities of special scientific

research are of rare occui’rence ; and it is greatly to be regretted that Mr. Geay, Mate

in the Royal Na\"y, who having served under Captain Maguiee in the ‘ Plover’ had been

well trained in magnetic observations, and was most desirous to have accompanied

Captain M'^Clixtock, was unable to procure from the Admiralty leave of absence from

his employment on the Coast Guard Serwce.

But, to return to the Point Barrow observations:—It is well known that apparent

anomahes have been found in the diurnal variation of the declination in the high magnetic

latitudes of the northern hemisphere, when compared with the regular and consistent

diurnal march of the phenomena in other parts of the hemisphere. It is usually a prmcipal

featui’e in these anomalies, that the westerly extreme of the diurnal range, which most

commonly elsewhere occurs between I and 2 p.m,, is found to take place later in the after-

noon, and even in some cases nearly as late as midnight. A leading step towards the

explanation of these apparent anomalies was made, when it was shown that the diurnal

variation derived Rom a mean of all the observations must in all instances be regarded

as the joint effect of two distinct variations superimposed upon each other, proceeding

from different causes and having different laws, viz. the occasional disturbances, and the

regular solar variation. Hence it was natural to imagine that in passing from the parts

of the hemisphere where the regular solar variation predominated, by reason of its

greater amount, to other parts where the disturbance-variation should predominate,

differences, of the nature of the so-called anomalies, would present themselves in the

results which should comprehend their joint effects. Still, however, in attempting, with

the very hmited knowledge that was then possessed of the differences that might be sup-

posed to take place in the disturbance-variation in different localities, to apply this mode

of explanation to particular cases, doubts have been entertained of its sufficiency to meet

the phenomena in all cases. The fact which has now been established by the compa-

rison of the disturbances at Point Barrow and Toronto, that the prevailing disturbance-

3u2
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deflection at certain hours of the day may be easterly at one station whilst it is westerly

at another, augments the probabihty, that, whenever the effects of the two classes of

phenomena are separated so that the approximate laws of each may be known, the

apparent anomalies will disappear, and the solar variation will be found, after the

disturbance-variation has been eliminated, to corr’espond in its times of easterly and

westerly elongatiorr with the order of the phenomena as generally observed in the same

hemisphere : whilst on the other hand we may derive from the great dissimilarity in the

laws of the disturbance-variation and those of the regular solar variation the salutari-

caution, that until the disturbance-variation at any particular station has become known bi-

actual iirvestigation, no certain inference can be dramr as to its direction or amount at

diflererrt hours ; or as to the modification of the turning-hours which its junction with

the solar-diurnal variation may produce.

The subjoined Table (V.) exhibits in parallel columns the diurrral variation at Point

Barrow as derived,—1, in column A, from the whole of the observations including the

disturbances
;

it is here the joint eflect of both classes of phenomena ; and 2, in column B.

from the observatiorrs when the disturbed observations have been separated and omitted.

Oir comparirrg these two columns, it is seen that the time of westerly extreme, wlrich.

when the whole of the observations are takerr into account, falls as late as 11 P.M., is

restored iir column B, which represeirts approximately the regular solar-diimral variation,

to the same hour at which it occurs at Tororrto, \iz. betweerr 1 and 2 p.ii. In column D
of the same Table, the solar-diurrral variation at Toronto has been reproduced from the

third volume of the ‘Toronto Observations’ (Table LXV. Colurrrrr 4, p. Ixxxriii}, for the

purpose of facilitatirrg its comparison with the corresporrdirrg values iir columir B. In

pirrsuirrg this comparison, we fiird that the characteristics of this variation at the t^'o

stations are as nearly the same as can reasorrably be expected, considerirrg that it is only

the larger disturbances that have been separated, and that sorrre minor efiects of the

sanre class must still remain in the body of the observations after the rerrroval of the

distm’bances of greatest magnitude. Thus we find at both statioirs that the north end of

the magnet is at its easterly extreme about 7 or 8 a.m. ; that hr returnurg fr'om thence

towards the west its motion is more rapid tharr at any other part of the twerrty-foiu- hours

;

arrd that it passes through its mean dfrection about 11 A.M., arrd reaches its westeriy

extreme a little after 1 p.m. Its subsequent motion, towards the east, is comparatively

slower at Point Barrow tharr at Toronto, and is checked at both statiorrs by a small

retrogression towards the west, which is greatly dimmished both hr corrtirruance and

anrorrirt by the omission of the larger disturbances, markhrg thereby the source to which

it is most probably due. The most irotable difiererrce which we find hr the comparison

of columns B and D is, as afready noticed, that the retunr towards the east dmfrrg the

hours of the afterrrooir arrd night takes place comparatively rrrore slowly at Pohrt Barrow

than at Tororrto. At the latter station the magnet passes through its mean dh'ection

between 7 and 8 p.m., wlrereas at Poirrt Barrow it does not do so urrtil 1 or 2 a.m. Now
this is precisely what should take place on the supposition that a portioir of the easterly
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disturbance-variation at Toronto, and of the westerly disturbance-variation at Point

Barrow at those hours remains (as is undoubtedly the case) in the body of the observations

after the separation of the larger disturbances. The prevailing disturbances are easterly

at Toronto and westerly at Point Barrow from 6 to 7 p.m. until 3 to 4 a.m. ;
and the

influence of that portion of them which is not separated must necessarily have the effect

of augmenting the rapidity of the easterly motion at Toronto, and of retarding it at

Point BaiTow.

Table V.

Dimmal Variation of the Dechnation at Point Barrow, derived from the mean of seven-

teen months of homly observation. Column A shows the results when the large

distm’bances are retained
; Column B the results when the large disturbances are

omitted ;
and Column C the diflierences, or the diurnal variation due to the large

disturbances. Column D shows (for the purpose of comparison with B) the diur-

nal variation at Toronto omitting the large disturbances.

Local

astronomical

hours.

Point Barrow.

Retaining

the large

disturbances.

Point Barrow.

Omitting

the large

disturbances.

Point Barrow.

Diurnal variation

due to the large

disturbances.

Toronto.

Omitting

the large

disturbances.

Local civil hours.

A. B. c. D.

18 19-3 E. 14*6 E. i-1 E. 3-0 E. 6 A.M.

19 27-1 E. 15-2 E. 11-9 E. 4-0 E. 7 A.m.

20 27-0 E. 12-7 E. 14-3 E. 4*4 E. 8 A.m.

21 19-9 E. 8-2 E. 11*7 E. 3-6 E. 9 a.m.

22 9*3 E. 3-8 E. 5-5 E. 1-2 E. 10 A.M.

23 0-4 W. 1-4 W. 1-0 E. 1-7 W. 1 1 A.M.

0 8-2 VV. 4-8 VV. 3-4 W. 4-0 W. Noon.
1 10-7 w. 8-2 VV. 2-5 VV. 5-1 W. 1 P.M.

2 9-8 W. 7*5 VV. 2-3 VV. 4-9 WL 2 P.M.

3 9-9 W. 7-2 VV. 2-7 WL 3-8 W. 3 P.M.

4 9-8 W. 7-2 VV. 2-6 VV. 2*5 W. 4 P.M.

5 10-2 W. 7-0 VV. 3-2 WL 1*3 W. 5 P.M.

6 9-7 W. 6-7 VV. 3-0 W. 0-5 W. 6 P.M.

7 8-4 W. 4-4 VV. 4-0 W. 0-1 VV. 7 P.M.

8 9*0 W. 3-8 VV. 5-2 W. 0-2 E. 8 P.M.

9 7-5 W. 3*9 VV. 3-6 W. 0-5 E. 9 P.M.

10 7-9 W. 4-4 VV. 3-5 W. 0-7 E. 10 P.M.

11 11-5 W. 5-2 VV. 6-3 W. 0-7 E. 11 P.M.

12 10-8 W. 5-3 W. 5-5 W. 0-6 E. Midnight.

13 8-0 W. 2-8 VV. 5-2 W. 0*5 E. 1 A.M.

14 1-9 W. 0-6 E. 2-5 VV. 0*5 E. 2 A.M.

15 3-6 E. 4-4 E. 0-8 VV. 0-7 E. 3 A.M.

16 10-9 E. 9-0 E. 1-9 E. M E. 4 A.M.

17 16-6 E. 11-4 E. 5-2 E. 1-9 E. 5 A.M.

It must be regarded as a strong confirmation of the propriety of considering the

regular solar-diurnal variation and the disturbance-variation as distinct classes of pheno-

mena, requiring their respective laws to be separately investigated, when we see the

correspondence between the principal features of the one variation (the regular solar-

dimmal), and the antagonism of those of the other (the disturbance-variation), exempli-

fied as they are at Point Barrow and Toronto ; the epochs of extreme easterly and of
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extreme westerly deflection being the same in the solar-diumal variations, and nearly

opposite to each other in the disturbance-variations. The primary cause of the pheno-

mena is doubtless the same in both variations ; they manifest alike the influence of the

solar hours, and are subject ahke to the same alternate periods of increase and decrease

as the solar spots
;
but the mode of action, or the processes by which the effects are pro-

duced in the two classes, can scarcely be otherwise than dissimilar. It seems probable

that (omitting for the present the consideration of the magnitudes) the general charac-

ters of the solar-diurnal variation will be found to con’espond,

—

e. the hours of the

easterly and westerly extremes to be the same,—in all the extra-tropical parts of the

same hemisphere ; whilst in the case of the distui’bance-variation it seems also probable

that every diversity ia the times of occurrence of the turning-hours may be found in

different localities.

In the hypotheses which physicists have framed to account for the times at which the

solar-diurnal variation changes its direction from west to east and from east to west, it

has been sometimes supposed that the variable amount of the declination in different

localities is one of the determining circumstances. The observations at Toronto and

Point Barrow do not favour this supposition : the dechnation at Point Barrow (taken to

the nearest degree) is 41° East, and at Toronto 2° West ; there is consequently an angu-

lar difference in the magnetic direction at the two stations of about 43°, which is nearly

equivalent to three hours of time in the sun’s azimuth relatively to the direction of the

needle, whilst the conclusion from the observations in regard to the tuming-hours is.

that they are the same at Toronto and Point Barrow, or at most have only such small

diflerences as may reasonably be ascribed to the presence of the small portion of the

disturbances which we are unable to ehminate.

With respect to the comparative magnitudes of the range of the solar-diumal mria-

tion at Toronto and Point Barrow, and to the proportion which the difference in magni-

tude bears to the difference in the horizontal force of the earth at the two stations,

we may obtain an approximate conclusion, by comparing the amounts of deflection at

1 P.M., when the solar-diimial variation at both stations has nearly reached its western

extreme, and when the influence of the disturbances is nearly at a minimum. The

deflections at 1 p.m. are 5'T at Toronto, and 8'‘2 at Point Barrow. The absolute values

of the horizontal force of the earth (which is the antagonistic force to all the minor

variations, tending to retain the magnet in its mean position) are about 3'63 at Toronto

and 1'79 at Point Barrow. In accordance with the inverse ratio of these values, we

should have a deflection of 10', instead of 8'-2, at Point Barrow, as the corresponding

deflection to 5'T at Toronto. The range observed at Point Barrow is therefore a little

less than the range which might be computed from the amount of deflection at Toronto.

But the data upon which the comparison is based, particularly the amount at Point

Barrow, can only be regarded as approximate, and will by no means justify a more pre-
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cise conclusion, than that the observed ranges appear to be nearly in the inverse propor-

tion of the respective values of the horizontal force.

But when we turn our attention to a comparison of the magnitudes of the range of

the disturbance-variation at the two stations, we cannot fail to be impressed with the

excessive disproportion which we perceive between the decrease of the earth’s horizontal

force and the increase in the range of the disturbance-variation at Point Barrow, when

compared with Toronto. At the latter station the whole range of the mean diurnal effect

of the disturbances scarcely exceeds 2'’0, whilst at Point Barrow it is not less than nine

or ten times that amount. The disproportion would have been still greater if the colli-

mator scale of the Point Barrow declinometer had permitted the distm’bances of largest

amount to have been registered at their full value. During the seventeen months of

observation the magnet was forty times* deflected beyond the limits of the scale; in

such cases the extreme cognisable dirision on the side of the deflection was the amount

entered in the Table, although, of course, the actual deflection must have been greater.

The collimator scale comprised 160 divisions, each of the value of 2'’287
; and as the

mean position corresponded nearly with the 80th scale-division, it follows that when a

deflection exceeded about 180' (or 3°) on either side of the mean position, the excess,

could it have been registered, must have mcreased,pro tanto^ the sum of the disturbances.

The disproportion would also have been considerably greater, if the amount adopted as

the standard value of a large disturbance at Point Barrow, and employed in separating

the observations belonging to that category, had been more nearly proportional to the

inverse ratio of the horizontal force there and at Toronto. In such case, all the observa-

tions at Point Barrow, which differed more than about 10' from the normal at the same

month and at the same hour, would have been classed amongst the large disturbances.

But it was soon found that the disturbances at Toronto and Point Barrow bore no such

analogy to each other. Even "with 22''86 (instead of 10') as the measure of a large dis-

tmhance, the proportion of distuihed observations to the whole number was still much

greater than at Toronto, where 5'’0 was taken as the measure of a large disturbance.

It seems scarcely possible, therefore, to avoid the conclusion, that the average amount

of deflection caused by the occasional disturbances at Point Barrow is very considerably

greater, when compared with the same at Toronto, than can be explained by the differ-

ence of the horizontal force of the earth at the two stations.

A circumstance which strikingly accords with the excessive amount of the occasional

disturbances at Point Barrow, is the great frequency with which appearances of the

* Of the 40 instances in which the deflection exceeded the Limits of the recording scale, 30 were deflec-

tions to the east and 10 to the west
;
24 occurred between the hours of 5 a.m. and noon, of which 22 were

to the east and 2 to the west
;
22 of the easterly deflections occurred from 19*^ to 21^ inclusive, and 6 of the

westerly from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. inclusive. Deferring to Table V., it will be seen that, if the instrumental

means had permitted these deflections to have been registered at their full values, the principal effect must

have been to have increased the ratios of easterly disturbance at Point Barrow at the three hours of 19, 20

and 21, which were previously the hours of its maximmn
;
and in like manner to have increased the ratios of

westerly disturbance at 11, 12 and 13 hours, which were the hours of its maximum.
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aurora are registered, and which much exceeds, I believe, any previous record of the

kind. It was the custom of Captain Maguiee and his officers to make a distinguishing

mark opposite to the entry of every hourly obseiwation of the declinometer when aurora

was visible
; and in the Tables received at 'SYoolvich, the observations so distinguished

are written in red ink, and those when no aurora was visible, in black ink. In the

months of December, January and February, in which months there was scarcely any

daylight, and the sky was generally freest from clouds, we find, in the ffi’st year, the

whole number of hourly observations in the tliree months to have been 1786; the

number at which aurora was seen, 464; and the number at which it was either not

present or obscured by clouds, 1322 ; and in the same three months of the second year,

the numbers were respectively 1837, 615 and 1222. Thus, in the six months, there

were 1079 hours when aurora was seen contemporaneously with the declinometer

observation, and 2544 hours at which it was either not present or not tisible ; in other

words, aurora was actually seen contemporaneously with little less than one-third the

number of hourly observations in the sis months. The hours when aui’ora was most

common were from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. ; and if we examine on how many days in the above-

named sis months the aurora was seen, and on how many days it was not seen, we find

that it was seen between 7 p.m. and 7 a.m. on 131 days, and that it was not seen (during

the whole twenty-four hours) on 22 days
;

or, as it may be otherwise stated, during the

months of December, January and February, in two successive years, the aurora was

actually seen sis days out of every seven.

When the 1079 observations of the aurora are distributed into the difierent hours of

their occurrence, we find them to have been as follows :

—

Table VI.

Showing the number of times that the Aurora is recorded to have been seen at the

several observation-hours in the months of December, Januaiy, and Februaiy

1852-1853, and in the same months in the following year.

Hours of local

civil time.

Number of

auroras

observed.

Hours of local

civil time.

Number of

auroras

observed.

Hours of local

civil time.

Number of

auroras

observed.

Hours of local

civil time.

Number of

auroras

observed.

6 A.M. 66 Noon. 0 6 P.M. 30 Midnight. 85

7 A.M. 54 1 P.M. 0 7 P.M. 56 1 A.M. 103
8 A.M. 28 2 P.M. 0 8 P.M. 56 2 A.M. 98

9 A.M. 10 3 P.M. 0 9 P.M. 60 3 A.M. 95
10 A.M. 2 4 P.M. 5 10 P.M. 77 4 A.M. 80
11 A.M. 0 5 P.M. 15 1 1 P.M. 88 5 A.M. 71

We perceive by this Table, that there is not a single instance recorded of the aui'ora

having been seen between II a.m. and 3 p.m., both hours included ; and as there is httle

or no daylight at these hours during the months in question, the general absence of

aurora (and not merely its inmsihilUy) in this part of the twenty-four hours may fairly

be inferred. The most frequent hour of its appeai’ance is I a.m. ;
and the great degree
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of regularity in the decrease of the numbers on either side of the maximum is a very

remarkable feature. The progression bears a very close resemblance and analogy to that

of the ivesterly disturbances at Point Barrow, as seen in Table IV., and appears to have

little or nothing in common Avith the progression of the easterly disturbances at Point

Barrow in the same Table.

The presence of aurora is however by no means to be regarded as an indication of the

contemporaneous existence of a disturbance of sufficient magnitude to be admitted into

the category of the “ disturbed ” observations of this paper. In the six months referred

to, in which the aurora was recorded at 1079 hours, only 272 of the contemporaneous

observations were, in this sense, “ disturbed,” and 807 were not so ; i. e. 272 out of 1079,

or only about one-fourth of the observations made during the recorded presence of the

aurora, differed as much as 22'’86 from the normal at the same hour and in the same

month.

Of the fact, that the aggregate amount of disturbance at Point Barrow, when compared

AAith Toronto, greatly exceeds the calculation founded on the inverse proportion of the

horizontal force at the two stations, there can be no reasonable doubt. To what is this

disproportion OAAung 1 Is it, as some may suppose, that Point Barrow is situated nearer

than Toronto to the locahty where the greatest intensity of disturbance is manifested 1

If it be so,—and this, be it remembered, is a question Avhich admits of being ascertained

by future investigations, similar to the present, at stations suitably chosen,—the question

AA'hich will immediately present itself will be, by what peculiar physical or other conditions

the locality of the greatest intensity of disturbance is distinguished. In the mean time,

the widely dissimilar proportions of the disturbance-variation, and of the solar-diurnal

variation, at Point Barrow and Toronto, supply additional evidence of the distinct law^s

by Avhich the tAvo classes of phenomena are governed, and of the necessity of their being

separately studied *.

* The disturbances at Point Barrow do not appear to give support to a conjecture that has been recently

expressed, that the “ occasional disturbances may possibly include two distinct classes of changes, obeying

separate laws, one of them being strictly periodic and constituting a part of the regular diurnal change,

whilst the other is strictly abnormal and simultaneous at different stations.” The regular diurnal change

at Point Barrow has its greatest easterly elongation about 7 a.m., which is nearly the hour of the greatest

westerly disturbance-variation
;
and its greatest westerly elongation about 1 p.m., at which time the disturb-

ances, both easterly and westerly, are nearly a minimum. The indications of the phenomena seem therefore

to be as nearly opposed as can well be to the conjecture referred to. It is quite true that if the attempt be

made to obtain the laws of the disturbances from observations from which the effects of the regular diurnal

variation have not been previously eliminated, the laws so obtained will include “ two distinct classes of

changes, obeying separate laws, one of them constituting a part of the regular diurnal variation.” But

when suitable processes have been employed, by which the mean influence of the regular diurnal variation

has been eliminated from the observations which are used in examining the periodic laws of the disturbances,

and when the characteristic value of a large disturbance has been taken in proper proportion to the ordinary

range of the diurnal variation, I have not found in any case an indication of an admixtm’e in the disturb-

ance laws of an element corresponding in its turning-hours, &c. to the periodic laws of the regular solar-

diurnal variation.—Sept. 5, 1857.

MDCCCLVII. 3 X
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The dip of the needle was observed usually twice in each week, sometimes with the

9^-inch circle, and sometimes with the 6-inch. From October 1852 to June 1853

inclusive, 74 observations of the dip were made, and from October 1853 to June 1854

inclusive, 71. The abstract of the monthly results obtained by these observations is con-

tained in the following Table.

Table VII.

Mean Dip of the Needle obtained in each Month.

Months.
Circle

employed.

No. of

observa-

tions.

Dip. Months.
Circle

employed.

No. of

observa-

tions.

Dip.

in. O /
in. o /

1852. October 6 6 81 38*7 N. 1853. October 91 5 81 32-8 N.

„ November ... 91 11 81 30-0 „ November ... 91 10 81 34-5

„ December ... 91 8 81 32-8 „ December ... 91 9 81 32-3

1853. January 91 9 81 33-4 1854. January 6 8 81 31-8

„ February 6 9 81 39-9 „ February 6 6 81 36-3

,, March 91 8 81 39-0 ,, March 6 9 81 38-3

„ April 91 8 81 42-4
,, April 91 8 81 34-0

» May 91 9 81 33-9 » May 91 10 81 37-8

„ June 6 6 81 34-3 „ June 91 6 81 42-4

Mean 1852-1853 74 81 36*0 i Mean 1853-1854 71 81 35-6

Of the 18 monthly determinations, 12 were observed with the 9 1-inch circle and 6 A^ith

the 6 -inch. The mean of the 12 with the 9^-inch is 81° 35'‘4 N., and the mean of the

6 with the 6-inch is 81° 36'- 6 N.

There are also Term Observations of the Declination at 5' intervals on twenty term

days, ^. e. from November 1852 to July 1854 inclusive, omitting August 1853. These

are reserved at Woolwich, in the hope of finding that corresponding obsen ations were

made elsewhere. It is much to be feared that few, if any, corresponding observations

will be found to have been made over the whole extent of the North xlmerican Con-

tinent.

The hourly observations at Point Barrow which have furnished the results discussed

in this paper, are printed in the following pages. The observations recorded diuing the

presence of aurora are distinguished by an asterisk prefixed.
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Point Barrow, 1852; Lat. 71° 21' N. Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division =2'‘286. Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

Mean
O'-. D. 2'-. S'-. 4K 5". 6K 7*“. 8\ 9\ 10>>. ll*-.

roint barrow lime.

D.

1

2

sc. div. sc. fliv. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div.

3

4

5 82-5 75-0 77-0 74-2 78-0 70-0 75*0 *73-0 *78-0 *85-0

6 73-5 77-5 78 0 79-0 77-0 75-5

7 75*0 74-0

8 77-5 77-7 76-5 77-2 70-5 78-0 77*5 74-5 79-0 79-0 78-0 *76-0

9 78-2 78-0 78-5 77-7 77-0 76-0 65*5 75-0 *62-0 *73-0 70-0 78-2

10 80-0 79-0 80-0 77-5 75-0 78-0 *74-0 *71-3 *80-0 *57-0 *74-0 *51-0

11 73-0 78-0 72-0 76-0 62-0 85-0 87-2 86-0 85*5 53-0 *50-0 58-0

12 87-0 73-2 70-8 78-0 89-2 86-0 81-0 74-0 72-0 88-0 68-0 Ho)
13 73-0 72-0 73-0 77'2 79-0 79-0 65-0 *74-5 *(a) *15-0 81-5 71-0

14

a 15 80-0 72-0 73-0 75‘0 76-0 75*0 77-2 77-0 77‘0 72-2 91-7 76-5

> 16 72-0 59-2 64-7 68-0 70-0 70-0 73-0 *68-0 *48-0 *69-0 *75-0 *46-0
O 17 66-2 73-5 75’0 76*5 75-0 75-5 83-0 73-0 76-0 59*0 72-0 15-2

18 71-0 72-0 72-0 72-0 75-0 65-0 74-5 69-8 76-0 *73-5 *71-0 *77-0

19 76-0 78-0 69 0 72-0 74-0 75-0 70-0 70-0 75-0 67‘0 76-0 70-0

20
21

75-0 74-0 73-7 77-7 77-0 73-0 75-0 74-0 75*0 75*0 75-0 75-0

22 79-0 77-0 79-0 72*0 73-0 75-8 77*5 75-2 78-0 78-0 *75-0 *76-0

23 74-0 76-0 74-0 71-0 68-0 75-0 72-0 78-0 76-0 81-0 75-2 72-0

24 65-0 78'0 77-5 78-5 82-0 74-0 75-0 76-0 74-0 76-0 79-0 76-0

25 74-0 76-0 72-0 67-5 70-0 79-0 75-3 80-0 75-0 75-5 79-0 75*0

26 79-0 66-5 53-5 72*1 *760 *88-5 *80-0 74-0 76*5 9P0 *102-0 80-2

27
28

80-0 76-0 71*0 83-0 84-0 76-0 76-0 76-0 77-0 77-0 t 75-0 75-2

29 71-2 72-0 70-0 71-5 69-0 75-0 73-0 78-0 74-0 74-0 74-0 73-0

-
30 69-0 72-0 72-0 69-0 74-0 70-0 62-0 63-5 33-5 71-8 *66-0 85-0

1 64-7 73-0 74-0 71-0 71-0 73-0 69-0 73-0 65*0 69-0 *82-0 *108-0

2 71-0 71-7 71-0 70-9 72-0 74-0 76-5 *62-0 *95-0 *62-0 *100-0 *37-0

3 75-0 60*5 67-5 67-0 72-0 710 69-0 72-0 71-5 72-5 73-0 72-0

4

5

66-0 74-0 70-0 70-0 72-0 72-0 71-0 *62-4 77'5 69-0 69*5 66-0

6 81-0 75-3 76-2 76-5 79-6 80-0 80-5 79‘0 78-0 76-0 *78-0 *60-0

7 73-0 77-0 75‘0 76‘0 71-5 77-0 *75-5 *86-0 *82-0 *73-2 *89-0 *72-0

8 73-0 65-0 68-0 72-0 76-0 78-0 *74-0 *88-0 76-7 *56-5 *69-0 *75-0

9 65-0 66-0 78-0 76-0 72-0 75-0 73-0 *66*5 *70-0 *71-7 *79-7 71-1

10 75'5 68-0 75-0 73-0 72-7 78-5 78-0 *83-0 81-0 *72-5 *85-0 *88-0

11

1 2

75-0 75-0 78-5 79-0 77-5 87-0 73-0 *78-0 *75-0 *76-0 *75-0 *110-0

13 72-3 75-0 79-5 59-0 75'0 70-0 81-0 107-0 90*0 *87-0 *76-0 *100 0

1
Ir'

14 68-0 79-6 79-0 72-0 52-0 *79-0 85-0 76-0 99-0 *81-0 *77-0 *82-0

1 5 79-0 73-0 77-0 79-0 78-0 80-0 80-0 *80-0 *76-0 *89-0 *86-3 *77-0

1
S 16 81-0 82*0 81-0 86-0 81-0 79-5 76-5 80-0 81-0 80-0 81*5 83*0

1 o
i 0/ 17 83-0 85-3 82-0

Q 18

19

20
1

1

21 82-0 84-0 89*0 86-0 86-0 87-0 85-0 S6-5 82-3
1

1

22 77-5 77-0 85*3 81-3 82-0 85-7 77-0 *82-3 *85-5 87*7 80-0 92-0

1

23 89-0 72-0 89-0 92-0 86-0 81-0 87-2 89-0 91-5 87*7 91-2 90-0
1 24 81-0 82-0 77-0 82-0 89-0 75-0 80-0 86-7 84-0 85*0 S7'5 84-0

25
0(5

75-0 75-5 85-5 8.3-3 84-5 84-0 87-0 84*0 80-0 ^145-0 74-0 81-0

27 83-0 82-0 86-0 82-0 83-0 81-0 85-0 86-0 88-0 77-0 86-0 90-0
28 94-0 82-0 75-0 *69-0 *78-0 *65-7 *43-0 106-0 73-0 *67-0

29 80-0 82-0 86-0 86-0 *79-5 *78-0 *80-2 *80-0 88-0 83-0 90-0 82-7
30 86*0 84-0 87-0 86-0 85-7 85-0 83-0 86-0 87-0 85-0 *86-0 87-0
31 85-7 84-0 83-0 86-0 87-0 83-0 86-0 *84-0 81-5 83-0 83-0 81-0

Observations noted with a * were made when the Aurora was visible. (a) Off Scale West.
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Point Barrow, 1852; Lat. 71° 21' N. Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division =2*286. Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

12'>. IS**. 14**. IS**. le**. 17’'. 18". ig*-. 20‘‘. 21*'. 22*’. 23\
Mean

Point Barrow Time.

sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. D.

1

2

-j

*105-0 73-0 82-7 81-2 82-0 83-0 92-3 96-0 79-3 69-0 87-2 75-0

3

4

5

6

777-0 75-0 87-0 81-0 88-0 81-0 85-0 86-0 88-0 85-0 80-2 76-5
*84-0 92-8 78-0 89-0 81-7 80-0 83-2 91-0 95-0 86-2 84-5 78-0 8

77*5 85-0 *75-0 82-0 81-0 9
*71-0 72-0 *76-0 85-2 89-0 80-0 89-0 92-0 156-5 118-7 116-5 61-0 10 1

78*7 79-0 81-0 85-0 86-0 115-0 94-0 89-0 94-0 106-0 86-0 107-0 11

60-0 53-0 68-0 63-7 *132-0 23-0 *(«) *93-5 88-2 1-7 84-2 76-0 12
89*0 78-^ 13

*81-0 84-0 82-0 79-5 97-0 94-0 78-5 74-0 81-7 80-0 14 OJ

76*0 73-0 80-0 83-0 92-0 76-0 80-2 90-0 75-0 87-5 61*5 85-0 15

78-5 77-0 73-5 92-2 85-6 82-0 92-0 95-0 79-0 76-0 84-0 78-0 16

89-0 84-0 79-0 104-0 86-5 94-0 83-5 89-5 68-0 68-5 71-0 17 0

76-0 78-0 54-0 78-0 84-0 81-0 86*0 93-0 85-5 82*5 77-0 74 0 18

78*0 75-0 68-0 86-5 76-0 76-0 76-0 75-0 78-0 75-0 75-0 75-0 19

75*7 76-7 20
80-0 80-0 78-5 79-5 80-0 81-3 78-0 //•/ 85-0 84-0 75-0 21

73-2 *84-0 78-0 65-0 82-0 84-0 95-0 84-0 87-5 89-0 82-0 74-7 22
75-0 73-0 75-0 86-0 82-0 85-0 81-2 88-0 95-0 90-0 98-0 63-0 23
82*5 85*5 55-2 78-0 76-3 790 82-0 83-0 87-0 86-0 82-0 72-0 24
79-0 79-0 76-5 78-5 79-0 70-0 84-0 135-1 80-0 95-0 62-0 82-0 25
96*0 *76-4 *53-0 84-3 106-5 *66-5 82-8 93-4 71-6 96-0 92-7 77-5 26
73*7 73-5 27

79-5 72-3 77-0 74-3 77-0 79-0 78-0 77-5 77-2 79-0 76-0 28
74*0 75-0 73-7 *65-0 69-0 87-0 81-0 70-7 75-5 73-0 78-0 77-0 29
78*5 87-2 76-0 *78-0 72-0 83-5 70-0 72-5 75-0 78-0 72-0 69-5 30

*114-5 *(a
)

*78-0 *82-0 *89-0 105-0 68-2 135-0 73-0 58-0 70-0 67-5 1

*20-0 90-0 86-0 70-3 *79'0 69-0 79-0 76-0 73-0 77-0 61-0 80-0 2
73-0 70-0 71-0 *75-5 75-0 74-0 81-0 88-8 *108-0 89-0 82-0 65-0 3

69-0 67-0 4

*74-0 *83-0 82-0 *78-0 *95-0 *8.3-0 *66-0 84-0 83-0 91-0 82-0 5

*83-0 *88-6 69-0 *87-0 *82-5 *85-0 *91-5 *94-0 85-0 125-0 92-0 78-0 6
*67-2 *80-0 *78-0 *83-0 *82-0 *76-9 *840 *112-2 *119-8 95-0 96-0 80-0 7
*77-0 *66-0 *89-0 *86-0 *99-0 *83-0 *97-0 *79-0 *92-0 81-0 86-0 66-5 8

152-r, *55-0 83-5 89-0 *103-0 77-0 76-0 104-0 105-0 76-5 73-5 61-0 9
*88-0 *102-7 *53-5 *69-7 *84-0 95-0 105-0 81-5 81-0 78-0 83-0 86-0 10

67-3 *50-0 11

*95-2 *87-0 *84-0 62-0 *107-0 *105-0 *109-0 *120-0 50-3 94-0 76-0 12

83-0 86-0 78-0 *67-5 84-5 79-0 83-0 108-0 76-2 82-5 81-5 85-0 13

*78-0 *77-5 *82-0 *77-5 *84-5 82-0 89-0 *87-0 86-5 76-0 80-0 80-0 14 u
81*0 *80-5 *81-0 86-5 92-0 88-7 83-3 91-4 80-0 83-5 83-0 81-0 15

80-0 90-0 91-0 96-0 89-0 88-5 93-0 87-5 103-0 84-0 79-7 82-0 16 V £
f

17 0
01

18 Q
19

20

87-0 87*5 87-0 85-0 84-0 90-0 91-2 93-0 90-0 103-0 98-0 101-0 21

85-0 87-3 73-3 *77-5 96-8 105-3 107-9 125-0 100-9 99-7 110-0 69-0 22

1 70-0 67-0 72-0 89-0 83-0 91-0 80-0 100-7 1.33-5 91-0 77-5 80-0 23

!
82-5 93 5 100-0 92-0 89-0 92-0 112-0 82-0 87-0 96-0 80-0 88-5 24
88-0 86-0 2.5

87-7 87-0 84-0 880 85-5 86-0 85-0 87-0 90-0 (a )
80-0 26

88-0 61 -5 90-0 91-0 97-0 117-5 92-0 104-0 92-0 92-0 90-0 95-0 27
*78-5 81-0 83-0 96-0 110-0 *104-0 *111-0 *102-0 122-5 119-0 102-0 114-0 28
70-0 70-5 19-5 91-0 85-0 85-0 85-0 85-2 85-0 83-0 87-5 85-0 29

*104-0 *83-0 *92-0 *90-5 86-0 90-0 91-5 88-0 86-0 87-0 87-0 86-8 30

87-0 *92-0 *96*0 *84-0 *92-0 85-0 91-0 100-3 98-0 95-0 82-0 85-0 31

(a) Off Scale West.



518 MAJOE-GEKEEAL SABIKE OX THE EESEXTS OE HOTELY OBSEEVATIOXS

Point Barrow, 1853; Lat. 71° N. Long. 156^ 15' W. ^Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division = 2 ''286 . Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

1

j

Mean
!
Point Barrow Time.

Oh
. P . 2h . 3h . 4h . 5 *^. 6h . 7 h . 8h .

gh.

1

IQh. llh.

1
D- sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div.

j

sc. div. SC. div.

i

1 77-3 82-3 81-0 80-0 *85-0 *91-0 *86-0 *80-0 *84-0 *71*0 :

*73*0 *72-0

i 3 92-0 83-0 82-1 85-0 85-0 86-0 87*0 87-0 89*0 89*0 *90*5 *92*5

4 84-0 85-0 86-0 89-0 88-0 89-5 86-0 88-0 88*5 89*0 89*0 88*0

1
5 92-5 95-0 86-3 88-0 86-0 89-0 *82-5 *91-0 ^93*7 87*0 *89*0 *92*0

6 95-0 89-0 85-0 88-0 89-0 *85-0 *86-0 *86-0 *85-0 *79*0 * 121*0 *94*0

7 94-0 86-0 84-5 85-0 87-0 89-5 82-0 89-0 *86-0 *91*0 *86*0 *62*0

i

8
Q

89-0 78-0 83'0 87-0 91-0 88-0 83-0 92-0 103*5 . 105*5
I

1 82*0 75*0

10 96-0 92-0 86-0 91-0 93-0 82-0 90-0 87-0 91*0 92*0 94*0 91*0

11 99-0 91-0 92-0 97-7 92-0 92-0 92-5 91-0 92*0 - 91*0 90*5 *88*0

12 92-0 87-0 89-0 900 93-0 85-0 92-5 85*0 92*0
;

92*0 86*0 *90*0

13 89-0 84-0 83*0 87-0 82-5 84-0 *86-0 *91-0 89*0 89*0 *91*0 *94*5
'

14 93-0 80-0 85-0 86-0 88-0 *86-0 *84-0 *95-0 *90*0 * 101-0 *93*0 *91*0
1

^
1

15 91-0 88-0 90-0 85-0 92-0 81-0 92-0 *86-0 *92-5 *93*0 *94*0 *92 0

1 3 << 16

17 88-0 89-0 86-8 84-0 82-0 92-0 *90-0 *88-0 *89*7 *89*0 *85-0 *92*5

18 800 74*0 63-0 78-0 83-0 76-0 76 0 *70-0 *81*0 *86*5 *80*0 *70*0

19 77-0 75-0 80-3 70-0 79-0 80-0 81-0 81-0 83*2 81*5 81*7 80*7

20 84-0 78-0 80-0 86-0 82-0 80*0 77-0 80-0 81*0 80*0 *82-0 * 103*0

1
21 82-5 81-0 82-0 81-0 81-0 86-0 81-0 80-5 85*0 83*0 82*0 72*0

22 82-3 86-0 82-0 81-0 81-0 82-0 83-0 83-0 86*0 83*0 83*3 81*0

24 80-0 80-0 82-0 81-0 79-0 80*0 80-0 73*5 76*0 92*0 82*0 81*0

25 78-0 79-0 79-0 82-0 84-0 83-0 86-0 82-0 81*0 84*2 84*0 83*0

26 83-0 83-0 82’0 76-0 79-0 83-0 82-0 84-0 82*0 81*0 82*5 81-0

27 85-0 81-0 82-5 81-5 80-0 79-0 * 82-0 *78-5 *79*0 *80*0 *78*0 *81*0

]

28 82-0 79-0 81-0 83-0 85‘0 79-0 80-0 83-0 84*0 82*2 81*0 82*0

1

29
QA

82-0 84-0 80-5 79-0 78-0 77-0 78-5 80-0 86*0 82*0 79*5 95*0

1 1

; 31 98-5 83-5 83-5 87-0 87-0 88-0 85-0 85-0 85*3 88*0 *84*0 *87-0

! r 1 750 74-0 83-0 87-0 81-0 84-5 *69-0 *82-5 *79*5 *88*2 *86*0 *81*0

2 92-2 84-0 83-0 84-0 87-0 85-0 88-0 86-0 86*0 86 0 *86*0 *81*5

3 87-0 85-5 80-5 87-0 86-5 83-0 82-0 *87-0 *89*0 *76*0 *91*0 *83*0

4 90-0 84-3 84-7 81-0 87-0 85-0 *87-5 *88-5 *82*0 *90*0 *86*0 86*0

5 95-0 94-0 87*0 81-0 79-0 76-0 84-0 88*0 85*0 *92*0 *91*0 *85*0

i 7 85-0 80-0 78-5 78-0 79-3 85-0 82-0 81-0 78*0 *92*0 *99*7 *63*5

8 81-0 80-0 78*3 81-0 83-0 81-0 81-0 83-0 81*0 79*0 *75*0 *81*0

9 82-0 79-0 82-0 86-0 87-0 82-0 86-0 82-0 82*5 82*0 81*3 *80*5

10 86-0 76-0 62-0 68-0 74-0 67-0 71-0 n9-o *84*0 83*0 *82*0 *82*0

11 82*0 86-0 80-0 82-0 82-0 80-0 85-0 *79-0 *83*0 *81*0 *84*0 *82*5

12
1 ^

81-0 78-0 82-0 83-0 87-0 85-0 83-0 80-0 82*5 84*0 81*0 *82*5

i J
14 82-0 73-0 76’2 88-0 80-0 88-3 80-0 *67*0 *85*0 *83*0 * 108*0 '* 103*7

15 89-0 86-0 89-0 86-0 79-0 83-0 84-0 79*5 85*0 81*0 *89*0
!

*85-0

16 89-0 81-0 78-0 80-0 76-0 72-0 83-0 70*0 70*0 68*0 65*0
1

89*0

17 80-0 87-0 76-0 81-0 86-0 800 89-0 80*0 81*2 86*5 81*0
i

75*0

18 83-0 72-0 77-0 78-0 81-0 82-0 85-0 85*0 83*0 83*0 82*0
i

81*0

19
90

84-0 84-0 82-0 81-5 82-0 81-0 77-0 80-0 84*0 80*0 *69-0
\

i

*62*0

21 88-0 85-0 74-0 81-0 79-0 77-5 81-0 75*0 76*0 68*0
1

I

82*0
:

77*0

22 78-0 82-0 76-0 79-0 85-0 89-0 74-0 77*0 76*5 78*0 ' 72*0
j

41*5

23 81-5 69-0 73-0 75'0 78-0 76'0 78-0 75*0 79*0 78*0 76*0 83*3

24 80-0 82-0 85-0 78*0 79-0 70-8 77-0 74*2 *73*0 * 79-0 *75*0 ' *92*0

25 74-9 78'0 77-0 77-0 78-8 77*6 77-8 81*0 80*9 81*6 81*3 80*0

26 78-0 78-0 77-0 76-0 82-0 81-0 79-0 82'0 82*0 84*0 85*0 82*5

28 79*0 83-0 76'0 79-0 71-0 76‘0 83-5 84*0 83*0 81*0 *76*0 D 09-0

Observations noted with a * were made when the Aurora was visible.



OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION AT POINT BAEEOW. oil)

Point Barrow, 1853; Lat. 71° 21' N. Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division =2'*286. Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

12 '-. ISi-. 14>>. ISh . 1G >'. 17 ''. ISh . 19 ''. 20 ''. 21 ''. 22 ''. 23''.
Mean

Point Barrow Time.

sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div . sc. div. D .

*92-3 91-0 1

*80-0 83-0 89-0 90-0 89-0 84-0 88-0 86-0 87-0 93-0 87-0 2
*51-0 94-0 91-0 87-0 90-0 101-5 99-0 98-0 99-0 104-0 1000 80-2 3
*84-0 88-0 89-0 91-0 91-0 *90-0 87-0 88-0 91-5 91-0 93-0 93-0 4

102-0 65-0 99-5 68-0 95-0 110-0 99-0 *91-0 100-0 86-0 93 0 92-0 f)

*95-0 *89-0 93-5 86-0 86-0 84-0 88-0 92-0 84-0 93-0 106-0 90-0 6

59-0 77-0 101-0 154-0 44-0 93-0 95-0 103-5 102-0 90-3 90-0 90-0 7
93-0 84-0 8

108-0 *74-0 96-5 97-2 94-5 101-0 101-0 102-0 157-0 112-0 58-5 9
84-0 («) 102-0 104-0 103-0 102-0 94-0 *97-2 93-0 91-0 86-0 95-0 10

95-0 97-0 96-0 93-5 102-0 94-0 96-3 99-0 102-5 108-0 86-0 90 0 11

92-0 89-0 78-0 900 105-0 132-0 109-0 141-0 115-0 80-0 87-5 102-0 12
*88-0 970 93-2 96-0 90-0 1 14-0 * 100-0 85-5 95-5 96-5 108-5 85-0 13
*84-0 72-0 107-0 95-0 96-0 *95-0 99-0 97-0 98-0 95-0 97-0 92-0 14
*90-0 *92-0 15

76-0 64-0 86-0 *87-0 * 145-0 99-0 115-0 89-0 39-0 81-0 95-0 16
*83-3 85-2 92-0 92-0 *93-2 95-0 89-0 99-0 * 114-0 103-0 84-0 82-0 17
*84-0 52-5 102-0 63-0 84-0 80-0 102-0 98-0 96-2 100-0 97-5 82-0 18
*82*2 82-3 *62-0 71-0 84-0 83-8 84-0 84-7 84-0 84-5 89-9 82-0 19
*92-0 90-0 86-0 75-0 104-0 109-0 * 121-0 78-5 79-0 82-0 86-0 83-5 20
83*5 80-0 94-0 84-0 860 88-0 89-0 83-0 84-0 85-0 85-0 82-0 21

81-1 82-0 22
75-0 82-0 82-5 84-0 86-0 92-0 87-0 89-0 88-0 89-0 81-0 23

81-0 *89-0 91-0 96-0 88-0 94-0 95-0 95-0 83-5 89-0 82-0 75-0 24
82-5 83-0 84-0 84-2 84-0 86-0 87-5 85-0 84-0 82-5 86-0 82-0 25
80-0 *73-5 85-0 84-0 83-0 84-0 89-0 85-0 85-0 81-0 82-0 84-0 26

*72-0 88-0 78-5 * 103-0 108-5 94-0 93-0 88-0 92-0 88-0 85-0 82-5 27
83-0 82-0 85-0 *80-0 84-0 86-0 89-0 87-0 87-0 94-0 85-0 86-0 28
69-0 82-0 29

87-0 87-0 *91-0 *88-0 107-0 91-0 99-0 88-2 87-0 92-0 95-0 30
1 *86-0 86-0 112-0 89-0 106-5 89-0 90-0 95-0 90-0 89-5 92-0 89-0 31

73-5 88-0 *73-0 92-0 86-0 88-0 127-0 95-0 87-0 79-0 80-0 84-0 1

*72-0 94-0 98-2 *97-5 94-0 96-0 93-0 90-0 86-0 88-0 86-0 91-0 2
*94-0 88-0 *88-0 116-0 141-0 95-0 *95-0 113-0 104-0 94-5 96-0 83-0 3

86’5 83-0 79-0 76-5 88-0 87-0 95-0 105-0 102-0 130 0 72-0 82-0 4
*85-0 63-0 5

88-0 86-0 92-0 89-0 95-0 93-0 99-0 89-0 88-0 87-5 86-0 6

73-0 90-0 83-0 81-5 95-0 87-0 82-0 88-0 106-0 80-0 83-0 84-0 7
65-0 72-0 69-0 66-5 60-0 83-0 85-0 87-0 85-0 86-0 82-0 81-0 8

105-0 86-0 82-0 85-0 84-0 87-0 75-0 81-0 80-0 95-0 92-0 89-0 9
81*0 80-0 86-0 78-0 89-0 91-0 88-0 96-0 78-0 83-0 85-0 80-0 10

72-5 83-0 78-0 87-0 96-0 98-0 91-0 84-0 85-0 89-0 87-0 85-0 11

86-0 84-0 12

74-0 11 0-0 81-0 85-0 67-5 68-0 126-0 90-0 93-0 104-0 59-0 13
*80-0 94-0 78-0 86-0 84-0 86-0 89-0 87-0 85-5 86-5 85-0 81-0 14 d
*87-0 88-0 83-0 73-5 97-0 90-0 95-0 102-0 115-0 102-0 86 0 87-0 15

81-0 94-0 103-0 114-5 99-0 96-0 97*0 93-0 102-0 111-0 115-0 83-0 16 Oi

86-0 85-0 89-0 *86-0 83-0 88-5 79-0 73-0 91-0 83-0 80-0 82-0 17

85-0 78-0 85-0 *92-0 *94-0 93-0 85-0 87-0 83-0 81-0 86-0 80-0 18
*65-0 78-5 19

99-5 114-0 * 84-0 87-2 91-0 98-0 102-0 108-0 69-5 98-0 100-0 20
75-0 86-0 82-0 81-0 95-0 98-7 91-0 96-0 94-0 102-0 104-0 98-0 21 t

103-5 70-0 74-0 86-0 92-0 95 0 88-0 89-0 76-0 75-0 73-0 74-5 22
80-0 78-0 83-0 79-0 78-5 79-0 84-0 78-0 80-0 740 78-0 78-0 23
78-0 82-0 76-0 64-0 67-0 *96-0 93-0 88-0 95-0 96-2 84-0 84-0 24
80-2 *80-0 84-0 80-0 91-0 90-0 820 84-5 94-1 100-8 78-0 78-0 25
83-0 82-0 26

104-0 91-0 93-0 96-0 92-0 96-0 110-0 100-0 105-0 85-0 85-0 27
89-0 *89-0 89-0 87-0 85-0 102-0 94-0 92-0 92-0 70-0 86-0 75-0 28

(a) Off Scale East,



520 MAJOE-GENEEAL SABINE ON THE EESULTS OE HOTJELY OBSEETATIONS

Point Barrow, 1853; Lat. 71° 21' N. Long. 156^ 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division = 2
'’286 . Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

Mean
Point Barrow Time.

O'*. l*-. 2K 3". 4\
1

5^. 6\
1 1

S'*,

j

9".
I

lO*-. 11''.

D. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div.
,

sc. div.
'

sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div.

1 83-0 79-0 82-5 80-0 78-0 83-0 81-5
I

88-0 *82-0 *80-0 *70-5 *80-2

2 80-0 82-0 76-2 81-0 80-0 82-0 84-0
:

83-0 82-5 83-0 75-0 73-0

3 82-0 80-0 78-0 82-0 82-0 82-2 79-0
j

84-0 81-0 82-0 82-0 85-0

1 4 89-0 84-0 71-5 81-5 80-0 82-5 84-2 84-0 77-0 81-0 *82-0 *84-0

5
f:

77*0 82-0 78-0 81-0 83-0 81-0 82-0
;

85-0 83-0 *82-0 *81-0 *»4-0

7 54-0 62-0 87-0 83-0 75 0 82-0 80-0 ; 86-0 52-5 92-5 72-5 72-0

8 62-0 530 97-5 80-0 90-0 83-0 79-0 71-5 *88-2
;

*89-0 *76-0 *23-0

9 75-0 73-0 85-3 88-0 70-0 88-0 82-0
j

792 74-0 94-0 95-0 69-0

10 76-0 79-0 66-0 77-0 68-0 84-0 79-0 88-5 73-0 *74-5 *75-0 *75-0

11 109-0 63-0 71-0 72-0 83-0 79-0 85-0 123-0 *80-0 *110-0 *69-5 *72-0

12
1

89-0 62-5 71-5 79-2 46-5 76-0 72-5 67-2 87-0 *95-5 *94-0 *97-0

14 88-0 86-0 79-5 84-2 80-0 89-0 78-0 85 0 83-3 84-5 *89-0 *86-5

JZ 15 77-7 83-0 70-3 80-0 83-0 84-0 76-0 87-5 84-0 82-0 83-5 82-0

16 95-5 85‘5 88-5 83'

0

78-0 89-0 85-5 88-5 102-5 86-5 106-0 84-5

17 89-0 73‘5 80-0 85‘0 78-5 81-2 82-5 90-5 76-5 *83-0 *80-7 *76-0

18 75-0 78-0 83-2 83-5 94-0 81-0 86-0 78-5 83-5 83 5 86-0 84-5

1

19
on

91-0 105'0 85-0 87-0 84-0 83-5 76*5 81-5 *87-3 85-5 88-7 S6-0

21 85-0 82 0 84-0 83-0 81-0 105-0 93-5 85-0 82-7 84-3 84-0 84-0

22 82-0 970 97-0 85-0 87-0 83-0 85-0 86-0 84-0 85-0 96-0 96-0

1

23 86-2 79-5 82-4 80-7 79-9 82-0 81-3 76-5 79-3 77-3 *68-5 *68-5

24 83-5 78-5 81-0 79-0 84-0 82-0 91-0 94-0 78-5 84-0 79-0 79-0

25 83-0 84-0 80-5 75'0 83-0 85‘0 85-0 84-0 86-0 86-2 820 78-2

1 26 82-0 78-7 86-0 83-0 8 4-5 84-0 85’5 84-5 78-0 7o'3 *64-5 *102-5
;

27
28 83-0 86-0 84-0 85-0 81-0 85-3 80-0 82-0 80-5 89-2 89 0 *85-0

29 87-0 76-5 85-0 84-7 81-5 83-0 82-5 87-5 84-0 83-8 78-0 *97-0

30 71-7 93-0 86-0 84-5 81-5 82-0 85-0 85-0 83-7 92-0 *81-5 *85-0

1

31 82-0 89-0 88-0 86-0 83-0 85-0 85-0 85-5 88-5 95-0 94-0 *103-0
1

r 1 83-0 86-0 90-0 82-7 85-0 77-0 77-5 77-0 82-0 147-5 *56-0 *60-5 '

2
Q

87 0 84-0 88-0 83-5 84-0 84-0 84-0 86-7 86-0 86-5 86-0 89-0
'

4 86-0 83-0 83-5 82-0 82-0 83-5 83-0 85-0 75-0 45-0 *79-0 *76-0 :

5 143 0 73-5 81-5 74-0 76-2 83-0 86-0 61-0 64-0 92-0 *63-0 *44-0

;

6 82-0 80-0 75'0 84-0 77-0 82-0 81-0 84-5 85-5 77-5 94-0 *76-0

7 81-0 81-2 79-0 81-0 91-0 84-5 84-0 86-0 82-0 75-0 78-5 84-5 '

8 70-0 89-0 74-5 84-5 72-5 79-0 84-0 65-0 68-0 69-0 80-5 *92-7
1

9
lil

74-0 95-5 83-5 76-5 76-2 84-0 70-5 80-0 78-0 81-0 *104-0 *96-0

11 89-0 80-0 78-0 81-0 81-2 81-2 86-0 85-0 93-0 68-0 32-5 7-i*5
1

12 95-0 93-0 76-0 78-0 85-5 82-0 85-0 85-0 86-0 82-5 80-0 86-7
1 13 85-0 86-0 85-5 87-0 85-0 85-0 84-5 85*0 86-0 86-0 84-0 87-0 1

14 90-0 850 79-0 81-0 83-0 84-5 87-0 84-0 80-5 81-5 72-0 76-0
j

TZ 15 88 5 86-0 83-3 88-0 96-0 83-0 79-0 82-5 86-8 90-0 87-5 86-0
1

<
16
1 7

96-7 76-0 82'5 82-0 86-5 84-0 87-0 85-0 86-0 88-7 83-7 76-5 i

i

i

i /

18 87-0 91-0 78-0 800 8.3-0 79-0 87-0 80-5 84-0 82-0 84-2
1

88-0
1

19 85-0 79-0 78-5 82-0 119-0 82-0 87-0 81-0 80-0 79-5 81-5 85-0

1
20 94-0 88-2 74-5 76-8 77-8 80-8 77-0 83-0 83-0 84-5

21 85-0 87-0 84-7 79-0 81-0 80-0 81-0 84-0 87-0 87-0 80-0 76-0

22 76-0 75-0 75-0 84-0 86-0 85-7 70-0 87-0 56-5 64-0 67-5 36-0

23
94

86*5 89-0 84-0 85-0 85-0 82-0 80-0 84-0 88-5 84-0 81-5 78-5

25 91-0 91-4 83-0 78-0 76-5 76-0 85-2 81-0 84-5 83-0 83-0 83-0

26 97-0 95-0 88-0 86-0 81-0 87-0 87-0 89-0 88-0 92-5 88-2 89-0

27 91-0 92-0 84-0 88-0 88-0 89-0 87-0 87-0 88-3 S7-5 90-5 91-5

1
28 91-0 91-0 88-0 86-0 88-0 86-0 85-0 89-0 87-0 76-0 73-0 91-2

i

29 92-0 85-0 91-0 89-0 94-0 88-5 75-0 84-0 84-0 95-0 89-0 82-0

!

30 98-0 88-0 93-0 86-0 84-0 83-0 90-0 85-0 86-0 90-0 82-0 89-0

Observations noted with a * were made when the Aurora was visible.



OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION AT POINT BAEEOW. 521

Point BarroM", 1853; I.at. 71° 21' N. Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division =2'*286. Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

12*'. 13''. ll*-. IS*-. 16". 17". 18". 19". 20". 21". 22". 23". Mean
Point Barrow Time.

sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. D.
*92-0 *95-0 *77-0 *89-0 *86-0 90-0 90-0 89-0 94-0 82-0 88-3 82-0 1

74*5 78-0 84-0 86-0 89-0 109-0 78-0 87-0 85-0 97-0 800 83-0 2
83-0 84-0 81-0 86-5 107-5 96-0 90-0 86-0 86-2 86-0 91-0 72-0 3

*81-0 84-0 92-0 87-5 88-0 98-0 98-0 98-0 96-0 82-0 91-0 76-0 4
*88-0 *78-0 5

*127-6 *82-5 *87-0 *104-5 99-0 85-0 104-0 (a) (a) (a) 138-0 6
121-0 73-0 16-0 43-0 64-0 (6) 82-0 146-0 120-5 113-5 111-0 122-0 7

*130-0 *85-0 *117-0 *35-3 99“0 105-0 101-5 116-0 103-0 78-0 78-0 76-0 8
*54-0 *59-0 *88-0 *92-0 *96-0 90-0 94-0 110-0 94-0 93-0 128-0 95-0 9
83-5 *80-0 *94-0 *93-0 106-0 120-0 110-0 98-0 124-0 92-0 142-0 110-5 10

*71-5 *103-0 *75-0 *91-0 101-5 86-0 94-0 102-0 120-0 72-5 106-0 103-0 11
*77-0 *65-0 12

*115-0 *75-0 *100-0 *85-5 89-0 90-0 92-5 88-0 89-0 86-0 88-0 13
*82-0 *75-0 *82-0 *74-0 *76-0 93-5 90-0 102-3 93-0 97-0 92-5 92-3 14
85-0 78-0 *59-0 *80-0 *97-5 86-0 91-0 95-0 94-0 95-0 96-5 82-0 15
85-0 84-0 88-0 84-0 76-0 84-0 85-0 93-0 96-0 90-0 95-0 67-0 16 ^ -

*70-5 *69-0 *119-0 *103-0 91-0 88-0 84-0 110-0 81-0 78-5 76-5 84-0 17
83-0 99-3 84-0 97-0 87-5 86-5 75-5 94-0 88-5 94-0 84-0 85-0 18

102-5 82-2 19
94-0 88-0 *89-5 95-0 105-0 95-0 93-5 88-0 900 84-0 84-5 20

87-0 91-5 94-5 107-t) 78-0 85-0 90-5 89-0 95-0 88-0 81-0 83-0 21
103-5 81-0 *90-5 87-0 94-0 86-0 84-0 86-0 90-0 91-0 84-0 78-0 22
72-5 74-2 83-2 90-1 102-3 1000 83-1 88-0 85-5 87-0 84-2 86-5 23
81 0 81-0 85-0 82-2 77-0 102-5 97-5 110-5 111-5 120-0 103-0 103-0 24
84-0 91-7 92-0 87-2 87-0 89-0 88-0 96-0 124-5 99-0 80-0 84-0 25

*97-5 86-0 26
*58-5 *85-0 *88-2 125-0 115-0 100-0 95-5 103-0 115-0 77-0 79-0 27

84-1 88-7 87-0 86-0 85-7 147-0 85-5 88-0 88-0 92-0 89-0 87-0 28
*84-0 *91-0 *103-5 71-0 104-5 85-0 94-0 115-0 106-0 83-8 96-5 75-5 29
*87-0 *127-5 *133-0 84-0 96-0 83-0 83-2 106-3 76-0 78-0 85-0 82-5 30
85-0 *111-5 90-0 110-5 91-5 86-5 85-0 80-5 95-0 87-0 88-0 83-0 31

101-3 87-3 *93-0 88-5 90-0 90-0 86-0 87*5 94-0 89-0 90-0 87-6 1

*84-0 *86-0 •••••• 2
92-0 92-0 83-0 87-0 92-0 84-0 86-0 89-0 90-7 87-0 3

*85-5 *81-0 96-0 104-5 87-5 90-2 98-0 97-0 98-0 (a) 150-0 112-0 4
*75-0 *91-7 116-5 85-5 89-2 92-5 21-5 25-5 98-0 135-0 102-0 107-0 6

*104-0 *94-0 96-0 91-0 95-0 102-5 93-0 97-0 117-5 98-5 113-0 75-0 6
33-0 75-0 86-0 95-0 106-0 96-0 115-0 100-0 108-0 80-5 120-7 97-0 7
65-0 *124-0 75-5 78-0 81-0 117-0 112-5 84-0 96-0 135-0 94-0 67-0 8
80-0 50-2 9

151-0 102-0 89-0 90-0 99-7 87-0 91-0 129-5 91-0 96-2 94-0 10
85-0 *90-5 88-0 85-5 97-0 81-0 91-0 99-0 87-0 113-0 84-0 98-5 11

*89-6 *90-5 94-0 81-5 97-5 106-0 108-0 97-5 115-0 105-0 91-0 83-0 12
87-5 81-0 82-0 83-5 .91-0 98-0 96-0 115-0 109-0 102-0 97-0 94-0 13
82-0 75-0 84-0 76-0 91-0 89-7 87-0 79-0 95-5 92-5 89-5 88-0 14
860 89-0 92-0 90-0 96-0 93-0 96-0 89-0 92-0 82-3 95-0 92-3 15
82-0 78-5 16 ^ C-

87-0 97-5 94-0 85-5 92-0 92-6 96-0 99-0 (c) 95-0 17
85-0 82-0 84-5 85-0 97-0 97-7 92-3 114-0 118-0 86-0 125-0 91-0 18
89-0 90-0 98-0 92-5 98-0 94-0 104-0 98-0 101-0 113-0 108-0 112-0 19
70-5 83-0 80-2 89-2 97-2 90-0 92-0 97-5 96-8 93-8 92-7 84-0 20
84-0 83-0 81-0 87-0 92-0 91-0 107-5 105-0 112-0 95-0 92-0 100-4 21
80-0 83-0 91-0 92-0 87-0 102-0 970 94-0 122-0 118-5 105-5 74-5 22
67-3 82-0 23

86-5 87-0 89-0 89-5 91-0 108-0 95-5 90-0 94-0 92-0 96-0 24
82-0 86-0 77-5 70-0 79-5 82-0 82-5 82-0 83-0 82-0 93-2 95-0 25
91-0 91-0 “ 89-0 86-0 85-0 102-0 100-5 96-7 93-0 92-0 91-0 90-0 26

i

90-0 88-0 89-0 93-0 95-0 95-0 93-0 91-0 94-0 92-0 91-0 91-5 27
!

91-5 86-0 91-0 91-0 92-5 105-0 95-2 97-0 94-0 91-0 92-0 96-0 28
j

81-0 85-0 89-3 101-0 98-0 93-0 94-0 106-0 102-0 99-0 92’0 98-0 29 1

75-0 87-0 30
i

(a) Off Scale East, (i) Off Scale West. (c) Instrument removed,

MDCCCLYII. 3 y



522 MAJOE-GEKEEAL SABIJs-E OX THE EESULTS OE HOHELT OBSEETATIOXS

Point Barrow, 1853 ; Lat. 71°21'N. Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-divLsion =2'‘286. Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

Mean
Point Barrow Time.

O'-. D. 2>'. S'". 4'>. 5^. 6K 7\ 8“. 9K 10*“. 11\

D.
r 1

sc. rliv. sc. (liv. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div.

1

2 100-0 93-0 95-0 98-0 81-3 75-0 70-0 121-0 68-0 75*0 94-5 51-0

3 100-0 95-0 96-5 115-0 121-0 75-9 75-0 98-0 94-0 93-0 79-0 82-0

4 91-0 112-0 87-0 87-0 89-0 80-5 83-0 101-0 72-0 132-0 92-0 75-0

5 91-0 96-0 94-0 89-0 94-0 87-0 80-0 84-0 85-3 94-5 85-0 71-0

6 97-0 88-0 100-0 116-0 91-0 94-0 93-0 89-0 85-0 86-0 81-3 98-0

7 96-0 111-0 96-0 84-0 79-0 95-2 90-0 84-0 87-0 83-0 99-0 90-0

O

9 96-0 90-0 94-0 88-0 95-0 85-0 85-0 87-0 86-0 93-0 87-0 89-5

10 89-0 87-0 82-0 86-5 87-0 80-0 86-0 89-0 90-0 90-3 90-3 89-3

11 87-0 86-0 81-0 83-0 84-0 87-0 86-0 88-0 89-2 89-0 86-0 84-0

12 83-0 84-0 83-0 84-0 86-0 87-0 87-7 86-0 89-0 89-0 87-0 85-0

13 86-0 87-0 85-0 87-0 85-2 88-0 87-0 87-0 89-0 88-2 88-2 88-5

14 93-0 86-0 88-0 89-0 90-0 97-5 850 85-0 89-0 87-0 88-0 88-7

1

0

16 87-0 87-0 88-0 87-0 84-0 82-0 78-0 76-0 79-0 88-2 89-0 88-0

17 74-5 87-0 87-0 86-0 82-0 79-5 78-0 76-0 78-0 83-0 93-5 89-5

18 84-0 91*0 88-2 81-0 83-0 85-0 89-0 88-0 91-0 88-0 87-5 90-0

19 72-0 72-0 82-0 84-7 82-0 86-5 86-0 80-0 95-0 86-0 85-0 89-0

20 89-0 84-0 87-0 91-0 89-0 87-0 84-0 88-0 89-0 90-0 87-2 89-0

21 90-0 86-0 82-0 85-6 80-0 86-0 89*0 87-0 89-0 87-2 89-0 87-2

/V/V

23 104-0 111-0 69-0 81-0 85-0 84-0 82-0 85-0 87-0 87-0 86-0 85-0

24 89-0 92-0 89-0 94-0 92-0 91-0 96-0 84-0 88-0 86-0 65-0 78-0

25 74-0 87-2 94-2 81-5 87-0 86-0 87-0 85-7 86-0 84-0 89-0 bb-O

26 89-7 87-0 83-0 88-5 91-0 86-0 89-0 89-0 91-0 90-0 89-0 87-0

27 87-9 88-0 91-0 87-5 92-0 84-7 83-3 72-0 81-3 57'5 64-2 87-4

28 104-0 89-0 84-0 86-0 78-0 79-5 85-0 90-2 85-1 91-0 86-5 96-0

30 102-0 102-0 98-0 96-0 82-0 84-0 76-0 71-0 76-0 78-5 82-5 77-3

^ 31 79-0 84-5 93-7 88'0 88-5 83-0 77-2 84-0 89-0 85-0 79-0 73-0

f 1 («) 92-0 85-0 44-7 44-5 58-0 70-0 56-0 52-0

2 89-0 73-0 69-0 74-0 82-0 74-0 73-0 84-0 76-5 82-5 81-0 81-2

3 900 86-2 71-2 76-0 72-0 75-0 75-0 77-0 83-0 82-0 72-5 78-0

4 84-0 70-0 79-0 76-0 74-0 67-0 83-2 81-0 72-0 85-0 82-0 81-0

0

6 72-0 76-0 80-0 76-0 70-0 66-0 73-0 38-0 65-0 63-2 71-0 82-0

7 87-0 69-3 79-2 78-0 75-0 77-2 78-0 78-0 79-0 79-0 75-0 74-0

8 77-0 73-3 76-0 85-0 74-0 77-0 78-0 76-0 78-0 78-0 78-0 77-0

9 89-0 91-0 830 80-0 79-0 69-7 71-0 69-5 57-0 57-0 79-0 84-0

10 75-2 77-0 76-5 75-0 75-0 75-0 76-0 77-0 72-0 78-0 78-0 74-0

11 78-0 73-0 71-0 74-0 74-0 71-0 71*0 81-5 70-0 79-0 71-0 58-0

J At

13 67-2 69-0 78-0 80-0 85-0 71-0 75-0 78-0 76-0 81-5 76-0 67-0

14 850 44 3 65-5 80-0 64-0 73-0 73-0 63-0 76-5 78-0 60-5 44-2
<3; 15 103-0 54-0 161-0 64-4 78-0 77-5 77-5 72-0 73-0 71-0 7B’O 71-3

16 85-0 77-0 71-0 73-0 78-5 74-0 74-0 75-0 76-0 76-0 77-0 73-0

17 79-5 85-0 84-2 78-0 75-0 74-0 74-0 81-0 85-0 75-0 74-5 77-2

18 82-0 76-0 72-0 74-0 75-0 79-0 79-0 77-0 78-0 74-0 78-0 73-0

ly

20 55-0 75-0 73-0 75-0 71-0 76-0 76-0 75-0 78-0 74-0 69-0 57-0
1

21 81-0 76-0 71-0 69-0 75-0 69-0 74-0 78-0 78-0 74-0 75-0 73-0

22 14-0 73-5 98-0 94-3 66-0 63-3 75-0 73-2 77-2 64-8 64-3 83-7

23
1 24
i 25

26

27
28

29
30

(a) Unroofing Observatory.



OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION AT POINT BAEROW. 52 n

Point Barrow, 1853 ; Lat. 71° 21' N. Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division = 2 '‘286 , Increasing numbers denote increasing EasterK' Declination.

T9h IS". Ui*. 15K 16''. 17". IS*-. igi-. 20''. 21*'. 22''. 23''. Mean
roint barrow J irne

SC. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. D.

101-0 85-0 76-0 100-0 105-0 99-0 101-0 109-0 98-5 125-0 106-0 1

104-0 72-0 62-0 86-0 106-0 120-0 128-0 146-0 (^0 (^) 105-0 101-0 2
68-5 68-5 80-0 79-0 92-0 122-5 91-0 95-5 121-0 99-0 94-0 92-0 3

78-0 82-0 116-0 95-0 98-0 102-0 .90-6 89-5 99-5 89-0 92-0 92-0 4

62-0 96-0 97-0 97-0 99-0 93-0 111-0 107-0 105-0 103-0 93-7 94-0 5

89-0 104-0 131-0 122-0 113-5 98-0 104-0 125-0 95-5 104-0 81-0 93-0 6

78-0 99-3 7
85-0 89-0 91*0 93-0 104-0 101-0 103-0 102-0 ] 02-5 107-0 94-0 8

88-5 86-0 89-0 91-5 98-0 95-0 94-0 99-0 96-5 94-3 92-0 92-0 9
89-7 84*5 88-0 87-0 88-0 97-5 95-5 87-5 96-0 95-0 92-0 86-0 10

88-0 84-0 81-0 90-0 89-0 89-0 95-0 94-0 95-0 91-2 89-0 96-0 11
i

88-0 85-0 91-0 85-0 97-0 96-0 101-0 103-7 94-0 98-0 100-0 93-0 12
j

89-0 87-0 91-0 92-0 96-0 94-0 95-0 100-0 96-0 89-0 90-0 97-0 13 1

90-0 81-0 14 1

87-2 95-2 94-0 97-5 96-0 96-0 96-5 93-0 96-0 98-0 86-2 16
i

87-0 87-0 93-0 92-0 90-0 94-0 91-0 105-0 103-0 89-0 94-5 104-0 16

91-0 89-0 86-0 88-0 86-0 89-0 107-0 110-0 129-0 105-0 107-0 97-7 17 g
85-0 83-0 102-0 96-0 27-0 72-0 116-0 112-0 126-0 96-0 80-0 73-0 18

i

73-0 81-0 84-0 92-0 96-0 98-0 100-0 102-0 103-0 103-0 95-0 92-0 19

88-5 82-0 87-0 86-0 89-0 87-0 110-0 114-0 113-0 98-0 91-0 88-0 20
86-5 86-0 21

86-0 85-2 93-5 82-0 99-0 93-0 96-0 115-0 99-0 98-0 106-0 22
83-0 87-0 86-0 85-0 83-0 76-0 79-5 89-0 98-0 92-0 130-0 87-0 23
96-0 97-0 91-0 99-0 94-0 95-0 98-0 100-0 125-0 92-0 92-5 81-0 24
85-2 81-0 84-0 87-0 92-0 96-0 98-0 102-0 101-0 104 0 96-0 91-0 25
81-3 94-5 92-0 93-5 93-0 88-0 94-0 99-0 990 101-0 93-0 87-0 26

i

79-8 92-5 86-8 97*5 69-0 103-0 1000 123-3 118-0 145-0 65-7 104-0 27
78-2 28

94-0 102-0 93-0 94-0 91-0 104-0 145-0 114-0 103-0 114-0 100-3 29 i

79-0 88-1 77-5 99-0 102-0 98-0 96-5 105-0 105-0 129-0 107-0 85-0 30
78-0 81-0 86-5 82-3 82-0 88-0 101-3 w 103-5 157-8 00 31 J

46-0 55-0 83 0 72-0 85 3 94-7 37 3 460 45 5 1036 104-6 101-2 1

62-0 91-0 78 0 700 79-0 86 0 990 106-0 970 93 0 88-3 69-7 2 :

84-0 79-0 76-2 82 0 94 0 86-0 98 0 94-0 100 1 85-0 87-0 83 0 3 1

80-0 78-0 4
65-0 65 0 790 87-0 92-0 950 97-0 99-3 96-0 85-0 74-0 5

750 78-0 820 86 0 80 0 84 0 89 0 105-0 106-0 118-0 100-0 98-0 6
1

780 76-0 68-5 79-0 83-0 85-0 94-0 910 90-0 87-0 83-0 77-0 7

7.V0 69-0 82-0 80-0 84-0 83 0 86-0 94-0 87-2 89 0 84-0 83 0 8

79 5 79 0 80-0 80-0 88-0 84 0 85-0 890 87-0 81-5 81-0 83-0 9
75-6 69 0 74-0 64-0 78-0 89 0 92 0 95-0 98-0 990 91-0 73 0 10

60 0 102 0 11

83 0 79 0 81-0 86 0 106 0 105 0 96 5 102-7 795 96-5 690 12
24-3 450 62-0 640 78 0 67-0 69 0 850 110-0 80-5 83-0 86-0 13

j

58-0 72-3 79 0 84-0 81-0 94-0 89-0 800 81-5 98 0 114-0 120-0 14

74-0 780 67-0 81-0 82 0 86-3 85 0 106-0 943 91 0 810 94-0 15
>

6

71-0 72-3 84-0 91-0 89-0 85 0 89 0 910 89 0 96 0 83 0 82-0 16 3

78 0 78-0 790 83-0 85-0 93 0 89 0 89 5 910 88-0 89 0 83 0 17
75-0 740 18

69 0 800 79-0 860 92-0 101 0 940 103 0 112-0 87-0 870 19

72 0 71-0 700 78-0 84 0 110 0 1160 98 0 80-5 82 0 82 0 80-0 20
720 78-5 790 74-0 80 0 890 980 1010 94 0 132 0 111-0 21
76-8 22

23
24

i

1

25 i

26
I

27
28
29
30

--

(a) Unroofing Observatory. (i) Otf Scale East.
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524 MAJOR-GENEEAL SABINE ON THE EESEXTS OF HOUELT OBSEEVATIONS

Point Barrow, 1853 ; Lat. 71° 21' N. Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division =2'‘286. Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

r Time .

Oh
. P . 2\ 3h . 4K Sh

. 6". 7". S ", gh. IQh
. ID.

D .

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

SC. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. SC. div. sc. div. sc. div.

j

SC. div.

1

SC. div. sc. div. sc. div.

84-5 82-4 79-8 79-5 77-5 75*0 78-3 78*7 82*5 79-3 80-5 80-7

13 78-5 79-7 80-0 84-3 80*3 81*0 81*5 76-9 80*7 80-5 78-0 70-0

14 70-0 69-5 81-5 76*0 78-5 75*0 77*3 73*8 80*0 79*3 79-0 79*3

15

16

17

76-2 75-0 72-5 75*0 79-7 77-0 71-0 79*3 85*7 78*5 71-8 81*0

74-5 78-5 73*4 80-5 75*0 79-7 83*9 72*5 76*0 77*5 75*5 68*5

18 75-3 73-0 74-0 71*3 77-5 79-3 79-7 79-7 82-0 83*3 79*5 76*7

19 77-7 75'6 78*0 77-8 77-8 73*0 73*5 77-1 77-3 78’5 *73-0 73*4

20 74-7 71-6 76-6 77-0 77*0 75*3 74*4 72-2 76*0 82*5 80-4 77*3

21 76*7 78-6 78*3 78-9 78-9 76*5 78*5 80*0 78*7 76*5 *78-0 *76*7

22
23
24

78-7 79-0 78*5 79-2 79-0 75*3 78*0 79-9 78*3 77^ *79-3 *46-0

81-5 78-0 80*0 80-0 75-0 71-7 *73*5 *73-0 *73-3 *74*0 *79-3 *38*5

25 67-0 75-7 77-3 75*5 73*7 77-5 76*8 78*3 78*0 *63*0 *68-5 * 72*5

26 78-0 79-0 80-5 77-5 79-0 78*7 78*1 79-5 82*2 79-4 77*7 * 157*7

27 74-5 76-8 77*0 79*8 76-5 79-0 84-0 82*9 76-5 80*0 *83-3 83*2

28 79*8 79-5 79-7 79*5 81*0 81*3 79-3 82*0 81*5 81*3 81*3 *81-0

29
30
31

81-0 79-5 80-3 79*7 78*5 77*5 80*5 79-0 82*5 82*0 84-0 83*5

38*5 61*2 77-7 84-0 78*7 79-7 84-0 80-8 8M 80*7 78*5

—
80*0

1 73-4 77*8 77-5 82*2 81*5 80*3 82*1 82*5 83*0 81-7 82-5 *80-0
2 72-7 80-6 81-8 79-0 81*1 79*3 75*7 82*3 *82-0 *80-3 *80*5 *90*7
3 78-6 80-0 79-5 81*0 81*5 81-1 80-8 81*0 81-5 79-7 81*7 *79*3
4 77-4 78-3 78*3 76*0 79-0 78*3 77*5 79-0 78*0 79*5 78-5 79*3

5

0

77-3 82-9 72-0 78-7 78*1 79-3 80*3 79*5 78-0 *78*7 *78-5 78*7

7 77*5 77-0 77-5 79-5 79-0 78*7 79*5 81-0 *79-0 *77-0 *63-3 *67*3

8 93-0 75-0 74-0 79”3 75-9 80*5 80*5 79*7 79-6 79-5 *78-3 *67*5

9 51-3 72-0 75-0 75*5 78*5 82*9 65*5 *83-5 « 68-5 *68-6 *62*1 *90*0

10 77*0 75*0 79-0 77-0 79-0 74*1 *77-2 *75-3 *85-0 *76-0 *80-0 *(«)
11 79-3 80-0 77-5 79-7 72-5 82*5 *75-5 80*4 84*3 80*7 79-5 *78-4
12

13

14

78*0 83-5 83-0 77-0 84*0 80*0 85*0 82*5 81*8 78*8 80-2 80*3

80-0 80-5 79-7 80*5 80*0 81*5 80*9 79-1 80*4 76*5 SS -0 78*0

15 81-5 80-5 76-5 80*5 81*5 80*5 81*8 80*3 80-0 *80*4 *73.0 92-0
16 76*5 74-5 75-3 82-0 82*7 80-5 82*0 79*0 *73-3 *83-7 * 155-0 *61*0

17 87-7 82-1 79*3 80*9 80*0 82-5 80*7 80*5 80*0 65*5 85-0 79*7
18 79-0 79-0 78-8 77*6 79-5 80-7 79-0 *76-3 77-7 *77*5 *83-5 *98*5
19

20
70-7 81-0 78-0 79*0 79-0 80*4 840 80*7 78*0 79-5 76*8 94*6

21 80-3 80-1 79*2 84*0 81*7 77-9 81*7 77'5 *79-5 84*1 85*5 83*5

22 79-0 82-7 72-5 78-8 81*5 81*5 78*5 90*7 83-7 82-0 82-0 80*0

23 79-7 80-0 80-5 80-0 80*0 83*0 79-7 84*1 80-0 75*2 83-0 80*3
24 81*5 78-1 78-5 75*3 77*5 *77-0 *60*0 *80-0 *76*5 *83-0 *81-1 *60-0
25 81-3 83-0 80*5 80*9 78-0 76-3 80*3 80-0 *78-0 * 119-0 *86-6 78*0
26
27
28

80-5 81-6 81-6 81*7 82-5 82*8 83*5 83*8 82*9 77-5 80-0 77*5

85-8 74*5 81-5 85*3 78*0 *82*1 *77-0 *85-0 81*5 *82-4 *79-5 *79*2
29 76-7 77-1 80-0 82*3 77*6 82-5 78*7 79-0 81*5 *82*5 *82-0 *82*5

30 79*5 80-9 78*0 82*0 79-0 *81*9 *80-4 * 79-7 83*6 83-0 83-0 *81-5

Mean

o

>
o

Observations noted with a # were made when the Aurora was visible. (a) Off Scale East.



OP THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION AT POINT BAREOW. 525

j

Point Barrow, 1853; Lat. 7l° 2l' N. Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division ==2'-286. Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

12“. 13“. 14“. ISh. 16“. 17“. 18“. 19“. 20“. 21“. 22“. 23“.
Mean

Point Barrow Time.

sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. SC. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. D.

2

3

4

5

*78-3 *80-3 *82-3 *8,3-3 83-3 85-5 89-0 84-3 80-3 83-0 83-5

6

7
8

9
10

11
*80-3 *81-5 *79-5 *83-5 *83-0 83-0 83-5 83-7 84-0 84-0 82-5 83-0 12
76-5

i

72-7 *78-8 85-5 88-7 87-3 101-5 136-7 121-3 123-7 82-7 72-3 13
79-7 79-1 73-3 82-0 83-5 94-3 94-7 97-3 102-3 93-7 78-5 73-8 14
81-6 92-3 15 01

78-0 93-7 84-5 80-5 85-3 85-0 86-3 88-0 87-0 97-5 97-0 16 /> ^
79-5 84-7 73-5 63-7 93-3 81-5 95-0 77-5 83-5 83-5 82-0 79-7 17 U

(-s

64-0 81-0 80-5 83-5 82-3 84-0 84-5 77*3 79*8 80-7 85-0 80-5 18
77-0 76-3 *90-0 *76-0 *91-0 *104-0 92-5 92-5 87*7 85-0 85-0 80-0 19
64-7 *67-3 *85-0 *123-0 99-3 97-7 91-3 91*3 85-3 73-0 79-0 75 0 20

*76-5 94-5 88-0 84-3 87-3 86-3 81-0 82-0 82-3 81-5 85-5 81-3 21
*74-3 *67-3 22

*117-3 86-3 80-7 84-7 86-0 88-0 87-3 87-3 70-0 71-0 79-7 23
*70-5 *43-5 *68-3 *67-3 101-0 100-3 125-7 138-9 109-4 80-3 85-0 74-0 24
*82-7 *81-5 *84-3 *83-3 82-3 81-3 80-5 82-7 83-7 82-5 85-9 79-3 25
*49.7 *55-0 82-0 86-7 92-0 80-8 93-0 86-5 98-1 87-6 77-0 74-0 26
*61-5 *79-3 90-3 86-5 87-0 89-5 82-0 86-7 86-5 85-1 80-3 81-3 27
*81-0 *81-3 *81-3 81-3 88-0 83-7 84-4 91*9 90-1 84-3 82-3 83-5 28
*79-5 83-0 29

*75-5 *73-0 *90-5 *82-0 *136-3 *122-2
(a ) 59-1 113-5 100-0 59-0 30

77-5 86-3 70-3 89-3 86-0 91-5 96-3 102-0 107-5 61-9 72-4 81-4 31 j

*68-5 79-1 84-3 84-0 84-0 81-3 88-3 111-3 107-4 110-5 67-0 73-3 1 ^
*88-7 *80-9 *85-5 *84-] 84-5 84-1 83-4 85-0 99-5 84-0 81-5 82-2 2
*82-7 *81-0 *84-7 *90-0 *93-0 *92-4 89-4 89-4 81-0 81-5 79-4 78-8 3
80-0 78-3 78-7 78-5 79-7 79-5 80-5 82-7 84-5 84-0 78-9 77-7 4
78-3 79-4 3

*68-3

*81-4 *82-7 92-4 89-4 83-5 87-1 83-1 81-2 80-3 81-0 73-5 6
*77-5 *81-5 *79-3 *82-0 *83-5 *82-8 *90-3 120-1 119-0 118-0 63-5 7

*62-5 76-3 126-5 73-6 103-0 83-7 108-0 121-5 100-0 62-4 76-7 82-1 8
*76-6 *68-5 *3-7 *81-0 *110-5 *111-3 #99.4 106-5 97-5 66-5 70-0 72-3 9

*100-0 *82-0 *98-5 *108-1 *83-8 *84-4 *88-0 89-5 73-5 80-0 78-7 74-7 10
1

79-3 76-0 83-0 *85-0 *96-0 *91-0 *81-6 83-0 90-0 78-7 87-0 83-0 11 1

78-0 78-2 12
85-2 39-0 82-8 79-0 83-2 83-0 84-5 84-2 84-0 81-0 80-5 13

.
1

79-5 82-0 82-5 87-5 79-8 98-5 89-0 86-2 81-0 83-6 79-3 80-5 14 § 1

82-7 81-5 *85-5 87-3 *98-5 87-5 83-7 72-1 84-3 84-5 82-7 75-9 15

16 f

^ 1

> o) !*80-5 *82-3 76-5 116-7 108-5 92-0 99-0 84-5 83-7 87-8 79-0 79-5
85-0 77-9 82-5 99-0 93-5 97-7 91-7 89-4 92-0 87-5 80-0 75-0 17 ^

!

*79-5 *89-3 *82-3 *94-5 84-6 83-3 81-0 90-0 89-0 95-4 82-7 69-7 18 ^
i

80-3 85-0 19
1

82-9 85-0 84-9 85-5 87-5 87-5 97-7 84-0 85-0 81*6 69-0 20
80-0 *111-5 *99-3 82-5 85-9 82-3 98-3 84-0 87-3 95-0 94-0 53-5 21 i

1

81-0 82-6 84-9 88-5 93-7 106-0 99-3 101-8 79-4 82-7 84-7 80-5 22
81-0 80-5 87-0 84-7 86-0 83-0 88-6 85-5 82-5 83-5 89-0 84-1 23

'

*44-0 82-0 88-3 85-5 87-7 86-0 82-0 83-0 *88-3 8.3-5 81-7 80-5 24
*81-2 80-0 81-7 81-3 83-8 83-0 82-3 86-0 80-7 80-8 91*6 79-0 25
80-0 *85-0 26 i

*52-0 *69-0 79-5 86-0 97-5 *104-7 *101-6 94-6 82-0 83-0 83-5 27
*81-8 *81-0 *85-0 86-7 88-2 81-5 84-0 84-0 84-5 89-5 81-0 81-0 28
*82-0 *82-2 *85-0 *88-5 *84-9 85-2 85-0 86-7 95-7 89-5 91-7 88-0 29
*78-7 *55-5 *77-3 *87-1 *86-5 *85-6 *85-0 *86-1 88-3 87-2 81-0 81-8 30

(a) Off Scale East.



526 MAJOE-GEKEEAL SABIKE OX THE EESHLTS OF HOUELT OBSEEA’ATIOXS

Point Barrow, 1853-1854; Lat. 71° 21' N. Long. 156^ 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division =2'’286. increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

Mean 0^ Ik. 2k. 3k. 4k. 5k. 6k. 7k. 8k. gk. IQk. Ilk.
Point Barrow Time.

D. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. SC. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div.

f 1 80-8 81-5 81-3 82-5 82-0 82-0 *8ia *79*3 *76-3 *77*0 *99*0 *82-0

2 80-0 77-7 81-3 79-4 85-3 81-0 80-5 82-3 81-0 81*6 *95-0 *63-5

3 79-8 77-0 73-5 79*7 83*3 82a 81-6 79*0 *80-5 *76-3 89*3 *70-3

5 75-3 77-5 73-5 74-0 76*5 81-3 *81-0 *80-3 *79*3 *76-0 *97*3 *77*4

6 55-5 60-0 75-7 76-0 77*9 76-9 79*0 82-0 81-8 80*3 81-6 *75-5

7 77-5 78-2 76-3 78-4 80-3 82-5 75-7 77*5 76*5 82*5 79*7 80-5

8 82-5 82-5 77-5 80-0 82-5 80-8 77*0 81-4 80-0 84-0 77*7 *78-5

9 78-8 76-5 79-0 76-0 81-0 81*5 80-3 81-6 79*7 82-5 *79*7 *84-5
,

10

11

12

79-3 77-7 78-3 78-7 80-5 81-5 *79-0 81-3 80-7 *72-5 *82-6 *79*7
j

76-5 77-0 80-5 79*0 80-0 80-8 *79*0 *71-5 *71*7 *65‘5 *49-0 *63-5

13 77'5 79-5 71-5 82-7 79*5 *85-0 *79*3 *78-5 *71*7 *97*0 85-3 84-7

U 14 77-0 79-3 81-5 81-5 80-0 81*0 82-0 81-5 81-8 79*0 78-2 81*7
1

OJ
15 74-6 77-5 78-4 77*6 79*8 85-0 83a 82-0 78*5 84-6 81-0 86-0

i i 16 75-7 79-7 77-0 79*8 80-8 82-6 80‘5 *73-5 82-4 82-3 73-0 *79*5
!

o
O) 17 78-7 77-5 76-7 76*5 78-0 85-0 76-3 72-0 *70-8 87*6 79*3 ^ '0

1Q 18

19 74-0 79-7 86-8 81-3 81-5 73-7 81-3 82-0 82-0 82-5 *84-0 *82-8

20 80-0 83-0 82-0 84-3 77*5 77*2 79*5 81-0 76-7 83-5 96*5 84*5

21 74-0 72-0 76-5 76-7 78-1 *76-2 *74-5 *80-0 *79*2 *78-5 *77*8 *71*5

22 74-7 76-3 78*3 68-5 74-0 76-3 76-0 8 ia 66-0 87*0 *77*0 *(«)
23 93-5 75-0 81-6 80-0 *70-5 *82-5 *81-0 *83-0 *82-0 82-6 *100 0 *88-0

24
25
26

73-5 72-7 77-0 78-0 *86-3 *74-0 *84-5 *85-0 *77*5 *77*5 *88-0 *80-5

82-0 84-7 78-5 80-0 80-5 83-0 80-5 84-3 *82-0 *82-9 *87-8 *83-4

27 78-3 81-0 82-5 80-0 82-0 82-7 83*5 84*3 82*5 82-5 83-6 82-3

28 79-0 80-3 81-0 75-0 77*6 78-7 *77*5 *85-0 *82-7 *78-0 *78-0 *72-5

29 82-3 80-5 84-5 82-5 80-0 84-0 83*7 82'3 83-5 81*0 *84-3 *82-3

30 83-4 79-8 78-3 80-5 8M *87*0 *77*5 *82-5 *78-0 *73-7 *84-9 * 88-0

31 73-5 77-5 80-0 82-7 83-5 *80-3 *81-7 *81-0 *85-5 *79*7 *soa * 101-0

1

2 51-7 82-5 77-5 90-0 *67-5 *69*0 *87-5 *79*0 *88-5 *76*5 *68-7 * 109-0

3 83-9 79*3 86-0
.

81-4 80-3 92-0 80-0 78'5 85‘5 79*0 80-5 *85-2

4 81-5 75-0 78*0 84-3 78*7 79*5 85-0 82-5 *84-0 *850 *82-0 *80-0

5 81-5 81-0 81-5 81-7 78a 79*5 81-7 79*4 80-0 82-0 84-0 83-5

6 80-7 81-0 79-5 79*7 80-5 81-5 82-0 8 ia 83-3 83-7 81-7 78-5

7

8

9

70-9 73-7 78*3 81-0 81-5 *73-0 *74-0 *74-0 *74-0 *76-5 *137*0 *73-0

80-0 81-3 85-0 84-0 84-3 84-0 84-0 86-7 B 7*7 89*5 84-5 81-0

10 85-7 86*5 85-5 87*5 86 0 85-6 86-5 85*0 85-3 85’3 S6'3 84-5

11 82-7 86-3 83-7 81-5 82-9 83-0 83-5 84-0 87*3 88-7 75*5 78-5

12 73-0 80-0 74-5 77*1 85*6 82-3 83-4 79*0 (^)
13 83-0 80-5 79*5 110-5

14

15

16

76-5 80-0 74*5 77*5 82*0 76*5 74-0 80-0 *80-8 79*0 76-4 80-0

76-0 82-5 86-0 84-5 74-9 91*7 90-5 80-5 78*0 69-5 95*7 79*0

c3 17 73-5 78-0 62-0 91*7 83a 89*5 *82-0 84-4 86*3 85-3 87*0 82‘0

18 78*0 79-0 78-9 78-2 82-9 81-0 83-7 *81-8 *82-0 84-9 81-2

19 92-5 77-5 76-7 77*5 79*4 78-0 76-0 *82-5 91*0 80-5 87*3 8O-5

20 92-5 80-3 82-0 85-5 81-5 89*5 88*4 82*0 90-0 81-5 91*5 82 /

21

22
23

87-0 73*5 81-5 86-1 87*0 88-8 88a 87'5 89*7 85*5 *90-5 *92-5

80-8 68-3 74-3 77*0 78*0 *83-5 *78-5 *81-3 *83-0 *78-5 *82-0 *80-0

24 73-0 75-3 77-5 76-8 78-0 85-3 77‘8 84-0 *80-5 *81-5 81*4 81-0

25 77-5 74-0 76-6 78*5 82-0 70-0 79*1 74-0 72-3 72’5 79*5 72-0

26 80-0 79-0 78-5 79*5 80-0 80-0 80*5 81-0 79*6 *80-0 80-0 81-0

27 78-0 79-3 80-0 81-5 81-7 81-5 81-0 82*2 *82 0 *81-2 *81-5 *77-5

28

29
30

85-0 82-0 66'5 72-0 80-0 77*0 80-0 84-5 82-0 67*0 6S'0 *80-3

75-0 74-0 76-0 73-0 76-0 80-0 85-0 *85-0 *82*0 *83-5 *83-0 *81-0

L 84-6 76-0 80-0 81-3 84-0 83-0 82-0 *82-3 *83-5 *82-5 *128-0 *78-0

Observations noted with a * were made when the Aurora was visible. («) Otf Scale West.

(6) Observatory blocked up by the snow-drift raised bj" a heavy gale from the S.W.



OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION AT POINT BAEEOW. 527

Point Barrow, 1853-

One Scale-division =
1854;

:2'-286.

Lat. 71° 2P N.

Increasing nu

Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination,

nibers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

12'>. IS**. If*-. IS**. 16". 17". 18". 19". 20". 21". 22". 23".
Mean

Point Barrow Time.

sc. div. sc. div. so. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. D.

78*6 *80-0 *80-0 *81-5 *83-5 *84-5 *86-7 *92-3 88-9 86-7 82-6 82-6 1 ^
63-0 81-5 92-5 86-4 86-5 87-5 *100-3 *90-0 85-5 98-6 83-5 83-5 2

*65 5 80-2 3
*84-5 *82-0 90-0 *99-0 *89-8 *81-5 *78-6 80-8 83-5 81-9 72-5 4

*74-4 61-5 *70-5 *84-0 *93-5 93-0 1 1 4-6 (0) 100-0 99-0 70-0 66-5 5

*8M *73-3 *83-0 *80-5 *84-5 82-0 74-0 75-0 76’0 90-5 74-0 88-0 6
81-0 79-7 *92-0 *91-1 *80-5 *89-7 *90-5 *102-0 *109-4 84-5 83-0 73-5 7

*77-0 *77-0 *62-5 *86-8 *82-0 *84-5 *84-0 *82-5 83-5 82-3 79-5 84-4 8

*85-0 *77-0 *84-5 *82-5 *82-0 87-9 80-0 79-3 82-0 83-0 81-5 80-7 9
*78-0 *68-7 10

*79-0 *80-3 83-0 83-5 86-5 82-7 *92-3 *78-6 82-5 79-5 83-0 11

*73-0 *104-5 *122-0 85-3 136’0 *71-2 *80-1 *39-0 *75-6 127-0 *57-5 77-5 12
80-0 75’3 75-5 80-6 79-0 85-0 77-5 83-0 81-5 82-5 80-5 74-5 13

49-0 45-0 85-3 83-9 89-9 84-5 93-0 105-5 83-5 85-2 79-5 79-5 14 c
66-3 *41-7 *66-5 *72-3 *100-7 *107-3 *102-7 75-3 92-0 84-5 83-5 81-0 15

0.

*76-0 *105-3 *105-0 *88-0 *85-0 80-8 89-0 83-0 83-2 92-3 88-5 80-3 16 >>

61-0 *61-9 17 0
qj

*78-3 *85-8 84-5 *88-7 *88-5 *90-5 *84-0 96-5 97-6 100-0 84-0 18 Q
*56-0 63-5 84-8 96-3 91-3 89-5 86-0 90-5 87-5 77-0 77-0 79-5 19
76‘0 *79-0 *116-5 *95-6 129-7 *78-0 *113-0 *84-4 90-6 *110-7 92-7 78-0 20
84-2 *ih) *85-5 80-0 84-0 93-0 93-0 98-0 100-0 98-0 84-7 76-0 21

*94-0 83-0 *77-7 *89-7 *81-5 *84-5 *88-5 *88-5 *85-0 *114-1 *89-8 70-0 22
*66-5 *118-2 *55-0 *80-3 *87-5 *93-3 *91-3 107-7 *129-7 *108-0 82-5 81-5 23
*88 0 *83-2 24

*88-0 *79-5 *85-0 *80-5 *87-7 *81-0 *85-0 *89-0 *84-0 87-0 87-5 25
83-0 *79-9 *81-7 *81-7 *79-9 *81-0 *84-3 *85-0 *86-0 *84-3 85-0 85-0 26
82-5 83-3 83-8 88-5 104-3 116-5 *113-3 *88-7 89‘3 *95-7 81-0 80-5 27

'

*87-0 *86-5 *86-5 *83-6 *93-5 *94-3 *130-3 *110-0 *77-5 76-5 81-0 77-4 28
*77-0 *77-0 *71-5 *102-5 *87-5 *85-7 *86-0 *83-3 *85-0 84-0 85-0 82-5 29
*87-0 *85-0 *75-7 *84-0 *77-4 *95-0 *87-5 *100-0 *94-5 80-5 77-5 85-0 30
*54’6 *80-1 31 j

*72-0 *108-0 *77-5 *99-1 *102-5 *149-0 *(a) *90-8 80-3 97-0 86-0 1

83-0 96-5 91-0 71-0 87-5 91-8 120-5 100-3 116-5 104-5 74-5 78-7 2
*79-0 *77-.3 *75-0 *62-5 *87-5 *85-5 *95-0 *86-5 *88-0 88-0 80-0 81-0 3

*11.3-0 75-6 *81-5 *88-0 *89-0 *88-7 *88-5 *102-0 *100-7 *74-5 80-0 77-5 4

80-0 80-5 83-5 85-0 *82-5 *90-0 *87-5 91-5 78-7 81-5 82-5 81-5 5

79-7 *82-5 *90-5 *87-0 *90-0 *87-0 *93-0 *83-0 *95-5 91-1 103-5 79-0 6

*78-3 *59-1 7
*7-3-7 *89-0 *98-3 86-0 *90-7 *92-5 *89-5 *92-7 86-0 85-7 81-5 8

79-0 76-0 79-5 97-3 88-0 89-0 91-1 90-5 90-8 88-5 86-0 83-5 9
9.3-5 82-5 90-5 105-0 100-5 97-0 86-3 91-0 94-0 88-5 83-7 81-4 10
51-0 89-5 82-5 102-0 108-4 89-0 95-0 105-5 112-5 850 110-0 62-0 11

1 0

97-5 86-3 85-4 74-5 103-5 9.3-5 90-0 112-0 97-0 78-5 75-5 82-0 13
76-3 86-0 14

82-5 85-0 87-5 *149-0 *106-5 *113-5 *75-5 *76-5 110-0 87-5 77-0 15 u
84-0 85-3 131-0 86-1 92-2 85-3 85-7 97-0 90-5 84-7 121-5 112-5 16

TO

3
85-0 80-5 103-5 101-0 83-3 97-4 98-0 107-0 97-0 90-0 80-8 91-0 17 3

!

*78-6 *142-0 *75-0 *77*2 81-8 87-0 142-0 127-8 83-0 75-6 97-0 104-0 18
1-^

115-0 102-0 100-7 101-5 101-5 100-5 97-5 96-0 110-0 85-0 74-0 64-5 19
70-0 7.3-0 89-5 95-3 101-0 90-5 95-0 107-7 81-0 89-0 85-0 86-0 20
88-0 *89-5 21

76-5 80-0 *77-0 *72-5 *92-0 *90-5 *95-5 *102-5 *105-5 128-0 70-0 22
*76-5 *80-3 40-5 65-7 102-5 97-5 89-0 102-7 95-5 95-0 86-7 80-6 23
80-6 80-0 81-0 81-7 81-5 82-3 78-3 86-3 81-0 83-5 85-0 83-0 24
81-0 81-5 78-1 83-6 84-0 83-5 83-6 85-1 85-8 81-0 80-0 79-0 25
80-0 *75-0 *80-5 *86-7 *840 *82-2 *86-3 *79.5 81-8 78-0 78-2 78-0 26

*81-0 *80-0 *84-5 *93-0 *88-0 *79-0 *84-0 *85-5 83-0 87-5 84-5 98-3 27
*55-9 *76-5

« . . • 28
82-0 107-5 75-5 84-0 79-2 92-5 107-3 127-7 95-5 144-0 74-0 29

*82-5 *67-5 *77-5 *75-0 *82-0 *88-5 98-0 *87-0 94-5 100-0 85-3 76-0 30
*77-0 *80-5 *82-5 *83-3 *88-0 *79-0 *91-5 *87-0 *89-5 94-0 81-5 81-3 31 ^

{a) Off' Scale East. (b) Off Scale West.



528 MAJOE-GENEEAL SABIXE ON THE EESULTS OF HOHELT OBSEEVATION3

Point Barrow, 1854; Lat. 71° 21' N. Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division = 2
'’286 . Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

Mean
Point Barrow Time

O '-. P . 2*'. S'*. 4 ''. S'*. 7“. 8\
j

9".

j

10\ : ll ".

1

D . sc . div. sc . div . sc . div . sc . div . sc . div . sc . div . sc . div. sc . div . sc . div . ' sc. div. sc. div . sc . div .

r 1 82-0 78-6 79-6 77-0 84-5 85-0 83-5 *81-5 *83-0 *85-0 87-0 *83-3

2 82-0 86-0 80-0 83-0 78-2 86-4 83-8 84-0 *84-5 *85-0 *84-0 *85-0

3 81-5 82-0 82-0 78-0 80-0 81-3 *77-0 *85-0 *83-0 *79-7 *82-0 *82-0

4
C

78-7 79-5 66*5 79-7 80-3 79-0 76-5 *80-0 85-0 76-0 75-2 135-0

6 81-0 76-4 86-5 84-1 84-1 83-3 84-0 *85-0 *83-5 ' *83-0 *83-0 *81-5

7 81-0 80-5 81-0 83-0 82-0 79-3 80-0 *84-0 * 130-0 *88-0 *76-0 *72-0

8 81-0 85-0 86-5 88-0 83-5 84-5 84-5 85-2 84-8 ' 83-2 84-5 80-0

9 71*0 85-0 71-0 79-5 85 -5 ’ 84-0 81-0 *80-0 *86-0 84-3 *75-0 * 154-0

10 54-5 75-5 85-0 82-0 84-5 82-2 84-0 83-0 77-0 *76-5 *32-5 * 105-0

11
1 o

74-0 85-0 81-0 80-0 81-0 80-0 91-0 85-0 84-0 81-5 78-0 84-0

13 73-0 80-0 77-2 76-0 77-0 72-0 78-5 87-5 85-0
,

74-8 66-9 59-5
c3

3 14 71-5 76-3 80-0 74-5 71-2 74-6 *73-0 *82-0 87-0
!

*73-0 *72-5 *89-0
Sh *

15 82-0 72-0 76-5 72-0 83-0 80-0 80-0 *86-8 *76-0 !

*94-7 *75-0 *84-0
o;
Uj 16 77-5 84-7 83-5 67-0 89-0 66-0 75-0 72-5 81-0 91-5 85-0 62-0

17 74-5 81*7 78-0 78-0 88-0 81-5 87-0 84-5 80-0 83-0 88-5 *81-0

18
1 Q

77-0 79-5 76-0 78-3 79-3 84-2 78-0 *81-0 85-0
1

*82-0 *81-0 *83-5

20 84-0 82-0 84-0 84-5 84-5 82-5 83-0 *82-7 *82-0
j

*85-0 *83-0 *81-0

21 85-0 81-0 79-0 80-0 84-5 81-5 81-7 78-0 80-5
i

84-3
j

84-0 83-0

22 81-0 83-0 84-0 84-1 83-5 83-0 84-0 81-5 80-0
1

82-0 82-5 *81-5

23 79-0 78-5 83-0 84-0 83-0 83-5 83-0 84-0 83-0
i

76-5 80-0 *78-0

24 65-5 82-0 77-5 71-4 63-8 86-3 86-0 82-5 *83-7 *77-5 *79-3 *78-3

25
96

75-5 76-0 81-0 80-7 83-5 56-0 94-5 *89-0 *71-0 *97-0 *87-5 * 76-5

27 75-5 82-5 60-5 68-5 70-5 90-0 76-0 82-0 85-0 92-0 81-0 71-0

28 82-3 73-5 77-0 74-5 81-0 74-0 76-0 76-3 80-5 8O-5 *84-0 *90-0

f 1 80-5 79-0 89-6 84-5 84-5 81-5 79-0 78-5 *84-0 *82-5 *86-0 *82-2

2 82-0 85-0 78-0 88-0 75-0 74-6 82-4 80-0 82-5 85-0 *84-0 79-0

3 104-0 77-5 83-0 84-0 84-0 81-3 84-2 82-0 94-0 *87-0 *84-5 *74-0

4

5

95-0 77-5 85-5 85-0 87-5 89-0 85-0 87-0 89-0 *87-3 *93-9 *83-5

6 87-5 92*1 81-1 88-0 84-0 87-0 82-0 89-0 81-0 85-0 *90-0 * 73-1

7 80-5 82-0 85-0 82-0 87-0 85-0 87-5 90-0 91-5 88-5 *89-0 81-5

8 83-0 70-0 83-5 86-0 84-0 86-0 87-5 89-0 *86-3 *85-5 *77-5 *73-5

9 87-3 86-0 86-0 88-0 87-0 88-0 87-5 88-0 88-0 *89-5 *88-0 *89-0

10 91-0 89-5 89-0 87-5 88-0 88-0 86-7 85-0 85-8 *77-5 * 101-5 *86-0

11

1 9
92-5 90-0 88-0 87-5 86-0 88-2 89-0 89-4 88-5 87-0

j

88-5 90-0

13 92-5 89-0 82-8 82-2 81-6 77-0 84-5 87-0 89-0 82-0 78-0 *27-0

14 87-0 85-5 86-0 85-0 79-0 68-0 84-2 79-8 86-5 80-0 89-0 84-0

15 63-0 107-5 133-5 85-0 76-0 49-0 92-0 74-5 *85-0 *98-7 * 67-0 *56-0

i < 16 77-0 74-0 81-0 50-3 81-0 78-0 76-0 92-0 *63-5 *81-0 * 78-0 * 106-6

17 86-0 81-0 78-0 75-3 85-2 81-0 80-0 86-0 84-0 *79-0 *79-0 *89-0

18
1 n

84-0 82-0 81-3 85-0 85-3 85-0 84-6 87-5 85-5 86-0 85-0 *78-0

j y
20 80-0 81-5 85-5 81-5 83-0 84-0 82-5 83-0 85-2 *84-0 *82-0 * 71-3

21 81-0 76-0 83-2 78-0 79-0 80-0 78-5 84-0 81-0 *85-0 *84-0 *83-3

22 74-0 80-0 82-5 81-0 81-5 82-0 81-0 81-0 82-3 83-0 *82-7 *83-0

23 89-0 84-0 83-0 82-0 82-0 84-0 81-2 84-5 83-8 *80-0 *86-2 *79-0

24 81-0 72-0 84-0 85-2 83-2 82-5 82-5 81-0 82-3 81-1 82-7 *78-6

25
of!

79-7 70-0 72-0 75-4 82-4 75-5 80-5 80-5 81-0 *78-0 *67-0 G06-5

27 89-4 101-0 93-0 88-0 76-0 76-0 66-9 56-6 52-5 65-0 74-5 38-5

28 81-7 65-3 75-0 67-5 65-5 66-0 71-0 76-6 72-4 *83-5 *80-0 *79-0

29 76-0 79-0 79-2 81-2 75-3 83-5 77-2 80-0 79-0 78-5 * 88-3 * 77-0

30 83-5 71-5 86-0 66-0 76-8 70-4 68-4 76-5 79-1 69-0 *65-0 *60-0

31 80-5 81-5 81-0 79-0 80-0 81-5 81-0
:

82-2 77-0 80-5 *83-8 *73-8

Observations noted with a * were made when the Aurora was visible.



OF THE MAONETIC DECLINATION AT POINT BAEEOW. 529

Point Barrow, 1854; Lat, 71° 21' N. Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division =2''286. Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

12'*. 13''. lA. 15'>. le*-. 17''. 18''. 19''. 20''. 21''. 22''. 23''. Mean
Point Harrow Time.

sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. D.
*84-5 *81-2 *86-2 *85-0 *85-5 *90-0 *99-5 84-0 84-5 86-0 82-0 82-0 1

*85-0 *85'7 86-0 *89-0 *84-0 *86-6 *87-0 *87-4 87-0 87-0 87-0 87-0 2
*78-0 *72-0 *75-0 *110-0 *100-0 *90-5 *85-0 *91-5 100-4 112-0 74-0 71-5 3
70-0 91*7 4

*80-0 *72-0 *82-5 *112-0 *112-5 *118-0 *85-0 82-5 82-0 81-5 84-0 5
*80-0 *83-5 *96-5 *96-8 *86-0 *87-0 *93-0 *90-5 117-0 91-0 78-0 78-0 6
*79-0 *87-0 *95-0 *90-0 *87-5 *99-5 *88-5 *90-5 83-9 83-3 90-5 83-4 7
*93-0 81-5 *98-0 *91-5 90-0 *91-0 *90-0 94-0 85-0 83-7 103-1 91-1 8

*(a )
*48-0 72-5 *105-0 *89-0 *116-0 *140-0 *112-0 88-0 (^) 123-5 129-5 9

*50-0 *80-5 *143-5 *94-0 *89-0 *108-3 *112-5 *(i) 129-7 84-0 55-0 80-0 10
70-5 90-0 11

81-5 81-0 90-0 72-0 88-0 90-0 95-0 112-5 136-0 82-3 116-0 12
*80-5 87*0 82-0 *87-0 *122-4 *102-0 *95-0 79-5 117-3 125-0 107-5 101-5 13
*93-5 *77-0 *110-0 *107-5 *81-0 *81-0 *130-0 (^) 105-2 81-5 38-0 86-0 14 d

*80-5 *67*5 *46-0 *80-5 *72-0 *72-0 *102-0 *117-6 *117-6 71-0 68-0 75-5 15 r

80-0 81-5 109-0 67-0 77-5 95-0 98-0 111-5 111-0 86-4 83-0 70-0 16 Q

*126-5 *87-5 *6l'0 *112-4 95-0 *91-0 87-5 84-0 97-0 100-0 92-0 83-0 17
*84-0 *79-0 18

*79-0 *85-0 *86-0 *85-5 *92-3 *88-0 *85-0 85-0 85-0 85-6 83-8 19
*87-2 *85-5 *85-0 *84-0 *92-0 *94-0 *95-0 94-0 90-0 91-0 88-0 87-3 20
*83-2 *83-4 89*5 *86-0 *97-0 *87-5 *80-0 88-5 85-7 82-5 90-0 82-0 21

*82-0 *83-5 *97-7 *81-5 *85-0 86-5 84-5 84-0 92-0 102-0 91-0 87-0 22
*68-5 *76-5 *77-0 *83-0 *79-0 *110-7 *98-0 116-0 (^) 113-0 97-0 94-0 23
*65-0 *69-4 *93-0 *96-6 *(d )

97-5 87-8 94-0 94-5 83-0 74-0 24
*68-5 *75-0 25

80-0 77-7 83-2 69-5 99 5 102-5 90-0 109-1 102-0 98-7 80-0 26
95-3 89-0 96-5 93-0 87-0 92-0 99-5 102-7 86-2 85-0 77-8 85-0 27
85-0 *73-5 *78-5 *84-5 85-2 *105-0 96-0 99-0 101-5 108-0 92-1 86-0 28

>

*79-0 *73-0 *86-0 *86-2 *85-4 *84-0 86-8 95-0 96-5 106-0 87-0 89-0 1

81-5 83-0 82-0 111-1 79-0 87-5 97 0 99-0 99-5 76-0 80-5 77-5 2
*88-0 *77-5 *103-5 *101-0 94-0 99-0 95-9 100-0 83-5 86-0 93-0 77-0 3
*88-2 *88-5 4

*89-0 *97-5 115-7 90-0 91-0 87-5 102-0 113-3 108-0 72-0 71-5 5
*75-0 *85-3 *83-5 *98-5 *106-0 *82-0 *102-0 105-5 105-0 112-0 85-5 76-0 6
85-5 *90-0 *86-0 *88-0 *920 *88-5 92-0 94-3 111-7 92-0 90-0 89-8 7

*( i )
*81-5 87-0 90-5 *81-3 87-0 89-0 99-0 121-0 77-0 85-5 85-0 8

*94-5 *89-7 *86-0 94-5 93-6 92-8 94-5 91-0 89-5 90-0 91-0 90-5 9
*101-5 93-0 92-0 95-2 91-0 93-4 92-0 94-0 101-5 91-0 90-5 89-0 10

91-8 84-0 11

89-0 93-5 91-5 94-8 92-0 98-0 103-5 108-0 112-0 116-6 81-0 12
*81-0 89-2 85-5 85-5 91-9 103-5 94-3 98-5 91-5 89-0 87-0 88-0 13
*86-0 *74-0 *80-0 *93-0 *86-0 89-6 91-6 91-0 87-2 124-0 138-3 83-3 14
58-5 *89-0 *99-5 *58-0 *87-0 130-5 106-5 157-5 145-5 110-0 155-3 106-0 15

*86-0 *67-5 *116-4 *88-0 *92-1 87-0 88-0 92-0 99-0 92-0 80-0 91-0 16 p

*83-6 *32-5 *69-5 *87-5 *90-5 89-5 84-0 89-0 92-0 91-0 90-0 89-0 17
*75-5 *88-0 18

*89-0 *85-0 *89-5 *93-5 108-0 88-0 93-5 96-0 100-0 103-0 88-0 19
*76-9 *84-5 *75-5 *79-0 90-0 96-0 102-0 103-0 93-0 96-2 95-5 84-3 20
*77-8 *85-0 *86-7 *87-5 86-0 79-0 80-7 118-0 111-5 99-0 87-5 86-0 21
83-0 83-0 81-0 89-2 98-0 86-7 92-3 93-0 101-0 96-5 82-0 81-5 22

*84-8 *81-0 *85-0 *88-0 86-0 87-2 90-8 87-0 105-5 106-7 94-0 77-0 23
*77-6 *82-0 *90-5 *106-8 114-3 89-5 126-0 108-0 87-5 120-0 106-3 78-2 24

*113-6 *86-6 25
*120-5 *85-2 *90-0 107-5 91-6 87-1 70-8 93-2 90-5 85-3 86-0 26

118-0 102-0 98-0 68-5 123-5 56-7 116-9 101-3 108-9 90-6 55-8 99-6 27
*78-0 *74-5 *81-7 *91-0 88-5 85-0 90-5 103-5 89-5 108-3- 91-7 80-0 28
*79-0 *64-1 *49-8 89-5 74-0 90-0 87-5 92-8 134-3 120-0 95-5 90-5 29
*69-0 *96-0 *81-0 81-7 96-0 96-5 98-0 91-0 104-0 81-3 85-0 81-5 30 1

*67-7 *t77-5 *178-5 *t84-0 t87-5 84-0 90-0 83-7 t95-8 fllO-O 79-5 81-0 31

(a) Off Scale West. (i) Off Scale East. f Magnet vibrating,

MDCCCLVII. 3 Z



630 MAJOE-GENEEAL SABIKE ON THE EESEXTS OF HOFELT OBSEETATIONS

Point Barrow, 1854 ; Lat. 71° 21' N. Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division =2'’286. Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

Mean
O'-. 1'‘. 2''. S'-. iK 6\ 7\ 9“. 10*“. IP.

Point Barrow Time.

D. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div.
r*

1

2

3

74-5 85-0 85-0 191-9 185-5 182-5 186-5 87-5 So'7 85-5 83-2 85-0

t79-5 81-5 187-7 83-0 82-8 82-3 86-0 92-0 81-5 +89-5 +85-5 +84-7

4 81-6 185-0 86-5 80-5 82-5 82-3 87-5 85-2 87-0 86-0 84-8 85-0

5 82-8 86-0 87-8 81-5 86-0 82-5 82-0 85-2 85-2 85-8 85-0 83-0

6 86-0 84-0 82-8 83-0 82-6 86-0 84-8 84-0 80-5 79-0 88-0 86-0

7 85-0 t84-3 85-0 83-0 84-0 79-0 78-5 78-0 79-0 85-0 +*97-5 +*75-0

8
Q

85-5 85-5 183-5 181-5 81-0 185-8 84-0 85-3 84*6 85-0 85-5 85-2

y
10 86-3 99-0 1109-0 158-0 90-2 75-2 55-8 60-3 93-5 71*2 40-0 +58-5

11 t7l-0 t91-l 86-0 181-5 81-0 84-7 85-2 85-2 89-0 83-0 84-0 84-0 .

12 t88*3 89-5 80-0 81-0 82-0 87-0 86-0 84-0 84-2 85-2 179*8 +144-3

13 84-6 80-5 180-3 85-0 84-6 84-0 85-0 84-0 79-3 84-2 85-2 85-2

14 t76-0 68-5 66-5 70-0 86-5 80-0 80-5 81-0 82-0 84-5 79-5 76 0

<
15 87-0 79-5 168-7 85-3 79-8 86-2 77-5 86-5 87-8 87-0 87*0 82-7

o-
<!

16

86-517 89-0 86-0 87-5 85-1 84-0 85-5 85-5 88-0 81-5 83-3 83-4

18 78*3 79-5 80-0 81-3 81-0 82-5 174-7 177-5 +64-5 +33-5 70-0 76-3

19 t94‘2 t84-0 170-2 184-0 178-0 169-5 87-3 181-6 93-0 + 81-3 +111-3 110-7

20 7B'5 78-0 84-0 177-5 78-0 79-0 82-3 80-5 78-0 84-0 88-0 85-2

21 76-0 80-5 81-0 78-8 78-0 85-0 90-0 89-7 86-0 85-5 86-0 +78-1

22
23
24

91-0 74-6 178-5 75-0 77-0 73-0 81-5 83-5 75-0 86-0 73-3 87 0
,

197-4 76-5 162-0 163-7 180-0 172-8 78-0 164-5 t73-8 177*3 85*8 64-0

;

25 80-4 177-1 78-8 180-3 175-7 79-3 80-0 80-0 80-3 81-0 +82-5 80-0

26 t80-0 177.7 178-0 178-5 180-0 77-2 176-7 172-5 75-0 171*0 181-3 68-0

27 t93-0 t68-3 166-5 158-5 80-0 84-5 181-9 179-3 83-5 96-7 85-0 78-0

28 t70-0 177.7 180-0 t79-o 180-5 180-5 82-0 69-0 88-0 95-0 83-5 87*0

29
30

t88-7 72-8 175-0 178-9 175-3 81-0 78-5 90-8 67*5 82-5 84-0 90-0
i

r
1 82-5 79-7 82-0 82-3 78-0 65-0 80-0 83-0 81-5 82-5 82-0 +74-5

2 83-0 81-0 81-0 80-5 81-0 80-0 81-0 73-0 87-0 168-0 +68-4 +86-0

3 85-0 82-9 184-3 86-0 81-8 81-0 81-0 79*0 82-8 84-0 83*7 81-0

4 81-0 92-3 93-0 176-7 77-5 177-0 181-9 85-0 70-0 98-5 69*3 +44-5

5 t75-5 79-5 77-0 81-0 83-0 84-0 83-0 184-0 83-5 83-0 83-0 83-0

6
7

80-5 81-0 81-0 81-0 82-0 82-7 81-5 85-3 84-0 82-5 84-8 82-8

/

8 77-5 70-0 69-0 177-5 75-2 73-0 169-7 86-0 176-0 66-1 53-8 76-2

9 87-0 84-5 75-5 77-8 78-8 76-0 80-0 80-0 82-8 73-9 86-0 75-8

10 74-0 81-5 67-3 76-5 80-5 790 81-3 177*5 69-0 83-5 +66-1 173-3

11 88-0 80-2 81-0 178-5 172-5 77-5 83-0 82-0 87-5 77*3 76-6 80-0

12 70-1 73-7 175-5 77-4 79-0 79-0 79-0 81-5 85-3 81*0 75-9 72-3

13
14

15

77-5 79-3 179-5 79-0 81-1 81-0 81-0 80-0 181-3 80-8 77*0 180-0

t75-0 154-5 1103-9 196-5 181-9 189-5 186-0 86-0 86-0 86-0 84*3 81-0
cd 16 58-0 68-0 179-8 188-6 61-5 81-5 85-8 70-0 11020 87*0 72-5 42-8

17 72-0 84-0 {a) («) (a )
82-0 80-0 184-5 186-1 90*0 175-0 173-5

18 t83-3 84-0 81-0 81-0 81-5 83-5 84-0 79-0 84-0 80*5 81-0 85-8

1

19 75-6 180-7 179-6 74-5 80-0 79-2 72-0 79-0 164-7 81*3 71-0 77*8

i

20
21

22

tl02-0 172-7 180-0 175-4 183-0 81-5 180-8 78-0 81-0 76-8 77*0 84-5

1 79-5 84-0 82-5 180-5 179-5 74-0 80-5 81-3 76-0 83-5 76-5 73*0

23 80-0 82-0 82-2 177-6 76-5 78-0 78-0 79-2 80-5 173-6 80-7 73-0

24 80-0 77-0 796 79-8 79-8 82-8 183-6 82-0 84-0 78-5 79*3 78-3

25 69-5 177-1 177-9 180-3 77-0 74-0 77-4 88-5 176-5 1102-5 159*0 !
176-0

1

26 78-0 73-5 73-7 77-2 77-5 67-4 92-0 85-0 79-3 8.3-3 83-8 70-0

27
28

29

83-0 75-5 82-0 87-5 183-6 180-0 177-0 84-8 84-3 86-5 80-5 85-0

t84-0 178-7 87-0 79-7 77-5 79-0 86-0 74-6 84-5 81-0 83*0 78-0

1
30 89-0 91-0 185-5 81-0 81-0 82-8 86-0 75-0 85-2 79-5 84*7 80-0

31 80-8 82-0 192-0 83-0 71-0 88-5 77-3 82-5 78-7 180-5 84-5 86-0

Observations noted with a # were made when the Aurora was visible.

t Magnet vibrating. (a) Unroofing Observatory.



OE THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION AT POINT BAEEOW. 531

Point Barrow, 1 854 ; Lat. 71° 21' N. Long. 156° 15' W. Magnetic Declination.

One Scale-division =2''286. Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

12'>. 13>'. Uk. ISh. leh. 17>'. IS*-. ig*-. 20\ 21>'. 22''. 23''.
Mean

Point Barrow Time.

sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. SC. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. D.

t*82-7 1*89-3 1
^

87-0 87-5 85-5 89-6 1101-5 1110-7 94-5 87-8 190-7 179-5 190-5 2
85-0 187-5 81-3 91-5 91-5 88-0 98-7 191-8 97-4 96-7 86-0 87-5 3
85-0 82-0 82-0 190-0 197-0 100-0 112-2 1115-0 187-4 183-6 76-7 84-2 4

84-5 160-0 90-0 86-8 91-5 1101-7 188-5 89-0 88-0 89-0 90-5 80-0 5

83*5 86-0 87-5 89-0 90-3 89-0 88-0 91-8 89-0 89-0 88-0 85-0 6

t66-0 1*81-3 1*90-5 88-0 84-5 88-0 90-7 92-0 89-7 89-8 91-4 84-5 7

t*83-8 1*91-5 8

183-1 87-5 88-0 89-8 89 0 98-5 1107-0 1136-0 198-0 76-5 80-0 9
*(a) 170-7 87-5 89-2 86-0 100-8 96-5 •fl03-3 94-8 191-0 84-5 1103-5 10

t70-5 96-5 198-6 88-0 88-0 91-7 93-7 95-4 193-0 90-5 89-5 86 0 11

87*5 85-0 88-5 88-5 89-5 80-0 89-3 1102-4 1134-0 94-3 187-3 186-5 12
85-0 186-3 83-5 82-2 84-0 198-5 1142-0 (6) 1157-0 (6) 1114-5 185-0 13

t*119-7 70-7 196-2 191-1 84-6 83-0 85-5 193-2 79-5 80-0 78-5 84-5 14

91-5 188-8 15
L

192-5 87-0 189-5 90-6 90-5 196-0 97-0 96-0 93-6 88-0 89-0 16

82-0 86-2 84-5 85-8 85-0 91-0 90-0 90-0 90-3 91-0 86-0 81-7 17
*120-7 188-1 75-0 185-7 105-0 1114-5 1105-3 1141-3 1161-0 (6) 1136-0 164-7 18

166-3 179-1 148-0 190-0 196-0 100-4 95-5 197-5 1-112-2 187-5 180-7 98-3 19

t52-3 72-0 90-0 190 5 870 88-5 190-6 1102-5 1116-0 96-0 94-5 85-5 20

t85-6 81-5 80-0 103-0 11.3-2 1121-5 102-0 1104-0 197-5 126-0 1122-7 185-8 21
87-0 189-0 22

161-7 72-0 (^) 179-8 1109-3 149-5 189-8 175-9 185-5 175-9 175-3 23

t72-0 82-0 78-0 180-0 183-5 87-0 88-0 85-0 82-0 81-3 80-3 80-3 24

t79-5 170-7 181-9 183-0 88-0 88-0 88-5 87-5 1100-0 84-5 181-5 81-5 25
695 62-0 71-8 93-0 84-5 93-0 193-0 97-5 1124-3 181-7 185-0 90-0 26
73-5 182-4 83-0 82-8 91-8 (6) 180-8 194-5 188-5 188-7 195-3 185-4 27

180-0 167-0 191-5 189-5 191-0 84-0 186-3 1108-5 1103-6 1126-5 94-6 191-7 28
84-0 79-5 29

144-6 00 198-7 83-0 186-3 91-0 890 188-3 81-5 193-5 91-5 30 ^

172-0 82-3 180-3 88-3 99-5 1126-5 194-5 176-7 77-5 187-7 185-6 183-0 1
^

167-3 155-5 188-5 187-7 86-0 97-5 90-0 192-0 89-8 87-8 88-0 85-2‘ 2
182-3 71-2 179-1 197-5 94-0 98-0 98-0 188-5 88-0 87-0 86-8 88-0 3
74-0 78-5 185-7 72-7 82-0 195-3 194-3 105-5 98-7 198-7 I6I-0 1103-0 4
82-5 83-0 85-0 88-0 86-8 87-4 88-2 87-0 86-3 86-5 86-6 84-0 5

83-0 83-0 6

189-3 185-0 185-5 187-8 189-0 197-0 1108-0 1105-7 93-7 86-1 97-8 7
79-2 77-3 197-1 173-5 192-3 1110-3 11 1 8-9 196-0 1430 142-0 165-7 91-2 8

66-7 78-0 186-8 82-5 92-2 94-0 93-5 97-3 1110-3 1114-8 87-8 85-4 9
191-6 85-6 82-8 97-7 95-0 89-8 109-5 100-2 137-5 187-0 181-6 93-5 10
81-2 81-5 183-7 175-8 79-0 87-8 107 8 121-5 112-3 117-0 105-0 76-3 11

175-1 81-8 192-6 90 0 86*0 92-0 87-5 1102-6 1101-3 197-0 81-0 76-0 12
85-6 68-0 13

144-4 80-3 73-3 100-5 (0 119-0 184-7 120-0 1100-2 W 1161-7 14
83-5 81-5 82-0 91-0 76-0 75-0 1141-0

(6 ) 1163-5 1119-7 1127-5 122-8 15
66-5 81-0 193-3 62-5 95-0 86-5 104-5 107-8 139-0 1149-0 1106-0 1107-0 16

182-0 t72-7 89-0 80-0 86-3 105-5 107-2 94-0 86-5 82-5 90-8 83-0 17 isS.

177-3 175-0 75-0 189-0 190-5 95-0 100-0 1080 195-6 1103-0 98-5 78-0 18
74-2 81-5 82-0 1-76-5 95-0 95-0 188-0 189-5 1102-0 1121-9 188-1 90-3 19
81-8 84-0 20

78-5 80-0 81-5 78-3 90-6 194-5 1103-5 196-6 91-5 87-0 84-0 21
73-0 75-0 190-7 180-0 82-5 86-8 111-7 87-5 87-1 86-0 198-3 86-5 22
72-0 89-6 191-7 89-3 186-3 1101-0 1102-0 194-0 191-5 88-0 87-0 84-9 23
75-2 81-3 170-0 90-0 64-5 191-5 91-5 164-0 (b) 175-5 176-5 174-5 24
85-0 72-0 56-2 73-0 89-5 118-0 89-5 107-0 120-0 110-0 85-0 82-0 25
115-3 82-5 91-3 55-5 90-0 87-9 102-0 101-6 105-0 108-3 79-0 78-0 26
78-0 78-5 27

187-0 184-0 79-5 181-7 85-0 88-3 116-9 185-7 1100-3 195-0 186-5 28
77-0 83-7 82-0 82-9 85-0 89-0 1107-5 95-0 98-0 90-5 89-5 85-0 29
78-8 85-0 82-0 84-0 86-0 90-0 91-6 1109-0 88-9 87-5 90-4 80-0 30

186-0 75-2 94-0 84-0 93-5 85-0 103-4 91-0 85-0 177-7 91-0 89-5 31 J
;

t Magnet vibrating. (a) Off Scale West. (b ) Off Scale East.
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Point Barrow, 1854; Lat. 71° 21' N. Long. 156° 15' W. ^lagnetic Declination.

One Scale-division =2’"286. Increasing numbers denote increasing Easterly Declination.

Mean
Point Barrow Time.

O'". P. 2". S'*. 4». b\ O'-. 7K S'*. 9**. lO*-. ID.

D. sc. (liv. sc. tliv. sc. fliv. sc. cliv. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div.
1

sc. div. sc. div. sc. div.

f 1 84-7 78-2 81-0 83-0 81-5 80-3 79-5 83-7 85-5 91-5 84-7 78-3

2 89*3 87-3 86-5 83-3 81-5 82-0 83-5 84-7 78-3 81-3 82-7 81-7

3 87-0 82-0 85-3 t84-3 76-5 70-7 76-7 77-5 79-7 +79-3 82-0 83-5

4

5 81-5 80-0 84-5 82-0 t80-7 t85-0 96-3 92-0 88-2 88-0 94-5 84-5

6 78-7 82-5 t83-3 t84-7 t83-0 82-7 82-3 82-5 81-3 84-0 81-0
/ / -5

1

7 t81'3 78-0 83-0 86-5 77-0 76-0 78-3 84-5 85-5 82-0 85-0 +81-0 '

8 78*5 79-0 79-3 82-8 81-4 75-5 76-0 80-0 80-7 85-0 76-5 82-0

9 86*0 79-5 79-5 81-2 81-5 82-2 79-2 81-5 81-0 85-0 83-7 81-0
1

10 81-5 80-2 79-0 79-3 82-8 81-2 82-5 82-5 83-1 85-2 79-2 84-3

j

1 1

12 100-4 66-2 73-1 t80-9 77-0 t57-0 71-0 88-5 56-0 77-5 +94-2 ^91*71

13 92-5 79-2 80-0 78-5 86-8 86-0 78-6 83-0 76-8 79-0 82-8 75*5

14 87-8 96-0 88-8 86-5 t84-7 82-8 85-5 75-2 82-2 83-0 84-5 ^84-0 i

o
a 15 t92-2 94-5 80-8 78-2 t79-9 81-0 76-5 83-0 79-5 t89-0 85-5 +70-3

1

< 16 t75-5 100-5 t86“0 t77-0 t83-0 t54-6 95-2 186-3 55-0 t57-0 +61-8 +71-9

17
1 Q

79-4 t7i-7 84-0 80-5 78-8 83-0 81-0 83-2 82-5 t96-6 84-6 186-4

19 85-0 83-5 t79-0 82-5 78-5 78-0 82-4 83-2 82-8 76-0 80 0 80-0

20 81-7 80-0 80-0 79-5 t82-5 79-0 t80-8 t80-5 85-4 84-8 +78-8 75’5

21 79-5 88-5 t73-8 77-5 78-0 80-4 80-2 83-5 83-0 t73-2 82-5 +75-0

22 90-0 86-5 76-0 79-0 84-0 86-5 82-0 79-0 84-0 +75-8 81-0 +82-6

23 78-0 82-5 75-0 t75-l 75-5 79-0 82-0 81-2 79-5 84-0 85-0 78-8

24 80-0 83-0 77-0 79-5 t77-6 80-0 80-8 81-0 83-0 84-7 81-2 80-0

zo
26 89-5 80-0 83-5 87-0 78-0 80-2 78-5 82-0 84-0 70-0 +72-3 +56-7

27 83-0 82-0 81-5 80-5 t80-7 83-0 85-5 86-4 85-8 86-0 85-0 83-5

28 82-0 71-0 78-3 t75-7 t80-9 t79-5 t81-5 83-2 82-5 81-8 83-4 80-8

29 78-0 79-0 78-5 81-5 80-0 81-5 80-8 82-5 80-0 83-2 85-2 85-2

30 83*5 85-0 80-0 83-5 82-5 83-0 81-8 82-8 83-5 81-5 t84-7
'

t81-5

12\ ISh. ll''. ISh. leh. 17'’. 18'’. ig”. 20'’. 21'’. 22'’. 23'’. Mean
Point Barrow Time.

sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. SC. div. SC. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc. div. sc, div. D.

800 92-5 72-0 83 5 92-7 93-7 95 0 +95-3 90-0 86-3 88-0 86-2 1
'

84-0 78-0 73-5 t81-0 85 0 94-3 97-3 102-0 104-7 910 84-5 84-3 2
82-5 81-0 3

790 80 5 83 5 84-0 83'7 t82 5 85 0 83-5 84-6 80 6 81-3 4

81-5 81-5 89 0 920 99-0 tioi 0 970 995 97-5 90-3 89-3 83 5 5

76-0 79-0 81-5 82 0 t84 0 92-8 92 5 1140 104-7 93-5 82-0 +80-3 6

81 0 79-3 79-5 101-7 88-7 94-0 100 0 91-5 +93-0 89 3 84-0 81-0 7
83 2 182 5 84-0 90-5 87-5 94 2 102-3 98 5 95-0 85-6 86-7 85 8 8

82 8 t79'6 82-5 85-5 t89 5 94-6 95 0 92 0 91-8 91 8 89-8 81-6 9
78-2 82 0 10

107-5 t84 8 85-2 + 110-5 101-6 tlOO-4 +115-7 103-2 («) +78-5 78-5 11

+60-4 108 5 922 91-2 1000 100-2 98 0 95-5 107-0 +99-5 +86-2 91-0 12

79 8 68-4 t81-6 86-6 96-5 87 5 87-2 +116 2 +100-7 88-5 86 5 82-2 13
86-5 80 0 + 80 4 82-5 t83 3 116-8 + 114 9 91-5 + 114-3 +124-0 +100-5 74-5 14
95 5 77-8 82-3 t85'6 90-3 tl02-0 +105 6 +132-6 +124 5 +101-4 +83-6 +73-1 15 r
75-5 87-0 t82-5 t83-5 1680 tl20 4 +1220 141-8 +148-1 +132-9 87-9 +80-8 16
81-3 t78-5 17

81-8 78 5 84 0 91-5 t91 6 87 0 +91-7 +91-6 +90-7 +90-0 82-5 18
71-0 t86 9 t82-3 89 8 90-0 94 5 98-0 96-7 96-0 191-3 86-0 81-5 19 1

79-2 79-5 79-5 83-0 89-0 91-2 96-5 93-7 90 2 93-2 91-8 SO 6 20
i

76-0 84-7 85-2 89 8 86-2 •t93-3 93-0 93-3 93-5 95 8 98-0 99-0 21 ]

+69-3 800 78-5 79-0 78-0 83 5 127-4 120 0 110-5 965 +85 0 84-6 22 1

+84 0 720 72-5 92-1 88-8 84 0 86-0 90-5 +97-3 91-6 84-3 82-2 23
82-5 78-2 24

82-3 72-5 82-5 85-3 90 0 90-5 92-0 +95-8 +91-5 +89-4 +89-7 25
85-4 79 0 t81-5 82 7 91-5 93-2 94 0 91-4 89-8 910 86 0 84 0 26
77-8 86-5 t82-4 792 t91-4 t92-5 91-5 +94-5 90 0 +93-0 89 0 87-5 27
65-7 58T 60 6 82-5 84-2 90-0 +95-5 + 101-5 + 106-7 97-2 +86-6 83 2 28
81-5 72 0 94 0 87-2 t88-2 90-0 +90-0 + 106-8 92*2 91-5 89-0 84 0 29

t79-5 30 J

f Magnet vibrating. (a) Off Scale East.
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XXY. Researches on Silica. By Colonel Philip Yorke, F.R.S.

Keeeived March 25,—Eead April 2, 1857.

SixcE chemistry has been studied as a science, it has been an object with its cultivators

to arrange the bodies which have been the subjects of their attention, into groups in

which the individuals should have a natural relation to each other. Probably at no time in

the history of the science has the importance of such a classification been more strongly

felt than at the present day, not only on account of the number of known elements, but

also from the number of compound bodies appearing to act as elements, which organic

chemistry has made known. Although great advances have been made in this direction,

the place of the element silicon in such a series as above alluded to, is very doubtful.

Yet the binary compound of this element, silicon with oxygen, is familiar to every one

;

it constitutes by itself a considerable portion of the crust of the earth, and enters into a

long series of definite crystallized compounds.

It has been satisfactorily determined that this substance, silica, belongs to the class

of bodies designated as acids, but one essential point is wanting to enable chemists to

give it, or its peculiar element, its proper position, and that is, the formula of this silica

or silicic acid.

Three different fonnulas have been proposed and made use of by different chemists,

—

SiOg, SiOa, SiO.

The first was originally adopted by Berzelius, from a consideration of the composi-

tion of felspar ;
and subsequently it was supported by arguments deduced from a law

relating to the boiling-points of the volatile compounds of chlorine and bromine, sug-

gested by Hermajvn Kopp. The composition of a compound of chlorine, sulphur and

silicon, discovered by Is. Pierre*, is also favourable to this formula. The second

formula is adopted by Gmelin, and is supported by some experiments of H. PosEf ,
who

found that when silica is fused with excess of carbonate of potash, the quantity of car-

bonic acid driven off is such that the oxygen contained in the carbonic acid expelled is

equal to that of the silicic acid used. This formula, SiOj, agrees with arguments

derived from the specific gravity of the vapours of chloride and fluoride of silicon. The

last formula, SiO, originally suggested by Dr. Thomson^, has been supported by

M. Dumas §, and also by Ebelmen
||,

from arguments suggested by the constitution of the

sihcic ethers.

* Ann. de Chim. &c. 3 ser. xxiv. 286.

t On Titanium and its Compounds, Gilbert’s ‘ Annalen,’ Ixxiii. 83.

X System of Chemistry, 5th ed. 1817. § Ann. de Chim. &c. 2 ser. xxxiii. 368.

II
Ann. de Chim. &c. 3 ser* xvi. 163.

4 AMDCCCLVII.
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With regard to the arguments in favour of the first-mentioned formula, derived from

a consideration of the boiling-point of chlorides and bromides, I should mention that

M. Kopp, since the publication of a notice by Mr. Duppa communicated to the Eoyal

Society by Dr. Hofmann, has appended to a translation of this note some remarks of his

own*, in which he states that the law he had suggested cannot now, in its primitive

generality, be regarded as true.

From what has preceded it may be observed, that the only instance in which the

formula of silicic acid has been sought for by a direct method, as for example, in which

its equivalent has been determined by the quantity of some other acid displaced, is in

the experiments of Rose. These experiments, however, which are introduced inciden-

tally in a memoir on titanic acid, have not generally attracted the attention of authors of

chemical systems, but as it appeared to me that the method deserved preference over

the others which have been used, or any that I could devise, I resolved to repeat the

experiments, entertaining the notion that if the results were confirmed, this ought to

establish the formula which they had suggested to Rose.

I imagined that with the means I meant to apply, what I had in view would prove an

easy matter ; in this I was deceived
;
but though I am still unable to give a definite

answer to the question which I had proposed to myself, I have obtained some results

which I venture to think have interest, and which, under the uncertainty I am in of the

time it may take before I can complete these researches, I desire to offer to the Society

in their present state.

Experiments on the quantity of Carbonic Add expelledfrom excess of

Alkaline Carbonates by fusion with Silica.

The silicic acid used was obtained by the ignition of perfectly transparent and colom--

less rock-crystal, and subsequent reduction of this to powder. The carbonate of potash

was produced by the ignition and subsequent fusion of crystallized bicarbonate of pot-

ash. The carbonate of soda was mostly obtained by a similar treatment of the pimest

bicarbonate I could procure, though a few experiments were made uith some cai'bonate

obtained by the purification of the crystallized carbonate, by Gay-Lussac’s method.

In my earlier experiments I adopted methods varying a little from one another, of

adding the silicic acid to the alkaline carbonate, whilst in a state of fusion, in a platinum

crucible ; after some experience I found that it was in all respects a better plan to add

the alkali to the silica. The latter was placed in a counterpoised platinum crucible,

and weighed
;
the fused alkaline carbonate in fragments was then weighed in a comiter-

poised closed glass tube, then gradually added to the silica heated in the crucible, and the

tube again weighed, by which the quantity of alkaline carbonate was determined. The

heating was performed by a gas-flame, through which a stream of air was forced by

means of a table bellows. The crucible was heated for some time after all efiervescence

had ceased, and the materials used appeared in a quiet state of fusion. The crucible

* Ann. de Chim. &c. 3 ser. xlvii. 66.
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was weighed when cold, and again heated for five minutes until the last two weighings

agreed wdthin a few hundredths of a grain. The loss was then estimated as carbonic

acid. The equivalent of the silicic acid is then readily obtained by the following pro-

portions, 22 being the equivalent of carbonic acid on the hydrogen scale:

—

22 X weight of silica used
^

weight of carbonic acid expelled

Experiments with Carbonate of Potash.

Quantities used.

r

Carbonate of Potash.
1

Silica. Loss= Carbonic Equivalents of

No. grs. grs. Acid. Silica deduced.

I. 52 10-67 7-5 31-3

II. 61-3 13-45 9-62 30-06

III. 30-7 10-07 7-04 31-4

IV. 47-4 10-10 7-26 30-06

Mean . . . . 30-07

This result agrees very nearly with that of Rose, and also with the formula SiO,^,

which, if calculated from the percentage composition of silicic acid as stated by Beeze-

LIUS, would give 30'75. If from that assigned to it by Pelouze, it would be 30’22.

Experiments with Carbonate of Soda.

Carbonate of Soda. Silica. Loss= Carbonic ’ Equivalent of

No. grs. gi’s- Acid. Silica deduced.

I. 58-16 13-08 13-7 21

II. 59-12 12-17 12-15 22

III. 60-68 13-86 13-94 21-8

IV. 53-04 16-45 15-2 23-7

V. 34-84 9-06 11-3 17-6

VI. 55-78 15-85 15-89 21-2

VII. 59-12 16-1 16-34 21-7

Mean . . . . 21-3

Here then I obtained a very difierent result from that with carbonate of potash,

agreeing more nearly with half the number represented by the formula

oiO,, or —

As M. Jacquelain had stated that under certain circumstances carbonate of soda lost

part of its carbonic acid by fusion*, I made the following experiments to ascertain whe-

ther, in my method of experimenting, the loss I had observed could be attributed to the

action of heat alone. A portion of the carbonate of soda used in the last-mentioned

experiments was fused for three or four minutes, it weighed=78‘5 grs.

Ann. de Chim. &c. 3 ser. xxxii. 195.

4 A 2
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I. Fused a second time by gas-flame, urged by bellows for fifteen')

minutes, crucible open /

II. Fused a third time by gas-flame, urged by bellows for fifteen')

minutes, crucible open J

On the following day,

—

III. Fused a fourth time by gas-flame, urged by bellows for fifteen"!

minutes, crucible open /

IV. Fused a fifth time by gas-flame, urged by bellows for fifteen')

minutes, crucible open j

grs. diff.

= 78-29 0-21

= 78-26 0-03

= 78-20 0-06

= 78-14 0-06

The carbonate of soda had acquired a slight brown tint
;
on examination I found that

this was owing to its containing a very minute portion of oxide of platinum denved from

the crucible. From these experiments, it will be evident that the results I had obtained

by the fusion of carbonate of soda with silica could not be accounted for by the action of

heat alone.

The carbonates of potash and soda having afforded me such different results, I now had

recourse to carbonate of lithia.

Experiments with Silica and Carbonate of Lithia.

The carbonate of lithia, as purchased, was purified by dissohdng it hi 100 pai-ts of

boiling distilled water, filtering the liquid from small portions of lime and other matters

which remained undissolved, and evaporating the filtrate in a porcelain basin until a

small portion of liquid only remained ; the carbonate of lithia was obtained as a crystal-

line crust deposited on the basin. The mother-liquor contained potash.

The carbonate of lithia thus obtained was fused in a covered crucible. It lost very

little weight. I found that although carbonate of lithia by itself fused at a temperatm-e

below a red heat, visible by daylight, yet that when any considerable proportion of silica

was added, the fusing-point rose so much that I was obliged to conduct the experiments

in a platinum crucible.

Experiments with Carho^iate of Lithia.

Carbonate of Litbia. Silica. Loss= Carbonic Equivalent of

No. grs. grs. Acid. Silica deduced.

I. 34-46 10-33 14-9 15-2

II. 26-87 8-24 12-09 14-99

III. 42-74 15-84 23-24 14-99

IV. 31-28 9-14 13-61

Mean .

14-77

. 14-99

Experiments III. and IV. were made with a different specimen of carbonate of lithia

from Nos. I. and II.

Hence it appears that the equivalent for silica, deduced from experiments with car-
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bonate of lithia, differs from that obtained with the carbonates of the other two fhsed

alkalies, and agrees with the formula SiO.

These unexpected results suggested to me two lines of research, by following which I

hoped that some light might be thrown on the apparent anomaly involved in them.

The first was to determine whether any other acid than the silicic yielded results similar

to those akeady obtained with carbonates of potash and soda ;
and the second was to

ascertain whether the equivalent of silicic acid could be obtained by means of any other

volatile acid than the carbonic.

I deshed to ascertam, in the first place, whether at the temperature used, any quan-

tity of carbonic acid, different from its received equivalent, could be expelled by a well-

known acid of the class of hydrogen acids, as e. g. the sulphuric acid. But as it was

obviously impossible to experiment with this substance in its usual form, and consider-

ing that carbonate of magnesia could not exist at the temperature of the experiments, I

made use of anhydrous sulphate of magnesia for my purpose.

With this substance I made the following experiments :

—

With Carbonate of Potash and Sulphate of Magnesia.

No.

Carbonate of Potash.

grs.

Sulphate of

Magnesia,
grs.

Loss= Carbonic
Acid.

Equivalent of

Sulphuric Acid
deduced.

I. 58-14 27-81 10-51 39-4

II. 63-99 32-11 11-44 41-0

Mean . . . 40-2

With Carbonate of Soda.

Carbonate of Soda.

I. 43 30-27 11-3 39-4

II. 60-9 34-46 12-22 41

III. 67-98 35-28 12-63 40-1

Mean . . . 40-1

The number 40 is the received equivalent of sulphuric acid. These experiments are

sufficient to show that with sulphuric acid, at the temperature used, no such effect as

that with silicic acid is obtained.

I made several experiments of the same kind with tungstic acid, with boracic acid

(using, however, biborate of soda for the purpose), alumina, and red oxide of iron.

Boracic acid only, of the bodies named, afforded results analogous to those given by

silicic acid, but I did not succeed in obtaining numbers which accorded well together.

The other substances mentioned gave like results, whether carbonate of potash or soda

was employed. As alumina appears in some instances to take the place of silica, T will

insert here the results I obtained with that body.

The alumina was obtained by Geegory’s process.
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Exjperiments with Carbonate of Potash.

Carbonate of Potash.

No. grs.

1. 46-98

II. 48-28

Alumina.
grs.

21-2

21-16

Loss= Carbonic Acid. Equivalent of Alumina
deduced.

9-15 50-9

9-05 51-4

Mean .... 51-1

Carbonate of Soda.

I. 46-12

II. 52-21

With Carbonate of Soda.

20-03 8-83

27-18 11-93

51

50

Mean .... 50-5

The equivalent usually assigned to alumina is 51-4.

Turning now to experiments made with the view of obtaining the equivalent of silicic

acid in the weight of some other acid than the carbonic, I made some attempts t\T.th

chloride of sodium and sulphate of soda, but with these did not succeed; 1 then had

recourse to the hydrates, and will give the results 1 obtained. But I must premise that

the difficulties of obtaining accordant quantities are much greater -with these bodies than

with the carbonates, difficulties which arise from the volatility of the alkalies on the

one hand, and the tendency to absorb carbonic acid during the experiments on the

other.

Of the various methods which I tried, I think that the best and simplest was to fuse

the alkaline hydrate and weigh it in a deep narrow silver crucible proAided Avith a

cover, and of large capacity compared with the bulk of materials employed, then to add

the silica and weigh the two bodies together ; to heat this crucible Avhile much inclined

A'ery gradually, and finally to repeat the weighings and heatings until the weight

appeared constant. The last two experiments Avith hydrate of soda were made in this

manner.

Experiments with Silica and Hydrate of Potash. Water= 9.

Hydrate of Potash. Silica. Loss= Water. Equivalent of Silica

No. grs. grs. deduced.

I. 73-27 18-39 5-39 30

II. 105-39 19-22 4-7 36-7

III. 96 16-08 4-95 29-2

IV. 87-44 6-55 1-8 32-7

V. 70-38 7-37 2-39 27-7

VI. 74-7 7-65 2-59 26-1

Mean . . . . 30-8
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With Silica and Hydrate of Soda.

Hydrate of Soda. Silica. Loss= Water. Equivalent of Silica

No. grs. grs. deduced.

I. 100-04 18-61 9-18 18-2

II. 81-29 10-07 5-48 16-4

III. 128-24 15-86 8-37 17-0

Mean . . . . 17-2

In these experiments with the hydrates, it will be observed that the equivalent

obtained with hydrate of potash is the same as that obtained with the carbonate, but

that obtained with hydrate of soda approaches more nearly to that afforded by carbonate

of lithia.

Reverting now to the experiments with the carbonates, I found that I had, in order to

secure the reqmsite fusibility in the case of the carbonate of lithia, used a greater pro-

portion of that salt to the sOicic acid than with the other two carbonates, so that con-

sidering the ratio of the oxygen in the base to that in the silicic acid in the case of the

lithia experiments, it was nearly as 2:1, whilst in the other two carbonates the oxygen

was equal in the base and in the silicic acid. To ascertain if this would in any way

explain the results I had obtained, I made two experiments with carbonate of potash,

in w’hich the oxygen, considered as belonging to the oxide of potassium, was double that

contained in the silica, and obtained for the equivalent the number 29 very nearly.

Operating in a similar manner with carbonate of soda, the mean of two experiments

gave 19'5.

Both the numbers thus obtained are slightly smaller than those given in the former

experiments, but I do not think they should materially affect any inference to be drawn

from them ; and I may remark here, that, though I am of opinion that generally the

(quantity of carbonic acid expelled by an anhydrous acid from the alkaline carbonates in

fusion may be very valuable for determining between two different formulas for such

acid, I do not think that the method is capable of determining with precision the

equivalent w'eight of such an acid, as I have satisfied myself in the course of these expe-

riments, that when the heat is long-continued, minute, but appreciable quantities of

the alkali are volatilized.

On Crystallized Hydrate of Silicate of Soda.

A sihcate of soda was formed by taking one equivalent of carbonate of soda, or

54 parts, and one eqmvalent of silica as given by the results of the experiments before

detailed, or 23 parts, and fusing them together, the quantity of carbonic acid present

would be 22 ; the quantity actually expelled was 20, so that 2 parts =5 of carbonate of

soda had remained in the fused mass. This substance appeared crystallized throughout,

and to be made up of spheroidal masses of prismatic crystals radiating from a centre.

This kind of crystallization invariably followed on fusing together the two substances in
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the proportions I have mentioned. The fused substance readily dissolved in water,

affording a perfectly colourless transparent solution. The solution was evaporated at

atmospheric temperatures in vacuo with sulphuric acid; after some days it began to

crystallize, and eventually formed a mass of crystals with veiy little liquid remaining.

Analysis.

I. 17‘62grs. of the salt, dried by pressure in filtering paper, was treated with hydro-

chloric acid, effervescence was produced. It yielded 3’72 grs. of ignited silica. The

filtrate evaporated and residue ignited, gave 8' 33 grs. chloride of sodium =4-41 soda.

II. I6'24grs., dried as before, heated on a sand-bath, melted into a clear liquid, which

soon became viscid and opaque; ignited, it weighed 7'78grs. ; loss =8’46.

III. 22T7 grs. of the salt, dried as before, heated red in a platinum crucible =I0'66 ;

loss =11-51.

To expel the carbonic acid, a little silica was added to the remaining substance, the

whole =13-78.

This was heated by the gas-flame, urged by bellows for ten minutes, and!
]^ 3 .9 g

then weighed J

Loss= carbonic acid = 0-50

These experiments would give as the constituents of 100 parts of the salt (a),

—

Silicic acid

I.

21-11
II. III.

Soda .... 25-02

Carbonic acid and]

water by loss ,J

53-87|
52-1

2-25

51-90

and as 2-25 carbonic acid would combine with 3-15 soda, 100 parts would contain

—

Silicic acid . . . . 2 1- 1

1

Soda 21-87

Carbonate of soda . 5-40

Water 51-90

100-28

If the carbonate of soda be the ordinary ten-hydrated salt, and this be considered as

mixture and subtracted, we obtain

—

SiO, . ,. . 30-2

By Theory,
in 100 pts.

24-19

By Experiment,
in 100 pta.

24-61

Soda . . 31-0 25-01 25-49

7HO . . . 63-0 50-80 49-90

124-2
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Two crystallized hydrates of silicate of soda have been described by Fritzsciie*, one

of which crystallizes in rectangular prisms, and contains 56 '6 per cent, of water, the

other 47 per cent. HERMAANf has also described a salt of this kind crystallizing in

rhombohedi’ons and containing 54'4 per cent, of water. In all these salts the proportion

of acid to base is the same as in the one I have described above, and the number of

equivalents of water contained in them respectively is 9, 6 and 8. Lately M. Fremy J,

in a communication on the Silicates, has described a silicate which he states he obtained

in large crystals, to which he assigns the formula 4NaO, 26HO, which would

give 48’ 6 per cent, of water. I regret that I have not been able to determine the cry-

stalline form of the salts I have obtained ; but the point to which I wish to direct attention

is, that in the process of obtaining a crystalhzed hydrate from the fused anhydrous salt

a portion of soda is extruded. I found that this extrusion also took place when the

salt was formed by dissohdng hydrated silica in such a quantity of a solution of caustic

soda, as that the soda should be in the same proportion to the sihca as in the fused salt

before described, \iz. as 31 : 23.

A specimen of a crystallized salt, formed in this manner, of which the solution had

been exposed to the atmosphere during crystallization, yielded, on analysis,

—

Silica 22-38

Soda 24-44

Carbonate of soda . 2-41

AVater 50-55

I also obtained a crystallized salt by dissolving sihca in a solution of caustic soda in such

proportion that the oxygen in the silica should be double that in the soda. The crystal-

lized salt was redissolved and recrystallized, the crystallization in both instances taking

place out of contact with the atmosphere.

Analysis gave the following composition of this specimen (c) :

—

Silica . . 24-45 2SiO
j

r30-2 .

in 100.

. 24-193

Soda . 25-276 NaO give 31 . 25-00

Water . . 50-374 7HoJ 163 . 50-80

As it appeared to me desirable to ascertain if any portion of the water in these salts

should be considered as basic, I made some experiments on specimens (a) and (c) with

this -view. I found however no decided difference in the comportment of the two

specimens ;
and further, that all the water, with the exception of less than 1 per cent.,

was expelled at a temperature of 300° Fahr.

With regard to the silicate of lithia (LiO, SiO), I have not yet been able to examine

it particularly ;
but when treated with water it appears, like the soda compound, to split

into different combinations, as a substance which remained when more than one-half of

* PoGOENDOEvr’s Armalen, xliii. 135. t Eedmaxn’s Journal fur prakt. Chemie, xiv. 275.

J Comptes Eendus, December 1856.

MDCCCLVII. 4 B
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the salt had been washed away, gave a result on analysis showing that its silicic acid

contained at least double the quantity of oxygen contained in the lithia.

As to the formula SiO, deduced from the lithia compound, I would add, that some

observations have lately been published by Teoost*, which go to show that lithia in its

comportment has more analogy with the magnesian class of bases than with the potas-

sium class. Now, of the known crystallized silicates of bases belonging to the former

class, whether found in nature or obtained in the processes of the arts, a lai’ge propor-

tion have a composition in which the oxygen of the base is equal to that of the acid.

In concluding this paper, I desire to guard myself against di'a'sving any decided

inference from the experiments I have related, particularly as I hope to be able to

follow up this communication by further researches, which may afford more definite

grounds for theory. I venture only to remark at present, that as I cannot but think

that the quantity of carbonic acid displaced must afford a true measure of the equivalent

of silicic acid ;
so, looking to the results of my experiments, I see at present no alter-

native but to admit of at least two equivalents (that is to say, of two acids), the value of

which is determined by circumstances, such as the presence of water, and the natui-e

of the base to which the silicic acid is presented.

The existence of different silicic acids has been already suggested by chemists, parti-

cularly by EBELMENf and by Laurent J. Fremt also considers that his late experiments,

before quoted, support the same view.

* Comptes Eendus, November 10, 1856. Chemical G-azette, December 1856.

t Ann. de Chim. &c. 3 ser. xvi. 162. J Chemical Method, Engl. Trans., p. 127-S.
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The inquiiies which have been carried on of late years with regard to the reproductive

organs of Fungi, although they have caused but little progress towards the solution of

the problem of sexuality, have nevertheless been by no means barren or unproductive.

They have revealed the existence of a diversity in those organs, not only amongst genera

and species, but in the same indmdual plant, to an extent which would excite surprise,

if not incredulity, in the mind of an observer unacquainted with the subject or approach-

ing it for the first time.

It has been proved, that in a vast number of cases the same Fungus, or to speak more

correctly, the same mycehum or vegetative system, has the power of producing fruits

ditfering so much in form and appearance, that it would never occur to a casual observer

to suppose that they were the produce of the same plant. Many Fungi placed by former

observers in different genera and even in ditferent families, are now ascertained to be

different forms of fi’uit of one and the same plant.

\Yithout going into details, one striking instance may be mentioned. Dr. De Baey

has shown that the common cheese-mould, Aspergillus glaucus, and Eurotium herhari-

07'um, an ascigerous fungus too well known to botanists as the pest of herbaria, are two

forms of fruit produced from the same mycelium, and numbers of other instances of a

similar nature have also been published.

This polymorphism of fructification, which is of the greatest interest in a physiologi-

cal point of \iew, is of hardly less importance when considered with reference to the

effect which it must produce upon the systematic arrangement of Fungi. Its obvious

effect (if it should be proved to exist as extensively as there seems reason to suspect)

must be the striking out of a number of ill-founded genera, thus affording relief to the

overloaded terminology of the science of Mycology.

In the present state of the question accumulation of observations is the great deside-

ratum, the means by which it may hereafter be possible to arrive as it were by a

process of induction, at more general conclusions than have hitherto been reached.

In the present paper my object is to lay before the Society the result of some obser-

vations upon certain Fungi of the division Sphseriacei, a division which seems likely to

be productive of a greater number of instances of the diversity of fructification above

alluded to than any other tribe. The observations in question have been conducted

certainly with care, and I believe with accuracy, and I venture to hope that they may
not be considered without importance in their bearing upon the general subject.

4 B 2
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1. Sphceria verrucceformis, Ehe.—The hi-st plant which I have to mention is Spjlu^ria

mrrucceformis, one of the most common of the genus, at least in this countiy. It occm-s

at all seasons of the year, principally on fallen branches of Oak, hut also on Spanish

Chestnut, Beech, Alder, and other trees, in the form of prominent black warts protruding

through, and surrounded by the lacinise of, the ruptured epidermis. The ordinaiw fruit of

this Spheeria consists of minute curved sporidia of a yellowish tinge. In most Sphaeiiae

the number of sporidia in each ascus is limited to eight, but Sphcena verrucceforniis is

one of the comparatively few species in which the number is quite unlimited ; the sporidia

indeed are so densely crowded that it is difficult to arrive at even an approximate

calculation of the number contained in any one ascus. Plate XXIV. fig. I represents

an ascus of the ordinary form filled with sporidia, and fig. 2 a few of the latter detached

from the ascus, all magnified 315 diameters. The colom’ of the sporidia, when in a mass,

is a dull yellow, but they are almost colomiess when viewed singly. Their mean size

is -2 of inch, and there is usually a globular nucleus at each end. I am not aware

that any second form of fruit has hitherto been observed in this Fungus, but in the

course of last autumn (1856) 1 found some very yomig specimens of the Sphaeria gi-owing

in close proximity to a species of Cytispora^ and subsequent investigation cominced me
that the latter was merely a cytisporous condition of the former. The appearance of

the perithecia of the young Sphaeriae was different from that of theii’ matiu-e conchtion

:

they were of a light ochrey-yellow colour, instead of being black, or nearly so. The'

perithecia of the Cytispora were so exactly like those of the Sphaeria, that without a

microscopical examination of the contents, it was not possible to distinguish the one

from the other. The association in growth, the exact similarity of the perithecia. and

the fact, now well established, that other species of Sphaeriae possess a cytisporous as well

as an ascigerous fructification, would seem almost sufficient grounds for assummw the

identity of these two plants, but a further argument in favour of such identity was afforded

by the occurrence of the perithecia of the Cytispora and of the Sphaeria within the same

circumscribing line. Sphceria rerriicoeforinis belongs, as is well known, to the division

Lignosae, one of the characteristics of which is the existence of a black line sm-romithng

the base of the stroma, in which the perithecia are imbedded. If a thin section of the

substance of this black line be examined under the microscope when the Sphaeria is ripe,

it appears to be composed of dry carbonaceous matter in Avhich it is hardly possible

to trace any structure ; but if examined at the period of growth of the above-mentioned

specimens, it is seen to consist of strings of oval cells of a clear dark brown colour.

Precisely similar cells are frequently to be seen near the base of the perithecia of other

species of Splioeria^ which doubtless belong to the mycelium, and I suspect therefore

that the black line above alluded to, and which has been supposed to be the outer coat

of the stroma, is in fact formed by the cells of the mycelium. If this be so, the occur-

rence of the Sphaeria and the Cytispora within the same circle wmdd seem to make it

reasonable to assume that the two are the produce of the same mycelium.

Fig. 3 represents the oval cells above-mentioned, and tig. 4 the sporidia of the
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Cytispora, which are fusiform and strongly curved. They are all magnified 315

diameters.

2. Sphceria favacea, Fe.—This Spheeria is closely allied to S. verrucwformis, and ex-

tremely liable to be confounded with it. Differences, however, exist which on careful

examination suffice to distinguish the one from the other. The asci are usually clavate,

instead of fusiform as in S. verrucmformis ; the sporidia have not ordinarily the globular

nuclei, and their size is somewhat less, being about th ofan inch ;
the plant is moreover

larger and of a coarser habit. No reliance is to be placed upon the arrangement of the

perithecia in two tiers, for this occurs mdifferently both in Splmria verruccefonnis and

*S'. famcea. I notice the latter plant here in order to call attention to some strange

modifications in the shape of the asci which have come under my observation. The

ordinary fruit is shown in fig. 5, while fig. 6 [a—m) represents aberrant forms in which

the asci have become most fancifully distorted. But perhaps the most curious instance

of change is that shoAvn in fig. 7, where the outer membrane of the ascus assumed

a perfectly globular shape. In this instance the inner membrane remained unaffected,

and lay bent almost in its natural shape along one side of the globose external mem-

brane, the sporidia being entirely confined within it
; but in other instances, as in

fig. 8 (a much smaller ascus), the inner membrane shared the change of form of the

outer one, and the sporidia filled the whole of the globe. The specimens in which this

abnoimial fructification occurred had been subjected to an unusual amount of moisture,

by which the change in the form of the asci might possibly have been produced. Tlie

figures in this instance are all magnified 220 diameters.

A similar change of form occurred in another Sphseria, the only difference being, that

in the latter case the irregular ascus was not exactly globular, but slightly ellipsoidal.

Figs. 9 and 10 represent the common and the abnormal forms of fructification in this

latter Sphseria, which belongs to the dmsion Concrescentes, the figures being magnified

415 diameters. I may add, that the sporidia are of a clear brown colour, and some-

times, though not usually, nucleated at one or both extremities. I cannot ascertain

that it has been previously described, and propose therefore to call it Splioeria stipata,

the perithecia being very closely packed. The mean size of its sporidia is

an inch.

3. Splueria Tiliaginea, Cueeey.—This species is new to this country, and I have not

been able to find any description of it elsewhere. I have met with it at difterent

seasons of the year in my own neighbourhood (Blackheath), always on small dead

branches of Lime. It belongs to the division Circinatee, but the perithecia are more

deeply immersed in the inner bark than is usual in that division. The ostiola some-

times penetrate through the epidermis, but sometimes remain concealed by it ; in the

latter case raising the epidermis into a number of small pustules. When the epidermis

is stripped off, the inner bark is seen to be covered with small, green, circular umbonate

disks, the umbonate appearance being caused by the ostiola, which, as in other Circinatae,

are in contact at their apices, and protrude through the exact centre of each of the
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green disks. The fact that each one, without exception, of the circular masses of peri-

thecia is always crowned by one of these green disks, would seem to point to something

more than an accidental connexion between them ; and although it is possible that the

disks might be only a fungoid growth parasitic upon the ostiola of the perithecia. it

seems far more probable that they really belong to the latter, forming an integral por-

tion of their structure. If a very thin vertical section be made passing through the

centre of the mass of ostiola, and consequently through the centre of the disks, it is

seen that the latter are composed of densely packed fdamentous tissue, hardly diffeiing.

if at all, from the tissue of which the ostiola are composed. The tissues moreover are

in actual contact, so close that it is hardly possible to distinguish any line of demarca-

tion between the two. Such a section is shown in fig. 11, magnified 45 diameters ; and

it must be taken whilst the plants are quite young, for in a later stage, when the ostiola

have become black, hardened and brittle, it could not be made.

The perithecium in fig. 11 was just beginning to fi-uctify, and fig. 12, Plate XXV. shows

one of the asci with its sporidia, which, although of a greenish tinge and therefore, I

should think, not perfectly ripe, were nevertheless fully formed, constituting the normal

fruit of the S]3h8eria. Their average length is of an inch. The filaments of which

the disks are composed produce two difierent sorts of fruit; the one being minute,

colourless cylindrical bodies, answering exactly to the spermatia which have been

observed in the Lichens generally, and in many other Fungi ; the other being of the

same nature as the bodies which M. Tulasne has called stylospores. I have not been

able to ascertain the mode of attachment of the spermatia, but the stylospores are

borne upon the apices of the filaments, and are formed by the swelling out of them

tips, which afterwards become divided from the mam filament by a septum. These

stylospores, when viewed in a mass, are of a peculiarly rich, bluish-green coloim, and

when sutficiently magnified, are seen to be very narrowly elliptical bodies, sometimes

simple, sometimes with one, two, or even three septa, with an endochrome which is

sometimes smooth and refractive, and sometimes granular. I found them vary hi

length from to y^th of an inch. These bodies are shown in figs. 13 « and

13Z>, and the spermatia in fig. 14. Figs. 12, 13 a, 13 d and 14, are magnified 315

diameters.

If the plants are kept in a sufficiently moist atmosphere, these stylospores are some-

times ejected through the bark in tendrils, after the fashion of a 2IeIanconium ; they

differ from the spores of the latter genus in being septate, and from Stilhospora by the

formation of tendrils. If the green disks were autonomous Fungi, these difterences

would require consideration, as it would in strictness prevent their classification under

either of the two genera just mentioned ; but there being, as it seems to me, sufficient

grounds for considering the disks only as forming part of the accompanying Sphteria,

and not as independent vegetable productions, the differences in question cease to he of

much practical importance.

4. Splmria vestita, Fr.—

T

his Sphseria belongs, like the last, to the division Circinata?,
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and has not hitherto been recorded amongst the British Sphserise ; but, not long since, I

found a considerable number of specimens growing upon a fallen branch of Beech in

company with Sphceria ([uaternata, Sphceria turgida, and a third Sphseria which I am
unable to name, and upon these specimens the following observations were made. One

pecuharity of S])]icena vestUa^ and that from which it derives its specific name, is a

dense woolly covering of a dirty white or yellowish colour, which in their early state

clothes the young perithecia, and which covering has always been considered as properly

belonging to the Sphseria. It -consists of a dense filamentous tissue, not altogether

unlike that which forms the green disks in the Sphseria above described, and like the

latter tissue it produces a secondary kind of fruit, which I will presently describe.

Before doing so, however, I must mention a striking peculiarity in the mode of growth

of some of the specimens which came under my observation. Ordinarily the perithecia

of Sphceria vestita are seated beneath the epidermis upon the surface of the inner bark,

but in the above specimens the perithecia were imbedded in the substance of the bark,

or rather they were enclosed in a sort of conceptacle formed from the bark and having

a perforation at its apex.

The perithecia themselves were surrounded on all sides by a dark dense mass, which

the microscope proved to be composed entu’ely of spores having all the appearance of

the spores figured by Coeda under the name of Steganosporimii pyriforme. The perfo-

ration at the top of the conceptacle served as a common orifice for the escape of the

sporidia of the Sphseria, and of what I may call the Steganosporium spores. The peri-

thecia, which were enclosed in the conceptacles, had for the most part lost their woolly

covering, and the conceptacles themselves were surrounded on all sides by vast numbers

of the Steganosporium spores which had been ejected through the orifices. Fig. 15

represents one of these latter spores, which are of a dark brown colour with a granular

endochrome, and, when ripe, have two and sometimes three transverse septa. Now if

the woolly covering of the perithecia be examined before it loses its pale colour, it will

be found that the threads of which it is composed produce a number of pale-coloured

globular bodies, bearing a strong resemblance to the immature spores of many species of

Uredines ;
and it will also be seen that these bodies by degrees lose their globular form

and assume a pyriform or turbinate shape, shortly after which a septum is formed across

the lower extremity. When the spore has reached this latter condition, it is impossible

not to see that it is the young state of the dark-coloured Steganosporium spores, which

subsequently become developed in enormous quantities, and which are afterwards found

surrounding the perithecia, both when the latter are naked and when they are enclosed

in conceptacles.

A case precisely analogous to the above was noticed some time since by Messrs.

Beekeley and Become, and was published in Hookee’s ‘ Journal of Botany,’ in which a

well-known Stilbospora {Stilhospora macrosperma) was found growing on the outer

surface of the perithecia of Sphceria inquinans, the Stilbospora and the Sphseria being

both situated beneath the bark, and having a common orifice for the escape of both the
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kinds of spores. This latter has been admitted to be a case of double fructification, and

tliere seems no reason to doubt that the instance above recorded must be classed in the

same category, and that the Steganospoiium spores must henceforth be considered as a

secondary fruit of Splmria vestita.

The perfect fruit of the Sphaeria, i. e. the sporidia which are produced in the asci in the

interior of the perithecia, are of an oval shape, mth transverse and longitudinal or oblique

septa, somewhat irregular in number and position. Fig. 16 Plate XXV. represents an

ascus with sporidia in its interior, and fig. 17 some free sporidia. In this, as 1 believe to

be the case in many if not most Sphaeriae, the sporidia appear to increase in size after their

escape from the ascus. The smaller ones (fig. 16) were drawn from fresh specimens in

which the asci were only just matured, and measured j ĝ-gth of an inch in length ; the

larger ones (fig. 17) from a dried specimen in the Hookerian herbarium, in which the

asci were completely absorbed. These latter measured jA^th of an inch in length.

5. Sphwria fragiformis, Pees.—There is a peculiar state of this Sphaeria of not unfre-

quent occurrence, in which the base of the puhinate stroma is surrounded on all sides

by a small pale brown arborescent growth, having the appearance of being parasitical

upon the Sphaeria.

This state is figured by Sowerby, who, mistaking the unripe stroma of the Sphaeria

for a species of Lycoperdon, gave it the name of I/ycoperdon acariforine. It is men-

tioned also in the ‘ English Flora,’ where it is suggested that the groAvth in question is a

species of Isaria parasitical upon the stroma of the Sphaeria. I have long suspected it

to be an essential part of the Sphaeria itself, but it was some time before I was able to

find specimens in a state favourable for examination. Dimng the last autumn (1856)

some such occurred in the neighbourhood of Tunbridge Wells, which enabled me to

verify rpy previous suspicions. The stroma of Spliceria fragifonnis is covered in its early

stage with a veil of dense cellular tissue of a rusty brick-red colour, which disappeai's as

the Sphaeria ripens. If a specimen be taken covered with its veil and accompanied by

the supposed Isaria, and a very thin vertical section be made passing through the stroma,

the veil, and one of the Isariae, it will be seen, on examining it with a sufficient magni-

fying power (about 200 diameters), that the threads which form the Isaria are m fact

the outljdng portions or ragged edge of the mass of cellular tissue which constitutes the

veil. In fig. 18 («, 5), some of these threads are drawn as they appeared under a mag-

nifying power of 415 diameters
;
these are barren, and have nothing remarkable in their

structiu’e. Fig. 18 [c) shows some fertile threads similarly magnified, which it null be

seen produce at their summit small heads of minute cellules arranged something in the

manner of the spores of a Botrytis, and which must be considered as a conidioid form of

fruit of Splmria fragifonnis. These cellules are elliptical, colourless, and very minute.

6. Splmria salicina, Pees., and Coniotliecnim Amentacearum., Coeda.—The latter

Fungus IS exceedingly common upon the branches of Willows. It appeal's to the naked

eye in the form of small, round or iiTegular patches of black powder, which leave a sooty

mark upon the fingers when touched. The microscope shows that these patches are
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composed of multitudes of spores of all sizes and shapes, sometimes strung together in

moniliform rows, sometimes united together in a tabular form, presenting altogether a

most irregular appearance. It is probable, indeed there can be little doubt, that the

moniliform rows of spores are the extremities of fructifying threads proceeding from

the mycelium, and upon the point of breaking up into spores. Until lately I had

always found the black patches of Coniothecium unconnected with any other sort of

fungoid growth
; but in some specimens which I met with during the last summer

(1856), I found upon stripping off the epidermis of the Willow branch, that the Conio-

thecium w'as in immediate connexion with a perithecium which lay buried beneath the

outer bark of the Willow. Upon extracting the perithecium the Coniothecium con-

tinued adherent to it, the threads of the latter projecting from the apex of the perithe-

cium, and giving it the appearance of being crowned with a little brush. The question

then arose, whether the Coniothecium really belonged to the perithecium, or whether it

was merely parasitical upon it, and I satisfied myself that the former was the case ; for

upon examining the perithecium with the microscope, there was no trace to be seen of

any threads traversing its outer surface, and that being the case, the only other conclu-

sion in accordance with the facts was, that the threads of the Coniothecium were in

connexion with and formed a continuation of the threads constituting the lining of the

perithecium.

In this instance most of the perithecia had nothing in their interior but a tangled

mass of colourless filamentous tissue, but one or two of them contained a number of

spores not enclosed in asci, but intermixed irregularly with the filamentous tissue.

The spores were colourless, subelhptical, slightly acuminate at each end, and con-

stricted in the middle with a single central septum. It could hardly be doubted that

the perithecia belonged to some species of Sphceria of which the free spores mighi? either

be an imperfect or stylosporous state of fruit, or normal sporidia set free by the absorp-

tion of the asci. Since then, I have had the satisfaction of finding the Coniothecium

and the Sphseria connected in the same manner, the latter being in perfect fruit, and

proUng to be, as might almost have been anticipated, 8])]iceria salicina, Fees. The asci

and sporidia of this Sphseria are shown in fig. 19, Plate XXV. The mean length of the

sporidia is of an inch.

There is another species of Coniothecium almost as common as the last, known by

the name of Coniothecium hetulinum, and which is to be found upon twigs and small

branches of Birch. It bears a strong resemblance to Coniothecium Amentacearum, and

I have some grounds for supposing that, like that species, it is a conidioid form of fruit

of a Sphseria [Sphceria landformis) which is not uncommon in this country upon Birch.

I have not yet been able to prove satisfactorily the connexion between the two, but

further observation may possibly establish it.

In the plants above described, the two forms of fruit, assuming them to arise from

the same mycelium, must be considered as essentially distinct, that is, the secondary

form has no further connexion with the normal fructification, than the fact of being

MDCCCLVII. 4 c
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produced upon the same mycelium
; but other cases occur in which the normal form of

fruit is so far modified and altered by external cii’cumstances, as to appear at first sight

as if belonging to a different species or even genus.

It is an opinion rapidly gaining ground, that by far the greater number of the plants

composing the genera Diplodia, Sporocadus, Sphceropsis, Hendersonia, Phoma and others,

are only imperfect forms of different species of Sphaeria, and a wide field of observa-

tion is thus opened in order to allot to each individual member of these pseudo-genera

its proper place in the mycological system.

The following instances of this change of form in the fruit have come under my own

observation :

—

1. Sphceria angulata^ Fr.—

T

his Spheeria is very common, being found upon almost

eveiy small dead fallen branch of Oak. It belongs to the division Incusse, the perithecia

being imbedded in a stroma formed from the bark in small circular patches. The peii-

thecia, with the exception of the ostiola, are usually completely hidden by the bark ;
but

the space which they occupy beneath it is generally well defined by a circular mai’k

surrounding the base of the broad-angled cone, into which the bark is raised by the

growth of the ostiola. The sporidia are oblong, but constricted in the middle, var^fing

in length from to s^-g-th of an inch, and having a septum at the constriction.

They are colourless, and their appearance varies considerably according to the state in

which the endochrome happens to be at the time of observation. This difierence in

the endochrome will be seen by referring to figs. 20, 21 and 22, Plate XXV. ; in the

former the endochrome has a clear oleaginous nucleate appearance, and fills each cell of

the sporidium, leaving how^ever a manifest interval between it and the outer membrane ;

in figs. 21 and 22, on the other hand (the latter representing free sporidia), the endo-

chrome is broken up into a granular mass, which fiUs each cell of the sporidium so

completely as to render the outline of the outer membrane no longer distinguishable.

I may observe that this change of state in the endochrome, although striking at first

sight, is not uncommon in the sporidia of Sphserise, and it is a circumstance which

must always be carefully attended to when the form and structure of the sporidia are

resorted to for distinguishing species. In this instance the ^difference between what

may be called the nucleate and the granular sporidia is so great, that they might at

first sight be supposed to be different forms. In fig. 20 {a) is magnified 315 and [h)

415 diameters. Figs. 21 and 22 are magnified 315 diameters.

There is another peculiarity connected "svith this Sphceria, which is, the existence in

all i\\e free sporidia of four delicate cilia, one proceeding from each pole, and one fi'om

each side, which are not perceptible as long as the sporidia are enclosed in the ascus.

The fact of these cilia being invisible in the ascus might seem to point to germination

as their origin, but the constancy and regularity in their appearance, size and position

almost preclude this supposition.

The above varieties in the sporidia are not, however, the main peculiarity in the

fructification of this Sphreria, for I have found its perithecia producing in lieu of the
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regular asci, immense numbers of the bodies drawn in fig. 23, Plate XXVI. These

bodies are shaped like the spores in the genus Gryptosjiori'iim^ and if the perithecia ])i’o-

ducing them had existed singly, or if a number of perithecia in one group had pro-

duced nothing but similar bodies, the plant would have had to be classed with the

Cryptosporia and not with the Sphserire. But in the specimens upon which my observa-

tions were made, the same stroma produced contiguous perithecia, of which some pro-

duced the regular asci and sporidia, others the Cryptosporium fructification. The origin

of the latter is, I think, sufficiently obvious : it seems to arise from an arrest of growth

taking place in the asci, by which not only do the latter not acquire their usual size,

but the endochrome, instead of breaking up into separate portions and forming sporidia,

remains united in one mass which is uniformly distributed through the ascus. The real

nature of these bodies must depend upon whether they possess the power of germina-

tion, a fact which I have not yet ascertained. If they have such power, they would

rank as real fruit ; if not, then they must be regarded simply as abortive productions,

worthy of notice only from their resemblance to the spores of a distinct genus.

2. Sphceria landfoiinis, Fr., and Hendersonia p>olycystis, B. & Be.—There is, as I

have stated above, a prevalent opinion amongst mycologists, to the effect that certain

Fungi, including those of the genus Hendersonia^ are only Sphserioe in an imperfect con-

dition. The species just mentioned {Hendersonia piolycystis) was first described by

Messrs. Berkeley and Broome in their notices of British Fungi in the ‘ Annals of

Natural History,’ and it may be found figured, though under a different name {Myxo-

cyclus confiuens)^ by Fresexius in his ‘ Beitriige zur Mykologie.’ It is remarkable for

the beauty of its spores, which are club-shaped, multicellular, and of a deep olive-

brown colour, with the exception of the pedicel-cell, which is hyaline and colourless

:

the spores are sm-rounded by a broad gelatinous margin and usually grow singly, but

occasionally (as is shown in fig. 24) one pedicel serves as a support to two spores. The

double spore in fig. 24 is magnified 415 diameters.

The plant grows upon Birch and is in perfection in very moist weather, when it may

be easily recognized by the large, black, soft, gelatinous protuberances on the bark,

formed by spores escaping and depositing themselves upon and about the apex of the

perithecium. This Hendersonia I suspect to be an abnormal state of a well-known

Sphseria {Sphceria lanciforniis), which also grows upon Birch, and upon Birch only.

The regular fruit of this Sphseria (see fig. 25) consists of asci having eight large,

elliptical, dark olive-brown sporidia, of an average length of about inch

;

the sporidia are fm’nished with several septa, and when seen under the microscope are

very beautiful objects. Fig. 25 is magnified 315 diameters.

In the first place, the sporidia of Splioeria lanciformis are apt to assume irregular

forms. Some of the irregular forms are shown in fig. 26 {a-e) and fig. 27, amongst

which it will be observed that the spore (e), fig. 26, which occurred singly in an ascus,

bears considerable resemblance to the fruit of Hendersonia polycystis. It is true that it

is not divided by longitudinal as well as transverse septa ; but that this is not a safe mark

4 c 2
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of distinction, may be seen by referring to the sixth spore from the top in the ascus.

Plate XXVI. fig. 25, where the cell is divided by a longitudinal septum. Besides this

variety in the sporidia, which estabhshes at least a capacity if not a tendency to change

of form in the fructification, I have found perithecia in the same stroma producing the

very dissimilar bodies shown in fig. 28, a, 5, c, d, of which a and h do not differ from

the ordinary form of sporidium of Spharia lanciformis, and c and d are exactly the

fruit of Hendersonia polycystis minus the gelatinous border. The absence of the latter

is easily accounted for, since all sporidia which have gelatinous envelopes lose them in

process of time, and the specimens in which these different forms were foimd were

unfortunately so far past their prime that the perithecia were almost empty. This latter

circumstance may perhaps be considered as throwing some doubt upon the observation,

and it certainly would have been more satisfactoiy to have found the SphEeria and

Hendersonia in full fruit in the same stroma
;
but if the facts I have stated be not con-

sidered sufficient to establish the identity of the two plants, they must, I think, be

admitted to afford reasonable grounds for a suspicion of relationship between them.

If the Hendersonia be an imperfect form of the Sphseria, then the so-called perithecia

and fruit of the former will be (to adopt M. Tulasne’s terminology) the pycnidia and

stylospores of the Sphseria. In the last vol. of the ‘ Annales des Sciences,’ M. Tulasne

has described what he considers to be the conidioid form of fruit of Spliaria lanciformis.

and which from his description (there being no figures) I take to be a species of Cory-

neum, which occurs in the neighbourhood of London upon dead branches of Bhch.

3. Sphceria siparia, B. & Be., and Prosthemium hetulimim, Kuxze.—This Sphteria.

perhaps the most beautiful of all the British species in regard to fructification, Avas fii'st

described in the ‘ Annals of Natural History ’ by Messrs. Beekelet and Become. It

belongs to the division Obtectse, and occurs upon twigs of Bhch. The perithecia are

large and depressed, and furnished with a short central ostiolum, and are stated in the

^ Annals ’ to be clothed with a more or less dense ferruginous wool. This description

quite accords Avith specimens in my herbarium, Avith the exception of the colour of the

wool, which I find quite white, a difference AA'liich may depend upon the period of

growth at which the plants are examined. Fig. 29, Plate XXYI. represents an Ascus

Avith sporidia and two free sporidia. The sporidia are oblong-elliptic, but sometimes

slightly cuiwed, and divided into a number of cells by transverse and longitudinal

septa. There is a slight constriction at each transverse septum, and each sporidium is

surrounded by a gelatinous border, Avhich, after the sporidia haAe escaped from the

ascus, is of some Avidth. The colour of the sporidia, Avhen in their prime, or rather.

I think, just before maturity, is a bright golden yelloAv, Avhich subsequently changes

to a clear broAvn tint, after which the gelatinous coat disappears. Their mean length is

^gth of an inch. The broAvn colour is precisely that of the spores oi Prosthemium

hetuUnum, which latter plant I suspect to be an altered form of the Splunria.

In the first place, Sphwria siparia and Prosthemium hetulinum are almost ahvays

associated in groAvth. Whenever the one is found, a very slight search Avill usually
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enable the observer to detect the other; and although the mere fact of their growing

together would hardly afford any ground for suspecting a relationship between the

two, it is a circumstance which, taken in connexion with others, must be allowed to

be of considerable weight. But besides their companionship, there is a very strong

external resemblance between the Sphseria and the Prosthemium, so much so that it is

frequently impossible, without a microscopical examination of the fruit, to decide whether

a particular specimen belongs to the one or the other. The perithecia of the Pros-

themium are large and depressed, with a central ostiolum, and, although not invariably,

are sometimes clothed with the dense wool which is one of the characteristics of the

Sphseria. There is, no doubt, a total dissimilarity at first sight between the eight-

spored ascus of the Spheeria and the fascicle of spores of the Prosthemium
;
but there is

no great difference, on the contrary, there is not unfrequently a strong resemblance,

between the indi\iduals constituting the fascicle and the free sporidia of the Sphaeria

after the latter have lost them gelatinous coat, which takes place soon after their escape

from the ascus. Upon tracing the asci and the fascicles from their earliest stages, it

will be found that they originate in precisely the same manner, viz. in the form of a

clavate cell proceeding from the wall of the perithecium. This shape is retained

throughout its existence in the case of the ascus ; but in the fascicle, very shortly after

the endochrome has begun to form distinct masses, ^. e. shortly after the state shown

in fig. 30, «, a bulging-out of the membrane takes place as shown in fig. 30, c, and

the contents of the cell become distributed between the branch-cell and the original

one (see fig. 30, d. The contents of the branch-cell become separated into distinct

masses, precisely as in the primary cell, septa or pseudo-septa are formed at the point

of bifurcation as well as in the body of the cell, and after the formation of a similar

branch-cell on the other side of the original cell the fascicles eventually assume the

form shown in fig. 30, e and jf, and in fig. 31.

The small processes which project from the central cell with the principal spores I

take to be only abortive spores, ^. e. bodies originating in the same manner as the spores

themselves, and failing to become perfect from a deficiency in quantity or ^^tality of the

formative matter in the interior of the primary cell.

Figs. 29 and 30 are magnified 220, and fig. 31, 315 diameters.
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XXVII. Researches on a New Class of Alcohols.

By Augustus Williajvi Hofmai^n, LL.B., F.R.S., and Augustus Cahoubs, F.C.8.

Received May 15,—Read June 18, 1857.

On submitting glycerin to destructive distillation, either alone or in the presence of

bisulphate of potassium or anhydrous phosphoric acid, a very remarkable product is

obtained, which has been elaborately studied by Professor Redtenbachee.

According to the researches of this distinguished chemist, this substance, to which

the name of acrolein has been given, presents all the characters of an aldehyde, and

bears, in its reactions, a close resemblance to the vinic aldehyde. Under the influence

of oxidizing agents, and especially of oxide of silver, this body changes into an acid

which Redtenbachee designates by the name “ Acrylic Acid,” and which stands to acro-

lein in the same relation that acetic acid bears to common aldehyde.

The researches of MM. Will and Weetheim upon the volatile oils of garlic and

mustard established a relationship between these compounds and acrolein which has

been rendered still more evident by the recent investigations of MM. Beethelot and

De Luca.

In studying the action of iodide of phosphorus upon glycerin, these chemists obtained

a volatile liquid containing iodine, the composition of which is expressed by the formula

Cg Hj I, and to which they appHed the name Iodide of propylene.

This substance is evidently allied to the chloride of propylene, Cg Hj Cl, and bromide

of propylene, Cg Hj Br, discovered previously by Cahoues, Reynolds and Hofmann, in

studying the action of chlorine and bromine on the gases which are obtained by sub-

mitting either amylic alcohol or valeric acid, as well as their higher homologues, to the

action of heat.

A glance at the formul® of the propylene-compounds, and the volatile oils of garlic

and mustard, viz.

Chloride of propylene . . . Cg Hj Cl,

Bromide of propylene . . . Cg Hj Br,

Iodide of propylene . . . . Cg Hj I,

Garlic oil Cg S,

Mustard oil Cg Hg C^ NSg,

obviously shows that the same radical Allyl, Cg Hg, may be assumed to exist in all

these compounds.

This relation did not escape Reynolds, who, in his memoir pubhshed about six years
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ago*, distinctly sets forth the probability of the transformation of the chloride and

bromide of propylene into the oils of garlic and mustard by the action respectively of

the sulphide and sulphocyanide of potassium.

The experimental proof of the correctness of this idea was however reseiwed for

MM. Beethelot and De Luca, and for M. Zixix. In fact these chemists demonstrated

that the action of iodide of propylene upon the sulphocyanide of potassium or silver,

gives rise to an oil which is absolutely identical with that furnished by distilling the

seeds of the common mustard [Smwpis nigra) with water.

The admission of a radical allyl (Cg Hg) analogous to ethyl (Q Hg), estabhshes a

perfect analogy between the compounds derived from propylene and glycerin, and the

several terms of the ethyl-series.

Ethyl-series. Allyl-series.

QHgCl . . Chloride . . . CgHgCl.

QHgBr . . Bromide . . . CgHgBr.

QHgl. . . Iodide .... . . CgHgl.

C,HgS. . . Sulphide . . . CgHgS.

C,Hg,C,NS, . Sulphocyanide .'
. CgHgQXS,.

Q Hg 0, . . Alcohol

. . . Aldehyde . . . CgH.O^.

. . Acid .... . . CgH,0,.

There yet remained the key-stone to be inserted into this edifice, in other words,

the alcohol had still to be discovered, to which not only all the preceding compounds

could be referred, but which might serve in producing a long series of substances ana-

logous to the host of compound ethers derived from common alcohol.

After many attempts, which remained long unsuccessful on account of the facility

mth which this class of bodies is altered, we at last succeeded in obtaining, not only the

alcohol and ether of this series (for which we have adopted the name of the “ Allyl-

seriesf ”), but also a very considerable number of compound ethers, and some of their

derivatives.

In order to arrive at this result, we have submitted many silver-salts to the action

of iodide of allyl, expecting to obtain by double decomposition iodide of silver and a

compound ether, from which it would be possible afterwards to extract the alcohol.

The silver-salts are in general powerfully attacked by iodide of allyl, but comparatively

* Quarterly Journal of the Chemical Society, vol. iii. p. Ill, 1851.

t In a preliminary note communicated some time ago to the Eoyal Society (Proceedings, vol. viii.

No. 19), regarding the principal facts detailed in the present memoir, we adopted the term “Acryl-series

but as the name acryl belongs more properly to the derived radical which may he assumed to exist in acro-

lein, we now prefer the appellation “ Allyl-series,” in accordance with the nomenclature originally adopted

by MM. "Will and Weetheim. This name has also been adopted in several papers which appeared after

the above-mentioned notice had been published.
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few of the products obtained in this reaction are themselves appropriate for the separa-

tion of allylic alcohol. The most satisfactory results we have obtained with oxalate of

allyl. Iodide of allyl acts very energetically upon oxalate of silver. After several

hours’ digestion at 100°, which is most conveniently accomplished in the presence of

anhydrous ether, the reaction is completed. The oxalate of allyl furnished by this

process can be easily purified ; on filtering the ethereal liquor from the iodide of silver

and distilhng, the ether passes over fii’st, the temperature then rises rapidly, and

between 206° and 207°, a colourless transparent liquid distils over, which is the oxalate

of allyl. According to an analysis, the details of which will be given further on, this

ether contains Cig Hjo 08= 2C6 Hj, C4 Og,

When once the oxalate of allyl has been procured, nothing is easier than to separate

from it the allylic alcohol. It is only necessary to treat this product with an excess of

dry ammonia, by which oxamide and the allylic alcohol are obtained, according to the

following equation :

—

2^e Hg, C4 Og4-2H3N=a O4 , H^,H-2C6 Hg, 0,H0,

Oxalate of allyl. Oxamide. AUylic alcohol,

a result in perfect accordance with the reciprocal action of ammonia and oxalic ether.

^Hg, C^+2H3N=^4, H4 N3+2C4Hg, O, HO .

Oxalic ether. Oxamide. Etliylic alcohol.

The alcohol separated by distillation from the oxamide is not absolutely pure—it may
retain water and ammonia

; but a simple rectification over anhydrous sulphate of copper

is sufficient to render it perfectly pure.

Allylic alcohol is a colourless, very mobile liquid, possessing a pungent odour, recall-

ing at the same time that of common alcohol and of mustard oil. It boils at 103° C.,

and is combustible, but bums with a far more luminous flame than ordinary alcohol.

Its flavour is spirituous and pungent. Water, alcohol and wood-spirit dissolve it in all

proportions.

The analysis of allylic alcohol has furnished the following results

:

0T82 grm. of substance gave 0'4I4 grm. of carbonic acid and 0T72 grm. of water.

The percentage composition corresponding to these numbers leads to the formula

which requires

—

6 equivs. of Carbon

6 equivs. of Hydrogen

2 equivs. of Oxygen .

1 equiv. of Allylic alcohol

Cg Hg O2 ,

Theory. Experiment,

36 62-07' 62-08

6 10-34

16 27-59

10-43

58 100-00

4 DMDCCCLVII.
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Accordingly, allylic alcohol has the same composition as acetone and propyhc aldehyde,

from both of which substances it nevertheless essentially differs.

Potassium and sodium attack allylic alcohol energetically, especially if the tempera-

ture be shghtly raised ;
hydrogen is copiously evolved, and a gelatinous substance is

formed obviously analogous to potassium-alcohol, the composition of which must accord-

ingly be represented by the formula
QH.KO,.

On treating this last product with iodide of allyl, much heat is evolved, iodide of

potassium is deposited in abundance, and at the same time there is formed a colomdess

volatile hquid, very mobile, lighter than water, and entirely insoluble in that menstruum,

which corresponds both in composition and reactions to ordinaiy ether. This compound,

which we will designate by the term allylic ether, and which boils at 82° C., also results

from the reaction of iodide of allyl on the oxides of silver and mercuiy. The following

equations represent these reactions :

—

Q H, KO,-l-Ca H3 I=KI-hQ, O,.

AUyl-potassium- Iodide
alcohol. of allyl.

AUyhc
ether.

2(C, H, I)+2AgO=2AgH-C., H.o O,.

Iodide of allyl. Allylic ether.

On treating ethylic potassium-alcohol with iodide of allyl, or allylic potassium-alcohol

with iodide of ethyl, iodide of potassium is deposited, a colourless, aromatic, very volatile

liquid being formed, which boils at about 64° C., and is a mixed ether containing both

the radicals ethyl and allyl.

The analysis of this substance has furnished the following results :

—

0-338 grm. of substance gave 0-864 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-352 grin, of water.

The formula

an,
J

requires the following values ;

—

10 equivs. of Carbon

10 equivs. of Hydrogen .

2 equivs. of Oxygen

Theory. Experiment.

'60 69-76 69-69

10 11-62 11-56

16 18-62 —
86 100-00

Methyl-, amyl- and phenyl-potassium-alcohols, when brought in contact with iodide of

allyl, furnish analogous results.

By distilling allylic alcohol with the chloride, bromide or iodide of phosphorus, the

hydi-ochloric, hydrobromic and hydriodic ethers of this series are obtained with the
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utmost facility. Iodide of allyl obtained by this process, possesses all the properties of

the iodide of propylene which is produced by the action of iodide of phosphorus on

glycerin; and in a similar manner the chloride and bromide of allyl, and the chloride

and bromide of propylene, are identical in every respect.

AUyhc alcohol dissolves without colour in concentrated sulphuric acid, and gives rise

to a conjugate acid, which forms soluble and crystalline salts with baryta, strontia, and

oxide of lead.

Anhydrous phosphoric acid powerfully attacks allylic alcohol at a moderate tempera-

ture, a colourless gas being disengaged which burns with a very luminous flame. Its

analysis has not been made, but most probably it is a hydrocarbon represented by the

formula C6 H4 .

Allyhc alcohol is readily acted upon by oxidizing agents. A mixture of bichromate

of potassium and sulphuric acid attacks this body mth extreme violence. The products

of the reaction are acrolein and allylic acid. The same transformation is effected by

platinum-black, though more slowly. Lastly, this alcohol, when treated with potassa

and bisulphide of carbon, gives rise to a compound which crystallizes in beautiful yellow

needles, resembling xanthate of potassium, and to which analysis will probably assign

an analogous formula.

Sulphide of Allyl {Essence of Garlic).

When iodide of allyl is allowed to fall drop by drop into a concentrated alcoholic

solution of protosulphide of potassium, a very energetic action ensues, the liquid becomes

very hot, and an abundant crystalline deposit takes place of iodide of potassium. It is

important that the iodide of allyl should only be added gradually, to avoid spirting, by

which a part of the product would be lost. As soon as the action ceases, the liquid is

mixed with a slight excess of sulphide of potassium ; on the addition of water a light

yellowish limpid oil separates, possessing a strong smell of garlic. When rectified, this

liquid becomes colourless ; it boils at 140° C., and gives with nitrate of silver a crystalline

precipitate soluble in a boiling mixture of alcohol and water, and separating from this

solvent in the form of beautiful white needles, absolutely identical with those which the

natural essence of garlic produces. Sulphide of allyl also comports itself with corrosive

sublimate and bichloride of platinum, exactly like the natural garlic oil.

On analysis sulphide of allyl gave the following results :

—

0*420 grm. of substance yielded 0*975 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*338 grm. of water.

The formula C ,2 Hjo 82= 205 H5 S, requires the following values :

—

Theory. Experiment.

12 equivs. of Carbon . 72 63*16 63*3

10 equivs. of Hydrogen . 10 8*78 8*9

2 equivs. of Sulphur . 32 28*06

1 eqmv. of Sulphide of allyl . . 114 100*00

4 D 2
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Allylic Mercaptan.

When in the process for the preparation of the preceding compound the protosul-

phide of potassium is replaced by the hydi'osulphate of sulphide of potassium, a volatile

product is obtained, having a similar but more ethereal odour. This substance acts with

energy upon oxide of mercury, with which it forms a compound dissolving in boiling

alcohol and separating from it on cooling in the form of pearly scales of remarkable

brilliancy, which present the greatest resemblance to mercaptide of mercury. The

liquid obtained in the above-mentioned reaction boils at 90° C., and possesses a compo-

sition and an aggregate of properties which closely resemble those of the mercaptan of

the ethyl-series, being in fact the allylic mercaptan,

CeHeS,.

Submitted to analysis, this compound furnished the following results :

—

I. 0‘500 grm. of substance gave 0‘896 grm. of carbonic acid and O’STl gim. of water.

II. 0‘300 grm. gave 0‘536 grm. of carbonic acid and 0’226 grm. of water.

Theory. Esperiment.
/- ^ N

I. 11.

6 equivs. of Carbon 36 48-65 48-86 48-71

6 equivs. of Hydrogen 6 8-11 8-23 8-30

2 equivs. of Sulphur . 32 43-24

1 equiv. of Allylic mercaptan 74 100-00

This compound is powerfully attacked by nitric acid with disengagement of binoxide

of nitrogen ;
the liquid assumes a red colour in the same manner as ethylic mercaptan,

the product of the reaction being a peculiar acid, analogous to ethyl-sulphxu'ous acid,

which forms with baryta a salt crystallizing in brilliant white scales.

Sulphallylic Acid.

When allylic alcohol is added in small quantities at a time to about its oato A’olume

of monohydrated sulphuric acid, the mixture becomes heated AAuthout being sensibly

coloured. If the acid liquor be diluted with about seA'en to eight times its volume of

water, and then neutralized with carbonate of barium in fine powder, there is obtained

on evaporation a substance which crystallizes in brilliant white lammse.

This salt, which is formed under the very same conditions as sulphoAinate of barium,

furnished on analysis the following results :

—

0T54 grm. of substance yielded 0‘087 grm. of sulphate of barium, which represents

33TI per cent, of barium.

The formula

Ce Ba, S, 0«
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requires

—

Theory.
A

Experiment.

6 equivs. of Carbon 36 17-54

5 equivs. of Hydrogen 5 2-43

I equiv. of Barium 68-5 33-33 33-11

2 equivs. of Sulphur 32 15-65

8 equivs. of Oxygen 64 31-15

1 equiv. of Sulphallylate of barium 205-5 100-00

Oxalate of Allyl and AllyloxametJian.

We have previously stated under what circumstances oxalate of allyl is formed, we

will not therefore recur again to its mode of preparation. Purified by a simple rectifica-

tion, this compound presents itself as a colourless limpid liquid of a specific gravity of

1‘05 at 15°’5 C., and boiling constantly between 206° and 207° C. (Bar. 0“’754),

possessing an aromatic odour recalling that of oxalic ether, with a faint admixture of

the smell of mustard oil. A similar remark in fact applies to all the allyl-compounds

;

they smell like the corresponding ethyl-compounds, only somewhat more pungent.

When mixed with water, oxalate of allyl undergoes gradual decomposition, but it is much

more rapidly decomposed when boiled with a solution of caustic potassa. Solution

of ammonia attacks it rapidly, and transforms it into oxamide and allylic alcohol. An
alcohohc solution of ammonia added with caution so as to avoid the formation of

oxamide, produces a substance analogous to oxamethan, which, for this reason, we shall

designate by the name allyloxamethan. This substance separates in magnificent crystals

when its alcohohc solution is allowed to evaporate spontaneously.

Potassium and sodium energeticaUy attack the oxalate of allyl, especially with the aid

of heat, an evolution of carbonic oxide ensues, whilst there passes over on distillation a

hmpid colourless oil of an aromatic odour, lighter than water ;
this is in fact the carbonate

of allyl.

The analysis of the oxalate of allyl has furnished the following results :

—

I. 0T79 grm. of substance gave 0’3695 grm. of carbonic acid and 0‘0951 grm. of water.

II. 0'320 grm. of a second specimen gave 0’662 grm. of carbonic acid and 0T70 grm.

of water.

The formula C,6 H,o ©8=206 Hg, Og

requires the following values :

—

Theory.
A

Experiment.
A

' r A

I. II.

16 equivs. of Carbon . 96 56-47 56-31 56-40

10 equivs. of Hydrogen . 10 5-88 5-92 5-89

8 equivs. of Oxygen . 64 37-65

1 equiv. of Oxalate of allyl 170 100-00
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The analysis of a perfectly crystallized specimen of allyloxamethan gave the sub-

joined numbers.

0-532 grm. of substance gave 0-903 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-266 grm. of water.

The formula
C.oH;NOe=C6H„C,H,XOe,

requires the following numbers, which we place in juxtaposition with the expei-imental

percentages :

—

10 equivs. of Carbon .

7 equivs. of Hydrogen

1 equiv. of Nitrogen .

6 equivs. of Oxygen .

1 equiv. of Allyloxamethan

Theory. Experiment.

' 60 46-51 46-29

7 5-42 5-55

14 10-84

48 37-23

m 100-00

Acetate of Allyl.

Iodide of allyl, when brought in contact with acetate of silver, becomes strongly heated,

producing iodide of the metal and a liquid of an aromatic odour- which closely resembles

that of acetic ether. The crude product obtained in this way is not pure ; it always

retains a certain quantity of the iodide of allyl, from which it is pui-ified by one or t^\-o

rectifications over a fresh quantity of acetate of silver.

Thus prepared, acetate of allyl is a colourless liquid, lighter than water, possessing a

pungent aromatic smell, and boiling between 98° and 100° C. Potassa decomposes it at

the boiling temperature, giving rise to the formation of acetate of potassium and repro-

ducing allylic alcohol.

Submitted to analysis this substance furnished the following results :

—

I. 0-500 grm. of acetate of allyl gave 1-100 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-370 grm. of water.

II. 0-450 grm. of acetate of allyl gave0-988grm.of carbonic acid and 0-328 grm. of water.

These numbers represent the formula

C,„H3 0,=CaH„ C,H3 0,.

Theory. Experiment.

,
^

s

I. II.

10 equivs. of Carbon . 60 60-00 59-87

8 equivs. of Hydrogen 8 8-24 8-09

4 equivs. of Oxygen . 32

1 equiv. of Acetate of allyl . 100

Butyrate of Allyl.

Iodide of allyl becomes strongly heated when brought in contact \\fith butjTate of

silver ; when the mixture is distilled, an amber-colom-ed liquid is collected which

becomes colourless by rectification. This liquid is oily, very limpid, fighter than water,

boils at about 140° C., and has an odour like that of butyi-ic ether. Concentrated
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solution of potassa, when assisted by heat, decomposes this ether rapidly, producing

allylic alcohol and an alkaline butyrate.

On analysis this compound afforded the following results :

—

I. 0-400 grm. of substance gave 0-966 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-345 grm. of water.

II. 0-450 grm. of substance yielded I-08I grm. of carbonic acid and 0-384 grm. of water.

These numbers may be translated into the formula

CuH,, 04= CfiH,, C3H, O4.

Theory. Experiment.
A

r r

I. II.

14 equivs. of Carbon 84 65-62 65-86 65-51

12 equivs. of Hydrogen 12 9-38 9-58. 9-48

4 equivs. of Oxygen 32 25-00

I equiv. of Butyrate of allyl 128 100-00

Valerate of Allyl.

Valerate of silver comports itself with iodide of allyl exactly like the acetate and

butyrate
:
powerful reaction, attended by separation of iodide of silver, and production

of an ethereal liquid which may be obtained pure by repeated rectification over fresh

quantities of valerate of silver, washing with slightly alkaline water, and digestion over

chloride of calcium.

Thus prepared, valerate of allyl is a colourless liquid which boils at 162°, and the

aromatic odour of which recalls that of valerate of ethyl. It is lighter than water, inso-

luble in this menstruum, but readily dissolved by alcohol and ether. The vapour burns

with a luminous flame.

0-384 grm. of substance gave 0-949 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-350 grm. of water.

The formula

Ci6 Hi4 04=C6 Hj, Ci(, Hg O4
requires

—

Theory.
A

Experiment.

16

14

4

equivs. of Carbon . . . .

equivs. of Hydrogen .

equivs. of Oxygen

' 96

14

32

67-60

9-86

22-54

67-40

10-12

1 equiv. of Valerate of allyl . 142 100-00

Benzoate of Allyl.

Benzoate of allyl may be obtained either by the action of chloride of benzoyl on

allyhc alcohol, or by the action of iodide of allyl on benzoate of silver.

It is a nearly colourless liquid with a tinge of amber, heavier than water, in which

fluid it is insoluble ;
it possesses an aromatic odour similar to that of benzoic ether, and

boils at 228 C°. Alcohol, wood-spirit, and ether dissolve it freely.

A boiling aqueous solution of potassa decomposes it, reproducing allylic alcohol and

benzoic acid which unites with the alkali.
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The benzoate of allyl furnished on analysis the following results ;

—

0-372 grm. of substance gave 0-997 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-209 gnn. of water.

The formula
C,oH,oO,=CeH„ C,H,0,

requires

—

20 equivs. of Carbon . , . .

10 equivs. of Hydrogen . . .

4 equivs. of Oxygen . . .

1 equiv. of Benzoate of allyl .

Theory. Experiment.

120 74-07 73-10

10 6-17 6-24

32 19-76

1^ 100-00

Cyanate of Allyl.

Cyanate of silver is rapidly attacked even in the cold by iodide of allyl, the heat gene-

rated by the reaction being sufficient to carry over nearly the whole of the product.

By this means a colourless very hmpid liquid is obtained, boiling at 82°, possessing an

extremely pungent odour, which, like that of cyanic ether, produces lacrymation in a high

degree. When mixed with ammonia, this substance rapidly disappears, a gentle evolu-

tion of heat being perceptible, and the solution furnishes on evaporation a magnificently

crystallized body which is the allylic urea. Ethylamine behaves in a similar manner

with cyanate of allyl, and on evaporation beautiful prisms of ethyl-allyl-mea are obtained.

When submitted to analysis cyanate of allyl furnished the following results :

—

I. 0-438 grm. of substance yielded 0-927 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-244 grm. of

water.

II. 0-335 grm. of substance gave 0-926 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-184 grm. of water.

III. 0-381 grm. of substance gave 53 cub. cent, of nitrogen at the temperature of

10° C. and a pressure of 0“-761.

These results may be represented by the formula

C,H,NO,=CeH3, C,NO,.

Theory. Experiment.

equivs. of Carbon 48 57-83

r

I.

57-72

A

n.
57-78

equivs. of Hydrogen . 5 6-02 6-18 6-09

equiv. of Nitrogen . 14 16-86

equivs. of Oxygen 16 19-29

equiv. of Cyanate of allyl 83 100-00

We have controlled the preceding formula by a determination of the density of the

vapour of cyanate of allyl. The following are the details of observation :

—

Temperature of the air 12° C.

Temperature of vapour 152° C.

Excess of weight of balloon filled with vapom*, over

that of balloon filled with air 0-386 grm.
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Capacity of balloon 292 cubic cent.

Barometer 0“-762.

Remaining air 0

.
• .- Weight of litre of vapour . . .

‘ 3'961 grms.

Experimental density of vapour .
’ 3’045

The weight represented by the formula Cg NOj, divided by the experimental den-

83
sity, furnishes the quotient

g,^^^= 27‘25.

For a condensation to four volumes of vapour, the more accurate number 28*92 should

have been found. Thus it is obvious that the condensation to four volumes observed

for most organic substances, obtains also with cyanate of allyl,

83
The theoretical density of the vapour of cyanate of allyl is

28-92
~2‘87.

Allyl-urea.

The formation of this substance has already been mentioned. On submitting a solu-

tion of cyanate of allyl in ammonia to evaporation, a beautifully crystallized colourless

substance is obtained which is soluble in water and alcohol. It contains

CgHgN,0,=CeH„C,H3N,0„
and differs therefore from thiosinnamine only in having the sulphur of this substance

replaced by an equivalent proportion of oxygen.

This compound, which presents the properties of a true urea, and is prepared under

conditions which determine the production of this class of compounds, furnished the

following results on analysis :

—

I. 0*320 grm. of substance gave 0*561 grm. of carbonic acid and 0*234 grm, of water.

II. 0*275 of substance gave 66 cub. cent, of nitrogen at the temperature of 17° and

under a pressure of 0“*759.

Theory. Experiment.

r ^

I. II.

8 equivs, of Carbon . . 48 47*81

8 equivs. of Hydrogen . . 8 8*11

2 equivs. of Nitrogen .

2 equivs. of Oxygen

1 equiv. of Allyl-urea .

. . 28

. . 16

. . 100

Ethyl-allyl-urea.

27*86

On treating cyanate of allyl by solution of ethylamine, instead of ammonia, a series

of perfectly analogous phenomena is observed. On cooling the fluid solidifies into a

crystalline mass which dissolves in alcohol, and separates from this solution, on evapora-

tion, in the form of beautiful prisms similar to those of allyl-urea. This substance,

which constitutes the ethyl-allyl-urea, yielded on analysis the following results:

—

4 EMDCCCLVII.
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0-500 grm. of substance gave 1-029 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-117 grm. of water.

The formula

C., H,, N, 0,=C, Ce C, H, X,
requires

—

12 equivs. of Carbon . . .

12 equivs. of Hydrogen .

2 equivs. of Nitrogen .

2 equivs. of Oxygen .

1 equiv. of Ethyl-allyl-urea .

Theory. Esperiment.

'^72 56-25 56-12

12 9-37 9-25

28 21-95

16 12-43 —
128 100-00

The action of methylamine, of amylamine, and of aniline upon cyanate of allyl. has

given us analogous results. We have not submitted these products to analysis; but

their resemblance to the preceding compounds, and especially their mode of foi-mation.

leave no doubt respecting their composition. These products, as is obiious, belong to

that numerous class of compound ureas which have been studied uith such remarkable

results by M. Wurtz.

Diallyl-urea (Sinapoline).

When cyanate of allyl is heated with water, it assumes a buttei-}" consistence and ulti-

mately solidifies entirely. The product obtained under these cii’cumstances possesses all

the properties of sinapoline, which, as is known, is formed by the action of hydrated

protoxide of lead upon mustard oil, and is in fact diallyl-urea. The properties of tliis

substance presenting complete identity with those of sinapoline, and its mode of for-

mation being perfectly similar to that of dimethyl- and diethyl-m-ea, we have not

thought it necessary to submit it to analysis. This body is likeufise formed when

cyanate of allyl is boiled with an aqueous solution of potassa, with the Hew of trans-

forming it, after the manner of ordinary cyanic ether, into an alkaline carbonate and an

ammonia-base. In this case it is necessary to arrest the action at a certain pomt. for

if the ebullition be continued, the sinapoline is destroyed in its turn, producing car-

bonate of potassium and ammonia-bases.

The formation of sinapoline, by the reciprocal action of cyanate of allyl and water, is

represented by the following equation:

—

2^H, N0,)4-2H0=2CC\+C, H., N, O,

Cyanate of Sinapoline or

allyl. diallyl-iu-ea.

Allyl-ammonias.

When cyanate of allyl is boiled with a concentrated solution of caustic potassa until

the oily layer entirely disappears, a complete decomposition ensues, and the residue con-

tains only a mixture of carbonate of potassium tvith an excess of the alkaline hydrate ;

the volatile products condensed in hydrochloric acid furnish a saline mass tvhich may be
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obtained crystallized by evaporation. This substance is always a mixture, of which the

quality and quantity of the constituents are variable. The action of potassa on it always

produces a base which is readily soluble in water, but also basic oils insoluble in water,

the boiling-point of which rises as high as 180° C. Simple distillation of the liberated

bases appears to give rise to decomposition, and thus to induce further complication.

We have not succeeded in ascertaining with perfect precision the nature of this mixture,

but we have found that it invariably contains a considerable quantity of a base which

bears the same relation to allylic alcohol that is observed between ethylamine and

ordinary alcohol. The formation of this substance, which we propose to designate

allylamine, is perfectly analogous to the production of ethylamine by means of cyanate

of ethyl,

C6H5N0,+2(K0, H0)= 2KC03+C,H7
N

Cyanate of Ethylamine.
ethyl.

CsH3N03+2(K0, H0)= 2KC03-fC6 H 7
N

Cyanate of Allylamine.

allyl.

But, as we have already said, the decomposition of the cyanate of allyl is far from pre-

senting the same definite character as that of the corresponding compound of the ethyl-

series.

Since it was impossible to separate the mixtui’e of bases by a fractional distillation,

we have determined the composition of allylamine by the analysis of the platinum-salt.

Allylamine.

On adding a solution of bichloride of platinum to the hydrochloric solution of the

bases resulting from the action of potassa upon cyanate of allyl, there is produced almost

invariably a pale yellow precipitate; and the solution filtered off from this precipitate

deposits on evaporation a magnificent salt, crystallizing in brilliant orange-coloured

needles. The pale precipitate * varies in quantity and composition ; but the second salt

This precipitate appears to be a mixture m variable proportions of the platinum-salts of ammonia and

methylamine. The following are some determinations of the platinum in this precipitate :

—

I. 0'3405 grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0T483 grm. of platinum.

II. 0'26375 grm. of the platinum-salt gave O'llSO grm. of platinum.

III. 0‘2945 grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0T250 grm. of platinum.

IV. 0'321 grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0T357 grm. of platinum.

V. 0'334<5 grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0'1412 grm. of platinum.

VI. 0'2205 grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0‘0927 grm. of platinum.

VII. 0'297 grm. of the platinmn-salt gave 0T24 grm. of platinum.

Percentages.

I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII.

43-61 43-6 42-44 4227 4221 42-06 41-75

The platinum-salt of ammonium contains 44-22 per cent, of platinum, and that of methylammonium 41-68.

4 E 2
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has a perfectly definite and constant composition, it is soluble in s^-ater and may be re-

crystallized from it. The analyses of samples of different preparations gave us the fol-

lowing results :

—

I. 0-467 grm. of the platinum-salt gave

II. 0-219 grm. of the platinum-salt gave

III. 0-272 grm. of the platinum-salt gave

IV. 0-308 grm. of the platinum-salt gave

V. 0-2725 grm. of the platinum-salt gave

VI. 0-099 grm. of the platinum-salt gave

0-216 grm. of carbonic acid.

0-129 grm. of water.

0-082 grm. of platinum.

0-102 grm. of platinum.

0-1155 grm. of platinum.

0-1025 grm. of platinum.

0-03725 grm. of platinum.

These results, translated into percentages, lead to the following numbers :

—

I. II. III. IV. V. VI.

Carbon . . 12-61 ——
Hydrogen . 3-07

Platinum. . 37-44 37-5 37-5 37-61 37-62

The formula of the platinum-salt of allylamine

c.n,-)

Cg N, H Cl-f Pt CC= H >N, H Cl, Pt Cl^

H j

requires the following theoretical values :

—

Theory.
A

6 equivs. of Carbon . 36 13-68

8 equivs. of Hydrogen 8 3-05

1 equiv. of Nitrogen . . 14 5-31

3 equivs. of Chlorine . . 106-5 40-46

1 equiv. of Platinum . . . 98-7 37-50

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . . 263-2 100-00

The same body is likewise formed by the action of ammonia upon the iodide of allyl.

On distilling the product of this reaction with potassa, ammonia is disengaged ; but

towards the end of the operation an alkaline liquid distils over, which no longer contains

ammonia, and upon which there floats a small quantity of a basic oil. On saturating

the aqueous solution, together with the oil, with hydrochloric acid, and adding bichloride

of platinum, the platinum salt of allylamine separates either directly, if the solution he

concentrated, or gradually, in magnificent gold-coloured needles, if the liquid be gently

evaporated.

0-183 grm. of the salt gave on ignition 0-0685 grm.=37-43 per cent, of platinum.

Diallylamine.

Impure allylamine, obtained either by the action of potassa on the cyanate, or of
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ammonia on the iodide of allyl, when digested with a second quantity of iodide of allyl,

is rapidly changed into a mass of hydriodates of new compounds.

This crystalline mass evidently contains a considerable quantity of the hydriodate of

diallylamine
;
but to succeed in separating it from this very complicated mixture would

have required a considerable quantity of substance. We have therefore been satisfied

to determine by a few experiments the existence of triallylamine and the oxide of

tetrallylammonium.

Triallylamine.

The oxide of tetrallylammonium, to which we shall presently allude, submitted to the

action of heat, is decomposed vdth liberation of a basic oil. The experiment was not

made on a sufficient scale to admit of the study of the complementary products. The

perfect analogy of the oxide of tetrallylammonium with the corresponding ethyl-com-

pound, leaves no doubt respecting the nature of the basic substance which results from

its decomposition by the action of heat. This body must obviously be triallylamine^

and experiment has confirmed this anticipation. The base saturated with hydrochloric

acid and mixed with bichloride of platinum, deposits a yellow platinum-salt, the analysis

of which has furnished the following results :

—

0T815 grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0-0515 grm. of platinum.

The formula

CaH,,

C,s H, N, H Cl+Pt C1,=C6 '^N, H Cl+Pt Cl,
I

CaHJ
represents the following values :

—

Theory. Experiment.

18 equivs. of Carbon 108 31-47

4 equivs. of Hydrogen 16 4-66

1 equiv. of Nitrogen . 14 4-08

3 equivs. of Chlorine . 106-5 31-03

1 equiv. of Platinum . 98-7 28-76 28-37

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt 343-2 100-00

Hydrated Oxide of Tetrallylammonium.

The chief product of the action of ammonia upon iodide of allyl is a magnificent

crjstalline compound, which is deposited from the solution resulting from the reaction.

We have treated iodide of allyl with ammonia in sealed tubes, but this is not necessary,

for iodide of allyl is rapidly attacked even by an aqueous solution of ammonia at the

common temperature. By contact for a few days a large quantity of the iodide dissolves,

and the solution sometimes becomes a solid mass. If no deposition of crystals take

place from the solution, it is only necessary to add a concentrated solution of potassa

;

this causes the separation of an oily layer which speedily solidifies. The crystals thus
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formed are the iodide of tetrallylammonium, which, like the corresponding compound

of the ethyl- and methyl-series, is but slightly soluble in solution of potassa. It is ob-

tained pure by exposing it to the air until the potassa is converted into carbonate, and

then recrystallizing it from absolute alcohol.

On analysis, 0-3805 grm. of the iodide gave 0-2905 grm. of iodide of silver.

The formula

C,hJ
leads to the following values :

—

Theory.

.
^

.

24 equivs. of Carbon 144 47-20

20 equivs. of Hydrogen 20 6-55

1 equiv. of Nitrogen 14 4-59

1 equiv. of Iodine 127-1 41-66

1 equiv. of Iodide of tetrallylammonium 305-1 100-00

Erperiment.

41-26

The iodide, treated with oxide of silver, is immediately transformed into the oxide.

This forms an alkaline solution, which possesses all the properties of the hydi-ated oxide

of tetrethylammonium. When it is mixed with hydrochloric acid and bichloride of

platinum, a pale yellow precipitate is obtained, of which the follo-wung is an analysis :

—

I. 0-21 grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0-288 grm. of carbonic acid and 0-0987 grm.

of water.

II. 0-311 grm. gave 0-0805 grm. of platinum.

These numbers lead to the formula

C„ H„ NCI, Ft Cl.=^' Vn Cl, Ft Cl,.
^6 -tls

j

CeHj

Theory.

24 equivs. of Carbon 144 37-57

20 equivs. of Hydrogen . 20 5-24

1 equiv. of Nitrogen . 14 3-65

3 equivs. of Chlorine . 106-5 27-79

1 equiv. of Platinum . 98-7 25-75

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . 383-2 100-00

Experiment.
,

I. II.

37-40 —
5-19 —

25-88

The examination of the allylamines is far from complete ; we have not succeeded in

separating these bodies from one another with sufficient accm-acy to give a precise
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account of the physical properties of the different terms of this series ; nevertheless our

experiments prove the existence in the allyl-series of four compounds analogous to the

four bases of the ethyl-series.

Iodide of Tetrallylarsonium.

Iodide of allyl attacks arsenide of potassium, but far less energetically than iodide of

ethyl ; several liquid compounds, of very fetid odour, are produced, the boiling-points of

which, however, extend over so considerable a range of the scale, that we had to abandon

our desire of studying them. At the same time a solid crystalline body is formed which

is obviously iodide of tetrallylammonium, in which the nitrogen is replaced by arsenic,

4(C«H,)AsI.

On re\iewing the preceding results, it is obvious that propylene, a homologue of'

ethylene, is susceptible of furnishing a mono-acid alcohol and its derivatives, which
bears to ethylene the same relation that is observed between methyl-alcohol and marsh-

gas, or between benzoic alcohol and toluol, the analogue of marsh-gas among the deri-

vatives of the aromatic acids. The hydrocarbons homologous with, and analogous to

marsh-gas, the homologues of ethylene, and indeed probably a very considerable

number of other similarly constituted hydrocarbons, may be regarded as starting-points

for the preparation of mono-acid alcohols and their derivatives. All these alcohols are

formed by the fixation of two equivalents of oxygen, which oxidation, however, cannot

yet be effected directly, but is accomplished by a series of substitution-processes.

Marsh-gas. Methyl-alcohol.

C..H, + 0,=C,.H.0„

Toluol. Benzoyl-alcohol.

C«H, + 0.=:C,H.O,.

Propylene. Ally1-alcohol.

Olefiant gas and its homologues are capable of furnishing mono-acid alcohols by another

reaction, which has not yet been applied to the series of bodies homologous with marsh-

gas. In fact, we have learnt by the researches of M. Beethelot, that olefiant gas and

its homologues are capable of being transformed into alcohols by the absorption of two

equivalents of water ;
olefiant gas furnishes by this reaction ordinary alcohol

; and

propylene, propylic alcohol
;
thus

—

Q H, + 2H0 = C,H6 O,' 2 ?

Ethylene.

c

Propylene.

Ethylic alcohol.

eH6 + 2H0 = CaH3 0,.
-y--

Propylic alcohol.
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Olefiant gas, then, and all its homologues are capable of furnishing two mono-acid

alcohols, exhibiting slightly different features, but presenting in all their principal

characters the most obvious analogies. The alcohols formed by fixation of water, such

as ethylic alcohol, have been long well known ; in fact the detailed study which has

been made during the last quarter of a century of most of their derivatives, has exer-

cised the most important influence upon the development of organic chemistry.

The same remark does not apply to the alcohols produced from these same hydro-

carbons by fixation of oxygen. The history of allylic alcohol, which we have endeavoured

to trace in the preceding pages, and to which of late important contributions have been

furnished by MM. Beethelot and De Luca and by M. Zmx, begins also to throw

light upon this second group of alcohols. For this reason, the discovery of allylic

alcohol appears to claim the attention of chemists, even had it not assisted in fixing, in

the system of organic compoimds, the exact position of several very interesting natural

products, viz. the sulphuretted oils furnished by the bulbs of the garlic [AUium sativum)

and the seeds of the black mustard [Sinapis nigra), which it had not been possible up

to the present time to group around a similar centre.

It is highly probable that by submitting the various hydrocarbons polymeric vith

propylene to appropriate reactions, other alcohols may be obtained homologous with

allyl-alcohol. This much is certain, that by distilling a mixtm-e of cyanate of silver and

bromide of amylene, Cio Hg Br, a volatile hquid is obtained, which possesses an extremely

irritating odour, causing lacrymation like the cyanic ethers. This forms by contact

with ammonia a crystallizable urea, which, when decomposed by potassa, fields, hke

cyanate of allyl, bases, among which the compound C,o H,i N may be traced.

Allylic alcohol, the history of which we have endeavoured to sketch, forms the third

term of a series of alcohols, which may be represented by the general formula

^2n ^2n 02"

In fact, a group of homologous acids is known, which, according to their composition,

bear the same relation to acetic acid and its homologues, that is observed between our

new group of alcohols, and the alcohol-series commencing mth methylic and ethylic

alcohols. In addition to acrylic acid, angelic and oleic acids are the best known terms

of this group of acids. It is possible that cyanide of allyl, which is formed by the double

decomposition of iodide of allyl and cyanide of silver, but which we have not yet been

able to obtain in a state of sufiicient purity to admit of analysis, may be transformed by

boiling with a solution of caustic potassa into an acid homologous with acrylic acid, in

the same way as cyanide of propyl is resolved under similar circumstances into but}Tic

acid.

We conclude this paper with a Table which exhibits in a perspicuous manner the two

groups of alcohols and acids.
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Alcohols.

—

N

CaH^Oa Ca Ha Oa
MethyUc.

C4 He Oa C4H4 Oa
Ethylic.

CgHeOa CeHe Oa
Propylic. AUylic.

Cg Hio Oa Cg HgOa
ButyUc.

Cio Hia Oa Q„H,oOa
Amylie.

C.aH,Oa C,2 Hj 2 Oa
Caproylic.

Ci 4 H ,6 Oa CuH.Oa

^16 H ,8 Oa QeH^eOa
CapryUc.

^36 H38 Oa Csg Hgg Oa

Acids.

'CaHa04
Formic.

A

C4 H4 O 4

Acetic.

C4Ha04

C6He04
Propionic.

CgH4 04
Acrylic.

CgHg 04
Butyric.

C8Hg04

C,„H.o04
Valeric.

C.„Hg04
Angelic.

C ,2 H,a O4

Caproic.

QaH.gO,

C.4H,4 04
ffinanthylic.

CuH,aO.

Cie Hjg O4

Caprylic.

C.gH,4 0.

C36H3g04
Stearic.

^36H34 0.
Oleic.

A glance at this Table shows how very few representatives of the series of alcohols

Can Han Oa, and acids Ca„ H2n_2 O4, have as yet been observed. The progress of science

will not fail to till up the numerous gaps.

Even now some bodies are known which are most intimately connected with the pre-

ceding series. Indeed, cinnamic alcohol and cinnamic acid belong to a group of sub-

stances bearing to the aromatic alcohols and acids the same relation which obtains

between the allyl-compounds and their homologues, and the alcohols and acids of the

fatty bodies.

Alcohols.
A

Acids.
A

C.HgO,
Benzoic.

CuHgOj Cu Hg O4

Benzoic.

CHH4 O;

Ci 6 H,o Oa QeHgOa C,gHg04
Toluic.

C46Hg04

P CD
0

to C,.H..O,
Cmnamic.

P CD 0 0 C,Hg 04
Cinnamic.

^20 Hi 4 Oa
Cuminic.

C20 Hia Oa C,.H., 0,

Cuminic.
^20 H,o 0

From this Table, again, it is manifest how many substances remain still to be discovered

in this direction. Cinnamic acid contains two equivalents of hydrogen less than the acid

MDCCCLVII. 4 P
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C ,8 H,o O 4 ,
which will be discovered between toluic and cuminic acids. It stands to

this acid in the same relation as acrylic stands to propionic acid.

The acids belonging to the acrylic group all possess the property of being transformed,

by fixation of two atoms of oxygen and two of water, into acetic acid and a second

homologous acid, as is shown by the following equation :

—

Qn H2»-2 04+02+2H0= C4 H4 04+ C2„_4 H2„_4 O4.

It is thus that acrylic, angelic, and oleic acids are resolved mider the influence of

hydrate of potassa at a temperature of 200° C. into acetic acid, and into formic, propionic,

and ethalic acids.

Cinnamic acid suffers under the influence of fusing potassa a perfectly analogous trans-

formation. This acid fixes two equivalents of oxygen and two equivalents of water, and

yields acetic and benzoic acids.

In canying out the preceding inquiry, we have been very ably assisted by Mr. Aethur

H. C fliURCH, to whom our best thanks are due.
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In a note on the action of chloride of methyl upon phosphide of calcium, communi-

cated more than ten years ago to the Institute of France*, M. Paul Thenaed pointed out

the existence of a series of bodies which correspond to the compounds of phosphorus

with hydrogen, which may, in fact, be viewed as hydrides of phosphorus, the hydrogen

of which is replaced by an equivalent quantity of methyl.

One of these bodies, a liquid possessing a most offensive odour, spontaneously inflam-

mable and explosive in the highest degree, corresponds to the liquid phosphoretted

hydrogen, and appears to occupy, in the phosphorus-series, the same position which

belongs to kakodyle among the arsenic-compounds. It is a colourless, somewhat viscid

liquid which boils at about 250° C. Exposed to the slow action of the atmosphere this

liquid is converted into a compound which is strongly acid and easily crystalhzes.

This acid is probably analogous to kakodylic acid.

In addition to this liquid body, two solid substances are formed by the action of

chloride of methyl upon phosphide of calcium. One of these, according to M. Paul

Thenaed, corresponds to the solid phosphoretted hydrogen, whilst the other, which is

the principal product of the reaction, constitutes the hydrochlorate of a very volatile

phosphoretted base. From its composition this body may be viewed as ammonia, in

which the nitrogen is replaced by phosphorus, whilst methyl is substituted for the

hydrogen. When repeating these experiments in the ethyl-series Paul Thenaed arrived

at similar results, to which he however only briefly alludes.

At the time when these experiments were first made, the ammonia-bases had not

been discovered, and the subject presented obstacles so numerous and varied that the

researches of this chemist remained unfinished. Nobody will be surprised at this, who

has made himself acquainted with the difficulty of effecting the above-mentioned reac-

tions, and who from his own experience knows the danger which attends the preparation

of these compounds, and the horrible odour which some of them possess.

Paul Thenaed’s remarkable researches did not excite, at the time of their publication,

that degree of interest which they really deserved. There were but few facts known, at

that period, with which his results could naturally be connected
;
indeed, until after the

ammonia-bases were discovered, the importance of the experiments on these phosphorus-

bodies could scarcely be recognized
; then it was that M. Paul Thenaed’s investigations

* Oomptes Eendus, t. xxi. p. 144, and t. xxt. p. 892.

4 F 2
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attracted that attention to which they were entitled ; then it was that the remarkable

parallelism of the compounds of phosphorus and nitrogen, more and more distinctly

exhibited by these discoveries, began to become an object of general interest to

chemists.

It is now many years since M. Paul Thenaed abandoned the study of the phosphorus-

compounds, for the first knowledge of which we are indebted to him. The unfinished

state in which these researches remained, and the rich and abundant harvest collected

since that period in all the neighbouring fields of science, necessitated a re'sision of the

subject. The discovery of methylamine, dimethylamine, and tiimethylamine, and of

the corresponding terms in the ethyl- and amyl-series, had showm that the hydi’ogen in

ammonia may be replaced by binary molecules, such as methyl, ethyl, amyl and phenyl,

the newly-formed compounds retaining the basic character of the original ammonia-

molecule ;
whilst the production of triethylstibine and triethylarsine had fiumished the

proof that the total replacement of the hydrogen in the indifferent antimonietted and

arsenietted hydrogen exalts the chemical character of these compounds in a most

remarkable manner, the methylated and ethylated bodies exhibiting basic characters

scarcely inferior to those of ammonia itself. It remained therefore to be investigated

whether phosphorus, which, by its chemical tendencies, stands between nitrogen and

arsenic, would exhibit a similar deportment. It remamed to be ascertained in what

manner the gradual entrance of binary molecules in the place of the hydrogen in phos-

phoretted hydrogen would change the character of the original compoimd. The dis-

covery of the tetrethylated ammonium-bases had also opened a new field of research, in

which the corresponding terms of the antimony- and arsenic-series were rapidly brought

to light. It was indeed possible to predict with certainty, that an appropriately selected

method would lead to the production of the analogous derivatives of phosphoretted

hydrogen. The time for resuming the study of the phosphorus-bases had in fact

arrived.

We have been engaged for a considerable time in the investigation of this subject,

and now beg to offer to the Royal Society in the following pages an account of our

experiments.

In the first place, we have endeavoured to obtain the bases corresponding to phos-

phoretted hydrogen, by a method analogous to that followed by M. Paul Thexaed.

Recent experience suggested at once the replacement of the gaseous chloride of

methyl by the liquid iodide, which is so much more convenient for experiment

;

and also the substitution, for the phosphide of calcium, of the compound of phosphorus

and sodium obtained by the direct union of the elements. On the application of heat,

these substances act on one another with great energy, producing combustible and

detonating compounds, so that the experiment is not without danger. Often the pro-

duct of the operation is lost ; and \f the reaction has taken place without explosion, the

separation of the conslituents of the very complicated mixture wiiich results can be

effected only with the greatest difficulty.
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We have convinced ourselves that the product of the action of iodide of methyl upon

phosphide of sodium consists chiefly of three different substances, viz. of a liquid which

probably is Mca P, and corresponds to kakodyl
; of a second liquid, Mcj P, corresponding

to trimethylstibine and trimethylarsine ; and lastly, of a beautiful crystalline solid body,

Me4 PI, which is the analogue in the phosphorus-series of iodide of tetramethylam-

monium.

We abstain from a minute description of the experiments made in this direction,

since in the further course of the inquiry we have forsaken this method altogether.

Indeed this mode of preparation is very uncertain, and the separation of the products

formed is attended with almost insurmountable obstacles, not to speak of the difficulty

of obtaining pure phosphide of sodium fit for the reaction. The question resolved itself

into the discovery of a method which would yield us the desired substances con-

veniently, without danger, in considerable quantity, and in a state of absolute purity.

It appeared to us that the action of terchloride of phosphorus on zinc-methyl, zinc-

ethyl, &c. would enable us to attain the desired result. Experiment has fully confirmed

this anticipation.

Dr. Feankland’s remarkable observations on the action of zinc upon iodide of methyl

and iodide of ethyl at high temperatui’es are still fresh in the memory of chemists.

Besides the hydi’ocarbons methyl and ethyl, zinc-methyl and zinc-ethyl are formed in

this reaction, which exhibit the deportment of true organic metals, comparable in the

intensity of their combining powers with the most electro-positive elements. In the

action of a chloride upon such a compound metal, the chlorine was sure to seize upon

the zinc, and it was extremely probable that, together with chloride of zinc, methyl- or

ethyl-compounds would be formed in definite proportions. In the action of terchloride

of phosphorus, the formation of a methyl- or ethyl-compound of phosphorus, correspond-

ing in composition to the terchloride of phosphorus, might be with certainty expected

:

PCl3+3MeZn= 3ZnCl+Me3 P.

These anticipations were in fact fulfilled. The products of these reactions, the bases

Meg P and Eg P, which we propose to call respectively trimethylphosphine and triethyl-

phosphine, remain united with chloride of zinc, and a simple distillation with an alkali

alone is necessary to liberate them.

3ZnCl, Me3P+6KO=3KCl+3(KO, ZnO)+PMe3

3ZnCl, E3P-1-6K0=3KC1+3(K0, ZnO)+PE3 .

They are obtained in this way as volatile oils, with a peculiar and strongly-marked

odour, and possessing distinctly basic properties.

We found no difficulty in procuring the bodies in question by this method in a state

of perfect purity, so as to examine their properties with accuracy.

From the outline which we intend to give, it will be obvious that this group of bodies

exhibits the most striking analogies with the ammonia-bases ;
so much so, in fact, that

frequently it will only be necessary to repeat the observations, which were published
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by one of us about eight years ago, regarding the methylated and ethylated derivatives

of ammonia*.

The experiments which we have to communicate refer chiefly to the methyl- and ethyl-

compormds ;
though here and there we have used amyl as material. Since we have pre-

ferred working in the ethyl-series, we begin with the description of the ethyl-compounds.

EXPEEIMENTS IN THE ETHTL-SEEIES.

Action of Teechloeide of Phosphoeus on Zinc-ethyl.

The reaction between these two bodies is very violent, and readily gives rise to danger-

ous explosions, if the necessary precautions are neglected. "SVe have generally adopted

the following arrangement. A tubulated retort is joined to a receiver which in its tmn

a. Apj)aratus for generating carbonic acid. h. Wasb-bottle containing sulphuric acid. c. Eesen'oir of

carbonic acid. d. Bent tube containing tercbloride of phosphorus, e. Eeceirer. f. Eetort containing

zinc-ethyl, g. Dropping apparatus fiUed with terchloride of phosphorus.

is coirnected with a wide glass tube bent at an angle of about 130°, and acts like a

secorrd receiver. The angle of this tube is fllled rvith terchloride of phosphorus, arrd the

tube is connected with a large cylinder which is supplied by a suitable apparatus with

dry carbonic acid. As soon as the carbonic acid has expelled the air from the reservoir,

tube, receiver, and retort, an exit-tube from the reservoir, up to that time closed by a

caoutchouc cap, is opened to let out the carbonic acid, the evolution of which is main-

tained during the whole operation. The tubulatui’e of the retort is now connected Avith

the copper digester in which the zinc-ethyl has been prepared; and as soon as the

retort has received a charge of the ethereal solution of zinc-ethyl, there is fixed into the

same tubulature a little dropping apparatus, consisting of a glass globe, nith a tubula-

ture and stopper at the top, and terminating beloAv in a glass tube m which a stopcock

is fitted. This apparatus is filled with terchloride of phosphorus, and by appropriately

adjusting the stopcock and opening or closing the stopper of the glass globe, any

desired flow of the fluid can be maintamed Avith the greatest nicety.

However slowly the action may be accomplished, and hoAA'eA er Avell, moreover, the retort

* Philosophical Transactions, 1850, p. 93 ; 1851, p. 357.
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and receiver may be cooled by water or ice, the action is nevertheless invariably so

violent, that all the ether, and with it a large quantity of the zinc-ethyl, passes over into

the receiver. By the powerful ebullition which periodically ensues, a portion of the

vapour is driven even into the bent tube, and a considerable loss of zinc-ethyl is incurred

unless this tube be filled with terchloride of phosphorus, which greedily absorbs every

trace of the former compound. This fiuid valve, ascending and descending in the tube,

in accordance with the progress of the reaction, regulates the function of the apparatus

so perfectly, that the operation, which always takes several hours, when once begun con-

tinues by itself. Sometimes the absorption is so violent that the terchloride of phos-

phorus in the tube is sucked back into the receiver, but even then no loss is to be feared,

since the tube is connected with the reservoir filled "with carbonic acid.

The first drops of terchloride of phosphorus which fall into the solution of zinc-ethyl,

hiss like water when coming in contact with red-hot iron. The action becomes by-and-

by less violent, and as soon as an evolution of heat is no longer perceptible, the opera-

tion is terminated. There remain in the retort, in the receiver, in the bent tube, and

sometimes even in the carbonic acid reservoir, two liquid layers,—the one a heavy pale

straw-coloured thick fluid, the other a transparent colourless mobile fluid floating on

the former.

The hea\y fluid, a compound of the phosphorus-base with chloride of zinc, nearly solidi-

fies on coohng, but the viscid transparent mass exhibits no trace of crystalline structure.

The light fluid is a mixture of ether with an excess of the terchloride of phosphorus

;

after disconnecting the apparatus, it is poured off from the viscous fluid, and may be used,

after distillation, in a second operation.

In order to liberate the phosphorus-base fi-om its combination with zinc, nothing more

than a distillation with potassa is required. To prevent the destruction of the retort, to

which the zinc-compound adheres with pertinacity, and the loss of so precious a material,

this operation is conveniently performed in the following manner. Solid hydrate of

potassa is placed on the hard resinous cake attached to the bottom of the retort, and a

slow current of water allowed to flow in by the dropping apparatus, after the air in the

retort has been carefully displaced by hydrogen : the heat evolved during the reaction

is quite sutficient to volatilize the base with the vapour of the water ;
it may be con-

densed by an ordinary cooler. The base, which is now floating on the water of the distil-

late, is removed by means of a separating funnel
;

it is allowed to stand for a day over

hydrate of potassa, and finally rectified in a current of dry hydrogen gas.

Triethylphospliine.

Thus obtained, triethylphosphine is a colourless, transparent, mobile liquid, which

strongly refracts light. The compound is lighter than water, its specific gravity being

found to be 0-812 at 15°-5 C. ; it is perfectly insoluble in water, but soluble in every pro-

portion in alcohol and ether. Its odour is penetrating, almost benumbing, but still not

disagreeable. The intolerable smell which renders it so unpleasant to work with these
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phosphorus-compounds generally, arises from other products, which make their appear-

ance in considerable quantities, especially in preparing the phosphorus-base by means

of phosphide of sodium and iodide of ethyl. In a diluted state, the odour of the pure

triethylphosphine has the greatest similarity to that of the hyacinth*. Long-continued

working with this substance causes headache and sleeplessness.

The boiling-point of the triethylphosphine is 127°'5 C., under the barometric pressure

of 0-744 m. The determination was made with an ounce of the pure substance. The

distillation of the phosphorus-base must be performed in a stream of dry hydrogen, for

it attracts oxygen with great energy, especially at high temperatures. It is impossible

to pour the liquid from one vessel into another -without its becoming perceptibly wai’m.

The product of oxidation formed in this way becomes evident in the last stage of the

distillation. When the larger quantity of the base has distilled over, the mercm-y in

the thermometer begins suddenly to rise, and before the temperature has become again

stationary, the neck of the retort is found to be coated vith a network of beautiful

crystals, which are even drawn over into the receiver. These crystals are permanent as

long as they are protected from the action of the moist air. After disconnecting the

apparatus, it is vain to attempt to collect the crystals, the most minute quantity of water

causing them to liquefy to a heavy oil, soluble in water. From these remai-ks, it is

obvious that triethylphosphine must be almost always contaminated with a small quan-

tity of this substance ;
in fact a bottle contaming the base cannot be opened without

its being formed. When the phosphorus-base is brought in contact with oxygen,

vapours are immediately formed ; the liquid frequently becomes so hot that it inflames,

and the body is burnt with evolution of dense white fumes of phosphoric acid. If a

strip of paper, moistened with triethylphosphine, be introduced into a test-tube contain-

ing oxygen and immersed into hot water, the vapour of the phosphorus-base produces

with the oxygen an explosive mixture, which detonates after a few moments uith con-

siderable violence. When poured into a flask tilled with chlorine gas, every drop is

inflamed with disengagement of pentachloride of phosphorus and hydi-ochloric acid, and

separation of carbon. Triethylphosphine unites with bromine and iodine, evoking con-

siderable heat, which may give rise to inflammation ; but if the action be moderated,

crystalline compounds are produced. In cyanogen gas the phosphorus-base is converted

into a brown resinous mass. If a piece of sulphur be throAvn into a test-tube containing

* There is nothing new in the fact that the odour of a substance may be considerably changed by dilution.

Several years ago, when occupied in the preparation of different ethers, which ha^'e found umuerous apphca-

tious in perfumery, I had frequent opportunities of observing how the desii-ed aroma, which was absent in

the pure substance, was brought out by dilution with alcohol. The hyacinth smell of the dilute phosphorus-

base is so characteristic, that one morning I found in my laboratory a large basket filled with hyacinths,

the present of a lady friend of mine, who, interested in my labours, had a strong impression that triethyl-

phosphiue must be present in the hyacinth. In the interest of science, the entii-e floral adornment of the

garden had been unmercifully sacrificed ! It would have been ungrateful not to distil them, but I regret to

say, that the anticipation of the amiable donor, who wished to enrich me with so interesting a discovery,

proved unfounded. The hyacinth does not contain any phosphorus-base.—A. W. H.
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triethylphosphine, it becomes so hot as to fuse the sulphur, which then floats on the

hquid base in the form of globules, as sodium does on water, and at last enthely dis-

appears. The clear liquid thus obtained, solidifles on cooling to a magniflcent crystalline

mass. The experiment must be made with caution, since the vapour of the phosphorus-

compound, which rises during the reaction, generally explodes on coming in contact

with the air contained in the vessel. Selenium gives rise to similar but less powerful

phenomena.

Although triethylphosphine, in its relations to other bodies, possesses all the characters

of a well-deflned base, it does not exhibit an alkaline reaction. When freshly prepared,

it is without action on vegetable colom’s, but when exposed only for a few moments to

the influence of the air, it begins to show a constantly increasing acid reaction. Tri-

ethylphosphine unites with acids slowly, but with considerable evolution of heat ; with

concentrated acid the temperature frequently rises to such a degree as to give rise to

inflammation of the liquid. Most of its salts are crystalhne compounds, but are very

soluble and deliquescent.

The composition of triethylphosphine was sufliciently established in theory, both by

its mode of formation and by numerous analogies. Nevertheless we have made an

experimental determination.

When freshly prepared and burnt with chromate of lead. O’ 36 9 grm. of triethylphos-

phine furnished 0’8106 grm. of carbonic acid and 0’4212 grm. of water.

The formula

c.,h„p=e[p
eJ

leads to the following numbers ;

—

Theory. Experiment.

12 equivs. of Carbon . 72 61-01 60-00

15 equivs. of Hydrogen . . . . . 15 12-71 12-68

1 equiv. of Phosphorus . . . . . 31 26-28

1 equiv. of Triethylphosphine . 118 100-00

The combustion shows a small loss of carbon ; but if it be recollected with what avidity

this base attracts oxygen, and that the previous manipulations were performed in atmo-

spheric air, this is easily accounted for. It would have been loss of time to repeat this

experiment, especially since we shall have to mention in the following pages many

analytical determinations, which, although referring to other substances, enable us to

infer with equal certainty the composition of the phosphorus-base.

Triethylphosphine forms crystalline compounds with the hydrogen-acids of chlorine,

bromine, and iodine, with sulphuric and nitric acids ;
but all these salts, which can be

obtained in the dry state only by the aid of the exsiccator, are but little suitable

for analysis. The solution in hydrochloric acid aflbrds a crystalline platinum-salt,

which is insoluble in cold water, in alcohol and ether, but which, on account of the
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facility with which it decomposes at 100° C., must be dried in the exsiccator. Lu the

water-bath it fuses and is altogether decomposed. The determination of the plati-

num in the phosphorus-compounds presents considerable difficulties. The platinum in

these substances cannot be determined in the ordinary way by simple ignition, because

a considerable quantity of platinum is carried otf with the phosphorus-rapour, however

slowly and carefully the process may be carried out. iVe unfortunately did not find

this out, until a great number of unsuccessful analyses had been made. By heating

with a considerable excess of carbonate of sodium in a porcelain crucible on a sand-

bath, the temperature of which is gradually raised, the determination succeeds with-

out difficulty. After removal of the portion soluble in water, the platinum-residue,

which is always contaminated with silicic acid, is dissolved in nitrohydrochloiic acid,

the solution evaporated to dryness, and the residue again dissolved in acid : the careful

evaporation of this solution furnishes a perfectly accurate result. This method is some-

what tedious, but there is some compensation for this increased complexity by the

simultaneous determination of the chlorine.

The analysis of the platinum-salt of triethylphosphine has furnished the following

results :

—

0'2795grm. of platinum-salt gave 0'3725grm. of cliloride of silver and 0-0855 grm.

of platinum, corresponding to the formula

HCl, PtCl,=E3P, HCl, PtCl^.

Theory. Experiment.

12 equivs. of Carbon . 72 22-2i

16 equivs. of Hydrogen . 16 4-94

1 equiv. of Phosphorus . . 31 9-56

3 equivs. of Chlorine . . 106-5 32-85 32-96

1 equiv. of Platinum . . 98-7 30-44 30-59

1 equiv. of Platinum-salt . . 324-2 100-00

The preceding experiments sufficiently fix the composition of triethylphosphine. This

compound is in fact triethylamine, in which the nitrogen is replaced by an equivalent

quantity of phosphorus. The perfect analogy -with triethylamine is also shown by the

deportment of the phosphorus-base with the iodides of ethyl, methyl and amyl. Tri-

ethylphosphine combines with these substances, forming well-crystallized and highly

characteristic salts, which may be regarded as iodide of ammonium, in which the nitrogen

is replaced by phosphorus and the hydrogen by the radicals of the alcohols.

Iodide of Tetrethylphosplionium.

On mixing triethylphosphine with iodide of ethyl, a riolent action ensues after a few

moments
; the liquid effervesces with almost explosive Aiolence, and then solidifies to a

white crystalline mass. If, instead of the pure base, an ethereal solution be employed,

the crystals are formed more slowly. This new compound is extremely soluble in
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water, less so in alcohol, and insoluble in ether. The aqueous solution crystallizes on

addition of potassa-solution, in which this compound, like the iodides of tetramethyl-

ammonium and tetrethylammonium, is but shghtly soluble. From the alcoholic solu-

tion the salt falls, on addition of ether, as a crystalline powder. If ether be added to a

cold alcoholic solution, as long as the precipitate first produced is dissolved by boiling,

well-formed crystals of the iodide are deposited on cooling.

The mode of formation and analysis leave no doubt respecting the nature of these

crystals. They contain the elements of 1 equiv. of triethylphosphine and 1 equiv. of

iodide of ethyl.

+ C,H,I = C,eH,,PI.

Triethyl-

phosphine.

—
lodide of

ethyl.

-v"

New compound.

The following are the results of analyses :

—

I. 0'743 grin, of the iodide yielded 0'630 grm. of iodide of silver.

II. 0’648 grm. of the iodide gave 0‘555 grm. of iodide of silver.

III. 0'4I2 grm. of the iodide gave 0‘3555 grm. of iodide of silver.

Percentage of iodine :

—

I. II. III. Mean.

45-82 46-30 46-62 46-25

The formula

requires

QeH,oPI=

I equiv. of the Phosphorus-body

I equiv. of Iodine

I equiv. of the Iodine-compound

Ed
E

'

E
E

!>pi

Theory.
A

. 147 53-65

. 127 46-35

. 274 100-00

Experiment.

46-25

Notwithstanding the transparency of the constitution of these compounds, we feel

some embarrassment in fixing their nomenclature. We propose to designate the hypo-

thetical compound of one equivalent of phosphorus and four equivalents of ethyl by the

name “ Tetrethylphosphonium.” This term is long, but it leaves no doubt regarding

the composition of the body, and marks at the same time its analogy with tetrethylam-

monium. The iodine-compound is accordingly the iodide of tetrethylphosphonium.

Hydrated Oxide of TetrethyljpJiosphonmm.

The separation of the iodine from the before-mentioned compound presents no diffi-

culties. Oxide of silver removes this element even at the common temperature. A
strongly alkahne solution is obtained which retains a small quantity of silver in solu-

4 G 2
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tion. This liquid, which is almost without odour, and has a bitter and phosphoric taste,

when placed over sulphuric acid, dries up into a ciystalline extremely deliquescent mass,

the silver separating at the same time in the form of a black powder, or as a brilliant

metallic mu-ror. The mass, when redissolved in water, furnishes a colourless liquid free

from silver, but generally containing some carbonic acid. The avidity with which the

oxide of tetrethylphosphonium attracts both water and carbonic acid, has prevented

us from analysing this body, but its formation, the composition of the corresponding

iodide, and the analysis of a platinum- and gold-salt, hereafter to be mentioned, suffi-

ciently warrant the formula

C,sH,PO,=E,PO, HO.

In its deportment with other substances the body in question resembles the oxide of

tetrethylammonium
; we refer therefore to the detailed description which one of us has

given of this compound in a former memou’ The solution of the oxide of tetrethyl-

phosphonium shows in fact all the reactions of a solution of potassa
;
the precipitates,

such as alumina and protoxide of zinc, dissolve, however, less readily in excess of the

phosphorus-compound. The action of heat upon this body gives rise to a peculiar

transformation, to which we shall return hereafter.

Tetrethylphosphonium produces crystallizable salts with hydrochloric, nitric, and sid-

phuric acids. All these compounds exhibit the deliquescent character of the oxide.

Like the latter, they are also soluble in alcohol ;
in ether they are for the most part

insoluble. The hydrochloric solution furnishes, with bichloride of platinum and ter-

chloride of gold, difficultly soluble precipitates, which are well adapted for analysis.

Chloride of Tetrethylphosphonium and Bichloride of Platinum.

The pale orange-yellow precipitate which falls on addition of bichloride of platinum

to a moderately dilute solution of the chloride, dissolves with difficulty, but without

decomposition, in boiling water ; it is insoluble in alcohol and in ether. It can be dried

at 100° C.

I. 0T108 grm. of the platinum-salt, when fused udth carbonate of sodium, gave

0T35 grm. of chloride of silver and 0'0305 grm. of platinum.

II. 0'5510grm. of the platinum-salt, treated in a similar way, gave 0-6710 grm. of

chloride of silver.

III. 0-5535 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-1547 grm. of platinum.

IV. 0-3180 grm. of platinum-salt gave 0-089 grm. of platinum.

The formula

I

C,6 PCI, PtCL= ^ [tCI, PtCl,
E !

* Philosophical Transactions, 1851, p. 357.
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requires
Theory. Experiment.

A

1 equiv. of Tetrethylphosphonium 147 41-75
I. II. III. IV.

3 equivs. of Chlorine .
*

. . . 106-5 30-23 30-14 30-12

1 equiv. of Platinum .... 98-7

352-2

28-02

100-00

27-53 27-95 27-98

Clilo7'ide of Tetrethylphosphonium and Terchloride of Gold.

The crystalline precipitate, obtained by mixing the two solutions, separates from

boiling water in briUiant golden-yellow needles.

0-317 grm. of the gold-salt, dried at 100° C., furnished, after ignition, 0-1275 grm. of

gold.

This determination leads to the formula

E'l
j

C.eH,oPCl,AuCl3=
^

lpCl,AuCl3,

Ej
by the following comparison :

—

Theory.
A

Experiment.

1 equiv. of Tetrethylphosphonium . 147 30-25

4 equivs. of Chlorine . . . . ., 142 29-22

1 equiv. of Gold , 197 40-53 40-22

1 equiv. of Gold-salt .... . 486 100-00

Action of Heat upon Oxide op Teteethylphosphonium. .

The change which oxide of tetrethylammonium undergoes by the action of heat is

well known ; this body splits into olefiant gas, water, and triethylamine.

E, NO, HO=C, H,+2H0+E3 N.

We expected an analogous transformation of oxide of tetrethylphosphonium, but experi-

ment has proved that this body suffers a different decomposition. On submitting freshly-

prepared oxide of tetrethylphosphonium to distillation, water only passes over in the

first instance, but as soon as the solution has attained a certain state of concentration,

it suddenly effervesces with evolution of an inflammable gas which may be collected

over water. This gas contains carbon and hydrogen, but no phosphorus
;

it may be

left in contact with bromine-water without experiencing the slightest absorption. This

experiment shows that the gas cannot contain any ethylene, and with almost the same

certainty we may infer the absence in it of all the hydrocarbons of the formula C„ H„.

The evolution of gas ceases long before the whole amount of the liquid contained in the

retort has distilled over. On the contrary, it is observed that immediately after the
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evolution of gas has ceased, the distillation nearly stops, and commences again only

when the temperature has reached 200°; a viscid, nearly inodorous liquid now distils

over, the temperature slowly rising, until at about 240° a constant boiling-point is

attained : what now distils, generally sohdifies to a radiated crystalline mass in the neck

of the retort. On fusing this mass with a spirit-lamp, and collecting the liquid in a

receiver, it frequently resolidifies instantaneously on cooling ; often, however, it remains

liquid for months. This body is extremely dehquescent : a crystal exposed to the air

only for a few seconds liquefies entirely. It is soluble in water in every proportion,

also in alcohol, less so in ether. The aqueous solution is precipitated by potassa

;

the dissolved body separates in this case in colourless oily drops, which remain liquid

even after much concentration, and rapidly dissolve again on diluting the potassa solu-

tion with a comparatively small quantity of water. Acids dissolve the oil likewise with

facility.

It is obvious at a glance, that the body in question is identical with the product

formed by the action of air upon triethylphosphine. A careful comparison of the pro-

perties of the two substances places their identity beyond any doubt. It is, moreover,

easily proved that the body is a product of oxidation. On boiling triethylphosphine

with moderately strong nitric acid, and adding potassa to the highly concenti-ated liquid,

the characteristic oily drops are immediately separated, and disappear again upon addi-

tion of water. At the common temperature, oxide of mercui’y is without action upon

triethylphosphine, but on gently warming the mixture, a considerable evolution of heat

takes place, metallic mercury is separated, and an oily substance produced which has

all the characters of the new compound, and often sublimes in radiated crystals, coating

the colder part of the vessel. With oxide of silver exactly the same phenomena are

observed. On the other hand, the oily body, when submitted to the action of potassium,

instantaneously reproduces triethylphosphine.

It is difficult to obtain this body in a state fit for analysis. It is not afiected by solid

hydrate of potassa, but on distilling the two substances together, the distillate is never-

theless found to contain a certain amount of moisture, the hydrate of potassa losing a

certain quantity of water at the temperature of distillation. If the crystalline mass be

separated from the potassa before distillation, it attracts so much water dining manipu-

lation, that even now it becomes but imperfectly crystalhne after distillation. Distilla-

tion with anhydrous phosphoric acid furnishes the compound perfectly di-y and sohd

;

unfortunately, however, a portion of the substance is thus decomposed ivith separation

of free phosphorus which contaminates the distillate. Nor have we succeeded in imiting

this substance to crystalline combinations
; nitrate of silver, bichloride of platmum, and

several other reagents were tried in vain.

It is obvious that the preparation of this body in a state of piuity is attended irith

unusual difficulties. These difficulties might certainly have been surmounted, but we
believe that the deportment of triethylphosphine ivith sulphur and selenium, which nfill

be more minutely described hereafter, enables us to infer retrospectively the composition
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of the oxide with a degree of certainty scarcely inferior to that furnished by analysis

itself. The examination of well-defined sulphur- and selenium-compounds of the com-

position respectively

CiaHijPSa =E3PS2 and

C.2H,,PSe2=E3PSe2,

sufficiently proves that the body in question is the corresponding oxide, that it is in fact

a combination of triethylphosphine with 2 equivalents of oxygen, C,2 H15 P02=E3 POg

;

an inference which is moreover supported by the existence of analogous and similarly

formed combinations in the antimony- and arsenic-series, viz.

C12 Hi 5
Sb02=E3 Sb02, and

C12 Hi5 As02=E3 ASO2.

The formation of such a binoxide by the distillation of the hydrated oxide of tetrethyl-

phosphonium, is readily intelligible, if we assume that the hydrocarbon simultaneously

disengaged consists of hydride of ethyl, an assumption which is in accordance with the

general characters of this gas.

E,PO, HO = E3PO2 + EH

Hydrated oxide of Binoxide of Hydride of

tetrethylphosphoniuin. triethylphosphine. ethyl.

We should have liked to establish this equation by some analytical numbers, but after

some fruitless trials to prepare the substance in a state of purity, we were obliged to

desist from the attempt. Even the preparation of a considerable quantity of oxide of

tetrethylphosphonium is a long, laborious and expensive operation
; but to these numerous

impediments a further difficulty is added, which at the first glance appeared altogether

inexplicable. Under certain conditions the distillation of oxide of tetrethylphosphonium

furnishes either no inflammable gas at all, or only traces
; at the same time the forma-

tion of the crystalline binoxide either entirely ceases, or takes place only in very minute

quantities. We have convinced ourselves that this invariably occurs when the alkaline

solution, by exposure to the air, has attracted a considerable quantity of carbonic acid.

Instead of hydride of ethyl and binoxide of triethylphosphine, the phosphorus-base itself

is obtained in this case, together with another liquid body which contains no phosphorus.

By dissolring the distillate in ether, fixing the triethylphosphine by sulphur, and then

evaporating the ether, an inflammable aromatic liquid remains, which floats on water.

We had not more than a few drops of this oil at our disposal, which precluded the idea

of an analysis, but we have no doubt that this liquid is carbonate of ethyl.

E4P, CO3 = E3P + ECO3.

Carbonate of Triethyl- Carbonate

tetrethylphosphonium. phosphine. of ethyl.
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Chloride, Bromide, and Iodide of TnethylphospMne.

Binoxide of triethylphosphine, when treated with hydrochloric, hydrobromic and

hydriodic acids, is converted into the corresponding chloride, bromide, and iodide, which

closely resemble the oxide in their general properties. They are hquids which gradually

solidify in the exsiccator ;
the crystals fuse at 100° and begin to volatilize, although their

boiling-point is very high. The compounds of triethylphosphine with chlorine, bromine,

and iodine may also be obtained by the action of these elements in aqueous or alcohohc

solutions upon the phosphorus-base itself. Both methods, however, furnish products

which are with difficulty purified.

These compounds, as well as the saline compounds which the oxide of triethyl-

phosphine produces with sulphuric and nitric acids, and which in the exsiccator gra-

dually solidify into semi-crystalline masses, have but slightly occupied our attention, be-

cause the formation of beautiful sulphur- and selenium-compounds enabled us to gain a

sufficiently precise idea regarding the chemical characters of these substances in general.

Bisulphide of Triethylphosphine.

The remarkable phenomena which attend the combination of triethylphosphine 'v\-ith

sulphur have been already described. The compound is likewise obtaiued by distilling

triethylphosphine with cinnabar, which in this reaction is reduced to subsulphide or to

metallic mercury. Treatment of the oxide with sulphuretted hydrogen or T^fith sulphide

of ammonium does not furnish the compound.

The best mode of preparing this beautiful body is the following. Flowers of sulphur

are gradually introduced into a dilute solution of the phosphorus-base in ether. The

liquid effervesces upon each addition, and the sulphur disappears. As soon as sulphur

remaining undissolved indicates the completion of the reaction, the ether is volatilized,

and the residuary mixture of free sulphur and bisulphide of triethylphosphine separated

by boiling water. On cooling, the liquid deposits the compound in crystals of perfect

purity. This sulphur-compound is one of the finest products with which we have

become acquainted in the course of our inquiries. Its crystalhzing power is such, that

by slowly cooling the solution most beautiful crystals may be obtauied, even in a test-

tube, the liquid column being traversed by an aggregate of thin vertical needles, often

five or six inches in length. The difference of the solubility of the compomid in cold

and boiling water is very great ; indeed, but a minute quantity remains in solution

at the common temperature. On adding an alkali to the cold solution the mixture

becomes turbid, and deposits, after a few moments, small crystals. The sulphur-com-

pound in this respect resembles the corresponding oxide, which is hkewise less soluble

in alkalies than in pure water. This phenomenon is most strikmgly observed by adding

potassa to a boiling saturated aqueous solution of the bisulphide
; it instantaneously

separates in clear oily drops, which rapidly solidify into spherical aggregates of crystals

as the liquid cools. The compound is even more readily soluble in alcohol and ether.
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and also crystallizes from these liquids, but less beautifully. The solubility in bisulphide

of carbon is almost unlimited
;
from this solvent it crystallizes imperfectly.

The fusing-point of the bisulphide of triethylphosphine is 94° C.; it resohdifies at 88°.

WTien heated beyond 100° C. the bisulphide is volatilized, with diffusion of a white

vapour of a disagreeable sulphur-odour, which is but slightly perceptible at the common

temperature. When heated with a quantity of water insufficient for its solution, the

sulphur-compound rises to the surface as a clear transparent oil, which is copiously

volatilized with the vapour of water.

The solution of the bisulphide is without action on vegetable colours. The com-

pound nevertheless appears to possess faintly basic properties. It dissolves more readily

in hydrochloric acid, especially when concentrated, than in water, and the solution fur-

nishes with bichloride of platinum a yellow precipitate, which however rapidly cakes

into a resinous mass, gmng indications of decomposition by the separation of bisulphide

of platinum, so that it was not adapted for analysis. The sulphur-compound also dis-

solves in dilute sulplimic and nitric acids ; concentrated nitric acid decomposes it ;
the

fuming acid gives rise to a sort of detonation. The aqueous solution of the bisulphide

is not affected by acetate of lead, nitrate of silver, or protoxide of mercm’y, even at the

boiling temperature
;
the alcoholic solution, on the other hand, is instantaneously decom-

posed with separation of the sulphide of lead, silver or mercury. The liquid filtered off

from the precipitates now contains the oxide of triethylphosphine, either free or in the

form of acetate or nitrate, and may be readily separated by the addition of an alkali to

the solution. The action of potassium upon this compound instantaneously reproduces

the phosphorus-base.

The bisulphide of triethylphosphine has the composition

C„H„PS,=E3PS,.

I. 0T355 grm. of the substance, burnt in a glass tube with a mixture of common salt

and chlorate of potassium, gave 0-2190 grm. of sulphate of barium.

II. 0-4007 grm. of the substance yielded 0-623 grm. of sulphate of barium.

Theory. Experiment.
,

A
^ , A

^
f ^ r ^

I. II. Mean.
1 equiv. of Triethylphosphine .... 118 78-67

2 equivs. of Sulphur 32 21-33 22-14 21-35 21-74

1 equiv. of Bisulphide of triethylphosphine 150 100-00

The formation of the bisulphide takes place with such facility, and the properties of

the compound are so characteristic, that we have frequently used flowers of sulphur as a

reagent for triethylphosphine.

Biselenide of Triethylphosphine.

In the action of selenium upon triethylphosphine, the phenomena described in the

MDCCCLVII. 4 H
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preceding paragraphs are repeated. The reaction, however, as might have been expected,

is less powerful.

The selenium-compound crystallizes from water with the same facility as the sulphur-

compound, but the solution is apt to undergo partial decomposition when exposed to

the atmosphere. Even the dry crystals are slowly reddened in the air. The fusing-

point of the selenide is 112° C.; it is easily volatilized, undergoing partial decomposition.

It contains

C,,H,PSe,=E3PSe,.

In analysing this body, we have availed ourselves of the ready decomposition which

it undergoes by nitrate of silver, when dissolved in alcohol.

0-378 grin, of the substance gave 0-557 grm. of selenide of silver.

Theory. Experiment.

r 2
''

1 equiv. of Triethylphosphine . . . . 118 59-9

2 equivs. of Selenium 79 40-1 39-45

1 equiv. of Biselenide of triethylphosphine 197 100-0

In order to give more completely the history of the phosphorus-bases, we have also

examined the compounds which are formed by the action of the iodides of methyl

and amyl upon triethylphosphine ; but since the products of these reactions resemble in

every respect the corresponding ethyl-compounds, we have only to mention the analytical

results.

Iodide of MetliyltriethyJphosplionium.

In treating triethylphosphine -with iodide of methyl, all the phenomena mentioned in

the case of the analogous experiment ivith iodide of ethyl are repeated. The action is

even still more violent and rapid ; and if no ether be added, a portion of the product is

readily lost by the explosive effervescence of the liquid. The crystals thus obtained

contain

C,,H,PI=(MeE3)P I.

0-544 grm. of the compound, dried at 100° C., gave 0-491 grm. of iodide of silver.

Tlieory. Experiment.

. . .
r

'

1 equiv. Methyltriethylphosphonium . . 133 61-15

1 equiv. of Iodine 127 48-85 48-77

1 equiv. of the Iodide 260 100-00

On treating the solution of this compound, which essentially resembles the simple

ethyl-compound, with oxide of silver, a strongly alkaline solution of oxide of methyltri-

ethylphosphonium is obtained. The solution, when saturated \ilth hydrochloric acid

and mixed with bichloride of platinum, furnishes a beautiful orange-yellow platinum-
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salt, crystallizing in well-defined cubes, truncated by the planes of the octahedron.

This salt, which is insoluble in alcohol and ether, may be recrystallized from boiling

water without decomposition
;

it contains

C.^HigPCl, PtCl3=(MeE3)PCl, PtCl^.

0-4297 grm. of the platinum-salt, fused with carbonate of sodium, gave 0-651 grm

chloride of silver and 0-127 grm. of platinum.
Theory. Experiment.

1 equiv. of Methyltriethylphosphonium . 133 39-20

3 equivs. of Chlorine ...... 106-5 31-49 31-72

1 equiv. of Platinum 98-7 29-31 29-55

1 equiv. of the Platinum-salt . . . . 338-2 100-00

Iodide of Triethylamylphosphonium.

Iodide of amyl acts but slowly on the phosphorus-base. From a mixture of the two

substances in ether, beautiful crystals are deposited after a few days, which may be puri-

fied by solution in alcohol and precipitation by ether ;
they contain

C,,H,ePI=(E3Ayl)P I.

0-577 grm. of the substance gave 0-432 grm. of iodide of silver.

Theory. Experiment.

1 equiv. of Triethylamylphosphonium . 189 59-80

1 equiv. of Iodine 127 40-20 40-45

1 equiv. of the Iodide 316 100-00

Treatment of this compound \vith oxide of silver furnishes the free oxide of triethyl-

amylphosphonium, with all the properties characteristic of the class. The corresponding

chloride deposits, on addition of bichloride of platinum, a beautiful platinum-salt,

crystallizing in prisms, with flat terminal planes. It is insoluble in alcohol and ether,

but rather soluble in water. The platinum-salt has the composition

Q^H^gPCl, PtCl,=(E3Ayl)PCl, PtCl^.

0-3494 grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0-3873 grm. of chloride of silver and 0-0880 grm.

of platinum.
Theory. Experiment.

1 equiv. of Triethylamylphosphonium . 189 47-94

3 equivs. of Chlorine . 106-5 27-02 27-42

1 equiv. of Platinum . 98-7 25-04 25-18

1 equiv. of the Platinum-salt . . . . 394-2 100-00

4 H 2
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Action of Heat upon the Hydrated Oxide of Teiethtlamtlphosphonium.

On heating this oxide a small quantity of an inflammable gas is evolved, a liquid being

formed at the same time, which boils at about 280° C., and obviously corresponds to the

binoxide of triethylphosphine. Two distinct changes may occur in this case. Since the

oxide contains several radicals, it is possible that either ethyl or amyl may be eliminated

in this decomposition, and the liquid simultaneously generated must therefore contain

(E,Ayl)PO„ or E.PO,.

The higher boiling-point of the compound, and the deportment of the corresponding

nitrogen-term (the oxide of triethylamylamnionium), which on distillation furnishes

diethylamylamine together with water and oleflant gas, are in favour of the flrst

assumption. Accordingly, the inflammable gas would also in this case be hydride of

ethyl, and the transformation of the oxide of triethylamylphosphonium under the

influence of heat would be represented by the equation

(E3Ayl)PO, HO
V

, y
^

Y
Oxide of triethylamyl-

phosphonium.

= (E2 Ayl)02 +
Binoxide of diethyl-

amylphospliine.

EH

Hydride
of etliyl.

Experimentally the question remains undecided.

EXPEEIMEHTS IH THE METHYL-SEEIES.

The results recorded in the preceding sections afibrd a tolerably complete Hew of the

phosphorus-bases. We may therefore be brief in describing the experiments which

we have made with the methyl-compounds.

Tiimethylphosphine.

This remarkable body is obtained by the same process which we have mmutely

described for the preparation of the corresponding ethyl-base. Zinc-methyl and ter-

chloride of phosphorus furnish the compound of chloride of zmc and trimethylphos-

phine, from which the base may be expelled by the action of potassa. All the pre-

cautions which have been mentioned as necessary in the preparation of the ethyl-

base, are required in a higher degree for the methylated body. Since zinc-meth)d

attracts oxygen even with greater aHdity than zinc-ethyl, the current of carbonic acid

must be continuously maintained for a long period. The intensity with which zinc-

methyl decomposes terchloride of phosphorus, is not inferior to the violent reaction

between caustic baryta and anhydrous sulphuric acid. The mixing cannot, therefore,

be too slowly effected. In expelling trimethylphosphine from its zinc-compound, refri-

geration by ice is absolutely necessary, since this body is far more volatile than the ethyl-

base. The distillation must be made in hydrogen gas, and the current of gas must

moreover flow very slowly, otherwise, however perfect and careful may be the arrange-
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ments for cooling, a considerable quantity of the body will evaporate in the hydrogen

and be lost, not to speak of the diffusion of the almost intolerable odour of the methyl-

base in the atmosphere of the laboratory.

Trimethylphosphine is a colourless, transparent, very mobile liquid of an indescribable

odour, powerfully refracting light, lighter than water, in which menstruum it is insoluble.

The boiling-point of the liquid lies between 40° and 42° C., which agrees with Paul

Thenakd’s observations. Trimethylphosphine has even a more powerful attraction for

oxygen than the corresponding ethyl-base. In contact with the air, it fumes and is apt

to be inflamed. On distilling even the freshly prepared methyl-base, the neck of the

retort becomes coated in the last stage of the operation with a network of beautiful

crystals, perfectly similar to those which are observed with the ethyl-base. These

crystals may be readily obtained in larger quantity by exposing the methyl-base to a

slow current of dry atmospheric air. It is scarcely necessary to mention that these

crystals are the binoxide of trimethylphosphine.

In its deportment with chlorine, bromine, iodine, sulphur and selenium, and Anally

with the acids, the methyl-base exactly imitates the ethylated body. The reactions are

however more rapid and energetic.

We have been satisfied to identify trimethylphosphine, prepared by means of zinc-

methyl, by the analysis of a platinum-salt.

Hydroclilorate of Trimethylphosphine and Bichlo^dde of Platinum.

The solution of the methyl-base in hydrochloric acid, furnishes with bichloride of

platinum, an orange-yellow, indistinctly crystalline precipitate, which, like the corre-

sponding ethyl-compound, is readily decomposed by exposure to 100° C. For analysis

it was dried in the exsiccator over sulphuric acid. It contains

Cg Hg P, HCl, PtCl2=Me3 P, HCl, PtCl^.

0'402I grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0T402 grm. of platinum.

Theory.
.A

Experiment.

1 equiv. of Trimethylphosphine 76-0 26-94

I equiv. of Hydrochloric acid . 36-5 12-93

2 equivs. of Chlorine .... 71-0 25-16

I equiv. of Platinum .... 98-7 34-97

1 equiv. of the Platinum-salt . 282-2 100-00

34-86

Iodide of Tetramethylphosphoniimi.

The iodide is a white crystalline mass, obtained by the action of iodide of methyl

upon an ethereal solution of triethylphosphine. This compound, which may be readily

recrystallized from alcohol, is the finest product of the series. Freshly prepared, it

exhibits the silvery lustre of sublimed naphthalin. In contact with the atmosphere it

assumes a slightly reddish colour.
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The composition of this compound is represented by the formula

C3H,,PI=M,PL

On analysis, 0‘5455 grm. of the iodide gave 0’5870 grm. iodide of silver.

Theory. Experiment.

, .

1 equiv. of Tetramethylphosphonium ... 91 41-75

1 equiv. of Iodine 127 58-25 58-14

1 equiv. of Iodide of tetramethylphosphonium 218 100-00

On treating the solution of the iodide with oxide of silver, a very caustic solution of

the oxide is obtained.

Chloride of Tetramethylphosphonium and Bichlonde of Platinum.

The solution of this oxide, mixed with hydrochloric acid and bichloride of platinum,

furnishes a platinum-salt which is insoluble in alcohol and ether, but crystallizes from

water in beautiful octahedra. It contains

Cg Hi, PCI, PtCl,=Me, PCI, PtCl,.

By analysis, 0-6365 grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0-2120 grm. of platinum.

Theory. Experiment.

1 equiv. of Tetramethylphosphonium 91 30-73

3 equivs. of Chlorine 106-5 35-95

1 equiv. of Platinum 98-7 33-32 33-30

1 equiv. of the Platinum-salt . . . 296-2 100-00

Chloride of Tetramethylphosphonium and Terchlonde of Gold.

The method of preparation, and the properties of the gold-salt of chloride of tetra-

methylphosphonium, are perfectly similar to those of the corresponding ethyl-body.

When dried at 100° C., 0-3545 grm. left, after ignition, 0-1630 grm. of gold.

The formula

Cs Hi, PCI, AuCl3=Me, PCI, AuCl,

requires the following values :

—

Theory.

1 equiv. of Tetramethylphosphonium 91 21-17

4 equivs. of Chlorine 142 33-02

1 equiv. of Gold 197 45-81

1 equiv. of the Gold-salt .... 430 100-00

Experiment.

45-98
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Action of Heat upon the Hydeated Oxide op Teteamethylphosphonium.

Binoxide of TrimethylpliospMne.

Precisely similar phenomena as in the ethyl-series : formation of binoxide of trimethyl-

phospine and hydride of methyl (marsh-gas).

Me4 PO, HO = Meg PO2 -j- MeH
V

;

Hydrated oxide of

tetramethylphosphonium.

TV
Bmoxide of tri- Hydride of methyl

(marsh-gas).methylphosphine.

The direct formation of the binoxide by the action of oxygen upon trimethylphos-

phine has been abeady mentioned.

Bisulphide and Biselenide of Trimethylphosphine.

These bodies hkewise resemble the corresponding members of the ethyl-series
; they

are, however, more soluble and more volatile. The sulphur-compound crystallizes from

a highly concentrated aqueous solution in masses of well-formed four-sided prisms,

which fuse at 105° C.

The selenium-compound crystallizes exactly like the ethyl-body; its fusing-point is

84° C. In contact with the ab this compound blackens with separation of selenium.

In this decomposition the characteristic odour of mesitilene is very perceptibly evolved.

Even without an analysis we may assign to these compounds the formulae

CfiHgPSa =Me3PS2and

Cg Hg PSe2=Me3 PSoa.

In conclusion, the action of the iodides of ethyl and amyl upon trimethylphosphine

may be briefly mentioned.

Iodide of Trimethylethylphosphonium.

This substance is rapidly formed by the action of iodide of ethyl upon the ethereal

solution of the methyl-base. The compound, which crystallizes perfectly well from boil-

ing alcohol, contains

C,oH,PI=(Me3E)PI.

0-4435 grm. of substance gave 0-4403 grm. of iodide of silver.

Experiment.Theory.^
I equiv. of Trimethylethylphosphonium 105

I equiv. of Iodine 127

I equiv. of the Iodide 232

45-M
54-76

100-00

53-67

Chloride of Trimethylethylphosphonium and Bichloride of Blatinum.

By treating the iodide with oxide of silver, the caustic oxide is obtained, which

gives, with hydrochloric acid and bichloride of platinum, a yellow platinum-salt, inso-
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luble in alcohol and ether, but rather soluble in water. From the boiling solution it is

deposited in magnificent octahedra.

0'5095 grm. of the platinum-salt gave 0-700 grm. of chloride of silver and 1616 grm.

of platinum.

The formula 0,0 H ,4 PCI, PtCl2= (Me3 E)CL PtClg

requires the following numbers :

—

Theory. Experiment.

I equiv. of Trimethylethylphosphonium 105-0 33-86

3 equivs,, of Chlorine 106-5 34-33 33-95

I equiv. of Platinum 98-7 31-81 31-72

I equiv. of Platinum-salt 310-2 100-00

Iodide of TrimethylamyJphosphonium.

The ethereal solution of the constituents slowly deposits this compound. It is ex-

tremely soluble in water, and hence, if the ethereal solution of the iodide of ethyl con-

tain the most minute trace of water, the salt separates in the form of a sp-up. which

only gradually solidifies. It crystallizes in needles, although with difficulty, from abso-

lute alcohol. Its composition is

C46H2„PI=Me3Ayl PI.

0-5495 grm. of the substance gave 0-4700 grm. of iodide of silver.

Theory. Experiment.
A. ^

I equiv. of Trimethylamylphosphonium 147 53-65

I equiv. of Iodine 127 46-35 46-22

I equiv. of the Iodide 274 100-00

Chloride of Triynethylarnylphosjyhonium and Bichloride of Platinum.

The oxide' liberated from the iodide by means of oxide of silver, furnishes, with

hydrochloric acid and bichloride of platinum, a very soluble platinum-salt, which cry

stallizes from boiling water in splendid needles, aggregated in spherules.

I. 0-8275 grm. of this platinum-salt gave 1-009 grm. of chloride of silver and

0-231 grm. of platinum.

II. 0-2455 grm. gave 0-3010 grm. of chloride of silver.

These numbers lead to the formula

Cie H20 PCI, PtCl2=(Me3 Ayl) PCI, PtCL,

as is seen by the following comparison :

—

Theory. Experiment.

I. II.

1 equiv. of Trimethylamylphosphonium 147-0 41-74

3 equivs. of Chlorine 106-5 30-24 30-16 0 A . 0 0oU DO

1 equiv. of Platinum 98-7 28-02 27-91

1 equiv. of the Platinum-salt .... 352-2 100-00
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The analysis of this platinum-salt concludes the experimental part of our inquiry ;
for

clearness and comparison we subjoin the following synopsis of the compounds which we

have investigated.

a. MeTHYL-SeEIES.

Trimethylphosphine Meg P.

Platino-chloride of trimethylphosphine . . . Meg P, HCl, PtClg.

Binoxide of trimethylphosphine Meg POg.

Bisulphide of trimethylphosphine Meg PSg.

Biselenide of trimethylphosphine Meg PSeg.

Iodide of tetramethylphosphonium Me4 PI.

Platino-chloride of tetramethylphosphonium . . Me4 PCI, PtClg.

Auro-chloride of tetramethylphosphonium . . Me4 PCI, AuClg.

Iodide of trimethylethylphosphonium .... (Mcg E) PI.

Platino-chloride of trimethylethylphosphonium
.

(Mog E) PCI, PtClg.

Iodide of trimethylamylphosphonium .... (Mog Ayl) PI.

Platino-chloride of trimethylamylphosphonium
.

(Mcg Ayl) PCI, PtClg.

/3. Ethtl-Seeies.

Triethylphosphine Eg P.

Platino-chloride of triethylphosphine .... Eg PCI, PtClg.

Binoxide of triethylphosphine Eg POg.

Bisulphide of triethylphosphine Eg PSg.

Biselenide of triethylphosphine Eg PSeg.

Iodide of tetrethylphosphonium E4 PI.

Platino-chloride of tetrethylphosphonium . . . E4 PCI, PtClg.

Auro-chloride of tetrethylphosphonium . . . E4 PCI, AuClg.

Iodide of methyltriethylphosphonium .... (MeEg) PI.

Platino-chloride of methyltriethylphosphonium
.

(MeEg) PCI, PtClg.

Iodide of triethylamylphosphonium Eg) PI.

Platino-chloride of triethylamylphosphonium .
.

(Ayl Eg) PCI, PtClg.

On glancing once more over the phosphorus-compounds described in the preceding

memoir, a comparison of these substances with the corresponding terms of the nitrogen-,

arsenic-, and antimony-series is unavoidably forced upon us. Whether we consider the

composition, or whether we review the properties of these groups, the most striking

analogies, indeed an almost perfect parallelism, cannot be mistaken ; the same formulse,

the same mode of combination, the same decompositions.

This analogy is particularly manifest in the compounds belonging to the ammonium-

type. In these remarkable bodies, nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony appear

to play absolutely the same part. It is more especially in the oxides of these compound

metals that analogy of composition induces a perfect identity in properties, and, indeed,

of very salient properties, which may be traced in almost every direction. If we were

MDCXXJLVII. 4 I
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satisfied with the study of the reactions of these bodies, we should never suspect, in

compounds exhibiting such a close similarity of properties, the presence of elements so

dissimilar as nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony ; they might, moreover, be

confounded with potassa and soda, by which they are scarcely surpassed in alkaline

power. Only the deportment of the hydrated oxides, under the influence of heat,

distinguishes the derivatives of nitrogen from the corresponding terms of the phosphorus-,

arsenic-, and antimony-series.

If we regard, on the other hand, the compounds belonging to the ammonia-type, we

observe that the electro-positive character of the substances gradually rises in intensity

from the nitrogen- to the antimony-compounds.

Thus, trimethylamine and triethylamine are not capable of uniting with oxygen,

chlorme, bromine, and iodine
; a power which the corresponding terms of the phos-

phorus-, arsenic-, and antimony-series possess in a high degree.

Triethylamine unites with the acids producing compounds of the formula

E3 N, HCl

E3 N, HSO,
E3N, HNOg.

The corresponding compounds in the arsenic- and antimony-series do not exist ; at all

events chemists have not yet succeeded in preparing them. Triethylarsine and triethyl-

stibine only combine directly with oxygen, chlorine, sulphur, &c., producing sahne

bodies, which have the composition respectively

—

E3 AsOa . . . . E3 SbOa

E3ASCI3 .... E3SbCL

E3ASS3 .... E3SbS3.

In the phosphorus-series, lastly, the two classes are represented. Triethylphosphine

not only forms compounds analogous to the salts of triethylamine, but also the terms

corresponding to the binoxides of triethylarsine and triethylstibine. A'N’e have in the

first place the terms

E3 P, HCl

E3 P, HSO,

E3P, HNO„

and in the second place compounds of the formulae

E3PO3

E3PCI.3

E3 PSj.

The phosphorus-compounds accordingly hold a position intermediate between the

nitrogen-compounds on the one hand, and the arsenic- and antimony-series on the other.

It cannot, however, be denied that the phosphorus-compounds stand closer to the

arsenic- and antimony-series than to the nitrogen-group.
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This cannot surprise us, when we consider the close analogies which phosphorus and

arsenic present in many other directions. Both phosphorus and arsenic form weU-cha-

racterized polybasic acids; the acids of antimony are not yet sufficiently investigated,

but the acids of nitrogen, which are better examined, are all found to be essentially

monobasic. The equivalent numbers, too, of phosphorus, arsenic, and antimony, present

a remarkable connexion, the difference between those of phosphorus and arsenic, and

those of arsenic and antimony being virtually the same

—

Phosphorus ...
31 J

difference

Arsenic ; . . . 75i
[
difference

Antimony .... 120 J

44

45,

whilst the equivalent of nitrogen stands altogether apart from the rest.

The same relative position of the elements nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic and antimony,

may also be traced in their hydrides,

H3N H3P H3AS H3Sb.

Ammonia is a powerful alkali ;—phosphoretted hydrogen only unites with hydro-

bromic and hydriodic acids, whilst in arsenietted and antimonietted hydrogen, the power

of combining with acids has altogether disappeared. In these hydrogen-compounds the

gradation of properties is indeed much more marked than in their trimethylated and

triethylated derivatives. On comparing the terminal points of the series, ammonia and

antimonietted hydrogen, we cannot fail to be struck by the dissimilarity of properties

which at the first glance appears to limit the analogy of the two compounds to a mere

parallelism of composition.

In the methylated and ethylated derivatives of these compounds, the intensity of the

chemical tendencies in general is so much raised, that the gradation is no longer per-

ceptible to the same extent.

We cannot conclude this memoir without thankfully acknowledging the able and

untiring assistance we have received, during this lengthened inquiry, from Dr. A. Leibius

in the analyses, and from Messrs. W. H. Peekin and C. Hoffmann in the preparation of

the numerous compounds which had to be investigated.

4i2
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XXIX. Photo-chemical Pesearches.—Part III. Optical and Chemical Extinction of the

Chemical Rays. By Egbert Bunsen, Professor of Chemistry at the University of

. Heidelberg, and Henry Enfield Koscoe, B.A., Ph.I)., Professor of Chemistry at

Owens College, Manchester. Communicated by Professor Stokes, Sec. R.S.

Received May 20,—Read June 18, 1857.

In order to determine whether the act of photo-chemical combination necessitates the

production of a certain amount of mechanical eifect, for which an equivalent quantity of

light is expended, or whether this phenomenon is dependent upon a restoration of

equilibrium effected without any corresponding equivalent loss of light, we must study

more specially the phenomena occurring at the bounding surfaces, and in the interior of

a medium exposed to the chemically active rays.

A certain large class of bodies permit the chemical rays to pass through them to a

greater or less extent, whilst other substances are opake to these rays. The first class, to

which the name “ diactinous ” may be given, includes almost all colourless, blue, and

violet media
;
the second class of “ anactinous ” bodies consists chiefly of opake, and

yellow or red substances. Although the terms “ diactinous ” and “ anactinous,” like

“ diathermanous,” “ diaphanous,” &c., merely represent phases of the same difference,

and can therefore bear no strict scientific definition, yet we do not hesitate to employ

these terms as a means of avoiding a tedious circumlocution.

When a ray of light penetrates a body which is not photo-chemically sensitive, a part of

the hght is absorbed, and an equivalent quantity of heat evolved. If the amount of light

entering the medium be called Iq, and the amount issuing from the medium I, we have

ojIq— I,

on the supposition that the extinction and the intensity of the light vary proportionally,

when a represents the fraction of the original amount of light which has remained after

passage through the medium. If the amount of light alo, which has passed through

one medium, be now allowed to pass through a second whose coefficient is the amount

of light issuing from the second medium will be from a third medium &c.

The value of the result is not affected by any alteration in the order of the media,

as such an alteration simply changes the order in which the coefficients &c. are

placed. It is therefore quite immaterial, as regards the amount of light, in what order

the various absorbing media are placed between the source of light and the instrument

by which the effect is measured.

In order to show that the extinction of the chemical rays is really proportional to the

intensity of the hght, we have made the following experiments.
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The intensity of the chemical rays proceeding from a constant source of light, was

measured before and after their passage through a cylinder with plate-glass ends, filled

with dry chlorine. After the amount of light Iq has passed through the first plane glass

plate it has become oIq, after having passed through the chlorine it has diminished to

ablo, and on passing through the second glass plate it will be reduced to abaj-o- The

amormt of light I which issues from the cylinder, is therefore equal to l=(xba^^ or

If we determine the amount of light I which passes through the cylinder for various

intensities of the incident ray lo, and if we find that for the various inteirsities the

fractioir t- remains constant, we may conclude that the amount of transmitted light is

proportional to the amount of inciderrt light.

The following experiments show the equality of the fraction ^ for amounts of light

varying from 1 to 1‘9.

Series of Experiments I.

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3. Exp. 4. Exp. 5. Exp. 6. Exp. 7. Exp. 8.

lo 13-52 13-20 12-85 13-51 7-21 8-34 12-39 12-84

I 3-63 3-63 3-79 3-79 2-11 2-44 3-69 3-69

Hence the values of are

—

Number of

Experiment.
I

Io‘

Variation

from mean.
Relative intensity

of light.

1 0-267 -0-019 1-875

2 0-275 -0-011 1-830

3 0-295 + 0-009 1-782

4 0-281 -0-005 1-874

5 0-293 + 0-007 1-000

6 0-293 + 0-007 1-156

7 0-298 + 0-012 1-716

8 0-287 + 0-001 1-781

Mean 0-286

The conclusion derived from these experiments, viz. that the absorption of the

chemical rays varies proportionally with the intensity, may serve as the formdation for

the general law of the extinction of the optical and chemical rays in transparent media.

For, as it is thus proved that the amount of light transmitted through a medium of

fiirite thickrress is proportional to the intensity of the incident rays, it may be assumed

that the same relation wiU hold good for an infinitely thin medium. According to this

supposition, the relation between the transmitted light I, and the thicknesss of the

absorbing medium, is found from the equations

I=Io.lO-^ (T)
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and hence

in which represents the intensity before transmission, I the intensity after transmission

through a medium of the thickness A, and
^
the thickness of absorbing medium by pass-

ing through which the amount of light has diminished tp ono-tenth.

The values of a for chlorine, or the chlorine detonating gas, may be determined by

allowing the rays from a constant source of light to pass through layers of the gas of

various degrees of thickness ; whilst the intensity of the incident and transmitted rays

is measured. As the gases are enclosed between plane plates of glass, the loss of light

in the passage through these plates must be considered. This loss of light is made up

of the light reflected from the surfaces of the glasses, and that absorbed in the mass of

the glass. For the purposes of our investigation, it is necessary to know what fraction

of the loss of Hght is to be ascribed to the reflexion, and what fraction to the absorp-

tion in the mass of glass. The following was the method adopted in order to determine

this point.

Let Ij represent the portion of incident hght which enters the medium, and let

represent the amount of light which remains after the ray has traversed a thickness h of

the medium, and let
^
represent the depth of the medium, by passing through which the

original amount of light I, is reduced by extinction to one-tenth of its intensity, we then

have Ip=I^. 10”*“, where a. represents a constant, which we call the Coeflicient of Ex-

tinction, dependent upon the nature of the medium. We can only measure the amount

of light lo falhng upon the medium ; the light which enters the medium can, however,

as the following considerations show, be calculated, at least for rays perpendicular to the

reflecting surface. Suppose that the unit amount of light falls in

the direction Mj, flg. 1, perpendicular to the surfaceAA of the medium,

a portion § of this light will be reflected at and a portion 1—^ will

enter the medium. This ^ is a constant, dependent on the nature

and surface of the transparent medium, which may be called the

Coefficient of Eeflexion. When the light 1— f has passed through

Fig. 1.

A

the thickness h of the medium, and reached the second surface

the intensity has diminished to (1— ^)10”*°', in consequence of the extinction which it

has suffered. At the second bounding surface the fraction § of this light, that is,

gi(l— is reflected; so that the amount of light which passes this second reflecting

surface is (1— ^(1— ^)10”*“, or (1— In the case of our experiments,

the further reflexions are not considered, as their influence on the result would be inap-

preciable, and hence we have the following equation representing the relation between

the incident light Ij and the transmitted light I :

—

I
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and similarly for IJ I* and

Hence

r=(i-
-0

—hxO.

(
3 .)

f=l—'Y/
(numlog = A«)^ (4.)

The values for a, and § employed in all our experiments were calculated from the equa-

tions, by determining the amount of chemical rays which passed through two plates of

crown glass, one of which was very thin, and the other much thicker. The following

experiments gave the requisite data. !„ signifies the amount of light, measured by our

instrument * before transmission through the glass plate ;
I signifies the amount of light

measured after transmission ;
and h the thickness in milhmetres of the plates employed.

Series of Experiments II.

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3.
I

lo 19-85 18-42 19-09

I 13-96 13-14 17-21
1

h 17-1 mm. 17-1 mm. 0-30 mm.

From experiments I and 3 the value of a, is found to be 0'00642
;
from experiments

2 and 3, 0'00605, or a mean of 0'00623. From experiment I we get ^=0’0520, from

experiment 2 g>=0-0452, from experiment 3 g>=0'0485, or a mean of 0-0486.

The following conclusions may be drawn from this experiment :

—

1. That 4-86 per cent, of the chemical rays from a flame of coal-gas which fall per-

pendicularly on a surface of crown glass, are lost by the fii’st reflexion.

2. That nine-tenths of the chemical rays, issuing from the same soince of light, are

extinguished by passing through 160-5 millimetres of crown glass.

The thinnest of the plates employed by us had a thickness of 0-30 milhmeti-e

;

the unit amount of light in passing through this plate will be reduced from I to

^Q-o-3.o-oo623_Q.gggy_ passing through this plate, therefore, 0-43 per cent, of the light

is absorbed. This is so small an amount that it falls within the limits of the unavoid-

able errors of observation, and we may, without diminishing the accuracy of the result,

write h=() instead of A=0-3. Hence formula (4.) becomes

oi- e=i-\/r
^0 ‘o

The value of ^ calculated according to this formula, from No. 3 of Series I., gives

^=0-0506, which corresponds very nearly to the mean value 0-0486 preHously foimd.

This value is probably the more correct, as it is independent of the errors ensuing from

the introduction of a.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1857, p. 359, Plate XVII.
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As the thick plate of crown glass, which we used for the determination of a, was

somewhat dark-coloured, and contained bubbles of air, it was to be expected that the

plates of white mirror glass, which we employed for our transparent cylinders, would

not give so large a coefficient of extinction. The follovring experiments confirmed this

opinion, showing that the amount of light a, absorbed by the plates of white glass

4*7 millims. in thickness, was not more than that absorbed by the thin plate 0’3 millim.

thick ; hence that the coefficient of extinction of our plates was so small, that, without

incurring any perceptible error, the product a. 4-7 in formula (2.) becomes equal to 0

;

or in other words, the absorption in the interior of the glass may be neglected without

any appreciable error.

Series of Experiments III.

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3. Exp. 4. Exp. 5. Exp. 6.

lo 9-58 8-88 9-91 10-36 11-87 11-91

I 8-62 7-99 8-97 9-25 10-85 10-66

h 0‘30 mm. 4-70 4-70 4-70 4-70 4-70

p 0-0514 0-0514 0-0487 0-5552 0-0439 0-0540

The last horizontal division contains the values of the coefficient of refiexion calculated

according to formula (5.), upon the assumption, proved correct by the last experiment,

that no appreciable absorption of the rays of light occurs in the plates. The mean value

of § is found to be 0'0509. When the coefficient of refiexion for glass is knovm, the

amount of light a, transmitted by n plates, is found from the formula

1-g
1 +

(

271- 1 )^—“' (
6 .)

If the mean value of § 0’0509, as found in the last experiment, be substituted in this

formula, we obtain a value «i= 0'823 for the amount of light passing through two

plates. This value, 0‘823, plays an important part in the calculation of the coefficient

of extinction, so much so, that we have thought it necessary to corroborate this calcu-

lated result by fui’ther experiment. For this purpose a series of direct observations were

made with the cyhnders closed with two plates of glass. In these, as well as the suc-

ceeding absorption experiments with these cylinders, the accuracy of the result de-

pended entirely on placing the cylinder before the insolation-vessel (i, fig. 2, Part II.),

so that none of the rays from the luminous source were obstructed by the edge of

the cylinder. This aiTangement was effected by illuminating the insolation-vessel, and

placing the transparent cylinder in such a position that when the observer moved

his eye near the source of light, he saw that the insolation-vessel was covered by the

screen, and not by the edge of the interposed cyhnder. If the cone of rays from a

convex lens was employed, the aperture of the lens was made smaller than that of the

cylinder, and lens and cylinder were brought as near as possible together. Having duly

observed these precautions, we determined the intensity of the chemical rays proceeding

from a flame of coal-gas, before and after their passage through our transparent cylinder,

MDCCCLVII. 4 K
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closed with two plates of glass*. The experimental numbers, and the values of a^. as

calculated with the formula «,= are thrown mto the followiag Table.

Series of Experiments IV.

Exp. 1 . Exp. 2 . Exp. 3 .

1

Exp. 4 . Exp. 5 - Exp. 6 .

lo 17-76 17-18 17-66
1

18-55 11-39 18-37
'

I 13-41 13-67 13-69
1

14-49 9-56 15-04 !

Ti 15-84 17-76 17-19 18-26 11-37 ^ 18-77

Mean of and IJ 16-80 17-47 17-42 18-40 11-38
1
18-57

0-798 0-783 0-784 0-788 0-840 0-810

The mean of these values, O'SOO, is slightly less than the value 0’823 as calculated from

formula (6.). In all the following experiments we shall employ the mean of these two

determinations, 0'8II, as the most exact value for the coefficient of transmission of our

cylinder plates.

At the commencement of this section we have shown that when light passes through

a number of media, the amount of transmitted hght remains the same, m whatever

order the media be placed
;
thus a film of ah’ between two glass plates would allow

exactly as much light to pass through, were the air in front of or behind the plates.

This assumption is however only true when all the media possess the same coefficients

of reflexion. If the refractive index ^, and hence the coefficient of reflexion p, diflers

according to the order in which the media are placed, the values of ? and p var}' in a

relation dependent upon the arrangement of the media. In this case therefore allow-

ance must be made for the order in which each limiting siu’face of a medium occurs.

This is best explained by an example. We select for this pm-pose the determination of

the coefficient of extinction for water which we have occasion to employ in oiu’ subsequent

experiments.

Let us first examine what occurs when a ray of light passes through two glass plates

(GG,, fig. 2) surrounded by air, but so thin that, hke the glasses of oiu’ cyfinders, they

may be regarded as perfectly diactinic. The fraction i of the unit amount of incident

fight falling perpendicularly upon the medium

Which passes the first surface at r is . .
. (1— f)

Which passes the second surface at r, is .
.

(I

—

Which passes the third surface at r, is .
. (1— f)*

Which passes the fourth surface at >’3 is .
.

(I— g')'*.

It we suppose that a film of water be placed between the plates

instead of the air, the coefficient of reflexion from glass and water

will no longer be but a new quantity,
; so that the unit amount

of incident fight becomes

Fig. 2.

^ G

* See Philosophical Transactions, 1857, Plate XVII. fig. 1.
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On passing the

On passing the

On passing the

On passing the

tirst surface

second surface .

thh’d surface .

fourth surface .

(1-f)

The total amount of transmitted light is in this case, therefore, (1— fi)^; and as §

is greater than the amount of transmitted light is larger than in the case when air

was contained between the plates.

If the media are placed in the following order, air, water, glass, air, glass, air ; and

If the coefficient of reflexion between air and water

If the coefficient of reflexion between water and glass

If the coefficient of reflexion between glass and air =g>,

a repetition of the foregoing reasoning shows that the transmitted light is not

but

It is easy from these considerations to determine the amount of light transmitted by

two diactinous glass plates enclosing a column of water. Let § represent the coefficient

of reflexion between ah’ and glass, ^ j
between water and glass, h the length of the

enclosed column of water, and
^
the length of a column of water by passing through

which nine-tenths of the light is extinguished ; we then have the unit amount of light

reduced.

After passing the sm’face r (fig. 2) (1 ~ g>)

After passing the sm’face (fig. 2) (l"~g')(l~?i)

After traversing the space fi’om to (I—f)(I—

After passing the surface from (I—f)(l—

After passing the surface from (1— ^)^(1—

If lo represent the amount of incident light, and I that of the transmitted light, ^ of

the rmit amount of incident light is transmitted. Hence we have

( 7 .)

and log[^(l-§)2(I-gi)^]

(
8 .)

The value of ^ for our cylinders filled with air is, as has been shown, 0’0509, and

the value of calculated from the index of refraction from crown glass to water,

i=IT718, by means of the formula
,
is found to be 0’006257. An experi-

ment with columns of water of h millimetre thickness gave the following values for I#

(the light measured without interposed cylinder) and I (with interposed cylinder). The

values of a contained in the lowest horizontal line are calculated according to formula (8.).

4 K 2
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Series of Experiments V.

Exp. 1. Exp. 2.

L 16-08

13-76

83-8 mm.
0-0002

16-08

13-99

11-8

0-0008

I

h
a

Exp. 3. Exp, 4.

16-08

13-57

27-0

0-0008

10-23

8-99

17-3

0-0003

From the extremely small values which are thus found for a, it is seen that the coeffi-

cient of extinction of the chemical rays employed may, as far as regards the observation,

be placed at 0 in columns of water less than 80 millims. in depth ; and therefore that the

factor 10'“* in formula (7.) becomes =1. According to this method it is possible,

approximately at least, to determine the coefficient of reflexion of all transparent fluids

for the chemical rays. For this purpose a drop of the liquid is brought between tsvo

plates of glass, of which the coefficient of reflexion ^ has abeady been determined, and

the intensity of the light measured before and after transmission through the moistened

plates. The values of lo and I thus found are substituted in equation (7.), and as the

value of h is extremely small, the factor 10'*“ vanishes, and we have for the coefficient

of reflexion of the liquid,

iVi-s
O — 0_.
^ 1-g

A simple relation exists, as has been stated, between the coefficient of reflexion c and the

l-i
or 1= 1 +

Ifrefractive index i, which is represented by the equation
^ ^

we substitute the value g>= 0-0509, found for crown glass, we obtain for the refi-active

index 1-583. The value of this index of refraction, as obtained by experiment for

Fraunhopee’s line H lying nearest to the chemical rays, is given in Buff’s ‘ Lehrbuch

der Physik,’ to be 1-5466 and 1-5794, numbers closely approximating to that foimd bom
the coefficient of reflexion.

The coefficients of reflexion and the refractive indices for the chemical rays of all

substances which can be divided into such thin plates that the absorption may be con-

sidered = 0, may in this way be ascertained. We have thus determined the coefficient

of reflexion and the refractive index of North American mica, which we shall make use

of in a later part of the investigation.

It has been previously observed that the fraction a=\- (formulae 1 and 6) of the imit

amount of light which passes through n glass plates, is represented by the equation

I i-p
— i)g

’
where g signifles the coefficient of reflexion of the glass. In order to

see whether the plates absorb any light m then- interior, in which case the formula could

not be employed, it is sufficient to make the experiment first with one plate, and then
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with a greater number. If both experiments give the same value for §, it is clear that

the disturbing influence of absorption within the plate is inappreciable.

The following series of experiments were made with plates of mica, which were only

some himdredths of a millimetre in thickness.

Series of Experiments VI.

A. With one plate of Mica.

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3. Exp. 4.

lo

I

I

lo

12-69

10-33

12-37

10-33

12-83

10-17

12-41

10-17

0-814 0*835 0-793 0-816

Mean value of^=
•^0

P
=

0-8143

0-1024

B. With three plates of Mica.

1

!

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3. Exp. 4.

lo

I

I

lo

12-91

7-80

0-602

13-08

7-80

0-596

12-89

7-65

0-596

12-84

7-65

0-596

Mean value of

P =

0-5969

0-1011

The mean of the two values found for § is 0T0I7, and this gives, when substituted in

the formula as a mean refractive index of mica for the chemical rays of a

coal-gas flame, the number 1-936.

Another important element in the investigation of photo-chemical extinction, is the

law according to which the optical coefficient of extinction varies with the density of the

absorbing medium. In order to determine this law for the chemical rays we have

employed coloured solutions, knowing that for a considerable depth water may be con-

sidered as perfectly diactinous. We made use of columns of water of various lengths,

each containing the same quantity of a dilute solution of common red ink. The follow-

ing experiments, VII., show the dependence of the extinguished chemical rays upon

the density of the extinguishing medium. I^ signifies the amount of the chemical rays

before transmission through the cylinder, I the amount remaining after transmission,

b=Y transmitted fraction of the unit amount of incident light, h the length of the

columns of liquid in millimetres, e the density of the colouring substance, that is, the
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amount of colouring matter contained in the unit quantity of water, and I the fraction

of the unit amount of light transmitted through the unit length of the several cylinders.

Series of Expeiiments

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3.

lo 7*41 8-13 8-22

I 4-28 4-73 4-87

h 0-578 0-582 0-592

h 11-8 mm. 27*4 mm. 83-8 mm.
e 1-000 0-4306 0-1408

1 0-04895 0-02123 0-00707
€

I
0-204 0-203 0-200

From the closely approximating values of
y
we may conclude, that with the chemical

rays the amount of transmitted light varies proportionally with the density of the

coloured medium.

Havmg determined these preliminary points, we may now return to the question

originally proposed, viz. :

—

In the combmation effected by the light between the particles of chlorine and hydro-

gen, are the chemical rays expended in a relation proportional to the quantity of hydro-

chloric acid formed In order to solve this question, it was necessary to determine

experimentally the coefficient of extinction of pure chlorine for a flame of coal-gas.

The chlorine used in the following experiments, prepared from bichromate of potash

and hydrochloric acid, carefully washed and diied, was led through the transparent

cylinders until all atmospheric an was expelled. Each of the measuroments contained

in the following Table is reduced from three series of obsen ations, the first of which

was made without interposed chlorine-cylinder, the second with chlorine-cyhnder, and

the third again without the cylinder. The mean of the fii’st and thu'd series gives lo, or

the mtensity of the chemical rays before transmission through the chlorine-cylinder,

whilst the second series gave I, or the intensity after transmission ; li signifies the length

of the interposed column of chlorine, P the pressure, and t the temperature on filling

the cylinders with chlorme.

Series of Experiments VIII.

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3. Exp. 4.

lo 13-51 10-86 11-12 11-40

I 3-79 3-25 3-23 6-39

h 83-8 mm. 83-8 83-8 27-4

P 0-7437 m. 0-7528 0-7528 0-7528 /

t l6°-0 C. 14-3 14-3 14-3

The amount of light I^ is not that which enters the column of chlorine. This
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1

amount, according to the former considerations, is that which remains after the quan-

tity lost by passing both the enclosing plates of glass has been subtracted from Ij.

lo must therefore be multiplied with «,= 0‘811, found from several of the previous expe-

riments, the difference between the coefficients of reflexion between glass and air and

glass and chlorine being neglected as imperceptible. The value of which signifies,

according to formula (2.), the depth of chlorine to which the chemical rays must

penetrate in order to be reduced to one-tenth of their original amount, has been shown

by Experiment VII. to vary proportionally with the density of the medium. For chlo-

rine under O’76 pressure and at 0° C., the value of
^

is found from the equation

l_ ^.P

«~0-76(l +0-003660 (log flilo— log I)’

hence we get from Experiment VIII.

-=168 millims.
OL

,,
= 182 milhms.

,,
= 177 millims.

,,
= 160 millims.

Mean .... 171-7

This mean value, 171-7, gives a value of 0-00582 as the coefficient of extinction for

chlorine at 0-76 pressure, and 0° C. for the flame of coal-gas.

In order to prove experimentally that the coefficient of extinction varies, in the case of

chlorine, in the inverse proportion of the dilution, another series of determinations was

made in which the chlorine was mixed with varying quantities of atmospheric air. For

this purpose the caoutchouc-tubes, connected with the cylinders previously used, filled with

V volumes of chlorine at f C., and under the pressure P, were secured by screw-clamps,

and into the end of one caoutchouc joining a fine capillai-y tube was fastened, whilst into

the other was placed a chloride of calcium drying-tube. On opening the screw-clamps, air

was forced by the mouth through the drying-tube into the chlorine cylinder, whence the

gas escaped through the capillary tube into a reversed retort filled with a solution of

iodide of potassium, and when sufficient chlorine had been expelled the screw-clamps were

again closed. The volume of chlorine expelled, reduced to 0°C. and 0-76 pressure,was deter-

mined by volumetric analysis, and this volume subtracted from that originally contained,

also reduced to 0° C. and 0-76 pressm-e, gave the volume Vj remaining in the cylinder

mixed with air. IfH represent the depth of the cylinder, measured from the inner surface

of one glass plate to the inner surface of the other, and /q represent the length of the

H . P
column of chlorine before displacement, and after displacement,

V
A.^=Y H. These various columns of chlorine, A, both of which were expanded to

the height H in the cylinder, were placed between the source of light and the insolation-
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vessel, and from the diminution of the action from lo to I, the values of - were cal-

culated as in the previous instance. Chlorine was again expelled from the cylinder into

the reversed retort, the cylinder again placed between the flame and the instrument, the

values of lo and I again determined, and this repeated until the whole of the chlorine

had been displaced. The agreement of the sum of all the separate determinations of

chlorine with the total quantity introduced, served as a control for the accuracy of the

analyses.

The calculation of the volume of chlorine at 0° C. and O'76 pressure, from the direct

observations of the volumetric analyses, was made by means of the formula c= 88-012

a{nt—t^), which we deduced in a former communication.

Experiment gave

—

Series of Experiments IX.

(1)

Capacity of cylinder filled with chlorine at 16° C. and 0'7453

pressure 190'24 cub. cent.

(2) Contained volume of chlorine at 0° C. and O'76 pressure . . 176 '24 cub. cent.

(3) Height of the cyhnder H 83'8 millims.

(4) Length of the column of chlorine reduced to 0° C. and O' 76

pressure 77'63 millims.

Analyses of the displaced chlorine

:

First portion ....
Second portion ....
Third portion ....
Fourth portion ....

a=0'001944

a=0'001944

a=0'001944

a=0'001944

?^= 43'1

^= 42-5

j^=42'3

#=42'2

^j=16'3 7

4'4 71=- 4

ifj=17'0 4

2'0 71=10

Hence the volumes of chlorine at 0° C. and O'76 pressm’e are found to be

—

Original volume of chlorine in cylinder . . . . 176 '24 cub. cent.

Volume of first portion displaced 48'83 cub. cent.

Volume of second portion displaced 2 8' 34 cub. cent.

Volume of third portion displaced 26 '04 cub. cent.

Volume of fomlh portion displaced 71'86 cub. cent.

175'07 cub. cent.

Hence it is seen that the sum of the quantities found in each analysis agrees with the

quantity originally taken, 176 '2 4, as nearly as could be expected, considering the number

of analyses made. From these numbers the values of h are obtamed, that is, the length

which the columns of gas would have been, had they been mimised -svith ah' and

measured at 0° C. and 0'76 pressure.

1. Height of the total quantity of chlorine 77'6 millims.

2. Height after displacement of first portion .... 56'2 millims.

3. Height after displacement of second portion . . . 43'6 millims.

4. Height after displacement of thhd portion . . . . 32 '2 millims.
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The photometric observations with these columns of chlorine, all of which were

expanded to a height of 77’6 millims. by dilution with air, gave

—

Series of Experiments X.

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3. Exp. 4. Exp. 5. Exp. 6.

lo 8-45 10-93 11-13 11-10 11-39
,

10-65

I 2-53 3-35 4-39 4-15 5-16 5-51

h 77-6 77-6 56-1 56-1 43-6 32-2

The values of calculated from these experiments, are—

-

No. of

Expt.

1. 179 millims.

2. 184 millims.

3. 179 millims.

4. 167 millims.

5. 172 millims.

6. 165 millims.

Mean . . . .174-3 millims.

This mean value agrees very closely with that found from the experiments with chlorine

undiluted with air, but it is seen that the variation in the separate values is not incon-

siderable. The cause of this lies not only in the unavoidable errors of experiment, but

more especially in the fact that the formula used in the calculation is, strictly speaking,

only applicable to homogeneous light, whilst the chemically active rays emanating from

our coal-gas flame w^ere certainly not all of the same degree of refrangibility.

If the intensity Iq of the light, measured by our instrument, were composed of the

components • • of various degrees of refrangibility, the formula I= IolO“*“ would

become
I= ..

The values calculated according, to the first formula can therefore only give a mean value

for the various chemical rays in our flame, and the numbers obtained must vary more

considerably amongst themselves than if homogeneous light had been employed. The

mean of all the determinations in Series VIII. and X. gives the value of the optical

coefficient of extinction of chlorine at 0° C. and 0-76 pressure, for rays from a coal-gas

flame, to be
j y^.Q

=Q'Q0578.

If the light is not consumed in the act of photo-chemical change, the coefficient just

found must remain unaltered when the chlorine and hydrogen mixture is employed

;

but if, on the contrary, light is not only lost by the optical extinction, but also an

amount of light proportional to the chemical action vanishes, experiment must give a

larger value for the coefficient. In the first case the light merely liberates the chemical

MDCCCLVII. 4 L
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forces, in the second it suffers a transformation into mechanical energy, effecting the

combination of the chlorine and hydrogen. It would seem as if the simplest mode of

arriving at a conclusion regarding these two alternatives, were to determine the coeffi-

cient of extinction for chlorine and hydrogen, by interposition of the transparent cylinders

filled with the mixture : this plan, however, is accompanied by the unavoidable error

arising from the impossibility of ascertaining when the mixture under examination has

arrived at the point of maximum photo-chemical sensibility. We have therefore pre-

ferred to deduce the coefficient of extinction for chlorine and hydrogen dii-ectly from

the chemical actions effected by a constant amount of light in columns of sensitive gas

of various length. For this purpose we have employed the apparatus (Plate XXVII.),

which mainly differs from the instrument described in our fii’st communication

in the arrangement of the insolation-vessel. The insolation-vessel ty consists of a

glass tube with as even a bore as possible, 250 milhms. in length and 15 miUims. in

breadth, of which the end f, exposed to the light, is a plane surface. The mixture of

chlorine and hydrogen, evolved in the manner described in our first communication,

enters the insolation-vessel through the tube p melted on to the side of the vessel, and

ground air-tight into the glass stopcock h

;

the gas issues through a tube similarly fused

into the other end of the insolation-vessel, and thence passes into the observation-tube K.

In the inside of the insolation-vessel is placed a semicircular diaphragm, d, of black

glass, which is melted on to the glass rod ^l, moveable in the caoutchouc cap c. By

moving this glass rod, on which a scale in millimetres can be etched, backwards or for-

wards through the caoutchouc cap, the column of gas id^ exposed to the hght, can be

shortened and lengthened at pleasure. The tube ig contains so much water, that when

the diaphragm d is turned round to the right, at an angle of 90° from that represented

in the figure, the surface of the water just touches the straight edge of the diaplmagm.

In order to prevent entrance and collection of water in the tube g during the alteration

of the diaphragm, the rod must never be moved, unless the ciu’ved side of the dia-

phragm is undermost (as in the position represented in the figui’e), when the water is

not carried back, and no inconvenience is experienced in altering the length of the

column of gas. In spite of the number of ground-glass joints, and the consequent fra-

gile nature of the apparatus, all these necessary operations may be executed 's’sithout

danger, if the insolation-vessel is fii’mly fixed in one position by pressing it against the

support at g with the finger and thumb. When the apparatus is to be filled \^'ith gas,

all the precautions must be taken which are described in our first communication, and

a thick piece of wood is placed under the board at A, so that the whole arrangement,

including the evolution-tube, not represented in the figure, is placed in an oblique

position, and all the water collects at the lower end, of the insolation-vessel, and is

completely satm'ated with the gas which bubbles through from the tube ip. As soon as

the gas has reached the maximum degree of photo-chemical sensibihty (determined by

experiments made from time to time with the standard flame), the apparatus is again

placed in a horizontal position by means of the screws B, B, B.
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The following precautions must be observed at the commencement of each experi-

ment. In the first place, the ground-glass joint of the tube^ is rendered perfectly air-

tight, by slightly pressing the ground edge into its place, and then moving the whole

vessel at up and down as much as the elasticity of the glass joints allows. In the

same way, care must be taken that the joint at ^ is also tight ;
and in order to preserve

these joints secure, pieces of caoutchouc tubing cut lengthways and filled with water are

placed over the two tubes where the joint occurs, and the ground-glass surfaces are thus

always kept wet. Secondly, the level of water in the tube must be so regulated by

the screws B B B, at the commencement of each series of observations, that the same

section throughout the whole length of the tube is filled with gas. Thirdly, the end of

the insolation-vessel which is exposed to the light must be blackened as far as the upper

level of water, in order to avoid any alteration in the constitution of the dissolved gases

from the action of the fight. Fourthly, the insolation-vessel must be placed, before each

experiment, exactly in a fine with the incident rays which are as nearly as possible

parallel. Fifthly, the whole mass of gas contained in the tube, both before and behind

the moveable diaphragm d, must be induced before each series of observations. We
have always efiected this induction by allowing fight from a window opposite the door

of our darkened room to fall on the tube, by opening the door previous to beginning an

experiment, and allowing the action to proceed until it was evident, from the rate of

motion on the index scale, that the maximum of the induction was attained. Sixthly

and lastly, in order to eliminate all disturbing infiuence of change of temperature, the

instrument was covered, during the experiment, with a tin case C, in which slits were

cut, as seen in the figure, so that the case could fit closely over all parts of the insola-

tion-vessel.

From the following considerations, it is seen that in order to obtain the value of a„

the coetficient of extinction in the chlorine-hydrogen mixture, a determination of the

chemical actions W and W,
,
in two columns of gas of difierent lengths h and A,

,
is

sufficient. Let lo represent the intensity of the fight on entrance into the gaseous

mixture, I the intensity remaining after it has passed through a length z of gas, we

have then, according to the former equation, I=IoI0““‘®, in which a, signifies the

coefficient of extinction of the um’educed chlorine mixture. If, also, wdz represents

the chemical action effected in the unit of time in a film of gas of the thickness dz,

we have w=NI, where N signifies a constant, and therefore w=NIo 10““*’'. If h is the

whole depth of the insolated column of gas, and W the total action occurring therein,

we have

or more simply.

W=- Nip

log nat 10

W=MIo(l-I0-“'").

For W, and A, we get, similarly,

W,=MIo(l-10-“>*‘);

4: L 2
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hence

1 ^ -W numlog= ajA

^~1- 1 H'
num log= «j^i

The value of oji is obtained from this equation by a method of approximation.

Experiments conducted in this manner at 23°-3 C., and under a pressure of 0’7589

millims., gave the following elements for the calculation of the values of ^ contained in

the fifth column. Each value ofW and 'W^ is the mean of fi-om ten to fifteen obseiwa-

tions.

Series of Experiments XI.

w,. W. b- h.
1

“1

20-97
19-38

16-26

12-34

4-46

11-17

10-26

6-73

194-5

193-8

114-7

153-0

21-5

65-5

60-9

58-6

millims.

256
216
316
262

Mean 262

Had the insolated chlorine and hydrogen mixture possessed the density corresponding

to 0° C. and 0‘76 pressure, and if it had been perfectly dry, the length —= 262 would

have diminished, for we have shown that the amount of light absorbed is proportional to

the density of the absorbing medium. In a pm-e dry mixture of equal volumes of chlo-

rine and hydrogen, having a density corresponding to 0° C. and O’ 76 pressure, the length

of a column of gas through which the light must pass in order to be reduced by optical

and chemical extinction to -njth of its original amount, is —=234 niilbms. Supposing
«2

that the hydrogen were replaced by an equal volume of a chemically inactive gas, which,

like hydrogen, does not absorb any chemical rays, we should obtain from the coefficient

of extinction of pure chlorine x^, a length of the gaseous mixture equal to 2x173 or

346 millims., through which the light would have to pass in order that it should be

reduced to xoth. Hence it is seen that for a given amount of chemical action effected

in the mixture of chlorine and hydrogen, an equivalent quantity of light is absorbed.

For we find that in the standard chlorine and hycbogen mixture, where, together uith

the thermal effect, a chemical action of the light occurs, the value of the coefficient of

extinction is 0-00427
; whereas in a chlorine mixture of similar dilution, where the che-

mical action was absent, the coefficient was 0-00289, or very much smaller.

The difference between these two numbers, 0-00138, represents the coefficient of

extinction due to chemical action alone. The consumption of rays from a coal-gas

flame, solely employed in the act of photo-chemical combination, is hence represented
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by an amount of light which is reduced to by passing through 723 millims. of

the standard chlorine mixture, whilst in consequence of optical extinction alone the

light is reduced to by passing through 346 '6 of the same standard mixture.

It appeared to us of great interest to repeat the experiments with rays from other

sources of Hght. For this purpose we employed the diffuse light of day reflected from

the zenith of a cloudless sky. The rays were rendered as nearly parallel as possible by

reflexion from a mirror through a blackened tube, 6 feet long and 6 centimetres wide,

on to the insolation-vessel of our instrument. All the observations employed in the two

next series of experiments (XII. and XIII.), with diffuse light thus reflected, were made

between the hours of 9 and 12 in the morning. For the determination of the coefficients

of extinction for pure chlorine, a series of experiments similar to Series VIII. was made.

Series of Experiments XII., made on the 4th and 6th of August, 1856.

Exp. 1. Exp. 2. Exp. 3. Exp. 4. Exp. 5.

lo 15-23 12-12 10-84 9-63 10-61

I 2-96 2-62 2-54 2-51 2-28

h 32-4 mm. 27-0 27-0 27-0 27-0

p 0-7567 0-7567 0-7567 0-7567 0-7567

t 26°-3 26-3 26-3 26-3 26-3

The values of the reciprocals of the coefficients of extinction /3, are calculated from

these numbers according to formula (9.).

No. of Exp.
1

d'

I . . 47-4

2 . . 42-8

3 . . 45-5

4 . . 49-7

5 . . 42-5

Mean . .
45-6

The coefficient of optical extinction of pure chlorine, at a density corresponding to 0° C.

and 0’76 pressure, for diffase morning light reflected from the zenith, is hence 0’02I9,

very different from the value 0-00578 found for a coal-gas flame. This result renders

it probable that the coefficient of extinction of the standard chlorine and hydrogen

mixture is much greater for diffuse morning light than for light from a coal-gas flame.

The following experiments made with the chlorine and hydrogen mixture at 23°-8 C. and

0-7535 Barom., -with diffuse zenith light, also between the hours of 8 a.m. and 12, gave

results resembling Series XI.
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Series of Experiments XIII., made on tlie 3rd, 6th and 7th of August, 1856.

No. of

'Exper.
Wi. W. h,. h.

1

/>i’

1. 10-31 5-79 125-5 29-0
millims.

85-5

2. 12-51 6-03 132-5 23-9 87-0

3. 10-85 7-31 176-9 40-9 85-4

4. 8-32 5-43 187-3 33-8 74-1

Mean ... 83-0

The coefficient of extinction for morning zenith light in a dry mixture of chlorine and

hydrogen, whose density corresponds to 0°C. and 0’76 pressure, is found to be =0'0136,

and its reciprocal =73*5 millims. The value of the coefficient of the light consumed in

effecting the change is =0-00265, and its reciprocal 337-3 millims. From this it is seen

that the light reflected in the morning from the zenith of a cloudless sky, is much more

easily extinguished by passing through chlorine than the rays from a coal-gas flame.

Hence it was conjectured that probably the solar light might difier in its properties

according to the time of day or year. This supposition has been fully confirmed, as is

shown by the following experiments made on the 15th of September, 1856, between the

hours of 3 p.M. and p.m., with zenith hght from a cloudless sky.

Series of Experiments XIV.

Exp. 1. Exp. 2.

I„ 4-81 6-86

I 1-01 1-60

h 11*8 11-8

P 0-7597 m. 0-7597
t 17°'5 17^-5

These observations give the following numbers for the reciprocal of the coefficient

No. of Exp. —•

y

1

18-9 millims.

2

20-5 miUims.

1

r

Mean . . 19-7

The coefficient of extinction of dry chlorine at 0°C. and 0-76 pressure for the evening

hght reflected from a cloudless zenith, hence is 0-05076. The optical extinction of

reflected cloudless zenith light for chlorine at 0° C. and 0-76 pressm-e, was more than

twice as small on the 4th and 6th of August in the morning, than it was on the 15th of

September in the evening. A perfectly analogous difference is observed between the

former series of Experiments XIII. and the following, made with the standai-d mixture,

at 25°-7 C. and 0-7565 millim. pressure, on the 2nd of August, 1856, between the

hours of 3^ and 5 p.m., with light reflected from the zenith of a cloudless sky.
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Series of Experiments XV.

No. of

Exp.
w,. W. h,. h.

1

y\

1. 8*59 7-61 198-3 55-7
millims.

59-3

2. 6-61 4-75 185-5 31-0 56-4

3. 8-34 6-45 128-0 48-5 79-8

Mean .... 63-2

Hence the value of the coefficient of extinction for the standard chlorine mixture at

0° C. and 0'76 pressure is y,= 0‘01743, and its reciprocal 57'4.

A negative value is obtained for the coefficient of chemical extinction calculated from

the results of Experiments XIV. and XV. From this we may conclude, that the rays

which produced the action in Experiments XIV. possessed a different degree of refrangi-

bility from those which acted in Experiments XV., and that from this reason the two

series of experiments are not comparable
;

this view is easily explained by the fact, that

the experiments were made at different times.

The conclusion which we draw from all our observations is, that the coefficients of

extinction of pure chlorine for chemical rays from various sources of hght are very

different. The depth to which such light must penetrate chlorine at 0° and 0‘76, in

order to be reduced to -j^th of its original intensity, is, according to the foregoing expe-

riments,

—

(1) A flame .of coal-gas 173-0 millims.

(2) Eeflected zenith light, morning . . 45-6 millims.

(3) Reflected zenith light, evening . . . 19-7 millims.

A variation in the same direction is also seen in the chemical extinction of the light.

The depth to which the light must penetrate the normal chlorine mixture, supposing

that no optical extinction took place, in order that the original amount of light should

be reduced to i^th by the chemical effect produced, is

—

(1) A coal-gas flame 723-0 milhms.

(2) Morning light reflected from a cloudless zenith . . 377-3 millims.

It is thus seen that the chemical rays reflected at different times of the year, and at

various hours of the day, not only possess quantitative but also qualitative differences,

representing the various coloured rays of the visible spectrum. Had nature endowed

our eyes with the power of discriminating the various degrees of refrangibility of the

chemical rays, as she has done for the visible rays by impressions of different colours,

we should see the rosy tints of morning pass in the course of the day through all the

gi-adations of colour until the warm evening tones at length succeed.

A long-continued series of observations must be made before we are able to under-

stand the influence which these qualitative differences in the chemical rays exert in the
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photo-chemical phenomena of vegetation. That this influence must be of the greatest

importance, is evident from the varying effects produced in other photo-chemical phe-

nomena by differences in the solar light. We need only call to mind, in proof of this

assertion, the fact, well known to all photographers, that the amount of light, deter-

mined photometrically, gives no measure for the time in which a given photo-chemical

effect is produced, and that the morning light is always preferred to the evening light

for the preparation of pictures, even should tlie light in the latter case be more intense.
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XXX. Account of the Construction of the New National Standard of Length, and of its

principal Copies. By G. B. Aiey, Esq., Astronomer Royal.

Eeceived May 2,—Head June 18, 1857.

Ix presenting this Eeport to the Royal Society, I must solicit their indulgence for many

imperfections, arising from the circumstances under which the task of writing it has

deTolved on me. Through the whole account, I have to record the proceedings of

others, and (in a great measure) I have to describe the trains of thought in the minds

of others, which have determined those proceedings. The first part of the investiga-

tions for restoration of the Standard was made by Mr. F. Baily
; but the largest pro-

portion by very far was effected by my much-valued friend the Rev. R. Sheepshanks.

These have successively been removed by death from their labours on the Standards.

On the eve of the day on which Mr. Sheepshanks was struck down with mortal disease,

he was engaged in micrometrical comparisons of Copies of the Standards
;
on the day

foUoufing the deadly stroke, the Royal Assent was given to the Bill for legalizing the

Official Standards which he had constructed. Under circumstances like these, it is evi-

dent that the documents relating to the final operations must have been left in great

confusion. In the earlier portions (the papers relating to which had been, in a measure,

roughly brought into order), the difficulty is mainly of another kind. Although from

official relation and private friendship I was in constant and unreserved intercourse both

with Mr. Baily and wfith Mr. Sheepshanks, and though I was cognizant of every step

taken, and sometimes examined the apparatus used, yet I never actually made an obser-

vation. It is possible therefore that my want of familiarity with the operation may

sometimes make my statements imperfect. I trust, however, that in the main my account

will be substantially correct.

It will be necessary for me briefly to revise the history of the British Standards for

some time anterior to the work which forms the essential subject of this paper.

I propose to divide my Account under the following heads :

—

Section I.—History of the British and of some Foreign Standards, and of the methods

of using them in Base-Measures and Pendulum-Measures, anterior to the legalization of

the Imperial Standards by the Act of Parliament of 1824; definition of the Standard of

Leirgth by that Act ; and provision for its restoration hr case of loss.

Section II.—Comparisons of Standards, between the passing of the Act of 1824 and the

appointment of a Commission for consideration of Standards after the destruction of the

Imperial Standard in 1834 ; with remarks suggested by the advance of collateral theory

and experiment in that interval.

4 MMDCCCLVII.
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Section III.—Appointment of the Treasury Commission of 1838 ; its proceedings and

Report. Appointment of the Treasury Commission of 1843 ; its proceedings to the

death of Mr. Baily in 1844.

Section IV.—Proceedings of the Committee and of Mr. Sheepshanks to .June, 1847 ;

construction of new Thermometers ; and erection of Comparing Apparatus : description

of the Apparatus, and of Mr. Sheepshanks’ method of comparing.

Section V.—Proceedings of Mr. Sheepshanks to the middle of 18-50
;
preparation of

Thermometers; adoption and rejection of “Brass 2” as Basis for the new Standaixl

Yard ;
adoption and rejection of “ Split Plug A adoption of “ Bronze 12 experiments

on thennometric expansion; comparison of Bronze 12 with several bars; first suspicion

of personal equation ; rejection of Bronze 12 as Basis, and final adoption of “ Bronze 28.”

Section VI.—Operations of important character to the end of 1853 ; comparison of a

small number of bars with Bronze 28 ;
investigation of Personal Equation ; investigation

of the effect of Inside or Outside position of the bar ; investigation of the relative ther-

mometric expansion of Steel, Wrought Iron, Cast Iron, Copper, and Brass, as compared

with Bronze; trial and rejection of Baily’s Apparatus.

Section VII.—Comparisons of numerous bars from 1851 to 1855 ; suspicion of change

in Bronze 28 ; removal of the suspicion ;
close of the operations on bars defining the Yard

by line-measure.

Section VIII.—Formation of End-measure Bars.

Section IX.—Closing proceedings of Official Character; Extracts Rom the Final

Report of the Commission
; Extracts from the Act of Parliament legalizing the Xew

Standard
;
standard temperatures for the compared bars

;
disposal of the bars.

Section I.

—

Histm'y of the British and of some Foreign Standards, ami of the methods of

using them in Base-Measures and Pendulum-Measures, anterior to the legalization of

the Inyperial Standards hy the Act of Parliament of 1824; defnition of the Standard

of Length by that Act ; and provision for its restoration in case of loss.

The principal materials for the history of the Standards are to be found in the follow-

ing works:

—

Philosophical Transactions, 1742-1743, page 185, &c. Account of the lajing down

of the measure of 3 feet from the Tower Scale upon the Brass Bar of the Royal Society

;

and comparison of the Yard with the Half-Toise. [The measure thus laid down was

marked E, apparently to denote “ English measure ” as distinguished from the French

measure compared with it.]

Philosophical Transactions, 1742-1743, page 541, &c. Comparisons by Graham
(under tlie superintendence of a Committee of the Royal Society) of the Royal Society’s

Standard, defined by two points
; the Exchequer end-standard, reputed to be the

National Standard
; the Exchequer standard-beds

; the Tower standard-scale ; the Guild-

hall standard-beds
; and the Clock-Makers’ standard-bed. The comparisons were made

by the use of various kinds of beam-compasses, not described. It seems that, at the end
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of these operations, the equivalent of the Exchequer end-standard was laid down on the

Eoyal Society’s bar ; it is distinguished by the word “ Excheq,”

Philosophical Transactions, 1768, page 324, &c. In Maskelyne’s Account of the

Maryland degree, there is incidental mention of the comparison of Brno’s scale with the

Royal Society’s brass standard, and of Bird’s scale with the French toise
;
giving, how-

ever, a result for the relation between the Royal Society’s Standard and the Toise which

differs sensibly from that found by Graham. The process of laying down the value of

an end-measm’e (as the toise) upon a flat surface appears rather rude.

Philosophical Transactions, 1785, page 402, &c. In General Roy’s Account of the

measure of the Base on Hounslow Heath, there is mention of the exact agreement (as

ascertained Rom a comparison made by means of Ramsdeh’s beam-compasses) between

3 feet of the Royal Society’s or Tower Standard and 3 feet of General Roy’s Scale (a

scale originally the property of Graham, which is said to have been divided by Bird

when in the employ of Sissox); and it seems that, in reliance on the uniformity of

the division. General Roy then used 40 inches of his scale without any verification of

the supplementary 4 inches. There is also a comparison of the Exchequer Yard (as

marked on the Royal Society’s bar) with the Tower Yard (similarly marked). And
there are experiments on the expansions of various metals.

The lengths of the bars and chain to be used in the actual measure of the base were

laid down by means of beam-compasses. Omitting the tentative measure by deal rods,

the base was measured in two different ways; namely, by glass rods, and by a steel

chain. When the glass rods were used, each rod carried a small slider in its end, which

was brought into contact with the end of the next rod; the position of the slider, in

respect to its o-wn rod, being noted optically with reference to a graduated scale or

vernier attached to its own rod. When the chain was used, the position of a mark near

each end of the chain was noted optically with reference to marks carried by a plate of

metal attached to a fixed post. The same chain was subsequently used for the measure

of other bases.

Philosophical Transactions, 1798, page 135, &c. Sir George Shuckburgh describes

his Scale as having been laid down by Troughtox from a scale of Bird’s (apparently not

from Roy’s scale, which is separately mentioned). When in use, it was fixed by three

screws to a block of mahogany. The comparing instrument was not a beam-compass,

but a bar carrying adjustible micrometer-microscopes, differing in no important degree

from those now employed. This appears to be the first genuine instance of optical

comparison ;
and, from this time, beam-compasses have never been used in England for

comparisons. Shuckburgh’s Scale was compared with the Royal Society’s Tower

Standard E, with the Exchequer Yard on the Royal Society’s bar, with Roy’s, with two of

Bird’s, with Henry VH. and with Elizabeth’s. Bird’s Standard of 1758, and appa-

rently also that of 1760 (both made for the House of Commons), were transferred to the

scale by beam-compasses, and then compared in the same way.

Base du Systeme Metrique Decimal, tome troisieme. About the end of the last cen-

4 M 2
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tury and the beginning of the present century (it is difficult to give a better reference,

where a work necessarily occupied a long time, and where no dates are affixed to its

separate memoirs), the operations were effected for measuring the bases in the French

survey, for ascertaining the length of the seconds’ pendulum, and for comparing the

adopted metre with English measure. For the bases : two separate toise-measures were

prepared, each equivalent to the toise of Peru, being, like the toise of Penr, end-

measures ;
but there is no description of the process of veiif}ing the equivalence.

Then the two toise-measures were placed end to end, so as to give the length of two

toises from a fixed block ; and a slider with a vernier, carried by a second fixed block,

was made to touch the extremity nearest to that second block
; the same thing was done

with the two-toise measuring-bars
;
the difference of the vernier-readings, ascertained

optically, gave the difference between the length of the measuring-bar and two toises.

In the actual use of the measuring-bars, two bars were never permitted to touch : each

bar carried a slider or languette (as in General Pot’s glass rods), and the ultimate refer-

ence was to a vernier. An operation, similar to that for the measm-mg-rods, was used

(except that some subsidiary fractions of the toise were also employed, the sum of their

lengths being ascertained by mechanical contact) for the end-bar which was necessary,

in Borda’s method, for measuring the double-seconds’ pendulum ; the ultimate determi-

nation always resting on optical observation of a vernier. For the length of the metre

(an end-measure) in comparison Avith the English scale belonging to Professor Pictet of

Geneva, a subsidiary piece bearing a fine line was provided : first, this piece Avas made

to touch a fixed block, and a microscope was adjusted on the line
;
secondly, the same

piece Avas made to touch one end of the metre while the other end of the metre touched

the same block, and another microscope Avas adjusted on the line
; these two microscopes,

thus adjusted, Avere then used to obsei’A'e the graduations of the scale.

Philosophical Transactions, 1818, page 33, &c. Rater’s Account of experiments for

determining the length of the Pendulum Adbrating seconds in the latitude of London.

The measuring apparatus appears to have been generally similar to Sir George Shuck-

burgh’s, but with microscopes of greater magnifying poAver. The beam of mahogany

which carried the microscopes Avas elevated by a foot-screAV at each end, for focal adjust-

ment of the microscopes. There is no clear account of the Avay in Avhich the micro-

scope-frame Avas moved from one standard to another, or of the Avay in Avhich standards

were brought successively under the microscoj^es. The distances 0— 39-4 and 0— 42 on

Shuckburgh’s scale Avere compared AAfith 0— 39-4 and 0— 42 on General Pot’s scale, and

a result was obtained differing considerably from Shuckburgh’s. Bird’s standard of

1758 (made for the Flouse of Commons) AA^as also compared AA’itli 0— 36 of Shuckburgh's.

The measure of the distance betAveen the knife-edges of the pendulum (Avhich is an

operation whose peculiarities, though in the opposite direction, are similar to those of

the comparison of end-standards AAdth line-standards) Avas effected in tAvo Avays : one by

introducing supplementary blocks bearing lines, and using the microscopes to observe

those lines, both Avhen the blocks touched the knife-edges and AA'lien the blocks
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touched each other ; the other by microscopic vieAV of the edges, alternately with white

ground and black ground beneath them. The thermometric expansion of the pendulum-

bar was ascertained. The determination of the vibrations of the pendulum was made in

Mr. Browne’s house, Portland Place, in the atmospheric air ; the correction applied, to

obtain the number of vibrations which would have been made at the level of the sea,

was computed by increasing the number of vibrations in the proportion of the terrestrial

radius at the sea to the terrestrial radius at the station
;
and the correction, to obtain

the number of vibrations which would have been made m vacuo, was computed by

assuming that the only etfect of the air Avas to diminish the attraction of the pendulum

in the proportion of the specific gravity of the air to that of the pendulum.

Philosophical Transactions, 1818, page 103, &c. Kater on the length of the French

Metre, as compared with Shuckburgh’s scale, 0— 39‘4. The optical comparison Avith

the Metre a traits is simple
;
that of the Metre a bouts Avas effected in the same manner

as the measure of the pendulum, by the use of supplementary blocks bearing lines.

Philosophical Transactions, 1821, page 75, &c. Kater, Comparison of various British

Standards. The standards compared are, the Eoyal Society’s standard (ToAver Yard),

General Boy’s, Shuckburgh’s (0— 36 or 0— 40), Bird’s standard of 1760, a standard

supposed to represent Colonel Lambton’s, and a 40-inch bar, supposed to represent

Ramsdex’s, It appears that the comparing-apparatus Avas attached to a bar of maho-

gany, AA’hich AA’as to be placed upon the standard to be obseiwed
;
the standard, appa-

rently, being laid upon a table. In this paper is stated the reason for recommending

Bird’s standard of 1760 for the Imperial Standard; namely, because Bird’s standard of

1760 agrees closely AAnth Shuckburgii’s scale (0— 36), Avith Avhich the pendulum and the

metre had been compared, and of Avhich a facsimile Avas knoAvn to exist at Geneva.

A general Aiew of the relations betAveen the different standards mentioned above Avill

be found in a “ Statement ” by Mr. Sheepshanks, given in a subsequent part of this

paper.

The Bill for giving legal authority to the late Imperial Standards, for providing for

theii’ restoration in case of loss or injury, and for settling various other points relating

to standards, received the Royal Assent 1824, June 17. It is intituled, “Anno Quinto

Georgii IV. Regis, cap. lxxit.. An Act for ascertaining and establishing Uniformity of

Weights and Measures.” The folloAving Excerpts contain all that relates to the defi-

nition and preseiwation of the Standard of Length :

—

Section I. “ ... Be it enacted . . . that from and after the first day of May, One thou-

sand eight hundred and tAventy-five, the Straight Line or Distance betAveen the Centres

of the Tavo Points in the Gold Studs in the Straight Brass Rod, noAv in the Custody of

the Clerk of the House of Commons, Avhereon the Words and Figures ‘ Standard Yard,

1760,’ are engraA'ed, shall be and the same is hereby declared to be the original and

genuine Standard of that Measure of Length or lineal Extension called a Yard ; and that

the same Straight Line or Distance betAveen the Centres of the said Two Points in the

said Gold Studs in the said Brass Rod, the Brass being at the temperature of Sixty-tAvo
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Degrees by Faheekheit’s Thermometer, shall be and is hereby denominated the * Impe-

rial Standard Yard.’ ”

Section III. “ And whereas it is expedient that the said Standard Yard, if lost.

destroyed, defaced, or otherwise injm’ed, should be restored of the same Length, by

reference to some invariable natural Standard : And whereas it has been ascertained by

the Commissioners appointed by His Majesty to inquire into the subject of Weights and

Measures, that the said Yard hereby declared to be the Imperial Standard Yard, when

compared with a Pendulum vibrating Seconds of Mean Time in the Latitude of London,

in a Vacuum at the Level of the Sea, is in the proportion of Thirty Six Inches to Thirt}'

Nine inches and one thousand three hundred and ninety-three ten-thousandth Parts of

an Inch
;
Be it therefore enacted and declared. That if at any Time hereafter the said

Imperial Standard Yard shall be lost, or shall be in any Manner destroyed, defaced, or

otherudse injured, it shall and may be restored by making a new Standard Yard.

bearing the same Proportion to such Pendulum as aforesaid, as the said Imperial Stand-

ard Yard bears to such Pendulum.”

Section II.

—

Compm''isons of Standards between the passing of the Act o/1824 and the

appointment of a Commission for consideration of Standards after the destnictiofi of

the Imperial Standard in 1834; with remarks suggested by the advance of collateral

theory and experiment in that interval.

In the Philosophical Transactions, 1826, Part II., page 1, &c., is EAter’s account of

the preparation of the new [Secondary] Standards of Weights and Measures. The

only part of this which is important to the present pm’pose is the follo'^Lag. Four

brass bars were prepared, each 1 ^ inch wide and ^ inch thick, with gold pins bearing

points (I refer to the original for the excentric mounting of these points). In the coui'se

of the comparisons of these secondary standards with Sir G. Shuckbuegh’s scale, it was

found that discordances to the amount of inch were produced by almost undiscover-

able inequalities in the surface of the table on which they were laid. In the new

secondary standards, this defect was cured by removing the upper half of the thickness

of the bar, in those parts where the defining points are planted, so that the defining

points are in reality at the middle of the depth of the bar. But it was impossible to

apply this remedy to Shuckburgh’s scale; and consequently all measures made with

that scale are liable to some uncertainty.

Philosophical Transactions, 1830, page 359, &c. Captain Kater piusues the subject

of curvature of bars produced by the inequalities of the supporting surface. He shows

that in one instance (Dollond’s scale), in which great care had been used, an error of

inch had nevertheless been committed. He describes a practical method of testing

the planeness of surfaces. He shows that, when the greatest precautions are used, the

length of Shuckburgh’s scale 0— 36 appears sensibly equal to the Imperial Standard,

liemarking that, when the supporting surface is nearly plane, a bar of any moderate

thickness will accommodate its form to the small inequalities, and the errors of dhisions
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on the upper surface will be greater for a thick bar than a thin one, he proposes as the

best form for a scale a very thin bar carried by a stout one.

Philosophical Transactions, 1831, page 345, &c. Captain Kater gives an account of

a Copy of the Imperial Yard made for the Koyal Society. The principle of construction

is that just described, the thickness of the thin bar being inch. The Copy (0— 36) is

compared microscopically with the Imperial Standard itself. The Copy and the Imperial

Standard were laid upon a marble slab, carefully made plane. The apparatus used is

the same as that described in the Philosophical Transactions, 1821.

This is the last of Kater’s papers on the subject of standard-comparisons. The same

subjects however had been taken up by others both in England and on the Continent

;

and results of considerable importance, both as to the methods employed in the practical

apphcations of standards, and as to the evaluations applicable to the perpetuation of the

Standard, had been obtained. The following account of these will probably suffice.

In various parts of Europe, bases have been measured by the use of end-measures.

But in every instance, the principle has been adopted of not permitting the successive

measuring-rods to come in contact, but of measuring the interval between their ends.

In some instances, this has been done by inserting a glass wedge
;
in others, by use of a

fuhl-hehel or multiplying-lever : in all cases, reference is ultimately made in some degree

to optical observation.

In the extension of the British survey, bases have been measured with a new appa-

ratus : of which the following peculiarities deserve notice. First, the Ordnance Survey

Office have used, as standards of reference for field-measures, two 10-feet iron bars
; each

bar carrying points for microscopic observation on surfaces sunk to the level of the middle

of the bar’s depth
;
and supported, not on a table or on immoveable supports, but on two

rollers placed each at the distance of one-foui’th of the bar’s length from one end ; the bar

being so fixed at the middle as to prevent it from running endways. Secondly, that the

measuring-bars (which were so constructed as to be sensibly invariable in length under

different temperatures) carried points for microscopic observation
;
and the space between

the point on the following end of one bar and that on the preceding end of the next

bar was measured by means of a pair of microscopes firmly connected, but so arranged

that the distance between their focal points is sensibly independent of changes of tempe-

rature. In this apparatus therefore the measure is purely optical without any reference

whatever to contact.

Subsequently to the introduction of this apparatus, new standard-bars and scales were

formed (of considerable importance in the present inquiry) and were extensively com-

pared. First, two iron 3-feet bars marked lA and 2A, bearing points at the middle of

the depth of the bars, and usually supported on semicircnlar blocks of brass, each placed

at one-fourth of the bar’s length from one end, were prepared for the Department of the

Ordnance Survey. These bars were compared immediately with the Imperial Standard

in the year 1834: the comparisons were not published till the printing (in 1847) of the

Account of the Measurement of the Lough Foyle Base (see pages 82 and [28] of that
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Avork), but Avere knoAvn (by the friendly communication of the Director and Officers of

the Survey) to the persons engaged on the National Standards. Secondly, a tubular

scale 5 feet long, Avas prepared in the year 1833 for the Eoyal Astronomical Society, and

Avas compared Avith numerous standards in the year 1834. 1 must refer to Daily’s

account of the comparisons in the Memohs of the Eoyal Astronomical Society, vol. ix.

:

but 1 may extract the folloAving points. After experimental proof of the mjmious

effects of resting the tube upon tAVO fixed supports, it Avas placed upon tAvo rollers, at

the quarter-length distance from each end. A frame caiT}ing tAvo microscopes Avas pre-

pared, for observing the divisions of the tubular scale and those of other bars or scales

AAliich might be brought for comparison. A AieAV of this is gNen in page 75 of the

accouirt to Avhich I refer : its structure Avas A^ery Aveak. The scale in question Avas com-

pared Avith several similar tubular scales, aird AAith the Imperial Standard. MoreoA'er.

lines for obserAation Avere cut at the distarrce 60 inches on foru- sides of the tube,

and their iirtervals Avere compared. It is impossible by extracts to do justice to this

paper ; I can orrly remark that any persorr who Avishes to become acquainted AAith the

state of the Imperial Standard and the impossibility of observing it accurately, AAith the

errors of conrparisorrs before 1800 and the inaccuracies after that tirrre, must strrdy this

merrroir. At the same time I remark, that, as aaIII appear hr the course of the present

conrmunicatiorr, on some importarrt poirrts there Avas still roorrr for additional exactness.

The lerrgth of the seconds’ perrdulum Avas measured by Bessel hr 1835 (I shall allude

shortly to an important correctiorr previously made by him hr the theory of the pendu-

lum). The method which he used Avas that of observing the Aibrations of two pendu-

lurrrs Avliose differeirce of lerrgth is exactly equal to the starrdard (oire toise). This is, so

far as I arrr aAvare, the only instance irr AAirich air end-standard has been used for a

physical measure Avithout the essential aid of optical apparatus.

In the same year, Bessel constructed the ireAV Prussian Standard of three Prussian

feet. This is an end-standard ; the bar being of steel, and the ends being of sapphire.

A line-standard had been made in 1816, but Bessel’s confidence in hne-measru'es

appears to have been shaken, partly by Katek’s discovery of the effects of tri fling flexure,

mentioned above (though he acknoAvledges that the means of obA’iatmg the injrmous

effect is extremely simple), and partly by Daily’s remark on the “ personal equation ” or

difference in the Avay in Avhich different persons observed the large and distorted point

on Graham’s 1760 bar. Moreover, the laAv of Prussia defined the Prussian Foot hr terms

of the French Toise, Avhich is represented by an end-standard. This chcrrnrstance, in

combination Avith the application of the toise to the indirect measure of the pendulum

mentioned above, appears sufficient justification of the introduction of an end-standard.

These are the principal points in the history of standards bearing upon the accuracy

of comparison and application of standards. But a discoA'ery had been made in a related

subject, Avhich bears importantly upon the legal provision for the restoration of the

British Standard in case of its loss. Bessel discovered that the correction Avliich had

been usually applied, and Avhich Avas applied by Katee, for reducing the vibrations of a
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pendulum as observed in atmospheric air to the vibrations in vacuum, ought to be

greatly increased. Sabine immediately repeated these experiments, with special refer-

ence to the form of pendulums which had been usually employed in England ; and after

him, Baily extended the experiments to pendulums of various forms*. The residt for

British pendulums is, that Kater’s correction ought to have been multiplied by 1'655

nearly. The corresponding error in the length of the yard-standard is a quantity very

conspicuous to the naked eye.

There is also great doubt on the propriety of the reduction to the level of the sea.

It may not be out of place to anticipate here an investigation begun by myself in

1843 and completed in 1844 or 1845 (sufficiently early to be used in the observations

hereafter to be mentioned), and printed in the Royal Astronomical Society’s Memoirs,

vol. XV. It relates to the value of the intervals (supposed equal) which ought to exist

between different supports of a bar, each support exerting the same vertical pressure

upwards, in order that the interval between two points upon the surface of the bar may

not be altered by the flexure. The resulting interval of supports = length of bar
where

n is the number of supports. It is easily seen that the arrangement of levers by which

equal pressures upwards may be exerted at four or eight points, is very simple.

I beheve that the matters which I have cited will give a correct idea of the advances

made in the science of standards since the Act of 1824. It had been shown that it was

imprudent in any case to trust to points or lines traced on the surface of a bar, and

therefore for delicate purposes, supposing the standard to be a line-measure, only Bvo

lines or points ought to be used, sunk to the middle of the bar’s thickness. It had been

shown that it was imprudent to lay the bar upon a table or upon fixed supports of any

kind, and therefore the bar must be stiff enough to bear to be supported upon a few

points at which rollers could be conveniently applied. It had been shown that the

physical reference provided in the Act of Parliament of 1824 was erroneous in one par-

ticular and doubtful in another; and, as it seemed likely that similar uncertainties

might be found in any other physical reference, the conviction was gradually rising that

it would be better to trust, for restoration, to attested copies of the Standard. The

question of the propriety of adopting line-measure or end-measure for the National

Standard, which in this countiy had been practically decided (without a single opposing

instance as regarded accurate standards) in favour of line-measure, had again been raised

by Bessel’s adoption of end-measure.

On 1834, October 16, occurred the fire at the Houses of Parliament, in which the

Standards were destroyed. The bar of 1760 was recovered, but one of its gold pins

bearing a point was melted out, and the bar was otherwise injured.

On 1838, May 11, the Right Honourable T. Spring Rice (now Lord Monteagle),

Chancellor of the Exchequer, requested a Committee to consider and report upon the

course which under all circumstances it would be best to follow.

MDCCCLVII,

* See the Philosophical IVansactions, 1829 and 1832.

4 N
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Section III.

—

Appointment of the Treasury Commission of 1838 ; its proceedings and

Report. Appointment of the Treasury Commission o/1843: its proceedings to the

death of Mr. Bailt in 1844.

The letter of the Chancellor of the Exchequer constituting the Standard Commission

was in the following terms :

—

“Dowaing Street, Hay 11, 1S3S.

“ Sir,—The attention of Her Majesty’s Government has lately been directed to the

necessity of determining a standard weight and measure to replace those which were

destroyed by the burning of the Houses of Parliament.

“ Before any steps are taken in this important matter, I am desu’ous of availing myself

of the opinion of yourself and other competent persons ; and I therefore request that

you will have the goodness to communicate with the gentlemen named in the margin

(Mr. F. Baily, Mr. J. H. Bethune, Mr. Davies Gilbert, Mr. J. S. Lefe^*re, ^Ir. J. 'SY.

Lubbock, Bev. G. Peacock, Kev. R. Sheepshanks), to each of whom a copy of this letter

will be sent, and report to me the course which you shall agree in thinking best to be

pursued under the peculiar circumstances of the case.

“ I have, &c.,

“ To the Astronomer HoyalT T. SPRING PlCE.

The objects of this Commission were evidently intended to be of preliminary character,

and therefore indefinite and wide. It was proper, for instance, to consider, not only

whether the Parliamentary enactment for the restoration of the Standard of Length

ought to be repealed, but also whether a new fundamental measm*e or a new scale of

measures, implying a National Standard of different length from the old one, should be

recommended. The Commission collected much eHdence, and digested it under the

heads

A. Basis (arbitrary or natural) of the system of Standards.

B. Construction of Primary Standards.

C. Means of restoring the Standards.

D. Expediency of preserving one measure, t&c. unaltered.

E. Change of Scale of Weights and Measures.

F. Alteration of the Land-Chain and the Mile.

G. Abolition of Troy Weight.

H. Introduction of Decimal Scale.

I. Assimilation to the Scales of other Comitries.

K. Construction of Secondary Standards.

L. Construction of Local Standards.

M. N, O relate to legal and practical details.

On 1841, December 21, the Commission presented their Report, of which the follow-

ing are the parts which relate to the Standard of Length.

Chapter I. describes the ruined state of the Imperial Standards.

Chapter II With respect to the definition, we are of opinion that the definition
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contained in the Act 5 Geo. IV. cap. 74, sect. 1, ... by which the standard yard ... is

declared to be a certain brass rod therein specified, is the best which it is possible to

adopt. With respect to the provisions for restoration, we are not prepared to recommend

the adoption of that prescribed by section 3 of the same Act, whereby it is dhected that,

in case of the loss of the metallic standard above-mentioned, the yard shall be restored

by taking the length which shall bear a certain proportion to the length of the

pendulum, vibrating seconds of mean time, in the latitude of London, in a vacuum, at

the level of the sea Since the passing of the said Act, it has been ascertained that

several elements of reduction of the pendulum-experiments therein referred to are

doubtful or erroneous : thus it was shown by Dr. Younu, Philosophical Transactions,

1819, that the reduction to the level of the sea was doubtful ; by Bessel, Astron. Nachr.,

No. 128, and by Baily, Philosophical Transactions, 1832*, that the reduction for the

weight of air was erroneous; by Baily, Philosophical Transactions, 1832, that the spe-

cific gravity of the pendulum was erroneously estimated, and that the faults of the agate

planes introduced some degree of doubt; by Katee, Philosophical Transactions, 1830,

and by Baily, Astronomical Society Memohs, vol. ix., that very sensible errors were

introduced in the operation of comparing the length of the pendulum with Shuckburgh’s

scale, used as the representative of the legal standard. It is evident, therefore, that the

course prescribed by the Act would not necessarily reproduce the length of the original

yard Several measures, however, exist, which were most accurately compared with

the former standard yard (in particular the Boyal Astronomical Society’s Scale, described

in their Memoirs, vol. ix., and the iron bars belonging to the Board of Ordnance, in the

custody of Colonel Colby,) and by the use of these the values of the original

standards can be respectively restored without sensible error. And we are fully per-

suaded that, with reasonable precautions, it -will always be possible to pro^vdde for the

accm’ate restoration of standards, by means of material copies which have been carefully

compared with them, more securely than by reference to any experiments referring to

natural constants. With these ^iews we recommend the following course :

—

1. That so much of the Act 5th Geo. IV. cap. 74, as pro^vddes for the restoration of

the standards in the manner therein mentioned, be repealed
;
and that the standard of

length be defined, in subsequent enactments of the legislature, either by the whole

length of a certain piece of metal or other durable substance, supported in a certain

manner, at a certain temperature (to the construction and dimensions of which, further

allusion will be made in this Eeport) ; or by the distance between two points or hues

engraved upon the surface of a certain piece of metal or other durable substance, sup-

ported in a certain manner, at a certain temperature ; but that the standard be in no

way defined by reference to any natm'al basis, such as the length of a degree of meri-

dian on the earth’s surface in an assigned latitude, or the length of the pendulum
\ibrating seconds in a specified place.

* This reference appears to have been transcribed by mistake from that wbicb follows. It ought to have

been Sabixe, Philosophical Transactions, 1829.

4 N 2
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5. That four sets of copies (to be denominated the Parliamentary- Copies) of the

standards of length and weight be made, in all respects similar to the legal standards of

length and weight (which are hereinafter denominated the Parliamentary Standards),

and as nearly as possible equivalent to them ; their difference fi'om the Parhamentary

Standards, if appreciable, being carefully ascertained ;
and that the several Parliamentary

Copies be distinguished by proper marks.

6. That one set of the Parliamentary Copies be enclosed in a case hei-metically sealed,

and imbedded within the masonry of some public budding
;
and that the place m which

it is enclosed be pointed out by a conspicuous inscription on the outside ; and that this

set of Copies be not disturbed, without the sanction of an Act of Parhament.

17. That the superintendence of the construction of the new Parliamentary Standards

be entrusted to a committee of scientific men, to be named by Her Majesty, subject to

the general instructions which follow.

18. That the Superintending Committee be instructed to combine, in the way which

may appear most advantageous, the evidence afforded by the Koyal Astronomical Society's

scale, by the Royal Society’s scale No. 46, and by the 3-feet bars of the Ordnance Sur^-ey

;

and by the use of these to construct a new standard of length, representing as nearly as

possible the same measure as the lost standard.

19. That the whole length of the bar, or the distance between two points or lines

marked upon it, be adopted as the Parliamentary Standard of length ; and that the bar-

bear iro other divisions.

20. That the question of adopting the whole length or the distance betweeir two

points or lines, as well as the choice of material, aird the general construction of the

standard-bar, be left to the decision of the Superiirtending Coirrmittee.

21. That the length of the irew Parliameirtary Stairdard be oire yard ; there appearmg

to us no sufficient reason for departing from the length hitherto adopted for the stairdar-d.

22. That the thermometrical expairsion of the standard-bar be determmed by actual

experiment oir it.

23. That the temperature at which the length defined by the standard-bar represents

the yard be fixed by the Superintending Committee.

The Report contains other recommendations, relating to periodical comparisons of the

Standards and Copies, collection of ancient standards, &c., but it does not appear neces-

sary to allude further to these in the present memoir.

This Report was presented to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and after a time the

following authority for further proceedings was received :

—

“Treasury Minute, dated 20th June, 1843.

“ My Lords read the Report of the Commissioners for the restoration of the Standards

of Weight and Measure, presented to both Houses of Parliament in 1841, and advert

more particularly to the recommendation of the Commission, that a committee of scien-

tific men should be appointed to superintend the construction of the new Parliamentary

Standards.
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“ It appears to my Lords to be very desirable that the gentlemen who acted as Com-

missioners for the Restoration of the Standards should afford their assistance, if they can

be prevailed upon to do so, in directing the executive measures necessary for carrying-

out the recommendations contained in the report now before my Lords.

“ Them Lordships therefore deem it expedient to propose to the undermentioned noble-

men and gentlemen to undertake the task
; yiz .

—

The Astkoxomer Royal,

The Marquis of Northampton,

The Lord Wrottesley,

F. Baily, Esq.,

J. E. D. Bethune, Esq.

J. G. S. Lefevre, Esq.,

Sir J. W. Lubbock, Bart.,

The Rev. G. Peacock, Dean of Ely,

The Rev. R. Sheepshanks,

Sir J. F. W. Herschel, Bart., and

Professor Miller.”

(The name of the Earl of Rosse was subsequently added.)

Before this time, the Lords of the Treasury had ascertained that it would be agreeable

to the members of the Committee named, that the work of Standards of Length should

be entrusted to Mr. Baily, and that of Standards of Weight to Professor Miller, and

had engaged the services of those gentlemen ; Mr. Baily declining to accept remune-

ration.

The first meeting of the Committee was held on 1843, July 11, when it was reported

that the following measures were collected :

—

The scale of the Royal Society, No. 46.

The scale of the Royal Astronomical Society.

The two 3-foot bars of the Ordnance Survey.

It was resoh ed (provisionally). That the Parliamentary Standard of Length be a measure

a traits

;

that the material be bell-metal (including any variations in the proportion of

tin, &c.) or steel, as Mr. Baily should think best
;
that the Standard be about an inch

square ; that its ends be notched away to half its thickness, and that the marks defining

the standard length be made upon pins (if necessaiy) inserted in the surface parallel to

the length of the bar thus exposed
; that the marks be adjusted to represent the length

of one yard at the temperature of 61° or 62°, as nearly as possible ;
and that the bar be

supported by a series of supports distributed over many points through its whole length,

so as to destroy the effect of grawty in bending the bar as completely as possible.

It was, I believe, at this meeting, that the formation of the planes for receiving the

defining-marks, by sinking wells to half the thickness of the bar instead of cutting tlie

bar in the form of a notch, was sanctioned, but not by formal resolution.
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Mr. Baily proceeded immediately to make experiments on different materials, as

applicable to the formation of Standard Bars. Mr. Baily, I believe, entertained with

me the opinion that, if a bell-metal or gun-metal mixture could be found possessing the

properties most essential to the present use of a standard bar, it would be greatly pre-

ferable to iron or steel for the construction of a standard intended to last through many

ages, by reason of its almost perfect immunity from rust. Therefore, although a bar of

steel was prepared at the same time as bars of different compositions of gun-metal, and

though it is expressly recorded that experiments were made on it, they do not appear to

have been made with the same detail as those on gun-metal bars ; at least I find no such

details in Mr. Baily’s Manuscript Book or in his correspondence •v^fith me. The entries

most worthy of note are the following :

—

“ 1843, August 18.—Mr. Simms having procured the five* bars before mentioned [all

40 inches long and 1 inch square], and also a brass tube, I this day attended at his house

to make experiments on the curvatm’e of the same, by attaching various weights to the

cerrtre, when the bar was supported at the ends. The steel bar was the first tried.

“ August 21.—Attended again at Mr. Simms’s, and experimented on the brass bar Xo. 1.

“August 23.—-Experimented on the gun-metal bar No, 2.

“ August 24.—Experimented on the gun-metal bar No. 3.

“ August 25.—Experimented on the gun-metal bar No, 4.

“ August 26.—Experimented on the brass tube, similar to Ast. Soc. Standard.

[It appears, from a letter of Mr. Baily to myself, dated 1843, August 30, that the

greatest weight was 21 lbs.]

“ August 31.—Let fall all the brass bars from an elevation of 5 feet on a stone pave-

ment. The gun-metal No. 4 was the least affected, but none of them broke.

“ September 9.—Loaded No. 4 at the centre with ^ cwt. weights till the total weight

was 5^ cwt., when it snapped -with a loud report, like a loud shrill bell %iolently struck.

It was very elastic whilst the weights were being apphed. [The bar was e-sidently show-

ing signs of elasticity during the operation, and sprung up and do•v^•n like a piece of

whalebone ;
and I really believe that the bar would have resumed its straightness, if the

weights had been removed immediately before the last was put into the scale. The

pieces, on breaking, sprung up, by reasorr of their elastic force. The fi-acture was pre-

cisely in the middle, which irrdicates the soundness and urrifoirnity of the structur-e, and

the granulation is very good. As the weight of the scale, ropes, and non hook, must

have exceeded cwt., the total weight apphed was above 670 lbs.

—

Letter to myself,

dated 1843, September 11.]”

* Messrs. Mavdslaxs and Field, by wbom the brass and gun-metal bars were cast, have favoured me
with the particulars of their composition. They are as foUo'ws :

—

No. 1. Copper 32, zinc 12.

No. 2. Copper 32, tin 1, zinc 3.

No. 3. Copper 32, tin 3, zinc 2.

No. 4. Copper 32, tin 5, zinc 2.
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The following is extracted from the Minutes of the Meeting of the Committee, 1843,

November 10 “ Mr. Baily reported that he had made trials of various materials for the

Standards of Length ; namely, steel, brass, and four kinds of gun-metal. One of the

gun-metals, composed of 28 lbs. of copper to 4 lbs. 6 oz. of tin [I believe that which is

called No. 4 above, though the statement of the component parts is not quite correct],

was very brittle, and the bar had been broken in his experiments. The next [No. 3 I

believe], composed of 28 lbs. of copper to 2 lbs. 10 oz. of tin, was very elastic, returning

perfectly to its original state after having been sensibly bent by heavy weights ; and on

being chipped, was found by Mr. Baily and Mr. Donkin to be much less brittle than the

former. Mr. Baily intimated that he wns disposed to recommend the use of this metal.”

The following is extracted from Mr. Baily’s MS. book:—“ November 13.—Attended

at Mr. Simms’s, and submitted the gun-metal bar No. 3 to the same process as on Sep-

tember 9. After putting 5^ cwt. in the scale, the bar was so much bent that it slipped

off the support
; and on measuring the curvature it was 4T inches. I then submitted a

copper bar of the same dimensions to a similar process. After putting 4 cwt. into the

scale, the bar was bent 3-8 inches.”

The experiment is farther explained by the following extract of a letter to myself,

dated 1843, November 15 :—“ I have tried the effect of applying a great weight to the

bar which Mr. Donkin and myself seemed to prefer to that which had been previously

tried. The result however has completely altered my opinion. I found that 5^ cwt.

bent the bar so much that it slipped off the support. The curvature (or versed sine)

was 4T inches, which was permanent, and did not recover itself. It certainly was a

tougher metal, which was what Mr. Donkin, and I believe all artists or mechanics,

delight in. But this is not the quality that suits us ; and I therefore prefer the more

brittle metal, which was elastic as long as it would hold together, and would rather

break than bend.”

Mr. Baily adds :
“ Instead of having the ends of the bar cut off as a notch in Katee’s

mode, I propose to have a cylindrical hole drilled, fths of an inch in diameter, half-way

through the bar. I find that I have as much light as on the open surface, and my
objection to weakening the bar is thereby removed. Mr. Simms says he can cut as fine

a line at the bottom of this well, as he can on a plane surface. He is trying his hand

at this experiment, and if it succeeds, I trust there will not be any objection to the

method. It will be much safer as to strength, and the lines will be well protected.”

Mr. Baily’s iUness and death prevented him from laying these results before the

Committee, but I communicated them at the meeting of 1844, November 30. The

gim-metal No. 4 has been adopted in all the standard bars subsequently made (except

where a difference is specially mentioned), and it appears to be an admirable alloy for

all similar purposes. Its exact composition is

—

Copper 16

Tin 2|

Zinc . 1
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as stated by Mr. Simms, who superintended the construction, and by Messrs. Maudslats,

who performed the actual casting. The construction of bars with well-holes for the

defining marks has also been adopted in all the subsequent instances ; but the bars have

been reduced to the length of 37 inches by Mr. Bailt, and 38 inches by Mr. Sheep-

shanks.

After the first experiments applying to the fitness of metals, Mr. Bailt proceeded

with experiments in verification of some made by Captam EL^tee on the influence of

small inequalities of the surface supporting a bar. The experiments were made at his

own house. No. 37, Tavistock Place. The bar of metal No. 3 was notched to half its

depth at each end, and at each end there was cut a line for microscopic observation on

the upper surface (the inteiwal of the two lines being 38 inches), and a line for micro-

scopic observation on the surface at mid-depth (the interval of the two being 39 inches).

The bar was laid upon a very even bar (whose section is T) in the compaiing-apparatus

of the Royal Astronomical Society, and the microscopes were adjusted sometimes to one

pair of lines, sometimes to the other. At the commencement of this and of other series

of experiments, it is noted that the microscopes were made parallel. The value of one

division of the micrometer =0-00005 inch. A wire, or pah- of wires, described as “No. 2

brass wire in my Cavendish experiment,” was placed in difierent positions under the

bar. [Only one brass wire is mentioned in the ‘ Account of the Cavendish Experiment.’

page 29 ;
its thickness was 0-0134 inch.] Sometimes the bar was placed on rollers. The

folloAving are variations in the measure of the intervals of the lines, under difierent cu--

cumstances. Each number is the mean of several experiments.

1843.

Sept. 14.
r

Lines on upper surface <{

L

Bar Iving flat

Wires under the ends

Wires under the middle

div.

0-00

-14-35
-t- 6-05

i

Lines on surface at mid-depth...

<

Bar lying flat

Wires under the ends
Wires under the middle

0-00

+ 2*50 '

— 2-50
:

Sept. 15.

Hollers 8 inches from centre ...

Rollers 10 inches from centre ...

Rollers 12 inches from centre ...

-f 24-68

-f21-92

+ 17-94

L

Rollers 6 inches from centre ...

Rollers 10 inches from centre ...

Rollers 14 inches from centre ...

+ 25-12

+ 19-76

+ 12-80

Sept. 16, Lines on upper surface <;

Bar lying flat

Wires 8 inches from centre

Wires 10 inches from centre

Wires 12 inciies from centre

Wires 14 inches from centre

Wires 16 inches from centre

0-00

+ 6-65

+ 5*30

+ 3-17
:

- 0-17

— 5*45

The following experiment is on the middle 3 feet of Mr. Bailt’s tubular 5-foot scale.

No. 5. The lines on the upper surface. [It would seem that it took a faulty bearing

Avhen laid flat on the bar.] Single readings.
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div.

Bar lying flat + 37-8

Pins at 13|^ inches and 46^ inches... + 28-0

Rollers at inches and 45|- inches + 32*0

1843. - Pins at 15^ inches and 44|- inches... + 32-3

Sept. 17- Pins at 16|- inches and 43|^ inches... + 36-0

Pins at 174 inches and 424 inches... + 35'5

Pins at 184 inches and 414 inches... + 38-5

Bar lying flat + 38-0

The bar of gun-metal No. 3 was then reduced to the length 37 inches, and lines were

cut (e\ddently on its upper surface) at the distance 36 inches, and five experiments were

made on 1843, Sept. 28 and 29. The following is the mean of results:

—

div

Bar lying flat + 2-41

Wires under the centre + 5-85

Wires 2 inches from the centre ... + 9-51

Wires 4 inches from the centre ... + 9-19

Wires 6 inches from the centre ... + 7*39

Wires 8 indies from the centre ... + 4-49

Wires 10 inches from the centre ... + 1-19

Wires 12 indies from the centre ... — 0-75

Wires 14 inches from the centre ... - 4-11

Wires I 6 inches from the centre ... - 8-69

Wires 18 inches from the centre ... — 11-61

The same bar was then supported on rollers at different intervals, and eight experi-

ments were made on 1843, October 10 and 11 ; of which the following are the means :

—

div.

Rollers 0*75 inch on each side of centre 0-00

Rollers 4 inches on each side of centre + 0-06

Rollers 6 inches on each side of centre — 271
Rollers 8 inches on each side of centre - 4-99

Rollers 10 inches on each side of centre — 7-45

Rollers 12 inches on each side of centre - 9-81

Rollers 14 inches on each side of centre -12-93
Rollers I 6 inches on each side of centre — 16-03

Rollers 18 inches on each side of centre — 21-34

On 1843, October 16, I supplied Mr. Baily with the formulse defining the intervals at

which rollers ought to be placed beneath a bar in order that the flexure of the bar might

not influence the measure of the distance between two lines upon the upper surface (the

rollers being supposed to exert equal pressm’es upwards). With two rollers, the interval

ought to be
length of bar

v/3
;
with four rollers, each interval= with eight rollers,

V •
, 1

length of bar ^each interval =— *.

^/l5

Lever-frames were afterwards prepared, each with eight

rollers.

It has been remarked above, that Captain Kater had constructed for the Royal

Society a standard on the principle proposed by himself, of carrying a slender scale in

a groove cut in a stout bar
;

as it appeared probable that the effect of a given degree of

* See Mem. Astron. Soc. vol. xv.

4 0MDCCCLVII.
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flexure in altering a measure cut upon the upper surface would be much less for a thin

scale than for a thick one. In order to test this, Mr. Baily caused two shght marks to

be cut upon the stout bar of the Royal Society’s scale, and made fire experiments on

1843, December 24, of which the following numbers are the means. The wmes used

were common large pins.

Measures of intervals upon I

the slender scale
|

Bar laid flat

Wire under the middle

Wires under the ends

div.

0-0

+ 0-1

- 6-0

Measures of intervals upon J
the surface of the stout bar

Bar laid flat

Wire under the middle

Wires under the ends

0-0

+ 5-2

— 42*0

In order to collect together the observations which may be considered as apphung to

the reduction of comparisons of standards, before entering upon the comparisons them-

selves, I shall interrupt the chronological order (as I have akeady done) to give the

results of experiments on thermometric expansion made by ISIr. Simms, at 138 Fleet

Street, under the general instruction of Mr. Baily, -with some suggestions by myself.

A tin trough was prepared, 44 inches long, 5 inches wide, and 5 inches deep, supported

on four screws. Glass windows were provided in proper places for admitting lateral illu-

mination. A lever-frame with eight rollers (on the principles to which I have akeady

adverted) was placed in the trough, and the bar which was the subject of experiment

was placed upon the rollers. The trough was filled with water, of any requked tempe-

rature, which could be heated by spirit-lamps below the trough. The microscopes were

fixed to a stone ledge built into the wall of the room. The object-glasses of the micro-

scopes (which were common object-glasses of unusually short focal length) were im-

mersed in the water. At all ordinary temperatures the Gsion was quite distinct, even

with the trough uncovered : when the temperature Avas high, the Aision was mdistinct.

except the trough was covered, but was very good AA^hen it Avas covered. The thermo-

meters were placed in the water, on the surface of the bar. I imagme that these expe-

riments may challenge comparison with any that ever Avere made, m every respect except

one, viz. that the thermometers employed, though probably as good as any then m exist-

ence, did not possess the authority which was acquked by thermometers subsequently

made by independent graduation.

A screw-apparatus was provided, acting in opposition to a sprmg, by which the line

at one end of the bar could be brought under the microscope at that end ; and the

micrometer-movement of that microscope was never used. The value of one dmsion of

the micrometer which was employed was ascertained to be 0-000025287 inch. The bars

which were the subject of examination Avere eAudently not the same as those already

mentioned; for the gun-metal bars are all described at this time (1844, Februai-j^) as

being 40 inches long; whereas, of the formerly-mentioned bars. No. 4 had been broken

and No. 3 had been shortened before the end of 1843.
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On my application to the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, the ruined Imj)erial

Standard was in March 1844 placed in the hands of Mr. Baily ; and the experiments

on its expansion are here detailed after the others.

It will be remarked that some comparisons are made with the temperature rising and

some with the temperature falling. There appears to be no sensible difference in the

results.

Description and length

of bar.

Thermometer-reading.
Change of

length.

Modulus for
1° Fahr.

Modulus deduced
from the compound

expansion.First. Seeond.

Gun-metal (?) No.
1,_^

40 inches.

46-90

47'20

33-70

94-63

67-05

98-25

94-37

94-65

67-05

46-50

div.

780-00

716-00

933-50

437-50

285-00

-0000095970
95959
96823
100209
87674

'

-0000094859

Gun-metal No. 2, j

40 inches.

46-90

97-15

41-55

97-15
42-25

95-55

771-50
881-00

799-70

-0000097059
101447
93621

Gun-metal No. 3,

40 inches.

38-35

96-95

32-00

98-30

45-35

97-85

935-30

817-60

1005-00

-0000098627
100168
96482

Gun-metal No. 4, f

40 inches. \

33-63

99-05

99-05

42-95

994-03
818-23

-OOOOO96O86
92204

Brass tube, 40 inches.

32-

70
98-52

170-

25
35-15

98-

67

171-

50
118-10

34-35

106-35

183-75

99-

02

33-

65
97-23

176-17

98-52

170-

25
32-65

98-

67

171-

50
118-10

40-93

106-35

183-75

99-

02
37-20

97-23

176-17

100-45

1047-75

1179-10

2233-85
1020-50

1188-83

858-83

1283-60

1181-30

1302-10

1442-95
1004-00

1033-67

1353-60

1293-17

-0000100632
103932
103548
101364
103206
102170
103174
103738
106351
107661
102699
102778
108405
108132

. -0000102345

102433

103745

105092

105554

105892

Brass bar, 40 indies.

<

i

40-60

98-

91
45-00

99-

72
177-95

98-35

35-05

100-17

176-92

88-75

98-

91

45-35

99-

72
177-95

98-35

37-45

100-17

176-92

88-75

35-80

890-55

828-75

858-26

1267-49

1307-65
940-50

1004-40

1246-72

1446-27

805-90

-0000096550
97818
99154
102425
103852
97629
97491
102690
103697
96217

'

. -0000101079

101155

100310

100890

Steel bar, 40 inches. <

L

37-25
i

97-13

97-13
!

43-75

33-25 89-22

89-22 176-10

176-10 100-58

100-58 34-67

559-47
520-07

516-35

891-03

787-24

620-73

-0000059056
61592
58321
64836
65900
59537

. -0000062284

> 62935

4 o 2
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Table (continued).

Description and length of
Thermometer-reading.

Change of Modulus for
Modulus deduced

from the compound
expansion.

bar.
First. Second.

length. 1° Fahb.

div.

37*25

98-60

98-60

177*95

865-30

1229*10

-0000089164

97921 j
-0000094103

177*95 100-42 1231-50 100418

j
95993

100-42 38-10 892-05 90489
40-65 94-05 782-56 92643

j
94914

Copper bar, 40 inches. < 94-05 170-70 1169-96 96493
170-70 99-66 1103-22 98174

}
94750

99-66 43-27 806-70 90437
112-40 183-45 1084-72 96514
183-45 99-63 1302-92 98267

1
95547

99*63 51-50 691-38 90811

f 47*35

99*50

99*50

176-27

752-50

1164-67

-0000101356

106318 j
*0000104456

176-27 99-20 1187-92 108267

j
104469

99-20 48-70 710-40 98811
50-80 38-80 165-65 96963
38-80 99-27 847-75 98474

j
102843

99-27 178-45 1196-92 106180

Old Imperial Standard,

36 inches.

178-45

99-87

99-87
50-45

1205-72

703-70
107778
100018 V 104648

50-45 41-50 130-90 102733 J
52-85 39-90 180-45 97877
39-90 97*85 800-70 97053

j
103205

97-85 168-70 1091*75 108163
168-70 99-72 1057*59 107693

1
99*72 54-15 651-06 100552 > 103734
54-15 37-50 228-94 96583 J

r 53-90

96-60

96-60

174-60

300-95

584-42

-00000495

526 j
-0000051525

174-60 97-86 583 22 534

j
51157

97-86 49*65 326-80 476
50-00 38-43 80-92 492
38-43

99-35

99-35

176*02

412-80

578-19 i

476
530 j

50591

176-02 99*16 583-02
.

533

1
51157

1
50404

Glass bar, 36 inches.

1

99-16
51-45

43-47

99*20

382-35 !

340-33
i

482
501

99-20 174-92 545-67 506
174-92 98-70 564-93 522

1

55-50 38-28 116-34
j

473
38-28 98-75 416-67 484

1
51339

98-75 168-93 538-23 539
168-93 98-67 529*46 529 1

98-67 57-00 303-20 511 y 51938
57*00 41-43 110-10 497 i

It will be remarked that the modulus of expansion, in e^ery instance, is greater for

the high temperatures than for the Ioav ones. As the same thermometers AA ere used

throughout, it is possible that this may arise from an error in the graduation of the

thermometers ;
but it is not improbable that it is a real peculiarity in the relation

between the expansion of the solid metals and that of quicksilver. Admittmg the truth
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of the apparent difference, it becomes necessary to define the temperature near which

any numerical value of the modulus is supposed to apply. Mr. Sheepshanks, after dis-

cussing these experiments, fixed upon the following as representing the linear expansion

for 1° of Faheenheit at temperatures differing little from 62° Faheenheit, the length

of the bar being 36 inches :

—

Metal No. I (Brass) ....
inch.

0-000343

Gun-metal No. 2 0-000351

Gun-metal No. 3 0-000354

Gun-metal No. 4 0-000339

Brass Tube 0-000367

Brass Bar 0-000350

Copper 0-000326

Steel 0-000212

Glass 0-000178

Brass of the Imperial Standard . 0-000355

I now proceed with the Comparisons of Standards, made by Mr. Baily at his house,

37, Tavistock Place, with the purpose of ascertaining the state of the materials available

for the restoration of the length of the lost Imperial Standard.

Besides the Shuckbuegh Scale (to which, on account of its imperfections and the

doubts and discordances in its comparisons, little importance was attached), it was

kno^vn that five existing standards, of superior construction, had been compared with

the Imperial Standard ; namely, the Eoyal Society’s 3-foot brass scale (constructed by

Captain Katee), the Royal Astronomical Society’s brass tubular scale, two iron bars

belonging to the Ordnance Department and preserved in the office of the Trigono-

metrical Survey, and a 3-foot brass scale (constructed by Captain Katee and similar to

that of the Eoyal Society), in the possession of a private person. The loan of the last-

mentioned standard was refused to the Commission ; but I had obtained the four first-

mentioned from their owners and custodiers, and delivered them on 1843, December 5,

to Mr. Baily.

After some prehminary observations, Mr. Baily made the following comparisons :

—

The Royal Society’s scale compared with the middle 3 feet of the Royal Astronomical

Society’s scale. The Royal Astronomical Society’s scale supported on its rollers, at

quarter-length distance from the centre. The Royal Society’s scale lying fiat on the

T-bar of the frame, and nearest to the observer. There appears to have been no difficulty

in the observation, except from the size of the dots on the Royal Society scale, the

breadth of each being 77 divisions of the micrometer. The Royal Astronomical Society

scale is longer than the Royal Society’s scale,

—
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o incli.

1844, Jan. 2, from 20 comparisons at temperatm'e 43-21 Fahe., by 0-000564

3, from 20 comparisons at temperature 38-20 Fahe., by 438

4, from 20 comparisons at temperature 40-90 Fahe., by 699

5, from 20 comparisons at temperature 46-34 Fahe., by 664

6, from 20 comparisons at temperature 50-20 Fahe., by 637

Mean by 100 obseiTations . . . 0-000600

The Ordnance Bar lA compared with the middle 3 feet of the Eoyal Astronomical

Society’s scale. It appears that the Bar lA was put in the place of the Eoyal SocietA-’s

scale. The bar is notched at each end to half its depth, and the defining points are upon

gold pins in the surfaces thus exposed. In the fii-st and second series, the u-on bar was

laid on Bvo semicircular brass pieces 18 inches apart (not on rollers), in the same manner

as when the bar was compared with the Imperial Standard *. In the third, fomth and

fifth, it was placed on rollers. A doubt on the temperature exists, for the following

reason. After the comparisons had been made. Colonel Colby informed ^Ii-. Bailt that

the thermometer of lA gave indications too Ioav by 1°. Mr. Bailt however states that

in the first five comparisons the thermometer of 2A was used. Yet the simultaneous

readings of thermometers seem to make it probable (but not certain) that the thermo-

meter of lA was really employed. If so, the mean temperatui’e m the following Table

ought to be increased 0°-5. The Ordnance Bar lA is longer than the Eoyal Astrono-

mical Society’s scale,

—

Q inch.

1844, Jan. 7, from 20 comparisons at temperature 47-32, by 0-001300

8, from 20 comparisons at temperature 43-82, by 1754

. 9, from 20 comparisons at temperature 42-62, by 1999

10, from 20 comparisons at temperature 41-85, by 2067

11, from 20 comparisons at temperature 43-10, by 1872

The Ordnance Bar 2A compared Avith the middle 3 feet of the Eoyal Astronomical

Society’s scale. In the first two series, the bar Avas supported on its semicircular brass

pieces ; in the others, on rollers. The thermometer of 2A was undoubtedly employed.

The Ordnance Bar 2A is longer than the Eoyal Astronomical Society’s scale,

—

„ ^
inch.

1844, Jan. 12, from 20 comparisons at temperature 43-72, by 0-002108

13, from 20 comparisons at temperature 44-60, by 2035

14, from 20 comparisons at temperature 43-52, by 2148

15, from 20 comparisons at temperature 40-72, by 2519

16, from 20 comparisons at temperature 36-97, by 2958

* Eoyal Astronomical Society’s Memoirs, vol. ix., and Measure of the Base on Lough Fojde,
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The Ordnance Bar lA was now put in the place of the Koyal Astronomical Society’s

scale, and lA and 2A were both supported on rollers. 2A is longer than lA,

—

o inch.

1844, Jan. 17, from 20 comparisons at temperature 38‘25, by 0’000423

18, from 20 comparisons at temperature 41 ‘6 5, by 367

20, from 20 comparisons at temperature 42'55, by 311

22, from 20 comparisons at temperature 44T0, by 359

23, from 20 comparisons at temperature 43T2, by 313

Three bars (the Eoyal Astronomical Society’s scale, lA and 2A) were now mounted

together ; the Eoyal Astronomical Society’s scale being furthest from the observer, and

2A nearest to him. lA and 2A were supported each on its own semicircular pieces,

which were carried by the same supporting bar. The Ordnance Bar lA is longer than

the Eoyal Astronomical Society’s scale,

—

o inch.

1844, March 13, from 10 comparisons at temperature 42'67, by 0-002203

14, from 10 comparisons at temperature 42-13, by 2520

15, from 10 comparisons at temperature 43-82, by 2140

And Ordnance Bar 2A is longer than the Eoyal Astronomical Society’s scale,

—

„ inch.

1844, March 13, from 10 comparisons at temperature 42-67, by 0-001875

14, from 10 comparisons at temperature 42-13, by 2055

15', from 10 comparisons at temperature 43-82, by 1751

Here lA appears longer than 2A ; whereas the previous observations had made 2A

longer than lA. The only circumstance with which this discordance could be con-

nected was this : that when (as in this instance) the two iron bars were supported by

brass semicircular pieces resting upon the same T-bar, it was necessary to place cards

under the brass semicircles of lA, in order to bring them to the same height.

- The Ordnance Bars lA and 2A were now mounted, each on its own semicircular

pieces, and on separate T-bars. The Bar 2A is longer than lA,

—

1844, March 16, from 20 comparisons at temperature 46°-25, by 0-000211 inch.

The arrangement was then altered, merely by placing cards under the semicircular

pieces of lA and depressing its T-bar properly. The Bar lA is then longer than 2A,

—

1844, March 18, from 10 comparisons at temperature 44°-0, by 0-000054 inch.

Then the semicircular pieces (those of lA having cards beneath them) were placed on

the same T-bar. The Bar 2A is longer than lA,

—

1844, March 19, from 10 comparisons at temperature 45°-0, by 0-000318 inch.

1 shall depart from chronological order, for the purpose of inserting two series of
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observations connected with the same subject, but at a higher temperature in a ver%'

steady season.

The Royal Astronomical Society’s Standard and Ordnance Bar lA were mounted as

formerly (lA upon its semicircular pieces), and the Royal Astronomical SocietA’s

Standard was longer than lA,

—

1844, May 14, from 20 comparisons at temperature 65°-5, by 0-001185 inch.

Then 2A was inserted in place of lA, and after waiting some time for steady weather,

the following comparison was made, giving the Royal Astronomical Society’s Standard

longer than 2A,

—

1844, June 17, from 20 comparisons at temperatui’e 65°-47, by 0-001222 inch.

This is the last comparison made by Mr. Baily.

In the month of April Mr. Baily was occupied with comparisons intended to verify

the invariability or variability of the Royal Astronomical Society’s Standard. They con-

sisted, partly of comparisons of the middle 3 feet of that scale with the middle 3 feet

on other tubular scales, of exactly similar construction, with which it had been com-

pared in the year 1835 ; and partly of comparisons of different measui-es on the same

tube, which also had been compared in 1835.

The Royal Astronomical Society’s scale was found to be shorter than Mr. B.aily’s

tubular scale No. 6,

—

o inch.

1844, April 8, from 20 comparisons at temperature 50-67, by 0-000120

9, from 20 comparisons at temperature 52-61, by 161

In 1835, the Royal Astronomical Society’s scale was longer than Mr. Baily’s bv

0-000046 inch.

Mr. Simms’s tubular scale No. 4, of construction exactly similar, was substituted for

Mr. Baily’s. The Royal Astronomical Society’s scale was found to be shorter than

Mr. Simms’s No. 4,

—

o inch.

1844, April 14, from 20 comparisons at temperature 56-33, by 0-000180

15, from 20 comparisons at temperature 56-90, by 163

In 1835, the Royal Astronomical Society’s scale was longer than Mr. Simms’s by

0-000102 inch.

Mr. Baily’s scale No. 5 and Mr, Simms’s No. 4 Avere then mounted together, each on

its own rollers
; and Mr. Baily’s was found to be shorter than Mr. Simms’s,

—

„ inch.

1844, April 16, from 20 comparisons at temperature 57-11, by 0-000087

17, from 20 comparisons at temperature 56-76, by 116

In 1835, Mr, Baily’s was longer than Mr. Simms’s by 0-000042 inch.
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Mr. Bailt then made the following comparisons of measures defined by lines cut on

different parts of the Koyal Astronomical Society’s Tube. Near to the two extremities

of the 5-foot tube, transversal lines had been cut (known by the letters A, a) crossing

the continuation of the line of the divided scale
; then, supposing the tube to be turned

round its axis through 90°, two similar transversal lines B, b, were cut ; turning the tube

90° further, two similar lines C, c, were cut, which therefore were on the side of the

tube opposite to A, a ;
turning the tube 90° further, two similar lines D, d, were cut.

The comparison of the longitudinal intervals between these was the object of the follow-

ing observations :

—

1844, April 21, at temperature 60°, by six comparisons in each case, the excesses of

the various measures above Aa were as follows :

—

inch.

B5 exceeds Aa by — O'OOOOOO

Cc exceeds Aa by -j- 0-000126

exceeds Aa by — 0-000015

In 1835 the corresponding differences were

-0-000056

-1-0-000056

-0-000169

This was the last special inquiry on which Mr. Baily was engaged.

Mr. Baily died on 1844, August 30.

The state of the problem at this time, as regarded the restoration of the Standard,

was nearly as follows. The object might be considered : either to reproduce in a satis-

factory form the value of the Scientific Standard (Shuckbuegh’s), which Captain Katek

considered as a scientific representative of the National Standard of Length
;
or to repro-

duce the Legal Standard. With regard to Shuckbuegh’s scale: the experiments of

Mr. Baily had confirmed the remarks which originated with Captain Katee himself, that

minute circumstances, whose effect was totally unsuspected in the earlier comparisons of

this scale, produced a disturbance in the apparent length, which might have deranged

in different directions the results of its comparisons for physical measures, and whose

magnitude was intolerably great ; that there was no security whatever that, in retaining

documentary or numerical expressions ofmeasure founded on this scale, we were referring

to a consistent system
;
and that in future it would be better to lay aside this scale

entirely. With regard to the Legal Standard : the principal difficulty, inherent in the

standard itself, arose from the size and irregular form of its defining dots, which indeed

made accurate comparison impossible. With regard to the existing scales which had

been compared with the Legal Standard : the Tubular Scale of the Royal Astronomical

Society (complicated in its mechanical structure) was found to have changed, in itself,

and by comparison with similar scales, in a way and to an amount which ruined its

credit ; the Ordnance Bars (of firm and simple structure) appeared in themselves trust-

MDCCCLVII. 4 p
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worthy, but the injurious effects of then’ supports, and an uncertainty in the temperature

referred to one thermometer, introduced great irregularities in their comparisons and

doubts in the reductions of them. The Royal Society’s Scale had been carefully con-

structed in reference to one apprehended cause of eiTor ; but it seemed likely that a

construction so complicated might introduce other eiTors of equal magnitude ; and it

appeared certain that the form already partially introduced (a stiff bar supported at

many points by free roller-motion) would be far less liable to error. Finally, there ran

through the whole of these comparisons one specific cause of uncertainty ; nobody knew

the authority for any one of the thermometers used, no one doubted that they might

be very sensibly in error, and two thermometers inclosed in the same box and intended

to be used with the two Ordnance Bars actually differed an entme degree.

It was plain therefore that, either in the scientific or in the legal sense, the restoration

of the Standard was indeterminate. The formation of a New Standard must be an

operation de novo

;

the length must be confined within certain limits (wide in the scien-

tific, narrow in the commercial sense), but within these it might have any definite value ;

and when that definite value was fixed, it must in no way be again referred to the old

standards or scales, whether original or intermediary. The principal object now was.

to ensure constancy and definiteness to the new Standard and its copies, and means

of reducing without sensible error the comparisons which might be made with them.

As far as depended on the Standard itself, it was hoped that the constmction adopted

gave sufficient security. As regarded the means of making comparisons, a far ffi-mer

apparatus than had hitherto been used was requisite. As regarded the effects of tempe-

rature, it was necessary to create an entirely new system of thermometers, founded upon

the natural constants, to be determined by appropriate physical experiments ; and to

use them in new determinations of thermometric expansion.

Such is the state in which the problem was left to Mr. Baily’s successor.

Section IV.

—

Proceedings of the Committee and of Mr. Sheepshanks to 1847, June ; con-

struction of new Thermometers, and erection of Comparing Ajjparatus ; description

of the Apparatus, and of Mr. Sheepshanks’ method of comparing.

The Committee at their meeting of 1844, November 30, received uith pleasure and

thankfully accepted Mr. Sheepshanks’ offer to continue the work commenced by

Mr. Baily. Intimation of this arrangement being given to the Lords Commissioners of

the Treasury, a request to the same effect was addressed by them Lordships to Mr. Sheep-

shanks and assented to by Mr. Sheepshanks
; Mr. Sheepshanks, like Mr. Baily, declining

to accept pecuniary remuneration. I had received from Mr. Baily’s representativ es the

four bars on which the restoration of the standard was to be founded, as also the MS.

books of comparisons, and I placed them in Mr. Sheepshanks’ hands.

At the Meeting of 1845, June 6, Mr. Sheepshanks communicated a Report to the

following effect :

—

“ The object proposed appears to be the restoration of the length of the lost Parlia-
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mentary Standard representing the Imperial Standard Yard. The composition of this

bar is not known. The defining points were large and irregular dots (upon gold pins,

melted out by the fire of the Houses of Parliament), which did not admit of accurate

observation. This bar, and other bars compared with it (Sir George Shuckbuegh’s, the

Eoyal Society’s, and Colonel Colby’s), were usually laid for comparisons (it is believed)

on a flat surface, in which arrangement, as is now known, the metal is in constraint, and

the comparisons are liable to considerable error. On the completion of the Eoyal Astro-

nomical Society’s scale, it, as well as other scales of similar construction, were compared

with the Parliamentary Standard: though these comparisons were more accurately

made than those akeady cited, yet the mounting of these scales is liable to some objec-

tion, and sufficient attention was not given to their thermometric expansions at the

temperatures in which they were commonly used. A more serious difficulty is this

:

when, for the scales of the construction similar to that of the Eoyal Astronomical

Society, the same method of supporting is used as was used in their first comparisons,

the difference between the lengths of the different scales is not found to be the

same as it was at those ffi’st comparisons
;
the discordance bemg 5-wowf^ inch, or

perhaps twice the probable error of one micrometer-reading. Moreover, the intervals

between divisions engraved on four sides of the Eoyal Astronomical Society’s scale do not

preserve the same relation as formerly, the discordance being about ro^oooth of an inch.

The difference between the lengths of Colonel Colby’s bars appears to be sensibly the

same as it was formerly ; but there are other objections to the accuracy of comparisons

derived from these bars : they are of different metal from the Standards ; theh expan-

sions have not been ascertained
;
their thermometers do not correspond ; they were not

properly supported. It is (in Mr. Sheepshanks’ opinion) an advantage that they are

made of a pure metal. Eeferences to the determinations of the length of the pendulum

may be rejected at once, not only because they are inaccurate, but also because they are

in fact expressed in terms of Shuckburgh’s scale, and not in terms of the Parliamentary

Standard. Mr. Sheepshanks considers therefore that our materials for restoration are

generally unsound
;
and that with our endeavours to give the best evidence in our power

as to the past, we must combine, what is now more important, the discussion of methods

for avoiding similar difficulties for the futm’e. For this purpose it appears necessary to

investigate anew the questions of stability and thermometric expansion of standards, and

to devise better methods of comparing standards than have hitherto been used. And in the

pursuit of these inquhies Mr. Sheepshanks proposes to reject all considerations but those

of accuracy and permanence ; to adopt the most complete and convenient mode of experi-

menting, regardless of time, trouble in preparation, and (to a certain degree) of expense.

Mr. Sheepshanks then gave the following sketch of his proposed plan of operations :

—

“ The place of experiments to be in the lower cellars of Somerset House, in the apart-

ments of the Eoyal Astronomical Society.

“ The supports of the microscopes to be built of large squared stones.

4 p 2
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“ The bars when under examination to be placed in a drop-box surrounded by a large

mass of water.

“ For ascertaining actual thermometric expansion, the drop-box of one bar is to be

placed in ice, and that of the expanding bar in water of different temperatures, and

these are to be compared repeatedly by the microscopes. [This arrangement was not

precisely carried out.] A similar method will be used for ascertaining whether after

repeatedly heating and cooling one bar, it returns to the same length. [This was not

specially done.]

“ Bars of iron, copper, and cast steel, have been prepared, in addition to the bars of

gun-metal prepared under Mr. Bailt’s direction. IVIr. Sheepshaxks proposes to com-

pare carefully bars of these metals and alloys, and also to determine then' minimum

time of vibration, and after some time to repeat these observations. The object of this

is to ascertain the permanency of the bars. For the \ibration obseiwations, apparatus

for swinging in vacuo is now in preparation. [This was not effected.] All these opera-

tions ought to precede the comparisons for restoration of the lost standard.

“ Mr. Sheepshajvks then remarked that (for reasons akeady given) it appears impos-

sible to restore the standard with reasonable accuracy, and he suggested therefore for

consideration whether it might not be better to adopt the length which has been used in

the measurement of Colonel Colby’s base for the Trigonometrical Siuvey of Ireland.

This appears permissible, because there is sufficient latitude in the vagueness of com-

parison of the old standard to allow it; and it appears worthy of recommendation,

because (as Mr. Sheepshanks understands from Colonel Colby) the length adopted in

the Irish base appears to correspond very exactly -with the length adopted in General

Boy’s base on Hounslow Heath. Logically there is no inconsistency in this coui'se.

because the divisions of the lO-feet iron bars used by Colonel Colby were laid do^Mi fi-om

Teoughton’s scale, from which also the divisions of Sir Geoege Shucebuegh’s scale

(judged by Captain Katee to be equivalent to the old Parliamentary Standard) were laid

down. Mr. Sheepshanks proposed therefore to make a 3-foot iron bar, to compai-e it

with the scales which were directly compared with the old Parliamentary Bar (for

general information), and to multiply it by and then to compare it with Colonel

Colby’s lO-feet bars
; and from this latter comparison to infer the length proper for tlie

new National Standard.

“ A subsequent process, but still distant, would be the preparation for comparisons

with measures a bouts and for pendulum experiments.”

The following are further extracts from the Minutes of the same meeting (1845,

June 6):

—

“ Mr. Aiey stated, in reference to the question of the use of alloys or pure metal, that

he had just heard that great difficulty had been experienced by Messrs. Maudslays in

casting a bar of pure copper
; the cast being honey-combed and full of bubbles.

“ On consideration of Mr. Sheepshanks’ report, it was Besolved,

—
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“ That the thanks of the Committee are due to Mr, Sheepshanks for the spirit with

which he has entered into the investigation of all the difficulties connected with the

formation and perpetuation of a standard of length.

“ That the Committee approve most fully of the steps taken by Mr. Sheepshanks in

the preparation of new apparatus (as described by him), for the examination of all the

causes of error, for the investigation of the thermometric correction, for the ascertaining

the permanency of standard bars, and for the accurate comparison of bars.

“ The question of adoption of the measures derived from the Survey was

deferred.”

Mr. Sheepshanks now turned his attention energetically to the practical preparation

of the various apparatus to which his Report alludes. Of the details of the incessant

labour of the next two years, few traces remain except in Mr. Sheepshanks’ correspond-

ence with myself. But to these labours there was little interruption. Old apparatus

was to be tested and new to be planned and carried into execution ; instrument-makers

much occupied with other business were to be kept closely to the work ;
manipulations

of various kinds were to be learnt
; and all was done under the disadvantage of

Mr. Sheepshanks’ domestic residence being at Reading, while the work of every kind was

executed in London. The most tedious of the operations actually carried on appears to

have been the preparation of original thermometers (or rather the acquisition of the

experience necessary for their preparation, for I do not think that a thermometer was

really finished before the end of 1847). It would seem that at this time there was no

workman in London who could be trusted, without the closest superintendence even in

the minutest points, to make a thermometer. At length Mr. Sheepshanks found him-

self so far prepared that he deemed it necessary to apply to the Committee for further

instructions. The following are extracts from the Minutes of the Meeting of 1847,

.June 4 :

—

“ Mr. Sheepshanks made a statement to the following effect:

—

“ The tardiness in the proceedings connected with the Standard of Length has arisen

from the delays incidental to the planning of new machinery, and of having it executed

when all the workmen are busy,

“ I conceive the ultimate object to be, to procure a permanent standard, which can

be easily multiplied and widely distributed, which is to be connected with our best

existing measures, with the base of the Trigonometrical Survey, and with the standard

measures of other countries.

“ But the immediate want is for an actual type of the standard measure. Therefore,

although it will be desirable (in the scientific order) to end with establishing the

standard, I believe it will be best for public convenience to begin with it.

“ The first considerations which occupied my attention were the jpermanency of bars

and the mode of perpetuating any measure. I propose to ascertain whether and how

much a bar has altered in the following manner. Bars of different metals, of the same

dimensions as those proposed for the standards, are to have each a yard marked on it,
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and are besides to be converted into pendulums, each oscillating on a knife-edge placed

, where it makes the time of vibration a minimum. If the period of vibration of the

same bar at the same place is unchanged by time, gra-vity being supposed unchanged,

then the whole length of the bar is unchanged ; and the distance of the divisions marked

on it, supposing the bar to continue straight, is unchanged. The bar must of course be

guaranteed from rust or change of shape. As the test of actual length is required to

be very exact, the series of experiments should be continued without interruption as

long as possible. I have therefore had an apparatus constructed for swinging these

pendulums in vacuo, which, so far as I can judge, will give almost any degree of accuracy

to this part of the inquiry, with very little trouble to the observer ; this was in fact my
first step, and until this was secured I did not think it worth while to apply myself to

the rest of the apparatus.

“ The next point is, the very accurate comparison of two bars with each other, the

bars being supposed of the same material. Connected wth this is, the determination of

the law of expansion of the metal that may be used, at usual and moderate temperatiu’es.

The preparations for this apparently simple operation ^vill perhaps appear complicated.

I should however be unwalling to give up any of them ;
so important do I hold this

solidity of the apparatus to be.

“ The real difficulties in the practical problem have been, so far as I can judge, the

instability of the optical beam compass employed, the unsatisfactory mode of supporting

the bar, the Avant of due verification of the axes of the microscopes, and the variations

of temperature, Avhich were not indicated by the measuring means employed. Thus, in

Mr. Baily’s apparatus [the apparatus of the Royal Astronomical Society], which was

certainly an improvement on all that preceded it, the obseiwer’s body had a sensible

effect on the bar which carried the microscopes, and probably on the direction of their

axes ;
it also affects differently the temperature of the two bars and that of the thenno-

meters. These effects may be partly eliminated by interchanging the bars, &c. ; but

there is another cause of error which cannot be eliminated, namely, that the beam which

carries the microscopes is affected by the motion of the frame which carries the bars.

[Mr. Sheepshanks then described an experiment of the comparisons of tliree ii'oii bars,

in which every single reading of the microscopes Avas very satisfactory, yet the result as

relating to the difference of length of the three bars Avas misatisfactory.]

“ Having thus arrived at the conviction of the absolute necessity of a steady stand and

an immoveable beam compass, I have tried to obtain them in the manner Avhich you

Avill see.

“ The principle I have had constantly in my mind has been this. We do not knoAv

where the difficulties may be : let us not throAV aAvay a chance ; let us take care to pro-

vide for all knoAvn contingences, regardless of cost, and trust to combating the imknoAATi

difficulties when they are found. It seemed to me not suitable to the Committee, nor

indeed to our national character, to try any but the best conceiAable means, and I have

acted for the Government as I would do for myself.
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“ I will now say a few words on the question of measuring temperature, leaving the

measurement of the expansion of the bars aside.

“ A httle consideration showed me that there was no use in making most accurate

comparisons, unless I had most accm’ate means of measuring the temperature also ;
and

that I required to know the reading of the thermometer to at least the -^th of a degree

of Faheexheit. I soon found that there was no reasonable expectation of procuring

such thermometers, and I proceeded as follows :

—

“ Mr. Simms assigned me a very intelligent and zealous workman, who, after some

disappointment of external aid, undertook to graduate the thermometers himself. The

tubes were divided by the dividing engine (probably as well as it could be done) to 180

equal parts, from somewhere below freezing to about boiling. He then bit-in the divi-

sions by fluoric acid.

“ The thermometer with the tube thus prepared comes into my hands. By a column

of mercury occupying about 90 parts, the whole length is bisected and the error of the

90 divisions ascertained, and also the error of 30 relative to 120, and that of 150 relative

to 60. Next with a column of mercury occupying about 60 parts, which is carried in

three steps from 0 to 180, the errors of 60 and 120 are found, and thus (as above) those

of 30 and 150 are known. Also by carrying the column of 60 parts backwards and for-

wards fr’om 90, new measures of the errors of 30 and 150 are obtained
;

if these agree

with the former, the errors of 30 and 150 are well known. Then with a column of

about 50 parts, which is carried in three steps from 0 to 150 and from 30 to 180, the

divisions 50, 100, 80, 130 are corrected; and the length of this 50 column being now

well known, it is used by application to the former divisions to subdivide to ev^ery 10.

A column of 45 parts will then subdivide all to every 5, and this subdivision is checked

by the comparison of each 5 with the mean of the adjacent 10. I have learned the

manipulation of a thermometer so as to break the column myself, and have thus saved

much trouble. [Mr. Sheepshanks then described the practical method of performing

this operation.]

“ The next thing is to settle the boding- and freezing-points (as all the determinations

already described are referred to degrees 0 and 180, which may be erroneous). There

is no difliculty as to the freezing-point ; a great number of observations showed me that

with proper precautions I could rely on it to about r^th of a degree. The boiling-

point presented some difliculty, until the following method was adopted. The water is

boiled in a close vessel having apertures for the escape of steam under control, and these

are regulated till there is just no sensible pressure on a mercurial siphon communicating

with the interior. [The bulb, as I understand, was surrounded by steam.] The thermo-

meter may now be considered as completely made.

“ But there is an anomaly which ofiers some difliculty. Take an old thermometer,

ascertain its freezing-point, boil the thermometer, ascertain its freezing-point again,

and you will And it has fallen from one-third to one-fourth of a degree. I found a

sensible though not a large change by raising the temperature to 100°. I believe
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that the freezing-point rises in time to its old place, to be again displaced by a fresh

boiling.

“This difficulty I propose to meet thus. I take properly graduated thermometers

which are of some age, and of which the freezing-points are carefully ascertained. I

compare these with standard thermometers which have just been verified, at tempera-

tures as high as I can get by natural means (say as high as 70° or 80°). Then those

(^. e. the old thermometers) are good so long as the freezing-point does not alter ; and

I expect that it will not alter, for these thermometers will not be exposed to severe

changes of temperature. If it should alter, the correction of the freezing-point will

be common to all the readings. I intend to make these comparisons by putting the

standard and other thermometers into the iron trough, and reading with the telescope.

“ The experiments for expansion will be made for those temperatures which naturally

occur for such experiments, and not much higher.

“ What I have now to ask is, that you approve or disapprove of what I have done,

and sanction the payment of the expense incurred, except so much as refers to the ther-

mometers. This is not very large, and is as yet incomplete ; nor can it be said whether

some portions of the apparatus may not belong rather to the artist than to Her Majesty’s

Government.

“ I now come to the point on which I particularly require direction.

“ I intend to inquire into and to leave means for inquiring into the best material for

a standard bar. But this will be a work of time. The question which presses is, what

material will you adopt nowl Mr. Baily wished to have bronze, and a number of

bronze bars are made. I have had half a dozen bars of several materials, \iz. cast steel,

cast ii'on, Swedish iron, and Low Moor ii’on : I ordered some of copper, but the casting

failed; Mr. Donkin has however given me a copper bar. I propose to keep all the

bases of any measure which may be made in the hands of the Committee, so as to have

the whole subject accessible, and to preserve the power of completing it.

“ If the Committee will specify the material, my mode of proceeding will be as fol-

lows. Suppose that cast steel were proposed I should take a steel bar, mark the diHsions

determining a yard pretty nearly, find its expansion, compare it with other authorities,

and then define the yard in terms of it.

“ Having thus done, I should direct the artist to make me five copies, juutatis

mutandis, as near as might be to the definitive yard. These copies would be the

Standard and four Parliamentary copies A, B, C, D. I should now make a 's ery careful

comparison of the primary Standard with my generator, and also ufith A, B, C, D.

The Standard and A, B, C, D may now go to the Government for legislation or adop-

tion, and for conservation. The generator I should retain, and upon this should found

all my future inquiries, and in fact all copies for publication. The process is the same

whatever metal is employed, and in each metal I propose to have a scale and a pen-

dulum, for perpetuation and for comparison Avith other measui’es.

“ If the Committee will determine as to the metal and the authority for the length, I
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think I need give them little trouble for some time. But I think it would be better

that, for the present, they should confine themselves to the metal.

“ If experience should show that there is a manifest advantage in some other metal, I

wdll apply to them again for direction.

“ With regard to the authority for length, I must own that I do not think the com-

parison Avith former measures (except the 10-foot and 6-inch Ordnance bars) of much

value; or that the Parliamentary Standards Avill be of much use. But I rely upon

being able to furnish at small trouble and no great cost, measures which shall have a

given relation to a certain measure within 5-5
-

ooo th of an inch, and which can be per-

petuated without much risk. I expect to produce a standard yard per day, by devoting

an hour and a half or two hours to the readings of one bar and the adjustment of a

second in its box ; which second is to be compared next day, or in 48 hours, and have

its place taken by a third.”

The Committee then inspected sundry apparatus under the guidance of Mr. Sheep-

shanks.

First, in one of the chambers of the floor next below the ground floor, they in-

spected the comparing apparatus of the Eoyal Astronomical Society ;
being that which

Mr. Bailt had proposed to use for the Parliamentary Standards, &c., and to which

attention is called in Mr. Sheepshanks’s communication.

Secondly, they saw the vacuum apparatus for pendulum vibration, consisting of a

large brass truncated cone supported by three spreading claws, with proper windows

below for observations of vibrations, and Avith proper agate planes at the top for the

support of the knife-edges : the cap closing the top was also exhibited.

Thirdly, in one of the Auults two storeys beloAv the ground floor, they saw the prin-

cipal parts. of the neAv comparing apparatus. Upon a large low pier surmounted by a

stone are planted tAvo stone pillars, carrying a connecting top stone, and two stones

crossing it
; to these crossing stones the microscopes are attached ; upon the platform

there travels a large three-Avheeled carriage or moveable platform, upon which is placed

the large box (intended to contain the Avater, &c. by Avhich temperature will be given),

in which is a drop-box intended to carry the bars, each in its proper case and supported

by its proper lever-frame. The illumination is effected by an Argand lamp placed at a

considerable distance, whose light is directed by proper reflectors,

The Committee then resumed. It was then

Resolved,—That the Committee approve entirely of the course followed by Mr. Sheep-

shanks, and request that Mr. Airy Avill take measures for the examination and discharge

of the instrument-maker’s accounts.

The Committee then considered the question of material for the Standard. Mr. Airy

read a priAnte letter from Mr. Faraday, of which the following is an extract :—“ I do

not see any reason Avhy a pure metal should be particularly free from internal change

of its particles, and on the whole should rather incline to the hard alloy than to soft

copper, and yet I hardly know why. I suppose the labour would be too great to lay

MDCCCLVII. 4 Q
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doAvn the standard on different metals and substances
;
and yet the comparison of them

might be very important hereafter, for twenty years seem to do or tell a great deal in

relation to Standard measures.”

After deliberation it was

Resolved,—That at present the Committee see no reason for departing from their

resolution of the 11th of July, 1843—“ That the material employed for the construction

of the Parliamentary Standard of Length be beU-metal or steel, as ]SL-. Bailt may think

best,”—as explained by Mr. Bailt at the meeting of the 10th of November, 1843, when

Mr. Bailt recommended an alloy of copper and tin.

I may here appropriately give some description of the apparatus which Mr. Sheep-

shanks employed.

First, for the thermometers. The apparatus for the freezing-point (the usual small

vessel for containing pounded ice or snow, admitting of drainage of supei’fluous water),

and the apparatus for the boiling-point (a small covered saucepan, with a mercurial

gauge, and a hole for the thermometer-stalk), require no further description. In the

operations for breakmg the column of quicksilver, Mr. Sheepshanks never tnisted to

subdividing the graduations of the thermometer-tube by eye. The tube was laid in a

horizontal position
;
and a microscope pointing downAvards, mounted in a frame which

admitted of horizontal motion above the tube, was directed successBely to each end of

the column of quicksilver
; and at each end three readings of the microscope-micrometer

were taken, namely, one for the end of the quicksilver-column, and one for each of the

graduations preceding and following that end of the quicksilver. A numerical computa-

tion was then required for determining the factional part of the tube-graduation corre-

sponding to the position of the end of the quicksilver-column. This operation, though

very exact, occupied much time ; it might "without doubt have been facilitated by proper

mechanical an’angements, of which howeA^er Mr. Sheepshanks never availed himself.

Secondly, for the comparison of 3-foot bars. The apparatus estabhshed in the cellar-

of the Royal Astronomical Society’s Apartmeiits in Somerset House aauU be understood

from the diagrams in Plates XXVIII., XXIX. and XXX., to which the folloAving expla-

nations apply.

Figure 1, Plate XXVIII., is a ground-plan of the apparatus. The trough for enclosing

the case which actually contained the bars is entirely omitted. The observer’s station (or

what may be considered the front of the apparatus) is the loAver part of the diagram.

A, A, &c. is a wooden enclosure, covering the back and (partially) the sides, and

extending from the floor nearly to the ceiling of the room.

B, B, &c. is the general platform of masonry.

C, C are the two stone piers.

D, D, a horizontal slab extending right and left
; resting on the top of the piers.

EiE, EE, two solid transoms of stone, resting upon DD; they cai-ry the two microscopes.

FF, a slab resting upon the two transoms.
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G, G, the two micrometer-microscopes. They pass through channels cut in the sides

of the transoms ; each is. carried by two horizontal Y’s which are cemented into the

back of the channel, and is pressed into the Y’s by bars of brass whose ends are fixed

by screws to the pomts of the Y’s.

H, H are two lamps for throwing light upon the reflectors of the microscopes, and

thus iliummating the defining-points of the standards under observation.

II, II, two perforations in the slab DD, through which the light of the lamps passes

to the microscope-reflectors.

J, J, narrow plates of brass, attached I believe for no other purpose than to support

the plates, which cover the open side of the channels in which the microscopes are fixed,

and which protect the microscope-tubes from violence and from radiation.

KK, KK, broad plates of brass below the transoms, which I believe were intended

to intercept radiation between the transoms and the standards.

L, L, cords which supported the plates K.

M, the great travelling platform, on which the box carrying the standards was placed.

The box is not shown in this diagram.

N, N, the two side-wheels of the travelling platform.

O, their common axletree.

P, the tail of the travelling platform, with a wheel below its end, which is not seen

in this diagram. This wheel, as well as N, N, roll on the masonry B.

Q,

Q, Q, Q,fom’ screws for vertical adjustment of the box which is placed on the platform.

K, E, R, R, fom' screws for lateral adjustment of the box.

S, S, two screws for longitudinal adjustment of the box. They were sometimes turned

by hook’s-joint handles.

T, T, &c., eyes for the fixing of cords, for cmveniently raising the platform.

Figm'e 2 is a front \iew of the apparatus

.

D' is a small block of stone cemented to D and to E, apparently to connect them

more flnnly.

E' is a larger block cemented to D and to both the transoms E, apparently for the

same purpose.

The Y’s which caiTy the microscopes G are shown (concealed by stone) in this view.

U is the third wheel of the travelling platform, carried by its tail P.

V is the large cast-iron box or water-trough carried by the platform
; which was

nearly filled with water, and into which was dropped the box containing the Standards

to be compared.

W, eyes for the fixing of cords.

X, a tap for the discharge of the water.

Figure 3, Plate XXIX., is a side view of the apparatus.

J' is the plate which covers the microscope-tube.

The bars which press the microscope-tube into the Y’s are shown in this view, con-,

cealed only by the plate J'.

4q2
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Figure 4 is a plan of the water-trough, as mounted on the platform, and carrying the

drop-box, in which the two Standards to be compared are supposed to be placed.

The upper surface V of the water-trough is cast in a pannelled form.

Y is the drop-box, made of brass, resting by its flanges all round upon the upper

surface of V.

Z is the cover of the drop-box.

a, a are two handles of the cover.

b, b are two long slits, for observing the stalks of two thermometers enclosed in the

drop-box.

b', b', two slits through which light is thrown from the upper reflecting prism to the

lower reflecting prism, to illuminate the thermometer-scales.

c, c, c, c are four holes, through which the deflning points of two Standards are

viewed by the microscopes G.

Figure 6 is a longitudinal section of the water-trough, the drop-box, and the quick-

silver-box, showing one of the bars as partially floating in the quicksilver, for obseiwation

with the microscopes. (The bars intended to be placed in quicksilver were all covered

with gold-beater’s skin.)

d, d are two blocks supporting the quicksilver-box.

e is the quicksilver-box of cast iron.

f is a swinging stirrup, on which the middle of the bar rests very slightly.

g, g, adjusting screws which act on the immediate support of f.

h, the Standard Bar under observation, floating almost freely in the quicksilver.

i, i, the well-holes in the bar, sunk to the depth of half its thickness ; in the bottom

of each well-hole is flxed a gold pin, on the surface of which the deflning mark is traced.

In all the bars ultimately constructed by Mr. Sheepshanks, the defining mark is a fine

line, transversal to the bar ; accompanied by two lines parallel to it, one on each side at

the distance O’Ol inch; which were intended to give the means of ascertaining the

value of the divisions of the micrometer. There are also two longitudinal lines ; and

the point of the transversal line intended to define the Standard Measure is that which

is midway between the longitudinal lines.

j, j, two bent thermometers. It is to be remarked that there is a longitudinal par-

tition in the quicksilver-box, and that two large and deep notches are cut in this pai'-

tition, in which the bulbs of the thermometers are lodged, and through which the quick-

silver flows. The stalks of the thermometers rest on the edge of the partition. (In a

few bars, holes were sunk in the bars themselves, and bent thermometers with small

bulbs were placed in these holes, in quicksilver, I believe).

j', j', two long rectangular glass prisms, for turning a beam of light, thro\\m vertically

through the slits b', b', into a horizontal direction, by internal total reflexion, in order

to illuminate the thermometers jj

.

j", j", two paper cards in an inclined position, beyond and below the thermometers,

upon which was thrown the beam of light passing horizontally from j', j', and which

formed a white ground for the vertical vieAV of the thermometer-tubes.
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Figure 6, Plate XXX., is merely an enlarged view of the adjustment of the stirrup-

support in figure 5.

Figure 7 is a transversal section of the water-trough, drop-box, quicksilver-box, and

bars.

k is the longitudinal partition of the quicksilver-box.

Figure 8 is a plan of two standards as placed in the quicksilver-trough for comparison.

In figure 4 they are concealed by the cover Z.

Figure 9 is an enlarged plan of the adjustment of the stirrup-supports in figure 8.

Figure 10 is a longitudinal section of the mounting employed when the standard-bars

are supported by “ block-and-stirrup.”

1 is a block, planted on the platform M.

m, a wooden box.

n, n, two blocks.

o, a brass plate resting upon them.

p, a small metallic block (with foot-screws), on which the standard-bar immediately

rests. This is the “block” of the “block-and-stirrup” apparatus.

q, one of two uprights supported by a pedestal similar to that of p.

r, a stirrup swinging with pivots on the top of q. This is the “ stirrup ” of the

“ block-and-stirrup ” apparatus. The standard-bar rests in this stirrup.

Figure 11 is a plan of the instrumental arrangement for the comparison of the length

of one standard-bar defined by line-measure with the sum of the lengths of two sections

of two standard-bars defined by end-measure. The principle concerned in this operation

will be explained in the latter part of this Memoir.

s and t are two end-bars, with then’ ends in contact. The line-bar h, and each of the

end-bars s and t, is supported upon a lever-frame, to be described shortly.

w, w, &c. are collets, fixed near the extremities of the end-bars by stiff-friction only.

X, X are spiral springs attached to the collets, drawing the ends of the bars into con-

tact, "with a pressure of about 3 lbs.

Figure 12 is a longitudinal section of the same arrangement, showing however only

the two end-bars upon their lever-frames.

V, V, V, V are insertions of pieces of agate in the ends of the metallic bars.

For understanding of the supporting-mechanism, it must be remarked that each bar

rests upon two lever-frames ; and that the form of each lever-frame is the following.

The foundation-block supports the centre of motion at the centre of the length of a lever

of first order ;
this lever consists of two parallel plates separated by a much larger space

than the breadth of the bar, and the parallel plates are tied by cross-ties. This lever

carries the two centres of motions of two similar but smaller levers of second order,

each consisting of two parallel plates, falling between the parallel plates of the lever of
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first order, but yet more widely separated than the breadth of the bar. Each lever of

second order carries two rollers, upon which the standard-bar rests.

y is the support of a lever of first order.

z, z, the cross-ties of a lever of first order.

a, a, the centres of motion of levers of second order.

4, h, the cross-ties of a lever of second order.

c, c, the rollers carried by a lever of second order, on which the standard-bar imme-

diately rests.

It will be seen that the pressures on the four different rollers c, c, c, c, canied by one

le's^er-frame, are necessarily equal ; and that if the two lever-frames are planted symme-

trically under the bar, the pressures on the eight different rollers are necessarily equal.

Figure 13 contains a view and section, on an enlarged scale, of the ends of two end-

bars in contact. The inclined lines show how the angles of the square bar are chamfered

off so as to form an octagon
;
which is turned at the extremity uito a cylmdiical fonn.

Figure 14 represents the microscope commonly employed to read the graduations of

the thermometers. The small pieces at the bottom of the frame embraced the edge of

the flange of the drop-box, permitting the frame to slide longitudmally. The mode of

illuminating the thermometer-tubes will be understood from this figm-e : fZ is a small

hand-lamp, by which light was thrown horizontally into the reflecting prism e. By this

reflexion, the light was thrown downwards upon the reflectmg prism j' ; and by the

second reflexion the light was thrown horizontally upon the inclined card j", which

served as a ground under the thermometer-tube
j
when 'viewed by the microscope

from above. In order to facilitate the reading of the comb in the field of “siew, a card

f was mounted, which, when the micrometer-wire had been brought to the end of the

column of quicksilver or to the nearest division on the tube, was inclined to the posi-

tion f, and received the light of the lamp, and fully illuminated the field of -^iew.

This, perhaps, will be a proper place for inserting a memorandum by Mr. "W. Simms,

.lun., on Mr. Sheepshanks’ practice in obser\dng the Standard Yards, with which ]\F’. W.
Simms favoured me after the death of Mr. Sheepshanks :

—

“ The two bars to be compared were placed upon then supports Avithm the trough,

at a distance of about 2 inches between their centres, and as nearly parallel as practi-

cable, care being taken that each division should pass nearly mider the axis of the

micrometer-microscope when the trough was Avheeled up to its place.

“ There is a considerable amount of adjustment proAuded in the trough-carriage
; but

Mr. Sheepshanks preferred having the apparatus so carefully arranged, that but little

adjustment might be required at the time of comparison.

“ I believe no observations were ever made on the same day on which the bars Avere

arranged ;
I frequently placed them for Mr. Sheepshanks in the evening, and he

observed the following day ; so that generally eighteen homs Avere alloAved to intervene

at the least. The trough was always covered up Avhen left, small shutters being placed

over the holes in the covers through which the diAisions Avere seen.
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“ The observations were made thus. The trough [upon the travelling platform M]
being wheeled by the hand, so as to brmg the divisions on

.
one of the bars under the

micrometers, the trough-adjusting screws were used finally to adjust the division, so that

the micrometer-readings should be on opposite sides of the zero and nearly to an equal

amount : three readings were now taken of A [one of the microscopes], and entered

together ;
then three of B [the other microscope] were made and registered ; three more

of B under these ; and finally, three of A. Mr. Sheepshanks considered this method of

registering six observations of each division to be a check upon any start which might

take place in the apparatus
;
and three readings were easily kept in memory, so that

they could be witten down at once.

“ The trough being wheeled up, and the other bar being similarly adjusted by the

trough-adjusting screws, the micrometer-readings were taken in precisely the same

manner.

“ The lamps were then changed
;
that which illuminated micrometer A being applied

to B, and vice versa.

“ The trough remaining undisturbed, a similar set of observations were made of the

same bar, a slight change of reading being frequently found to arise from a change of

light. Then the first bar was brought up to position and observed. This completed a set.

“ At an early period of the observations the bars were made to change places in the

trough, and another set was taken the following day, as Mr. Sheepshanks considered

that the position of the trough might affect the distance between the micrometers.

“In Mr. Sheepshanks’ register of observations, the bar marked ‘inwards’ is that

farthest from the observer.

“ At a later period the bar of comparison Avas left undisturbed, and a number of other

bars was compared Avith it
;
then that bar Avas placed in the other position, and the com-

parisons again made ; this was to avoid having to arrange two bars every time.

“ Mr. Sheepshanks commonly made several sets of observations at one visit, but each

set was ahvays kept separate.”

Section V.—Proceedings of Mr. Sheepshanks to the middle of 1850
;
preparation of

Thermometers ; adoption and rejection of '•'‘Brass 2 ” as Basis for the new Standard

Yard; adoption and rejection of '•'• Split Plug A •j’’ adoption of '•'• Bronze VI expe-

riments cm thermometric expansion; comparison of Bronze 12 with several bars;

first suspicion ofpersonal equation ; rejection ofBronze 12 Basis, andfinal adop-

tion of “ Bronze 28.”

I now commence an account of the measures made by Mr. Sheepshanks Avith the

various apparatus which I have described. And here I must state generally, that the

magnitude of the Avork makes it impossible for me to enter into great details. From

actual numeration of a large portion of the observations, and from estimation of the

rest, I find that the number of micrometer-readings amounts to nearly two hundred

thousand. I can therefore only give abstracts or results.
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The work which obviously was first to be undertaken, was the preparation of ther-

mometers. It will be convenient here to describe all that was done, to the time of

Mr. Sheepshanks’s death.

Thermometers were procured, generally in Series of twelve at a time, and each Series

was distinguished by a letter or mark ; as A, B, C, Flat S, Flat Bore, Flat Notched, Bound

Bore, Bound Notched, Long S, Bent. After all destruction by breaking, the number of

thermometers still in my hands is 66. It was, I suppose, the intention of !Mr. Sheep-

shanks, that each of the Standards which he proposed to construct should be accom-

panied by a thermometer. Of these thermometers, a few were never examined at all

;

but the greater part were examined, some for the freezing-point, some for the boiling-

point, some for the subdivision, some for two or all three of these elements. Some were

merely compared -with others of the series whose errors were determined by the original

process (as, being intended for use through a limited range of temperature, they did not

admit of independent determination of the boiling-point).

The following thermometers, still remaining, were completely coiTected by the original

process:-—A, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9; Long S, I, 2, 3, 6. The following were coi-rected by com-

parison :--B, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10; C, 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10; Flat S, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 (aU by

comparison with A, 8, 9) ;
Flat S, 6, 8 ; Flat Bore, 1,2; Bent, I, s ; also Bailt’s A (by

comparison with others of the A series) ; Flat S, 9, 10, 11, 12 (by several of the A series

and several of the Long S series); Bent, 0 Notch, 2 Notches (by comparison with the

whole of the A series and the whole of the Long S series). The thermometers described

as Bent 0 Notch and Bent 2 Notches are otherwise marked B and L, and are the ther-

mometers which were inserted in the quicksilver trough, and on which in fact almost

the whole of Mr. Sheepshanks’s operations in the comparison of his own standai'ds

depend, so far as they are influenced by temperature. In some few instances, how-

ever, the temperatures depend on I and s (bent thermometers ufith small bulbs which

were inserted in holes in the bars). The freezing-points and the inequality of gradua-

tions of L, B, /, s were determined independently, but not the boiling-points.

I am inclined to think that the papers containing some of the early comparisons of

thermometers have never reached me. Thus it would appear that for j\L'. Sheep-

shanks’s “ Statement,” dated 1848, July 18, some comparisons of the Ordnance Bar

Thermometers and of Baily’s Thermometer A must have been made
;
but I find none,

in the papers which I possess, anterior to 1855. Even for the important thermometers

L and B, I find no comparisons anterior to 1850. In one of Mr. Sheepshanks’s papers

I find mention of “ two good old thermometers,” and I conjecture that comparisons had

been made with some thermometers supposed to possess superior authenticity.

It would seem that, as soon as some progress was made in the preparation of thermo-

meters, Mr. Sheepshanks proceeded to determine the value of one new bar, in terms of

the Lost Imperial Standard. The bar first employed for this purpose was called by him

“ Brass 2.” This bar was compared with Shuckbuegh’s Scale, the Boyal Society’s

Standard, and the Ordnance Standards, and with others not essential to the present
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purpose. To facilitate the comparison with the Ordnance Standards, two bars of

wrought iron (Low Moor and Swedish) were prepared, similar in form to the bronze

and brass bars, and were used as intermediaries
; some comparisons were however made

directly with the Ordnance Bars. Then it Avas necessary to express the length of

Shuckbuegh’s Scale and of the Royal Society’s and Ordnance Standards in terms of the

Lost Imperial Standard. For Shuckbuegh’s and the Royal Society’s Scale, Mr. Siieep-

SHAXES adopted Katee’s and Baily’s values. For the Ordnance Bars, a very troublesome

investigation Avas undertaken. On account of the difference of metal, it Avas necessary

to examine the graduation of the thermometers; and the result Avas, that Muephy’s

thermometer L requmed the correction — 1°T2, Muephy’s R — 0°-95, lA -l-0°‘7, and

2A — 0°’4. Baily’s thermometer appeared nearly correct. Then there Avas a discus-

sion, at great length, of the personal equations of the different observers, in the observa-

tion of the different dots of the Imperial Standard, and of the Ordnance Standards.

Long study wmuld be necessary to enable any person to exhibit all the steps of these

operations in a clear and logical form. The Aulues which Mr. Sheepshanks appears to

haA'e adopted for the lengths of the tAvo Ordnance Bars in terms of the Imperial Stand-

ard, at the temperature 62° Faheenheit, are IA= 35-999716 mches, 2A— 35-999892

inches. Finally, from these various sources, Mr. Sheepshanks inferred the value of

Brass 2, and communicated it to the Members of the Committee in the folloAving paper.

“ Statement of the means employed for obtaining an Authentic Copty of the Lost Imperial

Standard Yard. By the Bev. R. Sheepshanks.

“ As I haA’e noAv completed the first set of observations for restoring the lost Standard,

I AA’ish to present the results to the Committee.

“ I haA’e taken a brass bar (marked No. 2) as my term of comparison. This is held by

its middle, and floats as nearly as possible in mercury. The comparisons haA'e been

made carefully AAuth the heA primary evidence of the lost Imperial Standard.

“ I am A’eiy’ much surprised, and not a little mortified, that this evidence should be so

scanty ; still I trust that it is sufficient for my purpose, Avhich is simply to procure a

copy of the Imperial Standard, Avhich is at least as accurate as any results derived from,

or referred to it. A short notice of our measures of length Avill not be out of place.

All the accurate scales Avhich have been made Avithin the last hundred years can be

traced back, errors excepted, to the yard laid off by Geaham, on a bar made for the

Royal Society in 1742. I shall call this Geaham’s bar, to distinguish it from other-

scales belonging to the same Society. Upon this bar, Geaham laid doAvn a yard taken

from a Standard kept at the ToAver (this yard is marked E on Geaham’s bar, and is

called by me Geaham’s Toiver Yard E)^ but not with any particular care*; and Avhen

* It is stated in the Philosophical Transactions, 1742-3, p. 185, that “ Mr. Geaham did with the greatest

care lay off the length of three English feet from the Standard of a Yard kept in the Tower of London.” As

the Tower Standard was a flat scale, this conld he done with great accuracy. "WTien both were compared

MDCCCLVII. 4 E
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the authority of this original yard was called in question, he laid down, subsequently, a

second yard marked Excheq.^ which he took with great care* from an old Standard of

Elizabeth kept at the Exchequer as the legal Standard. These two yards were found

by Geaham to be thus related

Tower Yard E=Exchequer Yard ^a’c^C£.+ 0“ -0075.

“ This Tower Yard E is generally called the ‘ Royal Society’s Standard Yard,’ by the

earlier authorities.

“ I do not know when Bied made his original scale, but from his method of diriding

mural quadrants, a well-divided scale must, I think, have been in his possession before

the graduation of the Greenwich Mural Quadrant. In 1758 and 1760, he made two

Standard bars for a Committee of the House, which are kno’UTi by those dates, the

Standard of 1760 being in 1821 declared to be the legal Imperial Standard, which I am
attempting to restore. I find, from some notices by Maskeltxe, in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1768, pp. 324, &c., that Bied’s oim scale Avas just 0“ -001 in 3 feet shorter

than Geaham’s Tower Yard Ef ; and I believe, though I have no absolute eAudence of

the fact, that his own scale was the type followed by Bied in constructing his Standards

of 1758 and 1760, and in fact all the scales Avhich issued from his hands ; so that Bied’s

scales are, errors excepted, 0'" ‘001 shorter than Geaham’s ToAA^er Yard E. It is certain

that Teoughton, in laying doAvn his oAvn scale, took the fundamental length from a scale

by Bied (Philosophical Transactions, 1798, p. 137). Hence, as a general rule, all scales,

haring Bied or Teoughtox for their authors, Avill be found to be about 0“ -001 shorter

in 36 inches than Geaham’s ToAver Yard E ; although accidental eiTors, to half that

amount at least, may occur in any of the older scales Avhich have been examined by

Shuckbuegh, Katee, &c.

“ If this account be, in the main, correct, Ave see hoAv it comes to pass that Shuckbuegh's

scale by Teoughton should be nearly of the same length as Bied’s Standard of 1758 and

1760, since they are all of the same family. The statements of Shuckbuegh and Katee

as to the identity of the measures must be qualified, and Teoughtox’s belief in the

perfection and similarity of his own scales cannot be fully admitted;|;.

“ Another family of scales, viz. General Roy’s scale and Ramsdex’s scale, are said to

have been carefully compared Avith Geaham’s ToAver Yard E, and to haA e agreed exactly

with the Exchequer Standard, pages 548 and 550, their difference appeared to be — 0'’'"0075

= 0‘'' '0036. But the Excliequer Standard (a rude end-standard) could not be very exactly compared; and

it seems probable that the origin of the discordance is not in the inaccuracy of the transfer, but in tlie inac-

curacy of comparison through the Exchequer Standard.—G. B. A.

* That is, with as great care as the nature of the case permitted. The construction of the Exchequer

Standard did not admit of accurate transfer.

—

G. B. A.

t “ These are not Maskeltne’s very words, but his meaning applied to my oaa’u nomenclature.”

X “ From SHTJCKBUEaH’s measures of the 6-inch spaces of his scale, we may gather that the yard (F"-, .
.36'”'

exceeded the yard about 0*"'’00045, and thC'G-incli space 30*'’-..,3G*'’- exceeded the G-inch space

36'"'...42i"' by 0‘"--00053.”
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with it. From these scales, the measuring apparatus was constructed, with which tlie

bases of the English Trigonometrical Survey were determined. I refer to Kater’s

Memoir, Philosophical Transactions, 1821, p. 75, and to Appendix No. 1, with respect

to this operation.

“ RAi\iSDE]sr’s scale is lost. Roy’s scale was compared by Sir G. Shuckburgh with his

own scale, very unsatisfactorily*, and Kater has shown the result to be worthless.

Kater’s comparison, in 1821, agrees very well with Roy’s own account of it, viz. that it

was made for Graham, who would probably follow his own Tower Yard E more scrupu-

lously than Bird thought it necessary to do. 1 have not compared Roy’s scale, as I

consider Kater’s comparisons with the Imperial Standard in 1821 not satisfactory by his

own showing in the Memoirs of 1826 and 1830 : Baily did not compare Roy’s scale at

all with the Imperial Standard.

“ 1 have not looked after Kater’s standards of 1826, because they only profess to be

exact copies of Shuckburgh’s scale, and he has thrown doubt on the relation of Shuck-

burgh to the Imperial Standard in his memoir of 1830. 1 object strongly to his mode

of measurement, i. e. resting the apparatus upon the scale to be measured. On this

account also I reject Dolloxd’s scale, though it was compared directly with the Imperial

Standard. The most favourable tj^pe of Kater’s yard is the scale which he made for

the Royal Society in 1831.

“ The Royal Astronomical Society’s tubular scale, and two other scales of the same

construction for the Danish and Russian governments, were compared by Baily with

the Imperial Standard, I give, in Appendix No. 2, reasons why I have not admitted

the Royal Astronomical Society’s scale in these comparisons.

“ The scales I have actually compared with the Brass bar No. 2 are as follows :

—

in. in.

Sir G. Shuckburgh’s scale 0—36

Sir G. Shuckburgh’s scale 10—46

r

G

raham’s Tower Yard E.

All on the same barj Graham’s Exchequer Yard.

[Yard nearly same as E, but anonymous.

Kater’s Royal Society’s scale.

Ordnance Iron Bar, Al.

Ordnance Iron Bar, A2.

“ The du’ect comparisons with the Imperial Standard made by Baily and others in

1834 are not very satisfactory. The comparisons between the Imperial Standard and

* “He compares the successive feet of Eot with the 12 inches of his own scale, 12'"'
. .21’"-, and finds,

assuming his own foot to he correct, that

Eox 36 inches=35‘"'‘9999 SntrcKBTJKGn.

But this foot is, according to his own account, less hy 0‘"- 00006 than the mean foot of his scale, and less

by 0'“- 00013 than the mean foot of the yard from 0'"'
. .

36*"'. He also says, p. 178, that

Eot 42 inches=42‘«’-00010 of Shuckbuegh.

Kateb, on the contrary, makes Eot 36 inches=SHUCKBUB,GH 36‘"'’0009, and is, I doubt not, nearly right.”

4 R 2
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Shuckbuegh’s scale are not very numerous nor veiy consistent. Those between the

Imperial Standard and the Ordnance iron bars, A1 and A2, are singularly discordant.

“ I ought to mention that I selected my terms of comparison 'with the Imperial Stand-

ard, a])riori, on my otvn opinion of then- value from then’ history. I have not compared

any scale which appeared to me suspected, for I should not have known how to estimate

the weight, and mere discordance would not have justified rejection.

“ Some details and some steps of my comparisons will be found m the Appendix Xo. 3.

From these I deduce the following approximate value of the lost Standard :

—

“ 1st. From Shuckbuegh’s scale 10'"-
. .

46‘“':

—

in. in. in.

Brass bar 2= Shuck. 10 — 46+ 0-000222
,
100 Ohs. (Appendix Xo. 3.)

Shuck. 10‘“-— 46-" =Imp. Stand. + 0-000058 (Mem. R. A. S. vol. Lx. p. 120.)

.-. Brass bar 2= Imp. Stand. +0-000280

“ 2nd. From Shuckbuegh’s scale 0‘“-
. .

36‘“- :

—

in. in. in.

Brass bar 2= Shuck. 0— 36— 0-000006
,
120 Ohs. (Appendix Xo. 3.)

Shuck. 0'"- — 36'"-=Imp. Stand. +0-000090 (Phil. Trans. 1830, p. 377.)

.-. Brass bar 2= Imp. Stand. +0-000084

“ I have taken Katee’s last value as most worthy of confidence, but I do not much

trust it, on account of the objectionable mode of resting the microscope apparatus upon

the scale.

“ 3rd. From Katee’s scale, made for the Royal Society 1831 :

—

in. in.

Brass bar 2 =Katee’s scale 36+ 0-000849
,
110 bisections.

Katee’s scale 36-"-= 35-999380 (Phil. Trans. 1831.)

.-. Brass bar 2= 36-000229

“ I have given the values of Brass bar 2 in terms of Imperial Standard from compari-

sons with A1 and A2 in Appendix Xo. 3.

in. in. in.

“ Hence Brass bar 2= 36-000280 by Shuckbuegh 10 . . 46 and comparisons in 1834,

= -000084 Shuckbuegh 0 . . 36 and ILatee’s authority.

= -000229 Katee’s scale.

= -000303 Al, compared in 1834.

= -000275 A2, compared in 1834.

= 36-000234 by a mean of all.

“ This should be pretty near the truth
;
but I prefer 36-00025, if in such a matter such

a difference be worth notice.

“ 1 propose, therefore, in constructing- the new standards, to assume that

Brass bar 2= 36“' -00025 of lost Imperial Standard at 62° Faheexheit,

and to make that the base of my future proceedings.

“ Jw/y 18, 1848. “ R. Sheepshaxks.
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Appendix No. 1.

“ On the Scales used in the Trigonometrical Surrey, and especially Roy’s Scale.

“ The Irish Survey depends on a base which is ultimately referred to an iron bar of

10 feet, and a brass bar of 6 inches. These were laid off, I believe, from the 5-feet brass

measures of Teoughton or Shuckbukgh, as nearly as could be readily managed, but they

have no immed:iate relation to any yard, standard, or otherwise. It will be necessary to

ascertain the value of these units in terms of the new standard, when that is fixed ; but

there is nothing to be extracted from them which would assist us in restoring the

Imperial Standard destroyed in 1834.

“ At first sight, one might have expected some help from the scales employed in the

English Survey, viz. from Eoy’s scale and Ramsden’s scale, which were, or were intended

to be, the units of the bases of Hounslow Heath, Romney Marsh, «&c. ; but a careful

examination of the memoirs relating to those bases, and of Katek’s memoir (Philoso-

phical Transactions, 1821, p. 75), extmguishes hope of any aid from this quarter.

“ Roy’s scale (Philosophical Transactions, vol. Ixxv. p. 401) was purchased by him at

Shokt’s sale. ‘ It was originally the property of the late Mr. Geaham, the celebrated

watchmaker; has the name of Jonathan Sisson engraved upon it, but is knoAvn to have

been di\ided by the late Mr. Bied*, who then worked with Sisson.’ Roy, aided by

Rayisden, found that 36 inches, taken from ‘ Geaham’s Tower Yard E,’ exactly reached

to 36 inches on his scale, the temperature being 65°. Geaham’s Exchequer Yard was

formd 0“"0069 shorter. From the 40 inches of Roy’s scale, the deal rods and glass rods

used by Roy in measuring the HounsloAv Heath base were laid off, not directly, but by

40-inch spaces marked off on a large plank. By these points laid doAvn on the large

plank, the chain used in the Romney Marsh base Avas verified.

“ Ramsden’s scale Avas also compared AAith Geaham’s ToAver Yard E, ‘ Avhen they Avere

found to be precisely of the same length.’—Philosophical Transactions, 1795, p. 435.

This must have been a comparison of 36 inches only. From his OAvn scale, Rayisden laid

off 40-inch spaces on the 21-foot iron bar Avhich he used for ascertaining the actual lengths

of the chains A and B, by Avhich the base of PIounsloAv Heath Avas remeasured, &c.

“ If, then, the operations had been correctly performed, all the base measurements of

the English Ordnance Survey Avould haA'e been expressed in terms of Geahayi’s ToAA^er

Yard E.

“ But it is impossible to trust, implicitly, random expressions that two measures agree

exactly, this cannot be ascertained by a beam compass. Roy and Rayisden are both

silent as to the manner in Avhich they ascertained the relation of their 40 inches to

36 inches ; and Katee’s account of the 21-foot iron bar does not give a A^ery high idea

of Rayisden’s exactness in transferring his 40-inch spaces to his iron bar. (See his

memoir. Philosophical Transactions, 1821, p. 71.) Thus, according to Katee,

—

* “ The fundamental length was very probably laid off by Geahaai himself.”
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in.

“ Eoy’s scale, 36 inches=GKAHAii’s Tower Yard E— 0‘00047, which is

pretty well.

“ But a mean yard of Eamsden’s bar=GEAH.oi’s Tower Yard E+0-00114

“ Eoy’s yard, according to Katee, is about 0“"0009 longer than the Imperial Standard.

“ In fixing the Imperial Standard, ILa.tee very A^isely, I think, dismissed aU the sup-

posed units of the Survey. Eamsden’s scale is lost ; and I have not used Eoy because

it has no independent value,—professing merely to be a copy of Geaha]m’s Tower Yard ;

—

because the comparisons made of it by Shuckbuegh are very indifferent and inaccui-ate

;

and because those by Katee in 1821 are inferior in number, and very inferior in quahK,

to those made by him in 1831 between the Imperial Standard and the Scale of the

Eoyal Society, which I consider his most complete work in linear measurement.

“Appendix No. 2.

“ The Boyal Astronomical Society's Scale and the Tubular Scales discussed.

(The purport of these remarks has already been giverr.)

“ Appendix No. 3.

“ Comparisons between Brass Bar 2 and other Scales."

(These are now unnecessary.)

Mr. Sheepshanks rrow commerrced comparisons of Brass 2 with several Bronze bars, but

Avas much distressed by the imperfect definition and varying position of the defining lines,

as viewed under the nricroscopes. Numerous attempts Avere made to correct these faults

;

at lerrgth, recourse Avas had to arrother construction Avhich he called “ Split-Plug.”

Instead of cutting the line upoir the end of a gold pin, a plug of gold, included in one

of bronze, Avas split longitudinally
; the surfaces of separation Avere smoothed ; the tAvo

hah'es of the plug (each half consistiirg of tAvo metals) Avere then rrnited by pins
;
the

compound plug was forced from beloAV into a hole of the bar
; and its errd AA'as ground

off level Avith the bottom of the Avell, and Avas polished. The diAision of the gold plug

presented a well-defined dark line, scarcely affected by change hr the dkection of the

light. It appears to have been fh-st used on 1849, March 12. But about the same time

arrother improvement Avas made, namely, the use of pierced glass prisrrrs instead of

annular mirrors, for reflecting the light of the lamps upoir the defining lures. The

custom Avas also introduced of interchanging the lamps after every series of obseiwations.

These innoA^ations seem to have been so far satisfactory, that no desh’e aaas afterwards

entertained to extend or retain the use of the Split-Plug.

Split-Plug A was however compared fourteen times (fiA-e observations in each series)

Avith Brass 2 between 1849, March 12, and May 14; the mean gave

At temperature 49°T, Split-Plug A= Brass 2-f 0"®''"1044.

One revolution =0‘'''-00370.
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Split-Plug A was then used as a bar of reference with which fourteen bronze bars

were compared.

It was also compared directly with the Eoyal Society’s Scale ; but the result of this

du-ect comparison, 36“ -000485, did not exactly agree with that of the indirect comparison

through Brass 2. After remarking this discordance, Mr. Sheepshanks adds, “ There was

another objection to making the spht-plug bar my standard. The construction is not

mechanically sound ; the ditference from the true yard leaves too much influence to the

micrometer ; and I have upon it no scale by Avhich I can control the micrometer. 1

found too that by my better arrangement of the light, the superiority of the split-plug

was no longer e\ident. So I looked over the values of my bars compared with Split-

Plug A, and selected Bronze 12 as generating standard to which everything is to be

referred.”

After this decision, no farther use was made of the results of comparisons of bars with

Split-Plug A. The di\ided plugs were removed from A and from another of similar

construction called Split-Plug B, and they were then fitted with gold plugs and incised

lines in the same manner as the others, and were called Bronze 39 and Bronze 40.

In the month of September 1849 Mr. Sheepshanks proceeded to compare Bronze 12

with the original standards (omitting Shuckburgh’s scale). The results are tH^ follow-

ing;— (P=0-003576).

By 100 obsenations at 56°-04 Fahr., Bronze 12= Ordnance lA— 0'^-0582

=:36‘"-000219

By 100 observations at 56°-5 Fahr., Bronze 12= Ordnance 2A— 0''T275

= 36-000093

Also,
j.

By 75 observations. Low Moor A= Ordnance lA+0-06G3= 35-999962

By 55 obseiwations. Low Moor A= Ordnance 2A+0-0102= 35-999930

Mean .... =35-999946
and

By 200 obs. (reduced separately) at 62° Fahr., Bronze 12=Low Moor A-f -000149

= 36-000095

In a similar way, through a bar of Swedish iron.

Bronze 12= 36-000063

By 160 observations at 57°-58 Fahr., Bronze 12=R. Soc.4-0''-1727= 35-999982.

From these, Mr. Sheepshanks concluded

Bronze 12= 36-000043

at the fundamental temperature 62° Fahrenheit.

(Different reductions gave 36-000034 and 36-000048.)

In the winter of 1849-1850 Mr. Sheepshanks made a series of experiments for the

thermometric expansions of Bronze, Brass, and Low Moor Iron. The different tem-

peratures were given to the bars by pouring in water at different temperatures into the

external box : this, I believe, is the first occasion on which it was so used. The quan-
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tity of water employed at once was 11 gallons. The corrections to the theimometers

and II were still obtained, I beheve, from old thermometers : but, as the comparison

of L and R with new original thermometers followed closely, I am not quite certain on

this point. Each number below is the mean of about thhty comparisons

:

E=0“”003587.

For relative expansion of Bronze 12 and Low Moor Iron.

Day, 1849. Temperature. Reading for

Bronze 12.

Reading for

Low Moor Iron.

November 30....
<|^

68-76

64-41

r.

201-5598

201-0627

r.

201-2976
200-9355

December 1 ...<^

L

.51-30

58-88

57*16

199-

8867

200-

5319
200-3766

200-1899
200-5998
200-4895

December 3 67-65 201-3903 201-1642

December 5 78-81 202-5139 201-9086

December 6 ...

34-82

61-15
200-2089
200-7820

200-4075

200-7572

December 8 ...
|

48-46

75-45

199-6225
202-1283

200-

0354

201-

6404

December 10 ...
^

68-92
64-13

201-5636
201-0967

201-2943

200-9797

From these, the excess of expairsiorr of 36 iirches of Broirze above Irorr for 1° Faheex-

HEiT was inferred to be 0’'’03318.

For absolute expansion of Low Moor Iroir, Mr. Sheepshaxks compared the higher arrd

lower temperatures orr each of the following days: Nov. 30, Dec. 1, Dec. 6, Dec. 8,

Dec. 10, as given hr the last Table. From these he obtairred, for 1° Faheexheit,

Absolute expansion of 36 irrches of Low Moor Irorr=0’'-06095.

For absolute exparrsioir of Brorrze 12 arrd Brass 2.

Day, 1850. Temperature. Reading for

Bronze 12.

Reading for

Brass 2.

f
3§-06

r.

198-8437
r.

1

198-8780

January 24 < 51-73 200-3481 200-4152

67-82 201-8598 201-9467
!

!

January 25
|

70-14 202-0599 202-1320
45-85 199-7360 199-7850

January 26
|

41-95

70-46

199-2963
202-0152

199-3419
202-0959

May 4
^

54-23 200-0187 200-0701
'

63-87 201-1187 201-1719
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From these were obtained, for 1° Fahrenheit,

—

Absolute expansion of 36 inches of Bronze=0’09507

Absolute expansion of 36 inches of Brass =0'09601

;

and by combining the absolute expansion of Bronze with the excess of expansion of

Bronze above Iron-,

Absolute expansion of 36 inches of Iron=0‘'‘06189,

In the spring of 1850, from February to April, Mr. Sheepshanks determined the

scale of the two thermometers L and E, by comparison with five original thermometers

of the A series; and in 1849 and 1850 he compared I and s with two of the same series.

From this time, I conceive, every observation possesses extraordinary value.

In the summer of 1850, seventeen bronze bars and two copper bars were compared

wnth Bronze 12. The excesses of their lengths over that of Bronze 12 were as follows :

—

r.

Bronze 2 -0-0252

6 -fO-0042
'rr

i —0-0272

8 -0-0018

18 -0-0347

19 + 0-0014

20 -0-0146

21 -0-0034

22 +0-0033

23 -0-0054

24 +0-0107

25 + 0-0840

26 +0-0379

27 -0-0010

28 -0-0155

29 + 0-0364

30 + 0-0386

Donkin’s Copper + 0-0397

Mat’s Alloy (32 copper, 1 tin) -j- 0-0547

In the course of these observations, Mr. Sheepshanks saw reason for abandoning

Bronze 12 as Basis, and adopting Bronze 28 in its stead. He remarked that the

length of Bronze 28 (=Bronze 12— 0''-0155= 36'" '000048 — 0‘"”000056= 35'" '999992)

was as nearly as possible that of the Imperial Standard, that the bar floated evenly in the

quicksilver, and that it was nicely divided. Bronze 12 was not nicely divided, and did not

float evenly; and one of its gold dots was much tarnished while the other was quite

bright
; and the tarnished dot was much disfigured by a mercurial stain. Another con-

sideration, which afterwards led to extensive series of observations, was the following.

MDCCCLVII. 4 s
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A portion of the comparisons of bars abstracted above was made by Mr. W. .Simms, jun..

and a part by Mr. W. Ellis (of the Eoyal Obsen atory). On comparing the results for

ten bars, it was found that in every instance Mr. Sheepshanks assigned to these bars a

greater length (in reference to Bronze 12) than was given by Mr. W. Simms. The

mean value of the discordance was about 0‘“"000054
; by which, apparently, Mr. Sheep-

shanks read the length of Bronze 12 shorter than Mr. AY. Simms read it. ^Ir. Sheep-

shanks and Mr. W. Ellis agreed nearly
;
and Mr. Sheepshanks and Mr. W. Simms

agreed nearly when they observed other bars. It was thus that the suspicion of personal

equation, in the observation of lines apparently well cut, first arose : and it appeared

evident that the divisions of Bronze 12 were peculiarly liable to this personal equation.

Eor this reason, in addition to others mentioned above. Bronze 12 was rejected as Basis.

Bronze 28 was adopted in its stead, and was retained as Basis in all the subsequent

observations.

Section VI.

—

Operations of impiortant character to the end q/’lSoS: comparisons of a

small number of bars with Bronze 28; investigation of Personal Ecpiation ; investi-

gation of the effect of Inside or Outside position of the Bar-, investigaiion of the

relative thermometric expansion of Steel, Wrought Iron, Cast Iron, Copper, and

Brass, as coinpared^ with Bronze ; trial and rejection o/'Bailt’s Apparatus.

Observations made in the year 1850 had led Mr. Sheepshanks to think it possible

that a very small error might depend on the position of the bars as near to or far from

the observer. On examining the plans of the comparing apparatus, it will be seen that

this could arise in no other way tlian the following : that the travelling carriage is not

exactly in the same position for the observation of the two bars, that the foundation

stones will therefore be difterently pressed in the two cases, and that tlierefore there

may be (in some way not easily conceived) a strain of the transom bars which carry the

microscopes. The first experiments seemed to support this idea ; but the more com-

plete experiments of 1852 practically negatived it. The following Table contains the

epitome of the observations made at the end of 1850 and tlie beginning of 1851. Each

set of observations is the mean of five comparisons. The excess is in every case increased

by E-OGOO, in order to make it always po.sitive. The computations of means and of

probable errors were made by Mr. W. Ellis at the Boyal Observatory.
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Bars compared with
Bronze 28.

Position of Bar
Inside or Outside.

Number of

sets of

observations.

Excess of Bar
above Bronze 28

increased by
HOOOO.

Proljable Error

of one set.

Probable Error

of Mean.

Bronze 1 Inside. 4

r.

1*0236
r.

0*004406
r.

0-00220;i

Bronze 1 Outside. 4 1*0180 0*004088 0*002044

Bronze 2 Inside. 12 0*9986 0*004292 0*001239

Bronze 2 Outside. 12 0*9935 0*004367 0*001261

Bronze 7 Itiside. 12 1*0001 0*003359 0*000970

Bronze 7 Outside. 12 0*9977 0*003307 0*000955

Bronze 11 Inside. 8 1*0219 0*008207 0*002902

Bronze 11 Outside. 8 1*0172 0*003534 0*001336

Bronze 12 Inside. 16 1*0137 0*003807 0*000952

Bronze 12 Outside. 16 1*0128 0*004123 0*001031

Bronze (reversed)... Outside. 16 1*0250 0*003929 0*000982

Bronze 15 Inside. 27 0*9737 0*004888 0*000978

Bronze 15 Outside. 18 0*9678 0*004795 0*001130

Bronze 20 Inside. 12 1*0105 0*003013 0*000870

Bronze 20 Outside. 12 1*0040 0*004775 0*001378

Remarking that the probable error will be the same for the Mean Excess aho^e

Bronze 28 and for the Increase of Excess depending upon the Compared Bar being-

inside, the results from these observations are the following :

—

Name of Bar.
Mean Excess above

Bronze 28.

Increase of Excess

when compared Bar
is Inside.

Probable Error.

r. r. r.

Bronze 1 1*0208 + 0*0028 0*00150

Bronze 2 0*9960 + 0*0025 0*00088

Bronze 7 0*9989 + 0*0012 0*00068

Bronze 11 1*0195 + 0*0023 0*00160

Bronze 12 1*0132 + 0*0004 0*00070

Bronze 15 0*9708 + 0*0030 0*00075

Bronze 20 1*0072 + 0*0032 0*00081

These results undoubtedly support the idea that the bar appears too long when in the

Inside position by a quantity not differing much from 0’'-0022=:0'"’000008.

Much time was employed, in the latter- part of 1851 and the beginning of 1852, in

the observations of numerous bars, the results of which will be given hereafter. In

many of these observations Mr. W. Simms, jun. took a part, and thus there was frequent

comparison of the results given by two different observers. In the autumn of 1852, the

feeling of insecurity, with regard to personal equation and the influence of the bar’s

position, pressed so strongly on Mr. Sheepshanks, that, after consulting with me, he

determined on making an extensive series of observations with the assistance of several

obsen’ers who were familiar with micrometrical observations, and whose accuracy could

not be questioned. The persons who thus aided Mr. Sheepshanks were, Mr. Hendek-

SON and Mr. Dunkin of the Royal Observatory, Mr. Simms, Mr. W. Simms, jun., and

Mr. Waeeen De la Rue. The following Table gives the immediate results of the

operation. The element exhibited is the apparent excess of each bar above Bronze 28,

4 s 2
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except in the last division of the Table, where Bronze 7 is the standard of reference.

The “ division ” is one-hundredth part of a revolution, or 0“ -0000358. Each ” obseiwa-

tion ” is the mean of three comparisons.

Excess of each Bar above Bronze 28.

Excess Excess Number of Symbol for Excess,

Name of Bar. Observer.
Position of when when

observa- Error of
independent of posi-

Bronze 28. Bronze 28 Bronze 28
tions.

1

Mean. tion but dependent
is outside. is inside. on observer.

d. d.
!

r Sheepshanks
-j

Outside.

Inside.

— 1-382

— 1-131
78
64

1

0-0643

j

0-0642 }

Henderson
|

Outside.

Inside.

— 1-830

— 1-735

20

20

0-1396
0-1528 1

Bronze 10 ^

Dunkin 1

Simms
|

Outside.

Inside.

Outside.

— 1-515

- 0-788

— 1-240
20
10

8

0-1196

0-0940

0-1593
}

arg

1
Inside. -1-669 16 0-1138 J

W. Simms, jun. ...
|

Outside.

Inside.

— 1-656

—2-350
16

8

0-0849
0-1168 ! ^

a^jo

De la Rue
|

Outside.

Inside.

— 1-575

-1-714
8

14

0-1696
1

0-1419 j
a-,j

Sheepshanks
|

Outside.

Inside.

+ 0-213

+ 0-119

32
32

0-0989
1

0-0976 1 1
a-,

4

I

Henderson
|

Outside.

Inside.

+ 0-370

— 0-430

10

10

0-1913
i

0-1661
; }

Dunkin
|

Simms
|

Outside. -0-400 10 0-1456
1

Bronze 19 <
Inside.

Outside.

Inside.

+ 0-288
+ 0-010

+ 0-288

10

8

8

0-1473
0-1624

0-0919

/

}
ar^o

W. Simms, jun. ...
|

Outside. -0-425 4 0-1458

} iInside. -0-400 4 0-0634

-
De la Rue

|

Outside.

Inside.

-0-413

+ 0-400
8

8

0-1217

0-1785 } 1

Sheepshanks
|

Outside.

Inside.

+ 0-514

+ 0-107

28
28

0-0996
0-1043 j- a-jg

j

Henderson
|

Outside.

Inside.

+ 1-040

— 0-040

10

10

0-2246

0-2192 }
!

Bronze 20 < Simms
|

Outside.

Inside.

+ 0-550

+ 0-363
8

8

0-1365

0-0908 ^
a-jo

W. Simms, jun. ...

|

Outside.

Inside.

+ 0-750

+ 0-900

4

4

0-0773

0-0924 }
-a-ss

De la Rue
|

Outside.

Inside.

+ 0-670

+ 0-600

6

6

0-0895

0-1947

Sheepshanks
|

Outside.

Inside.

-0-495
‘—0-187

38
30

0-0862

0-0892 }
^36

Bronze 2 <

Henderson
|

Outside.

Inside.

Outside.

-0-745

— 1-530

-0-805
20
20

4

0-1444

0-1281

0-1336
^

^33

1W. Simms, jun. ...
| Inside. -2-275 4 0-0904 1

a-m

L De la Rue
|

Outside. -0-600 4 0-0411

Inside. -0-880 4 0-3095 r a'4j

Bronze 7 <
r
Sheepshanks

|

Outside.

Inside.

+ 0-506

+ 1-750

32
32

0-1133

0-0881 1
a-^^

W. Simms, jun. ...
|

Outside. — 0-500 4 0-0985 1
L Inside. -0-620 4 0-0965 j

a.s
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Table (continued).

Excess above Bronze 7.

Name of Bar. Observer.
Position of

Bronze 7.

Excess
when

Bronze 7

is outside.

Excess
when

Bronze 7

is inside.

Number of

observa-

tions.

Probable

Error of

Mean.

Symbol for Excess,

independent of posi-

tion but dependent
on observer.

Bronze 10 <(

Sheepshanks

Henderson <

Dunkin <

W. Simms, jun. ...

Outside.

Inside.

Outside.

Inside.

Outside.

Inside.

Outside.

Inside.

d.

— 2-711

— 1-210

-2-390

— 0-350

d.

— 2-142

— 1-360

— 1-630

— 1-530

28
24
10

10

10

10

4

4

d.

0-1008

0-0973
0-1454

0-1744
0-1653

0-2988
0-0506

0-1728

'

’ ^2 ^44

’ ^48

’ ^50

' ^10 ^46

It must be remarked that the “ probable error ” in the Table is the probable chance-

error in the mean of observations of the bar under given circumstances, derived in the

usual way from the discordances of the observations under those circumstances, and not

applying in any degree to a constant error of the observer or a constant error depending

on position.

The results were now treated in the following way :

—

From examination of Mr. Sheepshanks’s probable errors, it appeared that tlie probable

error of a single “ observation ” by Mr. Sheepshanks is about 0‘^’55. This quantity will

be called E.

On comparing the probable errors of the other observers with those of Mr. Sheep-

shanks, it appeared that theii’ proportions are nearly as follows :

—

Hendeeson Sheepshanks : 9 : 8

Dunkin Sheepshanks : I : I

Simms Sheepshanks : 3 : 4

W, Simms, jun. Sheepshanks : 5 : 8

De la Eue Sheepshanks : G : 7

It appeared from these that no sensible error would be committed by assuming the

observations of all the observers to be equally good, except those of W. Simms, jun., one

of whose observations is equivalent to two of any other observer, (This estimate agrees

entirely with the high opinion of Mr. W. Simms’s accuracy which Mr. Sheepshanks had

often expressed to me long before this time.) In other words, the probable error of one

E
of Mr. W. Simms’s observations will be that for any other observer being E. And,

to make the probable error, of the equation formed for the mean of n observations,

equal to E, the equation must be multiplied, for observers in general, by \/n : but for

Mr. AY, Simms, jun. it must be multiplied hy s/'lii.

Now let ^2 be Mr. vSheepshanks’s value of the excess of Bronze 10 above Bronze 28;

y the increase in this value produced by the circumstance of Bronze 28 being Outside
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(and consequently —

y

the increase when Bronze 28 is Inside), y being independent of the

Observer and of the Bar.

Then the equations formed from the means of Mr. Sheepshaaks’s two sets of compa-

risons of Bronze 10 with Bronze 28 are,

—

— 1'382

ir2--^= — 1T31,

E E
these equations being subject to th.e probable errors

Or ' ^/78..22+\/78.?/:=-~^/78x 1-382

\/64.^2“'%/64.?/= --Ay64x 1-131,

where each equation is subject to the probable error E. In this shape, the equations

are fit for use in determining the most probable values of &c., and y.

But we shall afterwards have need to determine the probable errors of the values of

X2 , ^4, &c.,;?/, so found. For this purpose, it will be most convenient to introduce here the

consideration of the actual error in each equation. Let then p,, e .2 be the actual eiTors

in Mr. Sheepshanks’s first and second mean result. Then the follo’^ving equations are

strictly correct :

—

-s/78 . ^2+\/^ -2
/= ”n/78 X 1 - 382 +x/T8 . c,

-s/M -\/64 X 1-131 +-s/M. C2

and similar equations for the other observers and the other bars. The first and last pairs

of equations for the comparison of Bronze 10 -with Bronze 7 T\fill be

—

x/28.^2 —\/28..r44+s/28.

3

/= — s/28 X 2-711 +-s/28x6'5i

\/24.^2 ~\/24.^44—s/24.?/=—s/24x2-142-f\/24 x^52

\/8 .^10— \/8 .^46+\/8 -2/=—\/8 x0-350+>/8 x^ss

s/8 .^, 0—\/8 . A46—x/8 .?/=—^8 xl -550 -f^8 x ^si -

And from all this assemblage of equations, new equations equal in number to the num-

ber of unknown quantities are to be formed according to the rules of the Calculus of

Probabilities.

The equations are for the most part very simple, those only which relate to x.2 . x^^.

^46? and y, presenting any complexity. I shall only give details of the following, as

specimens of the form and the treatment of the whole.

By solution of the third and fourth equations, x^ is found= — l-78-|--5(?3+^C4. This

expression is strictly accurate, but it cannot be used immediately because e.^ and (the

E E
actual errors) are not known. But the probable values of e.^ and e^ are — : the

E E
probable values of ^e^ and ^e^ are therefore = and —

; and therefore (by the theo-
V 80 V 80

rems of Probabilities) the probable value of the combination of these is
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Hence the value of is — 1’78 with a probable error or 0 ‘’-088 .

The expressions for x\o, x^e, found from solution of the equations, contain six

terms each, multiplying e,, 62, ^43, ^u, ^51, «52- The expression for y contains fifty-four

such terms. In each of these cases, the probable value of each term is to be set down

separately (not combined with the others by numerical addition or subtraction), the

square of each value is to be formed, the sum of the squares is to be taken, and the

square root of that sum will be the 'probable error of the quantity under treatment. In

this manner, the Results included in the following Table are formed :

—

Abstract of results.

Apparent increase in measure of referred 1

bar, when the referee is outside J

Probable

Error

e 1^ 1 0-018.

Excesses of the Lengths of Bars above Length of Bronze 28.

Name of Bar. Observer. Excess. Probable Error.

^2

X4

^6

^8

^10

^36

^’38

3^40

X^2

a^-14

3^46

Bronze 10

Sheepshanks.,
Henderson .,

Dunkin
Simms
W. Simms, jun.

De la Rue

r

Bronze 19

Sheepshanks..
Henderson ..

Dunkin
Simms
W. Simms, jun.

De la Rue

Bronze 20

Bronze 2

Bronze 7

Sheepshanks.
Henderson .

Simms
W. Simms, Jun.

De la Rue

Sheepshanks..
Henderson ..

W. Simms, jun.

De la Rue

Sheepshanks..
W. Simms, jun.

d.

— 1-28

- 1*78

-1-41
-1-39
-1-83
- 1-66

+ 0-17

— 0-03

— 0-20

+ 0-29

— 0-41

— 0-01

+ 0-31

+ 0-50

+ 0-46

+ 0-83

+ 0-63

-0-.36
- 0-78

-1-90
-0-74

+ 1-15

-0-72

d.

0-042

-088

-101

•079

•074

•117

•069

•123

•123

•097

•138

•138

•074

•123

•097

•138

•159

•067

•087

•138

•195

•055

•104

Excess of the Length of Bar above Length of Bronze 7 -

Xso 1 Bronze 10 <
Henderson — 1-29 •123

^.50 / Dunkin —2*01 •123

Excess of the Length of Bar above Length of Bronze 28 through the intermediation

of Bronze 10.

x^—x^^ 1
Bronze 7 <

Henderson -0-49 •150

Xq— X^i) j Dunkin + 0-60 •159
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It seems difficult here to resist the conclusion that there is a very sensible personal

equation. The difference between the results of different observers for the same bar

does in every instance greatly exceed any amount of discordance which could be inferred

as probable from the combination of probable errors. It is to be particularly remarked

that (so far as I can trace in the observations) all the observations of any one bar Inside

were taken by all the observers without disturbing the bar, and then all the observations

of the same bar Outside were taken by all the observers without disturbing the bar, or

vice versa.

On comparing the value found for y with its probable error, it does not appear certain

that there is any difference between results with Bar Inside and Bar Outside.

The best way of combining the results of the different observers, with due attention

to the circumstance that the chance-error of each observer’s result is far below their con-

stant difference, appears to be, to take the simple arithmetical mean. Thus we obtain

—

d.

Bronze 10=Bronze 28— 1-66

Bronze 19= Bronze 28— 0-03

Bronze 20=Bronze 28+0'55

Bronze 2= Bronze 28— O' 95

Bronze 7= Bronze 28+ 0T4

In the year 1853, nearly the whole time from March to September was occupied unth

experiments on the relative expansions of bars of several metals; Bronze 28 being in all

cases the standard of reference. The principal part of the observations was made by

Mr. Sheepshanks: some however were made by Mr. W. Simms, jun. I am aware that

these observations were made with very great care, although I cannot state every parti-

cular of the cautions which were employed. The temperatime was given by the tem-

perature of the water in the external trough ;
and I find that, when the temperature

had been altered by pouring in hot water, &c., no observations were made until six or

more hours after the alteration. In some cases, the trough was wrapped in blankets

during the night. The readings of L and B. were converted mto degrees of Faheenheit

by the Table made from the last comparisons of these thermometers. The observations

were subsequently reduced by Mr. W. Ellis at the Boyal Observatory. .

Each “ observation,” as before, is the mean of three comparisons
; and one revolution

= 0‘"-003587.

It will be sufficient to exhibit, as a specimen, the reduction of the observations of one

bar ; and for that purpose I will take Swedish Iron B.

Excess of Swedish Iron B above Bronze 28.

o „ y _
Sum of excesses in 24 observations at mean temperature 40-972=+ 17'0053

Sum of excesses in 28 observations at mean temperature 59-313= -j- 2-6529

Sum of excesses in 16 observations at mean temperature 63-215= — 0-5738

Sum of excesses in 16 observations at mean temperature 68-143= — 3-2412
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Let X be the excess of Swedish B above Bronze 28 at the temperature 0°; y the rela-

tive expansion for 1°. Then the first line gives the equation

24 x^'r+983-33x:?/=+ 17-0053,

and so for the others. These equations, assumed to be of equal value, were treated by

the method of least squares, and the result was

+2-081441

?/= -0-03350280.

On substituting these values in the four equations, the residual errors are

-0-0050, +0-0127, +0-0092, -0-0168,

which prove that there are no important errors of observation or reduction.

To find the excess of Swedish Iron B at temperature 62°, we must form x-\-yX^‘^.

Its value is +0^-004267.

And, as the relative expansion is — 0''-0335 or — 0‘“ -000120 : if to this we apply the

absolute expansion of Bronze +0*°-000341 (as found above), the absolute expansion of

Swedish Iron B for 1° of Faheexheit is +0'“ -000221. This applies to the length

36 inches.

In all the other instances, the range of temperature is almost exactly the same as for

Swedish Iron B, but the number of observations is greater. For Cast Steel B the

number is 148.

The following is an Abstract of Eesults :

—

Name of Bar. Excess above Bronze 28
at 62° Fahrenheit.

Relative expansion of

36 inches for 1“ Fahrenheit.

Cast Steel B
r.

— 0-006565

+ 0-005113

+ 0-004267
— 0-018638

+ 0-082740

+ 0-011634

r.

-0-03730370
-0-03.356648
— 0-03350280
— 0-03979733

+ 0-00072975
— 0-00743411

Low Moor B
Swedish B
Cast Iron C
Brass 2

Donkin’s Copper

About 1853, October 26, Mr. Sheepshaxks introduced the use of the “block-and-

sthrup ” moimting, and I beheve that after this time the system of floating the bars in

quicksilver was rarely or never used.

Between 1853, August 20, and December 24, Mr. Sheepshanks made numerous com-

parisons of several bars, by the use of Baily’s Apparatus (the comparing apparatus of the

Royal Astronomical Society), He was however much dissatisfied with the results, and

never reduced them to the state of Abstracts. In a letter to myself, dated 1854, Jan. 2,

Mr. Sheepshanks says, “ There is a clear difference in the comparisons depending on the

position of the bars : the inside bar is always the longest. But this difference varies

most lawlessly, from 3*^ to 10'’,” and then gives the means of comparisons on four days,

each mean being derived from 18 observations, as follows:

—

d. d. d. d.

Brass 2 farthest—Kew Bar nearest .... -1-93 - 0-97 -2-42 -4-02

Brass 2 nearest—Kew Bar farthest ....
MDCCCLYII. 4 T

+ 9-20 +10*05 + 7-35 +4-10
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Section VII.

—

Comparisons of numerous bars from 1851 to 1855; suspicion of change in

Bronze 28; removal of the suspicion; close of the operations for defining the Yard

by line-measure.

I have interrupted the chronological order, for the sake of bringing together in the

last Section the observations of fundamental character, and in the present Section the

mere determinations of the length of numerous bars.

In a former Section I gave the differences found by Mr. Sheepshank.s between

Bronze 12 and the folloAving bars (among others)

—

Bronze 6

8

18

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

29

and also Bronze 28

These bars were subsequently compared with Bronze 28, and they therefore afforded

very good means of comparing the two fundamental bars Bronze 12 and Bronze 28.

Their excesses above Bronze 28 were as follows:

—

d.

Bronze 6 +2 '90

8 +1-73

18 -3-32

21 +2-22

22 +2-62

23 +3-12

d.

Bronze 24 -f 3T2
''

25 4-4'77

26 +4-47

27 +1-84 ^

29 +3-71

and direct comparisons had

given for Bronze 12+l«^-55.

Combining these differences with the differences of the same bai's from Bronze 12.

inferring from each the value of Bronze 12 with respect to Bronze 28, and taking the

mean of all, with fivefold weight for the direct comparison,

Bronze 12=:Bronze 284-l‘^'84.

This value was used for connecting the inferred lengths (from comparison with Bronze

12) with the inferred lengths (from comparison Avith Bronze 28): then, in all cases Avliere

both bases had been used, a general mean w'as taken.

Thus by comparison, sometimes with one base, sometimes Avith tAvo, the folloAving

differences from Bronze 28 Avere determined. For conAenience of reference. I haAC

included in the same Table the differences determined in the last Section.
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d. d.

Bronze 1 +2-08 Bronze 23 +2-21

2 -0-95 24 + 3-02
o
O -2-28 25 (redivided) 4-0'25

4 + 4-63 26 +5-05

5 + 0-52 27 + 1-79

6 +2-58 28 (0-00)

7 +0-14 29 + 4-60

8 +1-70 30 + 3-24

9 + 7-14 31 -0-34

10 -1-56 32 -0-36

11 +1-96 33 +0-71

12 + 1-84 34 -0-25

13 + 1-35 35 +0-47

14 + 3-85 36 -0-75

15 -2-92 37 -0-62

16 + 0-56 38 -1-33

17 -1-30 39 +1-21

18 -2-48 40 + 0-07

19 -0-03 Baily’s A -3-50

20 + 0-55 B + 3-09

21 + 1-86 C + 4-05

22 H-2-40

Brass Bars.

D + 3-01

(Brass 2 is a fundamental bar, whose value was obtained in a preceding Section. The

Kew Bar was compared with Brass 2 and Bronze 28 : all the others with Bronze 28 only.

The Flat Brass Scale appears to have been compared on Baily’s apparatus : all the

others, 1 believe, with Mr. Sheepshanks’s apparatus.)

Brass 1 . . . .

d.

+ 0-07
d.

Royal Astronomical Society’s Tubular +11'67

2 . . . . + 8-27 Danish Tubular . . . . +12-01

Flat Brass Scale. . - 0-12 Simms’s Tubular 4 . . . . +13-88

Kew Bar .... + 1-54 Baily’s Tubular 5 . . . .
+19-42

New Tubular Scale -10-27

Copper Bars.

(Donkin’s is in the last Section. Maudslays’ and May’s were compared with Bronze 12.)

d.

Donkin’s Copper +1-16

Maudslays’ Copper 4-l’60

May’s Alloy +4‘15

4 T 2
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Iron and Steel Bars.

(Swedish B, Low Moor B, Cast Iron C, and Cast Steel B, are in the last Section.)

Swedish A, by comparison with

Swedish B
Swedish C, by comparison with

Low Moor A, by comparison with

Low Moor B
Low Moor C, by comparison with

Low Moor D, by comparison with

Cast Iron A, by comparison with

Cast Iron B, by comparison tvith

Cast Iron C

fBronze 12 1

1Bronze 28 J

Low Moor B
Bronze 28 1

Low Moor BJ

Low Moor B
Low Moor B

J
Bronze 12

ILow Moor B
Low Moor B

d.

-9-50

+ 0-43

+1-43

-3-56

+0-51

+2-16

+ 1-28

-3-08

-4-96

- 1-86

Cast Iron

Cast Steel

Cast Steel

Cast Steel

Cast Steel

D, by comparison with

A, by comparison with

B

Bronze 28 1

.Low Moor BJ

Low Moor B

C, by comparison with

D, by comparison with^

Low Moor B
Swedish B
Low Moor B
Cast Iron C

.Cast Steel B.

-3-52

-1-28

- 0-66

-2-70

. -3-61

Bars and scales which had formerly been compared with the Imperial Standard.

Ordnance 1 A, by comparison with

Ordnance 2 A, by comparison with

Shuckburgh’s Scale, 0— 36, by comparison with .

Shuckburgh’s Scale, 10— 46, by comparison .

d.

Bronze 12 - 9-12

Brass 2 - 7-63

< Swedish A -11-03

Low Moor A-10-19
Low Moor B— S‘57

Bronze 12 - 3-87

Brass 2 + 1-14

Swedish A -12-31

Low Moor A- 4-58

Low Moor B- 4-74

rBronze 28 -20-78

1

Bronze 12 -15-11

[Brass 2 -14-61

. Brass 2 + 8-43

fBrass 1 + 4-09

1Brass 2 + 2-29
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Ancient Bars.
d.

Henry VII., by comparison with Brass 2 — 1041'34

Elizabeth, by comparison with Brass 2 — 285‘93

Excheq., by comparison with Brass 2 — 156 '01

Tower, by comparison with Brass 2 + 53'27

Anonymous, by comparison with Brass 2 + 49 ’43

Mr. SHEEPSHAJfKS usually investigated the “ probable error ” of every result. It has

appeared to me unnecessary to record them here. They may be understood to range,

in general, a little above or a httle below 0‘^T, when line-divisions on firm bars were

compared.

It will be convenient, in estimating the import of the various numbers given above,

that the reader should remember the following values :

—

l'^-00= 0'“"000036 nearly— one-millionth part of the yard-measure.

I'^•00=Expansion of 36 inches of Bronze for 0°T0 FAiiEEisriiEiT.

= Expansion of 36 inches of Iron for 0°T7 Fahrenheit.

For accurate reduction, the following thermometric expansions of 36 inches for

1° Fahrenheit are to be used :

—

d. in.

Bronze . . 9-507= 0-000341

Brass . . 9-580-0-000344

Copper . . 8-764-0-000314

Wrought Iron . . . 6-153= 0-000220

Cast Iron . . 5-527-0-000198

Cast Steel . . . ., . . 5-777-0-000207

In the statements of results of comparison, it is always supposed that both bars are at

the temperature 62° Fahrenheit, unless a temperature is stated.

Between 1855, March 15 and April 3, Mr. Sheepshanks made three careful series of

observations for ascertaining the effect of flexure on the measure of a bar. Bronze D
was compared with Bronze 28, the circumstances of Bronze D being varied as follows :

—

1st. Bronze D was supported on block-and-stirrup, the points of support being those

indicated by theory : 2nd. Bronze D was supported in the middle, a trifling prepon-

derance being given to one end in order to prevent oscillation : 3rd. Bronze D was sup-

ported by block-and-stirrup at the extreme ends. The position of Bronze 28 was not

varied. The results for the excess of Bronze D above Bronze 28 were

—

d.

1st series, by 96 observations -|-3‘01

2nd series, by 72 observations -1-3-03

3rd series, by 72 observations +3’06

It is sufficiently clear that the effect of flexure is insensible.
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I proceed now to allude to a discordance wMcli was a source of great anxiety to

Mr. Sheepshanks.

In April 1855, Mr. Sheepshanks was engaged in measuiing the bar Cast Steel D.

By comparisons with four iron bars (as is stated in the Table abore), whose results

agreed very closely, the excess of Cast Steel D above Bronze 28 was found to be — 3'^-61.

But a direct comparison of Cast Steel D with Bronze 28, immediately preceding, had

given — 0‘’-46. This comparison was made at the temperature 45°-54, or 16°-46 below

the standard temperature. A trifling error of expansion might account for part of the

discordance ; and ordinary errors of observation might account for part. But in the

opinion of Mr. Sheepshanks, though the whole discordance scarcely exceeded the effect

of the thermometric expansion of Bronze 28 for 0°’3 Fahkenheit, it was impossible so

to explain away the whole or a large part of it; and he was con-vTnced that Bronze 28

had sensibly shortened. And so deeply and so painfully was this impression fixed in his

mind, that he actually contemplated the rejection of all the results which had cost so

many years of labour, and the commencing the work de novo.

The first conjecture on the possible cause of the apparent change was, that Bronze 28

while covered with gold-beater’s skin and cement (as in the earlier comparisons) might

have been so far constrained by that covering that it could not shrink down to its

natural length ;
but that in the last comparisons with Cast Steel D, when that covering

had been removed, it had contracted itself. In order to test this, ]Mr. Sheepshanks

immediately made measui’es of Bronze 12, Bronze 29, Bronze A, and Bronze B, whose

coverings had not been removed ; then he had the covering removed, and repeated the

measures. The following is a comparison of these measures :

—

Excess above Bronze 28.

d.

Bronze 12, before cleaning, 1855 April 26 -f4-50

after cleaning. May 1 +4-77

Bronze 29, before cleaning. May 5 + 3-70

after cleaning. May 8 + 4-28

Bronze A, before cleaning. May 9 -2-36

after cleaning. May 11 -2-46

June 5 to 9 -2-51

Bronze B, before cleaning. May 10 + 4-15

after cleaning. May 12 -f4-51

May 31 + 3-57

June land2-]-4‘59

It seems sufficiently evident that nothing depends on the covering.

Numerous observations were then made, partly by Mr. Sheepshanks himself and

partly by a young assistant, on twenty-seven bars (including the four just mentioned)

which had been previously well compared with Bronze 28. The result is exhibited in

the following Table :

—
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Excess above Bronze 28.

Bar. Old measur

Bronze 12
d.

+ 1-84

Bronze 39 + 1-21

Bronze 15 -2-92

Bronze 11 + 1-96

Bronze 30 + 3-24

Bronze 29 + 4 60

Bronze 1 + 2-08

Bronze A -3-50

Bronze B + 3-09

Bronze 16 + 0-56

Bronze 18 — 2-48

Bronze 5 + 0-52

Bronze 4 + 4-63

Bronze 8 + 1-70

Bronze 17 -1-30

ew measure.

d.

+ 4-50

+ 4-77

+ 0*45

-1-63

+ 2-58

+ 2-66

+ 3-01

+ 3-70

+ 4*28

+ 4-05

Bar.

Bronze 14

Bronze 23

Bronze 21

Bronze 9
Bronze 22

Bronze 3

Old measure.

d.

1-3-85

4- 2-21

4- 1-86

+ 7-64

4-2-40

— 2-28

I —2-51

f -4 4-15

J
+4-51

]
+3-57

L+4-59— 0-65

Bronze 6

Bronze 26

Bronze 27

Bronze 25

+ 2-58

+ 5-05

+ 1-79

+ 0-25

New measure.

d.

/
+3-69

I +2-98
r +3-46

J +2-50

1
+1-76

I
+2-87

r +4-51

I +4-80

+ 8-06

+ 3-40

r -1-56

\ +0-04
+ 3-89

+ 4-75

+ 1-31

f
+0-91

{
+0-10
-Ml

- 1-10 + 2-87

r +0-17
Z -0-20

(_
+0-58

+ 4-83

+ 2-75

f-0-07
' -0-92
-1-28

(^
— 1-84

Bronze 13

Bronze 24

+ 1-35

+ 3-02

J
-0-04

1 +2-25

L+P90
f + 4-96

j
+2-88

]
+4-98

L + 3-96

The order in which I have placed the bars is the same as the chronological order of

the first of the New Observations on each bar. On examining them it will be found,

—

First, that there is no evidence whatever of a general preponderance of excess from the

New Measures above excess from the Old Measures ; the signs -j- and — being inter-

mixed, in the differences, in all possible ways ; and the mean of the wFole being less

than 0‘*-50. Secondly, that the only instance which fairly supports the conclusion

deduced from Cast Steel D is the first of all, namely. Bronze 12. Cast Steel D was com-

pared on April 13, 14, and 16 ;
Bronze 12 on April 26, 27, 28, and May 1; Bronze 39

(the next) on April 30. The conclusion, I think, is inevitable, that Bronze 28 really was

shortened at the beginning of April
; that it recovered its exact length before April 30 ;

but that this recovery took place with some fluctuations, so that on May 1 it was sub-

ject nearly to the same error as before. Bronze 21, observed on June 26, exhibits a

similar discordance. What circumstances can have produced these changes, or how far

the later fluctuations are apparent rather than real, 1 am wholly unable to conjecture.

1 know not whether Mr. Sheepshanks intended to continue this series of comparisons.

Those which are given are clearly sufficient to establish the general trustworthiness of

all the measures
; and Mr. Sheepshanks, as they advanced, had expressed himself in a

great measure satisfied.
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I have now to give the melancholy termination of this part of the work.

To 1855, July 14 inclusive, the whole of Mr. Sheepshaaks’s observations, so far as I

can discover, are transferred from the Memorandum Book to the Eeduction Papers, and

the means are taken. The final series of obseiwations are the last two sets of compari-

sons of Bronze 17 mth Bronze 28. After the obseiwations of July 14, the following

note is placed in the Memorandum Book :

—

“ 1855, July 25. I went to Beading on the 14th, and felt my head so deranged that I

stayed there till Friday 20th, when I came ,up to arrange my apparatus. I did only a

little in the latter affair, but I left pretty full instructions for "W. S. [MTlllvm Sdqis,

jun.], who has, I believe, carried them out with his usual skill. I told him that the

microscopes had not the same scale, and that D would require to be set a tiifie lower.

He preferred taking a bit off A, and so get them nearer to the same length and to have

the focus of distinct vision in the same horizontal line. But it will alter the scale of A.”

Then follow a few observations (one page only, with a few subti’actions on the next

page) which I am not able to interpret with certainty. They are not dated.

Mr. Sheepshanks had returned to London, on some day in the week commencing

\Hth Monday, July 23, and had, as I conceive, made some trials of the apparatus, which

were registered (for the moment only) in the unintelligible entries to which I have

alluded. I understand that he was engaged on the apparatus on Saturday, July 28; but

several persons had remarked that he was evidently in great distress. On the afternoon

of that day he went to his residence at Beading, carrying with him a large travelling-

bag full of papers relating to the standards. In the afternoon of Sunday, July 29, while

sitting in family society, he fell speechless from his chau-, struck uith apoplexy, and

expired on August 4.

Thus died—almost in the scene of his labours, and with his thoughts still intent on

them—a man whose equal, in talent and perseverance, in disinterestedness, in love of

justice and truth, I have scarcely known. He had however brought to a satisfactory

termination the great division of the Standard-work which best suited his taste, haring

well overcome the last of the difficulties which had presented themselves, and learing

the work in such a state that not a single additional comparison of line-measures was

required. All that Avas necessary was, to collect and arrange the papers, to complete

some few means and abstracts which he had been unable to finish, and to draw up such

an account as I have attempted here. The formation of thermometers AA as left in an

imperfect condition, but (under pressing occupations) I haA'e not felt myself called upon

to finish them. The essential object was, to construct accm'ate copies of the National

Standard, which rests upon an arbitrary basis ;
this Avork could be done by no persons

except those who had daily access to the National Standard. The basis of thermometers

is natural, and they can be constructed by one physicist or workman as well as by

another. And at the present time, it is very much easier to procure in commerce ther-

mometers of Avell-established accuracy than it AA^as Avhen Mr. Sheepshanks commenced

his labours.
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Section VIII .—Formation of Fnd-measure Bars.

The form given to the end-bars depended in some degree upon the process adopted for

comparing end-measure bars with line-measure bars, which originated, I believe, in a

suggestion from myself. Suppose that we have two end-bars, each nearly equal in length

(as measured between its extreme ends) to the length of the line-bars (as measured from

line to line). Suppose also that each of the end-bars has a well sunk to the middle of

its depth, with a transverse line cut upon a pin (as in the line-measures); the line being

not necessarily at the middle of the length of the bar, though it is essential that its

distance from the centre of the bar’s length be nearly the same in both end-bars. As,

generally, one segment of the bar, from the transverse line to the end, will be longer

than the other segment, let the longer segment be denoted by -|- and the shorter by —

.

And suppose that the two bars are placed end to end, the -}- end of one being opposed

to the. — end of the other, as shown in Figime II. The distance between their trans-

verse lines will evidently be the sum of the + segment of the first bar and the — seg-

ment of the second bar
; and the conditions that I have stated, as to the similar division

of the lengths of the two bars, will make that sum so nearly equal to the length of the

line-measm’e, that the difference may be measured by the micrometer-apparatus. Then

interchanging the positions of the end-bars, so that their other ends shall be in contact,

the distance under observation will be the sum of the — segment of the first bar and

the -f- segment of the second bar. Adding together the two measured distances, we have

a comparison of the sum of the two end-bars with double the length of the Ime-bar.

In order to make this determination available, it is necessary further to determine the

difference between the whole lengths of the two end-bars. A felicitous suggestion by

Mr. W. Simms, jun. gave the means of doing this. Mr. W. Simms’s proposal was, to

apply the process above described to three end-bars, determining the measure of the sum

of each pau- of end-bars in reference to double the length of the line-bar
;
then there

are given three equations to find three unknown quantities. The length of each of the

three end-bars is thus found without difficulty.

The general principle of determining the lengths of the end-bars by the contact of

their ends (without the use of supplementary pieces, such as had been employed in all

pre-vious determinations) being adopted, it was important to decide on the form of those

ends. In the opinion of the Committee, the use of plane ends could not be sanctioned.

One difficulty attending them is, the uncertainty as to the removal of particles of dust,

&c. from every part, and the certainty that if any such particles remain they will disturb

the measure of the bar
; while at the same time the act of pressing two bars together,

either with or without a slight movement, does not tend to remove the particles. An-

other difficulty is that, even though we were assured that the ends are perfectly clean,

yet we cannot be assured that the bars, when laid in a horizontal position end-to-end,

will touch in the whole breadth of their ends
;
inasmuch as, if the position of one of the

bars is slightly erroneous in azimuth, or slightly erroneous in inclination to the horizon,

MDCCCLVII. 4 u
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no force which it is practicable to apply in the mounting of the bars would tend to cor-

rect the error. The only way which seems practicable is, to place the bars in the veitical

position, one bar standing freely upon the end of the other ; but this requires a rather

inconvenient arrangement of the microscopes.

These errors and inconveniences are entirely avoided by giving to the ends the form

of a spherical surface whose centre is the centre of the di'vision-line at the middle of the

bar’s length. There is a tendency to thrust away particles of dust from the point of

contact ;
and a small error in the elevation, or inclination, or azimuthal position, of

either bar, produces no error on the distance between the centres of the division-lines of

the two bars.

Accordingly, about the beginning of 1854, Mr. Sheepsbaxks ainanged an apparatus

for grinding the ends of end-bars. The bar was grasped by its middle, in a cramp which

turned in jimbals or universal-joint; and a plane surface carrying a grinding powder was

placed at the proper distance. The operation requu’es no explanation.

It was then necessary to decide on the substance which should be used for the hard

ends of the bars. The properties required were, hardness, toughness, and susceptibility

of polish. After several trials, it was found best to use a veiy shghtly conical plug, of

either agate or hardened steel (the reason for subsequently abandoning the hardened

steel will be given hereafter), and to fix the plug in the corresponding very shghtly

conical hole at the end of the bar, by fitting it in when the bar was somewhat heated

(below the boiling-point of water) and allowing the metal of the bar to shrink upon it.

Then the metal and the plug were ground at the same time, so as to make a flush joint.

It was found best to give any final reduction of length by a polishing-touch of the hand.

Mr. Sheepshanks had commenced the preparation of some end-bars ; but tliis process,

in which a bar if too much shortened is injured beyond the possibility of restoration

except by inserting a new plug, is very tedious. This was more particidarly felt, when

the grinding and polishing were efiected in Mr. Simms’s workshop, and the optical test

was applied at Somerset House. No eificient progress was therefore made, up to the

time of Mr. Sheepshanks’s decease. On then revising the condition of the work, and

after having consulted with Professor Millee, I requested Mr. Siiois to undertake the

whole operation of testing and adjusting the bars in his omi workshops, and finally of

making the definitive comparisons with Bronze 28 on Mr. Sheepshanks’s apparatus at

Somerset House.

The bars first tried were those prepared by Mr. Sheepshanks, some hawng agate ends,

some having ends of hardened steel. It happened that an end of agate and an end of

hardened steel were left in contact for about a day, when it was found that the distance

between their division-lines had increased about Yb\) oth of an mch. Upon examining

the end of the steel plug, it was found that the proper point of contact and a disk about

^th of an inch in diameter was clean ; but an annulus surrounding it, of the breadth

perhaps of i^th of an inch, was thickly rusted
; and that the rust had acted like a

wedge, forcing the bars asunder in opposition to a spring-pressure of about 3 lbs. It
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would seem that the steel and agate formed a galvanic combination, like zinc and copper

;

and that the air, or its moisture, then acted energetically upon the steel. The steel

plugs were then withdrawn, and agate plugs were substituted, and no further difficulty

w'as experienced.

In the definitive comparisons at Somerset House, the bars were always supported on

lever-frames, in the manner shoAvn in figures 11 and 12.

The folloufing is an abstract of the comparisons :

—

Bronze End-bars called No. 45, No. 69, and No. 74 compared with Bronze 28. Ob-

servations by Mr. W. Simms, jun. and Mr. James Simms. One division=0*'’'‘0000369.

+ — d.

No. 69 with No. 74, by 48 observations, exceed Bronze 28 by — 13-66

+ —
No. 74 with No. 69, by 48 observations, exceed Bronze 28 by -f-17-67

Therefore No. 74-|-No. 69 exceed 2 X Bronze 28 by -j-4'^-01.

+ —
No. 69 with No. 45, by 48 observations, exceed Bronze 28 by — 1'43

+ —
No. 45 with No. 69, by 48 observations, exceed Bronze 28 by + 2-79

Therefore No. 69-1-No. 45 exceed 2 x Bronze 28 by -j-l‘*-36,

+ —
No. 45 ufith No. 74, by 48 observations, exceed Bronze 28 by —14-28

+ —
No. 74 ufith No. 45, by 48 obsei-vations, exceed Bronze 28 by -{-13‘37

Therefore No. 45-1-No. 74 exceed 2 x Bronze 28 by — 0‘’-91.

Soh-ing the three equations,
d.

Bronze End-bar No. 45= Line-measure Bronze 28— 1-78

Bronze End-bar No. 69= Line-measure Bronze 28-1-3-14

Bronze End-bar No. 74= Line-measure Bronze 28-1-0-87

End-bars called Steel 72, Steel 73, and Iron 70 compared with Line-measure Steel B.

Steel 73 with Steel 72, by 48 observations, exceed Steel B by -1-5-31

4* —
Steel 72 with Steel 73, by 48 observations, exceed Steel B by —3-92

Therefore Steel 73-1-Steel 72 exceed 2 X Steel B by -|-1^‘39.

In these comparisons, the temperature is unimportant.

+ —
Iron 70 with Steel 72, by 48 observations, exceed Steel B by — 12-71

+ —
Steel 72 with Iron 70, by 48 observations, exceed Steel B by fi-

9-10

Therefore Iron 70-1-Steel 72 exceed 2 x Steel B by — 3‘’-61.

These comparisons were made at mean temperature 50°-48. But the expansion of

Iron (36 inches) for 1° FAHEE]srHEiT=6‘^-153
; that of Steel=5'^-777 : the relative expan-

sion of Iron therefore = -l-0‘*-376 ; or for ll®-52 Faheenheit= -l-4‘^-35. Hence at

4 u 2
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temperature 62° Fahrenheit,

Iron 70+ Steel 72 exceed 2 X Steel B by +0‘^’74.

+ — d.

Steel 73 with Iron 70, by 48 observations, exceed Steel B by +13-97

+ —
Iron 70 with Steel 73, by 48 obseiwations, exceed Steel B by —16-73

Therefore Steel 73+Iron 70 exceed 2 X Steel B by — 2‘*-76.

These comparisons were made at mean temperature 51°-69. The coiTection for

expansion is +3‘*-89. Hence at 62° Fahrenheit,

Steel 73+Iron 70 exceed 2 X Steel B by +1‘^-I3.

Solving the three equations,

d.

Iron End-bar No. 70 = Line-measure Steel B+0-24
Steel End-bar No. 72= Line-measure Steel B+ 0-50

Steel End-bar No. 73= Line-measure Steel B+0-89

But Line-measure Steel B=Bronze 28— 0'^-66.

Hence, finally,

d.

Iron End-bar No. 70= Line-measure Bronze 28— 0-42

Iron End-bar No. 72= Line-measure Bronze 28— 0-16

Iron End-bar No. 73= Line-measure Bronze 28+ 0-23

For obtaining the length of another Iron End-bar No. 71, the End-bars Iron No. 70

and Iron 71 were compared with the Iron line-measure Low Moor B

:

+ — d.

Iron 70 with Iron 71, by 48 observations, exceed Low Moor B by —13-48

+ —
Iron 71 with Iron 70, by 48 observations, exceed Low Moor B by +11-95

Therefore Iron 70+Iron 71 exceed 2xLow Moor B by — 1‘^-63.

But Low Moor B=Bronze 28+0‘^-61: and Iron 70=Bronze 28— 0^-42. Hence

Iron 71=Bronze 28+l‘'-02+ 0‘>-42-l‘’-53. Or

Iron End-bar No. 71=Line-measui-e Bronze 28— 0*^ 09.

These are all the End-bars whose lengths were independently determined.

Section IX.

—

Closing proceedings of Official Character ; Extractsfrom the Final Report

of the Commission; Extractsfrom the Act ofParliament legalizing thedSeio Standard;

standard temperatures for the compared bars; disposal of the bars.

The very elaborate comparison of Bars described in Section VI., and the careful com-

parison of other Bars in Section VH., gave the Committee ample choice of Bai-s for

National Standards. At the suggestion of Mr. Sheepshanks, the selection was in some

measure guided, not only by the near approach in length to the presumed length of the

I.ost Imperial Standard, but also by the clearness of the division and the general good

workmanship.

It will be remarked that no one of the Bars compared agrees preoiselg in length with
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the Imperial Standard. But this disagreement is a mere exhibition of figures, in regard

to a matter to which the accuracy of those figures is totally inapplicable. The Old

Imperial Standard was so badly defined that its length was truly indeterminate, to an

extent infinitely beyond the disagreement to which I allude. There is also a small

range of uncertainty in the modern determinations, but veiy far below that in the refer-

ences to the Old Standard. With all these considerations before them, the Committee

felt themselves justified in considering Bronze 19 and Bronze 28 as exact copies of the

Old Standard, and in recommending the adoption of Bronze 19 as the New Parliamentaiy

Standard.

It was now found convenient to distinguish the Bars by a new order of numeration,

commencing with No. I for the Parliamentary Standard. It was also thought con-

venient to distinguish the lengths of the Bars, not by stating their linear difference from

Bronze 19 or Bronze 28 at the common temperatiue 62°-00 Faheenheit, but by stating

the temperature at which the length of each bar is the same as the length of Bronze 1

9

at 62° Faheexheit. Some of these arrangements were not completely carried out until

after the death of Mr. Sheepshanks.

The Final Eeport of the Committee, addressed to the Lords Commissioners of Her

Majesty’s Treasury, was signed on 1854, March 28. It mil be better to give here a few

Extracts from the Beport than to state in detail the later proceedings of the Committee.

Extractsfrom the ‘'Report of the Commissioners appointed to superintend the Construction

ofNew Parliamentary Standards ofLength and Weight."

“ 2. By the authority of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, and by the courtesy

of scientific societies, the following standard length-scales were placed at our service :

—

Length-scales which had been compared with the lost Imperial Yard Standard.

Two 3-feet Iron Bars belonging to the Department of the Ordnance Survey.

Shuckbuegh’s Scale, in the possession of the Koyal Society.

The Brass Scale of the Boyal Society, No. 46.

The Brass Tubular Scale of the Boyal Astronomical Society.

“ 3. We have also had access to other length-scales, which were not available for abso-

lute restoration of the values of the lost standards, but which we have thought it desirable

to examine, as illustrating the construction of the lost standards. Such are,

—

The ruined Imperial Yard Standard (in the custody of the Bight Honourable the

Speaker of the House of Commons).

Teoughtox’s 5-feet scale (presented by W. Simms, Esq., and now preserved at the

Boyal Observatory, Greenwich).

Bamsdex’s 20-feet bar, and Boy’s 3-feet bar (purchased by the Committee, and now

deposited at the Boyal Observatory, Greenwich).
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Construction of the Standard of Length.

“ 4. In regard to the linear measure to be represented by the Standard of Length, we

see no reason to depart from the decision in the Eeport of 1841, December 21, Article

19, to adopt the length of One Yard.

“ 5. The first important question which was left open to us by Article 20 of the same

Report, was whether the measure of length should be defined by the whole length of a

bar, or by the distance between two points or fines marked on it
;
and to this question

we gave our early and careful consideration.

“6. The most celebrated of the standards constructed in modem times is the new

Prussian Standard, made by the late astronomer, Bessel. In this standard, the whole

length of the bar is adopted as the measure of length. The reasons which induced

Bessel to substitute a standard of this construction (or standard a bouts) for the standard

in which the measure is defined by the distance between points or lines upon its suiTace

(or standard d traits)^ which was the principle of construction of the former Pmssian

Standard, are explained in page 7 of the Introduction to Bessel’s Account of the con-

struction of the new Prussian StandaixT^. The first of these reasons is, that if a flexible

bar be supported on two points, the extreme length of the bar from the centre of one

end to the centre of the other end is not sensibly altered by its fiexiue, but the distance

between two points or fines upon the upper surface may be considerably altered. Bessel

has himself, however, remarked, that this objection to line-measirre is removed if the lines

be engraved on surfaces which are depressed to the middle of the thickness of the bar

(a principle long since employed in English standard bars); and, moreover, the tendency

to alter the apparent length, whether at the surface or at the middle of the thickness,

may be destroyed by proper adjustment of the points of support, and perhaps still more

surely by supporting the bar at numerous points by lever-frames which vdll ensime equal

supporting forces at all the points (a construction of which the theory has been treated

by one of the members of the Committee), or in special experiments, by floating the bar

in quicksilver. A second reason assigned by Bessel is, that the principle of end-measiu'e

is more convenient than the line-measure for the production (that is, practically, the com-

parison) of copies of the standard. It appears probable that this remark is well founded,

as regards the construction of secondary standards for commercial piu'poses, but it is

doubtful whether it applies to secondary standards for scientific piu'poses, and it can

scarcely apply to primary standards, in regard to which the consideration of convenience

(in the few comparisons that may be made at intervals of many years) has no weight,

when contrasted with the consideration of conservation of the standard length. Another

reason is, that it is more convenient for use ; but the members of the Committee, who
have ^vitnessed the operation of measuring a geodetic base by means of bars carrying the

line-measure, have been led to form a high estimate of the convenience of the line-prin-

ciple in that instance. It would appear, too, that in Captain Katee’s measurement of

* Darstellung der Untersuchungen und Maasregelu, welcbe in den Jaliren 1835 bis 1838 dui’cli die

Einbeit des Preussiscben Langenmaasses veranlasst worden sind, von F. W. Bessel, Berbn 1839.
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the pendulum, and Mr. Baily’s comparisons of the metre a traits with the yard, no

inconvenience from that cause was found by either observer. It is moreover to be

remarked, that the whole of the British geodetic bases have been measured by bars con-

structed on the line-principle
;
and a standard which is intended to apply advantageously

to them must be constructed on the same principle. The end-measure has never, so far

as we know, been applied to any scientific determination in England.

“ 7. The construction of the ends of a standard formed on the end-principle (which

must be made of materials harder than the rest of the bar, so mounted as to admit of a

slight adjustment), is, in Bessel’s construction, complicated and unsatisfactory
;
that of

the ends of a standard on the line-principle is simple. The tendency of an end-standard

to alter its length by wearing is in only one direction
;
that of a line-standard, so far

as change can be conjectured, is matter of chance; it will however be practically

invariable.

“ 8. A single comparison by end-measure is perhaps more accurate than a single com-

parison by line-measure. On the other hand, it seems doubtful whether this accuracy

may not be impaired by the immersion in fluid which has been thought necessary for

preventing unequal expansion. There has also been recognized in the line-measures

which have been made in the course of these observations, a personal equation difierent

with difierent observers
; but this was only discovered after most of the observations

were made. We have no emlence whether such equation exists in comparisons by end-

measure, as the whole of the comparisons for the Prussian Standard were made by

Bessel himself. Still it is scarcely doubted that in this respect the system of end-

measures has an advantage. On the other hand, there is no doubt that, by repeating

the measures, and by varying the observers, the errors in line-measures arising from

recognized causes will be eliminated, and unexceptionable accuracy will be given to the

results.

“ 9. After consideration of all these points, as far as they were known at the time ;

remarking, in particular, the freedom of a line-standard from any tendency to constant

wear, the applicability of a line-standard to our geodetic measures, the facility of com-

paring all other measures of a similar construction with a scale carefully subdimled, the

circumstance that there exist no means of reproducing the old standard length but by

reference to existing line-measm’es, and the historical fact that the British standard for

many years past has been a line-standard
;
we decided on adopting a line-standard, or

measure a traits^ for the Parliamentary Standard of Length.

“ 10. The point which next engaged our attention was the material of which the new

Standard of Length should be formed. The qualities required in the material are

invaiiability and durability. Already we had reason to suspect that bars, which have

received their form by undergoing while cold the violent mechanical operations of ham-

mering, roUing, or drawing, will not preserve an invariable length
; and these suspi-

cions were raised to certainty by Mr. Baily’s examination of the standard scale which

primd facie appeared to be the most trustworthy representative of the old Imperial
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Standard, namely, the Royal Astronomical Society’s drawn tubular scale. Remarking

then, among the fusible metals and alloys, that copper is soft, and is not easily cast

;

that cast brass is considered unsound untd it has been hammered; that gun-metal is

easily cast, and may be made (by due proportion of its component metals) pretty hard

and elastic, and is free from liability to corrosion; and that cast steel is perfectly

manageable; remarking, also, that platinum, although it possesses the advantageous

properties of being very durable, and little atfected by change of temperature, is incon-

r eniently heavy and soft
; but that iron, whether cast or forged, is manageable, and

probably invariable : we considered that our choice of materials was practically limited

to the following metals and alloys :

—

Gun-metal (in proportions of copper, tin, and zinc to be determined by experiment).

Cast Steel.

Cast Iron.

Forged Iron.

“II. A series of experiments was made by Mr. Baily on gun-metal formed of different

proportiorrs of the simple metals. It was found at length that an alloy formed in the

following proportions,

—

Copper 16

Tin 2i
Zinc I

appeared to possess every desirable property. It is hard ; it is highly elastic, recovering

its form (as to sense) perfectly after every strain, uirtil the weight placed orr it is suffi-

cient to break it, when it breaks without bendirrg
;

it is also strorrg.

“ 12. In the guir-metal above described, and in cast steel, arrd hr cast or wrorrght iron,

we were satisfied that we possessed materials for an invariable measru’e. In considering

the question of durability^ we could rrot fail to remark that bars of hon or steel are liable

to rust ;
aird that there is great danger of injury or everr total destrrrction frorrr this carrse

if the bars are inaccessible for many years or for ceirtrrries, or if, although accessible,

they are very rarely examined. We at length decided orr adopting, for the rrraterial of

the Standards of Length, gun-metal composed in the proportiorrs merrtiorred above.

“13. The form adopted for the Standard of Lerrgth arrd for all its copies is that of a

solid square bar, 38 inches long and 1 inch square irr transverse sectiorr. Near to each

end a cyliirdrical hole is sunk (the distance betweeir the ceirtres of the two holes being

36 niches) to the depth of 0'5 inch. At the bottom of this hole is inserted hr a smaller

hole a gold plug or pin about 01 in diameter, and upoir the surface of this pin there

are cut three fine lines at intervals of about O'Ol inch trarrsverse to the axis of the bar’,

and two lines at nearly the same interval parallel to the axis of the bar. The rneasui’e

of length is given by the interval between the middle transi’ersal lure at one errd and the

middle transversal line at the other end ; the part of each line which is employed being

the point midway between the longitudinal lines. The other trarrsversal lines were

used, in the operations of comparison, only for assigning the scales of the irricrorrreters.
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“ 14. It was intended that the permanent rest of each bar, after the termination of

the comparisons, should be upon a system of eight roller-cylinders, permitting the free

thermal expansion of the bars, these rollers being carried by lever-frames, so arranged

that the pressure received by each roller is necessarily one-eighth part of the whole

weight of the bar, and the distances between the rollers being nearly those which are

defined by the theory of the fiexure of bars as proper to ensure that the measure between

two lines (even if cut upon the surface of the bar) shall not be sensibly altered by the

fiexure of the bar. During the comparisons, however, the bars were floated in quick-

silver.

“ 15. Under the direction of Mr. Sheepshanks, and with our approval, the following

apparatus was prepared for the comparison of the bars. A massive foundation of

masonry was established in the cellar beneath the apartments of the Royal Astronomical

Society, in the block of buildings east of the entrance-gateway of Somerset House.

Upon one part of this foundation were supported stone piers and transoms, which

carried the comparing microscopes. Upon another part there travelled a large carriage,

bearing the trough of water which contained the trough of quicksilver in which the bars

floated. It is not necessary here to describe the places of the thermometers, the con-

trivances for illuminating the divisions, &c. We desire, however, confidently to express

our opinion, that no apparatus possessing equal firmness and delicacy with this, or

ensuring equal immunity from ii'regular thermal expansion, had ever before been used

for the comparison of standards a traits.

“ 16. The selection of authorities for the reproduction of the Imperial Standard was a

matter of considerable difficulty. A careful collation of all the direct comparisons of

different scales with the Imperial Standard, and of cross comparisons between the

different scales, presented anomalies which it was impossible to explain. The scale

which at a late date had been compared with greater care than any of the others,

namely, the scale of the Royal Astronomical Society, was proved by Mr. Bailt to have

undergone considerable change. This discovery necessarily took away all authority from

other scales of a similar construction. The results obtained from Shuckbuegh’s scale,

according as Katee’s or Baily’s measures are followed, are exceedingly discordant.

Indeed, Baily himself rejected the result of his own comparisons through Shuckbuegh’s

scale, as being quite incompatible with the result of direct comparisons with the Impe-

rial Standard. After an elaborate examination of all these measures, Mr. Sheepshanks

arrived at these conclusions :—FAst, that no scales ought to be used for restoration of

the value of the Imperial Standard, except those which had been compared directly with

the Imperial Standard. Secondly, that among these the only admissible scales are, the

Royal Society’s brass scale No. 46, and the two 3-feet iron bars of the Ordnance Depart-

ment. After examination of the reasons adduced by Mr. Sheepshanks, we assented to

these conclusions.

“ 17. The definition of a length, as represented by a standard bar, requires a statement

of the temperature at which the standard bar is to be used. It appears, upon examining

MDCCCLVII. 4 X
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the amount of the expansion of a metallic bar for a given change of temperature, that

the effect of a change of 0°-01 or 0°-02 Faheexheit is sensible in the measure of the length

of a bar ;
and it was therefore necessary to employ methods of ascertaining the tempe-

rature, which should be certain to that degree of accuracy. Xo thermometer in

England, at the time of commencing these experiments, could be trusted to such a

nicety. Mr. Sheepshanks, therefore, commenced his labours by forming a system of

original thermometers ;
determining independently the freezing-point, the boiling-point,

and the volume of every section of the tube of each. This process occupied a consider-

able time. To these new thermometers the thermometers employed in the former com-

parisons of the Imperial Standard with the Royal Society’s scale and the Ordnance bars

were referred, and the comparisons were reduced anew ; and the relations between the

lengths of the adopted authorities and the Imperial Standard were ascertained with all

the accuracy which the comparative rudeness of construction of the Imperial Standai-d

permitted. The thermometers to be used in the details of the new comparisons were

also referred to the new thermometers ;
the thermometrical expansions of the various

bars employed for the new standards, or of similar bars, for temperatm-es not differing

materially from 62° Faheenheit, were ascertained ; and the whole of the thermometrical

determinations were placed on a satisfactory basis.

“ 18. Very numerous comparisons were made by Mr. Sheepshanks of the adopted

authorities with bars which he called “ Brass 2 ” and “ Split-plug A ” (the dirision or

trait in the latter being not a cut on a flat face of metal, but the line produced by

forcing two small surfaces of metal into contact, and then cutting by a ti’ansversal sec-

tion through both pieces of metal
;
the section of the contact-plane then exliibits a deli-

cate line). There were, however, discordances in the latter comparisons which pre-

vented him from giving full confldence to the results. At length a better mode of

illuminating the lines was devised, and then the whole of the preceding work was

rejected, and new observations were begun. By means of these, the lengths of bars

called Bronze 12 and Bronze 28 were determined in relation to the lost Imperial

Standard, and the latter was used as a basis of reference for other bars.

“19. The Report of 1841 recommended (Article 5) that, besides the legal standai'd.

there should be prepared four copies, to be deposited in places to be aftem’ards deter-

mined. Mr. Sheepshanks therefore proceeded to make a series of comparisons of

Bronze 28 with numerous bars, in order to select from them flve bars which, in respect

of the distinctness of their engraving, their floating evenly in quicksilver, and their near

approach to the length of the lost Imperial Standard, might seem well adapted to be

taken as Parliamentary Standard and Parliamentary Copies. When the observations

had been carried to an extent which, it was supposed, would be perfectly satisfactory, it

appeared that the results of comparison by different observers were sensibly different.

An extensive series of new observations by numerous observers was at once commenced.

The discussion of these observations showed clearly, as had been suspected before, that

there is a difference among the results of different observers far exceeding the uncertainty
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inferred by the theory of probable errors from the observations of each observer taken

separately. Thus, in the comparisons of Bronze 10 with Bronze 28, there is a discord-

ance between the results obtained by Mr. Sheepshanks from 142 sets of observations,

and by Mr. William Simms, junior, from 24 sets of observations, amounting (in ten-

millionth parts of an inch) to 198; whereas the probable errors of the two determina-

tions, deduced in the usual way from the observations of each observer separately, are

only 15 and 26. In other words, each observer has a personal equation in the micro-

scopic observation of the engraved lines. The existence of discordances of similar cha-

racter between the astronomical observations of different observers has been long since

recognized. The origin of this personal peculiarity is very obscure, but the fact seems to

be beyond doubt. There appeared to be no proper method of treating the results but to

take the means of the final results of the different observers, giving equal weight to each.

“ 20. The expansions of these bars corresponding to a given change of temperature

had been sufficiently determined in the course of the experiments ;
and it was then judged

expedient, instead of stating the difference in the length of the selected bars at the same

temperature, to infer the difference of temperature which would cause all to represent

the same length, by the application of which it would be possible to assign the specific

temperature at which each bar represents precisely the length of one yard. Thus it

was found that the length of one yard, as given by the lost Imperial Standard, is repre-

sented vsdth no sensible uncertainty, except in the measures of the Imperial Standard

itself, by the following bars, at the temperatures placed opposite to them :—

-

O

Bronze 19 or No. 1, at 62-00 Faheenheit.

Bronze 20 or No. 2, at 61-94 Faheenheit.

Bronze 2 or No. 3, at 62-10 Faheenheit.

Bronze 7 or No. 4, at 61-98 Faheenheit.

Bronze 10 or No. 5, at 62-16 Faheenheit.

Bronze 28 or No. 6, at 62-00 Faheenheit.

‘‘21. The degrees of temperatui-e for the use of these standards are defined as pro-

portional to the corresponding apparent increase of volume of quicksilver in the thermo-

meter-tube ;
the degree 32° representing the freezing-point of water ; and the degree 212°

representing the temperature of steam under Laplace’s standard atmospheric pressure,

or the atmospheric pressm-e corresponding to the following number of inches in the

barometric reading reduced to 32° Faheenheit :

—

29-9218-1-0-0766 X cosine (2. latitude)-l-0-00000179 x height in feet above the sea;

and the degree 62° denoting the temperature which produces in the quicksilver an appa-

rent expansion equal to of the expansion between 32° and 212°
;
and so in propor-

tion for other degrees.

“ 23. We propose that the bar No. 1 be adopted by the Legislature as the Paeliament-

AEY Standaed of One Yaed ; that Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5 be adopted as Parliamentary Copies;

and that No. 6 be retained by some officer of the Government for the comparison of

4x2
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other bars, or for other scientific purposes in which reference to the Standard may soon

be required. We will advert shortly to the proposed places of deposit of the Standards

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6.

Places of Lejposit of the Standards.

“ 32. It appears from the copy of the Bill of 1758, to which reference has been made,

that the custody of the Standards by the Clerk of the House of Commons, which con-

tinued to the time of the destruction of the Houses of Parliament, was a matter ol

accident. It is recited in that Bill that the bar and the metallic weight, which it is

proposed to adopt as legal standards (and which are described with sufiicient accuracy

to ensure their identity with the late Imperial Standards), together with their duplicates,

are in the custody of the Clerk of the House of Commons ;
and it proposes to enact that

“ the said standard Troy pound and the said standard yard shall on or before the 9th

September 1765 be deposited and for ever remain in the Court of the Eeceipt of the

Exchequer, and be there safely kept under the seals of the Chancellor of the Exchequer

and of the Chief Baron, and the Seal of Office of the Chamberlains of the Exchequer,

which seals shall not at any time be opened but by the order and in the personal pre-

sence of the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Chief Baron for the time being, and

then for the purposes only of guarding the same from all damage or injury, or of

inspecting, examining, and comparing the copies and models hereinafter described, &c.”

The Bill afterwards provides for the appointment of four commissioners, with clerks,

workmen, &c., and for the establishment of a proper office
;
and that “ as soon as the

said office shall be fixed and established, the said copies of the said standard yard and

the said standard Troy pound, and the said models of parts and multiples, &c., shall be

delivered to the said commissioners by the Clerk of the House of Commons, &c., and

that one set shall be kept in the office under the seal of the Chief Baron of the Exche-

quer and the seals of the commissioners, and the other set shall be used for the piu'pose

of sizing and adjusting, &c.” It appears that this subject had engaged the attention of

the House of Commons in 1758 and 1759, and that the BiU above mentioned was intro-

duced by Lord Carysfort in 1760, and had passed through committee; but in the press-

ure of business attending the death of George II., and the succession of George III.,

and the dissolution of Parliament soon following, it was not carried through all its

stages. There appears, however, to be no doubt that the intention of the Committee of

the House of Commons may be sufficiently gathered from the language of the Bill as

cited above.

“33, Remarking this probable intention of the Legislatm-e in the year 1760, and

remarking also the evident propriety of placing the National Standards under the care

of the Executive, we recommend that the Parliamentary Standards of One Yard and

Oiie Pound be deposited in the office of the Exchequer, there to be preserved under

such regulations as to Parliament may appear fitting.

“ 34. In selecting places for the preservation of the authentic Copies of the Parlia-

mentary Standards, we have been guided by a consideration of the general fitness of
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the offices named ; by an appreciation of the careful and accurate habits of the persons

employed in them ; by the limited accessibility to standards preserved in such offices,

which it may be presumed will be made available for their legitimate purposes only

;

and by the occasional utility of accurate standards in verification of the operations to

which these offices are devoted. We have in some measure departed from the recom-

mendation contained in the last clause of Article 11 of the Report of 1841, December 21,

in proposing that one set be transferred to the Royal Society of London. In this pro-

posal we have been actuated by the considerations that the character of the Royal

Society in every respect fits it for recognition as a depositary of scientific standards

;

that the first attempt in Britain to obtain an accurate standard of length, and the only

attempt to secure a durable standard of weight, were made by that body
;

that it

possesses at present a very valuable collection of standards ; and that acknowledgment

is due to it for its very important contribution to the means of restoring the value of

the lost Standards. We adhere to the recommendation in Article 6 of the Report of

1841, that one set of copies should be imbedded in the masonry of a public building.

In the distribution of the different copies, we have been guided by trifiing peculiarities

in the copies themselves.

“ 35. After careful consideration, we recommend,

—

That the copy of Length Standard, No. 2, and the copy of Weight Standard, PC,

No. 1, be deposited in the Royal Mint:

That the copy of Length Standard, No. 3, and the copy of Weight Standard, PC,

No. 2, be transferred to the Royal Society:

That the copy of Length Standard, No. 5, and the copy of Weight Standard, PC,

No. 3, be deposited in the Royal Observatory of Greenwich

:

That the copy of Length Standard, No. 4, and the copy of Weight Standard, PC,

No. 4, be immured in the cill of the recess on the east side of the Lower Waiting

Hall in the New Palace at Westminster.

“ 36. We have to report, that, under the sanction of the Lords Commissioners of the

Treasury, as conveyed by letter of Sir Chaeles E. Teevelyajv, dated 1853, June 23,

and with the permission of the Commissioners of Public Works for immuring one set of

standards in the masonry of the New Palace, as conveyed by letter of T. W. Philipps, Esq.,

dated 1853, March 21, we have deposited the Standards and the several copies above

named in the places specified above.

On the question of referring the Values of the Measure and Weight represented hy the

Standards to natural elements.

“ 40. After due consideration of this question, referring to the reasons explained in

Chapter II. of the Report of 1841, December 21, we adhere to the recommendation

contained in that chapter, and embodied in Articles 1 and 2 of the same Report, that

no reference be made to natural elements for the values represented by the standards.

“41. We consider the ascertaining of the earth’s dimensions and of the length of the

seconds’ pendulum in terms of the Standard of Length, and of the weight of a certain
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volume of water in terms of the Standard of Weight, as philosophical determinations of

the highest importance, to the prosecution of which we trust that Her Majesty’s

Government will always give their most liberal assistance ;
but we do not urge them on

the Government at present as connected with the conservation of standards.

Derived Standards a houts.

“ 44. We have already alluded (Article 6 above) to the value of length-standards d bouts

for the ordinary uses of commerce
; and from the commencement of our labom’s we have

proposed to ourselves the formation of a standard a houts equivalent in length to the

Parliamentary Standard d traits^ as necessary for the completeness of om’ undertaking.

After consideration of the methods of verifying and using such a standard, we recommend

that the metal be steel ; and that the ends be hardened steel, or hard stone as quartz or

sapphire, or some sufficiently hard and incorrodible material ; and that the end suidaces

be curved, forming portions of one sphere whose centre is the centre of the bar.

“ 45. At our request Mr. Sheepshanks has made preparations for foinaing such stand-

ards, to be compared with a steel Standard d traits whose length has been verified in

the usual way by the Standard No. 6, to which reference is made in Ai'ticle 20 above.

We are not yet able to report the completion of these standards.”

The Lords Commissioners of the Treasury having adopted generally the recommend-

ations of the Report, as applying to the Standard of Length and its Copies, a Bill was

prepared and brought into Parliament, which received the Royal Assent on 1855,

July 30. The Act is intituled “ Anno decimo octavo et decimo nono Victoriae Reginae,

Cap. LXXII. An Act for legalizing and preserving the restored Standards of M eights

and Measures. [30th July 1855].”

The Preamble recites the provisions in the Act 5 Geo. IV. Cap. 74 for legalization

and contingent restoration of the Standards ; states the destruction of the Standards in

the Fire of the Houses of Parliament
; and then proceeds as follows (I have omitted

various points relating to the Standard of Weight):

—

“ And whereas by the Researches of scientific Men Doubts were thrown on the Accu-

racy of the Methods provided by the said Act for the Restoration of the said Stand-

ards: And whereas there exist Bars which had been accurately compared with the

said Standard Yard so destroyed as aforesaid, which afforded sufficient IMeans for restoring

such original Standards : And whereas scientific Men acting for that Purpose under the

Dii’ection of the Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury have constructed a Standard

of Length equivalent to the Imperial Standard Yard so destroyed, and Four accurate

Copies of the Standard so constructed: And whereas the Form adopted for the

Standard of Length and for all the Copies thereof is that of a solid square Bar Thiily-

eight Inches long and One Inch square in transverse Section, the Bar being of Bronze

or Gun Metal ; near to each End a cylindrical Hole is sunk (the Distance between the

Centres of the Two Holes being Thirty-six Inches) to the Depth of Half an Inch ; at

the Bottom of this Hole is inserted in a smaller Hole a Gold Plug or Pin about One
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Tenth of an Inch in Diameter, and upon the Surface of this Pin there are cut Three

fine lines at Intervals of about the One Hundredth Part of an Inch transverse to the

Axis of the Bar, and Two Lines at nearly the same Interval parallel to the AlxIs of the

Bar ; the Measure of Length is given by the Interval between the Middle transversal

Line at one End and the Middle transversal Line at the other End, the Part of each

Line which is employed being the Point Midway between the longitudinal Lines
;
and

the said Points are herein referred to as the Centres of the said Gold Plugs or Pins

:

And whereas the Standard of Length so constructed as aforesaid, the Bronze Bar, being

marked “ Copper 16 oz.. Tin 2^, Zinc I. Mr. Baily’s Metal. No. I. Standard Yard at

62°-00 Faheexheit. Cast in 1845. Teoughton and Simms, London,” and the said

Standard of Weight marked P.S. 1844, lib., have respectively been deposited in the

Office of the Exchequer at Westminster^ and One of the said Copies of the said Standard

of Length, the Bronze Bar, being marked “ Copper 16 oz.. Tin 2^, Zinc I. Mr. Baily’s

Metal. No. 2. Standard Yard at 6I°‘94 Faheenheit. Cast in 1845. Teoughton and

Simms, London,” and One of the said Copies of the Standard of Weight marked No. I,

P.C. 1844, I lb., have been deposited at the Royal Mint; and One other of the said

Copies of the Standard of Length, the Bronze Bar, being marked “ Copper 16 oz.. Tin 2|,

Zinc I. Mr. Baily’s Metal. No. 3. Standard Yard at 62°T0 Eaheenheit. Cast in

1845. Teoughton and Simms, London,” and One other of the said Copies of the

Standard of Weight mai-ked No. 2. P.C. 1844, lib., have been delivered to the Royal

Society of London

;

and One other of the said Copies of the Standard of Length, the

Bronze Bar, being marked “ Copper 16 oz.. Tin 2^, Zinc I. Mr. Baily’s Metal. No. 5.

Standard Yard at 62°T6 Eaheenheit. Cast in 1845. Teoughton and Simms, London,”

and One other of the said Copies of the Standard of Weight marked No. 3, P.C. 1844,

I lb., have been deposited in the Royal Observatory of Greenwich ; and the other of the

said Copies of the Standard of Length, the Bronze Bar, being marked “ Copper 16 oz..

Tin 2L, Zinc I. Mr. Baily’s Metal. No. 4. Standard Yard at 6I°-98 Eaheenheit.

Cast in 1845. Teoughton and Simms, London,” and the other of the said Copies of the

Standard of Weight marked No. 4. P.C. 1844, I lb., have been immured in the Cill of

the Recess on the East Side of the Lower Waiting Hall in the New Palace at West*

minster : And whereas it is expedient to legalize the Standards so constructed and to

pro\ide for the Preservation thereof: Be it therefore enacted by the Queen’s most

Excellent Majesty, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Lords Spiritual and

Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the Authority of

the same, as follows

:

“ I. So much of the said Act of the Fifth Year of King George the Fourth as relates to

the Restoration of the Imperial Standard Yard and of the Standard Troy Pound respect-

ively, in case of Loss, Destruction, Defacement, or other Injury, shall be repealed.

“ H. The straight Line or Distance between the Centres of the Two Gold Plugs or

Pins in the Bronze Bar deposited in the Office of the Exchequer as aforesaid shall be

the genuine Standard of that Measure of Length called a Yard, and the said straight
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Line or Distance between the Centres of the said Gold Plugs or Pins in the said Bronze

Bar (the Bronze being at the Temperature of Sixty-two Degrees by Faheexheit’s Ther-

mometer) shall be and be deemed to be the Imperial Standard Yard.

“ VII. If at any Time hereafter the said Imperial Standard Yard and Standard Pound

Avoirdupois respectively, or either of them, be lost, or in any Manner destroyed, defaced,

or otherwise injured, the Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury may cause the same

to be restored by Reference to or Adoption of any of the Copies so deposited as afore-

said, or such of them as may remain available for that Purpose.”

I have now only to give the new nomenclature of the Bars and the temperatmes at

which they represent the British Yard ; and a statement of them distribution up to the

present time (1857, April).

Old Name of Bar.
New

Number.
standard

Temperature.
Distribution of Bars.

Bronze 19 1

O

62-00
1

National Standard, at the Exchequer, in the custody of the

Right Honourable the Comptroller of the Exchequer.
Parliamentary Copy, at the Roy-al Mint.

Parliamentary Copy, in charge of the Royal Society.

Parliamentary- Copy, immured in the New Palace, Westminster.

Parliamentary Copy, at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.

Bronze 20 2 61-94

Bronze 2 3 62-10

Bronze 7 4 61-98

Bronze 10 5 62-16

Bronze 28 6 62-00
1

Retained at the Royal Observatory, as accessible representative

of the National Standard.

Bronze 1 7 61-78 To the East India Company.
To the Government of Russia.Bronze 8 8 61-82

Bronze 9 9 61-25 To the Government of Prussia.

Bronze 4 10 61-51 To the Government of Bavaria.

Bronze 11 11 61-79 To the Government of the United States of America.
Bronze 12 12 61-80 At the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, still disposable.

To the Government of Austria.Bronze 13 13 61-86

Bronze 14 14 61-59 To the Municipality of Edinburgh.

To the Municipality of Dublin.

To the Colony of Canada.

To the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope.
To the Colony of New South Wales.

To the Government of Portugal.

Bronze 15 15 62-31

Bronze l6 16 61-94

Bronze 17 17 62-14

Bronze 18 18 62-26

Bronze 5 ; 19 61-95

Bronze 3 20 62-23 To the Government of Spain.

To the Government of France.Bronze 21 21 61-80

Bronze 22 22 61-75 To the Government of Belgium.

To the Government of Holland.
j

Bronze 23 23 61-77

Bronze 24 24 61-68 To the Government of Hanover.
^ Bronze 25 25 61-97 To the Government of Saxony.

To the Government of Sweden.Bronze 26 26 61-47

Bronze 27 27 61-81 To the Government of Denmark.
Bronze 6 28 61-73 To the Government of Switzerland.

Bronze 29 29 61-51 To the Ordnance Map Office.

At the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, still disposable.

To William Simms, Esq.

To the Government of Sardinia.

Bronze 30 30 61-66

Bronze 31 31 62-04

Bronze 32 32 62-04

Bronze 33 33 61-92 To the Government of the Papal States.

To the Government of Naples and Sicily.

To the Government of Turkey'.

To the Government of Brazil.

Bronze 34 34 62-03

Bronze 35 35 61-95

Bronze 36 36 62-08

Bronze 37 37 62-07 To the Colony of Tasmania.
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Table (continued).

Old Name of Bar.
New Standard

Number.^ Temperature.

Bronze 38 38 62*14

Bronze 39 39 61*87

Bronze 40 40 61*99

Baily’s a 41 62*37 1
Baily’s B 42 61*67 1

Baily’s C 43 61*57 r
Baily’s D 44 61*68 J

Brass 1 46 61*99 n
Brass 2 47 61*14 y.
Flat Brass Scale 48 62*00 J
Kew Bar 49 61*84

New Tubular Scale ... 50 63*09

Donkin’s Copper 51 61*87 1
Maudslays’ Copper... 52 61*82 V
May’s Alloy 53 61*53 J

Swedish A 54 63*55

Swedish B 55 61*93

Swedish C 56 61*77
Low Moor A 57 62*58

Low Moor B 58 61*92

Low Moor C 59 61*65

Low Moor D 60 61*79

Cast Iron A 61 62*56 ']

Cast Iron B 62 62*90 y
Cast Iron C 63 62*34 J
Cast Iron D 64 62*63

Cast Steel A 65 62*22 T
Cast Steel B 66 62*11 V
Cast Steel C 67 62*47 J
Cast Steel D 68 62*62

End-bars.

Bronze 69 61*67 1
Swedish A 70 62*07 S
Low Moor A 71 62*01 J
Cast Steel 72 1 62*03

Cast Steel 73 61*96 q
Bronze 74 1 61*91 >
Bronze 45

! 62*19 J

Old Scales.

Baily’s Tubular 5 ‘ 59*97 q
Simms’s Tubular 4 ... 1 60*55 1

R. Ast. Soc. Tubular...
1

60*78 f
Danish Tubular 60*74 J

Distribution of Bars.

At the Eoyal Observatory, Greenwich, still disposable.

At the Eoyal Observatory, Greenwich, still disposable.

At the Eoyal Observatory, Greenwich, still disposable.

At the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, still disposable.

To the Government of Austria.

At the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, still disposable.

To the Academie des Sciences of Paris.

At the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, still disposable.

To Joseph Whitworth, Esq.

At the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, still disposable.

These have never been the property of the British Government.

In addition to these there are,—No. 75, an undivided bar, marked by mistake : Nos. 76,

77, 78, one-foot end-bars; Nos. 79, 80, six-inch end bars: and Nos. 81, 82, three-inch

end-bars: intended for secondary comparison at the Exchequer or other offices, but at

present lodged at the Eoyal Observatory.

The Documents of every kind, relating to the Standard Commissions and the prepa-

ration of Standards, are preserved at the Eoyal Observatory, Green-wich.

1857, April 8. G. B. AlRY.

4 YMDCCCLVII.
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ADDENDUM.

Since the preparation of this paper, the following bars have been lodged in the

Exchequer Office of Weights and Measures, for use:

—

Line-Bar No. 30.

^No. 70.

No. 45.

End-Bars < No. 76.

No. 79.

LNo. 81.

1858, February 19. G. B. Amr.

Note on the Tubular Scale of the Royal Astronomical Society.

The information which the Committee possessed as to the discordance in the relative

lengths of the intervals A«, B5, Cc, Dd, on this scale, as ascertained at different times

(to which allusion is made in page 645), was derived from Mr. Bailt’s letters, and from

an Abstract entered by Mr. Baily himself in his manuscript book of observations. On
careful examination of those observations, in the course of reading the proof-sheets of

this Account, it was found that Mr. Baily had given all the signs erroneously, for the

observations of 1844, April 21. The signs as now printed in page 645 are coiTect. On
examining into the effect of this change, it Avill be seen that the discordance is really far

less than it was supposed to be by Mr. Baily ;
and that the Tubular Scale merits greater

credit than it obtained with the Committee and Mr. Sheepshanks.

1858, March 3. G. B. Airy.
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XXXI. Memoir on the Resultant of a System of two Equations.

By Aethue Cayley, Esq., F.R.S.

Eeceived December 18, 1856,—Eead January 8, 1857.

The Eesultant of two equations such as

(«, h, . yf=0,
(q>, q, . yy=0,

is, it is well kno^vn, a function homogeneous in regard to the coefficients of each equa-

tion separately, viz. of the degree n in regard to the coefficients [a, h, .
.)

of the first

equation, and of the degree m in regard to the coefficients (p, q, . .)
of the second equa-

tion; and it is natural to develope the resultant in the form kAF-{-Jc'MV «&c., where

A, A', &c. are the combinations (powers and products) of the degree n in the coefficients

{a, h, . .), P, P', &c. are the combinations of the degree m in the coefficients {p, q, . .),

and Jc, Jd, &c. are mere numerical coefficients. The object of the present memoir is to

show how this may be conveniently effected, either by the method of symmetric func-

tions, or from the known expression of the Eesultant in the form of a determinant, and

to exhibit the developed expressions for the resultant of two equations, the degrees of

which do not exceed 4. With respect to the first method, the formula in its best form,

or nearly so, is given in the ‘ Algebra’ of Meyee Hiesch, and the application of it is

veiy easy when the necessary tables are calculated : as to this, see my “ Memoir on the

SjTnmetric Frmctions of the Eoots of an Equation*.” But when the expression for the

Eesultant of two equations is to be calculated without the assistance of such tables, it is

I think by far the most simple process to develope the determinant according to the

second of the two methods.

Consider first the method of symmetric functions, and to fix the ideas, let the two

equations be
{a, b, c, d'Jx, yY=^,
(p, q, r yf=0.

Then writing

(a, b, c, (VJl, zf= a(l— oiz)(l—l3z){l — yz),

so that

-l=a+l3+r =(1),

+l =a/3+ay+^y=(l"),

-^= u(3y =(V),

* Philosophical Transactions, 1857, pp. 489-497.

4 Y 2
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the Eesultant is

{p, q, fja, q, rJJ5, iy.(p, q, rjy, 1)",

which is equal to

r"+ ^r'(« +/3+ y) 4-^r"(cc"+ +/) -\-pqr{a'^+ + /3"y+

+

ya^+ y"a)+ &c.

Or adopting the notation for symmetric functions used in the memoir above referred to,

this is
I

^3

{ -\-qi^
(
1
) ,

f (2) ,

i +fr (V) ,

f
+pqr (21) ,

t +j' (1*)

,

[
+pV (2") ,

1 (
21"),

{ -{-p^q
(
2 "

1 ),

{ (2") ,

the law of which is best seen by dividing by r" and then writing

2= [
1], £=[2],

and similarly,

£= [!], ^=[21], &c.;

the expression would then become

l+ [l](l)+[2](2)+ [l^](l^)+[21](21)+[r](P)+[2"](2")+[21"](21")+ [2n](2n)+[2^](2^).

where the terms within the
[ ]

and
( )

are simply all the partitions of the numbers

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, the greatest part being 2, and the greatest number of parts bemg 3.

And in like manner in the general case we have all the partitions of the numbers

1, 2, 3...«^w, the greatest part being n, and the greatest number of parts being m.

The symmetric functions (1), (2), (1"), &c. are given in the Tables (b) of the Memoir

on Symmetric Functions, but it is necessary to remark that in the Tables the fii-st

coefficient a is put equal to unity, and consequently that there is a power of the

coefficient a to be restored as a factor: this is at once effected by the condition of

homogeneity. And it is not by any means necessary to write douii (as for clearness of

explanation has been done) the preceding expression for the Resultant ; any portion of

it may be taken out directly from one of the Tables {b). For instance, the bracketed

(21 ),

+2’
(
1 *).

which corresponds to the partitions of the number 3, is to be taken out of tlie Table III(i ).

as follows : a portion of this Table (consisting as it happens of consecutive lines and
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columns, but this is not in general the case) is

d he

(zi) +3 -1

(l3) -1

if in this we omit the sign =, and in the outside line write for homogeneity ad instead

of d, and in the outside column first substituting p for 1, 2, then write for homo-

geneity pqr instead of we have

2>qr +3 -1

-1

\iz. pgr x{-\-‘^cid— lhc)-{-g^{— \ad), for the value of the portion in question; this is

equivalent to

pqr 2^

ad +3 -1

be -1
,
or as it maybe more conveniently written,

in which form it constitutes a part of the expression given in the sequel for the Resultant

of the two functions in question ; and similarly the remainder of the expression is at

once derived from the Tables (b) I. to VI.

As a specimen of a mode of verification, it may be remarked that the Resultant

qua invariant ought, when operated upon by the sum of the two operations,

?>a'b^-\-2h'b^-\-cba and 2p'b^-\-gd^,

to give a result zero. The results of the two operations are originally obtained in the

forms in the first and second columns, and the first column, and the second column,

with all the signs reversed, are respectively equal to the third column, and consequently

the sum of the first and second columns vanishes, as it ought to do.
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Next to explain the second method, viz. the calculation of the resultant from the

expression in the form of a determinant.

Taking the same example, as before, the resultant is

a, b, c, d \

a, b, c, d,
I

2), q, r
I

12 q, r

2>, q, r,
!

which may be developed in the form

+12.345}

-13.245}

+14.235'!

+23.145J

-15.234'!

-24.135J

+25.134'!

+ 34.125J

-35.124}

+ 45.123}

where 12, 13, &c. are the terms of

( a, b, c, d ^

I

a, b, c, d
I

and 123, &c. are the terms of

( JP. q^ )

i?, q, r

2), q, r

viz. 12 is the determinant formed with the first and second columns of the upper matrix,

123 is the determinant formed with the first, second and third columns of the lower

matrix, and in like manner for the analogous symbols. These determinants must be

first calculated, and the remainder of the calculation may then be arranged as follows :

—
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where it is to be observed that the figures in the squares of the third column are

obtained from those in the corresponding squares of the first and second columns by the

ordinary rule for the multiplication of determmants,—taking care to multiply the dexter

lines (^. e. fines in the direction \) of the fii'st square by the sinister fines (i. e. fines

in the direction / )
of the second square in order to obtain the sinister fines of the third

square. Thus, for instance, the figures in the square

are obtained as follows, viz. the first sinister fine
(+ 3, —1) by

(-1, +1X-2, +1)= 2+l=+3
(-1, +1X+ 1, 0)=-H-0=-l,

and the second sinister fine
(
— 1, 0) by

(0, -lX-2, +1)=0-1= -1

(0, -ix+ 1, 0)= 0+0= 0.

I have calculated the determinants required for the calculation, by the preceding process,

of the Resultant of two quartic equations, and have indeed used them for the verification

of the expression as found by the method of symmetric functions
; as the determinants

in question are useful for other purposes, I think the values are worth preserving.
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and

Table of the Determinants of the Matrices,

( a, h, c, d, e )

«, c, f?, e

a, h, c, d, e

I

c, d^ e
\

( j9, r, s, O
ih n 5,

p, q, r, s, t

V-> i

arranged in the form adapted for the calculation of the Eesultant of the two quartic

equations («, h, c, d, ?/)“*= 0, and (^, q, i\ s, fjx, yy=0, \iz.
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The Tables of the Resultants of two
follows :

—

Table (2, 2).

Resultant of

(«, b, cjx, y)\

{p, rjw, y)\

M OF TWO EQUATJOXS. 711

equations which I have calculated are as

Table (3, 2).

Resultant of

(«, h, c (VJx. y'f,

(p, q, r Xa:, yf.

4 z 2
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Table (4, 2).

Eesultant of

(a, b, c, d, y)\

ilh q. yf-

Table (3, 3).

Eesultant of

{a, h, f, y)\

{p, rp r, ^/)^
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Table (4, 3).
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Table (4, 4).

Resultant of

(«, h, c, d, e%x, y)\

{p, q, r, s, tjx, yf.
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XXXII. On the Symmetric Functions of the Roots of certain Systems of two Equations.

By Aethue Cayley, Esq., F.R.S.

Eeceived December 18, 1856,—Eead January 8, 1857.

Suppose in general that (p=0, '4^=0, See. denote a system of (n— 1) equations between

the n variables {x, y, z, . .), where the functions (p, See. are quantics (i. e. rational and

integral homogeneous functions) of the variables. Any values (Xi, y,, Zi, .
.)

satisfying the

equations, are said to constitute a set of roots of the system
;
the roots of the same set

are, it is clear, only determinate to a common factor q)?’es, i. e. only the ratios inter se

and not the absolute magnitudes of the roots of a set are determinate. The number of

sets, or the degree of the system, is equal to the product of the degrees of the component

equations. Imagine a function of the roots which remains unaltered when any two sets

(Xi, yi, 01 , . .

.)
and (x^, y^, 02 ?

• •) are interchanged (that is, when x., and x.^, y^ and y.^. Sec.

are simultaneously interchanged), and which is besides homogeneous of the same degree

as regards each entire set of roots, although not of necessity homogeneous as regards the

different roots of the same set; thus, for example, if the sets are (.'Tj, yj, {x^,y2),
then the

functions y„ yiya are each of them of the form in question
;
but the first and

third of these functions, although homogeneous of the fii’st degree in regard to each

entire set, are not homogeneous as regards the two variables of each set. A function of

the above-mentioned form may, for shortness, be termed a symmetric function of the

roots ; such function (disregarding an arbitrary factor depending on the common factors

which enter implicitly into the different sets of roots) will be a rational and integral

function of the coefficients of the equations, i. e. any symmetric function of the roots

may be considered as a rational and integral function of the coefficients. The general

process for the investigation of such expression for a symmetric function of the roots

is indicated in Professor Schlapli’s Memoir, “ Ueber die Resultante eines Systemes

mehrerer algebraischer Gleichungen,” Vienna Transactions, t. iv. (1852). The process is

as follows :—Suppose that we know the resultant of a system of equations, one or more of

them being linear ; then if <p= 0 be the linear equation or one of the linear equations of

the system, the resultant will be of the form ?>i?>2 --? where <p^, (p.2 ,
Sec. are what the

function (p becomes upon substituting therein the different sets (x^, y„ 0i..), (^2 ? y2 ? "a--)

of the remaining (n— I) equations -4^= 0, %=0, &c. ;
comparing such expression with

the given value of the resultant, we have expressed in terms of the coefficients of the

functions Xi &c-? certain symmetric functions which may be called the fundamental

symmetric functions of the roots of the system >'= 0, &c. ; these are in fact the

symmetric functions of the first degree in respect to each set of roots. By the aid of

these fundamental symmetric functions, the other symmetric functions of the roots of

the system •4z= 0, >^=0, Sec. maybe expressed in terms of the coefficients, and then com-

MDCCCLVII. 5 A
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billing with these equations a non-linear equation <1>= 0, the resultant of the s^'steni

0= 0, \p= 0
,

&c. will be what the function OjOa... becomes, upon substituting

therein for the different symmetric functions of the roots of the system %}/= 0, x= 0
,
&c.

the expressions for these functions in terms of the coefficients. We thus pass from the

resultant of a system <p= 0, '^^= 0
, %=0, &c., to that of a system 0=0, '^= 0 . x=0, &c..

in which the linear function (p is replaced by the non-linear function O. By what has

preceded, the symmetric functions of the roots of a system of (n— 1) equations depend

on the resultant of the system obtained by combining the («— 1) equations with an arbi-

trary linear equation ; and moreover, the resultant of any system of n equations depends

ultimately upon the resultant of a system of the same number of equations, all except

one being linear; but in this case the linear equations determine the ratios of the

variables or (disregarding a common factor) the values of the variables, and by substi-

tuting these values in the remaining equation we have the resultant of the system. The

process leads, therefore, to the expressions for the symmetric functions of the roots of

any system of {n—\) equations, and also to the expression for the resultant of any

system of n equations. Professor Schlafli discusses in the general case the problem of

showing how the expressions for the fundamental symmetric functions lead to those of

the other symmetric functions, but it is not necessary to speak further of this portion of

his investigations. The object of the present Memoir is to apply the process to two par-

ticular cases, viz. I propose to obtain thereby the expressions for the simplest s^Tumetiic

functions (after the fundamental ones) of the follorving systems of two teniaiy equa-

tions
;
that is, first, a linear equation and a quadric equation

;
and secondly, a linear

equation and a cubic equation.

First, consider the two equations

(a, h, c,f, g, lifw, y, zy= 0
,

y, 2:)=0,

and join to these the arbitrary linear equation

(i, n, IXx, y, 2)=0,

then the two linear equations give

x\y\z=^l—Y^>Y^~^^'- ;

and substituting in the quadratic equation, we have for the resultant of the three equations,

(a, h, c,f, g, — 0|)"=O,

which may be represented by

(a, b, c, f, g, hjl, ri, 4)‘"=0,

where the coefficients are given by means of the Table.

a b c f g A

a = +y- +/3- -2fty
b= + 7' +a^ — 2yoi.

+ /3= — 2a,ft

f = —fty — or +a.ft +ya
(T — —ya + a/3 —ft- +fty
h= -a.ft + ya +fty —y-

(f)
if)

SC’jO

2(??)

viz. a=^7^+c,6'^

—
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But if the roots of the given system are

(<^15 y \1 (.^2, ^2? ^2)5

then the resultant of the three equations will be

and comparing the two expressions, we have

b =3/1 3/2,

0 = 2,22,

2f =3/122+3/2^1,

2g=2,^2+22a^i,

2h=^i?/2+ T23/1,

which are the expressions for the six fundamental symmetric functions, or symmetric

functions of the first degree in each set, of the roots of the given system.

By forming the powers and products of the second order a^, ah, &c., we obtain linear

relations between the symmetric functions of the second degree in respect to each set of

roots. The number of equations is precisely equal to that of the symmetric functions of

the form in question, and the solution of the linear equations gives

—

P 2 _|, /yj2
d" tv Jw 2 5

b" =y\yl

be =3/, 2,3/222,

Ca= 2i.T,22^2,

ab=^, 3/1^23/2,

ii^—2hc=y\zl-\-ylz\,

4g^— 2ca= z\x\+ 22^.’,,

4h*— 2ab= ^,3/2+ /r23/,,

2af — ^,3/1 ^2'^2 ~l”

2bg=?/, 2,^23/2+^13/1^222,

2ch = z,x,y^z^-\-y,z,z.jJc^,

4gh— 2af =^3/222+/P23/i 2:i,

4hf— 2bg=y?22^2+3/22i-^i,

4fg — 2ch= z\x^y^-\- zlx,y,,

2M=y\tj^z^-\-yly,z,,

2cg= 2,22^2+

2ah= /rf^2 y^+ ,3/1

,

5 A 2
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2cf =%2«2+%i2i,

2ag=^22a;2+^2i^i,

2h'h=y\x^y^-\~ylx,y,.

Proceeding next to the powers and products of the third order a^ a"b, &c., the total

number of linear relations between the symmetric functions of the thii’d degree in

respect to each set of roots exceeds by unity the number of the symmetric functions of

the form in question
;
in fact the expressions for abc, aP, bg^, ch^, fgh contain, not five,

but only four symmetric functions of the roots ;
for we have

ohc—x^y-^z^.x^y-iZ^

4aP = {x,y\x^zl+x^yyc^ z])+ 2x,y^z,x^^z^,

4bg"=

(

y,z\y^^+ y^ zly.oi^,)+ 2x{y,z,x^^z^,

4ch®= (
z^x\ z^yl+ z^\z, yX)+ 2x,y,z,x,yi^^

8fgh

=

{x,y\x^z%+ x^ylx, zX)

'

+ (y 1 + y%AyA) !>

+

^x,y,z,x.^^z^

+{z,x\zA2+z^xlz,y\)

and consequently the quantities a, b, c, f. g, h, are not independent, but are connected

by the equation

abc— af®—bg^— ch® fi- 2fgh= 0,

an equation, which is in fact verified by the foregoing values of a, &c. in terms of the

coefiicients of the given system.

The expressions for the symmetric functions of the third degree considered as functions

of a, b, c, f, g, h, are consequently not absolutely determinate, but they may be modified

by the addition of the term A(abc—aP—bg^—-ch^+2fgh), where X is an indetermmate

numerical coefficient.

The simplest expressions are those obtained by disregarding the preceding equation

for fgh, and the entire system then becomes-

—

q 3 _ /y»3/y,3
t/v jt/v 25

b® =y\y%

e :=z\z%

b'c —y\z{y\z^,

c^a =zlxizlx2,

affi ^xXy.xly^,

be" —yAy^A,

ca" =ZiXlz^'l,

ab" =xAiX2yl,

abc—x^yiZiX^^^i^
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2a^f = x\yiZiCcl-\-xly^z^c(^^,

2b"g = y\z,x^yl+ylz.jjc,y\,

2c"h = z\x,y^zl-\- zlx^y^z\,

2a*g = x\z^o^^^^\-o^^z^x\^

2b"h = y\x^yl-\-y^^^y\,

2cH = zly^zl+z^^.z'l,

2a^h = 0(f[zlx^-{-xlz\x^,

= fAy^-\-y\x\yi,

2c"g = z\y\z^-\- z\y\z^,

2bcf= y\z,y^z\-\-ylz^y,z\,

2cag= z\XxZ^^+ zlx^Ziifi,

2abh= x\y,x^ijl+xly^x,y\,

2hc^=y,z\x^y^^ +y2zlx,y,z,,

2cah= z^oelx^y^z^+ z.iX\x^y^z^^

2abf =x^y\x^y^z^-\-x^yyx^^^,

2hch.=y\z,x^y^z^-\-ylz^x,y,z,,

2caf = z\x,x^y^z^+ zyjc^,xy,z^,

2abg=A"lyiX^y^z^+xly^^^z,

4af^ — 2abc = x,y\z\x^-\-x^ylz\x^.

4bg^ — 2abc= yxZ\xly^-\-y^zyif[y„

4ch^ — 2abc= z,x\ylz^-\- zXy\z,,

4bP -2b^c = f^2zl+ylyxz\.

4cg* — 2c^a = /ji2 _ |_ „Z„ /m2

4ah^ -2a*b = rv^fy* /y/2 |_ /y»3/M «y2
^i‘^2y2“‘^2^iyn

4cP -2bc^ = z]ylz^+ zly\z,.

p 1 too 11 /yr^^^/v* 1 /y»3>y2^

4bh=^-2ab^ = y\^2y2-{-yyx!\y,.

4agh— 2a*f = a^^x^y^z^ +^2^i^i2n

4bhf— 2b^g = f,x^y^z^+y^^,y,z,,

4cfg — 2c^h = z\x^y^^-{-zyc,y,z,,
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4bgh— 2abf

4chf —‘lhQ,g= z\x,f^z^-\-zyc^y\z^,

4afg — 2cab=a^
3/iZ|^2+^3/22 i'

3^iT

4cgh — 2acf = yxz\o^^z^-\-y^z^^^z^,

4ahf — 2bag=: z^a^{y\x^-\- z^^\x^,

4bfg — 2cbh= x,y\zly^+x^ylz\y„

8f2g _ 4chf — 2bcg= z\x^yl+ z^^^y\,

8g^h— 4afg —2cah=

8h^f — 4bgh— 2abf= y\z^0(^^-\-ylz^3(^^,

8fg2 _ 4chg— 2acf = z\xiy.,-{- z^^\y^,

8gh^— 4afh —2bag= x\y\z^-\-x^^y\z^,

8hP— 4bgf —2cbh= y\z\x.^-\-y\z\x^.

8P — 6bcf = y\z\-\-y%z\^

8g® — 6cag = z\x?^+ zlafi,

8h® — QdibYi—xlyl -{-xly].

Secondly, consider the system of equations

(«, h, c,f, g, A, ^,y, Jc, lX^, y, zf^O,

(os, y'Xj^^ V")

where the cubic function Avritten at full length is

€13? -\-by'^-\-cz^-{- ^fy^z+ 3gz^x+3/?x^y+ Myz^^+ ojzo?+ 2>kxy-+ 6 Jxy

Joining to the system the linear equation

(?, y. ^)=o,
the linear equations give

x\y\ z=^^— yjj
:
y|— : ari— 18|,

and the resultant is

(a, b, c,f, g, h, ij, k, lX^^—7n, y|— ati—(5^y=0,

which may be represented by

(a, b, c, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1J|,

where the coefficients a, b, &c. are given by means of the Table :

—
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a b c f g h i j ^

^3

3 ?c"
3 e^ri

6?r;?

^iz. a=^7*—
cf
3^— 3y'/3y^+37j8^7, &c.

;

but if the roots of the given system are

J/l? ^l)? ('^25 ^2? ^2)? (i^S! 3^3? ^3)?

then the resultant of the three equations may also be represented by

J/n O’ (^'2; j/25 .5
^ 3 ? 0 ’

and comparing with the former expression, we find

—

a =
b=
c =

1
+

+ y3
+
1 - 3

/37
'^

— 3ya®
-3a/32

+ 3/3+
+ 3y2a

+ 3a2/3

f = + /37® + 0.^13 —y'^a — 2a,f3y + 2ya®

g= + ya® + /3+ -+ — 2cx,j3y + 2a/32

h= +«+ + 7'“ -/3+ — 2a/3y — y3 + 2/3y2

i = -(3-7 + a? + 2a/3y + ad2 — ya® -2a®/3

j
= —y-a + /3S — a/32 +dy® -2+y
k= -a^d + 2a/3y -|-y3 + ya2 -/3y2 — 2y®a

1 = — ya® —a/32 — /3y2 + a2/3 + /32y + 7®a

a =XiX2̂
'
3 ,

b

C=Z,Z, Z3,

3f =^ii/2 23+M3 Zi ^2 ,

3g= Z2 .T3+ ^2 23 + ^3 ^2,

Sh=x,X3y3+x^3^i +^’3^,

^

2 ,

3i =3/, 22^3+^2 ^3 +3/321^2,

3
j
= 2

,
0^2^3+ 22^3.^,4- 2:3

3k =0:, 3/23/3+^23/3^1 +^33/13/2,

61 ^^0^1 3/2 ^3 “h 'I' 23/3^1 “h ^33/1 ^2“i~ ^13/3^2“}” '^23/1^3 ‘+^33/2^1’

But there is in the present case a relation independent of the quantities a, See., viz. we

have («,(3,7Xo;„ 3/„2,)= 0, («, ^, 7l^’2,3/2, 22)=0, («, ^, 71^3,3/3, ^3)= 0, and thence elimi-

nating the coefficients (a,
(
3

, 7), we find

V= ^13/2^3+ ^^23/3^ ,+ ^’33/1^2— ^‘13/3^2—

1

= 6.

By forming the powers and products of the second degree a^, ab, &c., we obtain 55

equations between the symmetric functions of the second degree in each set of roots.

But we have V*= 0=a symmetric function of the roots, and thus the entire number of

linear relations is 56
,
and this is in fact the number of the symmetric functions of tlie

second degree in each set. I use for shortness the sign S to denote the sum of tlie
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distinct terms obtained by permuting the different sets of roots, so that the equations for

the fundamental symmetric functions are

—

a =
b= VMz.
C — Z2

3f= 83/1^2^3,

3g= 8^1 22^3,

3h= 8 ^1^23/3,

3 i =8yi 2:22:3,

3
j
=8 2:1

3k=8 ^,3/2^3,

61 — 8 ^1^2 ^3 ,

then the complete system of expressions for the symmetric functions of the second order

is as follows, viz.

—

p ^
i /j.»2

Cv tv
j
tv 2*^ 3 5

P 2 __ «2 ^2C -^1 -^2

bc= ViZ.y^z^ij^z^,

ca= ZiX^z^x^ZgXs,

ab= ^iy <iy •it

3af x^yiX^y-iZiX^^

3bg= 8 3/12,3/22:2^3^3,

3ch = 8 A’l z^x^yz 2:3,

3bf= 83/^3/^3/323,

3cg =8 2:^212:3^3,

3ah= 8 x^iXlXsys,

3cf =83/1 z.y^z^zl,

3ag= 8 2:, a’, z^x^xl,

3bh^^8 X^y 2y -2 yat

3ai 8 X ^y\Z2^'2^^3*^ it

3bj =S y.z.x^y^^'iyit

3ck =8 ZiX^y^z-iyiZ^.
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3bi

3cj =S zlz^x^z^w^,

3ak= S x^x^y^x^y^^

3ci =^^y,z,zlzl,

3aj =S z^x^xlxl,

?>h'k=^ x,y,ylyl,

Gal x\x^y^z^X3 ,

6bl ^^yly^z^^y^,

Gel =8 z\z^x^y^z^.

9P -Gbi =8 y\yl^l

9g' — Gcj = 8 <^2^39

9h^ — Gak= 8 x\xiyl

9P — Gef = 8 fXzl
9j^ -Gag =8 -2^2^2

9k^ -Gbh=8 x\ylyl

9fg -3ck= 8 xyj.z^zl

9gh— 3ai =8 y, 2 , 22^2^1 ,

9hf -3bj =8 z.x^x^y^yl,

9jk — 3af — 8 x-^x^y^y^z.^.^

9ki -3bg= 8 y\y^z^zyx^,

9ij — 3ch= 8 z\ z.yx^^y^.

9fi — 3bc

:

=8 yly^z^zi,

9gj — 3ca :r=8 Z\ 22^2'^35

9hk— Sab :=8

3
(

fj +gk + hi —P)=S .r,y122^2:^323,

3
(
2 fj — gk —hi -{-\^)=^ x,y,x^y^zl

3
(
2gk— hi —

fj
+P)=S 3/,2i_^2^2^,

3
(2hi — fj —gk+P)=S z.XiZ^x^yl,

3
(
6fl — 3ki— bg) —^xyjiylzl,

3
(
6gl — 3ij — ch) =Sy,2i2lx*,

3
(
6hl — 3jk— af

) =821^1^2^^,

5 BMDCCCLVII.
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3(6il — 3fg —ck)=S 3/1^3,

3(6jl — 3gh— ai)==S

3(6kl — 3hf —bj)=S

6(—fj—gk—M+4P)=S

As an instance of the application of the formulae, let it be required to eliminate the

variables from the three equations,

(a, h, c,f, g, A, i,j, k, IJx, y, zf=^,

(«', c\f\ g\ A' ^f= 0’

(«, /3, y Jx, j/, 2) =0.

This may be done in two different ways ; first, representing the roots of the linear equa-

tion and the quadric equation by y^, z^), (x^, y^^ 22)5 Hi® resultant will be

which is equal to

(«, ..X^I, yx, z,y.(a, ..Jx^, y^, z.,f,

(2^ ^1^2+ &C.,

where the symmetric functions x\xl, &c. are given by the formula &c., where

the coefficients of the quadratic equation being (a', h\ d, f\ g\ A') I have -written a'

instead of a. Next, if the roots of the linear equation and the cubic equation are repre-

sented by {Xi, 2i), (^25 y2 -> ^2)5 (^35 ^3; then the resultant -will be

(«', ..X^„ yx Z,)\{a!, .X^2, ^2, z.,f{a!, ..X^I’3 , ^3, ^3)',

which is equal to

a!^ x\xlxy^-^Scc,.,

the symmetric functions x\xlx% &c. being given by the formulse a-=j^a’i?’§, &c. The

expression for the Resultant is in each case of the right degree, viz. of the degrees 6, 3.

2, in the coefficients of the linear, the quadric, and the cubic equations respective!v ;

the two expressions, therefore, can only differ by a numerical factor, which might be

determined without difficulty. The third expression for the resultant, -viz.

(a, yX^i’ 2^1’ yX^'25 ^2 ?
z.j)- .( 05

, /3, yX'^^C’ ys^ "g)’

(where (^„ y„ z^), .
.
(xg, yg^ 20) are the roots of the cubic and quadi-atic equations) com-

pared -with the foregoing value, leads to expressions for the fundamental symmetric

functions of the cubic and quadratic equations, and thence to expressions for the other

symmetric functions of these two equations; but it would be difficult to obtain the

actually developed values even of the fundamental symmetric functions. I hope to

return to the subject, and consider in a general point of view the question of the forma-

tion of the expressions for the other symmetric functions by means of the expressions

for the fundamental symmetric functions.
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XXXIII. A MemoiT on the Conditions for the ^Existence of given Systems of Equalities

among the Roots of an Equation. By Aethue Cayley, Esq., F.R.S.

deceived December 18, 1856,—Head January 8, 1857.

It is well known that there is a symmetric function of the roots of an equation, viz. the

product of the squares of the differences of the roots, which vanishes when any two roots

are put equal to each other, and that consequently such function expressed in terms of

the coefficients and equated to zero, gives the condition for the existence of a pair of

equal roots. And it was remarked long ago by Professor Sylvestee, in some of his

earlier papers in the ‘ Philosophical Magazine,’ that the like method could be applied to

finding the conditions for the existence of other systems of equalities among the roots,

viz. that it was possible to form symmetric functions, each of them a sum of terms con-

taining the product of a certain number of the differences of the roots, and such that

the enthe function might vanish for the particular system of equalities in question

;

and that such functions expressed in terms of the coefficients and equated to zero would

give the requhed conditions. The object of the present memoir is to extend this theory

and render it exhaustive, by showing how to form a series of types of all the different

functions which vanish for one or more systems of equalities among the roots ; and in

particular to obtain by the method distinctive conditions for all the different systems of

equalities between the roots of a quartic or a quintic equation, \iz. for each system con-

ditions which are satisfied for the particular system, and are not satisfied for any other

systems, except, of course, the more special systems included in the particular system.

The question of finding the conditions for any particular system of equalities is essen-

tially an indeterminate one, for given any set of functions which vanish, a function

syzygetically connected with these will also vanish ; the discussion of the nature of the

syzygetic relations between the different functions which vanish for any particular

system of equalities, and of the order of the system composed of the several conditions

for the particular system of equalities, does not enter into the plan of the present

memoir. I have referred here to the indeterminateness of the question for the sake of

the remark that I have availed myself thereof, to express by means of invariants or'

covariants the different systems of conditions obtained in the sequel of the memoir ; the

expressions of the different invariants and covariants referred to are given in my ‘ Second

Memoir upon Quantics,’ Philosophical Transactions, vol. cxlvi. (1856).

1. Suppose, to fix the ideas, that the equation is one of the fifth order, and call the roots

a,(3,y,^,s. Write = 12.13=2®(«-|3)'(«-7)'", 12.34= 2?)(«-^3y(y-^)“.

&c., where 9 is an arbitrary function and I, m, &c. are positive integers. It is hardly neces-

sary to remark that similar types, such as 12, 13, 45, &c., or as 12.13 and 23.25, &c.,

denote identically the same sums. Two types, such as 12.13 and 14.15.23.24.25. 34. 35.45,

5 B 2
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may be said to be complementary to each other. A particular product (a—

j

3)(7— 5)

does or does not enter as a term (or factor of a term) in one of the above-mentioned

sums, according as the type 12.34 of the product, or some similar type, does or does

not form part of the type of the sum; for instance, the product (a — ^)(y— o) is a term

(or factor of a term) of each of the sums 12.34, 13.45.24, &c., but not of the sums

12.13.14.15, &c.

2. If, now, we establish .any equalities between the roots, e. g. a-=(5, y=^, the effect

will be to reduce certain of the sums to zero, and it is easy to ffnd in what cases this

happens. The sum will vanish if each term contains one or both of the factors

0,-13, y— ^. e. if there is no term the complementary of which contains the product

(a— j3)(y
— h), or what is the same thing, whenever the complementary’ type does not

contain as part of it, a type such as 12 . 34. Thus for the sum 14 . 15 . 24 . 25 . 34 . 35 . 45.

the complementary type is 12.13.23, which does not contain any type such as 12.34,

e. the sum 14.15.24.25.34.35.45 vanishes for a=(3, y='h. It is of course clear

that it also vanishes for ci=(3=s, 7=^ or cc=f3= y= ^, &c., which are included in a=/3,

7 =^. But the like reasoning shows, and it is important to notice, that the sum in

question does not vanish for c(=j3= y: and of course it does not vanish for a=f3.

Hence the vanishing of the sum 14.15.24.25.34.35.45 is characteristic of the system

cx,=j3, 7=^. A system of roots a, (3, 7 ,
i may be denoted by 11111 ; but if a=i3, then

the system may be denoted by 2111
,
or if c4=/3

, 7=^, by 221
,
and so on. AVe may then

say that the sum 14.15.24.25.34.35.45 does not vanish for 2111, vanishes for 221.

does not vanish for 311, vanishes for 32, 41, 5.

3. For the purpose of obtaining the entire system of results it is only necessary to

form Tables, such as the annexed Tables, the meaning of which is sirfhciently explained

by what precedes : the mark (
x )

set against a type denotes that the sum represented

by the complementary type vanishes, the mark (o) that the complementary tvpe does

not vanish, for the system of roots denoted by the symbol at the top or bottom of the

column ;
the complementary type is given in the same horizontal line uith the original

type. It will be noticed that the right-hand columns do not extend to the foot of the

Table ;
the reason of this of course is, to avoid a repetition of the same type. Some of

the types at the foot of the Tables are complementary to themselves, but I have, not-

withstanding this, given the complementary type in the form under which it naturallv

presents itself.

4. The Tables are

—

Table for the equal Hoots of a Quartic.

211 22 31 4 211 22 31 4

X X X X 12. 13.14 .23.24.34 0 0 0 0

0 X X X 12 jl3.14 .23.24.34 0 0 0 X

0 X X X 12.iT| 14 .23.24.34 0 0 0 X

0 0 X X 12.34I 13 . 14.23.24 0 0 X X

0 X X X 12.13.14 23.24.34
0 0 X X 12.13.24 14.23.34 211 22 31 4

0 X 0 X 12.13.23 14.24.34

211 22 31 4
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Table for the equal Roots of a Quintic.
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2111 221 311 32 41 5 2111 221 311 32 41 5
1

X X X X X X 12.13.14. 15. 23. 24.25.34.35.45 O o o o o o 1

o X X X X X 12|13.]4. 15. 23. 24.25.34.35.45 O o o o o X

o X X X X X 12.13114. 15. 23. 24.25.34.35.45 O 0 o 0 o X

o o X X X X ]2.34|l3. 14. 15. 23.24.25.35.45 O o o o X X

o X X X X X 12.13.14 15. 23. 24.25.34.35.45 O o 0 o o X

0 o X X X X 12.13.45 14. 15. 23.24.25.34.35 O o o o X X

o o X X X X 12.13. 24 14. 15. 23.25.34.35.45 O o o 0 X X

o X 0 X X X 12.13. 23 14. 15 24.25.34.35.45 O o o X X X

o X X X X X 12.13.14 . 15 23 24.25.34.35.45 o o o X o X

0 o o X X X 12.13.14 .23 15 24.25.34.35.45 o o o X X X

o o X X X X 12.13. 14 .25 15 23.24.34.35.45 0 o o X X X

0 o X X X X 12.13.24 .34 14 15.23.25.35.45 o o o o X X

o o X X X X 12.14.23 .35 13 .15.24.25.34.45 o o o 0 X X

o o o o X X 12.13. 23 .45 14 15.24.25.34.35 o o X X X X

o o X X X 12.13.14 15 24.25.34.35.45
o o o X X X 12.13.14 .23 24 15.25.34.35.45 2111

1
221

1
311 1 32 41 5

o 0 o X X X 12.13.14 .23 25 15.24.34.35. 45

o o o X X X 12.13.15 .24 34 14.23.25.35.45
o o o o X X 12.13.14 .23 45 15.24.25.34.35
o o X X X X 12.15.23 .34 45 13.14.24.25. 35

2111 221 311 32 41 5

The two Tables enable the discussion of the theory of the equal roots of a quartic or

quintic equation : first for the quartic :

—

5.

In order that a quartic may have a pair of equal roots, or what is the same thing,

that the system of roots may be of the form 211, the type to be considered is

12.13.14.23.24.34;

this of course gives as the function to be equated to zero, the discriminant of the quartic.

6. In order that there may be two pairs of equal roots, or that the system may be of

the form 22, the simplest type to be considered is

14.24.34;

this gives the function

which being a covariant of the degree 3 in the coefficients and the degree 6 in the

variables, can only be the cubicovariant of the quartic.

7. In order that the quartic may have three equal roots, or that the system of roots

may be of the form 31, we may consider the type

13.14.23.24,

and we obtain thence the two functions

(“—W—rX/3—

which being respectively invariants of the degrees 2 and 3, are of course the quadrin-

variant and the cubinvariant of the quartic. If we had considered the apparently more

simple type

12.34,
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this gives the function

“(«—Wr—
which is the quadrinvariant, but the cubinvariant is not included under the type in

question.

8. Finally, if the roots are all equal, or the system of roots is of the form 4, then the

simplest type is

42 ,

and this gives the function

'2{cc-^f{x-y2/f(x—hjy,

a covariant of the degree 2 in the coefficients and the degree 4 in the variables ; this is

of course the Hessian of the quartic.

Considering next the case of the quintic :

—

9. In order that a quintic may have a pair of equal roots, or what is the same thing,

that the system of roots may be of the form 2111, the type to be considered is

12.13.14.15.23.24.25.34.35.45;

this of course gives as the function to be equated to zero, the discriminant of the quintic.

10. In order that the quintic may have two pair's of equal roots, or that the system

of roots may be 221, the simplest type to be considered is

14.15.24.25.34.35.45;

a type which gives the function

This is a covariant of the degree 5 in the coefficients and of the degree 9 in the vai-iables

;

but it appears from the memoir above referred to, that there is not any ii'reducible

covariant of the form in question ; such covariant must be a sum of the products

(No. 13)(No. 20), (No. 13)(No. 14)^, (No. 15)(No. 16) (the numbers refer to the Cova-

riant Tables given in the memoir), each multiplied by a merely numerical coefficient.

These numerical coefficients may be determined by the consideration that there being two

pairs of equal roots, we may by a linear transformation make these roots 0, 0, cc, oc.

or what is the same thing, we may write a=b=e—f=0, the covariant must then

vanish identically. The coefficients are thus found to be 1, —4, 50, and we have for a

covariant vanishuig in the case of two pairs of equal roots,

1 (No. 13)(No. 20)

- 4 (No. 13)(No. 14)-

+ 50 (No. 15)(No. 16).

In fact, writing a=b=:e—f=0, and rejecting, 'where it occurs, a factor the se^eral

covariants become functions of cx, dtj ; and putting, for shortness, x, y instead of cx, r///,

the equation to be verified is

1 . 10(.i'+y)(6.ri+8.ri^+28.ri/+8.r/+6/)

— 4.1 0(a;+3/)( +2xy+ oy-f

+ 50(6a’"+ 8.t^+ 6/)(.ri+.riy+A’/+y)= 0.
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And dmding out by {x-\-y) and reducing, the equation is at once seen to be identically

true.

11. In order that the quintic may have three equal roots, or that the system of roots

may be of the form 311, the simplest type to be considered is

12.13.23.45;
this gives the function

which being an invariant, and being of the fourth degree in the coefficients, must be

the quartinvariant of the quintic. The same type gives also the function

2(« -y)\7- -i)\x—ly)\x- iy)\

which is a covariant of the degree 4 in the coefficients and the degree 4 in the variables ;

and it must vanish when fi5=J=c=0, this can only be the covariant

3(No. 20)-2(No. 14)^

which it is clear vanishes as required.

12. In order that the quintic may have three equal roots and two equal roots, or that

the system of roots may be of the form 32, the simplest type to be considered is

12.13.14.15,

which gives the function

2(a-^)(a- 7)(a- ^)(a-

a covariant of the degree 4 in the coefficients, and the degree 12 in the variables
; and it

must vanish when a=5=c=0, e=f—^ ;
this can only be the covariant

3(No. 13)^(No. 14)-25(No. lb)\

which it is clear vanishes as requhed.

13. In order that the quintic may have four equal roots, or that the system may be

of the form 41, the simplest type to be considered is

12.34,

which gives the function

a covariant of the degree 2 in the coefficients, and of the same degree in the variables

;

this can only be the covariant (No. 14).

14. Finally, in order that all the roots may be equal, or that the system of roots may

be of the form 5. the type to be considered is

12 ;

and this gives the function

a covariant of the degree 2 in the coefficients, and the degree 6 in the variables, and

this can only be the Hessian (No. 15).

It will be obseiwed that all the preceding conditions are distinctive; for instance, the

covariant which vanishes when the system of roots is of the form 311, does not vanisli

when the system is of the form 221, or of any other form not included in the form 311.
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XXXIV. Tables of the Sturmian Functions for Equations of the Second, Third, Fourth

and Fifth Degrees. By Aethue Cayley, Esq., F.R.S.

Received December 18, 1856,—Read January 8, 1857.

The general expressions for the Sturmian functions in the form of determinants are at

once deducible from the researches of Professor Sylvester in his early papers on the

subject in the Philosophical Magazine, and in giving these expressions in the Memoir
‘ Nouvelles Kecherches sur lesFonctions de M. Stuem,’ Liouville, t. xiii. p. 269 (

1848 ), I

was wrong in claiming for them any novelty. The expressions in the last-mentioned

memoir admit of a modification by which then’ form is rendered somewhat more

elegant
;
I propose on the present occasion merely to give this modified form of the

general expression, and to give the developed expressions of the functions in question

for equations of the degrees two, three, four, and five.

Consider in general the equation

\J—{a,h,....j,kj3c,lf,
and write

V={a,b,...j 1)”“'

Q=(^, ...j, kJj]c,lY-\

then supposing as usual that the first coefficient a is positive, and taking for shortness

n„ n^, &c. to represent the binomial coefficients ^ —?, &c, corresponding to

the index [n— 1), the Sturmian functions, each with its proper sign, are as follows, viz.

U, P, P, Q
a, b

xV, P, .rQ, Q
a. •

nfi. a. n,c. b

nyc. nfi. n.f. n^c

xF, P, x^Q, xQ, Q
a. n b, •9

n,b. a. •9 n, c. b. •

n^c. n,b. a. nfi. n, c, b

n4. n^c. w, b, n^e. n^d. n^c

n,e. n^ d, n.,c. n,f n^e. nfi

where the terms containing the powers of x, which exceed the degrees of the several

MDCCCLVII. 5 c
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functions respectively, vanish identically (as is in fact obvious from the form of the

expressions), but these terms may of course be omitted ah initio.

The following are the results which I have obtained ; it is well known that the last

or constant function is in each case equal to the discriminant, and as the expressions for

the discriminant of equations of the fourth and fifth degrees are given, Tables Xo. 12

and No. 26 in my ‘ Second Memoir upon Quantics*,’ I have thought it sufficient to refer

to these values without repeating them at length.

Table for the degree 2.

The Sturmian functions for the quadric [a, h, c\x, 1)^ are

Table for the degree 3.

The Sturmian functions for the cubic (a, h, c, 1)^ are

* Philosophical Transactions, t. cxlvi. p. 101 (1856).
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Table for the degree 4.

The Sturmian functions for the quartic (a, b, c, d, e\x, l)^ are

(
a ^ b Q c ^ d e 1)^,

a 3 h 3 c d

i

— 3 ac — Z ad — ae

+ 3 “j“ 3 he + bd

— 1 aJ^ce + 1 d^de

+ 3 edd^ — 4 abce

+ 1 ab'^e — 1 abd^
— 14 abed + 3 ac^d

+ 9 ac^ + 3 b^e

+ 8 b^d — 2 b^cd

- 6

1 ).

+ 1 aV
+ &c.

Disct. Tab.
No. 12.

Table for the degree 5.

The Sturmian functions for the quintic (a, b, c, e, 1)*

(
« 5 b 10 c 10 5 e f 1)*,

(
a 4 6 6 c 4 e? e in

(

— 4 etc — Q ad — 4 ae - «/
+ 4 b^ + 6 be + A. bd + be

2
(

— 8 a^ce — 2 edef + 3 aHf
+ 18 a^d^ + 12 aHe — 11 abef

+ 8 ab'^e + 2 ahy — 3 abde
— 76 abed — 42 abce + 8 ac^e

+ 48 ac® -12 abd^ + 8 6®/

+ 40 b^d
-30 6V

+ 32 a(?d

+ 30 6®e

-20 6W

— 5 Vee
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— 2 a^cf^ + 3 ddf
+ 24 a?def - 8 ddf
— 32 - 11 a^bcf
+ 2 a%Y + 58 a^bdef

+ 264 a%de^ + 8 cdbe^

— 52 a^bcef + 104 (ddef
— 96 d^bd'‘f -156 a^cddf

+ 64 a^c^df — 96 a^cdd

+ 352 a^cV + 108 a^d^e
— 938 d^cd"e + 8 aPp
+ 432 a^d^ — 2bb afdcef

+ 28 ab^ef — 8 ab^d'^f

— 970 ab^ce^ + 35 aVdd
+ 120 a¥d^e + 584 abddf
+ 2480 abc'de + 120 abde^

+ 264 ab^cdf — 360 abcd'^e
— 1440 abcd^ — 288 adf
- 192 abc^ + 160 adde
— 960 ac^e + 120 b^ef

+ 640 ad'd'^ — 320 b^cdf
- 160 b^df — 75 b^ce^

+ 450 + 200 pd'^e
-1400 bhde + 180 6V/
+800 b^d^ — 100 b^dde
+ 120 5V/
+ 600 b^de
- 400

+ 1 :•

+ &c.

Disct. Tab.
No. £6.
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XXXV. On some of the Products of the Pestructive Distillation ofBoghead Coal.—Part II.

By C. Geeville Williams, Lecturer on Chemistry in the Normal College, Swansea.

Received December 17, 1857,—Read January 14, 1858.

The first part of this paper contained the results of the examination of those hydro-

carbons found in the distillate from the Torbane-hill mineral which were remarkable

for then’ resistance to the action of monohydrated nitric and sulphuric acids. It was

shown that, when in a state of purity, they possessed the composition, boiling-point, and

density in the fimd and gaseous states, of the radicals of the ethylic class of alcohols.

The present communication enters on the study of a group of substances as distinguished

by the mobility, as the former are by the fixity of their hydrogen atoms. The exami-

nation of them has involved more labour than was experienced with their companion

hydrocarbons ; and the quantities obtained being necessarily small, even when worldng

on a considerable scale, it has been impossible, at present, to do more than determine

their constitution. The study of their combinations and decompositions is therefore

necessarily deferred.

Up to the present time we have been unacquainted with methods for the proximate

analysis of complex mixtures such as that under study. It was necessary, therefore, to

dedse some plan for the purpose. The presence of benzole and its homologues was

almost a matter of certainty, as they appear to be formed in all processes where coaly

or bituminous matters are subjected to destructive distillation. In order to separate

the hydrocarbons, the following method was adopted. Four ounces of bromine being

placed in a large and well-stoppered flask, about eight volumes of water were added.

The naphtha boiling in the fourteenth rectification between 71° and 77° Centigrade,

was then added in very small portions, the whole being violently agitated after each

addition. As the bromine, from its superior density, lay at the bottom of the water

and the naphtha at the top, it will be seen that combination could not take place until

the flask was shaken, at which time they united with a sharp hissing sound and a rise of

temperature. The entu’e quantity of naphtha was absorbed by the bromine, forming a

dense oil, becoming paler and at last colourless as the hydrocarbon increased in quan-

tity. To ensure a definite product more bromine was used, so as to obtain a red oil, the

excess being afterwards removed by agitation with mercury. During the process some

substance is generated, acting powerfully on the eyes and causing a flow of tears
; it is

always present in the brominated oil, even when every trace of free bromine is removed.

If the brominated oil be kept for some time in contact with water, it will be found that

a third layer will make its appearance beneath the oil ; this will be described hereafter.

MDCCCLVII, 5 D
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On the crude bromine compound being separated and distilled, all the benzole and

radicals will distil away, lea\ing the brominated oil, the boiling-point of which is much

higher. We are not acquainted with any process for separating benzole from the radi-

cals in. such a manner as to yield the former pure, but by treatment with fuming nitric

acid, in the manner described in Part I., the benzole is transformed into the nitrocom-

pound, from which the propyle may be obtained by distillation on the water-bath.

It was necessary to ascertain whether the nitrocompound obtained by treating with

nitric acid the fluid distilling away from the brominated oil, contained any substance

(save nitrobenzole) capable of forming alkaloids by reduction. On treatment by

Bechamp’s process, it yielded a considerable quantity of base ha^ung all the characters

of aniline, and distilling at 182°.

To confirm this result a portion was dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and to the solution

was added about a third of the quantity of bichloride of platinum necessary to precipitate

the whole of the base in the state of platinum salt. The precipitate being filtered off,

a fresh quantity of the bichloride was added, and so on until three precipitates were

obtained. They were washed with a mixture of alcohol and ether previous to diAfing.

I. '5197 gramme of the first precipitate gave ’4726 carbonic acid and T359 water.

II. -2980 gramme of the first precipitate gave ‘0972 platinum.

III. -5196 gramme of the second precipitate gave -4668 carbonic acid and T359 water.

IV. -3408 gramme of the second precipitate gave T112 platinum.

V. ’3447 gramme of the third precipitate gave T128 platinum.

Or, per cent.— Experiment. Calculation.

^
__A

^
, A

1st precip. 2nd precip. 3rd precip.

Carbon . . . 24-5 24-5 C*" 72-0 24-0

Hydrogen . . 2‘9 2'9 8'0 2'7

Nitrogen N 14-0 4-7

Chlorine C? 106-5 35*6

Platinum . . 32-6 32-6 32-7 Pt 99-0 33-0

• 299-5 100-0

It is evident, therefore, that the aniline procured in this manner is almost pure, the

only admixture being a small portion of toluidine ; and it may with safety be con-

cluded that benzole is the only hydrocarbon (distillmg a-way from the brominized oil)

which forms a nitrocompound capable of reduction by protacetate of iron.

If the bromine compound obtained from the naphtha boiling between 71° and 77° be

distilled, a thermometer being in the tubulature of the retort, no constant boiling-point

will be obtained until a temperature of 123° is reached. This ai-ises fi-om the tenacity

with which the oil retains benzole and the radicals. It was only after much labour and

numerous analyses that this source of difficulty was discovered, and precautions taken to

prevent its interfering with the isolation of the hydrocarbons to be presently described.

If the heat be very gradually applied to the retort, ebullition Avill commence at about 80°,
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the mercury rapidly rising until 123° is reached, after which the rise becomes very slow.

When the propyle and benzole have distilled away, and the point of ebullition of the

fluid is elevated to 150° or upwards, rapid evolution of hydrobromic acid takes place,

accompanied by a vapour acting powerfully on the eyes. The distillate at this point

acquires a flne blue colour. It being plain from these phenomena that the hyperhalyde

produced by the action of bromine could not be prepared in a state fit for analysis, the

residue in the retort was mixed with a strong alcoholic solution of potash, in order to

obtain a halyde capable of being distilled without decomposition. On mixing the two

fluids there was a great rise of temperature, and a large quantity of bromide of potas-

sium crystallized out. Sometimes the bromine compound and the alcoholic potash were

cohobated together, at others the halyde was prepared by mere digestion of the ingre-

dients and subsequent precipitation of the oil by water
;
even cohobation over solid

hydrate of potash produced the same result. The brominated oil thus prepared was

colourless, very dense, and had a powerful odour, somewhat resembling iodide of amyle.

Although the hyperhalyde was prepared from a fraction of almost constant boiling-point,

and purified carefully by distillation on the oil-bath, all coming over below 130° being

rejected, yet the halyde produced from it was not homogeneous, its boihng-point varying

from 80° to 150°.

MM. Beethelot and De Luca have shown in their memoir on iodized propylene the

great difficulty of obtaining pure products of this class, owing to the simultaneous

formation of other substances, both fixed and volatile ; and it is evident that if such a

difficulty is found with that substance, it must exist to a much greater extent with a

homologue having so comparatively high an atomic weight as that yielding the com-

pound under consideration. In order to lessen the sources of error, the bromine com-

pound w'as fractionated previous to analysis, but, despite every precaution, numerous and

perfectly concordant analyses showed the impossibility of obtaining it free from oxygen.

This arose from the mode of preparation. The formula of the brominated oil was, origin-

ally, C’^ H" Br, but oxidation had proceeded so far as to make the composition almost

agree with the expression C'^H’'BrO. The cause of the oxidation of the monobromi-

nated caproylene or hexylene will become apparent from the following experiments.

It has been said that when the hydrocarbons were treated with bromine in presence

of water, the fluid separated after a time into three layers, the upper being water con-

taining a small quantity of hydrobromic acid, the middle the brominated oil, and a lower

stratum. The latter, on separation by a tap-funnel, proved to be highly acid and per-

fectly soluble in w'ater. It distilled, with very little evolution of acid fumes, at 127°.

A piece of paper moistened with it and held near the fire, became jet-black at the spot

touched. Excess of precipitated carbonate of lime was added, and, as soon as effer-

vescence had ceased, the whole was boiled for a few minutes and filtered. The solution

evaporated to dryness yielded a white and highly deliquescent mass, a qualitative ana-

lysis of which indicated the presence of bromine and calcium. A portion was heated to

redness, rapidly cooled in a platinum crucible with a well-fitting lid, and the per-

centage of calcium estimated.

5 D 2
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•2872 gramme of substance gave *1447 of carbonate of lime.

Experiment. Calculation.

Bromine . . . 79-85 Br 80

Calcium . . . 20-15 Ca 20

100-00 100

The ignited salt, on being moistened with warm water, became extremely hot. and

hissed like hot metal when quenched.

The preceding salt being deliquescent, and consequently not convenient for analysis.

I digested a fresh portion of the acid upon carbonate of baryta, the latter being in

excess; the solution was boiled, filtered and evaporated to drj-ness on the water-bath.

After two hours’ desiccation at 100°, it gave on a determination of the barium 43'67 per

cent., corresponding to the formula BaBr, HO; requii’ing 43-53. By ignition the per-

centage of barium was raised to 46-8. BaBr requires 46-16. Dui-ing ignition the salt

became grey, but regained its original appearance when moistened with water.

A determination of the per-centage of dry hydrobromic acid in the fluid was next made.

I. 2-0624 grammes of acid gave 1-7782 of bromide of silver.

II. 1-1190 gramme of acid gave -9720 bromide of silver.

Or, per cent.— i. II.

37-2 36-96

The specific gravity of the fluid obtained in this singular manner was 1-320 at 18°.

The small quantity of fumes evolved during the distillation points to the existence of a

definite hydrate; HBr-j-15HO would contain 37-5 of hydi-obromic acid, a number not

far from that found by experiment. The reason for examining thus minutely the lower

layer of liquid, was to trace the nature of the reaction resulting in the production of the

oxidized fluid. It is plain that water was decomposed by the excess of bromine ; the

oxidation therefore resembled that produced by the halogens generally.

The examination of the bromine compounds was not piu’sued fiu-ther because their

products of decomposition appeared more interesting.

The results detailed render it evident that the only method of stud)ing satisfactorily

the C” H" group as it existed in the oily fluid would be by means of its derivatives. It

is well known that bodies of this class must, after the action of alcoholic potash, be

regarded as bearing the same relation to the negative that the hydriodic ethers do to the

positive radicals. Like them, the halogen compounds, when decomposed by metals, jield

hydrocarbons, having, for four volumes of vapom-, double the number of atoms of cai-bon

and hydrogen existing in the iodides, bromides, &c., and these hydrocarbons or radicals,

as they are still called, have consequently a higher boiling-point than if the number of

carbon and hydrogen atoms remained the same. Thus propylene, C® H®, is a gas, while

allyle, the negative radical, is a fluid boihng at 59°. It was therefore probable

that the hydrocarbon, C'^ would, by treatment of the bromine compound until sodium,

yield a derivative boiling at about 116°.

For the purpose of acting on the bromine compound with sodium, a small glass retort
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was used, into the tubulature of which a large pipette was fastened by means of a cork.

The neck of the retort was closed. The pipette being removed and the bromine com-

pound introduced, some freshly-cut fragments of sodium were added. The pipette

being returned to its place, the whole was allowed to remain until the action of the

sodium, at first energetic, became sluggish in consequence of a coating of bromide

covering the metal. Gentle heat was then applied, upon which the fluid entered into

ebulhtion, but the vapours condensing in the pipette constantly returned to the retort.

During the reaction the sodium acquired a superb blue colour, reminding us of the phe-

nomena observed by M. Bouis when acting on chloride of capryle with the same metal.

The addition of the sodium was continued until no more action occurred, upon which

the pipette was removed and the fluid distilled over. To ensure absence of bromine, it

was once more rectified over sodium, but the metal remained perfectly brilliant until

the end of the operation.

The fluid thus procimed was not the only product, for the bromide of potassium in

the retort was mixed with greasy and carbonaceous matters. The hydrocarbon sub-

mitted to a fractional distillation, came over at 71°, instead of 116°, as would have been

the case if the bromine had reacted mth sodium in an analogous manner to iodized

propylene. The following are the analyses of this fluid :

—

I. T677 gramme yielded -5251 of carbonic acid and •2164 water.

II, -1703 gramme yielded -5354 carbonic acid and ’2178 water.

Experiment.

r \

Mean. Theory C"H“.

Carbon . . . 85-4 85-7 85-6 85-7

Hydrogen . . 14-3 14-2 14-3 14-3

100-0

The bromine compound is therefore decomposed by sodium in a manner totally different

to iodide of allyle. To determine the value of w, I determined the density of the vapour

of the fluid. The operation was performed in an apparatus permitting the experiment

to be made at any desired pressure. It was originally intended to ascertain the density

at several pressures ; the experiment was consequently commenced with an extra column

of 205‘5 millimetres of mercmy, the atmospheric pressure being 759-2. The elastic

force of the vapour was therefore equal to a column of mercury 964-7 millimetres in

height. On consideration, the idea of making more than one experiment with the

vapour of this hydrocarbon was abandoned until its formation had been repeated several

times.

Corrections made.

Weight of substance -4240 grm.

Volume of vapour 116-5 cub, cent.

Atmospheric pressure 759-2 mm.
Extra pressure 205-5 mm.

Temperature of vapour . . . . .
98°-0

Density 3-02
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The formula requires

—

12 volumes of carbon vapour . . =:0-8290 x 12= 9-9480

24 volumes of hydrogen .... =0-0692x24=1-6608

11-6088
= 2-9022

4

The excess is partly due to the extra pressure*, but chiefly to the presence of a little

The fluid procured in this manner is therefore caproylene or hexylene. Its forma-

tion by the process detailed is interesting, because it is an instance of the regeneration

of a hydrocarbon by means of a complex decomposition similar to that found by

MM. Beethelot and De Luca to occur with propylene. The hexylene is not there-

fore a mere product of decomposition in the ordinary sense of the term, but is identical

in kind with the fluid in the naphtha which yielded the bromine compound. This is

proved by the identity of boiling-point. The naphtha distilled between 71° and 77°,

and the hexylene produced from it boiled at 71°.

Hexylene was discovered by FEEMvf among the products of the distillation of hydro-

leic and metoleic acids.

Bouis found that chloride of capryle treated with sodium in the cold yielded capryle.

but that if the reaction took place with heat, caprylene resulted. It appearing probable

from this that the products of the action of sodium on the bromine compounds would

vary with the temperature, I repeated my experiments with the necessai-)' precautions.

With the view of obtaining the next homologue of hexylene, the fi-action boiling

between 82° and 88° was selected. About twelve ounces of bromine were satui-ated

with naphtha in the same manner as before, but, during the treatment of the bromi-

nated oil mth sodium (after the action of alcoholic potash), all rise of temperatui-e was

carefully avoided, the apparatus being constantly covered with cold water. The decom-

position is of course more gradual than when heat is applied, but it is quite as perfect.

* I have been occupied at intervals during the last two years in ascertaining the amount of influence exer-

cised by pressure on vapour volume, and also in endeavouring to improve the processes generally used for

determining the densities of vapours. I hope before long to coimnunicate these results to the Societv'. In

the meantime some values obtained with propyle are annexed, to give an idea of the extent to which the

density is increased by pressure.

Vapour-density of Propyle at various pressures.

Theory 2-976=4 vohmies.

Temperature. Pressure. Density.

100-0 772-1 2-963

97-0 870-6 3-005

97-0 943-8 3-022

98-7 1013-0 3-032

+ Ann. de Chim, et de Phys, Ixv. 139.
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On redistilling the hydrocarbon, fractions were obtained from 82° to 104°. They were

analysed as follows :

—

I. -1390 gramme gave -4366 carbonic acid and '1785 water.

II. *1667 gramme gave ‘5254 carbonic acid and ’2161 water.

III. •1532 gramme gave ‘4800 carbonic acid and '1953 water.

IV. -1862 gramme gave -5850 carbonic acid and -2348 water.

Or, per cent.

—

I. II. III. IV. Mean. Theory C”H«.

Carbon . . 85-7 86-0 85-5 85-7 85-7 85-7

Hydrogen . . 14-3 14-4 14-2 14-0 14-2 14-3

The first of these analyses was made on a fiuid boiling at 85°, the second and third at

90°, and the fourth at 99°. In order to find the value of the vapour-density of each

of these fractions was determined by Gay-Lussac’s method.

Boiling-

point.

Weight of

liquid.

Volume of

vapour.

Difference

of level.
Barometer.

Temperature
of vapour.

Pressing col.

of oil in mm.
of mercury.

Density.

O

85 0-0977 35-75 87-3 755-1 100 21-7 3-19

90 0-1292 47-50 36-0 732-5 121 20-3 3-22

99 0-1117 43-25 55-0 742-0 146 21-0 3-32

The fraction boiling at 99° has therefore the composition and condensation of oenan-

thylene or heptylene, the olefiant gas of the oenanthylic alcohol, which requires the

following numbers :

—

14 volumes of carbon-vapour=0'8290 X 14=11‘6060

28 volumes of hydrogen =0’0692x28= 1’9376

13-5436

4
3-3859

The specific gra\ity of heptylene, in the fluid state, was 0-7184 at 17°

From these results it is e\ident that the products of the action of sodium do not vary

with the temperature. They also fully confirm the statement, made in another part of

this paper, to the effect that the hydrocarbons produced by the processes detailed are

identical with those existing in the Boghead naphtha. It will be remembered that the

naphtha, from which the bromine compound yielding the heptylene was obtained, boiled

between 82° and 88°, and the hydrocarbon produced by the action of sodium on the

bromine compound came over between 85° and 99°.

The decomposition which the bromine compound undergoes is by no means simple,

large quantities of difficultly combustible charcoal separating, with production of small

but distinct traces of fatty acids.

Little is known with regard to the true boiling-points of the C" H” series. Those

which have been most examined, and consequently appear best adapted for standards

with which to compare the boiling-points of the other homologues, do not agree with
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each other. The boiling-point of amylene, according to Feankland, is 35°; that of

octylene was determined by Cahoues to be 108°, while Boris found it 125°. For con-

venience of reference the following Table is appended, sho^Ting some of the physical

properties of the best-known members of the C" H” family.

Table of the Physical Properties of some of the C" H” series.

Observer. Formula.
Boiling.

Density.

Density of vapour.

point.
Experiment. Theory.

Amylene
Hexylene
Hexvlene

Frankland.
Fremv* .

C. G. Williams.

CIO ^10

C12

C12

O

35
55

71

99

2*386

2*875

3*020

2*422

2*904

2*904
3*386Heptylene C. G. Williams. CU HU 0*718 at 17° 3*320

Octylene Bouisf. C16 125 0*723 at 17° 3*900 3*8i 5

Octylene Cahours C16 H'o 108 0*708 3*920 3*875

Nonylene Fremy*. C 18 H's 110 4*488 4*359

It results from the experiments detailed in the first and second parts of this investiga-

tion, that Boghead naphtha consists of a mixture of hydrocarbons belonging to
^
three

series, namely,

—

The radicals of the alcohols.

Homologues of benzole.

Homologues of olefiant gas.

APPENDIX.

Since the reading of the above, I have seen some experiments recently published by

Limpeicht on the action of perchloride of phosphorus on oenanthole^. He finds the

product to be chloride of cenanthylene, 0^“ FI‘^ CP. By treatment with sodium he

obtains cenanthylene (heptylene), boiling at 95°. By first treating the chloride with

alcoholic potash to obtain C‘^ Cl, and then with sodium, he expected, as I did,

to obtain C'^ or rather (for 4 volumes of vapour) C^® The resulting fliud, how-

ever, boiled at 95°, and had all the properties of heptylene. One not very satisfactory

analysis agreed better with C'* than C’"* H‘^, but he admits that the properties of

the hydrocarbon agreed so exactly with cenanthylene, that he could not insist on the

accuracy of C’"* as the true formula. My experiments, by proHiig the regeneration

of cenanthylene by the action of sodium on C'^ H*® Br, show the true natime of M.

Iampeicht’s result. M. Limpeicht states C*^ H'® Cl to be without action on sodium at

ordinary temperatures
; this difference between the chlorine and bromuie compoimds is

curious and worthy of examination.

* By distillation of hydroleic and inetoleic acids.

t By action of sulphuric acid on octylic alcohol.

J By distilling pelai’gonic acid with potash-hme.

§ Chemical Gazette, March 15th 1858.
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XXXVI. On the Comparison of Transcendents, with certain applications to the Titeory

of Definite Integrals. By George Boole, Esg., Professor of Mathematics in the

Queens University. Communicated by Professor W, F. Donkin, F.R.S.

Received March 16,—Read May 7, 1857.

1. The follo^ving objects are contemplated in this paper:

—

1st. The demonstration of a fundamental theorem for the summation of integrals

whose hmits are determined by the roots of an algebraic equation.

2ndly. The application of that theorem to the problem of the comparison of algebraic

transcendents.

The immediate object of this application will in each case be the finite expression of

the value of the sum of a series of integrals, lfX.dx, the differential coefficient, X, being

an algebraic function, and the values of x at the limits being determined by the roots of

an algebraic equation.

3rdly. The application of the same theorem in a new, and, as is conceived, more

remarkable line of investigation, to the comparison of functional transcendents.

The terms ‘algebraic’ and ‘functional’ are not here used by way of logical division

to indicate classes of transcendents wholly distinct, but the term functional transcendent

is simply employed to designate an integral ^ILdx in which X involves an arbitrary

symbol of functionality.

Under this thhd head of the comparison of functional transcendents will fall the most

important special result of the entire investigation. A case will arise in which, without

any hmitation of the functional symbol, the several integrals included under the form

lfK.dx will close up, if the expression may be allowed, into a single integral taken

between the limits — oo and co. The result is a very remarkable theorem of definite

integration, fruitful in important consequences. In its general form, this theorem is, I

believe, entirely new. A particular case of it was discovered by me several years ago,

and was published without demonstration in the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical

.loumal*, and in Liouville’s Journal de Mathematiquesf. A memoir by Cauchy on

integrals taken between the limits 0 and ooj, contains also a very limited case of the

same theorem. It appears there, however, as an isolated result, quite apart from the

doctrine of the comparison of transcendents.

In the concluding sections of this paper I shall apply the results of this part of the

investigation to the extension of the theory of multiple definite integrals.

As respects the methods and processes which will be employed in this paper, the only

* Vol. iv. p. 14. t Tom. xiii. X Bxercices, vol. i. p. 54.
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peculiarity to which it seems necessary to direct attention, is the introduction of a

symbol, diifering in interpretation only by the addition of one element, from that which

Cauchy has employed in his ‘ Calculus of Eesidues.’ Of the nature of this connexion I

was not aware until my researches were nearly completed; and I should then have

abandoned my own symbol and adopted the other, already associated by the labours of

its distinguished inventor with so many important discoveries in the higher departments

of the integral calculus, if it had not appeared to me that the several elements combined

in the interpretation of the former symbol were so allied that no one of them could

without a manifest defect of completeness be omitted. It seemed to me also that many

of Cauchy’s own applications of his symbol would gain in simplicity and in generality

of expression, by the adoption of the more enlarged interpretation.

2. Beside the above special objects, in the attainment of which whatever claim to

originality this paper may possess will consist, I have proposed to myself, as a general

object, the simplification of a branch of analysis which possesses some practical and

much speculative importance. To this object the introduction of the symbol above

referred to, contributes in a very important degree. The necessity’ of simplification

will, I think, be admitted by all who are acquainted with the literature of the subject.

As presented in the writings of Abel and of those who immediately followed in his

steps, the doctrine of the comparison of transcendents is repulsive fr’om the complexity

of the formulae in which its general conclusions are embodied. The particular result

known as Abel’s theorem, the only one of its class which has been adopted into English

works of education, will at once suggest itself in confirmation of this remark. Perhaps

this complexity will not be thought surprising if we consider the nature of the problems

involved,—the discovery of finite relations among integrals which derive their very name

from the circumstance that individually their finite expression transcends the powers of

analysis. On the other hand, and this is a juster ground of mference, the theory upon

which such applications rest is far from being difficult or recondite, and, considered a

priori, should be capable of a simpler analytical development than it has yet received.

I hope that I shall be able to show that this anticipation is confirmed by the results of

the present inquiry. Simplicity, though it is not to be gained at the expense of that

which is the chief object of scientific methods, the discovery of truth, is nevertheless a

highly valuable quality. And so far from being inconsistent Avith generality in the

processes and the results of analysis, it is sometimes an indication of the measure of our

approach to completeness and unity. I think that this is more especially the case

where, as through the labours of Abel in the present instance, the subject matter of

investigation has been clearly defined, and the entire series of methods and results

foreshown to be the evolution of some one general principle or idea.

3. It will be proper, before entering upon the special investigation, to giA’e some

general account of the doctrine of the comparison of transcendents. In doing this, I

cannot but refer to the able report of Mr. Leslie Ellis on the Progress of Analysis,

published in the Eeport of the British Association for 1846. It contains a most A aluable
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summary and criticism of the chief contributions which have been made, both by Englisli

and by foreign mathematicians, to the theory of transcendental integrals in all its

branches. I had completed my investigations on that particular branch of the theoiy^

which relates to the comparison of transcendents before I had the opportunity of studying

Mr, Ellis’s report ; but I know of but a single point, and that of no real importance, in

which I should be disposed to dissent from the general views which he has expressed on

this subject.

The fundamental idea upon which the doctrine of the comparison of transcendents

rests may be thus stated. We know that where we cannot express in finite terms the

values of the roots of an algebraic equation, we can nevertheless finitely determine the

values of various symmetrical functions of the roots, e. g. their sum, the sum of their

squares, the sum of then* binary products, &c. Those values will be expressed in terms

of the coefficients of the equation, or, speaking more generally, of the independent con-

stants involved in any way in the equation. If we represent the equation in the form

E(.r, (2 i, «2 ,
..a,.)=0, (1.)

E being a functional symbol, and the independent constants, and if we repre-

sent the roots of the equation by ..x^, then whatever the interpretation of the

functional symbol ip may be, the expression

p{x,)-\-p{x,)..-\-p{x„) (2.)

will denote a symmetrical function of the roots, whose value, in terms of «i, a^, . . a,, can

always be determined when p{Xi) is a rational function of Xi, and can very often be

determined when p(Xi) is an u’rational function of Xi. Thus the value of the sum 2p{x),

where the different values of x are the roots of an algebraic equation, can often be found

when the values of the separate terms of which that sum is composed cannot be found.

Now this suggests to us the question whether it is not possible in certain cases to find

the value of the integral-sum 'L^'K.dx, where we cannot find the value of the separate

integrals involved in that sum. What we usually mean by finding the value of the

single integral is the expressing of the value of that integral in terms of its superior

hmit, an arbitrary constant being annexed, and consists, in fact, in determining the

function p{x^ in the equation

r‘x&=?(®,)+c (3.)

The suggested problem is the finding of the value of the integral-sum

J

'*!

X(Z^+i X(f^..-fl ^dx, (4.)

where x^^ x^-, ..x„ are the roots of an algebraic equation, which we will suppose tobe(l).

Representing (4.) by 2^^ ILdx, the solution of the problem will, according to the nature

of the analysis employed, assume one of the two following equivalent forms, viz. either

..«,)+C, ....... (5.)

6 E 2
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«!, a^, . . a,, being the independent constants in the equation (1.) by which the limits are

determined, or the form

Xd:r=-^(Xi, x^, . . x„)-\-C, (6.)

>^(Xj, X2 , . . x„) being a function, and manifestly a s^unmetrical function, of the limits

x„ X2 ,
. . Xn- Either of these forms may be converted into the other by means of (1.).

but the fii’st is the one to which we shall give the preference.

We may remark, that if in the equation (1.) «i, lEe values of x.

determined by the solution of that equation, will vary also. For each set of values of

a,, ^25 • • there will exist a simultaneous set of values of x. We may in this way

consider the variables x in the several integrals under the sign 2 as always, in the course

of their transition from the lower to the upper limits of integration, determined by the

roots of the equation
E(.r, «i, «2? • • =

According to this more general view, «i, - • dr become a set of variables with which x

is connected by the above equation, but the variation of a; in each integral represents

only the variation of one root of the equation. And the determination of the values of

X at the upper or at the lower limits of integration by the solution of that equation,

particular values being assigned to ^i, is only a special case of the deteimina-

tion of the simultaneous values of the variable x.

4. Thus the problem with which we are concerned may be more briefly expressed in

this form. Beqiiired the value of the expression 2jX(?x, the simultaneous values ofy. in

the several integrals being determined by an equation of the form

E(^, «i, «2, • • = (7.)

in which Uj, a2 ,
. . a^ are variable quantities, by the assigning ofparticular values to which

in the solution of the equation, the particular values of x at the limits of integration are

determined.

The solution of the above problem is to be effected by giving to the expression 'IfXdx

the equivalent form
j
IXdx, transforming XXdx into a complete differential uith respect

to the variables a^, a^, . . a,., and then effecting the integration. For this reason I shall

designate (7.), or, as it may for convenience be written, E=0, as the ‘ ti'ansforming equa-

tion,’ except when it is employed to determine the limits, in which case the designation

of ‘ equation of the limits ’ will be preferable.

For the solution of the problem, as thus stated, it is usually necessary that the form

of the function E in the transforming equation, and the form of the fimction X under

the sign of integration, should have a certain connexion. The connexion implied is the

following. The transforming equation must in general be such, that it may be possible

by means of it to reduce the differential expression X under the sign of integration to a

form Y{x, «!, «2 ?
• • which, considered as an explicit function of x and of «„ a.^, .

.

shall be rational with respect to x. This is not a necessity a priori. It is a necessity

founded in the limitations of the powers of analysis.
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5. To illustrate these remarks, let us take as an example the integral

dx(-4
1 + x‘^

which is known to express the length of the arc of the lemniscate. The following would

be a legitimate example of the kind of problem which it is proposed to investigate, viz.

Required the value of the expression

dx

v/1

the simultaneous values of a: in the successive integrals being given by the roots of the

equation

( 8 .)

reducible to the form

-= 0.x^-\-(a-\-^)x^-\-ax-\—

Y

We shall represent these roots by x^, x^, x^.

The solution of the problem would then assume either the form

dx

(9.)

.f d

ibr+ x^
^(^)-hC, (10 .)

C being the constant of integration and (p(a) the function to be determined, or the form

4(X., *.)+C, (11.)
\4l +X'^

wherein is to be determined.

It will be observed that the transforming equation (8.) is such as to enable us, in

accordance with the requir-ement of art. 4, to reduce the function under the sign of

integration to a form in which, considered as an explicit function of x and a, it is rational

with respect to x. For it gives
i * //'» i //'T*

(
12 .)

F dx _i

the second member of which fulfils the condition in question. It is to be remarked,

however, that a and x are still connected by the equation (8.) or (9.), and that we are

not permitted to integrate as if a were constant.

In the above problem, only one arbitrary element, «, presents itself in the transform-

ing equation. There might, however, have been two or any greater number of arbi-

trary elements. Thus the equation might have been

l-\-x*={a-\-hx-\-x‘^f,

or

= (13.)

and the solution of the problem would then have assumed one of the two following

forms, viz. either the form

(14 .)
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or the form

^3)+C’ (15.)

From these solutions the corresponding solutions of the previous and less general pro-

blem would be obtained, in the one case by making J=l, in the other by imposing

upon the limits Wi, X3 conditions thereto equivalent.

6. And not only the solution, but the original statement of a problem may be exhi-

bited in the two forms above described. Instead of supposing the limits determined by

an equation involving arbitrary quantities in its coefficients, we may suppose them directly

connected by symmetrical equations, i. e. we may suppose those relations explicitly given

which are only implied in the equation determining the limits, and can only thence be

deduced by eliminating the arbitrary elements. Thus (9.) furnishes us with the three

folloAving equations

:

^i+^'‘2+^3=

X^X^+^2^3+^3'^1= «•

1 —
rp (v* rp -

cy

From which, eliminating the arbitrary quantity a, we have

ep - I
- fp t rp rp rp 1. rp /)•» i rp rp _ i

tt/

2

I ^^2^ tv2w2~ *^2^3 I *^3^2 2

2X1X2XS= 1— {X1X2 -b ^^2^3 +^3^1)^

The problem first considered now assumes the following form. Requu’ed the value of

the integral expression
dx

V\+ x'^

when the superior limits x^^ x.^-, x^ are connected by the explicit relations (16.).

The second problem, similarly transformed, would, as there are two arbitrary elements

to be eliminated, lead to a single equation between ^
1 ,

x^-, X3 ,
in place of the two equa-

tions (16.).

7. We may observe, from the above examples, that Avhen the number of integrals to

be added is three, the existence of two arbitrary elements in the equation of the limits

involves the existence of one symmetrical equation among the limits, and the existence

of one arbitrary constant in the equation of the limits involves the existence of two

symmetrical equations among the limits themselves. And thus generally if there be n

integrals to be added, the existence of r arbitrary elements in the equation of the limits

will involve the existence oi n—

r

symmetrical equations among the limits. Tlie con-

verse of this proposition is obviously true also. If any number r of symmetrical equations

among the limits x^, x^, . . x„ are given, and' if we regard x^, x^, x„ as roots of the equa-

tion of the wth degree,

x'^-\-piX^~^ -\-ppif~^ .
.+^„= 0,

the symmetrical conditions referred to, will, by the theory of equations, establish among

the coefficients J9i,^2 ? '-Pw a system of relations by means of wffiich we can determhie r of
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those coefficients as functions of the others deemed arbitrary,—or choosing in some other

way n~r arbitrary elements, express all the coefficients by means of those elements.

It is further seen that in the one form of the problem the greater the number of

arbitrary quantities in the equation determining the limits,—in the other form the

smaller the number of symmetrical equations connecting the limits with each other,

—

the more general is the statement of the problem itself.

8. The Norwegian and German mathematicians, by whom this branch of analysis has

been chiefly cultivated, have almost universally followed Abel in his mode of stating

the general problem, i. e. they have regarded the limits as roots of an equation involving

a greater or less number of arbitrary elements in its coefficients. Mr. Fox Talbot, in

his interesting papers “ On the Comparison of Transcendents,” published in the Philoso-

phical Transactions for the years 1836-37, has in the earlier examples of his method

expressed by symmetrical equations among the limits the conditions to which the latter

are subject : in his later examples he adopts the more succinct notation of Abel. Indeed,

this mode of statement, as it replaces a system of equations by a single equation from

which such systems may be considered as derived, is far better suited to general investi-

gations, and will be adopted in this paper.

9. The complete solution of the problem of the comparison of transcendents, as above

explained, involves two distinct steps,—1st, regarding the equation

E=0
of (7.), art. 4, as an equation expressing the dependence of the variable x upon the

variables «!, we must seek to convert the differential expression '2JLdx into a

complete diflerential relative to «i, «2 • • independent variables, and which will there-

fore virtually be in the form

= A, A^cla^ .
. fl- K^da,.,

each of the diflerential coefficients Aj, Ag, . . A, being a function of ^i, «2 ^
• • «r ;

2ndly, we

must integrate this expression.

The introduction of the symbol of operation adverted to in art. 1 will enable us to

dispense with the explicit determination of the coefficients Aj, A2 , . . A,., and to reduce

the coiTesponding differential expression to one involving only a single variable. I shall

now proceed to define the symbol in question, and to investigate its chief properties.

Definition and Properties of the Symbol 0.

10. It is an evident consequence of Tayloe’s theorem that we can develope any func-

tion of x,f{x), in ascending powers of x—a, provided that neither /‘(.r) nor any one of its

differential coefficients becomes infinite when x=a. To effect this development, we have

only to assume x—a—z\ then x=a-\-z^ whence

f{x)=f{a-\-z)

=/(«)+/(«>+/'(«) i^ + &c.
(1.)
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fix)
Now/’(^) being as above, let F(^)= -

.^_ where m is an integer. Then

/(«)

{x— aY +

[x— aY‘

y(m-l)(g)
]

m- Tl x— a I

X (^— «)

TW TTi
&c.

(
2 -)

Here we obtain, as before, a development of F(^r) in ascending powers oi x— a. but the

development begins with negative powers of that quantity. To this species of develop-

ment we shall have frequent occasion to refer, and no doubt after this explanation will

arise as to what is meant when we speak of the development of any function F(j’) in

ascending powers of x— a.

These things being premised, let the symbol 0 be thus defined, viz. ^®(x)f(x) he any

function ofx composed of two factors <p{x) and f(x) whereof (p{x) is rational, let

denote the result obtained by successively developing the function in ascending powers of

each distinct simple factor x— a in the denominator of talcing in each development

the coefficient of adding together the coefficients thus obtainedfrom the several deve-

lopments, and subtractingfrom the result the coefficient of^in the development of the same

function (p(x)f(x) in descending powers ofx.

It is seen from the above that the interpretation of 0 is relative. It directs us to

obtain certain developments, but the nature of these developments, if we except the last

of them, depends upon the nature of the function Avith in the brackets []. Thus while

in the expression Q\jp{x:)']f{x) the operation of the symbol 0 extends over the entii’e func-

tion <p(x)f(x), the interpretation of 0
,
by which the nature of that operation is defined, is

derived solely from the factor <p{x).

Thus to take an example of some generality, let it be required to deduce an expres-

sion for

^\_{x-a){x-b)^f^^^'

where y’(^) denotes some function of x which does not become infinite when x-=.a or b.

The distinct simple factors in the denominator of the function Avithin the brackets
[ ]

are x—

a

and x— b. If we make x—a~z, or x=a-\-z, aa'c liaA’e to dcA elope

[a-\-zY
^

in ascending poAvers of z. The coetficient of 7 in that expansion is

aj{a)

Again, making x—b=z and x—b-\-z, Ave haA^e to dcA^elope the function

{b + ^)^

z^{b— a + z)

0 -)
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in ascending powers of z. The development is

up
Ip , ^z‘‘\ b— a ' do 0— a '1.2 db^ b— a '

in which the coefficient of - is
z

dW)
db b— a

(5.)

Lastly, the coefficient of - in the development of the function

{x— a){oc—bY

in descending powers of x being represented according to a familiar notation by

C,

we have, on adding (4.) and (5.), and subtracting (6.) from the sum,

aj{a) d bj{b) x%x)

(6.)

(
7 .)

nf ^
I

O' oj\o) p ^71^)

\_{x— a){x—bYy^ ^ {a— bY~^ db b— a ^{x—a)[x— bY

As a particular illustration, lety’(.r)=log and let us seek the value of the last

term in the above expression. Now

a + 2b
See.

{x—a){x—bY x' x‘^

on developing in descending powers of a:, and

log (o+i) = logo+i - &o.

Multiplying these together, the coefficient of
^

in the result is log c. Whence

^\_{x— a)[x— bY\ {a—bY b— a
log c, (

8 .)

in which it only remains to perform the differentiation in the second term.

Formulae applicable to the determination of the result of the operation 0 in any case,

may readily be found by the aid of Taylok’s theorem. Thus we should have, f(x) not

becoming infinite when x=a or x=b,

ef I 1 fu) /(ffL
L(a7-ar(a:-6)”J-7^ ^“1.2...(m-l)V«y {a-b)”

d\”-^ f{b) ^ fix)1 fib)

’^l.2...in-l)\dbj (b-a-r T

(9.)

ib-a'r Ti^-a)^ix-bY

an expression in which the general law of such formulae is manifest.

If there be n distinct simple factors in the denominator of the rational fraction within

the brackets, the result of the operation 0 will consist of w+ 1 terms, the first n of which

5 FMDCCCLVII.
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will be determined as above by Tatloe’s theorem. The 72+ 1th term will involve the

operation denoted by the symbol Cj^, and it is by this term only that the interpretation
X

of 0 differs from that of Cauchy’s symbol, T . We have in fact

( 10 .)

X

the complete interpretation of 0 invohing two distinct elements.

It happens in certain problems that one of those elements alone presents itself, the

symbol 0 becoming equivalent either to T or to — In other problems they both
X

appear, but I am not aware of any problems in which the vanishing of one of the

elements is not due to some special circumstance of restriction or hniitation affecting the

interpretation of the symbol 0 in the case supposed. In a Xote to this paper I have

endeavoured to illustrate the above remark by employing the symbol 0 in certain pro-

blems, in which Cauchy has made use of the symbol of residues, and to that Xote the

reader who is interested in the comparison is referred.

11. The properties of the symbol 0 are now to be considered. The two following are

the most important of them :

—

1st. The operation 0 is distributive as respects both the function without and the function

within the brackets, provided that those functions do not become together infinite for any

finite value of x.

Peoof.—First, as respects the function without the brackets, we have the theorem

Q[<P(-^)](/iW+/2(^)- • +fn{x))= e[(p{x)'\f{x)+ Q\(p{x)'\fl^^ ; . (1.)

for the coefficient of a particular term, as — ? -, &c. in the development of a function
X— a X

is equal to the sum of the coefficients of all the correspondhig terms in the development

of the several component functions from which the proposed function is formed by

addition.

Secondly, as respects the function within the brackets, we have the theorem

Here, it is to be observed that <p.2{x), . . <P„(a) represent any rational fractions into

which the rational fraction (p(x) within the brackets
[ ]

is resolved. Thus the theorem

might be written in the form

^l‘Pix)]f{x}=eMx)]f{x)+el(p,{uff(x)..+el^^^^^ . .
. (3.)

wherein

=<p,{a:)+

To prove this theorem I shall show that it is necessarily true for each of the opera-

tions into which 0 is resolvable. Let one of the distinct factors of the denominator of

(p{x) be X— a, then one of the component operations in 0 consists in developing in

ascending powers of x— a, and taking in the development the coefficient of — . Now
CC
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whether this operation be performed at once upon the function <p{x)f{x) or separately

upon the several functions

<pXx)f{x), <P2{x)f{x) . . <p„(^)/(^)

of which that function is composed, and the several results then collected together, is a

matter of inditference. If we represent this part of the operation 0 by E, we have

therefore

B.<p{x)f{x)=^(p,{x)f{x)-\-'R<p^{x)f{x) .
.
+E^„(^)/(^) (4.)

Now any term, 'R(Pi{x)f{x), in the second member of the above will either form a part

of the corresponding term 0[9i(^)]/(^) in the second member of (3.), or will vanish. The

former will obviously be the case if x—a is contained in the denominator of ^plx)

;

the

latter will be the case if x— a is not included in the denominator of <Pj(A), for then the

function <Pi(x)f(x) not becoming infinite when x=a, is developable in a series of the

form A+B(.2'— a)+ C(x

—

af.. Art. 10, and in this series the coefficient of is 0.

Hence, all the terms in (4.) are contained in (3.) ;
neither are there any terms resulting

from the component part of the operation 0 denoted by E which are not contained in

the second member of (4.).

Hence, if we cause E to stand in succession for each of the component operations

of 0, and add the several equations thus obtained and typically represented by (4.)

together, we shall obtain the theorem (3.).

As an example, we have

0
2a -1 “!

wEich is easily verified, since the first member gives

and the second member

an equivalent result.

2ndly, If f(x) be a rational and entire function of x, we have always

0[?’(^)]/(^)=O (5.)

Proof.—As f{x) must be of the form SAa^', ^ being an integer, we have

= 2A0[(p(^)]a;‘

by the last proposition. Thus we have to consider a series of terms of the form

Q[(p{x)~\x' (6.)

Again, <p[x) being a rational fraction may be resolved into a series of terms which will

be of the form ax”" or of the form ; • Hence, availing ourselves of the distributive
[X c)

5 F 2
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property of 0 with respect to the term within the brackets, we see that (6.) is resolvable

ultimately into a series of terms falling under the two typical forms

All terms of the first form obviously vanish, since they can have no negative indices.

It only remains, therefore, to consider terms of the second form.

First, let i be equal to or greater than n. Then putting x—a—z, and x=.a-\-z, the

1 •

coefficient of - in the development of the function —
,
to which

[x-a) n is reduced.

in ascending powers of z will be

1.2..(n— 1)

("•)

1 37
*

and the coefficient of - in the development of the function — in descending powers

of X will be
n(n+ l)..i

1.2..{i-n+l) (
8 .)

These expressions are equal, as may be shown by equating them and clearing of factions.

Hence, in this case,

Secondly, if ^=w~l, each of the above expressions (7.) and (8.) reducing to unity, the

equation (9.) is still true.

Lastly, if i is less than n— 1, neither will any term containing ^ present itself in the

ascending development, nor any term containing - in the descending development, so

that the equation (9.) remains true in this case also.

Wherefore the theorem is proved generally. See Note A.

General Theorem of Transformation.

12. The foregoing properties of the symbol 0 have an important bearing upoli the

general theorem for the transformation of integrals under the sign 2, to the demonstra-

tion of which we shall now proceed.

Theorem.—

-

i/^E=0 he an equation connecting the vanahle x ivith another set of variables

a,, ag, . . a,., the function E being rational and entire with respect to x, and if F be anyfunc-

tion of-K and q/a,, Ua, .. a,, which is rational with respect to x, then., provided that F does

not become infinite when E=0, we have

2F£?^=©[F]^,

where ^ indicates complete differentiation with respect to the variables a„ a.^, . . a,., and the
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symbol 0 directs us^ according to previous definition, to develope the function F ^ m

ascending powers of x— ha-, the distinct simple factors of the denominator of F,

to take in those successive developments the coefficients of ~

sum of these coefficients to subtract the coefficient of^ in the development of the same

function in descending powers of x.

The object of this theorem -svill become apparent if it be compared with the statement

in Art. 4. It will be observed that E stands for the rational and entire function

E(a,’, «i, a^, . . a,), and F for the rational function F(^, a^, a^. . a^ in that article. Thus F
is that rational function of x to which the differential coefficient X in the integral

fK.dx is supposed to be capable of being reduced by means of the equation of trans-

formation E=0,
Demonsteatiox.—13. First, it will be necessary to prove the following subsidiary

proposition :

—

Propositiox.—If <p(x) be any rational function of x, and E=0 be any equatimi

rational and entire with respect to x, by which x is connected with a new set of variahles

a„ aj, . . a„ then, gwovided that (p{x) does not become infinite when E=0, we have

Proof.—As (p[x) is a rational function of x, it is capable of being resolved into a series

of terms, each of which is either of the form ax\ or of the form ® being constant,

and i an integer.

Consider then, first, the expression

^ax\ (1.)

the different values of x in the several terms under the sign 2 being roots of the equa-

tion E=0. Representmg these roots by Xi,X2 ,
..x„, any two or more of which may be

equal, we have

'E=A{x—Xi}(x—X2)..(w—x„), (2 .)

A being constant. Hence

P l_
dx ^ T T T X (3.)

Developing the several terms of the second member in descending powers of x, the

aggregate coefficient of will be
X

/ytl I /v>* I /v»*

vti ”pt^2 • *
I

or

Hence

2«af=:«x coefficient of in the development of ^ log E in descending powers of x.

= coefficient of ^ in the development of ax' ^ log E in descending powers of x.
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d 1 d
Now log E= — coefficient of^in the development of «a;''^logE by the defi-

nition of 0, since, as the function within the brackets is enth'e, there will be no ascend-

ing developments. Hence

— e[fia']^logE (4.)

Consider, secondly, the expression

[x—pY
Now expressing (3.) in the form

1 I 1

dx^ ® x—p— {X]^—p)'x—p— [xc^—p)'''x—p— {x^—p)'

and developing the several terms in the second member in ascending powers of x—jp,

the aggregate coefficient of wiU be

1 . I

{x-pY^{x^-pY" ^{x^

1

'{x-pY

Hence =— coefficient of ffin the development of^logE in ascending

powers of x—p,

= --coefficient of in the development of ^los E in ascendins:x—p V (^x—pY dx ° ®

powers of x—p

;

2 —— coefficient of in the development of log E in ascending

powers of x—p,

Hot 0 ^ log E = coefficient of in the development of
^^x—p)'

^ ^

ascending powers of x—p.

For 1st, the only distinct simple factor in the denominator of the expression within

A
the brackets is x—p ;

2ndly, there will be no term of the form — in the development

a d
of

i^x—pY ~dx
^ descending powers of the first term of that development being

in

na
evidently -fpf. Hence

’ [x—pY
•0 “ r.li'ogE- (5.).{po—pYj dx

It appears from the above, that when we decompose the rational fraction (p{x) into a

series of terms (Pi{x), -{(p2(x),, which are individually either of the form ax' or

of the form
(^x—p)'

'>
have

2p,(x)

+

-e [f .
- e
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by art. 11. Whence

2fW=-0[?W]'^, (6 .)

which is the expression of the subsidiary proposition in question.

By this proposition, when the ditferent values of w in the terms under the sign

2 are the roots of an equation E=0, is determined as a function of any independent

quantities a^, with which x is connected by that equation. In order that these

quantities may be independent, it is, of course, necessary that their number should not

exceed the index of the degree of the equation E=0.
14. It may be well before continumg the demonstration to exemplify the theorem

just obtained. Suppose it then required to determine the value of the expression S

the values of x being the roots of the algebraic equation px‘^-\-{l—p)x-{-(i—^.

we have

x— a

Here

x—a
r

Developing the function

in ascending powers of x-

L_
X— a

2px+ I —

p

X

px'^+ (1 —p)x+ q

2px+ 1 —p
x— a px"^ —p)x-\-

q

a, the coefficient of will evidently be
’ X—

a

•'

— a
2pa + 1 —

p

pa^+{\ —p)a + q

Again, developing the same function in descending powers of x, the coefficient of i will
SC

be -2.

Hence

^
^ 2pa^+{\—p)a (1—p)g+ 2g

x— a pa^ + (\—p)a + q' pja^+{l—p)a + q
(
7 .)

which is easily verified by the known theory of equations.

The quantity a may be itself a function oip> and q without affecting the truth of the

above result. The reasoning by which (6.) is established remains quite unaffected by

the consideration whether the function (p[x) contains, together with x, any of the inde-

pendent quantities «2 ,
. . or not, provided only that if they do enter into its expres-

sion they enter determinately, e. g. that the same value which is given to any radical as

in one of the functions <p{x) shall be retained in all.

15. Now let us resume the expression ^Ydx, in which the values of x are subject to

the condition

E=0.

As by this equation the value of x is made to depend upon the quantities ..a

have, on differentiating with respect to all the variables at once.

we

da.
da,~0. (

8 .)
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Or if we appropriate the symbol h to express complete ditferentiation with respect to

^25 • •

"N^’hence

A^^herefore

^dx+lE=0.

7 SE

*=-jE- {90

dx

'2Fdx= — 2
F§E
'dE'

dx

(
10 .)

FSE
Now F being a rational, and E a rational and entire function of x, the expression

dx

Avill be rational with respect to x, whence, by the subsidiary proposition just demonstrated.

Therefore

^ d^ ——©
dx

^gE~i^logE
dE
dx

^ (m
dx

dx

dE
dx

E" (
11 .)

Now the distinctive part of the performance of the operation 0 in the second member,

consists in developing the entire function

F— V ^ or F—^ rfE ^ E ’ ^ E (
12 .)

dx

in ascending powers of certain simple factors of the form x— those simple factors

being, 1 st, such as are found in the denominator of F ;
2ndly, such as are not found in

SE
the denominator of F, but are found in the denominator of 3=. It mav be shown that

dhj

the result of that portion of the operation 0 which depends upon the latter class of

factors is 0. For the only factors of the form x—p which produce terms of the form

in the ascending development of
(
12 .), and which are not found in the denominator

of F, must be found in E. Let x—p be any such factor, then w^e may write

E=H(^—j))™,

where H does not contain x—p.

Therefore
8E (a?— — (a;—jo)8H— jhHSjo

dx

(13.)
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The denominator of this expression does not contain x—p as a factor. Hence there

will be no factor of the above description in the denominator of the fraction within tlie

brackets, and therefore no corresponding development in the performance of 0. Thus

the only factors which produce any effect are those found in the denominator of F. The

part of the operation 0 expressed by — Ci is of course unaffected by the nature of the

function within the brackets.

On these accounts then the theorem (11.), seeing that its second member indicates the

SE
performance of the operation 0 on the function F^, the interpretation of that operation

being derived solely from the factor F, is reduced to the comparatively simple form

2F<ii-=0[F]^ (14.)

And in this form it constitutes the general theorem of transformation which it was

required to demonstrate.

Application of the general Theorem of Transformation to the Comparison of

AIgehraical Transcendents.

16. In treating of the algebraical transcendents, I shall first exemplify the direct

application of the general theorem of transformation to the solution of special problems,

and for this application I shall select by preference examples known and familiar. I

shall subsequently apply the theorem to the investigation of general formulse from which

the solution of all special problems may be derived.

There is no difficulty in the direct application of the theorem to special problems.

The following directions will meet every case.

Let 2 j
'K.dx be the expression whose finite value is to be found, the simultaneous values

of X being determined by an equation

X=F(^, .. «^), (1.)

flj, •• (ir being the new variables in terms of which the value of the integral expression

is to be obtained. The second member, which we shall represent by F, is supposed

rational with respect to x. Let also the equation (1.), made rational and entire with

respect to x by reduction to the form

PdA^A-pxxr

be represented by E=0.
Then observing that X does not become infinite when E=0, we have

(
2 .)

(3.)

On performing the operation 0 in the second member, the function under the sign of

integration will be an exact differential relatively to a^, ..a,., and, being integrated, will

MDCCCLVII. 5 G
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give the value sought. If the number of integi’als under the sign 2 is specified, suppose

it w, the function F must be so chosen that the reduced equation E=0 may be of the

wth degree.

The algebraic sign of each of the integrals in ^yK-dx will be the same as the sign of

the corresponding function F, which, as being rational, is not ambiguous.

17. Example 1.—The following theorem is given by a writer hr the Cambridge Mathe-

matical Journal, vol. i. p. 268, as a generalization of a theorem of Mr. Fox Talbot's

relating to the arcs of the equilateral hyperbola. The equation of any hyperbola referred

d^ + b^
to its asymptotes being xy=— or for simphcity, xy=m^, we have, supposing d the

angle betweerr the asymptotes,

C cos + m"* 7aic
_J

-5 dx.

Supposing then three values of x to be determined by the equation

's/
x^— 2m^x^ co^&-\-m^=vx-\-iifd, (1 .)

the sum of the correspondirrg arcs will be

3
,
nd cos fl

,
. , .

2 '^H — +const (2.)

To demonstrate this theorem, it must be observed that the equation (1.), reduced to a

rational and integral form, becomes

x^—{2m^Q,od‘6-\-v^)x—2iifv=0, (3.)

which occupies the place of E=0, art. 16. By vhtue of the same equation we have

''vx -f- ndV"x'^— 2rrdx^ cos 6 -f- 7rd dx dx.

Thus we have, 1st, to transform the expression

^vx+ rrd
^2 “2 dx, (^•)

the simultaneous values of ^ being determined by (3.); 2ndly, to integrate the result with

respect to the new variable v.

Applying the general theorem of transformation, art. 12, we have

vx + mr

x^
dx=z e r -[2xv^2m^)lv

L x^ — {2nd cos ^ + v^]x— 2ndv ^
’

'
i + tjq

Here we must develope the function

vx-\-rfd

x^ ^ x^— (2m^ cosS

—

2ndv
'

— {^Ixv 2nd)tv

(
6 .)

in ascending powers of x, and take therein the coefficient of From this we must
X

subtract the coefficient of - in the development of the same function in descending

powers of x.
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Finally, we must integrate the result relatively to v.

Developing the two factors of
(
6 .) by ordinary division in ascending powers of we

may express it in the form

'm‘- v\ llv v^—2m^ cos9 v . „ \

( ir+ 2„v ^Si.+&c.j.

Whence, on multiphcation of the factors, we find for the coetficient of
oc

I

cos 9

(
7 .)

The coefiicient of - in the descending development mil evidently be 0. Integrating, we

have
2^- (8.)

for the value sought.

It must be observed that, in applying the theorem, the signs of the integrals under the

symbol 2
,
which would otherwise be ambiguous from the square root, are made deter-

minate by the equivalent rational expression (4.). Each must be of the same sign as the

coiTesponding value of the function
vx -1-

18. In the example we have just considered, the equation of transformation connects

X with but a single new variable v. In the following examples, which are intended to

illustrate the doctrine of the comparison of the different orders of elliptic functions, two

new variables are introduced.

Example 2.—Eequired the finite value of the expression

;

(!•)

the simultaneous values of x being determined by the equation

^{\—x'^){\—(fx^)=.l-\-vx-\-wx^ (2.)

By \irtue of this equation (1.) assumes the rational form

+vx + wx^

Again, the equation (2.) becomes rational and integral when expressed in the form

{l-\-vx-\-wcifY—{l—x^){l—(fx^)=^, (3.)

and occupies the place of E=0 in the general theorem. Hence we have

2[\ +VX wx^^) {xdv + x^dw)

-\-vx-\-wx'^Y— {'I — x’^){i — c^x^)

2 [xdv + x'^dw)

(1 vx -{ Wx'^Y— {} — x^){\ —c^x^)

is to be developed in ascending powers of the simple factors of \-\-vx-\-wx‘^. Let x—

h

be one of those factors. Then it is evident that there cannot be a term of the form

A
-3-7 in the development of the function in ascending powers of x— h, inasmuch as that

)[ ^ 1
\\-{-vx + wx^ J 1_1 +vx+ wx'^}

Here the function

5 G 2
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factor does not exist in the term
(
1—

—

Again, there cannot be a term of

A
the form — in the development of the function in descending powers of a\ Hence the

result of the operation 0 is 0, and we have, finally,

^ C dx . ^
.=

The above constitutes in reality what is usually termed the fundamental theorem for

the comparison of elliptic functions of the first order. The equation
(
3 .), arranged

according to the powers of x, gives

[iv^— c‘)x^+ 2vtvx^+ (-y^+ 2w+ c*

+

1 + 2 1’= 0

.

If we then represent the simultaneous values of x by x^, x^, X3, we have

— 2vw
Wi ”P^2 “

1
“ ^'3 ^2 ^2

v'+ 2w + + 1

— ^2 g2

X1X2X3 ^2 .

2v

whence, ehminating v and w, we find

( 1— ^)(1— a;2)(1— ^’3)= (2— — ^*2— ^3+ C^XlX^2Xiy (0
. )

Now this is the form to which the known relation connecting the amplitudes

the modulus c in the equation

±F.(9)±F.(4.)±F.(^)= 0
,

viz. the relation, cos c^cos (p cos — sin p sin -\/l— sin^ <r, is reduced, when we therein

make sin<p=^i, sin-;|/=r2, sin <7=^3, and rationahze the resulting equation. The signs

of the integrals will of course be determined by the signs of the fimction

To obtain a formula for the comparison of elliptic functions of the second order, we

must deduce a finite expression for

subject to the relation
(
2 .). We have then

sfv/ ""l"
dx= sf dx

J V 1—^2 Jl+VX+ WX -‘

r_l-£^n
J Ll + (1

2{\ + vx + WX-) {xdv + x-Bic)

+ vx ivx^) — ( 1 — ( 1 — c^xr)

Here, as before, the effect of that part of the operation 0 which depends upon

l-\-vx-\-wx^ is 0, so that we have simply

( 1 — c^x^) X 2 (a’Su + x'^hv)

(I + vx + wx'^ — (1 —a’®) (1 —c^x^y
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Cj. denoting the coefficient of - in the development of the function in descending powers

of X. Now developing the numerator and the denominator separately, we have

2 {(fx^— 1 ) y)= 2 c^x*lw+ 2 c v .

.

( 1 -j- +wa^y— (1--^)(1— cV)= {'uf— (f)x*+ 2'ym‘* .

.

Dhiding the first of these by the second, we have a quotient

2c^lw
. / 2c% Ac^wvlw \ 1

I £,

W‘-

Integrating the coefficient of -, which is a complete difierential relatively to v and w, we

have

^f\/^\lS
^‘^=^^|^4-constant=c"^,a,’,X; (

6 .)

The signs of the three integrals under the sign 2, are of course determined by the signs

of the calculated values of ; h-
1 +w+ wx

AY e might in the same way deduce the known formulae for the comparison of elliptic

functions of the third order. Or we might at once investigate a formula for the com-

parison of elliptic functions of every order. For the latter purpose we should have to

evaluate the expression

{a + bx^)dx

J (1 + nx'^) V'" (1 — (1 —c^x^)’

under which the three canonical forms of elliptic functions are comprehended, in sub-

jection to the condition (2.). By the general theorem of transformation this value is

J®[(

a + bx^ 2[\-\-vx-\- WX") [xZv + x'^lw)

( I + nx'^)[\ \-vx + wx'^)

which may be reduced at once to the form

! + bx^'

I -^nx^

(1 -\- VX -\- ivx'^y— —x^){\—c^x'^)'’

2x^v + 2x^w
T +vx+ wx‘^)‘'‘-— (1 — (1 — cV) (

7 .)

'fhe rest of the solution involves no difficulty. We must develope the entire function

following 0 in ascending powers of x-\-^=^\/— 1 and x—^\/— 1 successively, and

take therein the coefficients of and From their sum we must
X -= V' — 1

V n

subtract the coefficient of
^

in the development of the same function in descending

powers of x, and integrate the result as a complete differential with respect to y and iv.

The above results are entmely founded upon the assumed theorem of transformation,

y/(l-x^)(l-c^x^)= 1 -yvx+UK^.

But any other transformation which would connect x with two new variables, through
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the medium of an equation of the third degree with reference to would lead to results

possessing the same degree of generality. Thus the equation

=v-\-wx+ cjf,

which connects x with v and w, and constitutes when freed from surds an equation of

the third degree \vith reference to x, might have been employed. I am not aware that

the above forms have been employed before. Legeadee, in deducing the properties of

Elliptic Functions from Abel’s theorem, sets out from a different assumption, and as I

think a less simple one, leading however to equivalent results.

It is not my intention to enter here into the subject of the connexion of the different

solutions which may thus be obtained. The theory^ of that connexion can however pre-

sent no difficulties to those who are acquainted mth the laboui's of Jacobi, Eichelot

and others, upon the differential equations on the integration of which the doctrine of

the comparison of transcendents, as contemplated from another point of riew. depends.

19. Before applying the general theorem of transformation to the investigation of

general formulae for the comparison of transcendents, I vill say a few words upon Abel'.s

theorem, as rvell as upon the class of theorems to which it belongs.

Abel’s theorem is virtually an expression for

2 C
f{x)dx

}{x— a) .v/(p(a7)’

f(x) and (p(x) being polynomials, the simultaneous values of x in the several mtegrals

being connected by the equation

or

where x{x) is not restricted to being a polynomial, but is a rational function of x. in

terms of the coefficients of which the value of the integral sum is to be determined

Abel expresses <p{x) as the product of two polynomials <P-,{x), a form which is

obviously given to it in order to meet the case in which a rational fraction occurs under

the radical sign, since we have "

Beoch and others, including, I believe, Abel himself, have considered very fully the more

general case in which the polynomial (p(x) is raised to any fractional power whatever,

and to this case may be reduced the still more general one in which a rational fraction

takes the place of the polynomial. The reduction is however obwously far more com-

plex than in the simpler case in which the index is I intend here to discuss this

problem in a form sufficiently general to render all such reductions unnecessary.

20. Peoblem.—Enquired a finite expression for the integral sum

^j<p^-^«dx, (1 .)
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(p and -4/ being any rational functions of x, the simultaneous values of x in the different

integrals being determined by the equation

'4'"=:^, (2.)

X also denoting any rational function of x of the form

bQ-]rb-^x + b^x^..

Our object is to determine (1.) as a function of which are arbi-

trary in value, whereas the coefficients in <p and -ip are definite in value and are usually

numerical.

Eepresenting (p, -v^ and x in the forms

,
s u^=
7’ ^=7 ’ (3.)

p, s, t, u, and v being poljmomials in x, the transforming equation (2.) assumes the

form

AYhence
— ^’”w”=0 . . (4.)

\\ ith this condition connecting the values of ^ in the several integrals with

&c., we have to seek the value of the expression

For to this form, rational with respect to x, the expression (1.) is reducible by virtue of

the above relations.

Consider then l^^dx subject to (4.).

write therein

To apply to this the general theorem, we must

We thus find

F=—
,
E=s'"'y”— rw”.

qv^

'2!^dx=Q
qv

pu

qv
$ log

pu

qv
(5.)

We cannot in its present form integrate the second member, as the interpretation of 0

depends in part upon v, which contains some of the variables to which the integration

has reference. As however the function which has to be developed in the performance

of the operation 0 is a rational fraction relatively to w, viz.

pu s'^v^~^lv— t”‘u^~^lu

qv s^v'^— (
6 .)

we can resolve it into partial fractions, and this resolution will, in virtue of the properties

of 0, enable us to efiect the integration required.
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The partial fraction which has v for its demominator will be Separating this,

the entire fraction (6.) -wdll assume the form

Thus (5.) becomes
q v'q /“m®

—

2« '!-dx=.nQf-
q V q V ' q t u —

s

(-•)

0 deriving its interpretation from q and n.

The first term in the second member, inasmuch as we may give to it the foiun

phu
nO

qv

vanishes by virtue of (6.), art. 11. The second term may be reduced to the foim

p s”‘v'^~^du— s'^uv^~^tv
nQ -

J
(
8 .)ftnyti—gm^n

In proof of this, I observe that the function to which 0 is applied cannot have any of the

simple factors of v in its denominator. No such factor is involved in q. For by suppo-

sition all the coefficients in q are definite, while those in are arbitrary. Neither, again,

can any of those simple factors be involved in s™!;”, for if so it will be involved in

and therefore either in t or u. But it is not involved in t, as the constants in t are

definite
;
and it is not involved in for if it were - would not be in its lowest temis.

V

The expression (8.) may be written in the form

^
s\”‘ vdu— udv

nQ\ VJ
8
1
or

23 o U
on replacing -? - and -hj(p,-ip and

Hence

Therefore

(9.)

The symbols 0 and J in the second member are now independent and may be trans-

posed. We thus have

(10 .)

an expression of remarkable simplicity.

21. In applying this theorem Ave must effect the integration in the second member,

regarding x, a,s the only variable, inasmuch as the variables Uo, b^, See. enter into the con-

stitution of but not into that of the other rational fractions <p and %//. When the
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integration is etFected we must write for <p, and the several rational fractions for

which they stand and then perform the operation 0, as we are directed to do by the

definition of that symbol.

On actual integration we have from (10.),

2:J^-4/"dT=e[(p]'^“2(^cos-^+x/— 1 sin—
j
logjx- (cos—+^/-l sin—j-4^”|+we[(p]'^"C,

the summation in the second member extending from r=0 to T—n— 1. The last term
m

in that member is equivalent to an arbitrary constant. For <p and do not contain the

variables &:c., which are only found in x- Hence the coetficients of terms in the
m m

developments of the function (p-v//” will be determinate constants, and C, on

account of the arbitrary factor C, will be itself an arbitrary constant.

22. We are thus led to the following theorem;

—

m

Theoeem.—The value of the expression 2j^'4/"dx, where <p and 4^ cuny rational

fwnctions of x, and the simultaneous values ofx in the several integrals under the sign 2 are
m

determined hythe algebraic equation '4/"= x in which is a rationalfunction ofx, will be

expressed by the formula

2j^4z»(?;r=0[?)]-4z«2(cos^+x/--l sin^)log|x-- (cos ^+^/-l sin^)-4/«|+C,

the summation in the second member extending from r=0 to r=-n—\.

23. In the particular case in which m=l, w=2, we have

sjipx/•4/(?a7=0[<p]\/ log
X— ^4'

' x+ ^ 'I

Let us apply this theorem to the problem of Art. 17. We have

(12 .)

2m^;r®cos

2L
a/*— 2m^a?^cos

= 0 ~2wV cos log
vx + — V' cos 5 + m"*

vx->rm^+ V — cos ^ + 'nP

First, then, we must develope the function in the second member in ascending powers

1

x‘
of X, and seek the coelRcient of -. Now

X

»ym'*—2mV cos S-\-x*=m‘—a^^cos 6-\- &c.

Substituting, the function becomes

(^— cos^..^log
vx+ x^ cos S .

.

2m^-j-vx— x^ cos 6 ..

5 HMDCCCLVII.
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But
log (ot+^COS 0 . .)= log a^+log w-

cos 5

+ &c.

log(2m^+'i;^— . .)= log 2m?

Substituting, we have

(^-cos 6 . .^|log^+logi;-log 2nf+ • -j’

1 .

wherein the coefficient of - in the product is

cos 0 V
(13.)

In the second place, developing the function in descending powers of x, we have

>/X*— 2'm?C(f' cos 0-{-m*=.C(f'— cos d. See.,

which on substitution gives

TO^cosS \ — ir2+ z;a? + m^(l +cosfl)

0 x^-

rr? cos 9

.)log-
x‘^-\-vx-^ m^{\— cos 9)

2v

f ^
n? cos 9 \ / 2v \= fi

1 .

wherein the coefficient of - is — 2v. Hence, changing its sign and adding the result to

(13.), we have

^ x'^— cos 9 + , 3
,

cos 9 , ^
^ (7^=2 hC,

which agrees with (8.), art. 17.

It is, however, very much easier in the above problem, and perhaps in most others, to

apply at once the fundamental theorem of transformation, as akeady exemplified in its

solution.

24. Abel’s theorem is of course included in that of Art. 23. To deduce it, we must

observe that its object is to determine the value of the expression

J{x-a) ^/,p^{x)<p2{xy

the simultaneous values of x being connected by the follot^fing equation,

—

, /^)_ gp+
V ^i(^) CQ-j-CiX..+C^X»

'

To compare with the general theorem we must therefore write (1.) in the form

./W
, /fd^

^J{x-a)<p^{x)V <p^{x)

Hence we must make in (1.),

/(^)

dx.
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We thus fin d

r Ax)dx r /(^) ^

]{x— a) ^^{x)<p^{x)
— VJ

_{x-a)(p^{x)_
aX log

aQ + a^x.. /<Pci{x)

Cq + C^X .. V <PiW

Here the function to be developed is

1^ ••
_j_ * /'PsW«0+ «

f{x) (gQ + g.a-..) \/(Pj(.^)-(co+ Ci^--)

(a:— «)
^ («o+ «!«••) V'<Pi(^) + (co+ eia?..) V '^^{x)’’

the ascending developments having reference to — «, and to the different simple factors,

x—\, X—

A

2 •• of The coefficient of in the first development is evidently

The coefficients of

/(«)

^Pl(«)P2(«)

I 1

X— Aj’ X— h

log
(«o+aja ..) v/ipia + (Co+ Cja ..) 'v/(p2(fl)

- in the latter developments are 0. Hence we have
2

f{x)dx /(«)

a) <Pi{x)(p^{x)'

-Cl

^Pl(«) P2(«)

A^)
l^{x— a) V'(P,('3^)P2W

log

log

(gp+ gifl..) \/(Pi(<?)-(go+ Ci«.-) \^%[a)

(gp+ fflig'..) \/(P^{x) — {cq+ c^x ..) \^(p^{x)

{aQ + a^x..) ^^<p^{x) + {cQ+ c^x ..) (p^ix)'

which is Abel’s theorem. There is, however, nothing gained by the peculiar form in

which it supposes the integral to be expressed. The resolution of the polynomial under

the radical into two factors <pi{x), <p.J[X) is only a substitute, and an inconvenient one, for

the more general hypothesis of the theorem of art. 22, which permits the function under

the radical sign to be any rational fraction.

25. The theorem of art. 22 is, I believe, more general than any which have been

investigated with relation to the same well-marked class of transcendents. Beoch,

JuKGEXSEX, and Minding have given formulae directly applicable to the case in which -4^

is a polynomial*. Their results agree in substance with the above, under the particular

restriction supposed, but they are far more complicated in expression. The introduction

of the symbol 0, definite in meaning and indicating the performance of operations which

are always intelHgible and always possible, greatly simplifies the expression of general

theorems.

26. The most general form of the problem contemplated by Abel in his theory of the

comparison of transcendents may be thus expressed. Required a finite expression for

y)dx, f{x, y) denoting a rational function of x and y^ the latter of which quantities

is itself an iiTational function of x given by an algebraic equation of the form

. . . .
•

(
1 .)

wherein ^0 ,
are rational and integral functions of x^ the simultaneous values of .r

in the different integrals being determined by an equation of the form

y—r.

* Ceelle’s Journal, vol. xxiii.

5 H 2
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wherein r is a rational function of w, and of any new variables «!, «2 ?
• • tenns of which

the value '2^f{x,y)dx is to be found*. Juegexsex has remarked that this problem may
be reduced to that of the determination of the value of the expression

^y{x)<p{x,y)dx,

f{x) being a rational function of x and ^{x^ y) a rational and integral function of x and y ;

and under this form, adding also the restriction that the coefficient of the highest

power of y in (1.) shall be unity, he has solved the problem. Mixdixg has investigated

the solution when the above restriction is not imposed, but his analysis is in reahty

founded upon a transformation in which jy^y takes the place of yf

.

We can, both with increased generality and with that gain of simplicity which results

from the employment of the symbol 0, solve the same problem by the method of this

section. But as the comparison of the algebraical transcendents is not the most important

object of this paper, I do not propose to enter here upon the investigation in its most

general form, but shall demonstrate a theorem which, while it is sufficiently general for

all practical ends, will at the same time serve to throw light upon a peculiarity in the

theorem of art. 22 already demonstrated.

27. Problem.-—Mequired, infinite terms, the value of the integral expressioyi

l,^^{x)ydx, (1 .)

ip(x) denoting a rational function of x, and y an irrational function of x determined hy

an equation of the mth degree,

( 2 .)

where Pi..p„ are rational and integral functions of x. We shall suppose the different

simultaneous values of x wider the sign 2 determined hy an equation

y=x^ ( 3 .)

being a rational function ofx of the form -5 in which u and v are polynomials. The

value of the integral expression (1.) is to be found in terms of the coefficients of those

polynomials.

The equation (3.), cleared of the radicals contained in y, and arranged with respect to

the powers of %, will be

V/

or writing for % its value -> and clearing of fractions,

PoU'^-\-piU"^~^v..-\-pjf''=t) (4.)

This equation, on substituting for u and v their values as polynomials, is rational and

integral with respect to x, and occupies the place of the equation E=0 in the general

theorem of transformation. We shall suppose it of the wth degree. It may of course

Abei’s Works, vol. ii. p, 66. t Creele’s Journal, vol. xxiii.
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be exhibited in the form

Po{u—vy,){u—vy^),.{u—vy^)=0, (5.)

being the different values of as determined by giving different signs to the

radicals in its expression. Hence we have

^^<p(w)ydw= dx=^e [^(^)^] ^ \og^,{u—vy,){u-vy^) .

.
{u-vy^)

8m— y^lv

J [_T'V M—
(
6 .)

the summation in the second member extending from r=l to T—m.
Here, transposing the symbol 2, the function upon which the operation 0, whose

VL

int&rp'etation is derivedfrom <p{oc'fy> is to be performed, is

which may be resolved into

Hence

, ,M 8m— Ifr^V

wiST’

8m

—

yr^v

U— yrV

^^(p{x)ydx=^lQ(p{x)y, (7.)

We are especially to remark, that while 2 in the first member has reference to the n

different values of x furnished by the equation (3.) or (4.), 2 in the second member has

reference to the different values of y furnished by the equation (2,), its numerical range

being from r=\ to r-=m.

Now considering the term

all that part of the operation 0 which depends upon v produces no effect. For none of

the factors of v can enter in any way into y„ since those factors contain the variables

a,, «i • • from which y^ is wholly fr’ee. Again, they cannot enter into the denominator

u—y;o^ for then they would enter into w, and the fraction - would not be in its lowest

terms. Hence the first term in the second member of (7) becomes

We can now transpose the symbols J and 0 and integrate. The result is

Q\(p{x)'\^y^og{u—y;o) (8.)

The last term of (7.) will, on account of the interpretation of 0, be properly written in

the form

20

which may be resolved into

' j

20
r .in
<p{x)- <p(x)- yM
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The first term vanishes by Art. 11. The second may be reduced as follows. e have

\po
- 20 ly,S!i= -e

[ J
2y3f=

e

Now 0 is!)=6r
L ^Po

(9.)

This is evident if we collect the different parts of the intei’pretation of 0 from the terms

in each member, observing that in all cases it is upon the same function that 0 operates.

Now the first term in the second member vanishes by Art. 11. Hence

0
Po
^v=Q <p{x)

VnV ^

Pi

Po

Attaching now the symbol of integration to the second member, and integrating, since

f and 0 are now transposable, we have

K)

Writing in the first term of this expression — for — and adding the result to (8.), we
Po

have

e[_(p{wj] { ^y, log {u—yrv)— log — 0 <p(x)
Pi

Po
logv.

or

Q\(p{x)]1y^og{^-y,J-Q <p{x)^^ logv^).

i/C
*

Hence replacing ~ by and adding the constant of integration, we have

^^(p(x)ydx=e[<p(xj]^y,. log 0 log v+C,
(
10 .)

X)

the expression required. It will be observed that as <p{x) and ^ are always rational

functions, the operation 0 may always be performed on each term of the second member.

As the summation Ijy^ log —
?/,.) can only be effected by connecting the several terms

included under S by the sign of addition, it will be most convenient to express the

solution in the following form.

’Po
log^j+C.

(
11 .)'^)i(p{x)ydx= Xz^Q\yp{x)']y, log (x-^J- ©

28. If^j= 0, we have

'l^<p{x)ydx=X="^ \_<P{x)'\yAog (x-2/r)+C (12.)

This includes as a particular case the theorem of Art. 22. For if y=-4/”, we have

of which any root y^ will be given by the formula
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Hence on substitution we have, since the number of values of y is

— /
f cos

/ 2r7r / . 2r'i!

X— (cos— +x/-lsin
'TTl \ . — 1

which agrees with the result in question.

We now see why it is that, although in the investigation of the latter formula we

had to take distinct account of the terms u and v in the fraction y ; in the final result

they are recombined, and only present themselves implicitly as component parts of

It is due to the fact that the equation determining the irrational factor of the original

integral wants a second term, i. e. that^i= 0.

If^j
= 1 ,

the term— 0 <p{x)
Po

log V in (11.) becomes — ©[^(^)]p, log w, or -- '2Q[(p{x)'\yr log

whence the theorem assumes the following form,

2:j>(^)j/dr=:r;=r©[?>(^’)]i/.{log (x-y.)H- logt^} = 2;z“e[<p(^-)]
2/4og {u-y,.v).

We may remark m concluding this section, that all general theorems lilte the above

for the comparison of algebraical transcendents are difficult of application, from the

necessity which they impose of developing logarithmic and irrational functions. This

difficulty we avoid by employing directly the theorem of transformation exemplified in

the earher problems of this section. The application of that theorem requires only the

development of rational fractions, and this can always be effected by the operations of

multiphcation and division. "When this form of procedure is adopted there remains,

however, an integi’ation to be performed. Cu’cumstances must decide which of these

methods is preferable, but generally I conceive it will be the latter one. I will only

add, that the interest attaching to the entire subject of the comparison of algebraical

transcendents appears to me to be chiefly of a speculative character. It is to be valued

rather as affording evidence of the powers, and at the same time of the limitations of

analysis, than as offering any prospect of increased command over the problems of

physical science. Such at least seems to be the tenor of present indications.

Application of the General Theorem of Transformation to the reduction of Functional

Transcendents.

29. Let us first apply the general theorem to the reduction of the expression

where (p and are any rational functions of x, and f a general functional symbol, the

simultaneous values of x in the several integrals being determined by an equation,

'^=v, (1 -)

in which w is a new variable.

We have

(2 .)

We must now seek the value of the expression 'S,f{v)(pdx, subject to the condition (1.),

and then integrate with respect to v.
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Now as a rational function of w may be represented under the fonn q, where

P and Q are polynomials in x not invohing v. The equation of transfonnation then

becomes
P

and in its rational and integral form Qv—P=0.

Hence by the general theorem of transformation,

2f(v)<pdx=e[/(v)<p]^ log (Qv-P)=e[f(v)fj

Now the factor /(v), inasmuch as it does not contain x, in nowise affects the interpre-

tation of 0. Hence it may be removed from within the brackets and the equation

written in the form

2/(«)j>&=/WeM^=/(«)eM

on replacing ^ by >4/.

Hence, replacing the first member by the expression for which it is an equivalent, and

attaching the sign of integration,

(3 -)

To this result we may also give the form

(4.)

as the symbol 0 and the function <p are both independent of the variable v. And this

would in fact be the best form if we could effect generally the integration in the second

member. For the applications to which we shall proceed (3.), is, however, the fonn to

be preferred.

We may express the results which have been arrived at in the following general

theorem.

Theorem.—If ^ and are rational functions of x, and if the sinmltaneous values of

X in the integrals included in the expression 2j’<^(4')dx are roots of an equation

\p= V,

V heing a variable quantity, then

30. Apparently this is the most general theorem which exists uith relation to that

class of transcendents in which a perfectly arbitrary symbol of functionahty occurs under

the sign of integration. If we specify the form of f so as to meet the case of the

particular transcendents discussed in the previous sections of this paper, we shall obtain

results accordant with, but less general than, those which have been there obtained.

But the most important feature of the theorem is, that, without restrictmg the generality
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of the functional symbol f, we may so determine the form of as to cause the several

integrals included under the sign 2 in the first member to close up, if the expression is

permitted, into a single definite integral whose actual value will then be given by that

of a far more simple integral in the second member.

Let the limits of v in the second member be p and q, and let the transforming equation

'<P
= V

giye pi, P2. .pn+i for the values of x when and q^, q^.-qn+i for its corresponding

values when v=q. Then we have

. . . (5.)
%)P\ %JP2 ^Pn-\-\ ^P

Now let us give to the form

^ ^2
,

^

where a^, ..X„ are real, and a„ real and positive. The transforming equation

is then

.r ^^2 -L_=v; (6.)
X— K^ X— K^ X— An

^

whence representing still the first member by -p',

1
[

I ^2 ..-I
dx {x— Xj)^ — ^2)^ — \j)^’

and as this expression is always positive, it follows,—1st, that -vp regarded as a function

of X is never a maximum or minimum ; 2ndly, that whenever -py varies continuously while

X increases, it varies by way of increase.

From these properties, and from the form of the equation (6.), it readily follows that

if Xi, >^, . .X„ are arranged in the order of increasing magnitude, then whatever real value

V may have, the roots of (6.) wiU be real and will be disposed in the following manner,

\iz. one root less than one root between and Xj.., one between X„_i and X„, and

finally one between X„ and 00 . To prove this in detail, let x vary from — co to X„ then

\p, as is evident Lorn its form, varies from — cx) to co
,
and it varies continuously by way

of increase so as never to resume a former value. Once therefore in its course it will

be equal to v. Wherefore one root of (6.) lies between — 00 and Xj. Supposing x to

continue to increase, the value of -p/ suddenly changes when x passes over the value X,

from CO to — CO
,
and as x varies from Xj to X2, -p^ again varies continuously, and by way

of increase from — 00 to 00 ,
and therefore again becomes equal to v once in its course

;

wherefore a value of x lies between Xj and X2. In like manner there is a value of x

between and X3.. X„_, and X„. Finally, as x varies from X„ to 00 , \p once more passes

over the value v. Whence the proposition is manifest.

The reality of all the roots of (6.) may also be readily shown in the following manner.

Let x=p-^q\/— 1 . Then substituting in (6.), and reducing that equation to the form

A+B/y/— l=t;,

5 IMDCCCLVII.
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which entails as a necessary consequence A—v, B=0, we find as the form of the equa-

tion B=0,

4. ^
i_

Now as the function within the brackets is essentially positive, the above equation can

only be satisfied by making §'=0. But this indicates that all the roots are real.

Besuming (5.), it is evident from what precedes, that if the lower limits of integration

••i’s+n corresponding to v=]y, are arranged in the ascending order of magnitude,

the upper limits q^, q^ .. will also be ranged in the same order. Moreover and q^

will both be less than \ and q^ 'will lie between 7^^ and 7.^-, finally, and q„^^ will

lie between and oo. Hence, then, the elements in the different integrals in the fii’st

member of (5.) will be all different, the superior limit of each integral being less than

the inferior limit of the integral which follows it.

31. Let us now examine the case in which the integration relative to v in the second

member of (5.) is from — oo to oo.

Let ]) — — oo
,
and q— oo, we then have

Pi ? Pi 2^^ "^I'-Pn + l

2'l= ^2 , §'2— ^25 !?3 ^3 • • + •

Thus 5'i=j?25 ^i—P’i-’ln—Pn+ii 01’ tke upper limit of each integral coincides with the

lower limit of the integral which follows it.

It is more strict, however, to regard p and q as tending to the respective limits — oo

and 00 . The first inferior limit, then tends to — 00
,
and the last superior limit.

fln+ii to OO, while the superior limit of each integral but the last tends upwai'd to the

same limiting value to which the inferior limit of the integral following tends do-wn-

ward. The different integrals close up into a single definite integral taken between the

limits — 00 and 00 . Thus we have

f
('•)

«/ —00 — 00 ^

The reasoning is evidently independent of the natui’e of the function symbolized by/!

That function may either be continuous or discontinuous. We thus arrive at the follow-

ing theorem, in the expression of which we shall restore to \p its complete value, and

shall replace the rational function (p by (p{x), and the symbol which is no longer neces-

sary for distinction, by d.

32. Theoeem.—If(p(x) denote a 7'ational function ofx, mid ifi he a generalfunctional

symbol, then

i
x-

oc—K
dx

/•oo

= t dvf{v)Q[p{x)'\
ty — 00

V— x-\-- • +
a,

I

• (
1 -)

x— K

promded that a,, a,, .. a„ are real and jiositive, and .. real.
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This is the general theorem of definite integration to which reference has been made.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to its illustration.

The theorem is independent, as has been said, of the nature of the functional inter-

pretation off, and, even when the factor /’(.t — ^ )
becomes infinite for the

limiting values X,, does not fail, but carries with it a correction for the discon-

tinuity thence arising. We cannot otherwise attach a meaning to the expression

^
f{x)dx, when for a value x—\, included within the limits of integration, becomes

infinite, than by considering it as the limit to which the sum of the integrals

f y{x)dx-{-^ f{x)dx

tend as e and d tend to 0. According to the nature of the function and the modes

in which e and d tend to the limit 0, the integral may become, as Cauchy has observed,

finite or infinite, determinate or indeterminate. When d=e, so that the approach on

either side to the limiting value X is made in the same manner, ^. e. by equivalent infini-

tesimal variations of x, the value of the integral obtained will be that which Cauchy

terms it?, principal value. The equation (1.) will thus give the principal value of the

integral in its first member, if we suppose v to approach by the same kind of variations

to the limits — oo and oo
;
in other w'ords, if, representing the function under the sign of

d* 00

integration in the second member by F(^;), we regard I Y[v)dv as the limit of the value
c/ — 00

of
j

Y[v)dv, a becommg indefinitely great. For suppose x to be approaching the par-
^ —a

ticular limit Aj. The nearer its approach the more nearly {vide 6, art. 30) is the follow-

ing equation realized, wz.

—

—a.

whence the more nearly have we

-=y.

. Ml -

—1- 5
1 I y

and therefore, if v tend towards oo and — oo by equivalent variations, so also \vill x by

equivalent variations approach from above and from below the limit

Again, the larger x becomes the more nearly do x and v approach a ratio of equality,

and therefore the mode of approach of x in the first member to the limits — oo and oo

determines identically the mode of approach of to — oo and oo . Thus we may finally

give to the theorem the following rigorous statement, viz.

—

TJie two members of the equation

1

^— Xj** OO^Xn

approach a ratio of equality as a approaches to infinity, provided that if

^— Xj OC— Xn/

5 I 2
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become infinite for the critical values Xj, Xg-.X^, we mjy^ose x to app'oach each enticed

value by equivalent infinitesimal variations.

The most important, perhaps the only important, cases are those in which f{v) vanishes

when V is infinite.

33. I shall begin with noticing some particular deductions from the theorem, among

which will be included certain known formulse of analysis. I shall show that it enables

us to deduce from any known definite integral the values of an infinite number of other

definite integrals of progressively increasing complexity. I shall show that when the

arbitrary function under the sign of integration is regarded as discontinuous, the first

member of the equation becomes resolved into a number of definite integrals of con-

tinuous functions, and that we thus arrive at the same theorem for the comparison of

functional transcendents, (5.), art. 30, from which the above theorem was itself derived.

Finally, I shall apply the theorem to the extension of the theor}' of definite multiple

integrals.

Special deductions may be obtained by limiting either,—1st, the form of the rational

function <p{x)
;
or 2ndly, the interpretation of the functional sign/*; or 3rdly, the number

and value of the constants in the function under the sign f.

1st. Let (p(x)=l. Then in the second member of (1.), art. 32,

e[?W]
v—x-\-

dv

j

dn

X—\ X— Xn

Cl
dv

V—X+
a

j

a;— Aj x—X,

Hence

dv

x—v
x—X^

=dv.

dn

r/(*- (2)

This was the theorem, or rather the most important case of the theorem referred to

in Art. 1, as published in the ‘ Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Joiunal,’ Xo. XIX.

The following are special applications of it, chiefly selected from the paper in question.

Since we have

and

we shall have

J_
f{v’'-^2a)dv (4.)

Hence

P (5.)
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In like manner

(
6 .)

and similarly,

^ cos^x^-\-^^dx=^ cos(v^-\-2a)dv

^00 ^00

=cos2aj cos('y®)<?y— sin sm(v^)dv

(cos 2«!— sin 2«)

sin
(i}

2a+sin 2a),

which are known relations. We may by the same method deduce the relations

y
dxi ^"''^‘^°'^cos|^a^+^^sin ^|=5r*£“^“‘^®"®cos ^2a sin

d.rg~^'^'^*'^‘'“"%in|^a’^+|2^sin^|=5r^£~^“'=°"®sin^2asin^+0,

originally given by Cauchy. All the above definite integrals are reduced by the theorem

to immediate dependence on the fundamental theorem

Vffl

Again, let us consider the definite integral

( 7 .)

(
8.)

(9.)

Making x^=z, we have

^00

“=^I

C” dx.x^

{a+ bx+

-i

cx^Y

dz

(5 + «=+j)"

dz r
j -«= Jh -i-

f

J-

dv

* + + by (4.)

=j:

=i

dv

(& + 2 v/ ac+ cv^y

dv

(6 + 2 'V^ac+ cv^)”

Now from the known theorem

I.

r(«)r(r-«)

in which 7'> a, we readily deduce

dv.v^

i

{i+ty- r(.)

,
r(»-^)r(^)

w+ 1 m + 1

{p + qv^)^ 2p 2^2 r(n)
(
10 .)
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Avhence, reducing the above expression for u, we find

dx.x^~^ 1 F(^)r(n— i)

r {a-\-hx-\-cx^Y c^{b -\-2 VacY'^' Tfn)

and hence on changing x into -? we find

I
“ dx.x'^-i

(
11 .)

(
12 .)

{a + bx + cx^Y V{n)a^[b+ 2 A/flc)"-*

The two last theorems were discovered independently and about the same time by

Mr. Cayley, Professor Thomson* and ScHLOMiLcnf. It is to be noted that a. h, and c

must be positive.

The above examples have been selected in the fu’st instance because they relate to

knoAvn results. But there is not one of the results amr’ed at which mav not be gene-

ralized to an indefinite degree.

Thus, since we have

.... (13.)

Ave have

j2&-(^r=|r(i) (l^-)

If w=2, this gLes

whence
ty 00

f” (15.)

agreeing with (5.). But let w=4, and we find

(16.)

and so on indefinitely without even proceeding to employ the more general forms of (2.).

(!-•)

34. Let us examine the definite integral

x^’f(^x—

By the general theorem (1.) we have

u

dx.

= */(»)©[*”] »= (IS.)

^—X + - »

X

For, not being fractional, the interpretation of 0 is reduced simply to — Cj^. It is

X

Q^n + 1

obviously desirable to express the term C i -i in a series consisting of powers of r.
•' ^ —x‘^—vx—a ® ^

Now
2n+\

X'

x^^—vx—a—X
,.2n + l

VX

x^— a' [x^—df' of

A ~2n+l

-&c. =V-
J

— fl

,2h + 2 .y>2«+ s

^-h&c. . (19.
« rt)' [x^— aY

t Ceelle, vol. xxxii.* Cambridge aud Dublin Mathematical Joxu’nal, vol. ii.
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We are permitted to give this form to the expression before developing in descendiog

powers of x, because, on thus developing the several terms in the second member, ne

higher power of x will present itself than Avould be obtained by developing the first

member in descending powers of x.

The general term of (19.) is

If ^ be odd, there will be no terms of the form — in the development of this function

in descending powers of x. Let ^ be even and be expressed by 2m. Then we have to

develope in descending powers of x a series of functions of the form

(a?—

The coefficient of - in the development of this expression is easily found to be

Therefore

{2m + \){2m + 2)..{n+ m)

C, = 2
i^jri+2)..{n + m)

ix^—vx— a ' \.2..{n— m)
X ' '

the summation extending from to m=n. Hence

1'^ a-"'/ (^x
—
^ (lx=lZZo

^^{2m+l){2m+ 2)..{n + m)

1 .2..{n— m)
a’' dvv^'"f{v). .

. (
20 .)

In the particular case in which the function denoted byy is even, we have, on replacing

f{x) by <p{a%

. (21.)

This, when «=1, is Cauchy’s theorem referred to in Art. 1. Some valuable illustrations

of it will be found in the Corollaries to the memoir of which it forms the subject.

We may employ (20.) or (21.) to generahze the results given in (11.) and (12.). We
may thus finitely determine the values of the integrals

dx.x”+i-h C” dxx^-i-l

{a-\-hx-k-cx^Y Jo {fl-\-bx-\-cx'^Y'’

i being an integer. For the former mtegral we shall have the expression

2i-

.^„^i2tn + \.2m-{-2..i-\-m (a\ 2

1.2. .ii-m) Ic)

ru
r,X

(5 + 2 'Cac)
T{n)

(22.)

For the latter integral we shall only have to change in the above, a into c and c into a.

The results in (11.) and (12.), and the more general conclusions just obtained, are of

importance in some of the more difficult problems connected with the mathematical

theory of electricity. It is probable that a result equivalent to (22.) may be obtained
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by some formulse of Mr. Cayley’s connected with the reduction of the integrals which

occur in certain problems of this class. I have not, however, attempted a verifi-

cation.

34, Although the list which I have given of results obtainable by other methods

might be increased, it is still only in comparatively rare instances that the means of inde-

pendent verification present themselves. We might by transformations such as Cauchy

has employed, verify the theorem

dx co%m(x—-\

1 +

but it would not be easy by any such process to verify the theorem

dx cosl mi(x ^\\
V ^ ^n— K/ j .

l + (x—^

and being any positive quantities, and Xj, Xj, &c. any real quantities whatever.

I shall not, however, dwell any longer upon special results, but shall briefly state some of

the general consequences which flow from the application of the primary theorem (1.).

1st. The evaluation of any definite integral

in which <p(x) is a rational and hitegral function ofx, is redudhle to that of the definite

integral

'^(v)f(v)dv, (1.)
%/ — 00

in which \p(v) is a rational and integral function of an 07'der not higher than the order

of <p(x).

For, by the general theorem.

J dx(p{x)f{x-
cc A

j
00 Ag ^

i;— :r-J-
x— X

+
I X— X„

1
= \

dvf{v)C^
(p{x)

x-v-
^ X—

since (p{x) is integral. If we develope the fractions -, &c. in descending
«,t*“Aj .f— A^

powers of x, we shall have
<p{^)

x-v-
X ^1 X— x-v-

X X^’
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Suppose m to be the highest index of x in <p{x), then the development of the right-

hand member, in descending powers of x by division, will assume the following form,

—

‘

‘
+ B,„+ .

+ &c.

,

Bo not containing v, Bj containing the first power of v, B2 the first and second power,

&c. Hence B^, the coefficient of x~'^, will involve powers of v up to the mth. Let this

function be represented by ^p(v), and we have

=j_J(v)/(v)dv, (2.)

%^(v)beuig of the same order with respect to v as ^(x) with respect to x.

The following are particular examples :

—

(8.)

f (f^+<t,+a.-+a,)f(v)dv (4.)

2ndly. The evaluation of the definite integral

where (p{x) is a rational fraction^ is reducible to that of the definite integral

r dv^{v)f{v), (6.)
J-oo

where 4/(y)is a rationalfraction of the same order as ?)(x).

By a rational fraction of the same order, I mean one whose numerator is of the

same degree, and whose denominator involves the same number of simple factors

elevated to the same powers, the only difference arising from the constant coefficients.

By the general theorem we have

dx(p{x)f(^x-
X— X,

• (7 .)

-a? +
X— A,

+
X A»

in which, on account of the distributive character of the symbol 0, we may resolve (p(x)

into its component terms, and give to 0 in succession the respective interpretations

which they afford.

The component terms of <p(x') will be of the forms ax' and ^

i

being an integer.

We have just considered the effect of the first class of terms, and it only remains to

consider that of the second class.

5 KMDCCCLVII.
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Now 0 {x—hy
1

V— x-\ —
j

X X Aj2

V— h-\- +
h— A| h Xn

a /

1 .2 ..{i— 1) J

-|-Ci -Z T!

^ix-hyfx-v-^..-^
)\ X X }

dji

the former of the two terms in the second member being the coefficient of in the

development of the function in ascending powers of .r

—

h.

It is evident that the latter of the terms in the second member vanishes ; for the

first term of the development in descending powers of x being there ^fill be no term

A
of the form — Hence we have merely to consider the term

X ^

H standing for

If^= l, (8.) becomes

Let ^=2, and (8.) becomes

If ^=3, (8.) becomes

Hence, generally,

1.2. • b-i) ^jhJ V— .

h
O-n

A— Xi h-

a

dW
dh

{v- H)2'

1

r dm
Q (

a did fydh)
1.21 X1 (v -H)3

d y- ' 1 H,
- _1_

(
8 .)

H. H,

(y— H)

H„ Hg, . . H, being independent of v. The second member of the above equation, on

addition of its several terms, becomes a rational fraction whose denominator is (r— H)\
and whose numerator is a rational and integral function of v of an order not higher than

i— I. Hence the theorem is demonstrated.

35. The conclusion to which these investigations lead is a remarkable one, and may

be thus expressed. The evaluation of the definite integral

r
Po+PlX +P2'*'^. . +PiX'

I - 00 9o + + S'a*® • • + 9/^

is redudhle to that of a definite integral of theform

Pc + PlU + PgW*.. +P,V

J_„ Qo+

i'*'* ny ^
^1 ^2 \

joid y a;— Xj X— Xj x— X,J
dx
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Po, Pi, ..Qo, Qi-. being constants whose values in terms of pi, pg, ..qi, qg.. can always he

finitely determined.

As particular examples of the above, we should have

f{v)dvf” ^ — f”— V ^“"^1 ^— \

C" ^ ^

an \
__ f 1 , I

an ^ r f{v)dv
_

x-h^J “r(4-A„)2j\
/ ^ «i ^ y

‘

h-xf h-kj

In the last theorem the particular case in which h— Ki, the function /('y) being at the

same time supposed small for very large values of v, is interesting. We see that as h

approaches Ki the terms

p

and become large in comparison with those with

which they are connected by addition. Thus the second member approaches the value

so that in the limit

«i fiv)dv 1 f” ,

P” dx /

x—xj

It may be worth while to verify this theorem in a particular instance. We have from it

Now assume in the fii’st member
— a

The transformed integral is easily found to be

As to the limits, when x varies from — oo to X, ^ varies from X to oo
; and when x varies

from X to CO
, y varies from — oo to X. Thus, by mere transposition of the two portions

of the integral, the limits of y become the same as those of x, and we have

As a particular deduction from the above we shall have.

.c

dx Tflg 2a

g ^y= ,

which may also be veritied by differentiating (5.), art. 32, with respect to a. We are

permitted thus to differentiate with respect to a, because the function under the sign of

integration does not become infinite within the limits. This condition must be strictly

attended to in all similar attempts at verification.

5 K 2
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3rdly. From the value of any known definite integral, we com, hy th.e general theorem,

deduce either the values of other definite integrals tadcen between the limits — cc and cc .

or relations among the values of those integrals taken between other limits.

To accomplish the first object, we have only to transfonn the given integral into one

whose limits are — oo and oo
,
and then apply directly the general theorem. The method

requires no illustration.

To accomplish the second object, we must express the function under the sign of

integration, not as a continuous function taken between the given limits, but as a dis-

continuous function taken between the limits — oo and oo
,
the character of its discon-

tinuity being such, that for all values within the given limits of integration it shall

assume the form specified, and for all values without the given limits shall vanish.

Thus let I f{v)dv be the definite integral whose value is given. We may extend the
Jp

integration from — oo to oo
,
provided that we regard /(i;) as vanishing when v falls

without the limits and g. We shall thus have

provided that — —
) vanishes whenever x— ^ falls ’without^ Aj x~Xnj a?— A] x—\n

the limits p and q. Let the roots of the equation

X
O^n

taken in ascending order of magnitude, be^i, ^^d the roots of

X
X— Aj

Un

x—K’^' dr

taken in the same order, be ^i, ^'
2 ••$'«+!• We suppose X„ Aj, ..X„ also to be in ascending

order of magnitude. Thus (art. 30) and q^ lie between — 00 and X^,p .2 and q., between

Aj and Aa, and so on. Also £1 is greater than p^, q^ than p.2 ,
&c. Hence we see that

will only fall within the limits p and q when x falls either between

2)i and g',, or between and q.2 .
See. Thus we have in fact

and still more generally, <p(x) being a rational function of x,

.T— Aj x— \„

which is a reproduction of (5.), art. 30. I deem it, however, an important fact, that in

the comparison of functional transcendents, formulae involving the sign of summation
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may be dispensed with ; a more general conception of the nature of a function supply-

ing their place.

36. One remarkable theorem must still be noticed. Since

sin .2^

we have, on taking the logarithms of both sides and differentiating,

1
.

I

cot.r=—

1

Hence
X x-\-'!: X— TT ' x-\-2'n x— 27r

. Ill 1
X—COiX= X—-——— — r-^-

X x+ w x—n x-\-2'k

&C.

&C.

(
1 -)

Whence, by (2.), art. 32,

^ dxf{x— cot x)= ^ dvf(v) (2.)
— 00 C/ —00

The result may however be generalized. For from (1.),

-h ? +
‘ .7J X. TT '

«,COt(^—

?

1 ,)
=—

,
.

'' X— Aj ' X— Ai + tt ‘ X— Aj — It

m

Taking the sum of any series of such terms, we shall evidently have

x—a^ cot {x—'k^— a^ cot {x—k.^ «„cot {x—k^

d
-^ dji

=x-
X— Aj X— A„ X-t-Tt— Aj x + tt— A„

which agrees in form with the function under the sign /'in (2.), art. 32. Hence

j
dxf[x—a^ cot {x—k^) «„cot(^— X„)} = i dvf(v} (3.)

4/ — 00 4/ — 00

If we treat in the same way the theorem

4x^
COS^= ( 1—— 11 l— 1—

we shall arrive at the theorem

/'* 00 ^oo

j
dxf{x-{-a^txn.{x—\)---\-ay,txn.{x—k,y)}=\ dvf{v). . .

. (4.)
4,-00 4/ — 00

Essentially, however, this result is involved in (3.), the analogy of which with (2.),

Art. 32, will be most apparent if we place it in the form

J*
dxflx-

•'I
tan («— Aj) tan (a?-

As before, the quantities a^-.a^ must be positive.

The verification of these theorems by some independent method seems desirable.
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Application of the General Theorem to the evaluation of multiple definite integrals.

37. The form in which multiple definite integrals present themselves in the applica-

tion of mathematics to natural philosophy, is usually the following. The value of a

triple integral,

(1 .)

is required to be found, the integration extending, in some instances, to all positive

values, but more generally to all values whatever of the variables x. y, z which satisfy a

condition

^{x,y,zy^\ (2 .)

The most general method of treating this class of problems is due to M. Lejeuxe

Dirichlet. It consists in converting <p[x, y^ z) into a discontinuous function which vanishes

whenever the variables x,y, z transcend the limits assigned m (2.), and which is equal to

<p{x., y, z) whenever those variables satisfy the above condition. This transformation

being effected, we are permitted to regard the integrations relatively to x, y. z as inde-

pendent, and as individually taken between the limits — oo and oc .

From this circumstance the progress of our knowledge of multiple definite integrals

must be in some degree coordinate with the extension of oui’ command over single defi-

nite integrals taken between the hmits — oo and oo . I propose in this section both to

illustrate, by one or two examples, the theory of multiple integrals as above stated, and

to show how it gains extension from the theorem of definite integration demonstrated in

the preceding pages.

There are several different forms in which the application of the principle of discon-

tinuity to the evaluation of multiple integrals may be presented. The form which I

shall adopt in this paper is similar to one originally given by me in the Transactions of

the Royal Irish Academy (vol. xxi. pt. I), but is more convenient in application. It

depends essentially upon the employment of Fourier’s theorem, \iz .

—

1

fix)=- j j
da.dv. cos {av—xv)fia).

If we write the cosine in its exponential form, we have

fia:)=-^^ J (3.)

Now by known theorems

r
h- ni) Jo

dw ~ r(i) J.
dw (4.)

Multiply the terms of (3.) by those of (4.) taken in the same order, and, converting the

exponentials into sines and cosines, we have

fA)
V ~^T(qJ \ \

^cidvdw cos, \av—xv—tiv-\-~^j'^'~ffi)^

the theorem employed in the Irish Transactions.

. (5 .)
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Now V remaining unchanged, let w=vs. Then transforming in the usual way, we have

dvdw='Vdvds,
whence, on substitution,

d(idvdsco^^a—x—ts)v-\-^^vs'~^f{a). . . . .
. (

6 .)

In the application of this theorem to the reduction of multiple integrals, x and t will be

replaced by functions of the variables involved in those integrals. Its advantages are

the following. Like Foueiee’s theorem, from which it is derived, it enables us to ex-

press any species of discontinuity in the function /‘(ir). Thus iif{x) is to vanish for all

values of x which lie without the limits p and q, we have only to substitute p and q for

— oo and oo in the mtegration relative to a. At the same time the theorem presents x

and ^ in a functional connexion, which in all the most important cases renders possible

the subsequent integrations without any new transformation.

One subsidiary theorem remains to be noticed. Since we have

^
d^cos{a±cf)='^cos(^a±jy

we have, by successive applications of this theorem.

(7.)

(
1 -)

r dij,dy^..dy, cos {a±^'z'lcyjl)=-^--^cos («+?)

38. Example 1st. Let it be reqim-ed to evaluate the multiple definite integral

TT r 7 7 7 "P ^2^2 ' • P
V = \ . dXMX, - • dx„ fTg ,

, \o
, \2 ri \2Xi’

the integration extending to all values of the variables which satisfy the condition

l\X-^-\-lpC2 • •~]rlnd'n

If for convenience we represent l^x^-\-lpc2..-\-lnXn by and {a^—Xyf-\-{a^—x^f..

+ («„—x^"^ by we have by the theorem (6.),

J
A ^2^2 * * "P

{/i^A (flj— {a^—x^'^.. + [an—0CnYY

i] J]
dadvdscos\^i—'2.lp(;^—{]d-^'2.a^—Xr

The conditions relative to the limits will be fulfilled by introducing p and q for — co

and oo in the above. Effecting this change and extending, as we then may do, the inte-

grations relative to x^, x^..Xn from — oo to oo
,
we have

j' ^
dadvdsd'd-~'^f{ajl:,

where
f

cos

Now lpc^-\-s{ar—xYf=s\Xr—a^-YfA + ^ if y,.=^r— Sub-
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stituting and observing that the limits of are — cc and cc
,
we have

T
=J

. . dy,dy., . .dy^co&\J^a— Ifs— 2 [syl+ l/i,“ ^ ^

j

. . dy^dy^ . . dy^ cos
|
(^—-h^s— '^+ 2i’Sj/^+ y|.

Let
As (

3 .)

Then ^=1 ..dy^dy^..dynQ,o%\{a—(r)v-\-^vsyl-\-i'^—-^^

{Vsf

COS Ua— 0-)t’+?^—??7L

whence

V=
where

r(d

^00^00

JpJo Jo
s' i-‘ cos |(«-<r>+

=

ds s * ^Q.

Q=:;^|' ^ dadv v^~i cos Ua~-G)v-\-
Pqja

= (~^)' <ia!i»cos{(a-<7)»}/(c!)

=(-^)"Vw
by Fourier’s theorem, f (a) vanishing when o- does not fall within the limits ^ and q.

Thus, finally.

V: —

r

Twjo
ds s ^ *

7 . n
a \ «-2 n, \

*; /W’ 0.)

the fully expressed value of s being

(T=-

We may remark, that as

(T— fi-

a increases with s. As s varies from 0 to oo, o- varies from — cxi to oo. Thus, whatever

may be the values ofp and q within which the variation of g is confined, there will exist

corresponding positive values within which the variation of s null be confined, and those

limits must take the place of 0 and oo in the expression of (4.).

39. In strictness there is no need of referring to the limit in the statement of general

theorems like the above involving an arbitrary symbol of functionality. The consistent

interpretation of that symbol will suffice. Thus tlie results at which we have arrived

are virtually included in the theorem

i ..dx^dx^
I — oo

, dx
y(/].X'j -)- •

-f- L^K.)

"
{ 4^+ («1— + («2

— ® •
' + (

a«

—

n ^0

TT^ [

ds. (6.)

G having the value given above. For if l^x^-\-l.2X.^ •• -\-lp'n is confined witlim given limits,

./*(^i^i 4-4^2

—

Vh^n) niay be regarded as vanishing whenever l^x^-\-l^x^-- -\-l„x„ transcends
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those limits, and therefore, by consistency of interpretation, f{a) as vanishing vrhenever

<r transcends the same limits.

40. I shall not enter into any discussion of the above solution, but shall briefly point

out in what way it may be generalized by the theorem of definite integration of Art. 32.

It is evident that if we change in (6.)

into

into Xo
-fta ^2 H'fn

See. See. See.

or into any of the remarkable forms thence derived. Art. 36, leaving dx^dx^ . . dx„ un*

changed, the actual value of the multiple integral will be unaltered. Thus, as a par-

ticular illustration, if we suppose

V=^^^dxdi/dz

the integrations being limited only by the condition

we should find

where
•^0

4i
’

provided that/’((r)= 0 when tr does not fall within the limits 0 and 1.

41. Example 2nd. Let

V=J. . dx,dx, . . dx„^ ^

the integration extending to all values of the variables which satisfy the condition

+^) < 1 ’

Here, after reductions similar to those which have been exemplified in the preceding

problem, but more complicated, we find

r(*)Jo + ^

5 I4MDCCCLVII.
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wh erein <7= + 2 ( /?

+

m\sf{l\a\ +m\h\s^f-\ h 2 (/^

+

Tlfll

f{a) being supposed to vanish when a transcends the limits 0 and 1. This theorem

admits of the same kind of generahzation as the preceding one. It was communicated

by me, some years ago, to Mr. Cayley, and pubhshed by him, at my deshre, in Liou-

ville’s ‘Journal,’ vol. xiii.

If in the above theorem we make a^= ^, .. a„=0, we have an expression for the value

of the multiple integral

J . . dx^dx<i . . dXn

+ m ^ 2/ 2bl
+ mn\Xn+—

xz

the integrations being extended through the mass of the ellipsoid whose equation is

l\x\-\ \-llx\=\.

The following example, originally pubhshed by me, but without any intimation of its

possible extension by means of the general theorem of definite integration, in the

memoir already referred to in the ‘ Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy,’ is of great

practical importance.

42. Example 3rd. Required the value of the multiple integral

V =]*. . dxidx^. . dXn

, ^2
I

(1.)
{h^+{a^—x^Y + {a2-x^^.. + {a„—x„Yy

the integrations extending to all values of the variables which satisfy the condition

2 2

(
2 .)

Here V will be found by integrating with respect to a.’i, x^, ..x^ between the limits

— CO and oo the expression

Hence changing, as before, the order of integration.

V=
where

Now

if we make

’’r(f)
Otio Jo

dadvds v's' |/’(a)T,

T=y -^^nCos

+

f,+s{a,-x;f=l±^yl+^

1+hls
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Substituting and integrating Avith respect to y^y^..y^ between the limits — co and co
,
we

have

A
I
^2*

{\+h\sY ..{l + h\sYv^

whence, if we make

we have

GfS (its

2„’
\-\-h\S 1 + hnS

(
3 .)

(4.)

n

r(i)
]•>'0

d \
V(<^)

(5.)

(l + 4^sf(l+A^)L.(l+W

Here u increases continuously with s. As s varies from 0 to oo
,

<r also varies from

0 to CO . To any positive limits of n will correspond positive limits of s, and these, as

will hereafter appear, will in certain cases replace the limits 0 and oo in the expression

for V.

It is also deserving of note that n may be placed in the form

- I I 72

hj^

h\

Gji

It

1 1

« + ^+72
fh K

which only differs by a constant term from the form of the function *4/ in the general

theorem of definite integration. It follows at once from this that all the values of s

corresponding to a given value of a will be real and that only one of them will be

positive, the others lying between limits expressed by —oo
, —A, supposing

these ranged in order of ascending magnitude.

The above example admits of the same generalization as the first which we considered.

The value of V remains unchanged if, both in the original integral (1.) and in the equa-

tion of the limits (2.), we substitute — for x^^ with similar but
00 ^ 1

not necessarily the same transformations for x^, x^ . . x^, leaving dx^, dx^ . . dx„ unaltered

;

or if we employ the derived transformations of Art. 36.

I do not conceive that these extensions possess any kind of prospective value or

importance, beyond w'hat must attach to all real additions to our knowledge of the

Integral Calculus. Upon such questions it is, however, almost always unsafe to specu-

5 L 2
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late. We can do little more than address ourselves patiently to follow the tracks which

open before us, without attempting to prescribe their direction or conjecture their end.

The interpretation of the formulae which have been arrived at in this section is so far

distinct from the general course and design of the paper, that I have thrown into a note

such observations as I have to offer upon the subject. And I have the rather taken this

course, because those observations have been to some extent anticipated in a former pub-

lication. See Note B.

I have not attempted the further extension of the theory of multiple integrals, which

would seem to be involved in the general theorem of Art. 32, when other values than

unity are assigned to the function Neither have I attempted to extend that

theorem to the case in which is rational—-a case evidently of some importance

from its formal connexion with the last member of (5.).

Note A.

On the Connexion between the Symbol 6 and Cauchy’s Symbol t
,
employed in

the Calculus of Mesidues.

It has been explained that the operation denoted by the symbol B is equivalent to

that portion of the operation represented by 0 which depends upon the ascending

developments of the subject function. There is, however, a difference in the mode of

statement.

Thus B f7 ^
7
—

L(a?

—

aY{w~

in ascending powers of x. This would be the same as the sum of the coefficients of

and in the respective ascending developments of the primitive function

coefficients of - in the developments of the respective functions f and , —

A

X X 1^ "P Cl D ) (^ *y“ 0 d

)

would denote, according to Cauchy’s definition, the sum of the

5
)

?
™ ascending powers of x—

a

and x—b respectively. The operation 0 would

add to the above the coefficient with changed sign of ~ in the development of the same

function in descending powers of x.

We shall perhaps best exemplify the connexion thus established between the two

symbols, by applying the new symbol 0 to the solution of some of the problems which

Cauchy has treated by the Calculus of Residues. I select for the purpose,—1st, the

problem of the integration of linear differential equations with constant coefficients;

2ndly, the problem of the integration of rational fractions.

Both these applications depend on a transformation of the rational fimction f(v).

1st. It follows from the subsidiary theorem (6.), Art. 13, that if we have

^=0 (1 .)

as an equation connecting x and v, then

2/W=0[/W]A^-
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But since from (1.) x has only one value, viz. v, it is evident that '2f{x)=f{v). Hence

/W= ©[/(^)]^

Now lety’^^^M=U represent any differential equation with constant coefficients, 6 being

the independent, u the dependent variable, and U a given function of To secure the

utmost generality, I will suppose a rational fraction. Thus if the equation were

^ we should have

/(!)=

Now

“={/(i)}’‘u=e[/(;*-)-](|-;*^)"'uby(2.)=e[/(*)-].-{Jr-wo+^W}, (3.)

"^(x) being an arbitrary function of x. This is the complete solution of the differential

equation proposed. The reader will have no difficulty in applying it to particular cases.

The arbitrary constants have their origin in the complementary function ’>^(x).

In the Calculus of Residues the theorem corresponding to (2.) is the following :

—

/(^)=E^^+ T (4.)

The first term in this expression fox f{v) is equivalent to the result of the first part of

the operation 0 in the second member of (2.), viz. that which depends upon the develop-

ments which are effected in ascending powers of the simple factors of the denominator

of f{x). The second term is a transformation of the result of the second part of the

operation 0. It would be more conveniently expressed in the form

-c.Ai,
-j^V—X

The solution of the equation/'^ w=U, furnished by (4.), -will evidently be

-/-) i

yp(x) being an arbitrary function of x.

When, as indeed is usually the case, is ^ rational and integral function of the

d
symbol the second member of (5.) reduces to its first term. The symbols 0 and T

then become identical.

2ndly. From the equation v —x= 0, we have, by the general theorem of transformation,

2/(a^)c?a^=0[/(a^)]~
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’SMience, x having only one value in terms of v,

f{v)dv=e[J{x)']^,
and integrating,

Sfiv)(lv= 0 [/(^)] {log (v-x) }

,

<p(x) being an arbitrary function of x. It is easily seen that ©[/(•T)]'4'(>y) may be repre-

sented by C, whence
jf(v)d'v=e[f(x)] log (v-x)-i-C (6.)

Cauchy has very extensively employed the Calculus of Residues in the evaluation of

definite integrals taken between the limits 0 and co. These apphcations are among the

most valuable portions of his writings. They have no connexion, however, with the

researches of this paper, and I have not even examined whether they would be in any

degree generalized by the adoption of the symbol 0.

Note B.

On the Interpretation of the Formulae for the Evaluation of Multiple Integrals.

The three principal formulae, (4.) art. 38, (1.) art. 41, and (5.) aid. 42, evidently pos-

sess a common type. In each of them we recognize under the sign
f,

a function /(<r)

which may be discontinuous within the limits of integration, and which is at the same

time subject to an operation of general differentiation. This is a comhmation which is

at least unusual in analysis. I purpose to consider here some of the questions of inter-

pretation which it suggests. To some extent, indeed, these questions have been con-

sidered in my previous memoir, already referred to ; but one of the most important of

them, the effect of discontinuity in the function /’(c) upon the integral in which it is

involved, admits of being presented in a more satisfactory light. I do not propose to

enter upon a complete investigation of the latter question, but only to examine one or

two special and well-marked cases, in the hope of directing the attention of others to the

subject.

When there is but one variable, and the index of differentiation is 0, the formulae

reduce in effect to ordinary integral transformations. And it is quite worthy of obser-

vation, that in this way the formula (4.), Art. 38, leads to kno’s^m modular transformations

of the elliptic functions. Thus if we make w=l. 7(=1, i=i, ffj= 0 and di'op the suffix

from x^ and l^, we have

where a=s—^ andy'(ff)

to saying that

I dxfllx) Ids .

j(Tf^=j7/W.
vanishes when a transcends the limits of lx.

.... (
1 .)

But this amounts

dxf{lx)
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provided that

7Lt=s
4s

a result easily verified. Now let f{ lx)—
we have

dx C 1r
‘

ds

‘sy/1+1
2

1

‘

\/f6+'H)Is^ + s'*
J ^ {l->rX^){l+Px‘^) ^

The second member is a function of the same kind as the first, differing only in the

constants. If we assume s—mt, we can so determine m as to reduce the equation to tlie

form
dx C dt

We shall find
J (1 +Px^) i (

2 .)

L=: l’= 1 _ ^/i-p
1 + + iT+ v/i—

the relation between x and t being

t=l'%X\/A’^+ 1).

If in the above we make .r=tan(p, ^=tan^, 1— I— we find

df 2 f d6

1 +4 ) \/l — ^2 gjjjSg ’

pro\ided that
J -s/l — 4® sin^ip

(3.)

, 1 -v/l-F - ^ , ,h=z 7^=^ and tan d—\/ (tan 9+ sec <p).
1 + \/l-F

These are of course known relations.

In the following example, whifch is valuable only for the sake of the principle involved,

the differential coefficient of a discontinuous function occurs under the sign of integra-

tion.

3
In the same equation (4.), Aid. 38, let /j=0, ^=

2 ^
w=l, A= I; then dropping the

suffix fi’om the single variable retained, we have

«'

wherein (7=«—

—

and y((7) vanishes whenever a transcends the limits of x. Suppose

those limits 0 and 1, and let a be greater than 1. Now a and s increase together, and

1 ... 1 , , . 1
5=

4{a-cry ^=4^’ ^= 4 («-i)
-

dxf{x) d

Therefore

fi (5.){a-xf~~^},

provided that f(ff) be regarded as a discontinuous function defined in the following

manner, \iz .

—
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From 5=0 to s~—
4a

From s

/W-0 (6.)

= /W=/(«-i^) (')

(
8 .)From to s=oo f((T)=0

Let us now examine the corresponding values of the element ds under the sign of

integration in (4.).

1st. From 5=0 to s=^ that element is 0 by (6.).

2ndly. At the point we have

(9 -)

But O') ds is the increment ofy(ff) corresponding to an infinitesimal increment ds in

the value of s. At the break, where S"^^f[(T) changes in value from 0 to /(O), the

initial value of and the increment offia) is/^O), whatever the value o/ds may

he^ provided only that it is infinitesimal. Hence at this point we have

3rdly. From s=i to «=j(Al)>

4thly. At the second break, where o'=l, we find ds

5thly. From 5=^
--

^^^ to s=oo we have ds Thus on recapitulation

I
comprises two finite elements whose sum is

M /(i)

4a^ 4(a— 1)®’

and a series of infinitesimal elements which give by integration

4a

whence (5.) becomes

f
/(I) /(O)

t4(a-ir- 4a^ Ja
'£‘““Vf«-s)} (19-)

Now this result may be verified by integrating the first member of the equation by parts,

and transforming the integral which remains by assuming x=a—
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I think that this example very clearly shows, that, regarding the integral

as made up of elements some of which are finite and perfectly determinate in value, the

others infinitesimal and subject to the conditions of ordinary integration, we can inter-

pret the general theorem (4.), Art. 38, in accordance with known truth. In determining,

as we have done, the value of the element each break in the discontinuous

function, we attach no new signification to a difierential coefficient. We regard that

element as the limiting value to which As-^f[(T) approaches as As approaches to 0. In

the present instance this value is finite. Usually it is 0.

The following examples, which are adopted with some improvements from my previous

memoir, will illustrate the more important applications of (5.), Art. 42.

Let n— S, ^=^, h=0, and let us substitute z for ^i, x^, and a, b, c for «i, a.2 , ;

then

_rrr ^ hi)

JJ J { {a—xY+
the limits being given by the conditions

V
(
11 .)

The value of V becomes

V

?! I

I

hV hV hi^

= — hJi^h^Ty
Jo

ds.s'

wherein
b^s

. c^s

'\+h\s^\ +hWl + hls

(12.)

(13.)

Now the attraction, according to the law of nature, of the ellipsoid whose equation is

~2 ,.2 -2

-4-^-1-—=1l2\ i2\ t2 -*-9

^2 ^3

and whose internal density is expressed by the function

^ U. /»2 /4/

dY
upon the point (a, b, c), \vill Observing that, in the value ofV given in (12.),

a only appears as involved in ff, we have

d dff d d / d\~^ . d(T„. 2as .

da dada-^^ da\d(r)

2as^f{<r) ds
whence -^=h,hAn^^

(i+lj

= hjt2h'rp( -

Jo

\)(l+/i?s)^(l+Als)^{l+A^sr

2as s~^f{<T)ds

+ fhS (1 + /4s)^(l + hls)H 1 +
5 MMDCCCLVir
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Now/(o-) is to vanish when a falls without the hmits 0 and 1, and s as falling between

the limits 0 and co is to be positive. But from the expression for c, it appears that when
(P"

5=0 (r=0, and when s=oo (r= 7v+ 7i+72 J also s increases with s (Art. 42.), and therefore
^3

(p IP (p

passes over the value 1 when w+Ti+T^ > 1
?
but reaches not that value otherwise.

Aj il'2 A3

The former condition is realized when the attracted point is external. Eepresenting

by n the value of s for which o-= l, we have

— z=.'2ihjiji^'7r§a

, / a^s b^s c^s \

» (l + /^r

fj being the positive root of the equation

b'^s

1 + h^s 1 -1- ^2^ t P h^s

(14.)

(15.)

When the attracted point is internal we have only to substitute co for >] in the upper

limit of integration; for all positive values of <7 then satisfy the condition (r<l, and

positive values only are admissible.

Both these cases may also be derived from the more general theorem deducible fr'om

(5.), Art. 42,

dxdydz

' {a—xY-\- {b~yf-^ {c—z)^}

where ;; is the positive root of the equation

X = ^hJiJi^T^a

C’’ j If/ 1C, bh c-s \
i ds.s-^f

(
hh+—^ +-- - -

3 + —
\ \ 1+Ai5 l + Ip/isS/

Jo (l+A?s)i(l+/^l5)^(l + /4)5^

h^s-h
b^s

1 P hiS 1 P 7^2^ 1 P h^s
= 1. (17.)

When h approaches to 0 this root approaches to the positive root of the equation (15.) if

(p IP (p ^ (p ]p (p

Ti+p+Ti is greater than 1
,
hut tends to 00 if 75+71+75 is equal to or less than 1 .

Al Ag /ig hi A2 A3

Ify’(o-)= l, the expressions are easily reducible to elliptic functions and agree ulth

known results.

Lastly, let the law of force be that of the inverse fourth power of the distance and

equal to g’. The expression for the attraction on an external point (u, 5, c) is

i ^
3 da ’

where

V-fc
dxdydz

{ {a—xY+{b~yY+{c—zY)^̂ Jo

ds.S^j\<T)

(1 P7+)^(1 P /+)-(] p/+)^

^/(°') ^ d,f{(r)

3 da 3 da d[<r)

2Qas df{a-)

3(lpA?s)' %)
2^as ds df{<T)

'

3{l+/ils)' d{(r)‘ ds

(16.

therefore
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Therefore

* 4 , 7 ,

'3 da~
d(T as

3
-
-Jo (1 +A?s)*(l + /ilsy^(l

Let 71 be the positive root of the equation

1
,

(18.)

a^s bh

l+4iS ‘

1 + ^2® ' l+^aS

and let the density be uniform
; theny’(ff)==l or 0, according as s is less or greater than r,.

Before and after the break, therefore, -=^^=0. At the break we have, by the reasoning

dfi^\
of a pre\ious section, --j^ds= — 1. We must therefore substitute this value in (18.),

and in the rest of the expression under the integral sign change s into t;. Observing

dc I)^

that this substitution converts -j- into *—72^+ 7^+7 and that the integral

being reduced to a single finite element we may reject the integral sign, we have

dY
3 da

This result is due, I believe, to Mr. Cayley, but was originally obtained by an entirely

dififerent analysis.

It only remains to add, that when the index of differentiation is fractional we must

revert to the first expression in (5.), Art. 42, and effect the integrations separately. The

integration with respect to n may always be performed. The possibility of the two

others will depend upon the nature of the problem under consideration. Thus writing

the expression in the form

V h-^h^..h

II
da.ds.s^~^f{a)

dv.v 2cos|(a— (r)^;+(^^—
I'(0 Jo Jo (1 + . (1 + A:

it is easily shown that, according as a is greater or less than c.

I dv.d 2 cos |^(a— 1)^ [=
r(i-!+l)sin(i-|+l)7

or 0,

(a-<ry-Y+‘

r(^-i)(«-Tr>'

by a known property of the function F. The latter form gives

or 0,

r(.)r(|-i

da.ds.s*~^f{a)

(1 -f /iis)'®(l +/(2s)^..(l -\-hnS)^[a cr) 2

This transformation, or one in effect equivalent to it, is due to Mr. Cayley *, who has

applied it to obtain the value of a remarkable definite integral which occurs in the

mathematical theory of electricity.

* Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, vol. ii. p. 219,
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XXXVII. Experimental Researches on the Conductive Powers of various Substances,

with the application of the Results to the Problem of Terrestrial Temperature.

By W. Hopkins, Esp, M,A., F.R.S., of St. Peter's College, Cambridge.

Eeceived June 10,—Eead June 18, 1857.

In presenting this memoir to the Society, I feel myself called upon to acknowledge the

hberal aid which I have received from the Committee for the disposal of the Annual

Government Grant for the Advancement of Science, in the prosecution of the experi-

mental researches in which I have been engaged for a considerable time. The present

paper contains an account of a part only of my experiments, Avith the application of the

results of them to the problem of terrestrial temperature. An account of the remaining

experiments will be reserved for a future paper. I am likewise bound to express in the

strongest terms my obhgations to my friends Mr. Faiebaien and Mr. Joule. Without

the aid of the former of these gentlemen I should have been unable even to commence

the series of experiments which I have now nearly concluded ; and among the many

ways in which this assistance has been so promptly rendered, I may mention his having

constantly placed at my disposal the invaluable services of one of his principal work-

men, WiLLiAii MAed, without whose untiring activity and mechanical resources, I should

have utterly despaired of bringing my experiments to any successful issue. The value

of Mr. Joule’s assistance, especially in the commencement of these experiments, will be

understood by those who are acquainted with his sound philosophical knowledge and

experimental skill. More specific acknowledgement of his services will be called for in

my next communication. I now proceed to the subject of this paper.

^ I. General Experimental Results respecting the Conductive Power of various Substances,

and the circumstances by which it is affected,

1. That I may be able to state the more clearly the nature of the quantity which

measures the conducti\ity of any proposed substance with reference to heat, and the

experimental method I have adopted for the determination of its value, it will be neces-

sary to recall the solution of the problem, under one of its simplest aspects, the object

of which is to ascertain the manner in which heat is transmitted by conduction through

a body under certain conditions. Conceive the body to be bounded by two parallel

plane surfaces of indefinite extent, the distance between them being h. Suppose one of

these bounding sm’faces (which, for convenience, may be termed the lower one) to be

kept at a uniform and constant temperature t^, while the temperature of the free space

into which the heat radiates from the upper surface, is constant and =r. Also let ^

5 NMDCCCLVII.
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denote the temperature at the distance z from the lower surface, when the temperature

has become steady. The ditferential equation for the determination of ^ will then be

£
dz (!•)

7 dt
a constant. (2-)

Jy

The expression measures the quantity of heat which passes thi-ough a unit of area

parallel to either bounding surface, in a unit of time. We may conceixe k to be a

function of ^ or z, but it is here considered constant. It is the quantity which is

always taken to measure the conductivity, or conductive jyower, of the mass through which

the heat is transmitted, and which can only be determined for different substances by

experiment.

Again, let 4 be the temperature of the upper bounding suifface ; then will the quan-

tity of heat which radiates from a unit of area of that surface in a unit of time be

p being constant, and independent of the temperatures 4 and r, at least for considerable

ranges of those temperatures. It measures the radiating 'power of the upper suifface

of the mass*. Now since the same quantity of heat must pass through a unit of the

upper surface as through any unit of area parallel to that surface in the interior of the

mass, equation (2.) will become

Integrating again

and since when z=0,

and since ^=^2 when z=h,

(3 .)

Kii—0=Pit2-r)z; (4.)

IfA be known and the temperatures t^ and t be observed, this equation -uill determine

k .

-, the ratio of the conductivity of the substance to the radiating power of its suifface,

which is very different for different substances. If, hoAvever, the upper suifface be

covered by a thin stratum of any other matter which will assume the temperature of the

upper surface of the transmitting mass, p will then be the radiating power of this super-

* I have adopted the approximate law of radiation, as much more simple and convenient than the more

exact law of Dulong and Petit, and sufficiently accurate for my purpose. All the experiments described

in this paper aim only at comparative results, and most of them have been made under nearly tlie same

thermal conditions. Those requiring any considerable accuracy have been made in the form of differential

experiments. Hence the use of the approximate law of radiation can lead to no error of any importance in

the experimental results.
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imposed matter. I made use of mercury for this purpose in my own experiments
; and

thus, if c denote the radiating power of mercury, we have

k

c (
6 .)

and c being the same, whatever may be the substance experimented on, this formula

enables us to compare the conductive powers of different substances, or to determine

the absolute numerical values of those powers, when c the radiating power of mercury

is known. The determination of these comparative values of k, and not those of -

(which have more usually been determined), has formed the object of these experimental

investigations.

My experiments have been made on a great variety of mineral substances, and on

some others also : I shall reserve certain details respecting them for a subsequent part of

this paper, giving here the general results at which I have arrived. It should be

observed, that k being a linear quantity, like h ^as appears from the expression for
,

its numerical value will depend on the unit of length. This unit has been assumed to

be one foot*.

2. Expeiiments were made for the purpose of ascertaining the conductive powers of

calcareous, argillaceous, and siliceous masses in a state of dry powder. The first was

obtained from a piece of pure chalk rock, the second from a piece of clay which ap-

peared to have very little admixture of other elements, and the third was obtained from

a piece of New Ked Sandstone. All were thoroughly dried. The results were as

follows :

—

Values of-*
C

Calcareous powder -056

Argillaceous powder *07

Siliceous powder T5

A mixture of the two last in equal quantities T1

3. The following results were obtained for different kinds of rocks

;

Calcareous rocks.

Chalk, as it exists in the general mass of chalk, but well dried . .

Clunch, from the lower portion of the chalk formation (very moist)

Oolites from three different beds in the Ancaster quarries . . .

Statuary marble

Very hard blue mountain limestone from Derbyshire

* The temperatures are eipressed in degrees of Faheenheit’s thermometer,

5 N 2

•17

•30

•38

•37

•37

•53

•55
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Argillaceous substances.

Dry clay ‘27

Very dry 23

Moist ‘37

Siliceous rocks.

New Red Sandstone (dry)

New Red Sandstone (saturated with water)

Sandstone for building (freestone)

Sandstone for building

Millstone-grit (partially decomposed)

Millstone-grit

Millstone-grit from the coal-shaft at Duckenfield, at depth of 120

feet

Millstone-grit from deeper beds

Millstone-grit from the depth of 1300 feet, and very hard .

Millstone-grit from Chapel-le-Frith, used for pa’ving-stone at Man-

chester, very hard

Millstone-grit from Chapel-le-Frith, used for pa\ing-stone at Man-

chester, very hard

•25

•60

•33

•43

•376

•58

}-ol

•65

•726

75

•76

Old Sedimentary rocks.

Blue, hard, close-grained rock from Penmaenmaur, used for pacing-
'|

stone . . ./

A similar specimen ... -6

Blue, hard, compact slate from Charnwood Forest -61

Igneous rocks.

Granite •53

Scotch granite, used for paving at Manchester -55

A hard compact rock from North Wales (called Welsh granite) . . •dO

Scotch granite, rather large-grained -75

Basalt from near Loch Katrine -53

Syenite from Charnwood Forest *85

A very hard, close-grained rock from Charnwood Forest . . . .
-99

Igneous rock from Loch Katrine 1-0

Basalt from the same locality -59

Mountsorrel granite -8

A great number of experiments were also made to determine the influence of pressure

discontinuity, temperature and moisture on the conductive powers of -carious substances

I proceed to state the general results of them.
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4. Influence of Pressure.

(1) A block of spermaceti, solidified under a pressure of 850 lbs. per square inch,

gave

-=•086.
c

Another block, solidified under a pressure of 7500 lbs. per square inch, gave so nearly

the same value as only to admit the conclusion that pressure had no sensible infiuence

on the conductive power of this substance.

Instead of taking blocks solidified under the above pressures, I took another com-

pressed, after solidification, rvfith a weight of 7500 lbs. per square inch. The result was

identical with that obtained from the block solidified under the same pressure.

(2) Wax.—This substance, when uncompressed, gave

-=•072,
c

and when compressed by a pressure of 7500 lbs. per square inch,

-=•079.
c

The increase is too small to exceed the probable limits of error.

(3) Clay.—The results in this case were as follows:

—

-=•20
C

Uncompressed clay

Compressed with a weight of 4300 lbs. per square inch

Compressed Avith a weight of 7500 lbs. per square inch

Here we have a considerable increase due to pressure.

(4) Chalk.—No appreciable increase of conducthity was observed in this case with

pressures equal to those above cited.

(5) Mixture of sand and clay:

—

-= •30
c

-=•33
c

Compressed with a weight of 4300 lbs. per square inch

Compressed with a weight of 7500 lbs. per square inch

= •36

^ = •378
c

5. Influence of Temperature.

The experiments for determining the infiuence of temperature were confined to two

substances which melt at low temperatures, bees’-wax and spermaceti. Denoting the

temperatures of the lower and upper surfaces of the blocks respectively by t^ and C? I

obtained the following results :

—

C= 105°-3|

C= 85°-6J’
^= •088
c
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^2='9i°-5r

?^.=126°-5l

95°-0r

^,=139°
I

4=100° r

^= •09
c

-= •077
c

-= •074.
c

The temperature of complete melting of the wax was about 140°, so that in the last

experiments the lower part of the block was very nearly in a melting state, and the

molecular condition of a considerable portion of it was doubtless affected. This change

is indicated by a decrease of conductivity. Exactly similar results were obtained for

spermaceti. So long as the temperature was insufficient to produce any apparent effect

on the constitution of these substances, my experiments did not detect any sensible effect

on their conductivity. Biot remarked the diminution of conducthity of a bar of

fusible alloy when one extremity was maintained very nearly at its fusing temperature.

With respect to mineral substances of very high temperatures of fusion, there can be

little doubt, I conceive, that their conductivity remains unaffected by any temperature,

for instance, not exceeding that of boiling mercury. Some experiments were made,

partly with the view of corroborating this conclusion, but more especially for testing, in

the case of mercury, the approximate truth of the law which asserts that the intensity of

radiation from a given surface is proportional to the excess of the tempemture of that

surface above that of the surrounding space. The following results were obtained by

experimenting at different temperatures with the same block of sandstone ; and 4
denote the same temperatures as above, and r the temperature of the smrounding

atmosphere

—

(
1 )

= i44”-h'l

= 123°-2J’

r4-241°-5i
^

^ l4=193°-0J’

f 9 \
[4“334°’0'i

^ ^ l4=260°-5r

(4)
4=447°-8'i

= 326°-0r

r4=522°-0-i
^ ^ l4=37r-oi’

r=66°. ‘=45,
C

r=69°, ^= •435
C

r=78°. -= •425,
c

r=81°. -= •34.
c

r=85°-5. -=•33.
c

Hence if we assume k to be constant for these different temperatures, c the radiating

power of mercury must increase -with the increase of the difference The mcrease

however is not considerable while varies from 50° to 120° or 130°, as in the two

first of the above experiments. Within those limits the law of radiation, as usually

assumed, will be approximately true. It was deskable to corroborate this conclusion
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with reference to mercury, on account of its being the substance from which the radia-

tion took place in all my experiments. The increase of radiation indicated by the

above expeiiments is in general accordance with the law of Dulong and Petit, but it

is smaller in amount.

6. Effect of Biscmitinuity.

In all the preceding cases the substances experimented on were in unbroken con-

tinuous small masses. It is important to inquire how far their conductivity is atfected

by a breach of this perfect continuity. Several experiments were made for this purpose

;

but before I proceed to state these experimental results, it may be better (as in art. 1)

to deduce the theoretical results with which they must be compared for the purpose of

determining the additional coethcient, or constant, which must be introduced on the

hypothesis that the discontinuity in the conducting substance produces a discontinuity in

the law according to which the temperature decreases as the heat passes from one

bounding surface to the other. These sm’faces being supposed parallel and of indefinite

extent, as before, for a mass of one substance (A), conceive another mass (B) of different

conductivity, and bounded also by parallel plane surfaces, to be placed upon the former.

Let ifi denote the constant temperature at which the lower
y.

surface of A (fig. 1) is maintained; that of its upper
^

surface ;
the temperature of the lower surface of B in

contact with the upper surface of A ; that of the upper

surface of B; and r that of surrounding space. I shall

assume that the quantity of heat which flows through a

unit of area of the surfaces of junction, in a unit of time.

^2

4
B

^2

A

where q is independent of and Then, since the same quantity of heat when the

temperature is steady, must pass through each parallel surface, we must have

( 1 .)

p being the radiating power of the upper surface of B. We have also (art. 1.)

and therefore

C—
C—

and

where A,= thickness of A.

In like manner we obtain

h{t,— Q=p{t'^—r)h^,
where ^2= thickness of B.

(
2 .)

(3.)
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Equations (1.), (2.) and (3.) will determine and in terms of and r, and the

other quantities involved. They may be written

P

(-)

«2

Adding them together, we have

or writing ty— r— — r) for ty—

PK\PK_yP_h-7_-^
k^'k^~^q t'^—T

_^i-4
^2-’-

or if hy-\-h^=Ji, and ^,=^2=^5
q — T ^\ky ^2 /

P. h-t'^ _P±
L— 7 k

' (^)

If (^,), (t'2)
and (r) denote the values which ty, and r would have m an experiment

with an undivided block of equal length and of the same substance, we shall have

and therefore

ph {ty)-{Q

k (art. 1, equation (
0 .)).

P^h-h {h)-{k)

q 4-t {Q-{7)
(5.)

7. To apply this formula to the experimental determination of I took two equal

blocks of the same piece of sandstone. One of these was spht transversely, and the expe-

riments conducted as hereafter described (see page 845). The undmded block gave

(b) ~ (^2) q-| C

(1) In the first experiment with the divided block, one portion of it was placed in

close contact with the other, without cement of any kind between them. This gave

b-b
^
2
-’'
= •44

,
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and therefore -— -125

(2) In the next experiment, the two portions of the divided block were cemented

together with plaster of Paris, applied moist and left to dry and harden, and forming a

layer of about -^th of an inch in thickness. I thus obtained

and

(3) Fine dry powdered clay was

block. The result was

and

then put between the two portions of the divided

^=•415
,L—t

(4) Moist clay was then used to cement the two portions of the block, which were

pressed together for twelve hours. In this case we had

4^^=-384
,

and

^=•069.
9

These experiments were made with a temperature nearly equal to that of boiling

water. To ascertain whether q was independent of the temperature, experiments (3)

and (4) were repeated at lower temperatures, being about 150°. The first gave

and the second.

These values are respectively about one-sixth less than those obtained in experiments

(3) and (4). They may be considered as corroborating the approximate truth of the

assumed law that the coefficient q is independent of the temperature, at least when the

difference of temperature is not too great.

Hence, then, the values of in the four cases above stated, are

.(1) 8,

p

(2) II top

(
3
)

23=10,
P

(
4
)

^=14.
P

5 0MDCCCLVII.
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The cases (2) and (4) are those in which the junction was doubtless rendered most com-

plete, by means of plaster of Paris in the first case (applied in a moist state and allowed

to dry), and in the latter case, by means of moistened clay, applied under considerable

pressure. These cases, it will be obseiwed, correspond to the largest values of and.

therefore, to the most rapid transmission of heat through the siuTace of junction for any

given difference of temperature on each side of it.

8. The influence of this kind of discontinuity in the conducting mass is manifestly of

great importance in the conduction of terrestrial heat from the interior of the earth to

its surface through a series of different strata. If we have several superimposed strata,

each having the same conductivity, but separated by planes of discontinuity, as in the

preceding experiments, it may be convenient to know what must be the conductive

power of a continuous mass of equal thickness, in order that the temperatm'es of the

upper surfaces of the continuous and discontinuous masses may be the same, the tempera-

tures of their lower surfaces being equal, as well as the radiating powers of their upper

surfaces. The quantities of heat transmitted in the two cases tvfill then be the same.

Let us suppose the conducting mass to have the same conductirity throughout, but to

be divided into n-\-\ portions by n planes of discontinuity, /q, /q, .../q being their

respective thicknesses. Let us also suppose the coefficient q to be the same for each

discontinuity. Instead of the equations (a) (art. 6), we shall have the following

system :

—

t, —

^1 ^2

L ^1

&c.

t? -ifp =f(r—

r=|(r-rXA+/<, +/!,+..

and adding,

= &c.
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when H=^4-^i+^^ 3+ • • ; and writing fj—r— r) for — \ we have

fH+^-
P ti

q tf^-r
-1

Let K be the required conductivity of a mass whose thickness is H, and of which the

extreme temperatures are and as in the divided mass. Then, since the radiating

power [p) is also the same,

(art. 1),

and therefore

/I i\ p \

k— k’ p k 1

k’

and therefore.

qpYV

k’

k' P k
1

q pB.

(6 .)

T) •

As an example of this formula, let us take^=i^ as determined in case (3.) of art. 7

;

k .

and -= -52 (its value for the sandstone used in the experiments), the unit of length being

one foot. Then
k' 1

k'
1 +

20H

Suppose H= 100 feet, and that there are 100 discontinuities,

k' 1

k' 1 -L^•20
r=l—

^

nearly;

so that with a discontinuity on the average for every foot, the effect would only be

equivalent to a diminution of -^th of the conductive power ; and a discontinuity every

6 inches would be equivalent to a diminution of about iijth of that power, in the parti-

cular case now selected for illustration.

9. In the practical application of these researches to the case of the earth’s crust,

(equation 6.) (art. 8} is so important that it may be worth while to verify it by a some-

what different process. It appears by equation (4.) that the temperature is entirely

independent of or Ag? the distances of the plane of discontinuity from the terminal

planes, since the equation only involves the sum of A, and or A. We may therefore

conceive the plane of discontinuity indefinitely near to the terminal plane of which the

temperature is In like manner we may suppose all the planes of discontinuity, in the

5o 2
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general case, placed indefinitely near to the same terminal plane. But we shall then

have, in the limits

^2

&c.

fjt) f{n) .

and consequently the alternate equations of the system of equations (/3.)(art. 8) will become

t\ — t" r),

&c. = &;c.

Adding, we have fi— t).

The conductivity of the actual mass being k, and the thickness H, we have

k

(») ,(n)
• t2

4”’-t
(art. 1)

;

and k' being the conductivity of a mass of the same thickness, and of which the terminal

temperatures are, by hypothesis, 4 and we have

pYL U-tf
k<
~ ff-r'

Hence

and
k' 1

k p k ’

q pYi

as before.

10. Effect of Moisture.

The following experiments were made to ascertain the influence of moisture on the

conductive powers of rocks.

(1) Calcareous Bocks.—I took a block of chalk from the lower part of the Chalk

formation near Cambridge. It is provincially called cluncli, and is frequently used as

building-stone, where it can be well defended against the disintegrating influences of the
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atmosphere. It is more compact than ordinary chalk. The specimen used in the expe-

riment was very moist. It gave

-=•3;
c

’

and when thoroughly saturated with moistru’e, it gave again

^=• 3 .

C

The same block, when thoroughly dried, gave

-=•19.
c

In the first case, the block weighed
6808‘5 grains

immediately after the experiment. In the second case, when perfectly saturated, the

weight was 7602 grains before the experiment, and 7503 grains after it, while, when

thoroughly dried, it was
6 1 87 ’5 grains.

Hence in the first case the block may be considered to have contained 621 grs. of water,

nearly ^th of the weight of the dry chalk; and in the second, 1315-5 grs., while the

conductive power in the two cases was the same. It should be observed, however, that

the temperature of the lower surface of the block in the first experiment was 2I1°'5,

and that of the upper surface about 163°; while in the latter the two temperatures

were only 123°’5 and 101°'4 respectively. It is probable that the higher temperature

might increase the conductivity by the more rapid conversion of the water into vapour.

These results were verified by almost identical results obtained from another similar

block of chalk.

The specimen of cluncli on which I experimented did not, as I conceived, afibrd any

certain test of the quantity of moisture ordinarily contained in the Chalk as it exists in

the general mass of the chalk formation. To obtain a better test, I afterwards procured

a specimen from the same place near Cambridge as that from which the above-mentioned

specimens were obtained. It was taken from a spot which had not been immediately

exposed to the atmosphere, but it contained a quantity of moisture sufficient to render

its colour much darker than the white of dry chalk. Soon after it was taken from the

mass it weighed
4966 ’4 grains,

and after being thoroughly dried by a fire for several days, it weighed

4154-1 grains.

It therefore lost 812-3 grs., or nearly one-fifth of its weight when dry. This proportion

is about the same as in the case above mentioned, in which the chalk was saturated with

k
water. The preceding value (-3) of - may therefore be considered as applicable to the

general mass of the Lower Chalk near Cambridge. This, I have no doubt, is near the
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maximum value for chalk, the general structure of this clv/ach of the Lower Qialk

being much more compact, and approaching nearer to the character of rock than the mass

k
of the Upper Chalk. I should estimate the value of - for chalk in the general mass at

about ‘25.

Similar experiments were made on an Oolitic block from the quarries at Ancaster. It

gave, when saturated with moisture,

and when dry.

In the first case the weight was

immediately after the experiment, and

8041 '5 grains

when dry. The quantity of water contained in it, when satm-ated, may therefore be

estimated at

591-5 grains,

so that the effect on the conductivity in this instance was much less in proportion to the

quantity of moisture, than in chalk. The result was verified by similar experiments on

k
another block. Both blocks had given ~= '37 when first tried. They had probably

imbibed considerable moisture, the season being at the time very wet. These experi-

ments were made at about the lower temperatures above mentioned.

(2) Arenaceous Rocks .—A block of New Red Sandstone was very much affected in its

conductivity by being saturated with moisture. When saturated it gave

-=•30.
c

8633 grains

and when dry.

In the first case the weight, after the experiment, was

7442 grains,

and when dry, its weight was

6883 grains

;

and therefore, the weight of the contained water was

559 grains.

The effect on the conductivity was much greater than in any other case. The quantity

of water imbibed in the saturated state was about 350 grains greater than the last-stated

amount. These 350 grains were lost during the experiment, though made at tempera-

tures little exceeding 100°.
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.Another block of harder sandstone than the preceding gave, when dry,

when its weight was

When moist, it gave

its weight being then

after the experiment.

9221-5 grains.

9434 grains

And again, when saturated with moisture, it gave

its weight being

9547 grains

after the experiment. The temperature of the lower surface of the block in each of

these experiments was 211°-0.

We have the same conclusion here as with the chalk—that an increase of conduc-

tivity is produced by an increase of moisture, but that the conductivity ceases to increase

considerably before we arrive at the state of saturation, when it would appear to be

somewhat less than its maximum value. We have also the same conclusion from a

similar experiment on a block of sandstone from the Millstone Grit, and made at like

temperatures with the preceding one. It gave, when dry.

and then weighed

When moist,

and it weighed

When saturated,

its weight being

-= •55,
/»

"

8999-5 grains.

-=•65,
c ’

9210 grains.

-=•61,
c ’

9291 grains.

The quantity of water absorbed in both these last cases was much less than in the Chalk

and New Red Sandstone, as well as the effect on the conductivity.

(3) Argillaceous Mocks .—A block of very dry clay gave

and a moist block gave
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The weight of the moist block before the experiment was

6088‘6 grains.

Its weight immediately after the experiment was accidentally not observed, but twelve

hours afterwards it was
5687'5 grains.

It probably lost about 150 grains during the experiment, w'hich would make the weight

taken as in the preceding cases equal to about

5840 grains.

Its weight after being thoroughly dried was

5251 grains.

Consequently, the absorption of a quantity of water =589 grains, which was neaily one-

tenth of the weight of the block, increased the conductive power from ’23 to ’37.

(4) Very hard Mocks .—A block of Millstone Grit gave the following results :—when

diT:

weight = 9925 grains.

After being immersed in water about two days,

-=•69,
c ’

weight = 9956 grains.

From a block of close Paleeozoic rock I obtained, when di’y.

weight = 11085 grains;

and after immersion in water the same time as the last block.

weight = 11098 grains.

In these cases the absorbing power was very small, and the difference of the conductive

powers mdicated by the experiments scarcely exceeds the limits of error.

General Summary of the preceding Mesidts.

11. The conductive powers of calcareous, argillaceous, and siliceous substances

—

those which compose the great mass of the earth’s crust—are in the order in which I

have now named these substances, when masses of them ai’e formed by the simple

aggregations of each substance preidously reduced to dry powder, the fii'st being the

worst conductor. The conductive power of Chalk, as it exists in mass, may be estimated
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as varying from 2 '5 to 3'0
; and very hard and compact Mountain Limestone may be

estimated at 5‘5. These, according to my results, may be taken as the approximate

limits for any rocks containing a sufficient quantity of lime to be designated as cal-

careous rocks.

Arenaceous and siliceous rocks have a somewhat wider range of conductivity. That

of friable New Eed Sandstone was about ‘25, while that of very hard Millstone Grit rises

to as much as ‘75. With respect to argillaceous rocks, my experiments have been less

complete. They show, however, that when not indurated, and in that state of dryness

or moisture in which they may be supposed generally to exist in mass, their conductive

power may be taken at about *3. I have not tried any hard clay rock, but, judging from

other cases, I should expect it to rise to about ’6.

The igneous rocks have uniformly high conductive powers. In ten cases they varied

from ’53 to 1, the mean of them being '72. In the old sedimentary rocks (Cambrian

or Silurian), not calcareous, they appear to vary from about ’5 to ’G, or probably still

higher.

It is manifest that whatever may be the mineral constituents of a rock, its conductive

power depends very much on its degree of hardness and compactness, that kind of indu-

ration which results from some chemical action
;
while that compactness and comparative

hardness which arise merely from mechanical pressure, have less influence than might

have been anticipated. In such substances as wax and spermaceti, it is not appreciable

in my experiments
;
nor does it appear to be so in pure calcareous masses like chalk.

In clay, however, the effect is very sensible. Dry sand is not sufficiently adhesive to be

formed into blocks convenient for the purpose of experiment, even under very heavy

pressure. Pressrue would probably have little effect on the conductivity.

Temperature has a considerable effect on the conductivity, when it approaches the

temperature of fusion. Biot showed this to be the case with certain alloys which are

easily fusible ; and I have also found the same true for wax and spermaceti. There

seems no reason, however, to suppose that temperatures differing sufficiently from those

of fusion, produce much effect on the conductivity.

The conduction of heat is very sensibly affected by discontinuity in the conducting

mass. I have showm, however, that in the case of a sandstone of about a mean conduct-

ing power, a division of the mass into beds of one foot in average thickness would not

diminish the conductive power by more than about one-twentieth part.

In rocks which are great absorbents of water, the conductivity is much affected by

the degree of moisture. The effect increases with the quantity of moisture up to a

certain point, which, however, appears to be considerably short of saturation. It would

appear slightly to decrease again. In chalk, friable sandstone, and clay, the conductive

power is increased in a considerable ratio. Hard sandstone, and any highly indurated

rocks, are comparatively bad absorbents, and their conductivity appears to be little

affected by any moisture they are capable of imbibing.

MDCCCLVII. 5 p
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§ II. Cojnparison of Theoretical Deductionsfrom the j/receding Experimental JResults.

with Observations on Terrestrial Temperature at vanous depths.

12. A considerable number of observations have been made (as is well known) to

ascertain the temperature of the earth at considerable depths beneath its surface, and

the law according to which that temperature increases in descending. The existence of

increased heat at considerable depths has long been estabhshed beyond all doubt, and

the law of increase in a considerable number of localities may be considered as approxi-

mately and somewhat roughly determined to be—that the increase of temperature above

that of the mean temperature at the surface m any proposed locality, is proportional to

the depth beneath the surface.

Now I shall not attempt to discuss the numerous observations by which this approxi-

mate law has been established, but shall merely cite a few instances in which the

observations may be fully relied on, and in which also the great depth to which they

were extended leaves less liability to serious error than in many other cases.

The Puits de Grenelle at Paris is an Artesian well, which extends to the depth of 546

metres, through strata which must all have low conductive powers. It first peneti’ates

through upwards of 41-5 metres of the older tertiaries; afterwards thi’ough the chalk to

the depth of nearly 500 metres, and finally through argillaceous beds for the remaining

depth. The whole process and its results are very fully described in the sixth volume

of Aeago’s Works (p. 399). Commencing at the depth of the caves of the Observatory

at Paris, where the temperature is constant, and equal to I1°‘T C., the increase of

temperature for the whole depth was at the rate of 1° Fahr. for 60 feet. The following

Table will also explain the extent of the deviation from uniformity in the progressive

increase of temperature in descending (p. 388). It gives for difterent depths the increase

of depth corresponding to an increase of 1° C.

Depths.
metres, metres.

From 28 to 66

From 66 to 173

From 173 to 248

From 248 to 298

From 298 to 40(t

From 400 to 505

From 505 to 548

Increase of Depth for 1° C.

metres.

31-1

30-6

20-8

22-8

62-5

38-9 .

33-0

This Table exhibits a remarkable anomaly in the rate of increase in the central beds of

the chalk, for which there appears to be no adequate reason in the natine of the beds

themselves as described by Arago (p. 426).

Arago also gives an account, sent to him by Humboldt, of an Artesian well at Neu-

Saltzwerk in Westphalia. It had reached the depth of 644'5 metres, nearly 100 metres
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deeper than the Puits de Grenelle. The observed temperatures give an increase of

about 1°Fahe. for 54 feet of depth. Unfortunately, no geological details are given

respecting the nature of the strata through which this well has been sunk. It is merely

stated, incidentally, that it penetrated the lower beds of the lias. Another bore is also

referred to by Humboldt in his description of the above, in which also the temperature

appears to have been very carefully observed by MM. De la Pive and Maecet, near

Geneva. The depth was 225 metres, and the observed temperature gave an increase of

1° Fahe. for about 55 feet. Here again no mention is made of the beds which were

penetrated.

A very deep Artesian well also exists at MondorfF, in the Grand Duchy of Luxem-

bourg. The account of it is given by Aeago (p. 397). We have in this case the

geological formations through which the well has penetrated.

metres.

Lias 54T1

Keuper 206 ’02

Muschelkalk 142T7

Gres bigarre and Gres Vosgien , , . 311-46

Old Schistose Rocks 16-24

MTiole depth . . . 730-00

The increase of temperature was at the rate of 1°Fahe, for about 57 feet.

In our own country there are two deep shafts of coal-mines which have afforded good

opportunities of making observations of this kind. One is at Monkwearmouth near

Sunderland. Professor Phillips found an increase there of 1° Fahe. for about 60 feet

in depth. The mouth of this shaft must, I presume, be in the Magnesian limestone,

which, with the subjacent formations of the depth of about 1700 feet, must have been

penetrated by the shaft.

There is also a coal shaft at Duckenfield, near Manchester, which is to be carried to

the depth of upwards of 2000 feet. It has already attained the depth of more than

1400 feet, and from the depth of 700 feet downwards, the proprietor, Mr. Astley, has

obligingly had a series of careful observations made at my request. The rate of increase

of temperature between the depths of 700 feet and 1330, was 1° Fahe. for about 65

feet. The shaft penetrates through a number of beds of sandstone and shale, of which

some are extremely hard and compact. They belong to the Millstone Grit and Coal

formations.

I have selected the above instances as those in which observations fully entitled to

our confidence have been made at great depths, and therefore likely to be, as far as

possible, free from the influences of local causes. But I may also add, that a consider-

able number of observations made in the coal-mines of this country give the rate of

increase as equal to about 1° Fahe. for 60 feet of depth ; and the same result has been

5 p 2
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arrived at by M. Walferdin respecting the rate of increase in the Chalk throughout a

large portion of Northern France. Each of these results must be considered as the

mean rate of increase in the particular well or shaft in which it has been obtained.

In most cases the exact temperatm-es at different depths have not been observed at the

only time when they can be obtained vdth accm’acy, i. e. during the sinking of the

shaft or well. It will be remarked, however, that there are great UTegularities in

the rate of increase in the ‘ Puits de Grenelle,’ and obsei'^ation appears to indicate

similar variations in other localities ; but it is easily conceivable that such variations

may be due to local and superficial causes, and that they may disappear at sufficient

depths beneath the surface. Assuming this to be the case, and neglecting the effects

of local causes, the preceding results of observation would lead to the conclusion that

the rate of increase of temperature in descending beneath the earth’s suifface is nearlv

uniform in each locality, and nearly the same in different localities. At the same time,

many observations indicate material deviations from this equality of the rate of increase

in different places, and to these I shall again refer
; but the general conclusion which

has usually been deduced from observations on terrestrial temperature is that above

enunciated.

Now if an enormous sphere, like the earth, were originally heated to any degree, and

were then left to cool by radiation into surrounding space, for a sufficient length of time ;

and supposing, moreover, the conductive power of the mass, or at least of its more super-

ficial portion, to be uniform—then the law of temperature above enunciated as deduced

from observation, would be the actual law in the case now supposed, at points not

remote from the surface of the sphere. This presumed coincidence between the results

of theory and observation has natui’ally led to a very general adoption of the theory

which assigns the existing terrestrial temperature entirely to a primitive heat, of which

the remains, though producing a comparatively feeble effect udthin the range of those

depths to which we can penetrate, may yet produce an enormous temperatm-e in the

more central portions of the globe. The investigations on this subject, however, have

hitherto been very imperfect with respect to the determination qf the law of increase of

temperature in that stratified envelope of the earth which consists of so many layers of

substances possessing, as I have now shown, such different conductive powers. I shall

endeavour to supply this deficiency
; and for this purpose we must first solve the follow-

ing problem :—

-

13. If any number of strata, bounded by parallel smffaces of indefinite extent, be

superimposed on each other, the conductive power (^) for each stratum, and the trans-

mitting power (^) for each discontinuity, being different, to find the law of temperature

in the mass, the lowest surface being maintained at the constant temperatui'e ti , and the

temperature of the atmosphere being r.

Eecurring to the equations (/3.) (art. 8), we shall have, gmng to A’ and ^ theh different

values, k^ k^ and q^ q^ respectively.
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4— r),

&c. &c.

w— 1

• • (y-)

=|-(^w— r)A„;

and adding, we have

,-^,.=^(r-.){^+^+ . .
.

+'^+i+i+
. .

.

+i}

.

when, writing t^~r— — r) for — 4”^),

A: ' A:j

=(r-r){l+2fj')+2(|

<,-r=(r-r)n+^^+^'...+£^=+£+£ +£

— T=
1+2

h+T

+2^

Tlie value of tf'— T being thus determined, the successive equations of (y.) will deter-

mine t^i t'l, t'-i

For the (r-l-l)th stratum we have

-g=fw>-^)
P.

'k.

t,-T

rxi+Hf)’
1+2

(
1 -)

which gives the rate of decrease of temperature in the (r-j-l)th stratum in ascending.

Integrating this equation, we have

p —

T

1+2 +
^<f

.2,

whence, substituting for ^ is determined for any point in the (r-|-l)th stratum.

14. Let us now suppose that we have, in another locality, another system of super-

imposed strata similar to the above, in which the quantities^ k h &c. are designated by

p' J<! h’ &c., and for which and r are the same as in the former system. Then shall
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we have

V ^

(2.)

which gives the rate at which the temperature in the (/4-l)th stratum decreases in

ascending. Comparing this -with the rate in the former system, we have

dK
1 +

(
3 .)

d^ _p_ ^
/k,\

dz' ^ q

To form a general estimate of the numerical values of 2 ^ and 2 let us suppose

k
the value of - for each of the strata to equal -5, which is nearly a mean value of

k * • P
as above determined, one foot being the unit of length. Then will

^
= 2, and

.ph_p
~k'

=2H,

when H is the aggregate thickness of the system of strata. Again the number of dis-

continuities in the w+1 strata will =n\ so that if we take a mean value of we shall

have

2? 1 • H
and if we take

Jq’
which is greater than the mean of the values given above (art. 7),

q q

we have yP—JL
^ g~10'

Hence if twice the aggregate thickness of the strata, expressed in feet, be much greater

than one-tenth of the number of strata, and also much greater than unity, the denomi-

2)/i

nator of the expression in equation (3.) will reduce itself nearly to 2^^; and in like

manner, under similar conditions, the numerator will be reduced nearly to 2^ • Con-

sequently, we shall thus have

y p'h'

~dz p If
d^~ p''X
d^ k

nearly, (^•)

15. There are two particular cases which it is important to notice : fii'st, that in which

the strata particularized by the conductive powers and each of large thickness

compared with the aggregate thickness of the remaining strata
;
and, secondly, that in

which these two strata are of very small thickness compared udth the aggregate thick-

7)1h 7)^Jl!

ness of the whole mass. Writing 2y and 2^- at full length, we obtain
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, Ji^ h\ hvf

d!^' h hy hr

-'‘"i i+*;+-+i;+--

(5 -)

and if hr and h'r, be each large, according to our first hypothesis, we shall have

and

hf!

ky!

Jr

kr

kjj hy

dx hr!

~§~Jr
d£

(
6 .)

(^•)

The first of these equations shows that, in the case before us, the quantity of heat trans-

mitted will be in a ratio compounded of the ratios of the conductive powers, and the

inverse ratio of the thicknesses ; and the second equation shows that the increase of

tempeiutm-e in descending, or its decrease in ascending, will be inversely as the thickness

of the strata, and independent of the conductive powers.

In the second case, the numerator and denominator of the fraction on the right-hand

side of equation (5.) may be considered independent of ky and J},^ on account of the

H'
comparative smallness of hy and Jy,. Hence, writing for the numerator ^ and for the

denominator
H
K’

and

k ^
’ _ K H'

,d^ K'’H’
dz’

dj

^ _ K ^ C
K''h'/c,

dzd

(
8 .)

(9.)

Hence, in this case, the quantities of heat transmitted will be independent of the con-

ductive powers ;
while the rate of increase of temperature descending through any two

strata situated respectively in the two groups of strata, will be in the inverse ratio of the

conductive powers.

16. Let us now examine how far this investigation may apply to the case of the earth,

assuming the actual terrestrial temperature to be due to the remains of a primitive heat.

If the earth, considered spherical, were formed of matter of uniform conductive power,

and the mean temperature at every point of its surface were the same, the surfaces of

equal temperature would, after a sufficient lapse of time, be spherical surfaces concentric

with the external surface
; and in the actual case, making due allowance for the differ-
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ences of mean superficial temperatures in different latitudes, and for possible ’v ariations

in the conductive po’wers at different points, it ’would still seem extremely improbable

that the above law respecting the surfaces of equal temperature should not be approxi-

mately true at depths beneath the surface at which such supei-ficial causes as are merely

local cannot be supposed to exercise a very sensible influence. Let us suppose then

that there is a surface of equal temperature concentric -with the earth’s surface at the

depth, for example, of fifty miles; and let us also take a portion of the surface of 100

miles in diameter, ’with one set of sedimentary strata, the thickness of which is small

compared ’with the above depth ;
and another smaller area -vvith another similar set of

strata. If these portions of the earth’s crust be contiguous, the flow of heat near their

common boundary will not be entirely vertical (as supposed in our investigations), but in

some degree lateral also ;
because the conductive powers being by h^q^othesis different,

the temperatures at the same depth in the two sets of strata respectively ’will not be

exactly the same, except at the lowest surface of each set, where they are here assumed

to be the same. This difference of temperatures, however, at equal depths will be too

small to produce any sensible lateral flow of heat except at points near the common

junction of the two sets of strata, or therefore to affect sensibly the vertical flow of heat

in all the more central parts of these two contiguous portions of the earth’s superficial

crust. Also, it is manifest that the surfaces of the strata ha’vlng no more horizontal

extent than here supposed, may be considered as plane instead of spherical. Hence, the

hypothesis of the flow of heat being vertical will be very approximately true in the

example now proposed.

Again, on account of the great pressure to which the portions of the earth’s mass at

considerable depths must be subjected, and the absence of stratification in the portion

beneath the sedimentary deposits, it would seem impossible that the influence of discon-

tinuity in the lower parts of the mass should not be considerably smaller than in the

superincumbent stratified mass; and since it is small, as I have sho-um, in the latter, it

must a fortiori be so in the former. It also follows fi-om the great thickness of the

whole mass here assumed, and the general values of - determined in our o’wn experi-

ments ^supposing them much the same as those of
,
that the value of 2 must

be very large. Hence 1+ 2 may be neglected in comparison of
;
and for

the same reason 1+ 2 may be neglected in comparison ’sHth 2 • Also, if we

suppose the two strata denoted by their conductive powers A’,, and Zv, to be any two

sedimentary strata, their thicknesses and hi, must be very small compared uith the

depth, which, for greater distinctness of conception, I have supposed to be fifty miles.

Hence the equations (8, 9.) will be applicable to our present case. Moreover it seems

extremely improbable that portions of the earth’s mass beneath the sedimentary beds,

and for considerable depths, should vary much in their conductive powers. All the
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igneous rocks I have tried are of high, but not very variable conductivity ;
and from all

we can know by observation, we have no reason to suppose that the unstratified portion

of the earth’s crust presents any variation of general structure which would be likely to

influence very materially its conductivity in different localities. For these reasons we

may, I conceive, confidently assume that for any such depth as fifty miles, we shall have

K'-K’

very approximately. In this case equation (9.) becomes

dz^

i. e. the rates of change of temperature in ascending or descending will be very nearly in

the inverse ratio of the conductive powers. This interpretation applies immediately to

two strata in the two separate groups of strata ; but it manifestly applies also to any two

strata in the same group
; since for each group the flow of heat is constant, and therefore

for every stratum

const.

We also observe, that when
H'_ H
K'“K’

as above supposed, equation (8.) shows that the flow of heat is the same in both groups

of strata.

17. The result at which we have arrived respecting the rate of change of temperature

in ascending or descending through different strata, is of so much importance in testing

the theory of terrestrial temperature which attributes the actual temperature of the

earth’s crust entirely to central heat, as we are now supposing, that it may be worth

while to elucidate the above general conclusions by a particular and simple case.

Let us suppose, then, a single stratum AB (fig. 2) of sedimentary matter of about 100

Fig. 2.

A w _a)

miles in radius as above supposed, superimposed on the unstratified mass (C) of the

earth’s crust, which is supposed to remain uncovered with sedimentary beds in all the

neighbouring region. Let us also suppose the thickness of our sedimentary bed to be

about 1000 feet, and its conductive power to be one-third of that of the unstratified

mass. Now let us first conceive the entire absence of the stratified mass. The tempe-

rature at the depth of 1000 feet, according to the actual observed rate of increase* of

temperature as we descend (about 1°Fahe. for every 60 feet), would be nearly

=T+16°;
5qMDCCCLVII.
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and the temperature at the depth of fifty miles would be nearly

=T+4400°

Let us now conceive the 1000 feet of sedimentaiy mass of lower conductive power to be

deposited upon the unstratified mass. The escape of the heat would at fii’st be impeded

till the temperature of the bottom of the sedimentary mass should exceed the former tem-

perature (T-l-16°) at the depth of 1000 feet, by a quantity which would compensate for

the lower conductive power of the sedimentaiy portion. This would require the rate of

increase of temperature in descending through this mass to be three times as gi'eat as in

the unstratified mass, since the conductive power of the former is here assumed to be

one-third of that of the latter. Thus, when the increase in descending 1000 feet should

become 48° instead of 16°, the quantity of heat conducted through the upper stratum

would be equal to that conducted to it through the lower mass, and the temperatui’es

would again be stationary
; but the rate of increase of temperature in the sedimentary

mass would be three times as great as in the unstratified mass either beneath the sedi-

mentary portion, or in the surrounding region beyond its boundaries. This is the result

which our general formula applied to this case immediately afibrds.

In this explanation it has been assumed that the quantity of heat conducted through

the sedimentary mass to the surface would be as great as that conducted to the suiiace

immediately by the unstratified and more highly conductive mass. That this would be

very approximately true is easily shoAvn. The quantity of heat conducted thi’ough the

lower and unstratified mass, of which we have assumed the thickness to be fifty miles,

will depend on the difference of temperatures at its lower and upper surfaces. Now if the

sedimentary mass did not exist, the temperature of the upper sui’face of the imstratified

mass would =T°
;
and when it did exist, the temperature of the upper siuTace of the

unstratified mass immediately below the sedimentary mass would =T+48° when the

temperature of the Avhole should have become steady, as aboA'e explained. Hence the

quantity of heat conducted through the lower mass without the sedimentary bed, aatII

be, to that conducted through it with the sedimentary bed, in the ratio of 4400°— T° to

4400°— (T°-)-48°), which is very nearly a ratio of equality.

18. This numerical example may also enable us to explain A'ery simply the amoimt of

lateral conduction. The temperature at the depth of 1000 feet at C would be nearly, as

we have seen, T°-l-48°; while at the same depth beyond A and B, it AA'ould beT°+16°,

the rate of increase there in descending being, by hypothesis, only one-thfid of that

rate at C. Consequently the decrease of temperature in the horizontal distance CB,

which we have supposed to be some 100 miles, would be about 32°; Avhile the decrease

for half the same distance (50 miles) along the vertical line through C, would be about

4300°. These two numbers enable us to judge how A'ery small must be the lateral con-

duction of heat, in a case like that here considered, in comparison AAvtli the v ertical con-

duction, and not only at the centre C of the area occupied by the stratum of smaller

conductivity, but also throughout all the central portion of that area.
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19. We are now prepared to compare our theoretical results with those obtained by

observation respecting the terrestrial temperature at various depths beneath the earth’s

surface, as aheady described. Those observations, as before stated, extend to the greatest

depths at which satisfactory observations on terrestrial temperature (so far as I am
acquainted with them) have been made. We see that, according to our theoretical

results, the rate of increase of temperature in ditferent strata, either in the same or in

different localities, ought to vary inversely as the conductive powers of the strata;

whereas the observed rates of increase, in the instances above cited, exhibit a striking

uniformity, although the observations are made in masses in which the conductive

powers are unquestionably very different. I would direct attention especially to two of

these cases, the Puits de Grenelle at Paris, and the coal-shaft at Dnckenfield. In the

former a great depth of chalk was penetrated, and in the latter a like depth of strata,

which for the most part are hard arenaceous rocks. The chalk of the northern region

of France and that of this country are extremely similar in composition and structure

;

we cannot therefore be much m error, 1 conceive, if we estimate its conductive power at

from ’25 to *27 (art. 10). Nor should I estimate the conductive powers of the super-

incumbent beds (of comparatively small thickness) at much higher values. At Ducken-

field the mass which has been penetrated is more distinctly stratified, and consists of

beds of a much greater variety than is found in a mass of chalk. They have, however,

for the most part, the common character of being very siliceous ; and many of the thick-

est beds, the aggi’egate of which composes a large portion of the mass through which

the shaft passes, are almost entirely siliceous, and extremely hard and compact. I

obtained the conductive powers of a considerable number of these rocks. They varied

between ’51 and '726. 1 estimate their mean value at about ‘62, and the conductive

power of the aggregate mass of all the strata at not less than -5. The number of dis-

continuities between successive strata is not sufficient to diminish materially the con-

ductivity of the whole ;
but whatever effect may be produced by them, it is probably

more than counterbalanced by the effect of moisture in those strata which are less com-

pact and of smaller conductive power

According to these estimates, then, the conductive power of the mass through which

the Puits de Grenelle has penetrated, can scarcely exceed one half of that of the aggre-

gate of the beds at Dnckenfield. The rate of increase of temperature in the former

case ought, therefore, according to our theory, to be nearly twice as great as in the latter,

whereas it is 60 feet for 1° Fahe. at Paris, and only 65 feet at Dnckenfield, instead of

110 or 120 feet, as the theory would have led us to suppose.

The instance above mentioned of the Artesian well at Mondorff (art. 12) presents a

similar discrepancy between theory and observation, for there can be no doubt but that

the mass of rocks through which that well passes, as above stated, is of considerably

higher conductivity than the Chalk, though observation there gives a somewhat more

* The shaft at Dnckenfield is likely, I believe, to attain its ultimate depth of upwards of 2000 feet in a

short time. I hope to obtain from its lower portion much more complete evidence than I yet possess.

5 Q 2
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ra])id increase of temperature than in the latter formation, the increase being in this

case only 57 feet for 1°. The other cases referred to are more indefinite, on account of

the omission of any detailed mention of the nature of the beds thi’ough which the heat

is transmitted.

20. There are also other observations to which I have not yet alluded, the coiTectness

of which in their general results may be depended on, though some of them may inevi-

tably, perhaps, have been made under circumstances calculated to diminish them weight

when considered separately. I allude to the obseiwations made by Mr. Hexwood, with

great care and labour, and pubhshed as an Appendix (Xo. 1) to his work ‘ On the

Metalliferous Deposits of Cornwall and Devon.’ The heat of the mines of that district,

situated in slate rock, is well known to be greater than that of the mines situated in

granite. From a number of observations Mr. Hexwood concluded that, on the average,

and at depths not less than 600 feet, there was an increase of 1° Fahr. for 51 feet in the

granite, and for 37'2 feet in the slate*. I have not been able to ascertain the conduct-

ing power of the Cormvall slate, and cannot therefore determine how far these results

are consistent with each other, according to theory ; but there can be no doubt but that

the increase ought to be much more rapid, instead of being slower, in chalk than in

either granite or slate
;
for all the older compact rocks, on which I have experimented,

have been found to have comparatively high conducting powers. This increases stiU

further the discrepancy between observation and the theory we are discussing.

21. In the preceding discussion it has been supposed that the isothermal siufaces at

depths (such, for instance, as 50 or 60 miles) below the influence of local external causes,

are approximately concentric with the surface of the earth itself, in which case it has

been shown that the quantity of heat transmitted through the external shell must be

very nearly the same in every part of it. It may, however, be conceived that these

deeper isothermal surfaces may deviate from concentric spherical forms much more than

has been here supposed. It would be difficult, I think, to assign any probable cause

for such considerable deviations according to our theory ; but admitting, for a moment,

the hypothesis, let us examine what consequences will flo-w from it, and how far it nlll

enable us to account for the general uniformity of the rate of increase of terrestrial tem-

perature as we descend in different localities throughout a region like Western Eiu'ope.

or for the local variations to which it is subject.

For this purpose let us take the particular example of Art. 17, except that we here

suppose the deep isothermal surface LM to be of the form represented in fig. 3, instead

of being parallel to thn internal surface ; and since the conductive poAver of the unstra-

tified mass CLMD has been supposed three times as great as that of the sedimentary

* Since tliis paper M as read, I have been informed by Mr. Fox, that, generally, those Cornish mines M'hich

present tlie most rapid increase of heat in descending have considerable quantities of water, a portion ol

whicli may probably ascend from longer depths, and increase the temperature of the liigher portions of the

mass. The rate of increase of temperature in the dry Cornish mines does not appear to differ much from

the general rate of 1° Faiir. for about 60 feet of depth.
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L

mass AC'BC, suppose the depth C'L (very nearly the same as CL) to be three times as

great as DM. Also let C denote the temperature at any point of LM, that at the

point C, a central point at the lower sui'face of the sedimentary mass, and 4 the tempe-

rature at D. The temperature of the surface at C' will be very nearly that of the mean

external temperatui’e, and may therefore be considered equal to the superficial tempe-

rature at D. Consequently, in the particular example we are considering, we shall have

and the difference of temperature, at L and C,

= 4400°-^,,

= 4400°-(^;+48°);

while the difference of temperatures at M and D will

= 4400-4
Hence if Q and Q! be the quantities of heat transmitted along LC and MD respectively

in the same time,

n . n' . .
4400°- (4+ 48

) .
4400°-4

.4 . U
• MD ’

and since, by hypothesis, LC= 3.MD, we shall have

Q'= 3Q

A ery nearly. Consequently the quantity of heat which will be conducted through MD in

a given time, will equal three times that conducted through CC' in the same time ; and

since the conductive power in the former case is three times that in the latter, the rate

of decrease of temperature through CC' and through MD will be very nearly equal.

If, then, we could admit the hypothesis, that the depth of any deep internal surface

of equal temperature beneath any point of the earth’s external surface is inversely pro-

portional to the conductive power of the superficial stratum at that point, we could thus

account for the equality of the rates of increase of temperature in descending through

superficial masses of different conducthe powers. There does not appear, however, to

be any concehable grounds for the admissibility of this very limited hypothesis, according

to the theory of central heat ; for though irregularities in the structure and conductivity

of tlie unstratified portion of the earth at such depths might produce considerable irre-

gularities in the forms of the deep isothermal surfaces, it is difficult to imagine the possi-

bility of any such relation as that above mentioned, between these irregularities of form
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and the existence of superficial sedimentary masses of lower condnctirity . In fact, if the

form of the isothermal surface LM (fig. 3) were established before the formation of the

sedimentary mass AB, the tendency of that mass, when subsequently formed, would be

to reduce LM more nearly to parallelism with the external surface ; because the escape

of heat from M being greater than that from L, the effect would be to lower the surface

at M relatively to its position at L.

But if the hypothesis of the particular relation represented in fig. 3 between the

depression of the isothermal surface at L, and the existence of a sedimentary mass like

AB, dh-ectly above it, be deemed, as I conceive it must be, far too restricted to be

admissible, we must consider our hypothesis respecting the non-concentric form of

the deep isothermal surfaces independently of this additional restrictive hypothesis.

Now if we do not admit this restriction, there is no reason why the sedimentary mass

should not be formed above M instead of L (fig. 4). But in such case the quantity of

Kg. 4.

D
_

X.

heat to be transmitted through it would be three times as great as at C, while the corr-

drrctive power at the former poirrt would only be one-thu'd of that at the latter. Con-

sequerrtly the rate of increase of temperature in descerrding at D would be nirre times as

great as that at C. Hence the same hypothesis which might errable rrs to accorrnt for a

rate of increase of terrestrial temperature, independent of conductive powers, in one

region, would lead to the almost necessary conclusion that there must be foimd in the

comparison of these rates of increase, in different regions, deviations from the above law

far greater than any which have been established by past observations, or ai'e likely to

be established by future ones.

I have here supposed (for the sake of speaking of a simple ratioj the conductive power

of the unstratified mass to be three times that of the sedimentary mass deposited upon

it. This ratio of three to one may be greater than that actually presented to us in the

earth’s crust. The actual ratio, however, is probably more than two to one, and abun-

dantly sufficient, therefore, to justify the above conclusion.

22. There are other hypotheses, also, which would account for the equality of the rate

of increase of temperature in descending beneath the surface, independently of the con-

ductive power of the mass, in the simple case above supposed of a miiform sedimentary

mass superimposed on the general mass of unstratified rock. It should be remarked,

however, that in this case, as considered in the preHous article, the equal rate of increase

of temperature along the vertical lines through C' and D respectively, would only hold
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to the depth C'C. Beneath C the rate of increase would be only one-third of that above

C, on account of the greater conductive power below than above that point. The like

eqiiahty in the rate of increase in the case of art. 17, in which the isothermal surfaces

are parallel to the outer surface, would result from the supposition that the portion of

the unstratified mass along the vertical through D should have a conductive power three

times as great as that of the unstratified mass along the vertical below C. This would

seem absiu'd ; and, besides, all particular and restricted hypotheses of this kind are liable

to the objection mentioned in the preceding article. They do not enable us to account

for the uniform rate of increase of temperature in different localities, unless we adopt

also the hypothesis of certain necessary relations between the interior structure of the

unstratified mass beneath, and the deposits of sedimentary beds on its surface—a suppo-

sition which must be deemed utterly inadmissible.

AYith respect to merely local de-viations from the prevailing law throughout a region

of considerable extent, we may observe that it is difficult to refer them to any deep-seated

source of heat. It would seem much more probable that they are referable to some

superficial action*.

On the whole then I cannot avoid the conclusion, that the existence of a central heat

is not sufficient in itself to account for the phenomena which terrestrial temperatures

present to us.

23. Let us now turn to the other case, m which, as expressed in equations (6, 7)

(art. 15), the variation of temperature in ascending or descending is independent of the

conductive power, and in which the quantity of heat transmitted through a given hori-

zontal area is proportional to that power. This, it must be recollected, involves the

supposition that the two strata whose conductive powers are and /I'., are of great thick-

ness as compared with that of the other portion of the mass. If, however, instead of

taking a single stratum of which the conductive powers are respectively and we

should take groups of strata having mean conductive powers equal to those quantities,

the same equations will be applicable. Thus if Ave take, for example, groups of strata

hke those penetrated at the Puits de Grenelle, the coal-shaft at Duckenfield, and the

other places enumerated above as givuig very nearly the same mean variation of tempe-

ratm’e along a vertical line, the equations will be applicable, assuming A) approximately

equal to '> and it proves that, in such a case, there must be some cause acting to pro-

duce and maintain a surface of equal temperature at no great depth beneath that to

which the increase of temperature may proceed according to the same law. At the

same time, the flow of heat from this isothermal surface must be proportional to the

conductive power of the superincumbent strata. I have endeavoured to show that this

cannot be the case when all the heat is transmitted from the central portion of the

earth, because, in this case, the quantity of heat transmitted must depend on conditions

existing at comparatively great depths, where they can have little relation to the more

superficial conditions. Not only, therefore, must there be some other cause generating

heat to maintain this isothermal surface, but it must also be such as shall generate the

* Or to water rising from a lower level (see note, page 832).
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greatest quantity of heat beneath those strata of which the conductive power is the

greatest.

24. In this explanation of the conditions requhred in order that the variations of

terrestrial temperature as we descend beneath the earth’s surface may be nearly inde-

pendent of the conductive powers of the masses through which the heat is ti’ansmitted.

it is assumed that the temperature (tj is the same at the lower surfaces of the two

groups of strata compared with each other. This, however, is not itself an essential

corrdition. For when the flow of heat through any mass has become steady^ it is exactly

the same at every point along the line of transmission, and, therefore (in the case of the

earth), we may consider any cause generating the heat necessary to maintain this steady

flow, to act at arry depth without thereby changing the temperatru'e of the superincum-

berrt mass. The essential condition is that the quantity generated, at whatever depth

it may be produced, must be irrversely as the conductive power of the mass throrrgh

which it has to be propagated*. Thus, hr the case of the earth, assuming terTestraal

terrrperatrrre to be due to the gerreration of heat in the superficial crarst of the earth,

then, if we should further assume (for the sake of illustration) that this generation of

heat orrly takes place in the non-sedimentary urrstratifled portion of the crust, a smaller

quarrtity of heat must be gerrerated hr those parts of the urrstratifled mass which are srrb-

jacerrt to sedimerrtary masses of the lower degrees of conducthity, than in those parts

which extend up to the earth’s external surface. Nor does this appear difficult to con-

ceive, if, in addition to some such hypothesis as that just mentiorred, we suppose the

cause producirrg the heat to extend only to comparatively small depths, for, in such case,

a larger portiorr of the mass capable of having heat generated rvithhr it, worrld be within

the operatioir of the cause producing that effect, hr that region in which the unstratifled

rrrass should exterrd up to the external surface.

25. After the preceding investigations, it appears to me extremely difficrrlt, if rrot

iirrpossible, to avoid the conclusion that a part at least of the heat now existing in the

superficial crust of our globe is due to srrperflcial and not to cerrtral carrses. It shorrld

be remarked, however, that the argumerrt thus afforded is not dh’ectly against the theory

of a primitive heat, brrt only against the manifestatiorr of the remahrs of such heat as the

sole cause of the existing terrestrial temperatures at depths beyorrd the dir'ect irrfluence

of solar heat. The argument in favour of the earth’s original fluidity (a state only con-

ceivable as the effect of heat), founded on the spheroidal form of the earth, remains im-

affected. AVhatever cogency it may have been supposed to possess, it possesses still. At

the same time, all those collateral arguments derived fi’om the existing temperature of

the earth’s crust, or the climatal changes which we believe to have taken place on its

* It must be carefully recollected that this conclusion is restricted to those cases in vhich the generation

of heat takes place entirely beneath the mass in which the increase of temperature is to be independent of the

conductive power. Any superficial cause would probably generate heat within this mass as well as beneath

it, so that its temperature w'ould depend partly on heat thus genei’ated within it, and partly on that ti’ans-

mitted through it from below, in which case the amount of heat generated in a given time need not bear the

determinate relation to the conductive power stated in the text.
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surface, are deprived, I conceive, of a great part of their Aveight. Moreover, admitting

only a part of existing terrestrial heat to be due to supeidicial causes, the flow of heat

from the earth’s central portions must be less by that amount than if the whole flow

were due to central heat. Consequently the rate of increase of temperature due to the

flow of central heat must be proportionally diminished, and the depth at which we

should arrive at the temperature of fusion, proportionally increased. The conclusion,

therefore, that the earth’s solid crust is so thin as many geologists have believed it to

be, as well as those theories resting upon that conclusion—whether of volcanic action,

or of elevation and depression of the earth’s surface, at least in more recent geological

times—must be in a great degree invalidated. But on these points I may have some

further remarks to make in my next communication. At present it is not my object to

carry these speculations beyond the point at which we are now arrived.

§ III. Descrijition of the Apparatusfor determining Conductive Powers, and

the mode of conducting the Experiments.

26. I now proceed to an account of the experiments, the general results of which

have been given, and to the description of the apparatus by which they were made.

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 represents the different parts of the apparatus separated from each other. In

fig. 6 they are represented as fitted into each other preparatory to an experiment. F is

5 RMDCCCLVII.
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the stove, the walls and roof of which are of cast u'on. The horizontal section of it below

the roof is rectangular ;
the orifice at the top is circular. C is the commencement of the

chimney, which is carried horizontally and then vertically through the roof of the building,

the horizontal portion being sufficiently long to prevent any sensible influence on the expe-

riments arising from the heat radiating from the chimney. In the side of the stove is

a rectangular opening D, which may be closed at pleasure, and through which fuel is

supplied to the grate G. This grate fits the stove, but so as to be capable of mo’sing

freely up and down within it. The opening in the lower part of the stove at O is large

enough to admit of the grate and the fuel contained in it being withdrawn entirely

from the stove when required.

The horizontal section of the upper portion of the vessel V is rectangular ; that of the

part projecting downwards is circular, and such as to pass freely into the circular orifice

at the top of the furnace, to the roof of which also this vessel is made to fit. MX is a

shallow vessel, just fitting the top of V, on the upper rim of which it is supported by

the projecting edges represented at M and N, when the parts are put together as

in fig. 6. L there represents a lever working on a fulcrum at O, and so attached

to the grate at the ends of an axis H, perpendicular to the plane of the paper, as to

constitute a rough approximation to a parallel motion when the grate is moved vertically

by heightening or lowering the opposite extremity of the lever, to which a coimter-

balancing weight is suspended. The lever, also, is easily removeable from the ful-

crum O, and then becomes a handle by which the grate and its contents can be entii'ely

withdrawn from the stove as above stated. Thus by raising or lowering, or by partially

or entirely withdrawing the fire, the heat communicated to the vessel Y can be regulated

with considerable nicety as circumstances may requu’e. A chimney, proceeding to a

sufficient distance horizontally from the vessel V, carries off" the steam when water is

used in V at the boiling temperature.

Fig. 7 represents one of the blocks, of which I had

several of different thicknesses, and made of sub-

stances of different conductive powers. Its horizontal

dimensions are such as to fit easily into the shallow

vessel MN. In the centre of the block is a cylin-

drical orifice, five inches in diameter, for the recep-

tion of cylinders of any substance the conducti-s’e

power of which is to be determined. In making an experiment, a sufficient quantity

of mercury is poured into the shallow vessel MN, just to cover six points projecting

from its bottom. The large block is then placed so as to rest on three of these points,

and the inner cylindrical block to be experimented on is then inserted m the cylindrical

orifice of the large block, and rests on the other three projecting pomts. The exact

contact of the lower surfaces of both blocks with the mercury is thus secured. The
outer block is also surrounded by a square frame of wood, ufithout top or bottom, rest-

ing on the rim of the vessel V. The apertures between this frame and the sides of the
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large block, and that immediately surrounding the inner block, are tilled witli cotton-

wool to prevent as much as possible the lateral transference of heat, both from the inner

block to the outer one, and from the vertical sides of the latter into surrounding space.

Also, from the upper edges of the outer block (or rather of the wooden frame surround-

ing it) two or three wooden floors with intervals between them, were constructed of loose

boards, extending several feet on every side (sections of which are represented in fig. 6 at

P and P'), and intended to prevent as far as possible the influence of radiation from the

heated stove below, and the objects immediately surrounding it. The upper surfaces,

both of the outer and inner blocks (fig. 7), are scooped out, leaving a projecting

rim round them edges, so as to form shallow vessels for the reception of mercury; or

the same object is attained by fixing round the edges a thin, narrow rim of iron. These

spaces, in experimentmg, are filled with mercury of just sufficient depth to cover the

small spherical bulb of a thermometer. In fig. 6, A, B, A, represent the section of the

outer and inner blocks, with the interspace between them. One thermometer (T,)

passes down this interspace into the mercury below the blocks
;
while gives the tem-

perature of the upper mercury on the block B, the conductive power of which is to be

determined
; and T2 gives that of the mercury which covers the surface of the outer

block. This latter mercury has sometimes been dispensed with, in which case the

temperatui’e of the uncovered surface of the outer block has been determined approxi-

mately by placing a thermometer in a small hole formed in the surface, and containing

mercury.

This arrangement being completed, the fire is placed in the stove, and the lower mer-

cui*y is heated to the required temperature, as indicated by Tj. The temperature much

the most frequently used has been that of boiling-water, in which case the vessel V is

kept nearly full, the exhaustion caused by the continual generation of steam being com-

pensated by a supply through a tube arranged for the purpose. This temperature is

preferable on account of the facihty with which it can be preserved for any length of

time. For higher temperatui’es, which were rarely used, and for which water cannot

be employed, the vessel V is left empty. In all cases when the lower mercury has

attained its required temperature, it must be kept as steadily as possible at that tempe-

rature, till the thermometer, Tg, which gives the temperature of the upper mercury on

B, becomes stationary. The temperatures indicated by T, and T2 are those denoted by

and in the formula (5), (art. I). The remaining temperature in that formula (r)

is obtained by wa-ving a thermometer above and Avithin a short distance of the blocks,

the instrument being carefully guarded against the influence of direct radiation from

suiTounding objects.

27. To secure entire accuracy by this mode of experimenting, it is manifest that the

horizontal extent of the mass experimented on ought to be so large, compared with its

thickness, that no appreciable diminution of the temperature (^2) of the central portion

of the upper surface should be produced by the lateral transference of the transmitted

heat, the whole of which is supposed in our mathematical formula to be transmitted

5 E 2
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vertically. It would have been almost impossible, however, to obtain slabs of any con-

siderable extent from many of the harder and more intractable rocks on which I have

experimented. But the fact is, that no great accuracy is requhed in experiments of

this nature ; for if the conductive power of any piece of rock were determined with the

ultimate degree of accuracy, it would only tell us apjjroximately, and not accurately, the

conductive power of another piece of rock of the same kind, however close might be theii'

resemblance in mineral structure ; so that it must be always necessary, when the con-

ductive power of any proposed substance is required uith great accuracy, to determine

that power by direct experiments on the substance itself. I have endeavomed, however,

to take every precaution necessary to secure all the accuracy required vdth reference to

my more immediate objects in these researches.

In order that the error resulting from the observations of temperatui’es may be as

small as possible, it is manifestly desirable that and t^ — t^ should both be as large

as possible, and not very different in magnitude. But this condition, if the conductive

power and the temperatures used were sufficiently great, would requhe a thickness of

the block which might be undesirable in consequence of its limited extent of horizontal

surface. The thickness which I have more generally used for mineral substances, is

about 2 inches, and about 1 inch for substances, such as wax and spermaceti, of lower

conductive powers, while the outer block has been about 15 inches square, and of very

nearly the same thickness as the blocks experimented on, and covered vrith mercmy in

the same manner. Having several of these outer blocks made of substances of different

conductive powers, I have always been able to select one for each experiment in which

the conductivity was nearly the same as that of any proposed substance, taking care,

however, that it should never be greater ;
for in such case the temperature of the smface

of the outer block, as indicated by Tg, fig. 6, would be higher than the proper tempe-

rature of the surface of B, and would, therefore, tend to raise also the observed tempe-

ratmre of B, as given by Tg, above the proper temperature, and thus to give the con-

ductive power of B too great. I have been anxious that, on the contrary, the error

should always be in defect, and therefore have always selected such a block for each

experiment that the temperature given by Tg should generally be somewhat less than

that given by Tg. A small error has, doubtless, been thus superinduced, especially in

reference to substances of the highest conductive powers, but I am satisfied that it has

in no case been of any importance as regards the conclusions which I have drawn from

these results.

28. In all cases in which it has been necessary to com-

pare the conductive powers of two blocks with as much
accuracy as possible, I have adopted a somewhat different

method from that above described. Instead of a single

block (B) placed in the central cylindrical hole of the

outer block (A), the two blocks to be compared have been placed in two cylindrical holes

pierced through the outer block, as represented in fig. 8, and such that the two blocks

Fig. S.
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(B, B') placed in them should be as nearly as possible under the same conditions

during the experiment. The small orifice between them admits the thermometer T,

for the determination of the temperature f,, while is determined for each block sepa-

rately. AVhen this has been done, the two blocks are interchanged, each being thus

placed in the hole previously occupied by the other, and the experiment repeated. The

mean results of the two experiments have been adopted. The discrepancies, though

small, are sufficient to show the necessity of the precaution where considerable accuracy

is required.

29. It would be useless, I conceive, to record the details of all the numerous experi-

ments made for the purpose of simply determining the conductive powers of particular

substances. They were made in the manner already described (art. 26), and when the

apparatus was once arranged, required little but patience to wait for the final indica-

tions of the thermometers. Such at least was the case when the steam from boiling

water was used to produce the temperature of the lower surface of the block
; when

any other temperature was employed, constant attention was necessary to preserve it as

steady as possible.

It may sufiice to give the details of one experiment of this kind made with high tem-

peratures, from which it may be understood how far the steadiness of the temperature

could be maintained. In almost all cases, however, the same temperature, tliat of

boiling water, was used for in the experiments now spoken of, in order that they

might all be made under nearly the same conditions with Tespect to temperature. The

experiments made to compare the conductive powers of two blocks, for the purpose of

ascertaining the influence of pressure, moisture, discontinuity, &c., require greater care

;

and I have therefore thought it right to give all the principal ones of this kind in suffi-

cient detail to enable the reader to judge of the evidence which they afford. The sym-

bols used have the same signification as heretofore (art. I, &c.). I repeat them here

for the convenience of more immediate reference.

temperature of the mercury in contact with tlie lower surface of the cylindrical

block B, on which the experiment is made

;

that of the mercury on its upper surface

;

f\— that of the tipper surface of the surrounding or outer block A

;

T = that of the air immediately above the blocks A and B

;

/< = the length of the cylindrical block B

;

k= conductive power of B ;

c — radiating power of mercury.

It will be observed that in some of the following experiments the recorded value of f.,,

is greater than that of in opposition to the remark in the last paragraph of article 20.

In such cases the temperature really corresponded to points at somewhat a lower level

in the outer block A than the upper surface of B to which corresponds. I only

observed to assure myself of there being no amount of lateral transference of heat
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which could materially alfect the results of the experiments. The values of - are foimd

hy substitution in the formula
k t^—T ,

One foot is adopted as the linear unit.

The blocks were cylindrical, the diameter of then’ bases being about 3 inches.

The blocks of spermaceti and wax, which were solidified under compression, were

formed by pouring the substances in a fiuid state into a cylindrical hole in a strong block

of iron, and leaving them to cool and solidify under the required pressure, applied by means

of a piston exactly fitting the cylindrical hole, and rendered by proper peiiectly

fiuid-tight. The piston was acted on by a powerful lever. When these substances were

compressed after solidification, cylindrical blocks of them were formed of the proper

dimensions before the compressing force was applied to them. Blocks of chalk, clay.

&c. were compressed in the same manner.

30. Exi^eriments made for the purpose of determining the effect ofpressure

on the conductivity of various substances.

Spermaceti.

I. {a.) Spermaceti, solidified under a pressure^;, on the square inch.

The two cylindrical blocks are denoted by I. and II.

Mean values

I. -=-088
c

II. -=-08.

. r ^= -086 ft.

' 1^0= 900 lbs.

jT rA='086ft.

1^ = 6500 lbs.

O’
9n-3

^
2

’

68°-2 67°
t^.

66°-6

q.

67°
r.

45°

k
-=•086
c

k
-=•075
c

{h.) Blocks interchanged.

I. II.

q.
90°-5 69°-3 68°-6

r.

470

k
-=•09

k
-=•086
c

II. Two blocks of spermaceti, one (I.) solidified under pressure, the other (II.) com-
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pressed after solidification, the compressing force being in each case =7500 lbs. per

square inch.

, /A= -086ft.
‘

1^9= 7500 lbs.
II. ^

A= -086 ft.

j9= 7500 lbs.

94°-2 o 70^-7
t'-r r .

470.2

k
-=•089
c

-=•086
c

TFas.

III. Block I. uncompressed, and II. compressed.

j
rA=-09ft.

IjB = atmosph.
II.{"

= 09 ft.

7500 lbs.

ty h- t'r h'
132°-5 92°-5 95°*5 94^-6 94° 61°

k k
072 •079

c c

Chalk.

IV. Block I. uncompressed ; II. compressed.

1

j
rA=-i3ft.

I^= atmosph.
xf rA=-ii ft.

\/i = 7500 lbs.

1

f \ t '

t‘ty
1

#2 -
;

‘
2

-

212°
1

147°-3
(

154°-5 148°-5 153°-5
r.

55°

k
-=•18

I

c
1

-=•16
c

!

The fact of - being smaller in the compressed than in the uncompressed block, may

probably be attributed to some difference in the quantity of moisture contained in them.

V. (a.) Two compressed blocks.

*=•11 ft.

Li9 = 43001bs.

XX r*='ii ft.

= 7500 lbs.

ty

212°
t.,.

150°
t'r

159°
#
2

-

152°

^
2
*

159°
r.

61°

k
-=•157 -=•165

c
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(h.) Last experiment repeated, “with the blocks interchanged.

1.-
rA=-ii ft.

p = 4300 lbs.
jj

;4=-iift.
7500 lbs.

h-
212°

#2.

152° 159° 152°*4 159° 60=

-=•168
c

k
7=-'^

Taking the mean of the experiments {a.) and [h.), we have for

L, -=-162; and IL, -= *167.

Clay.

VI. [a.) Block I. uncompressed
; II, compressed.

j
r^=-i2ft.
'l^=atmosph.

.. rA=-]2ft. 1

1/) = 7500 lbs.
j

ty

212°
!
^
! !

P
*

f'.

168° 171°-3

/g-

168°
r-

52°

-=•27
c

k
-=•38
c

[h.) Blocks interchanged.

I. II.

t^.

212° 162°
^2*

l68°-5

L.
170°

^2'

170°
r.

53°

k
-=•25
c

k
-=•33
c

The means of («.) and (J.) give for I. ~=‘26
;
and for II, -=’365.

VII. («.) Two compressed blocks of clay.

,
rA=- 12 ft.

•liu = 4300 lbs.

,, f^ = -12ft.

Iju= 7500 lbs.

212° l68"°-6

^2’

l69°-2 171°-6

^2-

170°^3 56°

i
-=•30
c

-=•34
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{b.) Blocks interchanged.

I. II.

ty h' #2- ^2* r.

212° 165°*6 170°'5 56°

k k=•30 •33
c c

Mixed sand and clay in equal quantities.

VIII. {a.) Two compressed blocks.

Jh= -12ft.

^'1^ = 4300 lbs.

r. Jk= -I2{t.

1^5= 7500 lbs.

ty

212°
t,.

174°-3 p
•

<2.

175°
^2’

l67°-5

r.

-=•368
c

-= •378
C

{h.) Blocks interchanged.

I. 11 .

o

•

173° l66°-5

#2*

175° 166°5
r.

58°

-=•36
c

-= •379
C

The means from [a.) and [h.) give for I., -=-364; and for II., -= -378.

31. Experiments to determine the effect of Discontinuity.

Two cylindrical blocks of sandstone (freestone) were formed ft-om the same larger

block. The experiment IX. was made to test the equality of their conductive powers.

IX. {a.) Two blocks of sandstone.

I. A=-166 ft. II. A= •166 ft.

ty h'
j

^2’ r.

211° l74°-7
i

173°-6 o 173°-8 63°

k ..- =*ol •51
c c

5 sMDCCCLVII.
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(d.) Blocks interchanged.

I. II.

1

r.

210°'9 175°’5 175° 176° ' 176°-8 65^

k k
:-52 "=•53

C c

The means of (a.) and (d.) give for I.,
^
= -515

; and for II.,
^
= -52.

X. One block was broken transversely, and the two parts again fitted accurately

together without any interposing substance.

Broken Block. Whole Block.

h'
210°-9 I6l°.3 o

•

176°

^2*

175°-5

r.

65°

XI. The two parts of the broken block cemented together by plaster of Paris applied

wet and allowed to dry and harden. The length of the block was thus increased one-

twentieth of an inch.

Broken Block. Whole Block.

h' h' ^2* t,.
t'.
o* T.

210°*2 170° l72°-6 17"4° 17’2° 57°

XII. Finely powdered dry clay placed between the two parts of the broken block.

The length was increased by one-tenth of an inch.

Broken Block. Whole Block.

ty <2* t'-r r.

210°-2 l65°-6 173° 174° 173°-2 59°

XIII. Without removing the blocks the temperature was reduced.

Broken Block. Whole Block.

ty #0. ^2- t,. T.

154°-6 126°-3 131°-3 131° 129°-2 56°

XIV. (a.) The two portions of the broken block cemented by moist clay, and pressed
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together with a pressure of 140 lbs. per square inch for twelve hours. The length was

=T8 foot.

Broken Block. Whole Block.

ty

211° l68°-2

^2*

173°-4
h'

173°-4

*2-

171°*7

r.

56°

(5.) Blocks interchanged.

Broken Block. Whole Block.

q. ^2* ^2* *2- iiy r.

211° l67°-9 172° 175° 175°’5 59°

XV. The last experiment repeated at a lower temperature.

Broken Block. Whole Block.

ty ^2’ t^. T.

149°*8 124°*3 125°-7 128°-6 O
00 57°

32. Experiments to ascertain the influence of Moisture bn the conductive powers of Rocks.

XVI. [a.) A block of chalk (from the Lower Chalk near Cambridge), very moist.

Z=T6 feet.

211°-5

r.

65°

c

{h.) The same block saturated with moisture, tried at a lower temperature.

ty #2" r.

123^-5 101°-4 o
o

c

(c.) The same block well dried.

h- r.

211°-5 147° o
o

^=•19.
C

5 s 2
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Another similar block gave almost identical results.

XVII. (a.) Sandstone block, dry.

l='17 feet.

#2-

211° 173°

c

(h.) Same block, saturated with moisture.

^2’ r.

129° 114°-4 60°

XVIII. {a.) New Eed Sandstone block, dry.

Z='16 feet.

12^°-5
L.

100°-8

r.

59°

-= •25.
c

(b.) Same block, saturated.

h-
210°-4 179°-5

r,

6l°-5

c

XIX. (a.) Millstone Grit, very hard and compact, diy

.

Z=-166 feet.

h* ^2'
I

210^-25 182°
1

60°

(b.) Same block, saturated with moistui’e.

ty to. r.

210°*5 o'
QO

i
59°

-=•69.
c
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33. Other similar experiments were made, of which it seems unnecessary to repeat

the details. All the results obtained have been already discussed (art. 10). I shall

select an example of the experiments for simply determining the conductive power of

any proposed substance. In such cases a single block (B) was generally used with an

outer block (A) having a single cyhndrical hole. The base of the block experimented

on (B) was usually between 4 and 6 inches in diameter. In this example the tempera-

ture is much higher than that of boiling water. The reader Avill be able to judge

from it the degree of approximation to stationary temperatures which I was able to

obtain, when not availing myself of the constant temperature of boiling water. For low

temperatures there was no difficulty in maintaining the temperatures very nearly sta-

tionary.

XX. Block of Sandstone.

A=T7 feet.

Time. h* ^2- ^2*

i

r.

h m o

3 30 437-0 79
3 45 448-0

3 50 447-5

3 55 447-5 314-8

4 0 447-5

4 5 448-2

4 10 448-2 320-8

4 15 447-8

4 20 447-6

4 25 447-1 323-8

4 30 447-8 324-6

4 35 447-7 325-3

4 40 447-6 326-0

4 45 448-1 326-4

4 50 447-0 326-3 81-5

4 55 446-8

5 0 447-8 326-8 330-5

5 5 447-4

5 10 448-0 327-3 81-0

f Continued slow oscil- 1
0 oU

1 lations through l°-5. /
O I V

Taking the mean of all the values of from 3*' 45“ to 5** 10“ inclusive, we have

#,= 447°'65
: and taking the mean of the values of from 4^ 40“ to 5^ 10“ inclusive,

we have ^2=326°'5 nearly. Also taking r=8I°, we obtain

k_ 245-5

c— 121-15
(•I7)=-34.
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XXXVIII. Exjperimental Researches on the Strength of Pillars of Cast Ironfrom various

Parts of the Kingdom. By Eaton Hodgkinson, Esq., F.R.S., F.G.S., Hon. Mem.

Inst. Civ. E., Hon. Mem. Soc. Ing. Civ. Paris, and Professor of the Mechanical

Principles of Engineering in University College, London.

Eeceived JSTovember 20, 1856,—Eead January 8, 1857.

Having in the year 1840 oiFered to the Royal Society an extensive research upon this

subject, which was honoured with the kindest notice of the Society, I felt grateful for

the reception it had met with ; and though in its preparation it had occupied my leisure

time for some years, and contained the results of as many as 277 experiments, which I

had made to prove the conclusions arrived at in it, I was still very anxious to improve

and extend it. Indeed the importance of the subject would seem to justify every effort

I could make for the pm’pose, when it is considered that a large portion of the houses,

warehouses and shops in London, Manchester, Liverpool and throughout the country,

depend for their principal supports upon iron pillars, which frequently appear very thin

for the weight they have to bear, and being hollow do not allow us to judge from their

appearance how small a quantity of metal they have in them, or in other words, whether

the building is abundantly strong, or is ready to fall down and crush the persons within

it, as has frequently happened to warehouses and other buildings dependent on iron

supports. Some of the pillars are made to pass through more than one story, or even

are based on the foundation, and support an intermediate floor and the roof.

The importance of the subject, in a practical point of view at least, rendered it

desirable that a number of pillars of large size should be broken, to obtain data for the

application of the principles established in the preceding research ; but this was imprac-

ticable at that time, notwithstanding the hberality of Mr. Fairbaikn, who bore the

expense of that inquiry. For by Mr. Fairbairn’s lever then used, more than 18 tons

could not be safely applied, and the iron box or frame in which the pillars were broken

did not admit pillars of greater length than 7^ feet; but the laborious inquiry in which

I was afterwards engaged by Mr. Stephenson, for investigating the properties of the

Menai and Conway tubular bridges (that over the Conway in particular), required larger

and more powerful apparatus than the preceding, and I can now apply more than three

times the pressure formerly used, and break pillars of 10 feet long, and any shorter

lengths, with even more accuracy than before.

A drawing of the former machine is given with the paper (Philosophical Transac-

tions, 1840), and of the latter, with my experiments in the Report of the Commis-

sioners appointed to inquire into the application of Iron to Railway Structures, 1849.

The principle of both machines is the same
;
the present is a single lever, about 17 feet,
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6 inches long, acting (usually) with a leverage of 8'4 upon the upper end of a strong bolt,

which moves in a cylinder, just fitting it and keeping it always in the straight line of

its pressure. The top of the bolt is rounded, so that the pressure may act through the

axis, and the bottom is fiat, and made horizontal, that it may press on the top of a ver-

tical pillar, enclosed in a strong box, as before. See Plate XXXI.
The present experiments, and others in progress, were undertaken at the suggestion

of Mr. Eobeet Stephenson, M.P., F.E.S., who knew that I had several experimental

researches unfinished. He has generously contributed £200 towards the expense of

the inquiry, and the Eoyal Society has added £200*. By the kind peiTuission of the

Council of University College, London, my apparatus has been set up at the College,

and the experiments made there.

I have in the present research broken only larger pillars than before, having had them

cast 10 feet long, and from 2^ to 4 inches in diameter, solid and hollow. The fii’st series

includes twenty pillars (twelve of 10 feet long, and eight shorter ones cut out of them);

the whole of these were supplied by the proprietors of the Low Moor Iron-works, for

which no charge has yet been made f. The u’on of which these, with five exceptions,

were made, was Low Moor iron. No. 2. The former research of 1840 was from Low
Moor iron. No. 3 ; and the difference of the two is not very great, though the No. 2, as

now used, is somewhat stronger than the other to bear a strain as a long pHlar (p. 864),

though softer than it and more easily crushed. The results of these experiments have

been applied to the formulae in my former research, which have undergone no change,

except in the constants.

The former researches, and the formulae to which they were reduced, had been applied

to pillars of Low Moor iron only, with one exception ; but though we could compute by

them the strength for Low Moor iron, we had no eUdence as to what were the relative

strengths of pillars of the irons of the kingdom in general ; and, at my request, Messrs.

Easton and Amos have had cast for this purpose twenty-two sohd pillars, each 10 feet

long and 2^ inches in diameter, of eleven kinds of iron, making thirteen kinds with two

I have had from Low Moor. The comparison of the breakiag weights of these pillars

shows that the strengths of the irons vary at least as 2 to 3, and then* crushing strengths

as 5 to 9 nearly l|;.

In carrying out the experiments, in taking the dimensions, and applying the results

to the formulae in my research above mentioned, I have had the assistance of ]\L-. John

Beidge, M.A., of University College, my health and eyesight not being sufficient to

enable me to bear the labour alone.

* Since finishirjg the experiments in the present research, except those contained in the short Appendix,

another ^6100 has been contributed by the Eoyal Society, and sElOO more by Mi-. Stepheksox, with which

I am making experiments on pillars of timber, &c.

t A good balk of Memel timber was likewise sent gratuitously for experiment by the late IMi-. Thoxias

CuBiTT, of Thames Bank, but his death prevented me haidng the power to thank him. His executors have

liberally sent other timber for the purpose.

J The pillars were cast 12 feet long, to increase their soundness, and afterwards cut to 10 feet long.
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1.

Before referring to the experiments which form the basis of the present memoir, I

will give some notice of the principal matters contained in the former, but not suffi-

ciently dilated upon ; especially as they have an important bearing upon what will

follow, and will themselves receive further illustration, or perhaps be capable of demon-

stration.

The profound and beautiful researches of Euler on the strength of pillars * are

entirely theoretical
; they proceed on the supposition that the strength of a pillar is

bounded by its power of resisting being bent out of a straight line, the resistance to

incipient flexure being supposed to be the measure of its strength, which in long pillars,

whose length is I and external and internal diameters d and is ^ or
^ *

,
according

as they are solid or hollow f.

2. In commencing experiments, in my former research, on this subject, and keeping

in view the theory of Euler, I sought with great care for the weight which would pro-

duce incipient flexure in columns, and more particularly in those of cast iron. In this

metal flexure commenced with very small weights, much smaller than would be useful

to load pillars with in practice ; and I became convinced that no such point existed in

cast iron, or at any rate none that would be useful to the engineer ; and my subsequent

experiments upon wrought-iron pillars have been attended with very little more success,

in seeking for the weight producing incipient flexure. Having been unsuccessful in

seeking for the weight which would first produce flexure in columns, and being con-

vinced that if it were foimd it would be of little or no use in practice, I sought in

future for the weights necessary to drea^ the pillars tried, and in most instances for the

deflection and decrement of length produced by the weights laid on.

3, The pillars broken were placed in a vertical position during the experiments, and

their ends were pressed between two horizontal plates of hardened steel, which, from

the nature of the machine, were kept perfectly parallel. It was found that in cylin-

drical pillars of cast iron, whose ends were turned perfectly flat, parallel and perpen-

dicular to the axis, the breaking weight varied as the 3-55th power of the diameter

^3-55
_

nearly, and inversely as the I’Tth power of the length, or as instead of as in the

73.55
d^'^^

theory of Euler. In hollow pillars it is as -

—

‘

. The fractional indices above

were found to apply to all solid pillars of cast iron, whose lengths varied from 120 times

the diameter to as low as 30 times the diameter, or thereabouts. For pillars shorter

than these it wiU be necessary to correct the results obtained, by considerations dependent

on the crushing strength of the material. See pp. 403 to 406 of the former research

4.

The first experiments were made upon long uniform pillars, with their ends

rounded in such a manner that the pressure applied to them would act in the direction

of their axis, to meet the requirements of Euler’s theory of the strength of pillars
; but

* Berlin Memoirs, 1757. t Poisson, Mecanique, 2nd edition.

X Philosophical Transactions, 1840, Part II.

MDCCCLVIl. 5 T
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it soon became evident that pillars of the same size with their ends flat, and well sup-

ported or bedded throughout, would require a much greater weight to break them than

those with rounded ends ; a large number of both kinds were made and broken by

experiment to determine their relative strength to resist fracture, and it was found that

so long as the pressure required had not been more than about one-fourth of that neces-

sary to crush short specimens of the same material, the strength of a solid pillar with

flat ends was a little more than three times that of one with rounded ends, the mean

being 3'167, as shown in the abstract, page 387 of that research, hut in other experi-

ments it is still nearer to 3.

5. If the pressure necessary to break the pillar were much greater than about one-

fourth of that which would crush short specimens of the same material, then the ratio

1 to 3 would become 1 to 2, or even less.

6. In the following abstract, pages 856 and 857, which iacludes experiments on hoUow

pillars with rounded and with flat ends, as above, and upon solid pillars of wrought

iron and timber, the ratio of the strengths of the two kinds of pillars is nearly as I to 3,

varying not widely from the former. From this abstract we see that pillar's which have

been loaded with more than about one-fourth of the crushing weight ar-e hr some degree

injured, and the ratio in them difiers from 1 : 3, becoming 1 : 2'6, 1 : 2'4, &c.

In the last column of the abstract, page 857, denomurated it may be seen at a glance

what portion of the crushing weight was requu’ed to break each pillar; and in those

where it amourrted to '282, '272, or above '25*, they were generally injured by the

pressure.

7. Irr the abstract, p. 393 of the former research, the relative strengths of pillars—^with

both ends rounded, one end rounded and one end flat, and both ends flat,—are determined

in a great number of experiments, and found to be nearly as I, 2, 3, from experiments

on cast iron, wrought iron, steel and timber.

8. In the abstract, page 391 of the former research, pillars 60^ inches long, with their

ends turned flat, are compared, as to their strengths, uith pillars of the same size nith

discs on their ends turned flat : the strengths of these two classes of pillars difiered but

little, but the pillars with discs on the ends are rather the stronger. In this abstract it

was shown that pillars one-half the length of the precedmg, and of the same diameter

but with the ends rounded, were of the same strength as the preceding ones neai'ly, as

shown by many experiments.

Attempt to account for the principal Results in the preceding description of the abstracts.

I. Of the general conclusion arrived at in the abstract last referred to, I would offer

the following as an explanation. Suppose a long uniform bar of cast iron were bent

by a pressure at its ends so as to take the form Ahcdef^, where all the cui'ves Abe, ede,

e/B, separated by the straight line AceB, would be equal, since the bar was supposed to

T>

^ The pillars of the “ Second London Mixture,” 6 feet 3 inches long, gave the same result when — =-26.
L
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A

B

be uniform. The curve having taken this form, suppose it to be rendered immoveable

at the points h andy, by some firm fixings at those points. This done, it is evi-

dent we may remove the parts near to A and B, without at all altering the curve

bcdefoi the part of the pillar between b and/*, and consider only that part. The

part bf, which alone we shall have to consider, will be equally bent at all the

points J, d, f. The points c and e too are points of contrary fiexure, consequently

the pillar is not bent in them. These points are unconstrained except by the

pressure which forces them together, and the pillar might be reduced to any

degree in them, provided they were not crushed or detruded by the compressing

force. These points may then be conceived as acting like the rounded ends of

the pillars in Table I. in the former research, and the part cde of the pillar, with

its ends c and e rounded, will be bearing the same weight as the whole pillar

bcdef of double the length with its ends 5,f firmly fixed.

2. That the strain at all the points J, d,f\s, nearly equal, is shown by sub-

sequent experiments, in Tables V. and VI., upon pillars varying in length from

6 feet 3 inches to 5 feet and 2 feet 6 inches
;
that fracture in some cases took

place at all three points at the same time, and in others at two of them, showing

the fracture to have commenced on opposite sides of the middle and of the ends,

as might be inferred from the foregoing figure, or the last in Plate XXXII.

3. That the strength of a pillar, with moveable or rounded ends, is equal to that of a

pillar of the same diameter, and double the length, the ends being fiat or firmly fixed,

may be inferred from the reasoning above
;
but it is proved experimentally from various

results in the abstract p. 391 of the former research, or as below.

4. The strengths of pillars of the same diameter, but of different lengths, vary

inversely as the I'Tth or l-6th power of the length, or in this case as 2‘’^ or 2*'® nearly,

according to my experiments. Hence the strength of a pillar one-half the length of

another is 3-249 or 3-031 times greater than it; or in other words, the strength of a

pillar with fiat ends is somewhat more than three times as great as that of one of the

same length and diameter with rounded ends.

5. This is shoAvn in the abstract, p. 387 of the former research, from numerous expe-

riments on solid pillars, with both ends rounded and both ends fiat, the mean ratio of

their strengths being 1:3-167

In the abstract, pages 856 and 857 of the present

research, the mean ratio from the comparison of the

strengths of four hollow pillars, with rounded ends and

of the like number with fiat ends, was 1:3-077

In the same abstract, solid pillars of the two forms, of

wrought iron and of timber, gave from several experiments

a mean ratio of 1:3-076.

> Mean ratio 1 : 3-107.

5 T 2
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Abstract from Tables VIII., IX., XII., XIII., «&c. of the former Eesearcb on the

results obtained from two hollow

Hollow columns of

Low Moor iron, <

No. 3.

Hollow columns of

I.ow Moor iron,

No. 2.

^Wrought

^
iron.

Solid !

pillars.

Timber.

Pillars with rounded ends. Pillars

Length of pillar.

7 ft. 6J in.,

or 90f in.

90f in.

90f in.

90f in.

10 ft. 2 in.,

or 122 in., in-

cluding caps on
the ends.

122 in.,

including caps

on the ends.

90| in.

60^ in.

60i ir

Diameter of section.

Number of

External diameter

1*78 in.

Internal diameter

1-21 in.

External diameter

1-74 in.

Internal diameter

M87 in.

External diameter
2'01 in.

Internal diameter

1*415 in.

External diameter

2*23 in.

Internal diameter

1*54 in.

External diameter

3*555 in.

Internal diameter

2*693 in.

External diameter

3*532 in.

Internal diameter

2*659 in.

Diameter 1*017 in.

Diameter 1*015 in.

Side of square

1*75 in.

^
i

Breaking weight,
deduced ° °

from.

Length of

pillar.

5585 7 ft. 4J in.

or 88^ in.

5711

8357

12389

42331 lbs.,

or 43537 lbs. for

10 ft. or 120 in.

44683 lbs.,

or 45956 lbs. for

10 ft. or 120 in.

1808

3938

3197
The second pillar

was capped with

iron at the ends,

to prevent their

being crushed.

884 in.

884 in.

88J in.

120 in.

120 in.

601^ in.

I
I

1
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I

1

I

Strength of Pillars of Low Moor Iron, No. 3, and of other Materials, with the

pillars in the present research.

with flat ends, and sometimes with discs to give them a larger bearing at the ends.
Ratio of the strengths

1

of pillars with both
BNumber of Weight which ends rounded and with

Diameter of section.
experiments Breaking weight would crush both flat, the diameters C’
deduced (B). the specimen being considered equal.

from. (C).

lbs.

External diameter

1-78 in. 17840 lbs.,

Internal diameter

1
1-21 in.

1
or 17177 lbs.

for length
146975 1 : 3*075 *1237

Area of section 90f in.

1'339 sq. in. .2

External diameter to

1*74 in. 16705 lbs., 0 rn

Internal diameter

M87in.
1

or 16084' lbs.

for length

-G S
« 2
.5 GO

139584 1 : 2*816
t>.

0
*115

Area of section 90f in. 0
1*2712 sq. in. Is?

^ II ^ >-i
External diameter

2*01 in. 28353 lbs.. a
Internal diameter

1*415 in.
1

or 27299 lbs.

for length
175742 1 : 3*266

a
<v

§ *155

Area of section 9OJ in.

1*6005 sq. in.

External diameter
73

u

2*23 in. 40569 lbs..
0

Internal diameter

1*54 in.
1

or 39061 lbs.

for length
224330 1 : 3*153 *174

Area of section 90| in.

2*0431 sq. in. -

External diameter r

3*555 in. "o

Internal diameter

2*693 in.
1

114479 lbs.

=51*11 tons.

JO 405774 1 : 2*629 *282

Area of section

4*230 sq. in.
CO

i- ^

:S II ^External diameter •272
3*532 in.

Internal diameter

2*659 in.
1

110649 lbs.

^ CO

^ GO
beg 407203 1 : 2*408

This pillar had

been split at

one end in the
Area of section

4*245 sq. in.

= 49*39 tons. .5 S"

G

first experi-

ment, and was
Weight of pillar

130 lbs.

Diameter 1*02 1 5280

0

1 ; 2*920
'

hooped.

0
Diameter 1*02 1 12990 1 : 3*298

>_o

a
Side of square

4 9625 1 : 3*011 a
1*75 in.
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6. The great difference between the strength of a pillar with both ends rounded and

both ends flat, is rendered obvious by their different modes of fracture, the fonner

breaking in one place only, the middle ; and the latter in three, at the middle and at

each end.

7. In pillars with one end rounded and one end flat, fractm’e takes place at about

one-thu’d of the distance from the rounded end ; and if the base of the pillar be enlarged

with a disc, the distance of the place of fractm’e from the top of a pillar 30|- inches

long is but ’28 inch from one-third of the whole length from the top, deduced fi’om a

mean of two experiments, in which one pillar broke at 10 ’42 inches, and the other at

10’30 inches (mean, 10’36 inches) from the rounded end (see p. 439 of foi-mer research).

8. If the pillar had had both ends rounded, then the centre of fractm’e would have

been at the middle, at h (first piUar, Plate XXXII.), or at half the height : in the cases

before us, fracture took place at two-thirds of the height nearly, or at b (second pfflar).

Hence, comparing the distances A5, Ah of the points of fractm’e from the rounded ends

of two pillars of equal diameter and height, one with both ends rounded, and the other

with one end rounded and one end flat, we have those distances as to or as 3 to 2

nearly.

9. The relative strengths of the two pillars should therefore be inversely as the I’Tth

or l’6th powers of then’ lengths, Ab, Ab, or as 3’249:6’473, or 3’031:5’8, differing not

undely from 1 to 2, as is shown by various experiments in Tables I., II., V., XII., XIII.

of the former research.

10. Moreover, it will appear that in the curve indicating the form of flexm’e to the

third pillar, Plate XXXII., the distance Abe wffl apply to the first pillar. Abed to the

second pillar, and bedef to the third pillar
; these distances being inversely as 2, 3, 4, the

l’7th powers of which are 3’249, 6’473, 10’556, and the l’6th powers 3’031, 6’8, 9-19,

or as 1, 2, 3, nearly.

11. Hence, of three pillars of the same length and diameter, one with both ends

rounded, one with one end rounded and one end flat, and the other with both ends flat,

the strengths are as 1, 2, 3.

The follo’wing facts, from the subsequent experiments, illustrate the last of the pre-

ceding figures. See also forms of fracture, Plate XXXIII.

In pillars of “ Second London Mixture,” 2 feet 6 inches long and 1-^ inch diameter,

fracture took place near to the middle and by breaking across near’ each end.

A pillar of Old Hill iron, 5 feet long and 2^ mches diameter, broke in the middle,

and broke across near each end.

In piUars 6 feet 3 inches long, Aacture took place in the middle, and each end became

split. This was the case in all these pillars.

In pillars 7 feet 6 inches long and 2-| inches in diameter—that of Derwent iron broke

in the middle and split off at each end
;
one of Old Park and one of London Mixtm’e

broke in three pieces, and split off at one end : there would appear to have been more

points of contrary flexure in each of these two pillars than in the other cases.
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General BemarJcs on the following Experiments.

The experiments forming the basis of this research are on the strength of cast-iron

pillars in two series, the fii’st being on Low Moor Iron, No. 2, each 10 feet long, varying

in diameter from 2^ to 4 inches, solid and hollow
;
of these there are fourteen, including

two on Blaenavon iron. No. 3 ;
the second series are on solid pillars of cast iron, 10 feet

long and 2^ inches diameter, from various parts of the kingdom, making twenty-four

pillars, with two of a smaller diameter ; other pillars cut out of the preceding ones, and

made 7 feet 6 inches, 6 feet 3 inches, 5 feet, &c. long, amount with the former ones to

seventy-two.

The experiments on these are distributed in Tables I. to VI. In two other Tables

(VII. and VIII.) other experiments are given, to determine the transverse strengths of

some of the irons, in order to compare these with their direct strength as pillars, besides

numerous experiments to obtain the crushing strengths of the pillars, and the compara-

tive hardness of the irons in different parts of theu’ sections. The forms of the fractures

of pillars in the first six Tables are given in Plate XXXIII.

It has been seen that the strength of long pillars of cast iron varies as a constant

power n of the diameter nearly; the pillars being sohd and uniform in texture, and

nearly as the difference of the same powers of the external and internal diameters, when

the pillars are hollow; or as d/" in solid pillars, and D"— 6^™ in hollow ones, D and d

being the external and internal diameters. This power n was found in my former

researches* to be 3*56, from the mean result of many experiments on the strength of

pillars flat at the ends. In the following experiments, which are on pillars of a larger

kind than before, and the iron therefore somewhat softer than iron cast in smaller

masses, the average value of n is much more near to 3’50 than to 3-55, the mean from

nineteen comparisons being 3'513 (page 865). The strength of pillars, whose diameter

is the same, varied inversely as the I' 7th power of the length nearly, according to the

average result from pillars with rounded ends and with flat ends, in my former experi-

ments. But in the present ones, on flat-ended pillars only, the power of the length

from the results of twenty-five comparisons (page 866) is 1'63 nearly, instead of 1-7, as

before found.

The preceding results apply only to pillars whose length is thirty times the diameter

or upwards; for pillars shorter than this, the formula for their strength would need

correcting by the introduction of the crushing weight of the pillar f.

Tables of the powers above for pillars likely to occur in practice are as below.

* Philosophical Transactions, 1840. t Ibid. Part II. pp. 404, 405.
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Table I.—Powers of Diameters, or tZ®'®.

1.03-5 == 1-0000 3.73-5 = 97.433 5-73'5 = 442-14 7.73-5 =1266-83

1.253-5= 2-1837 3.753-5=102-12 5-753-5= 455-87 7-753-5=1295-85

1-53-5 4-1335 3-83-5 =106-965 5-83-5 = 469-89 7-83-5 =1325-35

1-753-5= 7-0898 3.93-5 =117-15 5.93-5 = 498-86 7-93-5 =1385-78

2-03-5 =11-314 4-03-5 =128-00 6-03-5 = 529-09 8-03-5 =1448-15

2-13-5 =13-4205 4-13-5 =139.55 6-13-5 = 560-60 8-253'5=l6l2-83

2-23-5 =15-7935 4-23-5 =151-835 6-23-5 = 593-43 8-53-5 —1730-47

2-253-5=17-086 4-253-5=158-26 6-253-5= 610-35 8.753-5= 1981-66

2-33-5 =18-452 4-335 =164-87 6-33-5 627-61 9-03-5 =2187-00

2-435 =21-416 4-43-5 =178-68 6-43-5 = 663-18 9-253-3=2407-11

2-53-5 =24-705 4-53-5 =193-305 6-535 = 700-16 9-53-5 =2642-61

2-63-5 =28-340 4-63-5 =208-76 6-63-5 = 738-59 9-753-5=2894-12

2-73-5 =32-3425 4.73-5 =225-08 6-73-5 = 778-51 10-03-5 =3162-28 i

2-753-5=34-488 4-753-5=233-58 6-753-5= 799-03 10-253-3=3447-73
'

2-83-5 =36-733 4-83-5 =242-295 6-83-5 = 819*94 10-53-5 =3751-13

2-935 =41-533 4-935 =260-43 6-93-5 = 862-92 10-753-5=4073-14

3-03-5 =46-765 5-03-5 =279-51 7-03-5 = 907.49 11-03-5 =4414-43

3-13-5 =52-4525 5-13-5 =299-57 7-13-5 = 953-68 11-253-5=4775-66

3-23-5 =58-617 5-23-5 =320-635 7-23-5 =1001-53 11-53-5 =5157-54

3-253-5=61-886 5-253-5=331-56 7-253-5=1026-08 11-753-5=5560-74

3-33-5 =65-283 5-33-5 =342-74 7-33-5 =1051-07 12-03-3 =5985-96

3-43-5 =72-473 5-43-5 =365-91 7-435 =1102-33

3-53-5 =80-212 5-53-5 =390-18 7-53-5 =1155-35

3-63-5 =88-5235 5-63-5 =415-58 7-63-5 =1210-17

Table II.—Powers of Lengths, or

11-63 = 1. 6n-63= 19.8282 121-63= 57-4203 191-63=121-442

21-63 = 3-0951 71-63 =23-8512 13’-63= 65-4226 201-63=132-032

2X1-63= 4-4529 711-63=26-6901 141-63= 73-8225 211-63=142-961

31-63 5.9939 81-63 =29-6508 151-63= 82-6093 221-63=154-223

41-63 = 9-5798 91-63 =35.9265 161-63= 91-7731 231-63=165-812

5'-63 =13-7823 101-63 =42-6580 171-63=101-305 241-63=177-723
,

61-63 =18-5518 111-63 =4,9-8276 181-63=111-197

Further Remarks on the Experiments on the Strength of Pillars (Tables I. and II.).

If the strength of a pillar be represented by W=:mx

—

-jp
—

,
where D, d are the

external and internal diameters in inches, I the length in feet, m, n, p constant quan-

tities, the following experiments (1st Summary) \^ill furnish us with the value of
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W Ttli

p”— which expressions the first is represented by and is calculated on two

suppositions for the value of n\ the other depends on the value of^. From my former

experiments, was taken as 3'55, and^ as 1‘7
; and from the experiments in the present

research, we have w=3-5, and p=l-63, as mentioned before. To assist in computing

the strength of pillars, according to this last supposition, the two Tables of powers

of the diameters and lengths of pillars previously given (page 860) have been formed.

W
The experiments give the mean value of or as 2085‘2 or 2223‘7 lbs. for the

strength of a pillar 10 feet long and 1 inch diameter; but for a pillar of 1 foot long and

1 inch diameter it would be ^xlO^, where 10^=60T19, or 42'658.

First Summary of Results.

Results from the Experiments in Tables I. and II. upon pillars of Low Moor Iron,

No. 2, and Blaenavon Iron, No. 3, the length of each being 10 feet, and the ends

turned flat and perpendicular to the axis.

No. of experiment.

Value of X, or the breaking
weight of a solid pillar 10 feet

long and 1 inch diameter, flat

at the ends, from the formula
W

p)3-55_^3'55’

Value of X from
the formula

W
J)3'5_^3-5

EiTor from
using the

mean from
power 3'55,

in terms of

the value

of X.

Error from
using the

mean from
power 3'5,

in terms of

the value

of X.

Hollow pillars, from
2|- to 4 inches ex-*;

ternal diameter ...

Solid pillars, inches

in diameter.

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

.
8-

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

lbs.

220M

2332-9

2226-7

2285-8

1975-6

2023-3

1963-8

1785-3

2008-9

2048-5

2034-1

2096-7

Low Moor,
No. 2.

Mean 2085*2

Blaenavon, No.3.

Mean 2065*4

lbs.

2324-9

2463-7

2374-2

2471-3

2121-7

2173-9

2127-6

1928-8

2105-2

2146-1

2131-8

2197*0

Mean 2223*7

Mean 2164-4

1

'¥4

1

'157

1

’ll'4

4-—k-
18-02

+ -L
'32-7

+ -L
~l6-2

+—^ 5-95

+ -i_
'26-3

-f

—

' 55-8

-h 65

'67

23

1

10^

I_

15-8

1_

10

+ -L^ 9n»ft

E 437

+5

-f—^ 6-54

"^
17-8

H—

—

^27-7

+—^65-4

67-4

In the first two experiments of the preceding summary, the results are perhaps some-

what too high, though great care was taken to avoid error. In the columns (Experiments

7 and 8) they are too low. These had been weakened by being turned on the outside

to reduce their strength, as they had been cast stronger than it was supposed the

MDCCCLVII. 5 u
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machinery would break without injury to it. The great reduction in strength produced

by taking away the external crust, shows that to ornament a pillar it would not be

prudent to plane it. It may, however, be mentioned that the eighth pillar had many

flaws in it.

In experiments upon hollow piUars, it is frequently found that the metal on one side

is much thinner than that on the other, but this does not produce so great a diminution

in the strength as might be expected, for the thinner part of a casting is much harder

than the thicker (Table VIII.), and this usually becomes the compressed side.

The strength of a solid pillar, 10 feet long and I mch diameter, being, from the first

mean above, 2085'2 lbs., that of a solid pillar, I foot long and I inch diameter, will,

since I0‘'^=50TI9, be 2085-2 x 50TI9= I04508 lbs., or 46-65 tons; the strength being

supposed to vary directly as the 3-55 power of the diameter, and inversely as the I-

7

power of the length, as obtained from the experiments in my former paper on this

subject*.

The larger and more varied pillars in the present research, have, by experiments

deduced from most of the irons in the kingdom, given more precise results for the con-

stants on which the strength depends. They show that it varies directly as the 3-5

power of the diameter, much more nearly than as the 3-55 power, and inversely as the

1-63 power of the length, from a mean of many experiments in each case (see pages 865

and 866).

From the second mean value of x in the preceding- summary, that depending on the

3-5 power of the diameter, the strength of a pillar 10 feet long and 1 inch diameter

is 2223-7 lbs., and this multiplied by 10*'®* or 42-658 (see Table II. page 860), gives

94858-59 lbs.= 42-347 tons, for the strength of a pillar 1 foot long and 1 inch diameter.

Whence w being the breaking weight in tons of a pillar whose length is ? in feet, and

external and internal diameters D and d in inches, the ends being flat and well-bedded,

we have, in Low Moor iron. No. 2

—

j^3'55 __
46-65 X , from formulae in Philosophical Transactions, 1840;

w=42-347 X
J33-5_^3-5

1-63 ,
from formulae in the present paper.

The preceding chapter contains the results of experiments on the strength of pillars

10 feet long, solid as well as hollow, the hollow ones varying from 2-^ to 4 inches

external diameter, and the solid ones cast fr'om models 2^ inches diameter. They ai-e

all of Low Moor iron. No. 2, except two. Nos. 13 and 14, of Blaenavon iron. In the

previous research f the fron used was that of Low Moor, No. 3, and there appears to he

very little difference in their strengths, though the No. 2 seems to he rather the stronger.

The experiments in Table IX. of the previous paper are on hollow pillai’s 1-75 mch

external diameter and upwards
; and on solid pillars of the same diameter nearly, the

* Philosophical Transactions, 1840, Part II. t Ibid.
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length being 7 feet 6f inches. To compare the results of this latter series of pillars

with those of a larger kind in the present research, we will select three hollow pillars,

among the least objectionable in the series, and two solid ones, and reduce their results

to what they would have been if the pillars had been 1 inch diameter and 10 feet long.

Pillars of Low Moor Iron, No. 3.

Length. Diameter.
Breaking
weight.

Value of X, or strength of

a pillar 1 inch diameter and
10 feet long, from formula

W
D3-55_^3-55 20‘7

Value of X, or breaking

weight of a pillar 1 inch

diameter and 10 feet long,

from formula

_ W Z*'®*

Hollow pillars...-^ 88f

90f

Solid pillars ..

90|

90f

External diameter

1'75 in.

Internal diameter

1-

11 in.

External diameter

2-

04 in.

Internal diameter
1*46 in.

External diameter

2-01 in.

Internal diameter

1-368 in.

Diameter 1*76 in.

Diameter 1*72 in.

lbs.

20937

32413

30789

23179

21995

lbs.

2230-7'

2222-6 ^Mean 2166-5

2046-3

1937-61
>Mean 1966-2

1994-9

J

lbs.

2352-8'

2369-7 >-Mean 2338-2

2292-2

2032-51

^Mean 2061-4

2090-3

J

The length I is taken in feet =7-5625 feet.

Comparing the results of the pillars in the abstract above, which are on Low Moor

iron, No. 3, with those in the first Summary, which are on the same iron. No. 2, and

taking the value of as a mean from the fu’st six hollow pillars, we have as below :

—

On the first supposition, that is, using the power 3-55 of the diameter, and 1-7 of the

length,

—

From the first summary, 2028-7 lbs. for solid, and 2174-2 for hollow pillars.

From the above abstract, 1966-2 lbs. for solid, and 2166-5 for hollow pillars.

On the second supposition, that is, using the power 3-5 of the diameter, and 1-63 of

the length

—

From the first summary, 2125-6 lbs. for solid, and 2321-6 for hollow pillars.

From the above abstract, 2061-4 lbs. for solid, and 2338-2 for hollow pillars.

These results are nearly in accordance with one another, and they show in both series

of experiments, and according to both suppositions, that the hollow cylinders are some-

what stronger than the solid ones ; which is attributable, no doubt, to the superior hard-

5 u 2
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ness of the metal in the outer ring of the hollow castings : on this subject we shall see

more further on (page 867).

According to the first supposition, the values of x for a hollow pillar and for a solid

pillar are nearly as 22 to 20, and on the second supposition, nearly as 23 to 21. Of the

two irons, the No. 2 seems to be somewhat the stronger, as appears also from the next

article.

Relative Strengths of solid Pillars of Low Moor Iron^ No. 3, and those of ^o. 2 of the

same Iron.

From the experimental researches* we have for solid cylindrical pillars of Low Moor

^3*55

iron. No. 3, as a mean from ten experiments on small pillars, w= 98922 Xyiy, where w

is the breaking weight in lbs., d the diameter in inches, I the length in feet, 3-55 the

power of the diameter, and 1‘7 the inverse power of the length on which the strength

depends, nearly, and 98922 lbs. the strength of a pillar 1 foot long and 1 inch diameter.

To make the comparison above, we shall adduce the results of the pillars in Table II.

Exp. II, 12, and Table IV. Exp. II of this research, from which we obtain, by the same

method of computation, for the strength of a pillar I foot long and I inch diameter of

Low Moor iron. No. 2,

—

lbs.

From Table II. Exp. II ... . 100684

From Table II. Exp. 12 ... . 102668

From Table IV. Exp. II ... . I005I8

Mean .... I0I290

Whence the strengths of Low Moor iron. No. 3 and No. 2, are as 98922 to I0I290, or

as I to I’02394, by which the strengths of the pillars of Low Moor iron. No. 3, must be

multiplied to obtain those of No. 2.

Two other small solid pillars in the preceding abstract, compared with the three in

the present, give 98544 to 101290, or 1 to 1’02786.

Strength of Pillars dependent on their Lateral Dimensions.

In long pillars with their ends fiat we havef ,
in cylinders 60^ inches long, comparmg

the strength of that of

•77 inch diameter with that of -997 inch diameter, w= 3-606

•77 inch diameter with that of 1-29 inch diameter, 3-641

•77 inch diameter with that of 1'56 inch diameter, w= 3-495

•997 inch diameter with that of 1‘29 inch diameter, 3-670

•997 inch diameter with that of 1-56 inch diameter, w= 3-428

Mean . . . w= 3-568

* Philosophical Transactions, 1840, Part II. p. 402. t Ibid. p. 397.
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In pillars of the same length with discs at the ends, comparing

•51 inch diameter with 1‘00 inch diameter,

*51 inch diameter with 1-28 inch diameter,

*51 inch diameter with 1-53 inch diameter,

•775 inch diameter with 1*53 inch diameter,

*775 inch diameter with 1*28 inch diameter,

1*00 inch diameter with 1*53 inch diameter.

^^= 3•922

w=3-820

^^= 3•775

7?,=3-568

w=3-578

w=3-412

Mean . . , 3*679

In the larger pillars of the present research, each 10 feet long, and cast from models

varying from 1^ to 2| inches diameter, the iron being that termed “ Second London

Mixture” (see Table III. Exp. 21 to 24), comparing the strengths of pillars of the

following diameters, with then* ends turned flat, we have

1*530 inch diameter with 2*511 inches diameter, w= 3*5016

1*541 inch diameter with 2*511 inches diameter, %= 3*6154

1*530 inch diameter with 2*496 inches diameter, ^^=3*3708

1*541 inch diameter with 2*496 inches diameter, 3*4840

Mean . . . %= 3*4929

In the same pillars rendered quite straight, and cut to be 6 feet 3 inches long, the

ends being turned flat (see Table V. Exp. 5 to 9), we have, by comparing, as before,

1*530 inch diameter with 2*511 inches diameter, 7^= 3*3068

1*541 inch diameter with 2*511 inches diameter, w= 3*2603

1*530 inch diameter with 2*496 inches diameter, 3*1670

1*541 inch diameter with 2*496 inches diameter, 3*1179

Mean . . . w= 3*2130

Mean from all the above comparisons, nineteen in number, =3*513.

Strength of Pillars dependent on their Length.

To find the inverse power of the length on which the strength of solid pillars of cast

iron, cast from the same model, depends, the pillars being of various lengths and having

their ends turned flat and perpendicular to the axis. From my former experiments*

we have as below, x being the inverse power, and the lengths of the pillars varying from

eighty to twenty times the diameter nearly.

Diameters considered

equal.

Lengths of which

the strengths are

compared.

Value of X.
Mean value

of X.

in. in.

*77 and -77

•77 and -777

*77 and -775

•997 and 1*01

*997 and 1*022

ins. ins.

60-5 and 30*25

60*5 and 20*l666
60‘5 and 15*125

60*5 and 30-25

60-5 and 20*1666

1*843

1*682

1*550

1*691

1*483

1*650

* Philosophical Transactions, ISiO, Part II. p. 399.
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From the present experiments on pillars whose models were 2^ inches diameter

in most cases, Tables I. to Yl.

Diameters of

pillars

compared.

Lengths of

pillars

compared.
Values of x.

Mean values

of X.
Remarks.

in. in.

21 and 2|-

21 and 2-^

2|- and 2^
2^ and 2^
21 and 2j
2j and 21

2i and 2}
and

and

21 and 2j-

2^ and 2^

ft. ft.

10 74
10

10 6i

10 6i

10 64
10 6i

10 6i

10 6i

10 6|
10 5

10 5

1*6303*

1*8864'

1*5737

1*5514

1*4137.

1*482
'

1*4752

1*8338

1*8986
1*4523"

1*5942,

d

1*6303

1*6063

1*6724

1*5232

* This result is a mean from ten comparisons
on different kinds of iron. Tables II., III., lY.

’’ From four kinds of iron, Level, London
Mixture, Old Hill and Derwent. Tables III.

and V.

^ From the Second London Mixture. Ta-
bles III. and V.

From Old Hill Iron. Tables III. and VI.

Mean value of x from all the comparisons, twenty-five in number, 1*6285.

In the former experimental paper, mentioned above, I assumed 1-7 as the inverse

power which the strength of pillars of the same diameter and of different lengths

followed nearly, this applying both to pillars with rounded ends and to those with flat

ends ; but it appears from above, that in flat-ended pillars, representing the great mass

of those used in practice, the strength would be better represented by some number

intermediate between 1’6 and 1'7 ; the results of the experiments here detailed give

1-63 as a mean nearly, and this number may be used for all pillars whose length is more

than about thirty times the diameter. In pillars shorter than this the formula used for

calculating their strength would require correcting, as previously mentioned in page 859.

Strength of Pillars^ the Iron in the section of which is not uniform.

The iron of all the pillars in this research is assumed to be uniform and of equal

resistance throughout the surface of fracture, but this is perhaps seldom or never the

case in cast iron, except possibly in very large castings. My experiments on the crush-

ing of cast iron, made for the British Association, to determine the relative values of

hot and cold blast iron *, of which an abstract is given in my ‘ Experimental Eesearches

on the Strength and other properties of Cast Iron, 1846f,’ showed that small cylinders of

cast iron. No. 2, from the Carron Iron-works, turned to the exact dimensions from cast-

ings made but little larger than the size intended, required to crush them 130163 lbs.

per square inch when they were inch diameter, and 132319 lbs. per square inch when

they were f inch diameter, from means of several experiments. In cylinders and prisms

cut out of larger masses, the crushing weight per square inch was reduced to 119730 lbs.,

103012 lbs., 102884 lbs., 108315 lbs., 96764 lbs., &c. In the experiments made to

determine the crushing strength of the iron in my former experiments on piU.ai-s;|:, cylin-

ders '52 inch diameter and nearly of the size of the original casting, requii'ed 115910 lbs.

* Seventh Eeport, 1837. f Weale, London.

X Philosophical Transactions, 1840, Part II. p. 419.
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per square inch to crush them, and small rectangles cut out of masses 1 inch square

required 103692 lbs. only.

In some experiments made by Captain (now Colonel) James, as a Member of the

Koyal Commission for inquiring into the application of Iron to Railway Structures*, it

was found that the central part of bars of iron planed was much weaker to bear a trans-

verse strain than bars cast of the same size. He states that “ it was found by planing

out f-inch bars from the centre of 2-inch square and 3-inch square bars, that the central

portion was httle more than half the strength of that from an inch bar, the relation being

as 7 to 12 ” (there may be some doubt whether the iron was sound at the centre). In

page 111 of the same Report, I showed that rectangular bars of cast iron, cast 1, 2, and

3 inches square, laid upon supports 4^ feet, 9 feet, and 13^ feet asunder, were broken

by weights of 447 lbs., 1394 lbs., and 3043 lbs. respectively. These weights, divided by

the squares of the lengths, should give equal results ; the quotients, however, were as

447, 349, and 338 respectively. I attributed this falling otf and deviation from theory

partly to the defect of elasticity, which I had always found in cast iron, but principally

to the superior hardness of the smaller castings.

From the experiments on the resistance to a crushing force of the various kinds of

iron used in this research, it was found that short cylinders, f inch in diameter and

1-| inch high, cut out of pieces cast 2 } inches diameter, resisted with more force when

cut out of the part near to the surface than when cut out of that near to the centre. To

try this, many small cylinders, from four or five kinds of iron, were cut from the centre,

and from the part intermediate between the centre and the circumference (Table VIII.),

and it was found that the cylinders from the latter part were always stronger than those

from the centre; thus, in cylinders from pillars of Old Park iron. No. I, cast as above

mentioned 2^ inches diameter, the mean crushing force of the iron near to the circum-

ference was 39‘32 tons per square inch, and that from the centre 33-33 tons per square

5-99
inch, the diflerence being 5-99 tons. Whence ^̂ ^='1523

,
the ratio of the falling oft'

of the resistance of the central part to the resistance of the external part.

Cylinders from other irons used gave the results below (see Table VIII.).

Low Moor Iron, No. 2.—Crushing force per square inch.

Centre, 29-65 tons. Intermediate part, 34-59 tons.

External ring of a hollow pillar, 4 inches diameter, of which the outer crust had been

removed, 39-06 tons.

External ring of a hollow pillar, about 3^ inch, diameter, 51-78 tons. From another

pillar, of about the same diameter, 49-20 tons; the iron of both of these being very thin,

Blaenavon Iron, No. 3.

Centre, 34-22 tons. Intermediate part, 37-28 tons.

* See Eeport, 1849, p. 250.
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Second London Mixture.

Centre, 35‘02 tons. Intermediate part, 42’56 tons.

Second London Mixture.—Specimens cut from pillars 1^ inch, diameter.

Centre, 46‘46 tons. Intermediate part, 49'59 tons.

By comparing the results of the experiments on the resisting powers of the different

irons in the kingdom to a crushing force, with those obtained from the direct strengths

of pillars of the same irons, 10 feet long and 2^ inches diameter, it appears that the

crushing force varies rather widely from beiug as the direct strength of pillars from the

same model. Though the ratio assumed is merely an approximation, it will afford

means of approaching to the falling off in the strength of pillars, when the resistance of

the different parts to a crushing force is known.

Taking the results from the breaking weights of three of the strongest hon pillars,

each 10 feet long and 2J inches diameter, and the crushing weights of the hons from

those pillars, we have from the strongest pillars-—

>-Mean 63342 lbs.

Breaking weights of the pillars.

660861

62794

61147.

and from those of the weakest irons

—

626801

49387 [Mean 48996 lbs.

449184

Crushing weights of the iron in their sections.

4373601

486760 [Mean 464070 lbs.

4691104

3384601

346130 [Mean 319346 lbs.

273466J

Comparing the breaking weights of the pillars with the crushing weights of the irons,

48996 : 63342 : : 319346 : 412867.

The last number, 412867, ought to have been 464070 if the breaking weights had

been as the crushing weights. But the breaking weight of pillars depends on the tensile

and crushing weights conjointly, though principally upon the latter ; the assumption of

that proportion must be taken as an approximation only, as pre^dously mentioned.

Let r, r' be the resistances to crushing per square inch of the parts near to the chcum-

ference and to the centre respectively; D, d the external diameter, and that which

includes the softer part of the metal near to the centre. Then r—/= the falling off

per square inch in the resistance of the softer part below that of the external paid.

Whence —^= the defect of resistance of the central part, the resistance of the external

part being represented by unity.

If then w be the breaking weight of a pillar
; m, n constants, and as before assumed’

for solid pillars of uniform texture,

w=mJT, (A.)
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the length being constant, then

w=in{w r—

r

(V (K)

for pillars of variable texture, as above. If the pillar be hollow r'= 0, and

w=m(D"— fZ”), (C.)

as before found.

The falling otf in the strength of solid pillars from that of hollow ones of the same

external diameter, and of the same kind of iron, may be seen very evidently from the

results of the experiments in Tables I. and II., and made the subject of further investi-

gation, if the principles assumed be admitted.

Example I. If in a hollow pillar, n, in equation C, be 3-6, and d be taken of different

values as below, we shall have w=77i(T)^'^—d^'^); and

if d= j ,
w=m(D=’“--0078D^'=)=wX -9922

if fZ= w=:w2(D^-^--0884D®-^)=mx-9II6

if fZ=^, w=w(D^-^--242 D=*^)=mx-758

if fZ=|D, w=m(D^-®--365 D^®)=mx-635

if 6Z=|d, w=m(D^-^~-458 D=*'*)==mx '542

if d=~B,iv=m(D^'^--b2S D^'=)=wx-472

Example 2. In the formula (B.), for metals of variable texture, ^

—

-d'’ \,

j.' 39—294 1

and supposing, for example, as in Low Moor iron, —
3^
—
^”4

if fZ= w=m(^D'-®-ix -00781 D^''^)=m(D® ®--00I9D^'®)=mx -998 D®-^=22-954 IP^;

if d= y ,
w=m(^D3-^-ix -0884- =m(D=*-®--022I D3'^)=mx -9779 1^^=22-492

if fZ=^, w=m(^D'-^-^X-242 D3'^)=m(D^'^--0605 D^'^)=mx -9395 D^-®=2I-608

if fZ=^, ^(;=?>^(^D^•=-ix•365 =m(D^'^- -091 D^'^)=mx-909 D=’-^=20-907

if rZ=^, w=m(^D^*-jX-458 D'®) =m(D^'®--II45 D^-^)=mx -8855 D^''^=20-366

CO
0^1

The mean value of x obtained from the first six pillars in the summary (page 861) is

2174 lbs., the power being 3-55
;
and for solid pillars it is 2029 lbs. (Exp. II and 12).

These values for a power 3-5, as assumed in the problem above, are 2322 and 2126 lbs.

MDCCCLVH. 5 X

m

being

assumed

as

as

below.
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respectively, or as 23 to 21 nearly; if then ra be assumed as 23, the falling off for

different values of d will be, as in the example above, becoming successively 22’954,

22’492, 21’608, 20‘907, 20‘366
; and the value of d, which gives 21, is about

Example 3. Again, suppose ——=z-, and the rest as before,

if fZ=|D, w=m(^D® ®-^x-242 D^-®)=m(D^ “--048 D^-*)=mx-952 D^-^=21-896 D' *;

if fZ=^D, —^X '366 -073 /ux '927 D®®=21-321 >

iid=^I), -458 -0916 D^^)=//iX -9084 D^-^=20-893 D^^

4
and the value ot d, which gives 21, is about

The pillars in the following summary of results were all cast sohd from models 24-

inches diameter, and made 10 feet long, with their ends flat. Those of iron, denomi-

nated No. 1, were chosen for comparison from some of the leading irons in the king-

dom. They vary in strength from 29-50 tons to 20-05 tons, or nearly as 3 to 2.

Formulse for the strength of pillars of all the irons tried, thii’teen m number, are given,

both on the supposition used in the former research, and also on that arrived at in the

present. The weights which would crush short pillars of the same diameter are hkewise

given.

i/'

1)1.

Ik'

iiNNiiiued
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Second Summary.

Results of all the Experiments in Tables II. and III. on Solid Pillars of Cast Iron,

10 feet long, cast from models 2^ inches diameter, and supplied from Low Moor,

and from Messrs. Easton and Amos ; with applications to the formulae for their

strength on different suppositions ; and also the weights which would crush the

pillars.

Description of Iron of which the
pillar was formed.

Breaking weight
of pillar.

Value of O’ from
formula
W

where W is the

breaking weight,

D the diameter,

and O' the breaking

weight of a pillar

1 inch diameter

and 10 feet long.

Value of from
formula

W
,

where W is the

breaking weight,

D the diameter,
and X the breaking
weight of a pillar

1 inch diameter
and 1

0

feet long.

Weight whieh
would crush the

pillar, calculated

from Table VIII.

Old Park Iron, No. 1.

Stourbridge. Cold blast.

lbs.

667921
65381

j

Mean.

> 66086

lbs.

2571-5'

2436-8^
> 2504-1

lbs.

2692-2'

2552-3
^ 2622-2

lbs.

433350
441350^

^ 437350

Derwent Iron, No. 1.

Durham. Hot blast.

57855]

67733

J

> 62794
2147-2]

2556-6
J

> 2351-9
2249-2

2677-4,
> 2463-3

488060'
483440

J

> 485750

Portland Iron, No. 1.

Tovine, Scotland. Hot blast.

^9' ^^161147
62559/

2332-8 ]

2328-3
J

> 2330-5
2441-81

2438-8
J

> 2440-3
462760]

475460

J

> 469110

j

Calder Iron, No. 1

.

Lanarkshire. Hot blast.

606771

60677

J

> 60677
2379-71
2283-8

_

. 2331-7
2490-7

2391-8
J

> 2441-2
412200'

421850.
> 417025

London Mixture.

One-half old plate iron and one-half

Calder Iron.

545621

59266

J

. 56914
2013-7"

2141-9
J

> 2077-8
2109-4

2244-4
^2176-9

407790]
412630

J

. 410210

Level Iron, No. 1.

Staffordshire. Hot blast.

54091
56443

? 55267
2038-81

2179-2.
• 2109-0

213.5-2'

2281-5
J

^ 2208-3
339700
335130

> 337415

Coltness Iron, No. 1.

Edinburgh. Hot blast.

56443]

48917

J

52680
2133-5]

1902-1
J

> 2017-8
2234-2

1991-1

J

> 2112-6
313460]
308505

J

. 310980

Carron Iron, No. 1.

County of Stirling. Hot blast.

522101
53151

. 52680
2001-61
2026-1

. 2013-8
2095-7 1

2121-6
J

^ 2108-6
3379101

338990

J

. 338450

Blaenavon Iron, No. 1.

South Wales. Cold blast.

48917
49858

> 49387
1926-71

1930-5
J

> 1928-6
2016-5

2020-9
2018-7

3444601
347800

346130

Old Hill Iron. No. 1.

Staffordshire. Cold blast.

446831
45154

44918
1679-51

1690-0
J

1684-7
1759-01

1770-0/
^

2731301
273780.

273455

: Second London Mixture.

One-third No. 1 best Scotch pig iron,

and two-thirds old metal.

634991
58325

_

60912
2417-21
2268-0

2342-6
2531-1 1

2374-1
_

2452-6
472120 1

466490.
469305

Low Moor Iron, No. 2.

Yorkshire. Cold blast.

559731

55973

J

55973
2008-91
2048-5

_

2028-7
2105-21
2146-1

,

2125-6
.397590 1

393240

J

395415

Blaenavon Iron, No. 3.

South Wales. Cold blast.

569141
57855

57384
2034-1

1

2096-7
J

2065-4
2131-8'

21 97-0
J

2164-4
428540]

425190

J

426865

5x2
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Formulae for computing the Breaking Weights of Solid Pillars of the Irons in the

preceding summary ; where W is the breaking weight in lbs. or in tons. D the

diameter in inches, and I the length in feet.

Description of Iron in the Pillar.

Strength of a pillar

from formula

W=m 7

where wz is as below,
according as the weight

is in lbs or tons.

Strength of a pillar

from formula

\> =m. ,

^1-63

where rn is as below,

according as the weight
is in lbs. or tons.

lbs. tons. lbs. tons.

Old Park Iron, No. 1 125502= 56-03 111858= 49-94

Derwent Iron, No. 1 117872=52-62 105079= 46-91

Portland Iron, No. 1 116802= 52-14 104098=46-47
Calder Iron, No. 1 116862=52-17 104137= 46-49

London Mixture 104137= 46-49 92862=41-46
Level Iron, No. 1 105700= 47-19 94202= 42-05

Coltness Iron, No. 1 101130= 45-15 90119= 40-23

Carron Iron, No. 1 100929= 45-06 89949=40-16
Blaenavon Iron, No. 1 96659= 43-15 86114=38-44
Old Hill Iron, No. 1 84435= 37-69 75270= 33-60

Second London Mixture 117408= 52-41 104623= 46-21

Low Moor Iron, No. 2 ' 101676=45-39 90674= 40-48

Blaenavon Iron, No. 3 103515=46-21 92329=41-22

The numbers above represent the strength of a pillar 1 foot long and 1 inch diameter.

To compare the direct strength of long pillars of cast iron ivith their transverse strength.

—If the pillars be cylindrical, and have their ends turned hat and perpendicular to their

D"
axes, the ultimate strength of a solid pillar will be represented by 'W=m—. where D

is the diameter, I the length, and m, n, p constants. My former experiments* gave

n=3-55 and j9= I’7, but the present experiments on larger pillars give o' 5 and I '6 3 for

their values much more nearly.

The transverse strength of a cylinder, laid with its ends upon supports, and broken by

a weight at its middle, is

v,=h.—-

Whence the ratio of the direct strength of a pillar to its transverse strength is

vp_m
td b

'

If w be taken as 3-55 and^^ as I'7, we shall have

w m D
w' b 1"^ ’

and if be taken as 3‘5 and^ as I ‘6 3,

tv m D ^

w' b

* Philosophical Traiisactious, 1840.
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Tables III., IV. and VII. give both the direct and transverse strength of the pillars to

which the preceding remarks are applicable.

The following summary contains the results of the experiments in Tables II. to VI.

upon solid pillars varying in length from 10 feet to 7 feet 6 inches, 6 feet 3 inches, and

5 feet, or as 8, 6, 5, 4, all from models 2^ inches diameter
; the results are from thir-

teen kinds of cast iron, as before, or from twenty-six pillars 10 feet long, eleven pillars

7 feet 6 inches long, six 6 feet 3 inches long, and three 5 feet long, forty-six pillars in all.

This does not include pillars round at the ends, and others cast I^ inch diameter.

The mean crashing strength of short pillars of the irons, cast 2^ inches diameter, is

175 '7 tons. The other mean values are as below:

—

j
Length. Breaking weight. Ultimate decrement

of length.
Ultimate deflection.

Ratio of breaking weight
to crushing weight.

tons. in. in.

10 ft. 23-27 -176 -75 -146

7 ft. 6 in. 40-57 -235 -66 •231

6 ft. 3 in. 51-77 -248 •294

1

5 ft. 57-69* -296* -57* •472*

whence it appears that the ultimate decrement of length is inversely as the length

nearly. Another object of these experiments, and of others on pillars of smaller dia-

meter in Tables III. and V., was to determine the powers of the diameter and length

on which the strength of pillars depends (see pp. 865 and 866).

* From two experiments only.

Third Summary.
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Third Summary .—Comparison of the

EXPEEBIEXTAL EESEAECHES

Crushing Weights, Breaking Weights, ultimate

diameter, the lengths being different, and the

Description of Iron in the Pillar.

Weight which
woirid crush

a short pillar of

the iron used,
and of the same

diameter,
inches (from

Table VIII.).

(C.)

lbs-

Old Park Iron, No. 1. Cold blast

Derwent Iron, No. I. Hot blast

Portland Iron, No. 1. Hot blast

Calder Iron, No. I. Hot blast

London Mixture. One-half old plate iron and one-
half Calder Iron

Level Iron, No. I. Hot blast

Coltness Iron, No. I. Hot blast

Carron Iron, No. 1. Hot blast

Blaenavon Iron, No. I. Cold blast

Old Hill Iron, No. I. Cold blast

437350

•485750

469110

417025

410210

337415

310980

338450

346130

273455

Second London Mixture. One-third No. I best Scotch

pig-iron, and two-thirds of old metal

Low Moor Iron, No. 2. Cold blast

Blaenavon Iron, No. 3. Cold blast

Means from all the results in each vertical column ...

469305

395415

426865

393660
175-74tons.

Pillars 10 feet long, from Tables II. and III.

Breaking weight.

CB.)
!

Ulrimate
decrement of

length.

Cltimatc
defection.

lbs. Mean. in. in.

65381 ! 66086 lbs.
-151

•181 1 176
•31

-1

•38
66792 ] =29'50tons. •171/ •45]

57855

1

62794 lbs.
•129

•1641
172

•581
•63

67733] =28 '03 tons. •180/ •69]

59736

1

61147 lbs.
-130

•175 \ 177
•841

•88
62559 ] =27’30 tons. •179/ •92]

60677

1

60677

J

60677 lbs.

=27‘09tons.
•145

•177-1

•192/
184

•451

113]
•79

59266

1

54562

j

56914 lbs.

=25'41 tons.
-139

•190\
•188/

189
1-061

110,
.1-08

54091

1

56443

J

55267 lbs.

=24-67 tons.
•164

•199\
•179/

189
1-141

•91

J

1 03

56443 ] 52680 lbs.
•169

•1631

•155
J

159
•571

y *51
48917 J =23-52 tons. •44 J

53151

1

52680 lbs.
•156

•1661
169

•381
-42

52210

J

=23-52 tons. •173/ •45 J

489171
49858

,

49387 lbs.

=2205 tons.
•143

•1691

•159]
164

•831

•65
J

- '74

44683

1

44918 lbs.
•164

•1911
186

•661
•64

45154

J

=20-05 tons. •181 ] •61

J

63499

1

60912 lbs.
•130

•1891
•174

•661
-68

58325 J =27-19 tons. •159] •70 J

559731
55973.

55973 lbs.
’ =24-99 tons.

•141
1-231

^1-01
•79

J

1-001
•90

569141
57855.

,

57384 lbs.
’ =25-62 tons.

•134 -95

52832 = 23-27 tons. •146 •176 *75
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Deflections, and ultimate Decrements of Length of the Cast Iron Pillars, 2^ inches

ends turned flat and perpendicular to the axis.

' Pillars 7 ft. 6 in. long, from Table IV. Pillars 6 feet 3 inches long, from Table V.
Pillars 5 feet long, from Table VI.

Breaking
weight.

(B.)

B
C*

Ulti-

mate
decre-
ment of
length.

Ulti-
mate
deflec-

tion.

Breaking weight.
(B.)

B
c'

Ultimate
decrement of

length.

Ulti-

mate
deflec-

tion.

Breaking weight.
(B.)

B
C*

Ultimate
decrement of

length.

Ultimate
deflection.

100191 lbs.

=44'73 tons.
-229

in.

-228

in.

56
in.

105365 lbs.

=47‘04 tons.
-217 -225 •51

112438 lbs.*

= 50-20 tons.
•231 •221

102543 lbs.

=45'78 tons.
-219 •245 •69

93135 lbs.

=41'58 tons.
-223 -231 •68

93605 lbs.

=41'79 tons.
-228 -234 •67

1 14320 lbs.

= 51-04 tons.
•279 •277

98309 lbs.

=43'89 tons.
291 -244 •65

131275 lbs.

=58-60 tons.
•389 •272

87019 lbs.

=38-85 tons.
-280 -254 •92

72437 lbs.

=32-34 tons.
-214 -235 •76

71967 lbs.
-208 -222 •59

117612 Ibs.t

= 52-51 tons.
•339 •253

=32-13 tons.

93622 lbs.

= 41-79 tons.
•342 •264

•4961

•449}
'‘72

•285 1 .oog
•308/ :S}'”

135592

1

122863 J
Mean 129227 lbs.

= 57-69 tons.

•272 1 .ggQ
•249 /

CO
totooo

1274321
116672/

Mean 122052 lbs.

= 54-49 tons.

89371 lbs.

=39-9 tons.
-226

..

•63

85608 lbs.

=38-22 tons.
•201 •59

90868 lbs.

j

=40-57 tons.
-231 •235 •66

115960 lbs.

=51-77 tons.
•294 •248

* This bar had probably been reduced in strength by straightening after a former experiment upon it.

t This result is probably less than it ought to be, as too large a weight was laid on at once.

The results hitherto given are principally deduced from the experiments in the eight

following Tables.
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Table I.—Experiments to obtain the Strength of Hollow Uniform Pillars of Low

Moor Iron, No. 2, each pillar being 10 feet long, and haHrig its ends turned flat and

perpendicular to the axis.

Value of j: from for-

c mula

£
Weight

r- Value of ^
Breaking D3*5o— (i3*55' from

a Description of Pillar. Deflection.
producing weight, or whereW is the break- formula Remarks.

10 feet long, and as above. the de-
flection.

that with ingr weight, D and d W
which the the external and in- ^ p3*5_rf3*o

o
pillar sank. temal diameters, the

length of the pillar

being 10 feet.

inches. inch. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

1. Hollow uniform cylinder. -35 20339 fit bore this nearlv, but broke with

External diameter by va-

1

2-513
-40 22635 33197 lbs. laid on again.

rious measurements ... J
-46 24931

Internal diameter by va-

1

1-941
-54 27227

rious measurements ... / -68 29523
Weight of pillar 60f lbs. •78 31819

1-00 34115 36411 1, or

33197
2201-1 2324-9 For the form of fracture of this and

the next pillar see Plate XXXIH.
Mean 34804
= 1554 tons.

2. Hollow uniform cylinder. •18 20339
External diameter by six 1

2-520
•25 24931

measurements J •34 27227
29523Internal diameter by eight 1

1-903
•39

•48 31819
34115Weight of pillar Gd

J-
lbs. •61

•75 36411 *The deflections marked thus in this

1-09 38707 and the following experiments were
1-16* 39166 39166 2332-9 2463-7 computed from the two preceding

= 17-48 tons. results.

3. Hollow uniform cylinder. •04 20339 -f-With this weight it broke, after

External diameter from 1
3-021

•06 24931 bearing it several minutes. The
six measurements J •08 29523 thickness of the rins of metal on

Internal diameter from ten I
2-354

-13 38707 the convex side was -55 and on the

•16

•22
43299
47891Weight of pillar 89|^lbs. place nearly in the middle.

•30 52483
•38 57075
•55 61667
•93 66259 66259t

= 29-58 tons.

2226-7 2374-2

4. Hollow uniform cylinder. •06 20339 fit bore this nearlv, but broke -with

External diameter from 1

nine measurements ...J
30.35

•10

•15

24931
38707

67636 lbs. laid on again.

The pillar broke nearlv in the middle,
Internal diameter from ten 1

2-354
•17 43299 and split at both ends; the metal

measurements J •23 47891
61667

differed in thickness on the oppo-

site sides as 2 to 1 nearlv, theWeight of pillar 88 Ihs. •31

•55 66259 thicker part being on the concave
•91 68555 72228t, or 2285-8 2471-3 side and therefore compressed. See

67636
Mean 69932
= 31-22 tons.

Plate XXXIII.

5. Hollow uniform cylinders. •18 48917 With the weight 110649 this pillar

External diameter from I
3-532

•22 58325 sank down, but was not allowed to

six measurements J •32 77141 bend so as to break. It was pre-

Internal diameter from "|

2646
•42 86549 served in order that an experiment

eight measurements ... J *55 95957 might be made upon it in another
Internal diameter from I

2-673
•84 105365 wav. When unloaded it became

computation f 1-00* 110649 110649
= 49‘39 tons.

1975-6 2121-7 nearly straight, and was easily ren-

dered so.

Mean internal diameter ...

Weight of pillar 130 lbs.

2-659

6. Hollow uniform cylinder. •11 58325 The remark in Experiment 5 applies

External diameter from 1
3-555

•15 67733 also to the weight 114479 with
eight measurements ... J •19 77141 which this pillar sank.

Internal diameter from 1
2-664

•23 86549
eight measurements .../ •31 95957

By- computation 2 722 •45

•63
105365

Mean internal diameter ... 2-693 •80* 114479 114479 2023-3 2173-9
Weight of pillar 128 lbs. 7 oz. =51-11 tons.

1
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Table I. (continued).

No.

of

Experiment.

j

Description of PiUar,
: Deflection.

• 10 feet long, and as above.

Weight
producing
the de-

flection.

Breaking
weight, or

that with
which the
pillar sank.

Value of X from for-

mula
W

'*^-D3-55-d3-55’

where W is the break-
ing weight, D and d
the external and in-

ternal diameters, the
length of the pillar

being 10 feet.

Value of X
from

formula
W

D3'5_(i3-5

Remarks.

7. Hollow unifonn cylinder 9 ft. 9 in.

long. inches.

E.xtemal diameter from 1 q.qq^
twelve measurements... j

Internal diameter from 1 o.iy
eight measurements ... j

Weight of pUlar 106 lbs. 10 oz.

inch.

•03

04
07
10
•29

48*

lbs.

20693
46271
74495
93311
102719
112127 112127, or

107403 lbs.

=47^95 tons,

if the pillar

had been
10 feet long.

lbs.

1963^8 21276

This and the following pillar were cast

to be 4 inches external diameter,

and were found so strong as to re-
1

quire weights which would injure
j

the machinery. They were there- 1

fore turned outside to reduce their
j

strength, and this, by taking away i

the hard external surface of the me-
tal, seems to have produced that

'

effect in a vei’y great degree. They
j

were cast 9 feet 9 inches long instead
,

of 10 feet, so that they might be
broken with rounded caps on the

i

ends, which would only have re-

quired one-third of the weight re-

quired by pillars with flat ends.
,

Ratio of thicknesses of metal on oppo- :

site sides in middle ^37 to ^25.

8. Hollow uniform cylinder 9 ft. 9 in.

long.

External diameter from!
g.g^g

twelve measurements...
j

Internal diameter at mid-

1

die by eight measure- 1 3’21

1

ments J
Weight of pillar 99 lbs. 14 oz.

03
05
•09

•18

•24

20693
39509
58325
77141
86549
99720 99720, or

955 19 lbs.

=42^64 tons,

if the pillar

had been
10 feet long.

1785^3 1928^8

Ratio of thicknesses of metal on oppo-

site sides in middle 21 to ^39, the

thin side being the concave one.

This pillar had many flaws in it.

9.

CO

o
V

O

S-
CZ
o

p

CO

^ Hollow pillar, the same as in

Experiment 5.

Length, including caps on
the ends, 10 ft. 2 in.

12
18
26
30
36
42
55
68
M6'|
to

^
1-37 J

20693
25397
30101
32453
34805
37157
39509
41861

44213 44683, or

45956 lbs.

= 2051 tons,

the breaking

weight of the

pillar if

10 feet long.

10. Hollow pillar, the same as in

Experiment 6.

Length, including caps on

the ends, 10 ft. 2 in.

14
21
31
47
63
85
140

20693
•25397

30101
34805
37157
39509
41861 42331 lbs.,

or 43537 lbs.

= 19^44 tons,

if the pillar

had been
1 0 feet long.

i

The hollow pillars in Experiments 5 and 6 had been prevented from being broken

by a prop, which was made to act on their middle immediately after they had been bent

beyond their utmost power of resisting. They were then unloaded and reserved for

another experiment, as below ; after being rendered straight and turned afresh at the

ends, rounded caps were affixed to the ends, to enable the straining force to be applied

MDCCCLVII. 5 Y
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in the direction of the axis, as in Experiments 9 and 10. The strength in these cases

should have been only one-thu’d of what it was in the former ones, according to the

results in pages 855 to 857 ; but it is greater than that, in the ratio of 20 to 17 nearly,

arising in a great measure from crushing of the plates and the ends of the pillars,

through the weight.

Table II. (Table I. continued).—Experiments to obtain the Strength of Solid Uniform

Pillars of Low Moor Iron, No. 2, and of Blaenavon Eon, No. 3, the pillars being

10 feet long and 2|- inches diameter nearly, with the ends turned flat and perpen-

dicular to the axis.

No.

of

Experiment.

Description of Pillar,

10 feet long, and as above. Deflection.

Weight
producing

the
deflection.

Breaking
weight, or

weight with
which the
pillar sank.

Value of X from for-

mula W
^“D3-55’

tvhereW is the break-

ing weight and D the
diameter, the length
of the pillar being

10 feet.

Value of X
from formulaW j

Remarks.

ii.

inches.

Solid uniform cylinder of

Low Moor Iron, No. 2.

Diameter from eighteen
1 2.553

measurements f

Weight of pillar 159 lbs. 9 oz.

inch.

•10

•15

•20

•25

•29

•33

•38

•43

•51

•61

78
1-23

Its.

20693
25397
34805
37157
39509
41861
.44213

46565
48917
51269
53621
55973 55973

=24^99 tons.

lbs.

2008-9 2105-2

12. Solid uniform cylinder of

Low Moor Iron, No. 2.

Diameter from eighteen 1 2.539
measurements J

Weight of pillar 158 lbs. 15 oz.

•10

•13

•16

•19

•22

•25

•28

•35

•39

•45

•55

•67

•79*

20693
25397
30101
34805
37157
39509
41861
44213
46565
48917
51269
53621
55973 55973t

= 24'99 tons.

2048-5 2146-1

1

* See note to Experiment
j

2, which applies to the

cases below marked
with an asterisk.

+ After bearing the weight

55973 lbs. for half a

minute or more, it sank.

13.

1

1

Solid uniform cylinder of

Blaenavon Iron, No. 3.

Diameter from eighteen
1 2.559

measurements J

Weight of pillar 1 60 ibs. 3 oz.

•10

•13

•16

•20

25
34
•42

•55

•66

•90

1-00*

20693
25397
30101
34805
39509
44213
48917
51269
53621
55973
56914 56914

=25-41 tons

2034-1 2131-8

14.

1

Solid uniform cylinder of

Blaenavon Iron, No. 3.

Diameter from eighteen

measurements J
Weight of pillar 159 lbs. 6 oz.

•07

•11

•14

•17

•21

•28

•37

•43

•54

•74

•90*

20693
25397
30101
34805
39509
44213
48917
51269
53621
55973
57855 57855

= 24-83 tons

2096-7 21970

1
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Table III.—Experiments to determine the Strength of Solid Uniform Pillars, 10 feet

long and 2^ inches diameter nearly, from various parts of the kingdom. The pillars

were aU cast erect and in dry sand, from the same iron model, nearly 12 feet long

;

they were afterwards cut to 10 feet long, and their ends turned flat and perpendicular

to the axis. Two pillars were cast from each kind of iron. The irons are arranged

in the order of theu* strength.

No.

of

Ex-

periincnt.

Description of Pillar; each being cast

solid, 24 inches diameter nearly, and
turned, 10 feet long, and flat at the ends.

Weights
laid on.

Decrement
of length.

Deflection of

middle.

Breaking
weight, or
that with
which the
pillar sank.

Value of X from formula x— ^
,

J)'6'bo

where W is the breaking weight, D
the diameter, and x the strength of a
pillar 1 inch diameter and 10 ft. long.

Value of X
from

formula

D3-S

Remarks.

inches. lbs. inch. inch. lbs. lbs. lbs.

1. Old Park Iron, No. 1. 20693 •065 04
Stourbridge. Cold blast. 25397 •076

Mean diameter from nine 30101 •087 •06

measurements
* '£i

34805 •097

Weight of pillar 151^ lbs. 39509 •106 •08

44213 •116

48917 127 •10

53621 138
58325 149 •18

63029 •161 •33

66792 •171* •45*
66792 2571 -5 2692-2

2. Old Park Iron, No. 1

.

20693 072
Stourbridge. Cold blast. 25397 •084

Mean diameter from eight 30101 •095

measurements 34805 105
Weight of pillar 154 lbs. 39509 •116

44213 •127

48917 •139

53621 •150 •07

58325 •161 •14

63029 174 •27

65381 181* •31* 65381 2436-8 2552-3

3. Derwent Iron, No. 1. 20693 •066 •08

Durham. Hot Blast. 25397 •077

Mean diameter from eight 30101 •089 10
measurements 34805 •100

Weight of pillar 152 lbs. 39509 •112 •16

44213 •123 •20

48917 •137 •27

53621 •151 •43

57855 •161* 58* 57855 . 2147-2 2249-2

4. Derwent Iron, No. 1. 20693 •060 •02

Durham. Hot blast. 25397 •071

Mean diameter from eight 30101 •081

measurements
>> J ji

/

34805 •091

Weight of piUar 15Glbs. 39509 •102

44213 •113

48917 124
53621 •135 •06

58325 •147 •13

60677 •153 •19

63029 •159 •23

65381 •166 •35

66733 •180 •69 66733 2556-6 2677-4

5, Portland Iron, No. 1. 20693 068 •09

Tovine, Scotland. Hot blast. 25397 •079

Mean diameter from eight 30101 •090 •11

measurements 34805 •101

Weight of piUar 150:} lbs. 39509 •112 •15

44213 •124 •19

48917 •136 •24

53621 •150 37
55973 •46

58325 •169 •68 to ^73

59736 175* •84* 59736 2332-8 2441 8

The quantities marked with an asterisk were computed in each case from the two preceding results, as before.

5 T 2
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Table III. (continued).

No.

of

Ex-

periment.

Description of Pillar : each being cast

solid, 2^ inches diameter nearly, and
turned, 10 feet long, and flat at the ends.

Weights
laid on.

Decrement
of length.

Deflection of
middle.

Breaking
weight, or
that with
which the
pillar sank.

W
Value of jr from formnla

where W is the breaking weig^it, D
the diameter, and z the streng^ of a
pillar 1 inch diameter and 10 ft. long.

Value of X
from,

formulaW Remarks.

inches. lbs. inch. inch. lbs. lbs. lbs.

6. Portland Iron, No. 1. 20693 •065 •09

Tovine, Scotland. Hot blast. 25397 •075

Mean diameter from eight
1 2-527

30101 •086 •11

measurements J 34805 097
Weight of pillar 156^- lbs. 39509 •107 •17

44213 •118

48917 ‘130 •27

53621 •145 •41

58325 •159 •58

60677 •170 •77

62559 •179* •92* 62559 2328-3 2438-8

7. Calder Iron, No. 1. 20693 069 •04

Lanarkshire. Hot blast. 25397 •081

Mean diameter from eight 1 30101 •093 •05

measurements d] 34805 •105

Weight of pillar 149 lbs. 10 oz. 39509 •116 •08

44213 •128

48917 •140 •15

53621 •153 •25

58325 •169 •38

60677 •177* •45* 60677 2379-7 2490-7

• 8. Calder Iron, No. 1. 20693 •069 •06

Lanarkshire. Hot blast. 25397 •081

Mean diameter from eight
] g-SlO

30101 •092 •08

measurements j 34805 •104

Weight of pillar 161f lbs. 39509 •115 •14

44213 •127

48917 •140 •28

53621 •154 •43

58325 •179 •83

60677 •192* M3 60677 2283-8 2391-8

9. London Mixture. 20693 •069 •04

One-half old plate iron and 25397 •082

one-half Calder iron. 30101 •095 06
Mean diameter from eight ] 0.533 34805 •107

measurements j
"

39509 •121 •14

Weight of pillar 162|- lbs. 44213 •134 •20

48917 •149 •35

53621 •183 •94

54562 •190* 1-06* 54562 2013-7 2109-4

10. London Mixture. 20693 •067 •09

1 One-half old plate iron, and 25397 •079

one-half Calder iron. 30101 •091 •12

Mean diameter from eight f o.g^g 34805 •103

measurements j

“
39509 •114 •20

Weight of pillar 156 lbs. 14 oz. 44213 •126 •23

48917 •139 •33

! 53621 •153 •48
1 /•180 to •91 to 1-00

i

\'182 in 2 minutes.

1

59266 188* 110* 59266 2141-9 2244-4

j

11- Level Iron, No. 1. 20693 •070 •08

1
Staffordshire. Hot blast. 25397 •082

Mean diameter from eight 1 o.jjg 30101 •094 •13

measurements / 34805 •107

Weight of pillar 151 lbs. 2 oz. 39509 •122 •23

44213 •137 •34

48917 •156 ‘53

53621 •196 1-08

54091 •199* 114* 54091 2038-8 2135-2

12. Level Iron, No. 1. 20693 •069 •08

Staffordshire. Hot blast. 25397 •082

Mean diameter from eight
1 2 .5Q 1

30101 •094 •13

measurements j 34805 •107

Weight of pillar 150^ lbs. 39509 •121 •24

44213 •132 •31

48917 147 45
'

53621 •167 •74
1

1

56443 •179* •91* 56443 2179-2 2281-5
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Table III. (continued).

^ S Description of Pillar
;
each being cast

Breaking
weight, or

w
Value of from formula .g=-r^o r->

D'i’oo

Value of X
from

^ s solid, 2:^ inches diameter nearly, and laid on. of length. middle. that with where W is the breaking weight, D formula IlemarkH.
turned, 10 ft. long, and flat at the ends. which the :he diameter, and x the strength of a W

2 • pillar sank. rillar 1 inch diameter and 10 ft. long. u'j-o

inches. lbs. inch. inch. lbs. lbs. Iba.

13. Coltness Iron, No. 1. 20693 •065 •05

Edinburgh, Hot blast. 25397 077
Mean diameter from eight

1 2-516
measurements f

30101 •089 06
34805 •100

Weight of pillar 151^ lbs. 39509 •112 •10

44213 •125 •15

48917 •139 23
53621 •154 •44

56443 •163* •57* 56443 2133-5 2234-2

14. Coltness Iron, No. 1. 20693 •068 04
Edinburgh. Hot blast. 25397 •081

Mean diameter from eight 1 2*496
measurements J

30101
34805

•094

•108

•06

Weight of pillar 149 lbs. 10 oz. 39509 •123 •16

44213 •139 •30

48917 •155* .44 * 48917 1902-1 199M

15. Carron Iron, No. 1. 20693 •070 •03

County of Stirling. Hot blast. 25397 083
Mean diameter from eight

1 2.506
measurements j

30101 •097 •04

34805 110
Weight of pillar 149|^ lbs. 39509 •124 •06

44213 •137 •12

48917 •154 27
52210 •166 •38* 52210 2001-6 2095-7

16. Carron Iron, No. 1. 20693 •076 •04

County of Stirling. Hot blast. 25397 •091

Mean diameter from
2*510

measurements -**/

30101
34805

104
•116

•06

Weight of pillar 1494- lbs. 39509 130 •11

44213 •144 •18

48917 •159 •32

53151 •173* •45* 53151 2026-

1

2121-6

17. Blaenavon Iron, No. 1. 20693 •070

South Wales. Cold blast. 25397 •082 •08

Mean diameter from eight
1 2*487

measurements j

30101 •096 •10

34805 •109

Weight of pillar 150 lbs. 14 oz. 39509 •122 •21

44213 •137

48917 •169 •83 48917 1926-7 2016-5

18. Blaenavon Iron, No. 1. 20693 064 •03

South Wales. Cold blast. 25397 •076 •05

Mean diameter from eight I „
measurements

30101
34805

088
•100

•07

Weight of pillar 151f lbs. 39509 •117 •16

44213 •130

48917 •154 •60

49858 •159* •65* 49858 1930-5 2020-9

19. Old Hill Iron, No. 1

.

20693 •088 •07

Staffordshire. Cold blast. 25397 •106

Mean diameter from eight \ 2*520
measurements j

30101
34805

•123

•140

•09

Weight of pillar 1514 lbs. 39509 •159 •13

44213 •188 •61

44683 •191* •66* 44683 1679-5 1759-0

20 . Old Hill Iron, No. 1. 20693 •079 •04

Staffordshire. Cold blast. 25397 •094

Mean diameter from eight
1 2 -52 ^

measurements
J

30101
34805

•111

•126

•08

Weight of pillar 151 lbs. 10 oz. 39509 •144 •30

44213 •175 •56

45154 •181* •61* 45154 16900 1770-0
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Table III. (continued).

No.

of

Ex-

,

peviment.

Description of Pillar; each being cast

solid, 2^ inches diameter nearly, and
turned, lOfeetlong, and flat at the ends.

Weights
laid on.

Decrement
of length.

Deflection of

middle.

Breaking
weight, or
that with
which the
pillar sank.

w
Value of X from formula x=——

,

where W is the breaking weight, D
the diameter, and or the streng^ of a
pillar 1 inch diameter and 10ft. long.

Value of z
ftom

formula

_ 'V

D3*5’

Remarks.

inches. lbs. inch. inch. Ihs. lbs. lbs.

21. Second London Mixture. 20693 061
Two-thirds of old metal and 25397 071

one-third of No. 1 best 30101 •081

Scotch pig-iron. 34805 •092

Mean diameter from I2-511 39509 •103 *05

measmements J 44213 •113 •08

Weight of pillar 153 lbs. 48917 •128 •16 1

I

53621 •141 29
1

58325 •156 •46
i

63029 •186

63499 •189* •66* 63499 2417-2 2531 -1
j

22. Second London Mixture. 20693 •060
1

Two-thirds of old metal and 25397 •071

one-third of No. 1 best 30101 •081 •05

Scotch pig-iron. 34805 •091

Mean diameter from eight 1 o ..nn 39509 •102 •10

measurements J 44213 •114 •18
1

Weight of pillar 151^ lbs. 48917 •127 •30

53621 •143 •53

58325 159* •70* 58325 22680 2374 1 j

!

23. Second London Mixture. 7284 •02

Two-thirds of old metal and 9521 •
, . •13

one-third of No. 1 best 10980 •70 11204

Scotch pig-iron.

Mean diameter from eight 1 ,
, /'I. OoU

measurements J

Weight of pillar 56 lbs. 2 oz.

24. Second London Mixture. 7284 •12

Two-thirds of old metal and 9524 •22

one-third of No. 1 best 9972 •30

Scotch pig-iron. 10420 •42

Mean diameter from eight 1 10532 •48 10868

measurements ....J
"

Weight of pillar 56 lbs. 2 oz.
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Table IV.—Solid Pillars cut out of the 10 feet pillars, 2^ inches diameter, previously

experimented upon, and now made 7 feet 6 inches long, quite straight, and with

their ends turned flat and perpendicnlar to the axis, the iron being obtained from

various parts of the United Kingdom (Tables III. and II.).

No.

of

Ex-

periment.
Description of Pillar, 7 feet 6 inches

long, and as above.
Weights
laid on.

Decre-
ment.

Deflec-

tion.

Breaking weight,
or that with which the pillar

sank.

Remarks.

lbs. inch. inch. Broke into four pieces.
1 . Old Park Iron, No. 1. 20693 •058

Stourbridge. Cold blast. 30101 •078

Cut out of the pillar in Table III. 39509 •098

Exp. 2. 48917 •118

Diameter 2-526 inches. 58325 •138

67733 •157 •10

77141 •176 •17

86549 •196 •25

91253 •207 •32

95957 •221 •44

100191 •234* •55* 100191 lbs. =44-73 tons.

2. Old Park Iron, No. 1. 20693 •059 •02 The low result of the breaking

From Exp. I, Table III. 30101 •078 weight in this experiment ren-

Diameter 2-503 inches. 39509 •096 •05 ders it probable that the pillar

48917 •113 •08 had sustained some injury by
58325 -132 •12 straightening after the former
67733 •151 •15 experiment.
77141 •171 •23 This pillar broke in three pieces of

86549 •195 •36 nearly equal length, splitting at

91253 •209 •47 one end. See Plate XXXIII.
95487 •222* •57* 95487 lbs. =42-63 tons.

3. Derwent Iron, No. 1. 20693 •059

Durham. Hot blast. 30101 •076

From Exp. 4, Table III. 39509 •094 •02

Diameter 2-517 inches. 4S917 •112

58325 •129 •04

67733 •146 •06

77141 •165 •10

86549 •182 •15

95957 •205 •29

100661 •215 •40

105365 •225* •51* 105365 lbs. =47-04 tons.

4. Portland Iron, No. I. 20693 •059

Tovine, Scotland. Hot blast. 30101 •077

From E.xp 6 Table III. 39509 •095

Diameter 2-527 inches. 48917 •112 •06

58325 •131 •08

67733 •149 •10

77141 •168 •14

86549 •188 •19

95957 •210 •33

100661 •235 •45 to -59

102543 •245* •69* 102543 lbs.= 45-78 tons.

5. Calder Iron, No. 1. 20693 •063

Lanarkshire. Hot blast. 30101 •082

From Exp. 7, Table III. 39509 •102

Diameter 2-490 inches. 48917 •121 •05

58325 •143 •08

67733 •164 •13

72437 •175 •17

77141 •187 •22

81845 •200 •31

86549 •213 •40

91253 •60

93135 •231* •68 93135 lbs. = 41 -58 tons.

6. London Mixture. 20693 •057 •02 This pillar broke in three pieces of

One-half old plate iron and one- ,30101 •077 nearly equal length, splitting at

half Calder Iron. 39509 •097 •06 one end.

From Exp. 10, Table III. 48917 •116 •08 It would appear that in this pillar.

Diameter 2-548 inches. 58325 •137 •10 and in that of Exp. 2, there were

67733 •157 •16 more points of contrary flexure

77141 •179 •24 than in others. Plate XXXIII.

81845 •191 •29

86549 •205 •41

91253 •224 •58

93605 •234* •67* 93605 lbs. =4 1-79 tons.
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Taele IV. (continued).

No.

of

Ex-

j

periment.

i

Description of Pillar, 7 feet 6 inches
long, and as above.

Weights
laid on.

Decre-
ment.

1

Deflection,

j

Breaking weight, or

that with which the
pillar sank.

Remarks.

lbs. inch. inch.

7. Level Iron, No. 1. 20693 -061

Staffordshire. Hot blast. .30101 -082

From Experiment 12, Table III. 39509 •102

Diameter 2’501 inches. 48917 -124

58325 -144

67733 •165

77141 •185 •08

81845 -196 •17

86549 •207 •22

91253 •218 •32

95957 •235 54
98309 •244* •65* 98309 lbs.= 43-89 tons.

8. Coltness Iron, No. 1. 20693 •068

Edinburgh. Hot blast. 30101 •088

From Experiment 13, Table III. 39509 •110 •08

Diameter 2'516 inches. 48917 •132 •10

58325 •153 •14

67733 •177 •23

72437 •189 •29

77141 •201 •35

79493 •209 •48

81845 •218

86549 •251 •72 to -81

87019 •254* •92* 87019 lbs. = 38-85 tons.

i

Carron Iron, No. 1. 20693 •078 •10 Comparing the result fr-om this pillar

County of Stirling. Hot blast. 30101 •101 •12 with that from the preceding one

From Experiment 15, Table III. 39509 •124 •16 on Coltness Iron, the strengths of

Diameter 2'506 inches. 48917 •149 •22 which should have been equal, as

58325 •175 •32 shown bvthe 10-feet pillars of these

67733 •209 •56 irons, 1 conceive this experiment to

70085 -222 •66 he in some degree defective, the pU-

1
72437 •235* •76* 72437 lbs. = 32-34 tons. lar having probably been injured by

,

the former experiment upon it.

10. Elaenavoii Iron, No. 1. 20693 •083 •07

South Wales. Cold blast. 30101 •106 •11

From Experiment 17 or 18, Table 39509 •128 •13

j

III. 48917 •152 •17

Diameter 2-5 inches nearly. 58325 •176 •27

1

67733 •208 •49

i

71967 •222* •59* 71967 lbs. = 32-13 tons.

j 11. Low Moor Iron, No. 2. 20693 •04

Cut from the pillar in Experiment 48917 •07

12, Table II. 67733 •14

Diameter 2-539 inches. 72437 •16

77141 •21

81845 •28

86549 •50

' 89371 •63* 89371 lbs. =39-90 tons.

12. Blaenavon Iron, No. 3. 48917 •08

Cut out of the pillar in Expert- 53621 •10
' ment 13, Table II. 58325 •13

Diameter 2-556 inches. 63029 •17
' 67733 •22

72437 •27

1

77141 •36

1

81845 •49

85608 •59* 85608 lbs. =38-22 tons.

13. Low Moor Iron, No. 2. 20693 •09 The strength was prohablv reduced
This pillar differs from the pre- 25397 •13 by being experimented upon he-

1

ceding ones in being hollow
;

it 30101 •18 fore, and afterwards rendered
was cut out of the pillar in Ex- 34805 •21 straight; the breaking weight
periment 2, Table I. 39509 •26 would otherwise have been 63871

Length 7 feet 6 inches. 44213 •29 lbs. nearly, according to the in-
External diameter 2-520 inches. 48917 •36 verse l-7th power of the length.
Internal diameter 1-903 inch. 51269 •40 Ratio of the thicknesses of the sides
Ends flat. 53621 •55 •20 to -35, the thin side being

55973 •70* 55973 lbs. = 24-99 tons. compressed. For form of ffac-

ture see Plate XXXIII.
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Table V.—Solid Pillars cut out of the 10-feet pillars, 2^ inches diameter, previously

experimented on, and now made 6 feet 3 inches long, quite straight, and with their

ends turned flat and perpendicular to the axis, the irons being obtained from various

parts of the United Kmgdom (Table III.).

No.

of

Kx-

peiiment.

i

Description of Pillar, 6 feet

3 inches long, and as above.

Weights
laid on. Decrement. Deflection.

Breaking weight, or that
with which the pillar sank. Remarks.

i

i

lbs. inch. inch.

1 . Derwent Iron, No. 1. 20693 -024 The pillar broke where it had been beaten
Durham. Hot blast. 30101 -043 with a hammer to straighten it after

i From E-xp. 3, Table III. 39509 •062 the former experiment, by which its

i Diameter 2-529 inches. 48917 •082 •02 strength was probably reduced. The
I

1
58325 •100 situation of the neutral line in this and

;

67733 •119 the following e.xperiment is strongly
1 77141 •137 •10 marked. The pillar broke at the mid-

86549 •158 die, and was cracked at each end. See

95957 •177 Plate XXXIII.
105365 •202 •32

1

112438 •221* 112438 lbs.=50’20tons.

2. London Mixture. 33881 •085 The pillar cracked at both ends, and

; One-half old plate iron, 43289 •105 broke in the middle.

i and one-halfCalder iron. 52697 •124 •10 For form of fracture see Plate XXXIII.
I 62105 •142

From Exp. 9, Table III. 71513 •161

Diameter 2-533 inches. 80921 •181 •12

90329 •200

99737 •218 •18

104441 •232 •27

109145 •247 •32

113849 •274 •52

114320 •277* 114320 lbs. =51-04 tons.

3. Level Iron, No. 1. 33881 •085 It broke into a number of pieces. See

Staffordshire. Hot blast. 43289 •103 6gure, Plate as above.

From Exp. 11, Table III. 52697 •123

Diameter 2-5 18 inches. 62105 •142

71513 •161

80.921 •179

90329 •186

99737 •213

109145 •232

118553 •252

129137 •269

131275 •272* 131275 lbs.=58-60tons.

4. Old Hill Iron, No. 1. 20693 •065 The pillar broke across in the middle.

Staffordshire. Cold blast. 33881 •103 and cracked at both ends. See form
From Exp. 20, Table HI. 43289 •122 •03 of fracture, Plate as above.

Diameter 2-523 inches. 52697 •146

62105 •164

71513 •188

80921 •214 •22

85625 •230 •28

90329 •250 •41

93622 •264* 93622 lbs. = 4 1 -79 tons.

5. Second London Mixture. 33881 •008 Broke by splitting in the middle and at

About two-thirds of old 43289 •086 the ends, one being broken off. See
metal, and one-third of 52697 •102 Plate as above.

best Scotch pig-iron. 62105 •117

From Exp. 21, Table III. 71513 •133
1

Diameter 2-5 1 1 inches. 80921 •149 1

90329 •164
i

99737 •181

109145 •197 •04
j

118553 •218 •14
1

123601 •233 •26
1127432 •244* 127432 lbs.=56-89ton3.
1

5 zMDCCCLVII.
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Table V. (continued).

1
No.

of

Ex-

j

perimeiit.

Description of Pillar,

6 feet 3 inches long,
and as above.

Weights
laid on. Decrement. Deflection.

Breaking weight, or that
with which the pillar sank. Remarks.

6. Second London Mixture.

About two-thirds of old

metal, and one-third of

best Scotch pig-iron.

From Exp, 22, Table III.

Diameter 2‘496 inches.

lbs.

33881
43289
52697
62105
71513
80921
90329
99737
109145
116672

inch.

•060

-077

-094

-110

•126

•143

•160

•177

•197

•213*

inch.

1 1 0672 lbs. = 52-09 tons.

Broke in the middle and at the ends.

See Plate XXXIII.

7.

1

Second London Mixture.

Mean diameter from eight

measurements I’SSOin.

7358
9710
12062
14414
16766
19118
21470
23822
26174
26527

•014

•024

•032

•040

•048

•057

•066

•075

-091

•093* 26527 lbs.

For the form of fracture in this and the

two following pillars, see Plate as above.

8. Second London Mixture.

From Exp. 23, Table III.

Diameter 1-530 inch.

7358
9710
12062
14414
16766
19118
21470
23822
24763

•027

036
•044

•051

•059

•068

•077

090
•095*

•06

•12

•28

•38

24763 lbs.

.

9. Second London Mixture.

From Exp. 24, Table III.

Diameter 1-541 inch.

7358
9710
12062
14414
16766
19118
21470
23822
25939

•027

•034

•043

•051

•060

068
•077

•088

•098*

•07

•19

25939 lbs.

!

1

Additions to the preceding experiments in Table V., the pillars being cut from the

1-| inch bars used in Experiments 7, 8 and 9, their lengths being as below, and their

ends turned flat.

No. of Exp. Description of Pillar. Breaking weight. Remarks.

10. Length 3 feet.

Diameter 1 '628 inch.

From Experiment 7.

lbs.

67384
i

11 . Length 3 feet.

Diameter 1-544 inch.

From Experiment 8. 70556

12. Length 3 feet.

Diameter 1 527 inch.

From Experiment 9. 57856

13. Length 2 feet 6 inches.

Diameter 1-531 inch.

From Experiment 8. 85138

These pillars broke in the middle, and

broke off at each end.

For form of fracture see figures in Plate

XXXIII.

i

14. Length 2 feet 6 inches.

Diameter 1-530 inch.

From Experiment 9. 72907

15. Length 2 feet 6 inches.

Diameter 1-515 inch.

From Experiment 7. 70556
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Table VI.—Solid Pillars cut out of the 10-feet pillars, 2^ in. diameter, from various

parts of the kingdom, the pillars being now rendered straight and cut to 5 feet long

nearly, and of which the first three have their ends turned flat and perpendicular to

the axis, and the others have their ends rounded, so that the force is applied along

the axis of the pillar.

No.

of

Ex-

periment.

Description of Pillar, 5 feet

long nearly, and as above.

Weights
laid on.

Decrement
of length.

Deflection

of middle.
breaking weight, or that

with which the pillar sank. Remarks.

1. Old Hill Iron, No. 1.

Staffordshire. Cold blast.

From the pillar in Exp. 19.

Table III.

Length 59*9 inches.

lbs.

20693
38644
48052
57460
66868
76276
85684
95092
104500
113908
117612
123212
128812
135977

inch.

•038

074
•090

•109

•128

146
•165

184
202
223
234
247
264
285*

inch.

•09

•16

•20

•27

•37

SO* 135977 lbs. = 60-70tons.

Supposing that the strength of pillars

of the same diameter varies inversely

as the ]-7th power of the length, the
breaking weight of this, if 5 feet long,

would be 135592 lbs., and of the
following pillar 122863 lbs.; mean
129227 lbs. =57-69 tons.

For form of fracture see figure in Plate

XXXIII.

2. Old HiU Iron, No. 1.

From the same pillar as the

preceding experiment,

Table III., Exp. 19.

Length 59'9 inches.

38644
48052
57460
66868
76276
85684
95092
104500
113908
117612
123212

097
118
137
•157

•178

•198

220
•243

•270

•285

308*

•05

•07

•10

•13

•17

•21

•34

•46

•64* 123212 lbs. =55-01 tons.

One of these two pillars broke across in

the middle, and near to each end.

3. Blaenavon Iron, No. 1.

From the pillar in Exp. 17
or 18, Table III.

Length 5 feet.

20693
38644
48052
57460
66868
76276
85684
95092
104500
1 13908
117612

052
080
096
•111

127
•145

•161

179
•202

239
253* 1176121bs. =52-51tons.

4. 'Low Moor Iron, No. 2.

From the pillar in

48917
53621

04
•07

1

Exp. 11, Table II. 58325 •12 /V • • -^1

Length 59'5 inches.

Diameter 2'd53 ins.

63029
65381

•26

60 h _ ^ C' . n' _ . J
jN

" "

1
s
bc«

V3

o

l-
a;

’S

65381 lbs., or 64458 lbs.

for a length of 5 feet.

1

The ends of the pillar were crushed by

the pressure, the diameter of the

crushed part being -73 inch, and the

crushing had been perceptible, and

apparently one-third to half an inch

when two-thirds of the breakingweight

was laid on. There were several cracks

at the ends of the pillar through the

pressure. The strength had probably

been much increased by the flattening

of the ends. See Plate XXXIII. for the

forms of fracture in this and the two
following pillars.

5.
-5

£

Blaenavon Iron,No.3.

From the pillar in

Exp. 14, Table 11.

Length 59'5 inches.

Diameter 2-546 ins.

53621
58325
63029
65381
67733
70085

05
•07

10
13
18
•26

71967 lbs., or 70950 lbs.

if the length had been
5 feet.

With a pressure of three-fourths of the

breaking weight, the diameter of the

compressed circle at the ends was

about -6 inch, and the diameter after

fracture was -72 inch nearly.

5 z 2
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Table VI. (continued).

No.

of

Ex-

periment.

Description of Pillar, 5 feet

long nearly, and as above.

Weights
laid on.

Decrement
of length.

Deflection

of middle.
Breaking weight, or that

with which the pillar sank. Remarks.

lbs. inch.

6. Blaenavon Iron, No. 3. 58325 •14 Diameter of cmshed end of pillar '63

From the pillar in Exp. 14, 67733 •22 with weight 30101 lbs., and after

Table II., same as last. 72437 •30 73378 lbs., or 72342 lbs. fracture -79.

Length 59'5 inches. for a length of 5 feet. Many small cracks in the end.

Diameter 2-546 inches.

The strength of the three last' pillars had probably been much increased by the

flattening at the ends. If the ends of the pillar had been small and not crushed, the

strength would have been about one-third of that of a pillar of the same diameter and

length, with its ends turned flat and well-bedded.

The crushing at the ends was not only shown in the pillar, but in the hard steel

plates against which it was pressed. The case is analogous to that of a wheel sinking

into a hard surface upon which it should roll.

Table VII.—Transverse strength of the lO-feet Pillars, cast 2^ inches diameter, and

now cut to 5 feet long, laid on supports 4 feet 6 inches asunder, and broken by

weights laid on in the middle.

Portland Iron, No. 1. Diameter 2*493 inches. Distance between the supports 4 feet 6 inches.

First half of bar. Second half of bar.

lbs.

Breaking weight of first bar 4324 1 ,

.

Breaking weight of second bar 4940 J
‘ ’

Breaking weight for 10-ft. bar = 2084
Breaking weight for 7-ft. 6-in. bar = 2779

Weights laid on. Deflections. Weights laid on. Deflections.

lbs.

560
1120
1680
2240
2800
3360
3920
4324
broke.

inch.

•06

•145

•22

•31

•40

•51

•66

75*

ult. defl.

lbs.

560
1120
1680
2240
2800
3360
3920
4480
4940
broke.

inch.

•063

•113

•215

•31

•40

-50

•63

•77

•87*

ult. defl.

Calder Iron, No. 1. Diameter 2*519 inches. Distance between the supports 4 feet 6 inches.

560
1120
1680
2240
2800
3360
3640

1 3920
4324
broke.

•05

•14

•22

•30

•38

•49

•55

•59

•64*

ult. defl.

560
1120
1680
2240
2800
3360
3484
broke.

•06

•14

•21

•30

•395

•49

•51*

ult. defl.

lbs.

Breaking weight of first bar 4324

1

Breaking weight ot second bar 3484 J

Breaking weight for 10-ft. bar = 1757
Breaking weight for 7-ft. 6-in. bar = 2342

Coltness Iron, No. 1. Diameter 2*496 inches. Distance between the supports 4 feet 6 inches.

1120
1680
2240
2800
3360
4044
broke.

•18

•295

•41

•56

•75

•96*

ult. defl.

560
1120
1680
2240
2800
3360
3652
broke.

•09

•19

•31

•43

•59

•77

•84*

ult. defl.

lbs.

Breaking weight of first bar 4044

1

Breaking weight of second bar oooJ J

Breaking weight for 10-ft. bar = 1732

Breaking weiglit for 7-ft. 6-in. bar = 2309
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Table VII. (continued).

Canon Iron, No. 1. Diameter 2-510 inches. Distance between the supports 4 feet 6 inches.

First half of bar. Second half of bar.

Weights laid on. Deflections. Weights laid on. Deflections.

lbs.

560
1120
1680
2240
2800
3080
3428
broke.

inch.

•07

•155

•25

•35

•46

•54

•62*

ult. defl.

lbs.

560
1120
1680
2240
2800
3080
3428
broke.

inch.

•08

•16

•26

•37

•48

•55

•63*

ult. defl.

Breaking weight of first bar

Breaking weight of second bar ...

Breaking weight for lO-ft. bar

Breaking weight for 7-ft. 6-in. bar

lbs.

342g
]- Mean 3428 lbs.; whence

= 1543
= 2057

Table VIII.—Crushing weights of short cylinders of different kinds of Cast Iron, cut

from the bars, 2^ inches diameter previously used, and now turned to be f inch

diameter nearly, and l-l inch high. The results are means from three or four

experiments on each kind of iron. The specimens were usually cut out of the iron

between the centre and . the circumference of the bar, denominated the medium

part. In several cases they were cut out of the centre of the bar, and sometimes

out of the cfrcumference.

Description of Iron.
Diameter of

specimen.

Crushing
weight of

specimen.

Crushing weight per square inch
of section.

inch. lbs. lbs.

Old Park Iron, No. 1.

Medium.
•747

747
38333 87466
38862 88674

Old Park Iron, No. 1.

Centre.

•747

•747

•747

•747

32923
32453
32923
32571

75122
74050
75122
74319

Derwent Iron, No. 1.

Medium.
•747

•747

•747
•747

43096
42684
42684
41861

98334
97394
97394
95517

Coltness Iron, No. I.

Medium.
747
•747

•747

•747

27749
27925
27455
27396

63316
63718
62646
62511

Blaenavon Iron, No. I.

Medium.
748
•748

•748

31336
31395
30748

71310
71444
69972

Level Iron, No. 1.

Medium.
•749 30277 68716
•748 30101 68500
•750 30101 68135
•749 29748 67516

CaiTon Iron, No. 1.

Medium.
•750

.•750

•751

•751

31747
29278
30101
30101

71860
66272
67953
67953

London Mixture.

Medium.
•749

•750

•749

36157
35452
35452

82061
80247
80461

Calder Iron, No. 1.

Medium.
•750 38039 86103
•749 35040 79526
•750 38980 88233
•749 37333 84730

1 88070 lbs. =39-32 tons.

1
74653 lbs. =33-33 tons.

|971601bs.=43-37 tons.

jeSOrS lbs.= 28-14 tons.

70909 lbs. =31’66 tons.

1-68217 lbs.=30-45 tons.

|-
68509 lbs. =30‘58 tons.

- 80923 lbs. =36-08 tons.

84648 lbs. =37-79 tons.
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Table VIII. (continued).

Description of Iron,

Crashing

specimen.
[

weight of Crushing weight per square inch
specimen. Of section.

inch. lbs. lbs.

Portland Iron, No. 1. •747 41567 94846]
Medium. •748

•750
41273
42743

1

93923
96750

.94802 lbs. =42-32 tons.

•750 41391 93690 J

Old Hill Iron, No. I. •749 24255 55049

'

Medium. •747 24221 55266 54761 lbs.=24-45 tons.

•750 23843 53969]

Low Moor Iron, No. 2. •748 34570 78669 ]
Medium. •748 33511 76260 77489 lbs.=34-59 tons.

•747 33982 77539

Low Moor Iron, No. 2. •742 29631 685 '25

Centre. •741 27749 64346 ^66407 lbs. =29-65 tons.

•742 28690 66349 J[

Blaenavon Iron, No. 3. •737 35511 83241 1

Medium. •737 35746 83792 ^ 83517 lbs. =37-28 tons.

•737 35629 83517 JI

Blaenavon Iron, No. 3. •747 38568 88003]
Centre. •747 34805 79416 76643 lbs. =34-22 tons.

•747 27396 62511 J

Second London Mixture. •747 41626 949801
Medium. From 2.J-inch. pillar, as •747 41861 95517 1 95338 lbs. =42-56 tons.

all above have been. •747 41861 95517,
I

Second London Mixture. •747 34805 79411'

Centre. From 2-j-inch. pillar, as •747 34099 77806 > 78451 lbs. =35-02 tons.

all above have been. •748 34335 78135,
I

Second London Mixture. •750 49858 112855'

Medium. From I-J-inch pillar. •750 48917 110725 y 111080 lbs.=49-59tons.
•750 48447 109661.

1

Second London Mixture. •750 41861 94754'

Centre. From l-|-inch pillar. •750 48094 108863 y 104071 lbs. = 46-46 tons.

•750 47976 108595
1

Low Moor Iron, No. 2.

From a hollow pillar 4 inches dia-

•420

•422

12415
11944

89610
85395 J- 87502 lbs.=39-06 tons.

meter and -J inch thick. •421 11592 83273
The height of the first two of

these was '72 inch, and of the

last 1'502 inch.

Low Moor Iron, No. 2.

From the thin ring of a hollow
pillar about 3^ inches dia-

meter.

Height of specimens '53 inch.

•298

•300

•298

8010
8255
8115

1 14845
]

116785 1 115993 lbs. =51 '78 tons.

116350J

Low Moor Iron, No. 2.

From the thin ring of a hollow
pillar about 3^ inches dia-

meter.

Height of specimens '53 inch.

•297

•296

•296

7905
7555
7345

114105 ) ;

109790 1 110212 lbs. = 49'20tons.i

106740 J i

Of the different irons tried in the preceding experiments on pillars, whether solid or

hollow, the external part of the casting was always harder than that near to the centre,

and the iron of the external ring of a hollow casting was very hard, the hardness

increasing with the thinness. Thus, in solid pillars niches diameter of Low Moor
iron, No. 2, the crushing force per square inch of the central part was 29-65 tons, and

that of the intermediate part near to the surface was 34-59 tons, whilst the external
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ring, ^ inch thick, of a hollow cylinder 4 inches diameter, of which the outer crust had

been removed, was crushed with 39‘06 tons per square inch
; and external rings of the

same iron thinner than half an inch, required from 49‘2 to 51'78 tons per square inch

to crush them. These facts show the great superiority of hollow pillars over solid ones

of the same weight and length.

Table VIII. (continuedj.—Casting of larger dimensions than before used.

To ascertain whether the internal strength of larger pillars varied in the same manner

as that of smaller ones, a cylindrical casting was made 5 inches diameter and 16 inches

long. It was cast vertically, from Blaenavon iron. Through the axis of this cylinder,

a slab, 16 inches long, 6 inches broad, and about I inch thick, was taken. Across the

middle of this slab five cylinders, 1^ inch long and f inch diameter, were obtained at

equal distances from each other, the middle one being in the centre, and the outer ones

as near as possible to the sides. Three other small cylinders of the same size were also

obtained, the positions of which were as in the figure.

TOP

Mark on
Cylinder.

Diameter of

Cylinder.

Crushing weight

of Cylinder.

Crushing weight

per square inch.

A4
inch.

•749
lbs.

27749
lbs.

629791
Mean.

65739
B4 •748 30101 68500

J

A2 •750 27749 62811
> 62444

B2 •748 27279 62078
A •748 27749 631471

. 64218
B •748 28690 65289
A1 •748 28690 65289
A3 •748 29160 66358

Comparing the results of the experiments above, it appears that the external part of

the casting was somewhat stronger than the internal. But the variation was only from

62 to 66, and therefore much less than was obtained from the smaller masses.
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To obtain some additional information as to the distribution

of the metal in a large casting, one was formed 9 inches square

and 12 inches long, or upwards. It was cast erect from Der-

went iron. No. 1, and was then placed upon a slotting machine,

and cut directly across in the middle. It was found, however,

that there was a hole in the centre, about f inch or 1 inch in

diameter ;
transverse slices were therefore cut, one from above

and one from below the central defective piece ; these two

slices, each 9 inches square and 1 inch thick nearly, were

divided from one side to the other, passing through the centre

of each, into nine equal parts, and from each part cylin ders were

cut, all of the same diameter, | inch, and length 1^ inch, four

on each side of the central one. See figure annexed.

TOP

Upper Slice of Mass. Lower Slice of Mass.

Mark on
Cylinder.

Diameter of

Ditto.

Crushing weight

of Ditto.

Mark on
Cylinder.

Diameter
of Ditto.

Crushing weight
j

of Ditto. 1

inch. lbs. inch. Ihs.

8 •748 31512 8 •748 30571
6 •747 32923 6 •748 31512
4 •748 31042 4 •749 32924
2 •747 37157 2 •748 30571
A •748 37627 B •748 29160
1 •748 39980 1 •748 30101
3 •748 39039 3 •748 32924
5 •748 35275 5 •749 32924
7 •748 31983 7 •749 33394

The iron in this mass seems to have been extremely irregular, particularly in the upper

part of the casting. In the part marked B, which was cast under the greater head of

metal, the iron from three divisions near the centre, or one-third of the distance across,

was crushed with somewhat less weight than that from the external part, the greatest

difference being from 29160 at the centre, to 33394 at the side. The mean resistance

of the three central cylinders in this slice is 29944 lbs., and of the six external ones

32375 lbs., the difference being much less than in the iron of the smaller castings tried.

The iron in the upper part, marked A in the figure, being cast under a less head of

metal than the former, and floating at the top of the softer metal below, was con-

siderably stronger than the other. The central portion of this was, contrary to all our

preUous experience, much harder than the rest, and varied from 3I5I2 and 31983 at

the sides, to. 37627, 39039 and 39980 near to the middle. To explain this strange

anomaly in the absence of other knowledge, it seems not improbable that some addi-

tional heavier metal had been poured into the top part of the mould, when that in the

lower part had in some degree solidified.

From the experiments upon the two last castings, which are on a larger scale than

those which precede them, it appears that the difference of hardness between the

external and internal parts of a large casting is much less than in a small one, and may

frequently be neglected.
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Appendix.

The following experiments were made after the others had been offered to the Royal

Society, or during the months of October and November 1857, and as the former solid

pillars were from various parts of the kingdom, and usually of the iron termed No. 1,

I was desirous of adding the results from a few solid pillars of the quality No. 2. These

latter pillars were mostly cast circular, and were made 10 feet long and 2^ inches

diameter, with then- ends turned flat as before. To these were added pillars of nearly

the same weight, of a square and a triangular form of section, to ascertain the compa-

rative strength of pillars whose sections were circular, square, and triangular.

The cylindrical pillars, in the experiments of which an abstract is given below, though

of different irons, were all cast from the same model ; and the square and the triangular

pillars were of the same kind of iron as two of the circular ones (the Calder, No. 2),

and were intended to be of the same weights as these. All the pillars were made

imiform throughout their lengths, 10 feet long each, and turned flat at the ends.

As the weights of the different pillars did not differ widely from 150 lbs. each, the

breaking weight of each is reduced to what it would have been if the weight had

been 150 lbs.

The reduced results are as below.

Pillars broken. Second quality of iron, or that

of No. 2.

Assumed weight
of Pillars.

Breaking weights and
forms of section.

lbs. lbs.

1st pillar Coltness Iron, No. 2 150 050328
2nd pillar Old Park Iron, No. 2 150 054736
3rd pillar Blaenavon Iron, No. 2 150 0 55611

4th pillar Calder Iron, No. 2 150 556581 Mean.

O >55299 lbs.

5th pillar Calder Iron, second specimen 150 54940

J

6th pillar Calder Iron, No. 2 150 491851
n >51537 lbs.

7th pillar Calder Iron, second specimen 150 53890

J

8 th pillar Calder Iron, No. 2 150 57332q

^ )>6l0561bs.

9 th pillar Calder Iron, second specimen 150 64780

J

From the three last mean results it appears that the strengths of circular, square, and

triangular solid pillars of the same quality, weight and length, vary as 55299, 51537,

and 61056, the last being the strongest. This last conclusion, respecting the strength

of triangular solid pillars, may not be considered void of importance. See Notes to

experiments 8 and 9, Table IX. following.

Whence it appears that solid triangular pillars with flat ends are stronger than those

with either circular or square sections ; but this seems not to be the case in pillars with

rounded ends, for from my former experiments*, a pillar, whose section is +, as in the

connecting rod of a steam-engine, the ends being moveable, is very weak to bear a strain

* Philosophical Transactions, 1840, pages 413 and 455.

6 AMDCCCLVII.
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as a pillar
;
and indeed less than half the strength of a hollow cylindrical pillar of the

same weight and length, rounded at the ends.

Comparing the results of the cylindrical pillars tried, it appears that those of the

second quality, or No. 2, are usually weaker than those of No. 1 of the same iron. In

the irons below we have the breaking weights of pOlars, 10 feet long and 2^ inches

diameter, of the first and second quality, as follow :

—

lbs.

Old Park Iron, No. 1 . . 66086

Calder Iron, No. 1 . . . 60677

Coltness Iron, No. 1 . . 52680

lbs.

No. 2, or second quality . . 55032

No. 2, or second quahty . . 55032

No. 2, or second quality . . 50328

The properties of the irons of the second quality are deduced from the following Table

of experiments ; those of irons termed No. 1 may be obtained from the second summary'

of results, page 871.

Table IX.

Cast-iron pillars of the quality No. 2, supplied by Messrs. Kvston and Amos, October

and November 1857. The pillars were cast to be 2^ inches diameter, and each was cut

10 feet long, the ends being turned fiat and parallel.

Experiment 1.

Cylindrical PiUar, Coltness Iron, No. 2.

Mean diameter from eight admeasurements 2 '494 inches.

Weight of Pillar 150 lbs.

^hts laid on. Deflections. Decrements of length.

lbs. inch. inch.

20693 T7 •057

25397 •20 •078

30101 •24 •091

34805 •31 •105

39509 •42 •120

44213 •62 •135

48917 •98 •163

50328 Broke with this in two places near the middle.

As the weights of the following pillars diflered generally but little from that above,

and a leading object being to compare the results together, the breaking weight has

been reduced, as before mentioned, in each case, to what it would have been for a pillar

weighing exactly 150 lbs.
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Experiment 2.

Cylindrical Pillar, Old Park Iron, No. 2.

Mean diameter from eight admeasurements 2'503 inches.

Weight of Pillar 150 lbs. 13 oz.= 150-812 lbs.

Decrements of length,

inch.

•084

•098

•111

•124

•138

•152

•166

•194

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

Whence 150-812 : 150 : : 55032 : 54736=reduced breaking weight.

Weights laid on. Deflections.

lbs. inch.

20693 —
25397 •07

30101 —
34805 •09

39509 •12

44213 •18

48917 •30

53621 •78

55032 broke it. It broke exactly

Experiment 3.

Cylindrical Pillar, Blaenavon Iron, No. 2.

Mean diameter from eight admeasurements 2-486 inches.

Weight of Pillar 148 lbs. 7 oz. =148-437 lbs.

Weights laid on. Deflections. Decrements of length.

lbs. inch. inch.

20693 — •046

25397 — •059

30101 — •073

34805 •02 •086

39509 •09 •098

44213 •15 •112

48917 •30 •128

53621 •72 •156

55032 sank. Not broken. — —
lbs.

Whence 148-437

lbs. lbs. lbs.

: 150:: 55032; 55611;=reduced breaking weight.

895
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Experiment 4.

Cylindrical Pillar, Calder Iron, No. 2.

Mean diameter from eight admeasurements 2‘469 inches.

Weight of Pillar 148 lbs. 5 oz.=148-3125 lbs.

Weights laid on. Deflections. Decrements of length.

lbs. inch. inch.

20693 -11 -070

25397 -13 •084

30101 -16 •097

34805 -19 •110

39509 •24 •122

44213 -30 •130

48917 -45 •147

53621 -72 •165

55032 broke it. Broke 4:^ inches from the middle. —
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

Whence 148-312 : 150 : : 55032 : 55658=reduced breaking weight.

Experiment 5.

Cylindrical Pillar, Calder Iron, No. 2.

Mean diameter from six admeasurements 2-497 inches.

Weight of Pillar 150-25 lbs.

Weights laid on. Deflections. Decrements of length.

lbs. inch. inch.

20693 -17 •077

25397 -21 •089

30101 -25 •102

34805 •29 -117

39509 -34 •131

44213 -38 •144

48917 -55 •158

53621 -94 •182

55032 Sank without fracture. —
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

Whence 150-25 : 150 : : 55032 : 54940= reduced breaking weight.

lbs.

55658 + 54940

2
=55299 lbs.

the mean strength of a cylindrical pillar of Calder Iron, No. 2, 10 feet long and 2^ inches

diameter nearly.
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Experiment 6.—Square Pillar, Calder Iron, No. 2.

Side of square from eight admeasurements 2*194 inches.

Weight of Pillar 146 lbs. 5 oz. =146*312 lbs.

Weights laid on. Deflections. Decrements of length.

lbs. inch. inch.

20693 *19 *068

25397 *23 *081

30101 *27 *094

34805 *35 •108

39509 *47 *122

44213 *69 •142

47976 Broke. — —
Broke about 5 inches from the middle by bending in the diagonal,

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

Whence 146*312 : 150 : : 47976 : 49185 =reduced breaking weight.

The figures standing over each other represent the pillar, at the place of fracture,

near the middle
;
and the small additional piece, that of the part broken out from one

corner by compression.

Experiment 7.—Square Pillar, Calder Iron, No. 2.

Side of square from eight admeasurements 2*221 inches,

Weight of Pillar 149*25 lbs.

Weights laid on. Deflections. Decrements of length.

lbs. inch. inch.

20693 *14 •077

25397 *17 •090

30101 •21 •103

34805 •27 •115

39509 •34 •128

44213 •45 •143

48917 *64 •160

53621 1*14 •195

Broke in about a minute with this weight, bending in the direction of the side,

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

Whence 149*25 : 150 .*
: 53621 : 53890 =reduced breaking weight.

lbs.

53890 + 49185
:51537 lbs.,

the mean strength of a square pillar 150 lbs. in weight, its length being 10 feet.

The vertical figures represent the pillar at the place of fracture, which in this case

was different in form from the preceding one, and along the side ; these and the smaller

figure, representing the transverse section, show the small size of the compressed part.
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Experiment 8.—Triangular Pillar, Calder Iron, Xo. 2.

Mean from six admeasurements of sides of triangle near the middle

3-545 inches.

Weight of Pillar 158-75 lbs.

Weights laid on. Deflections. Decrements of length.

lbs. inch. inch.

20693 23 •080

25397 •27 •092

30101 •33 •107

34805 •39 •121

39509 •46 •134

44213 «53 •147

48917 •64 •161

53621 •79 •177

58325 1-06 •203

60677 Broke, having bent parallel to one side. —
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

Whence 158-75 : 150 : : 60677 : 57332 = reduced breaking weight.

This triangular pillar differed but little, in the form of its fracture, from the pre-

ceding rectangular one, as shown by the figure of the compressed part along its side ;

its strength, however, is greater than that of any other yet tried.

Experiment 9.—Triangular Pillar, Calder Iron, No. 2.

Mean breadth of the sides from nine admeasurements, in three parts, near to the

middle 3-47 inches.

Weight of PiUar 155-75 lbs.

Weights laid on. Deflections. Decrements of

lbs. inch. inch.

20693 •08 •070

25397 •09 •082

30101 •11 •093

34805 •14 •105

39509 •18 •117

44213 •22 •130

48917 •27 •141

53621 •36 •154

58325 •48 •169

63029 •69 •185

67263 Broke. See form of fracture. —
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

Whence 155-75 : 150 : : 67263 : 64780;

breaking weight. lbs.

: reduced

the mean strength of a triangular pillar, 10 feet

long, if its weight were 150 lbs.
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This pillar broke, dilFerent from the last, by compression of the edge, showing great

additional strength.

Note. The last pillar broke by the compression of one of the edges, and the iron

in these, being harder than that in the thicker parts, would offer greater resistance to

crushing than in them
;
and hence the strength of the pillar would be increased (see the

experiments in Table VIII.). The part subjected to crushing would in this pillar

be at a greater distance from the centre of the section than in the others
;
and from my

numerous experiments on the resistances to crushing and to tearing asunder in cast iron,

it appears that the former is, on the average, about six times as great as the latter. See

my experiments in the Eeport of the Commissioners on the Application of Iron to Rail-

way Structures, page 15. From these and other causes the greater strength of a solid

triangular pillar of cast iron, above one of a circular or square section, may be inferred ;

a conclusion not without importance in some applications of the metal.
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Memoires de FAcademie Eoyale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de

Belgique. Tome XXX. 4to. Bruxelles 1857.

Memoires Coui’onnes et Memoires des Savants Etrangers. Tomes XXVI.

XXVII. XXVIII. 4to. Bruxelles 1855-1856.

Bulletins. Tome XXII. 2”® Partie, 1855. Tome XXIII. 1"' et2“® Partie,1856.

8vo. Bruxelles.

Annuaire. 22“® et 23™® annees. 12mo. 1856, 1857.

Des Observatoires du Nord de FAllemagne et de la HoUande, &c. Par

M. Ernest Quetelet.

Calcutta :—Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Nos. 1 to 6. 1856. 8to.

Calcutta.

Cambridge :—Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society. Vol. IX. Pt. 4.

Cambridge (United States) :—Proceedings of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science. Seventh Meeting, 1853. Eighth Meeting, 1854.

Ninth Meeting, 1855. 8vo. Cambridge 1855-56.

Copenhagen :

—

Det Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskabs Skrifter. Femte Rtekke, Natui’.

og Math. Fjerde Binds. Forste Hefte. 4to. KjohenJiavn 1856.

Oversigt . . . i Aaret 1855. 8vo. KjohenJiavn.

Observationes Meteorologicse per Annos 1832-54 in Gronland factae. 4to.

Haunioe 1856.

Dantzig:— Neueste Schriften der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft. 5‘™ Bdes. 3"®

Heft. 4to. Danzig 1855.

Dublin ;

—

Royal Irish Academy. Transactions. Vol. XXIII. Pt. 1. 4to. Dublin 1856.

Proceedings. Vol. VI. Part 3. 8vo. 1856.

Journal of the Royal Dublin Society. Nos. 2 to 5. 8vo. Dublin 1856-57.

Edinburgh ;

—

Transactions of the Royal Society. Vol. XXI. Part 3. 4to. Edinburgh 1856.

Proceedings. No. 46. Vol. III. 8vo.

Transactions of the Royal Scottish Society of Ails. Vol. IV. Part 4. 8vo.

Edinburgh 1857.

Transactions of the Architectural Institute of Scotland. Session 6. 1855-56.

8vo. Edinburgh 1856.

Transactions of the Scottish Arboiicultural Society. Vol. I. Part 2.

Erankfort :—Abhandlungen herausgegeben von der Senckenbergischen Naturfor-

schenden Gesellschaft. 2®" Bd. 1‘® Lief. 4to. Franlcfurt a. M. 1856.

Dosoe.«.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Society.

The Association.

The Society.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Society.

The Society.
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ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Gottingen ;

—

Abhandlungen der Kdniglichen GeseUsehaft der Wissenschaften. 4to. Got-

tingen 1856.

Naehiichten .... vom Jahre 1856. 8vo. Gottingen.

Haarlem :—Natuurkundige Yerhandelingen van de HoUandsche Maatschappij der

Wetenschappen. 2'*' Verzameling, 11'*'^ en 12^® Deel. 4to. Haarlem 1S5Q.

Halle:—Abhandlungen des Naturwissenschaftlichen Vereines fiir Sachsen und

Thiiringen. 1“‘“ Bandes. 1®'™ Heft. 4to. Berlin 1856.

Helsingfors :

—

Acta Societatis Scientiarum Fennicse. Tomus IV. Tomi Y. Ease. 1. Helsing-

forsice 1856.

Ofversigt af Finska Yetenskaps Societetens Fdrhandlingar. II. 1853-1855.

III. 1855-1856. 4to. Helsingfors 1855-1856.

Kiel ;—Schriften der Dniversitat zu Kiel. Band. 1, 2. 4to. Kiel 1855-1856.

Lausanne :—Bulletin de la Societe Yaudoise des Sciences NatureUes. Tom. IV.

Nos. 34 to 37. 8yo. Lausanne 1854-1856.

Leipzig :

—

Berichte iiber die Yerhandlungen der Kdniglich Sachsischen GeseUsehaft der

Wissenschaften. Math.-Phys. Classe. Heft. 3, 1854. 1 &2, 1855. 1, 1856.

Philologiseh-Historische Classe. Heft. 3, 4, 1855. 1, 2, 1856. 8vo. Leipzig.

Resultate aus Beobachtimgen der Nebelflecken \md Stemhaufen. Yon H. D’Ar-

rest. Erste Heihe. 8vo. Leipzig 1856.

Nachtrage zur Theorie der Musikalischen Tonverhaltnisse. Von M. W. Dro-

bisch. 8vo. Leipzig 1855.

Auseinandersetzimg einer Zweekmassigen Methode zur Berechnung der Abso-

luten Stbrungen der Kleinen Planeten. Yon P. A. Hansen. 8vo. Leipzig

1856. Erste Ahhandlung. Two copies ; one presented by the Author.

Elektrische Untersuchungen. Erste Ahhandlung iiber die Messung der at-

mospharischen Elektricitat nach absolutem Maasse. Yon W. G. Hankel.

8vo. Leipzig 1856.

Elektrodynamische Maa.sbestimmungen insbesondere zuriickfiihrung der Strom-

intensitiits-messimgen auf meehanisches Maass. Von E. Kohlrausch und

W. Weber. 8vo. Leipzig 1856.

Die Stadtrechte der Latinischen Gemeinden Salpensa und Malaca, u. s. w.

Yon T. Mommsen. 8vo. Leipzig 1855.

Liege :

—

Memoires de la Societe Royale des Sciences. Tome XII. 8vo. Liege 1857.

Honneurs fimebres rendus a M. Andre-Hubert Dumont, Recteur de I’Univer-

site de Liege. 8vo. Liege 1857.

Liverpool :

—

Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophical Society, 1855-56. 8vo. Liverpool

1856.

Transactions of the Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire. Vol. VIII.

8vo. London 1856.

London :

—

British Architects. Papers read at the Royal Institute of British Architects,

Session 1855-1856. 4to. London 1856.

a 2

Donors.

The Society.

The Society.

The Union.

The Society.

The University.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The University.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institute.
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Peesents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued').

London :

—

British Architects. List of Members and Eeport of Coimcil, May 1856, May

1857. 4to.

Chemical Society. Quarterly Journal. Vol. IX. Nos. 2 to 4. Yol. X. Xo. 1.

8vo. 1857.

Entomological Society. Transactions. Vol. IV. Parts 1 to 3. 8to. London

1856-1857.

Geological Society. Transactions. Vol. VII. Part 4. 4to. Lo'ndon 1856.

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society. Vol. XII. Parts 3 & 4. Vol. XIII.

Part 1. 8vo. 1856-57.

Geological Survey. Memoirs of the Geological Survey, &c. On the Tertiary

Fluvio-marine Formation of the Isle of Wight, by Prof. Edward Forbes.

8vo. London 1856.

Linnean Society. Transactions. Vol. XXII. Part 1. 4to. London 1856.

List of Fellows. 1856. 8vo.

Journal of the Proceedings. Vol. I. Xos. 3, 4.

Pathological Society. Transactions. Vol. VII. 8vo. London 1856.

Photographic Society. Journal. Xos. 43 to 54. 8vo. 1856, 1857.

Royal Agricultural Society. Journal. Vol. XVII. 8vo. London 1856.

Index : Vols. I. to XVI. 8vo.

Royal Astronomical Society. Monthly Notices. Xos. 8 & 9. Vol. XVI.

Vol. XVII. Nos. 1 to 7. 8vo.

Royal Geographical Society. Journal. Vols. XXV. XXVI. 8vo. London 1856.

Royal Institution. Notices. Part 6. 8vo. London 1856.

List of Members and Report of Visitors. 1855. 8vo.

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society. Medico-Chirui’gical Transactions.

Vol. XXXIX. 8vo. London 1856.

Proceedings. Vol. I. Nos. 1 & 2.

8vo. London 1857.

Royal Society of Literature. Transactions. Vol. V. Part 3. Second Series. 8vo.

Society of Arts. Journal. Nos. 187 to 234. 8vo. 1856-1857.

Statistical Society of London. Journal of the Society. Vol. XIX. Parts 3

& 4. Vol. XX, Part 1, 8vo. London 1856, 1857.

First Report of the Committee on Beneficent

Institutions. 1. The Medical Charities of the Metropolis. 8vo. London 1857.

Zoological Society. Proceedings. Nos. 299 to 313. 8vo.

Madi’id ;

—

Memonas de la Real Academia de Ciencias. Tomo 3. 2® Serie. Ciencias Fisicas.

Tomo 1“. Parte 1®. 4to. Madrid 1855.

Tomo 4. 3“ Serie. Ciowias Na-

turales. Tomo 2“. Parte 1®. 4to. Madrid 1856.

Ammcio del Eclipse Anular y central que tendi’a Lugar el 1 5 de Marzo de

1858, por Don Antonio Aguilar. 8vo. Madrid.

Manchester :—Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society. Vol. XIII.

Second Series. 8vo. London 1856.

Mauritius :—Transactions of the Meteorological Society. Vol. III. 8vo. Mauritius

1856,

The Institute.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Director-General of

the Ordnance Survey.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Institution.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Society.
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ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Milan :

—

Memorie dell’ I. E. Istitiito Lombardo di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti. Vol. 5‘“.

Milano 1856.

Giomale .... Ease. 33 to 46. 4to. Milano 1854-56.

Indice Generate, &c. Tonii 5 e 6. 4to.

Modena :—Memorie di Matematica e di Eisica deUa Societa ItaHana deUe Scienze.

Tomo 25. Parte Seconda. 4to. Modena 1855.

Moscow :

—

Nouveaux Memoires de la Societe Imperiale des NaturaUstes. Tome X. 4to.

Moscou 1855.

Bulletin. Annee 1855,Nos.2,3, 4. Annee 1856, No. 1. 8vo. A/bscow 1855-1856.

Munich :

—

Abbandlungen der Koeniglich Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Historischen Classe. Acbten Bandes, 1®‘® Abth. 4to. Munchen 1856.

Matbemat. PhysikaHschen Classe. Siebenten Bandes, 3‘® Abth. 4to. Munchen

1855.

Naples :

—

Kendiconto della Societa Eeale Borbonica. Accad. deUe Scienze. Anno 4.

Jan. to Dec. 1855. 4to. Napoli 1855.

Memoria sullo Incendio Vesuviano del Mese di Maggio 1855 . . . dai Socii

G. Guai-ini, L. Palmieri, ed A. Scacchi. 4to. Napoli 1855.

New York :

—

Annals of the Lyceum of Natural History. Vol. VI. No. 5. 8vo. 1855.

Eesults of a Series of Meteorological Observations, made ... at sundry Aca-

demies in the State of New York, from 1826 to 1850 inclusive. Compiled

by Dr. E. B. Hough. 4to. Albany 1855.

Paris :

—

Memoires de I’Institut Imperiale de France. Academie des Sciences. Tome

XXVII. 1®'' Partie. 4to. Paris.

Memoires presentes par divers Savants a PAcademie des Sciences. Sciences

Mathematiques et Physiques. Tome XIV. 4to. Paris 1856.

Comptes Rendus de 1’Academie des Sciences. Tomes XLII. XLIII. and XLIV.

Nos. 1 to 23. 4to. 1856, 1857.

Tables. Tomes XLI. XLII. XLIII. 1855, 1856.

Supplement aux Comptes Rendus, &e. Tom. I. 4to. Paris 1856.

vSeguin. Memoire sur un nouveau Systeme de Moteur fonctionnant toujours

avec la meme Vapeur, &c. 4to. Paris 1857.

Xnn alea des Mines. Tomes VIII. & IX. Liv. 1 & 2. 5"'*^ Serie. 8vo. Paris

18.55, 1856.

Annuaire de la Societe Meteorologique de France. Tome III. 2"'® Partie.

Feuilles 46-50.

Archives du Museum. Tom. VIII. Liv. 3 & 4. Tom. IX. Liv. 1-3. 4to. Paris

1855, 1856.

BuLLetin de la Societe de Geographie. 4™® Serie. Tomes XI. XII. 8vo. Paris

1856, 1857.

BuRetin de la Societe Geologique de France. 2™® Serie. Tome XII. EeuiUes

61-80. Tome XIII. 8-25. 8vo. 1854, 1855.

The Institute.

The Institute.

The Society.

The Society.

The Academy.

The Academy.

The Lyceum.

The University of the

State of New York.

The Institute.

The Academy.

L’Ecole des Mines.

The Society.

The Museum.

The Society.

The Society.
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ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Paris :

—

Societe Geologique. Liste des Membres, 1856. 8vo. Paris 1856-1857.

Journal de I’Ecole Imperiale Polytechnique. Tome XXI. 4to. Paris 1856.

Philadelphia :

—

Academy of Natural Sciences. Proceedings. Tol. VII. Nos. 8, 9, 10, and Title.

Vol. VIII. Nos. 1 & 2. Vol. IX. Nos. 11 & 12. 8vo.

American Philosophical Society. Proceedings. Vol. VI. Nos. 5.3, 54. 8yo.

Philadelphia.

Journal of the Franklin Institute. Vol. XVII. No. 4. Vol. XXXI. No. 6.

Vol. XXXII. Nos. 1, 2, 3. Vol. XXXIII. 8vo. 1849, 1856, 1857.

Report on the Twenty-fifth Exhibition of American Manufactures, &e. 1856.

8vo. Philadelphia 1857.

Rome :—Atti dell’ Accademia Pontifieia de’ Nuovi Lincei. Anno VI. Sessione

1-5. 4to. Boma 1855-1856.

San Francisco :—Proceedings of the California Academy of Natural Sciences.

Vol. I. 1854-1855. 4to. San Francisco.

Stockholm :

—

Ivongl. Vetenskaps-Akademiens Handhngar for ar 1853. Sednare Afdelningen.

For ar 1854. 8vo. Stockholm 1856.

Ars-Berattelse om Botaniska Arbeten och Upptackter for kr 1851. Af J. E.

Wikstrbm. 8vo. Stockholm 1855.

Ofversigt : Tolfte Argangen, 1855. 8vo. Stockholm 1856.

Toronto :—The Canadian Journal. Nos. 3, & 5 to 8. New Series. 8vo. Toronto

1856-1857.

Toulouse :

—

Memoires del’Academie Impmale des Sciences. d^^Serie. Tomes III. IV. V. VI.

8vo. Toulouse 1853-1856.

Annuaire de I’Academie. Annee 1856.—Annee 1857.

Upsal:—Nova Acta Regise Societatis Scientiarum Upsaliensis. Seriei Tertiae

Vol. I. Vol. II. Fasc. prior. 4to. Upsalice 1855-1856.

Utrecht :

—

Uitkomsten van Wetenschap en Ervaring aangaande AVinden en Zeestroomingen

in sommige gedeelten van den Oceaan. 2® Omgewerkte Druk. With 2 Maps.

4to. Utrecht 1856.

Meteorologische AVaarnemingen in Nederland en Afwijkingen van Tempera-

tuur en Barometerstand op andere plaatsen in Em’opa, 1854. 4to. Utrecht

1855.

in Nederland en zijne Bezittingen en Afudj-

kingen van Temperatuur en Barometerstand op vele Plaatsen in Em’opa.

4to. Utrecht 1855.

A'’an Diemen’s Land ;—Papers and Proceedings of the Royal Society of A’sm

Diemen’s Land. A'^ol. III. Part 1. 4to. Tasmania 1855.

Adenna :

—

Denkschriften der Akademie der AVissenschaften. Math. Natur. Classe. 10®''

und 11®'' Bd. 4to. Wien 1855-1856.

Sitzimgsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akad. der AVissenschaften. Math. Natm-.

Classe. Bd. 18 imd 19. Heft 1, 2. Bd. 20. Heft 1.

The Society.

Le Ministere de I'ln-

struction Publiqne.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Institute.

The Academy.

The Academy.

The Academy.

The Canadian Institute.

The Academy.

The Society.

The Royal Netherlands

Meteorological Insti-

tute.

The Society.

The Academy.
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DoNOKil.Peesents.

ACADEMIES and SOCIETIES {continued).

Vienna :

—

Phil. Hist. Classe. Bd. 17. Heft 3. Bd. 18, 19. Heft 1 & 2. Bd. 20. Heft 1.

8to. Wien 1856.

..Hmanach der Akademie. 6®'' Jahrgang, 1856. 8vo. Wien.

Jahi'buch der K. K. Geologischen Beichsanstalt. 6®'' Jahrgang, Nos. 3 & 4.

7” Jahi’gang, Nos. 2 & 3. 4to. Wien 1855-1856.

Abhandlungen der K. K. Geologischen Beichsanstalt. 3®'' Band. 4to. Wien

1856.

Die geographische Gesellschaft in Wien. fol. Aus der Wiener Zeitung vom

5, 6, und 7 Dezemher 1855.

Washington ;

—

Smithsonian Contributions to Emowledge. Vol. VIII. 4to. Washington 1856.

List of Foreign Correspondents, &c. May 1856. 8vo.

Wurzburg :—Verhandlungen der Physicalisch-Medicinischen Gesellschaft. 7®''

Bd. 1*® & 2*® Heft. 8vo. Wurzburg 1856.

AIRY (G. B., F.B.S.) Astronomical and Magnetical and Meteorological Observa-

tions made at the Royal Observatoiy at Greenvdch, in the Year 1854, and in

the Year 1855. 4to. London 1856-1857.

ALBERI (E.) Delle Opinioni e dei Giudizi di E. Arago intorno a G. Galilei, &c.

8vo. Firenze 1856.

ANONYMOUS
A Catalogue of Theological Books in Foreign Languages, &c. 8vo. London 1857.

Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College. Vol. I. Part 1. 4to.

Cambridge 1856.

Annales Hydrographiques. Janvier a Juin 1854. 8vo. Paris.

Annuaire des Marees des Cotes de France pour Pan 1855. 12mo. Paris 1855.

Annual Report of the Trustees of the New York State Library. 8vo. Albany 1856.

Army Meteorological Register, for Twelve Years, from 1843 to 1854 inclusive, &c.

Compiled by T. Lawson. 4to. Washington 1855.

Bulletino Archeologico Napolitano. Nuova Serie, pubblicato per cura di Giulio

Minervini. Anno Terzo. 4to. Napoli 1855.

Catalogue CRronologique des Cartes, Plans, &c. qui composent I’Hydrographie

Frangaise. 8vo. Paris 1856.

Description des Cotes de PEsthonie, de la Livonie, &c. 8vo. Paris 1855.

Description du Golfe de Finlande, &e. 8vo. Paris 1854.

Die Landtafel des Markgrafthumes Mahren. VII. -VIII. Liefenmg. 4to. Br'dnn

1856.

Expose du Regime des Coiu'ants observes depiiis le lb™® Siecle jusqu’a nos jours

dans la Manche et la Mer d’ARemagne, &c. 8vo. Paris 1855.

First Annual Report of the Medical Officer of Health, made to the Vestry of St.

James, Westminster. 8vo. Westminster 1857.

Flora Batava. Afl. 179-181. 4to. Amsterdam.

Le Pilote Danois, &c. 8vo. Paris 1855.

Manuel de la Navigation dans la Mer Adidatique, &c. 8vo. Paris 1855.

Mean Zenith Distances. CoUection of all the Results of Observation of each

Star at Heerelogement’s Berg, &c. 1843, Jan. 0. 4to. Cape of Good Hope.

The Academy.

The I. R. Institute of

Geology.

The Society.

The Smithsonian Instit.

The Society.

The Admiralty.

The Author.

Mr. D. Nutt.

The Observatory.

Le Depot de la Marine.

The Trustees.

Dr. Thos. Lawson,

Surg.-Gen. U.S.A.

The Editor.

Le Depot de la Marine.

The Publication Com-

mittee.

Le Depot de la Marine.

Dr. Lankester, F.R.S.

H.M. the King of the

Netherlands.

Le Depot de la Marine.

The Admiralty.
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ANONYMOUS {continued).

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India. Vol. I. Part 1. 8vo. CalcvMa 1856.

Memorial Historique : Repertoire Cosmopolite et Ohituaire g&eral, &c. "VT. J.

Broderip. 8vo. Paris 1856.

Meteorological Register kept at the Hon. East India Company’s Observatory at

Madras, 1822-1843. fol. Madras 1844.

Natural Versed Sines from 0° to 125°, &c., used in computing Lunar Distances

for the Nautical Almanac, fol. London 1856.

Notas explicativas para a Execugao de Observagoes e Deducgoes Meteorologicas

segundo um Plano uniforme. 8vo. Lishoa 1856.

Notizia suUa PUa a triplice Contatto, &c. 8vo.

Observations Chronometriques faites pendant la Campagne de Circumnavigation

de la Corvette La Capricieuse. 8vo. Paris 1855.

Patent Office Report. Vols. I. and II. Mechanical, 1854. Agricultural, 1854.

8vo. Washington 1855.

PBote de la Mer Baltique, &e. 8vo. Paris 1856.

Portulan des Cotes de la Manche, du Canal de Bristol, &c. 8vo. Paris.

Quai’terly Return of Marriages, Births, and Deaths. Nos. 30 to 32. 8vo. 1856.

Renseignements Hydrographiques siu la Mer d’Azof. 8vo. Paris 1856.

Report of the Twenty-fourth Annual Meeting of the Literary Association of the

Friends of Poland. 8vo. London 1856.

Report on the Geology of Northern and Southern California. 8vo. 1856.

Reports on the Paris Universal Exhibition. Parts II. and III. 8vo. London 1856.

Report on the Pathology of the Diseases of the Army in the East. fol. London

1856.

Routier de I’Anstralie, &c. 8vo. Paris 1855.

Seventeenth Annual Report of the Registrar-General of Births, Deaths, and Mar-

riages in England. 8vo. London 1856.

Specimens of Tables, Calculated, Stereomoulded, and Printed by Machinery. 8vo.

London 1857.

The Entomologist’s Annual for 1857. 8vo. London 1857.

The Entomologist’s Weekly Intelligencer for 1856. Edited by E. Newman, Esq.

8vo. London.

The Euphrates Valley Route to India. By a Traveller. 8vo. London 1856.

The Great Law of the Human Mind, and the Heavens and the Earth. 12mo.

London 1856.

The London University Calendar. 1857. 8vo.

The Natural History Review. . . . Including the Proceedings of the Irish Natural

History Societies, &c. Nos. 11 and 12. 8vo. Lond., Edin., and Dublin 1856.

The Royal Gallery of Art. Parts XVII. to XXIII. fol. London 1856-1857.

Trabalhos do Observatoi’io Meteorologico do Infante D. Luiz na Escola Polytech-

nica. 2° Anno (1855-1856). fol. Lishoa 1857.

Zeitschrift fiir die gesammten Wissenschaften. Jahrgang 1856. 7*®’' Band. 8vo.

Berlin 1856.

ARGELANDER, F. (For. Mem. R.S.) Anzeige von einer auf der Kdniglichen

Universitats-Sternwarte zu Bonn tmternommenen Dui’chmusterimg des nord-

lichen Himmels als Grundlage neuer Himmelscharten. 8vo. Bonn 1856.

TheGovernmentof India

.

Prof. Owen, F.R.S.

The Directors of theHon.

East India Company.

The Superintendent of

the Nautical Almanac.

Dr. Pegado.

The Author.

Le Depot de la Marine.

The United States’ Go-

vernment.

Le Depot de la Marine.

The Registrar-General.

Le Depot de la Marine.

The Association.

The United States' Go-

vernment.

H. M. Government.

The Right Hon. the

Secretary for War.

Le Depot de la Marine.

The Registrar-General.

G. Scheutz, Esq.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The Publisher.

Unknown.

The University.

The Editor.

S. C. HaU, Esq.

Dr. Pegado.

The Editors.

The Author.
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Presents.

ARGELANDER (E., For. Mem. R.S.) Atlas des nordlichen gestimten Himmels

fiir den Anfang des Jakres 1855, entworfen auf der Koniglichen Steniwarte

zu Bonn. 1® Lieferung. Elephant. Bonn 1857.

BABBAGE (C., E.R.S.) An Analysis of the Statistics of the Clearing House

during the Year 1839. 8vo. London 1856.

BACHE (A. D.) On the Tides of the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts of the United

States ;
the Gulf Stream; and the Earthquake Waves of December 1854. 8vo.

Newhaven 1856.

BARRANDE (J.) Systeme Silurien du Centre de la Boheme. Vol. I. Recherches

Paleontologiques . . . .Planches. Yol. I. 4to. Prague et Paris 1852.

BATE (C. S.) On the British Edriophthalma. On the British Diastyhdse. 8vo.

London 1856.

BEALE (L. S., E.R.S.) On some Points in the Anatomy of the Liver of Man and

Vertebrate Animals, &c. 8vo. London 1856.

BEECHEY (Rear-Admiral F. W., E.R.S.) Address at the Anniversary Meeting of

the Royal Geographical Society, 26th May 1856.

BIANCOKl (G. G.) Alcune Ricerche sui CapreoU deUe Cueurbitacee. 4to.

Bologna 1855.

BIDDER (F.) und KUPFFER (C.) Untersuchungen fiber die Textur des Rficken-

marks und die Entwickelung seiner Formelemente. 4to. Leipzig 1857.

BIENAYME (J.) Considerations a I’Appui de la Decouverte de Laplace sur la loi

de Probabilite dans la Methode des Moindres carres. 4to.

Remarques sur les differences qui distinguent Tlnterpolation

de M. Cauchy de la Methode des Moindres can-es, &c. 4to.

Sur la Probabilite des En’em’s d’apres la Methode des

Moindres carres. 4to.

BIOT (.1. B.) et LEFORT (F.) Commercium Epistolicum . . . . reimprimee sur

I’Edition originale de 1712, avec Tlndication des Variantes de 1’ Edition de 1722,

completee par rme Collection de Pieces justificatives et de Documents. 4to.

Paris 1856.

BdHM (.1. G.) und KARLINSKI (F.) Magnetische und Meteorologische Beo-

bachtungen zu Prag. 13®’’, 14®’’ und 16®*^ Jahrgang. 4to. Prag 1856-1857.

BONAPARTE (Le Prince Charles Lucien) Tableaux paralleliques des Oiseaux

Praecoces ou Autophages, &c. 4to. Paris 1856.

— Omithologie fossile, servant dTntroduc-

tion au Tableau comparatif des Ineptes et des Autruches. 4to. Paris 1856.

-—— Note sur les Oiseaux des lies Mar-

quises, &c.

BRACKET (A.) Simples Preliminaires .sur le Commentaire de la Notice du meil-

leur Microscope dioptrique compose achi’omatique du Professeur Amici. 8vo.

Paris 1856.

BRUHNS (C. C.) De Planetis Minoribus inter Martem et Jovem cuca Soleni

versantibus. 8vo. Beroliai 1856.

BUSCH (A. L.) Astronomische Beobachtungen auf der Koniglichen Universi-

tats-Stemwarte in Konigsberg. 26”® Abtheilung. fol. Konigsberg 1854.

Beobachtungen imd Wahrnehmimgen wclche bei der totalen

Sonnenfinstemiss am 28 Juli 1851 gemacht worden sind.

h

Donors.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

Henry Sharpe, Esq.

Tlie Author.

The Author.

TheG eographical Society.

The Author.

Tlie Authors.

The Author.

M. Fould, Ministre de

ITnstruction Pubhque.

Tlie Observatory at

Prague.

The Author, per .1. Gould,

Esq.,J.K.S.

The Author.

Mons. B. Duprat.

The Author.

The Observatory.

The Author.

MDCrf’TA II.
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Pkesents.

CAMERON (Capt. R. E., Editor.) Meteorological Observations taken during

the Years 1829 to 1852, at the Ordnance Survey Office, Phoenix Park,

Dublin. By Lient.-Col. H. James, R. E., Superintendent of the Ordnance

Survey. 4to. Dublin 1856.

COLLENZA (P.) Risultamenti Clinici nella Cura degl’ Infermi di Colera, &c.

8vo. Napoli 1856.

COLLIER (C., F.R.S.) An Essay on the Principles of Education. 8vo. Lond.on

1856.

COOPER (E. J., F.R.S.) Catalogue of Stars near the Ecliptic, observed at

Markree duiing the Years 1854, 1855 and 1856, and whose Places are sup-

posed to be hitherto unpublished. Vol. IV. 8vo. Dublin 1856.

CUBITT (Sir W., F.R.S.) and BARLOW (P. W., F.R.S.) Reports on a Pro-

posed New Bridge at Londonderry, fol. 1857.

DAUBENY (C., F.R.S.) Address to the British Association. 8vo. 1856.

DE LA RIVE (A., For. Mem. R.S.) Des Experiences de M. P. VolpiceUi sur

la Polarite Eleetrostatique. 4to.

DE LA RUE (W., F.R.S.) Drawing of Jupiter as seen October 25th, 1856;

of Saturn as seen March 27th and 29th, 1856.

D’ORBIGNY (A.) Paleontologie Frangaise. Terrains oolitiques ou jurassiques.

Tome I., avec Atlas, Tome I. 8vo. Paris 1842-1849.

Terrains cretaces. Tomes I.-V. 1840-1851, avec Atlas,

Tomes I.-V. 8vo. Paris 1840-1852.

DUFRENOY (A.) Traite de Mineralogie. Deuxieme edition. Tomes I. II.

III. & V. 8vo. Paris 1856.

DUNKER (W.) Monographie der Norddeutschen WealdenbiLdung, &e. 4to.

Braunschweig 1846.

EHRENBERG (C. G., For. Mem. R. S.) Mikrogeologie. Das Erden und Felsen

schaffende Wii’ken des unsichtbar kleinen selbstandigen Lebens auf der

Erde. Fortsetzung, Bogen I.-XXII. fol. Leipzig 1856.

ENCKE (J. F., For. Mem. R.S.) Berliner Astronomisches Jahrbuch fiir 1859.

8vo. Berlin 1856.

Astronomische Beobachtungen auf der Kbnig-

lichen Sternwarte zu Berlin. 4®' Band. fol. Berlin 1857.

FERGUSSON (Lieut. E. F. F.) Magnetical and Meteorological Observations

made at the Hon. East India Company’s Observatory, Bombay, in the Year

1854. 4to. Bombay 1856. The same, in the Year 1855. 4to. Bombay 1856.

FERRARI (S.) Calcul Decidouzinal. Traduction sur 1’original Italien. 4to.

Turin 1857.

FOOT (L. E.) Memoir of the late Isaac Weld, J.P. M.R.I.A., one of the Vice-

Presidents of the Royal Dublin Society. 8vo. Dublin 1856.

FORBES (J. D., F.R.S.) Dissertation Sixth : exhibiting a General View of the

Progress of Mathematical and Physical Science, principally from 1775 to

1850. 4to.

FRERICHS (F. T.) und STADELER (G.) Physiologisch-chemische Unter-

suchungen. 8vo. Zurich 1855.

GASPARRINI (G.) Alcune Osservazioni sopra taluni Rimedi Proposti contro

, alia Malattia deUa Vite. 4to. 1856.

Doxoes.

The Right Hon. the Secre-

tary of State for War.

The Author.

The Author.

Her Majesty’s Government.

P. W. Barlow, Esq., F.R.S.

The Author.

Prof. P. VolpiceUi.

The Author.

Henry Sharpe, Esq.

The Author.

Henry Sharpe, Esq.

The Author.

The Editor.

The Author.

The Dii’eetors of the Hon.

East India Company.

Unknown.

C. R. Weld, Esq.

The Author.

Prof. Frerichs.

The Author.
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Presents.

GILBAET (J. W., F.R.S.) Logic for the Totmg. 12mo. London 1855.

Logie for the MiUioii : a Familiar Exposition of the Art of Eeasoning.

Fourth Edition. 12mo. London 1856.

The Philosophy of History. (Not published.) 8vo. London 1857.

GOEHAM (J.) Unfrequented Paths in Optics. Part 1. Light from a Pin-

hole. Part 2. Light from a Fissure. 8vo. London 1855-1856.

GEOYE (W. E., F.E.S.) The Correlation of Physical Forces. Third Edition.

8vo. London 1855.

HALDINGEE (W., For. Mem. E.S.) Annahernde Bestimmung der Brechungs-

Exponenten am GEmmer und Pennin. 8vo.

BarytkrystaUe, als Absatz der neuen MUitai’badhausqueUe in Karlsbad. 8vo.

1854.

Beitrag zur Erklarung der Farben der Polarisationsbiischel durch Beugung.

8yo.

Bemerkungen iiber die zuweEen im geschmeidigen Eisen entstandene Kry-

stallinische Structur, u.s.w. 8vo.

Beiicht liber die Geognostische Uebersichts-Karte der bsterreichisehen

Monarchie. 8vo. 1848.

Besuch der Versammlung der Deutschen Naturforscher imd Aerzte zu Wies-

baden. 8vo.

Betrachtungen iiber den Eisgang der Fliisse. 8vo.

Das Eis der Donau bei Wien, und das Eis des Eheins bei Koblenz. 8vo.

Das SchaUphanomen des Monte Tomatico bei Feltre. 4to.

Das sch-\vefelhaltige Bleierz von Neu-Sinka in Siebenbiirgen. 3vo. 1855.

Das Stauroskop, ein optisch-mineralogischer Apparat von Herrn Franz v.

KobeU. 8vo.

Dauer des Eindruckes der Polarisationsbiischel auf die Netzhaut. 8vo.

Der Partschin von Olahpian. 8vo.

Des K. K. Herm Hauptmann’s J. Scheda neue Karte des bsterreichisehen

Kaiserstaates. 8vo.

Die AustheUung der Oberflaehenfarben am Murexid. 8vo.

Die Farben des Mausits. 8vo.

Die Formen des KaEchlorcadmiates. 8vo.

Die geographische GeseUschaft in Wien. 8vo.

Die geologische Uebersichtskarte von Deutschland, u.s.w. 4to.

Die griine Farbe der oxalsauren Eisenoxyd-Alkalien und die Weisse der

Eisenoxyd-Alaune. 8vo.

Die Interferenzhnien am Glimmer. Beruhrungsringe und Plattenringe. 8vo.

Die KalkspathkrystaUe vom Agnes-StoUen bei Moldowa. 4to.

Die Konische Eefraction am Diopsid, u.s.w. 8vo.

Die Eichtung der Schwingimgen des Lichtathers im polarisirten Lichte.

Mittheiluwj aus einem Schreiben des Herrn Prof. StoJees. 8vo.

Die Wemerfeier am 25 Sept. 1850 in Oesterreich. 4to.

Die zwei Hypothesen der Eichtung der Schwingungen des Lichtathers nach

ihrer Wahrscheiidichkeit. 8vo.

Drei neue LocaEtiiten von Pseudomorphosen nach Steinsalz in den nordbst-

Echen Alpen. 4to.

Ein optisch-mineralogischer Aufschraube-Goniometer. 8vo.

b2

Donors.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.
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Presents.

HAIDINGER (W., For. Mem. R.S.) Fine Bemerkung iiber die Anordnimg

der kleinsten Theilchen in KjrystaUen. 8vo.

Form imd Farbe des Weltzienits. 8vo.

Graphische Methode annahemder Winkelmessungen, besonders an kleineren

KrystaUen. 8vo.

Herapathit-Zangen, u.s.w. 8vo.

Mittheilmig aus einem Schreiben des Herm Prof. Stokes, iiber das optische

Schachbrettmuster. 8vo.

Niedrigste Hoben von Gewitterwolken. 8vo.

Note iiber den Linarit und den Caledonit von Eezbanya. 4to.

Note iiber gewundene Bergkrystalle. 8vo.

Oberflachen- und Kbrperfarben von Wohler’s Jod-Tellxir-Methyl. 8vo.

Palao-KrystaUe ; dui’ch Pseudomoi’phose veriindert. 8vo.

Pleochroismus an mehreren Finaxigen KrystaUen, in neuerer Zeit beo-

baehtet. 8vo.

Pleochroismus einiger Augite und Amphibole. 8vo.

Schreiben des Herrn Dr. August Beer, iiber die Richtimg der Schwingimgen

des Lichtathers im polarisirten Lichte. 8vo.

TabeUe der Fisbedeckung der Donau bei Galaez in den Jahren 1836 bis

1853.

TJeber das Fis der Donau in dem gegenwartigen Winter 1848-1849. 8vo.

Ueber das Fisenstein-Vorkommen bei Pitten in Oesterreich. 4to. Frag

1846.

Ueber eine nach GypskrystaUen gebUdete Pseudomorphose von Brauneisen-

stein. 8VO.

Ueber den Fliasit von Joachimsthal. 8vo.

Ueber den Felsobanyt, eine neue Mineralspecies. 8vo.

Ueber den Lbweit, eine neue Species aus der Ordnung der Salze. 4to. Frag

1846.

Ueber die von Herrn Dr. Herapath und Herrn Prof. Stokes in optischer

Beziehimg untersuchte Jod-Chinin-Yerbindung. 8vo.

Ueber Herrn. v. Deehen’s neue geologische Karte von Rheinland West-

phalen. 8vo.

Ueber Magneteisenstein, pseudomorph nach Glimmer. 4to. 1852.

Ueber Senarmont’s gefiirbte Krystalle. 8vo.

Zur Frinnenmg an Leopold von Buch. 4to.

Zwei Schaustufen von Braimeisenstein mit Kernen von Spatheisenstein,

u.s.w. 8vo. 1854.

HANSTEFN (C., For. Mem. R.S.) Laerebog i Mechaniken. 3 Deelen. 8vo.

Christiania 1836-1838.

HARTUNG (G.) Die geologischen Verhaltnisse der Inseln Lanzarote und

Fuertaventura. With four Maps and Plans. 4to.

HAUSMANN (J. F. L.) Ueber die durch Molekularbe'n'egungen in starren

leblosen Kbrpern bewirkten Formveranderungen. 4to. Gottingen 1856.

HIRSCH (A.) Vorausbereehnung der totalen Sonnen-Finsterniss am 18 July

1860. 8vo. Wien.

HODGSON (J., F.R.S.) The Himterian Oration delivered at the Royal CoUege

of Siu’geons of England, Feb. 1855. 8vo. London.

Donors.

The Author.

Dr. Alexander.

The Author.

The Author.

The Observatory at Vienna.

The Author.
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HOPMEISTEE (W.) Beitrage ziir Kenntniss der Gefasskryplogamen. Heft 2.

8to. Leipzig 1857.

HOGG (J., F.K.S.) On the Distribution of certain Species of Freshwater Eish

;

and on the Modes of Fecundating the Ova of the Salmonidse. 8vo. Newcastle-

upon-Tyne 1856.

HOOD (C., F.R.S.) Statistics of Insanity; being a Decennial Report of Bethlem

Hospital, from 1846 to 1855 inclusive. 8vo. London.

HORJfSTEIH (K.) Opposition der Calliope im Jahre 1856. 8vo. Wien.

JOURNALS
Astronomische Nachrichten. Nos. 1031 to 1056.

Cosmos. Yol. YIII. Liv. 24, 25 ;
Yol. IX. 1856 ; Yol. X. Liv. 1 to 22, 1857.

8vo. Paris. Table Alphabetique. Yols. YII., YIII., IX.

H Nuovo Cimento Giomale di Fisica, &c. Compilato dai Prof. C. Matteucci e

R. Piria. Tomo III. Maggio e Giugno. 8vo. Pisa 1856.

Journal of the Indian Archipelago. Yol. IX. Nos. 10 to 12; and Yol. I. New
Series, Nos. 1 & 2, and First Supplement for 1854. 8vo. Singapore and

Pinang 1855-56.

Journal de I’Ame, individueUe et generale, &c. Liv. 1-3. 8vo. Geneve 1856.

The American Journal of Science and Arts. Yol. XXII. Nos. 64, 65 ; Yol.

XXIII. Nos. 68, 69. 8vo.

The Asylirm Journal of Mental Science. Yol. II. No. 18; Yol. III. Nos. 19,

20, 21. 8vo. London 1856.

The Athenaeum. Jime to December 1856 ;
January to May 1857.

The BuRder. Yol. XIY. Nos. 696 to 725; Yol. XY. Nos. 726 to 749.

The CivR Engineer and Architect’s Journal. Yol. XIX. Nos. 269 to 273;

Yol. XX. Nos. 274 to 279. 4to. 1856-57.

The Literary Gazette. June to December 1856 ; January to May 1857.

The Philosophical Magazine. July to December 1856 ; January to June

1857.

The Practical Mechanic’s Journal. Illustrated Index. Yols. I. to YIII. 4to.

London 1856.

KHILHAU (B. M.) Gaea Norvegica. Yon mehreren Yerfassern. Lief. 1, 2, 3.

fol. Clmstiania 1844-1850.

KOCH (C. L.) und DUNKER (W.) Beitrage zur Kenntniss des Norddeutschen

OolithgebUdes und dessen Yersteinerungen. 4to. Braunschweig 1837.

KOLLIKER (A.) Physiologische Untersuchimgen iiber die Wirkung einiger

Gifte. 8vo. Berlin 1856.

KREIL (K.) Jahrbiicher der K. K. Central-Anstalt fiir Meteorologie und Erd-

magnetismus. W Bd. Jahi’gang 1852. 4to. Wien 1856.

KUPFFER (A. T., For. Mem. R.S.)

Ann ales de I’Observatoire Physique central de Russie. Annees 1851, 1852,

1853. Six vols. 4to. St. Petershourg 1853-1855.

Compte Rendu Annuel . . . sur I’Observatoire Physique central, pour I’annee

1855. 4to. St. Petershourg 1856.

LAMONT (J., For. Mem. R.S.) Magnetische Ortsbestimmimgen ausgefuhrt

an verschiedenen Puncten des Kbnigreichs Bayern. 2®'' TheR. 8vo. Mun-

chen 1856.

Donors.

The Royal Saxon Academy

of Sciences.

The Author.

The Author.

The Observatory at Yienna.

The Observatory at Altona.

Mons. I’Abbe Moigno.

The Editors.

The Editor.

Unknown.

The Editors.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The Editor.

The PubRsher.

The Editor.

Messrs. Taylor and Francis.

The Publisher.

Dr. Alexander.

Henry Sharpe, Esq.

The Author.

The Academy of Sciences,

Yienna.

The Observatory.

The Observatory, Munich.
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Peesents.

LANKIESTEE (E.) Eeport on the Cholera Outbreak in the Parish of St. James,

Westminster, during the Autumn of 1854. 8to. Lo'nrlon 1855.

LEA (I.) Description of a New MoUusk from the Eed Sandstone, near Potts-

viEe, Pa. 8vo. FMladalpJiia 1855.

LINDSAY (W. L.) Histology of the Cholera Evacuations in Han and the Lower

Animals. 8yo. Edinburgh 1856.

Monograph of the Genus AbrothaUus, &c. 8to. 1856.

LITTEOW (C. von.) Annalen der K. K. Stemwarte in Wien. Dritter Eolge,

5®’' u. d®*" Band."* Jahrgang 1855-56. 8vo. Wien 1856, 1857.

LLOYD (Eev. H.) Elementary Treatise on the Wave-Theory of Light. Second

Edition, with Additions. 8vo. London 1857.

LOEENZO (C.) Dell’ Innesto nella Peripneumonia o Polmonera de’ Bovini.

8vo. Milano 1856.

LOWE (E. J.) A Natural History of Ferns, British and Exotic. Parts 15 to 36.

8vo. 1856, 1857.

A Natural History of British Grasses. Parts 1-3. 8vo. 1857.

LUBBOCK (J.) On some Entomostraca. 8vo. London 1856.

On the Eespiration of Insects. 8vo. 1857.

LUCAE (J. C. G.) De Symmetria et Asymmetria Organorum animalitatis, im-

primis Cranii. 4to. Marhurgi 1839.

LUTHEE (E.) und WICHMANN (M.) Astronomische Beobachtungen auf der

Kouiglichen Universitats-Sternwarte zu Kdnigsherg. 28®*® Abth. 4to.

Konigsherg 1856.

MACKENZIE (E.) The Ai’chitectural Antiquities of St. Stephen’s CoUegiate

Chapel, Westminster, the late House of Commons. Eoyal Elephant. Lotulon

1854.

MACLOUGHLIN (D.) Eesult of an Inquiry into the Invariable Existence of

a Premonitory Diai’rhoea in Cholera. Second Edition. 8vo. London 1854.

MANDOJ-ALBANESE (F.) Corso di Geometria. 8vo. Torino 1856.

MAPS, CHAETS, ENGEAVINGS, &c.:—

10 Maps and Charts published by the Navy Department, United States of

America.

Drawing of “ Saturn, on the 1st November 1852,” and of Mars, “ as seen on

the 18th March 1854,” at Madras, by W. S. Jacob, Esq.

2 Charts pubhshed by the Eoyal Meteorological Institute of the Netherlands.

Bronze Medal of Wilhelm Haidinger.

Engraving of Saturn as seen with a Newtonian Equatoreal of thirteen inches’

aperture, March 27th and 29th, 1856.

Photographic Portrait of Thomas Graham, Esq., F.E.S., &c., with a Biogra-

phical Notice. 1856.

MAECET (W., F.E.S.) On the Composition of Food, and how it is Adulterated,

with practical Directions for its Analysis. -8vo. London 1856.

MAEIANINI (S.) SuEa Proprieta posseduta in particolar modo dai Corpi umidi

di assorbire 1’ elettricita, &c. 4to. Modena 1854.

Sopra un Modo di vedere con facilita i Colori accidentaE.

4to. Modena 18.55.

Doxoes.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Observatory at Vienna.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Observatory.

H. M. Government.

The Author.

The Author.

The Government of the

United States.

The Directors of the Hon.

East India Company.

The Institute.

The Geological Institute.

Vienna.

W. De la Eue, Esq., F.E.S.

Messrs. MauU and Poly-

blank.

The Author.

The Author.
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Pkesents.

MAEIAJN'IjS’I (S.) SuH’ Azione magnetizzante delle Correnti elettriche momen-

tanee. Memoria X. 4to. Modena 1852.

Sopra alcune Fontane artificial! a getto variabile ed a getto

mtermittente. 8to. Modena 1855.

MAEIAXINI (P. D.) Sopra il Penomeno ehe si osserra nelle Calamite Tem-

porarie, &c. 4to. Modena 1851.

Memoria relativa ai Valori deUe Fimzioni di ima VariabEe, &c. 4to. Modena

1855.

MAETIX (P. J.) A Geological Memoir on a Part of Western Sussex, &c. 4to.

London 1828.

MAETIXS (C.) La Geographie Botanique et ses Progres. 8vo. Paris 1856.

MELDELM (C.) Contributions to the Meteorology and Hydrography of the

Indian Ocean. Part 1. 4to. Mauritius 1856.

MILLEE (J.) Address to the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Edinbrngh

:

Dee. 17, 1856. 8to. Edinburgh 1857.

MOLESCHOTT (J.) Entersuchimgen zur Xaturlehre des Menschen und der

Thiere. Bd. I. Heft 1-3. 8vo. Frankfurt a. M. 1856.

MOOEE (Thos.) The Perns of Great Britain and Ireland. Nature-printed by

H. Bradbury. Parts 16 & 17. fol. London 1856.

MULLEE (Max.) Eig-Veda-Sanhita
; the Sacred Hynms of the Brahmans, &e.

Vol. III. 4to. London 1856.

NAPOLEON (S. A. I. le Piince.) Experiences sur la Direction des Courants de

rOcean Atlantique septentrional. 4to. Paris 1856.

NEEYANDEE (J. J.) Obserrations faites a I’Observatoire Magnetique et Me-

teorologique de Helsingfors. Vols. I. a IV. Premiere section, Obs. Mag.

Vols. I. a IV. Deuxieme section, Obs. Met. 4to. Helsingfors 1850.

PEEIGAL (H.) The Moon Controversy. Pacts v. Definitions. 8vo. London

1856.

PLAEE (G.) Essai d’une Theorie de la Pigure de la Terre basee sur le Calcul

de 1’Attraction des Spheroi'des heterogenes. 4to. Strasbourg 1850.

Sur le Calcul de la Chaleur solaire re§ue en un point quelconque

de la Surface de la Terre, dans I’hypothese d’une Absorption de la Chaleur

par I’Atmosphere. 4to. Pans 1856.

PLATEAU (J.) Sur les Theories recentes de la Constitution des Veines liquides

lancees par des Orifices circulaires. 8vo. Bruxelles.

Eecherches experimentales et theoriques sur les Figures

d’6quilibre d’une Masse hquide sans Pesanteur. S'"® Serie. 4to. Bruxelles

1856.

POEY (Andres.) A Chronological Table of Cyclonic Hurricanes, &c. 8vo.

London 1856.

PEOUHET (E.) Notice sur la Vie et les Travaux de M. Ch. Sturm. 8vo.

Paris 1856.

PYCEOPT (J. W.) Arena Comubise : or the Claims of the Commissioners of

Woods and Forests to the Sea-coast and Banks of Tidal Eivers in

Cornwall and Devon, examined and considered. Third Edition. 4to.

London 1856.

QUAIN (J., P.E.S.) . Elements of Anatomy. Edited by W. Sharpey, M.D.,

F.E.S., and G. V. EUis, Esq. 3 vols. 8vo. London 1856.

Donoks.

The Author.

The Author.

Henry Sharpe, Esq.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Editor.

Messrs. Bradbury and Evans.

The Directors of the Hon.

East India Company.

The Academy of Sciences.

The Observatory.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

Mademoiselle Sturm and the

Author.

The Author.

The Editors.
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QP^ETELET (A., For. Mem. E.S.) Aimales de I’Observatoire Eoyal de

Bruxelles. Tome XI. 4to. Bruxelles 1857.

——
- Annuaire . . . 23“® et 24™® aimees. 12mo. Bruxelles

1855-56.

Eapport ... sur P^tat et les Travaux de I’Observa-

toire Eoyal, 1856. 8vo.

Sur le CHmat de la Belgique. De I’Etat du Ciel en

general. 4to. Bruxelles 1857.

Observations des Phenomenes periodiques, 1854-

1855. 4to.

EADLINSKY (G.) AUessandro Magno Influenza deUe sue Conquiste sull’ Asia

e sidF Em’opa. 8vo. Mantova 1857.

L’ America prima di Cristoforo Colombo. 8vo. Mantova

1857.

II Fedone. 8vo. Mantova 1857.

EADLKOFEE (L.) Der Befrucbtungsprocess im Pflanzenreicbe und sein Yer-

haltniss zu dem im Tbierreicbe. 8vo. Leipzig 1857.

EATHKE (H., For. Mem. E.S.) Entwiekelungsgeschichte der Natter {Coluber

Natrix). 4to. Konigsberg 1839.

Dritter Bericbt iiber das natui’wissenscbaft-

liche Seminar bei der Universitat zu Konigsberg. 4to. Konigsberg 1838.

Ueber den Bau und die Entwickelimg des

Brustbeins der Saurier. 4to. Konigsberg 1853.

De Animalium Crustaceorum generatione.

4to. Regiomontii 1844.

Bemerkungen iiber den Bau des Amphioxus

lanceolatus, &c. 4to. Konigsberg 1841.

BEEVES (C. E.) Diseases of the Stomach and Duodenum. 8vo. London

1856.

EEGNAULT (V., For. Mem. E.S.) Eelation des Experiences . .
.
poiu’ deter-

miner les Lois et les Donnees physiques necessaires an Calcul des Machines

a Feu. Tome II. with Plates. 4to. Paris 1856.

EEICHAEDT (E.) Die Theorie der Warme, ein Versuch zur Erklarung der

Erscheinungen von Warme, Licht und Electrieitat. 8vo. Jena 1857.

EENNIE (G., F.E.S.) Plan of a Breakwater for Improving the Port and Har-

bour of Liverpool. 4to. London 1857.

RICHAEDSON (Sir John, F.E.S.) Ichthyology. Article from the Encyclo-

paedia Britannica. 4to. 1856. '

EIGO Y SINOBAS (M.) Eesumen de los Trabajos Meteorologicos correspon-

dientes al Aho 1854, verificados en el Eeal Observatorio de Madrid. 4to.

Madrid 1857.

EOBINSON (Eev. T. E., F.E.S.) On the Luminous Phenomena produced by

the Discharge of Euhmkorff’s Induction Apparatus in vacuo. No. 2. 8vo.

Dublin 1856.

EOBINSON (W.) Proeve tot opbeldering van de Gronden der Maleische Spell-

ing : uit het Engelsch vertaald door E. Netscher. 8vo. Batavia 1855.

ROEMEE (F. A.) Die Versteinerungen des Norddeutschen Oolithen-Gebirges.

4to. Hannover 1836.

Donors.

The Observatory.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Authoi-.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Observatory.

The Author.

The Translator.

Henry Sharpe, Esq.
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Presents.

KUMKEE (C., For. Mem. E.S.) Mittlere Oerter von 12,000 Fix-Sternen, fiir

den Anfang von 1836, abgeleitet aus den Eeobachtungen auf der Hamburger

Sternwarte. fol. HamJnirg 1843.

Neue Folge der mittleren Oerter von Fix-

Stemen fiir den Anfang von 1850. fol.

Handbucb der Schiffabrts-Kimde, u.s.w. 8vo.

Hamburg 185-7.

SABIjS^E (Major-General E., F.E.S.) Observations made at the Magnetical and

Meteorological Observatory at Toronto in Canada. Vol. III. 1846, 1847,

1848. With Abstracts of Observations to 1855 inclusive. 4to. Loudon

1857.

SCHEEZEE (K.) Bericht...iiber erne Eeise nach America in den Jahren 1852

bis 1855. 8vo. Wien 1856.

MittheUungen iiber die Handschriftlichen Werke des Padre

Francisco Ximenez in der Universitats-Bibliothek zu Guatemala. 8vo. Wien

1856.

Die Indianer von Santa Catalina Istlavacan (Erauenfuss). 8vo.

Wien 1856.

SCHYAHOEE (A.) Essai sur la Metaphysique des Forces, inherentes a

Pessence de la matiere, et Introduction a rme nouveUe Theorie Atomo-

dynamique. 4to. Kieiv 1857.

SECCHI (A., For. Mem. E.S.) Un Orologio Solare Antico. 8vo.

Pontificia Corrispondenza Meteorologica Telegra-

fica in Eoma. Prime Semestre, Luglio-Dicembre 1855. Breve EagguagUo

del P. A. Secchi. 4to.

Intomo ad un nuovo Barometrografo. 4to.

Homa 1857.

Descrizione del nuovo Osservatorio del CoUegio

Eomano, &c. 4to. Homa 1856.

Sopra im nuovo Barometro. 8vo. Homa 1857.

SEDGWICK (Eev. A., F.E.S.) A Synopsis of the Classification of the British

Palaeozoic Eocks : with a Systematic Description of the British Palaeozoic

FossEs in the Geological Museum of the University of Cambridge, by F.

M‘Coy. 4to. London and Cambridge 1855.

SEGUIN. Memoire sur un nouveau Systeme de Motem- fonctionnant toujours

avec la meme Vapeur, &c. 4to. Paris 1857.

SMYTH (C. P., F.E.S.) On the Angular Disturbances of Ships, the Measure-

ment of the Amoimt, and the Elimination of the Effects in certain Cases.

8vo. Edinburgh 1857.

SMYTH (Bear-Admiral W. H., F.E.S.) Descriptive Catalogue of a Cabinet of

Eoman Fanuly Coins belonging to His Grace the Duke of Northumberland,

K.G. Printed for Private Circulation. 4to. London 1856.

SOEBY (H. C., F.E.S.) On the Terraces in the VaUey of the Tay, North of

Dimkeld. 8vo. Edinburgh 1856.

On the Physical Geography of the Tertiary Estuary of

the Isle of Wight. 8vo. Edinlmrgh 1856.

On Slaty Cleavage, as exhibited in the Devonian Lime-

stones of Devonshire. 8vo. 1856.

Donors.

The Author.

Her Majesty’s Government.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

Eev. Professor Sedgwick.

The Author.

The Author.

The Duke of Northumber-

land.

The Author.

MDCCCLVII, C
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PEESEirrs.

SORBY (H. C., F.E..S.) On Yedmandale, as illustrating the Excavation of

some Valleys in the Eastern part of Yorkshire. 8vo. 1854.

On the Physical Geography of the Old Eed Sandstone

Sea of the Central District of Scotland. 4to. Edinburgh 1856.

SPATTER (D.) The Decimal System as a Whole, &c. 8vo. London awl Liver-

pool 1856.

TAYLOR (T. G.) Astronomical Observations made at the Hon. the East India

Company’s Observatory, Madras. For the Years 1843-1847. 4to. Madras

1848.

TODD (R. B., F.R.S.) and BOWMAN (W., F.R.S.) The Physiological Ana-

tomy and Physiology of Man. Section 2. Part 4. 8vo. London 1856.

TOOKE (Thos.) and NEWMAECH (W.) A History of Prices, and of the State

of the Circulation, during the Nine Years 1848-1856. Vols. Y. & VI.

8vo. London 1857.

TORTOLINI (B.) Annali di Scienze Matematiche e Fisiche. Tomo Sesto. 8vo.

Roma 1855.

SuUe Relazioni che passano fra le Radiei deUe Equazioni di

secondo, terzo e quarto grado, &c. 8vo. Roma 1855.

Sulla Quadratura della Superficie di Quart’ ordine eonosciuta

sotto il nome di Superficie di Elasticita. 8vo. Roma 1856.

TREADWELL (D.) On the Practicability of constructing Cannon of great

Caliber, &c. 8vo. Cambridge (U. S.) 1856.

VAUGHAN (D.) Phenomena of the Material World. No. 1. 8vo. Cincinnati

1856.

VESSELOVSKY (C.) Epoques des Debacles et de la Prise par les Glaces de la

Dwina, a Arkhangel. 8vo. 1856.

VOLPICELLI (P.) Rettificazione delle Formula per assegnare il Numero delle

Somme ognuna di due Quadrati nelle quah un’ Intero puo Spezzarsi. 8vo.

Roma 1854.

Formule per determinare U Numero deUe Intere soluzioni

deUa —y^=o, e loro conseguenze. 8vo.

Sur I’Induction electrostatique. 4to.

SuU’ Associazioni di piu Condensatori fra loro per I’Aumento

deUa Elettrostatica Tensione. 4to. Roma 1855.

Alcime Ricerche relative alia Teorica dei Numeii. 4to. Roma
1855.

Sur I’Induction Electrostatique. Troisieme lettre a M.

Regnault. 4to.

Sugli Spezzamenti Diversi che puo subire un dato Numero

tutti ad una stessa Legge di Partizione subordinati. 4to. Roma 1857.

Sulla Elettrostatica Induzione. Quarta communicazione. 4to.

Roma 1857.'

WARD (F. 0.) Discours prononce ^ la Seance d’Ouverture du Congres Inter-

national de Bienfaisance. 8vo. Bruxelles et Leipzig 1857.

WELD (C. R.) Vacations in Ireland. 8vo. London 1857.

WHEWELL (Rev. W., F.R.S.) History of the Inductive Sciences, from the

Earhest to the Present Time. Third Edition, with additions. Three vols.

8vo. London 1857.

Doxoes.

The Author.

The Author.

The Directors of the Hon.

East India Company.

The Authors.

Thos. Tooke, Esq., F.R.S.

The Author.

The Author.

Unknown.

The Academy of Sciences,

St. Petersburg.

The Author.

Unknown.

The Author.

The Author.
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Presents.

WHITE (Walter.) On Foot through Tyrol in the Summer of 1855. 8vo. London

1856.

WINNECKE (F. A. T.) De Stella t) Coronse BoreaHs duplici. 8vo. Berolini

1856.

WOOLHOUSE (W. S. B.) The Measures, Weights, and Moneys of all Nations,

&c. 12mo. London 1856.

WOESTEK (W. K.) and JACOB (W. S.) Astronomical Observations made at

the Hon. the East India Company’s Observatory at Madras. For the Years

1848-1852. 4to. Madras 1854.

ZANTEDESCHT and BOELINETTO. Dei Limiti di Impressionabilita deUe

SostanEe Fotografiche, &e. 8vo. 1856.

Delle Irradiazioni Chimiche, &c. 8vo.

1856.

DeUe Dilferenze ehe Intercedono . . .

sopra i Cloruri e loduri d’ Argento.

SuU’ Influenza del Vuoto e di Alcuni

Gaz ne’ Fenomeni chimici, &c. 8vo. Wien 1857.

ZANTEDESCHI (F.) Del Moto rotatorio dell’ Areo luminoso deU’ Elettromotore

Voltiano. 8vo. 1856.

Eisultamenti ottenuti da un Gii’oscopio. 8vo. 1856.

De mutationibus quae contingimt in Spectre Solari fixo.

4to. Munchen 1857.

Eicerche sulle Leggi della Capillarita. 8vo. Venezia 1856.

ZEISING (A.) Das Normalverhaltniss der chemischen und morphologischen

Proportionen. 8vo. Leipzig 1856.

Das Verhaltniss des goldnen Schnitts in seiner Bedeutung fur

bildende Kiinstler imd Techniker. 8vo.

Die Verhaltnisse der Menschengestalt imd der BlattsteUung in

ihrer Gleichheit und Verschiedenheit. 1855. Contained in four Nos. of Die

Natur. 4to.

Neue Lehre von den Proportionen des menschlichen Kbrpers,

u.s.w. 8vo. Leipzig 1854.

^ Uibersicht der Meteorologischen Beobachtungen an den Wiener

Stemwarte in den Jahren 1851-1855.

Donoes.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Directors of the Hon.

East India Company.

Prof. Zantedeschi.

The Author.

The Author.
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THE ROYAL SOCIETY. Nov. 30, 1857.

Her Sacred Majesty QUEEN VICTORIA, Patron.

Date of Election.

1840. Apr. 30. HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS, PRINCE ALBERT OF SAXE-COBURG AND
GOTHA.

1842. Jail. 20.

*

HIS MAJESTY FREDERICK WILLIAM IV., KING OF PRUSSIA.

1816. Jan. 20. HIS MAJESTY LEOPOLD, KING OF THE BELGIANS.

1826. Dec. 21. HIS MAJESTY OSCAR I., KING OF SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

1838. May 24. HIS IMPERIAL AND ROYAL HIGHNESS LEOPOLD THE SECOND,

GRAND DUKE OF TUSCANY.

1816. Feb. 8. HIS IMPERIAL AND ROYAL HIGHNESS THE ARCHDUKE JOHN OF

AUSTRIA.

1816. Feb. 8. HIS IMPERIAL AND ROYAL HIGHNESS THE ARCHDUKE LOUIS OF

AUSTRIA.

1802. Mar. 4. HIS IMPERIAL AND ROYAL HIGHNESS THE ARCHDUKE MAXIMILIAN
OF AUSTRIA.



THE COUNCIL

OF

THE ROYAL SOCIETY.

THE LORD WROTTESLEY, M.A.—President.

MAJOR-GENERAL SABINE, R.A., D.C.L., V.P.—
Treasurer.

WILLIAM SHARPEY, M.D.—Secretary.
GEORGE GABRIEL STOKES, Esa., M.A., D.C.L.—

Secretary.

WILLIAM HALLOWS MILLER, Esq., M.A.^
Foreign Secretary.

JAJVIES MONCRIEFF ARNOTT, Esq.

GEORGE BUSK, Esq.

ARTHUR FARRE, M.D.

EDWARD FRANKLAND, Ph.D.

JOHN PETER GASSIOT, Esq., V.P.

WILLIAM ROBERT GROVE, Esq., M.A., V.P

PHILIP HARDWICK, Esq., R.A.

JOSEPH DALTON HOOKER, M.D., V.P.

LEONARD HORNER, Esa., V.P.

JAMES P. JOULE, LL.D.

RICHARD OWEN, LL.D., V.P.

JOHN PERCY, M.D.

LYON PLAYFAIR, Ph.D.

REV. BARTHOLOMEW PRICE, M.A.

ARCHIBALD SMITH, Esq., M.A.

CHARLES WHEATSTONE, Esq.

This Council will continue till November 30
,
1858 .

Assistant Secretary and Librarian.

CHARLES RICHARD WELD, Esq.

Clerk.

MR. WALTER WHITE.

Omissions having occasionally occurred in the Annual List of Deceased Fellows, as announced from the Chair at

the Anniversary Meeting of the Royal Society, it is requested that any information on that subject, as also Notice of

Changes of Residence, be addressed to the Assistant Secretary.
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FELLOWS OF THE SOCIETY.

NOVEMBER 30, 1857.

Date of Election.

1808. Aj)r. 28.

1847. Jan. 21.

1839. June 20.

] 849. June 7.

1845. June 5.

1846. Jan. 29.

1836. Jan. 21.

1841. June 17.

1847. Apr. 22.

1844. Apr, 18.

1854. June 1.

1849. June 7.

1834. Apr. 10.

1844. Jan. 11.

1853. June 2.

1853. June 2.

1840. Nov. 26.

1851 . June 19.

1846. May 7.

1843. May 25.

C.

P.

C.R,

P.

R.P.

t

t

t

(C) prefixed to a name indicates that the Fellow has received a Copley Medal.
(R) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Royal Medal.
(Rm)
(P)

(*)

(t)

... ... ... Rumford Medal.
has contributed a Paper to the Philosophical Transactions,

is liable to an annual payment of £2 12s.

is liable to an annual payment of £i.

Aberdeen, George, Earl of, K.T. Trust. Brit. Mus. F.S.A. F.L.S. Argyll-house.

Aclaud, Henry Wentworth Dyke, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Soc., Physician to the Rad-

cliffe Infirmary, Lee’s Reader in Anatomy in the University of Oxford. Oxford.

Acland, Sir Thomas Dyke, Bart., F.G.S. Waterloo Hotel, Jermyn-street, S.W.

;

and Killerton Park, Devon.

Adams, John Couch, Esq., F.R.A.S. F.C.P.S., Acad. Amer. Art. et Sc. Socius.

Pembroke College, Cambridge.

Adair, Robert Shafto, Esq. 7 Audley-square. W.
Addison, William, M.D., F.L.S. Maidstone.

Airy, George Biddell, Esq., M.A., D.C.L. Astronomer Royal, V.P.R.A.S.—Hon.

Mem. R.S.E. R.I.A. M.C.P.S., Ord. Boruss. “Pour le Merite’’ Eq.,-Corresp.

Mem. National Inst. Washington U.S. Inst. Imp. Sc. Paris., Acadd. Imp. Sc.

Petrop., et Reg. Sc. Berol. Corresp., Acadd. Sc. Lit. Panorm., Holm, et Monach.

Socc. Reg., Sc. Hafn., Acad. Amer. Art. et Sc. Bost. Socius. The Royal

Observatory, Greenwich. S.E.

Alderson, James, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 17 Berkeley-square. W.
Alexander, Henry, Esq. 6 Cork-street. W.
Allen, William, Capt. R.N. Athenceum Club. S.W.

Allman, George James, M.D., M. R.I.A., Professor of Natural History, University

of Edinburgh. Edinburgh.

Andrews, Thomas, M.D. M.R.I.A. V.P. Queen’s College, Belfast. Belfast.

Ansell, Charles, Esq., F.S.A. Tottenham. N.

Ansted, David Thomas, Esq., M.A., F.G.S. F.L.S. M.C.P.S., Professor of Geology,

King’s College, London. 1 7 Manchester-street, Manchester-square. W.
Apjohn, James, M.D., M.R.I.A., Professor of Chemistry, Trinity College, Dublin.

32 Baggot-street, Dublin.

Appold, John George, Esq. 23 Wilson-street, Finsbury- square. E.C.

Archibald, Charles Dickson, Esq., F.S.A. F.G.S. M.R.I. Rusland-hall, Kendal.

Argyll, George Douglas, Duke of, F.R.S.E. F.G.S. Kensington, W.
;
and Inverary

Castle, Inverary.

Armstrong, William George, Esq. Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Arnott, James Moncrieff, Esq. 2 New Burlington-street. W.



6 FELLOWS OF THE SOCIETY. (Xov. 1857.)

Date of Election.

1838. Jan. 25.

1854. Apr. 27.

1840. May 7.

1837Miinel.

1816. Mar. 14.

1816. May 23.

] 828. Mar. 13.

1851. June 5

.

1847. Jan. 7.

1836. Feb. 11.

1856. June 5.

1847. Apr. 15.

1852. June 3.

1849. Feb. 22.

1834. Dec. 18.

1823. May 29.

1845. Nov. 20.

1850.

June 6.

1844. Dec. 12.

1849. June 7.

1838. Feb. 8.

1857. June 11.

1827. Nov. 15.

1836. Mar. 24.

1814. June 30.

1835. June 4.

1851. June 5.

1835. Feb. 5.

Rm.

C.P.

P.

P.

P.

R.P.

W.

W

t Arnott, Neil, M.D. 2 Cumherland-terrace, Regent’s-park. N.W.

Ashburton, William Bingham Baring, Lord, M.A., F.G.S., President Royal Asiatic

Society. 82 Piccadilly, W. ; and The Grange, Hants.

t Auldjo, John, Esq., F.G.S. F.R.G.S. Acad. Reg. Neap. Soc. Noel-house, Kensing-

ton, W.
j and Penighael, Argyleshire.

t Ayrton, William, Esq., F.S.A. 9 Bridge-street, Westminster. S.W’.

Babbage, Charles, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.E. Hon. M.R.I.A. F.R.A.S. M.C.P.S. Inst.

Imp. Sc. Paris. Corresp. Acadd. Reg. Sc. Massil., Hafn., et Divion. ex intim.

:

Acad. Amer. Art. et Sc. Bost., Socc. Reg. CEcon. Boruss., et Phys. Hist, Nat.

Genev., Socius.—Acadd. Imp. et Reg. Petrop., Patav., Georg. Florent., Brux.,

Neap., Mut., Lync. Rom., Societ., Philomath. Paris. Corresp. 1 Dorset-street,

Manchester-square. W.
* Baber, Rev. Henry Hervey, M.A,, M.R.S.L. Acad. Reg. Sc. Monac. Socius.

Streatham, Cambridgeshire.

Babington, Benjamin Guy, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 31 George-street,

Hanover-square. W.
Babington, Charles Cardale, Esq., M.A. F.L.S. F.G.S. Sec. Cam. PhU. Soc. St.

John’s College, Cambridge.

t Back, Sir George, Knt., Rear-Adm. D.C.L. 109 Gloucester-place, Portman-sq.

t Baillie, David, Esq. 14 Belgrave-square, S.W.
;
and Hill Park, Surrey.

Balfour, John Hutton, M.D., Professor of Botany. University, Edinburgh.

t Baly,William, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 45 Queen Anne-st., Cavendish-sq.

Barclay, Arthur Kett, Esq., F.R.A. R.G. & G.SS. Bury Hill, Dorking, Surrey.

t Baring, Right Hon. Sir Francis Thornhill, Bart. 5 Belgrave-square. S.W.

Barlow, Rev. John, M.A. F.L.S., V.P. and Secretary to the Royal Institution.

5 Berkeley-street, Piccadilly, W.
;
and Kensington Palace.

Barlow, Peter, Esq., F.R.A.S. Hon. M.C.P.S. Acadd. Imp. Sc. Petrop. Amer. Art.

et Sc. Bost. Socius.—Inst. Imp. Sc. Paris., et Acad. Reg. Sc. Brux. Corresp.

Woolwich. S.E.

Barlow, Peter William, Esq. 8 Eliot-place, Blackheath; and 26 Great George-street,

Westminster. S.W.

Barlow, W. H., Esq. Derby.

Barrow, John, Esq. 7 New-street, Spring-gardens. S.W.

t Barry, Sir Charles, R.A. 1 Old Palace Yard. S.W.

t Bateman, James, Esq., F.L.S. Biddulph Grange, Congleton.

Beale, Lionel Smith, Esq., M.B., Professor of Physiology and of General Morbid

Anatomy in King’s College, London. 27 Carey-street, Lincoln’s-inn-fields. W.C.

Beamish, Lieut.-Col. North Ludlow, K.H. Lota Park, Cork.

Beamish, Richard, Esq.

Beaufort, Sir Francis, Rear-Admiral, K.C.B. F.G.S. F.R.A.S. Instit. Sc. Paris.

Corresp. 11 Gloucester-place, Portman-square. W.

t Beaumont, Edward Blackett, Esq., F.R.A.S. Woodhall, Barnsley.

Beck, Thomas Snow, M.D. 9 A, Langham-place. W.

t Beetham, Albert William, Esq. 5 Pump-court, Temple, E.C.
;
and Ropehill-lodge,

near Lymington, Hants.



Date of Election.

1828. Jan. 10. P,

1834. Dec. 18.

1841. Dec. 16.

1831. May 5.

1844. June 6.

1856. June 5. p.

1848. June 9.

1844. May 9. P.

1830. Mar. 4.

1843. Apr. 6.

1831. Jan. 20.

1841. Jan. 21.

1821. Apr. 12.

1841. June 10.

1837. May 11.

1840. Mar. 5.

1843. June 1.

1840. June 18.

1857. June 11. P,

1846. Jan. 22. P.

1835. June 4.

1829. June 4.

1839. Jan. 17.

1842. Nov. 17. P.

ia41. Apr. 22. R. ]

1856. June 5.

1809. Apr. 13. C. 1

1821. Mar. 8.

1854. June 1.

1834. June 5.
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Bell, Thomas, Esq.— Pres.L.S. F.G.S. Socc. Hist. Nat. et Philomath. Paris.,

Acad. Sc. Philad. et Soc. Hist. Nat. Bost. Corresp., Prof, of Zoology, King’s

College, London. 17 New Broad-street, E.C.
;
and Selborne, Hants.

t Bellamy, Rev. James William, B.D. Sellinge Vicarage, Ashford, Kent.

t Bennett, John Joseph, Esq., Sec. L.S. British Museum. W.C.

Beverly, Charles James, Esq., F.L.S. Freshford Cottage, Freshford, near Bath.

t Billing, Archibald, M.D. A.M. F.G.S.
,

Coll. Reg. Med. Socius, Soc. Med. Nov.

Ebor. Socius, Soc. Med.-Phys. Florent. et Dresd. Med.-Chir. Brux. Corresp.

6 Grosvenor-gate, Park-lane. W.
Binney, Edward William, Esq., F.G.S. Cheetham-hill, Manchester.

t Bishop, George, Esq., Treas. R.A.S. South Villa, Inner Circle, Regent’s-park. N.W.

t Bishop, John, Esq. 38 Bernard-street, Russell-square. W.C.
Blake, Capt. Benjamin, F.G.S. F.R.A.S. India.

Blake, Henry Wollaston, Esq. 8 Hevonshire-place, Portland-place. W.
Blake, William John, Esq. Q2 Portland-place. W.

t Blakiston, Peyton, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. St. Leonard’s-on-Sea.

Bland, Rev. Miles, D.D. F.S A. F.R.A.S. M.R.S.L. 5 Royal Crescent, Ramsgate.

t Blore, Edward, Esq., LL.D. F.S.A. 4 Manchester-square. W.
Boase, Henry, M.D. F.G.S. Claverhouse, near Dundee.

t Boileau, John Theophilus, Major-General, E.I.C.S. 29 Westbourne-place, Eaton-

square. S.W.

Boileau, Sir John Peter, Bart. 20 Upper Brook-street, W. ;
and Ketteringham-

hall, Norfolk.

t Bonner, Col. John George, E.I.C.S. 11 A, Gt. Cumberland-street, Hyde-park. W.
Boole, George, Esq., Professor of Mathematics, Queen’s College, Cork. Blach'ock,

Cork.

t Booth, Rev. James, LL.D. The Vicarage, Wandsworth, Surrey. S.W.

t Borrer, William, Esq., F.L.S. Henfield, Sussex.

Bosworth, Rev. Joseph, LL.D. F.S.A. M.R.I.A. Soc. Reg. Antiq. Septen. Hafn.

Corresp., Socc. Reg. Sc. Norv., Dronth., et Gothob. Socius. Islip-house, near

Oxford ; and Etwell, Uttoxeter.

Botfield, Beriah, Esq., F.S.A. F.R.A.S. F.G.S. F.L.S. Norton-hall, Northamp-

tonshire.

Bowerbank, James Scott, Esq., F.L.S. F.G.S. 3 Highbury-grove. N.

Bowman, William, Esq., Professor of Physiology and General Anatomy, King’s

College, London. 5 Clifford-street. W.

t Bowring, Sir John, Governor of Hong-Kong. Government House, Hong-Kong.

Brande, William Thomas, Esq., D.C.L. F.R.S.E. Royal Mint. E.

Brandreth, Thomas Shaw, Esq. 15 Steyne, Worthing.

t Brayley, Edward William, Esq., F.L.S. F.G.S. F.C.S., A. Inst. C.E., Librarian to

the London Institution. Soc. Phil. Amer. Socius.—Soc. Nat. Scrutat. Basil.

Corresp. London Institution, Finsbury-circus, E.C.; and 2 Beauchamp-villas,

Southgate-road, West Hackney. N.E.

t Breadalbane, John, Marquis of, K.T. 21 Park-lane, W. ;
and Taymouth-castle,

Aberfeldie.



R

I'atc of Election.

1815. May 4.

1838. Nov. 22.

1831. Mar. 8.

1810. May 10.

1805. May 23.

1828. Feb. 14.

1810. Feb. 15.

1819. June 7.

1823. May 39.

1847. ]\lar. 4.

1803. Mar. 3.

1814. May 19.

1842. Feb. 17.

1853. June 2.

1811. Dec. 12.

1829. Mar. 18.

1830. June 10.

1854. June 1.

1833. June20.

C.

Rm.
R. P.

C. P.

R.P.

P.

P.

t
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Brewster, Sir David, K.H. LL.D. F.R.S.E. Hon. M.R.I.A. F.G.S. F.R.A.S. Instit.

Ord. Boruss. “ Pour le Merite^’ Eq., Sc. Paris, et Soc. Reg. Sc. Getting. Socius.

Principal of St. Leonard’s College. St. Andrews.

Briggs, Major-General John, E.I.C.S. M.R.A.S. F.G.S. 2 Tenterrden-street. W.

Bright, Richard, M.D.,D.C.L.,Coll. Reg. Med. Socius, F.G.S. Soc. Reg. Med. Hath.

Socius.—Acad. Sc. Sien., Socc. Erud. Hung., et Medico-Chir. Berolin. Corresp.

] 1 Savile-row. W.
Brisbane, General Sir Thomas Makdougall, Bart. K.C.B. G.C.H. D.C.L. Presi-

dent of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Hon. M.R.I.A. F.R.A.S. F.L.S.

Instit. Nat. Sc. Paris. Corresp. Makerstoun, Kelso.

Bristol, Frederick William, Marquis of. 6 St. James’s-square, S.W.
;
and Ickvjorth-

park, Bury St. Edmund’s.

Broderip, William John, Esq., B.A. F.L.S. F.G.S. 2 Raymond-buildings, Gray’s-

inn. W.C.

Brodie, Sir Benjamin Collins, Bart., D.C.L. Serjeant Surgeon to the Queen. Inst.

Imp. Paris. Corresp., Acadd. Reg. Scient. Holm. Caesar. Scient. Viln. Reg.

Med. Paris., Reg. Med. Belg. Med. Chirur. Belg. Acad. Amer. Sc. Bost. Socius,

Institute Washington Corresp. 14 Savile-row, W. and Broome-park, Surrey.

Brodie, Benjamin Collins, Esq. Oxford.

Brooke, Sir Ai'thur Brooke de Capell, Bart., M.A. F.L.S. F.G.S. Okeley, North-

amptonshire.

Brooke, Charles, Esq., B.A. 29 Keppel-street, Russell-square. W.C.

Brougham and Vaux, Henry, Lord, M.A. Instit. Imp. Sc. Paris. Socius, Acad. Reg.

Neapolit. Socius. 4 GTafton-street,W. and Brougham-hall, Penrith.

Broughton, John Cam, Lord, G.C.B. 42 Berkeley-square, W.
;
and Erlestoke-

park, Wilts.

Broughton, Robert Edwards, Esq. 33 Dorset-square. N.W.

Broun, John Allan, Esq., Astronomer to His Highness the Rajah of Travancore.

Observatory, Trevandrum.

Brown, Robert, Esq., D.C.L. V.P.L.S. Hon. Mem. R.S.Ed., R.I.Acad., Med.-

Chirurg. S., and C.P.S. Ord. Boruss. Pour le Merite” Eq., Instit. (Acad.

Scient.) Paris. Socius.—Acadd. Reg. Scient. Berol., etTaurin., Imp. Sc.Vindob.

et Petrop., Reg. Sc. Holm., Monac., Neapol., Matrit., BruxeU. et Bonon., Acad.

Reg. Sc. Amstelod., Socc. Reg. Sc. Hafn., et Upsal., Acadd. Caes. Nat. Cur., et

Imp. Geor. Florent., Socc. Sc. Harlem., Traject. Batav., Phys. et Hist. Nat.

Genev., Imp. Hist. Nat. Mosc. Socc. Nat. Scrutat. Berolin., Wetter., Traject.

ad Moen. Heidelb., Hamburg., Lips., Phil. Nov.-Ebor., Med. et Phys. Bengal.,

Med. Holm, et Geogr. Berolin. Socius. 17 Dean-street, Soho. W.
Bruce, Right Hon. Sir James Lewis Knight, Knt. F.S.A., One of the Lords Justices.

Roehampton Priory.

Brunei, Isambard Kingdom, Esq., D.C.L. 18 Duke-street, Westminster. S.W.

Bryson, Alexander, M.D. Deputy-Inspector of Hospitals and Fleets. Admiralty,

Somerset House, W.C. ;
and Army and Navy Club. S.W. -

Buccleuch, Walter Francis, Duke of, K.G. D.C.L. F.L.S. Whitehall-gardens,

S.W.
;

a?id Dalkeith-house, Edinburgh.
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Date of Election.

1857. June 11

.

1836. Jan. 21.

1846. Jan. 29.

1851. June 5.

1856. June 5.

1829. Dec. 10.

1835. Apr. 2.

1838. May 3.

1814. Dec. 22.

1818. Feb. 26.

1847. Apr. 22.

1836. Mar. 17.

1832. Dec. 6.

1836. May 5.

1844. Feb. 1.

1850. June 6.

1822. Mar. 21.

1837. Jan. 19.

1831. Mar. 10.

1848. Dec. 14.

1852. June 3.

1839. Feb. 14.

1826. Feb. 9.

1847. June 3.

1818. May 28.

1844. Feb. 1.

1841. Feb. 11.

1846. Apr. 2.

1812. June 11.

t Buckton, George Bowdler, Esq., F.C.S., F.L.S. 38 Gloucester-place, Hyde-park-

gardens. W.
t Budd, George, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 20 Dover-street, Piccadilly, W.

;

and Cains College, Cambridge.

t Buist, George, Esq., D.C.L. Sussex-place, Victoria-road, Kensington. W.
Bunbury, Charles James Fox, Esq. Mildenhall, Suffolk.

t Burgoyne, Sir John Fox, Bart., Inspector-General of Fortifications. War Deparl-

I

ment, Pall Mall. S.W.

Burlington, William, Earl of, M.A. F.G.S. 10 Belgrave-square, S.W . ; and Hard-

wick-hall, Derbyshire.

Burnes, James, M.A. LL.D. K.H., Coll. Reg. Med. Edin. Socius. Physician-

General, Bombay Army. Junior United Service Club, S.W.
;
and 40 Ladbroke-

square, Notting-hill. W.

t Burnet, Rev. Thomas, D.D., Rector of St. James, Garlickhythe. 13 Finsbury

-

square. E.C.

Burney, The Venerable Archdeacon, D.D. F.S.A. F.L.S. F.G.S. F.R,A.S. M.R.A.S.

M.R.S.L. Rectory-house, Bishop’s Wickham, Witham, Essex.

Burrow, Rev. Edward John, D.D. F.G.S. Gibraltar.

t Burrows, George, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 18 Cavendish-square. W.
Burt, Major T. Seymour, M.R.A.S. 24 Duke-street, St. James’s. S.W.

Burton, Decimus, Esq., F.S.A. 6 Spring-gardens, S.W. ; and St. Leonard’s, Hastings.

t Burton, Edward, Esq., F.L.S. Brooklyn, near Maidstone.

t Bury, Edward, Esq. Croft Lodge, Ambleside.

Busk, George, Esq., F.L.S. 15 Harley-street. W.
Butter, John, M.D. F.L.S. Windsor-villas. Plymouth ; and Corringdon-hall, South-

Brent, Devonshire.

Cabbell, Benjamin Bond, Esq., F.S.A. 1 Brick-court, Temple, E.C.
;
and 52 Port-

land-place. W.
Caldcleugh, Alexander, Esq., F.L.S. F.G.S. Chili.

t Canterbury, His Grace, John Bird Sumner, Lord Archbishop of. Palace, Lam-

beth, S. ; and Addington-park, Croydon. S.

Cape, Rev. Jonathan. Croydon. S.

t Carington, Robert John, Lord. Whitehall-yard, S.W.
; and Wycombe-abbey and

Gayhurst, Bucks.

Carleton, Hon. and Rev. Richard, M.A. 25 Bruton-street. W.

t Carlisle, George William Frederick, Earl of, K.G. 12 Grosvenor-place,V^ and

Castle Howard, Yorkshire.

Came, Joseph, Esq., M.R.I.A. F.G.S. Penzance.

Carpenter, William Benjamin, M.D. F.G.S. Professor of Medical Jurisprudence,

University College, London. University-hall, Gordon-square. W.C.

Cartwright, Samuel, Esq., F.L.S. 32 Old Burlington-street, W.
;
and Nizell’s

House, Tunbridge.

t Cautley, Sir Proby T., Lieut.-Col., K.C.B. F.G.S. 31 Sackville-street. W.
Cawdor, John Frederick, Earl, Trust. Brit. Mus. F.G.S. 74 South Audley-st., W.

;

and Cawdor-castle, Nairn.

B
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Date of Election.1852.

June 3.

1848. June 9.

1842. May 26.

1834. Feb. 6.

1847. Mar. 18.

1826. Jan. 12.

1842. Apr. 14.

1832. June 9.

1836. Jan. 28.

1854. June 1.

1820. May 18.

1853. June 2.

1819. May 27.

1848. June 9.

1830. Feb. 18.

1855. June 7.

1840. June 4.

1832. Dec. 6.

1853. June 2.

1833. Dec. 5.

1821. May 24.

1836. May 5.

1812. Apr. 16.

1818. May 7.

1818. Mar. 5.

1844. Feb. 29.

1830. Apr. 1.

1816. Jan. 11.

1838. Jan. 25.

1850. June 6.

1841. May 27.

1834. Jan. 29.

1822. Dec. 19.

P.

P.

t

t

P. t

P. t

P.

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

R.P.

P.

Cayley, Arthur, Esq., F.R.A.S. 2 Stone-buildings, Lincoln’s-inn. W.C.
Challis, Rev. James.— Plumian Professor of Astronomy in the University of

Cambridge. The Observatory, Cambridge.

Chapman, Thomas, Esq., F.S.A. 14 Montague-place, Bryamtone-square, W.
;
and

Whitby, Yorkshire,

Chesney, Major-General Francis Rawdon, R.A. D.C.L. Ballyardle, Kilkeel, Down,

Ireland.

Christie, James Robert, Esq. 4 Queen’s-terrace, Woolwich-common. S.E.

Christie, Samuel Hunter, Esq.,M.A. V.P.R.A.S. F.C.P.S. Acad. Sc. et Lit. Panorm.,

et Soc. Philom. Paris. Corresp. Ailsa Villas, St. Margaret’s, Twickenham. S.W.

Christmas, Rev. Henry, M.A. D.C.L. F.S.A. F.R.G.S. Soc. Reg. Ant. Mor. Soc.

—Acad. Reg. Archasol. Matrit. Soc. 30 Manor-street, Claphara. S.

Clark, Sir James, Bart. M.D. Physician to the Queen. 22 B, Brook-street. W.
Clark, William, M.D. Cambridge.

Clarke, J. Lockhart, Esq. 60 Upper Warwick-street, Pimlico. S.W.

Clarke, Loftus Longueville, Esq., M.A. India.

Claudet, Antoine Frangois Jean, Esq. 11 Gloucester-road, Regent’s-park. X.W.

Clerk, Right Hon. Sir George, Bart., D.C.L. F.R.S.E. F.G.S. Pennicuik House.

Edinburgh.

Clerk, Henry, Capt. R.A. Woohoich. S.E.

Collier, Charles, M.D. F.G.S. 20 Fitzroy-square. W.
Connell, Arthur, Esq., F.R.S.E., Professor of Chemistry, University of St. Andrews.

St. Andrews.

Cook, Thomas, Lieut. R.N., Professor of Fortification, E.I.C. Military Academy.

Addiscombe.

Cooper, Charles Purton, Esq.,LL.D.Hon. M.R.I.A. 1 1 New-sq.,Lincoln’s-inn. W.C.

Cooper, Edward J., Esq Markree- castle, Colooney, Ireland.

Copland, James, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. Acadd. Reg. Sc. Holm. Soc. Ainer.

Philad. Socius. 5 Old Burlington-street. W.
Cotton, William, Esq., F.S.A. D.C.L. 3 Cy'osby-square, Bishopsgate-street, E.C.;

and Walwood-house, Leytonstone.

Cox, William Sands, Esq. Birmingham.

Crampton, Sir Philip Cecil, Bart. D.C.L. Dublin.

Crawford, John, Esq., F.G.S. M.R.A.S. Black-brook, Hereford.

Croft, Sir John, Bart., K.T.S. D.C.L. Acad. Reg. Olyssip. Socius. Milgate, near

Maidstone.

Crum, Walter, Esq. Thornlie Bank, near Glasgoio.

Cubitt, Sir William, M.R.I.A. F.R.A.S. 19 Great George-st., IVestminster. S.W.

Cumming, Rev. James, M.A., Professor of Chemistry, Cambridge. Cambridge.

Cureton, Rev. William, M.A. Dean’s-yard, Westminster. S.W.

Curling, Thomas Blizard, Esq. 39 Grosvenor-street. W.
Cursetjee, Ardaseer, Esq. Bombay.

Darwin, Charles, Esq., M.A. Down, Farnborough, Kent.

Daubeny, Charles Giles Bridle, LL.D. M.D., Regius Professor of Botany, Oxford.

Hon. M.R.I.A. F.L.S. F.G.S. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. Oxford,



Date of Election.

1857. June 11.

1822. Mar. 28.

1826. Jan. 19. P.

1814. Feb. 17. P.

1850. June 6.

1850. June 6.

1839. Feb. 28.

1841. May 20.

1838. Feb. 22.

1829. Feb. 19.

1845. Mar. 6.

1854. Junel.

1811.Mar.21.

1842. Jan. 13. P.

1851. June 5.

1830. Jan. 28.

1816. Jan. 25.

1826. Mar. 9.

1836. Feb. 4.

1839. Dec. 19.

1855. Feb. 22.

1834. Apr. 10.

1847. Apr. 22.

1838. Jan. 25.

1851. June 5.

1835. Feb. 5.

1841. Jan. 21.

1831. Feb. 10.

1834. June 5.

1815. Mar. 2.

1829. Mar. 19.
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1

t Davidson, Thomas, Esq., F.G.S. 48 Park-crescent, Brighton.

Davis, Sir J. Francis, Bart,, K.C.B. Athenaeum, S.W.; and Hollywood, near

Compton, Bristol.

Davy, Edmund, Esq,, Prof, of Chemistry to the Royal Dublin Society, M.R.LA.

Dublin.

Davy, John, M.D. F.R.S.E, Lesketh-How, near Ambleside.

t Day, George E., M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius, Professor of Medicine in the Uni-

versity of St. Andrews. St. Andrews.

De la Rue, Warren, Esq., Ph.D. F.R.A.S. C.S., Corr. Mem. Societe d’Agriculture

et de Commerce de Caen. Observatory, Cranford, Middlesex ; and 110 Bun-

hill-row. E.C.

t Denham, Henry Mangles, Captain R.N. 21 Charlotte-street, Portland-place,V<,\-,

Athenaeum and United Service Clubs. S.W.

t Denham, Rev. Joshua Frederick, M.A. 8 New Inn. W.C.

Denison, Sir William Thomas, Capt. R.E, F.R.A.S. F.R.G.S. Lieut.* Governor Van

Diemen’s Land.

D’Eyncourt, Right Hon. Charles Tennyson, F.S.A. Bayon's Manor, Market-Raisen,

Lincolnshire.

t Dickinson, John, Esq., F.G.S. F.R.G.S. F.A.S. Abbot"'s-hill, Hemel-Hempstead.

t Dickinson, Joseph, M.D. Liverpool.

Dixon, Rev. Richard, M.A. Niton, Isle of Wight.

Donkin, William Fishburn, Esq., M.A., Savilian Professor of Astronomy in the

University of Oxford. Oxford.

t Doo, George T., Esq., Historical Engraver in Ordinary to the Queen, R.A., Hon.

Mem. Imp. Acad. Fine Arts, St. Petersb., Soc. Arts Amst., and Pennsylvania

Acad. Fine Arts, Corr. Mem. Acad. Arts, Parma. Great Stanmore.

Douglas, George, Esq.

* Douglas, Lieut.-General Sir Howard, Bart. G.C.B. G.C.M.G. K.S.C. D.C.L.

15 Green-street, Grosvenor-square. W.
Douglas, William Robert Keith, Lord. Grangemuir-house, near Pittenweem, N.B.

t Drory, George William, Esq. 38 Westbourne-terrace, Hyde-park. W.

t Drummond, Henry, Esq. Albury-park, Guildford, Surrey.

Ducie, Henry John Reynolds Moreton, Earl of. 4 Carlton-terrace. S.W.

Dunraven, The Earl of, F.R.A.S. Adare Manor, County of Limerick; and Dun-

raven-castle, Glamorganshire.

t Dwarris, Sir Fortunatus, Knt. B.A. F.S.A. 75 Eccleston-square. S.W.

t Eastlake,SirCharles Locke, President ofthe RoyalAcademy,D.C.L. Fitzroy-sq. W.
Eastwick, Edward Backhouse, M.R.A.S. F.S.A. College, Haileybury.

t Edye, John, Esq. 3 Cumberland-place, Regent’s-park. N.W.

t Edye, Joseph, Esq. Stoke, Devonport.

Egerton, Sir Philip de Malpas Grey, Bart., F.G.S. Athenaeum, S.W.; and Oulton-

park. Little Budworth, Tarporley, Cheshire.

Eliot, Hon. George, Rear Admiral. 88 Eaton-place. S.W.

Eliott, Sir William Francis, Bart. Stobb’s-castle, Roxburgh; and Wells, N.B.

Elliotson, John, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 37 Conduit-street. W.
B 2
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Date of Election.

1832. Apr. 5.

1811. May 30.

1847. Apr. 15.

1841. Jan. 14.

1841. May 6.

1829. Jan. 15.

1827. Mar. 8.

1840. May 21.

1850. June 6.

1845. Feb. 13.

1824. Jan. 8.

1855. June 7.

1839. May 2.

1835. April 2.

1816. Feb. 29.

1848. June 9.

1834. Apr. 10.

1836. Mar. 3.

1842. May 5.

] 855. June7.

1825. Jan. 27.

1815. Nov. 9.

1851. June 5.
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P.

C.

Rm.
R. P.

P.

Elliott, Rev. Charles Boileau, M.A. 47 Portland-place, W.
; and Tattingstone,

Suffolk.

* Ellis, Sir Henry, K.H. B.C.L. Hon. M.R.I.A. Hist. Scand. Holm, et Soc. Reg.

Antiq. Hafn. Socius.—Soc. Imp. Antiq. Franc. Corresp.

t Ellis, Thomas Flower, Esq., M.A. F.R.A.S. F.C.P.S. Attorney-General of the

Duchy of Lancaster. 15 Bedford-place. W.C.

Enderby, Charles, Esq., F.L.S.

t Enfield, The Right Hon. G. S. Byng, Viscount. 77 Eaton-square,S.Vs . and Har-

mondsworth.

Enniskillen, William Willoughby, Earl of, D.C.L. F.G.S. Athen(mj.m Club, S.W.

;

and Florence-court, Fermanagh, Ireland.

Everest, Colonel George, Bengal Artillery, F.G.S. F.R.A.S. M.R.A.S. 10 West-

bourne-street, Hyde-park. W.

t Ewer, Walter, Esq. 8 Portland-place. W.
Fairbairn, William, Esq., President of the Literary and Philosophical Society, Man-

chester, Instit. Imp. Sc. Paris, et Acad. Reg. Taurin. Corresp. Manchester.

t Falconer, Hugh, M.D. F.L.S. F.G.S. 31 Sackville-street. W.
Faraday, Michael, Esq., D.C.L., Fullerian Professor of Chemistry in the Royal

Institution of Great Britain. Hon. Mem. R.S.Ed., Camb. Phil., and Med.

Chirurg. Socc., F.G.S. Ord. Boruss. Pour le Merite’’ Eq., Commander of

the Legion of Honour, Instit. Imp. (Acad. Sc.) Paris. Socius, Acadd. Imp. Sc.

Vindob. et Petrop., Reg. Sc. Berol., Taurin., Holm., Monac., Neapol., Amste-

lod., BruxelL, Bonon., Ital. Mut., Socc. Reg. Getting., et Hafn., Upsal.,

Harlem. Acad. Amer. Bost., et Soc. Amer. Philad. Socius, Acad. Panorm.,

Socc. Georg. Florent., et Philom. Paris., Instit. Washington., et Acad. Imp.

Med. Paris. Corresp., &c. 21 Albemarle-street. W.

t Farr, William, M.D. D.C.L. F.S.S., Hon. F. Roy. Med. and Chir. Soc., Superin-

tendent of the Statistical Department, General Register Office. 1 Melina-

place, St, John’s-wood, N.W.
;
and Somerset-house. W.C.

t Farre, Arthur, M.D. Coil. Reg. Med. Socius. 12 Hertford-street. May-fair. W.

t Featherstonhaugh, G. W., Esq. Havre.

Fellowes, Sir James, Knt., M.D. F.R.S.E. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. The Terrace,

Ryde, Isle of Wight.

t Fergusson, William, Esq., F.R.S.E. Surgeon Extraordinary to the Queen. 16

George-street, Hanover-square. W.

t Ffolkes, Sir M"illiam Browne, Bart. Hillington-hall, Lynn.

Field, Joshua, Esq. Cheltenham-place, Lambeth. S.

t Fielding, George Hunsley, Esq. The Botuer, Maidstone.

Fischer, William Lewis Ferdinand, Esq., F.C.P.S., Professor of Natural Philo-

sophy, University of St. Andrews. St. Andrews.

Fisher, Rev. George, M.A. F.R.A.S. Royal Hospital, Greenwich. S.E.

Fitton, William Henry, M.D. F.L.S. F.G.S. F.R.A.S. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius.

4 Sussex-gardens, Hyde-park. W.

t FitzRoy, Robert, Rear-Admiral, F.R.G.S. 38 Onslow-square, Brompton, S.W.;

and Athenceum. S.W.
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Date of Election.

1855. June7.

1839. Mar. 21.

1832. June 7.

1829. Feb. 5.

1822. Feb. 21.

1828. June 12.

1817. June 5.

1802. April 1.

1848. June 9.

1853. June 2.

1821. Dec. 12.

1837. June 8.

1834. Apr. 10.

1820. Mar. 16.

1839. Mar.21.

1840. April 9.

1846. June 18.

1853. June 2.

1849. June 7.

1828. Mar.27.

1838. Feb. 8.

1839. Mar. 7.

1849. June 7.

1828. Mar. 13.

1819. Jan. 29.

1846. Junell.

1835. Apr. 2.

1830. Dec. 9.

1856. June 5.

1843. Jan. 19.

1831. Dec. 22.

1836. Dec. 15.

1846, Jan. 22.

1840. May 21.

Rm.
R.P.

P.

R.P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

R.P.

t Fletcher, Isaac, Esq. F.R.A.S. Tarn-bank, Workington.

Fletcher, Thomas William, Esq., M.A. F.S.A. Lawneswood-house, near Dudley.

Forbes, James David,Esq.,LL.D, Professor ofNatural Philosophy in the University of

Edinburgh. Sec. R.S.E. F.G.S. Instit. Imp. Sc. Paris. Corresp. Edinburgh.

Forbes, Sir John, Knt. M.D. D.C.L. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 12 Old Burlington-

street. W.
Forbes, William Nairn, Esq., F.G.S. Blackford, Aberdeen.

t Forshall, Rev. Josiah, M.A. F.S.A. Hon. M.R.I.A. M.R.S.L. 54 Hunter-street,

Brunswick-square. W.C.

Fortescue, Hugh, Earl, K.P. 17 Grosvenor-square,W
. ;

and Castle-hill, Southmolton.

Fowler, Richard, M.D. F.S.A. Salisbury.

t Fox, Robert Were, Esq. Falmouth.

Frankland, Edward, Esq., Ph.D., Lecturer on Chemistry, St. Bartholomew’s

Hospital, E.C.
;
and 42 Park-road, St. John’s-park, Haverstock-hill. N.W.

Franks, William, Esq., M.A. Wood-hill, Hatfield, Hertfordshire.

Frere, George Edward, Esq. Roydon-hall, Diss, Norfolk.

t Freshfield, James William, Esq., F.G.S. 6 Devonsldre-place. ForHand-place, W.

;

and Moor-place, Betchworth, Surrey.

Friend, Matthew Curling, Lieut. R.N. 44 Ashburnham Grove, Greenwich. S.E.

Gaskin, Rev. Thomas, M.A. F.R.A.S. Jesus College, Cambridge.

t Gassiot, John P., Esq.

—

Vice-Preside.\t.

—

Clapham-common. S.

Gilbart, James William, Esq. London and Westminster Bank, Lothbury. E.C.

Gladstone, John Hall, Esq., Ph.D. F.C.S. 21 Tavistock-square. W.C.

Glaisher, James, Esq., F.R.A.S. 13 Dartmouth-terrace, Blackheath. S.E.

Glenelg, Charles, Lord, D.C.L. M.R.S.L. The Albany, Piccadilly. W.
Glynn, Joseph, Esq. 28 Westbourne-park-villas, Bayswater. W.

f Godwin, George, Esq., F.S.A. 24 Aleocander-square, Brompton. S.W.

t Godwin-Austen, Robert, Esq., F.G.S. Chilworth Manor, St. Martha’s, Guildford.

Goldsmid, Baron De, and De Palmeira, F.S.A. F.L.S. F.G.S. F.R.A.S. M.R.S.L.

Park-lodge, Regent’s-park. N.W.

Gompertz, Benjamin, Esq., F.R.A.S. Kennington-terrace, Vauxhall. S.

t Goodsir, John, Esq., Professor of Anatomy, University of Edinburgh. 21 Lothian-

street, Edinburgh.

t Gordon, James Alexander, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. Pelican Life Assurance

Office, Lombard-street. E.C.

Gordon, Sir Henry Percy, Bart., M.A. Chelsea. S.W.

Gosse, Philip Henry, Esq., Assoc.L.S. Sandhurst-villa, Marychurch, Torquay.

Gould, John, Esq., F.L.S. 20 Broad-street, Golden-square. W.

Graham, Right Hon. Sir James R. G., Bart. 46 Grosvenor-place, S.W.
;
and

Netherby, Cumberland.

Graham, Thomas, Esq., M.A. D.C.L. Master of the Mint, F.G.S. Hon. Memb.

R.S.Ed. National Inst. Washington, U.S. Inst. Imp. Sc. Paris. Acad. Reg. Sc.

Berolin. et Monach. Corresp. 4 Gordon-square. W.C.

t Grainger, Richard Dugard, Esq., F.R.C.S. F.M.C.S. Highgate. N.

t Grant, Thomas Tassell, Esq. Somerset-house. W.C.
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Date of Election.

1836. Feb. 4.

1817. Nov.20.

1853. Jan. 13.

1833. Feb. 3.

1839. Apr. 18.

1853. June 3.

1832. Feb. 3.

1825. Feb. 24.

1833. Feb. 7.

1830. JunelO.

1841. Apr. .39.

1834. Apr. 10.

1857. June 11.

1840. Nov. 26.

1839. June 20.

1839. Mar. 7.

1854. June 1.

1818. Jan. 15.

1844. Apr. 18.

1827. Nov. 23.

1847. Apr. 23.

1831. Mar. 8.

1839. May 30.

18.38. Jan. 17.

1833. Apr. 18.

1855. June 7.

P.

R. P,

Grant, Robert Edmond, M.D. F.R.S.E. F.L.S. Professor of Comparative Ana-

tomy and Zoology in University College. 2 Euston-grove, Euston-square.

N.W.

Granville, Augustus Bozzi, M.D. F.G.S. M.R.A.S. Acadd. Reg. Sc. Brux., Acadd.

Luc. et Pat. : Socc. Geogr. Flor., ttal., Vienn., Sc. Nat. Neap., Athen. Yen.,

Philom. Paris., Socius.—Acad. Imp. Sc. Petrop. et Reg. Taurin. Corresp.

1 Curzon-street, May-fair. W.

t Granville, George Leveson Gower, Earl, Chancellor of the University of London.

—

16 Bruton-street, W.
;
and Stone-park, Staffordshire.

Gravatt, William, Esq. 15 Bark-street, Westminster. S.W.

Graves, John Thomas, Esq., M.A. M.R.S.L. Poor-Law Commission Office,

Qwydyr House, Whitehall, S.W.
;
and Cheltenham.

t Gray, Henry, Esq. 8 Wilton-street. S.W.

Gray, John Edward, Ph.D. V.P.L.S. F.R.G.S. Soc. Imp. Hist. Nat. Mosc. Acadd.

Lync. Romae, Sc. Nat. Philad. et Hist. Nat. Boston. Socius, Keeper of the

Zoological Collections of the British Museum. British Museum. W.C.

Green, Joseph Henry, Esq., D.C.L. F.G.S. Barnet. N.

Greig, Woronzow, Esq., M.A. Surrey-lodge, Lamheth. S.

Gresswell, Rev. Richard, M.A. Worcester College, Oxford.

t Grey, Thomas Philip, Earl de, K.G. K.P. 4 St. James’s-square, S.W.
;
Wrest-

park, Silsoe, Bedfordshire ; and Studley Royal, Yorkshire.

t Griffith, Edward, Esq. 32 Fitzroy-square. W.

t Grote, George, Esq. 12 Savile-roiv. W.
Grove, William Robert, Esq., M.A. Ph.D.

—

Vice-President.—Acad. Reg. Taurin.,

Acad. Lync. Romee, Soc. Phil. Basil, et Soc. Imp. Cherbourg Corresp. Sid-

dons-house. Upper Baker-street, N.W.
;
and 4 Hare-court, Temple. W.C.

Guest, Edwin, Esq., LL.D. Master of Caius College, Cambridge. Caius Lodge, Cam-

bridge ; and Sandford-park, Oxfordshire.

Gulliver, George, Esq. Mount Alton, Templeogue, near Dublin.

Gunn, Ronald Campbell, Esq. Van Diemen’s Land.

Gurney, Hudson, Esq., F.S.A. M.R.S.L. 9 St. James’s-square, .-, and Kesiaick-

hall, near Norwich.

t Haddington, Right Hon. Thomas, Earl of, K.P. 43 Berkeley-square, W. ; and

Tijningham Castle, Dunbar.

Hall, Thomas Henry, Esq., M.A. 49 Tavistock-square. W.C.

t Hall, William Hutcheson, Capt. R.N. Shipbourne-lodge, Tunbridge.

Hallam, Henry, Esq., M.A. Trust. Brit. Mus. F.S.A. F.G.S. F.R.A.S. M.R.S.L.

Inst. Imp. Sc. Paris. Socius. 24 Wilton-crescent, Knightsbridge. S.W’^.

Halliwell, James Orchard, Esq., Hon. M.R.I.A. F.S.A.L. & E. F.R.A.S. Hon.

M.R.S.L. Socc. Imp. Antiq. Franc., Reg. Antiq. Septen. Hafn., Ethnol.

Paris., Geogr. Paris., Asiatic. Paris., Corresp. 6 St. Mary’s-place, West

Brompton. S.W.

Hamilton, Rev. H. Parr, Dean of Salisbury, M.A. F.G.S. F.R.A.S. Salisbury.

Hamilton, The Right Hon. Robert C. Nisbet. 88 Eaton-square. S.W.

t Hamilton, William John, Esq., F.G.S. 23 Chesham-place. S.W.
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1813. Aprils.

1838. Jan. 18.

1824. Apr. 29.

1838. April 5.

1831. Dec. 8.

1847. Feb. 25.

1839. Jan. 17.

1823. May 29.

1844. Apr. 18.

1856. June 5.

1831. June 2.

1845. May 8.

1853. Nov. 24.

1835. April 2.

1855. Feb. 15.

1834. Dec. 18.

1856. June 5.

1830. JunelO.

1835. Nov. 19.

1855. June 7.

1814. Mar. 3.

1818. May 28.

1843. Feb: 2.

1852. June 3.

1846. Apr. 23.

1834. Apr. 10.

1840. Feb. 27.

1813. May 27.

R.P.

C.P.

P.

C.R.

P.

Hamilton, William Richard, Esq., F.S.A. V.P.R.S.L. Trust. Brit. Mus., Acad.

Reg. Sc. Berolin. Socius Honor. 12 Bolton-row^ May-fair. W.

t Hansler, Sir John Jacob, Knt,, F.S.A. 3 Westbourne-terrace, Paddington. W.
Harcourt, Rev. W. Venables Vernon, M.A. Hon. M.R.I.A. F.G.S. Bolton Percy,

Tadcaster.

t Hai’dwick, John, Esq., D.C.L.

Hardwick, Philip, Esq., R.A. F.S.A. 21 Cavendish-square. W.
Hardwicke, Charles Philip, Earl of. Wimpole-hall, Arrington, Cambridge.

t Hardy, Peter, Esq. 36 Brunswick-square. W.C.

Harford, John Scandret, Esq., D.C.L. Blaise-castle, Bristol.

t Hargreave, Charles James, Esq., D.C.L. B.L. Irish Encumbered Estates* Com-

missioner, 37 Fitzwilliam-place, Dublin.

t Harkness, Robert, Esq., Professor of Geology. Queen’s College, Cork.

Harris, Sir William Snow, Knt. Windsor Villas, Plymouth.

t Harrison, Thomas Charles, Esq.

t Harrowby, Dudley Ryder, Earl of. 39 Grosvenor-square, W.
;
and Sandon-hall,

Staffordshire.

t Harvey, Lieut.-General Sir Robert John, C.B. K.T.S. K.S.B. F.S.A. United Ser-

vice Club, S.W.
;
and Mousehold-house, near Norwich.

t Hatherton, Baron, Edward John Littleton. Teddesley-park, Penkridge, Stafford-

shire.

Hawkins, Bissett, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 29 Upper Harley-street. W.

t Haw'kins, Caesar Henry, Esq., Surgeon Extraordinary to the Queen, Senior Surgeon

of St. George’s Hospital, President of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical

Society. 26 Grosvenor-street. W.
Hawkins, John Heywood, Esq., M.A. F.G.S. Reform Club, S.W.

;
and Bignor-

park, Petworth, Sussex.

t Hawkins, Rev. William B. L., M.A. 23 Great Marlborough-street. W.
Hawkshaw, John, Esq. 43 Eaton-place. S.W.

Hay, Robert William, Esq., F.S.A. Blechynden-terrace, Southampton.

* Heath, George Cranford, Esq. Cambridge.

t Heath, John Benjamin, Esq., F.S.A. 66 Russell-square. W.C.

t Henfrey, Arthur, Esq. 12 Heathfield-terrace, Turnham-green. W.
Henry, Thomas Hetherington, Esq. 44 Lincoln’s-inn-fields. W.C.

Henry, William Charles, M.D. Hadfield, near Ledbury, Herefordshire.

t Henwood, W'illiam Jory, Esq., F.G.S. Corresp. Mem. Lyceum of New York. 3 Cla-

rence-place, Penzance.

Herschel, Sir John Frederick William, Bart. D.C.L. M.A. F.R.S.E. Hon. M.R.I.A.

F.G.S. M.C.P.S. Ord. Boruss. “Pour le Merite” Eq., Instit. Imp. Sc. Paris.

Corresp.—Acadd. Imp. Sc. Petrop., Reg. Berol., Taurin. Neap, et Brux.

:

Socc. Reg. Getting., Hafn. et Harl.: Acadd. Lync. Romae, Patav., Bonon.,

Panorm., Gioen. Catan. et Divion. ex intim., Socc. Philom. Paris., Ital. Mut.,

Helvet., Socius. Collingwood, near Hawkhurst, Kent.

Heygate, James, M.D. College-house, Derby.1843. April 6.
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Dale of Election. '

1843. .Ian. 19.

1839. Feb. 7.

1852. June 3.

1857. Junell.

18.39. Jan. 10.

1855. .Tune 7.

1811. Jane27.

P.

1841 . Feb. 18. R.P.

1831. Apr. 14.

1851. June 5. R.P.

1839. June20.

1837. Jan. 19.

1815. Jan. 19. P.

1843. Dec. 7.

1847. Apr. 22.

1812. Jan. 9.

R.P.

1837. June 1.

1841. May 20.

P.

1813. Nov. 11. P.

1828. Jan. 10.

1843. May 25. P.

1821. Mar. 8. P.

1834. Apr. 1C,

1819. Nov. 11.

1854. June 1. P.

1837. Apr. 6.

1851. June 5.

1844. Feb. 29.

1838. May31.

1850. June 6.

R.P.

Heywood, Sir Benjamin, Bart. 9 Hyde-park-gardens, W.
;

and. Claremont, Man-
chester.

Heywood, James, Esq., F.S.A. 5 Eaton-place ; and Athencev/m Club. S.W.

Higginbottom, John, Esq., F.R.C.S. Nottingham.

Hill, Rowland, Esq., Secretary of the Post-office. General Post-office.

Hilton, John, Esq. 10 New Broad-street. E.C.

Hippisley, John, Esq., F.R.A.S. Athenceum, S.W. •, amd Ston Easton, Bath.

Hoblyn, Thomas, Esq., F.L.S. White Barns, Buntingford, Herts.

Flodgkinson, Eaton, Esq., F.G.S. M.R.I.A. Hon. M.R.I.B.A. Inst. Civ. E..

Roy. Scot. Soc. Arts, and Soc. Ing. Civ. Paris, Professor of the Mechanical

Principles of Engineering, University College, London. 44 Drayton-grove,

Brompton. S.W.

Hodgson, Joseph, Esq. 60 Westbourne-terrace, Hyde-park. W.
Hofmann, A. W., Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry, Royal College of Chemistry,

London, Acad. Reg. Scient. Taurin., Phil. Paris. Soc. Phy. Francofurtum Bat.

Soc. Rotterdam, Corr. Soc. Royal College of Chemistry. Oxford-street

.

W.
Hogg, John, Esq., M.A. F.L.S. F.C.P.S. For. Sec. R.S.L. F.R.G.S. 8 Serjeanfs-

Inn, Temple ; and Norton-house, Stockton-upon-Tees.

Holland, Charles, M.D. Lyncroft-house, Lichfield.

Holland, Sir Henry, Bart. M.D. D.C.L. F.G.S. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 25 Brook-

street. W.
Hood, Charles, Esq., F.R.A.S. Earl-street, Blackfriars, E.C.

;
and Camberwell.

Hooker, Joseph Dalton, M.D.

—

Vice-President. West-park, Kew. W.
Hooker, Sir William Jackson, K.H. LL.D. Hon. M.R.I.A. F.S.A. F.L.S. F.G.S.

Acad. Imp. Paris. Corresp. Acad. Cses. Nat. Cur. Socius. West-park, Kew. W.
Hopkins, William, Esq., M.A. LL.D. F.G.S. Fitzwilliam-street, Cambridge.

Hoppus, Rev. John, LL.D. Ph.D. Professor of Philosophy and Logic, University

College, London. 39 Camden-street, Camden-town. N.W.

Horner, Leonard, Esq.—Vice-President.—F.R.S.E. Soc. Sc. Harlem. Socius.

17 Queen’s-road West, Regent’s-park. N.W.

Horsfield, Thomas, M. et Ph.D. F.L.S. F.G.S. F.R.A.S. Acad. Reg. Sc. Amstelod.,

Acad. Caes. Nat. Cur., et Soc. Philos. Amer. Socius. 29 Chalcot-villas, Ade-

laide-road, Camden-town. N.W.

Hoskins, Samuel Elliott, M.D. Chief of the Medical Staff, Royal Militia.

Guernsey.

Howard, Luke, Esq. Bruce-grove, Tottenham, N.
;
and Ackworth-villa, Pontefract.

Hudson, Robert, Esq., F.G.S. F.L.S. Clapham-common. S.

Hunt, Rev. George, M.A. F.S.A. Egg Buckland, near Plymouth.

Hunt, Robert, Esq., Keeper of Mining Records. Museum of Practical Geology,

Jermyn-street ; and 6 Green’s-row, Chelsea. S.W.

Hunter, Robert, Esq., F.G.S. F.S.A. Highgate.

Huxley, Thomas Henry, Esq. Museum of Practical Geology, Jermyn-street. S.AV.

Hyett, William Henry, Esq. Painswick-house, Painswick.

Hymers, Rev. John, D.D. Brandsburton Rectory, near Beverley.

Ibbetson, Captain L. L. B., K.R.E. F.G.S.
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Date of Election.

1853. June 2.

1848. June 9. P.

1840. Apr. 2.

1841. Jan. 7.

1842. May 5.

1842. Mar. 10.

1838. Jan. 18.

1856. June 5.

1846. Apr. 30.

1845. June 5.

1850. June 6. P.

1846. Apr. 30. P.

1844. Mar. 21.

1840. Apr. 30. P.

1850. June 6.

1853. June 2.

R. P.

1849. June 7. R. P.

1840. Nov. 19.

1846. Feb. 26.

1838. Dec. 6.

1834. Dec. 18. C.P.

1857. June 11.

1830. Mar. 4.

1843. Nov. 23.

1845. Dec. 19.

1811. Apr. 4.

P.

1844. May 16.

1849. June 7.

1848. June 9.

1854. June 1.

1813. Nov.ll.

1815. Apr. 13.

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

Inglefieldj Edward Augustus, Capt. R.N. F.R.G.S. Allerton-hall, LAverpool.

James, Henry, Lieut.-Col. R.E, M.R.LA. F.G.SS.L. & D. Ordnance fiurvey Office,

Southampton.

Jeffreys, John Gwyn, Esq. 1 Montagu-square. W.
Jeffreys, Julius, Esq. Coomb Bury, Kingston Hill.

Jesse, John, Esq., F.R.A.S. F.L.S. Llanbedr Hall, near Ruthin, Denbighshire.

Johnson, Cuthbert William, Esq. Waldronhyrst, Croydon. S.

Johnson, Rev. George Henry Sacheverell, M.A., Dean of Wells. Wells.

Johnson, Manuel John, Esq., M.A. Radcliffe Observer. Radcliffe Observatory,

Oxford.

Johnson, Percival Norton, Esq., F.G.S. Stoke-house, Stoke Fleming, Dartmouth.

Johnston, Alexander Robert, Esq. 19 Great Cumberland-place, Portman-square.

Jones, Charles Handheld, M.D. 33 Albion-street, Hyde-park. W.
Jones, Henry Bence, M.A. M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 31 Brook-street,

Grosvenor-square. W.
Jones, Thomas Rymer, Esq., Professor of Comparative Anatomy, King’s College.

25 Great Coram-street, Bedford-square. W.C.

Jones, Thomas Wharton, Esq., Professor of Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery,

University College, and Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Hospital, Corr. Mem. Soc.

of Biology, Paris. 35 George-street, Hanover-square. W.
Joule, James P., Esq., LL.D. Oakfield, Moss Side near Manchester.

Jukes, Joseph Beete, Esq., M.A., Pres. Geol. Soc., Dublin. 51 Stephen’s-gr., Dublin.

Kane, Sir Robert, M.D. M.R.I.A. Principal of the Royal College of Cork. 51 Ste-

phen’s-green, Dublin.

Kater, Edward, Esq., F.G.S. M.R.I.A. AQ Sussex-gardens, Hyde-park,^^ .; and

Athenceum Club. S.W.

Kay, Joseph Henry, Commander R.N. Melbourne, Victoria.

Kelland, Rev. Philip, M.A. F.R.S.E. M.C.P.S. Professor of Mathematics in the

University of Edinburgh. Wardie, near Edinburgh.

Kiernan, Francis, Esq. 30 Manchester-street, Manchester-square. W.
Kirkman, Rev. Thomas P. Croft, near Warrington.

Knowles, Sir Francis Charles, Bart., M.A. Sheffield.

Laing, Rev. David. 62 Mornington-road, Regent’s-park. N.W.

Lankester, Edwin, M.D. F.L.S. 8 Savile-row. W.
Lansdowne, Henry, Marquis of, K.G. D.C.L. Trust. Brit. Mus. M.R.S.L. 52

Berkeley-square, W. and Bowood-park, Wiltshire.

Larcom, Thomas Aiskew, Major R.E.

Lassell, William, Esq., F.R.A.S. H.F.R.S.E. and Soc. Philomath. Paris. Bradstones,

Sandfield-park, near Liverpool.

Latham, Robert Gordon, M.D. Hon. Mem. Ethnol. Soc. New York. 29 Upper

Southwick-street, Oxford-terrace. W.
Lawes, John Bennet, Esq. Rothamsted, St. Albans.

Lawrence, William, Esq. 18 Whitehall-place. S.W.

Leake, Lieut.-Colonel William Martin, M.R.S.L. Acad. Reg. Sc. Berol. Socius

Honor., Instit. Nat. Paris. Corresp. 50 Queen Anne-street. W.
c
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Date of Election.

1843.^ayll.

1831. Feb. 24.

1830. Mar. 25.

1849. June 7.

1820. Nov. 16.

1848. June 9.

1817. Junel2.

1822. May 23.

1846. June 18.

1828. Jan. 17.

1832. Feb. 2.

1836. Feb. 4.

1836. Jan. 21.

1838. Feb. 22.

1851. June 5.

1850. June 13.

1810. July 5.

1841. Nov. 25.

1834. Dec. 18.

1829. Jan. 15.

1855. June 7.

1826. Feb. 2.

t

R. t

P.

t

t

t

R. P.

R.P.

1826. Apr. 13.

1840. Apr. 30. t

1853. June 2.

1849. Nov. 22.

t

t

1816. Mar.l4.

1827. June 14.

FELLOWS OF THE SOCIETY. (Nov. 1857.)

Le Couteur, Colonel John. Belle-vue, Jersey.

Lee, John, LL.D. F.S.A. F.R.A.S. 5 College, Boctorr^-commons, E.C.
; and Hart-

well-house, near Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Lee, Robert, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 4 Savile-row. W.
Leeson, Henry Beaumont, M.A. M.D. V.P.C.S. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. The Maples,

Bonchurch, Isle of Wight.

Lefevre, Sir John George Shaw, M.A. Vice-Chancellor of the University of Lon-

don. 8 Spring-gardens. S.W.

Lefroy, John Henry, Lieut.-Col. R.A. War Ofice. S.W.

Legh, Thomas, Esq., D.C.L. Lyme-park, Cheshire.

Lemon, Sir Charles, Bart. 46 Charles-street, Berkeley-square, W. , and Carclew,

near Falmouth, Cornwall.

Liddell, Sir John, C.B., M.D. Admiralty, Somerset House. W.C.

Lindley, John, Ph. D. F.L.S. Acad. Reg. Berol. Corresp.
;
Acad. Caes. Nat. Cur.,

Socc. Physiogr. Lund. Linn. Holm., Socius.—Soc. Batav. Sc., Lyc. Nat. Hist.,

Nov.-Ebor., Socius Honor.—Prof. Bot. Univ. Coll, Lond. 21 Regent-st. S.W.

Lister, Joseph Jackson, Esq. Upton, Essex. E.

Llewelyn, John Dillwyn, Esq., F.L.S. Pennllegare, Glamorgan.

Lloyd, Rev, Plumphrey, D.D. M.R.I.A. Trinity College, Dublin.

Locke, Joseph, Esq. 6 Chester-terrace, Regenfs-park. N.W.

Logan, Sir William Edmond, F.G.S. V.P. Nat. Hist. Soc. Montreal. Montreal.

Londesborough, The Right Hon, Lord. 8 Carlton-House-terrace, S.W.; and

Grimston, Yorkshire.

Lonsdale, William, Earl of. 14 Carlton-terrace, S.W.
;
and Lowther-castle, near

Penrith.

Lovelace, William, Earl of. East Horseley-park, Ripley, Surrey ; and Ashleycombe,

Porlock, Somerset.

Lowe, George, Esq. 39 Finsbury-circus. E.C.

Lubbock, Sir John William, Bart. M.A. F.L.S. F.R.A.S. M.R.A.S. High Elms,

Farnborough, Kent.

Luke, James, Esq. 37 Broad-street Buildings. E.C,

Lyell, Sir Charles, Knt. LL.D. D.C.L. Hon. M.R.S.Ed. F.L.S. F.G.S. Socc, Acad.

Reg, Berol. Reg. Sc. Hafn. Sc. Sci. Phys. Bonn, et Ph.D. Philad. Acad. Nat.

Sci. et Am. Phil. Soc. Bost. Am. Acad, et Soc. Nat. Hist. Monach. Corr.Mem.

53 Harley-street. Cavendish-square. W,
Lyndhurst, John Singleton, Lord, D.C.L. 25 George-street, Hanover-square. W,
Lyttelton, George William, Lord. 38 St. James’’s-place, S.W.

;
and Hagley-park,

near Stourbridge, Worcestershire.

MacAndrew, Robert, Esq. Isleworth-house, Isleworth. W.
Macaulay, Thomas Babington, Lord, Ord. Boruss. “Pour le Merite” Eq., Instit.

Acad. Scient. Paris. Corresp. Holly Lodge, Campden-hill, Ke7isingto7i. W.
MacGrigor, Sir James, Bart., K.T.S, F.R.S.E. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 3 Harley-

street. W.
Mackinnon, William Alexander, Esq., M.A. F.S.A. F.G.S. 4 Hyde-park-place,

W.
;
and Newton-park, Lymington, Hants.
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Date of Election.

1831. Dec. 8.

1839. May 30.

1838. April 5.

1848. June 9.

1832. Feb. 2.

1819. June24.

1847. Apr. 15.

1839. Apr. 18.

1829. May 28.

1821. June 28.

1854. June 1.

1824. Feb. 19.

1853. June 2.

1849. June21.

1825.

Jan. 20.

1836. Jan. 28.

1857. June 11.

1816. Mar. 28.

1857. June 11.

1845. Feb. 13.

1823. Nov. 27.

1846. Feb. 19.

1829. Feb. 26.

1854. June 1.

1827. Mar. 1.

1835.

June 4.

1841. Jan. 14.

1852. June 3.

1843. Mar. 9.

1843. Mar. 30.

1845. Feb. 6.

1838, Feb. 8.

1836. Mar. 3.

1841. Apr. 29.

P. Maclear, Thomas, Esq,, F.R.A.S. Astronomer Royal at the Cape of Good Hope,

t Mackmurdo, Gilbert Wakefield, Esq. St. Thomas’s Hospital, S.E.
;
and 7 Haw

Broad-street. E.C.

t Macneill, Sir John, F.R.A.S. M.R.I.A. Mount Pleasant, Dundalk.

t M'William, James Ormiston, M.D. 14 Trinity-square, Tower-hill. E.C.

t Madden, Sir Frederick, K.H. Hon. M.R.I.A. Corr. Mem. S.A. Scotl.Hon. Mem. R.S.

Dubl. Socc. Reg. Antiq. Hafn, Archaeolog. Abrincens. Socius Hon. British

Museum. W.C.

P.

P.

P.

P.

Magrath, Sir George, K.H. M.D. C.B. M.R.I.A. F.L.S. F.G.S. Plymouth.

t Maitland, John Gorham, Esq., M.A. 39 Wohurn-place. W.C.

t Maitland, Rev. Samuel Roffy, D.D. F.S.A. Gloucester.

Maitland, Ebenezer Fuller, Esq., F.S.A. Park-place, Henley-on-Thames, Oxford-

shire.

* Majendie, Ashhurst, Esq., F.G.S. 152 Alhany-street, N.W.
;
and Hedingham-

castle, Castle Hedingham, Essex.

Mallet, Robert, Esq. Office, 11 Bridge- street', Delville, Dublin.

Maltby, Edward, D.D. Bishop. 4 Upper Portland-place. W.

t Manby, Charles, Esq. 25 Great George-street, Westminster. S.W.

t Manchester, James Prince Lee, Lord Bishop of, F.G.S, F.R.G.S. F.C.P.S. Arch.

Inst. Rom. Corr. Soc. Palace, Manchester.

Mangles, James, Commander R.N. Fairfield, Exeter.

Marcet, Francis, Esq. Geneva.

Marcet, William, M.D. 36 Chapel-street, Belgrave-square. S.W.

Markland, James Heywood, Esq., F.S.A, Bath.

Marshall, John, Esq. \0 Savile-row. W.
Martin, James Ranald, Esq., F.R.M. & C.S. M.R.A.S. 71 Grosvenor-street. W.
Maskelyne, Anthony Mervin Story, Esq., M.A. Bassett-Down-house, Swindon.

t Matheson, Sir James, Bart. 13 Cleveland-row. S.W.

Maxwell, Sir John, Bart. Pollock, Renfrewshire.

t May, Charles, Esq. 3 Great George-street, Westminster. S.W.

t Mayo, Rev. Charles, B.D, F.S.A. Colesgrove, near Cheshunt, Hertfordshire.

t Mayo, Thomas, M.D,, President of the Royal College of Physicians. 56 Wimpole-

street. W.

t Melvill, Sir James Cosmo, K.C.B. East India-house. E.C.

t Mercer, John, Esq. Oakenshaw, Accrington, Lancashire.

t Miers, John, Esq., F.L.S. Acad. Caes. Nat. Cur. Soc. Temple Lodge, Hammer-

smith. W.
Miller, Joseph, Esq. Oakley-house, Alpha-road, Regent’s-park. N.W.

Miller, William Allen, M.D., Professor of Chemistry, King^s College, London.

King’s College. W.C.

Miller, William Hallows, Esq., M.A.

—

Foreign Secretary. — Professor of

Mineralogy, F.G.S. Acad. Sc. Taurin. Corr. Soc. Cambridge.

Minto, Gilbert Elliot Murray Kynynmound, Earl of, G.C.B. F.R.A.S. 48 Eaton-

square, S.W. ; and Minto-castle, Roxburghshire.

t Monteagle of Brandon, Thomas, Lord, F.S.A. 7 Park-street, Westminster. S.W .

C 2
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Date of Election.

1836. June 16.

1845. Feb. 13.

1835. April 2.

1846. Feb. 26.

1856. June 5.

1854. June 1.

1827. Feb. 8.

1835. April 2.

1832. Feb. 2.

1831. Mar. 10.

1839. Feb. 7.

1830. Feb. 18.

1826. April 6.

1826. Mar. 16.

1840. June 18.

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

P.

c.

t

1846. Jan. 15.

1856. June 5.

1833. Feb. 7.

1818. April 9.

P.

1848. June 9. t

1835. June 4.

1824. Mar. 4.

1819. Feb. 25.

1843. Mar. 16.

1855. June 7.

1834. Dec. 18.

t

t

C.R.

P.

Montefiore, Sir Moses, Bart. 7 Grosvenor-gate, Park-lane, W.; and East-Cliff

Lodge, Ramsgate. W.
Monteith, Major-General William. 47 Gloucester-place, Portrnan-square, W.

; and

Oriental Club. W.
Moore, George, Esq., F.S.A. F.L.S.

Moore,MajorJohnArthur,F.S.A. Y^Portland-pl.ffN and Boyle- cot., Thames Bitton.

Moore, John Garrick, Esq., M.A. F.G.S. 4 Hyde-park-gate, Kensington-gore,^ .-,

and Corswall, Wigtonshire.

Moore, Captain Thomas, R.N.

Moreau, Cesar, Esq., Acadd. Reg. Divion., Burd., et Masil., Soeius. Paris.

Morgan, Arthur, Esq. 26 New Bridge-street, Blackfriars. E.C.

Morgan, Octavius S., Esq. M.A. F.S.A. 9 Pall-mall; and Tredegar-pk., Monmouth-

shire.

Morris, John Carnac, Esq. 10 Mansfield-street, Portland-place. W.
Moseley, Rev. Henry, M.A. Instit. Sc. Paris. Corresp. Olveston, near Bristol.

Moss, Joseph William, M.B. Hill Grove, Wells, Somerset.

Murchison, Sir Roderick Impey,G.C. St.S. D.C.L. M.A. F.G.S. F.L.S. &c., Director-

General of the Geological Survey, Pres. R. Geog. Soc., Hon. Mem. R.S.Ed.

R.I. Ac., Cam. Phil. Soc., Acad. Imp. Sc. Petrop. Soeius. et Reg. Sc. Holm.

Soc. Reg. Sci. Hafn., Acad. Amer. Art. et Sc. Bost. Acad. Reg. Taurin. Berolin.

et Brux. Imp. Geog. Soc. Petersb., Inst. Imp. Sc. Paris. Corresp. et Soc. Imp.

Sc. Nat. Hist. Mosq. Soeius. Hon., &c. &c. 16 Belgrave-square. S.W.

Mylne, William Chadwell, Esq., F.R.A.S. New-River-Head. E.C.

Narrien, John, Esq., F.R.A.S., Professor of Mathematics in the Royal Military

College, Sandhurst. Sandhurst.

Neilson, James B., Esq. Queerds-hill, near Kirkcudbright, Scotland.

Noad, Henry Minchin, Esq., Ph.D. F.C.S. St. George’s Hospital. S.W.

Nolan, Rev. Frederiek, LL.D. M.R.S.L. Geraldstown-house, Navan.

Northumberland, Algernon, Duke of, F.S.A. Northumberland-house, S.W.
; and

Alnwick-castle.

Oldham, Thomas, Esq., MA. M.R.I.A., Superintendent of the Geological Survey

of India. Calcutta.

Oliveira, Benjamin, Esq. 8 Upper Hyde-park-street. W.
Orford, Horatio, Earl of. 7 Connaught-square,^ White’s Club; and Wolterton-

park, Norfolk.

Ormerod, George, Esq., D.C.L. F.S.A. F.G.S. Sedbury-park, Chepstow.

O’Shaughnessy, Sir William Brooke, M.D. 30 Westbourne-park-terrace. W.

Osier, Abraham Follett, Esq. Hazlewood, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

Owen, Richard, Esq.

—

Vice-President.—M.D. LL.D. F.L.S. F.G.S. V.P.Z.S.

Director of the Natural History Department British Museum, Hon. Fellow of

the Royal Coll, of Surgeons of Ireland, Hon. M.R.S.Ed., Instit. Sc. Paris.

Corresp., Acadd. Imp. Scient. Vindob., et Petrop., Soc. Imp. Sc. Nat. Hist.

Mosq. Soeius.—Acadd. Reg. Scient. Berol., et Taurin., Madrid., Holm.,

Monach., Neapol., Bruxell. et Bonon., Instit. Reg. Sc. Amstelod., Socc. Reg.

Sc. Hafn., et Upsal., Acad. Amer. Sc. Bost. Soeius, Acad. Sc. Societ. Philomath.
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1845. Dec. 18.

1851. June 5. P.

1821. Nov. 15. P.

1853. Mar. 17.

1824. Mar. 4. P.

1815. June 1.

1812. Feb. 20. P.

1837. Feb. 23.

1816. Mar. 7.

1852. June 3.

1818. Jan. 29.

1833. Dec. 5.

1824. Nov. 18.

1847. Apr. 22.

1827. Feb. 1.

1819. Jan. 29.

1834. Dec. 18.

1834. Apr. 10.

1848. June 9. P.

1847. Apr. 15.

1829. Apr. 9.

1816. Feb. 29. P,

1848. June 9. P.

1837. June 8.

1856. June 5.

1824. May 13. P.

1842. Jan. 27.

1853. June 2.

1852. June 3.

1840. Feb. 6.

Paris. Corresp., Imp. Geor. Florent., Socc. Sc. Harlem., Trajectin., Pbys. et

Hist. Nat. Genev., Acadd. Lync. Romae, Patav., Panorm., Gioen. Socc. Nat.

Scrutat. Berolin., Pour le Merite Eq., Instit. Wetter., Philad., Nov.-Ebor.,

Bost., Acad. Reg. Med. Paris. Soc. Imp. et Reg. Med. Vindob. Adsocius

Extraneus. British Museum. W.C.

t Oxford, Samuel Wilberforce, Lord Bishop of, F.S.A. 61 Eaton-place. S.W.

t Paget, James, Esq. 24 Henrietta-street, Cavendish-square. W.
Palgrave, Sir Francis, K.H., Deputy Keeper of Her Majesty’s Records. Rolls’-

yard, Chancery-lane, W.C. ;
and Hampstead-green. N.W.

Palmerston, Right Hon. Viscount, G.C.B/ Piccadilly, W.
; and Broadlands, Romsey.

Parish, Sir Woodbine, K.C.H. F.G.S. St. Leonard’’s-on-Sea.

Parker, Thomas Lister, Esq., F.S.A. Tabley House, Knutsford.

Parry, Charles Henry, M.D. 5 Belgrave-place, Brighton.

t Partridge, Richard, Esq. 17 New-street, Spring-gardens. S.W.

Pasley, Lieut.-General Sir Charles William, R.E. K.C.B. D.C.L. F.R.A.S. F.G.S.

F.R.G.S. F.S.S. 12 Norfolk-crescent, Hyde-park. W.

t Pattinson, Hugh Lee, Esq., F.R.A.S. F.G.S. Scots-house, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Peacock, Very Rev. George, D.D. Dean of Ely, F.G.S. F.R.A.S. Deanery, Ely.

Pearson, Sir Edwin, Knt. M.A. 7 Chester-terrace, Regent’’s-park. N.W.

Penn, Richard, Esq. Lancaster-terrace, Richmond. S.W.

t Percy, John, M.D. Museum of Economic Geology, Jermyn-street. S.W.

t Pettigrew, Thomas Joseph, Esq., F.S.A. M.R.A.S. Univ. Getting. Phil. Doct.

—

Acad. Reg. Divion. Socius. 16 Onslow-crescent, Brompton. S.W.

Phillipps, Sir Thomas, Bart. M.A. F.S.A. F.G.S. Hon. M.R.S.L. Middle-hill,

Worcestershire.

Phillips, Benjamin, Esq. Benbridge-house, Hendon.

t Phillips, John, Esq., M.A. LL.D. Deputy Reader in Geology, University of Oxford,

F.G.S. Magdalen-bridge, Oxford.

t Playfair, Lyon, Esq., C.B. Ph.D. F.G.S. F.C.S. Secretary to the Department of

Science and Art. 34 Cleveland-square, Hyde-park. W.

t Plowden, William Henry Chicheley, Esq., F.R.A.S. 8 Devonshire-place. W.
Pole, William, Esq., M.A. 28 Cambridge-square, Hyde-park. W.
Pollock, The Right Hon. Sir Frederick, Chief Baron of the Exchequer, M.A.

F.S.A. F.G.S. Queen-square-house, Guildford-street. W.C.

t Porrett, Robert, Esq., F.R.A.S. F.A.S. F.C.S. A9 Bernard- street, Rmsell-sq. W.C.

Portlock, Lieut.-Col. Joseph Ellison, R.E. LL.D. P.G.S. Office, 1 Whitehall-

yard, S.W.
;
and 58 Queerds-gardens, Hyde-park, W.

t Potter, Edmund, Esq. Dinting, near Glossop.

Powell, Rev. Baden, M.A. F.R.A.S. Savilian Professor of Geometry, Oxford.

6 Stanhope-street, Hyde-park-gardens, W.
;
and Oxford.

t Pratt, Samuel Peace, Esq., F.L.S. F.G.S.

t Prestwich, Joseph, Esq., F.G.S. 10 Kent-terrace, RegenVs-park-road. N.W.

Price, Rev. Bartholomew, M.A. Sedleian Professor of Natural Philosophy. Pem-

broke College, Oxford.

t Pritchard, Rev. Charles, M.A. Clapham. S.
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Date of Election.

] 844. Feb. 29.

1849. June 7.

1853. June 2.

1850. June 6.

1838. Feb. 8.

1843. Feb. 2.

1834. Feb. 6.

1839. Feb. 21.

1822. Mar.21.

1823.

June 12.

1845. May 22.

1825. Feb. 24.

1840. April 2.

1820. Mar. 23.

1842. Jan. 13.

1839. Apr. 25.

1828. Apr. 17.

1836. Feb. 11.

1856. June 5.

1839. Dec. 5.

1815. Mar.l6.

1844. Feb. 1.

1831. June 9.

1834. June 5.

1819. Apr. 1.

1828. Dec. 11.

1831. Dec. 8.

t

t

P.

P.

E.

P.

R.P.

Ouain, Richard, Esq., Professor of Clinical Surgery, University College, London.

32 Cavendish-square. W.
Ramsay, Andrew Crombie, Esq., F.G.S. Professor of Geology in University College,

London. Local Director of the Government Geological Survey of Great Britain.

Museum of Practical Geology, Jermyn-street. S.W.

Rankine, William John Macquorn, Esq., LL.D. F.R.S.E. Pres. Inst. Eng. Scot.

Regius Professor of Civil Engineering and Mechanics, University of Glasgow.

59 Bt. Vincent-street, Glasgow.

Rawlinson, Lieut.-Col. Sir Henry Creswicke, K.C.B. Ord. Boruss. “ Pour le

Mhite'^ Eq. 21 Langham-place, W. ; and Oriental Club, Hanover-square. W.
Reade, Rev. Joseph Bancroft, M.A. Stone Vicarage, Aylesbury.

Rees, George Owen, M.D. F.G.S. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 26 Albemarle-st. W.
Reeves, John Russell, Esq., F.L.S. Clapham. S.

Reid, Major-General Sir William, K.C.B. R.E. Malta.

Rennie, George, Esq., Hon. M.R.I.A. Acad. Reg. Taurin. Corresp., Corresp. Mem.

of the Batavian Soc. Rotterdam. 21 Whitehall-place. S.W.

Rennie, Sir John, Knt. 5A, Spring-gardens. S.W.

Rennie, James, Esq. 22 Portman-street, Portman-square. W.
Richardson, Sir John, Knt. C.B. M.D. LL.D. Hon. Mem. R.S. Edin. F.L.S.

F.R.G.S. Acad. Sc. Nat. Philad., Geogr. Paris. Corresp.—Socc. Hist. Nat.

Montreal, Lit. et Phil. Quebec, Hist. Nat. Boston. Geogr. et Stat. Amer.

Nov. Ebor. Socius Honor. Lancrigg, Grasmere, Westmoreland.

Richmond, Charles Gordon Lennox, Duke of, K.G. President of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society. 51 Portland-place, W.
;
and Goodwood, near Petworth, Sussex.

Ricketts, Charles Milner, Esq., F.G.S. 17 Abbey-road, St. Johrds-wood. N.W’^.

Riddell, Charles James Buchanan, Lieut.-Col. R.A. Plumstead common, Wool-

wich. S.E.

Rigg, Robert, Esq. Greenford, Middlesex. W.
Ripon, Frederick John, Earl of. Carlton-gardens. S.W.

Robertson, Archibald, M.D. Northampton.

Robinson, Thomas Romney,Rev.D.D. Director oftheArmagh Observatory. Armagh.

Rogers, John, jun.. Esq. River-hill, Sevenoaks, Kent.

Roget, Peter Mark, M.D. F.G.S. F.R.A.S. V.P.S.A. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius, et

Acad. Reg. Scient. Taurin. Corresp. 18 Upper Bedford-place, Russell-sq. W.C.

Ronalds, Francis, Esq.

Ros, Hon. J. Frederick Fitzgerald de, Rear-Admiral, F.R.A.S. 122 Piccadilly. W.
Rose, The Right Hon. Sir George, Knt. 4 Hyde-park-gardens. W.
Rosebery, Archibald John, Earl of, K.T. 139 Piccadilly, W. ; and Dalmeney-

park, Linlithgow.

Ross, Sir James Clark, Knt. Rear-Admiral, D.C.L. F.L.S. F.R.A.S. Instit. Imp.

(Acad. Sc.) Paris, et Soc. Geogr. Paris. Corresp., Soc. Reg. Sc. Hafn. Socius.

Aston-house, Aston-Abbots, Aylesbury.

Rosse, William, Earl of, M.A. K.P. Trust. Brit. Mus. F.R.A.S. M.R.I.A. F.G.S.

F.R.G.S. F.A.S. Hon. Mem. Acad. Imp. Sc. Petrop. The Castle, Parsonstown,

Ireland; and Heaton-hall, Bradford, Yorkshire.
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1837. April 6.

1847. Feb. 18.

1821. June 7.

1847. May 6.

1849. June 7.

1818. Apr.16. C.R.

P.

1856. June 5.

1836. Dec. 6.

1833. Apr. 18.

1853. June 2.

1850. June 6.

1821. Feb.l.

P.

1831. Jan. 13.

1841. June 17.

1840. May 7.

1839. May 9.

1824. Mar. 11.

1849. June 7.

1841. Mar. 4.

1852. June 3.

1845. Jan. 9.

18.37. Apr. 20.

1841. JunelO.

1857. June 11.

P.

P.

P.

1856. June 5.

1824. May 14.

1830. Dec. 23.

1837. June 1.

1841. Nov. 18.

t Royle, John Forbes, M.D. F.L.S. F.G.S. F.R.A.S. Professor of Materia Medica

and Therapeutics, King’s College, London. Heathfield-lodge, Acton. W,

t Rudge, Edward John, Esq., M.A. F.S.A. 52 Upper Harley-street, W. , and

Abbey Manor, Eversham.

Russell, Jesse Watts, D.C.L. F.S.A. F.L.S. F.G.S. Ilam-hall, Staffordshire.

t Russell, Right Hon. John, Lord. Chesham-place, Belgrave-square. S.W.

t Russell, John Scott, Esq. 37 Great George-street. S.W.

Sabine, Major-General Edward, R.A. D.C.L.

—

Treasurer and Vice-Pre-

sident.—F.R.A.S. Hon. Mem. Cam. Phil. Soc. Ord. Boruss. “Powr le Merite”

Eq. et Acad. Reg. Berol., Acadd. Imp. Sc. Petrop., Brux., Norv., Phil, et

CEcon. Siles. Socius : Socc. Reg. Sc. Getting., Soc. : Reg. Sc. Taur. Corresp.,

Vaud., Mem. National Inst.Washington U.S. Geogr. Paris. Berol. et Petropol.

Corresp.—Mem. of Royal Batavian Soc. 13 Ashley-place, Westminster. S.W.

t Salter, Henry Hyde, M.D. 6 Montague-street, Russell-square. W.C.

Sandford, Edward Ashford, Esq. Nynehead, Somerset.

t Saunders, Very Rev. Augustus Page, D.D. Dean of Peterborough. Peterborough.'

t Saunders, William Wilson, Esq., F.L.S. Hill-field, Reigate.

t Schunck, Edward, Esq. Rochdale.

Sedgwick, Rev. Adam, M.A. Hon. M.R.I.A. F.G.S. F.R.A.S. Woodwardian Lec-

turer. Cambridge.

Selkirk, Thomas James, Earl of. 38 Charles-street, Berkeley-square, W. ;
and St.

Mary’s Isle, Kirkcudbright.

t Seymour, Edward James, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 13 Charles-street, Berkeley-

square. W.

t Sharp, William, Esq., M.D. F.G.S. Rugby.

Sharpey, William, M.D.

—

Secretary.—F.R.S.E. Professor ofAnatomy in Univer-

sity College, London, Acad. Sc. Nat. Philad., Acad. Med. Chir. Genuens., et Soc.

Biol. Par. Corresp.—Soc. Med. Suec. Socius. 33 Woburn-place. W.C.

Shuckburgh, Sir Francis, Bart. Pavilion, Hans-place, Chelsea ; and Shuckburgh-

park, Warwickshire.

t Sibson, Francis, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 40 Brook-street. W.

t Sievier, Robert William, Esq. Upper Holloway. N.

Simms, William, Esq., F.R.A.S. 138 Fleet-street, W.C. ;
and Carshalton, Surrey.

Simon, John, Esq., Surgeon to St. Thomas’s Hospital. 1 Cumberland-street,

Bryanstone-square. W.

t Skey, Frederic Carpenter, Esq. 13 Grosvenor-street. W.

Smee, Alfred, Esq. 7 Finsbury-circus.

t Smith, Andrew, M.D., Director-General of the Army and Ordnance Medical De-

partments. 51 Thurloe-square, Brompton. S.W.

t Smith, Archibald, Esq. M.A. 14 Ashley-place. S.W.

Smith, Lieut.-Col. Charles Hamilton, F.L.S. Plymouth.

Smith, James, Esq., F.R.S.E. F.G.S. F.R.G.S. M.W.S. Athenaeum Club, S.W. ;
and

Jordan-hill, Glasgow.

Smith, John T., Capt. Madras Engineers. Madras.

t Smith, Sir J. M. Frederic, Major-General, R.E. 9 Hyde-park-square. W.
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Date of Election.

1857. June 11.

1857. Junell.

1826. June 15.

1843. Jan. 19.

1807. May 7.

F.

1837. Jan. 19.

1823. May 29.

1817. Dec. 11.

1845. June 5.

1857. Junell.

1821. Feb. 15. C.P.

1825. Apr. 14.

1834. Apr. 10.

1853. June 2.

1856. June 5.

1S44. Feb. 1.

1827. Mar. 22.

1816. June 27.

1830. Mar. 11.

1803. Apr. 28.

1845. April 3.

1848. June 9.

1832. April 5.

1849. June 7.

1838. May 3.

1851. June 5.

P.

Rm.
P.

1854. June 1.

1821. Mar. 8.

t Smith, Robert Angus, Esq., Ph.D. F.C.S. 20 Devonshire-street, Manchester.

Smyth, Charles Piazzi, Astronomer Royal for Scotland, and Professor of Astronomy

in the University of Edinburgh. 1 Hill-side-crescent, Edinburgh.

Smyth, William Henry, Rear-Admiral, K.S.F. D.C.L. Hon. M.R.I.A. V.P.S.A.

V.P.R.A.S.—V.P.R.G.S. Instit. Imp. Sc. Paris. Corresp. Acadd. Sc. Neap.,

Panorm. et Flor., Socius, Hon. Mem. Geol. Reichsanstalt Yindob. Acad, of

Sciences Boston, Corresp. Mem. National Inst. Washington and Naval Lyceum

of New York. Athencmm Club, S.W. ; and St. John’s Lodge, near Aylesbury.

t Solly, Edward, Esq., Professor of Chemistry, Horticultural Society, F.S.A. F.L.S.

F.G.S. Holme-court, Isleworth. W.
* Solly, Richard Horsman, Esq., M.A. F.S.A. F.L.S. F.G.S. 48 G'reat Orrnond-

street. W.

t Solly, Samuel, Esq. 18 St. Helen’s-place, Bishopsgate-street. E.C.

Solly, Samuel Reynolds, Esq., M.A. F.S.A. F.G.S. Surge-hill, King’s Langley,

Herts.

Somerville, William, M.D. F.R.S.E. F.L.S. F.G.S.

Sopw’ith, Thomas, Esq., F.G.S. 43 Cleveland- square. W.
Sorby, Henry Clifton, F.G.S. Broomfield, Sheffield.

South, Sir James, Knt. F.R.S.E. Hon. M.R.I.A. F.L.S. F.R.A.S. Acadd. Imp.

Sc. Petrop. et Reg. Sc. Brux. Socius. The Observatory, Camden-hill, Ken-

sington. W.
Southey, Henry Herbert, M.D. D.C.L. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 1 Harley-street. W.

t Spence, William, Esq.—F.L.S. Soc. Linn. Holm, et Acad. Caes. Nat. Cur. Socius.

18 Lower Seymour-street. W.
Spottiswoode, William, Esq., M.A. 12 James-street, Buchingham-gate. S.W.

Spratt, Captain Thomas A. B., R.N.

t Stanford, John Frederick, Esq., M.A. Foley-house, Portland-place. W.

t Stanhope, Philip Henry, Earl, D.C.L. President Soc. Antiq. 3 Grosvenor-place-

houses, S.W.
;
and Chevening-place, Kent.

Stanhope, John Spencer, Esq. 51 Harley-street. W.
Stanley, Edward, Esq. 23 A, Brook-street. W.
Staunton, Sir George Thomas, Bart. D.C.L. F.S.A. F.L.S. 17 Devonshire-street,

Portland-place, W. ; and Leigh-park, Hants.

t Stebbing, Rev. Henry, D.D. F.R.B.S. Residence St. James’s-chapel, Hampstead-

road. N.W.

Steiihouse, John, LL.D. F.C.S. 15 Upper Barnslmry-street, Lslington. N.

t Stephens, Archibald John, Esq., M.A. 61 Chancery-lane. W^.C.

Stephenson, Robert, Esq., D.C.L. F.G.S. 34 Gloucester-square. W.
Stirhng, Edward Hamilton, Esq. Vauxhall, St. Helier’s, Jersey.

Stokes, George Gabriel, Esq., M.A. D.C.L.

—

Secretary.—Lucasian Professor of

Mathematics. F.C.P.S. Hon. Mem. Lit. & Phil. Soc. Manchester, Soc. Batav.

Roterod. Socius. Pembroke College, Cambridge.

t Strachey, Major Richard, B.E. F.G.S. F.R. Geog. Soc. Oriental Club. W.
Strangways, Hon. William Thomas Horner Fox. 31 Old Burlington-street, W.

;

and Abbotsbury, Dorsetshire.



Date of Election.
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1853. June 3.

1846. June 18.

1828. Mar. 11.

1839. Mar. 14.

1818. Feb. 26.

1834. Feb. 6.

1839. Apr. 25.

1831. Mar. 17.

1831. Mar. 17.

1835. Feb. 5.

1845. Nov.20.

1825. May 5.

1836.

Jan. 21.

1834. Junes.

1833. Dec. 5.

1845. June 19.

1846. Jan. 22.

1828. Nov. 20.

1848. June 9.

1854.

June 1.

1855. June 7.

1851 . June 5.

1834. Apr. 10.

1839. May 30.

1841. Feb. 25.

1835. April 2.

1838. Feb. 8.

1850. June 6,

1821. Mar. 21.

1818. Mar. 12.

1818. Dec. 17.

1842. Nov. 17.

P.

P.

Rm.
R.P

R. P.

Strzelecki, Count de. The Athenmum. S.W.

Sutherland, Alexander John, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius, Senior Physician to

St. Luke’s Hospital, F.G.S. M.R.C.S. 6 Richmond-terrace.

Sutherland, Alexander Robert, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius, F.G.S. Tortpiay.

Svvanston, Clement Tudway, Esq., F.S.A. 51 Chancery-lane. W.C.

Swinburne, Sir John Edward, Bart. F.S.A. 18 Grosvenor-place. S.W.

Sykes, Colonel William Henry, Hon. M.R.I.A. F.G.S. M.R.A.S. 47 Albion-street,

Hyde-park. W.

Sylvester, James Joseph, Esq., M.A. Professor of Mathematics. Royal Military

Academy, Woolwich. S.E.

Talbot, Christopher Rice Mansel, Esq. Margam, Glamorganshire.

Talbot, William Henry Fox, Esq., F.L.S. Lacock-abbey, near Chippenham.

Tattam, The Venerable Archdeacon, D.D. M.A. M.R.S.L. Stanford Rivers, Rom-

ford.

Taylor, Alfred Swaine, M.D. Lecturer on Chemistry and Medical Jurisprudence at

Guy’s Hospital. 15 St. James^s-terrace, Regent’s-park. N.W.

Taylor, John, Esq., F.L.S. Chester-terrace, Regent’s-park. N.W.

Taylor, Rev. William, S.C.L. F.R.A.S. Hon. Mem. Stat. Soc. Par. Hon. Mem. Roy.

Scot. Soc. Arts. 73 Oxford-terrace. W,
Teignmouth, Charles John, Lord, D.C.L. Langton Hall, Northallerton, Yorkshire.

Terry, Charles, Esq., F.S.A. New Zealand.

Thesiger, Sir Frederick, Knt. 1 1 Bryanstone-square, W. and 2 King’s Bench-

walk, Temple.

Thompson, Theophilus, M.D. 3 Bedford-square. W.C.

Thompson, Major-General Thomas Perronet, M.A. Eliot-vale, Blackheath.

Thomson, Allen, M.D. F.R.S.E. Professor of Anatomy in the University of Glasgow.

Glasgow.

Thomson, Robert Dundas, M.D. F.C.S. F.R.S.E. F.R.Med. Chir. Prof, of Chemistry,

St. Thomas’s Hospital. St. Thomas’s Hospital, S.E.
;
and 1 1 Marlborough-

hill, St. John’s Wood. N.W.

Thomson, Thomas, M.D. Superintendent ofthe Botanic Garden, Calcutta. Calcutta.

Thomson, WiUiam, Esq., LL.D., Professor of Natural Philosophy, University.

Glasgow.

Thornton, Henry Sykes, Esq., M.A. Battersea-rise. S.

Thorp, The Venerable Charles, D.D. Archdeacon of Durham and Warden of the

University of Durham. Durham.

Tierney, Rev. Mark Aloysius. Arundel, Sussex.

Tite, William, Esq., F.S.A. 42 Lowndes-square. S.W.

Todd, Robert Bentley, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius, Professor of Physiology

and General Anatomy, King’s College, London. 26 Brook-street. W.
Tomes, John, Esq. 37 Cavendish-square. W.
Tooke, Thomas, Esq. 31 Spring-gardens. S.W.

Tooke, William, Esq., Treas. R.S.L. V.P. Soc. Arts. 12 Russell-square. W.C.

Torrens, Lieut.-Colonel Robert. Reform Club. S.W.

Towneley, Charles, Esq. 12 Charles-street, Berkeley-square. W.
D
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Date of Election.

1843. Mar. 10.

1823. May 29.

1815. Nov. 16.

1843. May 18.

1845. Apr. 10.

1831. Mar. 17.

1831. May 24.

1802. Dec. 9.

1838. Feb. 8.

1838. Mar. 15.

1820. Apr. 13.

1853. June 3.

1830, May 6.

1855, June 7.

1826. June 8.

1855. June 7.

1828. Apr. 17.

1831, Mar. 3.

1851. June 5.

1819. Nov. 11.

1837. May 35.

1809. Feb. 16.

1852.

June 3.

1817. May 1.

1835. Apr. 3.

1845. Feb. 13.

1834. Feb. 6.

1837. May 34.

1844. Mar. 7.

1847. Mar. 18.

1857. Junell.

1837. May 35.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

Toynbee, Joseph, Esq., Corr. Mem. Soc, de Biologic, Paris. Hon. Mem. Roy. Med.

Soc. Edin. 18 Savile-row. W.
yraherne. Rev. John Montgomery, M.A. F.S.A. F.L.S. F.G.S. Coedriglan, near

Cardiff.

Travers, Benjamin, Esq., Serjeant Surgeon to the Queen. 54 Greera-street, Gros-

venor-square. W,
Tulloch, James, Esq., F.S.A. F.L.S. 16 Montague-glace, Bedford-square. TV.C.

t Tupper, Martin Farquhar, Esq., D.C.L. Albury, Guildford, Surrey.

Turnbull, Rev. Thomas Smith, M.A. F.G.S. Blofield, Norfolk.

Turner, Charles Hampden, Esq., F.L.S. F.G.S. 15 Bruton-street, W".
;
and Roolds-

nest Park, Godstone, Surrey.

Turner, Dawson, Esq., Hon. M.R.I.A. F.S.A. F.L.S. M.R.S.L. Acadd. Caes. Nat,

Cur. et Reg. Sc. Holm. Socius. Lee-cottage, Old Brompton. S.W.

t Tweedie, Alexander, M.D., Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 46 Lower Brook-street. W'.

t Twiss, Travers, Esq., D.C.L. F.G.S. 18 Park-lane. W.
Tylden, Lieut.-Colonel Sir John Maxwell, Knt. Milsted, Kent.

Tyndall, John, Esq., Ph.D. Soc. Hollandaise des Sci. Haarlem. Mem. Royal

Institution. W.
Vetch, Captain James, R.E. F.G.S. Corresp. Mem. Nat. Inst. Washington, U.S.

Admiralty. S.W.

t Vignoles, Charles, Esq., F.R.A.S. M.R.I.A. 21 Duke-street, Westminster. S.W.

Vyvyan, Sir Richard Rawlinson, Bart. St. Dunstards-villa, RegenPs-park, N.W
;

and Trelowarren, Helstone, Cornwall.

t Walker, Charles Vincent, Esq. Fernside-villa, Red Hill, Reigate.

Walker, James, Esq., F.R.S.E. 23 Great George-street, Westminster. S.W.

Walker, Rev. Robert, M.A. Reader in Experimental Philosophy in the University

of Oxford. Wadham College, Oxford; and Culham Vicarage, Abingdon.

Waller, Augustus V., M.D, The Down-house, Lamberhurst, Kent.

Walter, Rev. Henry, B.D. Hasilbury Bryan, Doj’setshire.

t Walton, Rev. William, M.A. Moidton-rectory, Long Stratton, Norfolk.

Warburton, Henry, Esq., M.A. 45 Cadogan-place, Sloane-street. S.W.

t Ward, Nathaniel Bagshaw, Esq. Clapham-rise. S.

W’^arre, John Ashley, Esq, 54 Lowndes-square, Sloane-street. S.W.

t Warren, Samuel, Esq., D.C.L. 12 King’s Bench Walk, Temple; and 35 Wobuj'n-

place. W.C.

t Washington, John, Capt. R.N. F.G.S. M.R.G.S. A.I.C.E. Socc. Reg. Sc. Hafn.

Soc, Geog. Berol., et Paris. Socius. Admiralty. S.IV,

Waterhouse, John, jun.. Esq. Halifax, Yorkshire.

t Wavell, Major-General Arthur Goodall, K.F. K.C.S. Bullingham-place, Ken-

sington.

Webster, John, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 24: Brook-street, Grosvenor-sq. W.

t Webster, Thomas, Esq., M.A. 2 Great George-street, Westminster. S.W.

Welsh, John, Esq., Superintendent of the Kew Observatory of the British Asso-

ciation. Richmond. S.W.

t Westmacott, Richard, Esq., R.A. F.G.S. 21 Wilton-place, Belgrave-square. S.IV.
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Date of Election.

1840. Jan. 9.

18.36. Jan. 21.

1820. Anr. 13.
X

1854. June 1.

1857. Junell.

1855. June 7.

1835. April 2.

1834. Dec. 18.

1835. x\pr. 2.

1855. June 7.

1854. June 1.

1830. Apr. 22.

1838. Mar. 1.

1 845. Feb. 6.

1855. June 7.

1834. Apr. 10.

1846. Feb. 19.

1845. Feb. 6.

1834. June 5.

1813. Feb. 25.

1829. Feb. 26.

1836. Dec. 22.

1841. May 20.

1841. Apr. 29.

1841. Apr. 29.

1839. Jan. 31.

1849. June 7.

1852. June 3.

R. P.

R.P.

P.

P.

P.

Whatman, James, Esq., M.A. F.S.A. Vinters, near Maidstone.

t Wheatstone, Charles, Esq., Professor of Experimental Philosophy, King’s College,

London
;

Instit. Imp. Sc. Paris. Corresp. Lower-mall,^ Hammersmith. W.
Whewell, Rev. William, D.D. Hon. M.R.I.A. F.S.A. F.G.S. F.R.A.S. Master of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Lodge, Cambridge.

Whitbread, Samuel Charles, Esq., F.R.A.S. Brewery, Chiswell-street, E.C.
;
and

Cardington, Bedford.

Whitworth, Joseph, Esq. The Firs, Manchester ; and Stanclijf'e-hatl, Derbyshire.

t Wight, Robert, M.D. F.L.S. Grazeley-lodge, Reading.

t Wigram, Right Hon. Sir James, Knt. M.A. F.S.A. Portland-place. W.
Wilkinson, Sir John Gardner, Knt. LL.D. 33 York-street, Portman-square, W.

;

and Athenaeum Club. S.W.

f Williams, Charles James Blasius, M.D. Coll. Reg. Med. Socius. 49 Upper Brook-

street, Grosvenor-square. W.
Williamson, Alexander William, Ph.D. F.C.S. Professor of Practical Chemistry,

University College, London. 16 Provost-road, Haverstock-hill. N.W.

t Williamson, William Crawford, Esq., Professor of Natural History, Anatomy and

Physiology, Owens College, Manchester. 78 Bloomsbury, Manchester.

Willis, Rev. Robert, M.A. F.G.S. Jacksonian Professor of Natural and Experimental

Philosophy in the University of Cambridge. 23 York-terrace, Regenfs-park,

N.W.
; and Cambridge.

t Wilson, Alexander, Esq. 34 Bryanstone-square. W.

Wilson, Erasmus, Esq., Lecturer on Anatomy and Physiology, Middlesex Hospital.

17 Henrietta-street, Cavendish-square. W.
Wilson, George Fergusson, Esq. Wandsworth-common. S.

Wilson, Horace Hayman, Esq., M.A. M.R.A.S. Boden Professor of Sanscrit in the

University of Oxford. 14 Upper Wimpole-street. W.

t Wilson, John, M.D. 13 Clemenfs-inn. W.C.

t Wilson, Rev. John, D.D. M.R.A.S. Hon. Pres. Bombay Branch of the R.A.S.

Bombay.

Witt, George, Esq. 22 Prince’’s-terrace, Hyde-park. W.
Wix, Rev. Samuel, M.A. F.S.A. Rectory-house, St. Bartholomew’s the Less. E.C.

Wollaston, Alexander Luard, Esq., M.B. F.R.A.S.

t Wood, Sir William Page, Knt., D.C.L. Vice-Chancellor. Great George-st. S.W.

t Wood, Lieut.-Colonel Thomas. 12 Cavendish-square. W.

t Woodward, Charles, Esq. 10 Compton-terrace, Islington. N.

t Wrottesley, John, Lord.

—

President.—M.A. F.R.A.S. Wrottesley-hall, Wolver-

hampton.

t Yates, James, Esq., M.A. F.L.S. F.G.S. Lauderdale-house, Highgate. N.

t Yorke, Colonel Philip, V.P.C.S. Eaton-place, Belgrave-square. S.W.

t Younghusband, Charles Wright, Capt. R.A. Woolwich. S.E.



FOREIGN MEMBERS

Louis Agassiz . Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1838. C.

FriedrichWilhelmAugustArgelander Bonn. 1846.

Karl Ernst von Baer .... St. Petersburg. 1854.

J. B. A. L. L. Elie de Beaumont Paris. 1835. R.

c. Antoine Cesar Becquerel . . . . Paris. 1837. C.

Rm. Jean-Baptiste Biot

Adolphe Theodore Brongniart . Paris. 1852. C.

Francesco Carlini

Michel Chasles

C. Michel-Eugene Chevreul . . . . Paris. 1826.

Auguste De la Rive

Gustav Lejeune Dirichlet . . . . Berlin. 1855.

c. Heinrich Wilhelm Dove . .

c. Jean Baptiste Dumas .... Rm.

c. Henry Milne-Edwards . . .

Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg . Berlin. 1837.

R. Johann Franz Encke ....

Pierre Marie-Jean Flourens . . Paris. 1835.

Karl Haidinger

C. P. A. Hansen R.

Christopher Hansteen . . .

C. Baron Alexander von Humboldt Berlin. 1815.

A. T. Kupffer St. Petersburg. 1846.

J. liamont

C. Urbain Jean Joseph Le Verrier Paris. 1847.

Baron Justus von Liebig .... Munich. 1840.

Joseph Liouville Paris. 1850.

Carl Fried. Philip von Martins Munich. 1838.

Eilert Mitscherlich Berlin. 1828.

Johann Muller Berlin. 1840.

Benjamin Peirce, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1852.

1827.

1842.

1833.

1855.

1850.

1839.

Baron Giovanni Plana Turin.

Jean Victor Poncelet Paris.

G. de Pontecoulant Paris.

Julius Pliicker Bonn.

Johannes Evangelista Purkinje Prag.

Lambert Adol. Jacques Quetelet Binissels.

Heinrich Rathke Kbnigsberg.lSbo.

Henri Victor Regnault Paris. 1852.

Carl Ritter Berlin. 1848.

Heinrich Rose Berlin. 1842.

O. A. Rosenberger Halle. 1835.

Carl Riimker Hamburg. 1855.

Angelo Secchi Rome. 1856.

Friedrich GeorgWilhelm Struve Pulkowa. 1827.

Friedrich Tiedemann . Heidelberg.

Wilhelm Eduard Weber Gottingen. 1850.

Friedrich Wohler Gottingen. A.



FELLOWS DECEASED SINCE THE LAST ANNIVERSARY (Nov. 30, J8r,G).

On the Home List.

Henry James Brooke, Esq.

Sir Charles Mansfield Clarke, Bart., M.D.

Very Rev. William Daniel Conybeare, Dean

of Llandaff.

Right Hon. John Wilson Croker, LL.D.

John Disney, Esq., LL.D.

Charles William, Earl Fitzwilliam.

MarshaU Hall, M.D.

James Holman, Lieut. R.N.

James Horne, Esq.

Thomas Best Jervis, Col. R.E.

James Adey Ogle, M.D.

John Ayrton Paris, M.D.

Rev. William Scoresby, D.D.

Joseph Smith, Esq,

Richard Twining, Esq.

Andrew Ure, M.D.

William Wood, Esq.

On the Foreign List.

Augustin Louis Cauchy. Le Baron Louis Jacques Thenard,

Withdrawn.

Sir William Burnett, M.D.

FELLOWS ELECTED SINCE THE LAST ANNIVERSARY (Nov 30, 1856).

On the Home List.

1857. June 11. Lionel Smith Beale, Esq. 1857. June 11.

1857. June 11. George Boole, Esq. 1857. June 11.

1857. June 11. George Bowdler Buckton, Esq. 1857. June 11.

1857. June 11. Thomas Davidson, Esq. 1857. June 11.

1857. June 11. George Grote, Esq. 1857. June 11.

1857. June 11. Rowland Hill, Esq. 1857. June 11.

1857, June 11. Rev. Thomas P. Kirkman. 1857. June 11.

1857. June 11. William Marcet, M.D.

John Marshall, Esq.

Andrew Smith, M.D.

Robert Angus Smith, Esq.

Charles Piazzi Smyth, Esq.

Henry Clifton Sorby, Esq.

John Welsh, Esq.

Joseph Whitworth, Esq.












